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Preface 

 

AICSS 2016, the Second Annual International Conference on Social Sciences, has been organized and 

conducted by Yıldız Technical University, Faculty of Economic and Administrative Sciences. As the 

organizing committee we are very contented to have observed that interest in the conference has 

grown beyond our projections even at its second year.  

 

The committee, with pleasure of course, had to process a higher number of applications and to select 

among a larger pool of abstracts and proceedings. We hope to have brought together a cadenced 

mixture of competition and cooperation. Therefore we expect that AICSS 2016 will serve its 

participants a great deal more in exchanging new ideas and research outcomes, sharing experiences 

and networking. 

 

The primary objective of AICSS 2016 is inducing interdisciplinary research by practitioners and scholars 

from business administration, economics and political science as well as helping researchers from all 

three disciplines establish new academic partnerships. The Conference venue, another feature of this 

year’s conference and our new faculty building, will hopefully serve better to this end by providing 

more space and comfort for participants during and between the sessions also in future conferences.  

 

Our special thanks go to all contributors of the organization process, without whose efforts we could 

not imagine to make a better conference than the first one; they are Honorary Chairs and the 

members of the Scientific Committee, the Advisory Board and the Organization Committee, along with 

our students who volunteered for the tasks that would definitely be overwhelming if it had not been 

for them.  

 

 

Organization committee 

May 2016 

İstanbul 
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Research on the relationship between internal marketing strategies and 

internal service quality through the perspective of five factor personality traits 

among employees 
 

Tevfik Yoldemira*, Şakir Erdemb , Aypar Uslub , Serdar Pirtinib   

  a Marmara University, School of Medicine, Istanbul, Turkey 
b Marmara University, School of Business Administration, Istanbul, Turkey  

Abstract 

The objective was to define the relationship between internal marketing strategies 

and internal service quality through the perspective of five factor personality traits among 

physicians and nurses/mid-wives working in a university affliated hospital. 

The scales for internal marketing, internal service quality and big five personality 

traits were determined and a survey questionaire was prepared.  After a pre-test was done, 

the final questionaire was used in the research. Total of 426 forms were analysed. After 

reliability and factor analysis, comparative tests, correlation and regression analysis were 

done.   

In conclusion, the proportion of variation in interactive internal service quality is 

explained by human resources management internal marketing in 39.2 % of cases. The 

proportion of variation in tangible internal service quality is explained by human resources 

management internal marketing and personality traits such as openness and emotional 

stability in 18.8 % of cases. The proportion of variation in interactive internal service quality 

is explained by vision and development internal marketing and personality trait such as 

openness in 25.9 % of cases. The proportion of variation in tangible internal service quality 

is explained by vision and development internal marketing and personality traits such as 

openness and emotional stability in 11.4 % of cases. 

 

Keywords: Internal marketing; internal service quality; big five personality traits 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Internal marketing (IM) is a strategic approach by high quality service delivery and 

customer satisfaction are achieved (e.g. Bruhn and Georgi, 2000; Quester and Kelly, 1999). 

Strategic alignment between employees’ actions and marketing’s brand positioning in the 

                                                           
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +90-216-2901993; fax: - 

E-mail address: tevfik.yoldemir@marmara.edu.tr 
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target consumer’s minds can be attained (Ahmed and Rafiq, 2003). The employees have to 

be informed, educated, developed and motivated to serve clients more effectively and need 

to be treated as members of an internal market (Grönroos, 1997; Bennett and Barkensjo, 

2005). Moreover IM could be viewed as an internal communication function. Creating 

customer orientation in employees through a process of influence rather than satisfying and 

motivating them was suggested by  Grönroos (1983).  

The traditional functional management principles may not define the components of 

internal service quality (ISQ). However, the impact of internal quality dimensions on both 

customer and  employee satisfaction is of particular interest. The organizations trying to 

provide quality services to external customers, must start from internal services (Berry and 

Parasuraman, 1991; Hart and Bogan, 1992). The implementation of high quality support 

services and organizational policies lead to ISQ which enable employees to produce results 

in terms of service quality and customer value (Lings, 2004). 

ISQ is defined as the perceived quality of service provided by distinctive organisational 

units or employees within the organisation or the people working in one unit to other units 

(Stauss, 1995). In order to deliver service to external customers, internal services create a 

network of functional units which are linked  together (Marshall et al., 1998). Similarly, 

delivering service quality to external customers pivots on delivering service quality across 

internal supply networks. The operations management discipline for improving the 

management of internal customer relationships and networks necessitates the measurement 

of ISQ, as it provides a basis for continuous improvement (Reynoso and Moores, 1995; 

Young and Varble,1997; Frost and Kumar, 2000). 

Barrick and Mount (1991) and Tett et al. (1991)  suggested that the Big Five personality 

factors (BFF) might have some degree of utility for selecting employees into a variety of 

jobs. BFFs are neuroticism, extraversion, openness to experience, agreeableness, and 

conscientiousness (John 1990, Digman 1990, Costa and McCrae 1992). Neuroticism 

concerns the degree to which the individual is insecure, anxious, depressed, and emotional 

versus calm, self-confident, and cool. Extraversion concerns the extent to which individuals 

are gregarious, assertive, and sociable versus reserved, timid, and quiet. Openness to 

Experience defines individuals who are creative, curious, and cultured versus practical with 

narrow interests. Agreeableness concerns the degree to which individuals are cooperative, 

warm, and agreeable versus cold, disagreeable, and antagonistic. Conscientiousness 

measures the extent to which individuals are hardworking, organized,  dependable, and 

persevering versus lazy, disorganized, and unreliable. 

This paper reports the findings of a study which investigates the relationship 

between  internal marketing strategies and internal service quality through the perspective of 

five factor personality traits among physicians and nurses/mid-wives working in a university 

affliated hospital. Analysis is based on survey data from 426 internal customers of healthcare 

services in a university affliated hospital. The measures are evaluated in terms of reliability, 

content validity, construct validity, and predictive validity, as well as practical considerations 

concerning implementation. 

We begin by reviewing the literature on IM, BFF and ISQ. This gives rise to research 

questions which call for an evaluation of measures in IM, BFF and ISQ contexts. The 

methodology for our study is then described in detail, followed by analysis of the measures 

of IM, BFF and ISQ. The discussion section examines our research questions in light of our 

analysis, presents limitations, and identifies opportunities for further work. Finally, 

conclusions are drawn based on this study. 
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2. Conceptual framework and research hypotheses 

2.1.  Internal marketing 

IM is a marketing strategy where communication with employees, and development of 

their potential together with  motivation bring excellent service (Berry, 1981; 1987). IM 

creates personnel who will deliver effective customer service (Grönroos 1983).  The 

application of marketing techniques along with human resource management practices form 

the essence of IM for facilitating the implementation of the organisational market objectives 

(Ahmed and Rafiq, 2003; Bennett and Barkensjo, 2005). IM constructs market conditions 

within the organisation in order to meet the wants and needs of internal customers (Ballantyne 

et al. 1995). IM lifts off the interdepartmental barriers and creates communication between 

the employees and marketing (Piercy and Morgan 1995). IM allow rapid organisational 

change in response to the company’s macro and micro environments (Varey and Lewis 

1999). IM can alter the culture of the organization by recruiting, training and motivating 

employees who are aligned with new vision (Arnett 2003). IM incorporates front-line 

employees as customers and improves their transaction quality (Lings 2004). IM puts the 

employees in the first place and achieves organizational purposes as a consequence (Proctor 

2010).   

2.2. Internal Service Quality 

The aim of any organisations is to deliver service to external customers (Marshall et al., 

1998). A network of functional units that linked to one another form the organizational 

structure. Each unit functions as first receives inputs from the previous unit, then transforms 

them, and later delivers the output to the next operation in the chain , that is their internal 

customer. An interaction between internal service providers and internal customers do occur 

at each link in the chain (Finn et al., 1996). In order to measure ISQ, first the SERVQUAL 

scale was used (Parasuraman et al., 1988). Later different applications ranging from almost 

exact replication (Young and Varble, 1997; Auty and Long, 1999; Kang et al., 2002), to 

minor changes (Hill and McCrory, 1997; Frost and Kumar, 2000), to addition and deletion 

of dimensions (Kuei, 1999; Large and Konig, 2009), through to major departures from the 

scale (Reynoso and Moores, 1995; Brooks et al., 1999; Stanley and Wisner, 2001) were tried.  

Because internal customers are professional consumers of internal services, they are far 

more knowledgeable than most external customers with regard to service provision (Marshall 

et al. 1998). Furthermore there is often little face-to-face interaction between internal 

customers and internal suppliers (Young and Varble, 1997). As a result, tangible elements 

such as physical layout, equipment and clothing, may be of little concern when making 

service quality assessments of internal suppliers. 

2.3. Big Five Personality Factors 

The BFF model has been researched with respect to job performance (Barrick & Mount, 

1991). They found that conscientiousness is a valid predictor across occupations and across 

criteria. Conscientiousness shows validity for three criteria (job proficiency, training, and 

personnel data). Extraversion is a valid predictor of training proficiency, as are emotional 

stability agreeableness, and openness to experience.  

When successful job performance requires getting along, emotional stability, 

conscientiousness, and agreeableness should predict performance.  Persons with elevations 

on these dimensions are positive (i.e., Emotional Stability; Mount et al. 1998; Staw, Sutton, 

& Pelled,1994), predictable (i.e., Conscientiousness; Hough, 1992; Parasuraman, Zeithaml, 

& Berry, 1986), and sensitive to others (i.e., Agreeableness; Barrick, Stewart, & Piotrowski, 

2000; R. Hogan, Hogan, & Busch, 1984).  
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When successful job performance requires getting ahead, the dimensions of emotional 

stability, extraversion (Ambition), and openness to experience will predict performance. The 

getting ahead is associated with being confident (i.e.,Emotional Stability; Gough, 1990), 

ambitious and hardworking (i.e., Extraversion–Surgency; R. Hogan, Curphy, & Hogan, 

1994; Vinchur et al. 1998), and curious and eager to learn (i.e., Intellect–Openness to 

Experience; Barrick & Mount, 1991; Costa & Mc-Crae, 1992; McCrae & Costa, 1997). 

2.4. Research hypotheses 

Heskett et al. (1994) proposed a model of a service profit chain where ISQ, employee 

satisfaction, productivity, external customer satisfaction and organizational performance are 

linked (Varey 1995). Because service delivery occurs through human interaction between 

service providers and customers (Goran 2006), the service encounter during the service 

delivery process largely determines the degree of SQ delivered to customers (Malhotra & 

Mukherjee 2004). The work environment of service employees has a strong impact on how 

customers experience the service provided to them (Bowen and Schneider 1985). Human 

resource practices (such as service training and reward practices) can ultimately influence the 

service experiences of customers (Jose´ &Garazo 2006, Tsai & Tang 2008). Customers are 

more satisfied when employees demonstrate an advanced skill level, advanced knowledge 

and strong abilities. We therefore propose hypothesis 1. 

H1. Internal marketing is positively related to internal service quality. 

 

Occupational life consists of agendas of what will be done and roles for who will do and 

when  (Motowidlo, Borman, & Schmit, 1997). Efforts to get along and get ahead take place 

during these times. Although most people try to get along and get ahead while working, 

individual differences in how their efforts are evaluated by others exist. On the one hand, 

people must cooperate and seem compliant, friendly, and positive in order to get along. When 

they are evaluated as successful by others they are considered as good team players, and 

service providers (Moon, 2001; Mount, Barrick, & Stewart, 1998). However, people must 

take initiative, seek responsibility, compete, and try to be recognized in order to get ahead. If 

they are successful, they are seen by others as achieving results, providing leadership, 

communicating a vision, and motivating others toward goals (Conway,1999). Since internal 

service quality is dependent on employee’s performance, we propose hypothesis 2 

H2: Five factor personality traits play an important role on  internal service quality  

 

IM yields three functions, namely internal communication, training (cultural change 

mechanisms) and market research (requisite for understanding employees’ needs and wants). 

The impact of communication on employee development by either changing employee 

attitudes or increasing customer satisfaction warrants consideration (Freeman and Varey, 

1997; Piercy and Morgan, 1995). Internal communication is a new employer-employee 

contract between managers and employees (Varey and Lewis 1999). Training component of 

IM can be divided into four main categories, namely service standards, training, development 

programmes and rewards (Papasolomou and Vrontis, 2006). Lee and Chen (2005) defined 

IM as having five functions: recruitment, training, incentives, communication and retaining 

employees.  If organisations are not aware of the existence of different employee segments 

and their different needs, they will continue to produce messages that hold little meaning for 

the targeted segments (Rafiq and Ahmed, 2003). The well-designed training and 

communications between the executives and the employees according to their needs is 

crucial. Hence we propose hypothesis 3. 
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H3: Internal marketing needs to be tailored according to the five factor personality 

traits of the employees. 

 

 

 

 

Figure1. Research model 

 
3. Methodology 

3.1. Sample  

The study took place in Marmara University Pendik Teaching and Research Hospital, 

Istanbul. Doctors and nurses from clinics with inpatient services were invited to fill out the 

questionnaires.  

3.2.  Data collection  

Five hundred and fifty questionnaires were distributed and 426 valid questionnaires were 

received. The survey period was from 15 November 2014 to 20 March 2015. Questionnaires 

were completed by 49 faculty members, 27 consultants, 215 residents and 135 nurses. The 

questionnaire contained a range of closed statements. 

Respondents were asked to rate their level of agreement on a 5-point Likert Scale (1 = 

‘strongly disagree’ and 5 = ‘stronglyagree’).  

3.3. Measures 

Internal marketing  

This research used the 14-item scale designed by Money and Foreman (1996), a 

commonly used assessment tool for the concept of IM 

Internal service quality 

The 20-item scale by Young and Varble. (1997) was used to measure ISQ. 

Five Factor personality trait 

The 25-item scale by Somer and Goldberg (1999) was used to measure FFT 

3.4. Pilot study  

First, the content of the questionnaires was developed by consulting relevant literature 

and then slightly modifying existing items to create initial questionnaires based on the 

research purpose and specific industry features. Then, three directors or supervisors from the 

medical centre were invited to perform an expert validation of the questionnaire, after which 

it was further revised. Next, a pilot run of the questionnaire was administered to 20 residents 

and the questions were revised according to the feed-backs.  

3.5. Validity and reliability 

Table 1 shows descriptive statistics, exploratory factor analysis and internal consistency 

(Cronbach’s coefficient) for IM variables. Table 2 shows descriptive statistics, exploratory 

factor analysis and internal consistency (Cronbach’s coefficient) for FFT variables. Table 3 

shows descriptive statistics, exploratory factor analysis and internal consistency (Cronbach’s 

coefficient) for ISQ variables. 
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Table 1. Factor naming and reliability analysis results for IM 

IM Content of items, constructs and scales Facto

r 

loadi

ng 

Varianc

e 

explain

ed 

Cronbac

h’s alpha 

Human 

resource 

manageme

nt 

9   Our hospital teaches employees why 

they should do things’ and not just ‘how 

they should do things. 

8  Our organization goes beyond simple 

training and educates employees to work 

together 

14   Development of employee skills and 

knowledge is an ongoing process in our 

hospital. 

6   At our hospital, employees are properly 

trained to perform their service roles 

13   Our hospital views the development of 

knowledge and skills in employees as an 

investment rather than a cost 

10   Our hospital makes preparations that 

enable employees to perform well 

12   Our hospital places significant 

emphasis on communication with 

employees. 

11. Our hospital offers employees a vision

that they can believe in 

7   Our hospital has the flexibility to 

accommodate different employee needs. 

0,849 

0,822 

0,814 

0,802 

0,788 

0,773 

0,767 

0,762 

0,730 

53,393 0,957 

Vision and 

developme

nt 

1   At our hospital, employees who provide 

excellent service are rewarded for their 

efforts 

2   Our hospital assesses and rewards 

employee performance that contributes to 

achieving the organizational goal. 

0,914 

0,868 

24,663 0,918 

Total 78,056 

Kaiser Meyer Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy  0,944    

Bartlett Test of Sphericity  Approx. Chi-square  4407,041     df 55   sig  0,000 
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Table 2. Factor naming and reliability analysis results for FFT 

FFT Content of items, constructs and 

scales 

Factor 

loadin

g 

Varianc

e 

explain

ed 

Cronbac

h’s alpha 

Consienciousn

ess  

8   Committed to thejob 

9   Reliable andefficient 

10  Organized 

6  Persevering, dutiful 

7  Structured approach to work 

0,850 

0,835 

0,763 

0,731 

0,718 

23,917 0,896 

Emotional 

stability 

19   Decisive, asserts him/herself 

20   Relaxed, calm under pressure 

17   High self esteem 

18  Resilient to pressure 

0,890 

0,858 

0,830 

0,809 

20,818 0,894 

Openness to 

experience 

24   Creative thinker  

25 Open to change 

23  Open to development 

0,853 

0,843 

0,820 

16,747 0,905 

Extraversion 2  Open and talkative 

1 Competitive, enthusiastic 

3  Social 

0,873 

0,789 

0,718 

14,846 0,820 

Total 76,328 

Kaiser Meyer Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy  0,881     

Bartlett Test of Sphericity  Approx. Chi-square  4210,909     df 105   sig  0,000 

Table 3. Factor naming and reliability analysis results for ISQ 

ISQ Content of items, constructs and scales Facto

r 

loadi

ng 

Varianc

e 

explain

ed 

Cronbac

h’s alpha 

Interacti

ve 

5   Hospital administration always  shows a 

personal interest in me. 

4  Hospital administration spends the time 

required to serve me 

3   I have every confidence in the behavior 

of hospital administration. 

6 Hospital administration is always 

capable to address my requests 

2 Hospital administration is 

alwaysavailable to serve me in any 

problem I face 

7   Hospital administration alwaysserves me 

at the time promised 

1   I feel safe in any cooperation with the 

hospital administration. 

0,846 

0,844 

0,838 

0,820 

0,816 

0,814 

0,804 

0,803 

53,271 0,970 
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9   If a problem arises in my department 

Hospital administration shows a sincere 

interest in solving it 

11   Hospital administration always 

provides reliable services. 

8   Hospital administration is always 

interested in my department’s best interest. 

13   Hospital administration is always polite 

and friendly with me. 

12   Hospital administration understands 

separately each department’s specificities. 

14  Hospital administration communicates 

with me in a polite manner. 

15  Hospital administration offers services 

as promised 

10   Hospital administration tries hard to 

avoid mistakes. 

16   Hospital administration is never too 

busy to address any problem I face. 

 

0,778 

 

0,776 

 

0,771 

 

0,759 

 

0,749 

 

0,732 

 

0,718 

 

0,714 

Tangible 20   The equipment in my department (bio-

medical technology equipment) is 

adequately advanced 

19   Department facilities’ aesthetics are 

good. 

18    My department disposes modern and 

contemporary equipment to meet up to date 

needs 

0,885 

 

0,826 

0,775 

17,324 0,845 

  Total 70,595  

Kaiser Meyer Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy  0,962  

Bartlett Test of Sphericity  Approx. Chi-square  7536,824     df  171  sig  0,000 

 

 

3.6. Data analysis 

The data were analysed using SPSS 21.0 Windows (Statistical Packages for Social 

Sciences) with descriptive statistics indicating the demographics of the sample. To 

understand the relationships between the demographic characteristics of the healthcare 

providers and their perceptions of IM, FFT and ISQ, a one-way ANOVA was conducted with 

equal variance assumed (Macnee & McCabe 2007). Furthermore, this study implemented a 

Scheffe post hoc comparison, focusing on results with statistically significant differences. 

Taking into consideration the factors extracted from the exploratory factor analysis we 

proceeded with the application of Multiple Regression Analysis. The factor score of ISQ was 

selected as a dependent variable while the remaining two factor scores extracted were used 

as independent variables.  

3.7. Results 

Factor loadings compared with regards to gender, marital status and departments are 

given in Table 4. Table 5 shows the factor loadings compared with regards to regards to 
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academic/working position and education. Factor loadings compared with regards to years 

worked in the profession are shown in Table 6.  

The proportion of variation in interactive internal service quality is explained by human 

resources management internal marketing in 39.2 % of cases. The proportion of variation in 

tangible internal service quality is explained by human resources management internal 

marketing and personality traits such as openness and emotional stability in 18.8 % of cases. 

The proportion of variation in interactive internal service quality is explained by vision and 

development internal marketing and personality trait such as openness in 25.9 % of cases. 

The proportion of variation in tangible  internal service quality is explained by vision and 

development internal marketing and personality traits such as openness and emotional 

stability in 11.4 % of cases 

Table 4. Factor loadings compared with regards to gender, marital status and 

departments*

Female (n=235) Male (n=191) 

HRM IM 2,34±0,92 2,47± 0,92 

VD IM 1,98±0,95 2,14± 0,91 

IISQ 2,29± 0,88 2,35± 0,82 

TISQ 2,81± 1,03 2,68± 0,97 

Consienciousness 4,27± 0,65 4,02± 0,77 

Emotional stability 3,38± 0,97 3,59± 0,99 

Openness to experience 4,08± 0,80 3,93± 0,88 

Extraversion 3,89± 0,80 3,86± 0,82 

Non-surgical (n=272) Surgical (n=154) 

HRM IM 2,35± 0,93 2,50± 0,89 

VD IM 2,07± 0,95 2,02± 0,91 

IISQ 2,31± 0,84 2,33± 0,86 

TISQ 2,71± 0,98 2,83± 1,04 

Consienciousness 4,12± 0,75 4,22± 0,66 

Emotional stability 3,53± 0,97 3,38± 1,00 

Openness to experience 3,97± 0,85 4,10± 0,83 

Extraversion 3,88± 0,79 3,87± 0,85 

Married (n=221) Single (n=205) 

HRM IM 2,44± 0,85 2,35± 0,99 

VD IM 2,07± 0,91 2,02± 0,96 

IISQ 2,34± 0,82 2,29± 0,89 

TISQ 2,80± 0,98 2,69± 1,03 

Consienciousness 4,18± 0,69 4,13± 0,75 

Emotional stability 3,37± 0,97 3,59± 0,99 

Openness to experience 3,99± 0,84 4,04± 0,85 

Extraversion 3,81± 0,79 3,95± 0,82 

HRM IM, human resource management internal marketing; VD IM, vision and development 

internal marketing; IISQ, interactive internal service quality; TISQ, tangible internal service 

quality 
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* mean ±sd

Table 5. Factor loadings compared with regards to academic/working position and 

education**

 HRM IM, human resource management internal marketing; VD IM, vision and development 

internal marketing; IISQ, interactive internal service quality; TISQ, tangible internal service 

quality 

* mean ±sd;  a-p statistically significant comparisons

Table 6. Factor loadings compared with regards to years worked in the profession* 

Less than 3 

years 

(n=138) 

4-6 years 

(n=139) 

7-10 years 

(n=65) 

11-20 years 

(n=59) 

More than 

20 years 

(n=25) 

HRM IM 2,10± 0,76a,b 2,40± 1,04a 2,77± 0,91a 2,56± 0,79b 2,59± 0,83 

VD IM 1,90± 0,72 2,06± 1,13 2,26± 0,90 2,12± 0,88 2,10± 0,89 

IISQ 2,06± 0,63 2,28± 1,02 2,52± 0,81 2,51± 0,75 2,94± 0,70 

TISQ 2,50± 0,86c,d 2,73± 1,14 3,02± 0,96c 3,00± 0,94d 2,99± 0,88 

Consienciousness 4,11± 0,78 4,19± 0,68 4,01± 0,71 4,25± 0,73 4,39± 0,49 

Emotional 

stability 

3,53± 1,04 3,48± 1,01 3,58± 0,81 3,34± 0,97 3,15± 0,92 

academic/working position 

Faculty member 

(n=49) 

Consultant 

n=27) 

Resident 

(n=215) 

Nurse/midwife 

(n=135) 

HRM IM 2,58± 0,72a 2,57± 0,90 2,17± 0,76a,b 2,66± 1,11b 

VD IM 2,15± 0,80 2,02± 0,94 1,93± 0,77 2,21± 1,17 

IISQ 2,96± 0,66c,d,e 2,40± 0,52c 2,05± 0,72d,f 2,48± 0,99e,f 

TISQ 3,00± 1,06g 3,06± 0,83 2,56± 0,98g,h 2,75± 1,00h 

Consienciousness 4,41± 0,47i 4,03± 0,84 4,08± 0,76i 4,21± 0,72 

Emotional 

stability 

3,30± 0,93 3,27± 1,01 3,48± 1,04 3,58± 0,88 

Openness to 

experience 

4,20± 0,81 3,96± 0,84 3,94± 0,82 4,07± 0,89 

Extraversion 3,89± 0,66 3,52± 0,92 3,88± 0,84 3,95± 0,77 

education 

Under-graduate 

(n=33) 

Graduate 

(n=133) 

Post-graduate 

(n=177) 

Doctorate 

(n=83) 

HRM IM 2,44± 0,92 2,61± 1,06j 2,14± 0,79j,k 2,58± 0,78k 

VD IM 2,00± 1,12 2,13± 1,09 1,98± 0,77 2,10± 0,92 

IISQ 2,42± 1,06 2,36± 0,93 2,10± 0,73l 2,67± 0,75l 

TISQ 3,16± 0,97m 3,77± 1,04 2,53± 0,91m,n 3,02± 1,05n 

Consienciousness 4,20± 0,87 4,20± 0,69 4,08± 0,73 4,24± 0,68 

Emotional 

stability 

3,37± 0,96 3,52± 0,96 3,61± 0,97p 3,16± 0,99p 

Openness to 

experience 

4,07± 0,98 4,07± 0,84 3,92± 0,84 4,10± 0,79 

Extraversion 3,82± 0,87 3,84± 0,88 3,98± 0,73 3,74± 0,81 
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Openness to 

experience 

3,99± 0,84 4,01± 0,85 3,96± 0,85 4,00± 0,81 4,33± 0,87 

Extraversion 3,97± 0,84 3,90± 0,80 3,83± 0,75  3,67± 0,83 3,87± 0,74 

* mean ±sd ;  a-d statistically significant comparisons 

HRM IM, human resource management internal marketing; VD IM, vision and development 

internal marketing; IISQ, interactive internal service quality; TISQ, tangible internal service 

quality 

 

3.8. Discussion 

Perception of internal marketing among doctors and nurses did not differ when gender, 

specialities (surgical or other) and marital status were considered. As the years in profession 

increased the factor loading of IM seem to  be higher than that of shorter period of work. This 

has been confirmed by the higher scores of faculty members, and doctorates when compared 

to the residents. The average factor load was below the mean in all working periods, working 

positions and education levels. This would suggest the general lower apprehension of IM 

among hospital workers. Residents are in their early years of professional life and thus would 

expect more in terms of IM from the hospital management. However faculty members and 

experienced nurses would be more logical about their expectations from the hospital 

management regarding training, communication and rewarding policies. Different 

approaches for groups of different and performance must be formed and continuous audits 

and re-designs need to be done taking the workers needs and reckonings.     

 Five factor personality traits have been investigated for predicting job performance. 

Conscientiousness is generally considered a valid predictor of job performance and that it 

may represents the primary personality dimension for use in personnel selection. 

Conscientiousness is associated with competency and  better negotiations at work.  

Extraversion is correlated with work performance focused on progress. Similarly 

extraversion is a valid predictor of training proficiency, as is emotional stability.  Emotional 

stability is interrelated with good relationships and capability to progress at work.  Openness 

to experience is related to education and improvement at work. Agreeableness was dropped 

after factor analysis and only 4 dimensions were evaluated.  

Regarding the factor loadings the highest was found to be Conscientiousness followed 

by openness and extraversion. Emotional stability had the lowest score as would be expected 

in the medical profession. Some occupations have their own interim Dynamics. Medicine is 

such a profession. As the years spent increases conscientiousness does not weaken; however, 

emotional stability diminishes. 

The tangible characteristics of ISQ may not be important to internal customers, as it 

would be essential to external customers. While years spent on the job increase the favorable 

perception of the ISQ, stil the factor scores are below the average. Faculty member have 

higher scores than those of the residents. Likewise persons with PhD’s have higher factor 

loadings than those with MSc’s. Nurses had lower IISQ factor weights than those of 

consultants. Although TISQ scores were higher than IISQ scores regarding years worked in 

the profession, working position and education, the value is below the average. The longer 

the person works at the current job and the higher his/her promotion (e.g. faculty member), 

yet TISQ is appreciated as more favorable even though the score is below the average. Nurses 

had higher TISQ factor weights than those of residents. 

The effect of VDIM and openness on IISQ could be explained as being creative,  analytic 

and openness to others’ ideas might make health care workers more responsive to VDIM. 

Emotional stability and openness were related to TISQ since healthcare personel with 
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analytic, sensitive personel traits together with  high self-esteem seek innovative and up to 

date equipment for better service for healthcare. Conscientiousness and extraversion are 

connected with IISQ in a way that healthcare providers go through a long education and 

apprenticeship before they get competent. Their education and later their working 

environments do have certain standards which all affect job performances. 

3.9. Limitations and directions for future research 

One of the limitations of our study was the size of the sample group. If  630 could be 

reached the results might have been more confirmative. Next the study only included 

healthcare providers working in clinics with in-patient service facilities. Workers from clinics 

with only out-patient services could show different results. Thirdly, the study was conducted 

in a government teaching and research hospital. The same parameters should also be checked 

in foundation and private hospitals.  

 

 

4. Conclusion 

Both internal and external customers need to be taken good care of with regards to 

business profitability. Internal customers should be well trained, must have understood the 

vision and mission of the company clearly and they need to be well communicated regarding 

any business tactic. Hence internal marketing is the obsolete part of internal customer 

satisfaction, which will provide external customer  satisfaction. Healthcare service 

management should definitely be aware of total quality management (TQM). Thus internal 

service quality has to be well set both for the satisfaction of the internal customers but most 

importantly it will influence external customer satisfaction through external services. 
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Abstract 

Though there is measurement for human development, which is called human development 

index, which considers health, education and income. One other important factor of human 

development could be energy consumption which is very closely related to human 

development. Energy is used for many purposes the important one is household energy, 

human being use energy for cooking, heating, cleaning, sanitation, transportation, 

communication, entertainment, etc. Household energy use is different among different nation 

and locations; as a result there is a different level of efficiency, cost and emission of green 

house gases.  This study focuses on the how important clean and efficient use of household 

energy is for human development. Climate change has become biggest challenge in the 

world; energy consumption and environmental change are very closely related.  Consumption 

of fossil fuels is one of reason for global warming, development of fossil energy harms 

vegetation, in the same way biomass energy use is cause of indoor pollution and causes a 

greater risk to human health.  Poor households don’t have access to fuel and heavily depend 

on fuel wood or other biomass energy, which have a high cost n terms of labor and time. 

There are health and gender issues related to this, which are usually more severe for women.  

Despite the fact that solar power, hydropower and biogas use is increasing day by day, but 

still fossil fuels and biomass energy are two important sources of energy for household use. 

Heating and cooking are the two main household energy consumptions, rest uses like 

cleaning, sanitation, communication and entertainment account for very small proportion. 

There is need for strategies to address issues related to household energy use 

 

Keywords: Human development, Household-energy, Biomass, climate change, indoor-

pollution.  

 

Introduction  

Like other necessities for human survival, energy has also become an integral part 

of human life.  Until mastering the use of fire human civilization was not able to take its 

historic step forward (Crosby, 2006). With passage of time, types of energy used diversified, 

use of energy became more intensive, and more complex appliances came into use and 

efficiency increased.  Societies were transformed from subsistence to more develop with 

consumption of energy and it leaded to better quality of life.  Use of biomass as a source of 
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energy was characteristic of traditional agriculture society.  Symbol of modern industrialized 

society is use of fossil fuels such as Coal, petroleum and natural gas are developed and used 

at large scale.  Electric power converted from hydro, coal, gas has become crucial element of 

all social and economic activities in modern civilizations.  Throughout the history major 

contributor to technological and scientific advances has been availability of electricity 

(Apergis and Payne, 2011).  

Traditional growth theories ignored the importance of energy and much focus has been on 

labor and capital as factor of production in the growth process (Stern and Cleveland, 2004).  

While in neo-classical production theories increase in labor, capital and technology are 

discussed as a requirement for increase in economic growth.  Energy is most crucial factor 

and plays vital role in production as well as in consumption. Research confirms that as 

compared to other variables energy plays an important role in production and consumption 

function of countries which are at intermediate stage of development (IEA, 2005). 

Until the early 1970s, there was little worry about energy scarcity.  Higher energy 

consumption was taken as a positive sign for public welfare and public attention were more 

directed towards supply of cheap energy. Energy demand increased six fold after the time 

world population doubled in 1950.  Total world population which is estimated to be 7.5 

billion today will increase to 8.5 billion in 2030 and almost 10 billion in 2050. Logically, 

energy consumption will also increase with increasing population. The International Energy 

Outlook 2013 estimated that globally energy consumption will increase by 56% between 

2010 and 2040. Total world energy use will increase to 630 quadrillion British thermal units 

(Btu) in 2020 and to 820 quadrillion Btu in 2040, which was 524 quadrillion in 2010. Much 

of the increase in energy consumption is occurring in Non-OECD counties, where demand is 

driven by long-term and strong economic growth.  Energy use increase in OECD countries 

is 17% while it is projected 90% increase in energy use in Non-OECD countries (anonymous, 

2013).  

 

Human development and Energy 

 

Energy consumption has become standard by which development of a nation can be 

measured. Many researchers proposed that, energy consumption should be used to indicate 

development level of a country (Joyeux and Ripple 2007; Sayin et al., 2005).  In a study of 

120 countries by Kanagawa and Nakata (2008) they concluded that, as a representative of 

modern energy, electricity consumption has a significant correlation with GDP and Human 

Development Index. Energy consumption for cleaning and sanitation, culture, education, 

transport, communication and entertainment rose rapidly besides three basic needs cooking, 

lighting and heating.  In short we can say energy consumption is related to every aspect of 

human life.  Dependence on energy increase as society progress and higher living standard 

rise, so promotion of human welfare is indivisible from advances in energy technology (Niu 

et al, 2012). 

 

Household Energy Sector   

 

In 2005, household sector was third (21%) major user of the energy following manufacturing 

sector (38%) and transport sector (25%) globally (IEA, 2008.). Household energy 

consumption has been found to be the largest or at least one of the largest sources of energy 

demand and GHC emission also (Heinonen and Junnila, 2014).  
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Figure.1. Share of global final energy consumption by Sector, 2005      

Source: International energy Agency, 2008 

 

 

 
   

 Figure 2.Share of final energy consumption by sector in the EU27 

 

Source: Manual for statistics on energy consumption for households, Eurostat 2013.  

Based on investigations in 15 low developed countries, UNDP and World Bank estimates 

show that household energy consumption accounts for 30_95% in LDCs,  (25-30% in 

developed countries) of total energy use (UNDP, 2000). Rural household energy 

consumption constitutes over 70% of total national energy use in many developing countries 

like Pakistan, India, Myanmar, Nepal (ADB, 1998; Koopmans, 2005). In EU household 

sector represent around 27% of the total energy consumption in 2010, and this ratio has been 

above 25% in the last two decades (anonymous, 2013). 

 Household sector comprises of private dwellings and household energy use includes energy 

used in activities related to these dwellings.  It covers energy using activities, like space and 

water heating, lighting, cooling, cooking and the use of appliances. Between 1990 and 2005 
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global energy sue in household sector increased by 19%.  Increase in household energy 

consumption has been greater in OECD countries (+22%) than in non-OECD countries 

(+18%) since 1990. 

In OECD countries electricity and natural gas are the main energy commodities, covering 

72% of total household energy requirements in 2005.  Due to increase in diffusion of many 

different appliances, electricity use has been rapidly increasing in these countries.  Traditional 

biomass remains dominant energy commodity in non-OECD countries, accounting 59% of 

total energy use, but share of biomass in final energy use is declining. Electricity is by far the 

fastest growing energy commodity, although it account for only a 10% in total energy 

requirement in 2005, its use has increased by 140% since 1990.   

With absence of new policies targeting provision of more clean energy use of biomass in 

developing countries will increase to 2.6 billion people with growth in population in 2030 

(IEA, 2006).  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Differences in household energy use between 1995 and 2005, in EJ  

Source: International energy outlook, 2013.  

 

Starting from fire as source of energy with time passing types of energy used diversified. 

Traditional agricultural society was dependent on traditional biomass as a source of energy. 

Use of fossil fuel as a source of energy has become symbol of modern industrialized 

civilization (Li et al 2011). Electric power converted from hydro, coal, nuclear, wind, solar 

has become indispensible part of all social, economic, and cultural activities. Different energy 

mix is used by households ranging from modern energy commodities (electricity, natural gas 
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Oil Natural Gas Coal Renewable/Biomass District Heat Electricity

%

etc.) to traditional biomass energy commodities. In developing countries household generally 

use a mixture of energy source for cooking that can be further categorized as traditional (such 

as dung, agricultural residues and fuel wood) intermediate (such as kerosene and charcoal) 

and modern (LPG, electricity, biogas, natural gas etc).  In these countries electricity is mainly 

used for lighting, appliances, and entertainment, and represent small share of total household 

energy consumption. On the other hand, households in developed countries used modern 

energy sources as energy mix. 

  It can be seen from figure below that more the developed nation is use of modern 

energy commodities is dominant. Households in developing Countries heavily depends on 

traditional sources of energy in order to meets their needs of cooking, heating lighting etc. 

almost 80% of energy requirement of household in India is met by traditional biomass energy 

while this ratio is very low for US and Canada (only 4%). Use of coal as source of energy is 

high in China; almost 13% of household energy requirement is fulfilled by coal. Electricity 

as energy commodity is more dominant in US, Canada and pacific OECD countries.  In 

Russia district heating is important in household sector which is 48% of total household 

energy use.  

 

Figure 4. Sources of household energy use in world 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: international energy outlook, 2013 

 

Energy consumption varies from household to household; demand for energy is different by 

people of different income status living at different locations. There are many issues related 

to energy consumption and there also many factors that affect energy use. It is very important 

to analyze these issues and determines factors so that policies can be formulated to meet 

future demands.  

 

Economic Growth and Energy 

 

For human well-being and country’s development modern energy service are very crucial, 

yet 1.2 billion people worldwide are without access to electricity.  With economy growing 

fast and life standards improving demand for energy is expanding rapidly. Due to 

urbanization and changing life style consumption of energy by households has changed 

significantly. Household in OECD countries uses more energy than non-OECD countries; 

mainly because higher income level as compare to non-OECD household allow OECD 

household purchase more energy using-equipment and have larger homes. For example, 

average GDP per capita in 2010 was $42,130 (in real dollars) in United States, and annual 
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household energy (marketed fuels) use per capita was estimated at 36.8 million Btu. On the 

other hand, per-capita income in India was $2,989 and its per-capita energy use was 1.4 

million Btu (anonymous, 2013).  

 

Table. 1. Projected household energy consumption (marketed fuels, fuel-wood etc not 

included) by region 2010-2040 (quadrillion Btu) 

Region 2010 2020 2030 2040 Avg. annual 

%change 

OECD 28.2 29 30.8 32.0 0.4 

America 13.2 12.9 13.5 14.2 0.3 

Europe 11.7 12.5 13.5 13.9 0.6 

Asia 3.3 3.5 3.8 3.9 0.5 

Non-OECD 23.9 30.8 40 49.8 2.5 

Europe and Eurasia 6.3 6.7 7.7 8.6 1.0 

Asia 10.6 15.6 22.2 29.6 3.5 

Middle East 3.4 4.2 4.6 4.8 1.2 

Africa 1.6 1.9 2.5 3.2 2.4 

Central and south 

America 

2.0 2.4 3.0 3.7 2.1 

Total 52 59.8 70.8 81.8 1.5 

Source: International energy outlook, 2013 

 

In 2010, a household in OECD consume on average 5 percent more household energy than a 

household living in non-OECD (Table no. 1). According to estimates of U.S energy 

information Administration, world household sector energy use will increase by 1.5 percent 

per year, from 52 quadrillion Btu in 2010 to 82 quadrillion Btu in 2040. Much of the increase 

in household sector energy consumption will occur in non-OECD countries, where robust 

economic growth will improve standards of living and consequently demand for household 

energy will increase.  Major factor contributing to increase in demand for household energy 

in non-OECD countries is the trend of replacing non-marketed energy source (fuel-wood, 

agriculture waste) with marketed fuels, such as electricity.  Household energy consumption 

in non-OECD countries will rise by 2.5 percent per year until 2040, compared with OECD 

countries with very slower rate of 0.4 percent per year.  Aging population and slower 

population growth translate to smaller increase in energy demand.   Another factor for slower 

increase in household energy demand in OECD countries is continued efficiency 

improvements which moderate the growth of energy demand over time, as old inefficient 

equipments are replaced with newer and more efficient ones. 

 

Energy Ladder  

 

Out of all sectors household sector experiences the most distinct changes in its 

pattern of fuels use with passage of time. Due to difference in life style and income level of 

resident there is variation in the type, pattern, quantity, efficiency, and cost of energy used 

by households. . Generally, a household may switch from using biomass, to kerosene, LPG 

and finally to electricity for cooking, but for water heating it may shift from biomass to 

electricity (Sathaye and Taylor, 1991). This phenomenon is referred to as “fuel transition” 

from traditional biomass to modern fuels. Many studies have indicated correlation between 

household income and type and amounts of fuels used by households (Cecelski et al, 1979; 
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Reddy. 1990; Leach, 1988). In 1987 “Energy ladder” hypothesis was put forward by Hosier 

and Dowd, according to this hypothesis as the economic status of households improves they 

moves to more sophisticated fuels. Many studies found result in compliance to this hypothesis 

(Reddy, 1995; Ruijven et al., 2008;  Cai and Jiang, 2008), a limited critique of this approach 

has been presented by Masera et al. (2000) from data on rural Mexican energy consumption 

he observed that households do not mount a “ladder” but rather follow a stacking procedure, 

i.e. with rising income traditional fuels are not discarded, but rather due to cultural 

preferences used in combination with modern fuels. Even in the case where the switch to 

modern fuel is not always complete, as a factor affecting fuel use importance of income is 

apparent.  Most significant factor determining household’s energy consumption is income 

and location (Pachauri, 2004a). 

 

Breakdown of Household Energy Use 

 

There are vast variations in the type of fuel used, level of consumption, and purpose of use.  

And exact breakdown is very difficult. Generally while looking at developing countries it 

can be seen that main use of energy in these countries is for cooking, followed by heating 

and lighting. Household space and water heating needs are small due to geography and 

climate. For example in Nepal where household sector use 87% of total energy, cooking is 

the most important energy use in the household sector. Almost 94% of urban and 99% of 

rural household energy consumption is for cooking, two other end-uses lighting and 

appliances accounts for 6% of urban household energy use and 1% of rural household energy 

use. This low share is accredited to lack of energy infrastructure and development in the 

country, limited access to affordable and reliable electricity and modern fuels in rural areas, 

and unreliable electricity in urban areas (Malla, 2013). In china where biomass is dominant 

source of energy in rural areas and significant amount of coal is also used in rural and urban 

areas (china household sector is leading coal in world), heating and cooling are the main 

energy user in household. Almost 68% of household energy is used for heating and cooling, 

followed by cooking 26%, others (entertainment, cleaning and sanitation etc) 5.5 and lighting 

1% (Niu et al., 2012). Space heating was found to be most important energy user in household 

sector of IEA19 (group of developing countries which are also member of International 

Energy Agency) countries accounting for 53%, followed by appliances using 21% water 

heating 16%, cooking 5%, and lighting 5% (IEA, 2008). Apart from Mediterranean countries 

of EU space heating is the most important energy user ranging between 60-80% in household 

sector, 67% for EU average.  Water heating has the second largest share in household energy 

use (13%), electrical appliance use 11% of household energy, cooking represents 6% of total 

energy use and lighting 2% (ODYSSEE-MURE, 2015).  

 

Access to Energy 

 

Modern energy sources are vey important for country’s economic development and human 

well-being, poor or no access to energy affects all aspects of human lif and development. 

Lack of access to modern energy services is called energy poverty. Energy poverty is not just 

confined to that some people cannot meet their needs for food and warmth, but it is also 

difficult for them to grab opportunities to develop.  Worldwide 1.4 billion people do not have 

access to electricity, and nearly 2.7 billion people depend on biomass energy to live. More 

than 95% of these people are either in sub-Saharan African or developing Asia, and around 

80% are in rural areas (International Energy Agency, 2010). Energy poverty has various 

affects on human life,  non-availability of electricity in rural areas of many developing 
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countries restrict people’s access to reading material or television and lessen their chances to 

be educated and get information (Joyeux and Ripple, 2007).  Provision of clean and 

affordable energy to poor households is precondition in the fight against poverty.  Rural 

household often have easy access to traditional sources of energy – dung, firewood, charcoal 

and agriculture residues to cover their basic energy needs. Traditional forms of energy carry 

adverse effects; like emission of particulate matter, environmental degradation and 

deforestation. Energy access has important role in reducing poverty, International Energy 

Agency has been focusing on improvement of energy demand and supply in developing 

countries to reduce poverty (IEA, 2002). 

 

Traditional Biomass as a Source of Energy 

 

Globally 2.5 billion people rely on biomass such as agriculture waste, fuel wood, charcoal, 

and animal dung to meet their energy needs, these resources account for 90% of energy 

consumption in many countries. Household biomass use in developing countries accounts for 

7% of world primary energy demand. Biomass demand mostly comes from power generation 

and industry sector in OECD countries, while these sectors represents only12% in developing 

countries (IEA, 2006). Supplies of biomass are plentiful in many developing countries; in 

fact for some household they are the only affordable energy source.  Technologies used to 

convert biomass to energy are efficient and the resources are harvested in sustainable way in 

OECD countries and in most of the transition economies.  On the other hand, technologies 

and practices are less efficient in developing countries. Three stone-fires is used by many 

people, cooking is done without ventilation and resources are harvested at unsustainable rate.  

 

Table. 2. People depending on biomass resources as primary fuel for cooking 

Region/country Total % Rural % Urban % 

Sub-Saharan Africa 76 93 58 

North Africa 3 6 0.2 

India 69 87 25 

China 37 55 10 

Indonesia 72 95 45 

Rest of Asia 65 93 35 

Brazil 13 53 5 

Source:  Energy for cooking in developing countries report, IEA (2006).  

 

In developing countries 52% of the population depends on biomass as a primary 

fuel for cooking. Proportion of population depending on biomass as a primary fuel is highest 

in sub-Saharan Africa, in many part of region 90% of population depends on fuel-wood and 

charcoal in rural areas. In Latin America and Asia poor households are heavily dependent on 

fuel-wood. In china share is small because large proportion of population depends on coal 

(IEA, 2006).  Use of biomass as a source of energy has many implications for development 

of household and health. A lot of time is wasted for collection of biomass mainly women and 

children perform this activity; opportunity cost of this time blocks the development of these 

families (Kanagawa and Nakata, 2007). Poor housing condition leads to more diseases, thus 

increasing medical expenses.  
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Health Issues Related with Biomass Use 

According to estimation of World Health organization (WHO) yearly 1.5 million premature 

deaths are directly attributed to Indoor air pollution (IAP) from the use of solid fuels. That is 

almost 4 000 deaths per day half of them are children under age of five years. Out of which 

85% deaths (1.3 million) are due to use of biomass and rest is due to use of coal (energy for 

cooking). It is predicted that 36% of lower respiratory infections and 22% of chronic 

respiratory disease are caused by IAP (WEO, 2006).  Pneumonia which one of the leading 

killer of children in world; a child vulnerable to IAP is 2-3 times more likely to catch it. Low 

birth rate, tuberculosis, infant mortality, asthma and cataracts are also linked to indoor smoke. 

As the reliance on polluting fuels and inefficient stoves varies around the world, so does the 

death toll due to indoor air pollution.  In Southeast Asia and sub-Saharan Africa numbers of 

premature deaths are highest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Annual deaths worldwide by cause  

Source: world energy outlook 2006. 

 

Agricultural residues, fuel-wood, roots and animal dung all of them produce high 

emission of hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and particulate matter (Smith et al., 2004). 

Sufferer from Indoor pollution (IAP) are mostly women and children because they are 

responsible for cooking and other household tasks, which leave them spending hours by the 

cooking fire exposed to smoke. Young children are mainly vulnerable to disease, that’s the 

reason for predominance of the premature deaths due to use of biomass in statistics. The 

effect of vulnerability to IAP depends on fuel and stove type, housing and ventilation and 

time spent indoor. These effects are higher among poor households, because they heavily 

depend on biomass, use low quality cooking equipments and lives in poor ventilated housing, 

which accelerate negative health impacts. 

 

Table 3. Deaths caused by IAP (000) by WHO regions 

American 

region 

African 

region 

Eastern 

Mediterranean 

region 

Southeast 

Asia 

region  

Western 

pacific 

region  

European 

region 

18 39 104 484 466 9 

Source: world energy outlook 2006. 
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Environment issues related with Biomass Use  

 

Different source of energy are being used in world it ranges from traditional (fuel 

wood, dung, charcoal, crop residues) to modern fuels (LPG, LNG, Natural Gas and 

electricity). Impact of energy use is mixed; modern energy sources (like electricity and LPG 

etc) are clean and efficient. On the other hand, traditional biomass energy is valued as “dirty 

and inefficient” because smoke from combustion of biomass contributes to respiratory 

infections and air pollution, emission of carbon monoxide into atmosphere which is reason 

for global warming and climate change (Mensah and Adu, 2013).  Fuel-wood is mostly 

collected from non-forest areas, on the other hand charcoal production is inefficient and can 

cause localized deforestation and land degradation around urban centers (WEO, 2006).  Due 

to scarcity of fuel-wood animal dung and crop residues are used for cooking. Soil fertility 

reduce and tendency to soil erosion increase as residues and dung are used as a fuel rather 

than left in field. 

Current global concern about climate change has many implications for available energy 

sources for households. With direct carbon dioxide (CO) emission from primary fuel 

consumption constituting 18% of global CO2 emission in 2008, residential sector is effective 

contributor to green house emission (OECD and IEA, 2010; WHO, 2011). Household energy 

consumption in developing countries contributes more to climate change relative to 

developed countries, since high concentration of methane and black carbon resulting from 

incomplete combustion of biomass and other solid fuels is generated in developing countries 

due to predominant use of traditional stoves (WHO, 2011). 

 

Time issues related to biomass use 

 

In developing countries a large proportion of people especially rural are dependent on 

biomass for domestic needs, generally women and children are responsible for exhaustive 

and time consuming task of fuel collection.  Without sufficient recovery women can suffer 

from serious long term physical damage due to exhaustive work. Further from home women 

have to walk the risk of fall, bites and assault rises, for example because of conversion of 

nearby land to agriculture use women have to walk far. It is found in a study that measured 

the use of improved cook-stoves in Bangladesh, India and Nepal that women annually spend 

more than two weeks (almost 374 Hours) in collection of firewood in India (Anonymous, 

2014)). Scarcity of fuel-wood places many limitations for women and children’s time, 

restricting their opportunities to undertake income generating activities and obtain education. 

Chances of drop out of girls from school may increase with increase in time needed for fuel-

wood collection in order to assist their mothers, thus hindering their education. Fuel-wood 

collection may adversely affect women’s income generating activities, like handicrafts, 

sewing etc.  

 

Need for Efficient and Clean Household Energy 

 

The energy World has changed; today the main political issue regarding energy in 

many countries is environmental impact and competiveness of energy market. Increasing 

energy demand have serious future implications, there are two possible course of action 

which can be taken to handle this issue. First, giving importance to those investments that 
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would help in meeting the demand in long run by exploring different sources of energy, 

second developing energy saving programs for the future by identifying the factors that affect 

household and firms choices in energy use.  As mentioned earlier in the text that nearly 1.4 

billion people in the world don’t have access to electricity and 2.7 billion people rely on 

biomass to meet their cooking needs. People in developing countries are living with energy 

poverty and poor access to modern sources of energy. Another issue with these countries is 

inefficient use of energy. For cooking purposes rural people in most of the developing 

countries still use three stone mud stove which is highly inefficient and reason of Indoor air 

pollution. Mostly in developing countries energy is used inefficiently thus there is a room for 

energy saving in these countries. Household use of energy in most of the developed countries 

is efficient and people rely and have a access to modern sources of energy. 

 

Energy Efficiency Scenario in EU 

 

In most EU countries household energy consumption per dwelling since 2000 has 

been decreasing (at average rate of 1.5%/year EU level).  The decreasing trend was seen very 

rapid in 5 countries (Cyprus, Portugal, Ireland, Malta and Luxemburg), above 4% year. Space 

heating is the most important end-use in household sector in many European countries.  Rate 

of improvement in space heating has reached 2.3% per year at EU level. Very strong energy 

efficiency improvement has been seen in some EU-15 countries, such as Germany, Sweden, 

and The Netherlands (almost 3%/year).  Reduction in energy used for space heating is the 

result of several factors: diffusion of new dwellings, which are comparatively more efficient 

than the average stock, penetration of more efficient heating appliances and renovation of 

prevailing dwellings.  Per dwelling average energy consumption of electrical appliance has 

increased until 2007 and has been to some extent decreasing since then, reaching 

approximately 1850kwh/dwelling in 2012.  For cold appliances (freezer and refrigerator), 

washing machines and washers efficiency gains reached around 35%, gains are lower for 

dryers around 15%. Decrease in specific consumption of large appliances is associated with 

penetration of more efficient new appliances driven by labelling and eco-design regulations. 

For example, 15% of new refrigerators sold in 2012 in the EU were in highest efficiency 

classes (labels A++ or A+++); in 2008 this percentage was 2%. Due to diffusion of CFLs and 

LEDs households specific consumption for lighting has decreased since 2000 by 175 at EU 

level. In short, energy efficiency for households has improved by 215 or 1.8%/year since 

2000, as measured with energy efficiency index. Majority of improvements have been 

observed in space heating (20%) followed by large appliances and water heating (15%).  

Observed energy efficiency improvement is mainly due to penetration of more efficient new 

buildings, efficient heating appliances and new eco-designed and labelled (e.g. A+ or A++) 

large appliances (ODYSSEE-MURE, 2015). 

The issue of efficiency and clean energy exist in developing world, where there is 

lack of access to modern sources of energy sources, less efficient use of energy and very little 

use of renewable energy. Most of the buildings stock and appliances used in developing 

countries are inefficient. Biomass in developed world is used for renewable energy 

production while biomass is used as solid fuels in developing world.  There are many health, 

environment and time issue related with use of biomass. With increasing population in 

developing countries such as India, the demand for energy will also increase in future. 

Although the share of biomass fuels in total household energy demand is predicted to decline 

in future, these fuels will remain main source of energy for household use.  Particularly, rural 

population will be dependent on biomass, mainly fuel-wood for cooking (Malla, 2013) in 

many developing countries. 
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Conclusion 

 

Energy has become indispensible part of human life; all human activities are dependent on 

energy, access to modern sources of energy can be used as an indicator of human 

development. Different types of energy are used in world ranging from traditional biomass 

(fuel-wood, agriculture waste, charcoal, animal dung), modern sources (Electricity, LPG, and 

Natural Gas) and renewable sources (solar, biogas). A large proportion of population in 

developing countries have lack of access to modern sources of energy, and heavily depend 

on biomass as a sources of energy. Use of biomass as a source of energy has many 

implications for households, especially women and children, burning of biomass fuels are 

cause of indoor air pollution and also add to climate change.  Household in developed 

countries have access to modern sources of energy and household use of energy is efficient, 

while on the other hand household consumption of energy in developing countries is 

inefficient and dirty fuels are used. In order to meet future energy demands which will mostly 

arise from developing countries, two plan of action can be adopted, investing in renewable 

sources of energy and energy conservation (potential for energy saving and demand reduction 

in developing countries is larger). 

Concept of energy efficiency (even though energy efficient measures are under continuous 

criticism and debate) and introduction of renewable technologies can be important element 

of environment and economic policy. By replacing non-renewable fuels with renewable, and 

prevailing inefficient technologies with efficient ones, there will be significant reduction in 

the amount of energy needed for basic services.  These savings will not just save fuel 

expenditure, rather it will contribute in improving indoor air quality, reduction in greenhouse 

gasses emission and CO2.  There will be reduction in cutting of forests, household’s 

expenditure on health care. This transition of fuels and technologies is possible in long run; 

in the short term switching away from traditional biomass is not feasible for many 

households.  An important way of reducing harmful effects associated with biomass use is 

improving the way it is supplied and used. This can be done either through improved stoves 

and better ventilation or through transformation of biomass in less polluting form. Briquettes 

of agricultural residues and charcoal have a higher energy content than fuel-wood as a result 

reduce the amount of fuel needed.  Plant oils, ethanol gel and biogas are less polluting than 

briquettes and modern biomass fuels.  

Provision of improved stoves and enhanced ventilation is a second approach to improve the 

efficiency of biomass.   Increasing household ventilation is cost effective measure. From 

health point of view adding chimneys to stove is most effective measure. In the areas where 

biomass use with sustainability is not possible in the long run, in order to reduce time-loss 

suffered by children and women and health risk modern cooking fuel solution is the most 

appropriate solution. A range of fuels are available which can supplement the use of, or 

substitute for, biomass in household energy mix. One of the major barriers in penetration of 

new technologies is high initial cost (Cylinder purchase in case of LPG, plant installation in 

case of biogas etc).  one option to over-come this problem is subsidized provision of 

technology by government of developing countries where level of income of population is 

low, secondly,  bank and micro-finance institutes to provide financing. In order to develop 

skills and expertise in the area of housing design and improved stoves government could 

increase provision of training programs.  Training programs to educate people about health 

risks from indoor air pollution and long term benefits of renewable fuels could be arranged 
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by governments and NGOs. Simple measures, such as improving household awareness level 

that can reduce smoke level, using lights at the time of need, use of LEDs and improved 

lights, plug off appliances when not in use, can be very effective. Alike gain can be made 

from making improvements in building designs, such as for ventilation in kitchen increasing 

number of windows opening in kitchen, moving the stove out of living area, providing gaps 

between roof and wall.   
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Abstract 

The most remarkable production and gain in agriculture sector is emerged from 

the development of palm oil industry.  However, the comparative advantage of such product 

is fluctuating every year especially to the main competitor, Malaysia.  Aside, the 

distribution channel showed some imbalances among the entities starting from the mills to 

the consumers.  Aims of this study are to understand how deep the competition among the 

main countries producing palm oil products, and how extent the problem of distribution 

channel happened in such industry. Methods used in the study including RSCA, SWOT 

analysis and AHP.  Results of the study concluded that though Indonesia palm oil industry 

is still competitive but the comparative advantage is more on raw products than the 

processed one, while the distribution of palm oil industry is relatively balance between the 

product consumed in the domestic and the exported one.  Decision support system suggests 

that analysis of product demanding in the market is the most important strategy to solve the 

distribution system, followed by the product diversification strategy to increase added 

value.  

 

Keywords: comparative advantage; distribution channels; diversification strategy. 

Introduction 

Indonesia is one of the largest palm oil producer after Malaysia in the world. Palm 

oil is one commodity that provide benefits and significant impact in the economy of 

Indonesia, especially in the foreign exchange earnings from non-oil sector. During 2002 to 

2011, the palm oil industry is growing rapidly. The developments of it was marked by an 

increasing demand for palm oil in domestic and overseas. Demand of worldwide palm oil is 

always increased. It is  shown by the change of Crude Palm Oil (CPO) exports Indonesia to 

the world 4.9 million tons in 2002 become 16.4 million tons in 2011 (UN Comtrade 2013). 

In 2012, Indonesia has been producing palm oil as much as 28 million tons of 

which at the same time Malaysia produces palm oil as much as 36 million tons. Therefore, 

Indonesia is the country's second largest palm oil producer after Malaysia. In the future, 
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Indonesia is projected to be the largest producer overtaken Malaysia and become the market 

leader in the world palm oil trade. Indonesia is still trying to be the first number country in 

producing palm oil (DMSI 2012). 

Palm oil might produce a wide variety of products, derived from crude palm oil 

(CPO), palm kernel oil (PKO), and palm oil waste.  Products which are produced from 

palm kernel oil namely cooking oil and oleochemicals (products such as fatty acid, fatty 

alcohol, glycerine, metallic soap, stearic acid, methyl ester, and stearin). Finally, the 

oleochemical industry stimulates growth and development of consumer goods industries 

such as detergents, soaps, and cosmetics (Kementrian Koordinator Bidang Pertanian 2011). 

Comparison of Indonesian CPO exports to its derivatives are still in the ratio of 

60:40.  Sixty per cent of the total palm oil production is still exported in the form of CPO 

and PKO, while the remaining 40 per cent is palm oil downstream products such as 

oleochemicals, oleofood. This condition is different from Malaysia's CPO exports which 

are reached the ratio of 20:80 compared to its derivatives. Eighty per cent of total 

production of Malaysian palm oil has been processed into downstream products such as 

oleochemicals, oleofood, and biodiesel (Kemenperind 2010).  In 2010 exports of the 

Indonesia palm oil downstream products only reached 6.8 million tons, while Malaysia 

reached 11.3 million tonnes (UN Comtrade 2013).  Looking at the comparison outlook of 

both countries, it is necessary to analyse the competitiveness of both countries.    

The concept of competitiveness can be observed from the approach of comparative 

advantage. The theory of comparative advantage is demonstration arithmetic made by 

David Ricardo who said that "a country can benefit from trade even though it had an 

absolute advantage or disadvantage" (Kotabe and Helsen, 2001). The concept of 

competitiveness can be observed from the approach of comparative advantage. 

Comparative advantage is a measure of the competitiveness of the potential for using the 

assumption that competitiveness will be achieved if the economy is not distorted. On the 

demand side, the competitiveness of a product covers the import, export and domestic 

consumption (Salvatore 1997). However, Michael Potter said that the theory of comparative 

advantage has a limitation only on the factors of production such as land, labor, natural 

resources and capital (Jeannet and Hennessey 1995). 

 

Based on the description above, the main objectives of this study are 1) to identify 

the competitiveness of Indonesian palm oil on the international market compared to 

Malaysia; 2) to decide the downstream product development strategies by identifying 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of Indonesian palm oil; 3) to recommend 

the best strategy for palm oil development. 

Method of Research 

The research phase is based on the objectives of the Master Plan of Indonesian 

Economic Development Planning (MP3EI) namely making Indonesia to be the ten largest 

countries in the world in utilizing the program.  Palm oil product is the largest priority due 

to its capability to be a source of income for the farmers and manufacturers in agricultural 

sectors.  Nevertheless, its potency is rivaled by the Malaysian palm oil.  Therefore, it would 

be compared the competitiveness of both countries, then to be recommended some best 

strategy on Indonesian oil palm industries. 
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Figure 1 The framework research 

 

 
 

Analysis RSCA 

   According Yusdja and Ilham (2004), "comparative advantage is the efficiency of 

resource allocation efforts at the national level, especially among the goods produced by 

sectors of the economy. While the competitive advantage is an effort to increase efficiency 

at the enterprise level ". Currently, comparative advantage without the support of 

competitive advantage does not work and mean nothing. There is a need to be a synergy 

between the government and the public (private companies) to do both, so that the 

comparative advantages of a country or company can be reached easily.  Having a 

comparative advantage, a company may have a good competitiveness compared to its 

competitors. One of the tools used to measure comparative advantage is the RCA (Revealed 

Comparative Advantage) or RSCA (Symmetric Revealed Comparative Advantage). 

RCA score is calculated based on comparing the performance of exports of a 

country and export of the world for these products (Tambunan 2003).  The score of RCA 

values are ranged from negative to positive infinity.  If the score of RCA value is greater 

than one, then the country is competitive to other countries in terms of the product, and vice 

versa. To facilitate the interpretation of data, it needs to normalize the RCA score.  The 

normalization method is called Symmetric Revealed Comparative Advantage (RSCA) with 

the formula: 

RSCA = 
𝑅𝐶𝐴−1

𝑅𝐶𝐴+1
        …….. (1) 

The results obtained from the calculation of RSCA is ranged from -1 to 1. A 

commodity competitiveness RSCA obtained if the value is greater than 0 (Tambunan 

2003). Competitiveness analysis has been formulated by Balassa (1965) through the 

method of Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA).  RCA is one way to measure the 

benefits of a product that can be compared in an area or region.  RCA is calculated using 

the formula: 
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Distribution analysis 

 
In this study, the distribution of the good involves two types of products 

interrelated each other, namely industrial products (olein and stearin) and consumer 

products (cooking oil and margarine). Both types of products are palm oil derivative. 

Searching of distribution channels to sell products is conducted by descriptive analysis.  

Harmond and Dahl (1977) stated that the margin trading system illustrates the difference in 

prices at the consumer level (Pr) and producer prices (Pf). Margin calculation focused on 

the price of olein and stearin price changes either in the form as an industrial product or as a 

constituent of consumer products. 

 

Analysis IFE and EFE 

 
According to Rangkuti (1998), matrix of Internal External (IE) put an organization 

into nine cells.  IE matrix is based on two key dimensions, namely the total score IFE on 

the x-axis and total score EFE on the y-axis.  IE matrix can be divided into three major 

parts that have implications for different strategies. First, the cells I, II, and IV can be 

described as grows and builds, a suitable strategy is intensive and integrative strategies. 

Second, the cells III, V and VII can be described with the hold and maintain, a suitable 

strategy is a product development and market penetration. Third, the cells VI, VIII, IX are 

called harvest and Divest). 

 

 

SWOT and AHP 

 
The analysis usually used to identify the business weaknesses and strengths and 

also the business opportunities and threats is called SWOT analysis (Strenghts, 

Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) (Griffin 2002).  SWOT Analysis by David (2009) 
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suggests four possible alternative strategies, namely: Strategy S-O (Strengths-

opportunities), harnesses the power of internal company to take advantage of external 

opportunities; Strategy W-O (weaknesses-Opportunities), aims to improve the internal 

weaknesses by taking advantage of external opportunities; Strategy S-T (Strengths-

Threats), uses the power of a company to avoid or reduce the impact of external threats; 

Strategy W-T (Weaknessess- Threats) is a defensive tactics directed at reducing internal 

weaknesses and avoid external threats. 

In the last step, a wide selection of alternatives strategic resulting from the SWOT 

would be analyzed by using Analytichal Hierarchy Process (AHP) to get the priority (Saaty 

1993). 

  Discussion 

Based on the score of RSCA for export volume and value of processed palm oil 

products of HS151190 (Figure 2), in general, it is found that Indonesia less competitive in 

the market of China, Pakistan, and India.  In the Chinese market, Indonesian refined palm 

oil has RSCA negative values from 2001 to 2012, which means that Indonesian refined 

palm oil is not competitive at all. The product of Malaysia in the Chinese market is not 

much better than Indonesia because RSCA achieved in 2001 to 2005 and 2012 was zero. 

Malaysia only shows its competitiveness in 2006 to 2011. 

Although it has ever experienced decline dramatically in 2008 in the Pakistani 

market, but in 2010 to 2012 Indonesia has RSCA rise high enough even beyond Malaysia. 

The competitiveness of Malaysian refined palm oil fluctuated and not competitive since 

2011. Therefore, in the Pakistani market, Indonesian processed palm oil shows 

competitiveness in 2010 and 2012 which at the same time Malaysian refined palm oil began 

to lose competitiveness. 

In the Indian market, the competitiveness of Indonesian processed palm oil shows 

competitiveness in 2001, 2002, 2003, 2006, 2007, 2009, and 2012. Meanwhile, the 

Malaysian processed palm oil is above Indonesian from 2001 to 2011. The situation began 

to turn around in 2012 in which Indonesia started competitiveness while Malaysia began to 

lose competitiveness. 

The competitiveness of Indonesian processed palm oil in the Netherland market 

continued to increase since 2001.  Otherwise, Malaysia experienced different thing where 

the competitiveness of processed palm oil continued to decline since 2001.  This shows that 

Indonesia has an opportunity to develop the market of processed palm oil products in the 

European market, particularly in the Netherland, where the main competitor, Malaysia 

began to experience a decline in competitiveness. 

 

Figure 2 The score of RSCA export volume and value of refined palm oil products 

(HS151190) in the Chinese, Pakistan, India, and the Netherlands markets, 

2001-2012 
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Figure 2 The score of RSCA export volume and value of refined palm oil products 

(HS151190) in the Chinese, Pakistan, India, and the Netherlands markets, 

2001-2012 (continued). 

 

 

 
Internal and External Analysis Upstream Oil Palm Products 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 displays the results of the SWOT analysis.  It shows the value of 

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

RSCA Volume IDN -0,03 -0,28 -0,29 -0,28 -0,27 -0,21 -0,28 -0,33 -0,36 -0,39 -0,34 -0,23

RSCA Nilai IDN -0,04 -0,27 -0,27 -0,26 -0,26 -0,20 -0,27 -0,31 -0,34 -0,38 -0,33 -0,23

RSCA Volume MLY 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,02 0,02 0,01 0,01 0,01 0,01 0,00

RSCA Nilai MLY 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,01 0,01 0,00 0,00
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chinese market

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

RSCA Volume IDN 0,04 0,58 0,28 -0,20 -0,06 0,45 0,39 0,00 -0,02 -0,05 -0,07 0,20

RSCA Nilai IDN 0,05 0,59 0,26 -0,18 -0,07 0,43 0,27 -0,04 0,01 -0,07 -0,08 0,19

RSCA Volume MLY 0,16 0,71 0,51 0,04 0,14 0,66 0,48 0,34 0,38 0,39 0,23 -0,15

RSCA Nilai MLY 0,19 0,72 0,50 0,04 0,14 0,43 0,40 0,35 0,37 0,39 0,26 -0,13

-0,30-0,20-0,100,000,100,200,300,400,500,600,700,80

R
SC
A

India market

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

RSCA Volume IDN -0,08 -0,06 0,04 0,10 0,18 0,22 0,25 0,24 0,20 0,19 0,38 0,32

RSCA Nilai IDN -0,12 -0,06 0,06 0,09 0,16 0,19 0,25 0,20 0,14 0,14 0,39 0,32

RSCA Volume MLY 0,01 0,02 -0,02 -0,08 -0,11 -0,23 -0,43 -0,33 -0,49 -0,65 -0,70 -0,47

RSCA Nilai MLY 0,03 0,02 0,01 -0,05 -0,07 -0,20 -0,39 -0,30 -0,51 -0,63 -0,60 -0,37

-0,80
-0,60
-0,40
-0,20
0,00
0,20
0,40
0,60

R
SC
A

Netherland market

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

RSCAVolume IDN -0,15 -0,03 -0,05 -0,05 0,00 -0,19 -0,02 0,06 0,16 0,11

RSCA Nilai IDN -0,13 -0,02 -0,05 -0,04 0,01 -0,19 -0,02 0,03 0,15 0,11

RSCA Volume MLY 0,02 0,03 0,00 0,06 0,05 0,07 0,03 0,02 -0,01 -0,05

RSCA Nilai MLY 0,02 0,03 0,00 0,03 0,06 0,09 0,01 0,02 -0,01 -0,05

-0,25
-0,2

-0,15
-0,1

-0,05
0

0,05
0,1

0,15
0,2

R
SC
A

Pakistan market
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IFE which is representative of strengths and weaknesses owned by Indonesian 

palm oil, while the value of EFE represents the opportunities and challenges owned 

by Indonesian upstream palm oil.  All factors will be given a weight, rating and 

score. 

 

Table 1 Matrix of IFE & EFE upstream Indonesian Palm Oil Products 

Strenght Opportunity 

Internal Factors Weig
ht 

Rating  
Scor

e 
External Factors Weig

ht 

Rati

ng  
Score 

Wide range of the land area 0.1

1 

3.60 0.4

0 

World Demand 

increasing 

0.2

1 

3.8

0 

0.8

1 

Plenty of number of workers 0.0

9 

3.20 0.2

8 

    

Indonesia dominates market 

share in the world market 

CPO 

0.1

2 

3.40 0.4

0 

Wide opportunities 

to downstream 

industries 

0.3

2 

3.6

0 

1.1

5 

High comparative 

advantages 

0.1

2 

3.80 0.4

6 

    

Availability of government 

policy on oil palm cluster 

0.1

2 

3.40 0.2

3 

      

Availability of  policies on 

environmental aspects 

0.0

7 

3.60 0.2

2 

      

Weakness Threatening 
 

Plantation productivity is 

still low 

0.0

7 

1.60 0.1

2 

Increasing of 

compe-titors 

0.2

1 

3.8

0 

0.8

1 

Exports of palm oil are still 

many on the upstream 

product 

0.0

7 

1.60 0.1

2 

Decreasing of 

Indonesia's CPO 

exports to India 

0.2

6 

2.2

0 

0.5

8 

CPO export high costs 0.0

7 

1.80 0.1

3 

    

Less qualified HR 0.0

9 

1.80 0.1

5 

    

Indonesian CPO value is still 

undervalued 

0.0

7 

1.80 0.1

2 
    

Many entrepreneurs with 

environmental document 

have problematic application 

0.0

6 

2.00 0.1

2 

      

Total     2,7

5 

      3.0

3 

Source: Data processed (2014) 

Based on Table 1, it is found that the total weighted score (2.75) is greater than the 

average (2.50), which means the company is having strong position.  Based on the analysis 

of EFE, it is found that some of the opportunities and threats facing Indonesian palm oil, as 

shown in Table 1. Weighted scores of EFE analysis is 3.03, which can be concluded that 

the Indonesian palm oil is in a strong position. 
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Table 2 Factors internal and external Indonesian palm oil downstream products 

Strenght Opportunity 
Internal Factors Weight Rating  Score Internal Factors Weight 

Ratin

g  
Score 

Indonesian palm oil 

production costs low 

0,12 3,4 0,4

2 

Demand high palm 

oil downstream 

products 

0.25 3.8 0.94 

Availability of 

nature and natural 

resources supports 

0,13 3,4 0,4

5 

Value added 

products of high 

palm oil 

0.22 3.4 0.79 

Indonesian CPO 

production of high 

0,14 3,8 0,5

2 

Growth in the 

export price of oil 

tends to rise 

blinking 

0.25 3.2 0.79 

Indonesian palm oil 

products have a high 

comparative 

advantage 

0,1 3,2 0,3

1 

    

        Weakness Threatening 

Infrastructure 

unfavorable 

0.10 1.6

0 

0.1

5 

Prices of down-

stream pro-

ducts & palm 

oil derivative 

suscep-tible to 

interna-tional 

issues  

0.14 2.6 0.38 

Oil export duties 

are high 

0.09 1.8

0 

0.1

6 

pricing based 

Rotterdam to 

become volatile 

0.14 2.4 0.33 

The low imple-

mentation research 

related to oil palm 

0.10 1.6

0 

0.1

6 

    

Government 

policies that do not 

support 

0.09 1.8

0 

0.1

6 

    

Indonesian palm oil 

exports focusing 

still on upstream 

0.12 1.6

0 

0.2

0 
    

        Total     2,5

6 

      3.20 

Source: Processed Data (2014) 

 

Table 2 displays the results of the SWOT analysis.  It shows the value of IFE 

which is representative of strengths and weaknesses owned by Indonesian downstream 

palm oil, while the value of EFE represents the opportunities and challenges owned by 

Indonesian upstream palm oil.  All factors will be given a weight, rating and score. 

According to the Table 2, the weighted total score of IFE is 2.56, which can be 

concluded that the Indonesia palm oil is in a strong position, because the score is higher 

than the average (2.50). The main strenght factor is high Indonesia's CPO production 
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(0.52).  Whereas the main weakness  is the export of Indonesian palm oil products is more 

on upstream than on downstream (0.20).  Total EFE score, therefore, is  3.20; this shows 

that Indonesian palm oil is able to respond to external conditions, that is by taking 

advantage of opportunities and overcome the threat. The main opportunities is the high 

demand for  Indonesian  palm oil downstream product (0.94). 

 

IE Matrix Analysis 

 
The results of the IFE and EFE matrix for upstream and downstream products, can 

be shown in the matrix IE (see Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4 Matrix IE competitiveness of Indonesian palm oil (upstream and downstream 

products) 

 
 

Matching a weighted score of IFE and EFE matrix with IE, position of Indonesian 

palm oil are in the cell II. It depicts Indonesian palm oil is at the stage of "grow and build". 

At this stage, Indonesian palm oil should run intensive integrative strategy. According to 

David (2009), the intensive strategy is a concerted effort to improve the competitive 

position of companies with the availability of products or resources. Intensive strategies 

may include market penetration, market development, and product development. In a study 

conducted by Satyawibawa (2012), the market penetration strategy is executed to increase 

the market share of existing products currently on the market through intensive marketing 

efforts.  

Market development strategy is an attempt to introduce a current product available 

on new markets through expansion of new geographic areas and new segments. The final  

intensive strategy is the product development strategy. It is a strategy that operate to 

increase sales by improving or modifying existing products. Product development strategy 

can be done in  Indonesia through optimizing the development of downstream industries. 

Integrative strategy may include forward integration strategy, backward integration and 

horizontal strategy. Forward integration might be run through control over the distribution 

channels ranging from distributors to end users. While backward integration might be run 

through increased control over the company's palm oil suppliers. 

 

 

 

Analysis of product distribution channels downstream Palm Oil 
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Distribution is one of the marketing mix that takes into account aspects of where 

or how a product can flow from the producer to the consumer. The structure of the 

distribution is called a distribution channel. It is a channel used by the manufacturer to 

deliver the goods from producer to consumer or industrial user (Keegan 2003). The Flow of 

product distribution in PT XYZ under study are divided into two stages. The first stage is 

the distribution of products such as CPO, PKL, olein and stearin (industrial products), while 

the second stage is the distribution of consumer products such as cooking oil and 

margarine. 

 

Figure 4 shows the flow distribution of point supplier to the consumer. 

 

 
 

Based on Figure 4, it is found that distribution flows from the supplier (fresh fruit 

bunches) to the mill (CPO). In the Mill, 50% of CPO is distributed to export and another 

50% of them to be processed in the manufactures to give a value-added industrial products 

(olein and stearin), and consumer products (cooking oil and margarine). From manufacture, 

about 55% is exported and 45% are distributed through distributors working with the 

company. Distributors then sell it’s products  to traditional retail (40%) and modern retail 

(60%). 

 

 

Prices Gross Margin Calculation 

 
Figure 5 indicates the amount of margin gross price XYZ cooking oil among each 

channel participated in the mediator process.  It can be seen that the margin on producers by 

17.2%, gross margin at distributor prices amounted to 12.6% and the gross margin on the 

retail price (or prices set on the consumer) amounted to 15.7%. This differs from the gross 

price margin for branded XYZ margarine product category. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Margin gross price of XYZ cooking oil  
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Source: Data processed (2014) 

 

 
It is found that the gross margin of margarine producer of 17.2%, while the 

distributor by 12.6% and in retail amounted to 24.7%. The position of percentage among 

each channel shows the relationship of price decision between one channel to the other.  

For example, a margin of 12.6% is the result of a comparison between  price set by the 

distributor and the price set by  manufacturers. Looking at the amount of margin, the 

distributor margin occupy the smallest price for both products (Cooking Oil and Margarine) 

which amounted to 12.6%. It is found that the effect of the added value for each of the 

distribution channels affect the amount of margin. According to XYZ, Inc, the value-added 

can improve margins throughout the chain. 

 

 
Broadly speaking, the distribution is started from supplier then followed by mills 

then continued by manufacturing, finally sold to consumer. Consumer for products industry 

is limited to the point of export and manufacturing only. In the distribution stage of 

consumer product, it is preceded by manufacturing and then the distributor, continued to 

market and end user. The price margins between the manufacturing and distributor is the 

smallest one with the amount 12,6 %, while the price margin between distributor to the 

retailer get the highest one as amount of 24.7%. 

Figure 6. Margin gross price of  XYZ margarine 

 
         Source: Data processed (2014) 

 

SWOT analysis and AHP 

 
Having in mind the position of Indonesia palm oil, it’s position must be matched 

with the types of strategies generated the SWOT matrix (Table 5 and Table 6). Having 

obtained some alternative strategies through SWOT analysis, then by using  AHP analysis 

is carried out to determine which strategy will be selected for improve the competitiveness 

of Indonesian palm oil products both upstream and downstream products. 

 

SWOT Analysis of Upstream Oil Palm  
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Factors that obtained in the SWOT analysis (Table 3) is based on the 

analysis of IFE and EFE upstream oil palm products. Based on the SWOT analysis 

can be formulated alternative strategies include competitiveness of Indonesian 

palm oil by S-O, W-O, S-T, W-T strategies. 

 

Table 3 SWOT Analysis of upstream products in the Indonesian oil palm 

 
Internal Factors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

External Factor 

Strengths: 

1. The nature and the land 

that supports  

2. The number of workers 

that many  

3. The market share of 

Indonesia dominates the 

CPO market in the World  

4. Have a high comparative 

advantage  

5. There is already a 

government policy on 

palm oil clusters  

6. The existence of policies 

regarding the environ-

mental aspects (EIA) 

 

weaknesses: 

1. plantation product-ivity is 

low  

2. Palm oil exports are still 

many on the upstream 

product  

3. The cost of higher palm 

oil exports  

4. The lack of qualified 

human resources  

5. The value of Indonesian 

CPO is still undervalued  

6. Many entrepreneurs who 

have EIA document but 

still many problems in its 

application  

opportunities: 

1. Requests the world's 

growing  

2. There are still opening 

up opportunities for 

downstream industries 

develop 

Strategies S-O 

1. Optimization of oil palm 

plantations (S1, S2, S3, 

S4, S5, S6, O1) 

2. Develop downstream 

palm oil products (S1, 

S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, O1, 

O2) 

Strategy W-O 

1. Conduct research to 

improve the 

productivity and quality 

of palm oil) (W1, W2, 

W3, W4, W5, O1) 

Threat: 

1. The existence of strong 

competitors, Malaysia  

2. The threat of a reduction 

in Indonesia's CPO 

exports to India and 

Europe  

Strategy S-T  

1. Maintain and develop 

market share (S3, S4, 

T1) 

Strategy W-T  

1. Monitoring the 

implementation of 

policies to increase 

competition (W6, T1, 

T2) 

 

 

 

SWOT Analysis of the Indonesian Palm Oil Downstream Products 

 

Factors that obtained in the SWOT analysis (Table 4) are base on the 

analysis of IFE and EFE downstream palm oil products. Based on the SWOT 

analysis can be formulated alternative strategies include competitiveness of 

Indonesian palm oil by S-O, W-O, S-T, W-T strategies. 

 
Table 4 SWOT Analysis Indonesian palm oil downstream products 
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Internal factors  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

External factors 

 (Strength) 

 

1. The cost of palm oil 

production is low. 

2. Availability of natural 

resources that support. 

3. Production of CPO (raw 

materials)  is high. 

4. Palm oil products have a 

high comparative 

advantage. 

 

 

 (Weakness) 

 

1. Unfavorable 

infrastructure. 

2. Customs for export is 

high. 

3. Low implementation 

research related to palm 

oil. 

4. Lack of supporting 

Government policy. 

5. Exports of palm oil pro-

ducts are still in terms 

of raw material 

(upstream). 
 

 (Opportunities) 

 

1. Demand for down-

stream palm oil are 

high 

2. Value-added palm 

oil is high. 

3. Growth in palm oil 

export prices are 

likely to increase 
 

Strategy S-O 

 

1. Develop Industry 

Specialization 

Oleochemicals (S1, S3, 

O2, O1) 

Strategy W-O 

 

1. Implementation and 

monitoring ISPO (O3, 

W2, W4, W3) 

 (Threads) 

 

1. The price of down-

stream palm oil and 

the derivative is 

susceptible to 

environmental 

issues. 

2. Dependence on 

Roterdam price is 

making volatile 

condition. 
 

Strategy S-T 

 

1. The development of palm 

oil industrial cluster (T2, 

S2, S4) 

Strategy W-T 

 

1. Develop biofuel 

industry specialization 

(W1, W5, T1) 

 

Analysis of AHP 
 

All of identified elements were arranged into a structure of AHP assessed by 

experts. Experts involved in the assessment of this structure include oil palm researchers, 

associations, academics associated with palm oil, and palm oil businessmen. Experts who 

assess the structure in this study had a different view, and vote merger would objectively 

produce an expert assessment. Merging its constituent elements incorporated in a complete 

hierarchy can be seen in Figure 7 (upstream) and Figure 8 (downstream). 
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Figure 7. AHP Upstream Indonesian Palm Oil Products 

 
 

The hirarchy in factor a1 describe several thing, include: F1 (natural conditions, 

Human Resources (HR), and supportive environment); F2 (CPO wide market share); F3 

(the high comparative advantages of palm oil); F4 (The government's policy and the policy 

EIA; F5 (CPO productivity is still low); F6 (The cost of palm oil exports high); F7 

(Competition is strong in Malaysia). The hirarchy in Actor (a2) describe: a1 (Employers); 

a2 (The Government); a3 (Researchers and academics); a4 (Competitors); a5 (Exporter); a6 

(Importers); (Association). The hirarchy in Objective (a3) describe: T1 (Increase export); 

T2 (Adequate domestic needs); T3 (Increase the welfare of smallholders); T4 (Market 

expansion); T5 (Creating a cluster of palm). The hirarchy in Alternatives (a4) describe: 

ALT 1 (Optimization of plantation land and HR);  ALT 2 (Developing of downstream 

products); ALT 3 (Conduct research to improve the quality); ALT 4 (Monitoring the 

implementation of policies); ALT 5 (Maintain and develop market share). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. The results of the processing of palm oil downstream products AHP 

Indonesia 
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The hirarky in factor a1 describe several thing, namely: Factor  a1: A (Factors of 

production -low production costs and high productivity of palm oil; B. (Resources -

Indonesia's natural resources and human resources); C. (Infrastructure -state of Indonesia's 

palm oil industry infrastructure);D. (Government policy -taxation policy of downstream 

products, as well as the investment policy for the palm oil industry, pricing); E. (Research -

implementation of research on palm oil); F. (Export -specifications palm product exports 

more upstream, growth in export); G. (The market demand -market demand for 

downstream products high); H. (International Issues -negative issue of palm oil products, 

pricing rotterdam); I (Value-added downstream products). 

The hirarchy of  Actor (a2) describe: A1 (Employers downstream); B1 

(Government); C1 (Researchers and academics); D1 (Competitors); E1 (Exporters); F1 

(Importers); G1 (Associations). The hirarchy of  Objectives (a3) describe: A11 ( Increase 

export);B11(Improving competitiveness); C11 (Market expansion); D11(product 

specialization). The hirarchy of Alternatives (a4) describe: A111 (Developing industrial 

oleochemical specialties); B111 (Develop industry specialization biodiesel and biogas); 

C111 (Implementation and monitoring of Indonesian Sustainable Palm Oil to inovercome 

the negative issues of oil palm); D111 (The development of palm oil industry cluster). 

 

Based on the AHP analysis, it is found that alternative strategies will improve the 

competitiveness of Indonesian palm oil.  The strategy is influenced by several factors, 

actors, and objectives of the study.  In upstream sector, the Indonesian palm oil greatly 

influenced by the factor of natural resources and supportive resources; the dominant actor 

in the preparation of competitive strategy is a businessman; and the most wanted and 

important objective is to increase exports; while the best competing strategy as the main 

priority is the optimization of the plantation.  In downstream sector, the strategy for the 

development of palm oil products must always be to consider the value-added factor; the 

most prominent actor to play a role is the government; with the purpose of the greatest role 

is to enhance competitiveness; and finally, the strategy to promote is developing the 

oleochemical industry and cluster development. 

 

 

 

Conclusion 
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The results of this study indicate that the Indonesian export ability in China market 

shows that the Indonesian oil palm competitiveness is better than Malysia, in the Pakistani 

market shows that the Indonesian palm oil also has a good competitiveness, whereas in the 

Indian market the competitiveness of Indonesian palm fluctuate but tend to increase 

compared to Malaysia. In Netherland market competitiveness of Indonesian palm oil is still 

below Malyasia. Competitive ability Indonesian palm oil for refined products remained 

below the processed products of competitors, Malaysia. Alternative strategies are expected 

to increase the competitiveness of Indonesia's palm oil either in upstream or downstream 

through the optimization of land, development of the oleochemical industry and building 

the cluster approach for oil palm industry. 
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Abstract 

Personal selling has long been the most useful promotion tool in industrial markets. One of the biggest 

debates in personal selling and sales management fields is how to measure the sales performance, due to 

the fact that it is a critical concern of most industrial firms. Discussion of sales performance measurement 

has been a significant contention in the last century both for researchers and practitioners. The objective of 

this study is to find out whether there are gaps between how researchers and practitioners utilize sales 

performance measures and also to find out if there are significant differences on the perception of sales 

measurement metrics between the local and the international companies. This study employs a qualitative 

approach using in-depth interviews with sales managers of 20 companies who operate in industrial markets 

in Turkey. Research data is collected from 10 local and 10 international industrial companies functioning 

in Turkey. These companies are conveniently selected from different segments of the industrial markets. 

Data is collected by using a semi-structured interview form with face to face interviews. The paper provides 

a suggestion list for companies operating in Turkish Industrial Markets concerning the effectiveness of 

sales performance metrics. Findings of this qualitative study exert important insights about sales 

performance measurement and may provide better ideas on implementing and managing the use and control 

of the sales performance measurements. Implications of the results for researchers and sales managers are 

discussed.   

 

Keywords: Business-to-business marketing, Sales Management, Sales Force, Sales Performance, Industrial 

Markets   

 

I. Introduction 

Professional selling is important in marketing channels because the requirements for productive exchange 

relationships between a seller and buyer hinge on the ability of sellers to create and promote value. (Mallin, 

2014) 

 

With the development of technology, people started to reach the information they need easily than ever. 

This is eligible for corporations as well as people. Today corporations can procure the industrial goods they 

need easily and quickly. Before, in business to business sales world the main role was played by purchasing 

departments; they used to visit the vendors in order to choose the most appropriate product and then 

purchase it. However the recent attitude is a bit different; the harsh competition has forced the vendors to 

expedite their salesmen to the buyer’s side and explain the advantage of their products to them. This is a 

long lasting process which needs detailed preparation as well as technical knowledge where the 

performance of the salesman is critical. 
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However, measuring and management of the performance brings some obstacles. Furthermore, the criteria 

that determine the performance of the sales and salesman varies a lot. These can be the trait or the technical 

capability of the salesman or may vary from the level of the relationship established with the customer to 

the level the salesman posses the facts of the company he is working for. One of the key issues relating to 

managing sales force is how to improve a B2B salesperson’s performance. (Singh and Koshy, 2009) As 

easily seen, the measurement of these criteria is very challenging and even more, the estimation of the 

performance by the customer and the manager and also from the researchers view of point differs from each 

other. 

 

Although, there are a lot of studies, there is no clear agreement on what sales performance means. Because 

of the varieties in where the studies focus, sales performance can be seen to mean many different things in 

the academic world. 

Transaction-based sales, always focuses on maximizing individual sales and profits. However the terms 

like long-term relationship management, customer satisfaction, customer loyalty has been a great interest 

both for practitioners and researchers in the recent years. Hence firms started to search for alternatives ways 

to reevaluate sales performance metrics rather than taking only consideration of the transaction-based 

concepts in sales as they were doing in the past. (Zallacco, 2009) 

The average seller productivity, defined as the average revenue per unit of sales capacity, can be an 

appropriate metric when comparing performance across geographies. However, this measure may only 

reflect the effects of a few large transactions, and hide the fact that a significant number of lucrative 

opportunities may have been lost. Likewise, revenue is less appropriate as a performance metric in a growth 

market, as compared to a metric such as the number of new customers acquired. In fact, in such cases, 

performance metrics based on the sales process (e.g., percentage of opportunities won and number of 

opportunities identified) may be more appropriate. For individual sellers, performance may be measured in 

a variety of ways. The revenue brought in by a seller is one of the most popular performance metrics, but 

again, it may not depict the complete picture. This is particularly true when teams of sellers work on deals 

and all of them take credit for success, or when a seller is assigned to an existing customer as opposed to 

some other seller whose job is to sell to a client who is a customer of a competitor. Clearly there is no single 

performance metric that completely captures sales performance (Singh, 2010) So the questions still emerges 

as to which metrics are suitable under what conditions, and how they can best be build up. Hence sales 

researchers have indicated a need to reevaluate sales performance metrics (e.g. Haines, 2004; Ingram et al., 

2005; Mazur, 2002).  

 

The objective of this study is to find out whether there are gaps between how researchers and practitioners 

utilize sales performance measures and also to find out if there are significant differences on the perception 

of sales measurement metrics between the local and the international companies in Turkey. 

 

The focus of this paper is on further understanding how performance is best measured in business-to-

business (B2B) relationship selling environments of moderately to highly complex business products and 

services. Retail sales or sales direct to consumers are not included and any results should not be extrapolated 

to retail sales situations, overly simple products, routine repurchases, or the like.  

 

We also concentrate on the measurement of individual salespersons. Sales teams, the overall sales function 

itself, and the performance of the overall organization, while obviously important, are not within the scope 

of our purpose here. So much of the literature has sought to develop ways to evaluate the individual’s role 

and performance that we view this as an important first step in trying to classify and improve the 

measurement of salesperson performance. However in this study, the originality is to seek answers how 

international and local companies in Turkey evaluate the sales performance and to determine if there are 

significant differences among them and also to find out if there are any gabs in Turkish B2B Market 

practitioners in evaluating and understanding of sales performance comparing to the perception of the 

researchers on sales performance. 

 

This paper is organized as follows: the next section reviews the literature on sales performance and the 

related topics that we aimed focus on our research. The third section describes the research methodology 
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related with this paper by giving further informations on research findings and the last section provides 

some concluding remarks.  

 

II. Review Of The Literature 

 

Sales Performance 

 

Literature relating to sales performance is more than 100 years old. Plank and Dempsey (1980) note that 

some studies on “formula selling” by William James dates back to as early as 1898, and a study on needs 

satisfaction by Strong was published way back in 1925 (Strong, 1925). Empirical research on sales 

performance, however, started much later. One of the earliest known works is that of Oschrin (1918), who 

used a survey as the research methodology. 

 

One of the most important research in the academic world is  “Motivation and Performance in Industrial 

Selling” that is published by Churchill, Ford and Walker in 1977. In this research, they underlined that there 

is very limited research on the factors that affect the sales performance in industrial markets and for the 

first time they explored a model that individual, social, organizational and environmental factors to increase 

the sales person’s job performance and motivation. Most of the research that have been published after this 

paper is citied by the other academicians. 

 

In the academic literature we see that the focus can change like on the one hand many studies have 

concentrated on finding personal traits and attributes that are antecedents of salespeople performance (e.g. 

Churchill et al. 1985; Brown et al. 2002; Singh and Koshy et al. 2010) and on the other hand there has been 

also studies that concentrate on the strategic side of sales. (e.g. Lebas 1995; Kim and Kim 2009; 

Panagopoulos and Avlonitis 2010).  Although sales performance is researched in many different aspects in 

the past literature, in this paper we are going to focus on evaluating sales performance, sales performance 

control, effectiveness and efficiency sides of sales performance and finally internal/external measures of 

sales performance. Hence we will first start with evaluating salespeople. 

 

Evaluating Salespeople 

Evaluating salespeople is important due to its direct link to organizational success. To evaluate salespeople 

different models has been developed so far. 

One of the most important model to evaluate the salespeople is; input-based system and output-based 

system. (Cron and DeCarlo; 2006) While input-based system is evaluating the salespeople according to 

their behaviors on the other hand output-based system is more concentrated with the results that achieved 

by the salespeople after sales activity. 

Exhibit 1:  

Input-based System       Output-based System 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Behavior 

 Calls  

 Reports 

 Complaints 

 Demonstrations 

 Dealer meetings 

 Display set up 

 Travel/entertainm

ent expenses 

 

  

Results 

 Sales revenues 

 Sales growth 

 Sales/quota 

 Sales/potential 

 New accounts 

 Contributon 

margins 

 Contribution 

percentage 

Salesperson 

Evaluation 

Source: Cron, William L. And Thomas E. DeCarlo (2006). Dalrymple’s Sales Management, 9. 

Edition, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., USA, pg. 354. 
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From a different viewpoint, salespeople performance can be evaluated by the Quantitative and Qualitative 

approaches. Table 2 present the Quantitative and Qualitative Sales Performance Criterias to evaluate the 

salespeople. The companies give more importance to the Quantitative Criterias because these criterias have 

direct impact to the total turnover of the company and shows the contribution per salesperson. But to have 

a success in quantitative criterias, salespeople have to demonstrate a good level of success in qualitative 

criterias. Hence the companies have to evaluate both criterias to achieve a sustainable growth of the 

company.  

 

TABLE 1 Quantitative and Qualitative Sales Performance Criterias 

Quantitative Criteria Qualitative Criteria 

 Sales volume 

- Percentage of increase 

- Market share 

- Quotas obtained 

 

 Selling skills 

- Finding selling points 

- Product knowledge 

- Listening skill 

- Obtaining participation 

- Overcoming objections 

- Closing the sale 

 

 Avarage sales call per day  Territory management 

- Planning 

- Utiliation 

- Records 

- Customer Service 

- Collections 

- Follow-up 

 

 New customers obtained  Personal traits 

- Attitude 

- Empathy 

- Human relations 

- Team spirit 

- Appearance 

- Care of car 

- Self-improvement 

 

 Gross profit 

- Product 

- Customer  

- Order size 

 

 

 Ratio of selling costs to sales  

 Sales orders 

- Daily number of orders 

o Total 

o By size, customer 

classification and product 

- Order: sales call ratio 

- Goods returned 

 

 

Source: Futrell, Charles M. (1999). Fundementals of Selling: Customers for Life, International Edition, 6. 

Edition, Irwin: McGraw-Hill, USA, s. 541. 
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Sales Performance Control 

 

The sales management literature which deals with “control and supervision” has tackled a number of 

important sub-topics such as: (1) the sales force’s role in the broader marketing control system (Jaworski, 

Stathakopoulos, and Krishnan, 1993); (2) the nature and extent of sales management supervision 

(Challagalla and Shervani, 1996; Dubinsky, Yammarino, and Jolson, 1994; Yammarino and Dubinsky, 

1990); and (3) behavioral versus outcome-oriented sales control systems (e.g., Babakus et al., 1996; 

Cravens et al., 1993; Oliver and Anderson, 1994) 

Research focused on the effects of sales force variables on performance has examined the effects of control 

mechanisms, including sales supervisor behaviors. Sales force controls are characterized by the use of 

behavior-based supervision (monitoring the performance of sales-task related behaviors) or outcomes-

based supervision (monitoring transactions that result from sales-task related behaviors) (Anderson & 

Oliver, 1987; Babakus, Cravens, Grant, Ingram, & LaForge, 1994; Babakus, Cravens, Grant, Ingram, & 

LaForge, 1996; Cravens, Ingram, LaForge, & Young, 1993; Oliver & Anderson, 1994). 

 

Combining these two control systems, where behavior and outcome controls coalesce into a high control 

environment, has also been studied, and positive sales performance 26 outcomes were found in high control 

environments (Cravens, Lassk, Low, Marshall, & Moncrief, 2004). 

 

Effectiveness and Efficiency 

 

When discussing about sales performance in general it is important to understand the concepts of 

effectiveness and efficiency. Effectiveness refers to achievement of desired goals. Efficiency on the other 

hand refers to how much resources were required to achieve the outcomes. (Simons 2000, pp. 110) 

 

The theoretical basis for effectiveness can be traced back to the sales control literature. This 

suggests that managers should evaluate salespeople using objective-based outcomes when faced with the 

inherent problem of evaluating and assessing more subjective individual salesperson behaviors (Anderson 

and Oliver, 1987). 

 

Despite its apparent importance to managers, researchers have spent much less time studying eefficiency 

when we compare it with effectiveness. Ingram et al. (2002) define performance efficiency as the ratio of 

selling output (sales, new accounts, etc.) to selling inputs (number of calls, proposals, demos, etc.). 

Efficiency is different from effectiveness in that the emphasis is on the selling activity behaviors of the 

salesperson.  

 

As a result both sales effectiveness and sales efficiency is important. Hence for this paper, to evaluate the 

sales performance, each of them are utilized separately in the research findings section. 

 

 

 

 

Internally Oriented and Externally Oriented Measures 

 

Measures with focus on the operations of the organization or firm of interest are called internally oriented 

measures. These internally oriented measures tend to be derived from the use of the internal organizational 

resources used to develop the salesperson. Alternatively, externally oriented measures focus on the 

environments, most typically the customer or marketplace situation. (Zallocco, 2009) 

 

In a performance measurement system, it is important to measure both of these dimensions. Internal 

measures indicate how efficiently the company performs in its processes and are the processes effective in 

order to achieve the objectives. External measures on the other hand indicate how the customers see the 

company, how the company performs against the markets and are the actions performed effective in 

external sense. It would be especially important to use outside data as a benchmark for the external 

measures. 
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There is also evidence that the external measures (e.g. customer satisfaction) positively relates to 

salesperson job satisfaction but internal dimensions such as selling skills did not (Harris, 2005). Job 

satisfaction most likely increases work motivation, and improved work motivation most likely increases 

performance of the employees. Therefore, external measures may be even more important than internal 

measures for increasing company performance. 

 

III. Research and Methodology 

 

This study seeks an answer to find out whether there are gaps between how researchers and practitioners 

utilize sales performance measures and also to find out if there are significant differences on the perception 

of sales measurement metrics between the local and the international companies in Turkey.  

 

We employed a qualitative approach using in-depth interviews with sales managers of 20 companies who 

operate in industrial markets in Turkey. The companies are selected randomly including industrial 

equipment manufacturers, medical supply manufacturing, plastic/chemical manufacturing and building 

construction equipments manufacturing etc.   

 

Research data is collected from 10 local and 10 international industrial companies functioning in Turkey. 

All organizations can be characterized as mid-sized to large. Participants were selected from a convenience 

sample based on their experience and willingness to participate in the interviews. 

 

All of the sales managers view this as an important subject for their daily business. To prepare for the in 

depth interviews, all the sales managers are asked for their most convenient time to have a one-to-one 

interview. Responses were recorded and later transcribed. Transcripts were reviewed and analyzed 

independently to uncover general themes.  

 

It was observed that most questions fell into two categories, first is to understand and general understanding 

of salesperson performance and the related terms that is used in the literature and the second one is which 

metrics are used by the sales managers to measure sales performance.  

 

Research Findings: 

Understanding Sales Performance 

 

Although, there are a lot of studies, there is no clear agreement on what sales performance means in the 

academic world. Because of the varieties in where the studies focus, sales performance can be seen to mean 

many different things in the academic world. On the other hand after our interviews with the sales managers, 

it is revealed that there is neither a universal understanding in the business world as well. 

 

The first question we asked to the responders is “What does it mean to you when I say “sales performance”?  

A Sales Manager from the Marine Industry has responded this question with following quote:  

 

“Sales Performance means the overall management of the customer relations and payment collection skills” 

On the other hand a Sales Manager from the Electric Industry responded as below: “Sales performance 

means if you have enough blood in your body” Another quote is responded as: “Sales performance is the 

achievement of the company’s ultimate goals and as a result the sales engineer’s step to achieve his/her 

career goals”  

 

The sales managers who responded perceived the sales performance more short-term related. localized, and 

inconsistent with both higher-level expectations than with one another. Even long term goals and are 

understood short-term transactional based goals are more important. 

 

On the other hand, some responders who are working in international companies seem to get the sales 

performance goals from the head quarters outside the country and the sales managers try to localize it 

according to the market conditions. 

 

According to the interpretation of the responses we can say in general that most of the sales managers who 

work for international companies gave moderately high level importance to salespeople behaviors or 

activities comparing to local companies sales managers. 
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On the other hand sales managers who operate in local companies give a high level of importance on the 

outcome based metrics like turnover or profibility of the salesperson. The majority of the responders have 

agreed that their measurement system is insufficient. The measurement system is more result-oriented 

hence they might be missing the efficiency on how to control the salespeople. 

 

Sales Effectiveness 

As discussed in the earlier literature review effectiveness means developing strategies (sales force 

alignment, target markets, and market coverage, customer call patterns, sales product portfolio strategies, 

competitive positioning, communications, service, etc.) that are in that they are consistent with and support 

the organization’s mission, goals and strategies. (Zallocco; 2009) 

 

We asked the responders the following question to understand how they perceive sales effectiveness “How 

is “sales performance “different than “sales effectiveness”? The below quotes are some of the examples 

from the quotes:  

 

“ Performance is linked on how much the sales team have expend energy and effort, on the other hand 

effectiveness is linked on how the company moves in a strategic way” another one: “ When the sales 

occurred the resources of the company is being used. After using the resources with the alignment of goals, 

the sales is finalized. If the company spend X money from its resources to generate this sales and when we 

call the total turnover from that sales as Y, as a result if X>Y then we might say that the achieved sales is 

not effective.” Another one is noted as: “Yes it is linked to each other but sales performance is more 

superficial and the sales effectiveness looks more in details.”  

 

We can conclude that the overall perceptions on the definition of the sales effectiveness was clearly not 

understand or misunderstood by the responders and also again there is no clear agreement on this term in 

the business world.   

 

Sales Efficiency  

 

As already defined in our previous literature review, the sales efficiency is generally related with the use of 

resources. To understand who our responders perceive the sales efficiency and its relation to sales 

performance, we asked the question “How is sales performance is different than sales efficiency”? 

To quote one sales manager: “ It has positive direct impact on the sales performance. It also helps the sales 

goal/target realization and product mix realization” Another response is reported as: “ I can give an 

example with finding new customers, instead of spending time with finding new accounts, to have direct 

and effective account management with the existing customers will save our time and increase our sales 

performance since the existing customers already tested our services/products in the past”  

Sales efficiency is conceptualized by the responders as time management and account management. Most 

of the time the responders try to answer this question with the direct relation to sales performance success. 

Measurement of Sales Performance 

 

The following quotes show the different perspectives that sales managers measure the sales performance: 

 

“We use call frequency number, Master Distribution Plan (In order to evaluate if the sales person knows 

and have a control his/her territory – Target Realization – Customer Relations Management)”  “We use 

sales turnover and profibility to measure sales performance but we also consider if the salesperson is 

generating any new ideas to create new markets.”  

“We use number of visits, bid number, the number of tenders that our brand is placed in the tenders and 

the number of bids that turned to orders is the most common metrics that we use.” 

 

As described in the literature review earlier, Sales Performance measures can be characterized as internally 

oriented (sales capabilities, contribution to organizational goals, etc.) or externally oriented (based on 
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market results, end-user perceptions of salesperson value added, customer loyalty, etc.). Performance can 

also be measured using either effectiveness or efficiency criteria. 

We used the below table that (Zallocco, 2009) presented in his previous research that tracks the 

Internal/External and Efficiency/Effective measurement metrics as a organizing framework that researchers 

are using for each category.  

 

We added the performance measures reported by responders with the number in parentheses to understand 

which metrics are being used in real life.  

 

Table 2. Performance measures used by interviewees 

 Effectiveness (selling outcomes) Efficiency (selling activities) 

Internally oriented (selling 

skill, capabilities) 

 

Competencies: 

– technical knowledge 

– presentation skills  

– communication skills (1) 

– listening skills 

– supervisory skills 

– teamwork 

Quota attainment (2) 

Sales volume (7) 

Sales behavior 

 

Productivity 

Profitability of sales (6) 

Gross margin 

Time management 

Cash flow and account 

management (1) 

Number of calls (2) 

Number of presentations 

Time spent in territory 

 

Externally oriented 

(marketplace metrics) 

 

Channel feedback/satisfaction 

Customer feedback/satisfaction 

(2) 

Competitive understanding (1) 

New accounts introduced to 

product 

Number of customers 

Level of interaction with 

customers 

Performance relative to 

opportunities 

Customers’ success/goal 

attainment 

 

Closing ratio 

– to number of calls (2) 

– to number of presentations 

Sales penetration per account  

 

(Numbers in parantheses respesent the most important performance measures by responders) 

 

To interpret the findings we see that internal measures are much more used than externally oriented 

measures. Although there is not much difference, we see that effectiveness measures are used a slightly 

more than efficiency measures. This emphases that the sales managers are more focused with internal 

effectiveness measures.  

 

According to the responses, one of the common belief is although customer feedback is very important 

metric to measure sales performance, most of the responses revealed that they don’t use it as a performance 

metric.   

 

The results of our findings and after all the literature review and the research implications, we can conclude 

to say that the sales researchers are using efficiency more than the practitioners. This might be because in 

real life it is very hard to measure on how salespeople can manage time by the sales managers. 

 

For the originality of our paper, another discussion can be explored looking to the responses that 

differentiate the local and international companies. The sales managers who are working in the international 

companies are more concentrated with the sales turnover but on the other hand the sales managers who are 

working in the local companies are relatively more interested in sales profibility.   
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Another paradigm is revealed when we asked the question “How should be the ideal sales performance 

according to you “? to the responders. Although most of the answers is different from one to another some 

of the responders highlighted the importance of measuring the behavioral activates that salesperson possess. 

One quote is: “Ideal sales performance evaluation needs to cover the measurement of salespeople of the 

job that they are responsible and at the same time it should measure external and internal relations of the 

salespeople. Of course if the results are not sufficient than even the salesperson has good behavioral 

relations, it is not possible to continue with that person.” 

 

IV. Conclusion and Implications 

 

Conclusion 

 

In this paper we seek an answer to the question of which metrics are used most by the practitioners and the 

gap between researchers with them. We also try to find out if there are differences on the implementation 

of international and local companies’ sales performance metrics and strategies.      

 

The interviews offered mostly support for the findings of the literature review. There were differences in 

how the sales performance was understood. The used metrics were mostly outcome based. In the literature 

we can find out many different performance criteria. These metrics is categorized with different methods 

(External-Internal; Effectiveness-Efficiency; Transactional Based-Behavioral etc.).  

 

The literature and also the interviews made it clear that the metrics should be set for every system on a case 

specific basis and the metrics are also changing when the situation changes. Thus, the study did not set any 

metrics that should always be used but gathered plenty of metrics from the literature and interviews. 

 

To conclude after all the research findings should be considered without making a generalization. Instead 

it can be evaluated with the similar researches.  

 

Managerial Implications 

 

Having a better understanding of the determinants of a salesperson’s performance is important for an 

organization’s performance. 

 

For example, the majority of the interviewed respondents in this study indicated that additional performance 

metrics should be classified as both internally oriented and indicative of sales effectiveness. Interviews also 

discovered that sales managers tended to focus on adding behavioral measures to sales as discussed above. 

 

Implications for Researchers 

 

It became clear that even in the same company, not everyone understands the sales performance equally, 

and thus it is really critical to define sales performance when talking about it. On the other hand if 

researchers want their results more useful for the real life sales managers, researchers need to consider 

alignment of their measures with those which are most useful and meaningful to the sales organizations 

that are intending to use them. 
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Abstract 

Small and medium businesses are the engines of growth and innovation in many countries 

economic development. As a rule, almost in all countries they play a special role in the 

formation of gross domestic product, creation of new jobs, meeting the demand of large 

industrial companies an in introduction of new technologies and innovations.  

In Modern conditions business development and economic reforms linked to the 

development of innovative enterprises in the transition. In small and medium businesses 

solving such kind of problems major way is integration in the generation of innovations and 

to make innovation entrepreneur systems for innovative projects, providing performance and 

progress. The experience of economically developed countries shows us that in the 

competition for the market the winner usually basis its activity mainly on innovative 

approaches. It is possible to define innovative management of small and medium businesses 

as management’s organizational, common principles, methods, innovations form. Innovative 

management functions in the innovative business on the base of strategy intellection. 

 

 

Keywords: Innovation, Management, Small and Medium Business 

1. Introduction 

Today’s business environment is probably the most dynamic one that any business has faced. 

It is impossible even imagine every society without production of material values. Material 

welfare for meeting the demand of people is created particularly during the production 

process that is the most fundamental component of the society. The business relationships 

represent an integral part of the modern society. In current conditions, there can be no 
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economic development of the country without commerce, production, pecuniary institutions 

and other social and production infrastructure. All these things became an integral part of life 

and modern civilization. The dealings, arisen in this sphere, are called business, in which 

small and modern sized businesses play crucial role. Small and medium businesses are the 

engines of growth and innovation in many countries economic development. As a rule, 

almost in all countries they play a special role in the formation of gross domestic product, 

creation of new jobs, meeting the demand of large ustrial companies an in introduction of 

new technologies and innovations. Small and medium sized businesses in advanced countries 

are developed rapidly, that is explained by fact that the national governments attach great 

importance and furnish significant support to them. Over the past half century, Small business 

in west European countries and USA has acquired an enormous importance. Small and 

medium businesses in the EU are 99 percent. It is an impressive figure which demonstrates 

the great importance of the phenomenon associated with this business segment. The same is 

true of the United States and Asia Economies. The basic mass of small sized enterprises is 

represented by companies employing no more than 20 people. About two thirds of all new 

jobs are provided particularly by small sized enterprises. 

The Role of small and medium enterprises includes: 

 the main player in economic activities in varying sectors;  

 the biggest agent of vocations;  

 an important player in developing regional economic activities and social 

community development; 

  a creator of new market and innovations;  

  For SMEs that have been acknowledged internationally, they have played important 

contributions in maintaining balance of payment through their exports. 

The experience of economically developed countries shows us that in the competition for the 

market the winner usually basis its activity mainly on innovative approaches. It is possible to 

define innovative management of small and medium businesses as management’s 

organizational, common principles, methods, innovations form. Innovative management 

functions in the innovative business on the base of strategy intellection. 

Small and medium businesses are making an important contribution to the development of 

technological innovation within industries at regional and national levels. Innovation can be 

seen as a competitive advantage of the business organization. To define an innovation is the 

first step for the initiation and organization of a business. 

 

 2. Substantiation of a theme of research 

Innovation can be considered as: a new way of doing something, it may refer to incremental, 

radical and revolutionary changes in thinking, products, processes or organizations, the tool 
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or instrument used by entrepreneurs to exploit change as an opportunity, successful 

exploitation of a new idea, the central issue in economic prosperity.  

The experience of economically developed countries shows us that in the competition for the 

market the winner usually basis its activity mainly on innovative approaches. It is possible to 

define innovative management of small and medium businesses as management’s 

organizational, common principles, methods, innovations form. Innovative management 

functions in the innovative business on the base of strategy intellection.  

Low resources of small and medium enterprises caused impetus to them to change frequently 

not profitable activities to the more profitable ones during market environment changing. 

This kind of environmental changing enforces leaders of the organizations to support 

mobilization of all kind of resources, including staff rapid replacement to confine market’s 

flexibility. The above mentioned environment requires staff high quality knowledge within 

technique and technology spheres, and from the other side it requires flexible and complex 

skills from workers due to their small quantity, as soon as they are performing such activities 

that are not merit their educational skills. Change of professional activity (for employer and 

for employ) facilitates development of flexible staff market due to skill upgrading, study of 

combined professions or any other tendencies. 

Successful innovation is in large measure an issue of identifying and controlling risk. The 

smaller the business, the more likely it is that survival will depend on effective risk 

management. Small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) are caught in a double bind. As 

competitive pressures mount and customers press for higher quality standards, tighter cost 

control and faster response times from suppliers, SMEs find it increasingly vital to accelerate 

process and product innovation. 

 At the same time, the attendant risks of innovation are higher for a small firm than a large 

one: usually, the smaller firm will have fewer technical and managerial competences, more 

limited finance, and more limited access to information than a larger organization. The risk 

of getting it wrong comes into sharp focus for those firms where one major unsuccessful 

product or process development may threaten the survival of the enterprise and possibly the 

entrepreneur's personal assets. The consequence is a characteristic and understandable risk 

aversion.  

But this does not mean one can look solely to the large firm sector for innovation. Innovation 

has to be seen in the context of a supply chain, the continued competitiveness of the whole 

being dependent on the innovativeness of all links in the chain. Indeed, in industries such as 

engineering responsibility for aspects of technological development is being pushed further 

up the chain towards smaller supplier firms. Then there is the “tomorrow as well as today” 

problem: the need for suppliers to demonstrate to their end customers not only the production 

of a competitive, quality product today, but also a commitment to developing the skills, 

resources and agility to remain a competitive supplier into the future. 

In current condition, the growth of small and medium sized businesses and their development 

are very important for Georgian economy. This is also conditioned by fact that despite 
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twenty-year experience in reforms, Georgia still remains a country with transient economy. 

Exactly the controversial and often non-harmonized economic reforms could not create the 

preconditions for structural changes and on the contrary, they caused the poorly thought-out 

deindustrialization. 

 Nowadays Georgia remains much behind developed countries and suffers from very high 

unemployment and low level of income for most of the population. For the purpose of 

improving the present business environment and in order to push the country towards to a 

sustainable market economy it is crucial to stimulate the SMEs, as the most effective drivers 

for development and employment. The majority of operating companies in Georgia are 

SMEs. The ratio of small and medium companies in Georgia is 96%. This figure is close to 

European data, but the overall production and employment of small and medium businesses 

is rather minor in comparison to European SMEs. In 2014 the overall production of medium 

companies in Georgia accounted 12, 5% and in small companies 9%. The employment 

figures are also far from being satisfactory. 22, 5% in medium companies and 25, 8% in small 

companies.2 If we compare these figures to Europeans, where the overall production between 

35-71% and overall employment between 40-70% is, it makes obvious that there are still no 

necessary conditions (organizational, legal and tax) for stimulating the SMEs in the country. 

The variety of surveys conducted past years in field of Entrepreneurship makes also clear, 

that nowadays the Georgian small and medium entrepreneurs have absence of informational, 

financial and innovation support from the government. Deficiency of a national strategy for 

development of small and medium businesses remains also an essential hurdle for their 

progress. Recently adopted tax law has at least some positive signs for small and medium 

entrepreneurs (The regulatory bodies and taxes has been reduced dramatically), but 

organizational and legal issues necessary for their expansion, are still reform able 

Based on the State Department of Statistics data, the total amount of surveyed enterprises 

accounted 34934 units. 1038 of them were big companies, 2646 medium and 31250 small. 

 

2. Conclusion 

Legal framework for defining and supporting (the “Law of Small and Medium Business 

Support” was abolished in 2004) the small and medium businesses should be readopted and 

harmonized with the European Legislation. Additional simplification of tax system is needed. 

For instance introduction of fixed tax payments for small businesses will contribute to better 

tax planning and administration, as well as to better calculation and payment. The 

Government should start to elaborate concrete programs for promoting the entrepreneurial 

attitudes and skills through education. Unfortunately the educational system in Georgia has 

not in the past years been geared towards the development of entrepreneurship and self –

employment. The Initiatives should be developed in future in order to promote an enterprise 

culture and to Knowledge Economy- Chances and Challenges for SMEs 20 encourage the 

risk-taking, creativity and innovation. 

The potency that is specified by the specific investment and innovative specificity of activity 

of small and medium business is important. Quality of products and services continuous 
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improvement is one of the reserves. Quality means such identification of goods and services’ 

objectively existing indicators that would satisfy customers’ demands. In the given time it 

would increase the interest toward business structures activities that would be displayed in 

different forms of business behave and business management specific in general.  

During the market relations development is important to reconstruct outdated material and 

technical basis and services where leasing gets special importance. We consider leasing as 

not only as special form of efficiency improvement tool of finance lease, but also as the 

method of innovative management activation.  
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Abstract 

The increasing competition in the global market causes the necessity of the sustainable 

growth for all firms. Therefore, the evaluation process of investment projects is becoming 

more important for the investment decision funded with limited sources. It is primarily 

required to make a thorough analyse and planning based on feasibility studies for the firms 

in order to select the most profitable investment. Over the last decades, particularly the World 

aviation market has been developed and enhanced with a rapid growth. Since the results of 

the expansion of the airline market lead the increasing demand and cause the many airline 

firms to make the new investment decisions. The aim of this study is to propose a new model 

for the new route selection of the airline companies that are willing to investment. In the first 

step, some important indicators will be defined by asking expert’s opinions and literature 

review. At the second phase of the study, the optimum result is investigated by applying the 

generic fuzzy analytic hierarchy method (GF-AHP). 

Keywords: Route selection, GF-AHP, DEA. 

1. Introduction 

Transportation needs have always been an important role through the history of humanity. 

They have reached a certain level by using a car after the train, but airline transportation 

causes to move them to a different level and quality. An aircraft speed and opportunity for 

the overseas transportation in a very short period could be some reasons for this development 

and evolution. In addition, the global economic development, tourism, and globalization 

cause the increase of the people’s interest to air transportation. Besides that, the historical 

developments of the aviation industry do not disappoint the expectation related to the 

sustainable growth. 
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The global airline companies provide a transportation service to almost every country in the 

world.  It is assumed as a fundamental part in the production of a worldwide economy. The 

aviation industry itself has the largest economic volume, in terms of both its own operations 

and impacts on related industries such as aircraft manufacturing and tourism. Couple of 

different commercial industries produce the sum and power of consideration given to airline 

transportation, not just by those specifically occupied with its operations, additionally by 

government approach creators, the news media, and additionally its billions of customers, 

who, nearly to a person, have an anecdote to relate about an unusual, good or bad, air travel 

experience (Belobaba, Odoni, & Barnhart, 2009).  

Even under relatively conservative assumptions concerning economic growth over the next 

10–15 years, a continued 4–5% annual growth in global air travel will lead to a near-doubling 

of total air travel during this period (Belobaba et al., 2009). 

The development of world air travel has increased around 5% per year over the past 30 years, 

with considerable yearly variations due both to changing economic conditions and to 

contrasts in financial development in various regions of the world. Historically, the annual 

development in air travel has been about double the annual development in GDP.  

Since the air transportation is highly competitive, the aviation firms need to make strategic 

decisions related to the growth. The risk regarding the economic crisis, petrol price, and 

terrorist threat play also a significant role in these decisions. All these strategic decisions 

require the market analysis and being rational. Otherwise, the minor mistakes cause the 

potentially large economic loss.   

One of the critical strategic decision is to enlarge the fleet with the purchase of aircraft. It is 

required new investments that need to analysis the return on investment for the airline firms. 

Before purchasing the aircraft, firms analyze to find the new route which has the most 

potential about profit ratio. From this point, the aim of this study is to investigate to reveal 

the most important criteria that influence the decision about the new line by using the generic 

fuzzy analytic hierarch process (GF-AHP).     

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 mentions the studies in the 

literature. In Section 3, the mathematical algorithm of the generic fuzzy AHP method is 

explained for the new line selection problem. Section 4 presents the empirical study and the 

results. Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. Definition of The Criteria 

In order to define the importance of criteria which is used for the new market decision, 

firstly eight criteria have determined from literature and industry survey. This criterion as 

follows:  

Distance (Cost) 

This criterion refers to the distance between alternative routes to selected hub. "Flight 

operating costs" contain all expenditures associated with operating aircraft and this costs 

represent generally half of the operating expenditures and are usually allocated against the 
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number of block hours operated by the airline’s fleet. Since the distance is one of the most 

important indicators of cost in terms of block hour, distance factor selected for determinative 

of cost. 

City Population 

In the aviation market, the potential customer determines in the specific city with catchment 

area. Widest concept of the regional vicinity of a given airport is called catchment area. Both 

airport and airlines occasionally define their catchment area by the inhabitants that can reach 

the airport within one or two hours by car or train (Belobaba et al., 2009). In this study the 

populations of cities used for catchment area as potential passengers. 

Income Level Per Capita 

The average income of a consumer in the selected destination's country. This indicator gives 

a good idea of total and comparative economic circumstance, however, does not supply 

explicit opinion of how much money a consumer has to spend on travel (IATA, 2013)  

CAPA's (2014) recent research finds out that there is a correlation between economic 

development  and the penetration of air travel. Countries with higher income level tend to 

have more travel. 

The Revenue Level of the Route 

This criterion which is called yield refers to the calculation of the average revenue received 

from one passenger in one kilometer.   

Passenger Number 

The number of passengers travels to meaningful markets (where detour factor is low). 

Because passenger has a tendency to choose low detour factor flights with shorter flight 

times. While deciding to open a new route, not only the direct traffic but also the connected 

traffic are also important for network carriers. When connected traffic is calculating the 

important decision is what the detour factor is going to be. In this study, while data calculating 

the detour factor defined as maximum 1.2. 

Seasonality 

Seasonality is the fluctuation in passenger numbers through the year. While network carriers 

doing their plan, they generally avoid entering seasonal markets even if they did not see big 

opportunities. Especially on the north side of the world, as in Turkey, the summer season has 

more demand than the winter season. In this perspective, not only low seasonality but also, 

winter seasonality may acceptable is a good seasonal character.   
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The Capacity of Rival Airlines 

Goedeking (2010) stated that while doing market research, competition is one of the 

important questions has to be asked. For this reason, while evaluating the market entry 

decision both capacity and frequency give us to the competition level of the market. However 

served capacity may be increase by adding a frequency or changing small aircraft with the 

bigger size. 

The Frequency of Rival Airlines 

As capacity, frequency is the other competition factor on the market. If a destination has more 

frequency, it means that passenger has so many options to choose. For example, if the airline 

firm has four or more daily flights from one particular city, the passenger can choose 

morning, midday or evening flights. Especially business passengers are very strict on timing 

and they tend to pay more. 

3. Literature Review 

Several studies in the literature have focused on the problem of passenger demand forecasting 

techniques. However, some of them are not used so much when attempting to predict on new 

routes where there are not sufficient data exist, namely time-series analyses or regression 

models. Besides these methods, there are limited in a number of methods used in this 

problem. These are market research and executive judgment and gravity models.  

In the literature one of the most important forecasting techniques is gravity model which 

calculates the demand between two cities by using some of the selected product of attributes 

with inversely proportional to distance. 

𝑅 =
𝐺(𝑚1+𝑚2)

𝑟2
                      (1) 

The model, firstly, used in aviation area in 1951 by D'Arcy Harvey (Doganis, 2010). Another 

early study in gravity model has been developed by Doganis (2010) in 1966 with changing 

population by the multiplication of the total air traffic of each of pairs. Grosche et al. (2007) 

stated that economic power of a city or catchment area can be conceptualized as its "mass". 

Gravitation models results do not give reasonable results individual O&D's (origin-

destination) all the time. Nevertheless, they may supply forecasts that allow relative 

comparisons (Goedeking, 2010).   

Related to market entry decision, the literature can precisely be subdivided into two parts: 

the 'determinants of entry' literature and the 'effects of entry' literature (Hüschelrath & Müller, 

2013). Because of the focus of this article is market entry decision we will not deal with entry 

effects of market entry decision. In existing literature, there are a number of studies have 

investigated airline entry decision, comprising Berry (1992), Sinclair (1995), Lederman and 

Januszewski (2003), Boguslaski et al. (2004), Dunn (2008), Liu (2009). Homsombat et al. 

(2014) indicate that these studies identified  an entry as an "event" when an airline begins to 

serve a market and with this paradigm are the probable endogeneity associated with airline’s 

inter-connected judgments about entering and/or leaving a route is one problem. 
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In the existing literature, the evaluation of new market entry decision doing with the lack of 

source. Çabukel (2011), on the other hand, presented a good example of enough source, 

namely revenue and passenger together, seasonality, competitor, distance, GDP, and 

population. However, revenue and passenger should be evaluated separately. Beside this, 

GDP is directly related to the population of the countries and instead of GDP criteria, the 

income level per capita should be used. In addition to these, in this study, while deciding the 

importance of criteria, we did a survey to understand the significance of each criterion from 

network experts. 

4. Methodology 

In this study, a the generic FAHP (GF-AHP) (Bulut, Duru, Kececi, & Yoshida, 2012; Sahin 

& Senol, 2015) method based on the extent synthesis method of Chang (1996) is used to 

calculate prioritization of criteria and evaluate the alternative locations. The mathematical 

algorithm of Chang’s approach is given as follow to understand the logic of the GF-AHP 

method. 

Let X={x1, x2,…, xn} be an object set and U= {u1, u2,…, um} be a goal set. According to the 

method of extent analysis, each object is taken and extent analysis for each goal is performed, 

respectively. Therefore, m extent analysis values for each object can be obtained, with the 

following signs: 

1 2, ,...,
i i i

m

g g gM M M , i=1, 2,…, n,               (1) 

where all the 
j

gM (j=1,2,…,m) are TFNs. 
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and then the inverse of the vector in Eq. (5) is computed, such as: 
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Step 2: The degree of possibility of M2= (l2, m2, u2) ≥ M1=(l1, m1, u1) is defined as  

1 22 1( ) sup min( ( ), ( ))M M
y x

V M M x y 


    
       (6) 

and can be expressed as follows: 

V (M2≥ M1) =hgt (M1∩ M2)  

Figure 1. The intersection between M1 and M2. 
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Figure 1 illustrates Eq. 7 where d is the ordinate of the highest intersection point D between 

1M  and
2M . To compare M1 and M2, we need both the values of V (M1≥M2) and V (M2≥ 

M1). 

0   l2    m2   l1    d  u2   m1          u1 

 

 

 

M2 M1 
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Step 3: The degree possibility for a convex fuzzy number to be greater than k convex fuzzy 

Mi (i=1,2,…,k) numbers can be defined by 

V (M ≥ M1, M2,…, Mk) =V [(M ≥ M1) and (M≥M2) and … and (M ≥ Mk)]      =min V (M 

≥ Mi), i=1,2,3,…,k.                      (8) 

Assume that d'(Ai) = min V(Si ≥ Sk) for k=1,2,…,n; k≠i. Then the weight vector is given by 

W' = (d'(A1), d’(A2),…,d'(An))T                  (9) 

where Ai (i=1, 2,…, n) are n elements. 

 

Step 4: Via normalization, the normalized weight vectors are  

 W= (d(A1), d(A2),…,d(An))T,                       (10) 

where W is a non-fuzzy number. 

The non-numerical expressions as fuzzy linguistic variables reflect the Saaty (1977)’s nine-

point fundamental scale (Fig. 2). In this paper, assign the linguistic comparison terms and 

their equivalent fuzzy numbers in the Lo and Wen’s study (2010) and Sun’s paper (2010) are 

modified and display in Table 1.  

 

Figure 2. A fuzzy number of the linguistic variable set. 

 

 

 

 

 

 1   2    3     4  5     6  7   8   9  

 Ã1  Ã2   Ã3  Ã4  Ã5 Ã6  Ã7   Ã8 Ã9  
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Table 1 Transformation for TFNs membership functions. 

Fuzzy number Linguistic scales    Membership    Reciprocal  

                function  

Ã1              Equally important      (1,1,1)    (1,1,1) 

Ã2              Weak advantage       (1,2,3)    (1/3,1/2,1) 

Ã3              Moderately important    (2,3,4)    (1/4,1/3,1/2) 

Ã4              Preferable           (3,4,5)    (1/5,1/4,1/3) 

Ã5              Strong important       (4,5,6)    (1/6,1/5,1/4) 

Ã6              Fairly good          (5,6,7)    (1/7,1/6,1/5) 

Ã7              Very Strongly important   (6,7,8)    (1/8,1/7,1/6) 

Ã8              Absolute            (7,8,9)    (1/9,1/8,1/7) 

Ã9              Extremely important     (8,9,9)    (1/9,1/9,1/8) 

4.1. Consistency control 

In the classic AHP method, it is required that the consistency value for the each individual 

judgement matrix is less than 0.1. In the existing literature, however, most of the studies 

ignore the consistency control for the fuzzy extended version of the MCDM methods. In this 

study, the centric consistency index (CCI) (Bulut et al., 2012; Bulut, Duru, & Koçak, 2014) 

is applied to compute the consistency ratio of the each individual judgement matrix. 

The calculation of the CCI method is as follows: 

Let A=(aLij,aMij,aUij)n×n be a fuzzy judgment matrix, and let 

w=[(wL1,wM1,wU1),(wL2,wM2,wU2),…,(wLn,wMn,wUn)]T be the priority vector derived from A
using the row geometric mean method (RGMM). The centric consistency index (CCI) is 

calculated by eq. 14. 

2

2
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 (11) 

When CCI(A)=0, we consider A fully consistent. According to the thresholds, CCI =0.31for 

n=3; CCI =0.35 for n=4 and CCI =0.37 for n>4.  

5. Empirical Study and Results 

The empirical study of this paper is structured for the new aircraft of the airline firms, and 

intended business is assumed for a long-term operation for the air transportation. The 

particular decision case is prepared and analyze for the Turkish airline, and a group of 

business practitioners was contacted to participate in the sample project. Fifteen practitioners 

from different positions would like to attend the survey. The purpose of the empirical study 
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is to state the proper route for the new aircraft by investigating important criteria that 

influence the investment of the airline transportation. Using the industrial survey, eight 

important criteria are selected for the route decisions of the airline transportation. In this 

study, there are three potential new route options identified for the Turkish airlines Table 2 

presents the abbreviations of the criteria, and particulars of the alternative routes are stated 

in Appendix 1. The hierarchy of the decision process of the route selection is displayed in 

Figure 3. 

Table 2. The symbol of the criteria 

Criteria                   The symbols of each criterion  

Distance                         DS 

City Population                    CP 

Income Level per Capita               ILC 

The Revenue Level of the Route           RLR 

Passenger Number                   PN 

Seasonality                       SN 

The Capacity of Rival Airlines            CP 

The Frequency of Rival Airlines           FR 

 

 

Selection of the new route

DS CP ILC RLR PN SN CP FR

ILC RLR PN

 Figure 3. The hierarchy of the new route decision process. 

In the first step, the questionnaire method is prepared to compare all criteria with each 

other. The acceptance of the individual pairwise matrix of the practitioners is based on the 

CCI value which should be less than 0,37, and they are found less than this critical values. 

The aggregated fuzzy judgement matrix (AFJM) for the criteria is generated from the 

individual pairwise matrix, and Table XX shows the AFJM matrix. As seen in Table 3, the 

most important criteria for the selection of the new route is found a passenger number with 

0,33. The revenue level of the route and the capacity of the rival airline firms have second 
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and third level importance with 0,21 and 0,17, respectively. The contributions of the ILC, 

CP, DS, FR and SN are 0.13, 0.08, 0.03, 0.03 and 0.2, respectively.   
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Table 3. The aggregated fuzzy judgement matrix for criteria of the new route selection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  DS CP ILC RLR PN SN CP FR MAW 

DS 
(1 1 1) (1.21 1.89 2.89) 

(0.7 1.17 

1.79) 

(0.17 0.2 

0.25) 

(0.08 0.11 

0.17) 
(0.41 0.67 1.03) 

(0.27 0.4 

0.65) 

(0.58 0.88 

1.31) 
0.03 

CP 

(0.34 0.52 

0.82) 
(1 1 1) 

(0.53 0.89 

1.49) 

(0.07 0.1 

0.17) 

(0.05 0.06 

0.09) 
(0.15 0.24 0.46) 

(0.1 0.15 

0.24) 

(0.13 0.21 

0.36) 
0.08 

ILC 

(0.55 0.84 

1.41) 
(0.66 1.11 1.87) (1 1 1) 

(0.09 0.12 

0.17) 

(0.08 0.1 

0.16) 
(0.18 0.31 0.56) 

(0.13 0.2 

0.32) 

(0.18 0.27 

0.46) 
0.13 

RLR 

(3.99 4.79 

5.57) 
(5.8 9.63 13.58) 

(5.58 8.14 

10.93) 
(1 1 1) 

(0.63 0.86 

1.38) 
(4.34 7.1 10.08) 

(0.94 1.52 

2.63) 

(2.28 3.66 

5.25) 
0.21** 

PN 

(5.77 8.69 

11.76) 

(11.04 15.17 

19.41) 

(6.17 9.1 

12.38) 

(0.72 1.14 

1.57) 
(1 1 1) 

(7.17 10.16 

13.21) 

(3.2 5.33 

8.04) 

(3.76 6.11 

8.91) 
0.33* 

SN 

(0.96 1.48 

2.42) 
(2.16 4.1 6.51) 

(1.77 3.18 

5.31) 

(0.09 0.14 

0.23) 

(0.07 0.09 

0.13) 
(1 1 1) 

(0.22 0.4 

0.71) 

(0.27 0.51 

0.89) 
0.02 

CPA 

(1.53 2.48 

3.68) 
(4.03 6.31 9.18) 

(3.06 4.89 

7.52) 

(0.37 0.65 

1.05) 

(0.12 0.18 

0.31) 
(1.38 2.46 4.37) (1 1 1) (1 1.29 1.62) 0.17*** 

FR 

(0.76 1.12 

1.71) 
(2.76 4.63 7.36) 

(2.16 3.58 

5.53) 

(0.19 0.27 

0.43) 

(0.11 0.16 

0.16) 
(1.11 1.94 3.59) 

(0.61 0.77 

0.99) 
(1 1 1) 0.03 
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In the second step, decision makers compare each alternative with others under the each 

criterion in the individual fuzzy judgement matrix. The AFJM generated from individual 

fuzzy judgement matrix for alternatives is presented in Table 4. According to the criteria of 

the city population and the frequency of rival airlines, Alternative route three is found the 

most appropriate one. The criteria of the distance, the revenue level of the route, passenger 

volume and seasonality refer the alternative two as the most feasible route for the operation 

of the new aircraft. Alternative three is found superior to others under the criteria of the 

income level per capita and the capacity of rival airlines. 

Table 4. The aggregated fuzzy judgement matrix for the alternatives of new routes  

    A1 A2 A3 MAW 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0.37 0.52 0.81) (2.16 3.09 4.12) 0.42 

DS A2 (1.23 1.92 2.65) (1 1 1) (2.62 3.52 4.37) 0.58 

  A3 (0.24 0.31 0.45) (0.23 0.28 0.38) (1 1 1) 0.00 

 A1 (1 1 1) (2.43 3.24 4.05) (4.47 5.38 6.13) 0.87 

CP A2 (0.24 0.3 0.41) (1 1 1) (2.36 3.56 4.66) 0.13 

  A3 (0.16 0.18 0.22) (0.21 0.28 0.42) (1 1 1) 0.00 

 A1 (1 1 1) (2.02 3.02 3.97) (0.24 0.31 0.45) 0.21 

ILC A2 (0.25 0.33 0.49) (1 1 1) (0.18 0.22 0.29) 0.00 

  A3 (2.21 3.13 4.08) (3.37 4.45 5.47) (1 1 1) 0.79 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0.18 0.22 0.29) (0.22 0.29 0.44) 0.00 

RLR A2 (3.35 4.47 5.52) (1 1 1) (1.78 2.89 3.95) 0.69 

  A3 (2.22 3.38 4.47) (0.25 0.34 0.56) (1 1 1) 0.31 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0.13 0.15 0.18) (0.18 0.23 0.31) 0.00 

PN A2 (5.36 6.41 7.33) (1 1 1) (2.8 3.96 5.01) 0.95 

  A3 (3.19 4.25 5.28) (0.19 0.25 0.35) (1 1 1) 0.05 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0.69 0.73 0.8) (0.41 0.47 0.56) 0.33 

SN A2 (1.23 1.35 1.44) (1 1 1) (0.47 0.52 0.61) 0.60 

  A3 (1.78 2.1 2.4) (1.63 1.9 2.11) (1 1 1) 0.07 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0.71 0.84 1) (0.43 0.53 0.67) 0.00 

CPA A2 (0.99 1.19 1.39) (1 1 1) (0.46 0.57 0.72) 0.11 

  A3 (1.47 1.85 2.27) (1.37 1.74 2.13) (1 1 1) 0.89 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0.99 1.15 1.28) (0.88 1.05 1.29) 0.39 

FR A2 (0.77 0.86 1) (1 1 1) (0.84 1 1.21) 0.29 

  A3 (0.76 0.94 1.12) (0.82 0.99 1.18) (1 1 1) 0.32 

 

 

Table 5 presents the final outcome of the alternative routes for making a decision on the 

investment for the air transportation by using GF-AHP approach. Alternative three is 

preferred the most feasible new route by considering all criteria. The second appropriate route 

for the operation of the new aircraft is found alternative two, and the third one is alternative 

one. 
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Table 5. Final assessment of the alternatives for the route decision. 

  DS CP ILC RLR PN SN CPA FR   

  0.03 0.08 0.13 0.21 0.33 0.02 0.17 0.03 Weight  

A1 0.42 0.87 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.39 0.24 

A2 0.58 0.13 0.00 0.69 0.95 0.60 0.11 0.29 0.32 

A3 0.00 0.00 0.79 0.31 0.05 0.07 0.89 0.32 0.43 

 

6. Conclusion 

In last few decades, carrying cargo and passenger traffic of airlines in the world has rapidly 

increased. To satisfy the demand for the rapid growth of air transport is based on the new 

investment. One of the most important investment for the airline firms increases their fleet 

by purchasing the aircraft. The aim of this paper is to investigate the feasible route for the 

new aircraft operation. In the first step, the important criteria and their prioritization are 

defined. Second, all alternatives are compared with each other under each criterion to 

calculate their weight. After calculation of the GF-AHP method, the alternative three has 

superiority for the operation of the new aircraft than others for Turkish airlines.  
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Appendix 1 

 

    Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 

Distance (Cost)  km 11,431 10,248 13,086 

Population  20,990,000 12,902,000 6,506,000 

GDP (PPP) per capita usd 17,534 15,615 23,459 

Revenue Level ¢ 7.2 8.8 8 

Passenger Number  103,86 215,459 159,769 

Seasonality  1,18 1,16 0,71 

Capacity (Competition)  15,968 14,601 6,252 

Frequency (Competition) 47 50 21 
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Abstract 

Today many workers from different generations work together in the same businesses and 

workplaces. Since different generations have different characteristics and their expectations 

from work and life differ from each other, generational differences make it hard to manage 

human resources of businesses. Allocation of human resources plays a key role for an 

effective human resources management. Thus, management needs to know expectations 

and motivators of generational cohorts for an effective management. The purpose of this 

study is to investigate whether there are differences among generations, which are 

“Traditionalist”, “Baby Boomers”, “Generation X” and “Generation Y”, in their “Work-life 

Balance” and “Work Values”. A study was carried out in different companies among 842 

workers. The data was gathered with a questionnaire. The analysis results briefly show that 

generational differences have impact on workers’ work values but do not on their work-life 

balances. 

 

Keywords: Generational differences, work-life balance, work values 

 

1. Introduction 

In business, different characteristics of workers force management to manage their human 

resources. One of the main factors that differentiate employees’ characteristics and 

expectation is workers’ generations. Growing in different time horizons and environment, 

and being affected from different events has caused big differences in people’s 

characteristics. In this regard, we aimed to investigate the differences between the 

generations in their work-life balance and work values. By doing this research we aim to 

help managers to understand some aspects of generational differences, so that the managers 

could know what their workers’ expectations and motivators and use the human resources 

                                                           
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +90-212-383-6858; fax: +90-212-383-6722. 
E-mail address:maydemir@hotmail.com. 
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in the most efficient and effective way. 

2. Literature Review  

There are two main factors characterizing a generation; date of birth and events associated 

with a period of time (Crumpacker and Crumpacker 2007). Mannheim (1998) defines 

generation as a group of people who share common habits and culture. Kupperschimdt 

(2000) describes generation as a group of people who share the same date of birth and 

experiences, being affected by the same critical factors during their growing period and 

affect these factors. 

Generally, generations are classified according to birth year. In this research, the data 

obtained from various studies of Ayhun (2013) was used for classification of generations. 

According to this data, fundamental and distinguishing features of each generation in 

business life can be summarized as; “Traditionalists” who were born between 1925 and 

1945, lived during I. and II. World War and were exposed to the hardship that created by 

the Great Depression, thus they have opted for a simple life. “Baby Boomers”, who were 

born between 1946 and 1964, are committed to their organizations. These people, who “live 

to work” and pursue their economic benefits, can be called workaholic. Some of these 

people lost their jobs because of the economic recessions in 1970’s and 80’s (Sullivan et al., 

2009). “Generation X”, born between 1965 and 1980, consist of people grown up during 

the period of fast economic and social changes. Generation Xers, who are children of Baby 

Boomers, are considered as people who “work to live”. Generation Xers have low 

expectations, usually feel alienated themselves, and are pragmatists, skeptical and 

conservative (Jurkiewicz 2000). “Generation Y”, born between 1981 and 1999, consist of 

young people in business life. Being fond of independence and brought up in the 

environment shaped by the internet, Generation Y is the youngest generation in business 

life. 

As they were brought up in different time periods, these generations have different beliefs, 

values, attitudes and expectations. Undoubtedly, these differences are reflected in their 

behavior and differentiate them in the workplace (Inglehart 1997). 

2.1. Different Work-Life Balance Perceptions of Generations 

The growing work-related demands and need to work long hours make it difficult to redress 

the “work and life balance” for many employees (Paris et al., 2008). Over the last few 

decades there has been a large increase in the time spent in work. Despite the expectations 

that the advances in technology will increase productivity in business and as a result would 

allow people to spend more time outside work, people still continue to work long hours. It 

is an undisputed fact that, this was driven by consumerist culture that values productivity 

while trivializing parenting and voluntary services (Smith, 2010). 

The term work-life balance was first used in 1986 in the USA to describe the tendency of 

people spending more time on work-related tasks than other aspects of their life (Smith, 

2010). Work-life balance can be defined as, employees’ maintaining a balance between 

work and non-work responsibilities, activities and desires (Apaydın, 2011). Kirchmeyer 

(2000) defines work-life balance as obtaining satisfying experiences in all areas of life, and 
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he states that in order to achieve this balance, carefully allocation of resources, such as 

energy and time, is needed. The lack of conflict between work and private life and easily 

fulfilling the responsibilities of work and family life show that work-life balance is 

maintained (Allen et al., 2013). Work-life balance is not a static and stable concept; on the 

contrary, it implies a discrete and changeable process (Wattis et al., 2013). In other words, 

work-life balance shows variations according to the conditions people are in. In the 

literature this concept is examined in terms of different theoretical perspectives, such as; 

structural functionality, division, compensation / stabilization, propagation, compliance, 

instrumentalism, role, role increase, conflict and boundary theories (Ballıca, 2010; Demirer, 

2011). 

Generations’ work-life balance perceptions or preferences show significant differences 

from each other. Generation X and Y give much more importance to work-life balance 

comparing to other older generations (Jovic et al., 2006; Klun, 2008; Twenge, 2010; Smith, 

2010), and live more balanced life (Hammill, 2005). Generation Yers, who evaluate work-

life balance as an important career issue, believe that a well work-life balance would have a 

positive effect on their job satisfaction, job performance and ethical decision making 

(Smith, 2010). However, the younger generations encounter various difficulties in 

establishing desired work-life balance (Coffey et al., 2009). In this regard, management and 

employers should help their workers in establishing work-life balance (Paris et al., 2008). 

In other words, instead of working longer hours and making more money, employers 

should provide the younger generations, who prefer to have more holiday and flexible work 

or telecommuting, with flexible working options, thus the employees can establish work-

life balance (Smith, 2010). 

Hypothesis 1: Generation X and Y have a better work-life balance than Traditionalists and 

Baby Boomers. 

2.2. Different Work Values Perceptions of Generations 

Work values or work-ethics can be defined as “the beliefs, values, and principles that guide 

the way individuals interpret and act upon their job rights and responsibilities within the 

work context at any given time” (Miller and Coady, 1984: 5). We can speak of four core 

values that shape the work ethics (Gelici, 2007: 26): to be rationalist, individualism, work 

hard and saving. In other words, a person’s doing the jobs in logical and reasonable ways; 

providing his needs by on his own effort and turn an honest penny as much as possible; not 

spending his time on entertainment, luxury and prating; turn their hard-earned into 

investment without wasting. 

Each generation have different work values, due to the period and conditions they have 

been living in. The shared experiences of each generation affect their feelings towards 

organizations and the authority, about what and how much they care in their jobs, and how 

they make plans to satisfy their needs and wants (Hammill, 2005; Beutell and Wittig-

Berman, 2008; Klun, 2008; Jurkiewicz, 2000;  Cogin, 2012; Ayhün,  2013). Generation X 

and Generation Y don’t perceive their job as the center of their life. Thus, they value free 

time more than work-hard. Young generations have weaker work values than 

Traditionalists and Baby Boomers (Twenge, 2010). Generation Yers, who desire to be 

successful in their job quickly, are trying to achieve a meaningful and satisfying life outside 
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of work (Ng, Schweitzer and Lyons, 2010).  

Compared to older generations, young generations give less value to “hard work”. This 

supports falling trend of work values among the younger generations. While the most 

important work value is “hard work” for Traditionalists and Baby Boomers, it is “ascetism” 

for Generation X and “free time” for Generation Y (Cogin, 2012). Traditionalists and Baby 

Boomers spend free time more efficiently, show more respect to the authority and act more 

careful about morality, show more value to the reward for their work, and plan their 

expenditures more carefully. On the contrary, Generation X and Y care more about 

recreation, show less respect to the authority, and show more value to independence. 

Consequently, younger generations have weaker work values (Daloğlu, 2013).  

Hypothesis 2: Generation X and Generation Y have lower “ascetism”, “free time” and 

“independence” values than Traditionalists and Baby Boomers. 

Due to the differences in perception of work values and work-life balance, conflicts have 

been existing between younger and older generations (Burke, 2005). Baby Boomers, who 

perceive their jobs as the center of their life and work harder than Generation X, accuse 

Generation X of showing no respect to the rules and the authority, dislike to work, shirking 

(Jurkiewicz, 2000: 59; Kupperschimdt, 2000: 70), being less committed to business and 

self-centered  (Smola and Sutton, 2002). On the other hand, Generation Xers criticize Baby 

Boomers for blessing hierarchy and being too much affected by the crisis mentality 

(Jurkiewicz, 2000, p. 70). 

While Baby Boomers show respect to the authority and hierarchy, Generation X is rebelling 

against the authority. Baby Boomers wait patiently to be promoted, whereas Generation 

Xers want to be recognized quickly, rise at work and gain more (Gursoy et al., 2008). 

Younger generations, who perceive “outputs” and “results” as everything and do not care 

enough about how these outputs are achieved, want to start their career as a manager and 

rise quickly at work. However, older generations perceive job as a journey and try to enjoy 

this journey (Bartelway, 2008, pp. 26-27). 

To establish a good balance between work and life promotes ethical behavior. According to 

Deloitte and Touche there is a relationship between work-life balance and displaying 

ethical behaviors at work. According to the study carried out in 2007 91% of the 

respondents indicated that they would display ethical behaviors if work-life balance is 

redressed. Also they stated that, working long hours, high stress, and a strict work schedule 

are results of imbalanced work-life. 60% of them indicated that, unethical behaviors in 

work are the results of job dissatisfaction (Aktaran Walton, 2007: 26).  

Hypothesis 3: Traditionalists and Baby Boomers have higher “hard work” value than 

Generation X and Generation Y. 

3. An Exploratory Study 

An exploratory study was carried out to investigate whether there are differences among 

generations, which are “Traditionalist”, “Baby Boomers”, “Generation X” and “Generation 

Y”, in their “Work-life Balance” and “Work Values”. 
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3.1. Research Method 

Research data was obtained from 842 employees, who are working at eleven different 

companies from eight different sectors, through a questionnaire. Besides generation 

information, other demographic characteristics such as; gender, education, marital status, 

work experiences, and position were achieved. Generational information of the respondents 

was obtained through their date of birth. Classification of generations was done as; 

Traditionalist (1925-1945), Baby Boomers (1946-1964), Generation X (1965-1980), 

Generation Y (1981-1999) and Generation Z (2000+). Information about Traditionalist and 

Generation Z could not be obtained, since Traditionalists have retired and Generation Zers 

have not started to work. 

In this study, Daniels and McCarraher’s (2000) “work-life balance” scale, which consists of 

10 questions, were used. This scale has two dimensions as “stress and relations” and 

“intense work”. In order to measure respondents’ work values, Blau and Ryan’s (1997) 

“protestant work ethics” (PWE) scale, which consists of 12 questions, was used. PWE scale 

consists of four dimensions as; “hard work”, “dislike of leisure”, “ascetism” and 

“independence”. Both of the scales were seven point Likert scale. 

3.2. Results 

3.2.1. Demographic Characteristics of the Sample 

There are 842 employees from 11 different companies. 40.5 % (341) of the respondent are 

female and 59.5% (501) of them are male. 41.6% (350) of the respondent are single with no 

children, 2.7% (23) of them are single with child/children, 14.3% (120) of them are married 

with no children and 41.4% (349) of them are with child/children. 8.7% (73) of the 

respondent has primary school degree, 13.4% (113) has high school degree, 9.4% (79) has 

vocational high school degree, 46 % (387) has university degree, and 22.6% (190) of the 

respondents has a master or PhD degree. Among the respondents, 6.7% (56) has less than 1 

year work experience, 29.6% (249) has 1 to 5 years work experience, 27% (227) has 5 to 10 

years work experience, 23.9% (201) has 10 to 20 years work experience and 12.9% (109) 

has more than 20 year work experience. Among the respondents, 72% (606) is employee, 

5.2% (44) is low-level manager, 12.8% (108) is medium-level manager, and 10% (84) of 

them is high-level manager. 

Among the employees, 5% (42) of them are member of Baby Boomers, 35,7% (301) of 

them are member of Generation X and 59,3% (499) of them are member of Generation Y.  

3.2.2. Results of Factor and Reliability Analysis  

Factor analysis is done to see the dimensions of the scales. According to the results of 

factor analysis there are four dimensions of PWE (work ethics/values) scale, which is 

matching with former studies.  
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   Table 1. PWE scale, KMO and Bartlett’s test results 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy 0,727 

Bartlett's Test of 

Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 3091,461 

Degree of Freedom 55 

Significance Level 0,000 

The collected data is suitable for explanatory factor analysis, since KMO is 0.727 which is 

higher than 0.6 and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity is 0.000 significant (0.000 ≤ 0.05). 

Dimensions and factor loading of the items in the dimensions were founded by explanatory 

factor analysis. Then, reliability analysis is done to see whether the internal consistencies of 

all dimensions are stabilized. Explanatory factor analysis and reliability analysis results are 

on the table below. 

      Table 2. PWE scale, Factor and Reliability Analysis results.  

Dimensions 
Number of  

Items 

% of Variance 

Explained 

Cronbach's 

Alpha 

Dislike of  Leisure 3 20,608 0,833 

Ascetism 3 19,182 0,787 

Hard Work 3 18,69 0,754 

Independence 2 13,92 0,638 

Total 11 72.401  

We have four different dimensions and this result is almost matching with former studies. 

These dimensions are “dislike of leisure”, “ascetism”, “hard work” and “independence”. 

We had to exclude one of the items, as it decreased reliability of independence dimension. 

Total variance explained is 72.401 % which is high enough. The Cronbach's alphas of all 

dimensions are above the acceptable limit of 0.6. After these results new variables of 

“dislike of leisure”, “ascetism”, “hard work” and “independence” were generated. 

According to the results of factor analysis there are two dimensions of Work-Life Balance 

scale.  

   Table 3. Work-Life Balance scale, KMO and Bartlett’s test results 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy 0, 903 

Bartlett's Test of 

Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 4094,099 

Degree of Freedom 45 

Significance Level 0,000 

The data collected is suitable for explanatory factor analysis, since KMO is 0.903 which is 

higher than 0.6 and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity is 0.000 significant (0.000 ≤ 0.05). 

Dimensions and factor loading of the items in the dimensions were founded by explanatory 

factor analysis. Then, reliability analysis is done to see whether the internal consistencies of 

the dimensions are stabilized. Explanatory factor analysis and reliability analysis results are 

on the table below. 
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    Table 5. Work-Life Balance scale, Factor and Reliability Analysis results. 

Dimensions 
Number of  

Items 

% of Variance 

Explained 

Cronbach's 

Alpha 

Stress and Relations 6 38,444 0,889 

Intense work 4 24,401 0,751 

Total 10 62,846  

We have two different dimensions. These dimensions are “stress and relations” and 

“intense work”. Total variance explained is 62,846 % which is high enough. The 

Cronbach's alphas of the dimensions are above the acceptable limit of 0.6. Stress and 

relations contains 6 items and intense work contains 4 items. After these results new 

variables of “stress and relations” and “intense work” were generated. 

3.2.3. Perception of Work-life Balance and Work Values 

In order to explore difference between generations’ perception of work-life balance and 

work values, analysis of variance (One-Way ANOVA) is used. 

3.2.3.1. Differences in Work-Life Balance 

There are two dimensions of work-life balance; “stress and relations” and “intense work”. 

To explore whether work-life balance differs from generation to generation One-Way 

ANOVA is performed separately for “stress and relations” and “intense work”. One-way 

anova results are on the table below. 

Table 5. One-Way ANOVA results of Stress and Relations 

Dimensions Generations 
Number of 

Respondents 
Mean 

Levene Test 

of Homogeneity 

F test 

significance 

Stress and 

Relations 

Baby Boomers 42 4,3373 

0,751 0,514 Generation X 301 4,2403 

Generation Y 499 4,3694 

Intense 

work 

Baby Boomers 42 4,0893 

0,668 0,670 Generation X 301 3,9884 

Generation Y 499 3,9218 

According to the test results there is no significant difference between generations’ “stress 

and relations” dimension of work-life balance, since the significance level of F test is 0.514 

which is higher than 0.05. There is no significant difference between generations’ “intense 

work” dimension of work-life balance, since the significance level of F test is 0.670 which 

is higher than 0.05. 

Consequently, the results show that work-life balance does not differ from generation to 

generation. 

3.2.3.1. Differences in Work Values 

There are four dimensions of work values; “dislike of leisure”, “ascetism”, “hard work” and 
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“independence”. To explore whether work values differs from generation to generation 

One-Way ANOVA is performed separately for the dimensions. 

One-way anova results for “dislike of leisure” are on the table below. 

Table 7. One-Way ANOVA results of dislike of leisure 

Generations 
Number of 

Respondents 
Mean 

Levene Test 

of Homogeneity 

F test 

significance 

Baby Boomers 42 4,2222 

0,936 0,003 Generation X 301 4,6722 

Generation Y 499 4,9359 

F test shows that there is a significant difference between generations’ “dislike of leisure” 

values. Levene test shows that variance of the groups are same (0.936≥0.05), thus we can 

interpret the anova test results.  

Baby Boomers have the lowest “dislike of leisure” value with the mean of 4.22; Generation 

X has a higher “dislike of leisure” value with the mean of 4.67 and Generation Y has the 

highest value with the mean of 4.94. In order to make multiple comparisons between the 

generations’ “dislike of leisure” Scheffe test, which is one of the Post Hock Tests, is done.  

Table 8. Scheffe Test results of dislike of leisure 

Generation (I) Generation (J) Mean Difference (I-J) Standard Error Significance 

Baby Boomers 
Generation X -0,44998 0,25351 0,208 

Generation Y -0,71365 0,24727 0,016* 

Generation X 
Baby Boomers 0,44998 0,25351 0,208 

Generation Y -0,26367 0,11232 0,064 

Generation Y 
Baby Boomers 0,71365 0,24727 0,016* 

Generation X 0,26367 0,11232 0,064 

*Statistically significant at 95% confidence interval. 

According to the Scheffe test, only the difference between “dislike of leisure” values of 

Baby Boomers and Generation X are significant. As a result, Generation Y has a higher 

“dislike of leisure” value than Baby Boomers. 

One-way anova results for “ascetism” are on the table below. 

Table 9. One-Way ANOVA results of Ascetism 

Generations 
Number of 

Respondents 
Mean 

Levene Test 

of Homogeneity 

F test 

significance 

Baby Boomers 42 4,3254 

0,537 0,002 Generation X 301 4,4850 

Generation Y 499 4,8544 

F test shows that there is a significant difference between generations’ “ascetism” values. 

Levene test shows that variance of the groups are same (0.537≥0.05), thus we can interpret 

the anova test results.  
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Baby Boomers have the lowest “ascetism” value with the mean of 4.32; Generation X has a 

higher value with the mean of 4.48 and Generation Y has the highest value with the mean 

of 4.85. In order to make multiple comparisons between the generations’ “ascetism” values 

Scheffe test, which is one of the Post Hock Tests, is done.  

Table 10. Scheffe Test results of ascetism 

Generation (I) Generation (J) Mean Difference (I-J) Standard Error Significance 

Baby Boomers 
Generation X -0,15965 0,25894 0,827 

Generation Y -0,52898 0,25257 0,112 

Generation X 
Baby Boomers 0,15965 0,25894 0,827 

Generation Y -0,36933 0,11473 0,006* 

Generation Y 
Baby Boomers 0,52898 0,25257 0,112 

Generation X 0,36933 0,11473 0,006* 

*Statistically significant at 95% confidence interval. 

According to the Scheffe test, only the difference between “ascetism” values of Generation 

X and Generation Y are significantly different. As a result, Generation Y has the highest 

“ascetism” compared to the other generations. 

One-way anova results for “hard work” are on the table below. 

Table 11. One-Way ANOVA results of Hard Work 

Generations 
Number of 

Respondents 
Mean 

Levene Test 

of Homogeneity 

F test 

significance 

Baby Boomers 42 5,2540 

0,716 0,000 Generation X 301 4,5028 

Generation Y 499 4,3260 

F test shows that there is a significant difference between generations’ “hard work” values. 

Levene test shows that variance of the groups are same (0.716≥0.05), thus we can interpret 

the anova test results.  

Baby Boomers have the highest “hard work” value with the mean of 5.25; Generation X 

has a mean value of 4.5 and Generation Y has the lowest value with the mean of 4.33. In 

order to make multiple comparisons between the generations’ “hard work” values Scheffe 

test, which is one of the Post Hock Tests, is done.  

Table 12. Scheffe Test results of Hard Work 

Generation (I) Generation (J) Mean Difference (I-J) Standard Error Significance 

Baby Boomers 
Generation X 0,75120 0,24081 0,008* 

Generation Y 0,92798 0,23489 0,000* 

Generation X 
Baby Boomers -0,75120 0,24081 0,008* 

Generation Y 0,17678 0,10670 0,254 

Generation Y 
Baby Boomers -0,92798 0,23489 0,000* 

Generation X -0,17678 0,10670 0,254 

*Statistically significant at 95% confidence interval. 
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According to the Scheffe test, the “hard work” value of Baby Boomers is significantly 

differ from “hard work” values of the other generation. Consequently, Baby Boomers work 

harder than Generation X and Generation Y. 

One-way anova results for “independence” are on the table below. 

Table 13. One-Way ANOVA results of Independence 

Generations 
Number of 

Respondents 
Mean 

Levene Test 

of Homogeneity 

F test 

significance 

Baby Boomers 42 4,5952 

0,236 0,000 Generation X 301 4,5615 

Generation Y 499 4,9990 

F test shows that there is a significant difference between generations’ “independence” 

values. Levene test shows that variance of the groups are same (0.236≥0.05), thus we can 

interpret the anova test results.  

Generation Y has the highest “independence” value with the mean of 4.999; Generation X 

has a mean value of 4.56 and Baby Boomers have a mean value of 4.59. In order to make 

multiple comparisons between the generations’ “independence” values Scheffe test, which 

is one of the Post Hock Tests, is done.  

Table 14. Scheffe Test results of Independence 

Generation (I) Generation (J) Mean Difference (I-J) Standard Error Significance 

Baby Boomers 
Generation X 0,03378 0,25694 0,991 

Generation Y -0,40376 0,25062 0,274 

Generation X 
Baby Boomers -0,03378 0,25694 0,991 

Generation Y -0,43754 0,11384 0,001* 

Generation Y 
Baby Boomers 0,40376 0,25062 0,274 

Generation X 0,43754 0,11384 0,001* 

*Statistically significant at 95% confidence interval. 

According to the Scheffe test, only the difference between “independence” values of 

Generation X and Generation Y are significantly different. As a result, Generation Y has 

the higher “independence” value than Generation X.  

4. Conclusion 

We have investigated the differences among generations’ attitudes and believe about work-

life balance and work values. The survey results showed that generational differences partly 

exist and have a considerable amount of impact on the workers’ work-life balances and 

work values. 

Interestingly, the results showed that the attitude toward work-life balance does not differ 

much from generation to generation. Close mean values show that different generations 

attribute similar importance to work-life balance. 
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However, generational differences exist about work values. Specifically, generation Y has a 

higher “dislike of leisure” value than Baby Boomers. At first glance, this result looks 

contradictory to the previous findings of research. (Twenge, 2010; Ng, Schweitzer and 

Lyons, 2010; Cogin, 2012; Daloğlu, 2013). Because generation Y should be expected to 

value free time, care more about recreation and satisfying life outside of work. On the other 

hand, when we take into consideration the passionate desire of younger generations to 

climb organizational hierarchy faster, this result might be accepted logical. 

Generation Y has the higher “independence” value than Generation X. This was an 

expected result and in line with previous research.  

Furthermore, generation Y has the highest “ascetism” compared to the other generations. 

Apparently this result is contradictory with the previous research. (Twenge, 2010; Ng, 

Schweitzer and Lyons, 2010; Cogin, 2012; Daloğlu, 2013) However, this result can also be 

attributed to the younger generations’ ambition to have everything quickly. 

On the other hand, Baby Boomers value hard-work more than Generation X and Generation 

Y. This result is in line with the previous research. (Jurkiewicz, 2000: 59; Kupperschimdt, 

2000: 70; Cogin, 2012; Daloğlu, 2013). As we expected, older generations value hard-work 

more than younger generations. 

Somewhat contradictory results of this study necessitate more surveys from local 

companies to reach more harmonies conclusion. In other words, cultural factors could 

interfere the results. 
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Abstract 

Marketing culture has been a new topic in the literature that the effect of marketing culture 

on issues of organizational behavior such as job satisfaction, organizational commitment, 

performance etc. have not been investigated and analyzed yet. With regard to lack of 

literature, this study aimed to find out whether marketing culture had a significant 

relationship with job satisfaction. Survey method was preferred to collect data and 

convenience sampling method was used to determine research sample in Istanbul, Turkey. 

According to main purpose, Webster’s(1990) marketing culture scale with 34-items was 

adapted for this study. Six basic dimensions as “service quality, interpersonal relationships, 

selling task, organization, internal communication and innovativeness” were all used in the 

survey. Job satisfaction was measured by Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire(MSQ) with 

20-tems and job satisfaction evaluated via two dimensions as intrinsic satisfaction and 

extrinsic satisfaction. The relationship between dimensions of marketing culture and 

dimensions of job satisfaction was analyzed with SmartPLS 2.0 and SPSS 21 program. This 

study had an original value in the related literature that it was thought to provide useful data 

for future studies.  

 

Keywords: Marketing culture, Job satisfaction, Service sector, Minnesota Satisfaction 

Questionnaire(MSQ) 

1. Introduction 

Organizational culture expresses employees’ shared values, norms and assumptions in the 

related organization(Schein,1996) that types of organizational culture can motive and effect 

directly organizational issues as performance, job satisfaction, organizational commitment 

and performance(Yıldırım et.al.,2016). Organizational culture can be classified with many 
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types. Most of researches classified organizational culture as strong organizational culture 

and weak organizational culture(Ouchi,1981; Deal and Kennedy,1982; Hofstede et.al.,1990). 

Cameron and Quin(1999) determined classified organizational culture as clan oriented, 

adhocracy oriented, market oriented and hierarchy oriented culture. Some studies 

investigated organizational culture and market orientation to determine significant 

relationships and effects. Deshpande and Farley(2004) investigated organizational culture, 

market orientation, innovativeness and firm performance. Homburg and Pflesser(2000) 

studied on components of market-oriented organizational culture and they found out that 

market-oriented culture had a significant impact on performance. Leisen, Lilly and 

Winsor(2002) investigated the effects of organizational culture and market orientation on 

effectiveness of strategic marketing alliances and they found out that organizational culture 

had a significant effect on marketing effectiveness. Farrell (2005) studied the effect of 

market-oriented culture on sales-force behavior and attitudes and he found out that market-

oriented culture had a effect on role conflict, role ambiguity, organizational commitment and 

job satisfaction.  

Webster(1990) developed marketing culture model as one type of organizational culture.  

Webster’s marketing culture model measures the degree of being market-oriented 

organization in service sector and this model can help researchers to determine organizational 

culture type as market-oriented.  Accordingly, marketing culture shows the degree of 

perception of shared values, norm, assumptions and attitudes as market-oriented in the 

organization(Webster,1990; Webster,1993). There were 6 factors as selling task, service 

quality, interpersonal relationships, organization, internal communication and innovativeness 

that explaining Webster’s marketing culture model(Webster,1990).Webster(1995:7) said that 

marketing culture provide service employees to focus on marketing activities. Organizations 

with marketing culture will probably have different characteristics from others and they will 

have different organizational outcomes as job satisfaction, performance and organizational 

commitment.   

Job satisfaction can be defined or explained in many ways that some researches determined 

job satisfactions as feelings and some of them determined job satisfaction as attitudes in the 

literature(Judge and Klinger,2008). Job satisfaction expresses people’s feelings about their 

job and emotional responses to their job in general(Vroom,1964; Schneider and Snyder; 

1975,Hackman and Oldham,1975; Locke,1976; Cranny et.al.,1992; Luthans,1994). Job 

satisfaction shows the degree of efficiency of related work life whether it can meet people’s 

needs and demands at the work(Dawis and Lofquist,1984). In addition to people’s feelings 

and emotions, there are attitudes and behaviors that explaining job satisfaction. Hulin and 

Judge(2003) determined that job satisfaction had three basic dimensions as cognitive, 

affective and behavioral. Although job satisfaction is mostly mental phenomenon as 

feelings(Vroom,1964,Locke,1968, Luthans,1994), it can be said that results and outcomes of 

job satisfaction are so actual for organizations. Studies has showed that job satisfaction is an 

important issue for management. Because lower job satisfaction and dissatisfaction causes 

mostly lower efficiency/ performance/ productivity (Petty et.al.,1984; Iaffaldo and 

Muchinsky,1985; ;Yousef,2000; Judge et.al.,2001), higher leave of 

employment/turnover(Porter et.al.,1974; Mobley,1977; Tett and Meyer,1993, Dole and 

Schoeder,2001; Lambert et.al.,2001)and also other many negative results for the business 

that the management should provide job satisfaction as much as customer/consumer 
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satisfaction. Perception of job satisfaction can be changed according to individual factors and 

organizational factors. People’s demographics as gender, marital status, age, education; 

psychological variables as personality; values; cultural factors and social relationship are 

mostly related with personal factors and leadership style, promotion opportunities, wage, 

work conditions and organizational culture are mostly related with organizational 

factor(Çarıkçı,2000; Akıncı,2002; Sypniewska,2013; Özaydın and Özdemir,2014). 

Organizational factors can be controlled by the organization and negative organizational 

effects of organizational factors can be improved by the organization. In this context, 

understanding effective organizational factors on job satisfaction to control and manage them 

to effect job satisfaction positively is so important. In recent years. The literature has provided 

useful studies that ınvestigating effects of organizational culture, work conditions, leadership 

style, organizational climate on job satisfaction or multi-relationships between them has been 

investigated. On the other side, there aren’t enough specific literature about marketing culture 

and job satisfaction that it was aimed to investigate the relationship between marketing 

culture and job satisfaction in this study. Accordingly, it was thought to provide contribution 

to the related literature and practices with results.  

     2. Research Methodology 

This study investigated the relationship between marketing culture and job satisfaction in 

service industry. The data was collected via survey method. The survey forms were 

implemented to employees who were selected by convenience sampling method in 

Istanbul,Turkey. Employees were selected from different types of service industry such as 

banking and insurance in Istanbul. 202 healthy survey forms were conducted and then this 

data was analyzed in SmartPLS 2.0 and SPSS 21 program. 

 

Marketing Culture Scale: Webster’s(1990) marketing culture model was used to determined 

marketing culture in this study. Webster(1990) developed marketing culture model to 

determine the structure of organizational culture in service business(Yıldırım et.al.,2016). 

Marketing culture scale has been used and tested by many scholars that the reliability and 

validity of this scale has been supported. For example, Webster(1995) studied on the 

relationship between marketing culture and marketing effectiveness. Karatepe, Avci and 

Tekinkus(2005) investigated marketing culture model in Turkey and they supported the 

model’s coherency with the literature. Candan, Bilgili and Yıldırım investigated marketing 

culture model in SMES in Turkey and they found out that six factors of the model were 

coherent with the original marketing culture model. According to Webster(1990), marketing 

culture can be measured via six factors as “service quality, interpersonal relationships, selling 

task, organization, internal communication and innovativeness”. In this study, 

Webster’s(1990) original scale was adapted and six factors were used with 34 

variables(statements).  

 

Job Satisfaction Scale: Job satisfaction was measured through Minnesota Satisfaction 

Questionnaire with two basic dimensions as “intrinsic and extrinsic”. Minnesota Satisfaction 

Questionnaire(MSQ) is one the most useable scale that scholars have supported the reliability 

of this scale in the literature(Hancer and George,2003; Buitendach and Rothmann,2009; 

Martins and Proença,2012; Köroglu,2012). This study preferred to use short version of MSQ 

because of its usefulness. There were 20 variables that measuring job satisfaction of service 
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employees. 12 variables were related with intrinsic factors and 8 variables were related with 

extrinsic factors in the survey.  

 

Participants evaluated each variables(statements) via five likert scale((1:strongly disagree, 

5:strongly agree).  In survey, there were also some demographics as age, marital status, 

gender, education and length of service were asked to participants in survey form.  

 

 

Figure 1. Research Model 

 

 

 

 

 

According to purpose the below hypothesis will be tested: 

H1: There is a significant relationship between service quality and intrinsic satisfaction 

H2: There is a significant relationship between interpersonal relationship and intrinsic 

satisfaction 

H3: There is a significant relationship between selling task and intrinsic satisfaction 

H4: There is a significant relationship between organization and intrinsic satisfaction 

H5: There is a significant relationship between internal communication and intrinsic 

satisfaction 

H6: There is a significant relationship between innovativeness and intrinsic satisfaction 

H7: There is a significant relationship between service quality and extrinsic satisfaction 

H8: There is a significant relationship between interpersonal relationship and extrinsic 

satisfaction 

H9: There is a significant relationship between selling task and extrinsic satisfaction 

H10: There is a significant relationship between organization and extrinsic satisfaction 

H11: There is a significant relationship between internal communication and extrinsic 

satisfaction 

H12: There is a significant relationship between innovativeness and extrinsic satisfaction 
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2. Analyses and Results 

Participants were selected from various private service business from Istanbul, Turkey. 

As seen in table 1, most of participants worked for 1-5 years(%45) at the same job. Most of 

participants had a work experience for 1-5 years. There were very few employees that had a 

work experience for 1 year or less.  Almost 53 percent of participants were female and 47 

percent of participants were male. Most of 

 

Table 1. Demographics of Service Employees 

Demographics Frequency 

% 

Percent 

Gender  

Male  96 47,5 

Female  106 52,5 

Education  

Highschool  6 2,0 

University 182 90,0 

Master  14 5,0 

Age  

 

 

 

25 and lower 50 25,0 

26-35 118 58,0 

36-45 32 7,0 

46-55 2 1,0 

Marital status  

Married  102 50,5 

Single  100 49,5 

Position  

Employees  147 72,7 

Mid-level manager 55 27,2 

Experience of job at the 

same business 

1 year and less 44 21,7 

1-5 years 112 55,4 

6-10 years 46 22,0 

11 years and more 24 12,0 

Total experience of job 

 

 

1 and less 23 11,0 

1-5 years 64 32,0 

6-10 years 58 29,0 

11 years and more 55 28,0 

Total 202 100,0 

 

participants had an university degree(90 percent). Almost 73 percent of participants were 

employees with having no any managerial authority; 27 percent of participants were mid-
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level manager at the business. Almost of half of participants were married and single and 

most of them were aged between 26-35 years old.  

In this study, the reliability and validity of the research model was tested by SmartPLS 2.0 

and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). As a result of confirmatory factor analysis, two 

variables of service quality dimension, one variable of selling task dimension, two variables 

of interpersonal relationship dimension were eliminated from marketing culture model. In 

the model of job satisfaction, four variables of intrinsic dimension were eliminated. It was 

seen that eliminated variables didn’t affect the content validity of the research model. 

Conducted variables of the research model had factor loadings between 0,58-0.95 and almost 

all of them had higher value than 0,50 as factor loadings. In table 2, average variance values 

(AVE) of each factors were presented and it was seen that average variance values of each 

factors had higher value than  threshold value as 0,50. There were also Cronbach’s 

Alpha values and Composite Reliability(CR) values in table 2. These values showed that both 

of marketing culture scale and job satisfaction scale had high reliability in this study.  

 

With the help of correlation analyze, research hypotheses were tested. As a result of 

correlation analyze, some of hypotheses was supported and some of them was not supported.  

 

Table 2. The Correlation Analyze 

  ES SQ IC IS O ST I IR 

Extrinsic 

satisfaction 
--               

Service quality 0,54 --             

Internal 

communication 
0,53 0,63 --           

Intrinsic 

satisfaction  
0,70 0,44 0,45 --         

Organization 0,61 0,59 0,67 0,49 --       

Selling task 0,62 0,69 0,77 0,50 0,71 --     

Innovativeness 0,60 0,49 0,68 0,60 0,61 0,64 --   

Interpersonal 

relationship 
0,57 0,66 0,56 0,51 0,68 0,73 0,55 -- 

AVE 0,57 0,51 0,58 0,51 0,54 0,54 0,72 0,67 

CR 0,91 0,86 0,84 0,89 0,85 0,88 0,88 0,89 

Cronbach α 0,89 0,80 0,76 0,86 0,79 0,83 0,80 0,83 

 

This study investigated relationships between factors of marketing culture model and factors 

of job satisfaction model regarding to research hypotheses through structural equation 

modeling(SEM). According to correlation analyze, results of hypotheses were explained 

below: 

 

 There were significant and positive relationships between service quality(β: 0,15; 

p<0,05), organization(β: 0,24; p<0,01), selling task(β:0,18; p<0,01) and 
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innovativeness(β: 0,30; p<0,01) and extrinsic satisfaction that H2, H6, H8 and H12 

were supported. On the other side, there weren’t any significant relationship 

between internal communication, interpersonal relationship with extrinsic 

satisfaction that H4 and H10 were not supported.  

 There were significant and positive relationship between innovativeness(β: 0,44; 

p<0,01), interpersonal relationship (β: 0,15; p<0,01)  with intrinsic satisfaction.  

Factors of Service quality, internal communication, organization and selling task 

had not any significant relationship with intrinsic satisfaction. Accordingly, H4 and 

H10 were supported but H1, H3,H5,H7 and H11 were not supported in this study.   

Conclusion 

The literature has provided many studies that organizational culture has a relationship with 

job satisfaction. Especially, the type of organizational culture can change the degree of job 

satisfaction that determining the type of organizational culture is a key factor for 

organizations to improve employees’ degree of performance, commitment and job 

satisfaction. This study investigated the relationship between marketing culture and job 

satisfaction in a service sector. According to result of the survey implementation in Istanbul, 

Turkey, it was found out that there were significant relationships between dimensions of 

marketing culture and dimensions of job satisfaction. As expected, marketing culture had a 

significant relationship with job satisfaction. The correlation analyse showed that marketing 

culture had higher relationship with extrinsic satisfaction. Marketing culture is one kinds of 

organizational factor that influencing job satisfaction. That’s why marketing culture has 

stronger relationship with extrinsic satisfaction. On the other side, there were less significant 

relationships between dimensions of marketing culture and intrinsic satisfaction. It can be 

said that marketing culture can improve extrinsic satisfaction and organizations can manage 

their culture type to improve job satisfaction. Although results were found as coherent with 

literature, this study can’t be generalized. Tools of measurement and sample will change the 

result for further studies. Although there are some limitations in the study, It is thought to be 

useful for the related literature and further studies with current results. 
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Abstract 

Today, particularly the new generation employees would like to know whether they are the 

architects of their own career and they want each step they take for their development to carry 

them further. The employees should learn continuously and develop themselves in order to 

protect them or their self-efficiency. In this way, employees will contribute to achieve the 

company's objectives, while taking action towards their expectations. Having continuous 

learning opportunities in a company would be a benefit for both employee and organization 

(Taşdan, 2014).   

The aim of this study is to identify the effects of personality traits on career development. 

The research is also central to learn more about protean and boundaryless career attitudes, 

the new and important items of career development process, to determine personality traits 

that influence career development and to measure individual’s protean and boundaryless 

career orientation.  Nonetheless, a small amount of study found in literature that examined 

personality traits and career development together.  In this context, the study is thought to 

contribute both literature and applied research. Also the research is important for being an 

interdisciplinary study characteristic, also for its contributions between and both 

organizational behavior and human resources management.  

 

Keywords: Career, Career Development, Personality 

 

1. Introduction 

As a result of radical changes in organizational structures and employees expectancies; 

employees’ career developments have shifted from traditional view, like depending only one 

organization in whole work life, to a more active, protean, multifaceted and boundaryless 
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style (Aytemiz Seymen, 2004). Personality traits are one of the main determinants of this 

boundaryless attribution. Personality traits have considerably complicated nature which 

makes this concept hard to measure. Personality traits are consistent and structured feelings, 

thoughts, attitudes and all behavioral characteristics that are innate and acquired (Erkuş and 

Tabak, 2009). This study examined personality traits in four dimensions; proactive 

personality, career authenticity, openness to experience and goal orientation. 

Due to competitive conditions in our era, building a successful career development program 

is vital to create a connection between organization’s requirements and employees’ 

individual career requirements to achieve sustainable competitive advantage. The second 

variable of the study is career development which is the initial point of boundaryless period. 

Career development is a process encompassing individual career planning and organizational 

career management.  Career development emerges from protean and boundaryless career 

attitudes. Boundaryless career could be defined as a career which do not depend on a single 

organization, open to changes in terms of physical and psychological, subjective success-

oriented; while protean career is self-directed, set to individually chosen goals, psychological 

success-oriented (Seçer and Çınar, 2011; Hall, 2004). This study examined protean career by 

two dimensions; self-directed attitude and values-driven attitude. Boundaryless career also 

examined by two dimensions; boundaryless mind-set (psychological mobility) and 

organizational mobility preference (physical mobility). 

2. Concept of Personality and Personality Traits 

There are many studies on personality, as this term comes from Latin “persona” used to 

define “mask” which stage actors wore their faces to revive their roles in Ancient Greek, and 

it is also known as humor, self  (Fındıkçı, 2009:416). The most common definition of 

personality was made by Gordon Allport nearly 79 years ago as “the dynamic organization 

within the individual of those psychophysical systems that determine his unique adjustments 

to his environment” (Robbins and Judge 2003:94). Personality includes a person’s fairly 

constant characteristics for self-adaptation to environment and patterns of behavior (Özkalp, 

1982:44). To give another definition, personality is an integrity of individual’s one of a kind 

external appearance, mental characteristics, obsessions, habits, attitudes, manner, and 

especially behavior (Fındıkçı, 2009:416). 

Four main factors are generally considered to be effective in the formation and development 

of personality area: Biological and genetic factors (heredity), familial factors, environmental 

factors and cultural factors. Personality theories are seen important for defining behaviors 

clearly which are difficult to understand, bringing together substantial information in a 

meaningful way, leading the creation of new information and opinions, exploration and 

interpretation. Literally approved personality theories study personality in two ways; as 

common characteristics that are innate, change-resistant, appear in all individuals behavior, 

common traits which build the core of personality and as, individual differences that acquired 

through learning, easy to observe, limitedly influence individual’s behavior, separate each 

individual from other, create surface of personality (Erkal,2009:254). Psychological studies 

and practices have also made an important contribution to the theory of personality (Shani 

and Lau, 1996: M510). 
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Gordon Allport had focused on personality psychology in his studies and he upheld 

personality in a way that it could be understood in ways of characteristics or the needs arose 

from them.  He also claimed that every person has his/her own entire characteristic that make 

each person different from each other (Kolasa, 1979:283). Allport is the first theorist that 

discriminated attitudes systematically by their significance level. He categoried attitudes into 

three groups; basic or dominant attitudes, central attitudes and secondary attitudes. While 

basic attitudes influence people in every period of their life, the central attitudes which are 

building blocks of personality characteristics, separate individual from others, can be easily 

noticed by everyone and most conspicuous. The secondary attitudes consist of traits that are 

not as important as the other two groups, they remain outside and their occurrence or 

notifications by others depend on the ambient conditions (Ordun, 2004:125-126). 

Raymond Cattell developed tests for measuring personality in Attitudes Theory and he 

identified certain factors and revealed a theory based on characteristics. He identified 16 basic 

personality traits by using factor analysis (Kolasa, 1979:283-284).  Using factor 

analysis Robert McCrae and Paul Costa have argued that simple grouping is sufficient in 

personality attitudes area and they developed personality traits by reducing five basic 

factors (Ordun, 2004:128-129).  Researchers have come to a consensus on five fundamental 

personality attitudes to classify personality traits in a meaningful classification (Shani and 

Lau, 1996:M5-11-12). These most preferred five dimensions are described briefly below 

(Şenturan, 2014:86-87): 

- Extraversion: Individuals with this attitude are open to the world outside, easily 

communicate other members of a group he/she is a member of, lead to find and use 

of resources. The opposite attitude of this trait is called “introversion”. 

- Neuroticism: This personality attitude contains confidence level of the person, to 

have a self-conscious structure, to be emotional, whether or not having a nervous 

nature, being optimistic or pessimistic, to be worried etc. Many researches 

emphasizes that individuals in managerial positions should have the positive 

characteristics of emotional stability dimension. 

- Agreeableness: People with agreeableness attitude acts sociable, collaborative, 

kind, have wide tolerance limits, reassuring, soft-hearted. Managers with this 

attitude are successful in motivating their subordinates, pay attention to meet the 

needs of their subordinates and they have established good communication with 

subordinates. 

- Conscientiousness: Individuals with this personality attitude are motivated and 

reliable, have higher motives to succeed, careful, cautious and aware of their 

responsibilities, planned and scheduled. They are more likely to be successful in 

every task they take both autonomous and hierarchical organizational structures. 

Researchers have found strong relationship between conscientiousness dimension 

and success of the managers in autonomous organizations. 

- Openness to Experience: Traits such as being well-educated and curious, 

sociability and ability to communicate easily with people could have seen 
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individuals with this personality. They could adapt easily both managerial and 

subordinate positions in organizations with their problem solving oriented 

specification. Except of having a sharing nature they note the lack of transparency 

in their work. 

Briscoe et al. (2006) examined personality traits that particularly affect career choice in four 

dimensions in their research and they argued that compared to the other personality 

characteristics, these personality traits are far more effective on career development. 

- Career Authenticity: Career authenticity has an important role in understanding 

boundaryless career. People with this attitude acts within his/her jurisdiction, to be 

honest him/herself, to achieve harmony between feelings and communication (Onay 

and Vezneli, 2012:195; Onay and Zel, 2011:267; Ibarra, 1999:778). 

- Proactive Personality: People with proactive personality, identify opportunities 

compared to people who shows passive response, shows initiative, takes action, 

preserves until a significant change occur (Robbins et al. 2011:135).   

- Goal Orientation: Goal oriented personality trait known as having a positive 

impact on performance, people with this attitude is found to be more closely 

connected to their jobs according to people not having this attitude (Onay and 

Vezneli, 2012:196; Onay and Zel, 2011:267; Sanussi et al., 2007:127; Janssen and 

Van Yperen, 2004:371; Payne et al., 2007:134; Elliot and Church, 1997:226). 

- Openness to Experience: Openness to experience (development) consists of 

specifications such as imagination, emotions, aesthetics, ideas, values and actions. 

This personality trait has the most cognitive aspect. People with high level of 

openness to experience are adventurous, who dreams, original, creative, curious, 

turning their thoughts and feelings; facing with their own thoughts and feelings. 

People with low level of openness to experience are described conservative, 

indifferent, ordinary and traditional (Costa and McCrae, 1995:21-50; Sığrı and 

Gürbüz, 2014:118). Also people with high level of openness love to try and to live, 

imagist, curious, cultural, and open to innovation. Regular, realistic and attentive 

who likes simple, uncomplicated things; is skilled to put into practice what they 

have learned (Başaran, 2000: 61). 

3. Career Development, Boundaryless and Protean Career Concepts 

Career could be defined as an individual’s step by step, constant progress to gain experience 

and skills in any business area through his/her active work life (Bayraktaroğlu, 2008:137). 

Another definition of career is a person’s desire to reach an expertise and business success in 

their work life. Organizations should provide sufficient working conditions and promotion 

opportunities to keep talented employees inside (Yüksel, 2000:23). 

Career development is the continuous self-development process of an individual throughout 

the stages separated by the whole series of theme tasks and specific problems of each 

individual. Career development also means increasing productivity of organization and 
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employees and preparing them for a changing world at the same time (Bayraktaroğlu, 

2008:145). It could be expressed as employees’ contributing lifelong activities to explore, 

build, achieve and fulfil their careers (Dessler, 2008:378, Çetin et al.; 2014:128). 

One of the most important responsibilities of organizations is to reveal all the potential of 

human resources and develop them to contribute organization. Effective career development 

could give development and improvement opportunities to employees as well as to increase 

their independence, provide psychological gains and reduce stress. Nonetheless, career 

development could improve work life quality, help keeping qualified employees in the 

organization, ensure each employee work proper jobs for themselves and identify equal job 

opportunities for man and woman employees (Aytaç, 1997:132-133). 

Career development is a process as a result of a combination of individual career planning 

and organizational career management. In this context, individual career planning could be 

defined as an employees all activities to achieve the all goals of his/her career. Career 

development is the implementation process of training, education and development after 

career planning. In career development process, it is necessary for employee to show an effort 

for the development individually (Saruhan and Yıldız, 2014:409). Career life stages in 

individual career development (self-knowledge (exploration), establishment, middle and late 

career stages, decline) and work career stages (assignment, goal setting, identifying job 

requirements determine career goals,  training to achieve the goals, job search suitable for 

personality, review the progress in career) are used to analyze and describe employees’ 

positions throughout their work life (Sabuncuoğlu, 2009:171-173).  

Organizational career development involves policies and practices set by the organization to 

improve efficiency of employees’ career. Organizational career development host properties 

like what employees expect from their careers, career opportunities in organization, how 

employees want this opportunities and assessment of career management programme (Orpen, 

1994:27; Sabuncuoğlu, 2009:174).  

Some decisions made by individual, some made by organization and some decisions made 

by both individual and organization together about career (Aldemir et al., 2001:211). People 

can have vertical or horizontal changes but the important thing is these changes should be 

done for the purposes decided in the planning process which employee involved in 

(Sabuncuoğlu, 2009:174). 

Recent developments in career approach increased individuals’ responsibility on his/her own 

career and the competitive environment has made it necessary to develop core competencies 

to distinguish him/herself from others. As a result of this change people have formed their 

career goals without limiting it just an organization with a broader perspective on their 

careers. Today, as of having accessible information sources by different ways in a short time, 

several options are available to individuals in terms of personal development. Individual 

remains to analyze correctly him/herself and to take consistent steps along career path 

(Dündar, 2010:287). In this frame, boundaryless career,  one of the concepts examined in this 

study, put forward by Arthur (1994) for the first time and also Arthur and Rousseau’s (1996) 

research which revealed the uncertainty of the future career has gained interest among 

theoreticians and practitioners (Aytemiz Seymen, 2004:86; Onay ve Zel, 2011:267). Unlike 
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traditional approach, boundaryless career states work-related activities cannot be confined to 

a single organization therefore this case would create a variety of career mobility (Dündar, 

2010:287). While the traditional career is a professional development in one or several 

enterprises, boundaryless career means sequential jobs beyond the limits of a single 

organization (Sullivan, 1999:458; Aytemiz Seymen, 2004:86). Boundaryless career attitudes 

were examined by boundaryless mind-set (psychological mobility) and organizational 

mobility preferences (physical activity) sub-dimensions. 

- Boundaryless Mind-set (Psychological Mobility): Boundaryless mind-set 

expresses the boundlessness thought of one’s mind (Sullivan and Arthur, 2006:21; 

Kale and Özer, 2012:177). People in boundaryless mind-set are willing to create and 

keep active relationships across organizational boundaries (Seçer and Çınar, 

2011:52). People supported by strong domestic and external networks might show 

boundaryless career attitudes if organizations allow lateral mobility in addition to 

vertical mobility when discovering career opportunities (Clarke, 2009:12; Kale and 

Özer, 2012:177). Potential motivators of boundaryless mind-setted people are 

commitment, autonomy and interest (Segers et al., 2008:215; Kale and Özer, 

2012:177). 

- Organizational Mobility Preferences (Physical Activity): Organizational 

mobility preferences refers to one’s physically change of duty, job, organization and 

country (Sullivan and Arthur, 2006:21; Kale and Özer, 2012:177). Although 

boundaryless career attitude is basically psychological, it also includes inter-

enterprise physical employment mobility. Individuals with high organizational 

mobility trend feel comfortable about resuming his/her career among many 

employers (Briscoe et al., 2006:31, Seçer and Çınar, 2011:52). While potential 

motivators of organizational mobility preference are money, status, improvement 

and interest, employment security has not emerged as an important factor in 

motivation (Segers et al., 2008:215; Kale and Özer, 2012:177).  

Rather than containing just one of the physical or psychological dimensions of mobility, 

boundaryless career is suggested that a combination of both physical and psychological 

dimensions of a progression of people. However, psychological and physical activity level, 

gender of the person, career competencies they have, people could vary according to cultural 

and individual differences (Sullivan and Arthur, 2006:21-26, Çakmak Otluoğlu, 2011:78-

79). 

Protean career concept has been developed by Hall (1976, 1996, 2002) and identifies career 

that is driven by individuals rather than organizations, set to individual goals, includes the 

phases of life holistically, focused on subjective success rather than objective career success, 

and recreated over time by individuals due to relationship changes between individual and 

environment (Hall, 1996:8; Briscoe et al., 2006:31, Aytemiz Seymen, 2004:91). Potean 

career examined by self-directed and values driven sub-dimensions in this study. 

- Self-Directed Career: Associated with personal mastery, people are actively 

managing the career development based on their personal values in self-directed 

career attitude. (Mirvis ve Hall, 1994:371; Greenhouse and Callanan, 2006:45 
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transferred by Seçer and Çınar, 2011:52; Briscoe et al., 2006:31). Individuals, who 

have this attitude, motivated less by employment security while guided by 

achievement and personal development (Hall, 2004:10; Hall and Moss, 1998:43; 

Onay and Vezneli, 2012:195; Segers et al., 2008:215). 

- Values-Driven Career:  Values related to a person's career, defined according to 

their own conditions and career success were evaluated based on these conditions 

in values-driven career attitude (Greenhouse and Callanan, 2006:45 transferred by 

Seçer and Çınar, 2011:52; Briscoe et al., 2006:31). Individual is motivated by 

protecting his/her personal ideals and principles rather than external motivators such 

as money, status and promotion (Hall, 2004:2; Hall, 1996; 9; Onay and Vezneli, 

2012:195; Segers et al., 2008:215). 

Protean and boundaryless career attitudes are related but independent concepts of career. 

Individual might show protean attitudes, behave and make choices about work independently 

while not exceeding work limits. A person with boundaryless mind-set might work 

adherently to his/her organization while advancing his/her career. These attitudes are 

reflected in different forms of behavior while impacting on the individual's work experience 

(Briscoe et al., 2006:32). 

4. Effects of Personality on Career Development 

According to Personality – Job Fit Theory developed by Holland, the basic criteria for 

effective career choice are; people are choosing different job professions, people who prefer 

compatible works with personalities are more successful and happy, personality differences 

effect people's professional job preferences (Kutanis, 2003:66).  When examining the 

literature, many theoretical and practical studies could be seen about the new career 

approaches, protean and boundaryless career attitudes. Research generally concentrated in 

banking, finance, tourism, education, health care and the telecommunications sector. 

Briscoe et al. (2006) in their research about the relationship between personality, protean and 

boundaryless career found out that; proactive personality have high correlation values with 

all sub-dimensions of protean and boundaryless career. People who have shown boundaryless 

and protean career attitudes are not willing to wait for events to control them. However, 

positive relationship among learning goal orientation, openness to experience and each career 

attitude indicated that people with this attitude are chasing goals which are not necessarily 

have to be tied to specific results and they would be more effective in uncertain career 

circumstances. Nevertheless, each career attitude variable identified negative relationship 

with performance goal orientation. Career authenticity showed positive correlation its entire 

career attitudes except the lower correlation with values-driven career attitude than expected. 

No relation has been observed between organizational mobility and the new protean and 

boundaryless career attitudes. As a result of this finding, despite being modern and proactive, 

individual might not have high organizational mobility trends. There are three propositions 

specified below based on these findings.  

- There might be argued positive correlation between career authenticity and 

boundaryless career attitude (Proposition 1). 
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- There might be argued positive correlation between career authenticity and protean 

career attitude (Proposition 2). 

- There might be argued positive correlation between proactive personality and 

boundaryless career attitude (Proposition 3). 

Enache et al. (2011) in their observation about the impact of protean and boundaryless career 

attitudes on subjective career success found that; the new career approaches have an 

important impact on subjective career success. Self-directed career attitude has made a 

positive contribution to individual’s perception about their career success, negative 

relationship has been found between values-driven career attitude and career success. It is 

also concluded that boundaryless mind-set and individual’s satisfaction about their career 

success are positively connected; organizational mobility preference and subjective career 

success are negatively connected. 

Hermann et al. (2015) examined protean career attitudes as a determiner of career results in 

their study. They have concluded that protean career attitudes determined proactive career 

behavior beyond proactive trends and basic self-assessments. The study has revealed protean 

career attitudes’ proactive and basic self-assessment has a mediation effect on personality 

and career results. In this context, the following proposition has put forward. 

- There might be argued positive correlation between proactive personality and 

protean career attitude (Proposition 4). 

Türkmen (2010) examined personality factor in career management in his study, and 

investigated whether there is a significant relationship or difference between personalities, 

demographic characteristics of employees in public institutions that he performed his 

research. He has found that employees’ personalities are closer to openness to experience. 

Hence, single coaches who’s salaries under 1000 TL have shown openness to experience 

personality, employees’ between the ages of 21-30 have shown proactive personality, woman 

sport experts have shown goal oriented personality. He also found that other independent 

variables have no relationship with personality traits. 

Kale and Özer (2012) determined employees protean and boundaryless career attitudes and 

whether these attitudes differ by demographic characteristics in tourism, finance, education 

and health sectors in their research. Research findings have shown that protean career’s self-

directed career attitude differ in terms of employees occupation, income and number of 

children and values-driven career attitude differ in terms of occupation, income and position 

in the organization. Boundaryless career’s boundaryless mind-set differs in sector of 

employees while organizational mobility preference differs in age and occupation.  

Onay and Ataseven (2010) investigated the relationship between personality traits (career 

authenticity, openness to experience, proactive personality, and goal orientation) and 

demographic factors (gender, age, marital status, education, having children, occupation, 

labor turnover, organizational tasks and job-related tasks) for the use of human resources 

managers in their employees career planning. Results have shown that individuals with career 

authenticity and goal orientation prefer psychological satisfaction (boundaryless mind-set) 
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whether individuals with openness to experience and proactive personality prefer physical 

satisfaction (organizational mobility preference). Though, career attitudes and personality 

traits varies according to age groups and having children situation. In this context, the 

following propositions have been put forward. 

- There might be argued positive correlation between openness to experience and 

boundaryless career attitude (Proposition 5). 

- There might be argued positive correlation between openness to experience and 

protean career attitude (Proposition 6). 

Onay and Zel (2011) determined similarities and compatibility between personality traits and 

organizational culture of the newly appointed staff to an institution and effects of 

compatibility on protean and boundaryless career attitudes in their research. They found that 

newly recruited staff in the public institution have goal oriented personality trait and they 

preferred protean career attitude. They also concluded the presence of hierarchical corporate 

culture of the institution. In this context, the following propositions have been put forward. 

- There might be argued positive correlation between goal orientation and 

boundaryless career attitude (Proposition 7). 

- There might be argued positive correlation between goal orientation and protean 

career attitude (Proposition 8). 

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

This study presents a basic theoretical framework for the idea of personality has an effect on 

career development of employees. Based on this framework, the study has the aim of 

enlarging the human resources literature by providing more information about protean and 

boundaryless career attitudes, as the new and important items of career development process. 

Furthermore this study offers an assessment in terms of literature for the variables associated 

with the process of career development up till today. In this context, this study develops 

propositions about the given variables so far and addresses an empirical point of view for the 

future research. 
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Abstract 

Managing a business has becoming more complex day by day and human resources of a 

company have been increasingly important among other resources. On the other hand, 

managing this resource is very difficult as employees are wide open to be affected from many 

factors in wok life. Management desires to know how to increase employees’ commitment 

and not to lose qualified workers. From this point of view, in this research, we aim to examine 

the relationships between “Ethical Leadership”, “Quality of Work Life”, “Organizational 

Commitment”, and “Turnover Intention.” A survey was carried out in 4 different companies 

with 448 employees. The data was collected with a questionnaire. As a result of the analysis, 

a model is built to explain the relationships between ethical leadership, quality of work Life, 

organizational commitment, and turnover intention. 

 

Keywords: Quality of work life, ethical leadership, organizational commitment, turnover 

intention 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, organizations have increased efforts to institutionalize ethics, partly because 

such efforts positively affect employee behaviors and organizational outcomes. Establishing 

an ethical culture and improving work climate in business organizations are necessary but 

not enough to gain employees’ commitment. Recent years have also brought greater interest 

in efforts to enhance the quality of life at workplaces. 
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In this study, we have explored the multifaceted relationships among four organizational 

building blocks: “Ethical leadership” (EL), “quality of work life” (QWL), “organizational 

commitment” (OC), and “turnover intention” (TI). 

 

This study is original in nature. Because there is no previous study analyzing the relationships 

among all these four constructs in the literature. 

2. Literature Review 

2.1. Ethical Leadership (EL) 

Ethical leadership can be defined as “the demonstration of normatively appropriate conduct 

through personal actions and interpersonal relationships, and the promotion of such conduct 

to followers through two-way communication, reinforcement, and decision-making” (Brown, 

et al., 205:120). 

 

According to Brown, et al., (2006) ethical leadership has been a concern for very long time. 

However, it is a relatively new in terms of meticulous theory-based social scientific study. 

Ethical leadership still requires rigorous scholarly attention to explore its opportunities for 

scientists and practitioners. Late scandals in the business world have also generated 

considerable interest in the topic. 

 

Multiple stakeholders such as investors, customers, and employees can benefit from ethical 

behavior of managers in organizations. Managers’ ethical behavior may support open 

communication, lower negative stress, and foster performance level in the organization. 

Ethical leadership can minimize turnover, improve job satisfaction, and enhance commitment 

to the organization (Kim, and Brymer, 2011). Ethics and ethical leadership are prerequisite 

for QWL and job-related outcomes in the workplace (Guest, 1980). Koonmee et al., (2010) 

have found that QWL has positive impact on OC. Kim, and Brymer (2011) have also found 

that executives’ ethical leadership is positively related to their middle managers’ affective 

organizational commitment. 

 

Based on previous discussion, we would expect that ethical leadership in the workplace will 

have a positive impact on QWL and organizational commitment. At the same time, we argue 

that ethical leadership will decrease the intention to leave. 

Hypothesis 1: The ethical leadership in the organization will have a positive effect on QWL. 

 

Hypothesis 2: The ethical leadership in the organization will have a positive effect on 

organizational commitment. 

 

Hypothesis 3: The ethical leadership in the organization will have a negative effect on 

turnover intention. 

2.2. Quality of Work Life (QWL)  

According to Sirgy et al., (2001) Quality of Work Life is the perceptions to which the 

organizational environment meets the full range of employees’ needs for their well-being at 

work. In other words, QWL involves promoting a work environment contributory to the 

satisfaction of employees’ needs (Walker, 1992). Sirgy et al. (2001) divide QWL into two 
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major categories: lower and higher order needs. Lower-order QWL contains health/safety 

needs and economic/family needs and higher-order QWL contains social needs, esteem 

needs, self-actualization needs, knowledge needs, and aesthetic needs. 

QWL is an umbrella concept which covers different aspects of work life such as job 

satisfaction. However, QWL is related but different than job satisfaction (Sirgy et al., 2001). 

In other words, QWL is broader concept than job satisfaction. 

 

Employees’ demographic variables such as age, gender and working experience have impacts 

on QWL and as well as organizational factors. (Arun et al., 2014). 

 

QWL is positively related to employee’s work engagement and leads positive outcomes for 

the organizations (Gillet, et al., 2013). QWL has also influential impact on employees’ 

organizational commitment (Farid et al., 2015). Afşar (2011) has found that QWL has 

significant impacts on employees’ organizational commitment (affective commitment, 

continuance commitment, and normative commitment) working at Turkish state and private 

universities. Finally, QWL programs developed by organizations have substantial influence 

quality of life (QOL) of employees in organizations (Hassan, et al., 2014).  

 

Based on the previous research findings, we assume that QWL will impact organizational 

commitment positively and intention to leave negatively. 

 

Hypothesis 4: Quality work life (QWL) will have a positive effect on organizational 

commitment. 

 

Hypothesis 5: Quality work life (QWL) will have a negative effect on turnover intention. 

2.3. Organizational Commitment (OC) 
 

Meyer, and Allen (1991) argue that “commitment, as a psychological state, has at least three 

separable components reflecting (a) a desire (affective commitment), (b) a need (continuance 

commitment), and (c) an obligation (normative commitment) to maintain employment in an 

organizations.” The first component of organizational commitment (affective commitment) 

reflects a desire to maintain membership in the organization. Affective commitment is mainly 

the result of work experiences that create feelings of comfort and personal competence. The 

second component of organizational commitment (continuance commitment) is mainly the 

result of lack of alternative job opportunities. Therefore, employees do not prefer to leave 

their current organization without finding another one. The third component of organizational 

commitment (normative commitment) is mainly the result of duty of loyalty. (Meyer, and 

Allen, 1991) 

 

According to Allen, and Meyer (1996) the three-component conceptualization of 

organizational commitment has strong construct validity. The three commitment measures 

are distinguishable from other conventional work attitude measures and relate to measures of 

“antecedent” and “consequence” variables largely in accordance with theoretical prediction. 

 

Based on previous research findings we assume following hypotheses. 

 

Hypothesis 6: Organizational commitment has a negative effect on turnover intention. 
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2.4. Turnover Intention (TI) 

Turnover refers to the actual number of employees that leave an organization within a certain 

time period (Jaramillo, Mulik, and Boles, 2013). A high turnover rate has considerable 

negative consequences for the firm that include increased costs and reduced effectiveness 

and efficiency in serving existing customers and prospects (Sager, Varadarajan, & Futrell, 

1988). 

 

In today’s organizations, employee turnover problems have increased substantially. Turnover 

problems may directly affect the human resource functions such as recruitment and selection, 

training, and commitment of the workforce. In addition, if a high number of employees leave 

the organization, workload and overtime for existing employees are substantially increased, 

and therefore, may reduce current employees’ productivity level because of low employee 

morale. Besides, not only extra turnover brings negative consequences towards the 

employees, a high rate of turnover in an organization may impact firm’s performance. (Tnay, 

et al., 2013) 

 

Intentions to leave an organization are conceived to be indicative of current dissatisfaction 

with one’s employment. (Rosin, and Korabik, 1991) On the other hand, managers/employees 

who experience high organizational commitment with pride and care for their organization 

are less likely to leave their organizations. (Kim, and Brymer, 2011) 

 

Position characteristics, commitment and satisfaction are most obvious predictors of turnover 

intentions for both men and women (Rosin, and Korabik, 1995; Gieter, et al., 2011). In 

addition, ethical leadership and leadership effectiveness negatively influences turnover 

intention of employees. (Elçi et al., 2012) Furthermore, perceived organizational support 

enhances affective and normative commitment and reduces employees’ intentions to leave 

the current organization (Islam, et al., 2013). 

3. Research Method 

3.1. Sample 

We conducted a survey study and collected data through the questionnaire from three ICT 

(information and communication technologies) firms in Istanbul and one manufacturing firm 

in Eskişehir. Total number of participants is 448. 

3.2. Measures 

The questionnaire used in this study contains four key measures: Ethical leadership (EL), 

quality of work life (QWL), organizational commitment (OC) and turnover intention (TI). 

The ethical leadership scale developed by Brown et al., (2005). The scale has 10 items. The 

QWL scale is developed by Sirgy et al. (2001). This scale has two subscales: Lower-order 

QWL and higher-order QWL. For organizational commitment, the scale developed by Meyer 

and Allen (1991) has been used. Organizational commitment scale has three subscales: 

affective commitment, continuance commitment and normative commitment. The last scale, 

turnover intention is developed by Rosin and Korabik (1991) and has 4 items. 
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All the scales used here are 5-item Likert-type scale ranging from “strongly disagree” (value 

of 1) to “strongly agree” (value of 5).   

4. Findings 

4.1. Sample’s Demographic Statistics 

35,7 percent of participants are female and 64,3 percent of participants are male. 51,8 percent 

of participants are married and 48,2 percent of participants are single. 22,1 percent of 

participants are between 16-25 age; 49,1 percent of participants are between 26-35 age; 22,8 

percent of participants are between 36-45 age; 6 percent of participants are between 46-55 

age. 9,2 percent of participants have primary education degrees; 17,4 percent of participants 

have high school degree; 18,1 percent of participants have college degree; 38,6 percent of 

participants have undergraduate degree and 16,7 percent of participants have graduate 

degree. 34,8 percent of participants have about 5 years work experience; 30,8 percent of 

participants have work experience between 5-10 years;  17 percent of participants have work 

experience between 10-15 years; 12,1 percent of participants have work experience between 

15-20 years; 5,4 percent of participants have work experience more than 20 years. 81,9 

percent of participants are workers, 10 percent of participants are supervisors, 6 percent of 

participants are middle managers and 2 percent of participants are top level managers. 

 

73,6 percent of participants are working for the ICT firms and 26,4 percent of participants 

are working for the manufacturing firm. 

4.2. Factor Analysis and Reliability of Scales 

Two dimensions were emerged from explanatory factor analysis of QWL. The dimensions, 

related items and reliability analysis results are reported below in Table 1. 

  

Table 1: Explanatory Factor Analysis and Reliability Analysis of QWL 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy 0, 909 

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 2778,783 

Degree of Freedom 91 

Significance Level 0,000 

   

Dimensions 
Number of  

Items 

% of Variance 

Explained 

Cronbach's 

Alpha 

Higher-order QWL 6 43,183 0,896 

Lower-order QWL 8 8,933 0,789 

Total 14 52,115  

 

          Table 2: Explanatory Factor Analysis and Reliability Analysis of EL 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy 0, 925 

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 2915,972 

Degree of Freedom 45 

Significance Level 0,000 

   

Dimensions Number of  % of Variance Cronbach's 
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Items Explained Alpha 

Ethical Leadership 10 60,628 0,927 

 

Only one dimension was emerged from explanatory factor analysis of EL. The dimension, 

related items and reliability analysis results are reported below in Table 2. 

 

Three dimensions were emerged from explanatory factor analysis of OC. The dimensions, 

related items and reliability analysis results are reported below in Table 3. 

 

          Table 3: Explanatory Factor Analysis and Reliability Analysis of OC 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy 0, 858 

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 3685,660 

Degree of Freedom 153 

Significance Level 0,000 

   

Dimensions 
Number of  

Items 

% of Variance 

Explained 

Cronbach's 

Alpha 

Normative Commitment 9 30,374 0,893 

Continuance Commitment 5 16,763 0,793 

Affective Commitment 4 11,232 0,790 

Total 18 58,369  

 

Only one dimension was emerged from explanatory factor analysis of TI. The dimensions, 

related items and reliability analysis results are reported below in Table 4. 

 

Table 4: Explanatory Factor Analysis and Reliability Analysis of TI 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy 0,821 

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 1331,649 

Degree of Freedom 6 

Significance Level 0,000 

   

Dimensions 
Number of  

Items 

% of Variance 

Explained 

Cronbach's 

Alpha 

Turnover Intension 4 80,122 0,917 

4.3. Correlations and Regression Analysis 

Expected relationships among ethical leadership, quality of work life (lower-order QWL and 

higher-order QWL), organizational commitment (affective commitment, continuance 

commitment and normative commitment) and turnover intention were tested by correlation 

analysis. Thereafter, statistically significant relationships were tested for causal relationship 

through regression analysis. 

 

Survey findings show that there is a positive and significant relationship between QWL 

(lower-order QWL and higher-order QWL) and ethical leadership, QWL (lower-order QWL 

and higher-order QWL) and organizational commitment (normative commitment, 

continuance commitment and affective commitment) and ethical leadership and 

organizational commitment (normative commitment, continuance commitment and affective 
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commitment).There is a negative and significant relationship between QWL (lower-order 

QWL and higher-order QWL) and turnover intension, ethical leadership and turnover 

intension and organizational commitment (normative commitment, continuance commitment 

and affective commitment) and turnover intension. These relationships are shown in Table 

5. 

Table 5: Correlations between variables 
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Higher-

order 

QWL 

 0,663* 0,660* 0,689* 0,662* 0,178* 

-

0,48

4* 

Lower-

order 

QWL 

0,663*  0,707* 0,693* 0,685* 0,212* 

-

0,458

* 

Ethical 

Leaders

hip 

0,660* 0,707*  0,671* 0,969* 0,167* 

-

0,518

* 

Normat

ive 

Commi

tment 

0,689* 0,693* 0,671*  0,671* 0,285* 

-

0,57

8* 

Contin

uance 

Commi

tment 

0,662* 0,685* 0,969* 0,671*  0,170* 

-

0,53

1* 

Affecti

ve 

Commi

tment 

0,178* 0,212* 0,167* 0,285* 0,170*  

-

0,11

1* 

Turnov

er 

Intentio

n 

-0,484* -0,458* -0,518* -0,578* -0,531* -0,111*  

*Significant correlations at 95% confidence interval. 

 

To investigate the impact between variables, some regression models are built. Through these 

regression models we can see the causal effect between the variables. The models are built 

in accordance with our research hypothesis. While building the models insignificant variables 

are excluded and the final model provided. These regression models and their results are 

mentioned below. 
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Regression results show that ethical leadership has a positive effect on higher-order QWL 

and lower-order QWL. These results can be seen on the Table 6 and Table 7. 

 

Table 6. Regression model for Higher-order QWL 

Dependent Variable Higher-order QWL 

Independent Variable(s) Ethical Leadership 

R square F Statistic Probability 

0,435 343,390 0,000 

Variable Coefficient t statistic p-value 

Constant 0,897 6,949 0,000 

Ethical Leadership 0,695 18,531 0,000 

Table 7. Regression model for Lower-order QWL 

Dependent Variable Lower-order QWL 

Independent Variable(s) Ethical Leadership 

R square F Statistic Probability 

0,439 349,190 0,000 

Variable Coefficient t statistic p-value 

Constant 0,346 2,220 0,028 

Ethical Leadership 0,869 18,687 0,000 

 

 

The findings show that higher-order QWL, lower-order QWL, ethical leadership has a 

positive impact on normative commitment. These results can be seen on the Table 8. 

 

Table 8. Regression model for Normative Commitment 

Dependent Variable Normative Commitment 

Independent Variable(s) Higher-order QWL, Lower-order QWL, Ethical Leadership 

R square F Statistic Probability 

0,596 220,886 0,000 

Variable Coefficient t statistic p-value 

Constant 0,015 0,112 0,911 

Higher-order QWL 0,317 7,649 0,000 

Lower-order QWL 0,391 6,760 0,000 

Ethical Leadership 0,239 5,156 0,000 

 

Table 9. Regression model for Continuance Commitment 

Dependent Variable Continuance Commitment 

Independent Variable(s) Higher-order QWL, Ethical Leadership 

R square F Statistic Probability 

0,940 3532,375 0,000 

Variable Coefficient t statistic p-value 

Constant -0,322 -7,030 0,000 

Higher-order QWL 0,040 2,609 0,009 
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Ethical Leadership 0,943 61,428 0,000 

 

The findings show that higher-order QWL and ethical leadership has a positive impact on 

continuance commitment. These results can be seen on the Table 9. 

 

The findings show that Lower-order QWL has a positive impact on affective commitment. 

These results can be seen on the Table 10. 

 

Table 10. Regression model for Affective Commitment 

Dependent Variable Affective Commitment 

Independent Variable(s) Lower-order QWL 

R square F Statistic Probability 

0,043 20,901 0,000 

Variable Coefficient t statistic p-value 

Constant 2,018 9,456 0,000 

Lower-order QWL 0,289 4,572 0,000 

 

 

The findings show that normative commitment and continuance commitment has a negative 

impact on turnover intension. These results can be seen on the Table 11. 

 

Table 11. Regression model for Turnover Intension 

Dependent Variable Turnover Intension 

Independent Variable(s) Normative Commitment, Continuance Commitment 

R square F Statistic Probability 

0,368 131,322 0,000 

Variable Coefficient t statistic p-value 

Constant 5,352 30,597 0,000 

Normative Commitment -0,541 -7,957 0,000 

Continuance Commitment -0,323 -5,128 0,000 

 

Survey findings showed that ethical leadership and QWL (lower-order QWL and higher-

order QWL) have positive and significant impact on normative commitment. Ethical 

leadership and higher-order QWL have positive impact on continuance commitment, while 

affective commitment effected by only lower-order QWL positively. Furthermore, ethical 

leadership, QWL (lower-order QWL and higher-order QWL) and organizational 

commitment (continuance commitment and normative commitment) have negative and 

significant impacts on turnover intention. However, QWL (lower-order QWL and higher-

order QWL) and ethical leadership do not have direct impacts on turnover intention. In other 

words, continuance commitment has a mediating role between higher-order QWL, ethical 

leadership and turnover intention.  

 

Results also show that normative commitment has a mediating role between higher-order 

QWL, lower-order QWL, ethical leadership and turnover intention. In summary, it can be 

concluded that QWL (higher-order QWL) increases continuance commitment; in return, 

continuance commitment decreases turnover intention and besides this QWL (lower-order 
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QWL and higher-order QWL) and ethical leadership increase normative commitment; in 

return, normative commitment decreases turnover intention. Affective commitment has no 

significant impact on turnover intension. 

Finally a model is drawn to show these relations and impacts after the results of correlation 

and regression analysis. The model is shown below. 

 

Figure 1: Model 

 
Note: The arrows show the direction of the impacts. 

          The numbers are correlation coefficients. 

 

5. Discussion 

 

One of most important asset of modern organizations is human resources. Human resources 

are treated as a source of sustainable competitive advantage by most of the enduring 

companies. In this study, we analyzed the multifaceted relationships among “Ethical 

Leadership”, “Quality of Work Life”, “Organizational Commitment”, and “Turnover 

Intention.”  

 

Some of the major findings of this research showed that ethical leadership and QWL have 

positive and significant impacts on continuance commitment and normative commitment. 

Furthermore, ethical leadership, QWL and organizational commitment (continuance 

commitment and normative commitment) have negative and significant impacts on turnover 

intention. 

 

The most obvious implications of this research can be summarized as follow; 1) 

Organizations should support ethical leadership and quality work life in their workplaces to 

create organizational commitment among employees. 2) Organizations should create 

commitment among their employees to decrease turnover intention. 
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Abstract 

 
Organizational justice examines how people perceive organizational justice in their business environment 

and how these perceptions influence their attitudes and behaviors. Employees who have  negative  

perceptions  about  justice  in  regard  to  practices  in  their  work  may  despise practices of organization 

and moreover they may have an intention to leave in long-term. In this study, a questionnaire that 

examines the relationship of organizational justice, organizational cynicism and intention to leave will be 

used to collect date (n=150). For measurement of organizational  justice  Nie  Hoft  and  Moorman’s  

(1993)  scale  is  used,  in  measurement  of intention to leave Khatri, Budhwar and Fern(1999) and 

Cammann, C., Fichman, M., Jenkins, G. D., & Klesh, J. (1983)   scale is used and in measurement of 

organizational cynicism Dean, Brandes  and  Dharwadkar‘s  (1999)  scale  is  used.  Besides  it  is  

supposed  that demographic characteristics such as age, sex and education make differences in the 

relations between these variables. In this direction demographic variables will asked to the participants. 
 

As a result of this study, it is expected that the perceptions of organizational justice decreases 

organizational cynicism and intention to leave and organizational justice decreases intention to leave more 

than cynicism. In this study related variables reflect perceptions of employees in various sectors and these 

relations are used in few studies so it explains the importance of the study. 
 

Keywords: Organizational justice, organizational cynicism, intention to leave 
 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

In  this  study,  the  relationship  between  perceived  organizational  justice  perceptions  of employees’ 

and, organizational cynicism and the intention of leaving from work is scrutinized. In this framework, it 

is aimed that the effects of the perceived organizational justice to organizational cynicism and the effects 

of organizational cynicism to the intention of leaving from work are exhibited. 
 

In the study, it is scrutinized how perceived organizational justice of employees’ who work in an  

private sector effects to the organizational cynicism and the intention of leaving from work. In the 
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research, it has been benefiting from a survey work as a means of data collection. In the data analysis, it 

was applied simple regression analysis, reliability analysis and pearson correlation.  Also we used 

demographic characteristics (gender, age, marital status, education level and veteran status,) the evaluation 

of the study. According to the evaluation of the data acquired  in the research, it is seen that there is 

a positive relationship between perceived organizational justice and organizational cynicism; and there 

is a positive relationship between organizational cynicism and the intention of leaving from work. 
 

1. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

ORGANIZATIONAL JUSTICE 
 

Due to the long-term spending and the agenda of the workers in the workplace it is very sensitive 

to people justice. ( GREENBERG, 2004, p. 359) Organizational justice indicates the perceptions 

employees had about the organization as being fair or unfair ( Mathur & Padmakumar, 2013, pp. 125-

126). These perceptions on justice have been related to critical processes such as commitment, citizenship 

behaviors, satisfaction, and performance (COLQUITT, 2001, pp. 386-387). 
 

Cohen-Charash and Spector (2001), it is generally received that organizational justice consists of three 

constructs: distributive justice, procedural justice, and interactional justice. Distributive justice concentrate 

on the justice of organizational outcomes such as payment and promotion, while procedural justice 

stresses the justice of the process by which the outcomes are achieved, that is, the justice of means and 

methods by which the decisions are made. İnteractional justice, concerns the interpersonal behavior 

individuals are given during the execution of methods. ( WANG, et al., 2010, pp. 661-663) 
 

On the other hand, Homans, 1961; see also Adams, 1963, 1965; Deutsch, 1975; Leventhal, 1976 described 

about distributive justice. This includes, workers are concerned about the fairness of resource 

distributions, for instance pay, rewards, promotions and the outcome of dispute resolutions. Thibaut & 

Walker, 1975; see also Leventhal, 1980; Leventhal, Karuza & Fry 1980 explained about procedural 

justice. This relates decision making procedures that lead to those outcomes, attempting to understand 

how and why they came about. Finally, Bies & Moag 1986; see also Greenberg 1993 called about 

interactional justice. This is concerned about the nature of interpersonal treatment received from others, 

especially key organizational authorities. (GREENBERG & COLQUİTT, 2005, p. 5) 
 

In Greenberg’s, Baron’s, (2000) and Cropanzano’s, Wright’s (2003) perspective organizational justice 

think interactional justice   as not independent justice type but social component of procedural justice. 

According to defenders of this view perception of organizational justice should be catogorized in two 

types as distributive justice and procedural justice. (YÜRÜR, 

2008, p. 298)
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CYNICISM 
 

Cook&  Medley  (1954),  early  research  defined  cynicism  as  an  attitude  distinguished  by  a “dislike  

for  and  distrust  of  others”  (ANDERSSON,  1996,  p.  2).  Barefoot  et  al.  (1989), employees who are 

cynical can affect the whole organization and can prevent the organization from reaching its aims. Cynical 

employees believe that their colleagues are selfish and self- centered (Nafei, 2013, p. 2). 
 

Erdost and et all. (2007), organizational cynicism is a new idea in the organizational behavior and 

organizational psychology literature, and it embraces attention of organization theorists. Beginning of the 

cynicism which emerged in ancient Greece as a thought and life style (Dean, 

1998)    is    a    school    of    thought    and    life    ‘critical,    queasy,    captious’.    Cynicism, 

especially, is an attitude of identifying events depending on disappointment and pessimistic ideas 

about unspoken notions; or it is a tendency of manifesting relate to others for a tool or 

managing the works to seek or increase his/her personal advantage. (METE, 2013, p. 477) Cynicism 

evokes emotional elements and negative emotions such as belittle, anger, shame and 

trouble (ABRAHAM, 2000, pp. 269-271). Cynicism, in organizational concept, identified as suspicious  

that  are  shared  with  a  lot  of  people.  (DEAN,  et  al.,  1998,  pp.  341-342). 

Organizational cynicism is the acceptance that an organization lacks honesty causing vital reputation and 

critical behaviors when it is associated with a strong negative emotional reaction (ABRAHAM, 2000, pp. 

270-271). Cole (2006), ıt is predict based on an individual's work 

experience of the evaluator. It may refer to being unsatisfied with the organization. It is defined as an 

attitude formed by faith, feelings and behavioral tendencies. It is a negative attitude 

including the three dimensions developed by a person to his organization, namely; cognitive, affective,  

and  behavioral  structure  of  the  cynical  construct.  The  cognitive  dimension  of 

organizational  cynicism is  the  faith  that  organization  lacks  honesty  and  transparency.  The affective  

dimension  of  organizational  cynicism  refers  to  the  sensual  reactions  to  the organization.   The   

behavioral   dimension   of   organizational   cynicism   refers   to   negative 

tendencies. (DEAN, et al., 1998, pp. 341-342). 
 

Thus, building on the work of Bateman et al. (1992), Dean et al. (1998), Reichers et al. (1997), 

Andersson (1996), Andersson and Bateman (1997), and Johnson and O’Leary-Kelly   (2003), this 

dissertation proposes the following definition of organizational cynicism: “Organizational cynicism refers 

to attitudes related to one's employing organization, characterized by negative beliefs, feelings, and related 

behaviors. Additionally, it is a response to a history of personal and/or  social  experiences  that  are  

susceptible  to  change  by  environmental  influences”  ( WİLSON, 2010, pp. 10-100). 
 

Our notions of cynicism, thus is multidimensional, mutual to the three components beliefs, affect, 

and behavioral tendencies-that have long characterized attitude theory (DEAN, et al., 

1998, pp. 341-342). 
 

Beliefs 
 

First at all, cynicism is the idea that the organization lacks integrity. Returning to the Oxford English 

Dictionary, we find integrity defined as “soundness of moral principle; the character of uncorrupted virtue, 

particularly in relation to truth and fair dealing; uprightness, honesty, sincerity. “Upon relating this back to 

the dictionary definition of cynicism (“a disposition to disbelieve in the sincerity or goodness of human 

motives and actions”), we see that a compact situation of cynical beliefs is that people lack integrity (see 

Becker, 1998, for an alternative conceptualization of integrity) (DEAN, et al., 1998, pp. 345-346)
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Affect 

 
Eagly&Chaiken  (1993),  attitudes  are  comprise  of  affect-that  is,  emotional  reactions to  the attitude 

object- besides beliefs. This indicates that cynicism is felt besides thought experienced through emotion 

besides cognition. Cynicism is not a dispassionate judgment about the organization; it conceptualizing this 

affective comprise of cynical attitudes. The affective dimension of organizational cynicism component 

several of these emotions. Cynics may, for instance, feel contempt for and anger toward their 

organizations. (DEAN, et al., 1998, pp. 345- 

346) 
 

Behavior 
 

Finally, organizational cynicism is trends toward negative, and often derogative behavior. Ajzen (1994), 

the general thrust of the literature states that cynical attitudes consist tendencies toward particular types of 

behavior, rather than particular behaviors per se. Echoing the ancient Cynics, the most clearly behavioral 

tendency for those with cynical attitudes is the statement of strong criticisms of the organization. In 

conclusion, we have established organizational cynicism as an attitude composed of beliefs, affect, and 

behavioral tendencies. Thereby, we see organizational cynicism as a multidimensional structure: people 

are thought of cynical about organization to the extent that thet hold particular beliefs about the 

organization’s integrity, experience certain types of affect toward the organization, and display particular 

behavioral tendencies toward the organization. (DEAN, et al., 1998, pp. 345-346) 
 

INTENTION TO LEAVE 
 

Price (1977), intention to leave or voluntary turnover is "the degree of individual movement across the 

membership boundary of a social system. Employee’s turnover has been one of the most  studied  subjects  

in  organizational  behavior  literature.  (  HAMMERBERG,  2002,  p. 

7).İntention to leave bases on consideration, planning and want to intention to leave. (GÜZEL & 

AYAZLAR, 2014, p. 135) Zurn et al. (2005), insufficiencies can be a symptom of low job satisfaction, 

shortage management and lack of organizational support. İnsufficiencies are resulting in hard working, 

which is a cause to job stress, and burnout, which have also been linked to low job satisfaction. Therefore 

intention to leave was negatively impact on employees. ( ALAM & MOHAMMED, 2010, pp. 126-128) 
 

Steers and Porter (1987) originated a model of employee turnover which attentioned both job expectations 

and job attitudes. This model related employee job attitudes and intentions to stay or leave the 

organization and the connection between intent to leave and turnover ( Miller , 

2007, pp. 36-37).According to Bibby,2008; Scott vd., 1999 negativities in organizations which have high 

rate of release are negative effects on competitive advantage, training of new employees  ,  recruitments 

costs,current employees’  sadness  for losing their co-workers  and anxiety which is cause of uncertaint 

of relation with their new co-workers etc (MEYDAN & POLAT, 2010, p. 153) 
 

ORGANIZATIONAL JUSTICE AND ORGANIZATIONAL CYNICISM 
 

Organizational  justice   and   organizational   cynicism  is   an   important   for   employees   in 

organization. 
 

Employees have an attitude depending on whether the workload, awards and choices are fair or not. 

(GREENBERG, 1990, pp. 400-403)  The faith of the behaviors of organization are unfair against worker, 

makes the emotional reaction of workers faultfinder and derogatory. (ABRAHAM, 2000, p. 272) 

Relationships between organizational justice and cynical attitude have been conducted some studies. ( 

(O'LEARY, 2003) ; (ANDERSSON, 1996) .  The negative directional relationship between organizational 

justice and organizational cynicism employee perceptions of organizational injustice, states that increase 

the feeling cynical   (ÇETİNEL &
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KUTANİŞ, 2010, pp. 3-4). Negative on justice such as absenteeism and employee theft causes businesses 

to  damaging outcomes.  (GREENBERG, 1990)  In  addition     the dimensions of organizational justice 

though associated with each other, these dimensions leads to a result different business attitude. 

(DECONINCK, 2010, p. 1350) 
 

ORGANIZATIONAL JUSTICE AND İNTENTION TO LEAVE 
 

The  intention  to  leave  has  showed  a  direct  correlation  between  organizational  justice. (CONLON, 

et al., 2001, p. 437). At this point, particularly the distribution of justice has stated that it is more 

dominant compared to other dimensions of organizational justice. According to other perspective stated 

that the concept has been discussed as a cultural difference and affect the intention to leave the 

organizational justice. (KİM & LEUNG, 2007, pp. 83-84) 
 

Gürpınar (2006), there is a relationship between organizational justice and intention to leave. Staff 

members tend to leave the job open if they think they have been treated fairly. (ÖRÜCÜ & 

ÖZAFŞARLIOĞLU, 2013, p. 339)   İf there is justice in organization , the employees will increase  

commitment  to  the  organization.  Therefore    it  will  have  a  positive  impact  on employees' 

attachment to the organization  ( FİSCHER, 2004, p. 487). 
 

2. METHOD 
 

This study collected data using questionnaires, with three major contents such as organizational justice 

scales, organizational cynicism scales, intention to leave scales, and demographic variables. We 

distributed 170 sets of questionnaires and successfully retrieved 150 sets and including 67male and 

83female employees at a private institution in Turkey. Demographic variables were obtained including 

gender (male:67, female:83), age (18-25:74, 26-35:61, 36- 

45:11, 46-55:4) ,  marital status (single:106,married:44), education level (primary education:1, high 

school:11, associate degree:14, university:92, post graduate:32) and veteran statu (0-1 year:33, 1-3 

years:49, 3-5: 21, 5 years above:47).  The data for this study were collected from many institution. 

Questionnaires were collected online. 
 

2.1. Measures 
 

We adopted Likert five-point scales for all sections except for demographic  variables. (from 1 

= ‘‘strongly approve’’ to 5 = ‘‘strongly disapprove’’). The organizational justice, organizational 

cynicism and intention to leave scales referenced and modified survey content from related studies   and 

contained respectively eight, eight and five questions. The organizational justice scale based  Niehoff 

and Moorman (1993). (YILDIRIM, 2007, p. 278) Organizational cynicism scale based Brandes, 

Dharwadkar and Dean (1999). (KARACAOĞLU & İNCE, 2012, p. 85) İntention to leave Khatri, 

Budhwar and Fern(1999) and Cammann, C., Fichman, M., Jenkins, G. D., & Klesh, J. (1983). (YİĞİT, 

2010, p. 156), (AKÇA, 2012, p. 180) The data were analyzed by IBM Spss21 and the evaluation of 

simple regression model, reliability analysis and Pearson correlation.
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Figure 1. 
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2.2. Hypotheses and Analyses 
 

Simple regression analysis applied for variables 
 

H1: There is negative relation between organizational justice and organizational cynicism. 
 

Table 1.Correlations 
 

 xc y 

Pearson correlation       xc 
 

y 

1,000 
 

-,564 

-,564 
 

1,000 

Sig. (1-tailed)                 xc 
 

y 
 
 
 

N xc 

y 

. 
 

,000 
 
 
 

150 
 

150 

,000 
 

. 
 
 
 

150 
 

150 

xc (Organizational Cynicism): Dependent variable 
 

y (Organizational Justice):Independent variable 
 

We can say that there is significant relation between organization justice and organization cynicism 

because sig. score of organization justice and organization cynicism is 0,000<0.05 in the correlation table.
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Table 2. Model Summaryb 
 

Model         R        R Square     Adjusted R2            Std. Error of the estimate     Durbin Watson 
 

1          ,564a                 ,318              ,314                                 ,65599                                 

1,876 
 

a. Predictors: ( Constant) ,y 

b.Dependent variable: xc 

In the model summary table; it is seen that there is medium-level relation between organization cynicism 

and organization justice at the rate of 0,564. In R square (principle of clarity and definiteness)  

organizational  justice  explains  0.318  of  organizational  cynicism.  In  Durbin Watson there is no auto 

correlation between 1,5 and 2,5. Because of our score is 1.876 there is not auto correlation. There is not 

relation between error terms in different periods. 
 

Table 3. ANOVAb 
 

Model                    Sum of squares                    df                 Mean Square        F                 Sig. 
 

1    Regression 29,749 1 29,749 69,131 ,000a 

Residual 63,689 148 ,430   

Total 93,438 149    

a. Dependent Variable: xc                                                                      b. Predictors: (Constant) y 
 

H0: Model is totally insignificant 
 

H1: Model is totally significant 
 

In this table H1 İs accepted because Sig. score is 0,000<0,05. Our model is totally significant. 
 

Table 4. Coefficientsa 

 

Unstandardized Coefficients         Standardized Coefficients 
 

Model  B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 

1 (Constant) 4,598 ,202  22,71 ,000 

 Y -,539 ,065 -,564 -8,314 ,000 

a. Dependen variable: xc 
 

H0: Coefficients are statistically insignificant. H1: 

Coefficients are statistically significant. 

Because of sig. score of organizational justice is 0,000<0,05 H1 is accepted. Coefficients are statistically 

significant. Here it is stated that one unit increase in organization justice makes a decrease in cynicism at 

the rate of 0,564.  Hypothesis 1 that we foresee at first is accepted. 
 

H2: There is negative relation between organizational justice and intention of leaving from work.
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Table 5. Correlations 

 
 xc y 

Pearson correlation         xc 
 

y 

1,000 
 

-,472 

-,472 
 

1,000 

Sig. (1-tailed)                  xc 
 

y 
 
 
 

N xc 

y 

. 
 

,000 
 
 
 

150 
 

150 

,000 
 

. 
 
 
 

150 
 

150 

 
 

We can say that there is significant relation   between organization justice and intention of leaving  

from  work  because  sig.  score  of  organization  justice  and  organization  cynism  is 

0,000<0.05 in the correlation table. 
 

Table 6. Model Summaryb 
 

Model         R        R Square     Adjusted R2            Std. Error of the estimate     Durbin 
Watson 

 

1          ,472a                 ,223              ,218                                 1,01456                                

1,933 
 

a. Predictors: (Constant), y                                                             b. Dependent variable: xi 
 

In the model summary table; it is seen that there is medium-level relation between intention of leaving 

from work and organization justice at the rate of 0,472. In R square (principle of clarity and definiteness) 

organizational justice explains 0,223 of intention of leaving from work. In Durbin Watson there is no auto 

correlation between 1,5 and 2,5. Because of our score is 1,933 there is not auto correlation. There is not 

relation between error terms in different periods. 
 

Table 7. ANOVAb 
 

Model                    Sum of squares                    df                 Mean Square            F              Sig. 
 

1    Regression 43,734 1 43,734 42,488 ,000a 

Residual 152,341 148 1,029   

Total 196,07 149    

a. Dependent Variable: xi                                                                     b. Predictors: (Constant) , y 
 

H0: Model is totally insignificant 
 

H1: Model is totally significant 
 

In this table H1 İs accepted because Sig. score is 0,000<0,05. Our model is totally significant.
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Table 8. Coefficientsa 

 

Unstandardized Coefficients         Standardized Coefficients 
 

Model  B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 

1 Constant 5,217 ,313  16,666 ,000 

 y -,653 ,100 -,472 -6,518 ,000 

a. Dependen variable: xi 
 

H0: Coefficients are statistically insignificant. H1: 

Coefficients are statistically significant. 

Because of sig. score of organizational justice is 0,000<0,05 H1 is accepted. Coefficients are statistically 

significant. Here it is stated that one unit increase in organization justice makes a decrease in intention of 

leaving from work at the rate of 0,472.  Hypothesis 2 that we foresee at first is accepted. 
 

Realiability Analysis 
 

Table 9.Organizational cynicism 
 

Cronbach’s Alpha    N of items 
 
 
 

,855                                 8 
 

Because Cronbach’s alpha is 0,855 it is high-level reliable. Table 

10. Intention to leave 

Cronbach’s Alpha    N of items 
 
 
 

,944                              5 
 

Because Cronbach’s alpha is 0,944 it is high-level reliable. Table 

11. Organizational justice 

Cronbach’s Alpha    N of items 
 
 
 

,889                              8 
 

Because Cronbach’s alpha is 0,889 it is high-level reliable.
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Pearson Correlation Analysis 

 

Table 12. Correlations 
 

 y xi xc 

y     Pearson Correlation 
 

Sig. (2- tailed) 

N 

1 
 
 
 

150 

-,472** 
 

,000 
 

150 

-,564** 
 

,000 
 

150 

xi     Pearson Correlation 
 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

N 

-,472** 
 

,000 
 

150 

1 
 
 
 

150 

,654** 
 

,000 
 

150 

xc   Pearson Correlation 
 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

N 

-,564** 
 

,000 
 

150 

,654** 
 

,000 
 

150 

1 
 
 
 

150 

 
 

We examined sig. scores to see relations of organizational justice on intention of leaving from work and 

cynicism. Because scores are 0,000<0,05   there is a significant relation between variables. There is 

avoidant medium-level relation between intention of leaving from work and organization justice at the rate 

0,472. So if organizational justice increases intention of leaving from work decreases. There is avoidant 

medium-level relation between organizational justice and   organizational  cynicism  at   the   rate   

0,564.  So   if   organizational  justice  increases organizational cynicism decreases. 
 

3. CONCLUSION 
 

The  main  aim  of  this  study  is  to  find  out  the  impact  between  organizational  justice, organizational 

cynicism and intention to leave. Suggestions made in this study showed that organizational justice, 

cynicism and intention to leave are quite important variables in organization. These variables form 

organizational behavior by affecting each other mutually. In that organizational justice relates to 

organizational cynicism and intention to leave. A thus in organization, organizational justice is an 

important variable. In this study with we reached many important results about these variables. With 

analysis it is stated that increase in organization justice makes a decrease in intention of leaving and 

organizational cynicism. Hypotheses which we suggested are corrected according to results that we 

acquired. 
 

This study should be thought as a guide for other studies that will published in literature. Because 

there is not many studies about these notions this study contributes to literature. If this study is made in 

different sectors and at different time’s validity of findings may be effected. At the same time it is 

recommended to examine that mediating effect of organizational cynicism on effect of organizational 

justice on intention to leave.
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Abstract 

The purpose of the study is to examine the relationship between employees’ role ambiguity, 

role conflict and work alienation. A questionnaire composed of scales of role ambiguity, role 

conflict and alienation were used. Findings of the study supported a positive and significant 

relationship between role ambiguity and work alienation. No significant relationship was 

found between role conflict and alienation.  

 

Keywords: Role conflict, Role ambiguity, Work Alienation 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Organizations may adapt to environmental changes and respond to customer demands 

effectively by eliminating hierarchical barriers in the organizational structure and inviting 

employee participation in decision making processes as well as improving communication 

among superiors and subordinates. Such improvements in the organizational structure, 

processes and procedures will serve human resources of an organization to work more 

efficiently and productively as a competitive advantage. In contradicting and conflicting 

situations, employees may have a tendency to experience work alienation. The study is 

expected to focus on role ambiguity and role conflict problems in organizations in relation to 

their effect on work alienation.  

 

Role ambiguity as one of the variables of the study is defined as “the lack of required 

information for the achievement of the task the employee is expected to” (Basım, Erkenekli 

and Şeşen, 2010). Role ambiguity arises when the definition of the person's job is vague or 

ill defined. Workers may be unclear regarding the goals, expectations, or responsibilities 

associated with the performance of their positions. Unclear roles may involve expectations 
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for behavior or performance levels. In order to be proficient in their role, people should be 

made aware of the responsibilities and obligations of that role, the actions necessary to fulfill 

the role, and the effects that the role has on various constituents, including the workers 

themselves, their coworkers, and the organization itself (Edmonson). The literature suggests 

that a lack of clarity regarding role expectations raises anxiety and distress levels. Role 

ambiguity diverts efforts away from tasks and responsibilities and thus discourages 

employees from achieving superior performance (Kawai and Mohr, 2015, 165). 

 

Role conflict variable of the study is reffered to “as an employee chooses one role expectancy 

to satisfy among a group of other role expectancies, the one that is chosen complicates the 

achievement of other roles” (Kılınç, 1991). The divergent and often incompatible goals 

within the organizations frequently result by ambiguous role expectations and role conflict 

among individuals. In complex organizations individuals are constantly exposed to a variety 

of expectations from both themselves and others according to their organizational roles 

(Ahmed, Shahzad, Fareed and others, 2014, 104). Role conflict is incompatibility of different 

tasks in the same role, often arising when the priorities of one system come in conflict with 

the priorities of the other systems. An employee's list of tasks may find one task at odds with 

another task. Role conflicts usually come from incompatible demands made by people who 

have a stake in the role, incompatible pressures arising from the employee’s membership in 

multiple groups, opposing pressures from different role senders, and a conflict between 

personal values and prescribed role behavior (Nayab, 2011).  

 

 

Work alienation variable of the study is defined as “employees’ alienation toward their own 

self-concepts by evaluating the task they perform as invaluable and losing their control over 

the tasks.” Alienation concept is studied in the literature in five dimensions such as 

powerlessness, meaninglessness, normlessness, isolation and self-estrangement (Usul and 

others 2014; Suarez-Mendoza and Manrique-de-Lara, 2008; Sarros and others 2002; Mottaz, 

1981). Work alienation is related to work conditions that isolate employees from work and 

work activities. Work alienation reflects a position in which an employee does not care much 

about their job, in which they expend little energy and work for extrinsic rewards. Work 

alienation happens when employees think that the work environment does not satisfy their 

needs, values or well-being. There are some synonyms for alienation; boredom, emotional 

and psychological withdrawal or negative affective experiences (Koçoğlu, 2014, 28).  

 

Purpose and Significance of Study 

 

The main goal of this study is to analyze the effect of role ambiguity and role conflict on 

work alienation. This study is a pilot study which will be expected to lead to a greater research 

study by the authors. Since there is a lack of research conducted among these variables in the 

related literature, research findings are expected to contribute both on theoretical and 

practical bases. 
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Figure 1. Research model 

 

Among several causes of work alienation, to be aware of the effect of role ambiguity and role 

conflict may present new strategies and procedures to human resource experts and managers 

to eliminate their effects on work alienation so that a better work environment can be created 

for employees to achieve both their personal goals as well as organizational goals.  

 

Data Gathering Technique 

 

For collecting data of the study, a questionnaire which is composed of three sections will be 

used. Demographic characteristics items will be followed by Rizzo, House and 

Lirtzman’s(1970) scale of role ambiguity and role conflict with 23 items and Miller’s(1967) 

scale of work alienation with 5 items. All the items in the questionnaire will be responded on 

a seven point likert scale from completely disagree(1) to completely agree(7). 

Cronbach alpha coefficiency of role ambiguity scale is .78 while that of role conflict is .69. 

Miller’s(1967) work alienation scale’s validity was found as .91. All the scales have 

considerably high validity as referred to Social Sciences. 

 

Research Model and Sample 

 

This study is designed as a descriptive research model that examines the relationship between 

such variables as role ambiguity, role conflict and work alienation. 30 respondents 

volunteered to participate in this pilot research study from various sectors. 16(%53.3) of the 

participants were female, the age group was dominated at 28.96 while 24(%80) of the 

participants were university graduates. The remaining %20 percent of the respondents 

acquired master’s degree or PhD.      

 

Results and Discussion 

 

The descriptive statistical findings can be examined in Table 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

Role 

conflict 

Role 

ambiguity 

Work 

alienation 
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics 

 

Variables Mean sd N 

Work alienation 2,98 ,86 30 

Role ambiguity 4,37 ,93 30 

Role conflict 4,31 ,75 30 

 

Work alienation mean score that is 2.98 shows that participants are rather uncertain about 

this issue. The mean scores of role ambiguity and role conflict demonstrate that participants 

partially agreed on them. 

To analyze the relationship between role ambiguity, role conflict and work alienation, two 

hyphothesis were generated. 

H1:There is a significant relationship between employees’ role ambiguity and work 

alienation. 

H2: There is a significant relationship between employees’ role conflict and work alienation. 

H3: There is a significant relationship between role ambiguity and role conflict. 

For testing both hyphothesis, Pearson Correlation analysis were performed. As Table 2 

indicates that there is a positive and significant relationship between employees’ role 

ambiguity and work alienation (r:0.622; p:< .01). However, the hyphothesis that assumes a 

significant relationship between employees’ role conflict and work alienation was not 

supported. (p:0.677>.05). Similarly, the relationship between role ambiguity and role conflict 

is nonsignificant (p:0.071>.05).  

 

Table 2. Correlations Between Role Ambiguity, Role Conflict and Work Alienation 

 

Variables  1 2 3 

Work alienation (1)  1   

Role ambiguity (2) ,622** 1  

,000   

Role conflict  (3) -,079 -,335 1 

,677 ,071  

    ** p<.01 

 

 Conclusion 

 

The most critical element of nowadays business environment is the human factor. Since 

human capital is considered as an important competitive advantage for organizations, the 

clarity of the roles they are expected to play in relation to their job satisfaction and 

commitment to their work place become important criteria for organizational success. In 

times of role ambiguity and role conflicts caused by unclear job descriptions, work overload 

can be experienced by employees. If such problems continue over a long period of time, 

employees may develop alienation toward work. This study intended to test the relationship 

between role ambiguity, role conflict and work alienation as a pilot study. Consequently, it 

was determined that role ambiguity at work would increase employees’ work alienation while 

a similar finding would not observed for the relationship between role conflict and work 
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alienation. 

 

One of the limits of the study is the size of the sample. Since the study was initiated as a pilot 

study, the results cannot be generalized and the number of participants are limited. In that 

case, further studies are required to test the so called relationship. Another limit of the study 

is the difficulty of collecting data from the sample. It was intended to embrace at least a 

hundred participants for the study but was ended up only with 30. Therefore, research model 

could only be based on the correlational analysis of the variables and the study stands as a 

pilot study. As a further step for the authors in future studies, the number of respondents 

should be increased. Accordingly, a cause and effect research model can be developed 

through the use of factor and regression analysis. Nevertheless, the current model presented 

a beginning phase to test the interdependencies between the research variables such as role 

ambiguity, role conflict and work alienation. This model also enabled us to test the reliability 

coefficiencies of the scales that are involved.       
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Abstract 

Intense   competition   in   retailing   industry   forces   retailers   to   find   new   ways   to   

attract consumers. Innovation stands out as a way to differentiate a company and gain a 

competitive advantage in this competitive environment. Like almost all industries, 

innovation appears to be one of the most crucial success factors in the retail industry. This 

paper aims to provide insights about the innovative practices of fashion retailers in order to 

explain the technologies that can be used by fashion companies operating in retailing. 

Radio frequency identification, body scanning, virtual-try-on, augmented reality and magic 

mirror are discussed as innovative approaches in fashion retailing.  The fashion retailers can 

benefit from those approaches to better understand and reach consumers. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Companies seeking for longtime survival need to adapt the conditions of market and 
progress. The innovation concept is so recognized that it also become part of the cultures. 
Innovation ability has become a characteristic of every successful company in almost all 
industries (Trott, 2005). Retailing also benefits from innovation. Retailers need to integrate 
technology and innovative approaches in their strategy to become dominant in the 
competitive industry environment. Fashion retailing has distinct features that force 
companies to keep up the latest trends and innovations. Therefore, fashion retailers try to 
take advantage of technology and innovation more than ever before. 
 
As new technologies that can be used in retailing emerges, retailers' need to develop 
innovative business applications increases. New technologies that decrease costs and at the 
same time provide an exciting shopping experience are especially valued by retailers 
(Renko & Druzijanic, 2014). In parallel with that fact, a technology has to have distinct 
features in order to be successful in retailing. Interaction, personalization and visualization 
are examples of those features (Apeagyei, 2010). Ease of use, usefulness and enjoyment 
and aspects such as visual appearance, interaction modalities, and controllability associated 
with the technologies systems used in retailing support the effective usage of the 
technologies (Pantano, 2014). 
 
In this study, by mentioning the dynamics of fashion industry, a few of the innovative 
approaches are explained. While there are many ways to use innovation in fashion retailing, 
this study focused on radio frequency identification, body scanning, virtual-try-on, 
augmented reality and magic mirror. It is aimed to prove the importance of innovation for 
fashion retailing and also state the benefits provided by the innovative approaches. 

 
2. Literature Review 
 
2.1. Fashion Industry 

 
Fashion industry is one of the most important industries in many economies of the world 
(Batista & Ng, 2012). Fashion concept has derived from Latin word "modus" and it implies 
"something that cannot be limited" (Ertürk, 2011). Fashion is defined as "a way of behaving 
that is temporarily adopted by a discernible proportion of members of a social group 
because that chosen behavior is perceived to be socially appropriate for the time and 
situation" (Tzou & Lu, 2009). Fashion industry consists of textile, apparel and footwear 
industries. (Hines, 2007). Although fashion is a broad term, this study discusses fashion 
from clothing side. 
 
Clothing is one of the most important basic needs together with food for people. Hence, 
apparel industry is considered as one of the most crucial and oldest industries of economy 
since it creates new jobs and products (Wong & Guo, 2014; Hines, 2007). Besides clothing 
is a basic need, there is also symbolic consumption associated with clothing consumption. 
Consumers see clothes as a way of expressing themselves and they believe that clothes tell 
people something about them (Goldsmith et al., 1999). Fashion shoppers try clothes on not 
only to be sure that the clothes fit their body but also fit their personal style (Zhang et. al., 
2008). 
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Although fashion seems attractive, the industry faces various difficulties. The challenging 
nature of fashion business stems from the timing issues, short product life cycles and 
demand uncertainty. Marketing, design and production expenses should be planned to meet 
the next season's trends. In fashion business, what might draw customers' attention and 
what might not be adopted by them are uncertain. Therefore, if a fashion company cannot 
guess right, it is left with excess inventory (Goldsmith et al., 1999; Barnett et al., 2010). 
 
2.2. Innovation In Fashion Retailing 
 
Innovation brings together theoretical conception, technical invention, and commercial 
exploitation (Trott, 2005). It improves human life by finding creative solutions to 
difficulties and opportunities and also helps companies to be the pioneer in the industry 
(Kabukcu, 2015).  
 
Technology is one of the most efficacious factors that shape the retail industry 
(Varadarajan, 2010). The development of technology has provided numerous opportunities 
for retailers. Especially interactive technologies have changed the market conditions for 
retailing. Varadarajan et al. (2010) define interactive technology as "methods, tools or 
devices that allow various entities to engage in mediated communication to facilitate the 
planning and consummation of exchanges between them". The advantages provided by 
interactive technologies include trials of virtual products, intelligent shopping trolleys, 
information acquisition, and facilitation of purchase decisions (Varadarajan, 2010). 
Together with those systems retailing has benefited from information and communication 
technologies such as self-service technologies, touch screen displays, mobile applications 
for smart phones, RFID (radio frequency Identification) systems, virtual salespersons and, 
intelligent shopping trolleys. Those technologies have changed the traditional retail stores 
and retailing industry in general (Pantano, 2014).  
 
Along with technology, changing nature of consumers and their consumption patterns 
played an important role in the shifting process of retailing industry. As Berry et al. (2010) 
stated, nowadays consumer have become more value conscious and they buy less and 
differently. These transformations have led retailers to offer more appealing value 
propositions, change cost structures, provide more technology oriented service offerings 
and alter the store brands in a way to support those efforts. Innovation is a central part of all 
efforts to gain competitive advantage. 
 
Varadarajan et al. (2010) classified the impact of technologies on retailing into three 
categories; namely infrastructure technologies, communication technologies and interactive 
technologies. According to this classification, infrastructure technologies that affect 
retailing include electricity, elevators, escalators, automobiles and railroads. On the other 
hand, telephone, radio, television, catalogs, newspapers and billboards belong to the 
communication technologies that have an effect on retailing. Finally, e-mail, hyper-text 
technologies, web browsers, instant messaging, access technologies, cellular phones with 
web browsing capability, GPS technologies, social networking, bookmarking/ information 
organization technologies are classified under interactive technologies that affect retailing 
industry in their study. 
 
Nonetheless, there are also barriers to innovation in retailing. Reynolds & Hristov (2009) 
explained these barriers to innovation in the UK in their study. According to the study, the 
biggest problem is associated with costs. Cost of finance and perceived monetary risk of 
innovation play important role in innovation in retailing. Other barriers are related to 
technical, leadership and project management skills.  
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Fashion brands' fundamental characteristic is being innovative (Ünay & Zehir, 2012) 
because of the heavy requirements of the industry, fashion retailers have to think in creative 
and innovative way in the demanding business environment. In the next section, some of 
the innovative approaches in fashion retailing are discussed. Those techniques not only 
provide functional benefits, but also enrich the physical shopping experience (Begole et. al., 
2009). 
 
2.2.1. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) 
 
Radio frequency identification (RFID) is "a generic term used to describe technologies that 
involve the use of a wireless non-contact system". The aim of using the system is to 
automatically identify and track objects with RFID tag. RFID technology has widely 
applied across various industries. Some of the areas that RFID is used are "access control, 
personnel and product identification, fleet management, vehicle identification, production 
line monitoring, passport security, shipping and baggage handling" (Wong & Guo, 2014). 
 
Retailing industry also utilized from this technology.  RFID technology is one of the most 
used technologies in fashion retailing. Adopting RFID technology has the potential to make 
a huge change in retailing. Therefore, the competition in fashion retailing industry has led 
fashion companies to use technologies like RFID to get the benefits. (Moon & Ngai, 2008) 
RFID provides fashion retailers advantages such as accessing the information (Moon & 
Ngai, 2008), improving capability of designing, producing and stocking fashion products 
that change too fast (Elsheikh& Feky, 2015). 
 
The fact that RFID technology helps to solve industry-specific problems of fashion retailers 
is the reason for common usage of the technology. Those specific features present itself 
also in a supply chain process. Therefore, RFID technologies are increasingly being 
adopted by fashion retailers to identify and track products in supply chain (Wong & Guo, 
2014). Having definite characteristics have made the supply chain of apparel industry very 
complicated. Moon & Ngai (2008) explained how RFID technologies support fashion 
retailers with problem solving; 

 
1. Since fashion products have short life cycle, the speed of delivery of the products 

to stores are crucial. Track and trace abilities provided by RFID help to increase 
efficiency of activities related with supply chain. 

2. Fashion retailers require space to show various products. RFID based stock 
management helps to decrease the complexity by quickly and correctly identify 
what is needed for the customer. 

3. Another feature of RFID is giving each product a special identifier. By this way, 
illegality can be avoided.  

4. RFID-based consumer cards help retailers to record the shopping habits of 
consumers. Due to the reality that fashion consumers are considered as 
unpredictable, RFID can help retailers to customize the stores' offerings for loyal 
customers. 
 

Moon & Ngai (2008) have developed a business value-added framework in order to 
understand the adaptation of RFID in fashion retailing better. In their framework, they 
showed how RFID can be useful for companies operating in fashion retailing (Figure 1). 
According to this framework, "responsiveness, relatedness and refinement" can be 
considered as values generated by RFID-based solutions. RFID also boost fashion retailing 
activities and the advancement in these areas leads o "efficiency, sales and profits". 
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Figure1. RFID-based business value-added framework for fashion retailing 
 

 
 

Source: Moon, K. L., & Ngai, E. W. T. (2008). The adoption of RFID in fashion retailing: 

a business value-added framework. Industrial Management & Data Systems,108(5), 596-

612. 

 

2.2.2. Body Scanning  

 

Body scanning is a technology that can capture and create an image on the computer screen 

data very quickly. Although it is a relatively new technology, its usage can provide 

important advantages for apparel industry. Consumers can see products visualized on the 

scan of their bodies and select styles and sizes with the help of this technology. Another 

benefit it provides is the consumer individualization opportunity. Familiarization and 

perceived risks are other important things to consider while using body scanning technique. 

Marketing brochures and videos could be used to make the customers discover the process. 

Also, the music types could be adjusted and privatization, giving clear information can help 

to decrease the risks associated with using this technology (Loker & Ashdown, 2004).  

Body scanning technique provides fashion, social and economic advantages. Retail industry 

also uses body scanning techniques but because of the fact that the technique is expensive 

and continuous technical support are needed while using it, it has not been accessible for 

most of the community. Because of these reasons the usage of this technique seems to be 

limited to high-end department stores and specialist sports retailers (Peng et al., 2012). The 

benefit that 3D body scanning technology provides is quick and consistent extraction of 

body measurements. The technology can also generate customized fit (Apeagyei, 2010). 

 

Specifically, apparel industry can benefit from body scanning technology in various ways. 

Stook & Hwang (2001) explain why the technology has potential in apparel industry as: 

 

 Endless number of linear and nonlinear measurements of human bodies can be 

acquired very quickly with the technology. 

 The technology is more accurate compared to the traditional measurement process. 

 Using body scanning technology shortens the time and decreases error since it 

allows to measure in a digital format. Therefore, it brings the advantage of 
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producing mass customized costumes. 

 

Consumers' interest in such a technology is important while deciding to use an innovative 

technology. According to Loker & Ashdown's (2004) study, most women between 35 and 

54 years of age were comfortable with using this technology and they expressed that they 

would be willing to try the body scanning again.  

 

2.2.3. Virtual-Try-On  
 

Virtual-try-on technology is considered as recent advances in 3D full body scanning 

(D'Apuzzo, 2009). While some people enjoy shopping a lot, some people think it consumes 

time. Usually, shoppers are concerned with "suit and fit" decisions. Virtual fitting rooms 

(VFR) that rely on augmented reality (AR) provides the advantage of trying on and 

matching accessories even when customers are not present in the shop. VFRs combine AR 

technologies with depth and color information and this benefit address the suit and fit 

concerns of customers. Customers also can see how additional products look on their outfits 

and they can look at the outfits from multiple angles with this technology (Pachoulakis & 

Kapetanakis, 2012). Virtual-try-on is used by fashion retailers in different fields. That 

technology lets virtual examination of clothes onto digital human body models (D'Apuzzo, 

2009). 

 

Virtual fitting rooms help clothing stores by increasing conversion rates and decreasing 

returns. By using this technology, customers can also try the clothes online with the help of 

their web cam since the product can be overlaid on consumers' real-time video (Martínez et. 

al., 2014). Nonetheless, Begole et. al. (2009) discuss some defects of this technology. They 

argue that people need to wear clothes o their body to get the full experience associated 

with trying on. Together with this, the virtual fitting technologies can not reflect all of the 

alternatives that a human can wear clothes. Another issue related with the usage of these 

technologies is privacy concern of customers. The social side of fashion shopping is also 

ignored. 

 

2.2.4. Augmented Reality  

 

The term "augmented reality" (AR) has been defined differently by various studies. 

Nonetheless, this study adopted Azuma's (1997) definition.  Azuma (1997) defines 

augmented reality as "any system that is interactive in real time, registered in three 

dimensions and combines real and virtual". In augmented reality, information generated by 

the computer is overlaid on reality and therefore physical reality is an essential part of 

augmented reality. In other words, augmented reality applications integrate real with digital 

(Berryman, 2012).  

 

The benefits of AR are; bringing many quick fixes to many fields, providing cost 

advantages or creating new services, and improving missing senses by being used as a  

"sensory substitution device" (Carmigniani & Furht, 2011). AR systems don't only enhance 

vision, but also hearing, touch and smell (Sanganee, 2013). 

 

Applications of AR can be seen in almost all fields Marketing, entertainment, media, 

sightseeing, industry, fashion, medicine (Berryman, 2012), military, training, education, 
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and retailing (Martínez et. al., 2014) are some of the areas that augmented reality is used. . 

Augmented reality also has many possible benefits for fashion industry; therefore, the 

industry uses augmented reality in many forms. 

 

Considering that usage of AR applications is especially crucial in the industries where 

quick information transfer is very important (Yuen & Johnson, 2011), fashion industry 

needs to integrate this technology into its strategy. AR technology can bring the advantage 

of showing extra information about products that enhances shopping experience (Martínez 

et. al., 2014). 

 

Augmented reality is an area with a lot of opportunities. For instance, as the usage of smart 

phones with location-based services increases, augmented reality technology draws more 

attention (Berryman, 2012). Since augmented reality is not yet a mature subject, there are 

some concerns related with the usage of this approach. First of all, augmented reality is not 

a simple technology to use and has no standards (Berryman, 2012).  Also, social acceptance 

issues, privacy concerns, ethical concern and user issues such as ease of use and technology 

acceptance (Carmigniani & Furht, 2011; Berryman, 2012) should be considered while 

deciding to use that kind of innovative approach.  

 

2.2.5. Magic Mirror 

 

Technology improvements have formed new applications of mirrors some of which are 

developed by advertising and computer sectors (Gupta et.al, 2015).  

 

Magic mirror interface is an application of AR and it is actually an LCD screen that 

provides the customers the opportunity to see his/ her reflections on that screen. Magic 

mirror shows the customers a virtual model of products they would want to try on.  Magic 

mirror stands out as a promising interface since it eliminates the need to actually try on 

products in physical stores. That feature brings the time- saving advantages for customers 

and probability of selling increases for the stores (Carmigniani & Furht, 2011).Therefore, it 

can be inferred that the tool is both useful for customers and companies. From consumers' 

side, the technology lets customers to virtually try on fashion products and also share their 

look on social networking platforms. Traditional fashion retailers use this technology to 

increase sales, leading customers to their social platforms and online shops, and to make it 

easy for consumers to reach their profile data in the store. The technology also increases 

fashion stores' social merchandising competence (Batista & Ng, 2012). 

 

3. Conclusion 

 

Considering the competitive industry dynamics, retailers need to be different from their 

competitors for long time survival. The innovative approaches that can be adopted by 

retailers appear as an alternative way to gain customers' interest and loyalty. Innovation is 

considered to be a must in current circumstances and retailers that fall behind the industry 

necessities are destined to be dropped out of the competition.  

 

Societal and technological changes have affected fashion industry and have approached 

fashion to technology management. Fashion industry can use innovation as a competitive 

tool since innovation is a process that never stops for the industry (Ünay & Zehir, 2012). 
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When the challenging nature of innovation is considered, retailers should pay attention to 

effectively managing innovation. In this context, retailers should enhance their knowledge 

on the strategies to integrate technology in retailing process and use those technologies to 

back managerial functions while at the same time collecting customer information. It is 

obvious that the technologies used in retailing provide time, place and purchasing 

advantages for companies but also, the enjoyment associated with those technologies 

appeals hedonic value of consumers. The benefits provided by those technologies are not 

only for customers but also for companies. Managers can easily get information about the 

decision-making process of consumers via those innovative approaches (Pantano, 2014). 

Together with this, a technology is valuable for retailers if it makes communication flow 

easier with their customers and their suppliers (Renko & Druzijanic, 2014). 

 

Although it is obvious that usage of innovative technologies in both retailing and fashion 

retailing provide numerous advantages, the studies on these areas are still limited. This 

study provides a conceptual background; future studies could extend the knowledge on 

innovative approaches to an applied research. Customers' interest, acceptance and attitudes 

toward these technologies can also be studied by future studies. 
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Abstract 

The advancement of women-managed small and micro enterprises has been recognized as an 

imperative strategy for promoting economic empowerment of women as well as reducing 

gender inequality. Women entrepreneurs in a developing nation like India, in spite of being 

at a disadvantage because of the Gender Digital Divide, are poised to exploit the emerging 

opportunities of the e-commerce technologies for increasing the efficiency and 

competitiveness of their firms and ensuring their sustenance. 106 women entrepreneurs in 

Kolkata, West Bengal, India was surveyed to explore the significant barriers which are 

preventing them from implementing e- commerce in their firms. Using the Unified Theory 

of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) model, this paper validates the four 

constructs of the model, to highlight the factors which affect the behavioural intention of 

these women entrepreneurs to adopt e-commerce. The results of the regression analysis 

reveals that their behavioural intention is significantly affected by constructs such as 

performance expectancy, facilitating conditions and social influence. It is recommended that 

training and awareness campaigns can become instrumental in enhancing the effort 

expectancy of this ICT application. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Irrespective of size firms across the world are increasingly incorporating  Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT) in their business operations.  ICT (Information & 

Communication Technology) is defined as ‘any technology used to support information 

gathering, processing, distribution and use’ (Beckinsale and Ram, 2006). In this new 

technology driven economy, ICT can transform the existing gender inequalities into 

opportunities and resources that can significantly contribute to the economic and social 

empowerment of women. Women entrepreneurs may utilize various ICT applications for 

developing their firms’ competitive edge. The exposure of women entrepreneurs to ICT 

infrastructure and systems means that although being part of the vulnerable group in Third 

world countries, women will no longer be excluded from the global business trends. The ICT 

domain is offering women entrepreneurs new opportunities to start and grow their businesses. 

Using ICT increases job performance, productivity and work effectiveness in women 

oriented business and these result in increased revenue (Ndubisi and Kahraman, 2005).  

 

One of the most emerging fields of ICT is e-commerce which is widely considered as a 

powerful tool for small businesses to compete with large firms (Jagoda, 2010). It can be 

defined as any type of purchasing & selling of goods or services via the Internet (Solaymani, 

Sohaili and Yazdinejad, 2012). By adopting ecommerce women entrepreneurs are accruing 

benefits such cost savings in terms of market communication, reduced marketing time, 

greater business exposure, improvement in customer satisfaction and retention increased 

efficiency and increased opportunities for business networking. (Chau, 2003, Beheshti and 

Sangari, 2007). It also facilitates women entrepreneurs to reach out to a geographically 

dispersed market within optimum cost and time (Maier and Reichert, 2008). Thus it is evident 

e- commerce technologies have the potential to increase the productivity and competitiveness 

of the women- run entrepreneurial firms in India. These women entrepreneurs are poised to 

tap the emerging opportunities of the e commerce technologies to overcome geographical & 

logistical challenges in terms of access to markets. 

 

Numerous theoretical models† have been developed by researchers to study the behavioural 

intentions of people to adopt emerging technologies. Two of the most noteworthy ones are 

the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) formulated by Davis in 1989 and the Unified 

Theory of Adoption and Use of Technology (UTAUT) by Venkatesh et al. in 2003.  The 

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)  posits that a person’s perceived usefulness and 

perceived ease of use of a particular technology are the relevant factors that enables one to 

understand the technology acceptance behaviour of the user. In the UTAUT model (which 

combines 8 models), Venkatesh et al. (2003) has outlined four constructs i.e performance 

expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence and facilitating conditions are the core 

determinants of technology acceptance of the user and their usage behavior. In the model, 

they introduced four moderators i.e gender, age, experience and voluntariness of use to 

measure the usage of technology and the intention of usage. This is the first model where 

gender has been explicitly introduced to study the technology usage.  

This study utilizes the UTAUT Model to examine the behavioural intention of women 

                                                           
† Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975), the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen, 

1991), the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989), the Combined –TAM-TPB model (C-TAM-TPB) 

(Taylor and Todd, 1995), the Motivational Model (MM) (Davis et al., 1992), the Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) 
(Rogers, 1995), Model of PC Utilization (MPCU) (Thompson et al., 1991), Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) 

(Bandura,1988). 
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entrepreneurs in Kolkata towards adopting e-commerce in their business ventures.  The study 

highlights to what extent women entrepreneurs are eager to incorporate such ICT tools for 

enhancing the growth of their entrepreneurial firms in this competitive scenario. 

  

2. Literature Review 

 

Antonio and Tuffley (2014)  have reviewed literature to find  that in developing countries 

there exists a” Gender Digital Divide” whereby women, due to social and cultural reasons 

make less use of technology as compared to men.  

Kamberidou (2013) questions the means by which information and communication 

technologies (ICTs) including e commerce can encourage and facilitate female 

entrepreneurship and how these women entrepreneurs are equipped to thrive in this new 

digital age. She examines how women are using technology to work independently, to market 

their brands or ideas, to monitor results instead of hours, and in particular to balance their 

personal/career lives 

Michota (2013) analyzed that in today’s tech savvy environment, women entrepreneurs are 

still lagging behind men entrepreneurs in ICT usage but the gap is reducing gradually. Due 

to inadequate security, women entrepreneurs tend to be absent from e commerce world. The 

study suggested that new techniques should be developed to safeguard privacy in order to 

manage sensitive user data, particularly for space-time data as ICT is developing rapidly. 

Mellita, D., & Cholil, W. (2012) highlighted the issues and importance of e commerce for 

women empowerment in developing countries. This empowerment of women requires 

training, gender analysis, planning, designing, implementation and monitoring assessment 

and paying attention effect on women’s live and their conditions 

 

MacGregor, and Vrazalic, (2008) gave an insight into how male and female SME 

owners/managers have different perceptions about the barriers in  ecommerce adoption. A 

survey of 207 SMEs in Australia showed that while females perceive technical issues to be a 

more important barrier than organisational issues,, male SME owners/managers by contrast 

are more anxious about  the suitability and organisational  fit of e-commerce in their ventures. 

Thus they highlighted that this had differing implications for initiatives aiming to promote e-

commerce adoption. While the focus of such initiatives should broadly be on technical 

training for females, for the males, case studies highlighting the benefits of e-commerce could 

be undertaken .  

The challenges encountered by small women enterprises in adopting ecommerce include lack 

of knowledge on e commerce applications, financial abilities, lack of skilled/trained 

manpower and significant costs of e commerce solutions, lack of time, advice and support 

(Eriksson, Hultman and Naldi, 2008). Hunaiti et al.(2009) investigated that main challenges 

in using ecommerce in Libya are high internet price, culture issues and limited trust in the 

online trading system. In developing countries, women entrepreneurs face institutional 

barriers as well as cultural barriers which slow down their growth (UNCTAD,2014). Women 

are ignorant about how to use ICT in their firms. Social norms and unavailability of adequate 

business networks (Malhotra, Kanesathasan and Patel, 2012; Badran, 2014) are the reasons. 

Women entrepreneurs’ attitude, knowledge and experience also play an important role in 

adopting new technologies (Vossenberg, 2013, Papastathopoulos and Beneki, 2010). 

 

Studies in India include one by Ram and Selvaraj (2012) who investigated barriers of 

incorporating Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in the small scale 

industries in Chennai. In spite of the important role played by the small businesses, some 
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crucial implementation barriers prevent them from developing and contributing sufficiently. 

The researchers suggested some requisites to overcome the barriers such as creation of a 

knowledge base on quality concepts about the value added products, ICT technology and 

standards, training programmes and ICT consultancy and advisory services. Padmannavar 

(2011) has stressed on how the  Government in India can  play an instrumental role in 

“bridging the digital divide” and promoting e-commerce amongst women entrepreneurs 

through various measures such as inexpensive and easy access to information networks, 

protection of intellectual property, legal recognition of e-commerce transactions, protection 

of consumer’s right to privacy. She suggested that following are the areas where Government 

intervention is required for women SMEs to uptake e-commerce: Technical assistance to 

SMEs to implement e-commerce, initiate campaign to promote the benefits to uptake 

ecommerce and free training course and workshop on ecommerce, security, privacy issues. 

 

Theoretical Framework 

The Unified Theory of Adoption and Use of Technology (UTAUT) developed by Venkatesh 

et al. (2003) studies the behavioral intention to use technology. This model consists of four 

core determinants of intention and usage: Performance Expectancy, Effort Expectancy, 

Social Influence and Facilitating Conditions. The four moderators of the model are Gender, 

Age, Experience and Voluntariness of use. The core determinants are the key factors which 

influence directly the user’s behavioral intention to use new technologies. Moderators are 

factors, which control the influence of the key factors. 

Table 1: Variables of UTAUT Model 

Variable Type Definition 

Performance 

Expectancy (PE) 

Independent The degree to which an individual believes 

that using the system would help him/her to 

attain gains in job performance 

Effort Expectancy 

(EE) 

Independent The degree of ease associated with the usage 

of the system 

Social Influence (SI) Independent The degree to which an individual perceives 

that other important persons believe that 

he/she should use the system  

Facilitating 

Condition (FC) 

Independent The degree to which an individual believes 

that an organizational and technical 

infrastructure exists to support use of the 

system. 

Behavioral 

Intention(BI) 

Dependent An indication of an individual’s readiness to 

perform a given behavior 
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Effort 

Expectancy 
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Fig1: The UTAUT Model 

 

3. Research Methodology 

 

To determine the effect of moderators on the acceptance and usage of e commerce 

technologies amongst the women entrepreneurs of the city of Kolkata, in India, by 

implementing the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) Model, 

the following research methodology was employed in this study: 

 

Sample and Data Collection- A sample of 120 women entrepreneurs were selected by the 

random sampling technique from the total population of 2632 women entrepreneurs 

registered with the Kolkata District Industries Centre of the Directorate of Micro, Small & 

Medium Enterprises (MSME). Responses were received from 106 entrepreneurs that give 

the response rate as 88%.. 

 

Survey Instrument - A structured questionnaire was used to collect data regarding the 

intention to adopt e-commerce amongst the women entrepreneurs. All the variables were 

measured using 5 point Likert Scale (1-Strongly Disagree and 5-Strongly Agree). Section 1of 

the questionnaire captured the demographic profile of the respondents while Section 2 

collected information on the constructs of the UTAUT Model. 

 

 

 

 

Research Hypotheses 

According to UTAUT, four factors which influence intention to use any technology (e.g as 

e-commerce) are Performance expectancy, Effort expectancy, Social influence and 

Gender Age Experience Voluntariness 

of Use 

Use 

Behavior 

Behavioral 

Intention 
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Facilitating conditions. The hypotheses were: 

 Hypothesis 1: Performance Expectancy positively affects user’s intention to use e-

commerce 

 Hypothesis 2: Effort Expectancy positively affects user’s intention to use e-

commerce 

 Hypothesis 3: Social Influence positively affects user’s intention to use e-commerce 

 Hypothesis 4: Facilitating Conditions positively affects user’s intention to use e-

commerce 

 

4. Analysis and Discussion 

4.1 Profile of Entrepreneurs and Firms – A total of 106 women entrepreneurs completed 

the survey. Table 2 shows the frequency distribution and percentage of the demographic 

profile of the women respondents. Table 3 shows the profile of the firms.  

Characteristics Number Percentage 

Age 

25-30 

30-40 

40-50 

 

45 

32 

29 

 

 42.45 

30.19 

27.36 

Education 

School Pass Out 

Graduate 

Post Graduate 

 

13 

80 

13 

 

12.26 

75.48 

12.26 

Marital Status 

Single 

Married 

 

26 

80 

 

24.52 

75.48 

Table 2. Demographic Profile of Women Entrepreneurs 

Table 3. Profile of Firms 

Characteristics Number Percentage 

Sector 

Manufacturing 

Services 

 

84 

22 

 

79.25 

20.75 

Type of Ownership 

Proprietorship 

Partnership 

Pvt. Ltd. Co. 

 

45 

30 

31 

 

42.45 

        28.30 

         29.25 

Market 

Local 

Regional 

 National 

 

30 

35 

41 

 

28.30 

33.02 

38.68 

 

 

 

4.2 Barriers in Adoption of E-Commerce 
 

The women entrepreneurs were asked to rate a 5 point Likert Scale ranging from 1 (Most 

Insignificant) to 5 (Most Significant), the barriers they encounter and which are preventing 

them from incorporating e-commerce in their business operations.  By reviewing various 
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literature, we have identified 7 main barriers encountered by women entrepreneurs in using 

e-commerce. .  

These barriers were Security & Privacy Issues , Learning E-Commerce is time consuming, 

Network Problem, High Costs, Lack of knowledge among employees, Lack of willingness 

to implement E-Commerce and Lack of skills and training . 

The most important barrier was related to the technological challenges that signify that the 

entrepreneurs are not aware of security and privacy related aspects of e-commerce the 

techniques used to safeguard their data. Also, learning new technology requires lot of time 

and often women entrepreneurs face the problem of inadequate infrastructural support. The 

second most significant barriers are  organizational challenges which implies that paucity of 

funds make these women entrepreneurs incapable of incurring the high cost of e-commerce  

implementation.  Moreover, the employees in these firms are not technically sound to operate 

the systems. The third most important barrier relates to the  individual challenges which 

entails  the inherent lack of willingness/motivation amongst these women entrepreneurs to 

incorporate e-commerce  in their businesses. Also they themselves lack the required skills 

and training to handle e-commerce systems and procedures. 

 

4.3 Inter-unit Variation in Behavioural Intention to adopt E-Commerce: The Regression 

Model  

   

The regression model is based on the premise that the behavioural intention of an 

entrepreneur to adopt e-commerce depends on the set of constructs namely, Performance 

expectancy, Effort expectancy, Social influence and Facilitating conditions. Mathematically 

the general form of the multiple regression model is represented as: 

BIj = 0  + 1PEj + 2EEj +3SIj+4FCj +  e ---------------------------------------------- (1) 

Where, BIj = Behavioural intention of firm to adopt e-commerce of unit j and  

PEj,  EEj,  SIj,,  FCj stand for the different independent variables, namely, 

PEj = Performance Expectancy,  

EEj = Effort Expectancy,  

SIj = Social Influence,  

FCj = Facilitating Conditions 

 

Table 4. Reliability Test 

Variables Cronbach’s alpha 

Performance Expectancy .950 

Effort Expectancy .933 

Social Influence .932 

Facilitating Conditions .803 

Behavioral Intention .984 

 

Reliability Test – This analysis is used to test the reliability of determinants. A value higher 

than 0.70 makes the determinant reliable otherwise it is being considered as unreliable. In 

this test, the cronbach’s alpha of all the variables have value more than 0.70, as given in Table 

4. This means that the questionnaire made for UTAUT model is reliable.  
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Table 5 summarizes the results of OLS Multiple linear regression. From the model summary 

of the results given in Table 5, it is seen that the value of R in the final model is 0.941. This 

denotes the high correlation between the observed behavioral intention score and the values 

of intention  score predicted by the mode. The value of R2 is 0.886. Thus one may suggest 

that the predictors this model explain approximately 88 percent of the variation in the 

behavioural intention to adopt e-commerce. The Adjusted R2 is 0.881 which reflects that the 

model fits the population moderately well. The F statistic in Table 6. indicates that the whole 

model is significant (p<.05). The significance of the predictor variables is displayed in Table 

7. The result showed that Performance Expectancy (PE), Social Influence (SI) and 

Facilitating Conditions (FC) significantly positively affects the women entrepreneurs’ 

behavioral intention to use e-commerce in their firms. Thus, the study supports, H1, H3 and 

H4. We may suggest that if women are convinced that by using e-commerce in business 

operations, the performance of their firms would improve then their  intention to use it 

becomes stronger.  Similarly if the peers of these women entrepreneurs support and 

implement the usage of e-commerce then it will be a positive boost for their intention to adopt 

such a process. Also the adequate availability of infrastructure and resources  (both financial 

and human) from governmental and private agencies will induce these  entrepreneurs to adopt 

e-commerce in their firms. 

 

Table 5. Model Summary of regression Analysis 

Model R R Square Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .941a .886 .881 .36077 

 

a. Predictors: (Constant), FC, PI, SI, EE 

 

 

Table 6. ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regression 102.172 4 25.543 196.250 .000b 

Residual 13.146 101 .130   

Total 115.318 105    

a. Dependent Variable: BI 

 

Table7: Coefficientsa 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) -1.138 .200  -5.680 .000 

PI .513 .078 .383 6.568 .000 

EE -.083 .086 -.070 -.963 .338 

SI .494 .077 .462 6.451 .000 

FC .340 .113 .240 3.019 .003 
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a. Dependent Variable: BI 

 

5. Conclusion 

In a developing nation like India where the Gender Digital Divide is still persistent, 

technology related challenges have emerged as the most significant barriers when women 

entrepreneurs in Kolkata contemplate using e-commerce in their day to day business 

operations.The UTAUT model shows that entrepreneurs’ intention to use e-commerce in 

the firm is influenced by Performance Expectancy, Social Influence and Facilitating 

Conditions. Effort Expectancy does not influence significantly the behavioral intention to 

use ICT. The reason is due to low education in terms of the technical knowhow. Due to 

lack of training the entrepreneurs are not aware how e-commerce may decrease the effort 

involved in managing business operations. Lack of training creates ignorance about of the 

system and processes. It is recommended that training and awareness campaigns can 

become instrumental in enhancing the effort expectancy of this ICT application. 

Government and other private/non government bodies should develop programmes and 

policies to impart proper training to all the entrepreneurs in both rural as well as urban areas 

so that the entrepreneurs becomes aware of the benefits in implementing e-commerce.  
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Abstract 

 The 2014 general election toward the Agriculture oriented president is done to 

realize the development of Indonesian agriculture.  Aims of the study are to determine the 

characteristics of the population in the locale of study; to analyze brand awareness and 

brand association of presidential candidate; to distinguish presidential candidates and 

determine whether it has an impact on the voters’ consideration in choosing their 

respective candidate.  The primary data obtained by direct interviews with respondents via 

telephone and the secondary data obtained from literature, books, and library materials. 

Data processing tools used in this study are Semantic Differential Scale, Descriptive 

Statistical Analysis such as Cochran test and Chi-Square test. The study showed that 

Prabowo Subianto and Joko Widodo have different leadership characteristics. Prabowo 

became a top of mind and Jokowi became a brand recall, which concludes in both 

similarities and dissimilarities in the brand image. Top of mind and brand association of 

agriculture oriented president’s candidates significantly affect voters' preferences for 

presidential choice. 

 

Keywords: agricultural; brand association; brand awareness; elections; voters’  

preferences. 

 

Introduction  

 

Year 2014 was a big moment for Indonesian citizen, especially for politician. Indonesian 

chose the best candidate to be the next President. The candidates would present the ideas 

and also their contribution for the country. 

                                                           
* * Correspondent author: +628111104474; jonomun@gmail.com 
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 One of the big issues in this country is related to agriculture, the agricultural 

sector has significant role in the national economy. These roles have contributed to GDP 

and able to reduce poverty, because the culture of Indonesia is agricultural. East Java 

Province is one of the provinces in Indonesia which have potential in agriculture.   Regional 

gross domestic product (GDP ) in East Java in 2013  grew by 6.55 % compared to 2012. All 

sectors experienced positive growth , with the highest growth in the transport and 

communications sector amounted to 10.43 % , while the lowest in the agricultural sector 

amounted 1:59 density % ( Jatimprov 2013 ) .Urgency agricultural policy in boosting food 

security and economic growth increasingly necessary . Therefore , the approach of the 

presidential election , it is expected that the public know the vision, mission and programs 

of the presidential candidates in advance to achieve the welfare of the people in the 

agricultural sector, especially in food security . 

  In the process of elections, branding of the candidate has significant role in 

political communication (Adolphsen, 2009). Brand  defines as name , sign, symbol, or 

design which used to identify the good or services of seller and also differentiate with 

another competitor (Kotler and Keller, 2009, h. 277) a brand is also consumer perceive not 

only the product..Branding is the process of creating differences between products (Kotler 

and Keller, 2009, h. 277, h.278).   (Keller, 2001) stated that  there are steps to create a 

strong brand, Brand awareness and brand associations as the  first step to identify the 

successful of the campaign  of candidate. 

 From the stated above, the aims of the studies are to analyze brand awareness 

which of the candidate would be chosen by Jawa timur citizen. The second is to analyze the 

candidate of president in 2014 in agriculture sector. 

 

2. Methods 

 

The collecting data for this research used phone interview and questionnaire, with ize of 

sample is 100 person, which used non probabalitiy sampling , purposive sampling. The 

respondents are the citizen of Jawa timur who has age 17 year above. The analysis used 

Descriptive and Cochran  methods. 

Descriptive analysis is used to explains or describes the various characteristics of the data , 

such as the form of the average , how much data is varied and so on ( Santoso et al . 2002) . 

In the characteristic data of respondents and brand awareness percentage calculation . 

Presentation of these data in order to support and clarify the results . According Durianto et 

al . (2004 ) , Cochran test used in the data with nominal scale measurement or for 

information in two separate forms , such as information ' yes ' or 'no' . Cochran test is used 

to determine the significance of the relationship each brand association . Associations that 

are interconnected to form the brand image of the brand. Cochran test using the following 

steps 

 

 

                                                                                        (1) 

Information: 

C : The number of variables ( association ) 

Ri : The number of lines of 'yes ' 

Cj : Number of columns 'yes ' 
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N : Total respondents 

2. Determination of Q tables 

With α = 0.05 degrees of freedom (df ) = k - 1 , the obtained Qtab ( 0:05; df ) on the table 

Chi Square Table 

3. Decisions 

Reject Ho and accept Ha , if Qhit > Qtab or accept and reject Ho Ha , if Qhit < Qtab 

4. Conclusion : 

a. If you reject Ho means the proportion of YES responses are still different on all attributes 

. That is, there is no agreement among respondents about the attributes  

Sugiyono (2010 ) , Chi Square test ( ) of the sample is a statistical technique used to test the 

hypothesis when the population is made up of two or more classes in which the data is 

nominal and sample great shape . Chi Square test is used to determine the correlation 

between brand awareness presidential candidates ( only use the results of the top of mind 

alone ) and brand association agriculture presidential candidate with presidential voter 

preferences . Chi Square formula is as follows : 

 

                                                                                       (2) 

Information: 

 : Chi Square 

   Frequency of observation results 

 Frequency Expected 

The hypothesis proposed for the Chi Square test between the top of mind of presidential 

candidates with presidential voter preferences are as follows: 

Ho: There is no relationship between a top of mind with preferennsi presidential candidate 

presidential elections 

Ha: There is a relationship between the top of mind of the presidential candidate with the 

presidential election preferennsi 

The proposed hypothesis to test Chi Square between brand association agriculture 

presidential candidate with presidential voter preferences are as follows: 

Ho: There is no relationship between brand association agriculture presidential candidate 

with the presidential election preferences 

Ha: There is a relationship between brand association agriculture presidential candidate 

with the presidential election preferences 

 

3. Discusions 

Analysis of Brand Awareness Presidential Candidate 

Different levels of brand awareness can be described in a pyramid that has a level from 

high to low, which is top of mind, brand recall, brand recognition and brand unaware 

(Durianto et al., 2004). In this research, the level of brand awareness that is used is top of 

mind and brand recall only. 

 

1. Top of Mind 

According Durianto et al. (2004), top of mind describes the first brand in mind the 

respondent or the first called when the concerned asked about a product category. Top of 

mind is a single response to the question, meaning that one respondent can only give one 

answer to that question. 
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   Table 3.1 

5.8% 

52% 

42.2% 

Lainnya

Prabowo Subianto

Joko Widodo

Source; Data Proceed 2015 

 

 Figure 3 , Prabowo occupy the top position in the top of mind . This shows that 

Prabowo is the presidential candidate most remembered by the respondents with a 

percentage of 52% . Meanwhile Joko Widodo only get a percentage of 42.2 % and others 

5.8% . Respondents in this study more knowledgeable figure presidential candidates 

through electronic media and social media is one form of advertising of the presidential 

candidates 

 

5. Conclusions: 

 Based on this research, the analysis showed that brand awareness Prabowo as 

top of mind and Joko Widodo be brand recall . Joko Widodo as brand recall can exhibit 

superior characteristics possessed to the voters in order to increase its image , such as Joko 

Widodo characteristics are close to the people of the lower middle and have the experience 

to lead a well while serving as mayor of Surakarta. Joko Widodo characteristics of these 

can increase the level of awareness of voters against him . 

 Based on this research, analysis of brand Association presidential candidate in 

the agricultural sector show the brand image on Prabowo is oriented or able to develop 

comprehensive agriculture, food security, and be able to prioritize the development of 

agriculture, agribusiness and agro-industries. brand image in Joko Widodo is able to 

develop agriculture-oriented or extensively although only in forestry, food security, 

agricultural businesses, and prioritize the development of agriculture, agribusiness and 

agro-industries. In the aspect of leadership, the image of society to Prabowo on agricultural 

development widely, food security, and is able to prioritize the development of agriculture, 

agribusiness and agro-industry has been good, it is supported by background Prabowo who 

was the head HKTI (Association of Indonesian Farmers) in 2004 and chairman of the 

LGAs (Market Merchants Association of Indonesia) in 2008. While the agricultural 

business Prabowo considered not able to develop the field. It is expected Prabowo can 

maintain an image that is already established in the community and kemimpinan focus 

more on the business of agriculture. Then, the image of society against Joko Widodo to 

forestry, food security, agricultural business, and is able to Prioritize development of 

agriculture, agribusiness and agro-industries have been considered good by the community, 

it can be seen from the background Joko Widodo, who is a graduate of the Faculty of 

Forestry and she never had a timber business in the city of Solo. Whereas, on the 

development of agriculture, fishery, and livestock Joko Widodo is still less visible in the 

eyes of society. Therefore, Joko Widodo can maintain the image that has been formed 

society and he must show his ability in the fields of agriculture, fishery, and livestock so the 

image of society will increase. In the aspect of control, Prabowo and Joko Widodo is 

expected to run programs that the establishment of the fullest because they both already had 
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experience a good lead. It can be seen that Prabowo was a former Army officer and former 

Mayor Joko Widodo meruapakan Solo and former Jakarta governor. 

 Based on this research, analysis of brand Association presidential candidate in 

the agricultural sector show the brand image on Prabowo is oriented or able to develop 

comprehensive agriculture, food security, and be able to prioritize the development of 

agriculture, agribusiness and agro-industries. brand image in Joko Widodo is able to 

develop agriculture-oriented or extensively although only in forestry, food security, 

agricultural businesses, and prioritize the development of agriculture, agribusiness and 

agro-industries. In the aspect of leadership, the image of society to Prabowo on agricultural 

development widely, food security, and is able to prioritize the development of agriculture, 

agribusiness and agro-industry has been good, it is supported by background Prabowo who 

was the head HKTI (Association of Indonesian Farmers) in 2004 and chairman of the 

LGAs (Market Merchants Association of Indonesia) in 2008. While the agricultural 

business Prabowo considered not able to develop the field. It is expected Prabowo can 

maintain an image that is already established in the community and kemimpinan focus 

more on the business of agriculture. Then, the image of society against Joko Widodo to 

forestry, food security, agricultural business, and is able to Prioritize development of 

agriculture, agribusiness and agro-industries have been considered good by the community, 

it can be seen from the background Joko Widodo, who is a graduate of the Faculty of 

Forestry and she never had a timber business in the city of Solo. Whereas, on the 

development of agriculture, fishery, and livestock Joko Widodo is still less visible in the 

eyes of society. Therefore, Joko Widodo can maintain the image that has been formed 

society and he must show his ability in the fields of agriculture, fishery, and livestock so the 

image of society will increase. In the aspect of control, Prabowo and Joko Widodo is 

expected to run programs that the establishment of the fullest because they both already had 

experience a good lead. It can be seen that Prabowo was a former Army officer and former 

Mayor Joko Widodo meruapakan Solo and former Jakarta governor. 

 

Based on this research, brand awareness analysis showed Prabowo has the highest position 

at the level of the top of mind with a percentage of 52% and Joko Widodo in the position of 

brand recall denggan percentage of 49.5%. 

Based on the analysis of brand association Prabowo and Joko Widodo has similarities in 

some associations that become the brand image of both of them, which is oriented or able to 

develop forestry, able to guarantee the population adequate amounts of a locally based 

(quantity of food), is able to provide food that is safe and nutritious ( food quality), are able 

to achieve food sovereignty (free to determine their own food), can reduce food imports, 

and be able to prioritize the development of agriculture, agribusiness and agro-industries. 

Prabowo excellence brand image is oriented or able to develop agriculture, fishery, and 

livestock, while the advantages of brand image Joko Widodo is capable of resolving issues 

food distribution and marketing of agriculture and improve agricultural infrastructure. 

The result of Chi Square test between the top of mind of presidential candidates and brand 

association presidential candidate with the preferences of voters the presidential produce 

that voters consistently determine the top of mind and the result of the preference of voters 

the president is Prabowo is the choice of the voters in East Java and the results of the test 

Chi Square between brand association presidential candidate in the agricultural sector with 

a preference peilih president suggest that the entire correlations with the answer "Yes" on 

atibut brand association stated that Prabowo is more favored than Joko Widodo.  
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Abstract 

Although appetence of luxury, that all the people have, shows some alteration based on 

persona and era, it always exists. This paper focuses on online sale strategies of tech-

oriented luxury products to reveal people’s luxury perception for these products. The luxury 

products that is the subject of this paper are inventions or improved designs, make daily life 

easier and increase life quality without wastefulness, as expected. The business version of 

these luxury products is also useful to save money and time. The scope of the luxury 

products can be expanded by including health and security products since they benefit high-

quality life and their price is too much expensive, although they can be defined as basic 

needs. However, this study is not related to traditional luxuries such as jewels, high fashion 

clothes, and the most expensive cars. Around four hundred participants from not only 

luxury product consumers or potential users since many examples in the market show 

clearly that the proper design and sale strategy for the luxury products can provide to be 

acquirable for a wide range of consumers attend to the questionnaire. Finally, the results of 

the questionnaire are analyzed in SPSS to investigate people’s lifestyle and their perception 

into this product category.  

 

 

Keywords: Technology, Innovative Products, Luxury, e-Commerce 
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1. Introduction 

In today’s world, creative people with entrepreneurial character bring to life lots of 

innovative products through easy access to technological facilities. Tech-Oriented Products 

that provided to consumption by the entrepreneurs called by customers usually “Luxury” in 

the early stage of their life cycles. 

When following definitions of “Luxury” is considered both chronologically and totally, 

reasons of calling Tech-Oriented Innovative Products (TOIP) in early stage of life cycles as 

“Luxury” is obviously seen; 

"…anything unneeded.” (Sekora 1977, 23) 

“More than other products, luxury items are bought for what they mean, beyond what they 

are." (Dubois and Paternault 1995, 71) 

“… one person’s functionality may be another person’s luxury." (Bernstein 1999, 48) 

“New Luxury - products and services that possess higher levels of quality, taste, and 

aspiration than other goods in the category but are not so expensive as to be out of reach." 

(Silverstein and Fiske 2003, 3) 

“… luxury goods are conductive to pleasure and comfort, are difficult to obtain and bring 

the owner esteem, apart from functional utility.” (Shukla 2011, 243) 

Television is an example for innovative products that ranked as “Luxury” in their early 

stage of life cycle. There is no place to rarity principle or any negative bias to passing 

growth and maturity stage of life cycle. It means this intangible “Luxury” tag causes 

difficulties to general consumption, and this situation is starting point of this research. 

Luxury product category can be expanded various subcategories such as jewelry, high 

fashion clothes, high-quality wines etc. and each subcategory can be investigated to reach 

the perception about. In this paper, Tech-Oriented Innovative Products (TOIP) is focused 

because this product category’s reputation is seen lower than any others in Turkey. Beside 

intangible “Luxury" tag, lower reputation in this category is clearly a major barrier to 

general consumption, people can't buy things that they are not aware of. 

Luxury Perception that narrowed as Tech-Oriented Innovative Products (TOIP) and e-

Commerce preferences in this category was researched on around four hundred participants 

with a questionnaire. Then through the questionnaire, whether participants follow recent 

products or not is detected. On the other hand, several conditions are discovered that they 

lead the participants to obtain these products. Also, participants’ thoughts about the idea of 

getting these products only from e-store are observed. Defining participants’ lifestyle and 

bias rates is another important subject of this paper because of nature of innovative 

products and getting them from non-traditional way as nothing but an e-store. Finally, as a 

result of the research, analysis aims to determine potential customer types with mentioned 

conditions for creative entrepreneurs. 

2. Literature 

2.1 Luxury Perception Framework 

There is a framework with four dimensions to understanding consumers’ luxury perception. 

This framework occurs with, financial (price, discount etc.), functional (usability, durability 

etc.), individual (materialism, self-identity value etc.) and social (conspicuousness, prestige 

etc.) dimensions (Wiedmann, Hennigs, & Siebels, 2007). Questionnaire of this research 
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was arranged by taking into consideration these four dimensions. 

2.2 Luxury Market Evolution 

The evolution of luxury market has five basic phases for every country, and Table 1 

displays the definition of the each stage. Turkey’s luxury market is at the Vanity Phase such 

as other developing countries. The most important feature of this phase is, luxury has seen 

the symbol of the economic status. (Deloitte Turkey, 2015)  

Table 1. Phases of Luxury Market Evolution 

The Elite 

 Income distribution isn’t statistically normal. 

 Only Executives and wealthy people can reach luxury. 

Accumulation of Wealth 

 Economic development has begun. 

 Wide range consumers spend money for not only clothing and food. 

 Elites have begun to tend luxury. 

Vanity Phase 

 Wealth is accumulated sufficiently. 

 The middle-income group expands the luxury market. 

 Luxury seen symbol of economic status. 

Internalization Phase 

 Luxury is adapted to life. 

 Sophisticated perspective expands. 

 The demand for luxury has diversified. 

Life Style 

 Luxury is a part of life. 

 Customers have become conscious about their wish from luxury products and 

they guide to luxury production. 

 Alternative luxury needs have begun to occur. 

Source: Luxury Sector in Turkey: Uptrend of Luxury (Deloitte Turkey, 2015) 

2.3 Open-Minded Cognition 

Being open-minded can’t be observed directly with a question such as “Are you open-

minded?”. For this obvious reason following research is placed in this paper. 

 

An open-minded cognitive style is marked by a willingness to consider a variety of 

intellectual perspectives, values, attitudes, opinions, or beliefs, even those that contradict 

the individual’s prior opinion. Open-minded individuals attend to a variety of viewpoints, 

consider numerous competing perspectives, and elaborate upon information in an unbiased 

manner (Price, Ottati, Wilson, & Kim, 2015). Based on these terms, here is an example for 

scale that Price et al. (2015) used in their research about measuring open-minded cognition: 

1. I have no patience for (political/ religious) arguments I disagree with. 

2. I often “tune out” (political/ religious) messages I disagree with.   

3. I believe it is a waste of time to pay attention to certain (political/ religious) ideas.  

4. I try to reserve judgment until I have a chance to hear arguments from both sides of a 

(political/ religious) issue.  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5. I am open to considering other viewpoints (When it comes to politics/ religion).  

6. When thinking about a (political/ religious) issue, I consider as many different opinions 

as possible. 

2.4 Consumer Types by Adaptation 

Rogers (2003) defines five adopter categories as ideal types.  

Innovators: Venturesome 

Venturesomeness is almost an obsession with innovators. Their interest in new ideas leads 

them out of a local circle of peer networks and into more cosmopolite social relationships. 

Communication patterns and friendships among a clique of innovators are common, even 

though these individuals may be quite geographically distanced. Being an innovator has 

several prerequisites. Control of substantial financial resources is helpful in absorbing the 

possible losses from an unprofitable innovation. The ability to understand and apply 

complex technical knowledge is also needed. The innovator must be able to cope with a 

high degree of uncertainty about an innovation at the time he or she adopts (Rogers, 2003). 

Early Adopters: Respect 

Early adopters are a more integrated part of the local social system than are innovators. 

Whereas innovators are cosmopolites, early adopters are localities. This adopter category, 

more than any other, has the highest degree of opinion leadership in most systems. Potential 

adopters look to early adopters for advice and information about an innovation. The early 

adopter is considered by many to be “the individual to check with” before adopting a new 

idea. This adopter category is generally sought by change agents as a local missionary for 

speeding the diffusion process. Because early adopters are not too far ahead of the average 

individual in innovativeness, they serve as a role model for many other members of a social 

system. Early adopters help trigger the critical mass when they adopt an innovation 

(Rogers, 2003). 

Early Majority: Deliberate 

The early majority adopt new ideas just before the average member of a system. The early 

majority interact frequently with their peers but seldom hold positions of opinion leadership 

in a system. The early majority’s unique location between the very early and the relatively 

late to adopt makes them an important link in the diffusion process. They provide 

interconnectedness in the system’s interpersonal networks. The early majority are one of 

the most numerous adopter categories, making up one-third of all members of a system 

(Rogers, 2003). 

Late Majority: Skeptical 

The late majority adopt new ideas just after the average member of a system. Like the early 

majority, the late majority make up one-third of the members of a system. Adoption may be 

both an economic necessity for the late majority and the result of increasing peer pressures. 

Innovations are approached with a skeptical and cautious air, and the late majority do not 

adopt until most others in their system have already done so (Rogers, 2003). 

Laggards: Traditional 

Laggards are the last in a social system to adopt an innovation. They possess almost no 

opinion leadership. Laggards are the most localities of all adopter categories in their 
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outlook. Many are near isolates in the social networks of their system. The point of 

reference for the laggard is the past. Decisions are often made in terms of what has been 

done previously, and these individuals interact primarily with others who also have 

relatively traditional values. Laggards tend to be suspicious of innovations and of change 

agents. Their innovation-decision process is relatively lengthy, with adoption and use 

lagging far behind awareness-knowledge of a new idea. Resistance to innovations on the 

part of laggards may be entirely rational from the laggards’ viewpoint as their resources are 

limited and they must be certain that a new idea will not fail before they can adopt. The 

laggard’s precarious economic position forces the individual to be extremely cautious in 

adopting innovations (Rogers, 2003). 

3. Methodology 

In this study, data was gathered through a questionnaire. 444 random people from Turkey 

participated to questionnaire between 7𝑡ℎ and 20𝑡ℎ April 2016. 376 participants totally 

completed, and 6 of them are not included to analysis. Reason of elimination is inconsistent 

answers. Participants’ 40,3% are female, 59,7% are male. 

 

Figure 1. Research Sample’s Birth Year Distribution 

3.1 TOIP Awareness Score 

The questionnaire contains three items that show whether participants are aware of 

Kickstarter and/or Indiegogo, nine TOIP Design Companies and eight TOIP Publishers or 

not. With the manually given answers, the total count of TOIP Design Companies and 

Publishers were increased to 20. These 20 organizations were sorted according to their 

Alexa Ranks. Most known organization’s constant (k) determined as 0,05 and least known 

organization’s constant (k) determined as 1,00. In case participants are aware of Kickstarter 

and/or Indiegogo, 1 point was added to their Total TOIP Awareness Score. Equation 1, 

represent how TOIP Awareness Score is calculated: 

𝐴
= 𝐾

+  ∑ 𝑘𝑖

𝑖=20

𝑖=1

 

𝐴 = 𝑇𝑂𝐼𝑃 𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 

𝐾 = 𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐾𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∕ 𝑜𝑟 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑔𝑜 

𝑘𝑖

= 𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑂𝐼𝑃 𝑂𝑟𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 1 

(1

) 

Although max. TOIP Awareness Score is 12,50 research sample’s max. TOIP Awareness 

Score is 6,45. Also, mean of TOIP Awareness Scores is 0,99.  
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     Table 2. Alexa Ranks of TOIP Organizations 

Site Alexa Global Rank Relative Rank k 

Engadget 422 1 0,05 

Wired 862 2 0,1 

Bigumigu 935* 3 0,15 

Fast Company 7.636 4 0,2 

Design Boom 11.597 5 0,25 

Jawbone 16.234 6 0,3 

Design Milk 21.568 7 0,35 

Bundesign 23.436* 8 0,4 

Core77 28.101 9 0,45 

Yanko Design 37.733 10 0,5 

Bless This Stuff 43.709 11 0,55 

Quirky 76.301 12 0,6 

Frog Design 89.572 13 0,65 

IPPINKA 237.561 14 0,7 

Studio Banana Things 487.984 15 0,75 

Fuseproject 702.411 16 0,8 

Ammunition 1.061.416 17 0,85 

RKS 1.483.575 18 0,9 

Mind Tribe 1.965.087 19 0,95 

Designs of the World 3.946.244 20 1 

Source: alexa.com (Date of Access: April 2016) 

3.2 Bias Rate 

By taking into consideration the research subject and the sample, by inspiring from the 

scale that used by Price, Ottati, Wilson & Kim (2015), a new Bias Rate Scale was 

created. Participants were managed to pick through 6 music genres, 7 types of food and 5 

movie genres that they do not like at all. The following step, participants were managed to 

indicate their experience about items that they picked as disliked. In this way, participants' 

bias, in other words, open-mindedness rate was aimed to measure. Equation 2 represents 

how Bias Rate is calculated: 

𝐵 =
∑ 𝑏𝑖

𝑖=18
𝑖=1

𝑛
 

𝐵 = 𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 

𝑏𝑖 = 𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 (𝑇𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 3) 

𝑛 = 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 

(2) 

 

Table 3. Single Bias Rate Scoring Chart  

Experience of Disliked 

Item 
Never 1 Time 

2 

Times 

3 

Times 
4 Times 

5+ 

Times 

Bias Score for Single 

Item 
5 4 3 2 1 0 

18 Participants didn’t pick any item. For this reason, their bias rate could not be measured. 

Research sample’s maximum bias rate is 5,00 minimum bias rates is 0,00. Also, mean of 

                                                      
* Rank in Turkey 
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bias rates is 2,63. 

3.3 Total Activity Score 

Total Activity Scores was calculated with Social Activity Scores and Sportive Activity 

Scores. Research sample’s maximum Total Activity Score is 26,00 minimum Total Activity 

Score is 0,00. Also, mean of Total Activity Score is 12,07. Figure 2 shows the distribution 

of research sample’s Social Activity Score. 

 

 
Figure 2. Research Sample’s Total Activity Scores’ Distribution 

Social Activity Score 

Social Activity Scores was calculated according to participants’ reading, concert, cinema 

and theater experiences in last 1 year and being in abroad experiences in last 2 years. 

 

Table 4. Social Experience’s Scoring Chart 

Abroad E. Never Once 2 Times 3-5 Times 6-10 Times 
11-25 

Times 

26+ 

Times 

Abroad S. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Concert E. Never Once 2 Times 3-5 Times 6-10 Times 11+ Times 

Concert Score 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Cinema E. Never Once 2 Times 3-5 Times 6-15 Times 16+ Times 

Cinema S. 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Theater E. Never Once 2 Times 3-5 Times 6-10 Times 11+ Times 

Theater S. 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Reading E. Never Once 2 Times 3-5 Times 6-10 Times 
11-25 

Times 

26+ 

Times 

Reading S. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

E.: Experience S.: Score 

Research sample’s maximum Social Activity Score is 24,00 minimum Social Activity 
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Score is 0,00. Also, mean of Social Activity Score is 11,04. 

 

Figure 3. Research Sample’s Social Activity Score Distribution 

Sports Activity Score 

Participants were managed to pick sports that they do and Table 5 shows how the sportive 

score is determined. The mean of Sportive Activity Score is 1,04. 

 

Table 5. Sportive Activity Scoring Chart 

Selected Sport Count None 1 Type 2+ Types 

Sportive Score 0 1 2 

3.4 Marketing Items 

Furthermore, various relations were analyzed with questions such as e-commerce trends, 

price expectations, products features’ effects. 

4. Empirical Study and Results 

4.1 Relation Between Awareness of Kickstarter/Indiegogo and TOIP Companies & 

Publishers 

In order to see if there is any difference between awareness about Kickstarter/Indiegogo 

and awareness about TOIP Companies & Publishers as Factors of TOIP Awareness Score, 

a non-parametric test was performed, which is Mann-Whitney U. Reason of using a non-

parametric test is assumptions for parametric tests as normality for both groups (Aware 

Group: K (167) = .221,  p < .05; Not Aware Group: K (203) = .356, p < .05) and 

homogeneity of variances (F (1,368) = 48.730,  p < .05) was not satisfied. Confidence 

Interval for the mean is 95%. Results of Mann-Whitney U Test (U=10592.50 p=.000) 

indicated that awareness of TOIP Companies and Publishers has a medium difference (Z= -

6.849 r = -0.35) whether participants are aware of Kickstarter/Indiegogo or not. The 

significance level is 0,05. Also, Mean Rank Table (Table 6) indicates Aware Group Rank is 

higher than Not Aware Group although participants that are aware of  

Kickstarter/Indiegogo is lesser.   

 

 

  

Table 6. Awareness of Kickstarter/Indiegogo Mean Ranks by Awareness about TOIP 
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Companies & Publishers 

 
Awareness of 

Kickstarter/Indiegogo 
N Mean Rank 

Awareness about TOIP 

Companies & 

Publishers 

Not Aware 203 154,18 

Aware 167 223,57 

This analysis shows Awareness of Kickstarter/Indiegogo is an important part of TOIP 

Awareness Score. 

4.2 Relation Between Sex and TOIP Awareness 

In order to see if there is any difference between sex and TOIP Awareness Score, a non-

parametric test was performed, which is Mann-Whitney U. Reason of using a non-

parametric test is assumption for parametric tests as normality for both groups (Female: K 

(149) = .213, p < .05; Male: K (221) = .204, p < .05) was not satisfied, although 

homogeneity of variances (F (1,368) = 1.593, p > .05) was satisfied. Confidence Interval 

for the mean is 95%. Results of Mann-Whitney U Test (U=16271.50, p=.843, Z=-.198) 

indicated that TOIP awareness has not difference according to participants’ sex. The 

significance level is 0,05. Also, Table 7 indicates that there isn’t difference about TOIP 

Awareness for each sex. 

Table 7. Means of Sexes by TOIP Awareness 

 Sex N Mean 

TOIP Awareness 
Female 203 1,00168 

Male 167 ,98756 

4.3 Relation Between Birth Year Groups and TOIP Awareness Groups 

Before running any test, TOIP Awareness Scores was grouped to prevent insufficient 

statistics then in order to see if there is any relation between birth year groups and TOIP 

Awareness Score, a non-parametric test was performed, which is Chi-Square.  

Reason of using a non-parametric test is assumption for parametric tests as normality for 

each age groups ([1994-1999]: K (56) = .288, p < .05; [1990-1993]: K (82) = .240, p < .05; 

[1986-1989]: K (73) = .256, p < .05; [1982-1985]: K (61) = .247, p < .05; [1978-1981]: K 

(46) = .200, p < .05; [1952-1977]: K (52) = .320, p < .05) was not satisfied, although 

homogeneity of variances (F (5,364) = 2.121, p > .05) was satisfied. Confidence Interval 

for mean is 95%. Results of Chi-Square Test (𝑥2(15)= 12.830, p=0.615) indicated that there 

isn’t significant relation between birth year of participants and their TOIP Awareness. 

However, Table 8 shows that highest percentage (33,3%) of highest TOIP Awareness Score 

Group (over 2,25) belongs to participants born in [1990-1993]. Second highest TOIP 

Awareness Score Group (1,00-2,25] has two groups that divided as [1990-1993] and [1986-

1989]. These two groups’ takes part with same percentage, 22,4%. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8. TOIP Awareness Groups and Birth Year Groups Crosstabulation 
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Birth Year Groups 

Total [1994-

1999] 

[1990-

1993] 

[1986-

1989] 

[1982-

1985] 

[1978-

1981] 

[1952-

1977] 

T
O

IP
 A

w
a

re
n

es
s 

G
ro

u
p

s 

w
it

h
in

 T
O

IP
 

A
w

ar
en

es
s 

G
ro

u
p

s 
[0-

0,25] 

27 

17,10% 

32 

20,30% 

31 

19,60% 

25 

15,80% 

15 

9,50% 

28 

17,70% 

158 

100% 

(0,25-

1] 

13 

14,30% 

17 

18,70% 

19 

20,90% 

15 

16,50% 

13 

14,30% 

14 

15,40% 

91 

100% 

(1,00-

2,25] 

9 

13,40% 

15 

22,40% 

15 

22,40% 

12 

17,90% 

9 

13,40% 

7 

10,40% 

67 

100% 

Over 

2,25 

7 

13,00% 

18 

33,30% 

8 

14,80% 

9 

16,70% 

9 

16,70% 

3 

5,60% 

54 

100% 

Total 

within TOIP 

Awareness Groups 

56 

15,10% 

82 

22,20% 

73 

19,70% 

61 

16,50% 

46 

12,40% 

52 

14,10% 

370 

100% 

4.4 Relation Between Bias Rate and Trend of e-Commerce as Single Option 

There are 18 participants that their bias rate marked as “Could Not Be Measured” because 

these participants didn’t select any item as “Disliked”, so in this part of analysis n=352. 

Before running any test, Bias Rate was grouped to prevent insufficient statistics then in 

order to see if there is any relation between bias rates groups and trend of e-Commerce as 

Single Option, a non-parametric test was performed, which is Chi-Square. Reason of using 

a non-parametric test is assumption for parametric tests as normality for each bias rate 

groups ([0,00-1,00]: K (57) = .392, p < .05; (1,00-2,00]: K (67) = .385, p < .05; (2,00-3,00]: 

K (81) = .345, p < .05; (3,00-4,00]: K (111) = .327, p < .05; (4,00-5,00]: K (36) = .452, p < 

.05) and homogeneity of variances (F (4,347) =2.882,  p< .05) was not satisfied. 

Confidence Interval for mean is 95%.  Results of Chi-Square Test (𝑥2(8)= 8.458, p=0.390) 

indicated that there isn’t significant relation between participants’ bias rate and their 

accepting trend of e-commerce as single purchase option. 

Table 9. e-Commerce Trends and Bias Rate Groups Crosstabulation 

  

e-Commerce Trends 

Total 
Positive 

Needs Showrooming / 

Additional Conditions -> 

Positive 

Negative 

B
ia

s 
R

a
te

 G
ro

u
p

s 
 

w
it

h
in

 e
-C

o
m

m
er

ce
 

T
re

n
d

 

[0,00 - 1,00] 
36 

17,30% 
18 

16,50% 
3 

8,60% 
57 

16,20% 

(1,00 - 2,00] 
42 

20,20% 

18 

16,50% 

7 

20,00% 

67 

19,00% 

(2,00 - 3,00] 
45 

21,60% 
27 

24,80% 
9 

25,70% 
81 

23,00% 

(3,00 - 4,00] 
58 

27,90% 

39 

35,80% 

14 

40,00% 

111 

31,50% 

(4,00 - 5,00] 
27 

13,00% 
7 

6,40% 
2 

5,70% 
36 

10,20% 

Total 
within e-Commerce Trend 

208 

100,00% 

109 

100,00% 

34 

100,00% 

352 

100,00% 

4.5 Relation Between Birth Year Groups and Trend of e-Commerce as Single Option 

In order to see if there is any relation between birth year groups and trend of e-Commerce 
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as Single Option, a non-parametric test was performed, which is Chi-Square. Reason of 

using a non-parametric test is assumption for parametric tests as normality for each bias 

rate groups ([1994-1999]: K (56) = .292, p < .05; [1990-1993]: K (82) = .378, p < .05; 

[1986-1989]: K (73) = .395, p < .05; [1982-1985]: K (61) = .417, p < .05; [1978-1981]: K 

(46) = .354, p < .05; [1952-1977]: K (52) = .356, p < .05) and homogeneity of variances (F 

(5,364) =3.204,  p< .05) was not satisfied. Confidence Interval for mean is 95%. Results of 

Chi-Square Test (𝑥2(10)= 14.155, p=0.166) indicated that there isn’t significant relation 

between participants’ birth year and their accepting trend of e-commerce as single purchase 

option. 

4.6 Relation Between Total Activity Score and TOIP Awareness 

In order to see if there is any relation between total activity score groups and TOIP 

Awareness, a non-parametric test was performed, which is Kruskal-Wallis H. Reason of 

using a non-parametric test is assumption for parametric tests as normality for each total 

activity score groups ([0-5]: K(42)= .353, p < .05; [6-8]: K(56)= .333, p < .05; [9-11]: 

K(71)= .374, p < .05; [12-14]: K(85)= .373, p < .05; [15-18]: K(75)= .403, p < .05; [19-26]: 

K(41)= .346, p < .05) and homogeneity of variances (F(5,364)=2.281,  p< .05) was not 

satisfied. Confidence Interval for mean is 95%. Results of Kruskal-Wallis H Test (𝐻= 

27.078, df=3, p=.000) indicated that the distribution of Total Activity Score Groups isn’t 

same across TOIP Awareness. Table 10 shows Total Activity Score Group Mean Rank of 

TOIP Awareness Score over 2,25 is highest and there is quite difference according to other 

mean ranks. 

Table 10. TOIP Awareness Groups’ Mean Ranks by Total Activity Score Groups 

 TOIP Awareness Groups N Mean Rank 

Total Activity 

Score Groups 

[0-0,25] 158 161,59 

(0,25-1] 91 176,50 

(1-2,25] 67 210,12 

Over 2,25 54 240,09 

 Total 370  

4.7 Relation Between Bias Rate Missing Feature Effect 

In this part of analysis, n is 352 again, with same reason of previous relation analysis 

includes bias rates. In order to see if there is any relation between bias rates groups and lack 

of traditional feature(s) effect on purchase decision a non-parametric test was performed, 

which is Chi-Square. Reason of using a non-parametric test is assumption for parametric 

tests as normality for each bias rate groups ([0,00-1,00]: K (57) = .329, p < .05; (1,00-2,00]: 

K (67) = .393, p < .05; (2,00-3,00]: K (81) = .421, p < .05; (3,00-4,00]: K (111) = .403, p < 

.05; (4,00-5,00]: K (36) = .331, p < .05) was not satisfied, although homogeneity of 

variances (F (4,347) = .403, p > .05) was satisfied. Confidence Interval for mean is 95%. 

Results of Chi-Square Test (𝑥2(8)= 7.705, p=.463) indicated that there isn’t significant 

relation between participants’ bias rate and lack of traditional feature(s) effect on purchase 

decision. 

4.8 Relation Between Price Expectation and Degradation of Old & Similar Product 

Effect on Purchase Decision 

One of the questionnaire’s item that participants answered what is the reasonable TOIP 

Price for them as higher than traditional versions. The other item for this part of the analysis 
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is how degradation of old & similar product effect participants purchase decision. n=364 in 

this part of the analysis because 6 participants’ answers can’t be categorized. In order to see 

if there is any relation between these two items a non-parametric test was performed, which 

is Chi-Square. Reason of using a non-parametric test is assumption for parametric tests as 

normality for each purchase decision - under broken old products effect - groups (Get 

Decreased/Gets Terminated: K (72) = .251, p < .05;  Get Not Affected: K (90) = .268, p < 

.05; Get Increased/ Increased Seriously: K (202) = .274, p < .05) was not satisfied, although 

homogeneity of variances (F (2,361) = .708, p > .05) was satisfied. Confidence Interval for 

the mean is 95%. Results of Chi-Square Test (𝑥2(6)= 5.614, p=.468) indicated that there 

isn’t significant relation between these two items. 

Table 11. Missing Specs Effect on Purchase Decision and Bias Rate Groups 

Crosstabulation 

  

Missing Specs Effect 

on Purchase Decision 

Total 
Terminates 

/ Decreases 
Not Affect 

Increases 

Seriously / 

Increases 

B
ia

s 
R

a
te

 G
ro

u
p

s 

w
it

h
in

 M
is

si
n

g
 S

p
ec

s 
E

ff
ec

t 

o
n

 P
u

rc
h

as
e 

D
ec

is
io

n
 

[0,00 - 

1,00] 

30 

13,60% 

21 

21,90% 

6 

17,10% 

57 

16,20% 

(1,01 - 

2,00] 

43 

19,50% 

17 

17,70% 

7 

20,00% 

67 

19,00% 

(2,01 - 

3,00] 

56 

25,30% 

18 

18,80% 

7 

20,00% 

81 

23,00% 

(3,01 - 

4,00] 

73 

33,00% 

26 

27,10% 

12 

34,30% 

111 

31,50% 

(4,01 - 

5,00] 

19 

8,60% 

14 

14,60% 

3 

8,60% 

36 

10,20% 

Total 
within Missing Specs 

Effect on Purchase 

Decision 

221 

100,00% 

96 

100,00% 

35 

100,00% 

352 

100,00% 

5. Conclusion 

The most significant matter that this study revealed is TOIP Awareness is really low. 

Moreover, highly useful TOIP Awareness group that varies according to sexes and ages 

couldn’t be detected. Nevertheless, there is an important finding of Total Activity Score. 

Sportier and social people’s awareness of TOIP are higher than others. Also, the e-

Commerce trend for each age and bias rate is positive. The other finding is Missing Feature 

Effect that mostly terminates or decreases purchase decision for this study’s sample. 

In future researches; TOIP Awareness, Bias, and Activity Scoring can be improved, more 

questionnaire items about TOIP features can be created and research sample can be 

predefined and higher.  
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Abstract 

Today’s business world is dominated by the systems that encourage customers for more consumption. However, 

as the sources become scarce, responsible consumption concept has increased its importance in the academic 

literature. Consumers themselves have become more aware of social responsibility. Socially responsible 

consumer is a person who considers the possible consequences of his or her actions for society in the long run. 

This study aims to investigate Turkish consumers' socially responsible consumption behavior. Another purpose 

of this research is to determine whether there is a relationship between demographic characteristics, opinion 

leadership, money ethics and socially responsible consumption. In the literature, social responsibility has been 

studied from both consumer and the corporate sides.  By exploring the concept from consumer perspective, the 

study provides both academic and practical suggestions. 

Keywords: socially responsible consumption, socially responsible consumers, opinion leadership, money ethics 

1. Introduction 

The reduction of natural sources and pollution of the environment caused by human interfere and mass 

production have increased the significance of more responsible production and consumption (Antil & Bennett, 

1979).   Increasing environmental consciousness caused reduction of the amount of product waste and increased 

the recycling tendency. This situation has made customers prioritize environmentally sensitive products in their 

purchase decisions and recycle more (Koch & Domina, 1997). Socially and ecologically conscious consumers 

know a lot more than other consumers about environmental problems (Connell & Kozar, 2014) Companies and 

consumers affect each other's behavior (Singh, 2009). The more consumers expect companies to engage in 

socially responsible behaviors, the more they consume responsibly (Webb et.al., 2008).  

The purpose of this paper is to provide understanding on socially responsible consumption by investigating 

Turkish consumers’ socially responsible behavior. Exploring how consumers perceive their own consumption 

can provide academic and practical insights.  The study will also provide insights for decision makers who want 

to get knowledge on socially responsible consumption behavior. 

2. Literature Review 

Consumption implies consuming, wasting, squandering or destroying. Having this meaning in mind, 

consumption was considered to be the reason of environmental problems for years since consumption and 

environmental issues are closely linked and consumers play an important role in supply and demand equity 

(Francois-Lecompte & Roberts, 2006; Özkan, 2009).  The fact that consumption transforms materials and energy 

makes it environmentally significant. Consuming goods and services alter environment and cause deterioration. 

Not only resources are diminished, but also solid waste is created (Connell & Kozar, 2014). Nevertheless, 

misusing natural resources and destroying the environment don't necessarily mean the same with consumption 

(Francois-Lecompte & Roberts, 2006). If the level of the consumption causes environmental and economic 

problems and becomes unaffordable and unacceptable, consumption can become a trouble.  

                                                           
1 * Corresponding author. Tel.: +90-212-383-6868 
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Consumption has tangible and intangible aspects. Tangible aspect connotes the behavior of consumption while 

intangible aspect means attitudes, values and expectations that constitute the mindset of consumption. 

Overconsumption and the related issues can only be solved by altering both behavior and mindset (Sheth et. al., 

2011). Consumption is an important issue for the society and therefore researching socially responsible 

consumption is significant for both literature and corporations. 

Global warming, energy crisis, price increases and scarcity change consumers' lifestyles. The high pace of 

increasing consumption together with production has brought up sustainability concept. In the globalization 

process, sustainability is crucial for almost all fields (Hayta, 2009). Some countries in the world have grown 

faster because of globalization and that fact also brought some problems. With the increasingly negative effects 

of human on earth, the need to decrease the negative consequences of producing and consuming to be more 

sustainable has emerged (Singh, 2009). The shift from transactional paradigm to relational paradigm also 

highlighted the concept of sustainability. Sustainability is "a business goal requires actions that make a positive 

impact environmentally, socially and economically". The importance of sustainability concept has been 

recognized by a variety of stakeholders such as investors, producers, consumers and policymakers (Sheth et. al., 

2011; Ukenna et.al.,2012). 

After the industrial revolution, as a result of economic development, corporations' careless use of natural 

resources increased production and consumption volume. They based their actions on increasing wealth. 

Increasing population caused excessive use of food and energy sources and therefore consumption level raised 

inexorably. It was obvious that fast consumption resulted in decline in resources (Hayta, 2009). Consumers' 

behavior started to change in 1970 and also the academic interest in socially responsible consumer behavior 

began during that time (Özkan, 2009; Francois-Lecompte & Roberts, 2006).  In 1920-1960 consumers placed 

value on material things whereas in 1960-1990 consumers' point of view was changed and environmental 

problems have become their concern (Özkan, 2009). Buying from companies that support charities and causes, 

boycotting products that use animals in product testing are some hints that prove that social concerns are 

important in the decision-making process (Roberts, 1996). These changing lifestyle and perspectives reflect 

consumers' tendencies and behaviors. Although socially responsible actions are not a novel concept, the 

significance of the subject has increased together with its dominance in the marketing literature.  

Socially responsible consumption is consumer behaviors and purchase decisions related to environmental issues 

and the consumption is motivated by the concern for the society rather than only the personal needs and wants 

(Antil & Bennett, 1979).  In the light of this approach, this study adopts Mohr et.al's (2001) definition. They 

define socially responsible consumer behavior as “a person basing his or her acquisition, usage, and disposition 

of products on a desire to minimize or eliminate any harmful effects and maximize the long-run beneficial 

impact on society”. The main idea of socially responsible consumption is considering the possible public 

consequences of personal decisions (Francois-Lecompte & Roberts, 2006). 

There are a number of terms in the literature that are used when referring socially responsible consumption. 

Responsible consumption, socially conscious consumer, societal economics, ecologically concerned consumer 

are the terms that reflect the inconsistency in the literature (Antil & Bennett, 1979).  Together with this, the 

similar terms eventually point the same concept: the responsibility of consumers. There are different consumer 

activities that are considered to be socially responsible consumer behavior. Taking into account society, animals, 

people and environment while making decisions, reducing consumption, adopting voluntary simplicity lifestyle, 

trying to consume in socially responsible manner are accepted to be socially responsible (Paek & Nelson, 2009). 

Studying opinion leadership is critical since opinion leaders are generally first to adopt innovation and they are 

more willing to try new things. They also act as an influencer that disseminates information to their companions 

(Koch & Domina, 1997). Opinion leaders have a strong personality, they have high self-confidence and they 

think they impact other people (Paek & Nelson, 2009). Researching money attitudes has valuable contribution 

for many areas. What money means for people is associated with materialism and behaviors (Tang, 1995). 

People with high money ethics love money more and they think money is very important (Lau, 2010).  

Cho et.al. (2014) argue that opinion leadership explains not only consumerism and activism but also has a 

significant role in consumption since their consumption activities are often more sophisticated. Koch & Domina 

(1997) investigated the relationship between opinion leadership and general environmental and recycling 

attitudes on textile disposition patterns in their study and found that opinion leadership affects textile recycling 

behavior. Paek & Nelson (2009) also claim that opinion leadership is related to socially responsible consumption 

behavior. They found a positive relationship between opinion leadership and boycotting and buycotting. In his 

study, Lau (2010) assumed that people with high money ethics would be less sensitive to socially responsible 

consumption and thus, he argued that there is a negative relationship between money ethics and all the 
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dimensions of socially responsible consumption. However, the results of the study demonstrated no relationship 

between those two variables. 

3. Research Methodology 

3.1. Research Model and Hypotheses 

The purpose of this research is to investigate consumers' socially responsible behavior and its relationship 

between opinion leadership and money ethics. Together with this purpose, demographic characteristics' influence 

on socially responsible consumer behavior was also investigated. Employment status, level of education and 

level of income were included as demographic variables in the study because they are all related with economic 

condition. In this study, opinion leadership and money ethics are also used since demographic characteristics are 

not strong independent variables of consumption alone and they are more significant in explaining socially 

responsible behavior (Koch & Domina, 1997).  Figure 1 demonstrates the research model of the study. 

Figure 1. Research Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

H1: Socially responsible consumption behavior differs according to employment status. 

H2: : Socially responsible consumption behavior differs according to level of education. 

H3: : Socially responsible consumption behavior differs according to level of income. 

H4: There is a significant relationship between opinion leadership and all dimensions of socially 

responsible consumption  

H5: There is a significant relationship between money ethics and all dimensions of socially responsible 

consumption 

This study is a quantitative research; therefore a questionnaire was developed as the data collection method. The 

questionnaire consists of three parts. The first part of the questionnaire involves questions related to socially 

responsible consumption behavior whereas the second part includes questions related to money ethics and 

opinion leadership. Questions related to demographic variables were asked in the third part of the questionnaire. 

Convenience sampling method was used and data collection process lasted 3 weeks. 260 questionnaires were 

collected from people living in Istanbul. 11 questionnaires were eliminated due to missing answers. Eventually, a 

sample size of 249 was obtained. 

Since there is not a consensus on the definition of socially responsible consumption, the concept is measured 

from different angles. In this study, socially responsible consumption was measured with the scale developed by 

Mohr, Webb & Harris (2004) and used by modifying slightly by Shanka & Gopalan (2005). Consumption 

volume was added as measured in Francois-Lecompte &Roberts' study (2006). Opinion leadership was measured 

with the scale used in Paek & Nelson's study (2009).  Money ethics was measured with Tang's (1995) scale. 
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4. Findings 

4.1. Characteristics of the Sample 

The characteristics of the sample are summarized in Table 1. According to Table 1, the majority of the 

respondents are woman. Most of the respondents are single, not working and aged between 23-27.  

 

Table 1. Characteristics of the Sample 

GENDER 
Frequency Percent 

(%) 
LEVEL OF INCOME 

Frequency Percent 

(%) 

Woman 140 56,2 Less than 600 TL 18 7,2 

Man 109 43,8 601-1200 TL          42 16,9 

AGE 
Frequency Percent 

(%) 
1201-1800 TL     26 10,4 

18-22 95 38,2 1801-2400 TL         26 10,4 

23-27 104 41,8 2401-3000 TL         15 6,0 

28-32 23 9,2 3001-3600 TL        21 8,4 

33-37 7 2,8 3601-4200 TL      26 10,4 

38 and above 20 8,0 More than 4200 TL 75 30,1 

Married 45 18,1 LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
Frequency Percent 

(%) 

Single 204 81,9 High school 57 22,9 

EMPLOYMENT 

STATUS 

  
University 167 67,1 

Working 105 42,2 Post graduate 25 10,0 

Not working 144 57,8    

 

4.2. Reliability & Factor Analysis 

Table 2. Results of Reliability Analysis 

Number of 

Factors 

Variables Number of 

Variables 

Cronbach 

Alpha 

4 Socially Responsible Consumption (whole) 
29 0,903 

 
Recyling Behavior 

6 0,806 

 
Supporting Behavior 

9 0,851 

 
Avoidance Behavior 

2 0,706 

Reducing  Consumption Volume 
3 0,735 

1 
Opinion Leadership 

4 0,724 

1 
Money Ethics 

6 0,814 

 

As can be seen in Table 2, all scales have reliabilities higher than 0.70 of acceptable lower limit. Therefore, all 

scales used in this research are reliable. Table 3 demonstrates the factor analysis results. Factor analysis is a 

statistical technique that can be used to analyze interrelationships among variables and to explain these variables 

in terms of their common underlying dimensions. The purpose of this approach is to get a smaller set of variables 

(Hair et al., 2010). Since significance levels of Bartlett Test of Sphericity are lower than 0.05, factor analysis can 

be applied. The KMO measure of each scale also shows adequate conditions for factor analysis to be applied. 

The cumulative variance extracted for socially responsible consumption is 56,278 and it is 55,279 for opinion 

leadership and 51,823 for money ethics. The factor loadings of the 29 variables used to measure socially 
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responsible consumption were between .515 and .793. The factor loadings for 4 variables used to opinion 

leadership were between .611 and .846. For money ethics, the factor loadings for 6 variables used were between 

.696 and .766. 

 

Table 3. KMO Measure of Sample Adequacy and Bartlett's Test of Sphericity and Cumulative Variance 

Extracted 

Scale 

KMO Measure of 

Sample Adequacy 
Cumulative 

Variance 

Extracted 

Bartlett Test of Sphericity  

Approx. Chi-Square Sig. 

Socially Responsible 

Consumption ,860 56,278 1823,416 .000 

Opinion Leadership ,722 55,279 213,828 .000 

Money Ethics ,779 51,823 526,101 .000 

 

4.3. Hypothesis Tests 

 

The significant differences among the groups of consumers are tested on socially responsible consumption. The 

hypotheses are tested with via t-tests, ANOVA test and regression analysis. While testing the difference 

according to employment status, t test is applied and ANOVA analysis is applied to test difference according to 

level of education and income. The relationship between opinion leadership, money ethics and socially 

responsible consumption is tested with regression analysis. 

 

     Table 4. T-Test for Employment Status and Socially Responsible Consumption 

 Employment Status N Mean Sig. 

Supporting Behavior Working 105 2,9312 
0,028 

Not working 144 2,6759 

Recycling Behavior Working 105 2,8286 
0,202 

Not working 144 2,6817 

Reducing Consumption 

Volume 

Working 105 2,8444 
0,869 

Not working 144 2,8218 

Avoidance Behavior Working 105 3,3429 
0,431 

Not working 144 3,2118 

As seen on Table 4, socially responsible consumption behavior differs according to employment status. 

Specifically, working consumers support socially responsible companies who donate to charities, schools and 

medicine research, help needy, protect their employees' rights and support schools more and they might change 

their brand choice based on these evaluations. Therefore, H1 is accepted. 

 

Table 5. Anova  for Level of Education and Socially Responsible Consumption 

 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Supporting Behavior Between Groups 2,893 2 1,446 1,917 ,149 

Within Groups 185,654 246 ,755   

Total 188,547 248    

Recycling Behavior Between Groups ,822 2 ,411 ,530 ,589 

Within Groups 190,731 246 ,775   

Total 191,552 248    

Reducing Consumption 

Volume 

Between Groups 2,649 2 1,324 1,157 ,316 

Within Groups 281,600 246 1,145   

Total 284,249 248    

Avoidance Behavior Between Groups 11,281 2 5,640 3,433 ,034 

Within Groups 404,209 246 1,643   

Total 415,490 248    
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Table 5 demonstrates that socially responsible consumption behavior differs according to level of education. 

Scheffe test is applied to understand the differences between education levels. According to the Scheffe test 

results there is difference between consumers who graduated from high school and university. Consumers who 

are graduated from university avoid buying products from companies that destroy endangered plants and animals 

more. Hence, H2 is accepted. 

 

Table 6. Anova  for Level of Income and Socially Responsible Consumption 

 

 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Supporting Behavior Between Groups 3,353 7 ,479 ,623 ,736 

Within Groups 185,194 241 ,768   

Total 188,547 248    

Recycling Behavior Between Groups 8,550 7 1,221 1,608 ,134 

Within Groups 183,003 241 ,759   

Total 191,552 248    

Reducing Consumption 

Volume 

Between Groups 9,326 7 1,332 1,168 ,322 

Within Groups 274,923 241 1,141   

Total 284,249 248    

Avoidance Behavior Between Groups 11,736 7 1,677 1,001 ,431 

Within Groups 403,754 241 1,675   

Total 415,490 248    

 

Table 6 shows that socially responsible consumption behavior does not differ according to level of income. 

Consequently, H3 is rejected. 

Multiple regression analysis is used to test whether there are significant relationships between the variables of 

the research. Table 7 summarizes the hypotheses tested and the related test results. 

Table 7. Regression Analysis 

 

 

Variables 

β
 

S
ig

. 

R
2
 

D
u

rb
in

 

W
a

ts
o

n
 

Dependent Variable Independent Variables 

Supporting Behavior 
Opinion Leadership 0,313 0,000 

0,109 
1,840 

Money Ethics 0,047 0,428 

Recycling Behavior Opinion Leadership 0,298 0,000 0,107 2,076 

Money Ethics 0,076 0,204 

Reducing Consumption 

Volume 

Opinion Leadership 0,373 0,000 0,128 1,647 

Money Ethics 0,139 0,053 

Avoidance Behavior Opinion Leadership 0,334 0,000 0,044 1,731 

Money Ethics -0,020 0,825 

 

As seen in Table 7, there is a significant relationship between opinion leadership and all dimensions of socially 

responsible consumption. Therefore, H4 is accepted. On the other hand, there is no significant relationship 

between money ethics and all dimensions of socially responsible consumption. Hence, H5 is rejected. This result 

is consistent with results of Lau's study (2010). According to R
2 

value, opinion leadership and money ethics 

explain approximately 11%, 11%, 13% and 4% of variation change in supporting behavior, recycling behavior, 

reducing consumption volume and avoidance behavior respectively. 

5. Conclusion 

Consumers and the corporations both play roles in social responsibility literature. This study focuses on the 

consumer side of responsible consumption which has drawn less attention. While some companies involve in 

socially responsible actions because of their belief in the fairness of doing so, some of them only evaluate social 

responsibility projects valuable if they bring financial results.  Exploring socially responsible consumption can 
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provide many benefits for companies. Social responsibility can bring financial rewards if consumers support 

socially responsible companies and choose them while shopping. Because of this, targeting consumers that care 

about social responsibility is crucial for companies (Webb et.al., 2008). However, it would be too much to 

expect from consumers' to consider social responsibility criteria for every purchase they make. The responsible 

actions of firms that are disseminated by media give the opportunity to use the information while they make 

purchase decisions (Francois-Lecompte & Roberts, 2006).  

Companies have to deal with the new conditions of business environment considering the growing interest and 

attention of consumers' toward socially responsible actions (Paek & Nelson, 2009). As society becomes 

conscious, they expect more from companies and these expectations create pressure (Bayraktaroğlu & Özgen, 

2008). In order to develop more socially responsible products, companies also need to alter their advertising, 

design, distribution and packaging strategies (Roberts, 1996). Consumers have become aware of the importance 

of the socially responsible consumption and they start to change their consumption style according to this 

perspective. 

Building customer motivation has to be the purpose of any attempt to influence consumer attitudes and 

behaviors. Before all else, consumers should have faith that their actions can provide possible solutions. Also, 

consumers should be educated on responsibility issues.  Consumer education is crucial in gaining conscious 

consumption behavior (Özkan, 2009; Hayta, 2009). A lot of studies imply that lack of information and 

knowledge may hinder responsible consumption (Connell & Kozar, 2014). On the other hand, only education 

cannot be enough to change behavior, manufacturers and retailers should take responsibility and supply the 

products consumers demand (Dickson, 2000). 

When it comes to environmental issues, it is not possible to solve the problems with only individual attempts. 

Government should involve in encouraging actions. Environmental problems can be solved more easily with the 

cooperation of government, consumers, families and public institutes (Özkan, 2009). Therefore, corporations and 

government can make campaigns in order to increase awareness and persuade consumers that their efforts would 

matter for the society. 

Socially responsible consumers evaluate consumption choice as a tool to support or reward corporations. By 

exploring Turkish consumers' socially responsible consumption behavior this study revealed four factors of 

socially responsible consumption for Turkish consumers. First one is supporting behavior which means choosing 

corporations that donate charities, give back to the community, employ disabled workers, support medicine 

research, and protect employee rights. The second is recycling behavior which implies recycling paper, plastic 

containers, magazines, cardboard boxes and aluminum cans. The third is reducing consumption volume. It 

indicates consuming only needed and generally diminishing consumption. Forth is avoidance behavior which 

means avoiding buying from companies that harm endangered plants or animals. Companies targeting socially 

conscious consumers may consider these evaluations. 

The present study has found that the relationship between opinion leadership and socially responsible 

consumption is significant. Thus, corporations can target this consumer group to disseminate ideas. Furthermore, 

according to our research there is not significant relationship between attaching importance to money and 

socially responsible consumption. 

Besides its contribution, this study has some limitations. First of all, the main subject of the study -socially 

responsible consumption behavior is hard to measure since consumers usually assert to be more socially 

responsible than they really are (Vitell, 2015). To prevent this problem, in the questionnaire, it is requested to 

answer "according to your behavior, not what it should be". However, there is still uncertainty about this 

common problem because what people say and do can be different. Second, the sample size is limited. Future 

studies can extend the research by increasing the sample size and study different consumer groups' socially 

responsible consumption behavior. 
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Abstract 

Cereal and milk are the most common breakfast choices of menu these days. There are 

several choices of cereal and milk products which offered by the number of beverage brands 

in Indonesia, Energen cereal is one of them. These products are vastly known by the public 

due to the success of its brand equity on our domestic market. The study objective was to 

analyze the relationship between brand equity on Energen cereal purchasing decisions. The 

sampling method used in this study was purposive and involved 145 respondents. The 

processing data used in this study was the analysis on Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) 

version 3.2.1 SMART PLS. The analysis showed that brand awareness was directly effecting 

the current purchase and indirectly effecting on the future purchase on Energen cereal. Brand 

image was directly effecting the current purchase and indirectly effecting the future purchase 

on Energen cereal. Current purchase directly effecting the future purchase on Energen cereal, 

while perceived quality was not affect the purchase decision. 

 

Keywords : brand equity; current purchase; future purchase. 

 

 

Introduction 

Cereal and milk are the breakfast menu chosen by the people due to their practicability 

to drink.  They are making stomach full and suite for health lifestyle as well.  Nowadays, 

there are so many kinds of cereal products offered in the market, among other thing is 

Energen Cereal Drink.  The slogan of Energen is "minum makanan bergizi (drink the 

nutritious food)", is really cling in the mind of consumers, and known as nutritious cereal 

drink in the domestic market being in demand.  This is proven by the label embedded to 

Energen as Top Brand in food and drink category thru achieving Top Brand Award.  The 

following is Top Brand Index awarded for the best product chosen by the Indonesian 

consumers. 

                                                           
* * Correspondent author: +628111104474; jonomun@gmail.com 
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Table 1 Breakfast Cereal Top Brand Index (TBI) 

 

Brand 
TBI (%) 

2012 2013 2014 2015 

Energen 82.0 78.22 82.1  74.9 

Koko crunch 10.0 12.95 9.4  14.1 

Milo sereal 1.7 3.12 2.3  3.9 

Ceremix 1.5 1.3 1.1  - 

Source: Top Brand (2015) 

 

Based on the Table 1, Energen cereal is successfully achieving the rank along four year 

subsequently in the year of 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 as the Top Brand. Brand of Energen 

cereal is getting the highest Top Brand Index (TBI) in the year of 2014 (82.1%). The success 

of it, because of the strength of Energen cereal which is able to influence the consumers to 

decide to buy the product.  

According to Kotler and Armstrong (2008), the strong brand has a high brand equity. 

The strong brand benefit the high consumers awareness and loyalty, because consumers wish 

to the store to provide such kind of brand.  Manufacture has always more bargaining power 

in offering to the mediators. Campbell (2002) said that the strong brand appear from the 

complexity of integrated brand on marketing mix. There is “3C” in a branding, namely 

consistency, clarity and convergence. All of such things must be cooperated to develop 

identified brand content.  According to Aaker (1997), brand equity might influence 

consumers self-confidence during decision making process, whether it is caused by last 

experience use or brand proximity toward personality and other characteristics). 

All three opinions explain that the strong brand has high brand equity and could be 

identified by consumers, in order that it influence the consumers self-confidence to decide 

their buying behavior.  

Energen cereal is the strong brand itself, however, researcher was interesting to study 

about the effect of brand equity toward decision making process on Energen cereal buying 

behavior.  The research is important to be used as consideration on formulating strategy of 

strong brand building in increasing sale and facing market competition.  

 

Research Methods 

 

The research was conducted in Bogor for 2 months, since May to June 2015. 

Distribution of questioner was done in difference place, in several location with crowded 

population, in order to be representative for Bogor area. Information used in this research are 

based on primary and secondary data. Primary data was gathered from field observation and 

thru questionnaire spread to the consumers, while secondary data was based on literature 

study which was gathered from internet, journals, thesis and books related with the research.  

Primary data was gather from 145 respondent spread of in Bogor area. 

 

Non-probability sampling under technique of purposive sampling was considered on 

the research.  Criteria used to collect the sample including the respondent is living in Bogor, 

knowing the Energen Cereal, have ever bought Energen Cereal products. Data analysis 

applied in the research was Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) basing on component or 

variance – PLS. 

As seen in Figure 1, the research was evaluating effect of brand equity toward buying 
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decision. Independence attributes of brand equity being studied include perceived quality and 

brand knowledge which consist of brand awareness and brand image (Keller 2013). 

According to Rangkuti (2002), there are many associations reminded by consumers might be 

strung up, in order to shape a brand image in the mind of consumers.  Brand image is a set 

of brand association formed in the consumers mind. Jalilvand (2011) found that brand 

awareness affect consumers interest  to do buying decision in the future. 

Brand image, brand awareness and perceived quality are the variables to be tested to 

affect buying decision of consumers.  Whereas the consumers buying decision is divided by 

two variables, namely current purchase and future purchase. Current purchase refers to 

buying a brand and the habitual use of a product, whereas future purchase refers to intention 

of buying a brand in the future (Esch et al. 2006).  There are two things causing consumers 

to choose Energen Cereal brand when they buy the product in the future, namely inertia (lazy 

to change the brand) and loyalty (Solomon 2013). The following are conceptual framework 

of the study to describe the systematics rule of thinking.  

 
 

Figure 1. Conceptual framework 

According to Ghozali (2014), PLS model is based on the predictive of non-parametric 

measurement.  There are two measurement model in it, outer model and inner model.  Outer 
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model with reflective indicators is evaluated based on convergent and discriminant validity 

of their indicator and composite reliability for indicator block. Whereas outer model with 

formative indicator is evaluated based on substantive content, meant that it is comparable 

relative weight and based on significant of its weight measurement. Reflective measurement 

is considered high when its correlation score is higher than 0.7 toward the measured variable.  

Nevertheless, in the initial research for developing the measurement scale, the loading value 

of 0.5 to 0.6 are considered enough (Chin cited by Ghozali 2014).  In other side, inner model 

is evaluated based on percentage of variance which is described by R2 value for dependence 

latent variable by using Stone-Geisser Q-square test for predictive relevance (Stone and 

Geisser cited by Ghozali 2014) and the magnitude of structural path coefficient as well.  

Stability of such estimate is evaluated by using t-stastistik test thru boostraping procedure 

(Ghozali 2014). 

The figure 2 shows SEM PLS model before structural model testing (inner model) by 

using software of SMART PLS. 
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Figure 2 Model of SEM PLS 

Result and Discussion 
 

 Characteristics of Consumers.  Characteristics of consumers understudy  almost 

equally consist of men (49%) and women (51%) with the dominant age range about 20-24 

years old (75%).  Most of them are students (64%) and private employee (22%) with diplome 

(45%) and Bachelor (28%) degree level.  Their expenditure range is about Rp 1.000.001-

3.000.000 monthly (61%). Consumers are generally getting an information from the 

advertising in TV (84%), and most of them have used the Energen cereal more than 10 year 

(41%) and between 6-10 year (29%) with the frequency range about 1-5 times a month (59%), 

and choosing the most prefered (70%) and bought (55%) of chocolate taste. 

 

  

 
 

Figure 3  The PLS Path Model of First Estimate (Initial Model) 

 

 PLS Path Model of Estimate.  The PLS path model of estimate in the first 

condition (as it can be seen in the Figure 3) and the last condition is a litlle bit diferent, 

because there are some variables which are not fulfil the requirement for process to be 

continued.  Some variables to be dropped  include attribute of brand awareness (knowing, 

considerable, remember), brand image (believe), and perceived quality (taste variation, 

serving dose, aroma).  Whereas some variables left in the model include the variables as in 

Figure 4.   They include attribute of brand awareness (habitual and aware), brand image 

(impression, preference, suppotion, difference), perceived quality (texture, healthy, 

qualified), curent purchase (frequency of past buying and current buying) and future purchase 

(intention and recommendation). 
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Figure 4  The PLS Path Model of Third Estimate (Last Model) 

 

Effect of Brand Equity toward Buying Decision.  To solve the problem, inner model 

was run in the study and found by interpretation of t-statistic test. The limit to reject the null 

hypothesis (significant condition) is when t-statistics > t-Table under α = 5% (1.96) and other 

wise to accept the hypothesis.  Table 2 show the t-statistics result of the relationship.   

 

Table 2 Path coefficient 

 Original 

Sample 

(O) 

t-statistics 

(|O/Sterr|) 
Kesimpulan 

Brand Awareness  Current Purchase 0.221 2.120 reject H01 

Brand Awareness  Future Purchase 0.263 3.021 rejectH02 

Brand Image  Current Purchase 0.371 3.181 reject H03 

Brand Image  Future Purchase 0.269 2.970 reject H04 

Current Purchase  Future Purchase 0.263 3.014 reject H05 

Perceived Quality  Current Purchase - 0.057 0.440 accept H06 

Perceived Quality  Future Purchase 0.084 1.064 accept H07 

Source: result of the SmartPls. 

 

Result of the hypothesis testing is used to know the direct and indirect effect of latent 

variables, namely brand awareness, brand image, perceived quality toward current purchase 

and future purchase. Therefore, total effects are used to know the effect of total predictions 

(direct and indirect effects) (Jogiyanto 2011).  Table 3 shows the computation of total effect 

of each relationship. 
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Tabel 3 Direct and indirect effects 

 Effects Total 

Effect † Direct Indirect ‡ 

Brand Awareness  Current Purchase Yes 0.221 - -  

Brand Awareness  Future Purchase 

(via current purchase) 

Yes 0.263 Yes 0.058 0.484 

Brand Image  Current Purchase Yes 0.371 - -  

Brand Image  Future Purchase 

(melalui current purchase) 

Yes 0.269 Yes 0.098 0.634 

Current Purchase  Future Purchase Yes 0.263 - -  

Source: Computed Data (2015) 

 

Based on the Table 3, it is found that brand awareness has direct effect significantly 

to current purchase as amount of 0.221 (t-statistic value of 2.120 is higher than t-table of 

1.96).  Aside, brand awareness has direct and indirect effect significantly toward future 

purchase as amount of 0.263 and 0.058.  Consumers who are aware toward the brand of 

Energen cereal will push them to buy at present (current purchase). It is concomitantly with 

consumer behavior who knows information about Energen cereal in TV advertising 

(commercial sources).  Consumers are aware of availability of brand as well, because used 

to hear, watch, mentioning the brand of Energen cereal.  Consumers in Bogor commit to buy 

Energen cereal 1-5 times a month with more than 10 years experiences. 

Brand image has direct effects significantly toward current purchase as amount of 

0.371 (t-statistic value of 3.181 is higher than t-table of 1.96). Furthermore, brand image has 

direct and indirect affect toward future purchase as amount of 0.269 and 0.098.  Brand image 

has the highest total effects toward future purchase.  Brand image of Energen cereal which is 

cling in the mind of consumers will push them to buy at present (current purchase) and in 

the future (future purchase). The distinct of Energen cereal products makes it difference 

compared to competitors' brands, because it has a special additive namely powder milk.  The 

positive image is embedded as a nutritious food, and as a pioneer on cereal food drink.  They 

are a lot of flavor variant offered by Energen cereal which is suited to the taste of consumers 

in Indonesia, and it has a pioneer flavor (chocolate and vanilla) which is still consistent every 

year by year preferred by consumers.  

Current purchase has a direct effect significantly toward future purchase with 

coefficient as amount of 0.263 (the value of t-statistic of 3.014 is higher than t-table of 1.96).  

It means that current purchase has a direct effect toward loyalty and habit of consumers.  

Consumers buying at present has intention to buy in the future and recommend those products 

to others.  Based on the fact that consumers buy the product more than 10 years with 

frequency of 1-5 times a month, therefore, it might be concluded that there are two kinds of 

possibility causing consumers choose Energen cereal brand in the future, namely inertia and 

loyalty. 

 

 

                                                           
† Total effect is the summation between coefficients of brand awareness  current purchase with current purchase 
 future purchase, and between coefficients of brand image  current purchase with current purchase  future 

purchase which is significant in alpha of 5%. 
‡ Indirect effect is a total result of multiplication between coefficients of brand awareness  current purchase with 
coefficients of current purchase  future purchase, and between coefficients of brand image  current purchase 

with current purchase  future purchase which is significant in alpha of 5%. 
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Conclusion 

 

Based on the result shown on the discussion, there are several things to be withdrawn 

as a conclusion toward buying process of Energen cereal brand for consumers.  Brand 

awareness which is manifested for consumers' awareness due to the habit of hearing, 

watching, and mentioning the brand (especially on TV ads), has a direct effect toward current 

purchase and has an indirect effect on future purchase of the product.  Brand image, as an 

impression of brand due to the uniqueness and supposition of the product, has a highest effect 

toward future purchase thru the mediator relationship of current purchase. Current purchase, 

which reflecting the frequency of past and current buying behavior, has a direct effect on 

future purchase of the product.  

Nevertheless, the perceived quality which is representative for qualification of the 

product felt by consumers doesn't really give any influence in buying behavior.  Hence, 

perceived quality doesn't have any influence whether direct or indirect effect toward current 

purchase or future purchase of the product.  
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Abstract 

It is widely known in related literature that both high level of trust in non-profit 

organizations (NPO) and having positive attitude towards in NPOs increases the 

individual’s intention to donate money to NPOs. But it was not possible to find any clues 

that there is a research which is investigating the interrelated effect of these two variables 

on individual’s donation behavior. This study aims at searching the mediating role of donor 

trust in NPOs in the relationship between components of attitudes towards NPOs and 

intention to donate money to NPOs by: (1) examining the total effect without mediation, 

and (2) examining the mediation effect. To this end, we carried out a survey on 370 people 

in the cities of Kocaeli, Bursa and Sakarya during March-April of 2014 and the data has 

been tested by IBM AMOS software program. Findings indicate that trust in NPOs has a 

direct effect on attitude towards NPOs. And trust in NPOs has a mediating role in the 

relationship between attitudes toward NPOs and intention to donate money to NPOs. These 

findings and the secondary findings of this research could help both researchers and 

practitioners in new applications and research. 

 

Keywords: NPO (Nonprofit Organizations), Intention to Donate, Trust in NPOs (Nonprofit 

Organizations), Attitudes Toward NPOs (Nonprofit Organizations) 

 

1.  Introduction 

The number of nonprofits and the scope of their work get extended with almost every 

aspect of human life. Diseases, poverty, infant mortality, pollution, hunger etc. we human 

beings face many problems as our population on earth grows. Governments’ and for profit 

markets’ jobs are not easy as it was in the past anymore to meet human needs by 

themselves due to increasing population and main problems that effect the world (eg. 
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terrorism, civil war, global warming etc.). In “contemporary” world more people are much 

more in need. Nonprofit organizations play a great role in fulfilling this gap. They help 

people when governments and the for profit sector can not cope with the human needs. 

They actually work as intermediaries between the people in need and the people who want 

to help other people in need. Resources that are needed by the nonprofits are mostly by 

donations coming from individuals. However it is not that easy to obtain donations from 

individuals especially when people don’t believe that these organizations are useful or 

trustworthy. This problem actually refers to a negative attitude toward nonprofit 

organizations and a low level of trust in the third sector. This research was conducted to 

examine the role of this issue on individual giving behavior. While the role of trust on 

charitable giving has been studied by many scholars in the field, It was not possible to 

observe many studies that investigate the predictors of trust in charitable organizations. 

This study aims at two different aspects of this interrelationship of these concepts, a) to 

examine the predictor role of attitude toward nonprofit organizations on trust in nonprofit 

organizations and b) to test the mediation role of trust in the relationship between attitude 

towards nonprofit organizations and tendency to prefer nonprofit organizations to give. It is 

expected that the findings of this research will help both researchers and practitioners in 

new applications and research. 

2. Literature Review 

The attitude concept is one of the oldest and most-studied concepts in social psychology, 

and as such, it has had a great impact on the social sciences over the past century (Wood 

and Fabrigar, 2012). Social psychologists, do not agree on the precise definition of an 

attitude, in fact there are more than 100 different definitions of the concept (eg. 

Murchison,1935). One conception is that an attitude is how positive or negative, favorable 

or unfavorable, or pros or cons a person feels toward an object (Jahankhani et. al.,2010) 

2009). Robbins and Judge (2011) indicate that attitudes are the way we think or feel about 

something and evaluations about these things. Altunisik et al (2006) defines attitudes as 

“globally and ongoing behavioral intentions which have affective, cognitive and conative 

(behavioral) dimensions”. In relation to these definitions, Webb and Green (2000:300) 

suggests that attitudes toward nonprofit organizations is the general and ongoing 

evaluations about the nonprofit organizations, that help people in a need. When people want 

to help other people by using their financial resources (eg: money) they have two possible 

options: they can give it directly to the people or they can use intermediaries like nonprofit 

organizations (Sheppard et al, 1988). Even though nonprofit organizations could be a 

choice to give money to people in need, it is not actualized in an environment that people 

have negative attitudes towards nonprofits, the third sector. Nonprofit organizations’ 

trustworthiness, perceived effectiveness influence whether a person gives, as well as how 

much is given to nonprofit organizations (Independent Sector, 2002). In related literature 

there are findings which indicate that there is a positive causal relationship between the 

donation intention, and attitude toward nonprofit organizations (Smith and McSweeney, 

2007). Many factors can influence people’s willingness to donate money to nonprofit 

organizations. Both trust in a spesific nonprofit organization and public’s trust in the third 

sector are considered as predictors of charitable giving intention (Burt, 2014). Nonprofit 

scholars and managers generally recognize that nonprofit organizations need the public’s 
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trust for legitimacy, for effectiveness, and for support (Bryce, 2007). In general, trust is the 

level of belief that the person feels in a relationship. It is to have readiness to be vulnerable 

to another party when that party cannot be controlled or monitored (Mayer et al, 1995). 

There is not consensus on the definition of trust although it has been studied in many 

disciplines by different scholars. Despite the variance in definition of trust, there are 

common components that define the concept “trust”: Trust is positive expectations about 

the results of the relationship, belief that the other party will not perform activities which 

result in negative outcomes for the other party, and it it confidence in an exchange partner’s 

reliability and integrity (Rousseau et al., 1998:395; Anderson and Narus, 1990:45, 

Sirdemesmukh et. al., 2002:17, Mayer et al., 1995; Morgan and Hunt, 1994). Sargeant and 

Lee (2004) suggests that trust in the charitable donation context refers to the extent of 

donor’s belief that a nonprofit will behave as expected and manage its obligations properly. 

In the nonprofit marketing context, public’s trust is central to the purpose and performance 

of nonprofit organizations (Bryce, 2007). People usually don’t know what happens exactly 

to their donated money and how is actually being spent (Bekkers, 2003:596). In the context 

of donation trust refers to the extent of donor’s belief that a nonprofit organization will 

behave as expected and fulfill its obligations properly (Sargeant and Lee, 2004). In the 

nonprofit marketing context public’s trust is central to the purpose and performance of 

nonprofit organizations (Bryce, 2007). People often don’t know what happens exactly to 

their donated money and how is actually being spent (Bekkers, 2003: 596). As Sargeant 

(2004:188) indicates, there is lack of evidence to explain trust and individual giving 

behavior. However there are numerous studies indicating sufficient evidence for 

conforming the relationship between trust and commitment (e.g. Kenning, 2008). There are 

many studies examining the relationship between attitudes and trust in the social sciences 

literature. In general, there are two views in regard to predictor of the two concepts. In 

marketing literature, many studies suggest that trust is a predictor of attitudes (eg. Ilicic and 

Webster, 2014). However, there are also a good number of studies which indicate that 

attitude may be a predictor of trust not the vice versa. Sargeant (2002) arguest that trust can 

be engendered by people’s attitude towards third sector. Accordingly, attitudes toward an 

organization are likely to have information about the trustworthiness of the other party 

(Jones and George, 1998). Positive toward the actors, plays and theater facility and by their 

sense of familiarity with the actors are more likely to trust in the organization’s ability to 

perform expected services. Recent studies in the field also suggest that our theory that 

attitudes predict the trust  (Eiser et. al, 2002; Frewer et. al, 2003;Chang et. al, 2015). There 

are many factors influencing people’s trust in non-profit organizations. Especially the any 

sensational news for wrong-doing of any kind of behavior would lead to the loss of trust 

towards that organization. For the last couple of years non-profit organizations are suffering 

from such accusations in the media across the world. Among the accusations are use of 

funds unwisely, giving to support to socially unacceptable groups of people, abuse of funds 

by management, etc. Hubert et. al, (2014:268) argued that “one way to create organizational 

trust is to engeage in communication activities signaling customers that the company is 

trustworthy”. So we can expect a person who was exposed to bad news on media (which 

has been occuring for a long while), could think about all of the non-profit sector negatively 

and may not choose nonprofit organizations when they need or want to donate money for 

some good purpose. This drives us to notion that in particular situations, we can think that 

people may generate global feelings of trust or distrust and evaluate nonprofit organizations 
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as a category rather than one by one and form a general attitude toward the nonprofit sector 

which is leading us trust or these type of organizations or not. Therefore, the following 

hypotheses are drawn: 

H1: Attitudes toward nonprofit organizations has a positive direct effect on trust in 

nonprofit organizations. 

H2: Trust in nonprofit organizations has a positive direct effect on intention to prefer 

nonprofit organizations to give. 

H3: Trust in nonprofit organizations mediates the relationship between attitude toward 

nonprofit organizations and tendency to prefer nonprofit organizations to give. 

3. Methodology 

The population of our research is consisted of people with the age of eighteen or older who 

live in Turkey. Due to resource insufficiency we used convenience sampling methodology 

and reached 400 people with an age of 18 or over and different demographic characteristics 

in the cities of Kocaeli, Bursa and Sakarya. The implementation the survey was carried aout 

during the March-April of 2014. The characteristics of the respondents could be seen in the 

Table 1. As can be seen from the Table 1 we can conclude that our sample could be a 

representative of the population since there seems to be that nearly all categories in each 

variable is represented in our sample. The scales utilised in this study were adapted from 

other studies in the literature. For example, the attitude toward nonprofit organizations 

construct was assessed with a three-item Likert type scale adopted from the Webb and 

Green (2000). Similarly, trust in nonprofit organizations was measured via an adopted six 

item Likert type scale which was adopted from the original scale of Sargeant and Woodlife 

(2007) while tendency to prefer a nonprofit organization to give was measured by a two 

item scale developed by Webb and Green (2000). Initilay we have planned to distribute 500 

questionnaires, but only 400 people completed the questionnaire, only 370 of the completed 

questionnaires were found to be acceptable for the analysis due to missing values and other 

reasonable problems.  

 

We performed a four stage analysis. First an exploratory factor analysis was conducted in 

order to make sure the factor structure of constructs used in the study is acceptable. Then a 

confirmatory factor analysis was conducted in order to test the research model and finally a 

full mediation test suggested by James et al. (2006) was performed in order to test the 

mediation. 

 

Analysis 

 

In the first stage of the analysis we conducted an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) using 

the varimax rotation to establish the fundemental structure of each factor taken place in our 

research model. The exploratory factor analysis has showed that a three factor solution with 

an explained variance of 69% and a KMO of 0.881. The lowest factor loading was 0.676 

and the resulting factor solution seemed reasonable for the purpose of this research (Field, 

2005). 

Reliability and validity assessment of constructs were also examined and the results were 
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Table 1: Demographics of respondents 

 

 

 

 

presented in Table 2. All reliability coefficients (Cronbach alpha), with the exception of 

tendency to prefer non-profits for donation 0.592), were above critical alpha value of 0.7. 

But Bradley (2013) points out that the interpretation of alpha coefficient is highly related to 

the number of items forming the scale and argue that for a three item scale an alpha 

coefficient of 0.5 could be regarded as quite sufficient. On the other hand, there is also a 

view that for two item scales, Cronbach alpha is not a proper indicator of internal reliability 

(Eisinga, et al., 2013).  

Also the validity indicators were in acceptable range and summarized in Table 2 (Hair, et. 

al. (2014). Two types of validity assessment was conducted: convergent and discriminant 

validity. The validity assessment was carried out by the use confirmatory factor analysis. 

 

f % 

Gender 
Female 168 45,5 

Male 201 54,5 

Age 

Age of 20 and below 24 6,5 

21- 25 123 33,2 

26- 30 72 19,5 

31- 35 42 11,4 

36- 40 30 8,1 

41-50 39 10,5 

Age of 50 and above 40 10,8 

Education Status 

Primary Education 37 10,2 

High-school 128 35,4 

Graduate 172 47,5 

Post-Graduate 25 6,9 

Monthly Income 

1000 TL and below 202 58,7 

1001-2000 TL 55 16 

2001-3000 TL 61 17,7 

3001 TL and above 26 7,6 
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The fit indices of constructs have shown a good fit for the relevant constructs. The relevant 

values of GFI= 0.947, AGFI=0.915, TLI=0.947, X2/df = 2.914, CFI=0.961, RMSEA=0.072 

are shown in Table 2.  

Standardized regression weights are also greater than 0.50. As seen above, the two 

parameters of convergent validity have been met after meeting acceptable Cronbach alpha 

coefficient and goodness of fit indices suggested by widely accepted scholars in the field 

(Bagozzi and Yi, 1988; Hu and Bentler, 1999).  

The third rule of thumb at deciding whether convergent validity as met, is to test if 

composite reliability and average variance extracted is in acceptable ranges. Fornell and 

Larcker (1981) indicated that if AVE is less than 0.5, but composite reliability is higher 

than 0.6, the convergent validity of the construct may be considered as adequate. Therefore 

it is considered that the convergent validity of the constructs in the model are adequate. 

 

Table 2: Construct Reliability, Convergent Validity and Factor Loadings 

 

Construct Item Factor 

Loading 

Variance 

Explained(%

) 

%69,94 

       CR 

 

     AVE 

      

1. Attitudes Toward 

Nonprofit 

Organizations 

ATNO

1 

ATNO

2 

ATNO

3 

.901 

.548 

.861 

21,31 0.823 0.618 

2. Trust in 

Nonprofit 

Organizations 

TINO1 

TINO2 

TINO3 

TINO4 

TINO5 

TINO6 

.840 

.857 

.766 

.787 

.721 

.655 

34,50 0.899 0.599 

3. Tendency to 

Prefer Nonprofit 

Organizations to 

Give 

TNOG

1 

TNOG

2 

.528 

.799 

14,12 0.619 0.459 

GFI= 0.947, AGFI=0,915, TLI=0.947, X2/df = 2.914, CFI=0,961, RMSEA=0,072 

Discriminant validity was performed by comparing the square root of AVE to the construct correlations as 
indicated by Liang, et al. 2007 (Table 3).  
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Table 3: Discriminant Analysis 

Construct Name 

 
 
 
 
 

AVE MSV ATNO TINO TNOG 

 Discriminant 
Validity 

MSV<AVE 
ASV<AVE 

(Hair et. Al, 
2010) 

ATNO 0.617 0.232 0.786* 
  

 Yes 

TINO 0.599 0.372 0.482 0.774* 
 

 Yes 

TNOG 0.458 0.372 0.295 0.610 0.677*  Yes 
      *Square root of AVE on diagonals 

As seen in Table 3, none of the square root of AVE is lower than the construct correlations, 

so there is sufficient evidence that discriminant validity standards for each construct is met. 

 

Descriptive Statistics 

 

Standard deviations, Cronbach’s alphas and means of all variables in the model are shown 

in the table. As seen in the Table 4 trust in nonprofit organizations, attitude towards 

nonprofit organizations and tendency to prefer nonprofit organizations to give are all 

significantly correlated with each other (p < 0,01) 

 

Table 4: Descriptive Statistics and Correlations Among The Key Variables 

 

Variable Mean  SD     1   2     3 

      

1.Trust in Nonprofit 

Organizations 

3,36 0,79 (0,896)   

2.Attitude Towards 

Nonprofit Organizations 
4,11 0,76 0,477*

* 

(0,785)  

3.Tendency to prefer 

Nonprofit Organizations 

to Give 

2,87 0,95 0,469*

* 

0,224*

* 

(0,592) 

N=370; alpha reliabilities are given in parantheses 

**Correlation is significant at the 0,01 level (two-tailed) 
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Testing the Hypotheses and the Mediation 

 

As James et. al. (2006) stated, there are two commonly used approaches to test the 

mediation role of a variable in a research model namely; Baron and Kenny (1986) approach 

and the structural equation modeling (SEM) approach. According to Han and Harms (2010) 

Baron and Kenny (1986) approach should be chosen when a partial mediation model where 

independent variable could affect the dependent variable directly as well as indirectly via 

the mediator while structural equation modeling approach should be chosen when a full 

mediation approach in that the independent variable has not a significant effect on the 

dependent variable, meaning the independent variable can only impact the dependent 

variable via the mediator. Since we decided to test a full a mediation, we chose the 

structural equation modeling approach. According to James et. al. (2006), there are three 

steps to examine the SEM approach while testing the mediation role of a variable: the link 

between the mediator variable and the independent variable must be significant, the link 

between the mediator variable and the dependent variable must be significant and there 

should be no significant difference between the observed previous two coefficient 

correlation and the reproduced correlation of the previous two coefficients (James et. al. 

2006). While testing the mediating role of trust, we have chosen the procedure proposed by 

Han and Harms (2010) and went on our mediation analysis using their procedure step by 

step. As we can see in the Figure 1, two conditions that were suggested by James et al. 

(2006) for full mediation were approved for model predicting the tendency to prefer 

nonprofit organizations to give. Attitude towards nonprofit organizations was significantly 

related to trust in nonprofit organizations (β= 0.48, p< 0.001) and the trust in nonprofit 

organizations is significantly related to tendency to prefer nonprofit organizations to give 

(β= 0.61, p< 0.001). In order to examine the existence of third and last condition suggested 

for full mediation for a SEM approach, a t-test of dependent correlations was performed 

(Steiger, 1980). Results regarding to this test indicated that observed relationship (r= 0.224, 

p <0,05) between the attitude toward nonprofit organizations and the tendency to prefer 

nonprofit organizations to give was not significantly different (t= -0.99, p= 0,322) from 

generated indirect effect (β= 0.293). These results regarding the analysis have sufficient 

statistical evidence to accept the generated hypotheses (H1, H2, H3) and therefore we can 

conclude that the trust in nonprofit organizations has a full mediation role in the relatioship 

between the attitude toward nonprofit organizations and tendency to prefer nonprofit 

organizations to give. 
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        a)  the observed correlation coefficient 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

The objective of this research was to examine the effect of attitude towards nonprofit 

organizations on tendency to prefer nonprofit organizations to give and to test whether trust 

in nonprofit organizations mediate the relationship between the attitude toward nonprofit 

organizations and tendency to prefer nonprofit organizations to give. According to analysis, 

a more positive attitude toward nonprofit organizations and a higher level of trust in 

nonprofit organizations result in a higher level of tendency to prefer nonprofit organizations 

to give. Additionally, trust has a full mediation role in the relationship between the attitude 

towards nonprofit organizations and tendency to prefer nonprofit organizations to give. 

Findings also suggest that the attitude toward public trust could be thought as positive while 

trust in nonprofit sector is relatively low. Additionally the tendency to prefer nonprofit 

organizations to give is quite low. While attitude towards nonprofit organizations predicts 

the trust in nonprofit sector and trust is related to tendency to prefer nonprofit organizations 

to give, nonprofit organizations should first create a positive attitude toward nonprofit 

organizations (third sector) in order to increase the amount of the money donated to them. 

Therefore nonprofit marketers may act together to create a positive image in the public. On 

the other hand, other researchers may explore or investigate the predictors of attitude 

towards nonprofit organizations. It is highly recommended that this study should be 

replicated in other cultures and countries. 

Figure 1: Research Models 
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Abstract 

The retail location is generally one of the most important and strategic decisions in the 

optimization of logistic systems. It is influenced by many quantitative and qualitative factors. 

Among the main criteria taken into account in this paper, some of them are transportation 

availability, costs, storage capacity, sufficient environmental space for potential growth, 

average distance to suppliers and so on. In the existing literature, many decision-making 

methods such as TOPSIS, AHP, and fuzzy AHP has been applied for the location selection 

of different issues. In addition, all studies in the literature do not cluster participants for the 

questionnaire; however, this paper revealed that the results of the pairwise matrix of 

practitioners and academician are found different weight. According to this diversity, the aim 

of this paper is to analyze the most appropriate location for the retail by using generic fuzzy 

analytic hierarchy process (GF-AHP). 

Keywords: Retail location selection, Fuzzy AHP 

1. Introduction 

Business administration in the world as a global village depends on not only a strong 

capital structure but also marketing, organizational and strategic management. The golden 

rule underlying the corporate success is to manage the decision making processes properly. 

Decision making in the business is applied in all layers from the planning and the project 

level to the sale and marketing phases. Decision making is of significance for the enlargement 

mechanism. Generation of enterprise network is an important factor for the new business 

development. One of the vital decisions in the brand publicity is the location selection for 

retail. Location selection should be considered carefully in the planning stage because of high 

number of failure stories. Location selection for retail is essential in terms of several 

indicators such as sustainable competitive advantage, economy, market share, popularity, 

recognition, etc. Some of the criteria for the retail location selection used in this paper are 

population of the region, economic conditions of the consumers, existing of competitor firms, 
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consumer income, facilities, transportation, expansion potential, and so on.  

In the existing literature, many studies investigate the appropriate location for the retail by 

using different methods. Chen et. al. (2006) deal with a supplier selection problem by using 

the criteria of profitability of supplier, relationship closeness, technological capability, 

conformance quality and conflict resolution. In another supplier selection study, quality 

(interval rejection rate, customer rejection rate), delivery (lead time, flexibility), cost (unit 

price cost, reduction plan), finance (corporate image and reputation, profitability) and 

technical capability (innovation, technical problem solving) are selected as criteria (Zaim, 

Sevkli, & Tarim, 2003). FAHP for evaluating and selecting a vendor in a supply chain model 

is proposed by Haq and Kannan (2006). In their study, quality (inspections methods and 

plans, percent rejections, quality systems, adherence to quality tools), delivery (distribution 

capacity, transportation cost, upcoming the delivery commitments, delivery-on time-every 

time, safety and security of components, modes of transportation facility), production 

capability (managing inventory, lead time requirement, change order capability, meeting 

internal schedules, forecasting, production ramp up co-ordination), service (flexibility in 

service, spare parts availability, after sales service, commitment to customer service), 

engineering/ technical capability (similar product experience, understanding of technology, 

engineering/technical support resources, technical know-how know why), business structure 

(knowledge of market, financial stability, history, information systems, contract terms, price 

(price deviation or differences, quantity discount, payment terms) are preferred as criteria. 

Kahraman et al. (2003) determine the criteria and their sub-criteria as; supplier criteria 

(financial, management, quality systems), product performance (handling, use in 

manufacturing, other business, end use), service performance (follow up, customer support, 

customer satisfaction, professionalism). Overall cost of the product, quality of the product, 

service performance of supplier, supplier’s profile and risk factor are the preferences of Felix 

Chan and Kumar (2007). The criteria to support outsourcing of logistics service are 

categorized as breadth of service, business experience, characterization of service, 

compatibility, financial stability, flexibility of service, performance, price, physical 

equipment and information, quality, strategic attitude and trust and fairness (Bottani & Rizzi, 

2006). Those criteria are evaluated by the perspectives of logistics, production, marketing, 

finance and accountancy and human resources. 

The main purpose of expert decision models is the development of a robust, consistent 

and concise decision tool to improve factuality and practicability by eliminating heuristics 

and bias. Every method has a particular advantage on robustness, consistency or conciseness 

and some of the methods violate them to some degree. Therefore, there are many useful multi-

criteria decision-making (MCDM) methods such as a classical analytic hierarchy process 

(AHP), fuzzy extended version of AHP (FAHP), technical for order preference by similarity 

to ideal solution (TOPSIS) and ELECTRE proposed for the decision problems in the 

literature. AHP (Saaty, 1977, 1980) is the most popular decision-making method and literally 

thousands of studies have applied it to the decision-making problems related to investment, 

energy source selection, projects ranking and so forth. In order to overcome the limitation of 

traditional AHP method for a vague and complex problem, (van Laarhoven & Pedrycz, 1983) 

extend AHP method to fuzzy hierarchical analysis by using triangular fuzzy numbers into the 

pairwise comparison matrix of AHP. In this paper, generic fuzzy AHP method which is 

extended version of the Chang’s approach is applied in the empirical study. 

Decision-making is generally conducted by expert consultations. These experts either 
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might be the authorities in that region, politicians, and academicians or selected from 

individuals such as any customers, retailers, etc. However, practical experiences prove that 

the decisions of field experts and academicians are completely different because of their 

personal perceptions. In this study, the instability of expert decisions are handled to reveal 

discrepancy between academician and practitioner’s point of view. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the case study 

and definition of the criteria. In Section 3 defines the methodology. The empirical study and 

results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. The Importance of The Retail Location and Definition of The Criteria 

Retailing is the set of business activities that adds value to the products and services sold to 

consumers for their personal or family use. A retailer is a business that sells products and 

services to consumers for their personal or family use. Retailers are the final businesses in 

distribution channels that link manufacturers with consumers (Levy & Weitz, 2001). Retail 

is also a service sector that plays a critical role to increase the life quality. Thus, people will 

be able to access goods and services more easily.  

The various kinds of business that are engaged in retailing create values. These values are 

called utilities, and they have been broadly classified into place, time, possession and 

ownership, and form utilities. To create these utilities, costs are incurred. In general, the 

retailing of merchandise must occur at a place that is preferred by the customer (Jones, 1969) 

. The right merchandise must be at the right place in order for the operation of a retail store 

to be efficient. This means that the retail store should be in the right location, which, for a 

store handling a given kind of merchandise, depends on many conditions-and these 

conditions are dynamic (Jones, 1969).  

Location decisions for the retails have become even more important in recent years and the 

important criteria for this issue are stated as follows; 

Cost 

There are four main elements of the establishment costs for a retail store. These are (1) rental 

value, (2) establishment (maintenance, repair and building), (3) business licence, (4) the cost 

of stock. 

Environmental Population 

The volume of merchandise sold depends first upon the number of people in the community 

or trading area. It is important also to know whether or not the population of the trading area 

is increasing, decreasing or remaining constant (Jones, 1969). 

Population characteristics are the most often used criteria to segment markets. Although total 

population figures and their growth rates of primary importance to a retailer in examining 

potential markets, the successful retailer can obtain o more detailed profile of a market by 

examining school enrolment, education, age, sex, occupation, race, and nationality. Retailers 

should seek to match a market’s population characteristics to the population characteristics 

of people who desire goods and services (Dunne & Lusch, 2007) 
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Average Consumer Income 

The income received by the people in an area is the most important single factor that qualifies 

the location in which to establish a store. In general, a community of low income means low 

sales volume. The opposite condition usually means big sales volume. When a community 

has a high income, the sales volume a store that is to established there can be expected to be 

high (Jones, 1969). 

On the other hand, the average household income and the distribution of household incomes 

can significantly influence demand for retail facilities (Dunne & Lusch, 2007). 

Distance to Supplier 

One of the critical factor is related to distance to supplier on decision of the retail location 

that effect the transportation cost structure, which is important for the unit cost. Shipping 

procedures are also more complex if the distance to suppliers increase.   

Stock Capacity 

In retail management, it is important to have a balance between stocks and sales. Forecast of 

the retail sales is computed to use how much stock need to be hold. Therefore, the concept 

of the store is based on how much managers need an area for sales and storage capacity. On 

the other hand, retailers want to avoid the absence what customer’s needs while they do not 

want to keep overstock since it causes extra cost. 

Operation Area 

In any store, there is a continuous process of receiving goods, distributing them to the selling 

area, selling them, and delivering them to the customer. These operations should be so 

arranged that the least amount of movement of the merchandise occurs and there is no wasted 

space in performing the operations. The amount of space used for all activities other than 

displaying and selling the merchandise should be held to a minimum. It is impossible to 

eliminate the performance of the other activities, but their performance can be organized so 

that they occupy less space, or less valuable space, and yet contribute to the effectiveness of 

total operation (Jones, 1969).  

Transportation 

The accessibility of a site the ease with which a customer may get into and out of it. The 

accessibility analysis has two stage: a macro analysis then a micro analysis. To assess a site’s 

accessibility on a macro level, the retailer simultaneously evaluates several factors, such as 

road pattern, road conditions, and barriers. The micro analysis concentrates on issues in the 

immediate vicinity of the city such as visibility, traffic flow, parking, congestion, and 

ingress/egress (Levy & Weitz, 2001) 

Parking Area 

The amount and quality of parking facilities are critical to a retail store’s accessibility. If 

there are not enough spaces of if they are too far from stores, customers will be discouraged 

from entering the area. On the other hand, if there are too many open spaces, the retail store 

may be seen as a failure or as having unpopular stores. It is hard to assess how many parking 

spaces are enough, although location analysist use parking ratios as a starting point. Parking 

need changes depend on various times of day, week, and season. You must also assess the 
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availability of employee parking, the proportion of shoppers using cars, parking by no 

shoppers, and the typical length of a shopping trip (Levy & Weitz, 2001) 

Existing of Competitors 

Within any market, there will be competition to satisfy the needs and wants of the 

participating customer. The retail market place has been likened to a battleground with 

retailers competing with each other to win the favours of customer. This can be accomplished 

by looking at the two variables of the store and the product. Competition can be between two 

retail stores of the same type e.g. Tesco and Sainsbury, or different types of retail store selling 

the same product, e.g. Tesco competes with Boots in the toiletries market (Cox & Brittain, 

2000). 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Generic Fuzzy AHP  

In this study, the generic FAHP (GF-AHP) (Bulut, Duru, Kececi, & Yoshida, 2012) method 

based on the extent synthesis method of Chang (1996) is used to calculate prioritization of 

criteria and evaluate the alternative locations. The mathematical algorithm of Chang’s 

approach is given as follow to understand logic of the GF-AHP method. 

Let X={x1, x2,…, xn} be an object set and U= {u1, u2,…, um} be a goal set. According to the 

method of extent analysis, each object is taken and extent analysis for each goal is performed, 

respectively. Therefore, m extent analysis values for each object can be obtained, with the 

following signs: 

1 2, ,...,
i i i

m

g g gM M M , i=1, 2,…, n,    (1) 

where all the 
j

gM (j=1,2,…,m) are TFNs. 

Step 1: The value of fuzzy synthetic extent with respect to the ith object is defined as 
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And to obtain
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and then the inverse of the vector in Eq. (5) is computed, such as: 
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Step 2: The degree of possibility of M2= (l2, m2, u2) ≥ M1=(l1, m1, u1) is defined as  

1 22 1( ) sup min( ( ), ( ))M M
y x

V M M x y 
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and can be expressed as follows: 
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Figure 1 illustrates Eq. 7 where d is the ordinate of the highest intersection point D between 

1M  and
2M . To compare M1 and M2, we need both the values of V (M1≥M2) and V (M2≥ 

M1). 

 

Figure 1. The intersection between M1 and M2. 

0   l2    m2   l1    d  u2   m1          u1 
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Step 3: The degree possibility for a convex fuzzy number to be greater than k convex fuzzy 

Mi (i=1,2,…,k) numbers can be defined by 

V (M ≥ M1, M2,…, Mk) =V [(M ≥ M1) and (M≥M2) and … and (M ≥ Mk)]   

   =min V (M ≥ Mi), i=1,2,3,…,k.     

        (8) 

Assume that d'(Ai) = min V(Si ≥ Sk) for k=1,2,…,n; k≠i. Then the weight vector is given by 

W' = (d'(A1), d’(A2),…,d'(An))T     (9) 

Where Ai (i=1, 2,…, n) are n elements. 

Step 4: Via normalization, the normalized weight vectors are  

 W= (d(A1), d(A2),…,d(An))T,     (10) 

where W is a non-fuzzy number. 

The non-numerical expressions as fuzzy linguistic variables reflect the Saaty (1977)’s nine-

point fundamental scale (Fig. 2). Assign the linguistic comparison terms (Bulut, Duru, & 

Koçak, 2014; Sahin & Senol, 2015) and their equivalent fuzzy numbers considered in this 

paper are shown in Table 1.  

 

Figure 2. Fuzzy number of linguistic variable set. 

Table 1 Transformation for TFNs membership functions. 

Fuzzy number Linguistic scales  Membership Reciprocal  

    function  

Ã1  Equally important  (1,1,1)  (1,1,1) 

Ã2  Slightly important  (1,1,3)  (1/3,1,1) 

Ã3  Moderately important  (1,3,5)  (1/5,1/3,1) 

Ã4  More important   (3,5,7)  (1/7,1/5,1/3) 

Ã5  Strongly important  (5,7,9)  (1/9,1/7,1/5) 

Ã6  Extremely important  (7,9,9)  (1/9,1/9,1/7) 

3.2. Consistency control 

In the classic AHP method, it is required that the consistency value for the each individual 

judgement matrix is less than 0.1. In the existing literature, however, most of the studies 

ignore the consistency control for the fuzzy extended version of the MCDM methods. In this 
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study, the centric consistency index (CCI) (Bulut et al., 2012, 2014) is applied to compute 

the consistency ratio of the each individual judgement matrix. 

The calculation of the CCI method is as follows: 

Let A=(aLij,aMij,aUij)n×n be a fuzzy judgment matrix, and let 

w=[(wL1,wM1,wU1),(wL2,wM2,wU2),…,(wLn,wMn,wUn)]T be the priority vector derived from A
using the row geometric mean method (RGMM). The centric consistency index (CCI) is 

calculated by eq. 14. 

2

2
( ) (log( ) log( )

( 1)( 2) 3 3

               log( ))
3

Lij Mij Uij Li Mi Ui

i j

Lj Mj Uj

a a a w w w
CCI A

n n

w w w



   
 

 

 



 (11) 

When CCI(A)=0, we consider A fully consistent. According to the thresholds, CCI =0.31for 

n=3; CCI =0.35 for n=4 and CCI =0.37 for n>4.  

4. Empirical Application and Analysis of Results 

Kiler is one of the biggest local retail firm in Turkey, and they consider to launch the new 

retail. There are three alternatives locations, and their numerical value and other data are 

displayed in the Appendix I. In the empirical study, these three alternatives are analyzed to 

define the best location for the firm.  Nine important criteria that influence to make a decision 

for the location of the new retail are identified by the industry survey and literature review. 

In the empirical study, the pairwise matrix from academician and practitioners are 

analyzed separately to reveal whether their result is same or not. The value of the CCI for 

each pair-wise matrix of decision makers in GF-AHP method is found less than the critical 

value. Table 3 presents the result of the aggregated weight vector of academician based on 

the individual fuzzy judgement matrix. As seen, the coefficient of cost has the considerable 

contribution on the final outcome with its 0.27 value. The environmental population and easy 

transportation have the second and third major contribution on the final outcome with 0.19 

and 0.15, respectively.  
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Table 3. The aggregated fuzzy judgement matrix of academicians for criteria 

 

For the practitioners, however, the aggregated weight of each criterion is found different 

than the results of academician. Table 4 display the prioritization of the each criteria, the 

environmental population (0.17) has superiority than all other criteria. The contribution of 

the easy transportation and existing of competitors are found 0.15 and 0.14, respectively.   

 

Table 4. The aggregated fuzzy judgement matrix of practitioners for criteria 

After calculation of the prioritization of the criteria for academician and practitioners, the 

aggregated fuzzy judgement matrix (AFJM) for the alternatives under each criterion is 

computed from individual fuzzy judgement matrix for the academicians and practitioners, 

separately. In this study, there are two different mean aggregated weights (MAW) for 

academician and practitioners. Table 5 displays the aggregated weight of each alternatives 

under the each criteria by considering academicians. If we analyze deeply the results of the 

aggregated weight of the academicians, alternatives A3 has superiority according to the cost, 

environmental population and easy transportation criteria, and the weight of alternatives A2 

is found highest with average consumer income, distance to suppliers, stock capacity, 

operation area, parking area and existing competitors.  

According to practitioners, however, the value of the weight in the AFJM for the 

alternatives under each criteria is found different from AFJM of academicians while array of 

the alternatives under each criteria is same as in AFJM of academicians.   

Table 5. The aggregated fuzzy judgement matrix for alternatives by academicians 
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Criteria    A1 A2 A3 MAW 

 A1 (1 1 1) (2,05 3,56 4,89) (0,22 0,3 0,48) 0,26 

CS A2 (0,2 0,28 0,48) (1 1 1) (0,14 0,17 0,21) 0,13 

  A3 (2,08 3,23 4,34) (4,69 5,86 7) (1 1 1) 0,61 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0,28 0,43 0,7) (0,14 0,16 0,2) 0,16 

EP A2 (1,41 2,29 3,48) (1 1 1) (0,19 0,25 0,38) 0,25 

  A3 (4,91 6,02 7,12) (2,62 3,86 5,01) (1 1 1) 0,59 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0,21 0,3 0,49) (0,16 0,21 0,32) 0,20 

ACI A2 (2,01 3,33 4,57) (1 1 1) (0,44 0,72 1,46) 0,43 

  A3 (3,08 4,62 5,97) (0,68 1,38 2,22) (1 1 1) 0,37 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0,27 0,51 0,86) (2,6 4,42 6,06) 0,27 

ADS A2 (1,15 1,92 3,63) (1 1 1) (4,77 6,46 8,07) 0,51 

  A3 (0,16 0,22 0,38) (0,12 0,15 0,2) (1 1 1) 0,22 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0,15 0,2 0,35) (0,22 0,38 0,67) 0,17 

ST A2 (2,8 4,79 6,57) (1 1 1) (2,52 3,77 5,87) 0,49 

  A3 (1,48 2,61 4,53) (0,17 0,26 0,39) (1 1 1) 0,34 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0,19 0,27 0,47) (1,12 1,89 3,35) 0,25 

OPF A2 (2,1 3,63 5,03) (1 1 1) (4,6 6,08 7,49) 0,59 

  A3 (0,29 0,52 0,89) (0,13 0,16 0,21) (1 1 1) 0,16 

 A1 (1 1 1) (2,08 3,36 4,54) (0,64 1,05 1,8) 0,38 

ET A2 (0,21 0,29 0,47) (1 1 1) (0,24 0,35 0,56) 0,15 

  A3 (0,55 0,94 1,54) (1,77 2,79 4,15) (1 1 1) 0,47 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0,17 0,25 0,5) (1,45 3,08 4,47) 0,35 

PR A2 (1,96 3,9 5,66) (1 1 1) (4,77 6,59 8,18) 0,65 

  A3 (0,22 0,32 0,68) (0,12 0,15 0,2) (1 1 1) 0,00 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0,19 0,29 0,44) (0,34 0,56 0,85) 0,18 

EC A2 (2,23 3,41 5,13) (1 1 1) (1,24 1,88 3,45) 0,45 

  A3 (1,17 1,76 2,92) (0,28 0,52 0,8) (1 1 1) 0,37 

Table 6. The aggregated fuzzy judgement matrix for alternatives for practitioners 

    A1 A2 A3 MAW 

 A1 (1 1 1) (1,24 3,32 5,35) (0,18 0,3 0,8) 0,35 

CS A2 (0,18 0,3 0,8) (1 1 1) (0,14 0,2 0,34) 0,22 

  A3 (1,24 3,32 5,35) (2,86 4,94 6,97) (1 1 1) 0,43 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0,18 0,29 0,78) (0,12 0,14 0,2) 0,15 

EP A2 (1,27 3,35 5,38) (1 1 1) (0,14 0,2 0,38) 0,33 

  A3 (5,32 7,44 8,29) (2,35 4,56 6,63) (1 1 1) 0,52 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0,13 0,19 0,32) (0,19 0,32 0,64) 0,10 

ACI A2 (3,07 5,25 7,32) (1 1 1) (0,77 2,1 3,85) 0,53 

  A3 (1,54 3,67 5,71) (0,25 0,39 1,19) (1 1 1) 0,37 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0,22 0,46 0,74) (1,88 4,02 6,07) 0,35 

ADS A2 (1,34 2,16 4,4) (1 1 1) (2,93 5,08 7,13) 0,51 

  A3 (0,17 0,26 0,62) (0,13 0,18 0,29) (1 1 1) 0,14 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0,11 0,15 0,22) (0,27 0,58 1,16) 0,13 

ST A2 (4,37 6,41 8,43) (1 1 1) (2 3,77 5,8) 0,65 

  A3 (1 2,08 4,22) (0,14 0,21 0,42) (1 1 1) 0,22 

 A1 (2,04 4,28 6,36) (1 1 1) (2,06 3,99 5,66) 0,16 

OPF A2 (0,24 0,53 0,76) (0,2 0,29 0,58) (0,82 0,84 0,86) 0,49 
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  A3 (3,51 6,09 8,28) (1,5 1,71 2,41) (4,52 6,89 10,92) 0,15 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0,8 1,85 3) (0,52 1,07 1,58) 0,37 

ET A2 (0,33 0,53 1,23) (1 1 1) (0,23 0,35 0,79) 0,20 

  A3 (0,54 0,86 1,81) (1,46 2,98 4,54) (1 1 1) 0,42 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0,12 0,16 0,23) (1,86 4,05 6,11) 0,26 

PR A2 (4,17 6,21 8,23) (1 1 1) (3,83 5,31 7,62) 0,74 

  A3 (0,18 0,3 0,64) (0,11 0,15 0,21) (1 1 1) 0,00 

 A1 (1 1 1) (0,13 0,17 0,29) (0,18 0,27 0,48) 0,15 

EC A2 (3,4 5,58 7,64) (1 1 1) (0,32 0,61 1,29) 0,48 

  A3 (2,33 4,06 6,37) (0,68 1,44 2,61) (1 1 1) 0,37 

 

Table 7 and 8 summarize the final assessment for the decision of the retail location by 

using GF-AHP. Alternative 3 is preferred the most feasible according to academicians (Table 

7). In addition, Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 are found second and third best alternative, 

respectively. However, Alternative 2 has superiority among the alternatives in respect to 

practitioners. The prepared empirical study displays how the differences between 

academician and practitioners influence the decision results for the retail location. As seen 

different results between Table 7 and Table 8, academician’s point of view for the some 

particular decision problem can be different than practitioners. Therefore, analyzing all the 

individual pairwise matrix as a whole can cause to make a wrong decision.  

Table 7. Final assessment of the alternatives for the retail location by academicians. 

  CS EP ACI ADS ST OPF ET PR EC   

  0.22 0.19 0.12 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.15 0.06 0.10   

A1 0.26 0.16 0.20 0.27 0.17 0.25 0.38 0.35 0.18 0.24 

A2 0.13 0.25 0.43 0.51 0.49 0.59 0.15 0.65 0.45 0.32 

A3 0.61 0.59 0.37 0.22 0.34 0.16 0.47 0.00 0.37 0.43 

 

Table 8. Final assessment of the alternatives for the retail location by practitioners. 

  CS EP ACI ADS ST OPF ET PR EC   

  0.11 0.17 0.12 0.03 0.04 0.10 0.15 0.13 0.14  

A1 0.35 0.15 0.10 0.35 0.13 0.16 0.37 0.26 0.15 0.11 

A2 0.22 0.33 0.53 0.51 0.65 0.49 0.20 0.74 0.48 0.24 

A3 0.43 0.52 0.37 0.14 0.22 0.15 0.42 0.00 0.37 0.21 

5. Conclusion 

Deciding on location is one of the most important issue to be taken for marketing the product 

successfully by a retailer. The location selection problem for the retail cannot be handled for 

being decided by a single manager. From this point, the relevant players need to define the 

prioritized criteria to make a decision of convenient alternative.  

The aim of this paper is to investigate to define the most feasible retail location in real life 

for the Kiler by using the GF-AHP method. In the existing literature, academician’s and 
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practitioner’s point of view are generally combine to get one aggregated fuzzy judgement 

pairwise matrix. For the some particular case, however, their point of views can be different 

than each other. In this paper, we reveal the different results between academician and 

practitioner.  
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Appendix I 

   Alternative 1  Alternative 2  Alternative 3 

 

CS   450.000   550.000   38.000   

EP   12.000-15.000  15.000-20.000  35.000-40.000 

ACI   12.00   1.500.2.500  1.500-2.000 

ADS   16km   5-10km   35-35km 

ST   100 package  500m2   200m2 

OPF   725m2   1193m2   500m2 

ET   Public bus  Car   Car-Service 

PR   12 car   750m2   Non   

EC   6 Retail   9 Retail   2 Retail 
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Abstract 

Word of mouth marketing is an important marketing concept for consumers, marketers and 

companies. Word of mouth marketing can be defined as the exchange of people's ideas 

about products or services. Word of mouth marketing is an unpaid form of marketing that 

satisfied consumers tell their opinions about brands, products or services to their 

environment. It has many advantages for companies. It has low cost than other marketing 

tools and positive impact on purchasing behavior. When consumers tell about their 

experiences about a brand or a company to their friends or relatives, word of mouth 

marketing also creates trust between company and potential consumers because potential 

consumers trust the source of experience.  

According to technological developments in communication sector and using the internet in 

all fields of life makes smart phones so important for consumers. Especially young 

consumers are very concerned about the new developments in communication technologies 

and smart phones. According to the researches, it can be said that young consumers are the 

most intensive users of smart phones. And young consumers give attention to their 

environment’s experiences before their purchasing decision.  Proceeding from this point, 

the effect of word of mouth marketing to select smart phone has been examined in the 

study. In the study, descriptive research model has been used. The study consists of two 

parts. Firs part is literature review and the second part is application part. Word of mouth 

marketing is an important marketing tool.  For this purpose it has been applied a 

questionnaire, which investigates the effect of word of mouth marketing to select smart 

phone, to the selected sampling. The collected data has been analyzed by using SPSS.   

According to the results of the study, it has been said that young consumers expressed that 

they take advise when they are going to buy a smart phone and according to the results, it 

can be said that a positive and negative comments coming from users of smart phones, 

affect the young customers who wants to buy a new phone. 

 
Keywords: Word of Mouth Marketing; Young Consumers: Smart Phone  

1. Introduction 

Consumers tend to share their opinions about the products and services which they 

buy. If consumers satisfied with the products or services which they buy, they share a 

positive comment about that situation, but the comments will be negative if they are not 

satisfied. Also, positive or negative comments about products or services will be an 

indication of consumers who will purchase the product or service. To hear positive 

comments about products or services from internet or environment helps potential 

consumers to make the purchasing decision easier, but a negative comment can cause to 

give up of the purchase of the product or service. The exchange of people's purchasing 

experiences to each other can be described as word of mouth marketing.  

Especially, advice and experiences came from the environment becomes more 
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important if there are high expectations after purchasing products or services. One of the 

products, when consumers need to get advice for their purchasing decisions is smart 

phones. Especially developments of digital communication technologies and usage of the 

mobile internet are increasing the demand of smart phones day by day. Most interested 

group for smart phones is consisting of young consumers. For this reason, the effect of 

word of mouth marketing for selection of young people's smart phone has been examined in 

this study. 

2. Word of Mouth Marketing 

 

Word of mouth marketing can countable as an important factor for companies’ 

marketing communication activities (Kutluk, 2012: 29). According to Silverman (2011), 

marketing has gone from something you did to consumers to something, it turns into you 

did for customers to something you do with customers. Word of mouth marketing isn’t 

actually about marketing at all. It’s about great customer service that makes people want to 

tell their friends about you (Sernovitz, 2012: 5).  

Shopping motives which trigger consumers are definitely have an important role for 

consumers’ future purchasing decisions and word of mouth marketing term is closely 

associated with this situation (Uygun et al., 2014:36). Consumers are exposed to a constant 

bombardment of messages about products and brands from many channels. And product 

diversity increasing continuously. These situations make consumers’ purchasing decision 

difficult. Word of mouth marketing helps to make easier consumers’ decision process in 

such cases (Oğuzyılmaz, 2015:432). People find out information about new products or 

services trough some broadcast media, but confirmed the truth and relevance trough word 

of mouth (Silverman, 2011:20). 

One of the definition of word of mouth marketing can be described as “it is everything 

you can do get people talking about your brand, product or services. Word of mouth 

marketing is about real people talking to each other; consumer to consumer (Sernovitz, 

2012:3). And according to Allsop et al. (2007) WOM is an important component of a 

complex and dynamic marketplace environment and WOM research is a part of holistic 

research program. Word of mouth communications are pervasive and intriguing 

phenomenon on personal communications. The significant role of WOM in the 

dissemination of market information is supported by broad agreement among practitioners 

and academics. According to Goldenberg et al. (2001), Consumers’ decisions are strongly 

influenced by WOM and according to Tutuş (2013), WOM communication accepted as an 

important source of information used by people who seek information and accepted as a 

face to face activity. Also according to Herr et al. (1991), a face to face word of mouth 

communication was more persuasive. And word of mouth communications often exert a 

strong influence on judgments of products.  

Word of mouth may be positive, neutral or negative. Satisfied consumers recommend 

positive experiences about products or services which they buy. For example a pleasant 

movie recommendation to others. And unsatisfied consumers will make product denigration 

or unpleasant recommendations to others. According to Sweeney et al. (2005), when 

compared to positive WOM, negative WOM is more emotional in nature, is associated with 

dissatisfaction and is almost twice as likely to influence the receiver’s opinion of the firm. 

In addition, consumers who have had a negative experience with a firm are more driven to 

‘vent’ their emotion, offering WOM sooner after the incident than those with positive 

experiences. According to Yakın (2011), negative WOM give a chance to firms to 

communicate with unsatisfied consumers and turn this unsatisfaction process positive. But 
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in the other hand, according to the findings of East et al. (2008), positive WOM had more 

impact on brand purchase probability than negative WOM. Study also shows the effect of 

other factors on the impact of positive WOM and negative WOM. The strength of 

expression of WOM has a strong effect on both positive WOM and negative WOM. If the 

WOM is about the receiver's main brand, it has a positive effect when it is positive WOM 

and a negative effect when it is negative WOM. 

Satisfaction of consumers trigger them to spread positive recommendations about the 

product, service, brand or company so starting from this point, it can be said that word of 

mouth marketing is affected by after purchasing behaviors (İnan, 2012: 194). According to 

the results of the Anderson’s study (1998), it has been generally found that both satisfied 

and dissatisfied consumers tend to spread positive and negative WOM respectively 

regarding products which they purchase. According to Silverman (2011), word of mouth 

marketing strategies have some properties.  

One of these properties will be called as “power of word of mouth”. Customers are 

thousands of times more likely to act on a recommendation of a friend, colleague, or trusted 

adviser than they are to a commercial communication. And this action is often to make a 

purchase. So this is the power of word of mouth. Second property of word of marketing is 

speed of word of mouth. If the shared information is enthusiastic, interesting, informative 

and entertaining, it reaches and is spread by people who care about the content. After than 

these people are probably going to tell more than 25 other people and tell it more clearly, 

more meaningfully, more passionately, and more persuasively. So this shows the speed of 

word of mouth marketing. Third property of word of mouth is “independent credibility”. 

Word of mouth has an independent credibility because, the recommendations or 

information are independent and objective. Fourth property of word of mouth is experience 

delivery. Experience delivery is the key to most of the power of word of mouth and the key 

to channeling word of mouth in the right direction. Experience delivery gives word of 

mouth marketing triggers full adoption behavior more than anything. 

According to Tutuş (2013), WOM, plays a significant influential role about consumers’ 

choices and purchasing decisions but it also influences the new product diffusion process 

and consumers’ pre-usage and post-usage attitudes. Han and Ryu (2012) also notice that 

WOM is not just correlate with purchasing decisions. It is also correlate with monetary and 

nonmonetary switching costs too. They expressed that the moderating effects of monetary 

and nonmonetary switching costs on the bonds linking encounter performance and 

satisfaction to WOM intentions. According to Keller and Fey (2012), WOM has an 

important role for consumers to make decision. So it can be said that traditional advertising 

models need to shift. Marketers have to create advertisements that trigger conversations 

between consumers, so these conversations then persuade the prospect, which leads to a 

purchase. Also, according to Kawakami et al. (2013), both personal and virtual word of 

mouth are directly related with variety of innovation use and indirectly related with 

intensity of innovation use. 

 

3. Application 

 

3.1. Subject of The Study 

 In this research it has been aimed to identify the effects of word of mouth marketing to 

select smart phone.  

 

3.2. Objctive and Importance of The Research 
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       Especially young consumers are very concerned about the new developments in 

communication technologies and smart phones. According to the researches, it can be said 

that young consumers are the most intensive users of smart phones.  

 

And young consumers give attention to their environment’s experiences before their 

purchasing decision. And according to the previous studies, it can be said that word of 

mouth marketing affects pre and post purchasing behaviours and purchasing decisions.  

Proceeding from this point, the effect of word of mouth marketing to select smart phone has 

been examined in the study. 

 

3.3. Limits of the research 

 

The conducted research is limited by the students who studies in Abant Izzet Baysal 

University, Gerede Campus. The research is limited by the questions which asked in the 

survey. And the results of the study are limited by the respondents’ views. 

 

3.4. Methodology 

       In the study, the descriptive research method has been used. And the study has two 

parts. First part of the study consists of literature search and the second part consists of 

implementation part. During the literature search; books, journals, databases and internet 

resources were investigated. As the main mass, the students of Abant Izzet Baysal 

University, Gerede School of Applied Sciences have been selected. The main mass consists 

of 404 students. Simple random sampling has been used to determine the sample size. The 

sample size determined as 198 students. But 260 surveys have been distributed for the 

study. 22 surveys were excluded from the analysis because they contain incomplete data. 

So 238 surveys have been analyzed. While the survey is prepairing, it has been inspired by 

the work of Harrison-Walker, L. J. (2001), Kawakami et al. (2013), Podoshen (2006) and 

East et al. The survey of the study has four parts. The first part of the survey contains 

demographical questions. The second part of the survey contains questions about mobile 

phones, third part of the survey consists of questions about advices and fourth part of the 

survey consists of questions about word of mouth marketing. 

 

3.5. Reliability Analysis 

Cronbach alpha coefficient was calculated as 0,854 when the demographic questions 

were taken out, so the results demonstrated that survey results have high reliability and 

ensure a proper ground for further analysis. 

 

3.6. Analyzes and The Results of The Study 

 

 The questions of survey have been analyzed with the SPSS data program. The study is 

limited to the sample and the survey questions. The results are the following. 
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3.6.1. Demographical Results 

 

 The first part of the survey consisted of demographical questions and the answers of 

the students for that questions have been summarized in the table below. 

Table 1: The Demographic Data of Respondents 

  

 

 According to the table, it can be said that 69,3 percent of participants were female and 

30,7 percent of were male. 47,5 percent of the participants’ ages range from 18 to 20, 27,3 

percent of the participants’ ages range from 21 to 23 and 25,2 percent of participants’ ages 

range from 24-26. 25,2 percent of participants’ monthly income is under 999 TL, 21 

percent of participants’ monthly income level is between 1000-1999 TL and 31,1 percent of 

participants’ monthly income is between 2001-2999 TL. 15,5 percent of the participants’ 

monthly income level is between  3000-3999 TL and 1,7 percent of the participants’ 

monthly income is between 4000-4999 TL and 5,5 percent of participants’ monthly income 

is over 5000 TL. According to participants’ personal monthly expense results, it can be 

seen that, most of the students spent between 400-599 TL (%31,9). 21,8 percent of the 

participants spent money between 600-799 TL, and 25,2 of students spent under 900 TL in 

a month. 63,4 percent of the students go to daytime education and 36,6 percent of to 

students go to eveening education. 31,9 percent of students are in the third grade. 25,6 of 

the studends are in the fourth grade and 25,2 percent of the students are in first grade and 

17,2 percent of the studens are in the second grade.   

 

Gender F % Monthly Income F % 

Female  
165 69,3 <999 60 25,2 

Male 
73 30,7 1000-1999 50 21,0 

Age F % 2000-2999 74 31,1 

18-20 113 47,5 3000-3999 37 15,5 

21-23 65 27,3 4000-4999 4 1,7 

24-26 60 25,2 >5000 13 5,5 

Grade F % Monthly Expense F % 

First grade 60 25,2 0-199 44 18,5 

Second grade 41 17,2 200-399 40 16,8 

Third grade 76 31,9 400-599 76 31,9 

Fourth grade 61 25,6 600-799 52 21,8 

Education F % 800-999 11 4,6 

Daytime education 151 63,4 >1000 15 6,3 

Evening education 87 36,6 
   

Total  238 100,0 Total  238 100,0 
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Table 2: Data About Mobile Phone Ownership 

Mobile phone 

ownership 

F % Frequency of replacement 

mobile phone 

F % 

Yes  
238 100,0 Once a year 11 4,6 

Smart Phone 

Feature 

F % More than once a year 30 12,6 

Yes 231 97,1 Between 2-3 years 35 14,7 

No 7 2,9 Once every three years 121 50,8 

Year of usage 

mobile phone 

F % Not certain 41 17,2 

1-3 years 
21 8,8 New phone will be smart 

phone 

F % 

3-6 years 77 32,4 Yes 235 98,7 

More than six 

years 

140 58,8 No 3 1,3 

Total  238 100,0 Total  238 100,0 

  

  

According to the results, it can be said that all of the respondents have mobile phone. Most 

of the mobile phones using by students have smart phone feature only 2,9 percent of mobile 

phones have not smart phone feature. When it is asked to students that the new phone will 

be a smart phone, most of them (%98,7) said that their new phone will be a smart phone. 

According to results, most of the students use their mobile phones more than six years. And 

students use mobile phone between 3-6 years follows them. According to the respondents’ 

answers about replacement of mobile phones, most of the students change their mobile 

phones once every three years. 
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Table 3 Data About Advices 

Getting advice before 

purchasing mobile 

phone 

F % Affected by negative 

comments 

F % 

Yes, I get advice 164 68,9 Yes 209 91,7 

No, I did not get advice 10 4,2 No  19 8,3 

I get advice when 

undecided 

64 26,9 Affected by positive 

comments 

F % 

Take advice from 
F % Yes 222 97,4 

Family 44 19,3 No 6 2,6 

Relatives 9 3,9 Which/Who affects you most 
F % 

Friends 115 50,4 Person who give me advice 147 64,5 

Neighbors 2 ,9 Newspaper news 5 2,2 

comments on internet 58 25,4 Tv news 4 1,8 

Search before 

purchasing mobile 

phone 

F % Internet news 69 30,3 

Yes 220 96,5 Other 3 1,3 

No 8 3,5  F % 

Share positive or 

negative experience of 

post purchase 

F % 
What will you do when 

unsatisfied after purchase 

  

Yes 222 97,4 Nothing 4 1,8 

No 6 2,6 Did not repurchase from this 

company 

44 19,3 

   I share my negative 

experience and warn my 

environment 

173 75,9 
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When it is asked to the respondents if they get advice before purchasing mobile phone, 

most of the participants answer this question that they get advice (%68,9) and 26,9 percent 

of students also said that they get advice when they were undecided. Starting from this 

point, it can be said that most of the students get advice before purchasing mobile phone 

who answered the survey. In the survey, it has been asked to respondents that who is the 

person that they get advice from mostly and according to the results of the study, it can be 

seen that most of the  students get advice from their friends (%50,4) and comments on 

internet (25,4).           According to the table 3, it can be said that most of the students 

(%96,5) search before purchasing mobile phone. According to the results, it can be said that 

most of the students are affected from negative and positive comments of products or 

services and they affected by the person who give them the advice most.  

 

3.7. Factor Analysis 

In the study, it has been measured the attitudes towards word of mouth marketing. For 

this reason, the statements for word of mouth marketing have been analyzed by factor 

analysis. Factor analysis, examines the interrelationships between the variables, and 

provides a more meaningful brief presentation of the variables. Factor analysis seeks to 

build common features in the relations between the variables (Bayram, 2009:199).  

In the fourth part of the questionnaire, there are 20 questions. For the questions that are 

common features of the collection under the specific factors, Factor analysis was applied. 

Before the factor analysis, KMO and Barlett's test was applied to understand the suitability 

of the data. The extraction method of the analysis is principal component of the analysis. To 

rotate components, Varimax Rotation method was used. The results of KMO and Barlett 

Tests are shown below at table 4.  

 

 

 

Table 4 Results of KMO and Barlett Tests 

KMO and Bartlett's Test 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. ,756 

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 1469,875 

df 120 

Sig. ,000 

 

 

 

 According to the results, Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy (KMO) 

rate is 0,756>0,05. So it can be said that the data set is suitable for factor analysis with this 

result. And the sig. Value is less than 0,05 so it can be said that data is suitable for factor 

analysis. After KMO and Barlett's tests, factor analysis was applied. And it has been seen 

that questions are collected under 4 factors. After factor analysis, components, and loads of 

   I report the company 7 3,1 

Total  228 100,0 Total  228 100,0 
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components, reliability coefficients and the names of components are summarized below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 Results of The Factor Analysis 

Component Names Component 

loads 

% 

Variance 

Reliability 

coefficients 

F1 Recommendations    

A positive comment affects my mobile 

phone purchasing decision 

,801 31,188 ,823 

Negative comment affect my mobile phone 

purchasing decision 
,805 

An advise about mobile phone affect my 

purchasing decision 

,695 

Others advise are benefit when purchasing 

mobile phone 
,672 

Share my positive or negative experience 

after purchasing 
,539 

F2 Trustworthiness    

I think adviser is informed ,812 
13,590 ,746 

I think adviser is professional ,772 

I trust the adviser ,752 

I think adviser is experienced 
,682 

F3 Comments about features of smart 

phones 

   

Comments about brand image of smart 

phones affect me 
,796 8,133 

,738 

Comments about model of smart phones 

affect me 
,749 

Comments about standby time of smart 

phones affect me 
,662 

Comments about technical features of smart 

phones affect me 
,580 

F4 Inform environment   
 

I give advise if I satisfied from my mobile 

phone purchasing 

,823 10,108 
,746 

I warn my environment if I am unsatisfied 

from my mobile phone purchasing 

,818 

I share my opinions when I buy a product or 

service 
,581 

Total Variance  63,019  
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The identified components have been analyzed by hypothesis testing. The hypothesis 

and the result of the hypothesis’ showed below. 

3.8. Hypothesis Testing 

The aim of the study is determine the effects of word of mouth marketing to select 

mobile phone. For this reason, alternative hypotheses have been developed. The first 

hypothesis is empirically tested by independent samples t-test which is developed to 

investigate whether is there a difference about attitudes towards word of mouth marketing 

according to gender. According to this, H0 and H1 hypothesis have been developed below. 

This hypothesis tested by independent t test. 

H0 The attitudes towards word of mouth marketing does not change according to gender. 

H1 The attitudes towards word of mouth marketing changes according to gender. 

Table 6 Results of Independent Sample t Test 

 Mean  Gender  

Female  Male  t       Sig 

F1 1,4919 1,8716 -3,768 ,000* 

F2 2,6661 2,7463 -,787      ,433 

F3 1,9984 2,3470 -3,349 ,001* 

F4 1,4265 1,7313 -3,012 ,003* 

P<0,05 

 

According to results of the independent samples t test, it can be said that there is a 

difference according to gender in F1, F3 and F4 factors. But there is no difference 

according to gender in F2. Proceeding from this point, it can be said that male students take 

more advice than female students, positive or negative comments affect their mobile phone 

purchasing decision more than female students. Male students affected comments about 

features of smart phone (brand image, model of mobile phone, standby time and technical 

features) more than female students. They give advice if they satisfied from my mobile 

phone purchasing, warn their environment if they were unsatisfied from my mobile phone 

purchasing and share their opinions when they buy a product or service more than female 

students. But, according to the independent samples t test result, both of male and female 

students did not accept that the adviser is informed and the adviser is Professional. And 

they did not trust the adviser. The reason for this statement can be explained by the answers 

of students. Because most of the students expressed that they get advice from their friends 

and comments from internet before their purchasing decision. 

According to the results of the survey, it can be said that respondents are affected by 

word of mouth while selecting smart phone. So starting from this point, second hypothesis 

has been developed below. Second hypothesis is tested by regression analysis.  

H0: There is no relationship between comments about features of smart phones and 

recommendations, trust to adviser and inform environment variables. 

H2: There is a relationship between comments about features of smart phones and 

recommendations, trust to adviser and inform environment variables. 

Table 7 Results of Regression Analysis   

Dependent Variable: F3 Comments about features of smart phone  

Independent Variables:  Beta   t  p 
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F1 Recommendations  ,273   3,987  ,000* 

F2 Trustworthiness  ,167   2,718  ,007* 

F4 Inform environment  ,204   3,063  ,002* 

R=0,489 R²=0,239 F=23,403 p=0,000 

According to the results of the regression analysis, it can be said that there is a 

relationship between dependent variable and independent variables. So H2 hypothesis could 

be accepted. Comments about features of smart phones are relating to recommendations, 

trustworthiness and inform environment valuables (p<0.05, R²=0,239). According to the 

beta values in table 7, recommendations factor is the most effective variable in the model. 

So it can be said that recommendations like positive advices and negative advices affect 

students’ smart phone selection.  

 

Students also inform their environment about their smart phone purchasing 

experiences. According to the results of the studies, Arslan and Yılmaz (2015) and 

Marangoz (2007), also expressed that word of mouth affects the smart phone owners’ 

purchasing decisions.  

 

4. Conclusion 

 

Consumers trust their reference groups’ experiences and recommendations more than 

persuasive efforts of companies. And word of mouth marketing is closely related with 

recommendations. So it can be said that, word of mouth marketing is an important 

marketing tool for companies’ marketing strategies.  Word of mouth marketing helps to 

make consumers’ purchasing decisions easier when they are undecided. Starting from this 

point, word of mouth marketing has been selected as the object of the study. According to 

the results of the study, it can be said that all of the students have mobile phone. Most of the 

mobile phones using by students have smart phone feature, only 2,9 percent of mobile 

phones have not smart phone feature. And most of them (%98,7) said that their new phone 

will be a smart phone. According to results, most of the students use their mobile phones 

more than six years. According to the students’ answers about replacement of mobile 

phones, most of the students change their mobile phones once every three years. Most of 

the students expressed that they get advice before purchasing (%68,9) and 26,9 percent of 

students also said that they get advice when they were undecided. Starting from this point, 

it can be said that most of the students get advice before purchasing smart phones who 

answered the survey. Most of the students get advice from their friends (%50,4) and 

comments on internet (25,4). Most of the students (%96,5) search before purchasing mobile 

phone. According to the results, it can be said that most of the students are affected by 

negative and positive comments of products or services and they affected by the person 

who give them the advice most. The aim of the study is determine the effects of word of 

mouth marketing to select mobile phones. For this reason, alternative hypotheses have been 

developed. According to the hypothesis tests, it can be said that male students take more 

advice than female students. Positive and negative comments affect their smart phone 

purchasing decision more than female students. Male students affected comments of brand 

image, model of mobile phone, standby time and technical features about mobile phones 

more than female students. They give advice if they satisfied from my mobile phone 
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purchasing, warn their environment if they were unsatisfied from my mobile phone 

purchasing and share their opinions when they buy a product or service more than female 

students. But, both of male and female students did not accept that the adviser is informed 

and the adviser is professional. And they did not trust the adviser. And according to the 

results of regression analysis, Comments about features of smart phones are relating to 

recommendations, trustworthiness and inform environment. According to the results of the 

study, it can be seen that respondents who participated the survey, affected by the 

recommendations which came from their friends most. So, companies who target to reach 

young consumers, must take into account that advises coming from friends are very 

important for young consumers. According to the results of the study, friends are still the 

most effective advisory group for students. Although comments on internet are important 

for word of mouth marketing, it can be said that exchanging experiences face to face is still 

comes in the first place. These results are limited by the opinions of the participants.  

To sum up, it can be said that word of mouth marketing is very effective and important 

for all purchasing behaviour and decision process. For this reason, companies must notice 

that unsatisfied consumers can disseminate negative recommendations and this will cause 

costumer loss. So, companies who wants to reach potential consumers and do not want to 

loss current consumers have to create a positive image on their consumers.  
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Abstract 

It has been long known that there are different ways of communicating promotional 

messages with branded entertainments. Among all, the two of them are notable; 

communicating the message through advergames and integrating the message/brand in the 

game; known as in game advertising (IGA). Deriving the positive effects of both from the 

literature, different variables that may reduce or increase the efficacy of them are studied. 

This study is an attempt to understand the effect of different variables on affective 

responses to advergames. In the paper, it is suggested from the literature that cognitive 

overload affects affective responses (i.e. attitudes toward the branded entertainment and the 

main brand that the game is specifically designed for) of game players. The authors aim to 

develop hypotheses trying to explain the effect of cognitive overload stimuli on the 

attitudes of the gamers. In the paper authors also suggested hypotheses about how 

involvement may affect cognitive overload outcomes. All those hypotheses are developed 

both for the advergames and IGA. As the last section, future research that will help to test 

these hypotheses are provided. 

 

Keywords: advergames, advergaming, in-game advertising, IGA, cognitive load, 

involvement, telepresence. 

1.Introduction 

As the consumers are more involved with the technology and become fluent users of the 

devices, it becomes easier for them to avoid traditional promotional messages. As a result, 

marketers try to find new and appealing methods to draw attention of the consumers to the 
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promotional messages. Combining entertainment and brand messages is one such strategy 

that digital advertisers have begun to utilize. Following the idea, online branded 

entertainment concept has introduced by digital marketers. It takes the attention of millions 

of game players. Although young consumers are the main target, there are online game 

players of all age (Lenhart et al., 2008). Brands and/or commercial messages are 

successfully placed within this entertainment types (i.e. advergame and in-game advertising 

(IGA)). 

Online brand/message placement has attracted the attention of advertising researches, 

consumer behavior researches as well as researches that work on information processing 

ability of humans (Russell and Stern, 2006). Across a broad range of brand placement 

efforts in traditional media, online entertainment is a notable exception. While players are 

having fun, marketers try to get to the target which is player’s recognition and recall of the 

brand(s) placed in the online entertainment. Although assumed to be used effectively, a 

question still remains on the minds of the marketing practitioners as how effective is the 

branded entertainment. 

Keeping the question in mind, there are many studies investigating the level of acceptance 

(Hernandez et al., 2004), advertising outcomes (Nelson, 2002; Mackay et al., 2009), effects 

of specific variables, such as prominence (Brennan et al., 1999; Grigorovici and Constantin 

2004; Ozansoy Çadırcı and Sağkaya Güngör, 2016; Cauberghe and De Pelsmacker 2010), 

telepresence (Grigorovici and Constantin 2004; Nelson et al., 2006; ; Sukoco and Wo, 

2011), involvement (Gross 2010; Cauberghe and De Pelsmacker 2010), familiarity with the 

brand (Brennan and Babin, 2004), game repetition (Cauberghe and De Pelsmacker 2010), 

cognitive load (Ozansoy Çadırcı and Sağkaya Güngör, 2016), and so on. 

Despite many studies to understand the factors that influence the audience of the branded 

entertainment, there is still a high part of it remains undiscovered. The researchers studying 

cognitive overload or involvement separately are many, and most of them are mentioned 

above and also in the theoretical framework section. However, to our knowledge, there is 

no study that combines the two to investigate the effect on affective responses of game 

players. Thus, the purpose of the current study is to explain the basis that leads us to 

develop the hypothesis. We attempt to propose hypotheses on how over utilizing cognitive 

resources influence game players’ affective responses to the main brand advertised in the 

game and to the branded entertainment itself, and how level of involvement change the 

effect of cognitive overload, if it does. Moreover, hypotheses will be developed in order to 

understand if there are any differences for different types of branded entertainment; namely 

advergaming and IGA. Throughout the study, the brand that the branded entertainment is 

specifically designed for is called main brand. This terminology is used in order not to 

confuse the main brand with the placed brands in IGA.  

The paper is organized as follows. The first part is devoted to explain the environment 

specific to the branded entertainment. In this part environment, audience and game related 

factors will be discussed. Second part is to discuss the inherent load the advergames and 
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IGA have on the players and the factors that cause this low cognitive load condition. The 

following part is to explain involvement and telepresence. In the last part, we discuss the 

interaction of the level of cognitive load (classified as low and high) and the involvement. 

We discuss whether involvement has any changing effect on the cognitive load effects on 

the basis of models and theories from the literature.  

1. A Theoretical Framework For Advergames 

In reality, the placement of promotional messages in different media is not a new 

phenomenon for marketers. Brands and products have been placed in movies, TV shows 

and video games for a very long time. Digital media has introduced new concepts like 

“advergames” with the movement toward gamification for marketing purposes (Kiracı and 

Yurdakul, 2012). The following section of the paper gives information on in-game 

advertising (IGA – in the classical concept; IGA is brand placement within video games) 

and advergames (a new type of branded entertainment). 

1.1. In-Game Advertising (IGA) Versus Advergames 

In-game advertising (IGA) refers to the “inclusion of products and brands within a digital 

game”(Terlutter and Capella, 2013, p.95). IGA is defined as “the integration of non-

fictional products and brands within the playing environment of video and computer games 

through simulated real life marketing communications mechanisms” (Smith et al., 2014; 

p.99). Products can be integrated within a game differently. They don’t always need to be 

integral to the game play. They can either be placed during gameplay or during the loading 

of the game (Terlutter and Capella, 2013). This type of advertising strategy is different than 

advergames, although earlier research on advergames views and defines advergames as a 

special form of IGA (e.g. Jung et al., 2011). The reason behind this conception is that for 

IGA the companies buy advertising space in video games and advergame (An and Kang, 

2014). With the introduction of digital, IGA concept is carried to advergames. 

Different than IGA, advergames, as a form of branded entertainment (Wise et al., 2008), 

promote a single brand or product (Cauberghe and de Pelsmacker, 2010). They mostly are 

played on a brand’s website (Bellman et al., 2014; Wise et al., 2008) for free (Hofmeister-

Toth and Nagy, 2011). Mostly they are less complex than classical video games and have 

simpler designs (Cauberghe and de Pelsmacker, 2010). With this simplicity they have 

become a valuable communication tool especially when targeting children (de Pelsmacker 

and Neijens, 2012; Pempek and Calvert, 2009; Lee et al., 2009; An and Stern, 2013; An and 

Kang, 2014). While being used for promotional purposes they can also create traffic to the 

brand’s website (Terlutter and Capella, 2013). In contrary to IGA, in an advergame the 

brand being promoted basically holds a central role during the gameplay and the game 

becomes a branded message (Chen and Rignel, 2001; Hofmeister-Toth and Nagy, 2011). 

With these characteristics, advergames provide many opportunities for a brand; including 

the persuasion of consumers toward buying, the provision of information about the brand 

and product, and mostly to create an advertising platform with the inclusion of the 

entertainment factor (Lee and Youn, 2008). The most important benefit of advergames is, 
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as the player decides to be involved in the environment of the game, the promotional 

messages provided become more relevant to the player (Ghirvu, 2012). Also in contrary to 

traditional advertising techniques the player becomes an active agent during the exposure to 

the messages (Călin, 2010). 

2. The Audience and The Gaming Environment 

The properties of the gaming experience highly affect the attitudes of players toward the 

game and brands being promoted. Different researchers tried to define the relationship 

between the gaming environment/experience and the attitudes formed following the gaming 

experience (Youn and Lee, 2008; Ing and Azizi, 2009; Sukoco and Wu, 2011; Hernandez, 

2011; Herrewijn and Poels; 2013; Goh and Ping, 2014; Szuz, 2014; Wang et al., 2015; 

Siemens et al., 2015; Vanwesenbeeck et al., 2016).  

The first characteristic that was stressed by many researchers is the interactive nature of the 

gaming environment (Sukoco and Wu, 2011; Okazaki and Yagüe, 2013; Goh and Ping, 

2014). Interactivity allows players to get fully engaged and involved with the gaming 

experience and lead them to be lost from their physical environment (Goh and Ping, 2014), 

which is mostly referred as telepresence in gaming literature (Hussein et al., 2010). In an 

advergame the gamers become highly involved with gameplay and, thus, promotional 

content presented in a game, as playing a digital game calls for full attention of the players. 

As the players become more involved with the game activity, they tend to feel different 

emotions during gaming experience. Positive or negative feelings during gameplay and the 

outcome of the experience are mostly referred as “immersion” (Herrewijn and Poels, 2013). 

To create immersive experiences a player should become involved during gameplay 

(Herrewijn and Poels, 2013). As players feel more immersed during an advergame feelings 

of telepresence emerge (Hussein et al., 2010). And research shows that advergames are 

more superior to create immersive experiences when compared to other forms of product 

placements (Wise et al., 2008; Van Reijmersdal et al., 2012).  

 

The interactivity of the gaming environment and the feeling of control over the experience 

that the players feel are both elements of flow. Hoffman and Novak (1996) suggest flow is 

facilitated with interactivity and creates an enjoyable experience for the player. Flow is 

highly related to the feeling felt during gameplay including feelings like self-arousal, 

control and pleasure (Vanwesenbeeck et al., 2016). According to Hernandez (2011), 

control, challenges, gamer skills, arousal during gameplay, and their effects on attitudes of 

the players toward brand and the game are basic elements of the flow experience of the 

gamers. As digital games are mostly goal-directed, and present different achievements, they 

put gamers to a challenge (Herrewijn and Poels, 2013). As they face these challenges they 

can either feel accomplished or frustrated, and all these feelings affect their later attitudes 

toward the content and the stimuli. The balance between a player’s skills and the challenges 

they feel create the state of flow (Herrewijn and Poels, 2013).  
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2.1. Audience Responses Toward Advergames and the Gaming Environment 

As like any other communication effort, both IGA and advergames try to solicit consumers 

to respond in three distinct states. These states can be in the forms of cognitive (brand 

recall, brand recognition, brand awareness, etc.), affective (brand attitude, attitude toward 

the stimuli – in this paper the stimuli is either IGA or advergames – etc.) and conative 

(purchase intension, purchase decisions, etc.) responses. In the context of advergames 

cognitive responses are highly tied to placement prominence and game brand congruity 

(Van Reijmersdal et al., 2012; Lee and Farber, 2007; Peters and Lechner, 2013; Kinard and 

Hartman, 2013). They are also affected by the feelings of telepresence and challenge felt 

during the experience (Rose et al., 2012). 

The interactive and immersive experiences are vitally important in advergaming. As these 

qualities of the gaming environment ascend, the cognitive and emotional states of the 

players are influenced (Bailey et al., 2009). In situations where consumers face interactive 

stimuli like advergames, they create a response called “cognitive elaboration” (Schlosser, 

2003). Cognitive elaboration refers to the players’ rational and logical decision making 

processes (Schlosser, 2003). According to the elaboration likelihood (EL) model, when the 

EL is high, consumers allocate more cognitive sources to a persuasive appeal (Cacioppo 

and Petty, 1984).  The interactive nature and high levels of immersion are found to create 

positive attitudes toward the brand and the game (Sukoco and Wu, 2011; Szuz, 2014). 

According to Nelson (2002), interactivity by creating the feeling of control enhances the 

players’ involvement with the product. During an advergame, the interactivity is expected 

to happen between the player and promotional messages (Goh and Ping, 2014). Users feel 

control as they personally decide whether or not to interact with IGA components (Goh and 

Ping, 2014). Previous studies on advergames suggest that positive attitudes can only be 

created if the player experiences flow during gameplay (Hernandez, 2011; Van Reijmersdal 

et al., 2012). As gamers experience high level of flow their attitudes toward the brand being 

promoted become more positive and low level of flow results in unfavorable attitudes 

toward a brand (Wang et al., 2015). Together with involvement flow enhances players’ 

brand recognition (Lee and Faber, 2007).  

3. Game-Brand Relationships 

In a gaming environment consumers’ cognitive, affective and conative responses are 

affected by the relationship between the medium and advertised brand. Two important 

dimensions that affect consumers’ responses are game-brand congruity and placement 

prominence. Both dimensions, by altering the gaming environment and processing of the 

promotional content, can either enhance or aggravate both cognitive and attitudinal 

outcomes. 

4.1. Game-Brand Congruity Effects 

One of the most important characteristics of advergames that has impact on brand attitudes 

and recall is the game-product congruity (Wise et al., 2008; Gross, 2010). This 
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characteristic is also referred as fit between the brand and the content of the advergame 

(Okazaki and Yagüe, 2012; Goh and Ping, 2014). Congruity (fit) refers to “the extent to 

which the advergame matches with the theme or image of the advertised brand” (Goh and 

Ping, 2014). Game- brand congruity can be defines as “the extent to which the product 

category of the embedded brand is related to the content of the game” (Lee and Farber, 

2007; p.79). Lee and Farber (2007, p.79) propose dimensions to further define game- brand 

congruity, which includes function, lifestyle, image and advertising. They are summarized 

in Table 1. 

Table 1. The Dimensions of Game-Brand Congruity 

Dimensions Definition 

Functional 

Congruity 

It occurs when the product category being promoted is a central 

object within the advergame 

Lifestyle Congruity 

This dimension is related to the relationship between the lifestyle 

of the player and the lifestyle that the player associates with the 

product or brand being promoted in an advergame. 

Image Congruity 
It occurs when brand image is found to be related to the image of 

the game. 

Advertising 

Congruity 

This dimension is related to the perceptions of the player on the 

appropriateness of the brand being promoted within an 

advergame. 

      Source:Lee and Farber, 2007(p.79). 

The fit between the product and game affects the responses of the players (Okazaki and 

Yagüe, 2012). Past research on the acceptance of IGA and its relationship with consumers’ 

cognitive and affective responses has shown that game-brand congruity is a determining 

element that creates favorable cognitive outcomes (Lee and Farber, 2007; Peters and 

Lechner, 2013; Kinard and Hartman, 2013). Brand game congruency alters the advertising 

effectiveness through the processing of the advertising message. High level of brand-game 

congruity enhances the realism of the gaming environment and players’ immersion is not 

impaired (Chang et al., 2010).  As the congruency between the game and the placed brand 

increase, players generate more positive attitudes both toward the main brand and the 

advergame (Huang and Yang, 2012).  

Research on advergames suggests for high levels of game-brand congruity players’ explicit 

memory enhances and their attitudes become more positive (Wise et al., 2008; Waiguny et 

al., 2012; Ing and Azizi, 2009; Peters and Leshner, 2013). The reason behind this situation 

is the congruity’s effect on message persuasiveness (Waiguny et al., 2012; Waiguny et al., 

2014). Also congruity helps consumers to encode advertising stimuli within an advergame 

easier, and as a result players can match this information with their previous experiences for 
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that particular product and brand (Peters and Leshner, 2013). When players are exposed to 

congruent brands during gameplay, they can recall and recognize the brand following the 

advergame (Gross, 2010). But there are studies that result in contrary findings (Gross, 

2010). The reason of these differences in literature is the multidimensional nature of 

congruity as Lee and Farber (2007) suggests (Peters and Leshner, 2013).  

Advergames can create high levels of interactivity between the player and the content 

(branded messages). As the congruity between the advergame content and the brand 

increase, players more easily process the advertising content during gameplay (Goh and 

Ping, 2014). Most of the time an advergame contains only one brand, players become 

cognitively more active to process the game-brand congruity, and their cognitive and 

affective responses toward the advertised stimuli differ from IGA (Wise et al., 2008).  

4.2. Brand Prominence and IGA 

Placement prominence in a game is an important element in generating the desired 

responses of players. Brand prominence can be defined as “the extent to which the 

appearance of the brand possesses characteristics designed to make it the central focus of 

audience attention” (Gupta and Lord, 1998, p.48). There are two main ways to place a 

brand in a game. They can either be placed prominently or subtly (Terlutter & Capella, 

2013). When the brand is highly visible in a game and can be identified by the player 

easily; it is prominently placed (Gupta and Lord, 1998). There are other aspects that 

contribute the prominence of a placement. These include the size of the placement, position 

of the placement and its centrality to the action during the game (Gupta and Lord, 1998).    

Past research shows that placement is highly effective in consumers’ cognitive responses, 

where game involvement is mostly related to affective responses (Hudson and Hudson, 

2010; Van Rejimersdal et al., 2012).A study that investigates prominence of placement on 

cognitive and affective responses of consumers was conducted by Cauberghe and De 

Pelsmaker (2010). According to their findings prominent placement enhances brand recall 

(cognitive response), but prominence had no effect on brand attitudes (affective response) 

(Cauberghe and De Pelsmaker, 2010). There are other studies that feature the possible 

effects of prominence on brand recall and recognition (Van Rejimersdal et al., 2012; Peters 

and Leshner, 2013). The prominence of a brand in any medium can influence players’ 

memory and facilitate the recall of the brand from their memory (Peters and Leshner, 

2013). In the situation of subtle placement players find it harder to recall the brand being 

placed in a digital game, as the brand is not an integral element of gameplay (Lee and 

Farber, 2007). Besides brand recall, attitudinal responses are harder to work with when 

placement prominence is taken into consideration.  

In the context of advergames the placement prominence is rather different than the forms of 

IGA. Advergames let players to interact with the brand placement, as the brand in an 

advergame is the central element of the gaming experience. This is called an “active” 

placement (Nelson, 2002). In the form of active placement the interactive nature of the 
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gaming experience is expected to create higher levels of product/brand awareness (Tina and 

Buckner, 2006). Unlike other media types in an advergame, players are exposed to the 

brand and advertising messages for longer periods and with a repetitive nature (Waiguny et 

al., 2012).  

4. The Effects of Involvement and Telepresence 

The games are designed in the way to take the player in. The longer a person plays the 

game, the higher chance the marketer has to expose him/her to the brand. As the gamer is 

totally immersed in and absorbed by the game, s/he experiences flow. It is characterized by 

(1) a seamless sequence of responses facilitated by the interaction with machine, (2) 

intrinsic joy, (3) loss of self-consciousness, and (4) state of self-reinforcement (FitzGerald 

and Arnott, 2000). It is further manifested by a sense of control, cognitive immersion, time 

distortion, and a feeling of presence in the game (Nakamura and Csikszentmihalyi 2002).  

Csikszentmihalyi (1975, p. 36) defined the flow as ‘the holistic sensation that people feel 

when they act with total involvement’, as he first introduced the concept to the literature. It 

implies that the flow state is best experienced when the player is totally involved with the 

game. When the player totally focuses his/her attention to the game, and gets lost in online 

gaming environment, the player is said to be totally involved (Sadowski and Stanney, 

2002). The involved player loses the sense of time and being, and moves to an unconscious 

state (Hernandez, 2011). The challenge here is to make the player to notice the brand. Dual 

process theories of persuasion (Chaiken, 1980; Petty et al., 1981; Petty and Cacioppo, 

1986) suggest that, when the user cannot process the information, he relies on heuristic-

driven processing (Yoon et al., 2011). Thus, the player will pay more attention to peripheral 

cues (Yoon et al., 2011). It implies that, in such condition, if the object in concern creates 

positive affect, people are more likely to form positive attitudes (Winkielman et al., 1997). 

Branded entertainments are capable of inducing involvement and immersion which are 

essential components of experiences of presence (Tamborini, 2000; Tamborini and 

Bowman, 2010). Different from involvement, which is being in a state “to take no notice of 

thoughts and perceptions outside the game” (Refiana et al., 2005; p.108), telepresence is the 

state that a person feels as if he was present at a place created by a medium other than his 

true location (Hernandez, 2011). It is a constituent element of flow that affects product 

placement outcomes in games (Grigorovici and Constantin 2004; Nelson et al., 2006). 

Telepresence has two dimensions: interactivity and vividness (Hernandez and Chapa, 2010; 

Sukoco and Wu, 2011; Nelson et al., 2006). Through these dimensions, it has an effect on 

attitudes toward the brand and branded entertainment (Steuer, 1992). If the telepresence is 

supported with its two dimensions, it leads to more positive attitudes (Sukoco and Wu, 

2011) through the enjoyment and pleasure felt during the play. Those positive attitudes are 

transferred to the brand in the game (Nicovich, 2005; Lee and Youn, 2008) through affect 

transfer (Fiske and Pavelhack, 1986). Another effect of telepresence is observed in 

information processing capacity. As the level of telepresence in the game increases, players 

become more aware of the promotional content in the game (Besharat et al., 2013). 
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Those two constructs, i.e. involvement and telepresence, related to the audience, are 

inherent characteristics of branded entertainment. According to Chaudhuri and Buck 

(1997), involvement can be viewed as the motivational potential of the advertising domain. 

As the player is in a more flow-like experience, the perception of the game becomes more 

pleasing and fun (Hoffman and Novak, 1996); which leads to higher affective responses 

(Nakamura and Csikszentmihalyi, 2002). Also many of the previous researches suggest a 

positive relationship between flow experience and attitudes (Hoffman and Novak, 1996; 

Lee and Chen 2010; Van Noort et al., 2012). M Lee (2007) depicted that game involvement 

level of the veteran gamers’ facilitated a rise in brand awareness which is a cognitive 

response. Thus, as the player is more involved with the game, it is expected that the player 

has more positive responses toward the game. Though, it is not yet clear that whether 

involvement will cause more positive responses toward the main brand in the branded 

entertainment, especially if the player is cognitively overloaded. 

4.1. Effects of Game Involvement on Cognitive Load 

Previous researches suggest that there must be a level of cognitive capacity left unused to 

process further information (Huh et al., 2015; Lee and Shen, 2009; Vermeir et al., 2015). In 

the branded entertainment domain, there are some conditions that deplete cognitive 

capacity. Some examples are; (1) multi-tasking (Paas et al., 2003; Sukoco and Wu, 2011), 

(2) increased cognitive involvement (Hoffman and Novak, 1996; Klimmt and Vorderer, 

2003), (3) confusing presentation (Mayer and Moreno, 2003) (4) presence of extraneous 

material (Mayer and Moreno, 2003) (5) presence of redundant information (Sweller, 2011; 

Moore and Rideout, 2007).  

Among the ones mentioned as the cognitive capacity depleting resources, we develop 

hypotheses that focus on cognitive overload through multi-tasking and involvement as the 

basis of this paper.  

Cognitive load theory states that, people experience cognitive overload when they are 

exposed more than one task at a certain period of time. For example, trying to keep a 

number in mind while playing a game is multi-tasking. Each of the tasks requires certain 

level of cognitive capacity and reduces resources. According to human cognitive 

architecture theorists, working memory, which handles conscious cognitive processing, is 

capable of overcoming only a very limited number of interacting elements, and this number 

is possibly no more than two (Paas et al., 2003).  

When there is enough processing capacity, people have more chance to engage in 

exhaustive information processing (Yoon et al., 2011). Therefore, information is processed 

in a detailed fashion. On the other hand, when there is cognitive overload, because people 

are using more cognitive resources that inhibit them to elaborate information presented to 

them (Lee and Shen, 2009), processing capacity is limited. That’s when they rely on 

heuristic nature of information (Yoon et al., 2011).  
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Game involvement is another condition that determines the level of cognitive effort exerted 

(Lee and Faber, 2007). There are two levels of involvement associated with two modes of 

reception: rational, low level of involvement and engaged, high level of involvement 

(Klimmt and Vorderer (2003). Following Klimmt and Vorderer’s (2003) argument, high 

level of involvement is the one that demand more cognitive capacity, thus leaving less 

resource to process further information. However, an advergame to be mentioned as 

successful, it must be involving. As Lewis and Porter (2010) stated game environments 

entail high cognitive load conditions because of users’ high involvement. 

Although it is stated that depleting cognitive resources will prevent the player’s responses 

to the commercial content, dual processing theory (Chaiken, 1980; Petty and Cacioppo, 

1981; Petty and Cacioppo, 1986) opens up a new perspective. Theory states that involved 

people pay more attention to the message content. Moreover, in high involvement 

condition, centrally placed brands get a greater memory recall (Lee and Faber, 2007). 

According to Lee and Shen (2010), in the limited cognitive capacity condition, information 

is processed with selective attention and perception to cope with overload. It seems that as 

people are more involved with the game, although they are cognitively loaded, their 

attention level increases. As the theory states, this increased attention is directed to the 

commercial content which should be one of the central objects of the game.  

There are other studies supporting the positive effects of cognitive overload on the branded 

entertainment setting. Yoon et al., (2011) posits that under high cognitive load condition, 

people’s attitude toward the main brand is more positive. Furthermore, in the study by 

Ozansoy Çadırcı and Sağkaya Güngör (2016), they find that cognitively loaded players will 

recall the prominently placed brands better. However, those findings are on cognitive 

responses. 

Developing further on the arguments above, affect transfer model (Fiske and Pavelhack, 

1986) states that “congruency between two items facilitates affect transfer from one to 

other” (Liu et al., 2010; p.318). Thus, pairing a brand advertisement with a branded 

entertainment that evokes positive emotions can prompt positive affective response to the 

main brand through transfer of affect. And the vice versa is also applicable. Parallel to this 

argument, van Reijmersdal et al. (2012) state a positive relationship between advergame 

involvement and attitude toward brand, mediated by game attitude. Thus, players who are 

involved should experience more positive attitudes towards the game, which will be 

transferred to the brands.  

Associating the name of the brand with an enjoyable experience is assumed to influence the 

attitudes positively via affect transfer and association activation (van Reijmersdal et al., 

2012). Another concept that is supporting the affect transfer model is spill-over effect. As 

stated by van Reijmersdal et al. (2012; p.35) spill-over suggests “the effects of an 

appreciated context, such as involvement with the game, carry over to embedded 

commercial messages”. Thus, the feelings for the brand benefit from the positive feelings 

associated with the game. 
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We can make some inferences on the effects of interacting level of cognitive load and 

involvement. Building on the lines of thoughts of the previous researches, the followings 

are the hypotheses proposed as an attempt to discover the effects: 

H1: When there is HIGH cognitive load on game player, high involvement will result in 

player’s more positive attitudes toward the (1) main brand and (2) branded entertainment 

both in advergame and IGA.  

H2: When there is LOW cognitive load on game player, high involvement will result in 

player’s more positive attitudes toward the (1) main brand and (2) branded entertainment 

both in advergame and IGA.  

H3: When there is low cognitive load on game player, LOW involvement will NOT result 

in player’s positive attitudes (1) toward the main brand and (2) toward the branded 

entertainment both in advergame and IGA.  

H4: When there is high cognitive load on game player, LOW involvement will result in 

player’s positive attitudes (1) toward the main brand and (2) toward the branded 

entertainment both in advergame and IGA.  

Conclusion and Future Research 

 

It is proposed to test the hypotheses developed in this paper empirically. A 2 x 2 x 2 

experimental design is recommended in this regard. Branded entertainments could be 

specifically constructed for the study or among already existing ones, two, one advergame 

and one IGA, could be selected with a careful examination. There are many branded 

entertainments available for an experimental design in the digital world. They could be 

used in a laboratory setting. The main advantage of the real game is that the participants are 

actually playing the game it will add realism to the experiment (Waiguny et al., 2013). 

However it is not possible to control all influencing factors.  

 

It is proven that advergames itself insert cognitive load to the gamer (Huh et.al. 2015; 

Mayer and Moreno, 2003). It can be considered as low-level cognitive load. However, in 

order to test the hypothesis, there must be an additional cognitive load that will take the 

attention away from the game and reduce the information processing capacity of the player. 

This could be accomplished in various ways. It is reasonable to assume that, players are 

experiencing cognitive overload when they are required to complete two tasks at a time. 

Dual-task approach has a proven feasibility to insert a cognitive load on the gamer 

(Brünken et al., 2003). It is usually implemented in the studies by asking the participants to 

remember a number as a second task while doing something else (Macrae etal., 1993; Lee 

and Shen, 2009; Beilock and Ramirez, 2011). Another method could be asking the players 

to accomplish multiple tasks at a time in the game, thus reducing the information 
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processing capacity. Designing the experiment with a control group (that has the low load 

condition), there may be reached a conclusion regarding hypothesis H1 and H2. 

Branded entertainment is designed to be involving. With no disturbing factors around, it is 

expected that the player intrinsically enjoy the game, and be taken into a state where he/she 

loses self-consciousness (FitzGerald and Arnott, 2000). However, with some outside 

manipulations players could be taken back to their conscious state, being less involved with 

the game. A task that must be accomplished outside the game, and not related with the 

game or continuous speaking with the players on a subject that they must listen but not 

related to the game while they are playing could reduce the degree of involvement. On the 

other hand, a game that takes the attention of the player would fully involve the player in 

the game. Setting the involvement at low and high levels, conclusive testing of hypotheses 

H1 – H4 would be accomplished. 

With the suggested research design there may be tested the interaction effects of various 

factors.  Although the hypotheses proposed in this paper are only for the main effects of the 

variables of interest, it would be feasible to test two-way interactions. For instance, 

cognitively loaded player is expected to be less involved with the game. With another 

manipulation on the respondents, whether the involvement would change the effect of 

cognitive load has on player could be tested. 
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Abstract 

In today’s global world, financial difficulties are observed in both developed and developing 

countries, and one of these problems is increasing non-performing loans in banking system. 

Various studies are performed in the existing literature, based on observing the non-

performing loan predictions and econometric models. In this context some banks in Turkey 

developed early warning systems to foresee these credits. The aim of this paper is to 

investigate the importance of one of these systems which is used in foreseeing non-

performing loans. For this purpose, a total of sixty three thousands credits were investigated, 

including seven hundred and forty non-performing loans which each of them were observed 

in the early warning system. There are seventy two different early warning criteria in this 

using early warning system. In process of study, firstly these criteria were grouped with PCA 

(Principal Component Analysis) method. Then it investigated which groups are more 

effective on non-performing loans with Logistic Regression Model. The statistical tests show 

that the model is a good predictor. The model points at the fact that in early warning system, 

some of criteria, which are observed in credits, are more effective to determine of non-

performing loans and some of them don’t have any influence. In other words, only the using 

of effective criteria in early warning system is sufficient to estimate non-performing loans. 

 

Keywords: Credit risk management Early warning system, Principal component analysis 

1. Introduction 

The global macroeconomic imbalances have been a serious concern after recent economic 

crises in 2008 hit majority of developed countries.. After 1990s, economic policies, based on 
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low inflation and high production had predicted the steady economic growth, but they could 

not prevent the economic crises from happening. Contrary to the efficient market hypothesis, 

the existence of asymmetric information and moral hazard problems have caused economic 

crises, thus the possibility and reality of crises have always been accepted.      

The uncertainty arises from economic crises brings a mood of pessimism to individuals, 

firms, banks and governments, which diverts the perception of decision makers and decreases 

the tendency to take risk. Therefore, economic crises influence society negatively in addition 

to adverse economic impacts. Although these adverse impacts are primarily incurred during 

the recovery period of financial institutions, high unemployment and low economic growth 

rates prevail in the long run.  

Turkey had experienced a major economic crisis between 2000 and 2001, which reduced the 

GDP by 30 percent Historical experience and the literature clearly present that financial crises 

in Turkey have a potential to reduce the GDP between 5 and 30 percent.1 A significant ratio 

of economic crisis has arisen from the problems in banking systems. Banking crises have 

important impacts on the economic activities, since banks play a critical role for financial 

systems. It is not possible to have sustainable economic growth with an unstable and deficient 

banking system.  

Loans are probably the most important asset of banks. Therefore, credit risk creates a greater 

concern in the banking sector. Banks, as a financial intermediary, collect deposits to create 

credits, and they undertake the credit risk of the entities to reduce the uncertainty.. In the 

baking system, credit risk management is one of the core risk assessments and an improper 

management results in increasing ratio of non-performing loans that might undermine the 

banking system. Therefore, the credit risk management plays a significant role in the banking 

system. 

Tracking, auditing, credit standards and regulations have been used considered as different 

precautions for a better credit risk management. In addition, banks need to identify risk 

factors for each loan and monitor them. For this purpose, a proper management of the credit 

risk depends on early warning systems, which need to have necessary measures to be able to 

prevent potential adverse events. Since the banking system has evolved into a more complex 

structure due to emerging markets, globalized economy and increasing product diversity, it 

is really difficult to monitor customers quickly and effectively monitor take necessary 

precautions at the same time. It is vital to develop an early warning system for the assessment 

and detection of the credit risk before customers default. In this way, the banks hedge their 

credit risk and decrease the probability of defaults on loans. 

The main function of the credit risk management is to monitor the non-performing loans by 

using early warning systems. In the existing literature, there are many studies investigate this 

issue, however most of them use macroeconomic variables and focus sovereign defaults. 

Thus, their empirical findings cannot be used measure the credit risk of consumer loans. 

In this study, we investigate one of the early warning systems of a Turkish bank to find out 

how it is effective in measuring the credit risk. The bank uses the early warning system to 

monitor consumer loans. Based on the behavior of customers, the bank has created seventy-

two early warning criteria that give a warning if customer meet one of these criteria. 

However, working with seventy-two criteria creates a multi-dimensionality problem and 
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cause multicollinearity in a regression model. The aim of this study is to apply, the principal 

component analysis (PCA) in order to reduce the dimensionality and identify a number of 

core criteria. The findings of the PCA reveal that the important criteria in the early warning 

system can be summarized by thirteen important factors.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. While Section 2 details literature review, 

Section 3 presents Methodology. Section 4 presents empirical results and Section 5 concludes 

the paper. 

2. Literature Review 

In the existing literature, there are limited studies for early warning systems (EWS) of credit 

risk management. Only a couple of them use investigate credit risk models. For example, a 

comparative anatomy of two especially influential benchmarks for credit risk models, the 

Risk Metrics Group's Credit Metrics and Credit Suisse Financial Product's Credit Risk given 

offer by (2000). It demonstrates that there is no unbridgeable difference in the views of 

portfolio credit risk embodied in Credit Metrics and Credit Risk. However in this context is 

not taken into account early warning system in credit risk management. Another research, 

Crouhy et. al. (2000) reviews financial models in risk management which are Credit Metrics 

and KMV. These model’s inputs are capital structure, balance sheet and financial variables 

of firm. As a result of this study, these inputs are necessary but not sufficient for risk 

management. In addition to macroeconomic variables are needed to consider in risk 

management. In this project just wants to emphasize the importance of financial analyze in 

risk management.  On the other hand in this context is not taken into account early warning 

system in credit risk management.  

In some studies are investigated early warning systems for credit risk management and 

banking crises. It is researched on prediction of banking crises by EWS by Davis et al. (2008). 

They suggest that logic is the most appropriate approach for global EWS and signal extraction 

for country-specific EWS. They want to point out that liberalization and developing financial 

markets changing nature of banking risks and EWS for banking crisis prevention is more 

necessary than ever. In conclusion gross domestic product (GDP) growth and terms of trade 

are important indicators of banking crisis. Moreover this study is confirms that EWS for 

banking crises are a necessary but not enough to predict the banking crisis. Davis et al. (2008) 

assess the importance of EWS for banking crises with macroeconomic variables. They do not 

consider that the impact of microeconomic risks like that customer specific risks, asymmetric 

information, moral problem etc. in banking crisis. Xiaohong Chen et al. (2010) estimate 

credit risk of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in China. Xiaohong Chen et al. (2010) 

develop a model based on the original KMV model with tunable parameters to measure the 

credit risk of Chinese listed SMEs. They asses all credits which is used by SMEs and monitor 

these credits process between 2004 and 2006.  In conclusion this paper shows that half of 

listed SMEs, which is used credits, give a warning in credit risk next year. They monitor 

SMEs loans in the measurement of credit risk, however they don’t investigate the commercial 

customer behaviors in the process of credit risk.  

Moreover some studies have been made to predict non-performing loans and EWS systems 

for banking sectors in Turkey. Tunay (2010) evolve an early warning system model used in 

predicting possible banking crises in Turkey. The MARS method was used when developing 

this model. In addition to basic micro and macroeconomic factors of foreign and domestic 
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the potential for systemic risk from the element 26 that contains parametric and non-

parametric variables are handled. In practice, this is mostly macro-economic variables by 

taking a global early warning system model was created. An experimental study of on the 

basis of customer loans has not been performed. Another project is investigated credit risk 

and risk management in banking financial systems. Mirza (2006) emphasize the importance 

of early warning systems in process of credit risk management. But in this study is included 

only theoretical knowledge of early warning systems in credit risk management. Yücememiş 

et al. (2011) developed a model to predict non-performing loans in the sector of Turkish 

Banking System. They defend that if nonperforming loans in a certain period are managed 

well, even if economic conditions deteriorate in following periods, increase in nonperforming 

loans will be relatively limited. They used the data set with macroeconomic variables; like 

values of industrial production and currency risk (USD/TL exchange rate). They consider 

that if industrial production increased, loan repayments power rises and if USD/TL rate is 

ordinary watched, the loans are reduced the possibility of non-performing. On the other hand 

they don’t take into account the impact the existing of asymmetric information and customer 

behaviors. They developed a general model to predict non-performing loans and they don’t 

investigate the impact of the model in credit risk management.  

In addition, a few studies apply the PCA method in financial market. Monica Billio et al. 

(2010) propose econometric measure of systematic risk to capture hedge funds, banks, 

brokers, and insurance companies. In addition they investigate that impact of a complex and 

dynamic network of relationships among hedge funds, banks, insurance companies, and 

brokers in systematic risk. In this paper, principal components analysis is used that to research 

connections among all four groups of financial institutions. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Principal Component Analysis 

When there a large number of variables, it’s quite difficult to display the relationship among 

the variables.  Another problem is multicollinearity that arises from high correlations between 

the variables. Thus, developing a new dataset with a small number of variables that can 

explain all of the original variables would solve both problems. Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA) is a statistical method to reduce the number of variables and the new 

variables retain most of the information in the original variables. The new variables, which 

are called principal components, eliminate redundancy of the information and 

multicollinearity. Each principal component is a linear combination of the original variables 

and all the principal components are orthogonal to each other. 

Assume that there are k explanatory variables in a functional relationship, which can be 

explained as; 

z1 = a1x1 + a2x2 + ⋯ + akxk    (1) 

z2 = b1x1 + b2x2 + ⋯ + bkxk    (2) 

zk = k1x1 + k2x2 + ⋯ + kkxk    (3) 
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Values of z1 are chosen such that variances are maximized subject to the 

1 = a1
2 + a2

2 + ⋯ + ak
2     (4) 

This restriction is known as the normalization condition and it is necessary that the values of 

z1 cannot increase indefinitely. z1 is called the first principal component and it is a linear 

function of the explanatory variables (xi) that has the greatest variance. The first principal 

component should be able to explain variations better than any other linear combination of 

explanatory variables subject to the normalization rule. Another linear combination z2 exists, 

which is the second principal component and orthogonal to z1 subject to the condition that 

1 = b1
2 + b2

2 + ⋯ + bk
2     (5) 

This procedure is repeated until we have k linear functions z1, z2, … , zk which are called 

principal components of the explanatory variables (xi). The variances of the principal 

component are ordered as; 

var(z1) > var(z2) > ⋯ > var(zk)   (6) 

Each principal component is a linear combination of the original variables with coefficients 

equal to the eigenvectors of the correlation or covariance matrix. The principal components 

are sorted in descending order by their eigenvalues, which are equal to the variance of the 

components. 

3.2. Variable Selection Method 

Following Yang et al. ( 2015), we use a variable selection method to choose the best subset 

of original variables using principal components. The method, first, retains principal 

components with an eigenvalue greater than one and deletes variables that have the lowest 

factor loading in absolute value for each retained principal component. The main idea of the 

method is that eigenvalues with small eigenvalues contain little information about the original 

variables. Among the retained principal components, variables with high factor loadings 

retain most of the information. Thus, deleting such variables will only lose little information. 

The selection method will be iterated until eigenvalues of principal components converge 

and variables have a small correlation. The selection procedure is as follows: 

1- Apply PCA to the original set of variables 

2- Retain p1 principal components that have eigenvalues less than one. Choose one 

variable that has the lowest factor loading with the retained principal components 

and delete p1 variables. Since some variables would have the lowest factor loading 

on more than one principal component, the number of deleted variables may not be 

equal to the number of principal components. 

3- A second PCA is applied on the remaining variables. Retain p2 principal 

components and chose one variables with the lowest factor loading and delete p2 

variables. 
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4- The method is iterated until eigenvalues of principal components converge. We 

choose the convergence rate as 0.7. We delete variables until the retained principal 

components have eigenvalues greater than 0.7. We also check Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 

(KMO) (1970) statistic, which measures whether PCA could be efficiently applied 

in each variable selection cycle. If KMO statistic is closer to one, PCA can be 

applied efficiently. A KMO close to 0 shows that PCA will not extract useful 

information from the original variables.  

4. Empirical Results 

We perform the first PCA on our original 72 variables and eigenvalues of the first 25 principal 

components are greater than one. Then, we find the variables with the lowest factor loading 

in each of the 25 principal components. There are 19 unique variables that contain little 

information and we delete these variables from the sample. The KMO statistic is 0.83 in the 

first cycle. 

 

We perform the second PCA on the remaining 53 variables and eigenvalues of the first 17 

principal components are greater than one. Then, we find that 15 variables have the lowest 

factor loading and we delete these variables from the sample. The KMO statistic is 0.76 in 

the second cycle. 

 

We perform the third PCA on the remaining 38 variables and eigenvalues of the first 13 

principal components are greater one. Then, we find that 9 variables have the lowest factor 

loading and we delete these variables from the sample. The KMO statistic is 0.71 in the third 

cycle. 

 

We perform the fourth PCA on the remaining 29 variables and eigenvalues of the first 10 

principal components are greater one. Then, we find that 10 variables have the lowest factor 

loading and we delete these variables from the sample. The KMO statistic is 0.63 in the fourth 

cycle. 

 

We perform the fifth PCA on the remaining 29 variables and eigenvalues of the first 10 

principal components are greater one. Then, we find that 10 variables have the lowest factor 

loading and we delete these variables from the sample. The KMO statistic is 0.63 in the fourth 

cycle. 

 

We perform the fifth PCA on the remaining 19 variables and eigenvalues of the first 6 

principal components are greater one. Then, we find that 6 variables have the lowest factor 

loading and we delete these variables from the sample. The KMO statistic is 0.59 in the fourth 

cycle. 

 

We perform the sixth and final PCA on the remaining 13 variables and eigenvalues of the 

first 4 principal components are greater one. The eigenvalue of the 13th component is 0.7, 

thus we do not delete variables anymore. The KMO statistic is 0.55 in the last cycle that is 

also another indicator to stop deleting variables. The KMO statistic has significantly dropped 

from 0.83 to 0.55 in 6 deletion cycles.  
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5. Conclusion 

Early warning systems are related to definition of the possible credit problems and it has 

a critical role in the credit risk management. There are many factors playing role in enhancing 

the efficiency of the works for improving asset quality of banks which are the core of 

financial systems. .  The aim of this study is to investigate the seventy two different early 

warning factors by using PCA method to reveal the most effective factors to have a signal 

for the estimation of non-performing loans. 
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Appendix 1 
 

1 Loan Tracking in Bank 26 Loan Tracking in Leasing or Factoring 

2 Distrain 27 Troubled Letter of Bank Guarantee 

3 Delayed Payment Foreign Exchange Commissions 28 Shareholders' Credit Rating 

4 Blocked Account 29 Execution 

5 Increased Amount of Cheques Belonging To The Same Drawer 30 Interim Injunction 

6 Bankruptcy 31 Execution Order 

7 Recourse for Bankruptcy Postponement 32 Overdraft Cheque  

8 Bankruptcy Postponement 33 Banned Cheque 

9 Loan Tracking in Another Bank 34 The Restitution of Letter of Credit 

10 Delayed Payment of Our Bank Loans 35 Decrease of The Number of Bank Which Used Loans From Them 

11 Delayed Payment of Leasing  36 Decrease of Credit Available 

12 Delayed Payment of Shareholders' Credit Card 37 Overdraft of Credit Line 

13 Delayed Redemption Account Installment 38 Increase of Credit Risk 

14 Unpaid Letter of Bank Guarantee Brokerage 39 Negative Working Relationship 

15 Public Debt 40 Negative Information From Marketplace 

16 Tax Debt 41 Incompatibility Between The Shareholders 

17 Banned of Tender 42 Decrease of Credit Rating 

18 Increase of Factoring Transactions 43 Loan Interest Risk 

19 Increase of The Number of Bank Which Used Loans From Them 44 Resource Procurement Risk 

20 Increase of Cheque Return Rate  45 Morality Problem of Guarantor 

21 Concentration of Cheque 46 Loss of Time in Credit Revision 

22 Stability of Revolving Credit 47 Morality Problem of The Suppliers 

23 Decrease of Current Deposit 48 Morality Problem of Assignee  

24 Negative Information From Deed of Real Estate 49 Taken (A Debtor) To Court 

25 The Restitution of Letter of Bank Guarantee 50 Currency Risk 
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51 The Restitution of Cheque 62 Liquidity Risk 

52 Delayed Payment Loans 63 Raw Material Procurement Risk 

53 The Restitution of Another Bank 64 Consumer's Risk 

54 Restructing of Credit in Another Bank 65 Cash Flow Risk 

55  Redemption in Another Bank 66 Market Risk 

56 Restructing of Credit in Our Bank 67 Investment Risk 

57 Delayed Payment of Credit Card 68 Management Risk 

58 Negative Overdraft Account 69 Producing Risk 

59 Delayed Payment of Brokerage 70 Morality Problem of The Drawers 

60 Morality Problem of The Consumers 71 Often Change of Trade Registry 

61 Morality Problem of The Secret Partner 72 Loan Tracking 
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Abstract 

 

Poultry sector, as the main  source of  animal based protein in Indonesia, carries risk of zoonosis diseases. 

Of all zoonosis diseases, Avian Influenza (AI) is one of the most important  that spreading and threatening 

the poultry sector in Indonesia. Therefore, the objective of this study was to identify potential factors and 

to analyse priority factors caused AI  and to determine the priority strategy for AI risk management in 

Bogor regency. The methods used in this study were expert judgment to determine values of the risk, Failure 

Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA) and Pareto analysis to determine the priority factors influencing AI, 

Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) to determine the priority for risk management strategy. The identified 

high risk factors  were disinfection for the visitors in the farm area, rain fall fluctuation, good farming 

practises, monitoring for health management system from farm to retail and waste management. The 

priority factor for health management strategy was the human resources management, while the priority 

actors influencing health management strategy was the core company, which has contract with poultry 

farmer. Furthermore, the priority objective for health management strategy was the increase in farmer’s 

income and the priority for health management strategies were the bio security practises. 

 

Keywords: avian influenza; animal health; biosecurity; risk management strategy,  

 

Introduction 

 

Population growth increases the demand of food products, including the animal based protein. As one of 

the sources for animal based proteins, chicken meat, in addition to fish and eggs, is widely consumed in 

Indonesia due to its affordable price. Besides its beneficial effect as the source of the animal based protein, 

poultry also carries risk of the High Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI). Because the social economics loss 

caused by HPAI is very high, it  could disturb the poultry market pattern. Therefore, some programs have 

been conducted to minimize risks. In European Union,  the surveillance programme for AI has been 

implemented for its member states since 2005 (Alba, Casal, Napp, & Martin, 2010). 

 

Recently, the awareness on the preventive programs to protect animal health has been growing. Some 

researchers connected animal health with industrial ecosystem (Leibler et al., 2009) or epidemiological 

with economics (Narrod, Zinsstag, & Tiongco, 2012). More over,  zoonotic risk management needs 

interdisciplinary integration (Liverani et al., 2013), and various studies also recommended not only the 

technical factors  but also intervention  strategies (Sims, 2013),  

 

The interdisciplinary integration is needed because the cost for HPAI eradication program is expensive. 

Bunn, Beltran-Alcrudo, & Cardona (2011) proposed to integrate the surveillance and bio security activities 
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in the African national program for efficiency improvement. Moreover, another program, compensating 

farmers for culled chickens, was also considered effective to control HPAI with optimization balance 

between public health risks and beneficial economics  (Boni, Galvani, Wickelgren, & Malani, 2013). 

Furthermore, Sustainability in livestock industries needs risk health management not only for the animals, 

but also for human. There are research in risk perception to anticipate HPAI (Raude & Setbon, 2011;Fang, 

Fang, Tsai, Lan, & Hsu, 2012; Yu et al., 2013 ; Ahad et al., 2014) and risk policy management  intervention 

has been proposed in value chain approach (Taylor & Rushton, 2011) and market live bird (Fournié et al., 

2013)  

 

The Indonesia government has targeted that Indonesia is free from HPAI in 2020. One of the efforts made 

to achieve the target is the implementation of AI control measures, as stated in the decision of the Director 

General of Animal Husbandry BP No. 17 / KptsPD.640 / F / 02.04 of the guidelines for the prevention, 

control and eradication of animal diseases influenza in poultry. Indonesian government has established nine 

strategies those are the implementation of strict biosecurity, depopulation of infected areas, vaccination, 

traffic control, surveillance, raising of public awareness, refill the cage, massive culling infected areas, and 

monitoring. The strategies need great number of budget. However, because the conditions in the field are 

relatively far from ideal, the priority strategies might vary in each region.  

Although Bogor cluster was weakly positive HPAI (Farnsworth et al., 2011) other  studies  showed  Bogor 

was selected because of high density of broiler and poultry industry relatively well characterized (Glanville, 

Idris, Costard, Unger, & Pfeiffer, 2010;(Ilham & Iqbal, 2011) (Daryanto et al., 2014). In addition, Bogor is 

very strategic, as hinterland, has been support various food for Jakarta as Indonesian capitol. So, The 

objectives of this research were to identify potential factors and to analyse priority factors caused AI and 

also  to determine the priority strategy HPAI  Influenza risk management in Bogor regency.  

Methods 

In this research primary data collection was conducted by  field observation and expert interview in Bogor 

between June and July 2014. To identify potential factors caused AI in the supply chain, some processes, 

such as risk identification, risk assessment, decision and implementation of risk management action and 

risk monitoring (Hallikas, Karvonen, Pulkkinen, Virolainen, & Tuominen, 2004) can be implemented. 

However, only three steps of identification, risks assessment and support decision program were used for 

this study.  

 

Risk identification combines literature review and field study. For poultry farming, four main risks, such 

as farming processing risks, financial risks, human resource risks and environmental risks, were identified. 

Processing risks related to the standard operational procedures (SOP) and quality control in  input-process-

output; financial risks related to the cost, economic scale, cost of transportation and biosecurity cost; human 

risks related to knowledge, awareness and good farming practises; while environmental risks related to 

natural disaster, weather and location.  

 

Risk assessment and prioritization are conducted to select the priority preventive management action. The 

assessment used FMEA (Failure Methods Effects Analysis) that is a methodology used to evaluate the 

failures occur in a system, design, process, or service. Originally, FMEA was developed in the engineering 

project and manufacture companies to help the decision maker (J. K. Chen, 2007; Aguiar, Souza, & 

Salomon, 2010; Xiao, Huang, Li, He, & Jin, 2011). FMEA has also been developed in supply chain risk 

management (Curkovic, Scannell, & Wagner, 2013; P.-S. Chen & Wu, 2013; Yahia Zare, 2013; Bradley, 

2014; Chemweno, Pintelon, Van Horenbeek, & Muchiri, 2014). There are three assessments: Likelihood 

(L), which is associated with the likelihood or chance of occurrence of a risk, Impact (I) to the health of the 

animal, and Detection (D), which is associated with the level of effectiveness or mode of detection 

techniques and the ability to detect the occurrence of a risk. Expert risk assessment scoring guidance shows 

in Table 1. 
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 Table 1 Scoring occurrence, impact and detection (adapted from (Aguiar et al., 2010) 

Score Likelihood /Occurence Impact Detection 

9 or 10 Certainty, Very high rate, 1/10 or 

higher 

Catastophic or serious 

impact 

No detection methods to prevent 

risk 

7 or 8 High potential rate, 1/100 Major impact  Detection methods no reliable 

4 to 6 Moderate rate,1/1000 Moderate impact  Detection methods moderate 

effective 

2 or 3 Low potential rate, 1/10.000 Slight impact Detection methods high 

effective 

1  Remote chance, 1/20.000 No one impact Detection methods certainly  

effective to prevent risk, 

reaction can be instant 

 

The value of the RPN (Risk Priority Number) is the product of the multiplication of Likelihood (L), Impact 

(I) and Detection (D). RPN containing the identified source of potential health risk can be prioritized using 

Pareto analysis (Giannakis & Papadopoulos, 2016). In this research, the highest cumulative 20% potential 

risks caused disease was used as cut off point for priority classification. 

 

To support prioritize strategies decision program, AHP approach was selected. AHP has been used in 

various disciplines to take decision making such as environmental impact assessment (Ramanathan, 2001),  

assessing risk factors in health risk  (Pecchia, Bath, Pendleton, & Bracale, 2011) assessing risk factors in 

supply chain (Badea, Prostean, Goncalves, & Allaoui, 2014). AHP method is considered effective in the 

quantification and qualitative knowledge by measuring the intangible dimensions, particularly in the 

attempt to understand the complex process, to deal with a diverse group of actors, incorporating the opinions 

of experts and can assist in the analysis of relevant stakeholders. It also helps to strengthen the evidence 

derived from qualitative research, which is still needed in medical research and health, due to the 

complexity of the field.  

 

Table 2 The fundamental of absolute numbers  

Intensity of 

importance 

Definition Explanation 

1 Equally importance two activities contribute equally to the 

objective 

3 moderate importance experience and judgment slightly favour one 

activity over another 

5 strong importance experience and judgment strongly favour one 

activity over another 

7 very strong an activity is favoured very strongly over 

another 

9 extreme importance The evidence favouring one activity over 

another is of the highest possible orer of 

affirmation 

2,4,6,8 Intermediate values  

Reciprocal of above  if activity i has one of the 

above non zero numbers 

assigned to it  when compared 

with activity j, then j has 

resiprocal value when 

compared with i 

 

Source : adapted (Saaty, 2008) 

 

 

There are four steps in using AHP methods. First, defining the problem and determining the knowledge; 

second, building the structure for decision hierarchy, third, constructing pair wise comparison matrices and 

the last calculating priority weight (Saaty, 2008). The hierarchy consists of main goal, factors, actors, 
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objective and strategies. The main goal was used to prioritize strategies to eradicate HPAI in Bogor regency;  

The factors consist of farming processing risks, financial risks, human resource risks and environmental 

risks; The actors consist of core company, farmer, government (local and national), and association; the 

objectives were quality assurance and increase profit and the strategies were biosecurity, vaccination, traffic 

control, surveillance, raising of public awareness, re-charging the cage, mass annihilation newly infected 

areas, and monitoring. All processes were consulted with the experts in the validation of results. The experts 

judgment was also validated by consistency index embedded in the AHP methods. The experts consisted 

of the coordinator health management and distributor in corporate, academician from campus, and the 

decision maker from local government.  The judgment scoring by expert used the guide in Table 2. 

 

Results and Discussion 

The type of poultry farming in Bogor area is contract farming. A core company usually has 20-25 contract 

partners. It is a cooperative system between a company (as a breeder core) and farmers (plasma). The 

company provides Day Old Chicken (DOC), feed, medicine and equipment. The farmer plasma is executing 

and handling poultry farms as well as the workers. The distribution of ready for sale live poultry to poultry 

slaughterhouses is coordinated by company. Written informed consent was established by company and 

farmer, which is adjusted to market rates, the number of production and the distribution of profits. 

The poultry traffic in West Java is very crowded and fast. Poultry supply chain is a model poultry farm 

activity flow, consisting of members of farmers, the core company, RPHU (Slaughtering), and farmers 

plasma. The circulation of these poultry in the supply chain increases the likelihood of the spread of the AI 

virus. Currently, Bogor is declared as endemic AI area. AI data showed that the last case was found in 

December 2012 in a farm in Parung Panjang, with rapid test result and laboratory test were both positive 

for AI. 

Figure 1 Pareto analysis using RPN Score number related risks 

 

The 38 potential factors caused AI spreading were identified. Those were grouped into 4 categories ; 

farming process, human resources, financial and environmental factors.  Farming process were DOC 

timelines, quality of DOC, desinfection to consumer/visitor who came to cage,  handling feces/ waste 

management, sanitary cage (feeding and tools ), hygiene of drinking water sources, health food storage, 

suitability disinfectant for cage, supervision of origin of poultry (DOC), monitoring of selling distribution, 

poultry transportation conformity, selling suspect chickens sick, doing AI vaccination, traffic monitoring 

system from cage into retail, all in-out system maintenance,  cage rest period, isolation of the chicken sick, 

death Chicken handling. Human Resources risk factors were have manual Good farming Practise GFP , 

Apply manual (GFP), accuracy to select DOC, feed, tools and drugs,  personal hygiene worker, the 

movement of workers cages and animal health officials, farmer knowledge about AI dangerous, farmer 

knowledge about biosecurity application, AI information, clarity and assertiveness to implement company's 
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SOP. Financial factors were vaccin price, financial problem to apply biosecurity, farming scale, 

transportation price. Environmental factors were natural disasters (floods, earthquakes) and global 

warming, contact with other animals, poultry transportation passed to endemik AI, high rain fall fluctuation, 

environment cleanlines, location and layout, distance farm with house community. 

The weight of likelihood, impact, and detection risk factors have been assessed by experts and processed 

using mathematical calculation to get the RPN.  RPN was processed to Pareto analysis, resulted in five 

priority actions: disinfection to consumer/visitor who visit the cage, high rain fall fluctuation, good farming 

practices, traffic monitoring system from cage into retail, handling feces/ waste management (Figure 1). 

Disinfection who come in and come out a of the farm area  is the most potential risky factor. Footwear and 

clothing that have not been disinfected could be a medium for the spread of the virus from inside to outside 

of the cage and vice versa. Moreover, the stool is a potential media in the spread of AI virus. AI virus can 

survive in feces at a temperature of 20°C for 7 days or 4°C for 30-35 days. The transmission of AI virus 

can be through a direct contact with foremost  poultry infected with AI or AI virus in feces and nasal 

exudates. The virus can also spread through the air, equipment, containers eggs, water, vehicles and people 

/ workers. (FAO, 2005).  

High rainfall fluctuations in Bogor was also one of the factors influencing the spread of AI. Rainfall 

fluctuations significantly change the ambient temperature, humidity, air  flow, affecting chicken’s 

productivity and stamina.  The decreasei in chicken’s stamina might later facilitate viral infection..  

Good farming practices  (GFP) are needed to prevent the spread of AI virus. FAO had established the 

guidelines on Good Farming Practices, including general farm management, animal health management, 

animal feed and drinking sources and environment and infrastructure (FAO, 2008). However, most farmers 

and and farm’s workers did not follow these GFP. Therefore, to reduce the risk of spreading AI virus in the 

farm, the implementation of GFP is recommended.  

Moreover, monitoring the poultry traffic from cage to retail is also essential, because chicken transport 

might potentially introduce HPAI from infected poultry to healthy poultry. This possible since the poultry 

was transported without barriers.  Handling of feces /waste managements are usually less managed by 

farmer, and therefore, the cleanliness of the cage (including feed, drinks, and equipment) is still low.  

Priority Decision Strategy 

Based on previous studies and focus group discussions, four risk factors were identified, namely risk in 

farming process, Financial risk, human resources management (HRM), and environmental factors. The risk 

in the process is a risk that might occur during maintenance farming system  based on GFP and biosecurity. 

Financial risk is the risk associated with price, outcomes, income, and expenses in the farming  process. 

Human resource management (HRM) risk is the risk factor associated with skill, precision, productivity, 

and knowledge of farm workers, while environmental factors are factors that was caused by natural 

disasters, global warming and environmental conditions around the farm. 

The risk factor for human resources has the greatest priority value  of 38%, and therefore,  the risk of HRM 

has the highest influence on the spread of Avian Influenza. This Risk factor included knowledge of human 

resources and the application of biosecurity, GFP and, as well as personal hygiene. Training on the GFP 

for farm workers is expected to improve the knowledge of farming  process based biosecurity. Good 

coordination between the operational managers, who understand GFP, and farm workers is  necessary, so 

the known theory can be applied in the actual farming  process. The second highest priority after HRM 

factor is farming  process with the value of 33%. So  HRM and farming process have a major influence on 

the spread of AI, in which the the value was more than 2/3 the overall factor. Disinfectant can be used to 

eradicate the virus reside in the cage. All in-all out system also needs to be implemented to prevent the 

transmission of AI virus from infected poultry to new and healthy DOC. If implemented, this all in-all out 

system might break the spread of disease in one harvest time cycle.  

Based on the results of data processing, the highest priority actors is company's core.  The actors in the core 

company has a tendency to bear higher risk than other actors, as shown by the value of 35%. The actors in 

the core company bought all the livestock production of farm  partners and provides guidance and 

counseling to the farm  partners in accordance with the company standards. In general the core company 
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became the main financier, as shown by its value The main objective of controlling AI in Bogor Regency 

was to increase farmer income.  The infection by HPAI virus in poultry is characterized by a sudden onset, 

severe and short-lived (acute) with mortality reach 90% or more on vulnerable species. This resulted in 

huge economic losses in the poultry industry. The Priority strategies for AI control in Bogor are the 

implementation of strict biosecurity (30%), vaccination (19%), traffic control (12%), mass culling in the 

newly infected areas, raising public awareness, and depopulation of infected areas.  

Biosecurity is the main steps that can reduce the risk of  the spread of disease agents. It requires a set of 

attitudes and behavior adaptation to reduce risk in all activities involving workers. Vaccination can be used 

as a preventive, emergency or routine programs to control HPAI (Swayne, Pavade, Hamilton, Vallat, & 

Miyagishima, 2011). Controlling bird traffic from endemic areas to free AI areas needs to be considered. 

The control on bird traffic in Bogor regency was difficult to implement since the traffic was dense and the 

movement was quite fast from one area to another. This difficulty was already recognized by the 

government, and therefore, strengthening coordination between regions and enforcing the Animal Health 

Certificate (SKKH) is considered.  

 

Figure 2 Structure hierarchy of priority strategy to eradicate HPAI at Bogor regency 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion  

The identification of risk health management obtained 38 factors influencing the spread of AI in Bogor 

regency. Five priority potential caused  factors, namely disinfection of who come  in and out of the farm 

area, high rainfall fluctuations (effect global warming), Good farming practises, process monitoring 

systems in livestock farming to retail and waste management.. Furthermore, the priority risk management 

strategy in Bogor are program that has the highest priority are biosecurity, vaccination and control traffic. 
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Abstract 

Land is an earth regional continent that have characteristics include all the identification 

sign (attributes) atmosphere, land, geology, relief, hydrology, plant’s population and 

animal’s population, that is permanently or recycle, also the result of human activity in the 

past and in the future, as far as all those characteristic has a significant effect on the field 

usage in the past and in the future. But, on the field also can happen a field conversion from 

agriculture or non-agriculture. Field conversion on the property’s development inflict a 

negative effect toward economic living, social and environment. This matter is a very 

serious threat for food’s national security if the conversion is difficult to be avoid. The 

impacts on the food security problem is permanent, cumulative and progressive. The role of 

government is needed in the control of agricultural field conversion. The role of 

government impressed blunt a result of various factors. Predicted farm field will 

increasingly continue to narrow. Expected before field conversion, investors are not 

expected to count into risk and return before converting the field into property 

development, so that the loss rate can be known before the switch field function. Risks 

farmers is a matter that can not be avoided by the farmers, due to the risk of farmers is a 

matter that must be faced and how these risks can be minimized so that farmers get 

maximum revenue. This supports the welfare of farm households so that the farmers have 

investment decisions to maintain the fied farm. 

 

Keywords: Field conversion, risk, return, investment decision, risk and return.  

Introduction 

Field switching function is a serious problem which is happening in Indonesia. 

According to Utomo et al (1992) defines the field switching function is a function changes 
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a half or all of the field from the beginning function (as a supposed) became another 

function which is becomes a negative effect (problem) towards environment and field 

potential itself. In example, the changes an irigation field function supposes became 

industry field, and protected forest became residential field.  

Field is an earth regional continent that have characteristics include all the 

identification sign (attributes) atmosphere, field, geology, relief, hydrology, plant’s 

population and animal’s population, that is permanently or recycle, also the result of human 

activity in the past and in the future, as far as all those characteristic has a significant effect 

on the use field in the past and in the future. So, field has a nature and culture characteristic. 

According to Notohadikusumo (2005, the field is an operational region. Field is a continent 

which is an amount’s integrity human resources and culture. Field is containing amount 

ecosystem and at the same time as a part of ecosystem containing in it.  

Table 1 shows the field usage change in West Java during 2000-2002. It appears that 

the total area of 1.3142 hectares / year in West Java land use changes experienced during 

2000-2002. The most extensive field usage change occurs in farm field is an area of 8141 

hectares / year or around 62% of the total field usage changes. This shows that the farm 

field most volatile or the most dynamic than agricultural field instead of rice fields (fields / 

pond / garden) and forest citizen. 

Source: Farm Survey 2003 (Collecting) 

 

Tabel 1. Change utilization field during 2000–2002 in West Java Province 

 (hectare/year). 

 

According to Utomo et al (1992), The field have a unique characteristic compare to 

another human resources, namely the field is human resources that is non-renewable 

resources, but the amount is still the same and the location is unmovable. As Jayadinata 

explains (1999), soil is an earth, while field is a soil which is suppose already exist and 

generally has an owner, whether the civil owner or institution owner. The field as a main 

nature based on living activity and subsistence, according to Utomo et. al (1992) it has two 

basic function, namely culture activity function; a region where can take an advantages for 

some uses, such as residential, whether is in a town or in a village, gardening production’s 

forest, and etc. The second function is a protection function; the region where already 

decided as a main function to protect the living environment that exist, includes nature 

resource, unnature resource and history value also nation culture which can support the 

Type of 

Field 

Converted Become 
Total  

Changes 
Field 

Field non 

Agricultural 

Non 

Agricultural Residential  Industry 

Office 

/Shop Others 

Field 0 
2.655 5.486 2.932 1.626 308 621 8.141 

32,60% 67,40% 36,00% 20,00% 3,80% 7,60% 100,00% 

Field non 

Agricultural 

975 
0 

2.168 1.307 489 86 286 3143 

31,00% 69,00% 41,60% 15,60% 2,70% 9,10% 100,00% 

Citizen 

Forest  

247 1.334 278 46 71 67 93 1858 

13,30% 71,80% 14,90% 2,50% 3,80% 3,60% 5,00% 100,00% 

Total 
1.222 3.989 7.931 4.285 2.187 460 999 13.142 

9,30% 30,40% 60,30% 32,60% 16,60% 3,50% 7,60% 100,00% 
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advantages of conducting. 

The replacement of field function according to Jayadinata (1999) is the arrangement 

on use of the field itself. The important aspects in the replacement of field function is the 

field within another  natural element, namely the body of the field (soil, water, climate, and 

etc) and also study about human activity, whether is about the social living, or about 

economical living.  

Iqbal and Sumaryanto (2007) explains that the field switching function (conversion) is 

a specific changes from the usage of the field for farm becomes the usage of the field for 

non-agriculture. Sihaloho (2007) in his study explains that the field conversion is like a 

social changes. The field switching function is a changes/adjustment suppose to the uses of 

it, causes by some factors include needs to fulfill citizen’s needs that the amount of citizen 

became more and more and increasing of demand of better quality of life. The definition of 

conversion or the field switch function generally includes of transformation in field 

resources reallocation from one usage to another usage. 

Impeller’s factor of the field conversion according to Sihaloho (2007) expresses that 

the field conversion effect by some factors includes of citizen’s growth factor that makes 

needs of residential also growth more. Economy’s pressure that support motivation to 

change. External factor that support ‘following motivation’ for citizen to sell their field. 

Private sector’s intervention offers to buy the field and seldom accompanying with 

‘constraint’ and ‘offering’ a job. 

 Field conversion generally take negative effect for farmer, the result of the study by 

Sumaryanto, et. al (1999) explains that field conversion besides causes destroying 

irrigation’s network, water contamination, and destroy ecology’s balance of field. Effect of 

conversion also on losing opportunity or chance in production result of the field which is 

conversioned. Furthermore, the loss also has an effect on losing earning’s opportunity and 

job’s opportunity, whether is directly or indirectly on forward linkage and backward 

linkage from economic farm activity. The matter proved by a study by Agus’s Study (2004) 

that field conversion’s effect degradation supported energy national resilience, decreasing 

farm’s income, and increasing poorness, redundant of investment. The effect of field 

conversion makes farmer must be able to adapt on the agrarian changes with their 

maintanance strategy that they do by trade, and doing another peripheral’s job.  

Based on the fact, the effort of avoidance field conversion is difficult to do, because 

field famer is a private good that legal to transactioned. Therefore the effort that can be do 

is operationally. Some operationaly’s concept were already recommended by some 

researcher. But because there is no law a consistent enableness and need difficult 

requirement. So, field conversion operation tend to not effective. So that field conversion’s 

fastaccelerate can be controlled and productivity of rice in Indonesia can also be controlled 

so it is necessary to make an effort in overcoming reduction wide of the field as an effect 

conversioned into non-farmer usage. Pursuant to the condition above so this study supposed 

to analyze the effect of property development toward regional farm field based on a risk 

and a return on it. Specifically, this stuyd aimed : (1) Analyses how the farm field becomes 

an investation’s choice which is has an advantages for farmer based on the risk and return 

on it, (2). Analyses how the farm field becomes a disadvantages for farmer based on the 

risk and the return on it, (3). Analyses how the property is an advantages choice for investor 

based on the risk and the return on it, (4). Analyses how the property is a disadvantages 

choice for investor based on the risk and the return on it. 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Reserach Concept 

Appearing of investor in residential property’s side makes some farmer of rice thinks 

to invest their farm field. In the other side the farmer of rice must pay attention on 

continuation income from farming the rice. 

This matter is necessary to analyse more so the farmers can think again before decide 

to sell their farm’s field. Because of that, it is important to study on how the risk and the 

return on it toward the regional farm’s field to give an input for the farmers related decision 

in invest, to sell the farm’s field or maintain their farm’s field. 

 

Research Design’s Framework 

In researching a study is necessary to do a plan and research itself, so that the study can be 

going right and systematically. According to Jonathan Sarwono (2006) research design is 

like a map for researcher who has to guide and also decide a direction of research procces 

rightly and exactly appropriate on the purpose which was already decided. Research design 

is a basic for doing a research, so that the research design gives a procedure to get a 

necessary information to design or solve the problems in the research. The purpose of 

research design is to see the effect between research variable. Below is a risk anaysis of 

research design and the rate of the return capital investment toward regional farm’s field for 

property’s development toward the household income of farmer.  

1st chart. Transformation framework the farm’s field toward propert decelopment in 

invesment decision 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hypothesis 

H1: Risk positive effect on Field Investment Property 

H2: Risk positive effect on Field Investment Property 

H3: Risk and income levels simultaneously affect the Field Investment Property 

 

Location and Time Research 

The choice of location in this research is purposive, namely the districts Leuwiliang 

which has 11 villages, but in this case I took 4 samples villages namely Karehkel, Cibeber 

village, Leuwi Mekar village, and Leuwiliang village where the four villages is one of the 

centers of villages which became the center of the farm in the district Leuwi Liang in West 

Bogor. 

On the other hand these four villages has undergone many growth rate of agricultural 

field conversion and field conversion would potentially significant experience in the future 

because of the region will be used as a shopping center and the city center for part West 

Bogor. 

Data Types and Sources of Data 

This research uses primary data and secondary data. Primary data is the result of direct 

H1 

H3 

H2 

Risk (X1) 

Return (X2) 

Investment Decision 
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interviews with respondents using kuisinoer list has been prepared in advance. While 

secondary data obtained from the literature that supports research and the institutions of 

government agencies and institutions associated with this study are as Center for 

Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry (BP3K), the Central Statistics Agency (BPS), District 

Locally, and by studying relevant books that match the topics that will be studied are 

among others from literature, journals, and books as well as the results of previous research.  

Between the primary data and secondary data are both highly related, because writers 

needs the help of the local community which will assist authors in filling the questionnaire. 

And the method of determining the study determined intentionally (purposive) that the 

region which initially has a farm and then decreased after increasing property business 

projects or changes in field conversion of agricultural to non-agricultural. 

 

Sample’s Collecting Technique 

 Population in this research are the citizen of districts Leuwiliang in West Bogor 

which their job is a rice farmer. Sample is a part of or amount that taken by a population. 

Based on the survey of BPK in 2016 amount of the farmer which has a wide field 1000m2 

or more, 305 of farmer especially in four village whic experience field conversion are 

Karehkel village, Cibeber I village, Leuwi Mekar village, and Leuwiliang village. Sample 

collecting uses slovin method is 173 farmers which has wide field 1000 m2 or more which 

their proffesion is as a rice farmer. 

Slovin Formula:     𝑛 =
𝑁

1+𝑁𝑒2
 

Definition: 

𝑛 : sample amount 

N : population amount 

e  : limit error tolerance  

 

Analysis of Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) 

Data analysis in this research  done using analysis of Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) 

to get the shape estimation model fit (fit) of Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) based 

variance with the approach of Partial Least Squares (PLS) to the investment decision. This 

study variables below: 

Variable Indicator 

Farmer Risk 

(Pappas dan Hirschey 2005) 

(Siregar dalam Soekartawi 1993) 

a. Probability distribution 

b. Probability of advantages and 

disadvantages  

Farmer Return rate    

 

(Mubyarto, 1997) 

a. Production amount 

b. Production cost 

c. Marketing 

Investment Decision 

(Hanindita Noor Rahmayani 2008). 

a. Expected return rate 

b. Risk which is containing from 

alternative investment.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Definition of Risk 

In the era of globalization which is currently being started raged, added with the onset 

of MEA (Economic Community of Asia) which started at the end of 2015 and that 

Indonesia will occur serious competition with the start of the MEA, every business that do 

certainly not escape with their risks and payback. But business people certainly do not want 
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to risk, most businesses are making efforts to minimize the risk. For example in the 

financial industry in general has a principle "bring about a high risk high return" with the 

sense that if it wants to obtain greater results, will be exposed to greater risk anyway. 

According to Ricky W. Griffin and Ronald J. Ebert (1996) is uncertainty about future 

events, because risk is a uncertainty shape about a situation which will happen in the future 

with a decision which is take based on some comparation nowadays. 

Joel G. Siegel and Jae K. Shim (1999) defines risk on three things are: 

1. Situation which direct to all groups of result where the result can get with a possibility 

that already get from the decision take. 

2. Variation on sell advantages or another finance variable. 

3. Possibility from a finance problem which has effect of operational or finance position. 

Based on Joel G. Siegel and Jae K. Shim (1999) in Fahmi’s book entitled Risk 

management (2014) defines that risk analysis is a measure process and risk analysis collect 

with finance decision and investment. 

 

Definition of Return 

Return is an advantages which is get by a company, individu, and institution from 

investment result which has already done. The result is the advantages or total 

disadvantages which experience on investment in certain period. Counted by divided 

distribution cash assets in the certain period, add a value changes, with a begin investment 

value that period (Gitman, 2009). Return is one of the factors which motivate investor 

invest and also is a reward of investor brave on bear a risk on the investment which has 

done. Expected advantages in the future is a compensation for the time and the risk related 

with the advantages which is expected. In this context the expected investment advantages 

often called return. (Tandelilin, 2001) 

 

Risk and Return 

Fahmi (2014) in his books entitled Risk Management defines that risk and returni is a 

condition that experienced by the company, instutution, and individy in investment decision 

whether are the advantages or the disadvantages in accountancy period. In investment’s 

world is known as a relation of strengthen between risk and return, namely if the risk is 

high so that the return also will be high and also in contrast if the return is low so that the 

risk will be low. Because the relation between the risk with the return rate are : 

1. Has a linear characteristic 

2. If the return rate is high so that the risk is high too 

3. If the big assests which we place in investment decision so that the risk also will be 

big. 

4. Linear condition just may happen in the market normally. 

 

Types of Risk : 

 Systematic Risk 

Systematic risk or also known as market risk or general risk that is the risk that 

relate with the change that happen at the market as linear. The market change will 

effect return variabilities the investment. In other words, systematic risk is the risk that 

can not be diversified. Systematic risk will persist despite diversification has 

performed optimally.  

 Unsystematic Risk (Risiko tidak sistematis) 

Risiko non sistematis atau dikenal dengan risiko spesifik (risiko perusahaan) 
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adalah risiko yang tidak terkait dengan perubahan pasar secara keseluruhan. Risiko 

perusahaan lebih terkait pada perubahan kondisi mikro perusahaan penerbit sekuritas. 

Dalam manajemen portofolio disebutkan bahwa risiko perusahaan bisa diminimalkan 

dengan melakukan diversifikasi asset dalam suatu portofolio. Risiko nonsistematis 

bisa dihilangkan melalui diversifikasi. 

 Total Risk 

Total Risk is a combination of unsystematic risk and systematic risk. Thus, 

obtained from the sum of unsystematic risk and systematic risk we will get total risk. 

Risks will be experienced by farmers, namely as failed crops, rice prices in the market 

at harvest, crop failure caused by natural disasters can not be avoided so that this risk 

should be experienced by farmers, but in this case the risk - these risks can be 

eliminated by not take risks - those risks by selling the farm to someone else or to 

convert agricultural field such as new forms of business such as converting the non-

agricultural sector. But whether this decision is the right decision for farmers. 

 

Investment decision 

The investment decision for an investor regarding the future contain uncertainties. A 

rational investor before making an investment decision, at least have to consider two things: 

the expected income and risk involved of alternative investments does (Hanindita Noor 

Rahmayani, 2008). Because of these two things are important indicators in decision-making 

on an investment due to the expected income is the cornerstone investor to invest but it is 

also the investor must consider the risks faced. While Hidayat (2010) defines the 

investment decisions is an important factor in the financial function, that the company's 

value solely determined by investment decisions. The statement implies that the investment 

decision is important, because to achieve the company's goal is to maximize wealth 

(wealth) shareholders will only be generated through corporate investment activities 

(Hidayat, 2010). 

 

Previous Research 

1. Tjeppy Soedjana D. (2007) entitled "System Integrated Crop Farming Livestock 

Farmers In Response Against Risk Factors" own goal in which every risk faced by 

farmers is a matter that must be faced in making decisions. In this study, explained 

that the issue of risk and uncertainty in agriculture is not a new thing, because in fact, 

farmers have a lot of decisions relating to risks and uncertainties. Referred decisions 

involving risk or uncertainty factor is that farmers do not know what will happen in 

the future. In making a decision there are many possible events, depending on other 

factors beyond the ability of farmers to control it. To find out what is going to happen, 

it is usually used a variety of information about some of the things that might happen. 

The level of knowledge of this information is very varied, ranging from highly 

uncertain until predictable. The important thing to consider in making decisions 

relating to risk and uncertainty is a good decision does not guarantee the fact that 

good, because a good decision basically just something that is consistent with the 

information obtained and consistent with its purpose. Thus, a good decision is an 

option that has been considered appropriate based on the information available. 

Uncertainty is as a situation on the situation or event in the future which cannot 

alegedly for sure. The decision makers may have knowledge or level of confidence 

about the possibilities that will happen, so that when the various possibilities that will 

happen it is given the same opportunities, we have expressed uncertainties. The term 
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risk is more widely used in the context of decision-making, since the risk is defined as 

the opportunity to be the occurrence of an adverse event as a result of an action. The 

higher the level of uncertainty of an event, the higher the risk caused by the decision-

making. Thus, identification of sources of risk is very important in the decision 

making process. Nelson et al. (1978) stated, the risk factors in agriculture comes from 

production, prices and markets, business and finance, technology, damage, social and 

legal, as well as humans. Risk production occurs due to variations in results due to a 

variety of unpredictable factors, such as weather, disease, pests, genetic variation, and 

the timing of activities. Some examples are variations of food crops, cattle weaning 

weight, quality of results, the growth of livestock, pasture capacity, mortality, and 

labor requirements. The risk of price and market usually relates with diversity and 

price’s uncertainty which is accepted by farmer and which must they pay for 

production input. Certainty price diveristy are price trend, price cycle, and price 

variation based on the season. Price rate can effected on seller’s expected, speculation, 

goverment’s program, and consumer demand. 

In this research uses simplex method or linear programming method to see some 

choice which will produce a scale result (optimum solution) as a response toward 

resource availability, price input, and gross-margin from each effort component. 

In this research has a research result that household farmer purposes in doing farm 

is to maximize the advantages or for secure in minimize the risk, include wiilingness 

for have food supplier which enough for household consumotion and the rest for sell. 

If we find this last choice in farmer household, so that the characteristics which is 

generally we find is ecery farmer always do farmer’s combination, regardeless of 

extensive fieldholding, location, or population. This matter shows consistence from 

two farm’s purposes, namely maximize or minimize the risk. This reason actually 

already include in the willingness to maximize acceot and minimize the risk, also 

willingness to take the advantages from the combination farm which has a rational 

basic. The term risk is more widely used in the context of decision-making, since the 

risk is defined as the opportunity to be the occurrence of an adverse event caused by 

an act. The higher the level of uncertainty of an event, the higher the risk as a result of 

the decision. Thus, identification of sources of risk is very important in the decision 

making process. 

2. Elys Fauziah (2011) entitled "Risk Management At Rice farming as One Efforts to 

Achieve Food Security in Households Farmer (Case Study in the village of the 

District Telang Kamal)" has the objective to identify and analyze the characteristics 

and risks of farming rice farmers , describing the rice farmers' perceptions of risk, and 

describing risk strategy undertaken by rice farmers. In the analysis of production risks, 

costs, and earnings performed quantitatively by using a coefficient of variance. 

In this study, explained that the risks involved in farming is a risk that must be 

faced by the farmers in their farming activities. In order for household food security of 

farmers is a manifestation of how much the farmer's ability to manage the risk of 

farming. Conceptually farmers are able to reduce production risk and price risk by 

improving its productivity, the use of diversification, the use of appropriate cropping 

patterns, institutional strengthening of farmers and farmers' bargaining position would 

help strengthen household food security. Instead inability of farmers in the 

management of the risks facing will lead to fragility of their household food security. 

In this study had results that generally farmers who do rice farming has two goals: 

creating food security tanggan house and make a profit. In order to achieve these 
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objectives the farmer is always exposed to the risk. Based on the analysis concluded 

that the risk of production, costs and revenues on rice farming in the village Telang 

included in the category of low risk farming. Risk is a consequence of burdening 

farmers if you want the rice farming. The main reason is the high price of input, 

output and low price. Besides, most farmers also perceive that the risk level of 

productivity included in the low category, while risk costs and revenues are classified 

in the medium category. Risk management strategies undertaken by rice farmers in the 

village of Telang intended to reduce the risk and the risk - the risk that must be faced 

by the farmers would bring benefits to provide that information on risk - the risk of 

giving the calculation of the decision. 

3. Aminudin (2009) entitled "Transfer Function Wetfield Effect Against Rice Production 

in Gowa in South Sulawesi province" with the aim of analyzing the influence of the 

vast wetfield of the total rice production during 2003 and 2006 in the area of Gowa 

and to know effects of field conversion to non-paddy rice field against the total rice 

production in the area Gowa. With a log linear regression method bivariable. 

In this study has the result that the area of wetfield rice crops positive effect on the 

total production of rice in each area districts in Gowa, namely an increase in rice field 

area of 1 hectare it will be able menignkatkan total amount of 12.914 tons of rice 

production during the year. And that conclusion is significant because it is statistically 

supported by the results of the t test, with statistical significance level of testing for α 

= 5%. In a variation change of independent variables (variables rice area) determine 

the rise and fall changes in the dependent variable (the variable total production of rice 

plants) in every district in Gowa and the remaining 4.5 per cent is determined factors 

outside the model. In addition there is a very positive relationship and relatively very 

strong between independent variables (rice area) with the dependent variable (total 

production of rice plants) in every district in Gowa. 

 

CONCLUSION 

On those three journal states that the risk is a matter that must be faced by the farmers 

and how to maximize the benefits and minimize the risks, but in doing farming farmer has 

the goal of creating household food security and to bring benefits to the creation of the 

welfare of the farmer households. Besides that the production risk, cost, and revenue in 

farming is an indicator that must be observed by farmers in the farming business processes 

so that farmers face a low risk and earn maximum revenue. On those three journal show 

that their expansion to increase the number of field affect rice production. So as to cope 

with a reduction in rice area due to be converted to non-agricultural use. In each district 

generally do new rice fields derived from agricultural field instead of rice fields or forest 

people. It also needs the socialization of government agencies related to agriculture to 

conduct socialization to provide feedback, motivation and direction so that farmers can 

better understand that the risk of farmers can not be avoided and must be faced that farmers 

understand how to minimize the risk of farmers would be faced by how to bring farmers 

and farmers' income is maximized, resulting in the farmer's decision to maintain the farm. 

In addition every area farmers are expected to have the extension of each region that 

provide agricultural infrastructure both on the distribution of its products, as well as 

consulting the problems faced by farmers for farmers to buffer minimize the risk and 

maximize the income of farmers so that it can create the family welfare farmer and the 

farmer's decision to maintain the farm ensued.  
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The Effects of Foreign Player Regulations on Player 

Productivity in the Turkish Super Lig 

M. Selçuk Özaydın1, Y. Enes Aksu2 

Abstract 

This study investigates the effects of the changes in foreign player regulations on the labor 

productivity in the Turkish Football League. The initial hypothesis is that the productivity of 

the new foreign entrants will decrease as the number of foreign player allowed increases since 

most clubs tend to transfer foreign players that they would not make good use of. To test this 

hypothesis data was collected for all the new foreign entrants to the Turkish Football League 

between the seasons 1999/2000 – 2004/2005 and 2009/2010 – 2014/2015. Regression 

Discontinuity Design is used as a tool for testing the initial prediction to reveal whether there 

are sharp shifts in the player productivity. The results displayed that productivity of the new 

foreign entrants diminished as the number of foreign players allowed increased. The possible 

spillover effects of the regulation changes on the number of Turkish players transferred to 

overseas clubs and the productivity of the domestic youngsters playing in the league are 

investigated in detail. Empirical evidence was found to state that foreign player regulations 

are influential of domestic youngsters’ overall productivity however no evidence could be 

found that the regulations are effecting the number of Turkish players transferred abroad.  

Keywords: Labor Productivity; Spillover Effect, Regression Discontinuity Design, Labor 

Mobility 

Introduction 

Foreign player regulations regarding the Turkish Football League (Super Lig) have 

been a major issue for the Turkish Football Federation (TFF) in the last two decades. The 

regulations have changed 7 times in the last 10 years. The lack of determination and 

commitment regarding the regulations adversely affect the clubs and players in the league. 

Most of the changes were not preplanned instead they were announced a few months 
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before the beginning of the season or at the mid-season brake the best. During the 

2007/2008 season there has been a regulation change in the mid-season brake for the 

ongoing season. The uncertainty created by the lack of determination in the regulatory 

bodies cause the clubs to be caught off guard.  

Foreign player regulations have effects not just on clubs but also on players. The 

players in the league, both foreign and domestic, consist the labor force of the league. We 

believe that the regulatory changes are influential on the labor force in terms of productivity.  

As the maximum number of foreign players allowed increase, clubs tend to act imprudently 

when making transfers. The lack of detailed planning in the transfer policy might cause the 

clubs to transfer foreign players which they don’t need and they don’t make use of. If clubs 

act in such manner when transferring foreign players as the number of allowed foreign players 

increase the new foreign entrants are expected to have lower productivity relatively to the ones 

in the previous seasons. Establishing empirical grounds for this hypothesis is the main 

motivation of conducting this study. 

The foreign player regulations have influence also on the domestic players as well 

which can be called as the spillover effects of the regulation changes. The changes in the 

productivity of the Turkish youngsters (U-21 players), where we expect a negative magnitude 

before the study, and the changes in the number of Turkish players being transferred abroad, 

where we expect a positive magnitude, are the two spillover effects which will be studied for 

enhancing the understanding of the spillover effects. 

For being able to generate a deeper understanding of the effects of the regulation 

changes, the last six seasons of Super Lig (from 2009/2010 to 2014/2015) will be compared 

and contrasted with a six season period where the foreign player regulations did not change in 

the beginning of the 21th century (from 1999/2000 to 2004/2005). Investigating the 

differences between the two time periods will enable us to do a comparative analysis for both 

foreign players and domestic youngsters in terms of their productivities.  

A similar study has been conducted by Radoman (2016) about the influence of policy 

changes on player productivities’. Radoman has examined the effects Bosman Ruling on 

player productivity in the English Premier League. He investigated the pre and post Bosman 

periods using RD design in order highlight the productivity differences between the two 

periods. Bosman Ruling was a total game changer for the European football transfer market 
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which has came into legislation after Jean-Marc Bosman’s case at the European Court of 

Justice in 1995. It has enabled all the European players to be treated as domestic players which 

enabled them to be exempted from the foreign player regulations. Also Bosman Ruling 

enabled to mobilization of labor within the European leagues since players were given the 

right to a free transfer at the end of their contracts unlike before (EUR-Lex, 1995). 

The productivity will be measured in terms of minutes played per game (MPG) and 

appearances per season (APS) as in Radoman’s (2016) study. As the number of foreign players 

allowed increases we expect the overall productivity of the new foreign entrants to decrease 

unlike Radoman’s study. His study concluded that the players which were transferred in the 

post-Bosman period were more productive when compared to the pre-Bosman period 

transfers. The underlying reason behind this conclusion is the fact that Bosman Ruling 

“enhanced the pool of talent available to clubs to draw from” in Radoman’s (2016) words. 

Unlike the English Premier League, Super Lig is not one of the top divisions in European 

Football even though it has been developing rapidly. Players who are at their best have the 

opportunity to go to better leagues such as La Liga or Premier League. This is why being able 

to pick talents from a larger pool did not enhance the quality of the players which Turkish 

teams transferred. The reason why we expect a decrease in the productivity level is that even 

though Turkish teams can not attract the best talents they still transfer foreign players just 

because they can. Clubs transfer foreign players even though they don’t make use of them 

therefore we expect the foreign player productivities to decrease which is our initial 

hypothesis. 

Regression Discontinuity (RD) Design is going to be used as a tool for testing our 

initial hypothesis and it will reveal whether there are sharp shifts in the productivity of foreign 

players. The presence of sharp shifts in the productivity will provide us grounds to justify our 

hypothesis.  

In terms of the spillover effects of the foreign player regulations we believe there two 

main effects. As the first spillover effect we expect a decrease in the productivity of domestic 

youngsters as the number of foreign players increase in teams’ squads. We believe that 

transferred foreign players, their skill and ability disregarded, are tended to be preferred over 

the domestic youngsters because they have been paid for. The skill and ability is hard to 

measure and contrast but comparing the two time periods in the Super Lig, with different 
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foreign player regulations, in terms of domestic youngsters’ productivity will enable us to test 

this hypothesis. Secondly as a spillover effect we believe that as the number of foreign players 

in the teams increase the decrease in domestic players’ productivity will motivate them to go 

abroad and play in other leagues. The number of domestic players transferred abroad will 

increase from the first six-year period to the second. 

 

 The next section will provide a brief history of the foreign player regulations in the 

Super Lig in the last two decades. Understanding the changes in the regulations is crucial for 

being able to comprehend the influence on the foreign and domestic players. Later a section 

regarding the data collection and the methodology will be presented. After that findings will 

be displayed and discussed about the results of the study and finally a conclusion will be made 

regarding the findings and suggestions for further studies will be made. 

A Brief History of the Foreign Player Regulations in the Super Lig 
 

 The debate regarding the maximum number of foreign players allowed has been going 

on for a few decades in Turkey. Some argue that constraints on number of foreign players 

allowed is a must for protecting domestic players such as the case of quotas and tariffs for 

protecting domestic industries. Whereas some point out that importing technology is a way to 

acquire know how and imitation is a step for development which both can be applied to the 

case of football. Western European and South American countries are relatively more 

successful when compared to Turkey so transferring foreign players is a good way to develop 

Turkish football. Since both sides have their rights and wrongs a settlement was hard to reach 

and the regulations have changed numerous times in the last two decades3.  

 

In 1996/1997 season the number of allowed foreign players per club was 4 and only 3 of them 

could be playing at the same time (3 + 1). In 1997/1998 the regulation changed so that all the 

foreign players could be on the pitch at the same time (4 + 0). In 1998/199 it was (5 + 0) and 

in 1999/2000 it was (5 + 1). For 6 seasons Turkish Football Association stuck to this regulation 

but starting from 2005/2006 season the speed of change has increased dramatically. 

 

                                                        
3 The information regarding the regulation changes has been gathered from numerous newspapers and TV channel 

websites as well as the TFF official website. 
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 In 2005/2006 (6 + 0), in 2007/2008 (6 + 1), in mid-season brake 2007/2008 (6 + 2), 

in 2010/2011 (6 + 2 + 2) (the last +2 meaning that 10 foreign players can be bought but only 

8 of them can be in the match squad), in 2011/2012 (6 + 2 + ∞), in 2013/2014 (6 + 0 + 4), in 

2014/2015 (5 + 3 + 0) and starting with the 2015/2016 season (11 + 0 + ∞) meaning that clubs 

can have 11 foreign players on the pitch or in the match squad but they have to have at least 7 

domestic players in the match squad and clubs can transfer unlimited number of foreign 

players. The regulation seems like it has been stabilized after a decade and now clubs will be 

able to plan the next seasons. It is important to mention that policy makers of today agreed on 

this decision and when they change the regulations might be subject to change as well. 

Data Collection and Methodology 
 

 For being able to estimate the player productivities in the Super Lig, data regarding 

the number of appearances and minutes played is needed for each player. The required data 

was collected for 459 foreign and 637 Turkish youngsters for the period between 1999/2000 

and 2004/2005 seasons and for 634 foreign and 777 Turkish youngsters for the period between 

2009/2010 and 2014/2015 seasons. All data was gathered from the German website 

www.transfermarkt.com which has been used in numerous studies and has no credibility 

issues.  

 As mentioned earlier regression discontinuity (RD) design is going to be applied to 

determine whether there are discontinuous jumps in the means of player productivities 

between the two periods. RD design was introduced to the literature by Thistle Waite and 

Campbell (1960) and it did not attract much attention in the economic literature since the 1990s 

(Imbens&Lemieux,2008). 

 

An RD design application is structured by a set of assumptions that are relevant in the context:  

 

•   Two groups: Players entering in the first period where there are no regulatory 

changes and players entering in the second period where there are regulatory 

changes every season represented by dummy A. 

•   Two periods of time, stable and instable in terms of regulations, represented by a 

dummy variable T.  

•   Players cannot precisely influence the assignment variable to influence whether 

they are in period 1 or period 2. 
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•   Treatment indicator defined by the dummy B = A x T. 

•   Forcing and control variables that are continuous around the beginning and end 

points of the periods.  

 

The identification of the regulation impact on the overall player productivity can be 

estimated by the following reduced form equation:  

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  𝑌# = 	  𝛼 + 	  𝛽𝐵# + 	  𝑓 𝑋 +	  𝜀#	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (1)                  

                           

where B = 0 for players entering in the first period, and B = 1 for players entering in the second 

period. Optimal bandwidth is obtained according to Imbens and Kalyanaraman (Guido & 

Kalyanaraman, 2012) method that minimizes the squared bias plus variance. The treatment 

effect is defined as: 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  𝛽 = 	  
𝑙𝑖𝑚2↓4𝐸 	  𝑌	   	  𝐵 = 	  𝜀	  ] − 	   𝑙𝑖𝑚2↑4𝐸 	  𝑌	   	  𝐵 = 	  𝜀	  ]

𝑙𝑖𝑚2↓4	  𝑝 𝑍 −	   𝑙𝑖𝑚2↑4	  𝑝(𝑍)	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (2) 

 

The treatment parameter is estimated using local polynomial regressions on the end 

and beginning points of the periods. 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  min
?
𝐸[	  𝑌# −	  𝛼 − 	  𝛽 𝑍# 	  ]	  A	  𝐾

𝑍# − 	  𝑍4
ℎ

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (3) 

 

where 𝐾 EFG	  EH
I

 is a triangle Kernel function that increases the weight of the observations 

which are closer to the end points, and h is the bandwidth level.  

Findings and Discussion 
 

 The main purpose of this study is to identify the effects of foreign player regulations 

on the productivity, measured in terms of MPG and APS, of the new foreign entrants to the 

league. The expected influence on the productivity before conducting the study is a negative 

one due to the belief that Turkish clubs tend to make transfers which they don’t make use of. 

If the empirical evidence can provide grounds to confirm that the influence is negative, then it 

can be said that Turkish teams are not efficient in transferring foreign players. 
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It is important to mention once more that the effects of the regulations are not just on 

the foreign players but also on the Turkish players which we have called as the “spill-over 

effects” of the foreign player regulations. We have identified the spill-over effects as the 

changes in the overall productivity of the Turkish youngsters (U-21 players) and in the number 

of Turkish players which were transferred to overseas clubs within the two time periods. First 

the findings regarding the overall new foreign entrant productivity will be presented and 

discussed by comparing the differences between the two periods in order to test our initial 

hypothesis. Later the spill-over effects of the regulation changes regarding the Turkish U-21 

players will be presented and interpreted along with their causalities and results using the FIFA 

national team rankings as an indicator. 

   
The overall productivity of the new foreign entrants is measured in terms of 

appearances made per season (APS) and minutes played per season (MPS). There are 18 teams 

competing in the Super Lig meaning that there are 34 games per season which a player can 

participate in and the total number of minutes available for a player is 3060. Also it is important 

to mention that in the first period where the maximum number of foreign players allowed on 

the pitch is 5 meaning that there are 450 available minutes for the foreign players to play 

however in the second period the maximum number of foreign players allowed on the pitch is 

6 so a total of 540 minutes are available for the foreign players each game. In order to 

neutralize the effect of this difference we have normalized the second period MPSs. 

Figure 1. Percentage of Minutes Played (1999-2005) 
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 Figures 1 and 2 provide scatter plots of the percentage of minutes played of all the 

available minutes of all the foreign players who have been transferred to the Super Lig in 

periods 1 and 2.  

Figure 2. Percentage of Minutes Played (2009-2015) 

 

 We have defined foreign players who have played at least half of the available minutes 

per season as “successful transfers”. The horizontal lines in the figures set the threshold for 

0.5 meaning that players above the line are successful transfers4. There are 201 successful 

transfers out of 458 (43,87%) in the first period and there are 234 successful transfers out of 

611 (38,29%) in the second. It can be seen from the figures the number of successful transfers 

have decreased from period 1 to 2. As the number of foreign players allowed increased, teams 

started transferring foreign players which they don’t make good use of. 

 

 The second horizontal lines on the figures mark the 0.75 threshold for the percentage 

of minutes played. The players above the line have played more than 75% of the available 

minutes in the season they have been transferred. In other words, these players have played at 

                                                        
4 In the first period the maximum number of foreign players allowed on the pitch is 5 meaning that there are 450 

minutes available in every game for the foreign players. In the second period the number of foreign players allowed 

on the pitch is 6 meaning that there are 540 minutes available in every game for the foreign players. The minutes 

played in the second period has been normalized to remove the bias. 
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least 2295 minutes for their team. In this sense period 2 is more successful when compared to 

period 1. 24% of the transferred foreign players have played at least 2295 minutes in period 2 

where as in period 1 its 21%. These numbers highlight an important point: in period 2 some 

players have played a lot where as some played very little. This point helps us to support our 

initial argument, teams indeed transferred players which they don’t need and they don’t make 

use of as the number of allowed foreign players increased. 

  

 Even though Figures 1. and 2. support our initial hypothesis through the decrease in 

the percentage of successful transfers its not enough to conclude. Figure 3 and Figure 4 will 

help us fortify our argument by highlighting the shift in the new foreign entrant productivity, 

measured in MPS and APS, from period 1 to period 2. 

Figure 3. Minutes Per Game for Foreign Players 

 

 Figure 3 presents the shift in the overall productivity level in terms of MPG from 

period 1 to period 2 which is the output generated from an RD design. As our initial hypothesis 

predicted; new foreign entrant productivities fell as the number of foreign players allowed 

increased however it is important to mention that there is an upward trend in the second period. 

From 2009/2010 to 2014/2015 productivities of new foreign transfers, measured in MPG, 

increased 12.8% even though it is still lower than the end of 2004/2005 it can be said that 

Turkish teams are making better use of their new foreign transfers in the recent years. 
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Figure 4. Appearances for Foreign Players 

 

The changes in the appearances per season (APS) of the new foreign entrants are 

presented in Figure 4. APS has also decreased from period 1 to period 2 and an upward trend 

similar to the one in Figure 3 can be observed. Both Figures 3 and 4 support our hypothesis as 

well as providing additional information regarding the transfer success in the Turkish Super 

Lig. It can be said that as the number of foreign players allowed increased the productivity of 

new foreign transfers decreased from period 1 to period 2. Turkish teams did not make good 

use of the foreign players they have transferred however they are getting better at it as the 

figures suggest. 

 

The failure in making use of the new transfers in period 2 relatively to period 1 made 

us question the difference between the foreign players in terms of quality. We have attempted 

to compare the players in terms of quality even though quality is hard to measure. Figure 5 

provides a histogram for the career national team appearances averages of all the foreign player 

transfers for every season who have played in the Super Lig for periods 1 and 2.  
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Figure 5. National Team Appearances Averages 

 

The motivation behind taking the national team appearances in to consideration is the 

fact that national team appearance can be used as an indicator about the player’s quality. 

Players for the national team are chosen from a talent pool of thousands and being chosen to 

participate in the team displays a player’s quality among his fellow countrymen. The Football 

Association (FA) which is the organization responsible from the English Premier League, 

which is perhaps the most desired football league in the world, has some work-permit 

regulations regarding the non-EEA (European Economic Area) players. The non-EEA players 

who want to be transferred to the Premier League should have played in at least 30-70%5 of 

the national team’s matches in the last 2 years otherwise they can’t get a work permit from the 

FA (The Football Association, 2015).  

 

The FA uses the national team appearances as a criterion to evaluate the non-EEA 

players who are subject to being transferred to the Premier League. The FA wants only the 

best players to be a part of league and perhaps this is the reason why the Premier League is 

considered the most competitive league in the world. Even a team like Leicester City, with no 

previous success other than the 2nd place in the 1928/1929 season, can become the champion. 

TFF has no such criteria regarding the work-permit however it does not stop us from the 

                                                        
5The minimum percentage of games required to be played differ according to the nation’s FIFA ranking. 

The higher the ranking is the less is the minimum percentage required to be played. 
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national team appearances as an indicator of quality. Comparing the career national team 

appearances of the foreign players who have been transferred to Turkey in the two periods will 

enable us to determine which period was more successful in transferring players with higher 

quality. 

 

 As can been seen in Figure 5 the career national team appearances vary over the 

seasons in both periods. Seasons 2003/2004 and 2010/2011 are the most successful ones in 

terms of transferring players with higher national team appearance averages. The average for 

period 1 is 20,024 and the average for period 2 is 21,5 so in this sense period 2 is more 

successful when compared to period 1. We believed that the number national team appearance 

was and indicator of quality for a player so in the period with higher productivity the average 

national appearances for the foreign players would be higher however our data set failed to 

show any evidence to support this expectation.  

Spill-Over Effects 
 

 We have investigated the productivity of new foreign entrants in terms of MPG and 

APS and congregated results. The empirical evidence we have gathered suggests that the initial 

hypothesis was indeed correct. The productivities of the transferred foreign players have 

decreased from period 1 to period 2. Since the hypothesis is verified now the spill-over effects 

can be discussed.  

 

 The first spill-over effect we expected was that as the number foreign players allowed 

increases the productivity of domestic youngsters (U-21 players) will decrease. Figure 6 

demonstrates the shift in the overall productivity from period 1 to period 2 in terms of MPG 

and Figure 7 in terms of APS as the results of RD design processes.  
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Figure 6. Minutes Per Game for Youngsters 

Figure 7. Appearances for Youngsters 

 

 As in the case of foreign players’, domestic youngsters’ productivity has declined 

from period 1 to period 2 both in MPG and in APS as well. The sharp shifts in overall 

productivity levels are clearly observable on Figures 6 and 7. The shifts in the figures indicate 

that domestic youngsters started playing less as the number allowed foreign players increased. 

Unlike the new foreign entrants’ productivities there is a downward trend for the domestic 
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youngsters. They are getting less and less MPG and APS every year through both periods.  

Regarding the case of domestic youngsters there is an important point to mention 

about the Turkish football. In the end of 1999/2000 season (which is the first season in period 

1) Galatasaray, a Turkish football team, has won the UEFA Cup and the Super Cup in the 

beginning of the following season. These two trophies are the first European championships a 

Turkish team has ever won and they are still the only ones. Beginning with these two 

achievements Turkish football has entered its golden era. The national team became the 3rd in 

both the 2002 World Cup and 2003 Confederations Cup. The appreciation of the Turkish 

players was at its best which had positive influences on the APS and MPG of the domestic 

youngsters during these years. In the beginning of the first period Turkish national team was 

29th on the FIFA rankings and in the end of the period it was 11th. During the second period 

Turkish national team ranking fluctuated around the 40th position until the end of 2014/2015 

season where the national team had a good spell and miraculously managed to qualify for the 

EURO 2016 championship. The Turkish national team was ranked 21st in the end of the second 

period and began the period with the 10th position after success in the EURO 2008 

championship.  

 

Interpretation of these results is that emphasis should be put on domestic youngsters 

to achieve nation wise success. Young players develop faster and acquire experience if they 

play in competitive matches. Trainings, practice games and youth team matches fail to develop 

young players after a certain point.  

 

With the help of the empirical evidence the first-spill over effect can be verified and 

it can be concluded that the foreign player regulations have also effects on the overall 

productivity level of the domestic youngsters. 

 

 The second expected spill-over effect was an increase in the number of Turkish 

players being transferred abroad. As the number of foreign players allowed increase domestic 

players would be able to play less. Their MPSs and APSs would decrease which would 

motivate them to go abroad and play in other countries which would eventually result in being 

transferred to overseas clubs however the expectation was not satisfied. Figure 8 provides a 

detailed distribution of Turkish players who were transferred abroad for every season within 

the period. 
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Figure 8. Total Transfers Abroad 

 

The black bar presents all the players who have been transferred abroad and the orange 

bar presents the number of players who have been transferred to first division overseas clubs. 

In the first period 66 players were transferred abroad from the Turkish Super Lig and 54% of 

these players were transferred to first division clubs. In the second period 54 players were 

transferred abroad and only 33% of them were transferred to first division teams. Both the 

number of players who were transferred abroad and the percentage of first division transfers 

decreased. The empirical evidence suggests that as the number of foreign players allowed 

increased, the number of Turkish players being transferred to overseas clubs declined. It can 

be concluded that the mobility of labor for the Turkish players did not increase as we expected 

on the contrary it declined.  

  

 In the beginning we had an initial hypothesis and 2 expected spillover effects. The 

hypothesis was that the productivity of new foreign entrants, measured in terms of MPG 

(minutes per game) and APS (appearances per season), would decrease as the number of 

foreign players allowed increase. The initial hypothesis was empirically verified through the 

sharp shifts in the productivity levels which were revealed by the regression discontinuity 

(RD) design method. From period 1 to period 2 the productivity of new foreign players 

decreased. 

 

 After verifying the hypothesis, we have investigated the probable spill-over effects. 

The first one we took into consideration is the influence of regulation changes on the domestic 
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youngsters’ (U-21 players) productivities measured in terms of MPG and APS. The empirical 

results were in favor of our expectation and we concluded that as the number of foreign players 

allowed the productivities of domestic youngsters declined. 

 

The second expected spill-over effect was that the number of Turkish players transferred to 

abroad would increase as the number of foreign players allowed increased however the 

empirical evidence suggested otherwise. Even though the allowed number of foreign players 

increased from period 1 to period 2 the number of Turkish players who were transferred to 

overseas clubs decreased.  

 

Next section is going to conclude the study as well as giving suggestions for further studies. 

Conclusions 
 

 TFF has decided that Turkish clubs are allowed to transfer as many as foreign players 

they desire starting with the 2015/2016 season.  Even though the debate regarding the foreign 

player regulations seems like it has been settled the outcomes of it are unknown. The effects 

of the “liberalization” and the removal of “quotas” in Turkish football would be observable in 

several years. The competitiveness of the Turkish football clubs might increase with the 

allowance of unlimited foreign players if the funds are managed wisely however the influence 

on the Turkish national team is an unknown.   

 

 This study has empirically proved that as the number of allowed foreign player 

increased the productivities of the foreign players decreased unlike the case of the English 

Premier League, after the Bosman Ruling came into practice, (Radoman, 2016).  It should be 

mentioned that there is an upward trend in the overall productivity level in the second period 

showing that Turkish clubs have started doing better at transferring foreign players which they 

can make use of. The sharp shifts in the MPG and APS levels acquired by the result of an RD 

design process provide empirical grounds for this claim. Clubs have transferred players either 

which they did not need or with low quality. The average national team appearances of the 

transferred foreign players were taken into consideration as a measure for quality however no 

empirical evidence was reached for being able to make use of the average national team 

appearances as a measure of quality.  
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 Along with diminishing foreign player productivity we have identified two probable 

spill-over effects regarding the Super Lig and tried to establish empirical grounds for them. 

The motivation behind searching for spill-over effects was the belief we had in the probable 

“side-effects” of the increasing presence of foreign players in the Turkish league.  

 

 The first identified spill over effect was the decrease in domestic youngsters’ 

productivities (U-21 players) as the number of allowed foreign players increased. Practicing 

the same method, used for the new foreign entrants, we have estimated the productivities for 

U-21 players in terms of MPG and APS. The results were as expected; the productivity of the 

domestic youngsters declined from period 1 to period 2 furthermore the decline is gradually 

continuing during the second period and it is a point which should be taken into consideration 

for the sake of Turkish football. The analogy between the changes in the Turkish national team 

FIFA rankings and the changes in U-21 productivity level is intriguing. The brief examination 

about the relation between the nation-wise success and the emphasis put on youngsters gave 

out promising results. This is a part of this study which can be extended for being able to reach 

substantial results and contribution to the literature. 

 

 The second spill-over effect we expected was an increase in the number of Turkish 

players who were transferred to overseas clubs however the empirical results have shown the 

otherwise. From period 1 to period 2, as the number of allowed foreign players increased, the 

number of Turkish players who were transferred abroad did not increase on the contrary it 

decreased.  

 

One probable cause of this decrease is perhaps the high transfer fees Turkish clubs 

demand for Turkish players. Due to the foreign player regulations the demand within the 

league for Turkish players skyrocketed so the clubs preferred domestic buyers rather than 

buyers from abroad. Especially the giants of Turkish football (Beşiktaş, Fenerbahçe and 

Galatasaray) were in a fierce competition to transfer players from the other teams in the league 

which caused the salaries paid to players to escalate. As a conclusion it can be said that the 

high prices and salaries caused by the excessive domestic demand might have influenced the 

number of Turkish players which were transferred abroad.  

 

This is an area which needs detailed investigation especially since the foreign player 

regulations are repealed starting with the 2015/2016 season. Now clubs are allowed to transfer 
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as much as foreign players they desire which will, sooner or later, have an influence on the 

transfer fees and salaries of the Turkish players. The price changes in the domestic player 

market in the following years should be analysed in order to reveal if this overpricing was 

influential on the number of Turkish players being transferred abroad.  

 

The Turkish Super Lig did not have the Bosman Ruling in affect in terms of the players 

from the EEA to be treated as domestic players. Starting from the 2015/2016 season a similar 

change in productivity might be observed as in the case of the English Premier League. It 

should be kept in mind that these conclusions are the results based on a data set composed of 

only new entrants into the league. Player productivity in football is a subject which has been 

deficient until recent years however there is still room for improvement. We believe that this 

study will contribute to the literature as well as unveiling new areas of study for future 

researchers.   
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Abstract 

 This paper estimates total productivity change and decomposes it into technically efficient 

change and technological change for a Turkey retail store chain with data envelopment 

analysis. The benchmarking procedure implemented is an internal benchmarking, where the 

stores in the chain are compared against each other. The aim of this procedure is to seek out 

those best practices that will lead to improved performance throughout the whole chain. We 

rank the stores according to their total productivity change for the period four season in 

2015, concluding that some stores experienced productivity growth while others 

experienced productivity decrease. Managerial implications arising from the study are 

considered. 

Keywords : data envelopment analysis; metafrontier Malmquist productivity index;  

 

1. Introduction  

Rapid changes coming with the improvements in  economic development and level of progress, 

affected the retailing sector as it effects every aspect in the world. The retailing of domestic foodstuffs 

throughout Turkey  has experienced a rapid transformation and expansion in recent decades, 
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following the istanbul trend towards ever larger multi-market hypermarkets, often anchored in 

purpose-built shopping precincts. This has brought in its wake profound social and economic changes 

in the patterns of shopping, consumption, marketing and distribution, in addition to irrevocably 

altering the balance in the range of retailing options, away from the small scale, personal service of 

the friendly local grocer, butcher, fishmonger, etc. in favor of the large scale, impersonal (and far 

cheaper) self-service,large-surface outlets. 

The efficiency of individual retail stores is a key issue in the retailer’s competitiveness, since the 

global profitability of any chain enterprise depends on the profitability of its constituent parts. For this 

reason, intra-chain comparative efficiency is of paramount importance. Despite its obvious 

importance, there is a paucity of research into this aspect of chain store management. Recent 

exceptions are (Balakrishnan et al.,1994),(Athanassopoulos ,1995), (Kamakura et al.,1996), (Thomas 

et al. ,1998) and (Donthu and Yoo ,1998). 

The motivation for this research stems from four critical issues associated with the management of 

market retail stores and the advantage of applying data envelopment analysis (DEA) to measure 

intrachain comparative efficiency . First section we examined all published papers on retail-outlet 

efficiency analyse retailers in Turkey, this paper departs from this tradition by extending this area of 

research to include a European retail chain, specifically, in Portugal. Unlike most previous 

applications of DEA in retailing, our study restricts the analysis to controllable inputs. The paper is 

organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the contextual setting, characterizing the Turkey retail 

sector. In section 3, we survey the existing literature on the topic. In section 4, we present the 

theoretical framework, which explains the model used. In section 5, the data and results are given. In 

section 6, the managerial implications derived from the study are considered. In section 7, we discuss 

the limitations and possible extensions of the study. Finally, in section 8, we make our concluding 

remarks. 

2.  Contextual setting  

 The turnover of the retail sector in Turkey as of the end of 2014 is 250-300 billion USD due. 

Approximately 45% of the sector's turnover of organized involving big corporate firms (modern), and 

55% is due to traditional retail. Approximately 2.5 million people are employed in the sector 

compared to the previous year by 9% in real terms in 2014 growing retail sector, 2016 is expected to 

adopt a similar growth performance. A significant portion of total sales made up 44% of the food 

retailing sector in Turkey. retail sector has become organized in the trade is done by Retail Sector 

Report ( SEZGİN,2015). Since the 1990s, Turkey's organized retail market has grown significantly 

and they include Migros, Tansaş, Gima, Carrefoursa, Metro, Real, Tesco-Kipa and BIM; The main 

food retail.(BORAN,2007) 

3. Literature survey  

Early studies on retailing efficiency focussed on partial aspects of productivity, such as labour 

productivity (Ratchford and Brown, 1985); other aspects under the control of retail management that 

affect the efficiency of a store, such as merchandise assortment (Mahajan et al., 1988), location 

(Mahajan et al., 1985),pricing (Mahajan, 1991) and promotion (Weitzel et al.,1989), besides aspects 

beyond the management’s control, such as employment patterns, business cycles and trading area 

factors (Doutt, 1984; Lusch and Moon,1984). When reviewing contemporary researches in efficiency 

measurement that were published over the last few years (e.g. Thomas et al., 1998; Ratchford, 2003; 

Donthu and Yoo, 1998; Keh and Chu, 2003; Barros and Alves, 2003, 2004), it is apparent that there is 

an increase in the use of DEA to evaluate retail efficiency and productivity in recent years (see Table 

1). However, to our knowledge, there seems to be no study on operational efficiency of firms in 

Turkey’s retail sector. 
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Table1:Previous research into retail efficiency using DEA  

Studies Analysis level Inputs Outputs 

Athanassopoulos 

(1995) 

 

DEA   

Restaurants 

Adjustable inputs: the bar 

area (ft2); the number of 

covers 

Uncontrollable inputs: market 

size(potential customers); the 

number of restaurants in a 1-

mile radius; The number 

restaurants in a 3-mile radius 

Food sales (in value) 

Sales of beverages (in 

value) 

Barros and Alves 

(2003) 

 

 

 

DEA  

 

 

47 retail outlets of one 

of the leading 

hypermarket and 

supermarket Portugal 

chains, 1999–2000 

Number of full-time 

equivalent  employees 

Cost of labor 

Number of cash-out points 

Stock 

Other costs 

Sales 

 

 

 

Operating results 

Barros and Alves 

(2004) 

 

 

DEA 

47 retail outlets of one 

of the leading 

hypermarket and 

supermarket Portugal 

chains, 1999 

Number of full-time 

equivalent employees 

 

Cost of labor 

Number of cash-out points 

Stock 

Other costs 

Sales 

 

Operating results 

Barros (2006) 

 

 

DEA and Tobit model 

22 main supermarket 

and hypermarket 

in Portugal,  

1998–2003 

 

Number of laborers  

Value of assets  

Tobit model variables: share; 

outlets; 

ownership; regulation; 

location 

Sales 

Operational results 

Value-added 

Donthu and Yoo 

(1998) 

 

DEA and regression 

models 

24 outlets of a fast-

food restaurant chain 

Store size 

Manager tenure 

Store location (inside a 

shopping mall 

versus free-standing) 

Promotion/give-away 

expenses 

Sales (value) 

 

Customer satisfaction (a 

five-point scale) 

 

Keh and Chu (2003) DEA BCC model 

 

 

13 USA stores, 1988–

1997 

Labor:floorstaff;management 

wages and benefits for the 

number of hours worked 

 

Capital: occupancy, utilities; 

maintenance and general 

expenditure for 

the area of the stores 

Distribution services: 

accessibility; assortment; 

assurance of product 

delivery; availability of 

information; ambience 

 

Sales revenue 

Perrigot and Barros DEA and bootstrap Labor: the number of Turnover 
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(2008) 

 

 

Tobit model 

11 French generalist 

retailers, 2000–2004 

equivalent fulltime workers 

Capital: the value of assets of 

the firm and costs 

 

 

 

Profits 

Ratchford (2003)  

 

 

 

Cost efficiency, DEA 

USA retail food stores 

(SIC 54)1959–1995 

Capital 

 Labor 

 

Intermediate services 

Conventional physical 

output 

Breath of assortment 

 

 

Index of different services 

(deli, bakery,etc.) 

Sellers-Rubio and 

Mas-Ruiz (2006) 

 

 

 

 

 

DEA 

 

 

100 supermarkets 

chains in Spain, 

1995–2001 

 

Number of employees 

 

 

 Number of outlets  

 

Capital: sum of own funds 

(capital plus reserve); level of 

debt (short- and longterm 

debt) 

Sales 

 

 

Profit 

Sellers-Rubio and 

Mas-Ruiz (2007) 

 

DEA–Malmquist 

productivity indices 

 

 

96 supermarkets chains 

in Spain, 

1995–2003 

 

Number of employees  

Number of outlets 

Capital: sum of own funds 

(capital plus 

reserve); level of debt (short- 

and longterm debt) 

Sales  

 

 

Operational results 

 

Thomas et al. (1998  

 

DEA AR (assurance 

regions),MANOVA552 

outlets of a USA multi-

store, multimarket 

retailer 

 

Labor: employees and wages  

Experience: employees,store) 

manager,and store 

 Location-related costs: 

occupancy,operatingexpenses, 

etc. 

Internal processes: inventory, 

transactions, etc. 

Sales dollars 

 

Profits dollars 

 

4. Theoretical framework  

In this paper, we adopt the efficient frontier approach using the Malmquist productivity index, based 

on DEA. The Malmquist productivity index allows changes in productivity to be broken down into 

changes in efficiency and technical change. To set the scene for our productivity measurement, we 

adopt the framework set in the paper by (Fare et al.,1990), (Hjalmarsson and Veiderpass ,1992) and 

(Weyman-Jones ,1996),(Yu and Li-Chen,2015),(Oh and Lee ,2010). 

 

 As Turkey FMCGMs operate in a competitive market, an output-oriented method is more adequate to 

estimate the MPI (Barros ,2005b). To define an output-oriented MPI, it is assumed that an FMCGM 

uses a vector of N inputs  to produce a vector of M outputs, ,in 

period t,t=1,….,T.The benchmark technology, , satisfies the 

assumptions of convexity and free disposability as described in Färe et al. (1994). The output distance 

function in period t can be defined as (Shephard ,1970) 
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where θ is the ratio of the vector of outputs to the production frontier represented by P in period 

t.Furthermore, to construct the metafrontier MPI, it is necessary to define three technology sets: the 

contemporaneous benchmark technology, the intertemporal benchmark technology, and the global 

benchmark technology (Oh and Lee 2010).If the contemporaneous benchmark technology set of 

group  is assumed to be , then the intertemporal and global benchmark technology 

sets can be defined as and . 

Then, the metafrontier MPI can be formed as 

 
As the metafrontier MPI is on the basis of one global benchmark technology, it does not need to 

resort to the geometric mean form. Therefore,  will be greater than  unity if productivity is 

increased between periods t and t + 1.  can be further decomposed as 

  

 

 

(3)

 

 

where the first ratio is EC, which measures the change in technical efficiency (TE) between periods t 

and t + 1; the second ratio is the best-practice gap change (BPC), which measures the change in the 

best-practice gap (BPG) that is 
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Concept of the Metafrontier Malmquist Productivity 

 

similar to the TC within a specific group, and BPG is the best-practice gap between PIand 

PSmeasured along rays (x S, yS), s = t + 1, t ; and the last ratio is the technology ga p ratio change 

(TGC), which is the change in the technology gap ratio (TGR), and TGR is the technology gap 

between PG and PI measured along rays(x s, ys) , s = t + 1, t . EC is greater than 1 as efficiency 

increases. BPC will be greater than unity as technology progresses between periods t and t + 1. This 

represents the fact that the benchmark technology in period t + 1 is closer to the intertemporal 

benchmark technology than the benchmark technology in period t. Similarly, TGC will be superior to 

1 as technical leadership progresses between periods t and t + 1.  

Exhibit 1 illustrates the concept of the metafrontier in the Malmquist productivity framework. It 

exhibits decision making units (DMUs) in two different groups, U1 and U2 with two outputs, y1 and 

y2 during periods 1, 2, and 3. , , and  are the contemporaneous benchmark technology sets in 

periods 1, 2, and 3,respectively; and are the intertemporal benchmark technology sets; and PG 

is the global benchmark technology set. A DMU is observed to produce an output vector A in period 1 

and an output vector E in period 2. Using Exhibit 1, metafrontier MPI and its components can be 

derived as follows: 

 

To compute the metafrontier MPI and its components, six output distance functions in Equation 3 

need to be calculated by DEA. For each hotel, k ∈U l , the output distance 

functions can be obtained by solving the following LP problem with a variable returns-to-scale (VRS) 

technology 
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Subject to 

(4) 

where  represents the intensity variable, s = t  , t+ 1 . 

If  , denotes the optimal solution to Equation 4, then the intertemporal distance function, which 

uses all FMCGMs over all periods within a specific group Ul, can be computed by the model 

 

Subject to  

 

 

 

     

 

   (5) 

If   denotes the optimal solution to Equation 5, then the global distance function, which uses all 

FMCGMs and periods over all groups, can be calculated as 

 

subject to 
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(6) 

5. Data 

To estimate the production frontier, we used crosssection data for one year comprising of four 

different seasons, obtained from one of Turkeys leading Fast-moving consumer goods market , on 11 

of its retail outlets located in European side of Istanbul. The outlets that are considered in the analysis 

are those listed in Table 2. The data are used for internal marketing control purposes.To choose the 

inputs of the DMUs, we must take into account the distinction between controllable and 

uncontrollable factors. There are two alternatives for making this distinction; either to exclude the 

uncontrollable inputs from the analysis and thereby, no allowance is made for factors beyond 

managerial control, or to include them in the analysis, allowing for variables beyond the control of the 

management. Including nondiscretionary inputs in the linear programming (R programming for 

statistical computing) model for DEA amounts to an assumption of free disposability of these inputs, 

which is not necessarily a realistic assumption (Ray, 1991; Worthington and Dollery, 2002). Given 

the fact that uncontrollable variables demonstrate almost no change in two consecutive periods, we 

proceeded to analyse the outlets without uncontrollable inputs. Frontier models require the 

identification of inputs(resources) and outputs (transformation of resources). 

Several criteria can be used in their selection. The first empirical criterion is the availability of inputs 

and outputs. It is important for the applicability of the model results, as well as the retail stores’ ‘‘buy 

in’’ to the process, that the measurements of inputs and outputs are relevant, adequately measurable, 

that appropriate archival data is available and to bear in mind the dictum, ‘‘more is better’’, in the 

case of outputs. Usually, the available archival data criterion is the first to be applied, since it 

encompasses all the other abovementioned criteria. Secondly, the literature survey is a way to ensure 

the validity of the research and is thus another criterion to take into account. The last criterion for 

measurement selection is the professional opinion of store managers. These three criteria have been 

employed in this paper to select the inputs and outputs. 
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Following the examination of various studies in our literature review section, we have decided to 

classify the various inputs and outputs based on the situation in Turkey. We considered sales as an 

output. The following constitute our input: square metres, cost of labour, number of full time 

employers, number of cash points, cost of labour, stock, total number of customers and customers 

who shop with a store card (Label: 2) 

6. Results  

 Comparison of the four seasons in the fast moving consumer market 

Before adopting the metafrontier approach, we must confirm that these four seasons operate under 

different technologies. For this purpose, we have calculated the values of TGC for the four seasons. It 

is worth remembering that the TGC measures the proximity of the intertemporal frontier to the global 

frontier. If similar technologies are used between these four groups, the technology gap between 

Summer-Autumn and Autumn-Winter will be similar. 

(Label:3) 

 

 As seen in the label above, the highest level of MPI observed in one year in the FMCGM  under 

study was in the Summer-Autumn and Autumn-Winter period. As seen in the label, the Malquist 

productivity index value of 1.273 and 1.037were the highest during the Summer-Autumn and 

Autumn-Winter season and this was due mainly to the increase in the best productivity gap which was 

standing at 1.207 and 0.957 respectively. Moreover, the TGC at this period has enourmously resulted 

to the increase in the MPI between this period. The lessons learned from this data presented above is 

that, organisations can perhaps give more attention to these two (BPC and TGC) so as to increase the 

output and attract customers. The explanation above is well represented in the bar chart below. 

 

Variables spring summer Autumn Winter
Output
Sales(TL) 27935000 26992500 30120000 30075000

İmput

Square metres(m2) 6840 6840 6840 6840
Full-time employees 191 191 191 191
Cash-out points 36 36 36 36
Cost of labor 859500 859500 859500 859500
Total customer 1658000 1639300 1701500 2726500
Store card customers 1034350 1044950 1102750 1145750

Leybel2 :Characteristics of the inputs and outputs

In this study we used the Turkish lira (1$=2.7  TCMB in 2015 )

EC TGC BPC MPI

Spring-Summer 1.070 0.930 0.992 0.995

Summer-Autumn 0.924 1.207 1.118 1.273

Autumn-Winter 1.060 0.957 1.009 1.037

Spring-Winter 1.065 0.943 1.000 1.016
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(Label:4) 

 

Comparing Individual Branches 

(Label:5) 

 

The lable above shows the  total MPI of 11 branches of a company which is situated in the Asian of 

Istanbul. The data was obtained in 2015. The MPI data was obtained using the DEA method. As seen 

in the information above, the branches that has the highest MPI were DMU6 branch and DMU10 

branch. The MPI score was over 1.2.  Looking at the second level,  DMU6 and DMU9, DMU10 were 

1.239 and 1.202,1.280 respectively. This indicates that their MPI score was over 1.1.The third level 

constitute DMU8 andDMU11. Their MPI score was over 1.0. The lowest MPI were seen in 

DMU1,DMU2,DMU3,DMU5 and DMU7. The total value of DMU4 is less than 1. The reason for this 

low score was as a result of the low score in BPC. In order to solve this problem, there is the need to 

improve on the TGC and management system of the branch. Moreover, DMU6 and DMU10 are good 

examples to learn from. The reports received from DMU6 and DMU10 shows that the use of new 

technologies, greater customer satisfaction such as free parking and improvement in the customer 

service technology are all contributing factors to the success of the branches.  

 

 EC  TGC BPC MPI

DMU1 1.019 1.017 1.016 1.036

DMU2 1.060 0.982 1.016 1.036

DMU3 0.985 1.003 0.991 1.012

DMU4 0.990 0.967 0.959 0.985

DMU5 1.057 0.959 0.979 1.001

DMU6 1.126 1.005 1.112 1.239

DMU7 1.000 1.010 1.010 1.054

DMU8 0.988 1.085 1.071 1.154

DMU9 1.004 1.091 1.095 1.202

DMU10 1.000 1.131 1.131 1.280

DMU11 0.972 1.091 1.052 1.118
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 (Label:6) Comparison between Seasons in different Branches 

 

After examining the 11 branches performance in four different seasons, we have seen that the MPI is 

higher in the summer and Autumn season across all branches. As a result, the 3nd , 4th  , 7th  and 8   th 

branches have the highest value of MPI. The reasons for these increase in MPI is attributed mainly to 

the  improvement in TGC. Looking at the Lable, the MPI was lowest in the spring season. DMU4, 

DMU3, Winter season DMU4 and DMU7has the lowest MPI and their value is approximately 0.9. 

The reason for this low performance is as a result of the TGC. As a result, there is the need to 

improve on the TGC so as to increase the MPI. There is the need to investigate the reason for low 

productivity during spring season so as to come up with better solutions to this problem.   

 

7. Limitations and extensions of this study  

A variety of extensions to this paper can be undertaken. First, in this analysis, the DEA model 

allowed for complete weight flexibility. In situations in which some of the measures are likely to be 

more important than others, DEA allows for restricting factor weights through linear constraints. 

These linear constraints represent ranges for relative preferences among factors based on managerial 

input. Such analysis enables effective incorporation of managerial input into the DEA evaluations. 

Second, the input and output dimensions considered are context specific. More comprehensive input 

and output measurements, namely, allowing for no discretionary factors, such as environmental, 

socio-economic and quality inputs and outputs, need to be taken into consideration. The influence of 

no discretionary variables, excluded from the analysis, amounts to an assumption that these factors 

are constant across the sample. Third, non-parametric, or alternatively, parametric, free-disposal hull 

analysis can be used to assess the efficiency scores. However, previous research has shown that the 

DEA scores are inferior in value to econometric scores, but the ranking is preserved .Third, the data 

set is short, thus the conclusions are limited. In order to bemore conclusive, we would need to have a 

panel data set. Finally, The hypothesis of the homogeneity of the outlets under analysis is based on 

their nature, that they compete in the same market and that they all have the same stockholders. 

However, non-discretionary factors can render them non-homogenous. 

8. Conclusion  

This article has proposed a simple framework for the evaluation of retail outlets and the 

rationalisation of their operational activities. The analysis is based on a DEA model that allows for 

the incorporation of multiple inputs and outputs in determining the relative efficiencies. Benchmarks 

are provided for improving the operations of poorly performing retail outlets. Several interesting and 

useful managerial insights and implications from the study are raised. The general conclusion is that 

the majority of the outlets analysed are efficient,while a proportion of them is not efficient . 

DEMU EC TGC BPC MPI EC TGC BPC MPI EC TGC BPC MPI

DEMU1 1.211 0.877 1.063 1.129 0.858 1.234 1.059 1.121 0.987 0.938 0.926 0.857

DEMU2 1.249 0.851 1.063 1.129 0.860 1.232 1.059 1.121 1.073 0.863 0.926 0.857

DEMU3 0.955 0.891 0.851 0.724 1.009 1.229 1.240 1.537 0.990 0.889 0.881 0.776

DEMU4 1.000 0.758 0.758 0.574 1.000 1.320 1.320 1.742 0.970 0.825 0.800 0.640

DEMU5 1.019 0.898 0.915 0.837 0.679 1.127 0.765 0.585 1.474 0.853 1.257 1.581

DEMU6 1.230 0.884 1.088 1.183 0.959 1.227 1.176 1.384 1.189 0.903 1.073 1.152

DEMU7 1.000 0.934 0.934 0.872 1.000 1.260 1.260 1.587 1.000 0.838 0.838 0.702

DEMU8 1.023 0.974 0.996 0.991 1.016 1.169 1.187 1.410 0.924 1.114 1.029 1.059

DEMU9 0.990 1.052 1.041 1.085 1.002 1.170 1.172 1.374 1.018 1.052 1.071 1.147

DEMU10 1.000 1.105 1.105 1.222 1.000 1.143 1.143 1.306 1.000 1.146 1.146 1.313

DEMU11 1.096 1.000 1.096 1.201 0.783 1.166 0.913 0.833 1.036 1.108 1.148 1.318

Spring-Summer Summer-Autumn  Autumn-Winter
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Notes 

1. FMCGM- Fast-moving consumer goods market (FMCGM) are products that are sold 

quickly and at relatively low cost. Examples include non-durable goods such as soft drinks, 

toiletries, over-the-counter drugs, processed foods and many other consumables. In 

contrast, durable goods or major appliances such as kitchen appliances are generally 

replaced over a period of several years. 
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Abstract 

Men since ages have unleashed their power over women in order to control them as a 

symbol of their domination. Sadly, even when men want to gain control over other men, it 

is the women who are used as pawns. This power is used through various political, social, 

economic and barbaric policies such as systematic rapes to defile, torture, humiliate and 

demoralize the very existence of the other side. Rape since time immemorial has been the 

weapon of choice of men against women in both generic and particular matters. Genocidal 

rape or ethnic rape is an official instrument or policy of war aimed at securing political 

control. It has been used as an effective instrument to destroy ethnic and gender groups 

during several internationally recognised genocides such as the Holocaust, the Armenian 

genocide, the genocide in Yugoslavia, the genocide in Rwanda and many more. However 

shockingly, systematic rape was not recognised as a potentially genocidal act until 1998 

when the judgement of the Rwandan Tribunal in the trial against Jean-Paul Akayesu set a 

precedent for the status of rape as a possible genocidal instrument†. This paper will identify 

and problematize the factors that delayed this recognition due to the discrepancy between 

international law and international politics, of these barbaric systematic rapes regardless of 

the huge number of victims. Furthermore, it will also scrutinise the legal and political 

causes of this late recognition as well as analyse it’s current legal and political status. 

 

Keywords: Rape; Genocide; International Law; International Politics; Discrepancy. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

“Violence against women is perhaps the most shameful human rights 

violation. And it is perhaps the most pervasive. It knows no boundaries of 

geography, culture or wealth. As long as it continues, we cannot claim to 

be making real progress towards equality, development and peace.”  

  Kofi Annan   

Secretary-General of the United Nations  

At the United Nations Inter-Agency Global Video conference  

8 March 1999 

                                                           
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +9188264367716; fax: N.A.. e-mail address: khushbooc.chauhan@gmail.com. 

† http://www.icty.org/en/in-focus/crimes-sexual-violence/landmark-cases. 
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Sexual violence against women is not only a crime but also a violation of women's human 

rights. Rape or sexual violence for instance is not only an affront to the chastity of 

womankind but also a profound violation of her bodily integrity, security and freedom from 

discrimination (Fried, 2003). Sexual violence against women is a serious and worldwide 

prevalent problem irrespective of religious and social background. It is specially during 

struggles for power domination such as in genocides, armed conflicts and other incidents of 

mass violence that forms of masculinity are demonstrated, as the men use sexual violence 

against women to display their domination (Goonesekere, 2004). Even in these modern 

times it is a harsh reality that women’s bodies are being used as tools in armed conflicts and 

other incidents of mass violence all around the world. One of the biggest reasons behind 

this violence may adhere to the fact that irrespective of the country, society or race these 

women victims may belong to, the patriarchal mindsets that are found all over the world 

associate a woman’s body with the honour of her family, community, race or nation. 

Hence, it is no surprise that incidents of mass violence always have sexual violence as a 

part of them. 

  

It is due to this never ending saga of using women as pawns in fights between men for 

superiority that the advocates of women’s rights around the world have put pressure on 

their and other nations’ governments for placing gender-based violence in human rights 

framework to fulfill government’s obligations both under international human rights law 

and national laws to punish and prevent such violence from repeating. We often observe 

that sexual violence and rape are used interchangeably. However, sexual violence is a wider 

notion which incorporates rape, the former can also include enforced prostitution, sexual 

slavery, forced pregnancy and enforced sterilization (Eriksson, 2010).  

 

Regardless of the persistent efforts of the advocates of women’s rights, the world 

community for long has been plagued with the accusation that it has failed in efforts to 

impose criminal liability on leaders and their supporters for the serious international crimes 

committed during wars, genocides or armed conflicts and other incidents of mass violence. 

The crime of genocidal rape is one such heinous act that has victimized a large number of 

women around the world. Regardless of this fact the laws prohibiting such sexual violence 

had been languishing for centuries as can be observed in the post second world war 

Nuremberg and Tokyo trials which largely neglected sexual violence. Thankfully, the 

Yugoslav and the Rwanda tribunals in recent decades have not only recognized the crimes 

against women but have also prosecuted the accused, thereby bringing credibility to both 

international law and international courts. These tribunals have brought credence to the fact 

that sexual violence is not only used as a mighty instrument of war but also causes 

extensive terror and devastation throughout the enemy group (Askin, 2003:288). 

 

Genocidal or systematic rape has and is being used by perpetrators as both a weapon and a 

strategy against women around the world. The act of rape is one of the most brutal kinds of 

torture that a woman can go through. It is a vicious plan to not only break the souls of the 

female victims of genocide but surprisingly it also leaves the male population vulnerable 

and helpless.  Rape when used as a weapon not only attacks women’s physical and 

emotional sense of security but  simultaneously also launches an assault, through women’s 

bodies, upon the genealogy of security as constructed by the political institutions. Further 

on, when it is used as a strategy of war, rape becomes one of the means in the hands of the 

perpetrators by which they conduct a sanctioned and systematic pursuit of their political 
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objectives. These political objectives can range from political, military or regional 

domination to terror to genocide.  

 

The various uses of rape in war are multifarious and involve both the combatant and non-

combatant women alike. Hence, systematic rape, regardless of it’s context, can be used both 

as a form of torture and as a tool of political terror by the perpetrator. For example, in 

almost all cases of genocides around the world it has been observed that rape itself and the 

threat of rape has been used against women to obtain multiple purposes. In some cases it is 

used in order to gather information, in others to instill fear among both men and women in 

order to create urgency so that it results into payment of demanded ransom or even as a 

means of punishment as rape affects not only the victim but also people related to her. Rape 

has been found to be used as a deterrent in specially those cultures where the victim rather 

than reporting the crime will be made to feel guilt or shame.  

 

2. Evolution of Genocidal Rape under International Law 

 

Before moving on and trying to understand the reasons and the discrepancy between 

international law and international politics which has resulted in such late recognition of 

this barbaric crime, it is essential to first understand the evolution of Genocidal rape under 

international law. The biggest reason for genocidal rape not being recognized legally is that 

rape had not been specifically mentioned in the United Nations Genocide Convention of 

1948 and hence it took decades before due recognition was given to it. The scenario finally 

changed in the year 1998 when it brought some justice to genocidal rape victims. Even 

though the Akayesu case did not initially include rape as an indictment it later on resulted 

in a landmark judgement for genocidal victims all around the world. After this case the 

international tribunals and courts have passed a number of judgements which recognize 

rape as genocide. It was in the Akayesu case that the International Criminal Tribunal for 

Rwanda (ICTR henceforth) for the first time in history held that “rape is a form of 

aggression” and that “the central elements of the crime of rape cannot be captured in a 

mechanical description of objects and body parts”. It defined rape as “a physical invasion of 

a sexual nature, committed on a person under circumstances which are coercive” (ICRC, 

2012). 

  

The International Criminal Tribunal for former Yugoslav (ICTY henceforth) further in the 

same year in the Ćelebići case passed the judgement which also entailed the first conviction 

of an accused person for rape as torture by the International Tribunal. Rape as torture is 

charged as a Grave breach of the Geneva Conventions and a Violation of the laws and 

customs of war. The Trial Chamber considered "the rape of any person to be a despicable 

act which strikes at the very core of human dignity and physical integrity.” The judges held 

that acts of rape may constitute torture under customary international law. (ICTY,1998).  

 

Further on, in the Furundžija case of 1998, as rape was not considered a crime against 

humanity till a long time, the Trial chamber found that it was an indisputable fact that rape 

and other serious sexual assaults in situations of armed conflict entail criminal liability of 

the perpetrators. Hence, the Trial Chamber upheld the finding in the recent judgement in 

the Ćelebići case that, in certain circumstances, rape may amount to torture under 

international law. Further, the Trial Chamber also deemed it fit to expand the definition of 

rape first formulated by Trial Chamber I of the ICTR in the Akayesu case and followed in 

the ICTY Ćelebići judgement by stating that rape constituted “...coercion or force or threat 
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of force against the victim or a third person”.  The ICTY further held that rape could 

constitute torture when the specific conditions of torture were fulfilled as laid down in the 

The Delalić case of 2001 (ICTY, 2001). 

  

The international tribunals went further in defining genocidal rape in the Musema Case of 

2000 when the ICTR held that rape and sexual violence could constitute genocide when the 

specific conditions of genocide were fulfilled. In the Kunarac/Foca Case of 2002 the 

Tribunal also considered that there might be other factors “which would render an act of 

sexual penetration non-consensual or non-voluntary on the part of the victim” and that this 

consideration defined the accurate scope of the definition of rape under international law. 

(ICTY, 2002). Hence, these were some of the ground breaking judgements that not only 

recognized genocidal rape but also defined it and it’s various constituents. The international 

courts and tribunals have gone even further and stated that sexual crimes are gender neutral 

and can be committed even against children and men. Therefore, after going through these 

cases we are able to understand the evolution of the concept of genocidal rape and how the 

courts and tribunals have brought about more clarity to it with each passing judgement. 

   

3. Discrepancy between International Law and International Politics 

 

Genocide in itself is an atrocity that has occurred regardless of the nations around the world 

vowing to never ever let it happen again. This has happened due to the discrepancy between 

international law and international politics and this discrepancy has had devastative results 

for genocidal rape victims around the world. There is no denying the fact that rape is used 

as a tool of intimidation and humiliation during genocides to both ensure civilian 

compliance and as a revenge tactic. The state since time immemorial has been considered 

as the most powerful institution created by man and hence dispensing justice is one of it’s 

most important roles. In case of a genocide the victims seek justice if not from their own 

government then from the international state machinery such as the United Nations, the 

ICC or the various tribunals. Thus, falls on the state the liability to provide justice to 

genocidal rape victims. It is because of the power associated with the state that people all 

around the world have traditionally and predictably trusted states unless they are the 

perpetrators or mute spectators to such atrocities to safeguard the vulnerable sections of the 

society such as women and children. 

  

The seeking of justice for the rape victims starts with the initiation of the legal prosecution 

on either the national or international arena. It further requires that the state/states involved 

should show both commitment and conviction on it’s/their part. Firstly, as has been 

observed in previous genocide cases the victims approach the state which is the one within 

which the abuse has taken place. It is highly unlikely that abuse of such magnum can take 

place within a state without the violence either being unleashed by the state itself or by 

groups who were sanctioned or supported by it. On the other hand, the victims can 

approach the conquering force for the redreassal of their grievances and seek justice which 

is even a lesser possibility. Sadly and not at all surprisingly given the world history, due to 

the ever ongoing discrepancy between international law and international politics it has 

been observed that the world carries on itself a huge legacy and a long history of 

unprosecuted violence against women in war. This legacy has resulted in a scary reality that 

it has eventually allowed this gruesome act of genocidal rape to become not only a 

naturalised act but also a part of an acceptable practice. This dastardly reality was found to 

be evident in a series of genocide related instances such as the Nuremberg war crimes’ 
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tribunal where even though a number of specific acts were defined as “crimes against 

humanity” in the Charter of 1945, rape was not specifically mentioned as one of these 

actions. 

  

While going through relevant literature one comes across a number of political reasons that 

has resulted in this late recognition of rape as genocide and to further worsen the matters 

these political reasons are also why genocidal rape was recognized so late legally also. 

International law does not work in a vacuum, it is dependent on the nation states of the 

world to bring justice to the aggrieved parties but it has been observed that this justice is 

dependent on a number of political factors. In case of rape as genocide it has been observed 

that to firstly recognize a particular incident of mass violence as genocide is in itself a 

mammoth task. For example, Darfur for many years was not recognized as genocide by 

many nations around the world and if the very act of violence is not being recognized as a 

genocide then there arises no question of rape which is a part of that very act being 

recognized as genocide. All this happens due to either non interest on the part of the 

political heavy weights of the world or to appease a powerful nation which may have 

political or economic interests in the aggrieved country. This eventually results in either 

justice being denied to the victims or it comes too late to make any substantial difference. 

International politics eventually frames international law and it is to safeguard one’s own 

interests that powerful nations come up with conventions that are suitable to them and not 

to the victims. This has resulted in genocides occurring all around the world regardless of 

the convention being in place since 1948. 

 

Suspiciously over the years, there has not been widespread international condemnation and 

prosecution of the war crimes committed against women’s bodies, despite having the 

victims, the evidence and knowing the identity of the perpetrators, as well as the legal 

mechanisms to prosecute. In the end, however, they can be reduced and related to the 

gendered nature of international politics. Genocides are full of violence and chaos but 

victims of genocidal rape mostly fall silent under the burden of the discrepancy between 

international politics and international law. Regardless of how much credit we may give to 

international courts or tribunals for not only recognising genocidal rape but also trying to 

add new meaning and definition to it with every passing judgement the reality is that justice 

is still a far cry for these victims. The United Nations has faced allegations as to it caving in 

to the political pressures and not trying to bring to justice the masterminds behind genocide 

and that’s why the International Criminal Court (ICC henceforth) or the international 

tribunals were seen as a positive step in the direction towards access to justice to these 

victims.  

 

But what do we find when we observe these institutions closely? We realise that only a 

handful of perpetrators have ever faced a trial let alone be convicted for these genocidal 

offences. This is all due to the discrepancy which does not let the nation states arise above 

their own petty interests and bring justice to millions of victims. One can understand that 

the courts cannot convict millions of people who indulge in genocidal rape but the truth is 

that our politics has failed to even recognise let alone hold accountable even the known 

perpetrators. The law is no less a culprit as only a handful of perpetrators have overseen 

trials and far less have been convicted. Many charges of sexual violence have been dropped 

due to lack of evidence, poor investigations or defects in the indictment. Hence, regardless 

of the commendable work by the international courts and the tribunals the reality is that 

regardless of genocidal rape being recognised as a crime against humanity, it mostly goes 
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unpunished. This gives support to the claims of many feminists that crimes against women 

go both unnoticed and unpunished whether it’s war or peace. 

  

4. Conclusion 

 

Finally after decades of recognizing genocide the world is awakening to the reality through 

the efforts of reporters, writers, activists, scholars and lawyers that genocidal rape is 

genocide. This effort to recognize genocidal rape on the part of nation states has been 

instigated by the various international tribunals which have passed judgments deeming rape 

to be genocide. Sadly, these tribunals have and are only strong enough to prosecute a small 

number of the accused due to the ever present discrepancy between international law and 

international politics. Due to this discrepancy many of the accused either never face a trial 

or walk away free or with far lenient convictions. For example, in the Darfur genocide 

President Omar Hassan al-Bashir of Sudan, on grounds that he masterminded rape as 

genocide against three ethnic groups in Darfur that have challenged his power but to this 

date no justice let alone he has not even been arrested has been done despite arrest warrants 

being issued against him by the International Court of Justice (ICC). The ICC's prosecutor, 

Luis Moreno-Ocampo, has filed war crimes and crimes against humanity charges against 

Bashir. The centrepiece of Moreno-Ocampo's application though is the charge of rape as 

genocide "causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group" and 

"deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical 

destruction in whole or in part."  

 

Sadly, this discrepancy plays out rather nicely for the accused as the United Nations 

Security Council caved into political pressure and he travels freely among nations even the 

ones who are parties to the Rome Statute. It seems the only constraint upon a man’s 

behaviour toward women in genocide is his own conscience but that is such a flimsy 

constraint as has been observed over centuries. If it would not have been so violence of any 

kind would have been eradicated from this world by now. It is a warning though that if the 

world does not in time stand against these dastardly acts and start prosecuting rape as 

genocide one should be very afraid of the fact that this will only be seen as a license to rape 

and this license will not discriminate between our daughters, sisters and mothers and theirs.  
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Abstract 

Security is not an issue only about state and international arena. Men and women respond differently to 

state policy on security, conflict and war. The relation between gender and security has increased 

especially after Cold War. In this paper I will explain that relation beriefly. I will examine the gender role 

in the social life and how woman and man are related differently to the security. After at first part I will 

examine the relation of gender and woman historically and find the answer of ‘where are the women in 

security’ and show abuse of woman’s human rights by social, states and international actors, I will give 

example of rape as a kind of crime against woman. 

 

I will examine women as victim with the example of rape, especially mass rape, during the conflicts and 

war. Before the mass rape at Yugoslavia it did not expected that rape is systematicly used and it has 

become a weapon of war. When I look for war rape I saw rape is as a weapon of war is not new from long 

time it has been used as a tactic of war. That tactic is has been used for the aim of ‘ethnic cleansing’. 

Women are reproducers of the society, therefore the group which want to destroy its enemy, rape their 

enemy women and girls and force them to impregnate. The main aim of this paper is discuss the rape 

according to the gender security and show that how rape has been using as a weapon of war historically 

even the world realized that just after the mass rapes during the dissolution of Yugoslavia. 

 

Keywords: Gender Security, Women, Rape, War, Bosnia 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Security is not an issue only about state and international arena. Men and women respond differently to 

state policy on security, conflict and war. The relation between gender and security has increased 

especially after Cold War. In this paper I will explain that relation beriefly. I will examine the gender role 

in the social life and how woman and man are related differently to the security.  

 

Woman are always seem different from man, because of their biology they find ‘weak’ without thinking 

of their ages or their capabilities. Although at war woman do their best they never have respect like the 

man who fought at war. According to Realist theory state is the only decison-maker and only man has the 

capability to run a state. Therefore, they though woman can not work at the primarly work which needs 

more power and give the employer more responbility. Even Liberalist perspective did not change that 

perception. They though there should be non-state actors to be decison-maker, but woman can not be the 

leader of that organizations or the actors. Because woman are so emonitial and they can not give any 

rational decision by themself. As we see the perception about woman’s weakness is not new and it has not 

changed. In this paper I will explain how there is discrimination of woman’s human rights and how that is 

not individual, it has been systematicly by the state. 

After at first part I will examine the relation of gender and woman historically and find the answer of 

‘where are the women in security’ and show abuse of woman’s human rights by social, states and 

international actors, I will give example of rape as a kind of victim against woman. Rape is not an 
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individual crime it has been using systematicly against woman’s physic and moral. Especially after rape 

case at Bosnia-Herzegova the perception of rape has changed and finally the world realized that rape is 

using as a weapon of war. Mass rapes which is done by soldiers and their combats and especially the 

buildings of rape camps has shown that rape is not just about harming woman’s body, it is a new kind of 

‘ethnic cleansing’. Woman raped repeatly and they imprisoned until it was too late have a safe abortion. 

Woman seem as reproducer of population, therefore the group which want to destroy its enemy, use rape 

as a weapon of war to produce their children by that woman of their enemy. 

 

2. Gender and Security 

2.1. The Relation of Gender and Security 

 

This paper aims to discuss the social perspective to gender and how woman seem as a second-class 

citizen. The analysis of gender is a new phenomenon in International Security Studies. Gender and 

security are related and men and women respond differently to state policy at security, war and conflict.  

Gender and security relation mention in two aspects which are: discursive representations and practical 

contexts(Kennedy-Pipe, 2007:76). Discursive aspects are exemplified by the relationships between 

militarism and masculinity and femininity. On the other hand practical aspects are exemplified by the 

concrete role of women in armed forces as victims or as helpers of military or as warriors. 

When we look for discursive representations we see how women seem as weakness. Historically, 

war and combat in war have represented as the highest features of male members of political, social and 

cultural elites. War is masculine and women could not fight. Moreover men that could not or would not 

fight classified as ‘women’ a sign of their weakness. Because men are fighter and they are born as warrior. 

Women could and would let work at some kind of jobs which does not need power such as nurse and spy. 

Women would use as spy because just they could use their beauty and sexy bodies, however they could 

not use their mind. Moreover they could work as nurses to help doctors ( who is generally men). As we 

see it was not though that women could be warriors or the combats of the armies. From the literature 

Amazons only known as warrior, which shown that how women are seemed apartly from war(Kennedy-

Pipe, 2007:77). 

The representation of war and women show us the connection between war, maleness and 

modern state. Dixon state that General Adna Chaffe said that ‘Let war cease and nation will become 

effeminate’ and the modern state was born with war and as Charles Tilly quoted, ‘war made the state and 

the state made war’. So state is male and it must always fight to survive and do not be the ‘weak’ female. 

In addition, Jean Elshtain, in her book Women and War, claims that the difference between ‘beatiful 

souls’(women) and ‘just warriors’ (men) to show the theorizing about respective role of women and men 

in both war and society(Kennedy-Pipe, 2006).   

When we look for women role at practical contexs, we see that according to some scholars 

women’s experience in combat still is not enough and does not let women to be high officers or 

politicians. People respect to be a war veteran, but women does not seem as veteran even they do their 

best including dieing for their country. Who is headed armies and intelligence services predominantly 

men; and women traditionally just employer as nurses or spies as I before mentioned.  

According to Gunhild Hoogensen and Svein Vigeland Rotte(2004), we would like to 

demonstrate the significance of gender for security: ‘discussions on cultural identity and societal security 

would be enriched by considering different constructions of masculinity (and femininity) as relevant 

variables of cultural and political identities’.  Women’s experiences of violence and their security needs 

differ significantly from those of men. Women are also usually the most insecure, disadvantaged and 

marginalized group. However, gender and gender research have not been adequately engaged by the 

security studies literature. Recognizing gender as a significant dimension of identity and security opens 

the door to non-state-based views of security and it illustrates how identity shapes individual and 

collective security needs. Gender analyses reveal the structures that neutralize identity through 

assumptions of the Universal Man. Removing these structural distortions allows us to hear and respond to 

the identities within(Hoogensen at all., 2004) 

 

2.2.  A Feminist Perpective on Gender and Security 

 

Gender identity as social construction is malleable over time and place, thus allowing for the possibility 

of female emancipation.  Thus, gender not only personifies a specific relationship of power, but also 

serves as a dynamic analytical and political tool by means of which gender as a unit of analysis and 

women and men as identity groups are used in tandem (but not interchangeably).  This means that 
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statements about femininity are necessarily also claims about masculinity, and that a challenge to our 

understanding of women’s security necessarily transforms our understanding of men’s security. A 

feminist redefinition of power in relational terms, where the survival of one depends on the well-being of 

the other, would not only enhance women’s security but also that of men, who are similarly threatened by 

the conventional gendered approach to security(Hudson, 2005). 

Women have been as victims at war and conflicts. In the next section, I will give example of rape as 

one kind of victimization of women at war and conflict. After I will examine what rape is and what war 

rape is, I will discuss about how rape has become a weapon of war with the example of mass rape during 

the dissolution of Yugoslavia.  

 

3. Women as Victim: Rape  

3.1.What is Rape? 

 

The Explanatory Note of the Rome Statue, which binds the International Criminal Court, defines the 

‘rape’: 

    ‘The perpetrator invaded the body of a person by conduct resulting in penetration, however 

slight, of any part of the body of the victim or of the perpetrator with a sexual organ, or of the 

anal or genital opening of the victim with any object or any other part of the body. The 

invasion was committed by force, or by threat of force or coercion, such as that caused by fear 

of violence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse of power, against such 

person or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment, or the invasion 

was committed against a person incapable of giving genuine ceonsent’. 

 

Rape does not harm only the body of victim during rape, it has effects of the rape for long time. 

According to Amnesty International, ‘survivors face emotional torment, psychological damage, physical 

injuries, disease, social ostracism and many other consequences that can devastate their lives’.(Amnesty 

International, 2009). 

Also the short-term psychological injuries to the victims include feelings of fear, helplessness, 

and desperation. Long-term psychological injuries may include depression, anxiety disorders( including 

post-traumatic stress syndrome- PTSS), multiple somatic symptoms, flashbacks, diffuculty re-establishing 

intimate relationships, shame, and persistent fears (Koss, 1994). The victims could not go back their 

previous life immediately, it takes time and in some case it never happens and the victim never forget the 

rape. 

 

3.2. War Rape 

 

War rapes are rapes committed by soldiers, other combatants or civilians during armed conflict or war, 

during military occupation, distinguished from sexual assults and rape committed troops in military 

service. During war and armed conflict, rape is frequently used as means of psychological warfare in 

order to humiliate the enemy and undermine their morale. War rape is often systematic, and military 

leaders may actually encourage their soldiers to rape civilians. War rape may also include gang rape and 

rape with objects which harm victim at least as gang rape. War rape has recently been a hidden element of 

war and it seemed as individual crime even it was systematic crime against women. Rape has been to the 

soldiers as prof of masculinity and success.  

Amnesty International has challenged the view that sees rape and sexual abuse as a by product of 

war. According to Amnesty International as a military strategy war rape is reportly used for the purpose 

of conquering territory by expelling the population therefrom, decimating remaining civilians by 

destroying their links of affiliations, by the spread of AIDS, and by eliminating cultural and religious 

traditions. The aims of war rape as a military strategy could be listed as follows: increase a military 

morale, decrease the military morale of the enemy, to offend the enemy, and to loot the maximum of an 

enemy’s belongings including women and children(Amnesty International, 2009). 

 

3.3. History of War Rape 

 

Rape during war appears to have gone through three main stages. (1) In ancient times rape was a reward 

to the victors.(2) In more modern times there were random cases of rape. Random rape by soldiers during 

wartime has been a common phenomenon, particularly when there was a lack of army discipline. 

Unicef(1996) emphasizes that:  
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 ‘From conflicts in Bosnia and Herzegovina to Peru to Rwanda, girls and women have been 

singled out for rape, imprisonment, torture and execution. Rape, identified by psychologists as the most 

instrusive of traumatic events, has been documented in many armed conflicts including those in 

Bangladesh, Cambodia, Cyprus, Haiti, Liberia, Somali and Uganda.’(UNICEF, 1996). 

 

(3) Recent changes: systematic, organized rape as tactic of war. Rape is now increasingly being 

internationally used as an intentional tactic of war as a weapon which I will mention at next part.  

Rape during the World war II era: there were many such mass rapes during WW II. The most serious 

were In Nanjing, China, during 1937-1938, Japanese soldiers were responsible for massive levels of rape 

among the local Chinese population. John Baird estimates that over 80,000 women were raped (Baird, 

2002).  Another example is that millions of women victims raped by Russian soldiers during the last 

months of World War II.. Hundreds of thousands of kidnapped ‘comfort women’ who probably endured 

in excess of ten million incidences of rape by Japanese soldiers from the mid 1930s to the end of 

hostilities in 1945. The Japanese military’s mass program involving kidnapped ‘comfort women’ during 

WW II was probably ‘the largest, most methodically and most deadly mass rape of women in recorded 

history’(Blackburn et all. 1998). 

Rape during recent wars and civil unrests: between 20,000 and 50.000 Muslim girls and women 

were raped during the religiously motivated atrocities in the former Yugoslavia in Bosnia. Iraqi soldiers 

raped at least 5,000 Kuwaiti women during Iraq’s invaison of Kuwait. During the civil war in Rwanda an 

UN report estimated that 500,000 women were raped, after which many of them were killed(Blaschke, 

2009). Mass rapes during the war and conflict is not new as we saw at the examples. Rape has been using 

as a weapon of war. I will discuss now how rape has become a weapon of war and if it is just a physical 

harm or it has been using as an step of achieving the aim of ‘ethnic cleansing’. 

 

3.4. How Did Rape Become a Weapon of War? 

 

Although I belive in the basic explaination of the question is ‘rape is cheaper than bullets’, in that part I 

will discuss how rape, which seemed as it was individual crime, has become a weapon of war. Amnesty 

International states that because, ‘women are seen as the reproducers and carers of the 

community’(Amnesty International,2009). Moreover United Nations Resolution 1820 (2008) described 

rape as a tactic of war and a threat to international security. If one group wants to control another they 

often do it by impregnating women of the other community. Because women are reproducers of the 

population and if one group want to destroy its enemy they make their women impregnant achieve their 

aim of ‘ethnic cleansing’. I will discuss the term of ‘ethnic cleansing’ berifly and more deeply at the next 

part which is about the example case of mass rape which happened during dissolution of Yugoslavia. I 

chose the Yugoslavia at example case because with the mass rapes which have taken place in Bosnia the 

world’s perception of rape in wartime have changed.  

 

3.  Mass Rapes During the Dissolution of Yugoslavia 

 

During the Bosnian War many women from all Bosnian ethnic groups were raped, and the overwhelming 

majority of them were raped by ethnic Serbs. Serbian forces have raped an estimated 20.000-50.000 

Bosnian Muslim women during the armed conflict.. Elizabeth Kohn(2010) described the process of mass 

rape as: ‘ Serbs imprisoned women from Foca and surronding villages in the town’s Partizan Hall. At 

night, bearing flashlights, men entered the hall and picked their victims. They raped these women in 

nearby apartments, right the past and the local police station. One of the victim said: ‘They told me, ‘ We 

will you do anything to make sure you never come home…We want you to give birth to Chetnik 

children.’(Kohn, 2010) As the victim mentioned the perpetrators’ aim is rape these women repeatedly 

until they were impregnated and then imprisoned until it was too late have a safe abortion. Therefore, they 

would do the ‘ethnic cleansing’. Because mass rape destroys the fabric of a society in ways that are both 

physical and psychological. 

Genocidal rape is a military policy of rape for the purposes of genocide currently practiced in 

Bosnia- Herzegovina and Croatia by the Yugoslav Army, The Bosnian Serbs forces, and the irregular 

militia know as Chetniks. According to Beverly Allen, which she stated at her book Rape Warfare, there 

are three main form exist: (1) Chetniks or irregular forces enter a Bosnian- Herzegovinian or Croatian 

village, take several women of warying ages from their homes, rape them public view, and depart. The 

news of this atrocities even spreads rapidly throughout the village. Several days later, regular Bosnian 
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Serbs from the Yugoslav Army arrive and offer the now-terrified residents safe passage out of the village 

on the condition that they never return. Most accept, leaving the village abandoned to the Serbs and thus 

furthering the genocidal olan of ‘ethnic cleansing’. (2) Bosnian-Herzegovinian and Croatian persons 

being held in Serb concentration camps are chosen at random to be raped, often as part of torture 

preceding death. (3) Serbs, Bosnian Serb and Croatian Serb soldiers and the militias and irregular forces 

known as Chetniks, arrest Bosnian-Herzegovinian and Croatian women, imprison them a rape/death camp, 

and rape them systematiclly for extended periods of time. Such rapes are either part of torture preceding 

death or part of torture leading to forced pregnancy. Torture them until such time as their pregnancies 

have progressed beyond the stage when a safe abortion would be possible, at which point they are 

released(Allen, 1996). Rapes were generalley placed at rape/death camps.  

Rape /death camps are buildings where Bosnian-Hezagovinian and Crotian women and girls are 

kept and systematically raped for weeks or months at a time by Serbs personel from the Yugoslav Army, 

irregulat Serb soldiers, Chetniks, an deven civilians. The rape/death camps are restaurants, hotel, hospitals, 

schools, factories, peacetime brothels, or other buildings; they are also animal stall in barns, fenced-in 

pens, and arenas(Allen, 1996). 

              The mass rapes in Bosnia have produced more than the psyhological destruction of women and 

their families: they have produced at least 1,000 babies. Thousands of women have given birth to babies 

which they despise and often abandon. These births are tantamount to genocide because the women and 

their families feel tainted: Muslim rape survivors are not likely to resume their lives or the creation of 

their own families until they are able to heal their physical and emotional wounds(Kohn, 2010).  

 

4. Conclusion 

 

Women and men are always respond differently to the state and security. Before the critical security 

gender issue did not related with security. After Cold War the traditional perspectives such as realism and 

liberalism could not find enough to describe the security just with the state as the decison-maker. Some 

conferences took place to find alternatives to the traditional security understanding and the relation of 

gender and security as human security found a new approach to security. In this paper I tried to explain 

the relation of gender and security in two part. 

In the first part, I examined the relation of gender and security with started discussed the 

historical perspective to the women, men, war and peace. Although women were always helpers at the 

war such as warrior, nurses, spies, and whatever they could do, women seemed just as ‘weaker’ like 

children and old people and dictated that women must stay at their home and just take care of their 

children to reproduce the population. This understandings has not changed at the 21st century, for 

instance, still women are not allowed to work at high offices at political, economical, cultural and army 

institutions. Women are always victims at war, conflicts and even at their jobs. 

At the second part I examined women as victim with the example of rape, especially mass rape, 

during the conflicts and war. Before the mass rape at Yugoslavia it did not expected that rape is 

systematicly used and it has become a weapon of war. When I look for war rape, I saw rape is as a 

weapon of war is not new, from long time it has been used as a tactic of war. That tactic is has been used 

for the aim of ‘ethnic cleansing’. Women are reproducers of the society, therefore the group which want 

to destroy its enemy, rape their enemy women and girls and force them to impregnate. The women who 

were not pregnant after a while they were killed. Women were repeatly raped and than they imprisoned 

till it is too 

late for a safe abortion. The perpetrators build rape/death camps and they used rape as genocidal. 

Women’s number who were raped are inbelieveble and they had to survive after mass rape even often 

they were abandon by their familie and society. Women gave births after this mass rapes and lots of them 

summitted suicide, unfortunately some of them achieved it.  

The main aim of this paper is discuss the rape according to the gender security and show that 

how rape has been using as a weapon of war historically even the world realized that just after the mass 

rapes during the dissolution of Yugoslavia. In sum, after 9/11 the changing of terrorism and security 

understandings make the world more unsafe, especially for women. For women now being soldier is less 

dangerous than being women. Therefore, I believe in the conditions which harm women during conflicts 

and war must immediately change. And United Nations and International Criminal Court must find a 

resolution to punish the men who rape the women during conflicts and war too heavily and show the 

world that rape is not cheaper than a bullet, also it is more expensive than the perpetrator’s life. 
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Abstract 

Comparative public administration that exist as of it known long time has been 

revealed itself in different dimensions as a result of the globalization process affecting the 

whole world in the 21st century.   Globalization movement and the requests on authorities 

that are composed by it make studying public administration comparatively. Especially 

nowadays, comprehension of comparative public administration is quite popular issue. Both 

developed and developing countries are under the pressure of a comparative public 

administration reform. Faced with this kind of pressures, authorities examine to other 

countries policy ideas to make it possible to practice by their own system. Because of 

examining practices other countries authorities are both search for solution present problem 

in their countries and draw lessons from best practices that can help to enhance public 

administration. 

This article is divided into two main sections. In the first section the conceptual 

framework of the comparative public administration will be briefly examined. The second 

section then, by examining the applicability of public administration and psycho-social 

factors that need to be considered while making comparative analyses. 

 

Keywords: Public Policy, Policy Transfer, Comparative Public Administration   

1. Introduction 

Implementation of comparative public administrations which possible to see many 

examples throughout history is a proses that has long history. Especially globalization, 

developments of economic cultural and technology have forced to change in public 

administration.  

As borders disappear with globalization in whole world, governments get 

information easier and faster about implementation of various states. Thus, policy makers in 

modern and global system, allied benefit from experience of their own society, trying to 

examine other countries practices, when they couldn’t solve problem in their own country. 

The experience possessed can practiced by other countries. Therefore, countries find 
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opportunity to draw lesson for them, while implements to their policy (Haas, 1980: 369; 

Sezgin2010: 67-68). 

              Even though comparative public administration is a field which states interested in 

day by day, it can’t find enough space in the literature.  Despite the existing differences with 

comparative administration, most of time policy transfer can be substituted for each other’s 

(Kutlu, 2012: 18).  

                In this study firstly conceptual framework of comparative public administration 

will evaluate and relationship between policy transfers will be referred. After factors to be 

considered for public administration comparisons in the scope of psycho-social dimension; 

Morale item: responding to social expectations profit/loss calculation, participation, cultural-

historical similarities, differences in social attitudes will be tried to explain in comparative 

perspective. 

2. Conceptual Framework of Comparative Public Administration 

Comparative Public Administration provides analyzing based on comparison of 

national and local systems of countries. The countries have an opportunity to analyze the 

systems of each other and make inferences thanks to these comparisons (Parlak, 2011:338). 

The interest on implementation of successful public administration by the ones who have a 

voice in management is not a new fact, however it has become more apparent today. It is one 

of the important reasons of increasing interest that the countries get information in an easier 

and faster way, in other words, clear the borders, when compared to previous periods (Kutlu, 

2008: 125). Thanks to comparison of public administration, countries have knowledge about 

the different solutions in a country. The experience possessed are practiced by other countries 

and spread worldwide. That is to say, the solution of a problem is practiced at a certain level 

by other countries and this becomes internationalized (Haas, 1980: 369). 

Comparative analyzes help to explain how the political processes work and which 

political changes occur in a country, and test the theoretical ways. Comparative analysis is 

versatile and powerful tools (Almond and Russell 2006: 32). At this point, public 

administrations are becoming more international and comparative with four aspects gradually 

together with the recent transition period seen especially. In the first instance, the scope of 

international relations and comparative perspective have an invaluable importance when the 

development of public administration theories and the governments are compared with the 

other countries. However, no matter its importance is known, there is only a little or valid 

synthesis in the comparative public administration literature. In the second place, 

comparative public administration is fed on the taught big changes in public administration. 

Thirdly, comparative public administration might be the best address to the difficulty in 

policy implementation faced by governments in this gradually globalizing world which is 

growing for administrative tools, strategies and processes, and meeting requirements 

(Andersson, 2011: 821).  

The analysis of different systems provides opportunity to understand the solution 

suggestions and reactions for the problems faced by governments also at what rate the 

expectations are met. However, in order to conduct an effective and fruitful comparison, the 

similarities and differences between economic, socio-politic, cultural and demographic 

perspectives should be revealed completely. Different criteria might be mentioned about 

which countries will be included in comparison. For example, how can one explain the reason 

of having different health policies in America and England which have a common history? 

Or, do all the European countries have the same pattern in education policies? (Gupta, 2012: 

11). If it is thought that there are no special conditions, one should care about including 
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representative of each country and key regions of world while deciding the countries to 

compare. 

Representation of different socio-economic levels constitutes another variable. 

Including the developing and poor countries as well as developed and rich ones will give 

important results in comparison. Political regime of the states can also be evaluated as another 

criterion. On the base of organizational models of states, choosing states which have different 

economic models are also an important criterion in terms of comparison. Socio-cultural 

structure is also another criterion in comparison, and it forms a basis in this study (Parlak, 

2011: 342-343). 

 3. Factors to be considered for Public Administration Comparisons in the Scope 

of Psycho-Social Dimension 

Comparative public administration understanding covers almost all the management 

processes. One of the most important points in this change is to provide the change of 

‘human’ as the most important factor of this system in the process. In order to change the 

human factor, the psychological changing process of human and groups should be explained. 

Before comparing, studies that will form a psychological environment in which the 

renovation in the study will be adopted should be conducted. At this point, it can be said that 

in order to ensure people adapt the changes and suppress the anxiety of people against 

novelty, changing the mentality is a must. While interrogating the policy transfers, especially 

the ones which cannot be actualized or do not give the expected results, the psychological 

dimension should be evaluated as a whole together with the politic dimension of transfer 

(Sobaci, 2009: 27).  

Therefore, it can be mentioned that there are some elements to care about while 

constituting socio-psychological environment. These are; 

 Morale Item: Responding to Social Expectations 

 Profit/Loss Calculation 

 Participation 

 Cultural-Historical Similarities Differences 

 Differences in Social Attitudes 

3.1. Morale Item: Responding to Social Expectations 

 

When we think of the organization as a system of government, the public policy which 

is transferred can be handled as a sub-system. Considering human as the most important 

element of this sub-system will not be wrong (Aktürk, 1971: 73). 

The other elements in the system can be classified such groups as internal 

management authorization, power, communication centers, and cultural environment. 

Interaction between these elements should be well understood in order to comprehend the 

psychological dimension of the system (Aktürk, 1971: 74). Change realization will be 

achieved through enabling system for this change in other words ensuring motivation about 

this subject. In this way, the society is aimed to become psychologically ready for the change 

(Aktürk, 1971: 77). If the expectations of society about the policies which are tried to 

actualize are met, the reactions will be positive (Kutlu, 2012:65). After this, the change will 

probably start. 

The planning for psychological side of public administration comparisons is a two-

step process. First of all, the motivation should be enabled at the critical point. In this point, 

trust and belief to policies that will be transferred should be inoculated, and the society should 
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be aware that a positive change will be achieved through these policies. When this awareness 

is formed, society becomes ready for the change. The change in the society will require a 

change in belief, attitude, and acts of people in accordance with the target of the 

administration. In the second step, it will be discussed that how will the process be managed 

and controlled (Aktürk, 1971: 77). 

Psychological effects are important subject for the administrations who want to 

actualize a successful policy transfer. While the causes of unsatisfactory results or 

unperformed policy transfers are investigated, it is important to evaluate the psychological 

dimension of transfer as well as politics (Sobaci, 2009: 27). 

In this point, the emergence of an expectation for reform in the society may be seen 

as a gain. The attitude of people will be positive towards the policies and administrators that 

purpose the desired solution. If the expectation is negative, the success of the reform will not 

be higher possibly (Kutlu, 2012: 65). 

3.2 Profit/Loss Calculation 

 The evaluation of need for reform by citizens and the perception of this change in the 

society is one of the important factors which should be considered as a socio-psychological 

element (Yetis, 2006: 290). Additionally, idiosyncrasy of societies can be effective in 

evaluation of these factors. Thus, it is observed that the society in France is hesitative about 

adoption of suggested changes while there is a society which is at stake for social change in 

England (Almond and others, 2004: 46). In this respect, the characteristic features of societies 

are effective in determining the reaction towards reform. 

The policies that will be transferred can affect society negatively. If the folk realize 

that the negatives in the society is because of reforms, they can react sappily. The result of 

such transfers may lead a threat to the entity of political power. However, some transfers 

result in negatives society may not feel its effect. Nevertheless, bureaucratic organizations 

and public officials are affected by the negative results of reform prior to society. It will not 

be wrong to say bureaucracy is affected by the negative results of reform just before the 

society (Griddle and Thomas, 1991: 138 retrieved from Akdogan, 2004: 20-21). For this 

reason, the reaction by bureaucracy and also folk are important factors that are noteworthy 

in relation to policy transfer (Akdogan, 2004: 22-22). 

It cannot be said the benefits of reforms in administration and economy are well 

understood by the citizens. In public institutions and organizations, the effect of reform is felt 

when the reform is prepared (Akdogan, 2004: 23). However, if the benefit of reform practiced 

is clearly understood by the folk, the reactions will be positive. The implementation of 

policies which are supported by folk will be easier for administration. 

At this point, if the obligated ones and society learn about the practices just before 

their implementation and they have demands and expectations, the chance of success in 

policies will be affected. However, if a psychological resistance against policies occur, this 

situation may be a determinant hindering the success on the contrary. 

3.3. Participation 

If the participation of folk to the reform process is needed in order to provide the 

continuity in reforms, reforms will be more visible. When the reforms cannot be made out 

by the society easily or do not utilize, it will not be easy for folk to join this change process. 

However, if the folk thinks that the reform will be beneficial, in other words, if the benefit of 

reform is more than its cost, the folk will support the government (Grindle and Thomas, 1991: 

138 retrieved from Akdogan, 2004: 20-21). 
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In practicing the administrative reforms, the participation of public officials is more 

important than the participation of society. If the public officials care for reform and actively 

make effort are important in terms of reform success. As a matter of fact, the positive or 

negative reactions by bureaucracy or folk will show the success or failure of the policy that 

will be transferred (Akdogan, 2004: 24-27). If folk relates a connection between the negatives 

and reform, they will not participate the reform process. 

3.4. Cultural-Historical Similarities Differences 

Ignoring cultural norms, values and traditions may cause a misinterpretation during 

public administration comparisons. Culture points out the most important value in 

comparative studies (Fitzpatrick and Others, 2011:828). 

The historical experience and cultural structures of countries are predictive factors in 

whether the policies that are tried to transfer will be adopted or not. England can be 

considered as a sample fort this situation. England tends toward to America not to the closer 

country France in its policy reforms so that this can be the explanation of cultural factors. In 

another example, Australia and England may be given. The cultural and politic similarities 

between these two countries affect the convenience of transfer greatly. Having the same 

language, culture and similar politic systems will increase the realization possibility of policy 

transfer (Fawcett and Marsh, 2012: 162-185). 

In other words, having similar values and cultural closeness in two societies increase 

the possibility of transfer and practice of transferred policies. Otherwise, if there are obvious 

cultural differences, this situation will hinder the policy transfer. “Milk bank” in Turkey may 

be given as a recent example. The practice of “milk bank” has first been started in Austria in 

1909 and considerably become widespread (Ilıkkan, 2013). However, the practice of milk 

bank that has served actively and performed successfully in Europe has formed an argument 

in terms of its practice in Turkey which is socio-culturally and majorly different than the 

other countries. Thus, the society should be informed with an approach that cares their 

thoughts about the issue before the attempts. In this way, learning about attitude and acts of 

society will beneficial. As a policy tried to practice for which the society has a negative 

attitude may end in failure. 

Historical factors in policy transfer confront us as a refusal or support of similar 

measure, and policies based on past experiences (Poocharoen, 2005: 21). 

“Language” factor has a facilitating effect for transfer process in gathering the 

necessary data and enabling suitable communication (Sobacı, 2009: 104). England can be an 

example again. In its policy reform attempts, England turns to America that situation can be 

explained as the effect of language factor. 

Rearranging policies to be transferred in accordance with the cultural values by the 

transferring country is an important factor for the success of the practice. 

3.5 Differences in Social Attitudes 

Attitudes and values consist of economic, social and cultural factors (Aktürk, 1971: 

79). In general, our attitudes, cultural norms and values, also the politics affect how we act 

inevitably (Almond, 2006: 46). In other words, they reflect the attitudes, norms, and 

expectations. For example, powerful patriotism of Americans, subservience of Japanese 

people to political elite, protestation tendency of French people etc. All give information 

about how cultural norms shape the politics (Almond, 2006: 46). 

In the same way, some institutions are used as oppression authority in North Africa 

and South Ireland, while British people use legislative regulations to continue its freedom. In 
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order to understand the past and future political attitudes of nations and their roles in the 

political system, one should start from the reaction of folk to the politics and their roles in it. 

This structure called “political culture” directs politics but never enough to explain 

everything about politics. No matter how similar values and abilities people have, when they 

meet different opportunities and problems they may react differently. New experiences may 

change the attitudes of people, for example, when one migrates from a village to city, he may 

learn new sides of urban life. However, cultural values change slowly and reflect the 

permanent structure of political actions. This is a critical factor in understanding the political 

culture between countries or politics in time. If not cared, it is so difficult to obtain clear and 

right information about how the politics works (Almond, 2006: 46). 

At this point, it is necessary to constitute a psychological environment where the 

change will occur in order to apply the policies which will be transferred by countries. Herein, 

no matter how hard the beliefs and attitudes in society differ, a change process in practice of 

reforms is a matter of subject. However, a total opposite may be seen. As the belief and 

attitude of societies which are product of societal experiences do not change easily, it may 

increase the resistance to policies to be transferred (Aktürk, 1971: 83). In such an 

environment, if the policies to be transferred are tried to accept despite the will of people may 

bring along a distressed process. If there are policies suitable for socio cultural structure of 

society but tried to accept by people, the most convenient psychological environment may be 

formed in order to obtain new experiences (Sobaci, 2009: 26). At this point, new experiences 

can be achieved teaching new information, bringing in new abilities, adopting new course of 

action, and changing the group interaction of individual (Aktürk, 1971: 83). 

The changes in attitudes and acts of individuals can come true in 5 steps: (Peter, 1966: 

296); (retrieved from Aktürk, 1971: 83). 

  First of all, individuals should be informed about changes. 

  In the second step, individuals can be grooved about the change. 

  The third step is indecision and doubt period. Individual calculates the benefits and 

costs of the change for himself in this step. If he thinks the benefit will be more than cost, he 

reacts positively to the change. In a contrary situation, his reaction to the change will be 

negative. 

  When the individuals decide about the way of change, the next step is checking. 

Individuals start to control whether the change will result in the expected way. 

  In the last step, individual accepts the change, and it becomes a new norm for the 

individual. 

As it can be understood from all these steps, the formation of a new form for individual 

is possible when a real and clear information arouse about reform policies and individuals 

are satisfied (Peter, 1966: 296); (retrieved from Aktürk, 1971: 83). At this point, 

understanding the political systems, cultures, political and societal structures which are the 

subject of comparison and transferring to the society where it is implemented are so 

important. It should not be forgotten that the aim is to be understood the different political 

societies in a detailed and steady way. Comparison is not an aim; it is only a tool (Lane, 2011: 

27-28). 

 

 

4. Conclusion 
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Although comparative public administration renew itself according to changing 

conditions, method that has been applied by decision makers for a long time. The states have 

opportunity to analyze the systems of each other and make inferences thanks to these 

comparisons. In addition, they can have a chance to draw lesson from this experiences of the 

countries, While implements to their policy. 

However, lessoning case which governments show interest to practices of other 

countries, not guarantee that bring to a successful conclusion every time. The best policy 

practices in countries with different social, cultural and political backgrounds may not 

provide the same outcomes. The effort of implementing the policies disregarding these 

important factors is highly likely to be unsuccessful. At this point, the comparison to 

investigate the effect of the socio-psychological aspects, that form the basis of our study, is 

important for evaluating the success or failure. The evaluation of, Morale item: responding 

to social expectations profit/loss calculation, participation, cultural-historical similarities, 

differences in social attitudes, within the dimension of socio-psychological has proved and 

important contribution to our study. Meeting with the demands and expectations of society 

about the application of attempted policies, will contribute to the realization point of the 

policy by receiving the community's support. What the effects of the upcoming policies on 

the society are another issue that should be examined. Society can show a strong reaction 

against the government if they think that the policy to be carried out would adversely affect 

them. At this point, when the society thinks that the new policies would bring more benefits, 

then they will support the policies. The management in support of the people on 

implementation of the policy will gain significant advantages.  Culture has emerged as an 

important value in comparison subjects. The Cultural structure and the historical experience 

of the countries are the important sources to see how successful the implementation of the 

policies is going to be. As can be seen from these factors the creation of a psychological 

environment is considerably vital to successful implementation of policy. Because it is not 

easy to change the social beliefs and attitudes, it would complicates the tasks of policy 

makers. Changing their individual beliefs and attitudes to acquire new experiences may be 

concerned. In accomplishing this, socio-cultural structure and political systems of the country 

that would transfer the policy should be very well researched and society should be informed 

about it. 
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Abstract 

In the last decade there have been lively debates and efforts in Turkey in academia and 

political arena about the problems and ways to improve the protection of human rights and 

freedoms. With the constitutional amendment adopted by the public referendum on 

12/9/2010, Turkish Constitutional Court was authorized to conclude and finalize the 

individual applications and the Court started to receive applications as of 23/9/2012. The 

judgments rendered by the Court have increased the international recognition of its successful 

performance with regards to promoting the rule of law, fundamental rights and freedoms and 

democracy in Turkey. Therefore, this legal institution has attracted a great of deal of attention 

and interest. This legal remedy, in addition to being a new one, is different from both the 

currently existing means of administrative and judicial remedies and the individual 

application mechanism regulated under the European Convention on Human Rights. The 

paper examines the new Individual Application remedy in Turkish legal system. 

 

Keywords:  

 
1. Introduction 

 

Individual application is generally defined as an exceptional remedy that can be exercised 

following the exhaustion of regular other legal remedies by individuals whose fundamental 

rights and freedoms are violated as a result of a procedure, act or neglect of public authorities. 

One of the most striking regulations introduced with 2010 Constitutional ammendments in 

Turkey has been the introduction of the right to individual application as a new remedy which 

has been discussed in our country since 1960s.  

 

With of course some substantial differences and application procedural differences in 

practices in various countries. Currently, individual application procedure is available in 
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more than fourty countries such as Germany, Austria, Spain and Switzerland in Continental 

Europe as well as most of the Eastern European countries such as Hungary, Czech Republic, 

Slovak Republic and in South Korea. Common law does not technically have individual 

application procedure, however, legal remedies defined as “writ of certiorari, writ of 

mandamus or writ of prohibition” have similar functions.  

 

It is observed that the Turkish Individual Application system is working properly and the 

initial decisions of the Constitutional Court in individual applications would help 

improvements in protection of fundamental rights and freedoms in Turkey. This study aims 

to find out the main characteristics of the system and its contribution to the human rights in 

Turkey..  

 

2. Constitutional Protection of Human Rights in Turkey 

 

One of the prominent political aims of Turkey is to protect and improve fundamental rights 

and freedoms. Turkey has been in a reform process of consolidating democracy and the rule 

of law and also guaranteeing respect to fundamental rights and freedoms. In order to do this, 

the Constitution of the Republic of Turkey sets forth human rights commitments ranging 

from social and cultural rights to civil and political rights. Besides, Turkey signed and ratified 

significant international treaties pertaining to fundamental rights and freedoms.   

 

Turkey launched an extensive judicial reform process, which has included two constitutional 

amendments and nine reform packages in addition to the introduction of new Civil and Penal 

Codes. Turkey entered human rights commitments such as protection of the rights of 

children, women and the disabled. Turkey is a party to almost all international human rights 

treaties including the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 

Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), The United Nations Convention on the Rights of 

the Child and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. 

 

Turkey recognised the compulsory jurisdiction of the European Court of Human Rights under 

Article 46 of the European Convention on Human Rights in 1990. Yet, it should be noted 

that Turkey has not ratified the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the 

Child and the additional Protocols 4, 7 and 12 to the European Convention on Human Rights. 

 

Article 90 of Turkey’s constitution sets forth that in the case of a conflict between 

international agreements, duly put into effect, concerning fundamental rights and freedoms 

and the laws due to differences in provisions on the same matter, the provisions of 

international agreements shall prevail. 

 

With regard to the promotion and enforcement of human rights in Turkey, certain legislation 

has been taken into consideration. These are the UN conventions, documents of the 

Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, the European Convention on Human 

Rights and other regulations of the Council of Europe.  

 

Although the International Law instruments are very important mechanisms to protect and 

ensure fundamental rights as they are subsidiary mechanism all the states are obliged to 

provide protection mechanisms in their domestic laws. In that regards Turkish Constitution 

provides all the universal Human Rights almost with identical regulations with International 
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Treaties. Human rights are enshrined in the 1982 Constitution and protected with national 

legal mechanisms deriving from constitution and other regular laws .Article 12 of the 1982 

Constitution states that, 

“Everyone possesses inherent fundamental rights and freedoms which are inviolable and 

inalienable.  The fundamental rights and freedoms also comprise the duties and 

responsibilities of the individual to the society, his or her family, and other individuals.” 

Articles 12 to 16 contain general principles applicable to human rights, regarding their nature, 

as well as the possible applicable limitations and derogations, which are explained in further 

details in the sub-sections below.  

Human rights guaranteed under the 1982 Constitution are divided into‘Rights and Duties of 

Individuals’ (Part Two, Chapter Two), ‘Social and Economic Rights and Duties’(Part Two, 

Chapter Three), and ‘Political Rights and Duties’ (Part Two, Chapter Four). The principle of 

equality before the law is expressed in Article 10, which can be found in Part One, which is 

dedicated to general principles.  

 

With the constitutional amendment adopted by the public referendum on 12/9/2010, Turkish 

Constitutional Court has been given power to receive and finalize the individual applications. 

The Court started to receive applications as of 23/9/2012. The judgments rendered by the 

Court have increased the international recognition of its successful performance with regards 

to promoting the rule of law, fundamental rights and freedoms and democracy in Turkey.  

 

3. Individual Application to Constitutional Court 

 

The Individual Complaint to Constitutional Court has been introduced in Turkish Law for 

the first time with Constitutional Amendments that were accepted by referendum on 12 

September 2010.    Article 148 of the Constitution about the functions of the Constitutional 

Court has been amended to include inter alia right to individual application to Constitutional 

Court. According to the Article 148 ‘Everyone may apply to the Constitutional Court on the 

grounds that one of the fundamental rights and freedoms within the scope of the European 

Convention on Human Rights which are guaranteed by the Constitution has been violated by 

public authorities..  

 

3.1. Procedural Rules of Individual Application 
 

First of all in order to make an application, ordinary legal remedies must be exhausted. 

(Paragraph added on September 12, 2010; Act No. 5982)  In the individual application, 

judicial review shall not be made on matters required to be taken into account during the 

process of legal remedies. (Paragraph added on September 12, 2010; Act No. 5982)  

Procedures and principles concerning the individual application shall be regulated by law. 

(Paragraph added on September 12, 2010; Act No. 5982). Therefore the new “Law on the 

Establishment and Rules of Procedure of the Constitutional Court” of Turkey (the Law of the 

Constitutional Court) adopted on 30th March 2011 to further clarify among other issues the 

conditions and procedural rules about Individual Complaints to Constitutional Court. Chapter 

Four of this law has included the rules of individual application to the Court via seven articles. 

Article 45(1) of the Law on the Constitutional Court says;  

 

“Every person may apply to the Constitutional Court alleging that the public 

power has violated any one of his/her fundamental rights and freedoms 
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secured under the Constitution which falls into the scope of the European 

Convention on Human Rights and supplementary protocols thereto, which 

Turkey is a party to.” 

 

“Everybody” can therefore apply to this procedure. Nonetheless, this does not mean actio 

popularis; Article 46(1) of the Law on the Constitutional Court clearly expresses that the ICC 

excludes an abstract application/actio popularis causing an enormous docket . Article 46(2) 

does not allow petitions from “public legal persons”. On the other hand, “private law legal 

persons” can bring a claim before the CCT, if the petition is related to their rights concerning 

their legal personality in accordance with Article 46(2).  Finally, Article 46(3) of the Law of 

the Constitutional Court indicates, “Foreigners may not petition individual applications 

concerning rights exclusive to Turkish citizens.” 

Moreover, a person may bring a petition personally, or s/he can apply through other courts 

or representations abroad, and these institutions can just refer the application (Article 47(1)).  

Another important point is that there is a fee attached to the petition according to Article 

47(2). The amount of this fee is 172.50 Turkish Liras .  

Additionally, representation by an attorney is not obligatory in the Turkish ICC procedure. 

In accordance with Article 47(4), if an attorney is assigned by an applicant, the letter (proof) 

of advocacy has to be shown.  

Under the Constitution of Turkey which are also within the context of the ECHR and its 

protocols that Turkey adheres too. This new remedy has only related to the ECHR and its 

protocols; not to other human rights treaties that Turkey is a party. 

The time limit on the application to the CCT is 30 days from the notification of last available 

remedy decision in accordance with Article 47(5). After an applicant is informed about the 

final proceeding of a remedy, this duration starts. Moreover, if there is no legal remedy, it 

starts after the violation. When there is an excuse, an applicant may bring a claim in the 15 

days that follows by showing evidence proving this excuse. In Hasan Uzun v. Turkey , the 

Court noted that this limit was principally reasonable, and the possibility of an extension has 

been welcomed.  

The law maker has determined a starting date for the individual applications and the CCT has 

started to receive them in 23 September 2012 . 

Besides these criteria between Article 45 and 47 on the Law on the Constitutional Court, 

there are some other requirements for the ICC as well. Firstly, the CCT can decide 

inadmissibility of an application which does not bear(s) significance for the enforcement or 

cause significant damage or include explicit basis in accordance with Article 48(2). 

 

3.2. The Examination of Individual Applications by Constitutional Court 
 

 

The Commissions of three judges of the CCT unanimously decides admissibility. If three 

judges do not agree on admissibility, these cases are sent to the Chambers (Article 48(3). 

When examining the admissibility of the Individual application The court will look at 

whether the admissibility conditions are met by the applicant. Whether the applicant is the 

victim of the violation claim, whether ordinary legal remedies are exhausted, whether the 

case subject is about the fundamental rights guaranteed by the Constituton and European 

Convention on Human Rights and whether the application has been made in the time limits.     

After an individual application is accepted as admissible, the examination on the merits phase 

is conducted by the Chambers of the CCT and the Ministry of Justice is informed of this 
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application via a copy of it (Article 49 (2)). 

Another important point for the examination on merits is interim measures since the CCT 

can apply interim measures ex officio or upon a request. 

When the CCT finds a violation caused by one of the courts’ decisions, this case can be 

referred to the competent court or authority for the re-opening of the proceedings in order to 

prevent consequences in accordance with Article 50 (2). Also, when there is no legal interest 

in a re-trial, an applicant can be awarded compensation by the CCT or it may be sent to 

general courts for compensation. 

 

 

4. Concluding Remarks 

 

According to the statistics between 23th September 2012 and 23th September 2014, 26641 

applications have been sent before the Court. In addition, these claims are mostly based on 

rights which are fair trial (20336), the right of property (6950) and equality before law (5859).   

 

With regard to the recognition of this way as a remedy before the Court, we could see that 

European Court of Human Rights has examined the Turkish ICC procedure in a general way 

on 14th May 2013 and found this new legal remedy in Turkish Legal System as an effective 

remedy for the protection of Fundamental Rights. In the decision, the Court held that this 

new procedure has to be exhausted before an application to the Court in Hasan Uzun v. 

Turkey , although this decision does not form a ruling on the effectiveness.   

 

As the individuals in Turkey are becoming more and more aware about their constitutional 

rights the Individual application is getting attraction from people and initial decisions from 

the Constitutional Court is sending pro – rights signals. We can say that The Constitutional 

Court is becoming a guard of fundamental rights supporting the individuals with the system. 
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Abstract 

The migration phenomenon emerges from global developments, political, social 

and economic imbalances with various government of welfare in the world. Therefore 

people move one place to other for better life condition, economic crises, unemployment, 

social cultural factors, and natural event. EU countries are one of the centre of attraction in 

these migration flows.  It can say that Europe’s history has been taked form by migration. 

Since 1980, Turkey has become a location for the transition of the immigrant who 

wants to reach to Europe safely with different ways.   Especially People who migrate with 

illegal way from Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan, Palestine, Pakistan and China to Turkey 

increased day by day. Therefore migration policy is the most important problems for EU 

countries, Turkey and all transit countries.  Because of this reason cooperation between 

Turkey and EU has critical importance for manage the migration flow.  

Recently EU and Turkey signed Readmission Agreement about control the 

migration issue. In this study this agreement will discuss both from Turkey and EU side.  

Opportunities and Challenges will be evaluate and the future of EU Turkey relation will be 

analyse context of migration issue. 
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1. Introduction 

As we know Turkey and EU relation is long way journey since they signed Ankara 

Agreement. The aim of this article is to analyse EU and Turkey relations context of 

migration case. EU and Turkey relations are formed from different case. Migration is one 

of the quite important impact on EU- Turkey Relation. It’s is also current issue and It has 

effect wide scope of area. Therefore analysing this issue will help us to understand how 

migration can dominate relation between them. This article mainly focus on readmission 

agreement to understand how migration will effect on EU-Turkey Relations in future. It can 

be say that relations will be evaluate from the perspective of the migration issue. 

Opportunities and challenges of readmission agreements will be also take into account 

while analysing the relations. 

2. Current Situation of EU’s Migration Policy 

Migration is kind of phenomenon for human being. People migrate one place to 

another for different reason. For example, life condition, economic crises, unemployment, 

social cultural factors and natural event. European States are very attractive land for 

migrants. Because globalisation, easy travel, information technology, social media make 

people easy to move one country to other (Duvell, 2014: 36). EU countries are best 

destination for migrants. Different kind of people want to migrate to European Countries. 

Firstly most of them are economic migrants who unskilled or skilled want to work in 

Europe. Secondly People migrate to live with their family in Europe. Students are move to 

Europe for study. And finally some of them leave from their country because of 

compulsory reasons such as war, climate change and natural event etc. (Duvell, 2014: 36). 

In 2015 over the one million migrants and asylum seekers arrived EU countries. In addition 

this number is increasing from day to day (Human Right Watch, 2016). 

Migration history of Europe can be divided four main period. Analysing this 

periods will make easy to understand how migration policy of EU developed. 

First period, EU countries started to receive migrants as a “guest workers” to 

provide need of labour market (Gençler, 2005: 184; Schierup and others, 2006: 37). EU 

needs to receive immigrants at that time because countries wanted to invigorate the 

economy. Until 1973 approximately 20 million immigrant was received by EU countries 

(İcduygu, 2006: 48). Second period started with economic crises in 1973. While immigrants 

were essential for EU’s labour market in previous period, they were started to seen as a 

problem to cope with by EU at this period. Although economic crises, immigrants didn’t 

return their origin country. Moreover, family reunification and marriage immigration flow 

started through Europe (Garson and Loizillon, 2003: 4). Third period started end of the 

1980s. Character of migration changed in this period and almost all European countries 

started to receive migrants from east (Lindstrom, 2005: 589). Finally the last period, EU 

worked to attract highly skilled workers through Europe. EU thought that highly skilled 

migrants are chance to develop EU’s economic structure. Especially EU provides Blue 

Card opportunity to attract highly skilled non EU citizen. Card enables people to work in 

European states, provide university degree, high salary, employment contact (European 

Commission, 2015a).  

As it can be seen from the migration history of EU, migration is a problem that has 

to cope with for long time. Therefore migration is quite important issue for whole Europe. 

Whole Europe is under the pressure of migration. Because of that EU can’t create the 

effective policy by alone. All transit, immigrants and origin countries has to cooperate 

together. EU tries to find solution working together with all those countries.  It can clearly 
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said that common migration policy of EU has started middle of the 1980s. Until the mid-

1980 there wasn’t too much cooperation between EU member states on migration policy. 

After this period common migration policy has started to improve.   Because of changing 

and diversification of home and host countries. In addition globalisation, changing 

international relations and innovation have forced governments to change their migration 

policies. After communist regime collapsed, EU has to face asylum problem and more that 

four million refuges come to Europe during this time (İçduygu, 2006: 49).  

As we stated, important development on migration issue has seen since 1980.  

Single European Act is one of the important development about migration case. It 

signed between member states in 1987. It aims to free movement of people, services, goods 

and capital (European Commission, 2010). 

Maastricht Treaty was signed in 1993. It can be said that since migration issue is 

accepted as an issue of common interest by the EU countries. It’s the milestone of EU 

migration policy (Ayaz, 2010). This means that cooperation with countries on migration 

has entered with Maastricht Treaty (European Commission, 2010). 

Amsterdam Treaty was signed in1997. Treaty aims to strengthening of 

coordination in asylum and immigration issues. Asylum, immigration, free movement of 

people and visa issues took part in the community policies (Kaya, 2005: 56). 

EU organised multi-annual programmes to start policy on irregular migration at 

EU level (Triandafyllidou, 2011: 12). Tempera programme is one of the five years 

programme which aims on developing migration and asylum policies since 1999 (Collet, 

2010). All member states agreed to fight against illegal immigration with third countries. 

Second of the five years programme is Hague Programme between 2005 and 2010. 

It planned to accomplish the common European Asylum system (Collet, 2010). FRONTEX 

is establish in 2015. It is a border control agency which aims effective control of borders 

cooperating with countries (FRONTEX, 2015: 5). 

2009 Lisbon Treaty enables EU member states to cooperate variety of area such as 

border control, asylum, migration and police cooperation etc. It aims to establish common 

migration police in the EU (European Commission, 2015b) 

Third second years programme is called Stockholm between 2010 and 2014. It 

aims to cooperate with third countries some issues such as border management, border, 

asylum and migration policies (Collett, 2014: 3). Since it includes many details and 

priorities on migration, because of that differs from other 5 year programmes. 

After 2011, migration issue seen as a security concern and negative immigration 

policy come into use. Some precautions especially regarding human right has been taken 

(Ozdemir, 2011: 271). It can be clearly said that migration policy of EU aims to control and 

prevention of immigration in the early 2000s. Human rights dimension was ruled out 

(Kirişçi, 2003: 79-106). 

EU’s restrictions arrangement about illegal immigration impel people find 

dangerous way to reach Europe and finally quite number of people died in way of Europe. 

Concordantly, EU’s illegal migration perception is mainly related to the arrangements of 

restrictions. 

Dublin Regulation determines the responsibility of countries for asylum 

application. Countries where the asylum seeker first entered have all responsibility of them. 

When asylum seekers reached to any European countries, authorities can repatriate 

migrants to first country originally entered (Park, 2015). 

While the above-mentioned developments are show us theoretic study of EU’s 

migration policy.  EU tries to create new policies, rules and procedure to cope with 
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migration problem. Until now, it can’t say that EU is successful people are still dying on 

the way of Europe. Because of increasing immigration controls and restrictive entry 

measures make migrants to find different ways that is mostly dangerous. 

If both long term social solutions and short term solutions such as security 

measures are come into use, successful immigration policy makes real. While short and 

long term solution has implemented, cooperation with third, transit and origin countries will 

be important effect on this process. As it seen from the key development of EU migration 

policy, EU has increasingly given importance of cooperation with origin, transit and host 

countries.  Besides this group of countries, international organizations, labourer and 

employing organizations and other civil society are also include from the process. While all 

this share shoulder join into the process of illegal migration human right should not 

overlook (Ozdemir, 2011: 271).  

3. EU Turkey Relations the Context of Migration Case 

Turkey and EU relations are not new phenomenon. They have more than 50 years 

history. After signing the Ankara agreement in 1963, Turkey gain the associate member of 

the European Economic Community (İçduygu, 2015). Ankara Agreement also enables to 

Turkish citizens to work in EU countries (Sozen, 2014: 55). Within the Helsinki Summit in 

1999, Relations between Turkey and EU have gained new form with the decision to declare 

candidate country on the way to membership (Hale, 2000:174-179). After that Turkey has 

to carry out some standarts such as the political, economic, juridical and administrative 

which determine by EU (Yılmaz, 2014: 2). Accession negotiations was decided to open for 

Turkey by EU on October 2005. (European Commisison, 2008). 

Reserches showed that EU countries has 20 million immigrants it’s land and with 

4 millon turkish citizen consist of one of the largest immigrant group in EU states. 

Eventhough immigation is factor that affects Turkey-EU relations, It’s not only factor. 

Because since the beginning of the 1980s, Turkey’s role has change in migration case 

(İçduygu, 2007: 24). Turkey has different role about migration system. Firstly, Turkey is 

seen as an emigration country. Turkey was a major emmigrant country, When EU accepted 

migrants as a guest worker between 1945 and1973 (World Bank, 2013). Quite number of 

Turkish nationals migrated to Western European Countries starting from the 1960s till 

1970s in order to meet need in labour. Especially Germany was the immigrant country who 

Turkish nationals prefer to migrate (Kaiser, 2003). After the Economic crises in 1973, 

family reunification flows has started through Europe (Garson and Loizillon, 2003: 4). 

Now, over the 5 million Turkish citizen are living abRoad. Around 4 million of which live 

in Western European Countries. Especially, economic situation and political instability in 

1980s and 1990s, People wanted to migrate one of EU countries. This factors pushed also 

Turkish people to migrate into EU (Icduygu and Kirişçi, 2009). Secondly, Turkey is seen as 

an immigration country. Especially after 1990s, Turkey became immigration and transit 

country for irregular migration (Kirişçi, 2004: 1-29). This means that Turkey has received 

increasing number of migrants from different countries such as Germany, Russia, Ukrainia, 

Azerbaican, Iran, Iraq, Afganistan, Armenia, Georgia and many other Middle East and 

Asian countries (Turkish Statistics Institute, 2013). People migrate to Turkey some reasons 

such as Turkey’s geographical location, political issues arising in neighbouring countries 

(Iran, Syria and Iraq), culturel ties and gain better life condition. Thirdly, Turkey is seen as 

a transit country for migrants seeking to reach European Countries (Kaytaz, 2006; İcduygu, 

2003). Turkey has a strategical geographic condition for migrants. Since 1980, Turkey is a 

transit zone between Asia, Europe and Africa for all kind of migrants such as transit asylum 
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seekers (Icduygu, 2003). Because conflicts in international relations attract migrants to 

Turkey. (Icduygu, 2007: 24). In addition restrictive entry measures and increased 

immigration controls of European States turn into position of Turkey as a transit country 

(İçduygu, 2004: 8-90).  It’s clearly said that, EU has to take into account Turkey’s this 

position, if successful migration policy constitutes with Turkey (Icduygu, 2007: 24).  In 

sum it can be said that Turkey and EU relationship is based on mutual benefits (Cem, 2004: 

74-75). Therefore EU requests to keep the refugees and asylum seekers coming to Europe 

from Turkey borders. For EU, Turkey should strengthen border controls and agree return 

treaties in order to revent illegal migration. Because Turkey is a tampon region for Europe 

(Johansson and Zeybekoğlu, 2003: 57-58; Özdemir, 2011: 262). In addition, EU Justice and 

Home Affairs commission stressed that Turkey has to take some precoutions and improve 

immigration regulations. EU demands several regulations such as make visa rules and 

application in accordance with the EU standards, prevent illegal immigration to Turkey,  

work to joing the Schengen Information System (SIS) and Europol (Ozdemir, 2011: 265). 

As a country of immigration and transit Turkey, has diffucult position that has to 

tackle together with EU.  Especialy the most important position regarding migrants flow 

who are coming from third countries using Turkey as a transit, and generally entering 

Gerece.  (Frontex, 2007, 2008, 2009). EU and Turkey has to work together on this issue. 

The solution requires different action, policy, programs. Both sides have different argument 

when trying to work on irregular immigration issue. From EU’s side, EU thought that 

Turkey is not able to get over the problem. From Turkey side, Altough there is need for 

reciving more resources and broder cooperation, Turkey couldn’t receive enough resources 

and possibility of co operation is not quite effective. (Kirişçi, 2007; İçduydu, 

2011).Therefore Turkey worries about economic and social and political impact of 

migration (Akdağ and Arıkan 2007: 167).  

Turkey receieved more than 2 million Syrian refugees. EU is willing to keep these 

migrants and refugess in Turkey and send back to irregular migrants who reached to Europe 

using illegal way from Turkey. Eventhough Turkey is not exacly safe country for them. 

Because Turkey is the one country which accepted a geographical limitation in the 1951 

Genova Convention. It means that Turkey is not able to protect anyone not originally form 

a European states. For examples this year 90 percent of people came from Syria, 

Afghanistan, and Iraq. Turkey doesn’t protect any of these nationals according to Genova 

Convention (Human Right Watch, 2016). There will be no protection for them. Therefore it 

can be clearly said that in lighy of human rigths readmission agreement between EU and 

Turkey seem problematic. 

4. Analysing Readmission Agreement and Future of the EU Turkey Relations 

Migration is kind of phenomenon for European history. EU realise that 

immigration problem related with third countries as well.  Especially increasing number of 

immigrants compel EU to cooperate with origin, transit and host countries together. 

Because of that EU started to co-operate with those countries signing readmission 

agreement (Kirişçi, 2014: 1). Readmission agreement is quite important tool for transferring 

responsibility to third countries. (Kruse, 2006: 115-115). Especially with neighborhood 

ones (Kirişçi, 2014: 1). Cooperation with neighboring countries are essential to provide 

significant improvement (Sozen, 2014). Therefore without cooperation with neighboring 

countries, EU can not fight against irregular migration. It is necessary to border control and 

take some precoutios together with neighboring and third countries. Because of that 

readmission has been formulated by EU to sign with third countries and offer Access to the 
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single market, free trade agreement, visa liberalisation and etc. (Sozen, 2014). Countries 

which signed this agreement adapt their reform according to EU acquis (Kirişçi, 2014: 1). 

Readmission agreement regulate to resend illegal immigration to country of origin or last 

transit country.  

          Turkey gives importance to enter into a readmission agreement with origin, transit 

and host countries regarding to repatriation of migrants. Therefore, Turkey was one of the 

those country which signed Readmission Agreement with EU. Actually, negotiation on 

readmission agrement between Turkey and EU has started in 2003. At that time Turkey was 

not willing to sign readmission agrement. Because of Turkey don’t find interesting while 

full memship negotiations are still continue. But in the time full membership negotiations 

came to a stopping point and readmission agreement is added to the agenda. Since Turkey 

is a quite important transit country for irregular immigrants, Agreement started to discusses 

between Turkey and EU (Ulusoy, 2016). In this context the result of studies carried out, 

Turkey has signed readmission agreement with 13 country and EU since 2001 (Republic of 

Turkey Minisrty of Interior Directorete General of Migration Management,  2015: 68-69). 

EU and Turkey have signed the readmission agreement on 16th December 2013. 

Agreement came into force 1st October 2014 (Economic Development Foundation, 2016). 

Agrement aims to readmit of people whouse Turkish territory arrive to the EU by illegal 

way and Turkey will be responsible for repatriating these irregular migrants to their home 

country (Elitok, 2015).With this agreement EU also enables to the signing countries 

“mobility partnership’, and visa liberalisation. In other word, the agreement is part of the 

Roadmap for a visa-free regime which will enable Turkish citizen to travel freely in 

Schengen countries (Kirişçi, 2014: 2; Economic Development Foundation, 2016). Since 1 

October 2014,   Turkey has started to admit it’s citizen to the country. But readmission of 

third country nations who reached the EU territory coming directly fromTurkey will 

expected to start a three years after the readmission agreement has come into force (Official 

Journal of the European Union, 2014). 

Finally, Turkey and EU discussed relations on 18 March 2016 and they agreed 6 

principles to develop cooperation on migration (European Commission, 2016). 

1) All new irregular migrants crossing from Turkey to the Greek islands as of 20 

March 2016 will be returned toTurkey; 

2) For every Syrian being returned toTurkey from the Greek islands, another Syrian 

will be resettled to the EU; 

3)Turkey will take any necessary measures to prevent new sea or land routes for 

irregular migration opening from Turkey to the EU; 

4) Once irregular crossings between Turkey and the EU are ending or have been 

substantially reduced, a Voluntary Humanitarian Admission Scheme will be activated; 

5) The fulfilment of the visa liberalisation Roadmap will be accelerated with a view to 

lifting the visa requirements for Turkish citizens at the latest by the end of June 2016. 

Turkeywill take all the necessary steps to fulfil the remaining requirements; 

6) The EU will, in close cooperation with Turkey, further speed up the disbursement 

of the initially allocated €3 billion under the Facility for Refugees in Turkey. Once these 

resources are about to be used in full, the EU will mobilise additional funding for the 

Facility up to an additional €3 billion to the end of 2018; 

7) The EU and Turkey welcomed the ongoing work on the upgrading of the Customs 

Union; 
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8) The accession process will be re-energised, with Chapter 33 to be opened during 

the Dutch Presidency of the Council of the European Union and preparatory work on the 

opening of other chapters to continue at an accelerated pace; 

9) The EU and Turkey will work to                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

improve humanitarian conditions inside Syria. 

Prof. Dr. Kemal Kirişçi underlined the number of reasons for the significance of 

this agreement: 

“Firstly, it comes (even if three months late) on the 50th anniversary of the 

signing of the Ankara Association Agreement between the EEC and Turkey. 

Secondly, it coincides with efforts to revive EU-Turkish relations. In October, 

after a three-year break, the EU finally opened a new chapter for negotiations, 

while Turkey, against the background of turmoil in the Middle East, has shown 

signs of wanting to return its attention towards the EU. Thirdly, the agreement 

offers a path for addressing a set of bitter grievances that both sides had been 

holding against each other for more than a decade.”(Kirişçi, 2014: 1). 

EU has published the report about visa free regime for Turkey on May 2016. The 

report stressed that Turkey has made impressive progress and fulfilled 67 benchmarks of 

the Roadmap in a two week. Volkan Bozkır who is the Turkey's Minister of European 

Union Affairs stressed that visa-free agreement can be completed by the end of June and 

believed that Turkey will be meet all 72 criteria which has to implement. The Roadmap is 

included 5 group of subjects, document security; migration management; public order and 

security; fundamental rights and readmission of irregular migrants. When the rest 5 

requirements fulfill, it will be possible to visa free regime for Turkish Citizen. But, still 

some of EU countries continue oppossition to visa free regime for Turkey (RT News, 

2016). 

           It can be clearly said that this agreement will be important step to create a mutual 

trust environment. On the one hand, when we look from EU perspective, readmission 

agreements is good opportunity to contend with migration problem into EU, On the other 

side, from Turkish perspective, the situation is quite confusing. Since Turkey is important 

and one of the most utilized transit countries by irregular immigrants, it can be easily said 

that the cost of signing this agreement seems to be high. With this agreement, Turkey will 

be obliged to receive irregular immigrants who left from their home countries because of 

instable condition. Because of Turkey’s EU membership is problematic issue, If Turkey 

really wants to be EU membership, and readmission agreement is one of the most important 

requirements for that. Even If, EU guarantee of the Turkey’s EU membership, Turkey has 

to perform EU’s demand during this process (Bürgin, 2012: 883-884). By signing 

readmission agreement, Turkey aims to enable EU membership and copes with irregular 

migration. 

              Signing this agreement doesn’t mean that visa free regime will be also go in effect 

at the same time. Implementing visa liberalisation will depend on how Turkey makes 

progress in Roadmap and fulfil the conditions which signified in readmission agreement 

(Traunerand and Manigrassi, 2014: 129; Eralp, 2014: 5). The Roadmap include four blocks 

such as documents security, migration and border management, public order and security, 

and fundamental rights (Sözen, 2015: 60). Turkey don’t want to accept some condition 

which is written on the Roadmap. Firstly, Turkey has signed 1951 Geneva Convention that 

is the key legal document regarding the Status of Refugees (The UN refugee Agency, 

2001). This documents was only include the events which occurred in Europe. Therefore, 

Turkey accepted geographical restriction. According to geographical restriction, Turkey is 
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only recognize refugee status only, if the people come from EU countries. Even if this 

geographic restriction change in 1967, Turkey insist on its decision. Secondly, when 

Turkey becomes member of EU, Turkey will accept the application of the EU visa policy to 

non EU countries.  

           For EU, Turkey has to carry out requirement mentioned above regarding visa policy. 

Even if Turkey fulfil this hard obligations final decision will be issued by EU institutions 

(Eralp, 2014: 5). If Turkey don’t fulfil the obligation regarding readmission agreement or 

Although Turkey fulfil the all obligation, EU institutions don’t start visa liberalisation in 

Turkey. Relations between Turkey and EU will be affected negatively. Especially accession 

period of Turkey will be damaged (Eralp, 2014: 6). 

5. Conclusion 

           Migration is quite important issue for Turkey and EU and it will be keep up to date 

coming years.  Turkey is both immigration and transit country for migration. Because for 

geographical location, migrants will be continue to use Turkey as a transit country. As we 

stated in the article, Turkey and EU can not overcome the problem of migration and asylum 

on their own. At this point, If both side share the responsiblity, instead only burden the one 

side, possitive developments might be possible.  EU and Turkey should burden-sharing on 

asylum and migration. Therefore they have to accept reality of migration and cooperate 

together.  

            Turkey and EU have mutual benefit from this relations. They have multi 

dimensional relations, when they agreed any negotiation in migration issue, It will also 

affect other areas. Especially accession process of Turkey will be impact from the 

negotiation (İçduygu, 2011, 15). Readmission agreement can be important chance to 

animate the relations betwen them.  greement has two dimension for both side. Firstly it’s 

important for migration and border policy of EU for third country nations. Secondly it’s 

important for Turkey’s memberbership status. 

One hand While EU thinks that bring more burdens to Turkey, On the other hand 

Turkey focus on visa-free regime for Turkish citizens. Visa liberalization process 

constitutes one of the most exciting development between Turkey and EU in recent years. It 

should seen as an important opportunity for both part. But signing readmission agreement 

doesn’t mean that a visa free regime will be also go in effect at the same time. 

Implementing visa liberalisation will depend on how Turkey makes progress in Roadmap 

and fulfil the conditions which signified in readmission agreement.  This means that EU 

doesn’t give a guarente.  

In order to solving common problems between Turkey and EU, it’s quite important 

to have an common attitude. In Addition this attitude has great importance for the future of 

the visa liberalization dialogue. 

Even if future of the EU and Turkey relations are still uncertain, 3 possibility 

might be occur: Firstly, conflicts and competition can grow continue between Turkey and 

EU. At his senerio Turkey woulnd’t be membership of the EU. EU would countinue to 

avoid membership status of Turkey. Secondly, Turkey and EU would expand their 

cooperation. Both sides abandon the accession process and remain good friends.  

Cooperation about migrationi asylum and visa policy would be succesfully managed. 

Afterwards, Turkey would obtain visa free entry into EU. Finally, Turkey would accepted 

as a full membership into EU (Tocci, 2014: 5-11). 
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Abstract 

Wilhelm Röpke and Alexander Rüstow were important intellectuals, crucial both for 

their scientific contribution and for their tangible influence on the political and economic 

rebirth of Germany after WWII. They were among the founding fathers of the Social 

Market Economy, and their philosophy had the ambition of combining the free market with 

a set of moral values which were intended to be well rooted in society. 

They arrived at the University of Istanbul in 1933, and became part of a large group of 

“émigrés” who were invited to teach in the newly-formed University. During their stay they 

published important works and wrote some textbooks for their students. Some of these 

works have never been properly analysed.  

It is apparent that between Röpke, Rüstow and Turkey there is a story of a missed 

opportunity for Turkish culture. Even though within Turkish academia they were respected 

as eminent scholars, they were marginalized because of their positions in favour of the free 

market. 

Investigating this relationship, so far largely unexplored, between Rüstow, Röpke and 

the nation that hosted them is particularly interesting, both from the perspective of studying 

the two authors’ ideas, and from the point of view of studying Turkish culture.  
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1. Introduction: Social Market Economy and its relevance 

After the Second World War the Federal Republic of Germany experienced an impressive 

economic and civil renaissance. The country, destroyed by the War, and weighted by a 

heavy moral burden because of the Nazi atrocities, became within few years one of the 

most developed states in the world and an model for many other states. The main architect 

of the German economic miracle was Ludwig Erhard, Minister of economics under Konrad 

Adenauer from 1949 to 1963, and then Chancellor himself from 1963 until 1966.  

In 1948 Erhard developed a vast programme of economic reforms, and in few years he 

was able to restore a market economy based on competition, which was the key for the 

prosperity of the nation. These political reforms are usually labelled as Social Market 

Economy measures (Soziale Marktwirtschaft), named after the political and economic 

theory which inspired them. The Social Market Economy was the final outcome of the 

renewal of German liberalism, even though to the more neutral term “market economy” 

was often preferred, because of the general discredit of liberalism in Germany (a destiny, 

this one, which seems to be shared in Turkey). The Social Market Economy doesn’t consist 

only of an economic doctrine. Also of fundamental relevance are the importance of law and 

order to implement a free economy, and the thoughts on the sociological and moral 

conditions needed to have a free market and a free society.  

The first efforts to study economy and law as strictly related phenomena started during 

the Thirties with the Freiburg School, opposed to the Historical School of Werner Sombart. 

This tradition is commonly known as Ordoliberalismus, a name which came from the 

Journal “Ordo”, founded with the purpose to investigate the problem of political order and 

its interdependence with the economic order. The free market is considered by the 

ordoliberal, as a non-natural phenomenon which has to be created and regulated by the 

vigilant action of the State. State action is especially needed to avoid the rise of monopolies 

and oligopolies, which distorted the market process and affect the legal order, and the aim 

of the “economic constitution” is to implement a free economic order by competitive 

markets. The stern criticisms directed at the planned economy on one hand, and the 

scepticism about an unconditional laissez-faire on the other hand, brought the ordoliberal to 

seek for a “third way”, very different from the one indicated by John M. Keynes. The 

ordoliberal third way is based on the idea of a “strong state”, capable of safeguarding 

economic freedom by resisting to the pressure of lobbies and rent seekers; a state which is 

at the same time limited, because its purpose is only to implement and preserve the 

competition in the market. Market competition guarantee economic efficiency, but is not a 

value per se, since it is also the necessary condition for individual freedom, which is 

incompatible with a central direction of the economic process and a “constitutional order” 

to protect competition is the base for the flourish of freedom. 

Consistent with the Freiburg School, but also with some relevant differences (Vanberg, 

2001: 37ss), is the “sociological liberalism” of Wilhelm Röpke and Alexander Rüstow. One 

of their key ideas is that the free market, to work properly, needs some sociological 

conditions, above all an ethical environment which the market is not able to produce by on 

its own. According to Röpke, free competition in itself had socially corrosive effects, 

because it “reduces the moral stamina and therefore requires moral reserves outside the 

market economy” (Röpke 1942b: 52). What he means by these “reserves” are primarily the 

family, religion and civil society, institutions that had been, according to Röpke, mostly 
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ignored by social scientists and economists, because of their focus on the atomistic 

paradigm of the homo œconomicus. But social cohesion cannot be based simply on the 

principle of competition, and is necessary to rethink the role and the importance of religion 

and morality, an idea that he developed under the influence of Rüstow (Rüstow, 1932 and 

1942). As a consequence, social and public policies are needed to preserve (or recreate) the 

social and ethical frameworks that secure social cohesion and moral values, that sustain the 

entrepreneurial spirit and prevent the “proletarianisation” of social structures. On this last 

point they were influenced by the famous work of José Ortega y Gasset, La rebelión de las 

masas, and to prevent the “revolt of the masses”, caused by the degeneration of capitalism 

(namely a free market economy which doesn’t work properly and is a hostage to vested 

interests such as lobbies) they started to focus on social and political remedies to restore 

the entrepreneurial spirit in the society and transform proletarians in true citizens (Röpke, 

1942b: 90). The main works of Röpke and Rüstow examine the sociological and ethical 

formation of free markets, and investigate the “preconditions of economic freedom”, which 

cannot be generated in the economic sphere; competitive market society is unsocial, and 

can destroy the social and ethical preconditions that it need to exist and that have to be 

searched out of the market (Bonefeld, 2012; Felice, 2014).  

The settlement of these German ordoliberals into the Classical Liberal tradition is quite 

problematic (Masala, 2012). Their faith in human rationality to design a liberal order, 

seems a constructivist attempt, in the Hayekian sense of the concept (Hayek, 1992: 190). A 

fact which seems to be confirmed not only by their strong critique of laissez-faire, 

furthermore presented in a quite inaccurate and distorted manner (Sally, 1998: 109), but 

especially by their aversion to the theory of the spontaneous order and of the self-

generating positive outcome (not only economical but also ethical) of the market order, 

which is otherwise condemned for its negative moral consequences. Moreover, Röpke and 

Rüstow sometimes seems to be very close to the conservative and communitarian 

traditions, because of their strong preference for the supposed virtues of the agricultural 

world, for small cities and small enterprises, their belief in the existence of natural élite for 

the purpose of leading the society and their plea for a strong state to secure not only a free 

market but also the integration of society.  

Instead of these relevant difference with the tradition of Classical Liberalism, the 

German ordoliberals have an important role for the theory of liberalism, and they have 

clearly seen some important problems that social sciences have to cope with. Their 

fundamental concern was always the priority of to sustaining a free market economy, and 

this is true for the Freiburg School, which anticipated some important topic of the New 

Institutionalism and of the Public Choice School (Vanberg 2001: 89ss) and for the 

sociological liberalism, which investigates how to provide what they thought was the social 

and ethical framework vital for the free market.  

It is possible to be sceptical about the ordoliberal idea that market mechanism corrupt 

the ethic that sustains the free market. Most of classical liberals don’t agree with the idea 

that there is a “natural tendency” of the free market to degenerate in a system which doesn’t 

work according with the principle of fair competition. But whatever the reason (for the 

classical liberals the responsibility is the interference of politics in the free market 

mechanism), there are many historical examples of societies where capitalism (and 

liberalism with it) generated a bad reputation and where people are against the market 

system. Classical Liberalism is a theory of the limitation of political power, which has to be 
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rolled back as much as possible to leave space for the civil society and free market 

mechanism. But it has no theory, no solution, for a situation where the society is not in 

favour of freedom and free market, it doesn’t know how to promote a liberal society and the 

entrepreneurial vitality. The works of Röpke and Rüstow give us some important 

indications on how to cope with a similar situation, and it is possible to argue that the years 

they were spending in Istanbul were important for the development of their ideas. 

 

2. Röpke and Rüstow at the University of Istanbul 

In January 1932 the Swiss professor Albert Malche was commissioned by the Turkish 

government to reform the University system and in the autumn he was asked to find some 

foreign academics to teach. Malche met with Phillipp Schwartz, who had to escaped to 

Switzerland where he had established an organization which aimed to help and support 

German academics who were forced to flee the Nazi regime. National Socialists’ purge in 

Germany provided a great opportunity to bring prominent scholars and scientists from 

different disciplines to Turkey, which started to host refugees before other countries. After 

some years around 300 professors and 50 technicians were employed in Turkish academia. 

Most of the academics were Germans (a popular joke at the time was to refer to Istanbul 

University as the biggest German University in the world) and Jews, but there were also 

important non-Jewish scientists and others from different European countries, many of 

whom had a great influence on Turkish academia and culture (Reisman, 2006)  

Röpke and Rüstow were among the first victims of the Nazi purge. Röpke got in touch 

with Malche and Schwartz and decided to accept a position at the University of Istanbul, 

and thanks to his concerns a position was also offered to Rüstow. Röpke and Rüstow knew 

each other before, but they became close friends only in Istanbul, and this friendship had 

important consequences on the development of the ideas of both of them. They were living 

in the same street and spent a lot of time together; and their friendship continued after 

Röpke’s departure for Switzerland, in 1937, while Rüstow stayed in Istanbul until 1949. 

Rüstow remained in Istanbul for 16 years with his family and along with him was his 

son Alexander Dankwart, a well-known social scientist and author of important 

publications about Turkish economy and society. He never became very proficient in 

Turkish, but his vast culture and his interdisciplinary approach was widely appreciated by 

the students (Seyan, 2005: 281). During the war period Rüstow was collaborating with 

American and British intelligence in Turkey against the Nazis, under the code name 

“Magnolia” (Rubin, 1989: 172), and he turned back to Germany only in 1949, when he 

became professor at the University of Heidelberg. Röpke at that time was already an 

internationally well-known figure, with strong links in the international scientific 

community. He remained in Istanbul for four years, and was appreciated by his colleagues 

as a prominent scientist and as a kind person, always open to discussion and generous in 

giving scientific suggestions (Neumark, 1980). 

Rüstow was a member of the Faculty of Humanities, and Röpke, with two other German 

economists, Fritz Neumark, and Gerhard Kessler, was initially member of the Faculty of 

Law. Almost immediately, the Iktisat ve Ictimaiyat Enstitusu (Institute of Economics and 

Sociology ) was created under the Faculty of Law and Röpke was the second director after 
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Neumark. They founded, in December 1936, the Faculty of Economics, and Röpke created 

the Library of the Economics and Social Sciences in 1934.  

It is surprising to notice that even though Röpke had an important role in Turkish 

academia, and he is well-known as one of the most important foreign scholars who had 

stayed in Turkey, there are extremely few publications on him in Turkish language, and his 

important books were not translated into Turkish. This oblivion seems to be shared with 

Rüstow, who was a respected member of Istanbul University and is considered an 

influential German intellectual of the last century. A possible explanation for this lies in 

their liberal approach. They were the only classical liberals (or neoliberals, to use an 

expression coined subsequently) in Istanbul’s academic community. At that time a strong 

government intervention in order to promote economic development and to carry out the 

modernization of the country was a kind of dogma in Turkish politics. Until the early 1930s 

the economic policy was shaped by the liberal wing of the Republican Party, and according 

to some literature also Atatürk’s approach was economically liberal (Boratav, 2003). The 

final aim was always to create a “national economy” (Nationalokonomie, Milli Iktisat) with 

the concentration of the economic power in the hands of a non-Muslim élite, but it was a 

common idea that it was possible to achieve this result in a liberal context. This attitude 

changed with the Great Depression, and Turkish politics constantly evolved in the direction 

of a stronger protectionism and state intervention in all economic sectors (Ege and 

Hagemann 2012: 949ss). 

All of the émigrés, with the exception of Röpke and Rüstow, were strongly in favour of 

state intervention, and most of them were socialists. Some of them become advisors for the 

government and for the local authorities, and through the years helped to write law codes 

and influenced the economic decisions of Turkish authorities. Among them, the best-known 

names in the fields of jurisprudence and economy, are Ernest E. Hirsh, Gerard Kessler, 

Alfred Isaak, Ernest Reuter and especially Fritz Neumark, to whom is owed the 

introduction of income tax in Turkey in 1950).  

Also the Turkish academics were in favour of state interventionism, even if they were 

not against private property. Röpke was lecturing with the help of translators who were 

scholars from the university. Two of them, Mehmet Muhlis Ete and Ömer Celal Sarc, were 

also translating most of his works for the publication, and we can certainly guess that they 

became very familiar with Röpke’s ideas, and through him with the theories of the 

Ordoliberalism. Both played an important role in the Turkish political and academic life of 

the post-war period, but we can only see a very unclear influence (if any) of Röpke and 

Rüstow’s ideas on them.  

Mehmet Muhlis Ete was Minister of Business between the May 1950 and March 1951 

and the Minister of Economy and Trade until November 1952. He was a member of the 

Democrat Party, and under its government Turkish politics remained far from a true liberal 

economic approach, but in a sense the country became more in favour of the private sector. 

In 1950, with the support of World Bank, Central Bank of Turkey and shareholders of 

private commercial banks, the Türkiye Sınai Kalkınma Bankası was established, which was 

the first Turkish private bank for investment, and foreign direct investments were also 

supported. Muhlis Ete can be considered, for the Turkish standard of the period, a minister 

in favour of market economy, but he seems to be far from Röpke and Rüstow’s liberalism. 

Ömer Celal Sarc gained his M.A and PhD at the University of Berlin and was highly 

influenced by Sombart. During 1949-1951 he was the rector of the University of Istanbul, 
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and his books are in the fields of economics and statistics. Sarc’s ideas were basically 

opposite to Röpke and Rüstow’s view, since he claimed that government involvement in 

the management (and not only in the regulation) of the economy is not an exception but a 

necessity and economy cannot ever be left alone to itself. His ideas that the most important 

class that should be protected by the government was small farmers seems has nothing to 

do with Röpke and Rüstow’s similar attitude to interventionism in agriculture (which is 

intended to preserve the values that lie in the agrarian world), and is a consequence of the 

general line in favour of political interventionism. 

3. The importance of Turkish years in the development of Röpke and Rüstow’s 

thought 

The new university system was one of the key elements in Ataturk’s project to modernize 

not only the economy, but Turkish culture and society, a project which certainly attracted 

the interest of Röpke and Rüstow for several reasons.  

Under the Atatürk leadership Istanbul became a kind of laboratory for “modernizing” 

Turkish economy and society. The aim was to modernize the country by following the 

example of the western civilization, a civilization that for our German scholars, in that 

period, was losing its real soul. At that time Turkish society was characterized by the 

difference between the masses and a small élite, with a lack of a middle and bourgeoisie 

class, a gap that Atatürk’s project was planning to fill also by the education system, and 

these were certainly other elements of interest for them. In a sense, Röpke and Rüstow, 

despite the huge differences between the two countries, could see in Turkey similar 

problems that they were analysing with respect to their homeland. In Germany, the collapse 

of Weimer Republic and the rise of Nazism showed not only the limits of the political élite, 

but also the fragility of the civil society. The problem of the weakness of civil society, 

which is accompanied by the lack of independence of the economy from the state, and the 

necessity to have a modern élite in order to develop a modern bureaucracy and strength the 

liberal democratic institutions, were interesting problems that was possible to analyse 

looking at both Germany and Turkey.  

Considering these facts, it is quite surprising that in Röpke and Rüstow’s vast scientific 

production there are extremely limited and marginal references to Turkey and to their 

experiences in the country, with the important exception of some interesting references in 

the works published by Röpke in Turkish. The gap in the literature on the importance of the 

years that these two authors were spending in Turkey (exception is Daniel, 1989) is quite 

surprising, and it seems important to fill, also because of the existence of some interesting 

works of Röpke published in Turkish, never translated into other languages and never 

analysed till now (Masala & Kama, 2016). Even some of Rüstow’s publications of that 

period are basically unknown and deserve attention.  

While in Istanbul, Rüstow developed some of his most influential ideas, and also 

composed an important part of his monumental work Freedom and Domination (Rüstow, 

1950–57), translated into English in 1980 with an introduction by his son, Alexander 

Dankwart. Rüstow was a very eclectic scholar with a vast amount of interests in diverse 

disciplines. In Istanbul University he taught mainly Economic Geography, publishing a 

manual, İktisadi Coğrafya, that had several editions (Rüstow, 1945), but also teaching in 

economic history and philosophical disciplines. He was publishing several articles in the 
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“Revue de la faculté des sciences économiques d'istanbul”. The journal started its 

publication in 1939 and was publishing articles in different languages, mainly in German, 

but also in English, French and in Italian, and they were also translated into Turkish 

language. It was a significant journal, but quite underestimated and its influence was quite 

low.  

Between April and June of 1934 Istanbul University organized a series of conferences, 

and the presented papers were published in a book edited by Röpke, entitled as Ekonominin 

Bugünkü Meseleleri (Economic Issues of Today) (Röpke, 1934b). This book was the first 

publication of the newly-established Institute of Economics and Sociology and it was the 

first publication in economics of the new University of Istanbul. It contained ten articles, 

where six of them were written by Turkish academicians and four by émigrés, among them 

Röpke and Rüstow.  

In his article, entitled İktisat ilmi ve iktisat siyaseti (Economic System and Economic 

Ideology) Rüstow presents his ideas on the relation between capitalism, ethics and religion, 

a topic which he started to investigate some years before (Rüstow, 1932) and which is fully 

developed in an article which, as we will see better later, is often considered to be very 

important for the influence on Röpke thought (Rüstow, 1942). This article is unknown in 

the literature on Ordoliberalism, and it shows that the influence of Rüstow on Röpke started 

at the beginning of their period in Istanbul. For Rüstow, who followed the studies of Weber 

and Sombart, it is extremely important to consider the religious elements in order to analyse 

capitalism. Religion is a moral system which is fundamental for human coexistence, and for 

economic development as well. Capitalism inherited from religion a strong system of moral 

values, but it was eroding this legacy and this is the reason for its current crisis, which is 

also a crisis of Christianity that is losing is sense of community. Socialism is not an 

alternative to capitalism, because what is needed is individual responsibility that will be lost 

in a socialist system. According to Rüstow, the agricultural world, more than the 

bourgeoisie class, is indispensable to build a community and a liberal society, because in 

that world there are still sense of independence, responsibility and values (which came from 

religion). What is also needed is also a strong state, which never acts as an economic actor 

but is always impartial in front of the citizens that can have the chance to realize their aims 

independently. At the end of the article Rüstow judges to be very positive the fact that in 

Turkey 90% of the population worked in agriculture, and appreciated its leadership, which 

achieved the independence of the nation and seems to act well in order to provide the 

prosperity for the people.  

Röpke’s article, Piyasa iktisadinin kurulusu ve mekanizmasi (Foundation and 

mechanism of the market economy) (Röpke, 1934a) is an interesting overview of his ideas 

about economic science, and here is it possible to find some concept later developed in his 

important book Die Lehre von der Wirschaft, which was originally written for his students 

at Istanbul University (Röpke, 1937). In the article Röpke also mentions the problem of 

monopolies, which are seen as a barriers to competition and, probably under Rüstow’s 

influence, declares himself in favor of a “strong state”, because only a strong state can fight 

against monopolies. But the claim for a strong state is not a way to deny the importance of 

the free market and its capacity to regulate the economic process by itself. Indeed, Röpke, 

following the works of Ludwig von Mises, defines the economic system as “anarchist”, but 

that doesn’t mean that it is chaotic and without rules. Millions of firms can interact with 

each other through the market mechanism, with their own will, this means that the system 
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needs freedom and it shows that freedom and rules can work together. When there are 

problems with capitalism (as in the period of the Great Depression) it doesn’t mean that the 

system has to be abolished and substituted with some kind of socialism, which will create a 

bigger problem. Current experience shows that the countries which kept the free market 

economy had less problems then the countries which were adopting protectionism during 

the crisis and this one should be a lesson for Turkey. Röpke’s conclusion is that the 

government has to be a “referee” in the market game; in some limited cases it can be an 

actor in the economy, but only an actor among the others in the market mechanism. The 

state can establish firms and act like an entrepreneur, but this should be realized within the 

market mechanism, in a fair competition with other private producers. 

It is interesting to notice that also in the other articles published in Turkish Röpke seems 

to accept the idea that sometimes the state has to establish firms in order to satisfy some 

basic needs of the people, and that this action of the state is fine till it act as a normal actor 

in the process of market competition. This idea is clearly developed in an article with the 

title “Şehir Amme İşletmeleri” (Public Utilities), (Röpke, 1936), published in a book edited 

by Neumark. According with Röpke there is only one exception that justifies monopolies, 

when we need to satisfy some of people’s basic needs (electricity, water, public 

transportation etc.) and there is absence of competition because of high infrastructure costs 

or inefficiencies. The efficiency of the public utilities, namely of the monopolies which 

work under the rules of the free market, is also a crucial element for the legitimacy of the 

governments, and Röpke quotes as an example the efficiency of the railway system in 

Turkey, which is promoting the credibility of the Atatürk’s state. A similar judgment is 

contained in an article published the year before, “Iktisat Ilmi ve Iktisat Siyaseti” 

(Economics Science and Economic Policy) (Röpke, 1935), where Röpke wrote that when 

we observe Turkish economy, it is possible to see that state corporations are not against the 

market, because they are working like normal corporations, in a competitive system, using 

a price mechanism. The economic system alternatives are not only laissez-faire or 

socialism, we can find something in the middle, and this seems to be the case of Turkey, 

where the government intervenes in an appropriate way, respecting the logic of the market.  

Röpke’s studies published in Turkish language, most of them never translated into other 

languages and never examined before, are basically in line with his other studies of that 

period, but in these works Röpke seems to be more in favour of state interventionism than 

in his other publications. This is particularly evident when he gives the examples about 

Turkey that we have mentioned before. Röpke seems always to approve the interventionism 

of the Turkish government because he thinks there is in any case an attempt to preserve the 

market mechanism, and it could be classified as “liberal intervention”, an expression which 

he had borrowed from Rüstow (Rüstow, 1932). It is possible to assume that his approval 

originates from the fact that the country was extremely undeveloped and some degrees of 

interventionism, at least for that period, was inevitable, an idea that was very dominant in 

Turkey. It is hard to say if his judgment was right or wrong, but as a matter of fact the 

Turkish interventionism was not temporary, and real pro-market policies started in the 

country only during the Eighties. 

In International Economic Disintegration, Röpke expressed an even more interesting 

judgements about the Turkish leader Mustafa Kemal Atatürk. In the epilogue, “The Age of 

Tyranny”, Röpke highlights differences between tyranny and dictatorship. Tyranny, is a 
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characteristic of the collectivist state, which is based on a violent usurpation by a minority 

rising from the masses, directed by a charismatic leader. Tyrants consider the use of force 

and violence (namely the authoritarian government) as a legitimate method of the state 

organization, something not temporary but permanent. On this point there is a substantial 

divergence from dictatorship, because it considers itself temporary and for a specific aim. 

What Röpke had in mind was an ancient Roman idea of a dictatorship, where a person sets 

himself in that position only because of extraordinary circumstances and for a limited 

period. According to Röpke, Atatürk has to be considered under this category: «Kemal 

Atatürk, for instance, was certainly a dictator in the sense of being the head of a state that 

he governed practically without opposition. However, it would be quite false and a grave 

injustice, alike to that great man and to the Turkey he created, to place him, as so many 

unreflecting journalists have done, among the modern usurpers risen from the masses. His 

historical role is much more that of the “Dictator” of ancient Rome, as opposed to the real 

tyrants» and his leadership could be classified under the Max Weber category of 

“charismatic government” (Röpke 1942a: 247-48).  

Kemalism as a “positive” dictatorship seems clearly an exception in Röpke though, as it 

was an exception the possibility for the state interventionism that we have analysed before. 

In all his works he was always criticizing the state intervention and strongly objecting to 

dictatorship (and all kinds of protectionism associated to it), considering them capable of 

destroying the world economy and civilization. This idea on the role of the limited 

dictatorship (and of state interventionism into the limits of the market) has to be analysed 

into the context of Röpke’s thoughts on the relationship between democracy and liberalism. 

For Röpke the germs of collectivism come from the idea of unrestricted democracy, not 

counterbalanced by liberalism: «the antithesis of tyranny is not democracy […] but the 

liberal principle which, now as always, imposes on every government, however constituted, 

the limits required by tolerance and respect for inalienable rights of the individual» (Röpke, 

1942a: 248). The case of the Kemalist dictatorship shows that Röpke seems to concede the 

possible utility of a dictatorship (for a limited time and with the specific characteristics that 

we have seen) and state interventionism in a socio-economical context where the liberal 

principles, indispensable for democracy, are not yet developed.  

On this point, applied to the historical case of Turkey, it is also possible to see the 

influence of Rüstow on Röpke’s ideas. We have mentioned that they have arrived to 

Istanbul at the same year and spent a lot of time together, and their intellectual 

collaboration continued after Röpke’s departure from Istanbul. The reciprocal influence of 

the two authors has been recognized by Röpke himself (Röpke, 1963) and has been also 

investigated by the literature on Röpke (Johnson, 1989; Sally, 1998: 117ss; Zmirack, 2001: 

101-103; Greg, 2012: 77), and it has its key point in the appendix written by Rüstow 

(Rüstow, 1942) for Röpke’s book International Economic Disintegration. This appendix is 

considered extremely important to understand the development of Röpke’s ideas, but, has 

we have seen, some of the topic of this appendix were already developed by Rüstow in his 

1934 article, and it is possible to track his influence on Röpke starting from that period.  

4. Conclusion: Ordoliberalism à la Turca?  

According to Rüstow, the mistake of laissez-faire liberalism was to believe that «the spread 

of the free economy would bring about positive ethical and sociological results as well as 
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an improvement in moral standards, a humanization, and an integration of society. But 

competition as such, appealing as it does solely to selfishness as a motivating force, can 

neither improve the morals of individuals nor assist social integration; it is for this reason 

all the more dependent upon other ethical and sociological forces of coherence» which lay 

outside the sphere of the market (Rüstow, 1942: 272-273). Rüstow also declared that he and 

Röpke were «in complete harmony in regard to fundamental concepts», and that while he 

was «concentrated upon the sphere of sociology and the history» Röpke «emphasized the 

economic aspects» (Rüstow 1942: 267). In his essay Rüstow also mentioned his 

contribution to the Colloque Walter Lippmann, held in Paris in August 1938, where Röpke 

and him were proposing very similar ideas (Audier, 2008).  

Michel Foucault underlined how Röpke and Rüstow’s positions at the Colloque were 

extremely innovative for liberalism. Thanks to them contemporary liberalism had managed 

to recognize that competition is a principle that «morally and sociologically […] dissolves 

more than it unifies […] so, while establishing a policy such that competition can function 

economically, it is necessary to organize “a political and moral framework,”» (Foucault, 

2008; 242-243). According to Foucault the real novelty of Neoliberalism (well represented 

by Ordoliberalism) is in the idea that the government «has to intervene in the society as a 

such, in its fabric and depth», in order to construct a “social fabric” with moral values and 

entrepreneurial spirit, and a society where free market and competition will be realized 

without the disintegration of morality. A strong government intervention is needed in order 

to strengthen the society, and the outcome (in an apparent paradox) will be also the 

reduction of the role of politics in the society. 

In Röpke and Rüstow’s works the idea that the government has to intervene in order to 

change the society, and not only the economy, is certainly present. State intervention can be 

“negative” intervention (for example with the regulation of monopolies) but also a 

“positive” one (for example promoting small size industries and defending agriculture and 

small cities). This idea is revolutionary for the political theory of liberalism, and we can 

probably say that is the most remarkable characteristic of liberal political experiences of the 

last century, with reference not only to Germany but also, in a very different context, to the 

project of “popular capitalism” under Margaret Thatcher (Masala, 2015). The idea that 

political interventionism can be used to change (or to promote the maturation of) the 

structure of society, was also, as we have seen, a characteristic of Atatürk’s modernization 

project. This project was certainly very different from the neoliberal experiences of the 

post-war period, and it was developed in a way far from the thoughts of Röpke and Rüstow. 

But the idea that a change in the society was necessary, and the attempt to realize it with the 

use of political instruments was clear in Turkish politics at that time, and it is possible to 

say that Turkey was a fertile ground for Röpke and Rüstow to develop their thoughts.  

Regardless of the above, it is also possible to observe how Turkish history went in a 

different direction to the one desired by Röpke and Rüstow. Ataturk’s project to change the 

culture and the social structure of the country to promote the development of the civil 

society and the development of a modern economy was not achieved for long time. There 

were some efforts before, but to see an attempt to develop a free market economy and to 

achieve more pluralism in the political élites, Turkey had to wait for the leadership of 

Turgut Özal in the Eighties. It is interesting to compare Özalism with the theory of Social 

Market Economy for several reasons. We have seen how for Röpke and especially Rüstow, 

religion, or rather the values created by religion, were considered an essential component of 
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a moral framework that was necessary to rebuild, and that is also essential for a well-

functioning market. This idea is the dominant feature of the philosophy of the Social 

Market Economy, and we can also observe that is widely accepted in studies of political 

theory that the values generated from freedom and religion are often the only foundation of 

a healthy and independent civil society, and Turkey cannot be an exception (Çaha, 2001). 

For a long time, the dominant political culture in Turkey had very different positions 

from Rüstow and Röpke about the free market and the role of values. The difference 

especially concerned the possibility of seeing religion as an essential component for the 

economic and political development. Since the beginning of the Republic it was believed 

that economic progress (made with the guidance of the state) would by itself lead to liberal 

democratic values and institutions automatically. The goal was to realize “modernization”, 

and the traditions and religion were seen as obstacles to be removed in order to achieve that 

end, adopting a trend dating back to Max Weber, which saw Islam as antagonistic to 

capitalism. Compared with this approach, there were some interesting exceptions (Özavcı, 

2005), but these were certainly the dominant theses, and they were the very opposite of the 

approach of Röpke and Rüstow. 

The situation changed during the eighties and the beginning of the nineties, under the 

leadership of Turgut Özal, which was the outcome of an interesting process of cultural 

change that led to a rethink of the relationship between religion, the economy and politics. 

Özalism is a very interesting case study because it represents an attempt to maintain 

secularism and the impartiality of the state while promoting the dissemination of religious 

values, which were considered able to exert a strong influence on both politics and 

economy. Özal looked to the United States of America and considered the diffuse 

religiosity in that country as a model for Turkey (Guida, 2005). In addition to liberalization 

and free market policies, Özal gave a strong impetus to the development of ethic in the 

economic sphere, and he was believed in the compatibility between the free market and the 

Islamic faith. He realized neoliberal economic policies, along with promoting a 

conservative agenda in politics and culture, also by incorporating conservative Islamic 

values and actors into his project.  

Under his leadership a new Anatolian bourgeoisie emerged, and these Muslim 

entrepreneurs apparently found in religion a base of a new entrepreneurial spirit. The 

majority of their firms, with some remarkable exceptions, were family-owned and were 

small and medium-scale companies, and social trust and solidarity were at the centre of the 

regional economic development successes. The shared values originated by communal ties 

and religion facilitate their economic activity, and it is very interesting to observe how this 

structure of the economic system has similar characteristic to the one imagined by the 

theory of Social Market Economy that we have sketched by securitizing the work of Röpke 

and Rüstow. A similarity, the one between Özalism and Social Market Economy, which is 

still missing an analysis in a comparative perspective. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A survey of the literature on administrative reforms shows that changes in the socio-
economic conditions in seventies and eighties have provided grounds for administrative 
reforms both in developed and developing countries (Caiden: 1988 & 1991). These reforms, 
partly prompted by the world-wide economic recession of the 1970s and 1980s, de-
emphasized the role of the state, and emphasized the role of the private sector in the socio-
economic life of the countries concerned, a phenomenon which is referred to in the 
literature as “the rolling back of the state”, or “ the withdrawal of the state” (Larbi: 1995). 
Underpinning these reforms was the search for efficiency and effectiveness in the face of 
declining resources. This was developed in most case into a crusade to re-organize and 
modernize the civil service and the state economic enterprises   (SEEs) (Caiden: 1991).  

These changes had their ideological and political underpinnings in the rise of neoliberal 
economic thinking and conservatism in a number of countries in the West in the 1970s and 
1980s, and partly in 1990s, and were reflected in the concurrent shift in the strategies of the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank (WB) toward a more liberal and 
market-oriented ideology (Geddes, 1992; Guitan, 1987). The implications, for the public 
management, were demands for a smaller but efficient civil service and competitive SEEs. 
In the process of reforms, a large number of management techniques from the private 
sector were imported into the public services. 

The emergence of the neoliberal agenda in the form of “rolling back the state” in western 
countries in the 1970s began to have expression in WB and IMF-supported economic 
reform programmes in developing countries in the 1980s, with a similar demand for 
smaller, efficient, and cost-effective public administration institutes which could be only 
achieved through reforms (Larbi: 1995). However, there are only few studies on 
adjustment-related administrative reforms in the countries of the latter group (Larbi, 1995; 
Batley, 1994; Rodrik and Celasun, 1987; Krueger, 1995). Furthermore, there is a scarcity of 
studies on the impact of Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAP) on Turkish public 
services (Waterbuty, 1992; Rodrik and Celasun, 1987; Oniş and Webb, 1994; Kopits, 1987) . 

A comprehensive examination of the reforms in Turkey which is in action since 1980, with 
its economic, organisational, cultural, and legal dimensions, the structural adjustment 
process and its effects on the public administrations as a whole as well as on particular 
sectors, the relations, similarities and differences between adjustment-related reforms and 
New Public Management (NPM) movement in the administrative systems of western, 
mostly Anglo-Saxon, countries (Common, 1997),  and the comparison and contrasts 
between the two, still remains a challenging task. This paper aims to fill this research gap 
by investigating the Turkish case. 

Turkish Government’s policies of improving effectiveness and efficiency of public 
management emerge from the new economic policy introduced in 1983 (Heper, 1989). This 
policy is aimed at fundamentally changing the way the Turkish economy operates. It also 
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redefined the relationship between the state and society. 

The functioning of the economy was previously controlled by the central authorities, who 
selectively protected various areas. This created an inward-looking economy dependent 
on government decisions, initiatives and subsidies, and created an economic system where 
market forces played a secondary role. In 1980, the government introduced a program of 
structural adjustment for liberalizing the economy, and at the same time launched the 
process of its integration into the world market.  

The policy-makers accepted from the very beginning that the success of this radical 
revision would necessitate a thorough reassessment of the functioning of the public 
administration and the way it relates to society (OECD: 1991). It would also impose parallel 
implementation of economic and managerial measures. “Initiatives introduced since then 
are multifaceted and are intended to improve the internal structure and functioning of the 
administrative machinery, to redefine the role of the public administration, to change the 
administrative culture and attitudes, and to increase service orientation in the public 
administration to give a new momentum to the economy and to facilitate the operations of 
business” (OECD: 1991).  

This paper will investigate the structural adjustment process in Turkey, following an 
examination of the socio-economic and political environment of the reform process and 
forces for change in the existing system.  The paper will move, then, to a study of the effects 
of the structural adjustment program on the Turkish administrative and managerial 
system, arguing that the SAP related reforms have led to a gradual, NPM-like management 
reform process in the Turkish public management system in 1980s and 1990s under the 
leadership of right-wing politicians, Turgut Özal and Tansu Çiller. 

1. THE REFORM DYNAMICS IN TURKISH PUBLIC SERVICE

One of the most striking features of western countries in recent years has been that they 
have all been engaged in rethinking the role of government and the organisation of their 
public sectors. Given that they face similar challenges and pressures, one nation’s approach 
will often influence that of others (Caiden, 2013; Caiden, 1991). Under the influence of 
several significant trends, namely globalisation, new information technologies and 
changing public perceptions, governments are confronted by ongoing changes to their 
political, economic and social environments (Aucoin, 1990). 

In a similar vein, general reform dynamics behind Structural Adjustment Programmes and 
New Public Management reforms can be classified under four headings: 
1. Globalisation and international competitiveness
2. Development of Information technology
3. The trend to shift to minimal state
4. Public perceptions on the role and performance of government

The country-specific dynamics include the following eight factors: 
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1. Changes in socio-demographic profile of the country
2. Huge National Debt
3. Inherent Management Deficiencies
4. Failure of Traditional Approaches to solve major socio-economic problems of the

country
5. Leadership of reform, particularly personal commitments of politicians
6. Dominance of the new right ideology in the Turkish political life
7. Failure of the Import Substitution Industrialisation (ISI) development strategy in

overcoming economic and financial crisis
8. The role of international economic community

2. STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT PROCESS IN TURKEY

Structural Adjustment is a process of reforming the economic and political systems of a 
developing country, with the aim of making it more efficient and productive and able to 
compete in the global economy. Donor governments and the international banking system, 
through the IMF, frequently insist that indebted countries implement such programs as a 
condition for any new loans or developmental aid. As a result, structural adjustment 
programmes, first piloted in the late 1970s, are now in force in most of the poorer countries. 

Typically such programmes involve rolling back the state and allowing market forces to 
dominate by: opening up markets to imports, stimulation cash crops and other exports, 
cutting government spending, privatizing state companies and cutting bureaucracy. As a 
result, government spending on  such public services as health, education and welfare is 
often cut and the government workforce are reduced in size.  

2.1. January 24 (1980) reform measures  

Being appointed as deputy Prime Minister in charge of economic policy, Özal and his team 
of bureaucrats, estimated to have been less than ten people altogether, drew up a reform 
program which even prominent ministers were unaware of the scope of the plan outside 
their own domain (Krueger: 1995).  

The key initiatives were as follows: devaluation of the Turkish lira with an announcement 
that henceforth the Turkish lira exchange rate would be changed frequently; increases in 
the prices of almost all goods produced by SEEs, with an announcement that SEEs would 
in future be free to set their own prices; and a variety of changes in the organisation of the 
various ministries and bureaus that were responsible for economic policy, with the general 
purpose of reducing the power of some traditional groups and strengthening  the hand of 
the deputy prime minister in charge of economic affairs (Krueger: 1995). Thereafter, 
auxiliary policy changes were pronounced at periodic intervals and several other economic 
and administrative problems were addressed. Ceilings on bank deposit rates were lifted 
and trade in gold was liberalized in June 1980 (Krueger and Turan, 1993). Throughout the 
year, conditions under which Turks could hold and use foreign exchange were liberalized. 
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The initial response to the reform package was positive from abroad. London and Paris 
clubs rescheduled the Turkish debt, and European Communities and multinational 
institutions supported the program financially. However, the ruling Demirel government 
was too weak to implement the financial, economic and administrative reforms as a whole 
as it was a coalition government and civil unrest had been a major problem prior to and 
during the outset of the program. As Demirel and Özal presented tax and other measures 
to Parliament in the summer of 1980, it became evident that Parliament was unlikely to 
approve them. It was this atmosphere that the military intervened again. 

2.2. The fate of structural adjustment program under the military rule 
The military took over on 12 September 1980, and dissolved the parliament, outlawed all 
political parties and radical unions, and suspended numerous human rights. However, it 
kept Özal’s economic team in order to persist structural adjustment process, while the 
Turkish military did not traditionally favour market-oriented economic policies. As Onis 
and Webb argue, the military was divided over Özal’s plans to reduce the role of the state 
in running the economy, nevertheless, it could not argue with his success in  securing 
foreign financing and stimulating exports (Onis and Webb, 1994).  

Thereafter several supplementary measures were undertaken. These measures included 
relaxation of restrictions governing direct foreign investment, and liberalisation of capital 
markets as regulations governing bank behaviour and trade in securities and other 
financial instruments were modified (Onis, 1991). Perhaps the most controversial of them, 
union activity was forbidden.  

The net effect of these measures were encouraging; the rate of inflation fell from 100 percent 
in 1980 to 42 percent in 1981 and to 28 percent in 1982; incentives to exporters increased by 
32 percent in three years from 1979 to 1982. In addition, government expenditures and 
fiscal deficit fell rapidly, as SEE financing from the Central Bank ended, while the reduction 
in central government expenditures also reduced the fiscal deficit.  

However, after the collapse of one of Turkey’s largest money broker which has been called 
as the Banker’s crisis military forced Özal to resign and appointed a military man, Aslan 
Baser Kafaoglu, in his post in 1982. However, this change did not produce the outcome the 
military leaders desire; on the contrary, the economic crisis deteriorated as the exchange 
rate was overvalued and budget deficits deepened (Onis and Webb, 1994). This episode 
illustrates that the military was not the primary force behind the policy reform movement 
and that it followed policies that would sustain its popularity in the short run. 

2.3. The Second Stage of Economic Reforms 
When Prime Minister Özal assumed office in 1983, an economics team, headed by Özal 
himself, was gathered to carry reforms further, this team moved quickly to regain the 
momentum of policy reforms (Heper, 1990). Changes proceeded rapidly over the next three 
years. However, the reform package and objectives after 1983 focused almost entirely on 
achieving structural changes within the economy, particularly with regard to the role of 
import-competing and export industries on one hand, and the role of private and public 
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sectors, on the other. 

The initial measures included a major realignment of interest rates; liberalisation of foreign 
exchange regulations; permission for capital exports by Turkish residents; and further 
liberalisation of import licensing procedures, even abandoning it. A series of major reforms 
which moved the Turkish economy further away from its earlier centralized-control mode 
followed these initial moves. Reopening of the Istanbul stock exchange in 1986 and 
introduction of value-added tax were major ones among the measures which further 
liberalized the capital market.  

Meanwhile, earlier controls on SEEs’ borrowing had their intended results. Although SEEs 
had required financing from government budget equivalent to 14 percent of total 
government expenditures in the early 1980s, that percentage fell to 7 percent in 1984, than 
stood in the 2-3 percent range for several years until it jumped back to 9 percent in 1991. 
Also, a second factor also contributed to reducing recurrent government expenditures; 
expenditures on government personnel dropped, both because government employment 
was frozen as part of the policy reform package, and because wage adjustments in the 
traditional public sector lagged significantly behind inflation.  

However, these reduced claims on government expenditures could not bring a rapid 
restoration of fiscal balance for four reasons. First, Özal government increased 
expenditures on infrastructure and public works sharply. Second, with increases in the 
nominal interest rate the costs of servicing in the public debt increased, rising from 3 
percent of budgetary expenditures in 1980 to 21 percent in 1991 (Krueger and Turan: 1993). 
The third factor contributing to increased government expenditures was “political business 
cycle”; government expenditures increased markedly prior to each electoral cycle 
(Krueger: 1995). A fourth factor was that starting in the mid-1980s, off-budget special funds 
were created for purposes such as workers housing, financed largely by import charges 
that were largely across the board (Waterbury: 1988, Krueger: 1995). 

2.4. An evaluation of Structural Adjustment Programmes in Turkey 

As can be seen thus far, there was convincing reasons to suggest that the Turkish economic 
policy changes since the 1980s have been successful. In the words of Krueger, one of the 
careful students of the Turkish policy reforms, “Whereas in 1980 it was believed that 
further growth possibilities through import substitution had probably been exhausted, by 
the late 1980s, it was evident that Turkey’s potential growth through integrating with 
world economy was substantial. Moreover, the earlier suspicion of private business that 
had accompanied etatism have been replaced by recognition that Turkish industry could 
perform when provided with appropriate incentives and adequate infrastructure” 
(Krueger: 1995).  

However, the macro reforms have been in difficulty, despite these successes. There is no 
mystery as to why inflation persisted: the main problem is that government expenditures 
increased beyond the ability of the government to increase revenues. In 1991, when 
Süleyman Demirel became prime minister, the earlier problems intensified, because of the 
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government’s reluctant, risk-averting style of socio-economic management. The fiscal 
deficit increased sharply, as among other things, the SEE drain on the government budget 
increased sharply (Krueger: 1995). The fiscal imbalance is still continuing a major problem 
any government must encounter. 

3. THE WAY TO NEW PUBLIC MANAGEMENT

As a result of the reform dynamics discussed above, a wide range of management reforms, 
both explicit and implicit, took place during 1980s and 1990s, under strong leadership of 
Right wing politicians, particularly Turgut Özal and Tansu Çiller. Although speed of reform 
increased when AK Party under strong leadership of Recep Tayyib Erdoğan has come to 
power in 2002, this paper focuses upon only the reforms in the last two decades of 1900s. 

A major characteristic of public management reforms of this period is its incremental nature. 
Contents of individual reforms and the stress on the particular reforms varied from time to 
time; there was no stable, smooth, strictly prescribed, comprehensive reform package. 
Further, many reforms were still in their infancy, while some of them have been on the 
agenda for a long time. However, taking the general trend of reforms into account, it would 
be possible to consider the reforms in the Turkish public management in particular and 
public administration in a broader sense, as a programme which constitutes a strong shift 
from the traditional system to one with an entrepreneurial, flexible, and client and results-
oriented ethos.  

Table 2 provides details of the Turkish agenda for reforms, argued here as being a basis for 
the proposed “Turkish New Public Management”. It is important to note that the 
government and public agencies do not place equal value on all of these elements at the same 
time. There are significant variations in this respect (Table 3). In addition, some reforms listed 
in the table are incremental changes rather than the results of deliberate and induced efforts 
of the government and public officials, although majority of them are parts of the agenda of 
the governments in the last two decades. However, developing a comprehensive list of the 
reforms which have occurred in Turkey would be useful for study purposes as it is done in 
Table 2, in that it provides an instrument to compare them with the lists developed to 
describe the elements of New Public Management in general (Ridley, 1996; Mathiasen, 1997; 
OECD, 1995). 
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Table 2:    The context of New Public Management in Turkey 

Elements  Methods 

First brand: Transforming the public bureaucracy: From the traditional public 
administration to managerial- entrepreneurial public management  

De-bureaucratisation   Deprivileging existing, traditional state bureaucracy 
Organisational changes   Organisational changes in central government 

  Downsizing  
  Reorganising State Economic Enterprises 

Towards a managerial Striving to transform the traditional bureaucracy into a 
and entrepreneurial  managerial civil service by regulations and 
culture change 
bureaucracy Creating and enhancing the new public managers 

Installing performance management elements within the 
personnel regime 

Second brand: New [Private Sector] Management Methods and Techniques 

1. Consumer and customer orientation  Shift towards a customer and citizen-oriented 
philosophy 

Public relations Offices; Customer satisfaction surveys; 
Simplifying the bureaucratic process 

2. Market-type mechanisms Contracting out; User charges; Revolving Capitals; 
Competition among public bodies; Competition between 
public and private-voluntary sector 

3. Participation and partnerships Quality management, Public- private sector partnerships 
Public-voluntary sector partnerships 

4. Empowering organisations, Decentralisation and devolving authority; 
Decentralisation to  
managers and communities localities;  Devolving budgets and other  financial 

resources;  Extrabudgetary autonomous funds; 
Delegation of authority within public organisations; 
Decentralisation of HRM functions 
Empowering communities; Involving volunteers; Self-
help initiatives; Community development 

5. Information Technology and
 related innovations Using Information technology; Automation of 
services; 

Flexible organisations 
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6. Rolling back the state: Privatisation; Cutback management; Deregulation 

service-shedding; separating service provision from 
production 

7. External evaluation of External evaluation of performance of public 
organisations  performance by the Court of Public Accounts; Value 
for Money Audit 

8. Strategic management Strategic Planning 
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Table 3: Focus and Locus of Public Sector Reforms 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

REFORMS         DEGREE OF SIGNIFICANCE 
Within core government 

Efficiency measures (*) S 
Financial and management reform and devolution (**) S 
Decentralisation within government (to lower level bodies) S 
Reforming and restructuring civil service  M 
New management methods and culture  S 

Beyond core government 

User participation L 
Commercialisation and use of market-type  mechanisms S 
More autonomy for SEEs  L-S 
Corporatization  N 
Privatisation of SEEs M 
De-regulation of private business  M 

Size and structure of the public sector 

Limits to the size of the public sector S 
Privatisation M 
Commercialisation/Corporatization of public bodies S 
Decentralisation to sub-national government L 
Deconcentration within central government L 
Use of market-type mechanisms  S 
New roles for central management bodies  S 
Other restructuring/rationalisation S 

Other main fields of public management reform 
Management of policy-making L 
Performance management L-S 
Fiscal resources management S 
Personnel management S 
Regulatory management and reform N 
Improving relations with citizens/enterprises S 
Management of information technology S 
Other S 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
Source: Cheung: 1997, 440-445 (information are re-arranged and slightly adjusted). 

Significance: N: no initiative, L: less important measure, S: significant initiative, M: major 
initiative 
* : Including cost-reduction schemes, downsizing and cutbacks
**: Including administrative deconcentration, delegation of authorities and result-oriented 
reforms 
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CONCLUSIONS 

As seen thus far, structural adjustment reforms have created a suitable environment for a 
broader reform in the governance systems. Mainly budget driven public management 
reforms can be seen as a logical extension of structural adjustment reforms in the economic 
structures of the developing countries. The Turkish case is no exception. The January 1980 
decisions of market-based economic reform has led significant adjustments in the 
administrative system of the country in line with the structural adjustment programme. 
These changes, however, can reasonably be seen as the first manifestations of a Turkish 
NPM. Initiated by SA process, NPM has become a major trend which transforms the 
existing Turkish public management culture, process and structure towards a managerial, 
market-oriented and relatively flexible one.  

Main conclusions of the paper can be summarized as follows: 
o The recent reform process in Turkey began in 1980s by structural adjustment

process which entails mainly economic reforms.
o Structural Adjustment Policies were not fruitful enough, while successful in

transforming the economic structure from a closed one to open economy.
o New Public Management has come to fore as a result of the fact that economic

reforms and the requirement of the international community necessitate a
thorough state reform.

o New Public Management reforms followed almost the same route with the
similar experiences abroad.

o Within the country, New Public Management reforms have been perceived as a
part of a broader New Right agenda and a complementary part of the ongoing
privatization programme.

o New Public Management reforms include introducing new management
techniques and philosophies into the public sector. This includes such notions as
governance and participative management, strategic management and
performance management.

o The main aims of reform process in Turkey began with structural adjustment and
continued by New Public Management included  reducing the power of
traditionally strong bureaucratic classs in the society and the state, globalizing
the Turkish public sector both in terms of functioning and culture, and creating a
smaller but effective and efficient public sector.
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Liberal responses to the ecological crisis, which were deepened by successive global 

economic crises, have increased since the last decade of the twentieth century. At first, the 

liberals believed that free market, directed by an invisible hand, would solve all the 

problems (including environmental). Thus, it couldn’t be possible to talk about the rights of 

future generations. Today, unlike the past, there is a number of approaches that can be 

called free market environmentalism. Leal and Anderson continue to see market as the key 

to solving these problems. Wissenburg emphasizes clearly the lack of market solutions, and 

criticized it and defended a move away from anthropocentrism. For di Zerega, disruptions 

in the market mechanism damage the environment, and these disruptions are caused by too 

much state and too little democracy. He says that, science and market are more consistent 

with the democracy instead of with the State. Wissenburg and Eckersley go further and 

debate the industrialist aspect of capitalism. Finally, Torgerson says genuine green state 

requires at first an abandonment of industrialist preconceptions.  

Nowadays, under conditions of globalization, free market environmentalism must answer 

such questions as the following:  

Does liberal environmentalism see elimination of competition at the hands of large 

corporations as a problem?  

How will it determine the boundaries of property rights? 

Is it profit or human needs, which stimulate investments? 

Does free market environmentalism present a critical approach regarding growth- 

boundaries, industry and technological development? 
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Introduction 

Human beings, from the time that they appeared on this planet, have been harming their 

environment without giving it due thought. Developments in trade have caused the 

extinction of animals hunted for their fur, destruction of plant species and the harming of 

some species as a result of transportation to environments that they are not endemic. The 

soil has been irreparably damaged as a consequence of growth of one type of produce on 

plantations where enslaved Africans were forcibly used as labor (Foster, 2013: 37-56).) 

With the introduction of the laws defining private ownership of land in England came all 

the expenses and the bureaucracy that governed it. Small land owners could not meet the 

financial demands and were forced out. Big land owners enclosed their newly acquired land 

with fences and turned them into pastures for their sheep. Industrial revolution enabled 

textile, mining and other areas of industries to flourish with use of technology which in 

time gave assurances to the bankers and loan sharks that their profits would go on rising. 

This was how the birth of industrial capitalism took place. The labor needed for the 

industry was primarily resourced by the small farming population, result of a ‘revolution’ 

that took place as a result of the enclosures (Goucher and al., 1998). 

John Hicks separates the characteristics of the three centuries of industrial capitalism. Coal 

is the incentive of the first century and machinery is not needed for its definition, although 

it has a distinguishing role. Coal and petroleum together are the incentives of the second 

century of the industrial capitalism. The third phase is scientific technological development 

which has become concrete via physical implementation that seems to be the main field of 

research and development in the period stretching from the 1940s to the 1970s. Scientific 

technology which requires physical equipment, widely to be found in the shape of 

machinery, in order to be developed into a structure is the core issue for industrialization. In 

this regard, the technological development happens to be in three phases: The first is the 

phase of research in which the new idea comes into shape. In the second phase, the 

hardware is configured and the machine is built. In the last phase, the new production 

suppliers step in (Hicks, 1974: 212-216). 

Since the 1980s, this shell in which industrialization and capitalism were born and safely 

developed has started to crack and global cities have emerged as the centers where 

information, funds and finance have gathered and distributed. The new control centers of 

the global system surround the whole world in a disposition of hierarchical and hegemonic 

networks (Castells, 2000).  

The environment appears for the global city as a part of not only a matter of reincarnation 

(as in recreative parks and gardens) but also as international commercial regulations (as in 

multi-lateral agreements and treaties), international environment contracts (such as the 

Biological Diversity Contract) and as the funds, bank loans and crosscontinental trade with 

the help of foundations which facilitate trade such as International Trade Union. For those 

centers, an ecological crisis either not exists as for those excessive constructivists who 

appear to be in the same microsociology, or it happens to be irrelevant as long as it could 

not be sold, provided as a loan or funded (Çoban, 2004; Duru, 2005; Duru, 2006; 2008).  

However, being ignored does not stop the running of the natural law. By entering the 

industrial civilization, the pressure humankind created on earth has at last reached to a 

scientifically measurable size by the twenty-first century. Johan Rockström and his 

colleagues forming a crowded team have schemed a study aiming to define the planetary 

boundaries which would supply a secure range of motion on earth. Among the nine 
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boundaries defined, they determined an overstep on behalf of the climate change, 

biodiversity loss and changes to the global nitrogen cycle (like biochemical flows). People 

were successful in taking precautions and implemention on stratospheric ozone depletion 

which is determined to be an overstepping of only one of the threshold values. The other 

five boundaries are ocean acidification, atmospheric aerosol loading, phosphorus cycle (like 

biochemical flows), global freshwater use, land-system change and chemical pollution. 

Rockström and his colleagues revealed the matter of the ecological crisis prevalent on earth 

clearly in terms of control variable, threshold avoided, planetary boundary and the state of 

knowledge connected to that boundary (Rockstörm and others, 2009).   

Liberal Pursuits Against Ecological Crisis 

Before beginning to examine the discussions of liberalism with an environmental crisis, the 

emphasis should be put on the Club of Rome Report, which conspicuously reflects the 

approach of liberals towards the problematic of environment and their resistance against 

this problematic with its criticism. The study, which was put forward by environmentally-

conscious academics and activists in the 1960s, and ordered to MIT professors about the 

environmental problems that could not be ignored anymore in the 1970s, created reactions 

in the whole world. Donella Meadows and her friends included different combinations of 

population growth, industrial waste, food production, pollution and depletion of resources 

in every scenario by uploading seven different scenarios to a computer to prepare report of 

The Limits to Growth, which became commonly known as Zero Growth (Martell, 1994: 

10).   

According to the first scenario, the collapse especially because of the lack of resources was 

inescapable before the year 2100 in every sense when the real growth rates between the 

years 1900-1970 continued the same. In the second scenario, technological developments 

doubled the resource productivity. Pollution and food inadequacy raised death rates and the 

problem of the lack of resources could not be solved in spite of finding additional 

resources. In the third scenario, in which all the methods to raise the resource productivity 

were enabled, the pollution problem could not be solved, and industrial product, food and 

service productions could not escape the collapse even in the longer term. In the fourth 

scenario, technological solutions for the pollution were found, however, because of the 

investments which turn to industry from agriculture, the collapse was inescapable since an 

adequate food supply could not be produced for the increasing population. In the fifth 

scenario, new technologies were added to the technological solutions initially discovered, 

but, despite the applied control, the pollution became uncontrollable and caused a collapse. 

In the sixth scenario, because of voluntary birth control and the inadequate decrease in 

population, the food crisis could not be prevented. And in the last solution, all the solutions 

were tried to be applied altogether, and yet, this resulted in the overuse of soil, famine, lack 

of resources, over-pollution, food production crisis and increase in death rates (Martell, 

1994: 10-12).  

The scenarios in this report, which has since become the scientific expression of many 

issues that the environmentalists tried to explain for years, revealed the importance of the 

reciprocal interdependence among the factors of the production of population, food and 

goods; resources and pollution, the existence of natural limits, the increasing proportional 

growth and social solutions as well as technical solutions. Also, technical solutions were 

not changing the result, but delaying it. Solving the resource problem without a decrease in 

the growth rate was escalating the pollution. And the collapse, as described by all the 

scenarios, showed that the nature has its own limits, and the environmental problems, for 
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which these technical solutions were offered, were caused by the social world (Martell, 

1994: 17).  

Dennis Meadows, who gave a lecture in the fortieth year of the report, says that the issues 

which were underlined in the report were slowly accepted as true, as the problems has 

grown in time and the symptoms has become more serious:  

The planet earth is finite.  

Physical growth (population, GDP, food, energy, etc) must eventually stop on a 

finite planet.  

It is still possible to stop the growth in a way that is peaceful, equitable, and 

sustainable.  

Achieving that will require strong, proactive policies that include social as well as 

technical measures.  

A quicker start will give better results (Meadows, 2011: 14). 

Meadows expresses how the report confronted resistance, and how it had to be accepted 

step-by-step:  

1970s: There are no physical limits. 

1980s: There are limits, but they are distant in time. 

1990s: The limits are near, but they are irrevelant, since they will be dealt with by 

new technologies. 

2000s: Technologies are not adequate, but the market will gradually end growth 

when that becomes necessary. 

2010s: The market overshoots, but the crises gives us no time to think about long-

term problems  (Meadows, 2011: 18).  

While The Limits to Growth Report raised an alarm in 1972, one of the sides that showed 

the resistance that Meadows talked about was the liberal wing. Liberal environmentalists 

waited until the 1990s and 2000s to get involved in the issue. And they did not question the 

above-mentioned problems, but they questioned if the measures to be taken for the 

environment would damage their liberal principles. There are two types of liberal 

environmentalism that are mentioned in this study. While the first one discusses what kind 

of market solutions can be found over ongoing environmental problems (such as Anderson 

and Leal), the second one reflects on how a liberal democracy concerning the environment 

should be like (such as Torgerson and diZerega). 

Libertarian, liberal environmentalist approaches tend to find answers to radical ecologist 

tendencies, rather than criticizing monopolistic-global tendencies that prevents competition; 

and finding solutions for the ecological crisis. While radical ecologists criticize the liberal 

policies that they recognize as one of the sources of the problem after they study the 

ecological crisis, liberals try to develop an approach to the environmental problems from 

the point of radical criticism.  

Donald Leal and Terry Anderson, who are the purest of liberal environmentalists, develop 

an environmental approach based on market organizing and some limitations on property 

rights, with reference to the opinion that the government failed to manage environmental 
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resources. Their approach, which is called free market environmentalism, includes some 

solutions like establishing property rights, voluntary exchange, and applying to 

environmental protection agencies within the scope of shared legal responsibility. For them, 

the established property (which appears as an exteriority to others) enables a market to be 

set in this field, and hence, the institutions and individuals have the possibility to act on 

environmental purposes in this market. That is to say, when the protection of environment 

is about the protection of individual interests, people should be encouraged through 

institutional mechanisms about how they will protect their interests in the market. And 

these mechanisms are the property rights, which are properly-bordered, compulsory and 

transferable. The owner of the resource has to make the right decisions to protect his own 

interests. Failure in management results in a go-down with the value of the resource. Rise in 

price reduces consumption, increases productivity, leads to a search of substitute resources 

and eases the pressure over the resource (Leal, Anderson, 2001: 3-4). For them, the public 

causes a bureaucratic waste in the phase management, and leads to a search of economic 

rent. Moreover, the political control over natural resources remains insufficient (Leal, 

Anderson, 2001: 50). However, the competition in the market provides a strong support to 

the trader and eases the change by reducing the cost of the process. Hence, the market 

mechanisms are more compatible to find the problem and process the information by its 

nature (Leal, Anderson, 2001: 13).  

Anderson and Leal argue that establishing private property on rivers would encourage 

protection by raising the prices. They claim that, by using less irrigation water, both the 

waste is prevented, and the rivers get much more water. According to the application of the 

individual fish quotas in Iceland, it is claimed that the transferrable quotas which are 

accepted as properties increase the fishing quality and activity. However, there is a 

disadvantage before even examining any application, that this intervention will immediately 

take the financially and economically weak ones out of the market. That is, the 

establishment of property rights in this way will hit the poor at first, and will bring a lack of 

demand by implicitly causing the economy to shrink. According to Anderson and Leal, 

water becomes sellable and rentable in a great part of the West gradually. Public and 

private dams, Fishing Administration in the rivers, Wild Life Park Administrations, and 

different complicated property forms are now intertwined. Putting the recycled water into 

the market is also encouraged (Anderson, Leal, 1992).  

Leal and Anderson believe that not only the protection of scarce water resources, but also 

the protection of the species will be possible by the cure-all market economy. They argue 

that the state wastes too much money for less good for the endangered species, however, 

this protection would reach further solutions if it is enabled through free market solutions. 

For example, they attribute the endangering of the Northern spotted owl and Columbian 

salmon species to their habitat’s not being a private property. If these areas were private 

property, there would be some people encouraged to protect these species (Anderson, Leal, 

1992: 4).  

However, in the American river system, the problem is not only the dams that endanger 

Columbian salmon species, but also the heavy pollution and damage problems caused by 

transportation and industrial agriculture. Some of the hundreds of the dams on these rivers 

are private, some are managed by communities, and only a small part of them are state 

properties. The heavy problems faced by these rivers are so complicated that the idea that a 

simple privatization would solve this problem seems too naïve. However, according to 

Jared Diamond, on the contrary, the problem is caused by private property dams. Diamond 
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generally tells about the poor workers’ need of irrigation water, the elements that damage 

the river ecosystem like erosion, road construction, forest fire, logging, the fertilizer that 

leaks from agricultural fields, and toxic substances that leak from mines (Diamond, 2006: 

70-74). Garrett Hardin coined the subject that Leal and Anderson’s belief on customizing 

protect public goods (commons). Since Hardin published his article “The Tragedy of the 

Commons” it became an inexhaustible reference point for the Liberals.  Hardin dealing 

with the example of the management of pastures argued that each shepherd who wants to 

maximize their profits would try to more grazing sheep will result in a destruction of the 

grasslands:  

As a rational being each herdsman seeks to maximize his gain… Each man is locked 

into a system that compels him to increase his herd without limit- in a world (which) 

is limited. Ruin is the destination toward which all men rush, each pursuing his own 

best interest in a society that believes in the freedom of the commons. Freedom in a 

commons brings ruin to all. (Hardin, 1968: 1244). 

As it would be expected Hardin defended privatization to solve the shortage and crashes 

problem of the pasture. However having everyone its own pasture, deciding to harm it or 

not, could not ensure the sustainable use of grassland logically. 

Indeed, the economist Elinor Ostrom who devoted her life on public goods revealed in a 

study based on field research conducted in Africa that the shepherds were not selfish as 

assumed but they were sharing those spaces on social motives. A solution different from 

privatization to the famine issue emerged in the Maine coast. In Maine, as a result of 

moving together with the appropriate legal arrangements,   related associations, companies 

and local governments reached a sustainable management of the lobster beds (Akbulut, 

2014). 

In fact, Anderson and Leal are also aware of the limits of the capacity of the private 

ownership of the solution when the environment is concerned. The proponents who 

advocate property rights should be in designated areas are handling individually each area. 

However, they agree that issues such as acid rain, air pollution and climate change cannot 

be responded by the market. Because they say “you need to determine what is the cause of 

the damage” in order to develop a free market solution. (Anderson, Leal, 1992: 4). 

Considering that the whole problems cannot be resolved by private or public ownership, as 

a third way authors propose management of common property by the community as a non-

individual form of government. According to them, the property of the community can be 

turned into private property under the control of environmental protection civil society 

organizations. Or it may be introduced in private or collective forms of ownership such as 

common apartments or cooperatives. Giving the natural resources which are in the hands of 

the state to the community-based managements will provide the limitation of the local 

damage. Probably what makes Anderson and Leal’s studies valuable for us is their 

approach to community-based solution.   

One of the issues strongly criticized by the ecologists is the right to property which has 

devastating effects on the soil. Robert Nozick who discussed land-owning in terms of 

abundance and famine, suggests that today it is no longer possible to talk about the 

abundance of soil so the right to property should be questioned. Nozick refers to Locke’s 

analysis related to the acquired property for the first time, and the reads the maxim “as long 

as there is enough left for others” in the acquisition of natural resource property as the 

ecological limits to the acquisition of property. The flaw in this assumption of the writer (as 
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determined in the same Meadows report) is taking the resources as unlimited. Private 

property in land which does not exist for the most part to the others has lost its legitimacy a 

long time ago. Nozick’s solution foresees the proper improvement and adequate 

compensation. Thus, in coming years, as others try to correct and rehabilitate, Locke’s 

principle of limited resources can be made available in the long-term sharing with future 

generations and animals (Wissenburg, 2006: 29). This time, Nozick has not considered the 

unequal distribution of the resources between current generations and within countries 

(Nozick, 1974, transfer Wissenburg, 2006: 29). Marcel Wissenburg does not agree to the 

proposition that free market environmentalism, privatization of natural resources, will 

motivate the property owners to act responsibly. According to him, in a free market, 

keeping the property owner from industrial forestry and pushing him to protect the forest, is 

only possible in the second case, in this situation the liberal environmentalists confuses 

value and money (Wissenburg, 2006: 30). Wissenburg is doubtful about green consumer 

behavior will lead the companies to produce environmentally friendly products, companies 

can not afford to lose customers and profits. In the same way, he does not participate in the 

view that environmental protection and economic growth can go together.  The author 

believes that in order to renew a bit of liberalism must first free itself from the human-based 

center.  Second, they should be considered the presence of natural boundaries, ie, it should 

be considered human rights of future generations and therefore should become a social 

liberalism (Wissenburg, 2006: 31). In this new approach having and using of the private 

property rights are still being maintained, ownership - including green goals- also advocates 

a wide redistribution, but for the choices of individual’s own life is never fall into the 

background (Wissenburg, 2006: 32; Marangudakis, 1999).   

The political order of liberal environmentalism 

One of the characteristics that make liberalism important and interesting is its aspect that 

makes the whole world accept pluralism rather than its easing the access to tangible wealth. 

Gus diZerega talks about political liberalism laconically within its relation to science and its 

market mechanism. In line with this objective diZerega acts out of Hayek’s doctrine that 

democracies have their own spontaneous orders. However he indicates that state and 

democracy are two different things and nothing to do with the same principles. According 

to him, western modernity is almost completely the result of liberal principles. Modern 

society originates from the beliefs of individual freedom and liability, private property and 

the belief of the equality of statutes (diZerega, 2000: 1). The two social institutions fed by 

those principles are science and the market mechanism. Science transformed the perception 

of human kind on how to grasp the information and his/her relation with the pecuniary 

world. The pecuniary world itself in terms of the market mechanism has transformed the 

ways to satisfy human will and needs. diZerega considers that science and market together 

are the most fertile products of liberal modernity in the whole world beginning from the 

West (diZerega, 2000: 2). The natural outcome of this range of thoughts is that democracy 

has more in common with science and market than with the state. Liberal democracies are 

dependent on such governmental institutions as the legislative, the courts, the police and the 

army with certain rules. At the top of those rules, here appear the constitution and elections 

held with general will and equal votes under its guarantee. Under these conditions, 

individual freedom is hinged upon individual property and the market exists under the favor 

of this individual property. Nevertheless, individual property varies greatly, as it gives the 

land owner in the USA, for example, the right to defend his/her property with a gun, while 

in Norway “people have the right to hike across private land”. In this circumstance, one 

needs to see the private property as more of a bundle of rights (diZerega, 2000: 10). The 
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same issue has been dealt with by the economist Elinor Ostrom. Ostrom discusses about 

five sorts of property rights with the titles of such as the rental issue of the matter of 

property, its operation, the foundations of new rights on it, its utilization and transfer 

(Ostrom, 2011).  

According to diZerega, who supports ideally the thought of market and private property, 

there are even some values which cannot be the subject of financial transactions. Fresh air, 

endangered species, existence of human beings are all included in the pure public goods 

that cannot be parceled out or sold (diZerega, 2000: 11). Besides, to serve as an example, 

the expenses made in the development of chemical medicine and their being patented by 

the firms from pharmaceutical industry benefiting from large funds at the face of the reality 

that natural products do not meet the same interest emerge as a flaw in the market 

mechanism. Whereas, according to that critic, liberalism keeps abreast of the coherent 

innovation in human society. The interesting side of diZerega as a thinker/critical is not his 

offering an insight to the environmental issues in a strict sense but the insight he has offered 

to political liberalism. According to diZerega, who considers that there exists an 

incoherence between the liberal democracy and the central structure of the state (such as the 

army, police, bureaucracy) which enables authoritarian administrations to have a voice after 

the political parties or minorities take hold of the state, democratic policy can only be 

formed around the self-governance of the political community. The state and the 

democratic policy are systematically different things inasmuch as some parts of the 

community in the State run the politics in order to dominate to the whole community. 

Democratic policy also means that citizens are able to apply to the whole community on 

any issue to discuss or decide. The democratic process cannot be utilized or 

instrumentalized by the market as the process of discussion, improving the ideas, decision 

making and legislative process. It mostly means a self-governance more than being 

something individual. It is, as in all other institutions, subject to abuse (diZerega, 2000: 14). 

As a result, according to diZerega’s solution, it is needed to observe how this type of 

regulation improves by supporting both democratic self-governance and the market against 

the state (diZerega, 2000: 21). 

There is no study on the field of environment that does not make a proposition accepted as 

accurate an issue of debate or try to disprove it. Mathew Humphrey also scrutinizes the 

proposition which states the necessity of an ecological society to be a democratic one. 

According to him, today’s democratic system lacks the features of what makes an 

ecological system, with better words to say, there exists uncompromising contradictions 

between these two. (Humphrey, 2007: 81). Humphrey indicates those contradictions with 

regard to the theory of ecological modernization since this theory finds it enough to make 

some regulations in current democratic society in order to settle the ecological society. 

According to this viewpoint, ecological modernization is possible through the tools of 

ecopolitics such as environment-friendly economic development, career opportunities, 

alternate or cleaner technology, new taxes and trading in the carbon emissions. In another 

version of this theory which has not been tempered down, it is advocated to take 

precautions such as the focus on the control mechanism on pollution, biological diversity, 

clean production protecting the life and the integrity of ecosystems and the vital systems. 

(from Eckersley, 2004: 75 in Humphrey, 2007: 82). Humphrey criticizes this approach on 

three different dimensions: Firstly, people may not accept the ecological modernization. 

Secondly, for instance, the contaminating industries which are based on high energy 

consumption have been exported to southern countries by ignoring the relation between the 

ecological distortion and economic development. In total, nothing has changed in terms of 
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wide spread contaminators all over the world. Humphrey’s third objection is that the rise of 

acts utilizing the resources will not be beneficial so long as the economy continues to grow 

and consumption increases. (Humphrey, 2007: 82). The political dimension of ecological 

modernization has been constituted by liberal democracy. In regard to this, democratic 

process and ecological aims might be developed side to side. Citizens seeking their own 

benefit might be convinced to “green growth” which would be useful for them within the 

liberal democracy. Therefore, there is no need for a wide range of alteration. For 

Humphrey, it is a mistake to propose a connection based on requirement between green 

politics and liberal democracy. According to Humphrey, the defense of a democracy based 

on rights and autonomy will only be possible at the hands of fate (Humphrey, 2007: 8- 83).   

For Humphrey, the proponents of green politics are inclined to sweep away the contingency 

between democracy and ecology. Humphrey asks everybody to accept that the political 

sphere is unpredictable, uncertain and haphazard. He finds that the green thinkers break 

their own necks in vain just to bind with something divergent to the aesthetic and ethical 

morals of the ecology:  

If elements of liberal democratic practice seem inherently inimitable to 

environmental norms, there seems no good a priori reason why environmentalists 

should bind themselves to a set of political procedures in stark conflict with their 

axiology, and this is where the radical green challenge to democracy remains. 

(Humphrey, 2007: 92-93). 

Pierce Stephens, like Humphrey, considers that there exists incoherence between green 

claims and democratic institutions. No matter whether green claims are monist or pluralist, 

the liberal theory has a tension between its own and regular political choices of liberal 

theory. According to Stephens, the irritating matter is the skill-defiance of settlement 

between liberal democratic institutions and green political ideas: 

“It has manifested itself at several levels: in the arguments between moral monists 

and moral pluralists in environmental ethics, in the apparent linkages of liberal 

thought with atomism and instrumentalism in green accounts of the history of ideas, 

and in the vexed question of the compatibility of green political ideals with liberal 

democratic institutions” (Stephens, 2001: 1).  

In fact, Stephen claims that the reason he has applied himself to the American pragmatism 

is the reason which the liberal ecological discourse embraces here: Such principles as 

fallibility, pluralism and tolerance also form the political backyard of the radical green 

claims at the same time. Contrary to what the previous theoreticians have done (trying the 

liberal theory to match with the ecological aims) Stephens considers an appropriate self-

theory to be produced as a sine qua non in order to be able to favor the ecological politics, 

their legalization and ensuring their legitimacy (Stephens, 2001: 2-3). Because human 

agency implies simultaneously the will and the application of the choice made by that will. 

This presents the importance given to the individual activity and his/her capacity to make a 

choice. Since the French Revolution, the idea of liberty distinct from the individual has 

been quite well-liked.  The matter of human freedom, however, has still been dealt with 

instead of being forgotten, thus abandoning the concept for good. Who would like to deal 

with a kind of new society that would not result in liberty of the individual? Or Why would 

they do that? 

Wissenburg, to the contrary, sees liberal democracy from the viewpoint of freedom, 

equality and democracy. The liberal policies that emerge collectively represent the market, 
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education or the state as the mediation or matching mechanisms with the wills of 

individuals. Here, human agency remains extremely abstract, the importance liberalism 

attach to the individual can not emerge. Likewise, it is not that clear what Wissenburg 

means with liberal state, when he defends “the freedom of life” rather than defining it as a 

neutral state among all the different perceptions competing for the good. He does not have 

an ethical standard or individual search for a life plan (Stephens, 2001: 3). Yet the notion 

that defends a responsible citizenship with regard to life, entrusting a duty to the individual, 

upholding a “civil virtue” and allotting the responsibility to the consumer should have 

clarified more concretely this virtuous, responsible, consumer individual.   

It is important that Wissenburg recognizes the twentieth-century tendency of the state in 

terms of its remaining neutral against the different perceptions competing on what is the 

good. However Stephens upholds that this recognization does not mean that the state would 

be an existence purified from values, and that it does not mean for instance that the state 

can remain neutral concerning the welfare of its citizens or their putting the impartiality 

principle on a debate. Although individual liberty and social differences are liberal virtues, 

indicating what is a good life does not comply with it. That means an individual both need 

to rely on his/her own will and have options to be able to make a choice among them: 

We must now turn to why neutrality is a good, and thus we come to the indirect 

character of the liberal values of individual liberty and diversity. As the 

impossibility of a liberal legislator being neutral about the value of neutrality 

implies, liberalism may be agnostic as to the nature of the good life, but it must 

contain some conception of the necessary requirements for a good life (Stephens, 

2001: 5).  

According to Wissenburg, liberalism, from a political aspect, means the recognition of 

human rights and liberal democracy as a constitutional state. Liberal pluralism is a principle 

divided it into two parts; when its absence causes the tendency to be towards 

authoritativeness, its presence does not allow the prohibition of destructive life styles 

(Wissenburg, 2006: 20-22). Yet, the biggest problem of liberalism is considered as the 

private property. Chasing property, luxury and consumption are put forward to humankind 

as the liberal ideals/goals to be reached to. “That property issue” says Wissenburg, “causes 

two sorts of problems”: the first one is legitimate property ownership which means to do 

whatever one wishes with that property. Second problem consists of the transfer of the 

private property, its production, the market and the emergence of capitalism: 

Private property, or more precisely legitimate ownership, implies that owners are 

free to use their property in any way they like, even to destroy it or use it their own 

advantage, to the disadvantage of the community. Thus nature, landscapes, animals 

and natural resources are prima facie unprotected; the onus of proof is on those who 

would argue for a need to restrict property rights. Private property rights also imply 

a right to transfer goods at will, and to produce them at will; the foundations of the 

free market and of capitalism, both of which can be argued to have contributed 

immensely to ecological problems (Wissenburg, 2006: 22- 23).  

Wissenburg comes up with the argument that financial liberalism would not reflect political 

liberalism. When the issue is ecological crisis, for Wissenburg, ownership means to evolve 

into the right of use/possession from an idea of absolute ownership (Meyer, 2009: 20). 

According to Robin Eckersley, though, liberal property ownership “effectively converts 

property holders into ecological trustees with obligations to both the present and future 
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generations.” (Eckersley, 2004: 104).  

According to Douglas Torgerson, to be able to mention the necessity of a green state is only 

through standing against industrial presuppositions (Torgerson, 2008: 21). This political 

project not just aims to affect/alter the operation of the established socio-economic system. 

Rather, it aims to develop establishing policies intended to alter the cultural presuppositions 

and power/rulership structures in general. The process of formation directed to an 

alteration, before anything else, requires a green democracy to become a liberal democracy 

at the same time. 

Bryan Norton as well indicates the physical environment as crucial in order to secure the 

opportunities and the options. The list of things which form this environment comprises 

several different issues beginning with the biological species, clean water, important 

ecological processes and forest land. Listing is the prior condition for seeking a wider 

“good life” and a guarantee of individuals’ rights of choice. “Deciding which options are 

most important, and most worthy of protection, becomes (in a democratic society) an 

exercise (hopefully participatory) in community self-definition” (Norton, 1999: 142 transfer 

Meyer, 2009: 21).  

The subject, which might be considered as kind of an existence problem by the liberalist 

literary, is the effectiveness of the ideas they have come up with. Torgerson considers that a 

part of the weakness of the green approaches activity is because its being away from its 

own internal consistency and integrity. (Torgerson, 2006).  

Conclusion 

From the discussions of liberal environmentalist authors, in terms of the environmental 

crisis, it can be inferred that economic facilities cannot be justified under the name of 

freedom. Community and the state ownership within the private ownership may be 

combined if it is going to protect the environment. When industrialism is concerned, that 

liberalism bears oligarchic and authoritarian tendencies can be considered as progress as far 

as their theories are concerned. But the main deficiency of environmentalist liberalism is 

that it is not built on a critical approach. The aspect that eliminates neoliberalism’s 

competitive direction is not skeptical about the state’s interests which contend with the 

principle of neutrality in the face of different issues. The discussions are much more about 

the principles of liberalism concerning measures to be taken against any environmental 

problem. However, they do not present a solution at the face of the scientifically 

determined thresholds of the components of the ecological crisis on the planet and the 

problems which are caused by the overstepping of the thresholds.  In defense of liberal 

environmentalism that developed against ecologist criticism and ecological problems, what 

is being currently argued is the privatization of the common goods, state’s policy to remain 

neutral in the face of different choices, what the ecological democracy is not and a green 

society’s individual choice.  

However, these questions are not yet subject to debate: 

Does liberal environmentalism see elimination of competition at the hands of large 

corporations as a problem?  

How will it determine the boundaries of property rights? 

Is it profit or human needs, which stimulate investments? 

Does free market environmentalism present a critical approach regarding growth- 
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boundaries, industry and technological development? 

Indeed liberal environmentalism has refused to discuss the issues that we count. These 

questions remain as “externalities” for the liberal environmentalist theory. In general, 

liberalism is against social aid for the poor and the disadvantaged sections and it does not 

exceed 3 percent of the budget. It claims that the poverty of these people is a burden on the 

whole community. In contrast, it has no hesitation in denying that our individual activities 

such as transportation and housing, based on the issue of free enterprise and the 

environmental consequences resulting from industrial activity also impose a burden on the 

society. The companies may accept pollution as their output, can assume no responsibility 

for it, and the state can eliminate these results or the garbage can be poured at a poor and 

colored minority area, at least to a southern country. Actually, the easiest solution is 

completely moving the polluting activities to somewhere that will not bother the company 

with strict environmental protection laws (eg India’s Bhopal city) (Eckerman, 2005). If the 

current policy for the poor is every man for himself, then the same principle should be 

applied to factories too. While determining the worth of an investment, it should be 

compulsory in the calculation of the Net Present Value to include the costs of 

environmental consequences. Indeed, this should be considered as a principle of free 

market and free enterprise. 
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Abstract 

The uprising in Syria, which erupted in the context of the Arab Spring, occurred due to the 

combination of social, political and economic factors including growing poverty, rising 

unemployment, lack of political freedom, regional/global political dynamics as in the case 

of other Arab countries. Although there have been a great deal of academic studies and 

media outlets, which seek to uncover the role of these factors in the eruption of the Syrian 

uprising,  there are limited studies looking at the role of water.   

 

Informed by investigation of the case study based on institutional documents, media outlets 

and secondary scholarly literature, this study confirms that water, in fact, has acted as one 

of the factors  triggering the eruption of the uprising in Syria.  In order to understand the 

link between the uprising and water, this study argues that we need to look the importance 

of hydraulic development conducted by the Syrian government in state building and nation 

making processes. This study argues that water resources development which includes 

constructions of large scale dams and irrigation schemes played an important role in the 

establishment of the state authority in rural areas and it has served as a strategic tool to 

integrate the rural society with the state apparatus. However, the long standing drought, 

which hit the country during the noughties, accompanied by the mismanagement of water 

resources by the central government has severely damaged socio-economic development 

particularly in rural areas resulting in economic deprivation and dissent in society.  

Informed by the recent developments over the course of conflict, the study also finds that 

while water has served as one of the factors triggering the uprising, it has also been used as 

a strategic weapon in combats by the parties of the civil war.  

 

Keywords: Syrian Uprising; Water  

1. Introduction 

   The Arab Spring is, in fact, an unprecedented socio-political phenomenon in the recent 

history of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA-hereafter) region, which has resulted 

fundamental social and political changes. Although, there was initially an optimistic view 
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that the Arab Spring would result the end of oppressive regimes in the region, the outcome 

was social turmoil and further instability or even civil war in most of the countries such as 

Libya, Egypt and Syria. Among these countries, perhaps the most devastating consequence 

of the Arab spring occurred in Syria. After the initial public demonstrations and the 

response of the regime to crush them, the situation has increasingly deteriorated which has 

eventually turned into a civil war. There has been approximately 191.000 people killed 

according to UN figures as of August 2014 (Human Rights Watch, 2015). It is claimed that 

this figure has now reached to 470.000 according to the Syrian Centre for Policy Research, 

a non-governmental think tank organization, since 2014 (Barnard, 2016, February 11, 

Solomon, 2016 ). Moreover, millions of people have become refugees and fled to 

neighboring countries including Jordan, Turkey and Lebanon as well the European 

countries. The Syrian civil war is the main cause of the refugee crisis that the Europe has 

experienced since the 2nd World War. A great deal of scholarly works have been devoted to 

understand the root causes the Syrian uprising. In this respect, long standing socio-

economic problems such as increasing numbers of unemployment especially in the youth 

population, the ineffectiveness of the regime to tackle with these problems, corruption, 

failure of the socio-economic reforms promised by the new administration under Bashar 

Asad, succeeded his father as the leader, the brutal response of the regime to  public 

demonstrations in the initial period of the uprising, the impact of other uprising that 

occurred in the context of the Arab Spring in other countries, conflicting interests of 

regional and global actors with respect to future of Syria are considered as key factors in 

the erupt of the Civil War as well as its endurance (Abbas 2011, Wieland 2011, Hinnebusch 

2012, Lesch 2013, Wieland, 2013).  

 

Furthermore, relatively fewer studies have questioned the role environmental factors 

such as climate change, global warming and long standing droughts in the MENA region in 

the eruption of the Arab Spring. In this regard, it is argued that these environmental factors 

that are directly related with availability of water resources acted as a ‘threat multiplier’ 

which directly or indirectly has contributed the social unrest in the Arab Spring (Johnstone 

and Mazo 2011:11, Maden 2013:80, Werz and Hoffman 2013 :34). The relationship 

between environmental problems that are directly related with quality and quantity of water 

resources and ongoing civil war in Syria is also abundantly clear. This dimension has also 

been captured by few studies and it has also been reflected in the media outlets (Friedman, 

2013, March 2, Mhanna, 2013, December 4, Plummer, 2013,September 10 ). On looking at 

the literature regarding the link between water and the civil war in Syria, it is safe to argue 

that water as a factor has impacted the civil war in two different ways. First, as highlighted 

above water related environmental factors such as global warming, climate change, 

mismanagement of water resources development is one of the triggers of the social unrest 

leading to civil war in Syria (Femia and Caitlin, 2013, Gleick, 2014, Lund, 2014 ). Second, 

water resources, particularly hydraulic infrastructures are deliberately targeted by the 

warring parties to extend their influence in the battlefield. In some cases it is reportedly 

claimed that the warring parties in the civil war weaponize water by using hydraulic 

infrastructures (Shamout, 2014, Reznick, 2016).   

 

The study confirms that water related environmental issues such as the climate change, 

global warming, drought and mismanagement of water resources have acted as a ‘catalyst’ 

in the Syrian civil war. This study questions why ‘water factor’ has played such an 
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important role in the events leading to civil war. Drawing upon the theoretical frameworks, 

namely Water Nationalism developed by Jeremy Allouche (2005 ) and the related 

theoretical frameworks, this study argues that hydraulic development has played a vital role 

in state-making and nation-making processes in the early periods of the Syrian Arab 

Republic. This paper argues that after Ba’th party came to power in 1963, the large scale 

hydraulic development projects such as dams and irrigation schemes introduced by the 

Ba’th regime played a critical role in establishment of the authority and legitimacy of the 

regime. Therefore, the hydraulic mission waged by the Ba’th regime has become one of the 

important components of the ‘social contract’ established between the regime and the 

society. Through hydraulic development projects the regime was able to establish a social 

base for its legitimacy and they helped bring new participants in the state apparatus. The 

structure of the paper will be as follows. In the first part, the theoretical framework of 

Water Nationalism and the related theoretical frameworks will be briefly outlined. In 

second part, the paper will analyze the link between hydraulic development waged by the 

Ba’th Regime and state making and nation-making processes. In the final part, the paper 

will show how the hydro-social contract established between the regime and the society has 

collapsed owing to environmental problems and mismanagement of water resources. 

Finally, the paper will briefly provide empirical evidence how water has been weaponized 

by the warring parties in the course of the civil war in Syria.  

 

2. Water Nationalism: The Role of Water in State-Making and Nation-Making 

Process   

 

In his seminal work, Water Nationalism, Jeremy Allouche (2005) argues that water 

resources development conducted by the nation-state is an integral part of nation-making 

and state-making processes. 1 Allouche builds his theory based upon three pillars; a) 

territorialisation of water, b) water resources development and state-making, c) water 

resources development and nation-making.  

 

  With respect to the first point, the term territoriality is defined as “geographical process 

that aims toward the control of land, water and people” (Allouche 2005 :93). One of the 

main characteristics of modern nation-state unlike the previous political units in history is 

that nation-state claims exclusive sovereign rights over the territory under their control and 

they seek to establish a full control over their land, natural resources and people. While 

geographical space is not fixed but it is fluid in previous political units, it is clear-cut and 

fixed in the context of nation-state. Allouche (2005 :95-97) describes this shift as ‘from 

frontiers to boundaries’.   

  

With respect to the second point, state-making can be defined as “state’s ability to 

accumulate power (Jaggers, 1992:29). Nation-states seeks to increase their institutional, 

military and economic capabilities in state-making processes. The relationship between 

hydraulic development and state power is a dual process. While large-scale hydraulic 

development necessitates strong states, material and discursive power capabilities of states 

                                                           
1 According to Allouche, since hydraulic development is so embedded in state-making and nation-making 

processes in modern nation state, the desire to conduct large-scale hydraulic works does necessarily lead to 

unilateral development henceforth conflict-prone relations among riparian states in transboundary water 
arrangements.  
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are increased through hydraulic development.2 In his seminal book, Oriental Despotism 

(1957), Karl Wittfogel shows how large-scale irrigation schemes and dealing with big 

floods necessarily required centralization of power and formation of strong authoritarian 

states. Although, whether large-scale hydraulic development necessarily leads to formation 

of strong despotic states is a debated in literature, it is safe to argue that large-scale 

hydraulic development has led to centralization of power and strong bureaucratic  bodies, 

labelled as ‘hydraucracies’ to deal with water (Molle, 2008:329, Molle, Mollinga et al., 

2009).  

 

Large-scale hydraulic development projects hydraulic development increases states’ 

power in two ways. First, it increases states’ material power capabilities and contributes 

security of states. Given that agricultural activities, electricity production (hydro-power 

generation) and industrial use are the main ways of utilization of water, large-scale 

hydraulic development contributes these aspects of water utilization thereby it increases 

states’ material power capabilities as well as contributing its food, energy and economic 

security. Second, large-scale hydraulic development projects also increases state’s 

legitimacy and it extends its control over remote places. This aspect of large-scale hydraulic 

development is strongly related with third pillar of the framework of Water Nationalism: 

relationship between hydraulic development projects and nation-making process. As 

Hobsbawm (1992:10) states “Nations do not make states and nationalisms but the other 

way round”. In this regard, large scale hydraulic development is often a propaganda tool 

for nation states showing progress of the state and the nation. They portrayed as symbols of 

‘national pride’. This pattern can be found in different empirical contexts such as Turkey 

and Tajikistan (Conker, 2014, Menga, 2015). Therefore, it is not just coincidence that dams 

are often named after great figures of the nation and they are considered as the unity and 

integrity of the nation. Numbers of countries put pictures of their famous dam sites on their 

banknotes. Furthermore, the large-scale hydraulic projects are often considered as a remedy 

to resolve domestic issues such as curbing nationalist, secessionist aspirations in particular 

regions. For instance, great hydraulic development projects conducted in Spain and Turkey 

are typical examples how state elites considers hydraulic development as a tool for 

resolution of ethnic conflicts (Eder and Carkoglu, 2001, Swyngedouw, 2007).  

3. The Role of Water in State and Making and Nation Making Process in Syria: Ba’th 

as a Rural Revolution  

  Syria gained its independence from the French Mandatory Authority after the 2nd World 

War in 1946. The first two decades of independent Syria can be best defined as the period 

of political instability. The hegemony of upper urban classes and feudal rural structure, 

which descended from period of Ottoman Empire and French Mandate, was challenged by 

counter movements, mainly coming from lower and middle classes and peasants. These 

counter movements, also competing with each other, increasingly were enrolled in civil and 

                                                           
2 Regarding forms of power capabilities (material, bargaining and ideational) that is exerted by riparian states in 

transboundary water arrangements, the framework of hydro-hegemony (Zeitoun and Warner 2006), the framework 
of counter-hydro-hegemony (Cascao 2009) and the related theoretical frameworks provide a comprehensive 

analyses. 
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military bureaucracy. In this struggle for power, the Ba’th movement, the strongest of these 

counter-movements, eventually prevailed and it came to power in 1963 with a coup d’état 

(Hinnebusch, 2001).  

 

   When Ba’th party came to power in 8 March 1963, it found a very weak state apparatus 

with a strong urban centered opposition. The Syrian state was a very much an artificial 

creation, whose citizens had much more powerful loyalty to their local communal identities 

and superstate identities (politics of pan-Arabism and Palestine conflict) rather than their 

own nation state (Hinnebusch, 2012:96).  In the context of such disadvantageous political 

environment, the revolutionaries of Ba’th sought to bring new participants to the regime 

and they tried to strengthen the links between the urban centers and rural periphery. It is 

also worth noting that most of the new ruling elites of the Ba’th party also came from 

disadvantaged rural families. When they came to power, they maintained their strong 

family ties with their rural origins.3While the number of state employees was 34.000 in 

1960, this figure reached to 331.000, most of whom come from middle class with rural 

origins (Batatu, 1983:13). As result of this process the army, the party and to some extent 

civil bureaucracy was ‘ruralised’ (Batatu, 1999:145).  

 

   Another important strategy to establish a rural base for the new regime was to improve 

socio-economic development in rural areas. To that purpose, a wide range land reform was 

introduced by the Ba’th party.  As Hinnebusch incisively stresses, the land reform, which 

sought to incorporate the peasants with the regime, was more than an ideological choice but 

it was a political necessity for the regime to survive (Hinnebusch, 2011:14). The first land 

reform was initiated in 1958 during the period of United Arab Republic, which lasted only 

three years  This process was, however, was interrupted by the separatist, Infisal regime, 

that came to power in 1961 and ruled until 1963. Large chunks of lands confiscated in the 

context of land reform policy by the previous regime were returned to big landlords 

(Hinnebusch, 2001:41) When Ba’th party came to power in 1963, the land reform, 

previously introduced, did not only re-initiated but it also was accelerated. As a result, 

further land was confiscated and redistributed to peasants (Perthes,1995:81,Batatu, 

1999:162,163).With the introduction of the land reform, cooperatives and peasant unions 

have become important assets of the state control and it enabled the regime to extend its 

authority over remote places. While the impact of state has fundamentally increased as a 

result of agrarian reform of the Ba’th party, the process also resulted empowerment of the 

rural population. The rural population have become more influential in decision making at 

the national level via peasant unions (Hinnebusch, 2001:121). The following map shows 

the irrigation projects conducted by the Syrian government across the country. 

  

   Expansion of irrigated lands was one of the main consequence of the agrarian land 

reform. To that purpose, large-scale hydraulic development projects including large, 

medium and small scale dams and irrigation schemes were introduced by the regime. In the 

context of the Cold War, as the Syrian government became one of the main customer of the 

                                                           
3 A typical example of this is Hafez Asad himself, who is the first president of Syria with a rural origin. Hafez 
Asad, who ruled Syria during the period between 1971 and 2000, often referred his rural origins (Barnes, 2009: 

521). 
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Soviet Union in the MENA region, it adopted Soviet model of hydraulic development. 

According to this model, large-scale irrigation is the only way to establish a productive 

development in the agricultural sector. (Springborg, 1981). When Ba’th party came to 

power in 1963, there were literally zero dams in Syria based on the report published by the 

International Commission on Large Dams. During Ba’th rule this figure reached to 160 as 

of 2001. In the ninth five year plan (2001-2006), another 28 dams and 120.000 ha of land 

for irrigation were proposed Barnes, 2009:524).  

   

    Map: Irrigation projects in Syria  

 

    

Source: Ababsa (2011:89) 

 

Furthermore, the large-scale hydraulic development and agrarian reform also sought to 

tackle with the issue of rapidly growing population that the Ba’th regime has faced during 

its rule. Syria has one of the fastest growing population in the world, even though this 

pattern has relatively slowed down during 2000s (Perthes, 2004:29). Therefore, the 

population growth negatively affected the available water per capita.  

Furthermore, given that hydraulic capacity of Syria was very limited in the early periods, 

the rural population is congested in the costal side of the country in the west owing to 

relatively higher precipitation. Therefore, uneven distribution of the rural society was 

another important issue that the regime had to deal with (Garzouzi, 1963: 83). In order to 

tackle with this problem, the regime decided to introduce massive scale the Euphrates 

Reclamation Project. The project aimed at to open another 640.000 ha land for irrigation 

and to construct the Euphrates (Al-Tabqa) dam. Another large-scale irrigation project was 

the Khabur Project, which prospected series of dams and irrigation schemes in the Khabur 

basin, which is one of the main tributaries of the Euphrates basin located in the North East 

part of Syria, also called as the Jazira region. According to regime, these project would not 

only tackle with uneven distribution of the rural population, it would also make Syria as a 

self-sufficient country in terms of food security. It would also curb the population pressure 

to the urban centers of Syria, which are also located in the western side of Syria from south 

to north axis. Thus, despite the heavy financial burden that the regime had to bear, the 

agrarian policy of the Ba’th party resulted in almost half of the population remaining in the 
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country side and it established a social base for the regime. The policy also opened new 

living spaces for rapidly growing population, particularly in the North east. Moreover, 

through cooperatives, peasant unions and state farms, the regime sought to downgrade the 

tribal links and encouraged allegiance of citizens to the state (Ababsa, 2011:83,88).    

However, as the agricultural sector collapsed during the drought years in 2000s, the regime 

neither could deal with the population pressure and nor could it curb the mass domestic 

migration from rural areas to suburbs of Syria.  

 

Finally, hydraulic development projects are used as a propaganda tool by the regime in 

order to show state’s progress. Particularly, the Euphrates Project, is portrayed by the 

regime as a major achievement of the revolution. Raqqa, once was the center of Euphrates 

Project, now turned into a de-facto capital of Islamic State (IS), was portrayed as showpiece 

of the Ba’th revolution (Seale, 1995:445). Framings and symbolism was extensively used 

for propaganda. For instance, Syria, like many other states, put dam site of the Euphrates 

Dam on its banknote. Pursuing the same path like their fellow Egyptian government, the 

Syrian government also decided to name Reservoir Lake of the Euphrates dam after 

President Hafez Asad, as Asad Lake.4 One of the created resettlements after the Euphrates 

Dam was completed on the banks of the Asad Lake was named as ‘Thawra’, which means 

revolution in Arabic. After the completion of the Euphrates Dam, another large-scale dam 

was constructed in the lower part of the Euphrates river and it was named as Ba’th Dam. 

Likewise, one of the dams, built in the context of the Khabur project, was named as 8 

March Dam, referring to the date when Ba’th party came to power (Barnes,2009:522). 

These hydraulic projects also became the tool for indoctrination of the youth in the 

education. For instance, the history of the construction of the Euphrates dam became part of 

curriculum of primary school textbooks. In his fascinating documentary regarding the 

impacts of the Euphrates Dam, Flooding the Ba’th Country, Omar Amiralay show how the 

construction of the Euphrates project was metaphorically explained as achievements of 

‘Syrian Arabs’ and ‘the ba’th revolution’ in the primary school textbooks (Amiralay, 2003).  

 

  To sum up, ambitious hydraulic development adopted by the Ba’th regime have been 

integral part of state-making and nation-making process. These projects were designed to 

provide the regime a political legitimacy and authority.  

 

4. Drought-Migration and the Syrian Civil War  

When the first public demonstrations occurred in Dara in March 2011, people protested 

the arrest of 15 children and corruptions in the issue of licensing wells and utilizing 

groundwater (De Châtel, 2014:5) Likewise, when the demonstrations spilled over to the 

Barada Valley (Wadi Barada) people took the streets demanding restoration of the river 

which vanished as a result of new resettlements, access to clean water and proper 

compensations for their lands confiscated by the government (Châtel and Raba'a, 2014).  

 

In fact it was more than just a coincidence that the initial demonstrations ignited in 

centers like Dara, which had to receive large numbers of domestic migrants from rural 

                                                           
4 When the Egyptian government completed the High Aswan Dam on the Nile, the reservoir lake of the dam was 
named after the president Gamal Abdel Nasser, the former Egyptian president.   
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areas, particularly from the north east. As a result of failure in agricultural sector, mass 

numbers of people had to migrate from rural areas to urban centers, which further 

exacerbated the population pressure in urban centers. There are different views regarding 

what is the primary reason leading to collapse in agricultural sectors, particularly in the 

north east in which agriculture is the main economic activity for the livelihoods of the 

residents.  

 

One view considers the environmental factors such as climate change and long standing 

drought that hit the country in 2006-2010. Accordingly the long standing drought that 

further put pressure to available fresh water resources is the primary reason behind the 

decline in agriculture. This was particularly the case in the north east, where the drought hit 

the most. Rainfall levels has significantly decreased during the drought years, which 

directly affected the agricultural production. Consequently, those who could not tackle with 

drought had to find out new areas for their livelihoods. According to UN figures, nearly 75 

per cent of farmers suffered from crop failure and herders had to sacrifice 85 per cent of 

their livestock in the north east, which affected nearly 1.3 million people. It is estimated 

that approximately 200.000 people had to migrate from rural areas to urban centers in rural 

areas of Aleppo city alone (Femia and Caitlin, 2013:24,25). Another figure estimates nearly 

300.000 people abandoned their living spaces and migrated to urban centers in the north 

east. This figure could be even much higher than this, given that there is a lack of 

comprehensive ground works on internally displaced people and the number of people who 

migrated to neighboring countries like Lebanon (De Châtel, 2014:7).  

 

Others highlights the incompetence of the regime to tackle with the environmental issues 

such as drought and climate change and the long-term inefficient water and agriculture 

policies adopted by the regime (De Châtel, 2014). Moreover, it is also argued that the 

government’s attempts to liberalize the economic structure of the country, which dates back 

to 1990s, accelerated in the era of Bashar Asad rule in order to deal with country’s long 

standing economic problems (Perthes, 2004). These policies, which sought to transform the 

Syrian economy from a central plan economy to ‘social market economy’ (Hinnebusch, 

2012). However, the regime could not cope with the adverse effects of this shift economy in 

different sectors. For example, the government decided to cut the subsidies in fuel to the 

farmers, as it turned out that it is no longer sustainable given the diminishing oil reserves of 

the country. This policy further exacerbated the decline in agriculture. As argued by 

Hinnebusch (2012), the regime decided to establish a new social base for its endurance 

based on upper urban classes through policies of the liberalization, while keeping the old 

rural base intact. However, it appears that the policies could not establish such balance and 

the rural classes were excluded. It is also worth noting that the rural origins of the previous 

ruling elites of the party was strong ties with the rural society owing to their rural origins. 

However, new generation ruling elites have largely grown up in urban centers and they 

have dealt with upper urban classes. Therefore, the connection between ruling elite and 

rural society has disappeared, as new generation of ruling elites gradually have replaced the 

former ones (Hinnebusch, 2012:106)    

 

In sum, the Ba’th regime, coming out of village and basing itself on rural classes, was 

ironically challenged by the rural classes in the uprising. Perhaps one of the main factors, 

enabling the Ba’th party an enduring rule in Syria, is its attempts to galvanize rural 
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development, to empower rural society and to bring these new participants to the state 

apparatus. To achieve this, water resources development was given a high priority. This 

status quo was challenged by the significant decline in agricultural sector. There has been a 

mass migration from rural to urban centers as a result of the decline in agricultural sectors, 

which covers one third of employment in working classes and a quarter of Syria’s total 

GDP (Perthes, 2004:17). This phenomenon, which occurred in the eve of the uprising, acted 

as one the triggers in the eruption of the uprising. 

5. Weaponizing the Hydraulic Infrastructure in the Syrian Civil War   

As indicated in the first section, the second role of the water is its use as a weapon by the 

warring parties in the Syrian civil war. This section briefly covers the way in which water is 

being used as a weapon in the civil war. In fact, using hydraulic infrastructure as a weapon 

in armed conflicts is not a new phenomenon and it is not particularly peculiar to the Syrian 

civil war. A great deal of historical examples show that hydraulic infrastructure is used as a 

weapon in armed conflicts throughout the history. For instance, ancient historical records 

show that the first ever recorded event in which hydraulic infrastructure is used as a weapon 

dates back city states of Mesopotamia. In 689 BC, the Assyrian King, Sennacerib, 

established a big dam on the mainstream Euphrates and thereafter released large amounts of 

water in order to flood Babylon and to defeat the Babylonians (Kiran, 2005:36). Similar 

examples can also be given in modern times too. For instance, in Bosnian War, when Serbs 

sieged Sarajevo, they immediately shut down the electricity as well as water pumping 

station of the city (Dinar, 2002:235).   In the context of the Syrian civil war empirical 

evidence suggests that in the long standing civil war, both the regime and other warring 

parties have used hydraulic infrastructure both strategically and tactically.  

 

In terms of strategic use of water as a weapon, the empirical evidence derived from the 

Syrian civil war shows the IS, which currently occupies large chunks of Syrian and Iraqi 

territory, considers capturing hydraulic infrastructures on the Euphrates and Tigris river is 

one of the essential components of its expansion strategy. IS had already captured all major 

dams, including the Tishrin, Euphrates and Ba’th dams,  located on the mainstream 

Euphrates in Syrian territory (Vishwanath, 2015, Lossow, 2016:1). Moreover, hydraulic 

infrastructures are seen as strategic targets in the civil war and the warring parties often 

fights with each other to control them (Dagher, 2015, December 27).  

 

Hydraulic infrastructure is also used as a tactical weapon in the Syrian Civil war. Here, 

tactical weapon refers to using water as a support for military operations to win in the 

battlefield (King, 2015:157). For example, water is often used as a weapon both by the 

regime forces and the rebels in the fight in Aleppo city. Aleppo, the commercial capital of 

Syria, has become a divided city between the government-control west and the rebel held 

east in the civil war. Given that pumping and electricity stations are under control of 

different warring parties, these facilities are reportedly being used as tactical weapons by 

the warring parties in the battles (Aljazeera, 2015, Malla and Davison, 2015). Finally, 

empirical evidence also suggests that, warring parties also use water as a leverage to 

compel the opponent. For instance, In July 2015, Wadi Barada Shura Council militants 

announced that they would cut off water from Ayn Al Fija Spring, which provides drinking 
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water to Damascus, if the regime forces do not stop their operation in the region (King, 

2015:158).  

6. Conclusion  

The aim of this paper is to understand why the role of water should be considered as an 

important factor in understanding the eruption of the Syrian civil war and to analyze the 

role of water in the course of the conflict. Drawing upon the theoretical framework of 

Water Nationalism, developed by Jeremy Allouche, and the related scholarly literature, this 

paper argues that water resources development played an important role in state-making 

and nation making processes in Syria in the early periods of the republic. Particularly, as 

the Ba’th Party came to power in 1963, it sought to follow a complex hydraulic 

development program and state-led agricultural policy to improve socio-economic 

development in rural areas. In doing so, the regime sought to establish a social base for its 

survival, to establish legitimacy and to extend its authority across the country. However, 

issues such enduring economic problems, mismanagement and efficient utilization of water, 

the longstanding drought that hit the country on the eve of the uprising in 2006-2010 and 

the incompetence of the regime to deal with these issues led to collapse of hydro-social 

contract between the regime and society. This has resulted mass migration of masses from 

rural areas to urban centers and arguably it fueled the eruption of uprising. Finally, looking 

at the empirical evidence derived from the enduring civil war in Syria, it is safe to argue 

that hydraulic infrastructure is used as a weapon both strategically and tactically in various 

instances by the warring parties.   
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Abstract 

This presentation will discuss the emergence of individual ownership rights over the land in Ottoman Anatolia. 

It is very well known that the local notables increased their de facto control over the state land in the eighteenth 

century by the extention of life-time tax-farming and by the establishment of big estates (çiftliks). The 

development of modern state in the 19th century  and the expansion of trade required to regulate and to register 

the property rights not only over the state lands but also over the reclaimed and endowed lands as well. The 

Regulation of Title Deeds of 1847 and 1860, Land Code of 1858 (Arazi Kanunnamesi), Law of Freehold Lands 

of 1874, Law of Endowed Lands were all significant regulations for the construction of modern property rights 

over the land. This paper will first analyse the emergence of big estates in Samsun under the dynamics of the 

expansion of trade. Secondly, it will argue that the legal and administrative changes accelerated the struggles 

among the central government, de facto landowners and the cultivators over the land in this region. It will show 

how the local power configuration left an imprint on the construction of property rights on land at the expense 

of the cultivators. While the central government attempted to increase the revenues accruing from the land by 

registration, the local notables transformed their de facto ownership rights over the state, unregistered and 

reclaimed lands into de jure property rights. It will argue that this process was closely related with the notables’ 

domination over the newly established local assemblies and with the institution of religious endowment.  
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Introduction 

 

This paper focuses on the conflict between landowners and cultivators over the big estates, so called çiftliks in 

the nineteenth century Samsun region. Although these çiftliks emerged in the first three decades of the century, 

the property dispute over the estate lands started with the introduction of Tanzimat in the Trabzon province in 

1847.1 The year 1847 was also a turning point in the history of the construction of property rights over the state 

lands. The Regulation of Title Deeds (Tapu Nizamnamesi) brought new principles not only about the 

registration of individual ownership rights but also enabled the transfer and inheritance of the state lands.2 The 

Land Code of 1858 (Arazi Kanunnamesi), Regulations of Title Deeds (1859-1860), Law Extending the Right 

of Inheritance (1867) systemized the process of the registration and identification of the land and landowners. 

Later these rules were extended to include the freehold (mülk) and endowed (mevkufe) lands in 1874 and 1875.3 

The contest amongst the central state, land-owners and tenants over an extensive amount of çiftlik lands 

                                                 
1 The centralizating reforms started in the Black Sea region much more later in comparison to the other parts of the empire. It is argued that 

high degree of the resistance of the local powers enabled the exclusion of the region from the reforms until 1847. See Musa Çadırcı, 
Tanzimat’ın Karadeniz Bölgesinde Uygulanması, in M. Sağlam and B. Kodaman (eds), Birinci Tarih Boyunca Karadeniz Kongresi 

Bildirileri, Samsun 1988, pp.192-3; National Archives (NA), Foreign Office (FO) 336/3, No.13 March 1842; Prime Ministry Ottoman 

Archives, Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi. Hereafter BOA, İ.MM 2471; İ.MM 2472; İ.MM 2477 (1263/1847). 
2 Huri İslamoğlu, Politics of Administering Property: Law and Statistics in the Nineteenth-century Ottoman Empire, in H. İslamoğlu (ed.), 

Constituting Modernity, Private Property in the East and West, London 2004; Ömer Lütfi Barkan, Türk Toprak Hukuku Tarihinde Tanzimat 

ve 1274 (1858) Tarihli Arazi Kanunnamesi, in Barkan (ed.), Türkiye’de Toprak Meselesi, İstanbul 1980, pp. 291-375; Defterhane’den Tapu 
ve Kadastro’ya, (eds) M. Yıldırır and S. Kadıoğlu, T. C. Çevre ve Şehircilik Bakanlığı, Tapu ve Kadastro Genel Müdürlüğü Arşiv Dairesi 

Başkanlığı, Ankara 2015, pp. 132-134.  
3 Stanley Fisher, Ottoman Land Laws, London 1919. 
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composed of several villages in Samsun (Canik) became accelarated with the new laws. In accordance with 

these regulations, this conflict evolved from the dispute over the tax revenue (tithe and rent) to the property 

dispute. Interestingly enough, this dispute became a mirror of local balance of power and the complex 

articulation of the old order with the new centralizing policies. Moreover, the emergence and evolution of the 

“land question” in Canik between 1847-1880 is intimately related with the transformation of the 19th century 

Ottoman local administration, which integrated the previously privileged classes of land-owners into the new 

central state mechanisms. Benefitting from the Tanzimat’s delegation of administrative and even executive 

power to the local councils over the resolution of conflicts, the local notables converted their de facto control 

over the land into legal property rights by utilizing the new rules about the land surveys and the registration of 

title deeds. On the other hand, one could recognize the exploitation and oppression of peasants who were 

reduced to a class of life-tenants by their landlords as their counterparts in Bulgaria, Bosnia and Albania.4 

Although the tenants were voicing their claims for title deeds to the land that they cultivated for more than a 

century, their demands were rejected by the central government on the grounds that these big estates were held 

by the local dynasty of Hazinedarzades for generations.  

This presentation questions two common assumptions about the Tanzimat state. The first one is the 

equalization of Tanzimat centralization with the elimination of local dynasties. The second one is the role of 

protection of the small peasant ownership attributed to the central state for the sake of increasing revenues. 

Although the Land Code itself was silent about the status of çiftliks and the tenants, this gap did not result from 

the absence of disputes over the estate lands in the 19th century in other parts of the Ottoman empire as well.5 

In other words, the story of the dispute between the landlords and cultivators in Canik sub-province could 

provide some points of comparison with the other parts of the empire.  

  

The Emergence of Big Estates, Çiftliks (1800-1847). 

 The parties in the dispute were on the one hand the local dynasty of Hazinedarzades, who served as the 

administrators of Trabzon and Samsun and on the other hand the tenants, both muslim and non-muslim (mostly 

Greek and Armenian). Therefore, a short discussion about the Hazinedarzades6  as well as the process of çiftlik 

formation is needed.  

 The earliest figure, Süleyman Ağa, was successful enough to fill the power vacuum after the end of 

the political and economic dominance of the Caniklizades in the Trabzon province at the beginning of the 

nineteenth century. He started as the deputy governor (mütesellim) of Canik7 and extended his power by the 

control over the tax-collection in the region.8 After serving either the central elites or the Caniklizades as an 

agent to collect the tax revenues, subsequently he became the muhassıl of Canik in 1811 and rose to the position 

of the provincial governor of Trabzon in 1812, staying in this post until his death in 1818.9 After the death of 

Süleyman Paşa, the new governor of Trabzon, Mehmed Hüsrev Paşa became the guardian of his sons and sent 

them to İstanbul. The oldest son, Osman, became a page of the Sultan and later returned to Trabzon as a 

provincial governor (1827-42).10 The middle son, Abdullah served his older brother, then later succeeded him 

as the provincial governor (1842-46).11  

                                                 
4 Huri İslamoğlu, Property as a Contested Domain: A Reevaluation of the Ottoman Land Code of 1858 in R. Owen (ed.), New Perspectives 
on Property and Land in the Middle East, Cambridge 2001 pp. 37-39; Halil İnalcık, Tanzimat ve Bulgar Meselesi, İstanbul 1992.  
5 Alp Yücel Kaya, On the Çiftlik Regulation in Tırhala in the Mid Nineteenth Century: Economists, Pashas, Governors, Çiftlik-Holders, 

Subaşıs, and Sharecroppers, in Elias Kolovos (ed.), Ottoman Rural Societies and Economies, Rethymno 2015; Yücel Terzibaşoğlu, The 
Ottoman Agrarian Question and the Making of Property and Crime in the Nineteenth Century in E. Kolovos; Meltem Toksöz, 

Modernization in the Ottoman Empire: The 1858 Land Code and Property Regimes from a Regional Perspective in E. Kolovos; Y. 

Terzibaşoğlu, Landlords, Refugees, and Nomads: Struggles For Land Around Late-Nineteenth Century Ayvalık, in New Perspectives on 
Turkey, 24, 2001; İslamoğlu, Property as a Contested Domain, pp. 37-39; Halil İnalcık, Tanzimat ve Bulgar Meselesi.  
6 For the Hazinedarzades see Michael E. Meeker, A Nation of Empire, The Ottoman Legacy of Turkish Modernity, Berkeley 2002, pp. 215-

216; Anthony Bryer, The last Laz Risings and the downfall of the Pontic Derebeys, 1812-1840, in Bedi Kartlisa Revue de Kartvélogie, 
XXVI (1969), pp. 191-210; M. Emin Yolalıcı, Samsun Eşrafından Hazinedarzade Es-Seyyid Abdullah Paşa’nin Terekesi, Samsun 1987; 

M. E. Yolalıcı, XIX. Yüzyılda Canik Sancağı’nın Sosyal ve Ekonomik Yapısı, Ankara 1998; Mahmud Goloğlu, Trabzon Tarihi, Fetihten 

Kurtuluşa Kadar, Ankara 1975. 
7 He was referred to as the deputy of Canikli Ali Bey as early as 1769. BOA, MAD 7596, p. 99/2. 
8 The tax-farm of muhassıllık of Canik was farmed out to Süleyman Ağa by the new central treasury in 1796. See BOA, MAD 9582, p. 109; 

BOA, DBŞM 6533.   
9 BOA, MAD 9582, p. 110; Mehmed Süreyya, Sicill-i Osmani, vol. 5, İstanbul 1996, p.1548-9. 
10 Süreyya, Sicill-i Osmani, 4, p. 1306. 
11 Süreyya, Sicill-i Osmani, I, p. 81. 
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 In sum, Hazinedarzade Süleyman, Osman and Abdullah Paşas ruled the Trabzon province until 1850s. 

They dominated the region in the same way as the previous rulers of this province in the eighteenth century, 

the Caniklizades.12 The mechanisms of their administration included the control over the tax-collection process 

through tax-farming, extraction of rent payments from the direct producers based on de facto ownership of land, 

and their large military retinues. The redistribution of the provincial revenues amongst the family and household 

members, making an alliance with the petty notables in matters of tax-collection, pacification of the troublesome 

local elements composed of peasants and rival notable families who resisted their administration, and the use 

of violence against these elements reveals the continuation of the “old order”. As such the Hazinedarzade’s 

power was based on tax-collection and landholding.  

 The emergence of the Hazinedarzade’s çiftliks went back as early as to the beginning of the nineteenth 

century when Süleyman appeared as a powerful figure in the region. Due to his position as a tax-collector and 

later on as a governor of the province, he was able to convert his revenue collection rights into de facto 

ownership of the land. For example, when he was holding the village revenues of Satılmış sub-district (kaza) 

in the sub-province (sancak) of Canik as a life-term tax-farm in 1807, Süleyman later extended his control over 

the land.13 He forced the villagers to open up the unused lands into agriculture around this district. Secondly, 

he enlarged his possessions by controlling the abandoned lands (mezra’a) in Samsun and established his big 

farms on these lands. Later, he converted these vast estates into private property through the establishment of a 

religious endowment (vakf). Therefore, these çiftliks were registered as his property in his vakf deed.14 In 

addition to these large çiftliks, composed of a number of villages as well as some abandoned plots of land 

(mezraa) around Samsun, the succesive governors of Trabzon (Hazinedarzade Osman 1827-42 and Abdullah 

Paşa 1842-47) further obtained the control of a large area of forestry in the district particularly in their residential 

area of Çarşamba.15 These lands were rented out to the peasants on condition that they should clear them from 

wood, bringing them under cultivation. The peasants who reclaimed these lands for agriculture were reduced 

to sharecropper tenants (müstecireyn) and were under the obligation of annual rent (maktu’a or icare-i zemin) 

to their owners. The conversion of unused lands into big estates gained momentum in the 1840s by the 

involvement of other local notables into the same process, accumulating enormous wealth under the protection 

of the Hazinedarzades.16.  

 

Dispute Over the Çiftlik Land  

The claims and pressure of the landowners over the peasantry became greater and, at the same time, the Ottoman 

government imposed tithe (öşr, tax on grains and other produce which amounted to one-tenth of the value of 

the produce) on the big estates emerged in the first half of the nineteenth century with the establishment of 

Tanzimat in 1847.17 This meant a double taxation for the tenants, since the tithe was already included in the 

annual rent paid by the cultivators. The double taxation caused a serious discontent among the peasants who 

declined to pay the rent to their çiftlik-holders. 

 The reflection of the çiftlik issue in İstanbul upon the complaints by the tenants and the inspection for 

recording of the land-owner and the tax-payers, the arrival of advisors for mediating the disputed parties in the 

provincial council, the conversion of the state (miri) lands into the private property of the land-owners and in 

the end the elimination of the use rights enjoyed by the tillers of the land and the transformation of the cultivators 

into tenants without any claim on the land is well documented both in the Prime Ministry Ottoman Archives 

(Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi BOA) and in the consular reports18 housed in the National Archives (NA). While 

                                                 
12 Canay Şahin, The Rise and Fall of an Ayan Family in the Eighteenth Century Anatolia: The Caniklizades (1737-1808), Bilkent University, 

Unpublished Ph. D. thesis, 2004.  
13 BOA, MAD 9543, p. 190.  
14 Mehmet Beşirli, XIX. Yüzyılın Başında Samsun Şehri II (1755 Numarali Samsun Şer’iye Siciline Göre, 1785-1839), Unpublished M. A. 

thesis, Samsun Ondokuz Mayis Üniversitesi 1993, pp. 384-407. Hazinedarzade Süleyman Paşa’s endowment register shows that he owned 
two big farms and fifteen mezra’as tied to them in the sub-district of Ayvacık and five estates and three mezra’as together with thirty-six 

farm land (tarla) in the sub-district of Arım.  
15 BOA, MAD, 9543, p. 190. 
16 The National Archives (NA), Foreign Office (FO) 195/304 (1847-1852). 
17 Musa Çadırcı, Tanzimat’in Karadeniz Bölgesinde Uygulanması ... cit., pp. 192-3. Although the application of new regulations and taxes 

were attempted in 1841, it was postponed until 1847 because of the reaction of the local dynasties. See NA, FO 336/3 for the exclusion of 
Trabzon province from the Tanzimat regulations.      
18 The British consuls of Samsun and Trabzon appear to have paid particular attention to the conflict between the taxpayers and the 

landowners in the region .Their concern about the big estates was mainly due to two factors. First, these big estates began to produce 
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the Ottoman archives provide a perspective from the top, showing the priorities of the central government in 

this conflict, the consular reports reflect the perception of Tanzimat by the tenants, who were mostly non-

muslims and subjected to the excessive demands of the landowners. The latter source is especially significant 

for understanding the tenants’ way of dealing with the claims of both the central government and landlords 

through justice-seeking from different parties.  

Although the conflict seemed to be arise from the double taxation of the tenants and the debts owed 

by the tenants to their landlords due to the imposition of tithe by the central government, it resulted in a property 

dispute over the land. At this point, it is better to look at the process of the resolution of the conflict, which 

could reveal the local balance of power.  

Upon the several petitions of complaint by the tenants, who declared that they did not have the ability 

to pay both the tithe and the annual rent, which already included the tithe, the central government first appointed 

a number of officials to inspect and solve the conflict through the provincial council of Trabzon and the local 

assembly of Canik in 1852.19 However, this was not easy. The district-governor (kaymakam), the 

Hazinerdarzade Ahmed (1852-3) was on the landowner side of the dispute as a share-holder of the estates. 

Moreover, the local council of Samsun was dominated by the local notables, who at the same time occupied 

most of the administrative and bureaucratic positions in the province.20 Later, other figures of the Hazinedarzade 

family, Hamid, Hasan and Mustafa, who inherited the estate lands, pursued their ownership rights with a 

counter-complaint against the cultivators.21 The dispute over the land and the taxation could not reach to a 

conclusion in the provincial council and the tenants were forced to pay their old annual rent22 due to the strength 

of the local powers.   

As it is said before, in an attempt to resolve the dispute between the estate holders and cultivators, a 

scribe of the Office of the Imperial Registery (Defterhane-i Amire) was appointed to determine the landowners, 

ashab-ı alaka. He was specifically empowered to inspect the title deeds of the estate lands and the amount of 

rent (maktuat or kesim or icare-i zemin). He prepared a register book of the estates, including the amount of 

tithe paid, the annual produce and the çiftlik population.  

Secondly, the most debated issue of the amount of rent was delivered to the provincial council of 

Trabzon to be decided.23 What Tanzimat brought in this case is the delegation of the conflict over the land and 

taxation to the local assembly, which helped the continuation of the power of the old order’s followers. The 

local council appeared oppressive and less legitimate to the tenants by deciding that one-tenth of the produce 

belongs to the central treasury as tithe, the one-ninth of the remaining is assigned to the estate-holders, and the 

rest is left to the tenants. The second decision of the council of Trabzon was to expel the remaining family 

members of died tenants from their houses over the estate lands without any right. Although it has not applied, 

one of the decisions appeared as favorable for the cultivators. The reclaimed lands were exempted from the 

taxes.            

Thirdly, a special commission was formed in İstanbul to resolve the conflict between landowners and 

tenants over the estate lands by a further discussion of the provincial assembly’s decision, by gathering the 

representatives of the opposing parties.24 The discussions and negotiations in the commission and then 

delegation of the case to the Meclis-i Vala and the final settlement of the decision by the order (irade) of the 

Sultan are repeated in several documents in the 1850s and 1860s.25 The dispute between landowners and tenants, 

the reflection of the issue at the center and the successive stages of the measuring the land and identifying the 

                                                 
tobacco and corn, which were among principal cash crops exported from the region to European markets. The Consuls were also concerned 
about the heavy and “unjust” taxation by the landed class in this particular region. To them, establishment of a fair taxation system would 

bring an increase in the local production of these crops, which in return would mean expansion of international trade in the region. Secondly, 

the tenants on these lands consisted a significant number of Greek, Armenian as well as the Muslim peasants. See Canay Şahin,  Local 
Powers, Central Authority and Consuls in the Province Of Trabzon, Conference Paper Mapping Out the Eastern Mediterranean, Orient 

Institute Beirut, 16-18 December 2004; NA, FO 195/597 (1858); FO 195/418. 
19 BOA, İ.MV 9459 (1269/1852). 
20 BOA, A.MKT.NZD 60/8 (1268).  
21 They claimed that the tenants’ refusal to pay the rent from 1847 onwards is equal to the appropriation of their land. BOA, A.MKT.UM 

265/21 (1273 Ca 6/December 1856).  
22 BOA, HR.MKT 98/85 (1271 R 19/December 1854 ).   
23 BOA, İ.MV 9459 (1269/1852); BOA, A.MKT.MVL 91/34 (1274 ra 14/October 1857). 
24 The ashab-ı alaka was represented by Mustafa, Hamdi and Hasan, the sons of former governors of Trabzon (Hazinedarzade Osman Paşa) 
and Canik (Abdullah Paşa). BOA, A.MKT.UM 436/72 (1277 Ca 01/November 1860); BOA, DH.MKT.UM 521/46 (1278 Ca 27-November 

1861). 
25 BOA, A.MKT.MVL 91/34 (1274 Ra 14/October 1857); BOA, A.MKT.MVL 113/5 (1276 C 6/November 1859). 
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tax-payers could tell us more about the potential and the tendency to apply the new laws and regulations in this 

province.    

The commission’s priority was to classify and categorize the land that belonged to estate holders.26 

Three different categories of land were registered as a result of the inspection of the certificates (senedat) 

belonging to the Hazinedarzades; arazi-i emiriye (state or miri lands), arazi-i mevkufe (lands belonged to 

religious endowments) and arazi-i mektume and mahlule (unregistered and vacant lands). The estates of the 

landlords, which were concentrated in several sub-districts of Samsun27, (Bafra, Terme, Ünye, Ayvacık, Kavak, 

Çarşamba), were measured as 82.598 dönüm.28   

The first category of the land, miri or state land, were held by the Hazinedarzades with certificates of 

revenue-grant (sipahi) and farmed out land (mültezim). The central government granted individual property 

rights to the landlords by reference to a Regulation of Title Deed (Tapu Nizamnamesi)29 and decided to issue 

the title of ownership (title deeds) by the central treasury. In other words, the inspection of the lands belonged 

to Hazinedarzades by the government resulted in a process which changed their revenue rights into stronger 

rights based on the title to land. More importantly, as Terzibaşoğlu argues, before the Land Code of 1858, the 

process of the transformation of revenue rights on land into exclusionary land rights had already started.30 As 

İslamoğlu argues, surveying of lands and the registration of individual title deeds and drawing up lease contracts 

in the 1840s is in fact the registering of the ownership claims of the landowners over state lands. This micro-

study confirms her view about the development of private property over state lands.31 This process of conversion 

of state lands into private property is very similar to what happened in Bulgaria, Bosnia and Albania in the 

1850s, where the cultivators rebelled against their muslim landlords.32  

On the other hand, the identification of the rights of ownership on the mahlul and mektum (vacant and 

unregistered) lands, which seems to compose most of the disputed çiftlik lands, was not so easy due to the 

resistance of the de facto owners. The commission and later Meclis-i Vala decided that the deserted or vacant 

lands (mahlul) should be reverted back to miri status, and likewise should be auctioned in the province. The 

central orders were sent to the governor of Trabzon and the district-governor of Samsun to follow the case, to 

ensure the auctioning of mahlul lands and to prohibit the exaction of any rent from the tenants until the process 

of leasing out completed and the title deeds issued from the central treasury. The local administrators were also 

called for the equality principle of Tanzimat that the title deeds should be transferred to a bidder in an auction 

without making any discrimination between muslims and non-muslims. However, this could not be realized 

until 1880s.33 The central government aimed to increase its revenues through issuing of title deeds for the vacant 

lands by transferring their auction to the provincial assembly, whose members had a stake over the property of 

it. Therefore, the landlords continued their pressure on the tenants and managed to extract their old rent tax in 

addition to the new taxes imposed by the Tanzimat over the title-holders to the land.34   

The several orders of the central government towards this dispute between local notables and tenants 

over çiftlik lands imply two important changes. While the central government protected the interests of the 

estate owners by arguing that landlords had a right to take rents on state lands (which was held for generations 

by the Hazinedarzades) from tenants, it delegated the demands of the cultivators over the vacant and 

                                                 
26 İbid.,  
27 BOA, A.MKT.UM 265/21 (1273 ca 06/December 1856) 
28 1 dönüm=919,30 square meters. It was decided that the tenants should pay 7.5 kuruş per dönüm as an annual rent to the estate holders 

after the omission of the tithe. BOA, A.MKT.MVL 91/34 (1274 Ra 14/October 1857).  
29 Ömer Lütfi Barkan, Türk Toprak Hukuku Tarihinde Tanzimat ve 1274 (1858) Tarihli Arazi Kanunnamesi, pp. 291-375. Regulation of 

Title Deed (Tapu Nizamnamesi, 1847) enabled the transfer, inherit and sell the state lands. It is highly probable that the Hazinedarzades 

obtained these certificates through the decisions of provincial assemblies and local courts, over which they had almost domination. For an 
earlier reference to the regulation of title deeds in Trabzon and Canik, see BOA, A.AMD 42/16 (1269 r 28/January 1853). For the resistance 

against the determination of title deeds by the administrators of (müdür) the sub-districts, see BOA, A.MKT.MHM 207/72 (1277 c 

21/December 1860). 
30 Terzibaşoğlu, Landlords, Refugees, and Nomads ... cit. He argues that three sets of claims by nomads, refugees and landlords on the 

çiftliks in Ayvalık in the last quarter of the 19th century resulted in the grant of formal property rights to the landlords as opposed to claims 

by others to land use in accordance with the Land law of 1858.  
31 İslamoğlu, Politics of Administering Property ... cit.; İslamoğlu, Property as a Contested Domain ... cit. 
32 İnalcık, Tanzimat ve Bulgar Meselesi ... cit. 
33 BOA, Y.PRK.BŞK 5/46 (1299/1880) 
34 BOA, A.MKT.UM 417/68 (1277 M 11/July 1860). The tenants complained that the auctioning of the estate lands did not take place, since 

most of the estate owners were at the same time the members of the assembly. Although the commission stopped the extraction of the land 

rent, the çiftlik owners still forced them to pay. As a result, the tenants demanded a central agent to mediate this problem.  
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unregistered lands to the provincial assembly. Since the provincial councils were dominated by the locally 

powerful groups, their demands influenced the final decisions about the property relations over land, which was 

very significant to assess the nature of the modern Ottoman state. The local notables achieved their claims over 

the state lands through a combination of reaction, resistance, compliance and negotiation. Several studies agree 

that Trabzon was not the singular example with regards to the challenges to the state and complicated integration 

of the provinces into imperial structures.35   

 

Claims of the Tenants     
What were the demands of the tenants? First of all, the peasant-tenants, after the introduction of Tanzimat in 

1847, resisted against the payment of double taxation. The nonpayment of the rent in kind could be considered 

as their passive rebellion against landlords. In fact, the tenants insisted to have ownership rights over the estate 

lands, which they reclaimed and cultivated. They claimed that the reclaimed lands were appropriated by threat, 

bribery and forced sale36 by the local notables, who converted them into private property by illegal claims of 

documents, i.e. certificates not confirmed by a Sultanic decree. It is important to note that the cultivator’s 

demand to have a title deed (tapu) over the land indicates their increasing expectation to own land following 

the Tanzimat and Reform Edict of 1856.37 They repeated their demands and attempted to seek justice from 

different parties such as the British and Russian consuls of the region.38 The Greek tenants’ interests and claims 

were also mediated by Hacı Yorgi, a member of the local assembly of Samsun and a steward of the Greek 

Patriarch of Jerusalem.39 Although the tenants’ claim over land was rejected by reference to the general laws 

and regulations, the central administration decreased the amount of the land rent previously decided by the 

provincial assembly of Trabzon and took precautions to prevent the switch between rent in kind and rent in 

money and to abolish forced labour of carrying the products.40 Secondly, the central administration permitted 

the Greek and Armenian tenants to have an equal opportunity over the leasing out of mahlul (deserted or vacant) 

lands and prohibited the exaction of the rent until their inspection and auction. Moreover, it ensured that they 

could enjoy usufruct rights over the reclaimed lands in the future. However, the auction of vacant lands could 

not be realized either due to the pressure of the landlords or reluctance on the part of the cultivators to purchase 

the land because of fear that the landlords or their successors could claim rights over it or the government would 

take it back.41 Another reason could be the resistance of the local notables to pay fee (muaccele) for the title 

deed in return for the ownership rights since it was more profitable to continue the extraction of rents from the 

cultivators.  

                                                 
35 See Coşkun Çakır, Tanzimat Dönemi Osmanlı Maliyesi, İstanbul 2001, pp.130-139 for the reactions against the surveying and registration 
of revenues and exaction of new taxes in the different parts of Anatolia and Balkans.  
36 See BOA, A.MKT.UM 38/43 (1267/1851) for a complaint by the twenty villagers from the sub-district of Bafra to retain their lands with 

a title deed. The governor of Canik, Hazinedarzade Hacı Ahmed Paşa seized the land of cultivators, who managed to get a title deed, by 
forcing them to sell the land, paying the four times of the actual price.  
37 İslamoğlu argues that the sharecropper tenants rebelled against their landlords and similar to tenants of Samsun demanded the issuing of 

title deeds for themselves in 1851. She suggests that the cultivators had already learned to employ the vocabulary of private ownership. See 
İslamoğlu, Politics of Administering Property ... cit., p. 291.  
38 NA, FO 195/418 (1853); FO 195/597 (1858). 
39 Panayotaki, the  steward (kapı kethüdası) of the Greek Patriarchate of Jerusalem, represented the interests of the Greek cultivators in the 
center and inspected the land and inhabitants of the region on behalf of the Patriarchate. See BOA, A.MKT.UM 151/55 (1854). Later, he 

was accused of collecting bribes from the tenants by promising the title of ownership over the estates. BOA, İ. MV 456/20460 (1278 Ca 

06/November 1861); A.MKT.UM 521/46 (1278 Ca 27); A.MKT.UM 537/33 (1278 Ş 02/February 1862); A.MKT.MVL 135/97 (1278 Ca 16). 
40 However, the state empowered the local council to determine the market price of the products (mostly wheat), and to register the 

landowners’ demands of ‘rent in kind’ and ‘rent in money’ seperately. The landowners have chosen the rent in kind, showing their tendency 

to engage in the trade of wheat. 
41 NA, FO 195/1329, no.16 From Vice-Consul Billiotti to Earl Granville, Trebizond, June 12 1880. A. Billiotti’s reports show that the land 

dispute between the estate holders and the tenants was not limited to the western part (Canik) and even much more oppressive in the eastern 

part of the Trabzon province. He argues that “according to the Turkish Legislature, lands allowed to remain unproductive for a number of 
years, revert to the State and with certain restrictions, become the property of those who have tilled them, the peasants tried at different 

times to avail themselves of the favorable disposition of existing laws. But they were defeated in their endeavours by the more influential 

action of the beys, who, in some cases, even managed to have issued in their name the title deeds for the newly cultivated lands, with the 
hard earned money which the too confiding peasants had intrusted to them for the purpose of obtaining the same title deeds for themselves 

…. Although the Porte few years ago decided in favor of rural classes, owing to the influence of beys the question was allowed to drop and 

the situation continues to be the same. They are being members of the local meclis, rulers of the districts as sub-governors. The Porte is 
willingly to sell its rights on the lands in question to the peasants and beys also inclined to do the same. But the price put on the property 

appears to be unreasonably high. Besides the intended purchasers are not certain that title deeds to be issued to them will present sufficient 

security against future contestations, or revendications on the part of the government, and of beys or of their descendants”.  
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The conflict between landowners and tenants entered into a third stage after 1870s because of the 

immigration of Circassians and Georgians into the province of Trabzon. The influx of Circassians from the late 

1850s and Georgians from the late 1870s onwards into the port cities and their resettlement inland (total number 

of the immigrant households was about 10. 00042) led to numerous disputes over land and taxation. It is also 

important to note that these migrations appear to have caused inter-communal conflicts on ethnic basis, 

particularly in the districts of Ordu and Samsun, which accelerated in the 1880s. New settlers felt exploited by 

the older communities, while Armenians and Greeks felt overwhelmed by the coming of Muslim deportees. 

Furthermore, these immigrants brought extra instability and further contributed to the widespread banditry and 

brigandage in the province.43 It also meant a new burden on the cultivators. At the same time, the new dimension 

of the conflict between the newly arrived migrants and the old settled community was used as a pretext to define 

their rights over the land. Both the reclaimed lands and common lands used by tenants for their flock were 

granted to Lazi immigrants with a title deed. The result was the tenant’s abandonment of their çiftlik villages. 

Most of them decided to migrate to Russia.44        

In sum, the çiftlik question became a more complicated issue, especially in the eastern part of Trabzon 

province. In terms of problems with the local powers, the governor of Trabzon not only had to fight against the 

native landowners but was also against Georgian immigrants, who were being settled in the region between 

Ordu and Samsun immediately after the Turco-Russian war of 1877-78.45 The reports of the British consul of 

Trabzon of the time, A. Billiotti, is a valuable source for the rivalry between the governor and the leaders of the 

immigrants.46 The same reports also provide significant insight into the conflict between the older communities, 

who were already under the pressure of the local notables, and the immigrants, let alone their constant references 

to the insecurity caused by banditry. 

 

Conclusion  

First of all, it concludes that the privileged classes of the pre-Tanzimat period and their descendants in Trabzon 

province officially served as regional administrators and occupied most of the local councils, which were 

created to integrate the provinces into the reform programs. However, the actual composition of local assemblies 

and cooptation of the notables into the new local bureuacracy and different channels through which the notables 

consolidated their control over the administration awaits for a study.47 Secondly, a preliminary research in the 

archives shows that the difficulty of the imposition of the new laws and regulations about the property 

administration in this province. The above story of the conflict over the estate lands started long before the Land 

Code of 1858 and not concluded until 1880s. The references to the new principles of reform in the language of 

the orders sent by the central government to the administrators of Samsun and Trabzon did not mean their 

immediate application. As Ertekin argues the Land Code seems to be resulted in the legalization of the previous 

practices of land use and ownership patterns, rather than as a law imposed by the center which radically changed 

the existing structure of land ownership.48 The absence of temettüat defterleri (registers of income-yielding 

assets) belonging to Trabzon prevent us to understand the actual politics of property and the land ownership 

patterns. Thirdly, the settlement of Circassian and Georgian immigrants in the region between Ordu and Samsun 

accelareted the disputes over the land and taxation. It resulted in new burdens on the muslim and non-muslim 

inhabitants of the region, who were already oppressed either by the demands of the class of local 

administrators/landowners as in the region of Samsun or by the rule of petty notables, who seemed much more 

independent from the central control as in the eastern part of the Trabzon province.            

                                                 
42 NA, FO 881/1592 (1868), pp. 2-3.  
43 BOA, HR.SYS 82/52 (31.10.1882); HR.SYS 82/55 (28.12.1882);  
44 Oktay Özel analyzes the settlement of the Georgian migrants after the Ottoman-Russian war of 1877-1878 in Ottoman Central Black Sea 

Region and the social conflict amongst the muslims, non-muslims and Georgian migrants in Muhacirler, Yerliler ve Gayrimüslimler: 

Osmanlının Son Devrinde Orta Karadeniz’de Toplumsal Uyumun Sınırları Üzerine Bazı Gözlemler, in İmparatorluğun Çöküş Döneminde 
Osmanlı Ermenileri: Bilimsel Sorumluluk ve Demokrasi Sorunları Konferansı, İstanbul Bilgi Üniversitesi 24-25 Eylül 2005. 
45 Özel, Muhacirler, Yerliler ve Gayrimüslimler ... cit. ; Özel, Çürüksulu Ali Paşa ve Ailesi Üzerine Biyografik Notlar, in “Kebikeç”, 16 

(2003); HR.SYS 82/61 (6.6.1883). 
46 PRO, FO 195/1420 (1882); FO 195/1329 (1880); FO 195/1457 (1883); FO 195/1381 (1881).   
47 For an excellent prosopographical analysis of local elites and urban notables of Beirut during the age of Ottoman reforms, see Jens 

Hannsen, The Origins of the Municipal Council in Beirut (1860-1908), in N. Lafi (ed.), Municipalités méditerranéennes, Berlin 2005, pp. 
137-172.  
48 E. Atilla Aytekin, Hukuk, Tarih ve Tarik Yazımı: 1858 Osmanlı Arazi Kanunnamesi´ne Yönelik Yaklaşımlar, in “Türkiye Araştırmaları 

Literatür Dergisi, 3/5, 2005. 
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Abstract 

Similar to its counterparts, firewood and charcoal were among the major sources of energy in the 

Ottoman Empire. This study examines the production, distribution and consumption of traditional fuels with 

reference to provisionism, which has been considered as one of the main pillars of the Ottoman economic mind. 

Uneven distribution of forests resulted in varying fuelling networks in the provinces. While Arab provinces 

relied on woodfuel importation, forests in Anatolia and Balkans fuelled not only the local people and industries 

but also foreigners.   It was easier to procure fuel in the coastal regions where forest cover was dense. The inner 

lands suffered from poor vegetation which generated additional transportation costs. Pack animals, various kinds 

of water vehicles and lately trains were employed to convey woodfuels around the Empire. In this study, it is 

proposed that the centrality of firewood and charcoal in the Ottoman energy composition lasted until the end of 

the Empire even after the introduction of coal. Second, while woodfuels kept supplying a considerable level of 

thermal energy in the Ottoman economy, the state’s view of fuel provision changed gradually. The bureaucratic 

modernization, technological novelties and the development of capitalist relations transformed the provisionist 

tendencies in the woodfuel trade into a more liberal structure.  

 

Keywords: Ottoman Empire, energy, traditional fuel, provisionism 

 

1. Introduction  

 

This article discusses the Ottoman energy generation from the forests and its consumption from an 

economic perspective. Similar to all traditional societies, firewood and charcoal were the leading organic energy 

sources in the Ottoman Empire. Even after the beginning of coal age in the Ottoman lands in 1820s, these fuels 

did not lose much importance and preserved their central place in the Ottoman economy until the end of the 

empire. The research focuses on the late Ottoman history covering the period between 1839 and 1914 in which 

both classical fuel economy and the impact of economic modernization on the woodfuels can be observed.  

This study will examine the Ottoman woodfuel economy from the perspective of provisionism, which 

has been considered as one of the main elements of the Ottoman economic mind. There are two main arguments 

of the article. First, it will be proposed that the importance of firewood and charcoal in the Ottoman energy 

composition maintained until the end of the Empire. Most of the activities which traditionally depended on the 

woodfuels for thermal energy continued to burn firewood or charcoal instead of coal. Second, while woodfuels 

continued to supply a large sum of thermal energy in the Ottoman economy, the government’s perspective 

regarding the fuel provision changed in time. The bureaucratic changes, technological developments and the 

permeation of capitalism to the Ottoman economy converted the provisionist tendencies in the woodfuel trade 

into a more liberal structure. The transformation took place as an integral part of general changes in the Ottoman 

economy caused by internal and external factors.   

2. Provisionism in the Woodfuel Economy 

Mehmet Genç defines three main principles for the classical Ottoman economy: provisionism, fiscalism and 

traditionalism. In this framework, the first principle, provisionism is defined as the economic policy aiming at 

supplying the basic needs of consumers. Second, fiscalism is the tendency to increase the revenues of the state 

and keep the revenues at the maximum level. Third, traditionalism is the idea to preserve the status quo in order 

not to ruin the economic and social balances. For Genç, these principles operated in different combinations in 

various times and locations. (Genç ,2000) 

In an economy in which productivity was relatively low and transportation was underdeveloped, the 

most important economic principle among the three was provisionism. Since fuel was a basic need both for 

ordinary people and for industrial production, provisionist policies were necessary to ensure cheap and 
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continuous energy supply. It should be noted that none of these principles remained unchallenged. Among other 

factors, the permeation of capitalism in the Ottoman economy in the nineteenth century was the most significant 

phenomenon that influenced the economic system based on these three pillars. 

  The central idea in the principle of provisionism was the meeting the domestic needs of the country. 

Consumption patterns of woodfuels in the Ottoman Empire were similar to that of agricultural goods.  Each city 

had its own fuel network supplied by the nearby forests. In rural regions, almost all people procured fuel from 

the woodlands themselves. For the urban areas, small scale firewood and charcoal trade provided the necessary 

fuel. In addition, there were special kinds of organizations for providing wood and charcoal for the palace, army 

and the imperial enterprises like the arsenals, mint and smelters. 

  Provisionist policies in the Empire allowed and encouraged the importation of basic goods and put 

certain obstacles for their exportation. (Genç ,2000: 61-62) However, as far as firewood and charcoal are 

concerned there is no evidence for the large scale importation of these fuels. To put it differently, thanks to rich 

forestlands, most of the Ottoman provinces remained self-sufficient in terms of woodfuels. As for the exportation 

of woodfuels, there were certain restrictions imposed by the government. Yet, these limitations were lifted as the 

Ottoman economy got more and more liberalized.  

As Sam White points out, Ottoman provisionism was neither a command economy nor statism.  

However, Ottoman administrators did not trust the free market forces to supply the goods to vital public 

functions when needed. (White, 2011:22)As far as the woodfuels concerned, the thermal energy supplies of the 

state enterprises like arsenals, iron foundries and smelters in the country were strictly regulated by the 

government. Yet, if woodfuel needs of the cities are considered, there is little evidence that the government 

regulated the energy trade in the urban areas except İstanbul.  

This brings us to one of the two weaknesses of the provisionist perspectives highlighted by some 

scholars. First, provisionist economic policies, instead of being a specific feature of the Ottoman world, were 

common to most contemporaries of the Empire. Second, more important for our discussion, the idea of 

provisionism tends to generalize the economic policies regarding the capital city. Contrary to the popular 

perception, however, the role of the government in the provision of other cities was very limited. 

For Şevket Pamuk, it was the archival bias that made some historians exaggerate the extent of 

provisionism. Accordingly, state intervention and regulation mentioned in the archival documents were 

perceived as the norm, though most of the time, the markets operated on their own. Thus, in his words, “Ottoman 

policy towards trade and the markets is best characterized not as permanent and comprehensive interventionism 

but as selective interventionism”. (Pamuk, 1998:364-365) This article will show that firewood and charcoal were 

considered among the strategic goods by the government and state intervened in the fuel procurement in 

different frequencies and different forms. 

  The classical Ottoman economic system experienced a profound transformation in the nineteenth 

century. Genç notes that from 1840s on, the principle of provisionism began to be challenged and lost its 

dominance in the 1860s. (Genç,2000:93) This was closely related to the permeation of capitalism into the 

Ottoman economy. Indeed, the second half of the nineteenth century and the twentieth century until the World 

War I witnessed an increasing commodification of firewood and charcoal. From 1860s on, development of 

scientific forestry went hand in hand with the development of new wood fuel markets. Consequently, as will be 

seen, the domestic and overseas trade of woodfuels rose dramatically with less state intervention.  Furthermore, 

as most of the public industries was closed or underwent technological changes, state intervention for fuelling 

the plants became idle. Thus,  provisionist policies  were no more decisive in the woodfuel trade the end of the 

nineteenth century. 

 

3. Forests in the Ottoman Empire 

 

 We lack exact information about the quality, geographical distribution and the scale of Ottoman forests. Various 

estimates about the size of Ottoman forests lands appeared in the course of our research. According to a 

document from the Ottoman archives dated 1881, total size of forests of the empire was estimated about 

7.500.000 hectares. (BOA, Y.PRK.OMZ 1/9 )  Another document mentions that there were more than 

10.000.000 hectares of forests in the country in 1891. (BOA, Y.PRK.OMZ 1/33) The official statistics of 1897 

gives total surface area of forests as 9.500.943 hectares. (Güran, 1997:177) These differences may be caused by 

the changes in the definition of the term “forest” or deforestation which became a serious problem in the empire 

in the nineteenth century. However, the lack of effective survey methods in a vast geography seems to be the 

main reason behind the diverging numbers. The table below provides a detailed data on the Ottoman forests. 
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Table 1: Surface area and distribution of Ottoman forests in 1907 

Province Surface area (hectares) Forest area(hectares)
Percentage of 

forestlands (%)

Edirne 4.250.000 426.878 10,04

İzmid 1.205.000 334.800 27,78

İşkodra 1.080.000 88.300 8,01

Adana 4.000.000 420.655 10,5

Ankara 7.500.000 215.625 2,87

Aydın 5.700.000 929.208 16,3

Beirut 3.050.000 47.000 1,54

Biga 750.000 169.000 22,53

Aegean Islands 1.450.000 49.218 3,39

Çatalca 190.000 50.455 12,93

Aleppo 7.860.000 81.900 1,04

Hüdavendigar 5.130.000 907.362 17,68

Salonica 4.000.000 1.146.170 28,65

Syria 10.000.000 72.875 0,72

Sivas 8.370.000 302.075 3,6

Trabzon 3.130.000 496.000 15,88

Karesi 1.710.000 495.000 28,94

Kastamonu 6.000.000 1.316.076 21,93

Kosovo 3.290.000 379.000 11,52

Konya 9.160.000 480.368 4,15

Manastır 2.850.000 352.800 12,38

İstanbul 250.000 43.000 17,2

TOTAL 91.125.000 8.803.765 9,66  
Source: 1323 Senesi Orman İstatistiği (Forests Statistics of 1907) 

Table 1 is taken from the official statistics of 1907. The display of the total surface area and the 

percentage of the forest lands in the total make it more valuable. This statistics prepared by the Ottoman 

government shows the total forest area in 1907 as 8.803.765 hectares. If we rely on this number and take 

deforestation into consideration it can be concluded that forests in the empire covered not less than 8,5 million 

hectares throughout the nineteenth century. 

The geographical distribution of the forests can also be inferred from the table. According to the figures; 

Aydın, Hüdavendigar, Salonica and Kastamonu were the richest locations in terms of forests. If proportion of the 

forests in the total surface is considered İzmit, Karesi and Biga should also be added to the list. Not surprisingly, 

these sandjak and vilayets were all the coastal regions which had suitable climate conditions for forest 

vegetation. On the other side, interior regions including Konya, Ankara and Sivas had the poorest forest sources 

together with the Middle Eastern provinces. Overall, only 9,66% of the Ottoman lands was covered by the 

forests in the beginning of the twentieth century. 

The dominant species in the Ottoman forests were pine, oak and their subgenres. Statistical data shows 

that more than half of the forests were composed of pine and oak trees with the proportions of 36,7% and 13,7%, 

respectively.( 1323 Senesi Orman İstatistiği, 1908) Since these species have been among the most suitable trees 

to be used as energy sources, Ottoman people who had access to oak and pine were in an advantaged position in 

terms of fuel. Besides, there were many other species grown in the Ottoman woodlands. Especially, forests close 

to Marmara and Black Sea embodied diverse species including fir, beech, hornbeam, lime, ash tree, hawthorn, 

chestnut, buxus and plane. Despite the extensive use of oak and pine, these trees were also consumed as fuels. 

All in all, despite the geographical differences in terms of forest accessibility, it can be concluded that 

the government and most of the Ottoman society took the advantage of the available woodlands in Anatolia and 
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Balkans for fuelling daily needs and industrial activities. Having described the Ottoman forests, now we will 

delve into the procurement of fuels from the woodlands. 

 

4. Wood and Charcoal Production in the Ottoman Empire 

    Firewood and charcoal were the core elements of the thermal energy in all preindustrial societies. The 

easy accessibility to firewood and relative simplicity of its processing and transportation fostered the widespread 

usage of this fuel.  Charcoal as a derivative of wood has been used for more specific purposes. Though its 

production was more laborious and its transportation required caution, every year million tons of charcoal 

provided heat for the preindustrial societies. 

Energy content of charcoal is about 50 percent higher than that of dry wood. Having very little sulfur or 

phosphorus and its relatively higher energy content made it the best fuel in the preindustrial societies. (Smil, 

1994:116) Ottoman subjects produced charcoal in all locations where woodlands exist. Yet, the level of 

production and organization differed across the Empire depending mostly on the availability of the markets. 

Salonica, Edirne, İzmit, Teke and Aydın were important locations where charcoal production intensified due to 

the marketing opportunities. The regions around the mines and smelters were also among the places where 

charcoal was produced in high quantities.  

Charcoal making process was a laborious work and procedures had no substantial difference throughout 

the Old World. Basically, the production necessitated the leveling of the ground, setting up the central pole, 

stacking the cut wood and covering up the pile before burning. (Smil, 1994:118). Ottomans called the dirt kilns 

in the charcoal making sites “torluk”. These sites remained same for centuries throughout the Ottoman history. 

In the mid-1850s, during the Crimean War, a French forest expert was hired by the Ministry of Navy for 

the examination of Ottoman forests from the aspect of ship building. After visiting several forests, this expert 

drew up a report on timber which was the main material source for ship construction at that time. Yet, observing 

the fuel shortage and high prices of firewood and charcoal he decided to highlight some points on the fuel 

matter, too.  

According to the expert, main reasons behind the shortages were the bad administration of forests and 

poor cutting and charcoal making techniques. He noted that the utilization of axes instead of saws in wood 

chopping was leading to a considerable level of inefficiency during cutting. The total loss in the cutting, it was 

argued, reached %20 and furthermore, a %10 of time loss should be added to the total loss. 

The mentioned content of the report seem to be exaggeration but still the words of the expert point out 

certain facts for the wood cutting in the Empire. In accordance with the statement, archival documents examined 

during the research offered no mentions of saw usage in the Ottoman firewood production but in timber cutting. 

So, it can be argued that lumberjacks in the Ottoman forests depended exclusively on axes for wood cutting. 

Undoubtedly, axe consumes more than saw in the cutting process. However, the amount of wasted wood due to 

the axe utilization appears to be the overstatement of the expert. 

The expert also criticizes the productivity of charcoal making in the Ottoman woodlands. He stated that 

while 100 units of wood could be turned to 19-22 units of charcoal in the kilns at French public forests, only 9-

11 units of charcoal could be derived from the same amount wood by an Ottoman collier. The reason behind this 

was the underdeveloped techniques of charcoal making. (BOA, HR.TO 421/39) 

Nevertheless, several archival documents challenge this proposition. A report dated 1858, which will be 

examined in detail below, stated that the productivity rate in the charcoal business was around % 20. (BOA, 

İ.MMS 12/523) An Ottoman forest officer gives the efficiency in Ottoman charcoal production rate as %17. (Ali 

Rıza, 1884:137) Though the numbers vary, it can be concluded that the difference between the levels of 

productivity in the French and Ottoman charcoal making industries in the nineteenth century was not so 

significant. 

 In charcoal production there was a time constraint for the burning of wood. Weather conditions and life 

cycles of the trees confined the production to certain seasons. Winter was not an appropriate time for charcoal 

making. Undoubtedly, snow, rain and winds could obstruct the burning operation in winter. The beginning of the 

production season was spring. Peasants were arriving at the coppices in March and cutting trees for firewood and 

charcoal. (BOA, C.BLD 38/1890) April, may, september and october were the best dates for charcoal 

production. (Ali Rıza, 1884:138) 

Age of the trees was a significant criterion for cutting. Older trees were not preferred by the colliers. 

Instead, they were making charcoal from the younger pines (Kutluk, 1948:115) due to the better carbonization of 
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thinner branches. The trees should be turned into charcoal in a few months after being felled and dried. The 

experienced people in this work stated that the making of charcoal from the woods having been cut more than 

one year ago was not able to cover the production expenses. The reason behind this was that the product of this 

operation would be lower in amount and of poor quality. (BOA, ŞD 1173-D/43) 

4.1. Amount of Woodfuel Production 

Ottoman sources present very few data on the amount of woodfuels produced in the country. The 

available data cover only a few years in the last decades of the Empire. The table below shows the level of 

annual firewood and charcoal production for certain years. 

Table 2: Annual woodfuel production in the Ottoman Empire 

Year Firewood (tons) Value (piasters) Charcoal (tons) Value (piasters)

1897 441.430 203.040

1907 2.582.419 73.580.685 157.539 67.604.147

1908 2.805.663 83.069.162 149.912 65.104.125

1910 300.090 13.498.314 82.499 36.218.860  
Source:  Forest Statistics of 1897,1908 and 1910 

  Based on the official statistics prepared by the Ottoman government, table 2 shows the annual amount 

of firewood and charcoal production. According to the figures, firewood production increased sharply in a ten-

year period between 1897 and 1907, while there was a steady decrease in the charcoal production in the given 

years.  

 The firewood and charcoal outputs were close to each other in 1907 and 1908. As observed in the table, 

there was a sharp decline in the woodfuel production in 1910. The measures taken by the government to prohibit 

fuel exportation in this year seems to reduce the total production. The firewood production decreased by one-

ninth and that of charcoal about half. This huge fall due to the restrictions implies that woodfuel production in 

the country became export-oriented in these decades. 

Regarding the status of the fuel sources, most of the woodfuel in the country was extracted from the 

state (miri) forests and those belonging to private people took the second place. The coppices (baltalıks) around 

the villages special for local use and forests belonged to the pious foundations (evkaf) supplied lesser fuel 

compared to the others. (1323 Senesi Orman İstatistiği, 1908:14) 

 5. Consumption of Firewood and Charcoal 

 

Due to the availability of forests in most parts of Balkans and Anatolia, wood and charcoal had always been the 

major source of thermal energy in the Ottoman Empire until the reach of coal age. Nevertheless, it is hard to say 

that coal totally replaced firewood and charcoal. Trees continued to provide a high share of energy for the 

Ottoman people until the end of the Empire. Firewood and charcoal were both used in the household activities 

and different kinds of production which can be called respectively as domestic consumption and industrial 

consumption. 

5.1. Domestic Consumption  

Domestic consumption was chiefly composed of thermal energy requirements for cooking and heating. 

Not surprisingly, for heating their houses, Ottoman peasants living in rural areas relied mostly on fireplaces 

inside their houses in which firewood or logs were burned.(Kutluk, 1948:218) Thermal energy used for house 

heating in the urban areas was obtained from woodfuels, too. In the urban centers in which housing conditions 

were much better charcoal was preferred to be burned in braziers. Being smokeless and providing three times 

more energy than firewood made charcoal more favored. At the end of the eighteenth century, while discussing 

house heating in İstanbul, a French traveler noted that “in Turkey the inhabitants do not warm themselves at the 

fire of chimneys, but at that of tandours and mangals, for which charcoal is required.” (Olivier, 1801:239) 

5.2 Woodfuel Consumption in Public Plants and Services    

Tophane-i Âmire (the Imperial Arsenal), Tersane-i Âmire ( The Imperial Dockyard), Darphane-i Âmire 

( The Imperial Mint), gunpowder mills, iron foundries and furnaces around the mines were the major public 

enterprises that depended heavily on the thermal energy derived from firewood and charcoal. A closer 

examination of these enterprises and other public consumers will be more illuminating about the utilization of 

wood and charcoal energy in the Ottoman history.  
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In the first place, defense industry and the army should be discussed as large consumers of woodfuels. 

The safety of a state in the pre-modern times was closely depended on the fuels. The defense industry of the 

Ottoman Empire together with the army and navy, consumed considerable amounts of firewood and charcoal. 

The traditional fuels contributed to the defense and security of the state in three ways. First, they supplied the 

energy for the production of certain materials which were used in the construction of fortresses and castles. 

Especially the making of lime required high amounts of woodfuel which were cut from the available forests 

around the burning sites. (BOA C.AS 268/11136) The bricks and tiles were also among these materials.   

 Second, there was a substantial need for firewood for the daily usages of the soldiers who were living 

in populous groups.  A document dated 1906, for example, shows that almost all of the brigades relied on the 

woodfuel energy for heating and cooking. Under the unfavorable winter conditions of Manastır,  the daily 

firewood need of the military raised to 25 tons in addition to a certain amount of charcoal. (BOA TFR.I.MN 

57/5626) 

The third and the biggest consumer of traditional fuels regarding defense and security was the 

manufacture of weapons and ammunition. The defense industry was under the monopoly of the government. 

There were several sites of ironworks and arsenal around the country. Iron foundries in Samako and Samakocuk 

and arsenals in İstanbul, Erzurum and Diyarbakır were the major hubs for military production. The nature of the 

work conducted in various workshops of these sites required high amounts of heat energy which was derived 

exclusively from forest resources. The following examinations may provide insights about the woodfuel 

consumption in the public industrial plants. 

Tophane-i Âmire   

 Tophane-i Âmire  in İstanbul  was one of the biggest consumers of wood and charcoal. Firewood and 

charcoal could not be burned interchangeably in the workshops. They were used in different operations which 

required different amounts of energy. In other words, burning of firewood or charcoal depended on the nature of 

the work. Pine was the preferred species for firewood supply of the arsenal.  To illustrate, the Sultan ordered the 

transportation of 1500 çekis (340 tons) of pine wood annually from Boğazhisarı and Lapseki in the beginning of 

the nineteenth century. (BOA, C.AS 179/7762) This was probably a small share of the total annual requirement.  

 

  As for charcoal, the favored type was those made of shrub and pine. The reason behind the 

preference of these kinds was presumably the higher quality of the shrub and pine charcoal compared to other 

kinds. According to a document on the charcoal purchase of the arsenal, while the price of one sack shrub 

charcoal was 250 paras, the same unit of shrub charcoal mixed with arbutus worth 218 paras. (BOA C.AS 

1083/47757) The lower price of the second kind points out the fact that the quality of charcoal was worsened 

when mixed with another kind.  

Gunpowder Mills 

Gunpowder production, under the monopoly of the government again, was another significant operation 

that consumed high amounts of charcoal and firewood. After the spread of cannons and firearms many powder 

mills in the capital city and around the empire were operated in order to meet the needs of the Ottoman army. 

Powder mills of Atmeydanı, Kağıthane, Okmeydanı and Şehremini were the major workshops for gunpowder 

production prior to the eighteenth century. In addition, Gelibolu, Selanik, Baghdat, Budin, İzmir, Cairo, 

Temeşvar and Bor could be cited as major powder production centers. There were also small-scale gunpowder 

production in certain castles  

 

   Although charcoal and firewood were both employed in the production of gunpowder, it was only 

firewood used for energy purposes. Instead of utilized as a source of energy in the production process, charcoal 

dust was a component of gunpowder itself. The best species for gunpowder charcoal were willow and poplar. 

(Gölen, 2006:142)  During the gunpowder production firewood was burned for refining salt-petre and sulphur. 

(Agoston: 1993:86)  

Iron foundries and Smelters 

  Ottoman mining could not benefit much from the technological developments in metallurgy that had 

taken place in Europe. Prior to the nineteen century, the ironworks and other smelting industries in Britain and 

France had already begun to use coal and coke. However, Ottomans continued to rely on woodfuel in mining 

business especially in the provincial areas. Thus, the availability of fuels was vital for the maintenance of metal 

production around the Empire. Most of the strategic mines such as iron, copper, gold, silver and lead were under 

the control of the Ottoman government. In order the guarantee the smelting of extracted ores in these mines, the 

government had always spent much effort to secure the flow of fuels to the mining cites from the surrounding 
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forests. Gold and silver mines of Bulgardağı and Gümüşhacıköy and copper deposits in Küre, Ergani and Keban 

were the most important locations where woodfuels assumed a strategic role. 

  Archival documents and secondary literature on the Ottoman mines offer valuable information about the 

fuel consumption during smelting. Furnaces near and around the mining sites burned both firewood and 

charcoal. The high thermal energy requirement of the smelting business necessitated the massive forms of 

firewood. (BOA T.OMİ 1472/37 ) Yet, there were certain limitations for smelting business regarding the energy 

supply. At the end of the eighteen century, for example, Ergani mines could be operated only between May  6 

(ruz-ı hızır) and november 7 ( ruz-ı kasım). Due to the weather conditions, it was impossible to cut wood and 

make charcoal in the mountains in the cold and snowy season. (Tızlak, 1997:108)   

5.3 Artisanal Consumption and Woodfuels in the Private Enterprises 

As mentioned above, firewood and charcoal were of great importance in many economic activities that required 

heat energy. Bakery, ironworks, glassmaking, tannery, pottery and lime production were among the main 

businesses consuming great amounts of organic energy sources. The type of woodfuels burned in artisanal 

services differed. Baths, for example, burned sizable logs called tomruk which were produced by cutting a tree 

trunk into several pieces. The bakers and lime producers consumed demet odunu which was made by binding the 

branches of arborescent shrubs like arbutus and ilex. (Ali Rıza, 1884:33-34) 

  Spread of steam power in the manufacture of certain goods like flour increased firewood consumption 

in certain regions. Firewood was commonly burned in the steamers due to difficulties in coal procurement. 

Factories around Bursa and Bilecik were making use of the pine trees around. (BOA, A.MKT.MHM 276/62) In 

the first decade of the twentieth century, about half of the total firewood arrived at Balıkesir had been consumed 

by the steamed mills in the town. The level of fuel consumption was so high that it was hardly possible to find 

available trees for fuel around the town center. It was taking eight to ten hours to reach the closest woodlands. 

(BOA, ŞD 3122/42)  

6. Firewood and Charcoal Trade  

Woodfuels were either obtained by the household if they had the opportunity to do so, or sold in the 

markets, especially in the urban areas. The fuel requirements of the state enterprises like ironworks and smelters 

were handled via special contracting systems. This section will examine the urban fuel markets and energy 

provision of industrial production with special references to merchants, prices and taxes. Before doing this one 

point that should be clarified is the means of transportation that made the trade possible. 

6.1 Woodfuel Transportation 

Means of transportation have always been essential for the proper working of the fuel market. Though 

having underdeveloped transportation opportunities, Ottoman merchants managed to maintain their commercial 

activities regarding woodfuels, as well as other goods. Ottoman people used three major methods to carry these 

materials in bulk: land transportation conducted through using draught animals and carts, water transportation 

including both sea and rivers, and lately railway transportation in certain regions. If the target market was closer 

to the source of the fuel one of these three sufficed. In the long distance trade however, mostly two of these 

methods employed together. 

Land Transportation via Draught Animals 

  Since firewood and charcoal were produced in forest lands in the mountainous areas, use of animal 

power was a necessity. All kinds of draught animals including donkeys, mules, camels, oxen and water buffalos 

were actively employed around the country. It appears that camels were exclusively used for charcoal 

transportation. (BOA, T.OMİ 1696/1) Donkeys and mules were more important in the transportation of wood 

probably due to their body size and maneuverability. The average amount of firewood that a mule could carry 

was about 170 kg. (Ali Rıza, 1884:136) 

     Oxen and water buffalos were employed to pull carts which carried both firewood and charcoal. Their 

higher loading capacity than that of a single draught animal made them preferable in the case of transportation in 

bulk. There was no standard for the shape and loading capacity of these carts. Geographical and historical 

conditions could have changed their features. For example, each cartload of firewood was assumed about 113 kg  

in the second half of the eighteenth century. (BOA C.AS 308/12735)  While carts in Çorlu were expected to load 

about 450 kg of firewood in the beginning of the nineteenth century (BOA, C.AS 1162/51721) those used in the 

same region in 1850s had a loading capacity of 1280 kg of fuel. ( BOA,  İ.MMS 12/523) 

 

  One of the disadvantages of the land transportation of woodfuels is related to frailty of charcoal. (Perlin, 

1989:236) In the lack of proper roads in the Ottoman lands the vibration of the carts was leading to great losses 
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of charcoal. The charcoal pieces were turning into dust which decreased its quality.  Thus, long hours of charcoal 

transportation was not preferred. In order to minimize the losses some people in this business were choosing to 

make charcoal around the piers instead of burning the woods in the remote corners of the forests. 

Water Transportation 

 

  Fernand Braudel once wrote that due to the bulky form of wood “it was ruinous to transport it more than 

thirty kilometres- unless, that is, it could float on its own by a waterway or sea” (Braudel, 2002:365) Like its 

counterparts, water transportation occupied a central place in the Ottoman trade of firewood and charcoal 

especially in the seaside. The peninsular form of Balkans and Anatolia and together with the concentration of 

forests in the coastal regions featured navigation in the portage of these fuels. Sailing vessels dominated the 

maritime transportation of wood and charcoal until the end of the Empire. The most popular kind of vessels was 

the sailing boats called "çenber". According to a document, these ships were carrying both wood and charcoal 

and were able to load about 56 tons of wood. (BOA, C.BLD 73/3628) 

  Though the priority of sailboats in the firewood and charcoal trade maintained until the end of the 

Empire, the steam transportation was also employed in certain occasions. Steamers or tugboats were in a 

secondary position, yet they were used when sailing vessels fall short to maintain fuel transportation due to the 

natural obstacles. Undesired winds were the major drawback for sailboats. As early as 1855, the help of steamers 

started to be sought for pulling sailboats carrying firewood and charcoal, when the winds hinder their 

movements. ( BOA A.MKT.MHM 75/22) In the following decades, the steamers themselves engaged in wood 

and charcoal transportation with an increasing pace. 

   Throughout the history, buoyancy of water together with the river flow helped societies to easily 

transport timber. Likewise, in addition to timber, Ottoman people transported fuels via rivers where available. 

The firewood burned for candle and soap making in Yozgat had been conveyed from the upper regions via 

Kızılırmak in the midst of the nineteenth century. (BOA, A.MKT.DV 223/6) All of the forest products  of Tavas,  

including woodfuels arrived at Aydın through Akçay. (Cuinet, 1894:367) The rivers around the mining sites 

could assume a significant role in the fuel provision. Copper mines in Ergani took the advantage of Dicle river. 

Logs used in the pits and burned in the furnaces were conveyed through the water stream which saved a 

considerable amount of time and labor.  

  River transportation was not limited to firewood. A regional transportation system based on water 

power played an important role in the charcoal provision of Ergani and Keban mines. The vessel used in the 

rivers was a kind of raft called "kelek" which was made of bloated sheep skins and branches. There were forty to 

sixty sheep skins in each kelek which were tied under a frame of branches. (Orhonlu and Işıksal, 1963:86-

87)Each of these keleks employed in Euphrates could carry twenty five loads of charcoal. The system was 

maintained and supervised by the peasants appointed by the state as "kelekçi"s. They were charged to take 

charcoal from certain points in the upper sides of the river and transport the fuel to Keban. Since there was no 

other way to keep the system run, rafts were dismantled after unloading and the equipment was transported back 

to the upper sides by camels or other draught animals in order to build new keleks. (Tızlak, 1997:178) 

Railway Transportation  

  Trains became an important means of transportation for woodfuels in the second half of the nineteenth 

century. Since the portage of these bulky materials was very challenging, railway transportation introduced a 

great facility in the fuel trade of the interior provinces. The wheat factories in Skopje, for example, were leading 

consumers of firewood and trains assumed an important role in the fuel supply of the steam engines employed in 

the mills. Fuel merchants were renting wagons from the railway company to transport firewood to Skopje from 

the neighboring towns like Orhaniye or Kaçanik. Rent of five wagons by a merchant for firewood transportation 

to Skopje shows that tons of fuel could be conveyed in a single service. ( BOA, TFR.I.TF 1/14)  Exportation of 

600 wagons of wood annually from the forests of Kaçanik is a good indicator of the significance of the railway 

transportation in the firewood trade. (BOA, BEO.AYN.d.. 1701) Railways also became an important means of 

fuel supply of İstanbul in the beginning of the twentieth century which will be discussed in the next article.   

 Overall, distribution of firewood and charcoal was closely related to the transportation opportunities. 

Means of transportation, used in various combinations, ensured the fuel provision of urban population and 

industries. Having described the agents of conveyance, the following section will discuss the commercial web of 

wood fuels.  

  6.2 Commercial Networks of Woodfuel 

Woodfuel commerce in the Ottoman Empire can be examined under two titles: regulated trade and free 

trade. While regulated woodfuel trade was the dominant form until the 1880s, liberal trade outweighed in the 
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later decades.   In accordance with the provisionism principle discussed in the beginning of the article, the 

Ottoman government was cautious in keeping the woodfuel supply and distribution under control, especially 

when state enterprises, army and the capital city were concerned. At the end of the nineteenth century most of 

the industrial plants operated by the government either disappeared or began to use coal as energy source. As a 

result, governmental regulation of woodfuel procurement was no more as necessary as the past decades. 

Furthermore, the development of free market economy in the Empire liberalized the fuel commerce. This section 

will shed light on the fuel provision methods in the classical Ottoman understanding and the development of 

long-distance firewood and charcoal trade.  

Regulated Woodfuel Trade and Regulated Prices 

The most common method in the Ottoman Empire to ensure the fuel supplies of the strategic industries like 

mines, smelters and ironworks was assigning certain groups of people for fuel production and transportation. 

Usually, peasants living in the villages around the production sites were obliged to carry out the business. 

However, such kind of obliging should not be considered slavery. The main tools of the government to mobilize 

the peasants were certain tax exemptions. Besides, the business was providing guaranteed and permanent income 

to the peasants under obligation.  

  For example, in Ergani a special group of skilled axemen (baltacılar) was charged to cut trees and 

prepare charcoal for the furnaces in the mine. For the transportation of the fuel they were working in 

coordination with the unskilled peasants from the villages around the forests. The preferred kind of tree for 

charcoal production was oak. The daily obligation of a peasant was half load of charcoal. If one had a mule this 

time he had to transport one complete load. (Tızlak, 1997)   All of the public plants were fuelled by similar 

methods. The following section offers a detailed analysis of woodfuel regulation for a state enterprise. 

Prices of the woodfuels were closely regulated by the Ottoman government especially in time of crisis 

through narh system. Narh was no more a functional instrument in regulating the woodfuel market at the end of 

the nineteenth century.  Determination of the prices by the government could lead to undesired consequences by 

ruining the market equilibrium. When the local administrators of Edirne set 15 paras for each kıyye of charcoal 

the merchants slowed down the charcoal transportation which interrupted the fuel trade in the city. Due to the 

decrease in the supply, the people could only buy fuel from the shopkeepers paying 50-60 paras for each kıyye. 

Since the high prices for fuel was not acceptable in a city close to forests, the local government was forced to 

take the step back and negotiate with charcoal merchants. (BOA, BEO 123/9184 ) 

 During the fuel procurement of the public enterprises, the prices were determined after negotiated 

between the Ottoman administrators and peasants. The charges aimed to endure for a long time. Yet, the fuel 

provision system suffered much from inflation and natural obstacles which led to occasional demands of the 

providers for increase in fuel prices. As a result, tension on prices was commonplace between the officers and 

fuel suppliers.  For example, in 1857 the villagers around Vize who were obliged to procure the necessary 

charcoal for ironworks in Samakocuk asked for a rise in the price alleging the distance between forests and the 

plant. However, instead of increasing the prices, the government decided to assign new villages for the charcoal 

provision from which the transportation costs would be lesser. Since the maritime transportation was cheaper 

than the land transportation the new villages were to be chosen among the ones in the coastal regions. The fuel 

would be given to the Samakocuk foundry with the current price. (BOA A.MKT.UM 295/73) In this case, 

presence of alternative supply regions strengthened the government’s hand and the price of the charcoal was 

pegged for some time. 

   Likewise, in Tokat, one küfe of charcoal was sold to the smelter for 3,5 piasters in May 1866. Proposing 

that this price was lower than it deserved, the kömürkeşan asked for additional charge. The officers had no 

alternative way for charcoal supply and consequently, the price for one küfe was raised to 4 piasters. ( BOA 

A.MKT.MHM 355/83 ) However, this solution did not help much to fix the problem. Due to continuous 

inflation, the price of the same unit of charcoal reached 7 piasters in 1876. (BOA, T.OMİ 1470/14) 

Development of Free Woodfuel Trade 

Until the second half of the nineteenth century the export of woodfuels was restricted in order to protect 

the urban population from fuel shortages. These restrictions deferred the development of a remarkable trade of 

firewood and charcoal as well as other forest products. The liberal spirit of the Tanzimat Era together with the 

increasing fiscal needs of the state after the Crimean War forced the Ottoman government to find new revenue 

sources. Natural wealth of the country including forests appeared as immediate sources of income that could 

alleviate fiscal crisis. From the 1860s on, as Dursun aptly states, they were “the oscillations between 

protectionist-interventionist and liberalist-free tradist economic policies” that shaped the forests management 

until the end of the Empire.(Dursun, 2007:83) 
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 The opening of the Ottoman economy and the development of international trade paved the way for the 

increasing marketization of forest products.  The forest-rich regions of the country engaged in new commercial 

networks which increased the fuel trade volume considerably. As a result, at the turn of the century, Ottoman 

Empire became a net exporter of firewood and charcoal without receiving noteworthy amounts of woodfuel 

imports.  The official statistics prepared in 1897 provide insights about the production, consumption and trade of 

the woodfuels. 

Table 4: The amount of woodfuel production and consumption in the provinces 

Province Firewood (tons) Charcoal (tons) Firewood (tons) Charcoal (tons)

Selanik 103.900 69.200 103.900 5.170

Edirne 40.800 51.750 40.800 22.770

İzmit 86.500 14.900 86.500 6.560

Aydın 18.250 19.080 16.750 7.890

Çatalca 750 21.120 750 9.300

İşkodra 9.750 5.830 9.750 2.570

Manastır 15.000 6.320 15.000 2.780

Adana 7.080 390 7.080 .

Konya 23.000 8.120 . 2.460

Biga 17.650 1.920 17.650 840

Kosova 28.750 1.380 28.750 610

Sivas 3.125 500 3.125 220

Kastamonu 50.750 190 47.500 85

Trabzon 17.250 640 17.250 280

Hüdavendigar 10.000 1.100 10.375 480

Aegean Islands 7.750 600 7.750 265

Ankara 1.125 . 1.125 .

TOTAL 441.430 203.040 414.055 62.280

Production Consumption

 
Source: Güran, T. (1997) Osmanlı Devleti'nin İlk İstatistik Yıllığı 1897 = The First Statistical Yearbook of the 

Ottoman Empire. Ankara : Başbakanlık Devlet İstatistik Enstitüsü,  

  According to the figures, at the end of the nineteenth century, the total charcoal production was 203.040 

tons and the amount of firewood reached 441.430 tons. As a primary observation, the provinces which were both 

forest-rich and with reliable markets for woodfuel did better than others in terms of production and fuel trade. 

The table demonstrates that the volume of woodfuel business in the Balkan provinces was far higher than that of 

Anatolian provinces with the exception of Aydın and İzmit. Better marketing opportunities in the Balkans for the 

fuels made forests more open to the commercialization in this region.     

The table shows that Salonica, Edirne, İzmit, Aydın and Çatalca preserved their central position in the 

charcoal production. As mentioned previously, these areas were leading hubs of forests and assumed important 

roles in the woodfuel supply of either the army or the capital city for centuries. Leaving a small share of the fuel 

for the local consumption, vast majority was transported to other places by merchants. However, we do not have 

exact information about the final destination of the charcoal loads. We can infer from the archival documents 

that almost all of the fuels produced in Edirne, İzmit and Çatalca supplied İstanbul. Though Selanik sent 

woodfuels to the capital city occasionally, the main fuel trade of this province was oriented to Egypt. (BOA, 

DH.MKT 987/3) Likewise, the province of Aydın provided considerable amounts of woodfuels for both Cyprus 

and Egypt. (BOA, BEO 3872/290376) 

  Another conclusion than can be drawn from the table is that the almost all of the firewood cut in a 

certain district was consumed by its inhabitants. There are very few provinces exporting firewood to other 

regions. The main reason behind this was the lesser economic value of firewood compared to charcoal. 

According to the table, only Kastamonu, the richest Ottoman province in terms of forests and Adana, a fuel 

exporting province to Egypt had remarkable firewood trades. Yet, compared to the charcoal exportation, the 
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volume of the firewood trades was still modest. Thus, it can be concluded that long distance woodfuel trade in 

the Ottoman Empire was more or less the trade of charcoal instead of firewood. 

 Rising Exportation of Woodfuels 

On paper, the exportation of firewood and charcoal to the foreign countries was forbidden in the 

Ottoman Empire. The thirteenth article of the trade regulation of 1885 involved an explicit prohibition on this. 

(Düstur I, 1937) However, it seems that the prohibition had little impact in the practical level. Fuel merchants 

continued to export firewood and charcoal especially from the forests in Balkans. Greece appears in the archival 

documents as the leading importer of woodfuel together with Malta. (BOA, BEO 2724/204271)  The availability 

of sea transportation in this geography promoted and facilitated the fuel trade. Captains, together with the fuel 

merchants, were also significant actors of the business. (BOA, BEO 3088/231581) 

A striking example demonstrating the expansion of fuel trade in the post-1880 era was the growing 

export of woodfuel to Egypt. Lack of forests in Egypt made this country a prominent buyer of firewood and 

charcoal.  Forests in the southern coast of Anatolia and even those in Balkans provided high amounts of fuel for 

Egyptians. Fuel trade between Balkans and Egypt became so lively in the beginning of the twentieth century. A 

single contract signed between Egyptians and fuel merchants in Salonica, for example, could involve about 585 

tons of charcoal. (BOA, BEO 3102/232640) 

The provisionist tendencies in the Ottoman economic mind were still evident even in the beginning of 

the twentieth century. The movement of firewood and charcoal was tried to be blocked by the government when 

the Ottoman subjects were in severe need. For example, when people living in Alasonya complained from the 

fuel shortages they faced in a cold winter due to the high level of fuel exportation to Greece, the administrative 

council banned the trade with foreigners. Yet, in the following year when the winter was more benign the 

prohibition was lifted. It was stated that the injunction of merchants from the trade and some workers from their 

jobs was not an acceptable action. (BOA, BEO 2724/204271)   These words demonstrate the changes in the 

official perspective in that the interests of the merchants and workers were began to taken into account. 

7. Conclusion 

 Preindustrial Ottoman economy was fuelled by firewood and charcoal. Despite the increasing consumption of 

coal after the introduction of steam engine at the end of 1820s, woodfuels did not lose much importance in 

domestic heating, smelting and artisanal activities until the end of the Empire. Since the Ottoman provinces 

differed in terms of forest wealth there were various fuelling networks in the country. While Arab provinces had 

to import woodfuels, forests in Anatolia and Balkans not only fuelled the local people and industries but also 

foreigners.  The coastal regions enjoyed the advantage of dense forests in the mountains. The inner lands 

suffered from poor vegetation which generated additional transportation costs. Pack animals, various kinds of 

water vehicles and lately trains were employed to convey woodfuels around the Empire. 

 Woodfuels were strategic materials in the eyes of the Ottoman administrators. The political elite closely 

supervised the woodfuel provision of the capital city, army and state enterprises like the Imperial Arsenal, the 

Imperial Dockyard and the smelters around the country. However, from 1860s on, the principle of provisionism 

was challenged by the liberalization of Ottoman economy. The restrictions on the fuel exportation were lifted 

which increased the export-oriented woodfuel production. Furthermore, the closing down of many state 

enterprises and technological changes in the remaining ones made woodfuel regulation unnecessary for these 

industrial plants. The state intervention in the fuel provision of İstanbul remained as an alternative policy in case 

of emergency. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the role of state banks in Turkey between the two world wars. After the War 

of Independence, the purpose of governments was to set up a new economic order that would ensure national 

sovereignty. The lack of capital and credits stimulated the government to rearrange the banking sector in the 1920s 

and in 1930s. Even though, the influence of the Great Depression was destructive, it provided an opportunity for 

Turkey to establish the National Economy via protectionist policies.  At this point, the banking system was 

rearranged in order to finance industry and to support the credit market. As a result, state banks played a crucial role 

in the establishment of industry. 
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THE ROLE OF STATE BANKS IN TURKEY BETWEEN THE TWO WORLD WARS  

1.INTRODUCTION 

 

After the First World War, the disintegration of the international economy and the Great Depression affected 

economies worldwide. The consequent emergence of protective policies and autarky caused further troubles. State 

and public banks were the amongst some of the instruments used to resolve the fore mentioned problems. 

‘Historically, the type of state bank varies from country to country according to the needs. However, the importance 

of state banks in the banking system continues due to market failures. The reasons for the establishment of state 

banks depends on the history of the country and the deficiency of the capital market. There are five economic 

reasons: the first is that state/government must lead the development due to insufficient capital accumulation. The 

second is positive externalities. The private sector avoids investing in projects which have higher social benefits but 

lower profits. The state bank needs for the efficiency of allocation of the resources. The third is financial and 

economic stability. Financial stability is important to reduce the negative impact of the crises before they happen or it 

is important to give confidence to the market after crises. Generally, the government purchases banks to prevent 

bankruptcy. The fourth is providing benefits to rural communities from banking activities. Finally, to reduce the 

power of large private banks and increase competition in the market’i 

 

During the First World War, traditional governing structures, such as Russia, the Austria-Hungarian Empire and the 

Ottoman Empire, collapsed. The remnants of the Ottoman Empire were transformed after the Turkish National 

Struggle of 1918-1922 into the Republic of Turkey. In retaining or gaining full economic sovereignty under the new 

conditions, it was the nation-state that was responsible for policies that affected economic growth.ii In Turkey, the 

nation-state was new, but the problem of constructing a new economy had deep historical ties. In order to ensure 

stability, three core issues needed to be addressed: the budget deficit, monetary instabilities, and external trade 

deficits. The balanced budget policy was implemented in order to restoring fiscal stability to economy, which was 

seen as the primary problem in 1920s.iii 

 

In the formation of financial systems and banking structures, every country has a different path of development, 

related to available organizations and traditions, as well as to the wealth of the country and its industrial structure. 

The government's need for credit was a prominent factor, as it was in many countries, in the development of the State 

Banks in Turkey. In the 1920s, the Turkish economy was, in terms of industry and finance, undeveloped.  The 

necessary prerequisites for the development of infrastructure (legal, institutional and physical), integrated markets, 

education, managerial and organizational skills and entrepreneurial activities were all insufficient. These factors thus 

also affected the development of the banking system in Turkey, which, since the middle of the 19th century and the 

late Ottoman era, had been tightly controlled by foreign banks and institutions. In the 1920s, the first public banks 

were established as national and mixed banks and were issued important tasks. In the 1930s, besides these national 
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banks, the Central Bank and new investment banks were founded in order to develop industry, nationalize the market 

and develop the banking sector. Even though the influence of the Great Depression was highly destructive, the new 

conditons provided an opportunity to peripheral/marginal countries such as Turkey to establish National Economies 

via the implementation of protectionist policies. In this, context, public banks had an enormous role in supporting 

and constructing Turkish industry.  

 

2.HISTORY OF BANKING AFTER THE FIRST WORLD WAR 

 

The First World War ended the liberal order of the nineteenth century and initiated a phase of deglobalization. 

Production and consumption for total war relied on securing vital strategic materials, raw materials and food, and this 

led countries to restrict exports and expand imports when possible.iv International trade was direcly affected by these 

developments and subsequently declined. The First World War and its aftermath had a great impact upon the 

financial sector. International financial leadership passed from London to New York and within Europe, the banking 

sector was seriously weakened in countries that had fallen victim to hyperinflation. In Germany, for instance, the 

universal banks had to loosen their traditional grip on heavy industry. In many countries, the banking world 

responded to these and other challenges by waves of mergers.v  

 

In several countries, confidence in private banks was so shaken that deposits never recovered until the Second World 

War. Governments established public credit institutions to fill the gap, but also to extend their influence over 

investment flows. The banking crises of the early 1930s were not confined to Eastern Europe but ravaged most of the 

continent. In order to save the financial system, the Weimar Republic de facto nationalized almost all the major 

German banks. In Italy and Belgium, universal banks were required to split into deposit banks and holding 

companies. In the Italian case, many industrial shares owned by these private holdings ended up in the hands of the 

IRI, a public holding company.vi In many cases, national banks were chartered with a clear public purpose in mind: 

to clear up the monetary disarray (as in Denmark and Norway), to raise funds for the government (e.g., in England), 

and/or to facilitate trade by extending banking services (e.g., Sweden and the Netherlands). Moreover, the new 

institutions frequently acted as the government’s fiscal agent.vii 

 

In France, in the context of emergence of banking institutions, the First World War was a decisive event. From 1917 

to 1938, ‘public banking capitalism’ (J. Bouvier) grew step by step with no overarching plans, new bodies, some of 

which are mentioned below, were added to existing institutions for short-term reasons that were dependent only upon 

the circumstances: Crédit Agricole, Banques Populaires and chèques post aux (1917–18), Crédit National (1919), the 

Crédit hôtelier (1923), Crédit Maritime (1928), Caisse de crédit aux départements et aux Communes (1931), Caisse 

des marchés de l’Etat and strict control of the State over the Banque de France (1936), Caisse Centrale de crédit 

coopératif (1938).viii According to Laure Quennouëlle-Corre and André Straus, public banking was expanding all 

over Europe in the 1930s.  The ever-increasing demand made on the banks by the State was a consequence of the 

war and was linked to the emergence of the Welfare State. State debts, which represented 10 percent of GDP in 
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1913, rose to 20 percent at the end of the war, fell to 14 percent in 1929 but reached 20 percent again during the 

crisis.ix 

 

In the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), the state took upon itself the task of modernizing and developing 

the economy. In 1927–1928, Stalin initiated a major industrialization drive and in 1929, the first Five-Year Plan was 

implemented.x After 1917, the banking system was reshaped under the creation of a single government as a means of 

assuring control of industry and the State Bank was nationalized. When the New Economic Policy (NEP) was 

launched, it was transformed into the State Bank of the USSR. In the late 1920s and early 1930s, the USSR carried 

out a series of reforms aimed at creating an efficient mechanism of centrally planned production processes. 

Accordingly, between 1930 and 1932, credit reforms were passed which regulated monetary and credit resource 

flows. The result of the abolition of mutual commercial credit was that all direct short-term lending was conducted 

in the State Bank. All specialized banks turned into long-term investment banks, and all their branches were closed. 

Specialized banks were required to perform all operations through State Bank branches. In 1932, the functions of the 

State Bank and those of the long-term investment banks (Prombank, Selkhozbank, Vsekobank, and Tsekombank) 

were finally delineated.xi 

 

Central banks have a long history of confronting the instabilities of monetary systems and of financing goverment. In 

the 1930s, many central banks were established. A key motivation for the establishment of many national banks was 

to restrain monetary disarray. Other national banks were established to provide credit to the economy and above all 

to stimulate commerce. Among newly independent countries, central banks are typically among the first institutions 

formed, since political independence and monetary independence usually go hand-in-hand.xii The establishment of 

the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey had a crucial role to play in the securing of financial stability in the 

1930s. 

 

3.1.THE HISTORY OF BANKING IN TURKEY 

 

Modern banking in the Ottoman Empire started in the 19th century with foreign banks and the bankers of the Galata 

district. The lack of revenue and structural budget deficits were the main factors for the growing demand for credit in 

the Ottoman economy. Modern banking was developed by foreign banks in the second half of the 19th century. 

Banking licenses were distributed to secure easier and cheaper government borrowing.xiii Since Ottoman capital 

accumulation was inadequate, banking facilities were functioned/administered by foreign banks. The Ottoman Bank 

was established in 1863 in order to meet short-term goverment finances and to generate stability in exchange rates 

and monetary variables. In order to develop national banking, attempts were made during the Second Constitutional 

Period such as with the Itibar-ı Milli Bank (1917), and some local banks were established. 

 

The Republic of Turkey was established in 1923. To secure and establish national economic sovereignty, it was 

necessary (for the state) to intervene in the economy. Growing credit requirements and the structure of the financial 

markets impelled the government to intervene in these markets. In order to generate financial control, the 
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establishment of nation-wide banks was required in the 1920s. Foreign banks financed foreign trade and long-term 

investments, such as railroad investments. Even though there were some domestic banks, such as Ziraat Bank and the 

Itibar-ı Milli Bank, the dominance of the foreign banks continued until the 1930s. In 1923, the Izmir Economic 

Conference focused on what should be the economic policy of the new republic, with national industry and national 

credit institutions perceived to be the foundations of the economy.  

 

Increasing credit requirements by the government and demands by the private sector for credit brought about the 

establishment of the new banks after the Conference. The national banking movement began in the 1920s under the 

leadership of the State banks. Ziraat Bank was re-organized (1924) and İş Bank (1924), Emlak-Eytam Bank (1927) 

and Sanayi ve Maadin Bank (1925) were all founded either as public banks or as quasi-public banks. İş Bank is seen 

as the first national bank of Turkey, with domestic capital and workers. Attempts at forming a Central Bank were 

finalized in 1930 with the setting up of the Central Bank of Turkey, which meant less monetary disarray in the 

economy. Before World War I, there had been nine local banks operating in the Ottoman economy. Between 1914 

and 1923, 17 local banks were established. In 1923, there were 22 national and 13 foreign banks, with a total of 439 

branches. Between 1923 and 1932, the number of local banks increased to 29. In 1933, the number of national banks 

reached 48 while that of foreign banks dropped to 10. The Great Depression caused liqudity problems and a decline 

in the number of banks. The number of foreign banks decreased in the 1930s as a result of the Great Depression and 

banking crises in the USA and Europe. 

 

In the 1920s, after a short period of semi-liberal economic policies, Turkey began implementing protective and 

inward-oriented economic policies as a result of the impact of the Great Depression. In 1932, etatist economic 

policies were initiated and government intervened in the markets directly. Protective and etatist policies supported 

the decline in foreign trade deficits by increasing domestic production in the 1930s, during which stable monetary 

policies, balanced state budgets, and protectionist policies created convenient conditions for domestic investments. 

Because of limited foreign resources and inadequate government budget revenues, new funds had to be raised to 

finance industrial enterprises. In 1932, the government reached its final limits in taxation; in recession, it was 

impossible to raise taxes further. The initial steps in the promotion of the banking sector were undertaken by the 

government and people were encouraged to save more and channel their savings into bank accounts.xiv  

 

While stimulating savings, the government drew up basic regulations in the banking sector in order to protect 

deposits and preserve the credibility of the banks. Regulatory institutions and legal bases for financial activities were 

set up, such as the Central Bank, founded in 1930, the Saving Fund established in 1930, and the Protection of 

Deposits Code and Lending Money Code, approved in 1933. In 1936, the first Banking Code was issued in Turkey.xv 

With this Code, a definition of the bank as an institution was drawn up. Deposits were defined as savings deposits 

and commercial deposits and the administrive structure and activities of the banks were determined. This law also 

permitted banks to join investments and companies, which gave every kind of bank an opportunity to participate in 

industry. These developments in the banking sector generated a legal base for banking in Turkey and provided a 

general framework for the banks.  
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3.2. NATIONAL AND INVESTMENT BANKING DURING THE INTER-WAR YEARS 

 

The main purpose of state banking in the 1930s was to promote industry. In this context, institutions such as 

Sümerbank, Etibank, Belediyeler (İllerBank), Halk Bank and Denizcilik Bank were created.xvi 

Turkey needed industry to meet domestic consumption demands and protective policies and import bans created 

conditions convenient for the setting up and promotion of industry. The first industrial plan was implemented 

between 1934-1938 and new state banks were set up to finance investments. The investment function of Sanayi 

Maadin Bank was merged with the Industry and Credit Bank to underscore industrial investments, while the Office 

for Industry was formed in 1932. Investment and financial functions were divided amongst these institutions. 

However, this solution was not approved of by liberal groups in goverment and in business circles. In 1933, 

investment and financial functions were united into one institution, and the Sumerbank was established. Moreover, 

the government encouraged participation by Isbank, Ziraat Bank and the Central Bank in the process of 

industrialization. Thus, by 1933 the principle of accumulation of capital determined that accumulation would occur 

in the state industries, and was to be financed by the banks. Sumerbank invested in consumption goods, textiles, 

paper, ceramic industries and Etibank was established in 1935 to develop the mining and energy sectors to 

implement the second industrial plan. Table 1 shows the share of public banks in the total number of banks in Turkey 

between 1926 and 1938. In 1926, foreign banks were dominant in the banking system and public banks’ share of 

deposits was only 27%, although their share of the total subsidiaries was higher, at 52%. 

 

Table 1: The Share of Public Banks in The Total Banks 

Year Deposits Credits Subsidiaries 

1926 %27 %28 %52 

1929 %54 %42 %88 

1930 %41 %55 %64 

1932 %39 %38 %77 

1934 %75 %61 %84 

1936 %77 %65 %96 

1938 %68 %65 %89 

Source: Statistical Bulletins of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey, 1930-1939. 

Owing to the Great Depression, in 1929, the weight of public banks in the banking system rose but then wavered; 

however, after 1934 their place within the banking system solidified and the percentage of foreign banks declined to 

about 32% by 1938. Between 1934 and 1938, public banks had a significant part to play in the gathering of deposits 

and disturbed loans. Moreover, public banks had a growing role in subsidising investments between 1920 and 1938.  

Table 2 shows the percentage of state banks' deposits, credits, and subsidiaries in the total National Banks between 

1926 and 1938. In 1926,  three banks made up 70% of national banks’ deposits, evidence as to the relative weakness 

of banking in Turkey.   

Table 2.The share of  Public Banks in the National Banks 

Year Deposits Credits Subsidiaries 

1926 %70 %70 %89  
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1929 %83 %80 %97 

1930 %79 %82 %97 

1932 %78 %83 %97 

1934 %97 %85 %94 

1936 %95 %86 %91 

1938 %83 %82 %91 

Source: Statistical Bulletins of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey,1930-1939 

Credit and deposits were limited. Deposits and credits increased up to 1929 but under the effects of the Great 

Depression, deposits (although not credits) fell slightly in 1932 ( in Isbank and Ziraat Bank). The share of public 

banks in all national banks increased between 1929 and 1932 from 89 to 97; Isbank, Ziraat Bank and Emlak-Eytam 

Bank were responsible for almost all subsidiaries in national banking system. 

Graph 1 shows the deposits, credits and subsidiaries of the total banks including foreign banks in Turkey between 

1926 and 1938. Up to 1929, total deposits and credits were increasing. However, in 1929, total deposits and credits 

fell sharply, while total subsidies were not affected by the effects of the Great Depression. 

Graph 1: The Deposits, Credits and Subsidiaries Between 1926 and 1938  

 

Source: Statistical Bulletins of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey,1930-1939 

 

Development of the deposits, credits and subsidiaries of national banks between 1926 and 1938 are seen in Graph 2. 

Graph 2: Total Deposits, Credits, and Subsidiaries of  the National Banks 

 

Source: Statistical Bulletins of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey, 1930-1939 
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According to the graph, all variables increased, despite the effects of the Great Depression which greatly affected the 

Turkish economy between 1929 and 1933. After 1934, deposits, credits and subsidiaries increased gradually due to 

the etatists policies and operations of the state banks. 

 

During the Etatist period, there was an increase in deposits, credits, and subsidiaries. Ziraat Bank had the biggest 

share in the growth of deposits and credits, while Isbank played an important role in raising deposits and 

subsidiaries. Moreover, Sumerbank made a serious contribution to investments in the 1930s. By 1930, Isbank had a 

major role in the increase in deposits and subsidiaries. Ziraat Bank disturbed nearly 50% percent of all credits of 

national banks; Sanayi Maadin bank acted as an investing bank but did not, however, have resources to distribute. 

After 1932, under the protective economic policies, the total deposits, credits and subsidiaries of national banks 

increased gradually. In order to examine the role of the public banks, the development of Isbank, Emlak-Eytam 

Bank, Ziraat Bank Sanayi and Maadin Bank, Sumerbank and Etibank between1926-1938 have been exploored under 

the two sub-periods, 1926-32 and 1934-38. Figures related to deposits, credits, and subsidiaries are shown in Table 1 

in the Appendix.  

 

Graph 3 shows the development of deposits between 1926-32. Initially, deposits were on the rise, but the global 

economic crises of 1929 meant deposits plateaud/stagnated until 1932. 

 

Graph 3.The Deposits between 1926-1932 

 

Source: Statistical Bulletins of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey,  April 1933,p.15-18 

 

In this period, Ziraat Bank and Isbank were the two largest banks among the national banks; Sanayi Maadin Bank 

did not have banking functions for deposits. 

It can be concluded from Graph 4 that of the total deposits of national banks, Isbank and Ziraat Bank rose the most 

between 1934 and 1938. 

 

Graph 4.The Deposits between 1934- 1938 
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Source: Statistical Bulletins of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey July 1935,p16-20 

 

Sumerbank and Etibank did not have any contribution to the change in deposits because their primary function was 

to invest. 

 

As can be seen in Graph 5, credits first saw an increase, after which they saw a decline due to the effects of the Great 

Depression. 

 

Graph 5.The Credits Between 1926-1932 

 

 Source: Statistical Bulletins of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey,  April 1933,p.15-18 

 

Between 1930-1932, loans issued by Ziraat Bank decreased from 56.42 million TL to 53.2, while Isbank’s loans 

declined from 32.1 million to 30.1 million TL. Sanayi Maadin Bank’s credits were minuscule as it operated as an 

industrial holding and thus did not distribute credit. 

Emlak Eytam bank did not have a significant role in banking activities between 1926 and 1938. Its deposits, credits, 

and subsidiaries were negligible; its primary function was to manage real assets and thus did not contribute to the 

collection of deposits or support for credit markets. 

In Graph 6, development in credits between 1934 and 1938 reveal an increase in Isbank credits. The statist policy 

affected banking activities positively and by 1938 national banks’ total deposits had reached 217 million TL. 
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 Graph 6. The Credits Between 1934-1938 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Statistical Bulletins of the Central 

Bank of the Republic of Turkey,  April 1933,p.15-18 

 

As a result of these developments, Isbank and Zıraatbank’s total credits increased. Most of Zıraatbank’s credits were 

‘commercial loans’, with 45% of these loans being assigned to the agricultural sector in 1937. For this reason, the 

bank was rearranged in 1937 to act as a support for farmers. 

In Graph 7, we can see limited increases between 1926 and 1932 in subsidiaries by Sanayi Maadin Bank and Isbank. 

 

Graph 7: Subsidiaries Between 1926-1932 

 

Source: Statistical Bulletins of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey, April 1933,p.15-18 

In Graph 8, we notice a very sharp rise in Sumerbank subsidiaries, rising from 13.7 million TL to 71.06 million. 

 

Graph 8: Subsidiaries between 1934 and 1938 
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Source: Statistical Bulletins of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey,  July 1935,p.16-20 and Statistical 

Bulletins of the Central Bank of the Republic Turkey, June 1939,p.31-33. 

 

In 1934, the total subsidiaries of all national banks was 21.4 million TL and reached 131.7 million TL in 1938. The 

biggest share in subsidiaries belonged to Sumerbank. Table 3 shows the nominal capital, paid-in capital and 

liabilities of Sumerbank between 1933 and 1938. 

 

Table 3: Sumerbank’s Sources (million TL) 

Year Nominal capital Paid-in capital Liabilities 

1933   20,000 10,691   2.782.639 

1934   62,000 13,155   3.338.523 

1935   62,000 17,904   8.526.940 

1936   62,000 25,279 11.078.252 

1937   80,500 35,836 12.644.509 

1938   80,500 41,146 18.034.324 

 Source: Statistical Bulletins of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey,1930-1940 

 Although Sumerbank had negligible deposits and only a slight role in supporting credits, it was behind numerous 

large investments and subsidies. The source of the investments was its paid-in capital and treasury aids. In 1938, the 

bank’s liabilities account increased to 18 million TL. The bank used all its resources for investments. 

 

In the first half of the 1930s, the Central Bank supported industrial investments via the Amortization Fund. Etatist 

economic policies increased the financial needs of public enterprises. In that era, there was no alternative other than 

domestic borrowing. Savings were insufficient and market interest rates and credit costs were too high – with such 

rates the financing of government investments was too costly. Under these conditions, the government had to 

intervene in the credit markets and use legal reserve requirement deposits to finance government investments. The 

Central Bank was responsible for the funding of these enterprises and for this purpose, the Amortization Fund was 

founded in 1935 with two main objectives in mind: the first, to organize government debts, and second, to reduce the 

debt. The task of the Fund was to regulate the market for the bonds of the state's domestic and foreign debt and bills. 

These were debt consolidation, conversion, consolidation or redemption at favorable terms. Ministers requesting 

loans from the fund would be authorized by the board of ministers. The government had to finance long-term 

investment agencies and institutions within the financial instruments of the fund, which was specified as a certain 

portion of the legal reserve requirements.xvii 
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4.CONCLUSION 

 

After the First World War, the problems of the international economy continued, but a weakening Gold Standard and 

economic crises led to protective policies and autarky. Many countries regulated their banking systems and increased 

the role of the state in the financial sector by expanding state banking. 

 

In Turkey, the system of national banking developed in the 1920s under the leadership of state and local banks. The 

primary purpose of national banking was to provide financial instruments and institutions for domestic economic 

development. However, a shortage of private capital meant government was pushed to initiate banking activities in 

the 1920s. The internal economic and financial problems and the influences of the Great Depression directed the 

government to implement an etatist policy. By the 1930s, a central bank as well as state banks were established to 

invest and provide credits in order to build up industry. Indeed, the first industrial program(plan) shaped the activities 

of state banks. Sumerbank and Etibank achieved the targets of the industrial program and realized higher economic 

growth, as evidenced by the increases in state bank subsidies.  

 

Turkish banking evolved from local to national and then on to mixed banking. All banks were involved in industry 

and it was during this period that the relationship between the banks and the State developed. Briefly, by the 1930s, 

state banks had become the principal component of the banking system and the drive for economic growth. The 

weight of state banks in the banking system thus increased and they played important roles in terms of collecting 

deposits, changing traditional savings habits and distributing credit.  
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APPENDİX 

  

Table 1. Deposits, Credits and Subsidiaries Of Banks between 1926-1938, (000)TL 

Year Banks Deposits Credits Subsidiaries 

  

  

1926 

  

  

Isbank    12,473  11,426.1         552.9 

Ziraaatbank    17,168.2  25,995.2          969      

Sanayi 

Maadin 
     1,686.9   3,384.9      2,754.1 

     

Total   31,328.1  40,806      4,276      

Total 

National 

Banks 

  44,334.1  54,358.8      4,815.3 

     

Foreign 

Banks  
  73,666  90,614.2      3,480.7 

     

Total  118,000 145,000      8,296      

1929 

Isbank   44,928. 6   31,921.4      6,106.3      

Sanayi 

Maadin 

Bank 

    2,776.3   4,289.5      7,176.7 

     

Ziraat Bank   55.327.2  37,635.3          654.1      

Emlak 

Eytam Bank 
   8,134.4  10,901.1            26 
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 Total 111,166.5  84,747.3     13,963.1      

Total 

National 

Banks 

133,498.4 105,099.3     14,432.2 

     

Foreign 

Banks 
71,501.6   98,900.7       1,406.7 

     

Total  205,000 204,000     15,838.9      

1930 

Isbank 42,917.9   32,121.9      7,236.0      

Sanayi 

Maadin 
  1,948.7    4,512      6,647.1 

     

Ziraatbank 50,609.2   56,423.6         529      

Emlak 

Eytam Bank 
11,157   12,644           36 

     

 Total 106,632.8 105,701.5   14,481.1      

Total 

National 

Banks 

134,827 128,851   15,001 

     

Foreign 

Banks 
123,245   63,548     7,471 

     

Total 258,072 192,399   22,472      

1932 

Isbank   43,919.7   30,105.4    8,065.1      

Sanayi 

Maadin 
    1,765.1     3,351.6    9,296.1 

     

Ziraat Bank   49,250.5   53,263.4    2,636.3 

Emlak 

Eytam Bank 
     9,780   12,405       802 

 Total 104,715.3   99,125.4  20,799.5 

Total 

National 

Banks 

132,806.3 120,147.8   21,438.6 

Foreign 

Banks 
131,908 137,005    5,351 

Total 264,717 257,147  26,791 

1934 

Isbank  51,860.4   33,313  13,670.8 

Sumerbank    2,354.4     4,745  17,392.7 

Etibank    0      0    0 

Ziraat Bank   55,954    60,300    6,698 

Emlak eytam 

Bank 
     9,224   12,277    1,852 

 Total 119,392.8 110,635   39,613.5 

Total 

National 

Banks 

144,783 130,329   42,336 

Foreign 

Banks  
   41,788  49,701     3,927 

Total 186,571 180,030   46,263 

1936 

  

Isbank   72,508.7   42,807.5   23,966.2 

Sumerbank     4,043     3,931   40,107 

Etibank          28.7        308.7     2,913.7 

Ziraat Bank   78,836   69,395   13,371 

Emlak 

Eytam Bank 
    8,370   11,993      2,703 

 Total  163,786.4  128,435.2   80,357.9 
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Total 

National 

Banks 

 172,091  150,143   85,092 

 
Foreign 

Banks 
   40,996    47,016     3,816 

 Total 213,087 197,159    88,908 

1938 

Isbank    98,171.5 
    

73,634.5 
  20,747.2 

Sumerbank    14,205.2 
      

5,752.8 
  71,064.4 

Etibank       2,377.7 
       

2,836.1 
  10,253.9 

Ziraatbank    83,598.8 
    

85,515.3 
  15,149.9 

Emlak 

Eytam Bank 
   11,182     10,915     2,826.4 

 Total  209,535.2  178,653.7  120,041.8 

Total 

National 

Banks 

249,836 217,043.9  131,781.8 

Foreign 

Banks  
  55,316   59,359     3,453 

 Total 305,157 276,407 135,324 

Source:  Statistical Bulletins of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey,1930-1939 
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Abstract 

Considering the rising momentum of the tourism, companies and countries plunged into a quest for alternative 
activities over the longstanding choices in order to match more complex preferences demanded by people as a result 

of the globalization and technological improvement. In response to this demand, tourism is diversified and expanded 

into new alternatives. Cruise industry is an oligopoly and a sub-branch of tourism industry with its both labour and 
capital abundant factors. According to the official numbers, cruise line destinations mainly concentrated on 

Caribbean’s and Mediterranean whereas 9% of global cruisers passed from Turkey as Turkey responds to this with 

21 active cruise harbours. Understanding the itineraries as well as destinations is important in order to maintain and 
prosper current place in global zone. In our study, we aim to analyse the indicators that boost the cruise industry by 

concentrating on the attractive factors in world’s leading destinations in order to investigate the Turkey’s current 

and possible future place in the industry. 

 
Keywords: 1.Economics 2.Tourism 3.Cruise industry 4. Economic impact  

 
1. Introduction 

 

Tourism can be widely defined as a human activity that captures the demand of people on 

the entertaining or business events and travel activities from one place to another for leisure, 

pleasure or some duty; whereas the supply side of the tourism industry can be consist of the 

businesses that deliver variety of such services as hotels, restaurants, management of business 

or leisure events and entertainment for individuals. Over the last two decades, international 

arrivals have experienced a significant rally with 124% of growth from 527 million in 1995 

to 1,184 million in 2015. Even though the heterogenic structure of the industry makes it 

harder to measure the economic impact; World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) 

demonstrates that international tourism activities created roughly 1.5 trillion dollars of 

international export equivalent in 2015 referring to its direct, indirect and induced impact 

which is approximately equal to 9% of world’s GDP (UNWTO, 2015). From this point of 

view, tourism income can be considered as a strong impetus for economies, especially 

regarding its priority in growth strategies of developing countries, so that the importance of 
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tourism should be strongly emphasized by providing widespread awareness (Durbarry, 

2004).   

 

Some developing countries, including Turkey, have low domestic saving rates and capital 

accumulation, experience high debt even though the inadequate foreign reserve to recover 

this debt. Moreover, import-oriented production and consumption generates cash-outflow 

and each of all factors requires a need for cash-inflow to country’s international balances in 

aggregate. So the tourism receipts can be seen as a cure with its affirmative impact on nations’ 

balance of payments. Under this perspective, tourism industry has both micro and macro 

impacts. Taking into account the fact that foreign tourism creates a foreign export demand 

for domestic goods and services, it generates foreign currency earnings and create new 

employments as well as strengthening country’s stance in international zone by contributing 

a welfare to standards of living in macro points of view.  On the other hand, micro benefits 

of tourism can be viewed as improving the quality of labor and using the sources in efficient 

way, diversifying the alternatives by using new facilities and benefiting scale economics 

(Akal, 2010).  

 

In World Tourism Organization’s report, Turkey is ranked in top 10 destinations in 2014 and 

consolidated its position at 6th place in international arrivals by welcoming around 42 million 

people while generating an income of 34 billion dollars in 2014 whereas the share of the 

tourism income in GDP and export is 4,3% and 21,8% respectively; whereas offsetting the 

trade deficit by 40,59%. Nevertheless Turkey enter to the international receipt list in 12th 

place. This may actually indicate that attractiveness is not an issue but considering its 

potential, Turkey may take more advantage in terms of initiating cash-in flows by offering 

diversified and value added services in tourism industry. Regarding that Turkey is peninsula 

surrounded by the sea and owns strong historical background and cultural infrastructure, 

country may host variety of tourism alternatives. One may be investigated as cruise tourism 

as a sub-branch of tourism industry and viewed as the fastest growing sector of the travel 

industry in the past years (Brida and Zapata, 2010). Moreover it serves for upper crust people 

which generates more spending. Concerning that the cruise industry requires both labor and 

capital abundant factors, it can be seen as a concentrated business in terms of players and 

markets so that it can be referred as an oligopoly (Rodrigue and Notteboom, 2013).   

 

This paper aims to analyze the indicators that boost the cruise industry by concentrating on 

the attractive factors in world’s leading cruise destinations particularly Barcelona, as the city 

is the leading cruise destination in Mediterranean, in order to investigate the Turkey’s current 

and possible future place in the market.  

 

This study is organized firstly to review the academic literature on cruise tourism with its 

link to socio-cultural and economic development in the second section. Third section carries 

the aim of explaining the structure and strong development of cruise industry by analyzing 

the indicators to be a selected cruise destination. Fourth sections compares the Port of 

Barcelona and Port of Istanbul with respect to criteria determined. Finally fifth section 

concludes and offers some policy suggestion for Port of Istanbul to be a homeport destination.  

2. Literature Survey 

 

As tourism segments are classified into multifarious categories in the literature; among these 

segments, cruise tourism leaps out as a rising field of the tourism industry with its astonishing 
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growth rate over the past years, in particular in last two decades, whereas the number of the 

researches on cruise tourism also increased in a line with a growth of the industry (Bull, 1996; 

Chase and McKee, 2003; Braun et al., 2002; Klein, 2005; Dowling, 2006).It is quite likely 

that  Dowling (2006) proposes one of the most exhaustive study on cruise tourism coping 

over forty five issues by compounding the studies of several contributors. However, even 

though there exist some studies on cruise tourism which concentrate on trends, structure and 

passenger profiles; there were virtually no study on economic impact of cruise tourism in a 

broader context up until 2000’s (Wood, 2000; Chase and Alon, 2002).  

 

To give a brief history of the leisure cruise; origins of the cruise industry actually traced to 

the 19th century liners, especially between North America and Europe, in a mass structured 

market whereas the industry is mainly subservient to the elite minority (Kester and John, 

2003). However, later on, as the economies of scale expanded, larger ships produced and 

enable to receive higher numbers of visitors so that cruise industry expanded its horizon by 

offering variety of alternatives to people with different socioeconomic status in which it can 

be regarded as the emergence of the modern cruise industry. With this respect, emergence of 

the modern industry started in 1960’s with establishment of Norwegian Cruise Line in 1966, 

Royal Caribbean International in 1968 and Carnival Cruise Lines in 1972 (Rodrigue and 

Notteboom, 2013). Those vessels could carry around 3000 passengers, while the sector was 

still growing, however in today’s world, having a mature cruise industry, the current large 

ship have capacity of 6000 passengers. Brida and Zapata (2010) evaluate the development of 

the modern cruise tourism from its initial period to nowadays by focusing on the structural 

changes of leisure cruising in addition to identification of the costs and the benefits of the 

players in local economies.  

 

Brida et al. (2013) examines the characteristics and preferences of the cruisers and reveal five 

factors that explain 83% of the total data variance. Those factors is identified as satisfaction 

with human and physical capital, repeated cruise travelers, perception of the safety, purchase 

ashore and compliance with human and physical capital(Brida et al. 2013). Thurau et al. 

(2007) use data obtained from survey on cruise passengers in the study of preference 

classification. It is found that different clusters are associated with different activities at the 

destinations which are culture, adventure and natural attractions. Gabe et al. (2006) 

implement a logit regression model in order to determine which conditions may affect the 

perception of cruisers to revisit the destination of Bar Harbor. They use the results of survey 

implemented in 2002 in Bar Harbor and it is determined that total number of visits and the 

length of stay have positive impacts whereas the distance to place of residents has negative 

impact on possibility to revisit the destination. With a similar purpose, Silvestre et. al. (2008) 

aim to analyze the attractiveness factors of Azores in which may affect the perception of 

returning to the port. It is argued that city’s attraction and overall visit experience are the two 

most important factors to revisit and recommend the trip. They also point out the policy 

implication to strength those factors in order to increase the attractiveness of the region. The 

issues of safety, hospitality and clean environment should also be considered in this purpose. 

 

Because of the sophisticated demand of the passengers; cruise industry serves as a floating 

leisure place with bars, restaurants, casinos, theaters, swimming pool, and so on, in its own 

genuine manner. In this respect, Rodrigue and Notteboom (2013) investigate the market 

drivers in order to query whether the destinations or itineraries are sold by cruise industry in 

a priority. It is also argued that the sailing time plays an important role in the decision process 
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so that the optimum time passed in the vessel is came up as seven nights with other frequent 

duration options in a range of three to five days.   They conclude that port selections and 

itineraries are strong tools to maximize the commercial potentials and the ship asset. It is also 

implied that cruise operators seek to generate a demand by providing more capacity and 

marketing discount to fill the vessels using a supply-push strategy, itineraries are seen as an 

offensive instrument where particular regional and cultural activities can be experienced 

combining with sailing time, ship facilities and port of choice in order to fulfill this aim. In 

this respect, the port selection criteria became an interesting topic in the literature. To have 

better understanding of those criteria, some definition of the port types are given by Lekakou 

et. al. (2010). Homeport is defined as starting and ending point of the cruise and it is the main 

aim of the ports as tourists spend more time and money in the port cities; ports of call is 

explained as the ports visited by the ship during the journey; whereas hybrid ports combine 

the characteristics of the homeports and port of calls. The study assesses and ranks the criteria 

in which industry follows in port selection process in their empirical analysis. In this process, 

survey is conducted to cruise companies, agents and cruise ports. Lekakou et. al. (2010) find 

eighty-one criteria under twelve factors and conclude that availability of international airport 

close to cruise port, safe and secure journey for passengers, political factors, legislative 

frameworks are on the top of the list. In addition to those criteria; port efficiency and 

infrastructure, cruise itineraries, port dues and cost of services to vessel are also important 

indicators. 

 

Market structure in terms of the players, destinations and input are also assessed in the 

literature (Lekakou et. al., 2010; Rodrigue and Notteboom, 2013; Kester and John, 2003; 

Brida et. al, 2013; CLIA -Cruise Line International Association- Annual Reports, 2015). 

Those studies and reports shows that cruise industry is a concentrated business and can be 

regarded as an oligopoly. Four largest cruise companies (Carnival Lines, Royal Caribbean, 

Norwegian Cruise Line and MSC cruise) have the dominant share in the international cruise 

industry. This oligopoly structure of the cruise industry is mostly associated with the fact that 

industry requires a high level of capital intensiveness. The vessels of 220,000 gross tons that 

can carry 6000 passengers might cost approximately around 1,24 billions of dollar.  

 

Moreover, cruise line destinations are mostly concentrate on Caribbean and Mediterranean. 

Although the cruise industry corresponds a modest portion relative to overall tourism; it 

grows in a considerable extent whereas it is regarded as the fastest growing segment of the 

tourism (Seidl et. al., 2006; Pratt and Blake, 2009).One of the oldest study on economic 

impact of leisure cruise is conducted by Mamoozadeh (1989) in which three important region 

of Caribbean were investigated using Keynesian multiplier. It is concluded that leisure cruise 

does not have any significant impact on Barbados and Bermuda but have an impact on 

Bahamas. Furthering this study after two decades, Chase and Alon (2002) evaluate the 

economic impact of cruiser industry in Barbados. They aim to create a general model which 

can be implemented for different cruise destinations. In this line, using Keynesian multiplier 

approach, three regression model are generated for three different multiplier which are 

government, import and investment. They perform the model of McDonald (1997) which 

includes the leakages from imports, saving and taxes as well as assessing direct, indirect and 

induced spending. In order to evaluate the impact of cruise tourism, more three variables are 

added into the models. Such variables consists of cruise tourist expenditures, stopover tourist 

expenditures and total tourist expenditures. Their study concludes that fundamental of total 

tourism expenditures are generated from stopover tourist expenditures instead of cruise 
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tourist expenditures in Barbados. 

 

Chang et. al. (2015) discuss that port of Incheon is a port of call, rather than homeport, so 

that the port generates cash mostly from expenditures of crew and passengers. Thus, the 

economic effects of cruise industry in Incheon is relatively small comparing the other 

developed regions in the Caribbean and Mediterranean. They also argues that half-a-day 

program close to the port would bring more benefits as the passengers can save time on the 

road.   

 

Gabe et. al. (2009) evaluate the demographic features and economic impact of cruise 

passengers in Portland. According to the responds, average expenditure in Portland is 80, 51 

US$, distinguishing the money paid to cruise lines for guided tours. Another study on average 

spending of cruise passenger is conducted by the Center of Ecotourism and Sustainable 

Development (2006). The study is conducted with over 600 surveys in 2005; whereas it 

compares the spending frameworks, perceptions and preferences of cruise and stayover 

tourists.  It is found that spending of cruisers is 44 US$ per day directly influencing the local 

economy as the some portion of this spending goes to cruise company; whereas average 

spending of stayover tourist is 96US$ per day. On the other hand, Dwyer and Forsyth (1996) 

in the study implemented in Australia find that cruise tourist have higher yield in terms of 

spending per day comparing the other segments of international tourism. Cruise Line 

International Association (CLIA) also supports this finding.   Dwyer and Forsyth (1996) also 

find that home-port cruise ships may generate more cash flow to the destination. 

 

Turkey, on the other hand, is one of the most favorable destination of tourism activity thanks 

to its natural attractions, preferable temperature, rich coasts and beaches, historical and 

cultural background as the region is the capital of the many civilization and Abrahamic 

religion in the history. This characteristics enable to rank Turkey in the top ten destinations 

in terms of arrivals. Being a peninsula as well, allow the destination for cruise activity. There 

exists some researches focusing on those factors for leisure cruise in Turkey (Incekara and 

Yılmaz, 2002; Akkaya, 2008; Yaşar, 2012).  Within the scope of this rising impetus of the 

overall tourism activity and particularly cruise activity in international level; academic 

literature involves variety types of research on tourism and cruise industry associated to their 

economic, socio-cultural and demographic significance. Considering all those characteristics 

and criteria of the tourism, tourism activity is seen as a crucial source of economic progress 

for Turkey; moreover, particularly cruise tourism is considered as a private research field in 

this study where it is aimed to analyze the indicators that boost the cruise industry by 

concentrating on the attractive factors in world’s leading destinations in order to investigate 

the Turkey’s current and possible future place in the industry. 

3. Cruise Tourism  

 

Cruise tourism’s CAGR from 1990 to 2015 is estimated 7.2% and ever since this time, around 

200 million passenger have traveled and number of annual cruisers have grown from 3,8 

million to 22,2 million. Economic value of the industry has reached to US$ 119,90 billion 

worldwide in 2014. To regulate the cruise industry, Cruise Line International Association 

(CLIA) is established in 1975 to represent the interests of 62 cruise lines (which are 95%of 

world cruise capacity), 275 executive partners such as key suppliers and partners to the cruise 

lines and 20,000 Global Travel Agency and 30,000 Travel Agent Members.  
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Figure 1. Number of cruise tourists  

 
Source: Cruise Market Watch 

 

The greatest demand for cruise tourism is mainly from North American passengers (58,6%) 

and followed by Europeans(25,90%) and Asians (8,50%). According to CLIA, annual 

average income earned by cruise tourists is US$ 114,000. Surveys show that cost and 

destination are the top factors for selection process.   

Global cruise fleet, on the other hand, remains stable.  

 

Figure 2. Global cruise fleet 

 
Source: Cruise Industry News, 2014-15 Annual Report 

Economic output of cruise industry is measured with direct, indirect and induced 

contributions. Direct expenditures generated by cruise tourism consists of homeport/transit 

passenger, crew expenditures and cruise line purchases. Indirect expenditures is the 

subsequent demand for goods and services generated by directly impacted sectors such as 

utility services, raw foodstuffs, transportation of raw materials and so on. Induced impact, on 

the other hand, is the spending of the employees of cruise lines to purchase a broader context 

of consumer goods and services such as autos, food, clothing, furniture and so on. CLIA 

measure an total economic contribution of US$ 119,90 billion in 2014. It also corresponds to 

939,232 full time equivalent jobs in global markets and refers to US$ 39,34 billion dollars of 

income.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Table 1. Global economic impact of cruise industry 

  
Output  

(US$ billion) 

Income 

(US$ billion) 
Employment 

Direct 55,77 16,85 448,685 

Homeport Passengers 7,56     

Transit Passengers 7,07     
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Crew 1,27     

Cruise Lines 39,87     

Indirect and Induced 64,13 22,5 490,547 

TOTAL 119,9 39,34 939,232 

       Source: Cruise Market Watch 

 

Average cruise passenger spending just on the ship is US$ 1,719 (Ticket US$ 1,350; on board 

spending such as casino, bar, shore excursions, spa and other US$ 429) which basically 

means that the value of the cruise industry only for the ships accounts for US$ 38,2 billion. 

Cruise industry operates as an oligopoly as it requires high capital and labor investments. 

Thus, four companies (Carnival Corporation 42,2%; Royal Caribbean International Cruise 

Lines 22,1%;, Norwegian Cruise Lines 12,4%; and Mediterranean Shipping Company Cruise 

Lines 4,2%) dominate the total share of 80.9% in the world cruise industry. Considering the 

regional markets, US have output benefit of 38.4% whereas the rest of the North America 

has share of 8.5%. Europe’s share is 40.6%.    

 

3.1  Top Destinations 

 

North America has the biggest share in terms of both passengers (incoming and outgoing) 

and revenue in cruise industry. Europe is the second largest region in cruise industry and 71% 

of the capacity deployed in Mediterranean and 29% of in Northern Europe.  Mediterranean 

is the region which expands its share in cruise industry and considered as a fastest growing 

region. With this respect, Med-cruise is established in 1996 as the association that promotes 

and protects cruise ship traffic in the Mediterranean Sea. The association has 72 members 

corresponding more than 100 ports around the Mediterranean region which includes the 

Black Sea, the Red Sea and the Near Atlantic. Moreover, it includes 32 associate members, 

representing other associations, tourist boards and ship/port agents. Major home ports in 

Mediterranean are Barcelona, Civitavecchia, Venice and Piraeus. Major destinations and 

transit ports are Marseille, Naples, Dubrovnik and Santorini.  

 

  Table 2. Top cruise destinations 

  2004 2008 2014 

Caribbean 40,40% 37,20% 37,30% 

Mediterranean 12,60% 17,50% 19,90% 

Europe (excluding med.) 9,80% 8,30% 11,10% 

South America 1,40% 2,90% 3,30% 

Alaska 7,70% 7,60% 4,50% 

Asia 0,50% 1,20% 4,40% 

Australia 0,90% 2,20% 5,90% 

Other 26,80% 23,10% 14,50% 

Source: CLIA 

 

In terms of revenue generated by the ports, top three ports are located in Florida, U.S. and it 

is followed by Barcelona, Rome and Bahamas2.As Turkey is located in Mediterranean, and 

the region experienced a strong growth rate, thus increased its worldwide share over the last 

                                                           
2 Source: Cruise Market Watch: http://www.cruisemarketwatch.com/articles/category/cruise-market-

watchs-top-10-lists/ 
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decade; it is aimed to compare the port of Istanbul, which has the biggest share in Turkey, 

with Barcelona which is the leading cruise destination in Europe.  

  

3.2 Mediterranean and Turkey Cruise Market 

 

Med-cruise reports that a typical cruise ship which roughly carry 2250 passengers and 480 

crew members may generate US$ 225,596 (crew and passenger expenditure) during a single 

port of call visit. With this respect, CLIA Europe measures 16.6 billion euros of direct 

expenditure within Europe for 2014 while total of 152 cruise ships were actively operating 

in Mediterranean that collectively carried 3.60 million passengers on 2,486 cruises. As 

European and American-domiciled operators increase the capacity, Mediterranean market is 

expected to grow in following years.  

 

Being a homeport can be seen as a main aim of the ports as the increased cruise activity leads 

to visit of the port cities so that passengers spend more time and money in the visited 

destination. With this respect, major homeports in Mediterranean are Barcelona, 

Civitavecchia and Venice. 

Table 3.Thousands of Passengers in Top Homeports in Europe  

vs Istanbul Port (2014) 

  Embarking Disembarking Port Call Total 

Share of 

Home-port 

Passengers 

Barcelona 615 607 1.142 2.364 52% 

Civitavecchia 366 365 1.409 2.140 34% 

Venice 755 754 225 1.734 87% 

Istanbul 74 74 369 518 29% 

Source: CLIA Europe 2015 Report 

 

Table 3 shows that around 10% of global cruise tourist pass from Barcelona. However, 

Turkey is also a desirable destination as around 9% of global passengers have visited 

Turkey’s port. In 2014, 1.8 million cruise passengers visited Turkey and 1455 ships made a 

call to Turkey’s piers.   

 

Figure 3. Number of cruise ships and passengers in Turkey 

 
Source: Republic of Turkey Ministry of Transport, Maritime Affairs and Communication. 
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Turkey is operating with 21 cruise ports to match this demand. However, only 6 ports which 

are Istanbul, Kuşadası, Bodrum, Antalya, İzmir and Marmaris welcomed 95% of cruise 

passengers who came to Turkey.   

 

Table 4. Thousands of cruise passengers by port in Turkey  

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

5 year 

average 

%share 

İstanbul 627 596 689 518 595 30% 

Kuşadası/Bodrum/An

talya 835 776 769 765 797 39% 

İzmir 493 552 486 257 241 20% 

Marmaris 170 110 152 107 129 7% 

Others 64 60 142 140 124 5% 

Total 2,191 2,095 

2,24

0 1,790 1,889 100% 

Source: Republic of Turkey Ministry of Transport, Maritime Affairs and Communication. 

It can be seen that Turkey welcome the equal amount of cruise passengers with city of 

Barcelona even though Turkey has a potential to increase its share. Moreover,  

TURSAB’s research conclude that average cruise passenger spending is US$ 120 per day for 

transit tourist passenger, US$ 150 per day for home-port passengers and US$ 70 per day for 

cruise crew. Considering that regular tourist’s daily spending is US$ 50, cruise tourist can be 

classified as upper crust and can be considered as a crucial source of income. 

 

3.3 Determinants of Success of the Cruise Ports  

Success of the cruise ports is associated with becoming a chosen destination, attracting calls 

and hosting passengers. Reviewing the academic literature on cruise tourism leads to the fact 

that some determinants for success of the cruise ports may be arrayed and categorized under 

the seven different factors (Lekakou et. al, 2010; Thurau et al., 2010; Yaşar, 2012; Pallis, 

2015). Tourist attractiveness of the region is the first factor which is determined by such 

characteristics as climate, culture, natural factors of the destination. Secondly, the location of 

the port in which involvement of the ports in popular itineraries is important for saving time 

to enjoy the popular activities of the region. Third factor is related with the appropriate 

transportation facilities such as closeness to airport, train station, city center or highways. As 

well as those factors, port infrastructure (such as quays construction, dock expansion, seat 

waiting areas, operational depth at the dock, the length of the pier, anchorages) appears as 

the fourth factor of the port selection criteria. Port facilities are the fifth factor which 

determines the success of the cruise ports and it can be separately arrayed for cruise ship 

services and passenger services. Cruise ships look for such factor as berth reservation 

process, dedicated piers, food/water/beverages services, bunkering services, tug boats, port 

management and stakeholder’s corporations as well as quality of shipping agents. Cruise 

passengers, on the other hand, evaluate such factors as availability of transportation, 

cleanliness, pedestrian paths, port aesthetics, separated piers, tourist information areas, ship 

to coach quickness, luggage store, restaurants, shopping centers and hotels. Political 

conditions and regulatory framework stand as the sixth factor since it affects safety and 

security perceptions. Lastly, port fees is the seventh factor for success. Considering the 

outstanding factors which can be seen as a selection criteria, Ports of Barcelona and Istanbul 

can be discussed as in the following section. 
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4. Port of Barcelona versus Port of Istanbul 

 

Cruise port of Barcelona is the world’s 4th biggest and Europe’s biggest port in terms of 

arrival and receipts. As Spain is one of the most desirable tourist destination with mild climate 

that makes the port available for winter calls and Barcelona with attractive tourist places 

(such as La Sagrada Familia Temple, Guell Park, Casa Mila La Pedrera, Gothic Quarter, La 

Rambla) contribute to the success of the port. Geographical position close to Europe is also 

an asset for Barcelona. The port is just 12 km away from the airport and 3km away from the 

popular itineraries which increase the possessions of the port. Appropriate infrastructure with 

2,350 mtr length, 12 mtr draught and seven passenger terminals enables to receive the biggest 

cruise ships (Oasis of the Seas).  The port is the major homeport in Europe and have 

welcomed around 2.3 million cruise passenger in 2014. There is also high domestic demand 

for cruise tourism which affect the gaining a homeport status. Port of Barcelona works with 

local and international stakeholders of the cruise industry and Carnival group operates the 

Palacruceros Terminal so that it can be seen as one of the major strength of the Barcelona. 

Port also has a beautiful aesthetic and offers shopping, restaurants, duty free, gift shops, 

entertainment places and hotel facilities which attract tourist and let them spend more time 

and money in the destination. Stable political condition affect the position of the country and 

success of the port as well.   Offering competitive fees is also a leverage factor for the success 

of the port. Thus, in aggregate, Barcelona meets the seven factors given in the previous 

section. Moreover, investments on port of Barcelona still continuous as new terminal is 

announced to be built by the Carnival Group in Adossat Quay and Barcelona Port Authority 

will build a new concourse connecting the terminals.  

 

Port of Istanbul serves as a transit port and 30% of the cruise passengers visited Turkey are 

anchoring in Port of Istanbul. Istanbul is the queen city of Turkey with its cultural and 

historical infrastructure that owns most visited places (such as Blue Mosque, Topkapı Palace, 

Basilica Cistern, Hagia Sophia and Grand Bazaar) in the world. City is also a center of 

Abrahamic religions. Moreover, not only cultural and historical activities are offered but also 

modern activities and entertainments are the facilities of Istanbul; the city where the east and 

west meet. Port of Istanbul is located in the middle of Asia and Europe and it is quiet in the 

center of the city, thus very close to popular itineraries. Port is also very close to international 

airport of Istanbul (20 km; 40 minutes) which increase the success potential of the port. 

However, the port is not performing in a way behooving its potential because of the 

infrastructure and facility deficiencies. The length of the port of Istanbul is 1,115 mtr (almost 

half of the Barcelona) with 8 mtr of draught and 2 passenger terminals; thus the port cannot 

welcome larger numbers/tonnage ships which bring more cruisers. With this respect 

infrastructural investments are necessary to welcome larger vessels. Port environmental 

improvement works are also necessary for attracting more tourist and encourage them to 

spend more time and money; because there are not sufficient amount of shopping centers, 

qualified restaurants and entertainment places to serve the upper-crust cruise passengers 

around the port.  Gaining a homeport statues should be the main aim for Port of Istanbul with 

infrastructure investments that supports this aim to increase the capacity for larger vessels. 

So that the port can serve with more complex and efficient terminals. Galataport project is a 

subject which aims to build offices, shopping centers, hotels and restaurants; each of all 

increase tourist spending and contribute to port to gain homeport status. Large vessels will 

be allowed within the scope of the Galataport project and port may attract around 25 million 
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of visitors. Among those visitors, 3.5 million of foreign tourists with 1 million of them are 

the cruise passengers which means increasing the cruise passenger arrivals to Port of Istanbul 

by double. With the help of the project, additional foreign tourists estimated to generate 

USD$ 850 million on port related accommodation, restaurants, shopping and food and 

beverages sector. The poor aesthetic of the port will also be developed through the project. 

On the other hand, political instability and perception of the weak safety factor are also threats 

for Turkey to develop the cruise tourism. This should be resolved emergently not to suffer a 

loss in tourism receipts (from general tourism activity as well). It can be seen that Port of 

Istanbul meets with four of seven requirements (attractiveness of the destination, location of 

the port, transportation facilities and port fees) to be a successful port but port infrastructure 

and port facilities should increase in addition to resolving the safety problems and political 

complexity which are the three of the seven necessary requirements.  

 

5. Conclusion 

 

Tourism activity has a close link to the development as it generates income, stronger 

infrastructure and qualified labor as well as tourism receipts contributes the balance of 

payments of the destinations. As the tourism demand became more complex and harder to 

satisfy; tourism activities are diversified and expanded through different segments. Cruise 

tourism is a sub-branch of the tourism with its remarkable growth rate over the last two 

decades. Not only number of people involved but also economic outcome generated out of 

the cruise industry is an outstanding fact which rise the sense of wonder on what factors are 

determinants of port selection and how to increase the port competitiveness in global cruise 

market. Ports compete with each other in such a way that being selected in itineraries 

organized by cruise line operators. Cruise lines aim to create itineraries which includes 

different size ports and different region as each of all provides different tastes and 

experiences. In homeports, competition is much more excessive because the main aim of the 

ports is to be considered as a homeport in regard to more benefits created for the region. 

Seven factors are determined in this study to investigate the success of the cruise ports and 

such factors consists of tourist attractiveness of the destination, location of the port, 

transportation facilities, port infrastructure, port facilities for cruise ships and passengers, 

political conditions and port fees. Moreover, Barcelona is chosen as a leading port in 

Mediterranean to compare with Istanbul in order to find Turkey’s current and possible future 

place in the cruise industry. It is seen that Port of Barcelona meets the seven requirements 

investigated in this study whereas Turkey still need to develop the three requirements (port 

infrastructure, port facilities for cruise ships and passengers, political conditions). Gaining a 

homeport statues should be the main aim for Port of Istanbul. One way to achieve that is to 

rise a cruise customer cognizance and domestic demand as well. To do so, cruise industry 

should be emphasized in 2023 goals and policy makers should move further global potential 

of Istanbul’s historical and cultural background to attract the cruise lines. Reducing port fees 

can be seen as another suggestion to increase the number of cruise ships welcomed in Istanbul 

port. To serve with more complex and efficient terminals, infrastructure investments are 

necessary as it increases the capacity for larger number/tonnage of vessels. Galataport project 

is a good opportunity in this manner. Such attractive places as shopping areas, gift shops, 

restaurants and qualified restaurants and hotel should take place in the port environment for 

upper-crust cruise passengers to spend more time and money in the destination. This 

increasing momentum of the cruise tourism is a chance if enough supply mentioned above is 

provided for increasing cruise demands. Port of Istanbul has a potential to increase its share 
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as long as the requirements are met. It should also be taken into account that rival ports such 

as Barcelona and Venice continue to make serious investments on cruise industry. Thus, 

Turkey should develop the acquired vision so that commitment to expand the Turkish cruise 

industry may be sustainable. 
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Abstract 

 

This paper examines the role of clearing and settlement system in capital markets and explains how clearing 

and settlement process works. Based on this basic information, the study tries to explain the working 

mechanism and efficiency of Turkey’s experience.   Although post trade clearing and settlement system 

does not known clearly by end investors, it is very crucial part of financial markets because of its power to 

decrease risk, increase safety, provide efficiency and stabilize the market. First of all, we clarify clearing 

and settlement process with daily cycles and examples in the first part of paper. In the second part, we 

investigate Europe’s example as a developed  world’s  experience.   Finally,  we  emphasize  on  Turkey’s  

effort  for  efficient mechanism in clearing and settlement system. 
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Introduction 

 

Counterparty risks arise in various situations such as exchange-traded financial transactions (futures and 

options), securities financing transactions (repos and reverse repos), equity transactions and /or over the 

counter derivatives (swaps, FX forwards). These risks should be eliminated by dealing with central clearing 

functions. Equity clearing and settlement process are the core parts of efficiently functioning money and 

capital markets particularly in developed countries. This process is provided by clearing houses which act 

as a counterparty to both sides of the trade thereby without distorting the direct counterparty relationship 

between two trading sides. The importance of these financial institutions has grown exponentially in the 

past four decades. Particularly uncertainty and risks in the 1970s have expanded the derivatives trading 

and CCPs. Due to advanced technology, modern CCPs clearing has improved. However, the last global crisis 

has seriously affected the regular, organized and profitable positions of these institutions.
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1.   How Clearing and Settlement Works 

 

In this section, we try to explain general concept of clearing and settlement system starts from trading to 

the end of settlement based on basic principles and cycles. This structure can help to understand equity 

market and its functions better. 

 

1.1. Clearing Process 

 

Clearing is the process of preparing, arranging orders received from exchange for settlement process. In this 

part, first we try to explain clearing and settlement principles and then, analyze clearing process with 

explaining daily cycles and clearing and settlement terms. 

 

1.1.1.   Equity Clearing and Settlement Principles 

 

Netting, delivery versus payment (DvP), book-entry settlement, central settlement and same day value 

transactions are the main principles of equity and settlement. 

 

1.1.1.1.  Netting 

 

Netting is the calculation process to determine clearing members’ obligations or receivable by using 

offsetting method arising from trading of equities in exchanges. (Securities and Exchange Board of India, 

2012: 2) Netting is the general principle of equity clearing and settlement system in the world and 

also in Turkey. When a member buys and sells same equity in a same day, total sell quantity is subtracted 

from total buy quantity. If the result is negative, member is debtor to clearing house from that equity and 

vice versa if the result is positive, member is creditor from clearing house from that equity.  In a similar 

way, buy amount and sell amount is netted and then all equities’ net amount is summed. If the result is 

negative, member is debtor to clearing house from cash and vice versa if the result is positive, member is 

creditor to clearing house from cash. Daily netting is performed. Liability and receivable transitions 

between days are not possible. 

 

Netting process can be observed better from the example in Table 1. Table 1 shows all trades, prices of 

equities (assume buy and sell prices are the same for same equity), amount, quantity and netting results 

of member A in a same day. According to the Table 1; member A buys 200 

SAHOL and sells 100 SAHOL with the price 10 TL. Buy amount is 2000 TL and sell amount is 

1000 TL. Buy quantity is more than sell quantity. Therefore; member A is creditor in SAHOL 

with the netting process. Member A also buys 50 GARAN and sells 50 GARAN. It has no liability and 

receivable from this equity by the help of netting. In the cash side; buy amount of SAHOL is 2000 TL 

(10TL * 200) and sell amount is 1000 TL. (10 TL * 100) Net amount for this security is -1000. Sum of 

all net amounts of securities is – 680. This shows that member A is debtor to clearing house in cash. As a 

result; in settlement day    (t+2) member A has to pay 

680 TL to clearing house and in equity side, member A has an obligation of 100 ADANA and it has 

receivables of 100 SAHOL and 20 AKBNK.
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Table 1: Netting Example of Clearing Member A 
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SAHOL 10 200 2000 100 1000 100 -1000 

GARAN 8 50 400 50 400 0 0 

ADANA 5 100 500 200 1000 -100 500 

AKBNK 9 50 450 30 270 20 -180 
CASH       -680 

Source: Authors’ own calculation 

 

Gross settlement is the exception for the netting principle. Gross settlement means calculating obligation 

and receivables of equities and cash among clearing members by not using netting method. Despite, this 

method is not practiced in all clearing houses in the world, in some cases it is executed in Turkey. 

According to Takasbank Equity Market Settlement and Collateral Directive; Capital Markets Board of 

Turkey, Borsa Istanbul or market maker can decide that equities, clearing members or investors can be 

subject to gross settlement. Abnormal price changes, suspicion of manipulative transactions can be the 

reason of gross settlement decision. Moreover, equities that have low trading volume can be subject to 

gross settlement. Equity which is decided to adopt gross settlement application must declare to Takasbank. 

Also member and end investor can be subject to gross settlement. 

 

In gross settlement method, Takasbank does not net off clearing members’ equity and cash transactions. In 

this case; receivables are distributed after end of the due time for settlement period (t+2 16:30).  Investors 

that intend to buy equities subject to gross settlement must keep the corresponding amount of cash and 

also investors that intend to sell equities subject to gross settlement must keep the corresponding quantity 

of equities in their accounts. 

 

Gross Settlement process can be observed better from the example in the Table 2.   Table 2 shows all 

trades, prices of equities (assume buy and sell prices are the same for same securities), amount and quantity. 

According to table; member A buys 100 FENER and sells 200 FENER with the price 25 TL. Buy amount 

is 2500 TL and sell amount is 5000 TL. According to gross settlement process; member A is creditor and 

debtor in FENER at the same time. In the cash side, member A is also creditor and debtor at the same 

time. 
 

Table 2: Gross Settlement Example 
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FENER 25 100 2500 200 5000 

AEFES 5 200 1000 75 375 

ZOREN 10 50 500 200 2000 

ACSEL 8 150 1200 30 240 

CASH   5200  5115 

Source: Authors’ own calculation
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1.1.1.2.  Other Principles of Equity Clearing and Settlement 

 

Delivery versus payment (DvP) is a securities settlement process that links equity and cash transfer to 

guaranty that delivery occurs if the related payment occurs. Unless member covers their debts, it cannot get 

their receivables. In case of partial coverage of debt, the payment is made in the ratio of covered debt. 

According to report prepared by the committee on payment and settlement systems of the central 

banks of the group of ten countries principal risk is the most likely risk in the settlement 

day  and  this  risk  can  be  restricted  with  the  usage  of  delivery  versus  payment  principle 

(Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems of the central banks of the Group of Ten countries, 1992) 

 

Book-entry settlement is a settlement process that securities and cash are transferred in electronically not 

physically. Dematerialization is elimination of physical securities and digitalizing these securities on 

account base. In Turkey, dematerialization of all securities is finished in 28.11.2005. 
 

Central Settlement is the other equity clearing and settlement principle that all stock exchange transactions 

take place at the settlement center. Settlement center in Turkey is Takasbank. 

 

Same day value transaction means that in principle, members covering their settlement debts on the 

settlement day get their settlement receivables on the same day. This principle is applied in case of no failed 

settlement is occurred in settlement day. 

 

1.1.2.     Equity Clearing and Settlement Products 

 

Equity clearing and settlement system includes number of products and institutional integration between 

Borsa Istanbul, Takasbank and Central Securities Depository. 
 

The main components in the post trade system are Genium INET Clearing (GIC) and X-stream CSD 

Settlement. Trades are matched in Borsa Istanbul’s product Genium Inet Trading. Genium Inet is the product 

that gets trades from Genium Inet Trading and it nets off these trades. Trades update settlement positions 

that form the base for creating settlement instructions. It generates settlement instructions and sends to X-

stream CSD Settlement (XCSD). XCSD reports back the result when the settlement has occurred. The 

affected settlement position is then reduced with the result of the settlement. GIC also connects with 

Clearing Workstation (CW) interface that clearing members can monitor clearing and settlement. 
 

XCSD keeps settlement pool accounts and executes settlement process. It communicates with Takasbank 

Banking for cash movements and Central Registry Agency (MKK) for security movements. 

 

1.1.3.   Daily Cycles 

 

Clearing and settlement process includes trade day (t), t+1 day and settlement day (t+2) cycles. 

 

1.1.3.1. Trade Day (t) 

 

Trades are matched in Genium Inet Trading and transferred to Genium Inet Clearing system in a real time. 

Trades are netted off based on clearing member, end investor and settlement positions are generated in a 

real time. At the end of trading day, settlement instructions are generated from settlement positions. 

Settlement instructions are transferred to X-Stream CSD Settlement.
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Netting files for member base and client base are transfer to MKK which is central securities depository 

and fund settlement information file to Takasbank at the end of day. Each clearing member’s netting 

information is also reflected to Clearing Workstation. The flows for the trade day are shown in the following 

fig. 1. 
 

Figure 1: Trade Day (t) Flow 
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Source: Takasbank Equity Clearing and Settlement Work Flow Document 
 
 
 
 

1.1.3.2. T+1 Day 

 

Clearing members can change limited amount of data on trades with the rectify process in the t+1 day. 

Changes are only allowed to account, client category and end investor account in MKK. Rectify trade 

cannot be used to move the trade to an account within another participant. 

 

After trades are rectified, settlement instructions are created again at end of t+1 day and sent for settlement 

at t+2. Final trade and netting results of end investor is sent to MKK after rectified process completed. This 

file is created end of day t+1. Also a fund file is sent to Takasbank at the end of day t+1. 
 

Genium  Inet  Clearing  reflects  rectify  information  to  Clearing  Workstation  and  clearing members can 

view and control their results.
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Figure 2: t+1 Day Flow 
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Source: Takasbank Equity Clearing and Settlement Work Flow Document 
 
 
 
 

1.1.3.3. Settlement Day (t+2) 

 

Settlement instructions are generated for participant level in X-stream CSD settlement. XCSD has a 

connection with MKK and Takasbank Banking for achieving delivery versus payment settlement. 

Settlement instructions may also be settled partially on a proportional basis, if there is a lack of assets and 

partial settlement is allowed. XCSD sends settlement results to Genium INET Clearing and GIC updates 

settlement positions. Settlement positions are also reflected to Clearing Workstation for clearing members’ 

monitoring clearing and settlement process.
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Figure 3: Settlement Day (T+2) Flow 
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1.2. Settlement Process 

MKK

 

Equities traded in Borsa Istanbul are settled in t+2 by Takasbank. XCSD Settlement system sends cash 

settlement instructions to Takasbank Banking and security settlement instructions to MKK. Equity 

obligations are fulfilled in MKK custody system by clearing members.  Clearing member settlement pool 

accounts and client (end investor) accounts are kept under MKK. 
 

Figure 4 shows equity settlement process. Equities are  transferred from client accounts to member 

settlement pool accounts and then to the Takasbank Settlement Pool Account under MKK system. When 

equities come to TB settlement pool account, MKK sends reservation message to XCSD Settlement system. 

According to this message, clearing member accounts are updated.   After the batch process run in XCSD 

system, equity receivables are transferred to clearing member pool accounts if the member fulfilled its cash 

obligation of that equity. This information is sent to MKK with release message. According to this message, 

clearing member settlement  pool  accounts  are  updated  and  equities  are  transferred  to  client  accounts  

from member settlement accounts.
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Figure 4: Equity Settlement 
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Cash obligations are fulfilled in Takasbank Banking system based on clearing member level. End 

investor’s accounts are not kept in Takasbank system. These accounts are followed by clearing  members’  

own  system.  Member  net  banking  pool  accounts,  member  gross  poll accounts, member free banking 

pool accounts are kept under Takasbank Banking. 
 

Figure 5 shows cash settlement process. When the members pay their cash obligations, cash is transferred 

to TB settlement pool account. When cash is come to TB Settlement pool account, Takasbank Banking 

sends reservation message to XCSD Settlement system. According to this message, clearing member pool 

accounts are updated. After the batch process in XCSD system, cash receivables are transferred to clearing 

member cash pool accounts if the member fulfilled its equity obligation. This information is sent to 

Takasbank Banking with release message. According to this message, clearing member cash settlement pool 

accounts are updated.
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Figure 5:Cash Settlement  
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1.3. Failed Settlement 

 

Due time for fulfillment of equity and cash obligation is 16:30 in settlement day (t+2). When the member 

pays its obligation after this time, it has to pay penalty fee. Default penalty fee is calculated with the 

following formula: 

 

Default Penalty = base value * interest rate * number of days * default coefficient /360 
 

Interest rate: Prevailing market overnight interest rate (highest of the Borsa Istanbul Repo- Reverse 

Repo Market or the CBT) 
 

Base value for cash: Amount of default 
 

Base value for equity: amount of default * weighted average of the end of day market value of the 

equity realized in Borsa Istanbul
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Default coefficient is; 

 
1 if obligations are fulfilled after 16:30 but within the working hours of Central Bank’s National 

Payment System (EFT) on the settlement date (T+2) 
 

3 if obligations are fulfilled after the working hours of Central Bank’s National Payment System 

(EFT) 
 

After the last settlement batch, all outstanding instructions are set to failed state. Next day (t+3), new 

settlement instructions are created by Genium Inet Clearing and sent to XCSD Settlement. Takasbank waits 

for fulfillment of equity or cash obligation by clearing member until 9:30 at t+3. If the member does not 

fulfill its equity obligation, Takasbank buys this equity from buy-in market by using clearing member’s 

blocked cash receivable. If the member does not fulfill its cash obligation, Takasbank sells member’s 

blocked equities in the buy-in market and pays member’s cash obligation on behalf of member. 
 
 
 
 

2.    Europe's Experience as a Developed World's Example 

 

Clearing and settlement institutions have critical role for stability, safety, and efficiency of capital 

markets. During the 1880s, in trading cities of continental Europe and UK, CCP clearing activities appeared 

for supporting traders who were using futures and options against risks. Shortly after, new and modern 

type of clearing practices has been seen in North America. Today, in developed countries, clearing 

house provides central counterparty service in almost all type of markets. In the framework of global 

financialization, developing emerging economies have also started to regulate and establish their own 

clearing services. 

 

Central counterparty (CCP) is a clearing and settlement institution that is buyer to seller and seller to buyer 

and guarantees settlement by using its own capital in case of collateral of clearing member  is  not  enough  

in  failed  settlement  (European  Central  Bank,  2009:  4).  European Securities and Markets Authority 

(ESMA) is a European Union institution for providing reliability and regulations for EU financial markets. 

ESMA is an independent institution but it has responsibility for accountability to European Parliament, 

Council of the European Union and  European  Commission  (European  Securities  and  Markets,  2016).  

Though  ESMA  has similar responsibilities to Capital Markets Board of Turkey, ESMA is in charge of all 

European Union countries not only one country. Moreover, ESMA is the official register for clearing houses 

that wants to provide CCP service. Clearing houses CCP service should approved by ESMA according to 

European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR). In 2012, ESMA also started to give technical advice 

on equivalence between EU regulation system and non EU countries’ regulation system. In Turkey, 

Takasbank is CCP in Securities Lending Market and Organized Derivatives Market and it will start to give 

CCP service in Equity Market according to rules of Capital Markets Board of Turkey. Takasbank will 

approve to ESMA for being CCP in Organized Derivatives Market according to EMIR. 

 

In general, clearing houses initially started to be CCP in derivatives market. Then they started to provide 

this service in equities, bonds and bills market. Similar process has been occurred in Turkey’s clearing and 

settlement case which will be explained in the next section.
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3.    Turkey’s Efforts for Efficient Mechanism 

 

Turkish capital market is regulated and supervised by Capital Markets Board of Turkey (CMB) according 

to Capital Markets Law. CMB aims to provide safe, effective and transparent environment in capital markets 

with the protection of end investors’ rights. (Capital Markets Board of Turkey, 2016) 

 

Turkish capital market includes exchange (Borsa Istanbul), clearing and settlement institution (Takasbank), 

custody institutions (Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey for bills and bonds and Central Registery 

Agency (MKK) for equities, Takasbank for funds), clearing members, banks, investment trusts, funds etc. 

 

Takasbank is an important part of Turkish capital market. Main purpose of Takasbank is to increase 

competitive power in Turkish capital and money market by providing custody, market operating clearing, 

settlement and finance services. (Capital Markets Board of Turkey, 2013) 

 

Takasbank operates market in Takasbank Money Market and Securities Lending Market. Clearing members 

cannot get cash credit from Central Bank as banks because of this Takasbank provide cash credit for 

clearing members in Takasbank Money Market.   This credit helps to increase efficiency and market 

depth in capital markets. Takasbank also operates Turkish Electronic Fund Trading Platform. This platform 

provides to sell and buy funds and settlement system for them by the help of its integration to MKK. 

Takasbank provides custody service mainly in private pension funds, debt securities corporate actions, 

precious metal custody, global custody and share certificates corporate action. Takasbank provides clearing 

and settlement service in Debt Securities Market, Equities Market, Futures and Options Market, Electricity 

Market, Precious Metals and Diamond Market. Takasbank provides collateral management  services  in  

Debt  Securities  Market,  Electricity  Market,  Futures  and  Options Market, Forex Trading. Takasbank 

also intends to provide collateral management service also in Equity Market after the second half of 2016. 

Takasbank also provides asset ISIN code, data broadcast, fund valuation services. (Takasbank, 2016) 

 

Before Takasbank was founded, settlement was executed between buy and sell side of trade without clearing 

house between 1986 and 1988. This service was provided in Istanbul Stock Exchange by settlement 

department (Takasbank, 2016). In 1992, Istanbul Stock Exchange Settlement Inc.-Takasbank is founded 

and started to provide clearing and settlement service.  In 

1996 Takasbank got banking license and increased its services via Capital Market Law and 

Banking Act based on Official Gazette issued number 22236 on 23 March 1995. In 2013, name of Istanbul 

Stock Exchange was changed to Borsa Istanbul and the name of ISE Settlement and Custody Bank Inc. was 

changed to Istanbul Clearing, Settlement and Custody Bank Inc.- Takasbank.  Principles  of  clearing  and  

settlement  are  determined  according  to  General Regulation on the Establishment and Operating Principles 

of Central Clearing and Settlement Institutions based on Official Gazette issued number 28662 on 30 May 

2013. 

 

A Central Counterparty (CCP) is an organization that that provides the clearing and settlement process by 

interposing between seller and buyer and guarantying the occurrence of cash and equity transactions between 

clearing members. (Ripatti, K. 2004) Providing central counterparty service is an important purpose for 

Takasbank to reach developed countries’ standards in the clearing  and  settlement  service.  Takasbank  

became  CCP  in  Securities  Lending  Market  in 

02.09.2013 and in Organized Derivatives Market in  02.03.2014 based on the Capital Market Law Number 

6362.  Takasbank plans to be central counterpart in Equity Market in the second half of 2016. Collateral 

and risk management service will also be provided with central counterparty service is provided. According 

to Istanbul Settlement and Custody Bank Incorporation - Takasbank Central Clearing and Settlement 

Regulation; Takasbank   gives a
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commitment legally to complete the clearing and settlement process for trades are occurred in 

Borsa Istanbul by providing collateral, guarantee fund and Takasbank’s capital.   (Takasbank, 

2016) When Takasbank start to give CCP service in Equity Market, one of the main purposes of 

Takasbank will be achieved. 
 
 
 
 

4.   Conclusion 

 

Clearing and settlement system has crucial role in capital markets in the world because of its power to 

increase efficiency, competitiveness and stability of financial services. In this study, we have attempted 

to explain how clearing and settlement system works, Europe’s experience as a developed world’s 

example and Turkey’s effort for efficient mechanism.  In the first part of our study, we explained clearing 

process with the help of clearing and settlement principles, properties of clearing and settlement products 

and daily cycles. In the second part, we have investigated clearing and settlement system in Europe. In the 

last part, we have emphasized the development of Turkish clearing system and efforts based on Takasbank 

case. 
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Abstract 

This paper is a first attempt to estimate a dynamic municipal water demand model for the city of Istanbul. 

To this end, an autoregressive distributed lag model is specified to estimate both short-run and long-run 

water price elasticities using aggregated monthly water consumption data covering the period 2006m12-

2014m12. Autoregressive distributed lag model and accompanying tests reveal that a long-run stable 

demand relationship exists among water consumption, prices, industrial production, average temperature 

and total precipitation. Empirical results indicate that water demand in Istanbul is price inelastic with an 

estimate of -0.15 in the short-run, and around -0.3 in the long-run. These results imply a potential, albeit 

limited, for the usage of price as a policy variable in water management. Water demand in Istanbul is also 

responsive to industrial production with elasticity of 0.17 in the short run and 0.25 in the long run 

whereas cross price elasticities with respect to electricity and natural gas are both zero. Water 

consumption is also responsive to weather conditions; increasing with temperature but decreasing with 

total precipitation. Additionally, empirical results from separate ARDL models for the two subsamples 

reveal that water demand is price-inelastic when block increasing tariff regime was implemented for 

residential consumption whereas it is zero for the subperiod in which single volumetric price regime was 

in use. 
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1 Introduction

Municipal water authorities generally use three types of water tariffs: uniform (constant volumetric), block-
increasing or block-decreasing rates to manage water demand in cities. The effectiveness of prices to induce
water conservation and more efficient use has been studied extensively in the vast literature on water demand
estimation as documented in several surveys and meta-analyses.1 Several studies have found price-inelastic
water demand2 at city, region or municipality level indicating that appropriate pricing scheme may be an
effective tool for demand management. For example, in his meta-analysis of 100 studies Sebri (2014) reports
mean and median price elasticity of −0.365 and −0.29, respectively, with the range −3.054 to −0.002. For
28 European Union member countries Reynaud (2015) found water price elasticity estimates in the range
−0.5 and −0.1 with long run price elasticities being generally higher (in absolute value) than the short run
elasticities consistent with the literature as summarized in Sebri (2014).

Arbues et al. (2004) specified a dynamic panel data demand model and concluded that price can be
a moderately effective policy instrument for demand management for the city of Zaragoza, Spain. Using
cointegration and error correction analysis Martinez-Espineira (2007) estimated the price elasticity as −0.1
in the short run and −0.4 in the long run for the city of Seville in Spain. Similarly, Musolesi & Nosvelli
(2011) found that long run water price elasticity is larger than the short run elasticity for the city of Milan,
Italy, using an error correction model. In their analysis of residential demand for water in provinces of Italy
Romano et al. (2014) also reported a negative and inelastic water demand confirming that it may be used
as policy variable in water management. For the city of Sidney, Australia, Abrams et al. (2012) also found
inelastic short and long run price elasticity. Garcia & Reynaud (2004) reported a price elasticity estimate of
−0.25 for the Bordeaux region in France with very small income elasticity. Similarly, Schleich & Hillenbrand
(2009) reported price elasticity estimate of −0.24 using data from utility supply regions in Germany. Ruijs
et al. (2008) found inelastic price elasticity ranging from −0.45 to −0.5 for the city of Sao Paolo, Brazil,
with positive and significant income elasticity.

Although there are studies aimed at forecasting water consumption in Istanbul3, a recent survey of
literature suggests that there is no econometric study estimating an econometric water demand model.
Furthermore, to ascertain whether price can be a viable tool in water demand management in Istanbul we
need to estimate the elasticity of water demand with respect to price. Therefore, the purpose of this paper
is to contribute to the literature by formulating and estimating a dynamic water demand model for the
city of Istanbul. To this end, an autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) model is specified to estimate both
short-run and long-run water price elasticities using aggregated monthly water consumption data covering
the period 2006m12-2014m12. In addition to prices we explore the impact of industrial production, weather
conditions, electricity and natural gas prices on water consumption. Furthermore, in the first half of the
sample consumers face a block-increasing rate schedule whereas in the second half they face uniform prices
allowing us to compare the effectiveness of different water tariffs. The main empirical finding of this paper
is that water consumption is price-inelastic and block-increasing rates tariff is more efficient in demand
management than uniform rates.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the econometric methodology and in Section 3
we describe the data set used in the econometric analysis. Baseline estimation results and robustness checks
are summarized in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the study.

2 Econometric Methodology

Typically, a general water demand equation may be specified as

Q = f(price, income, Z1, Z2, . . .)

where Q is the quantity of water consumed and Zi denote factors other than water price and (household)
income such as household type and size (Arbués et al. (2003); Arbues et al. (2010)). It can be derived under
the standard neoclassical assumptions on utility maximization (households) or profit maximization (firms).
Since demand for water tends to be sensitive to weather and seasonal conditions the equation also includes
climatological indicators such as average temperature, total precipitation or the number of sunny days at a
given region. The ultimate set of variables included will be determined by the availability of data at user-
level or aggregate level. Ideally, if the purpose is to estimate residential demand for water, a detailed panel
data set on water consumption and other characteristics at the household level should be used. Sebri (2014)
notes that empirical studies using household-level micro data in the literature tend to find more price-elastic
water demand than those using aggregate data. Similarly, if the purpose is to estimate firms’ demand for
water then a detailed set of firm-level data including inputs into the production process other than water
should be used. However, since micro household or firm (panel) data sets are generally not publicly available,
empirical studies have to rely on survey data, aggregated time series data or regional or community-level
data.

1e.g., see Sebri (2014); Nauges & Whittington (2010); Worthington & Hoffman (2008); Arbués et al. (2003); Dalhuisen et al.
(2003); Espey et al. (1997).

2This simply means that in response to a 1% increase in price water consumption decreases less than 1%. If consumption is
non-responsive to price than prices cannot be used as an effective tool in demand management.

3For example, Altunkaynak et al. (2005) using a fuzzy logic approach and Yalcintas et al. (2015) using ARIMA modeling.
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Because household-level water consumption data is not available we rely on aggregate time series data
collected by the water utility in Istanbul. We specify a dynamic model of municipal water demand in
Istanbul using autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) framework and test for the existence of a stable
long run relationship. A theoretical justification for dynamic demand specification in which current water
consumption depends on past water consumption was provided by Nauges & Thomas (2003). A dynamic
water demand specification may provide a better explanation by taking into account the slow adaptation of
consumer behavior to variations in prices. It may take some time for consumers to adjust their habits and
to invest in water-conserving durable equipments leading to different reactions to price changes in the short
run and the long run. The ARDL modeling approach allows us to estimate both short run dynamics and
long run static parameters.

An ARDL(py,{pi}) model with py lags on the dependent variable, and {pi}, i = 1, 2, . . . , k lags on k
explanatory variables can be written as follows

yt = β0 +

py∑
j=1

βjyt−j +

k∑
i=1

pi∑
j=0

αijxit−j + εt (1)

where {εt} ∼ (0, σ2), is an error process without serial correlation. This model has an equivalent Error
Correction (ECM) representation:

∆yt = c+ λyt−1 +

k∑
i=1

πixit−1 +

py−1∑
j=1

γj∆yt−j +

k∑
i=1

pi−1∑
j=0

δij∆xit−j + εt (2)

where λ is generally known as the speed of adjustment parameter and yt−1 is lagged deviations from the
long run equilibrium.

The functional form of the water demand equation is generally an empirical problem. Log-linear or linear
specifications are widely used in both time series and panel data frameworks. Note that in the log-linear
specification the price elasticity of water is constant and generally found to be (imperfectly) inelastic(Arbués
et al. 2003). Theoretically, we would expect price elasticity to be zero, or very close to zero, as it is a necessity
without a close substitute. Also, consumers generally tend to have limited information and perception of
water tariffs and usually react to water bill periodically which may further contribute to less-than-unity
response in consumption. We use log-linear specification in our analysis.

To estimate the model in equation (1), lag orders need to be identified using either data-dependent model
selection criteria (such as AIC, SBIC, etc.) or sequential lag order tests. We follow the former approach and
use SBIC to select the lag orders. We determined a maximum lag order of 12 for the dependent variable
and 6 for each explanatory variable in the model. Out of 28812 possible ARDL models the SBIC chose
an ARDL(1,0) model. However, since the residuals from that model were autocorrelated we opt to use an
ARDL(2,0) model given by

LWPCt = β1LWPCt−1 + β2LWPCt−2 + α1LPRICEt + α2LIPIt + α3LTEMPt

+α4LPRECIPt + δ1trend+ δ0 + ut

(3)

where L denotes the natural logarithm; LWPCt= per capita water consumption per month t (m3); LPRICEt=
real (average) price of water (TL/m3), LIPIt=Industrial production index (seasonally adjusted using Cen-
sus X13 method); LTEMPt= average temperature in t (degrees Celsius); LPRECIPt= total precipitation
in t (mm).

To explore whether water demand is sensitive to natural gas and electricity prices we also estimated the
following extended models: Model (2):

LWPCt = β1LWPCt−1 + β2LWPCt−2 + α1LPRICEt + α2LIPIt + α3LTEMPt

+α4LPRECIPt + α5LPGt + δ1trend+ δ0 + ut

(4)

Model (3):

LWPCt = β1LWPCt−1 + β2LWPCt−2 + α1LPRICEt + α2LIPIt + α3LTEMPt

+α4LPRECIPt + α5LPGt + α6LPEt + δ1trend+ δ0 + ut

(5)

where LPGt is real natural gas price and LPEt is real electricity price. Figure 3 displays time series plots.
ARDL model in equation (3) has an associated long run and short run representations. The long run

static model can be written as

LWPCt = θ0 + θ1LPRICEt + θ2LIPIt + θ3LTEMPt + θ4LPRECIPt + εt (6)

The long run elasticities can be computed from the ARDL coefficients using

θi =
αi

1− β1 − β2
, i = 1, 2, 3, 4
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where αi is the short run elasticity. The ECM representation is given by:

∆LWPCt = λ (LWPCt−1 − θ1LPRICEt−1 − θ2LIPIt−1 − θ3LTEMPt−1 − θ4LPRECIPt−1)

+γ1∆LWPCt−1 + c0 + c1trend+ εt
(7)

where the term in parenthesis is the first lag of the deviations from the long run equilibrium relationship (if
any). λ is known as the speed of adjustment parameter. Typically, if there is a stable long run relationship
among the variables we expect the sign of λ to be negative. Upon rearranging equation (7) can be written
as:

∆LWPCt = λLWPCt−1 + π1LPRICEt−1 + π2LIPIt−1 + π3LTEMPt−1

+π4LPRECIPt−1 + γ1∆LWPCt−1 + c0 + c1trend+ εt
(8)

where we also included a linear trend term as there is a distinct positive trend in most of the variables. Using
this representation Pesaran et al. (2001) (PSS) suggested a testing procedure to detect the existence of long
run stable relationship which is commonly known as Bounds tests in the literature. The null hypothesis for
the restricted trend (case IV) can be written as

H0 : λ = 0, π1 = 0, π2 = 0, π3 = 0, π4 = 0, c1 = 0,

and for the unrestricted trend (case V)

H0 : λ = 0, π1 = 0, π2 = 0, π3 = 0, π4 = 0,

One attractive feature of the PSS bounds test approach is that it does not rely on the integration properties
of the variables. Thus, pretesting for unit roots to ascertain whether a variable is I(0) or I(1) is not needed.
The test allows for either I(0) or I(1) variables although the order of integration cannot be higher than 2.
However, the asymptotic distributions are nonstandard and depends upon the deterministic specification,
and the number of variables in the equation (k). The decision is also nonstandard as there are two critical
values corresponding to I(0) and I(1) cases. If the computed Bounds F statistic is larger than the upper
bound of the critical value at a given significance level, then we reject the null hypothesis pointing to a stable
long run relationship. If the test statistic is between the bounds then the test is indecisive in which case we
would need to apply other testing procedures. If the test statistic is smaller than lower bound then there is
no stable long run relationship.

3 Description of Data

In this section we briefly describe the construction of variables used in the econometric models introduced in
the previous section. The water consumption series is constructed from the annual reports of Istanbul Water
and Sewerage Administration (IWSA/ISKI) covering the years from 2006 to 2014 which were available online
in their official website. Average water consumption per day is obtained by dividing total water supplied to
the city by the number of days in that month. We obtained per capita average daily water consumption on
a monthly basis after dividing by the total population in Istanbul. Monthly population values were linearly
interpolated from annual population (assumed to be midyear). Resulting per capita water consumption
series (in cubic meters per day) cover the period 2000m1-2014m12. We used the natural logarithm of that
series (LWPCt) in our empirical model.

Figure 1 presents the evolution of water consumption (converted into liters per capita per day) in Istanbul
together with smoothed series using central moving average with one-sided lag window of six (CMA(6)). A
strong seasonal pattern is visible in Figure 1 with higher consumption in summer months. Throughout the
2000-2004 period per capita daily water consumption starts around 160 liters and slowly increases reaching
slightly above 180 liters during summer season with a CMA of around 160-170 liters. During the period
from 2004 to around 2010 we observe a slow decline in the daily per capita consumption ranging from about
150 liters to 165 liters. In the period from around 2010 to 2014, however, we see a much faster increase
in daily water consumption compared to the previous periods, reaching the maximum value of 194 liters in
July 2012, with CMA values ranging from around 155 to 180 liters.

Information on water tariffs in Istanbul was also obtained from the ISKI official website. The resulting
price series covers the period 2006m12-2014m12. Figure 2 displays the evolution of nominal water prices
in Istanbul. Basically, water tariff in Istanbul is based on the type of subscription: residential vs non-
residential.4 ISKI applies a single volumetric price for commercial subscribers throughout the period which
is always higher than the residential prices. A block-increasing price scheme has been applied before 2011
for residential subscribers. For example, in the last month of 2010, the price was 2.49 TL per cubic meter
per month for the first block (0-10 m3), 3.74 TL for the second block (11-20 m3) and 4.96 TL for the
third block covering water consumption above 20 cubic meters. Starting from January 2011 to December

4Non-residential subscribers include business establishments, industrial firms, residential and non-residential construction sites,
etc.
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Figure 1: Time series plot of water consumption in Istanbul: 2000.m1-2014.m12
Source: Annual Reports of IWSA (ISKI) 2006-2014

2014 a single volumetric price policy has been adopted for the residential consumers. During this period
prices were regularly adjusted every month reaching 4.13 TL/m3 for residents and 8.66 TL/m3 for business
establishments. We note that a block-increasing water tariff system was reinstated starting in January 2015.
To obtain the price series to be used in the empirical model we take the average of both residential and
commercial prices. Then we deflate the average water prices by the consumer price index for Istanbul to
obtain the real water price series (LPRICEt).

There is no disposable income per capita series for the city of Istanbul. Instead, we use Industrial
Production Index as a proxy for both economic activity and disposable income. We expect household
income to be highly correlated with general industrial production. Additionally, since water consumption
covers both residential and business/commercial demand we expect a positive relationship between demand
and industrial production index. The natural logarithm of the industrial production series was used in the
analysis (LIPIt) after seasonal adjustment using Census X-13 method.

Typically, a demand function should also include prices of other goods and services that may affect
demand. However, water does not have a close substitute but demand may react to price changes in goods
and services that may alter consumption. For example, more efficient plumbing systems, energy and water-
saving dishwashers and washing machines, flushing and shower systems that can help conserve water, etc,
can be thought of (far) substitutes. Energy prices, especially electricity, potentially affect water consumption
by discouraging frequent usage of washing machines in case of a price increase. On the other hand, since
electricity does not have a close substitute either, water consumption may not be responsive to changes in
electricity prices. Similarly, natural gas prices may affect water consumption in similar ways. We gathered
electricity (LPEt) and natural gas prices (LPGt) in Istanbul from TUIK.

We use two weather variables to control seasonal factors: monthly average temperature (LTEMPt) and
monthly total precipitation (LPRECIPt) both in natural logs. These variables were retrieved from Turkish
State Meteorological Service. Time series plots of variables used in the analysis is given in Figure 3.

4 Results

4.1 Integration Properties of Variables

In the ARDL approach suggested by Pesaran et al. (2001) and Pesaran & Shin (1999) variables are assumed
to be either I(0) or I(1). Since many economic variables generally tend to be integrated of order one or zero
(although in some cases they may be I(2)) we do not need to pretest for the existence of unit roots. This
may be advantageous as the potential mistakes in pretesting for unit roots can be bypassed. However, to
rule out the possibility that the variables in the water demand equation may be I(2) we still need to conduct
unit root tests.

To explore integration properties of the variables we first computed the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF)
unit root test. Table 1 summarizes ADF test results for both logarithmic levels and first differences. We used
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Figure 2: Nominal water prices in Istanbul

both constant, and constant plus linear trend specifications, and determined the lag order using Schwarz’
Bayesian Information criterion (with maximum lag order 13). For log water consumption per capita (LWPC)
series we fail to reject the null of unit root whereas it is rejected for the first differences implying that
LWPC is an I(1) variable. On the other hand, the ADF test suggests that log real water price series
(LPRICE) is trend-stationary in levels. ADF test results also indicate that industrial production index
(LIPI), temperature (LTEMP ), real price of electricity (LPE) and price of natural gas (LPG) are I(1),
whereas log total precipitation (LPRECIP ) is I(0).

As is well-known ADF unit root test is less powerful if there are structural breaks and/or regime changes
in the series. In this case, if variable is in fact stationary around a broken trend the ADF test tends to accept
the incorrect null. There are several alternative unit root testing procedures in case of structural breaks.
Some of these tests require assumption on the type and location of the break (e.g., Perron (1989)). Another
variant lets the user only choose the type of break and determines break date(s) endogenously (e.g., Lee &
Strazicich (2003), Zivot & Andrews (1992)). A more recently suggested approach, on the other hand, does
not make any assumptions on the type, number and location of break and therefore provides a more flexible
testing framework. In this approach, it is assumed that deterministic component has a nonlinear structure
which can be captured by the appropriate number of flexible Fourier components. For example, the flexible
Fourier ADF test regression with only a single component can be written as follows (Enders & Lee 2012):

∆yt = ρyt−1 + α0 + α1t+ α2 sin

(
2πkt

T

)
+ α3 cos

(
2πkt

T

)
+

p∑
j=1

δj∆yt−j + ut (9)

Trigonometric terms in this equation, which is otherwise the usual ADF test regression under α2 = 0, α3 = 0,
provides an easy way to approximate unknown type and number of breaks without resorting to adding dummy
variables and/or trend interactions at appropriate dates. The rejection of the null hypothesis H0 : ρ = 0
implies that yt is stationary around a nonlinear trend. Enders & Lee (2012) show that under the null
hypothesis the ADF test statistic (t ratio) has an asymptotic distribution that depends on the number of
frequency components k and the number of observations, T . In practice k is usually unknown but it can be
determined by estimating all test regressions for all possible k under a maximum value and then choosing
the model with the smallest sum of squared residuals (RSS).

Enders & Lee (2012) also suggested a test for the nonlinearity of the deterministic components which
can be applied before the flexible Fourier test. They suggested testing H0 : α2 = 0, α3 = 0 using the usual
F test statistic that has a non-standard distribution under the unit root null. Also, since k is unknown as
well, one needs to compute all possible F statistics for each k < kmax and use supremum of these (supF).
Enders & Lee (2012) provides an approximation of the distribution of supF statistic and its critical values.
If the supF statistic is less than the critical value at a given significance level, one can conduct the usual
ADF unit root tests as it implies that the deterministic components are linear.
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Table 2 summarizes Flexible Fourier ADF unit root test results with kmax = 5. For LWPC series the
minimum RSS (or maximum F) value occurs at k = 1 frequency component. The ADF test statistic is −1.27
which is larger than 5% critical value. The supF statistic is 6.44 which is smaller than 5% critical value
(8.88). Thus, the null hypothesis of linear deterministic components cannot be rejected. Similarly, the supF
statistics indicate that the deterministic components in LPRICE and LIPI series are linear. In fact, the
supF statistics are all insignificant for all variables in the model. Overall, these results reinforce that the
usual ADF unit root test statistics can be safely used.

4.2 Baseline Estimation Results

Table 3 summarizes estimation results from ARDL(2,0) model and associated long run elasticity estimates are
given in Tablo 4 together with short run ECM estimates. Before examining these results, we need to perform
whether there is a stable long run relationship using the PSS bounds test whose results are summarized in
Table 5. The Bounds test statistics are computed for the cases with restricted and unrestricted trend cases
(according to PSS (2001) classification cases IV and V). Additionally, small sample critical values of the
Bounds F and t statistics for Case IV and Case V (for T = 50 and T = 100) were approximated using Monte
Carlo simulations and tabulated in Table 10.5 For Model (1) the Bounds F statistics were computed as 24.7
and 29.6 for Case IV and Case V, respectively. These are larger than the upper bound of the small sample
critical values even at 1% significance level.6 Thus, we can reject the null hypothesis that there is no stable
long run relationship at 1% significance level. Similarly, the Bounds t statistic is smaller than the critical
value upper bound resulting in the rejection of the null hypothesis. The adjustment parameter in the Model
(1) as −0.66 which statistically significantly different from zero.

Estimation results for three different ARDL models are summarized in the columns of Table 3 together
with several diagnostic tests and measures on autocorrelation, randomness, functional form misspecification,
normality and heteroskedasticity. All models pass these diagnostic tests. Additionally, the variance inflation
factors (VIF) indicate that there is no multicollinearity problem.

According to the results from Model (1) in Table 3 and Table 4, all coefficient estimates are statistically
significant at 5% level. Short run price elasticity of water demand is estimated as −0.14 implying that a 10%
increase in water price will, ceteris paribus, lead to about 1.4% decrease in per capita water consumption in
Istanbul. Long run price elasticity estimate is larger, in absolute value, than the short run elasticity with
a statistically significant point estimate of −0.22 (see Table 4 for long run elasticities and their standard
errors). We reject the null hypothesis that the long run elasticity is (negative) unity against the alternative
that it is larger. These results imply that price elasticity of water demand in Istanbul is statistically different
from zero, less than unity (in absolute value), thus, inelastic.

The short run elasticity of water demand in Istanbul with respect to industrial production is estimated
about 0.17 which is statistically different from zero even at 1% level. Ceteris paribus, a 10% increase in
industrial production will lead to 1.7% increase in water consumption. The long run elasticity is found to
be larger around 0.25 which is also statistically significant (see column 1 in Table 4).

Water consumption is positively associated with temperature and negatively associated with total pre-
cipitation both in the long and short run. These results are compatible with the water demand literature.
Column 2 extends the water demand equation by adding the price of natural gas. We see that coefficient
estimate on natural gas price is statistically insignificant. Similarly augmenting the baseline model with
both natural gas and electricity prices (column 3) does not increase the explanatory power. They are both
individually and jointly insignificant implying that cross price elasticities of water demand with respect to
natural gas and electricity are zero.

4.3 Robustness Checks

We carry out two sets of robustness checks. In the first set we re-estimate all three models for two subperiods
determined by the tariff regime for the residential consumers. In the second set we re-estimate the models
after applying different seasonal adjustment methodologies to the water consumption series.

First, to see the robustness of results with respect to different tariff regimes for the residential con-
sumer we divide the sample into two parts: the 2006m12-2010m12 period in which block increasing prices
were implemented and, the 2011m1-2014m12 period in which consumers face uniform rates. We apply our
methodology to these two subperiods and, using the SBIC we choose ARDL(1,0,0,0,0) for the first subperiod
and ARDL(2,0,0,0,0) in the second. In the first period the water price is calculated as the average of the
three block rates for the residential consumption.

The PSS Bounds test results for the two subperiods are summarized in the last two columns of Table
5. Since the sample size is smaller we use appropriate small sample approximation of the test statistic and
critical values as displayed in Tablo 10 for T = 50. Bounds F and t test results indicate that the null
hypothesis can be rejected for both subperiods implying a stable levels relationship.

5PSS (2001) reports asymptotic critical values approximated using T = 1000 which tend to be very different from the small
sample critical values.

6For T = 100, k = 4, and Case IV the upper bound of the critical value of the F test is 5.24 whereas the lower bound is 4.16 at
1% level. As k increases the critical value upper bound decreases.
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Table 6 summarizes ARDL estimation results for the two subsamples and Table 7 displays associated
long run elasticities7. Similar to full sample results prices of natural gas and electricity are found to be
statistically insignificant (Models 2 and 3). In the first subperiod the short run price elasticity is estimated
as −0.21 with associated long run elasticity of −0.32. These are significantly larger (in absolute value) than
those in the full period.

On the other hand, water price is found to be statistically not significant in the second subperiod implying
that price elasticity of water is zero for the period in which consumers face uniform tariff schedule. This is to
be contrasted with significantly larger price elasticity (in absolute value) in the period with block increasing
tariff. These results support the idea that consumers are more responsive to block increasing price schemes
than constant rate regimes.

In the first subperiod, the elasticity of water consumption with respect to industrial production is es-
timated as 0.17 as in the full sample estimation but statistically insignificant in the second subperiod.
Similar to the full sample results, water consumption increases with temperature but decreases with total
precipitation in both subsamples.

In the second set of robustness checks, we re-estimated each short and long run model after applying
widely used seasonal adjustment methods to the water consumption data. We obtained seasonally adjusted
LWPCt series using CENSUS-X13, TRAMO-SEATS and dummy variable regression methods. Short run
and long run results are summarized in Table 8 and Table 9, respectively. Both short run and long run
elasticities are slightly larger in absolute value. Long run water price elasticity estimate is around −0.3 in all
seasonal adjustment methods which is within the 95% confidence interval using the long run price elasticity
point estimate in the model without seasonal adjustment.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have estimated dynamic water demand models for the metropolitan city of Istanbul using
ARDL framework. We have used aggregate per capita water consumption series as the dependent variable
and average prices, industrial production index, total precipitation, average temperature as well as natural
gas and electricity prices as independent variables to estimate short-run and long-run water price elasticity.
The sample has also allowed us to separately estimate water demand equations for the two price regimes:
2007m1-2010m12 period in which block-increasing price regime was implemented and 2011m1-2014m12
period in which single-volumetric price regime was implemented. Econometric results suggest that consumers
are more responsive to prices in the block-increasing price regime as indicated by negative but significant
coefficient estimate on water price. On the other hand, coefficient estimate on price in the second sample is
statistically insignificant implying that consumers do not react to prices in the single volumetric price regime.
Overall, short run price elasticity is estimated around −0.15 to −0.2 whereas long-run price elasticity is
around −0.22 to −0.3. These results suggest that water price can be used effectively as a policy tool for
demand management if block-increasing price regime is preferred.
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Table 1: ADF Unit Root Test Results

Variable Constant Constant and Trend

Lag Order ADF p-value Lag Order ADF p-value
LWPC 10 −0.395 0.91 10 −0.39 0.99

∆LWPC 9 −12.01 0.0001

LPRICE 0 −2.94 0.07 0 −3.47 0.048

LIPI 13 −1.164 0.69 13 −2.76 0.22
∆LIPI 12 −3.05 0.03

LTEMP 10 −2.41 0.14 10 −3.1 0.11
∆LTEMP 9 −13.03 0.0001

LPRECIP 5 −8.01 0.0001 5 −7.98 0.0001

LPE 0 −1.25 0.65 6 −2.97 0.15
∆LPE 5 −2.85 0.05

LPG 0 −2.46 0.13 0 −2.4 0.38
∆LPG 0 −10.98 0.0001

Lag order is chosen according to Schwarz Bayesian Criterion. P-values are computed
using MacKinnon (1996) approximation.

Table 2: Flexible Fourier ADF Unit Root Test Results

LWPC (p = 10) LPPRICE (p = 0) LIPI (p=2)

k ADF F−test RSS ADF F−test RSS ADF F−test RSS
1 −1.27 6.44 0.096 −4.25 2.9 0.043 −4.01 4.45 0.346
2 0.12 4.39 0.098 −3.48 0.21 0.046 −2.7 1.39 0.36
3 −0.11 2.15 0.101 −3.67 1.1 0.045 −2.72 0.52 0.365
4 −0.47 1.67 0.102 −3.48 0.28 0.046 −2.16 0.93 0.363
5 −0.23 1.66 0.102 −3.7 1.87 0.044 −2.71 0.3 0.366

LTEMP (p = 10) LPRECIP (p = 5) LPE (p = 6)

k ADF F−test RSS ADF F−test RSS ADF F−test RSS
1 −3.18 0.37 4.341 −11.4 1.33 5.135 −2.82 1.3 0.071
2 −3.95 3.52 4.171 12.01 5.08 4.914 −2.67 0.29 0.073
3 −3.16 0.46 4.344 −11.3 0.69 5.175 −2.76 3.4 0.068
4 −3.14 0.52 4.333 −11.3 0.71 5.173 −2.87 0.42 0.072
5 −3.38 3.46 4.175 −11.7 3.51 5.001 −2.77 0.66 0.072

LPG (p = 0) Critical Values %5

k ADF F−test RSS ADF F−test
1 −2.37 0.44 0.198 −4.31 8.88
2 −3.27 3.35 0.188 −4.01
3 −2.41 1.81 0.193 −3.77
4 −2.36 0.54 0.197 −3.63
5 −2.67 3.95 0.186 −3.56

RSS is residual sum of squares. supF statistics are displayed in bold.
supF critical values are as follows: for T = 200 11.7 at 1% level, 8.88 at 5% level, 7.62 at 10%10
level; and for T = 100 12.21 at 1% level, 9.14 at 5% level, 7.78 at 10% level (see (Enders & Lee
2012, Table 1a, p.197)).
Lag order of the dependent variable (p) is given in parentheses next to the variable names.
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Table 3: ARDL Model Estimation Results

Explanatory Variables Model (1) Model (2) Model (3)
LWPCt−1 0.606∗∗∗ 0.605∗∗∗ 0.606∗∗∗

(0.087) (0.088) (0.089)

LWPCt−2 −0.261∗∗∗ −0.259∗∗∗ −0.259∗∗∗

(0.071) (0.072) (0.073)

LPRICEt −0.143∗∗ −0.145∗∗ −0.149∗∗

(0.066) (0.068) (0.074)

LIPIt 0.166∗∗∗ 0.162∗∗∗ 0.166∗∗∗

(0.037) (0.041) (0.048)

LTEMPt 0.039∗∗∗ 0.039∗∗∗ 0.039∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.007) (0.007)

LPRECIPt −0.012∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

trend 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

LPGt −0.004 −0.005
(0.025) (0.025)

LPEt 0.007
(0.043)

constant −2.130∗∗∗ −2.111∗∗∗ −2.112∗∗∗

(0.279) (0.300) (0.302)
N 97 97 97
AIC −448.624 −446.660 −444.690
BIC −428.026 −423.488 −418.943
R̄2 0.901 0.900 0.899
AR(1) 0.149 [0.70] 0.133 [0.72] 0.162 [0.69]
White Noise 0.503 [0.96] 0.505 [0.96] 0.522 [0.95]
RESET 1.842 [0.15] 1.919 [0.13] 1.94 [0.16]
ARCH LM 2.001 [0.16] 1.95 [0.16] 2.090 [0.15]
Normality 0.155 [0.93] 0.128 [0.94] 0.161 [0.92]
VIF 7.377 7.438 9.507

Standard errors are shown in parentheses under the estimates. N is
the sample siz. White Noise is the periodogram based test of Bartlett.
RESET is Ramsey’s functional form misspecification test. VIF is the
variance inflation factor. P-values are shown in brackets. Significance
levels: ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 4: Long Run and Short Run Elasticity Estimates

Long Run Model (1) Model (2) Model (3)

LPRICEt −0.218∗∗ −0.221∗∗ −0.229∗∗

(0.099) (0.101) (0.111)

LIPIt 0.253∗∗∗ 0.248∗∗∗ 0.254∗∗∗

(0.053) (0.059) (0.071)

LTEMPt 0.059∗∗∗ 0.059∗∗∗ 0.059∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.009) (0.009)

LPRECIPt −0.018∗∗∗ −0.018∗∗∗ −0.019∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

LPGt −0.007 −0.008
(0.038) (0.039)

LPEt 0.011
(0.066)

Short Run

Adjustment Parameter (λ) −0.655∗∗∗ −0.654∗∗∗ −0.653∗∗∗

(0.058) (0.059) (0.059)
∆LWPCt−1 0.261∗∗∗ 0.259∗∗∗ 0.259∗∗∗

(0.071) (0.072) (0.073)
N 97 97 97

Note: Significance levels: ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 5: PSS Bounds Test Results

Full Sample Period 1 Period 2

Model (1) Case IV Case V Case IV Case V Case IV Case V
Bounds F 24.71 29.649 11.905 14.248 15.151 18.085
Bounds t - −11.22 - −7.003 - −9.064

Model (2)
Bounds F 20.95 24.445 10.195 11.862 13.593 15.776
Bounds t - −11.077 - −6.969 - −9.217

Model (3)
Bounds F 18.14 20.725 8.79 10.019 11.984 13.626
Bounds t - −10.999 - −6.881 - −8.459
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Table 6: Subperiods ARDL Estimation Results

Dependent variable: ∆LWPCt

2006m12−2010m12 2011m1−2014m12
ARDL(1,0) ARDL(2,0)

Model (1) Model (2) Model (3) Model (1) Model (2) Model (3)
LWPCt−1 −0.667∗∗∗ −0.667∗∗∗ −0.665∗∗∗ −0.666∗∗∗ −0.670∗∗∗ −0.647∗∗∗

(0.095) (0.096) (0.097) (0.073) (0.073) (0.076)

∆LWPCt−1 0.367∗∗∗ 0.368∗∗∗ 0.354∗∗∗

(0.096) (0.095) (0.096)

LPRICEt −0.213∗∗ −0.190∗∗ −0.194∗∗ 0.114 0.358 0.478
(0.089) (0.094) (0.095) (0.269) (0.317) (0.341)

LIPIt 0.165∗∗∗ 0.131∗ 0.141∗ 0.088 0.085 0.094
(0.051) (0.067) (0.071) (0.115) (0.114) (0.114)

LTEMPt 0.037∗∗∗ 0.037∗∗∗ 0.037∗∗∗ 0.047∗∗∗ 0.047∗∗∗ 0.043∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.010) (0.009) (0.010)

LPRECIPt −0.012∗∗∗ −0.011∗∗∗ −0.011∗∗∗ −0.011∗∗∗ −0.010∗∗∗ −0.010∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004)

trend 0.001∗∗ 0.001∗ 0.000 0.001 0.000 −0.000
(0.000) (0.000) (0.001) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001)

LPGt −0.031 −0.042 0.076 0.306
(0.040) (0.046) (0.054) (0.246)

LPEt 0.042 −0.311
(0.083) (0.325)

sabit −2.009∗∗∗ −1.852∗∗∗ −1.827∗∗∗ −1.962∗∗∗ −2.191∗∗∗ −2.675∗∗∗

(0.392) (0.442) (0.449) (0.678) (0.690) (0.855)
N 49 49 49 48 48 48
AIC −215.411 −214.129 −212.440 −234.657 −235.047 −234.194
BIC −202.169 −198.994 −195.414 −219.688 −218.206 −215.482
R̄2 0.577 0.573 0.565 0.718 0.725 0.724
AR (1) 0.051 [0.82] 0.051 [0.82] 0.008 [0.93] 0.967 [0.33] 1.934 [0.16] 1.662 [0.2]
White Noise 0.699 [0.71] 0.632 [0.82] 0.643 [0.8] 0.685 [0.74] 0.750 [0.63] 0.796 [0.55]
RESET 2.104 [0.12] 1.875 [0.15] 1.668 [0.19] 6.542 [0.001] 5.272 [0.004] 4.280 [0.011]
ARCH LM 0.012 [0.91] 0.030 [0.86] 0.032 [0.86] 0.581 [0.45] 0.110 [0.74] 0.013 [0.91]
Normality 0.033 [0.98] 0.338 [0.85] 0.203 [0.90] 3.717 [0.16] 3.059 [0.22] 2.943 [0.23]
VIF 2.447 3.006 9.913 3.463 4.899 48.662

Standard errors in parentheses. P-values are in brackets. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 7: Long Run Elasticity Estimates in Subperiods

2006m12−2010m12 2011m1−2014m12
ARDL(1,0) ARDL(2,0)

Model (1) Model (2) Model (3) Model (1) Model (2) Model (3)
LPRICEt −0.319∗∗ −0.285∗∗ −0.291∗∗ 0.171 0.534 0.739

(0.132) (0.140) (0.142) (0.407) (0.482) (0.552)

LIPIt 0.248∗∗∗ 0.197∗ 0.212∗∗ 0.132 0.127 0.145
(0.073) (0.098) (0.104) (0.174) (0.171) (0.179)

LTEMPt 0.055∗∗∗ 0.055∗∗∗ 0.055∗∗∗ 0.071∗∗∗ 0.071∗∗∗ 0.067∗∗∗

(0.014) (0.015) (0.015) (0.012) (0.011) (0.013)

LPRECIPt −0.017∗∗∗ −0.017∗∗∗ −0.017∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗ −0.014∗∗∗ −0.015∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.006)

LPGt −0.047 −0.063 0.114 0.473
(0.060) (0.070) (0.081) (0.400)

LPEt 0.063 −0.481
(0.126) (0.522)

Standard errors are in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 8: ARDL Estimation Results for Seasonally Adjusted LWPCt

Series

(1) (2) (3)
CENSUS X13 TRAMO-SEATS Dummy variables

LWPCt−1 0.426∗∗∗ 0.424∗∗∗ 0.446∗∗∗

(0.080) (0.078) (0.078)

LPRICEt −0.180∗∗∗ −0.170∗∗∗ −0.170∗∗

(0.063) (0.064) (0.065)

LIPIt 0.140∗∗∗ 0.138∗∗∗ 0.129∗∗∗

(0.033) (0.034) (0.034)

LTEMPt −0.013∗∗ −0.007 −0.010∗∗

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

LPRECIPt −0.007∗∗∗ −0.009∗∗∗ −0.009∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

trend 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

sabit −1.609∗∗∗ −1.623∗∗∗ −0.524∗∗

(0.272) (0.275) (0.203)
N 97 97 97
AIC −483.772 −478.480 −475.542
BIC −465.749 −460.457 −457.519
R̄2 0.876 0.871 0.868
AR(1) 0.348 [0.56] 0.761 [0.38] 1.393 [0.24]
White Noise 0.649 [0.79] 0.686 [0.74] 0.781 [0.58]
RESET 1.471 [0.23] 0.656 [0.58] 0.889 [0.45]
Normality 6.003 [0.05] 6.761 [0.03] 4.398 [0.11]
VIF 7.782 7.316 7.318

Standard errors are in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 9: Long Run Elasticity Estimates for Seasonally Adjusted Series

(1) (2) (3)
CENSUS X-13 TRAMO-SEATS Dummy variables

LPRICEt −0.313∗∗∗ −0.296∗∗∗ −0.306∗∗∗

(0.095) (0.098) (0.103)

LIPIt 0.243∗∗∗ 0.240∗∗∗ 0.233∗∗∗

(0.051) (0.052) (0.055)

LTEMPt −0.022∗∗ −0.011 −0.019∗

(0.008) (0.009) (0.009)

LPRECIPt −0.012∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗ −0.017∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Bounds F 11.962 13.922 12.857
Bounds t −7.189 −7.414 −7.098

Note: This table displays long run elasticity estimates and PSS bounds test
results for the ARDL model summarized in 8.

Table 10: Finite Sample Critical Values for PSS Bounds Test

Bounds F

1% 5% 10%
T k Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper

Case IV 50 4 4.5 5.8 3.4 4.44 2.9 3.83
5 4.24 5.53 3.17 4.23 2.71 3.67
6 3.94 5.34 2.99 4.13 2.57 3.6

Case V 50 4 5.14 6.67 3.84 5.06 3.26 4.36
5 4.7 6.23 3.5 4.72 2.96 4.08
6 4.32 5.86 3.24 4.53 2.76 3.93

1% 5% 10%
T k Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper

Case IV 100 4 4.16 5.24 3.21 4.15 2.78 3.64
5 3.83 4.98 2.97 3.96 2.59 3.5
6 3.55 4.73 2.78 3.82 2.44 3.4

Case V 100 4 4.77 6.08 3.65 4.77 3.13 4.15
5 4.27 5.63 3.28 4.45 2.84 3.91
6 3.91 5.27 3.02 4.22 2.64 3.74

Bounds t

1% 5% 10%
T k Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper

Case V 50 4 -4.12 -5.16 -3.45 -4.42 -3.12 -4.03
5 -4.13 -5.37 -3.46 -4.59 -3.11 -4.19
6 -4.13 -5.52 -3.43 -4.74 -3.09 -4.34

Case V 100 4 −4.04 −5.05 −3.42 −4.37 −3.11 −4.02
5 −4.04 5.25 −3.43 −4.55 −3.12 −4.19
6 −4.03 −5.4 −3.42 −4.71 −3.12 −4.36

Notes: Finite sample critical values are computed following the simulation frame-
work described in Pesaran et al. (2001, p.301) to approximate the asymptotic dis-
tribution. The number of Monte Carlo replications is 50000.
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Abstract 

Small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) constitute a major part of the economies of both developed 

and developing countries. Definitely, supporting the SMEs should maintain a sustainable and balanced 

economic growth. SMEs play a very important role in Turkish economy as well. They make the 91.9 

percent of all enterprises, carry 78 percent of all employment and constitute 55 percent of GDP and 50 

percent of total investment. This importance led several academicians to study SMEs from different 

perspectives. Accordingly, this study is intended to categorize and summarize these studies. The fields of 

categorization are economic growth, finance and risk, innovation, globalization, internationalization and 

accounting, industrialization, management and European Union relations. Moreover, separate emphasize 

is given to the studies related to ones SMEs in certain cities or regions.      

Keywords: Small and Medium Size Enterprises, Turkey  

I. Introduction  

Small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) constitute a major part of the economies of both developed 

and developing countries. They contribute to economic growth by creating new job opportunities, 

maintaining balanced economic and social development, and ensuring innovation and durableness in the 

economy (Bridge and O’Neill, 2012, Harvie and Lee, 2001 and Smallbone and Welter, 2001). Due to 

these important contributions, almost all the countries are developing and implementing new policies 

which encourage establishing, expanding, developing and protecting the SMEs.  

SMEs play a very important role in Turkish economy as well. They make the 91.9 percent of all 

enterprises, carry 78 percent of all employment and constitute 55 percent of GDP and 50 percent of total 

investment2. Therefore, for Turkey, it is also important to develop and implement new policies. In this 

respect, academic studies will surely have a guidance role.   

This study builds on a comprehensive survey of the literature related to the Turkish SMEs in many 

dimensions. Based on this secondary research, we provide the information related to the industries, 

models and empirical findings. We try to identify the similarities and differences.  

II. Economic Growth 

Related to SMEs in Turkey and economic growth, we realize two important papers.   One of them is 

Özar, Özertan and İrfanoğlu (2008). In fact, they do not focus on SMEs, but rather they focus on a 

neglected group of enterprises in Turkey, Micro and Small Enterprises (MSEs). They conducted a survey 

on a sample of 4,776 urban enterprises where the number of employees are between 1 and 49. The survey 

was completed between July and September 2001. Depending on the answers given to the questions, they 

                                                           
* Corresponding author. Tel.: 0318-357 42 42/ 2495; fax: 0318-357 38 00. 

E-mail address: ayseguldurucan@gmail.com 
2 (www.kosgeb.gov.tr) 
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analyze the impacts of selected factors on the growth of MSEs in Turkey. The timing of the survey is also 

crucial because in 2001 there was a financial crisis. Therefore, they could be able to reveal that supportive 

policies for MSEs should be designed to enable them to withstand the negative impacts of future crises, 

mainly in emerging economies.  

The second paper, Tutar and Ünlüleblebici (2014) is a more recent one. They try to determine the causal 

relationship between credits to SMEs and economic growth for the period of 2006 – 2011.   Their 

findings showed that the causality is from SME credits towards economic growth.  

Competitive intelligence provides competitive advantage for SMEs and this advantage effects economic 

growth of a country positively. Therefore, Wright, Bisson and Duffy (2012) is an important empirical 

study conducted within the SME sector in the city of Istanbul, Turkey to measure competitive 

intelligence.  

III. Finance and Risk 

Finance plays a key role for SMEs while carrying their activities. The topic can be investigated from two 

sides; one is the firm side and the other is the funding side. Considering the firms, as far as to the 

knowledge of the authors, in the literature, there are only two studies regarding the capital structure of 

SMEs in Turkey. These are Güzeldere and Sarıoğlu (2014), and Cakova and Önder (2011). Both of them 

makes the analysis by using micro data. On the other hand, from the funding side, it is important to see 

how the funding institutions give their decisions to finance SME activities. Leaving the firm specific risk 

analysis a side, working at a macro level, regarding this issue, there is only one paper. That is the study of 

Jenkins and Hussain (2014) which shows the importance of relationship between SME credit growth in 

Turkey and risk in terms of changing macroeconomic environment. Another paper, which is Şahin and 

Doğukanlı (2014), investigates the decision mechanism of banks not from a macroeconomic environment 

point of view but from the ownership point of view.  

On the firm specific risk analysis side, it is a fact that credit volume in real market has increased and 

moreover economical fluctuations has become more often. This fact is the main reason why credit risk 

analysis started to attract more attention.  This analysis aims to decrease future losses where the term used 

for future losses is credit risk. This is done by estimating the potential risk and eliminating the new credit 

proposal if the risk is high (Derelioğlu and Gürgen, 2011). 

 

In contrast to this increasing attention, there is a limited research making credit risk analysis for SMEs. 

The number is even less when SMEs in Turkey are considered. In fact as far as to the knowledge of the 

authors, there are only three articles related to this topic. One of them, Caner and Karan (2010), is an 

econometric study. The other one, Aslan and Elçi (2009) considers the topic by relating the situation to 

Basel II statements. Finally, Derelioğlu and Gürgen (2011), suggests an alternative methodology to 

measure credit risk.  

The first paper considering firms is Güzeldere and Sarıoğlu (2014) and it tries to discriminate the capital 

structures of SMEs including micro enterprises as well in terms of their sizes and the sectors they 

activate. For this purpose, it analyzes the differences between the tools of the capital structures by using 

the methodology of ANOVA. The paper investigates 816 enterprises operating in Istanbul. According to 

the results, there is a significant difference in capital structures of micro enterprises and SMEs. Micro 

enterprises depend more on their own capital compared to SMEs. However, there is no significant 

difference when sectors are compared.  

Second paper Cakova and Önder (2011) is a master's thesis and it investigates the factors affecting capital 

structures in manufacturing sector. It estimates a two way fixed effects model to explain total debt, short 

term debt and long term debt ratios of SMEs. The dataset contains 44,029 firm-year observations and 

covers 14 sub-sectors of manufacturing over eleven years of period between 1998 and 2008. The data 

used in the study is obtained from Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey (CBRT) upon confidential 

agreements. It tests predictions of trade-off theory3 and pecking order theory4. The analysis is separate for 

                                                           
3Myers (1984) states that according to the trade-off theory, firms have their target debt levels and make their capital structure 

decisions depending on these levels. Bradley et al. (1984) summarizes the main predictions of trade-off theory as follows:   
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small and medium firms. Based on the findings, it concludes that capital structure decisions of Turkish 

SMEs are in line with pecking order theory. Firms seem to decrease their average debt ratios as economic 

conditions improve. The results of survey also indicate that firms give priority to short term debt while 

financing their growth activities. Although there exist significant industry differences, the characteristics 

of firms are important in explaining capital structures of Turkish SMEs. In the light of these information, 

policy makers and lenders should take into consideration their sectors and the level of economic growth 

in developing new policies for the SMEs.  

Turning to the funding side at macro level, Jenkins and Hussain (2014) is the first paper and it  uses 

multiple regression analysis to find out the relationship between SME credit growth and the changing 

macroeconomic environment. The analysis period is between 2007 and 2013 and data are obtained from 

World Bank, Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Banks Association of 

Turkey, and Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency (BRSA). It analyzes the effects of some of the 

macroeconomic factors, namely GDP growth rate, inflation rate, percentage change in public debt and 

percentage change in bank concentration on SME growth rate. The findings indicated that increase in 

GDP growth rate and increasing competition in the Turkish banking sector positively affect banking 

sector credit to SMEs. The findings revealed that mitigating the high inflation rate and reducing 

government domestic borrowings have significantly helped to expansion of SME bank credit. 

The second paper is Şahin and Doğukanlı (2014) and it looks at the decision mechanism of funding 

institutions, specifically banks, from another perspective, the ownership structure of the banks. The banks 

can have a structure such that the share of foreign ownership can be higher. The article asks the question 

whether this high share increases the credits given to SMEs or not. To answer this question, it uses 

impulse response functions and variance decomposition analysis for the period 2006-2013. It reaches the 

conclusion that if share of foreigners is higher in a bank, then credit given to the SMEs are lower but the 

effect is seen after six months.  

 

The first paper related to the firm specific analysis is Caner and Karan (2012) and it examines 

creditworthiness of SMEs that receive financial and non-financial incentives from the Small and Medium 

Industry Development Organization (KOSGEB) in Turkey. KOSGEB is the major organization executing 

the SME policy and also is responsible to develop SMEs share in economic and social development in 

Turkey. For this purpose, KOSGEB provides supports for SMEs mainly in the following topics: 

consultancy and training supports, technology development and innovation supports, quality 

improvement supports, market research and export improvement supports, support for developing SMEs 

competition, support for improving international cooperation, regional development supports, support for 

spreading culture of entrepreneurship and support for improving the financial access of SMEs through 

banking system. (Başçı and Kart, 2015)      

 

Caner and Karan (2012) examines a survey conducted by KOSGEB.  It uses a logit model to estimate 

riskiness of SMEs and reaches the conclusion that it is unlikely for efficient and internationally 

competitive SMEs to default. This result is important when combined with the study of Aslan and Elçi 

(2009).  It states that SMEs that are of great prominence to Turkey’s economy should be ready to 

international competitiveness in the period of acceptance to CE and confirming to Basel II. Applying 

Basel II statements can give the SMEs an opportunity to discipline their companies financially and 

administratively so that they will become more efficient and internationally competitive. Therefore, 

depending on the results obtained by Caner and Karan (2012), one can reach the conclusion that applying 

Basel II statements will reduce the possibility of default for SMEs in Turkey.  

 

The second paper, Derelioğlu and Gürgen (2011) can be considered as a methodological paper. In the 

literature, there are techniques like neural networks, support vector machines, logistic regression and k-

Nearest Neighbor algorithms proposed for credit risk analysis. The paper proposes a knowledge discovery 

                                                                                                                                                                          
1) Optimal debt level decreases with increasing cost of financial distress.  
2) Optimal debt level decreases with increasing non-debt tax shields.  

3) Optimal debt level increases with increasing personal tax rate on equity income.  
4) At the optimal debt level, an increase in the marginal bondholder tax rate decreases the optimal debt level. 
4Cakova and Önder (2011) states that "The main idea behind the pecking order theory is that, only the owner of the company knows 

the true value of the firm and its growth opportunities. However, an outsider can only guess these values. Therefore, people react 
suspiciously when owner of a firm tries to sell equity." 
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method that uses multilayer perception based neural rule extraction approach for credit risk analysis of 

SMEs) in Turkey.  

Şahin and Doğukanlı (2014) appears again in terms of risk analysis this time. As stated above, it tries to 

analyze the effect of foreign share on credits given. It concludes that if foreign share of a bank increase, 

the bank becomes more sensitive to information, focus on less risky and high quality customers which 

ends up with less credit provided to SMEs. This result can be considered as an indicator that banks with 

higher foreign share are using credit risk analysis more efficiently. Şahin and Doğukanlı (2014), while 

reaching this result, analyzes the dynamic interactions between SME lending share, foreign ownership 

share of banking and total credits in Turkey for almost seven years period from 2006–12 to 2013-07 with 

impulse-response functions and variance decomposition.     

IV. Innovation 

For innovation R&D investments and the power of entrepreneurs can be considered as major factors 

among many others. Large firms have some advantage over SMEs considering this issue. The 

disadvantage of SMEs for Turkey is considered in various studies looking at the issue from different 

perspectives.  

The first study that should be mentioned is Napier, Serger and Hansson (2004) since it is a report 

prepared in order to serve as a basis for a discussion about Turkish private sector organisations. It 

suggests the key priorities for action to support innovation in Turkey and identifies the initiatives where 

these organisations can help catalyze changes. It states that areas such as R&D investment, the knowledge 

intensity of manufacturing and trade, capital market development and internationalisation of the private 

sector are areas to be given priorites. Moreover,the suggested activaties to reach these priorities, given in 

the report, are analysing the needs for SME financing, orginising opportunities for enterprenuers and 

investors, sponsoring and participating in entrepreneurship training/education programmes, determining 

priority areas for improvement in the business environment, providing more up-to-date and relevant 

statistics in order to benchmark, track progress and evaluate various initiatives, raising awareness of 

enterprise development programmes, and the importance of innovation for economic growth and setting 

guidelines and highlighting “showcase examples” of entrepreneurship, good business practice, growing 

regional clusters, international linkages. 

After this report there are two important surveys related to innovation for Turkey. These are Armatlı and 

Köroğlu (2005), and Başçavuşoğlu, Moreau and Çolakoğlu (2011). The good point about these surveys is 

that in both of them the concern is innovation capacity of the SMEs, although from different perspectives.   

In fact, Armatlı and Köroğlu (2005) is more restrictive compared to Başçavuşoğlu, Moreau and 

Çolakoğlu (2011) since the survey is done only in the cities Ankara, Bursa and Denizli. The aim of the 

survey is to find out the dependency of innovation capacity on innovation indicators and firm networks. 

In regional development literature, innovation indicators are named as number of R&D workers, R&D 

expenditure, taking quality certificate and patent and share of SME employment in total work force. 

Therefore, Armatlı and Köroğlu (2005), in the survey tries to determine the effects of these indicators on 

innovation capacity. In fact most of these innovation indicators are stated as endogenous factors in the 

article. However, due to the structure of workforce and limited financial sources these endogenous factors 

are inadequate in most of the SMEs. Therefore, Armatlı and Köroğlu (2005) states that the success of 

SMEs may depend on the ability to use external networks and to learn in these external networks so in the 

survey this should be questioned. The network connections can be at local, national and global level. The 

results of the survey show that general innovation indicators are not effective for innovation capacity but 

networks, especially global networks are important for innovation activities of the firms.  

Başçavuşoğlu - Moreau and Çolakoğlu (2011) is a more recent survey done to explore the determinants of 

innovative capabilities of SMEs in Turkey. 45,000 questionnaires are collected from the SMEs. The 

questions are mainly prepared in order to determine the impact of recent changes in SME policies in 

Turkey on innovative capabilities of firms from three different perspectives; innovation efforts, 

innovation decisions and innovative intensities. The two main changes in SME policies were related to 

financial support, and consultancy and technological assistance. It discovers that all firms seemed to 

benefit from financial support, only less innovative firms take full advantage of the advisory services. In 
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fact, this result of policies conflicts with some results obtained for Latin American countries. Peres and 

Stumpo (2000) concluded that changes in the public policy are not effective for most of the characteristics 

of the SMEs. Therefore, the policies should not be considered as important factors, which is a conclusion 

not true for the case of Turkey. 

As stated above, issues related to R&D are important innovation indicators. Regarding this importance, 

Özçelik and Taymaz (2002) and Türkoğlu and Çelikkaya (2011) can be considered as two influential 

studies. The common point of the articles is the relationship between R&D supports and export 

performance of enterprises.   

Özçelik and Taymaz (2002) is a working paper studied for the Turkish manufacturing sector. The study 

tries to answer the question "Does Innovativeness Matter for International Competitiveness in Developing 

Countries?" The data set of the study come from the Innovation Survey that was conducted the first time 

by the State Institute of Statistics (SIS) in 1998. The survey covers the innovation activities of firms for 

the period 1995-97 by adopting a questionnaire compatible with the Community Innovation Survey of the 

European Union. It uses the concept of “innovation” as defined in the Oslo Manual. A sample of almost 

4000 firms stratified by size and industry category was asked to complete the questionnaire. The response 

rate was almost 55 percent. The SIS performed a non-response analysis and estimated sample weights for 

each respondent. The innovation database was matched with the 1995-97 data from the Annual Survey of 

Manufacturing Industries as a part of the National System of Innovation Project. As a conclusion, it can 

be said that innovations and R&D activities are vital for the international competitiveness of Turkish 

manufacturing firms. Tobit models used in the study concludes a causality from technology-related 

factors to export performance for manufacturing firms.  

Türkoğlu and Çelikkaya (2011) is a more restrictive work of the relationship between R&D support for 

SMEs and share of exports in production, studied only for the Gebze Organized Industrial Zone. Türkoğlu 

and Çelikkaya (2011) uses OLS regression analysis. The data come from the survey obtained from 126 

enterprises. It concludes that R&D support to SMEs will increase the share of exports in production.  

Regarding the entrepreneurship, İskender-Işık (2005) which is a master's thesis, analyzes the ways of 

strengthening SMEs in Turkey and encouraging entrepreneurship. Moreover this analysis is done by 

considering the current EU policies. The weakness of the thesis is that most of the results are based on the 

case study conducted on SMEs only in Adana. 

V. Globalization 

The issue of globalization started to be increasingly popular in terms of establishing, expanding, 

developing and protecting the SMEs. However, to the best of the knowledge of the authors, in the 

literature, there is only one article regarding the relationship between globalization and SMEs in Turkey.  

Aforementioned article belongs to Aras and Müslümov (2002) and it investigates the issue in three steps. 

In the first step it states the advantages and disadvantages of SMEs in the process of globalization. In this 

context, their basic problems and the necessities of success are analyzed. Second step investigates the 

financial problems of SMEs and this is done by comparing structure of finance and cost of finance of 

SMEs by large enterprises in Istanbul Stock Exchange. Finally, it develops a strategy to increase their 

effectiveness and efficiency.  

The results of these three steps analyzes show that SMEs should shift from low value added production to 

products of critical importance and this can be done by rehabilitation works, improvements in 

management and technology. Moreover, to solve the financial problems SMEs should search for 

alternative funding mechanisms.  

A related term to globalization is internationalization. It is a vague term that is described differently in 

several studies. Among them Altıntaş and Özdemir (2006) defines internationalization as a process that 

consists mainly of export behavior, in the broadest sense. Therefore, in fact both of the concepts, 

globalization and internationalization, are related to the trade patterns of the countries. However, although 

exporting is seen to be a major factor in the economy, and an important ingredient in the growth of many 

firms, mostly SMEs (Albaum, Strandskov, Duerr and Dowd, 1994), SMEs are not always capable of 
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competing against the larger firms. SMEs are more likely to fail when expanding their market. The main 

problem is the burden of costs while entering new or expanding existing markets (Ilgün and Muratovic, 

2013).  

In the literature, there are four article related to internationalization and SMEs in Turkey. They are 

Altıntaş and Özdemir (2006), Altıntaş, Çınar - Altıntaş, and Tokol (2006), Ilgün and Muratovic (2013) 

and Yener, Doğruoğlu and Ergun (2014). Except Yener, Doğruoğlu and Ergun (2014), all of these articles 

depends on the outcomes of surveys but Ilgün and Muratovic (2013), in addition uses the data gathered 

from articles and international reports. Yener, Doğruoğlu and Ergun (2014) makes personal interviews 

and moreover uses the methodology of ethnographic study. 

Altıntaş and Özdemir (2006) is an important article because it tries to understand the mechanisms of 

internationalization for Turkey by considering speed of internationalization, preferred internationalization 

model and degree of internationalization. Speed of internationalization is defined as the time difference of 

foundation of the firm and the first time exportation starts. Three internationalization models are defined 

in the article. These are Uppsala Model, Innovative Model and Network Model. Degree of 

internationalization is calculated by combining the methodologies of Sullivan (1994) and Clerq, Sapienza 

ve Crinj (2005). In order to gather the necessary inputs for these three criteria, Altıntaş and Özdemir 

(2006) uses a web based questionnaire and the number of respondents are 137 Turkish SMEs. According 

to the findings of their study; enterprises' internationalization speed is averagely 6.76 years and they 

mostly choose the Network Model with 50.75%. The degree of internationalization is 1.622 for Turkish 

SMEs and depending on the calculation methodology, the degree can take values between 0 and 5. 

If Network Model is mostly applied by SMEs, then the concept of trust becomes important because one 

should trust the information provided through network. Şengün and Önder (2011) considers two types of 

trust which are named as “goodwill trust” and “competence trust”. For the empirical study it uses data are 

collected from 158 furniture manufacturers in an industrial district called as Siteler in Ankara. Findings 

indicate that whereas goodwill trust has a positive main effect on inter-firm learning, competence trust 

does not. 

Since Altıntaş and Özdemir (2006) concludes that Network Model is used mostly for internationalization, 

it can be good to question the possibility of e-commerce and this is done again by a survey conducted to 

204 SMEs in Altıntaş, Çınar - Altıntaş, and Tokol (2006). The article tries to explain the adoption 

intensities of the SMEs by four grouped barriers within an econometric analysis using structural equation 

modelling. The barriers are cultural adoption, technological adoption, market maturity and duration 

attribute. Technological adoption and duration attribute were found to be the significant factors affecting 

adoption intensities.      

A more recent study than Altıntaş and Özdemir (2006) concerning the internationalization mechanism of 

SMEs in Turkey is Yener, Doğruoğlu and Ergun (2014). The study depends on the outcomes of personal 

interviews and an ethnographic study. Erdem et al. (2011) states that an ethnographic research dedicates 

itself to creating a picture in which how people progress their daily lives. Using this research 

methodology, Yener, Doğruoğlu and Ergun (2014) obtained the ethnographic data after a 15 months 

period to show the challenges the sample firm faces during its internationalization process. These 

challenges can be summarized as lack of managerial commitment to internationalization and non-

domestic markets, lack of ownership of marketed products, lack of knowledge on marketing and fostering 

networks on the international stage, lack of trust and cooperation in the firm’s own network, and lack of 

trust and building insider ship with new networks in foreign markets.  

Finally, in terms of context, a little bit different article belongs to Ilgün and Muratovic (2013). It 

concentrates on the export capabilities of SMEs in Turkey. For this purpose, it both uses the outcomes of 

a conducted survey and data gathered from articles and international reports. The survey has five major 

parts; demographics, decisions firms have to take when entering new markets, trade barriers, risks and 

assistance. The outcomes show that 59% of the respondents are in the manufacturing sector. About the 

type of the exported goods, 41% of goods are capital intensive goods, 37% are service goods and 22% are 

consumer goods. 45% of the respondents think that there are major barriers to trade. About exchange rate 

risk, 65% responded that there is extreme or some-what risk.    
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It is important to give special emphasis to European Union (EU) when analyzing the concept of 

globalization for Turkey since Turkey has very close relationship with EU member countries. For this 

reason, one can realize several articles on EU - Turkey relations in general terms but there are very few 

articles about the role of SMEs on EU-Turkey relations. As far as to the knowledge of the authors there 

are only two articles which are Karataş and Helvacıoğlu (2008) and Çil (2014).  

There are microcredit facilities in the EU that are established for the SMEs. Karataş and Helvacıoğlu 

(2008) analyzes these facilities and discuss the practicability of those facilities in Turkey. For this aim, it 

uses both the primary and secondary data collected from the previous and ongoing microcredit programs 

in Turkey. As a conclusion of these analyzes, the study provides some strategies for Turkey. Firstly, it 

states that there is a need for research which should focus on the identification of the major policy areas to 

be supported by microcredit programs. However, the paper states the fact that at the moment there is only 

information on the microcredit projects from primary data sources obtained by the researchers’ individual 

attempts. Therefore, there is a real need for a database of microcredit schemes for research to improve. 

Secondly, the paper suggests to analyze the best practices of EU in order to achieve the efficient and 

sustainable adaptation of EU microcredit policies. The final suggestion is for the policy makers. They 

should design a dynamic contemporary legal framework to address the current environment and also to 

identify potentials. This would lead to foresee the requirements of the microfinance system in Turkey. 

Çil (2014) investigates the views of SMEs about Turkey’s EU accession by conducting a questionnaire to 

146 manufacturing SMEs in Adana, Gaziantep and Istanbul which are the three of the high-volume cities 

of international trade in Turkey with a share of 50% in total exports. This is important because their views 

can give some idea about whether their internationalization activities be affected by a possible 

membership or not. Methodologically, frequency distribution analysis and ANOVA is used. Results show 

that SMEs are hesitant about the EU membership and the reason of this seems to be inadequate 

knowledge about the EU. Therefore, the suggestion is carrying out some serious information and training 

activities to SMEs. As a result of these activities, they will learn about exactly what they will be faced 

with the membership. 

In fact the above discussions open another important concept. There should be effective communication 

among corporations in different countries. Of course there are internationally diversified audience of 

shareholders, creditors, and other stakeholders. However, the reporting of their financial position, 

activities, and future goals should be identical for comparability (Murphy, 1999). International 

comparability in financial reporting can be possible with the adoption of globally accepted standards not 

only by listed entities, but also by SMEs as well. For this purpose, firstly, International Financial 

Reporting Standards (IFRS) and then International Financial Reporting Standard for SMEs (IFRS for 

SMEs) had been established by International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) in July 2009 (Kılıç, 

Uçar and Ataman, 2014 and Atik, 2010). It is announced in the website of IASB that more than one 

hundred countries now require or permit the use of IFRSs or are converging with the IASB’s standards5.  

When literature about Turkey for this topic is investigated four papers can be realized. These are Kılıç, 

Uyar and Ataman (2014), Poroy Arsoy and Bora (2012), Atik (2010) and Civan, Körpi and Buyuran 

(2010). Among these Poroy Arsoy and Bora (2012) and Kılıç, Uyar and Ataman (2014) consider the issue 

from the perspective of accounting professionals but Atik (2010) is based more on SMEs themselves.  

Civan, Körpi and Buyuran (2010) differs from the above stated other three papers since it only gives 

information regarding the topic. Firstly, the contents of IFRS for SMEs are described in the paper. Then a 

comparison of IFRS for SMEs in United States, European Union and Turkey is made.     

Turning to the other three papers, before considering the situation for SMEs, it may be useful to start with 

the positions of accounting professionals so firstly, Kılıç, Uyar and Ataman (2014) can be summarized. It 

has two main purposes. The first one is to analyze the awareness, information level, preparedness, and 

perception of the accounting professionals regarding IFRS for SMEs. The second one is to examine the 

effect of several factors such as experience, education level, and preparedness of the accounting 

professionals on their perception of the IFRS for SMEs.  

                                                           
5 www.ifrs.org/Use+around+the+world/Use+around+the+world.htm  
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For those purposes, a telephone survey was conducted during the months of April, May, and June of 

2012. The sample of the study consisted of 450 accounting professionals selected randomly from several 

lists of professional accounting bodies in Turkey. 210 accounting professionals participated in the survey 

representing a response rate 46.67%. 

Regarding the first purpose Kılıç, Uyar and Ataman (2014) indicates that most of the accounting 

professionals are aware of IFRS for SMEs adoption process; have a moderate information level of IFRS 

for SMEs; are optimistic regarding the adoption process; and attended trainings about IFRS for SMEs.  

Although the majority of the accounting professionals made some preparation for the IFRS for SMEs, 

there is still a considerable number of participants who did not.   

Regarding the second purpose, it examines whether there is significant difference in responses about 

IFRS for SMEs based on experience, education level, and preparedness. The findings show less 

experienced respondents have more problems than more experienced ones since the IFRS for SMEs is 

complex. Moreover, accounting professionals who have an educational level of at least a master’s degree 

are in a better position about the first adoption of the IFRS for SMEs since it is detailed. Coming to the 

prepared respondents, they have a significant advantage compared to the unprepared ones since the IFRS 

for SMEs requires too much information.  

The above indicated difficulties about the adoption of IFRS for SMEs are also stated in Atik (2010) but 

this time from the perspective of SMEs themselves. From this perspective IFRS for SMEs is very detailed 

and complicated as well. This can be understood from the fact that more than half of the respondents do 

not have accounting department and they have to outsource accounting service from Certified Public 

Accountant (CPA) firms. Therefore, costs of SMEs may increase after the adoption of the standard.  

In addition to this fact, Atik (2010) aims to determine the current structure of SME accounting and 

financial reporting and the views of SMEs on the adoption and application of IFRS for SMEs. For this 

purpose, Atik (2010) makes a web-based survey intended for owners, managers and accountants of 216 

SMEs.  

Regarding the current structure of SME accounting and financial reporting, the responds show that tax 

based accounting are more common among SMEs and most of the respondents are satisfied with the 

current accounting practices. Regarding the views of SMEs on the adoption and application of IFRS for 

SMEs, the responds show that most of the participants are unaware of IFRS for SMEs. However, the 

participants who are aware want Turkish Accounting Standards Board (TASB) to adopt the standard. The 

reason behind this wish is the good image of TASB. They think that TASB is a prestigious organization. 

However, 72.67% of the respondents say that the standard should be elective rather than compulsory that 

is, SMEs should decide whether to apply it or not.    

Poroy Arsoy and Bora (2012) is a survey conducted to a sample which consists of accountants listed in 

the chamber of Bursa Independent Accountant and Financial Advisor and 305 randomly selected 

professions. It firstly makes SWOT analysis of application of IFRS for SMEs in Turkey and then prepares 

questions of the survey depending on this analysis. Survey response rate was 100% due to the fact that 

face to face method was performed.  

The results of the survey show that the most important strength of applying IFRS for SMEs is 

internationalization of the enterprises which decide to apply the standards. This will lead to a growth of 

the enterprise. On the other hand the results show that most important weakness is the fact that the 

financial reporting in Turkey is made mainly for the purpose of determining taxes. Therefore, a transfer to 

a reporting system which takes standards into account may not be an easy task. One other important 

weakness is the existence of informal economy in Turkey. Regarding the opportunities the responds to the 

survey concludes that applying IFRS for SMEs can help institutionalization of enterprises. On the other 

hand, the most important threat is the cost of a transformation to IFRS for SMEs. Enterprises may think 

that costs are much more than the benefits. 
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VI. Management 

The literature is quite rich but the topic can be investigated from many different aspects. The definition of 

entrepreneurship and its development in Turkey can be the first thing to understand. In this context, there 

are six articles. These are Pişkinsüt (2011), Yıldız and Alp (2012), Penpece (2014), Sağ, Bilsel (2014), 

Sencay (2015) and Özer and Tınaztepe (2014). As the second step, problems of SMEs and suggested 

solutions can be investigated. There are four articles related to this topic which are Kaya and Alpkan 

(2012), Karadağ (2015), Çakıcı and Özer (2008) and Bayrakdaroğlu and Şan (2014). Human resource 

management is another important aspect to be investigated and this is done in three important articles 

which are Karartı (2014), Şengül et al. (2015) and Cetinel, Yolal & Emeksiz, 2008. In addition to these, 

Apak and Atay (2014) investigates the SMEs in terms of knowledge management practices in Turkey and 

the Balkans. Moreover, Wright, Bisson and Duffy (2012) examines competitive intelligence practices of 

SMEs in Turkey.  

In the context of entrepreneurship and its development in Turkey, Pişkinsüt (2011) is a very important 

article. It has three parts. The first part gives information about the meaning of entrepreneurship concept 

and basic features of entrepreneurs in SMEs. Parallel to this, Sencay (2015) is a regional study for 

Gaziantep and it evaluates development of entrepreneurship together with its requirements.  

Second part of Pişkinsüt (2011) summarizes the history of entrepreneurship in Turkey, in fact starting 

from the period of Ottoman Empire. Another paper which aims to analyze the importance of 

entrepreneurship historically is Yıldız and Alp (2012). In terms of social changes and policy implications, 

Sağ and Bilsel (2014) can also be considered as a historical paper about the development of 

entrepreneurships and SMEs.  Finally, in the third part of Pişkinsüt (2011) the situation of SMEs in 

Turkey is described in terms of total investment, total employment, value added and total exports.  

Penpece (2014) is a survey study which tries to evaluate the relationship between the entrepreneurial 

marketing aspects and socio demographic features of potential entrepreneurs in Turkey. The data are 

obtained from the survey questionnaire by using a face-to-face interview technique. The findings indicate 

that there is a relationship between gender and innovation-orientation. Individuals' educational status also 

makes a significant difference in the aspects of risk taking-orientation, innovation-orientation, resource 

leveraging, proactive-orientation, customer intensity and opportunity-driven. However, from the 

perspective of age and marital status, there are no significant differences across the dimensions of 

entrepreneurial marketing. 

Another survey study which may be considered as related to Penpece (2014) is Özer and Tınaztepe 

(2014). The survey aims to find out the relationship between different leadership styles and performance 

of SMEs. One problem about the survey is that it is applied to just one export firm in Turkey although 

responds from 215 white-colored workers from managerial and non-managerial positions in the firm are 

obtained. The results obtained can be firm specific. In the study three leadership styles which are 

transformational, transactional and paternalistic are named and their relation with performance is 

analyzed under two hypothesis. The first hypothesis is stated as “there is a relationship between strategic 

leadership styles and firm performance” and the second hypothesis is stated as “compared to other 

leadership styles, transformational leadership has a stronger positive effect on firm performance”. The 

first hypothesis of the study is partially supported since a significant relationship between leadership style 

and performance was only found for transformational and paternalistic leadership styles. Second 

hypothesis is fully supported. 

Problems faced by SMEs and suggested solutions to them are two other important concepts. Among the 

four studies related to this issue Karadağ (2015) is a more general one just stating the problems as 

innovation and technology, financial limitations, internationalization issues, entrepreneurship, start up 

costs and bureaucratic problems, green technologies, labor and information and communication 

technologies. Solutions to these problems are not that obvious in the study.    

However, although more specific Kaya and Alpkan (2012) tries to present the problems together with 

their solutions. It especially focuses to management and financial requirements. About the problems, the 

non-professionalized management, which is a result of the fact that the business ownership and 

management in SMEs are implemented by the same person and the business owner is the only authorized 
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person in the decision making process, is given as the most important problem in the management. The 

second important problem comes during the process of establishment. Usually, there are not sufficient 

capital and the possible position in the market place is not clear. Kaya and Alpkan (2012) state that this 

problem can be seen as minor at the beginning but it becomes a major one as time goes on. Kaya and 

Alpkan (2012) give the lack of periodical plans as the third important problem for SMEs. As a result of 

this lack, SMEs cannot make any estimation about the income resources or problems that they can face. 

About human resources, Kaya and Alpkan (2012) states that in SMEs each staff can carry out each 

activity and there is no hierarchical structure. Moreover, staff circulation is high in SMEs and this causes 

works and businesses to be interrupted. This is the fourth important problem. There are also the financial 

problems and in this context the main problem is lack of information. Finally, Kaya and Alpkan (2012) 

state that in most of the cases, SMEs are unaware of the problems they can face due to economic 

environment, especially about inflation and interest rates.   

About the solution of problems, Kaya and Alpkan (2012) mainly emphasize the importance of 

consultancy. Applications in this direction must increase. Moreover, SMEs should lead their workers to 

attend training programs. About the structure of their workers, family members and friends should not be 

chosen but professionalized personnel should be preferred. In fact this solution can be thought of as a 

suggestion of institutionalization and there is the nice survey of Çakıcı and Özer (2008) for the Mersin 

region which tries to find out the awareness of SME managers about the importance of 

institutionalization.  Results of the survey show that managers are not aware of the importance at a 

sufficient level.  Kaya and Alpkan (2012) suggests the increase of contacts with other firms in the sector 

as another solution. About financial information and knowledge of economic environment, there should 

be finance departments within the SMEs and as suggested by Bayrakdaroğlu and Şan (2014) SMEs 

should follow financial training programs.    

Human resource management is another important aspect to be investigated since especially because of 

the increasing relationships between Turkish companies and foreign companies. Turkey should have to be 

at the same level or even better than the World in terms of human resources in order to compete. There 

are three articles related to this topic. These are Karartı (2014), Şengül et al. (2015) and Cetinel, Yolal & 

Emeksiz (2008).  

Karartı (2014), by giving lots of references to several different studies, firstly states that SMEs are quite 

different than large firms in terms of staffing, training and performance-management ways. For example, 

SMEs try to solve their employment problems inside their organizations rather than hiring through 

employment agencies. In terms of training, they prefer on-the-job training activities rather than formal 

training. A study by Cetinel, Yolal and Emeksiz (2008) supports the above stated arguments for the 

tourism sector in Turkey. Secondly, Karartı (2014) investigates specific charecteristics of Turkish culture 

and compares these charecteristics with several different countries by refering to studies which are done 

for these countries. Thirdly, Karartı (2014) summarizes the development of human resource departments 

and it states that this development increased after an extended relationship with the World. At this point, 

it gives several references to studies which compare Turkey and several different countries6. All of these 

studies report the existance of a convergence towards the rest of the World. Lastly, in the paper, Karartı 

(2014) gives information about the activities of these developing human resource departments in terms of 

job analysis, selection, performance, training, compansation and evaluation.       

Information systems are used to improve the quality of decisions to be made. Şengül et al. (2015) 

develops an information system for human resources. By using this information system, employee 

control, improvement of operational processing, document sharing and reporting, and automation of the 

daily operations functions can be performed more efficiently.    

In addition to above described articles, Apak and Atay (2014) investigates knowledge management 

practice in Turkey and the Balkans. This is done by a SWOT analysis and the aim is to question the 

possibility of trade and economic cooperation between Turkey and Balkan countries.  Findings show that 

to meet market demands in the present global industrial world, SMEs must be flexible enough to respond 

fast to product demand differentiations. 

                                                           
6 Emre (1998), Usdiken (1996), Sozer (2004), Cranfield Network on Strategic International Human Resource Management-

CRANET-G 1999–2000 Survey and; Ozcelik and Aydınlı (2006) 
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1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to examine the long term and short term dynamic feedback relationship between
producer prices and consumer prices in Turkey. We use a recently developed Granger-causality test in frequency
domain which allows us to decompose the relationship into various short and long-term periodic components.
In small open economies exchange rates may be an important factor in the price adjustment process both for
the intermediate and final goods and services. Thus, to prevent spurious Granger causality, we compute time-
domain and spectral Granger causality tests between Producer Price Index (PPI) and Consumer Price Index
(CPI) both in the bivariate system and in the trivariate system, conditional on lagged values of exchange rates.
This will allow us to ascertain if the relationship between consumer and producer prices is robust to exchange
rates. Another novelty of this paper is that we compute spectral Granger causality tests using the modified
Wald test procedure proposed by Toda and Yamamoto (1995) which does not rely on pretesting for unit roots.
Therefore, the analysis will be valid regardless of the cointegration properties of the data.

We compute the spectral Granger causality tests for the relationship between total CPI and PPI as well as
subindexes for the period 2005m1-2015m12. We explore possible Granger-causal links between the subindexes
of CPI and total PPI; and subindexes of PPI to total CPI. We use US Dollar and Euro separately in our models
as a proxy for exchange rates. Using them separately also allows us to ascertain whether the relationship is
sensitive to a particular exchange rate.

The plan of the paper is as follows. We provide a brief review of the theoretical and empirical literature in
the following section. Section 3 describes the econometric methodology. Section 4 describes data and presents
empirical results. Section 5 concludes the study.

2 Brief Literature Review

A unidirectional causality running from PPI to CPI, implying that PPI is a leading indicator for CPI, is generally
explained by supply-side arguments in which production and marketing timing plays a crucial role (Caporale,
Katsimi, and Pittis, 2002). A theoretical model in which wholesale prices Granger-cause consumer prices is
provided by Cushing and McGarvey (1990). In such a model wholesale or intermediate goods and services are
used with lags in the production of consumption goods. The production of final goods and services will go
through several stages and final consumer prices will reflect various type of costs incurred in the production,
marketing and retailing process. Typically, in the cost-push explanation for unidirectional causality from PPI
to CPI final consumer prices will depend on domestic producer prices, prices of imported goods, exchange rates,
marginal cost of retail production and markup.

Relying on demand side arguments, a unidirectional Granger-causality running from CPI to PPI is also
theoretically possible. In Colclough and Lange (1982), the causality from CPI to PPI stems from derived demand
analysis. The supply cost and determination of production cost are paid by producer as the opportunity cost of
resources or the service of resources in order to acquire inputs. Opportunity cost of resources is determined by
the demand for inputs between competing uses. It is the demand for final goods and services that generates the
opportunity costs of resources and intermediate materials implying that the causality will be from consumer
prices to producer prices.

Direction of causality between producer and consumer prices may also be examined at sectoral level. There
are many sub-sectors typically covered in consumer and producer price indexes. It is reasonable to expect that
every subsector has its own dynamics depending on the price adjustment process. This in turn may result in
different Granger-causal links among disaggregated prices and aggregate price levels. For example, food prices
(as part of CPI) may be Granger-caused by PPI even though there is no Granger causality running from PPI
to CPI. Thus, examining causal links among sub-categories of price indexes may provide richer information on
the complex dynamic feedback mechanisms.

Movements in exchange rates can also be influential on the causal links among prices especially in small open
economies like Turkey whose economy mostly relies on imported intermediate goods and energy. The degree to
which changes in the exchange rate are reflected in domestic prices is generally known as the exchange rate pass
through (ERPT). In an open economy, exchange rate movements will have an impact on CPI prices through
import prices. ERPT is of particular importance especially to central bankers aiming at price stability and a
reasonable level of inflation.

Taylor (2000) focuses on the pricing power of firm in order to explain exchange rate pass through. There
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Table 1: Empirical studies in G7 Countries

Author, Year Period Country Method Result

Silver and Wallace (1980) 1952-1977 USA Hatanaka-Wallace
Procedure

PPI → CPI

Guthrie (1981) 1947-1975 USA Pascal Distributed
Lag Model

∆PPI → ∆CPI

Jones (1986) 1947-1983 USA Geweke, Meese, and
Dent (1983)

CPI ↔ PPI

Cushing and McGarvey (1990) 1954-1987 USA Geweke Method,
Granger Causality
Test

CPI ↔ PPI

Clark (1995) 1977-1994 USA VAR Analysis PPI → CPI
Blomberg and Harris (1995) 1970-1994 USA VAR Analysis Commodity to

Core Inflation
and PPI

(Caporale, Katsimi, and Pittis, 2002) 1976-1999 G7 Toda-Yamamoto PPI → CPI
Weinhagen (2005) 1990-2002 USA VAR Analysis PPI →

Intermediate
Goods

Belton and Nair-Reichert (2007) 1973-2000 USA GARCH-M ∆PPI no relation
∆CPI

Kwon, Koo, et al. (2009) 1985-2001,
2002-2008

USA Toda-Yamamoto,
Dolado-Lütkepohl

CPI ↔ PPI, PPI
→ CPI

Fernandez (2014) 1957-2011 USA Non-Linear Granger Individual to PI

is a lot of evidence showing that there has been a reduction in pass-through of changes in exchange rates
to consumer prices. In the 1990s changes in exchange rates have had surprisingly small effects on consumer
prices even in small open economies where imported products are a large fraction of final consumption and
intermediate inputs to production. For example, after the depreciation in Brazil in early 1999 there was a much
smaller pass-through than in earlier periods when inflation was much higher (Taylor, 2000).

In Kal, Aslaner, and Aslaner (2015), the determinants of ERPT to producer and consumer prices are
quantitatively analyzed between January 1986 and August 2013 in Turkey. Error correction models are used
to estimate the exchange rate pass-through. ERPT for producer price-index-based inflation is found to be
higher than for consumer-price-index-based inflation. Estimation results also indicate that the main factors
contributing to high pass-through are past currency crises and the high degree of openness of the economy.

Table 2: Empirical Studies in Turkey

Author, Year Period Country Method Result

Akdi, Berument, and Cilasun (2006) 1987-2004 Turkey Engle and Granger,
Johansen’s Tests

CPI ↔ PPI

Zortuk (2008) 1986-2004 Turkey Granger Causality
Test

PPI → CPI

Yamak and Topbaş (2009) 1982-2005 Turkey Enders-Ludlow
Nonlinear
Cointegration

PPI → CPI

Saraç and Karagöz (2010) 1994-2009 Turkey ARDL,
Cointegration

PPI → CPI

Abdioğlu and Korkmaz (2012) 2003-2012 Turkey Cointegration
Granger Causality
Test, Error
Correction

PPI → CPI

Yamak and Erdem (2013) 1987-2012 Turkey Kalman Filter PPI → CPI
Ulke and Ergun (2014) 2003-2013 Turkey Johansen

Cointegration,
VECM

CPI → PPI
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There are many studies on the relationship between consumer price index (CPI) and producer price index
(PPI). We summarize these studies in Tables 1-2-3 by grouping them into developed and developing countries
and Turkey. Tables 1 focuses on the empirical studies conducted in developed countries (mostly USA). The first
empirical analysis for USA is conducted by Silver and Wallace (1980) for the period 1952-1977. Using Hatanaka-
Wallace procedure they found that PPI causes CPI. Colclough and Lange (1982) discussed and criticized the
method used in Silver and Wallace (1980) and examined the causal relationship between consumer and producer
price changes using the Sims and Granger causality tests and found support for the hypothesis of causality from
consumer to producer prices. This suggested that the estimated parameters of a one-sided lag structure, which
assumed the conventional wisdom of producer price changes leading consumer price changes, may be biased and
inconsistent. Another early analysis is Guthrie (1981) which used the Pascal distributed lag model to show the
direction of the relationship between price indexes. Instead of finding a causality between prices indexes, they
found a causality from change in PPI to change in CPI. Jones (1986) found bidirectional relationship between
two indexes by the Geweke method. Cushing and McGarvey (1990) found the same results approximately with
a same dataset. After 1990, the empirical studies generally used the VAR analysis to find the causality between
price indexes. Therefore, the researchers focused on the relationship of causality between the sub-sectors and
aggregate indexes or conditional to the macroeconomic variables (Clark, 1995; Blomberg and Harris, 1995;
Weinhagen, 2005).

Table 3: Empirical Studies in Developing Countries

Author, Year Period Country Method Result

Ghazali, Yee, and Muhammad (2009) 1986-2007 Malesia Johansen
Cointegration Test,
Granger and
Toda-Yamamoto
Granger Causality
Test

PPI → CPI

Shahbaz, Awan, and Nasir (2009) 1992-2007 Pakistan ARDL, Johansen
Cointegration and
Toda-Yamamoto
Causality Test

CPI ↔ PPI

Gang, Liping, and Jiani (2009) 2001-2008 China Engle-Granger
Cointegration and
Granger Granger
Causality Test

CPI → PPI

Sidaoui, Capistrán, Chiquiar, and
Ramos-Francia (2009)

1994-2008 Mexico Granger Causality
Test, Engle-Granger
Cointegration

PPI → CPI

Tiwari (2012) 1957-2009 India Frequency Domain
GC

CPI ↔ PPI

Tiwari, Mutascu, and Andries (2013) 1991-2011 Romania Wavelet Analysis CPI ↔ PPI
Tiwari, Suresh, Arouri, and Teulon (2014) 1981-2009 Mexico Squared Wavelet

Coherence (WTC)
CPI ↔ PPI

Empirical studies in Turkey generally use time-domain analysis methods such as VAR/ECM and cointegra-
tion to ascertain the possible links between producer and consumer prices. Even though many studies conducted
in developing countries (see Table 3) concluded that causality runs from CPI to PPI, empirical studies in Turkey
generally found that PPI causes CPI. Akdi, Berument, and Cilasun (2006) analyzed a possible relationship be-
tween the Consumer Price Index and the Wholesale Price Index in the short run and long run. With the help of
cointegration tests, they found mixed evidence for a possible long-run relationship between those two series. The
model-free and seasonally robust periodogram-based test fails to reject the null of no-cointegration relationship.
However, these two series move together in the short run. Zortuk (2008) used the Granger Causality Test for
Turkish data covering the period 1986:M1 and 2004:M12. The paper found that there is one way causality
from WPI to CPI. Yamak and Topbaş (2009) focused on the changing indexes in Turkey and their interaction
among those indexes. They found that CPI and PPI do not have a linear relationship. Moreover, they presented
strong evidence for cointegration and argued that the causality runs form PPI to CPI. Saraç and Karagöz (2010)
found that there is unidirectional causality running from PPI to CPI for the period 1994-2009. Abdioğlu and
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Korkmaz (2012) concluded that there is bidirectional causality relationship between CPI and PPI. In addition,
they analyzed the sub-sectors’ price indexes and found that there is unidirectional relationship from consumer
prices to producer prices for clothing and housing sub-sectors.

Yamak and Erdem (2013) used Kalman Filter Technique in order to determine the transitivity between
indices and the elasticity values were estimated for each period. They found that following 2003, the coefficients
that give dynamic relationship from producer price index to consumer price index tend to decrease. Finally
Ulke and Ergun (2014) found that here is a unidirectional long run causality from CPI to PPI and VEC Granger
causality test indicates no causality in short run.

3 Econometric Methodology

Suppose that we have a bivariate stationary VAR system1 Yt = [yt, xt]
′ with order p

Θ(L)Yt = εt (1)

where Θ(L) = I2−Θ1L−Θ2L
2− . . .−ΘpL

p is 2× 2 lag polynomial with the backshift operator LiYt = Yt−i,
I2 is 2×2 identity matrix, Θi, i = 1, 2, . . . , p, is 2×2 coefficient matrix associated with lag i, and εt = [ε1t, ε2t]

′

denotes vector white noise process with E(εt) = 0 and positive-definite covariance matrix Σ = E(εtε
′
t). In this

system the equation for yt can be written explicitly as follows

yt = c0 + α1yt−1 + · · ·+ αpyt−p + β1xt−1 + · · ·+ βpxt−p + ε1t (2)

As is well-known the concept of Granger-causality predictability of one variable given the lags of the other
variable. The null hypothesis of no Granger causality

H0 : β1 = β2 = . . . = βp = 0

can be tested using the standard F-test or Wald test. A related concept, measures of linear feedback, have been
introduced by Geweke (1982) which decompose the relationship into three components: feedback from yt to xt,
feedback from xt to yt, and instantaneous feedback between xt and yt. Geweke (1984) extended these measures
into frequency domain and introduced conditional versions of them. However, the testing in the frequency
domain proved to be difficult.

Breitung and Candelon (2006) developed a Granger-causality test procedure in frequency domain which is
easier to implement. They reformulated the null hypothesis in terms of two restrictions in the VAR system
which can be tested using the standard Wald statistic. Using the representation in 2 the null hypothesis of
Mx→y(ω) = 0 is equivalent to:

H0 : R(ω)β = 0 (3)

where β = [β1, . . . , βp]′ and R(ω) is 2× p restriction matrix:

R(ω) =

[
cos(ω) cos(2ω) . . . cos(pω)
sin(ω) sin(2ω) . . . sin(pω)

]
. (4)

Note that there are only two linear restrictions in the null hypothesis. Let γ = [c1, α1, . . . , αp, β1, . . . , βp]′ be
q = (2p+ 1)× 1 vector of parameters and let V be q× q covariance matrix from the unrestricted regression (2).
Then the Wald statistic is

W = (Qγ)′(QV Q′)−1(Qγ) ∼ χ2
2 (5)

where Q is 2× q restriction matrix such that

Q =

[
02×(p+1)

... R(ω)

]
. (6)

It should be noted the null hypothesis of no Granger causality is tested at a single frequency, ω, which is assumed
to be known. For practical purposes, one may compute test statistics for a sequence of frequencies and plot
them to examine the pattern.

1We partly follow the exposition in Tastan (2015). We also use his Stata implementation in our computations.
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A modified Wald test procedure for Granger-causality that does not rely on pretesting for cointegration has
been proposed by Toda and Yamamoto (1995) and Dolado and Lütkepohl (1996). They suggested that the usual
Wald test statistic will be valid for Granger-causality on p-lags of a variable in an overfitted VAR(p + dmax)
model where dmax is the highest order of integration in the system. Breitung and Candelon (2006) suggested
that Toda-Yamamoto/Dolado-Lütkepohl procedure can also be used for the frequency domain test. Assuming
that dmax > 0 the test regression can be written as

yt = c0 +

p∑
j=1

αjyt−j +

p∑
j=1

βjxt−j +

p+dmax∑
k=p+1

αkyt−k +

p+dmax∑
k=p+1

βkxt−k + et. (7)

The null hypothesis of Mx→y(ω) = 0 (see 3) involving only βj , j = 1, . . . , p can be tested using the Wald statistic
(5) where we do not include the coefficients on the additional lagged variables in the computation.

Inference on Granger-causality may be spurious if an important variable is omitted from the system. One
way to solve the potential spurious causality problem is to extend the testing framework by including additional
variables. Geweke (1984) suggested adding the lags of conditioning variables into VAR sytem. Let zt be the
additional variable, then to test the hypothesis H0 : Mx→y|z(ω) = 0, which states that there is no Granger
causality from x to y conditional on z at frequency ω, we can run the following regression

yt = c1 +

p∑
j=1

αjyt−j +

p∑
j=1

βjxt−j +

p∑
j=1

δjzt−j +

p+dmax∑
k=p+1

αkxt−k +

p+dmax∑
k=p+1

βkyt−k +

p+dmax∑
k=p+1

βkzt−k + et (8)

and apply the testing procedure on the parameters of lagged xt as described above.
In our analysis, we compute time-domain and spectral Granger causality tests between Producer Price Index

(PPI) and Consumer Price Index (CPI) both in the bivariate system and in the trivariate system, conditional
on lagged values of exchange rates. This will allow us to ascertain if the relationship between consumer and
producer prices is robust to exchange rates. Being a small open economy with chronic current account deficit
variations in exchange rates may lead to large changes in both domestic prices and the way they are dynamically
linked.

4 Data and Results

We collect data on monthly consumer and producer prices (CPI and PPI, respectively) and their sub-components
for the period 2005.m1-2015m12. CPI has 11 sub-indexes covering the prices of several goods and services such
as food, clothing, education, entertainment, etc. PPI has 5 sub-indexes for the prices of intermediate goods,
durable and nondurable goods, energy and capital goods. Variable names and their explanations are summarized
in Table 8 in the Appendix. We applied natural log transformation to each price series but did not use seasonal
adjustment. We use the prices of US Dollar and Euro in terms of Turkish Lira as the third variable separately
in the system. In the following, we estimate bivariate and trivariate VAR models and test for Granger-causality
both in time domain and frequency domain as described in the previous section. Since we are particularly
interested in potential Granger-causal links from sub-indexes of producer prices to CPI we estimate separate
VAR models using PPI-subcomponent, CPI and USD (EURO) resulting in 10 separate models. Similarly, we
are also interested in testing for potential Granger causal links from PPI to subindexes of CPI, again conditional
on USD and EURO separately. This gives us 22 VAR models.

To apply Toda-Yamamoto modified Wald test for the frequency-domain Granger causality we first need to
determine integration properties of variables so that we can use dmax extra lags of the variables in the system.
To this end we computed Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test for both levels and differences of the variables
using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to select the lag length. ADF test results are summarized in Table
4. When only constant is included in the test regression for total CPI and PPI indexes ADF test fails to reject
the null hypothesis of unit root. However, the null can be rejected when a deterministic trend is included in
the model. We also reject the null when we difference both CPI and PPI series. These results imply that
total index series may be trend-stationary. Considering that ADF test may be less powerful when a trend is
added we do not rule out the possibility that it may be I(1). Similarly, although there is some ambiguity as to
whether EURO contains a unit root or not, we assume that both exchange rate series are I(1) variables, thus we
determine dmax = 1 in the VAR system containing CPI, PPI and USD (EURO). As can be seen in Table 4 most
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Table 4: Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Test Results

Level 1st difference 2nd difference

Constant Constant+Trend Constant Constant
Variable lag p-value lag p-value lag p-value lag p-value Result I(d)

Total Index
CPI 4 0.83 1 0.004 3 <0.000 I(1) or I(0)
PPI 1 0.7 1 0.008 0 <0.000 I(1) or I(0)

CPI subindexes
Food 10 0.91 1 0.004 9 <0.000 I(1) or I(0)
Alco 0 0.52 0 0.45 0 <0.000 I(1)
Clot 12 0.99 12 0.89 11 0.186 12 <0.000 I(2)

Hous 1 0.33 1 0.84 0 <0.000 I(1)
Furn 4 0.99 4 0.88 3 <0.000 I(1)
Heal 3 0.99 3 0.96 2 <0.000 I(1)
Tran 2 0.77 1 0.07 1 <0.000 I(1)

Comm 0 0.93 1 0.24 1 <0.000 I(1)
Ente 7 0.99 7 0.61 6 <0.000 I(1)
Educ 12 0.98 12 0.63 11 0.119 10 <0.000 I(2)
Rest 12 0.95 12 0.59 12 0.053 12 <0.000 I(2)

Other 0 0.83 1 0.2 0 <0.000 I(1)

PPI subindexes
Inte 2 0.82 3 0.03 1 <0.000 I(1)

Dura 1 0.92 1 0.39 0 <0.000 I(1)
Nond 9 0.98 12 0.59 8 0.017 I(1)
Ener 1 0.2 1 0.38 0 <0.000 I(1)
Capi 1 0.97 1 0.24 0 <0.000 I(1)

USD 2 0.99 3 0.64 1 <0.000 I(1)
EURO 2 0.93 3 0.03 1 <0.000 I(1) or I(0)

of the subindexes are I(1) except CPI-CLOT (clothing), CPI-EDUC (education) and CPI-REST (restaurants,
hotels, etc.) which are integrated of order 2. Thus, in the VAR models containing these variables dmax = 2 is
used. The lag lengths of the VAR models are chosen based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). In all
models, we computed Bartlett’s periodogram based test statistic to test if the residuals are white noise. 2

Table 5: Time-domain Toda-Yamamoto Granger Causality Test Results

Bivariate Trivariate

H0 : No Granger causality USD EURO
From To lag p-value lag p-value lag p-value
PPI CPI 6 0.113 3 0.07 5 0.037
CPI PPI 6 0.014 3 0.31 5 0.029

USD CPI 3 0.63
USD PPI 3 0.035
CPI USD 3 0.531
PPI USD 3 0.272

EURO CPI 5 0.148
EURO PPI 5 0.0006

CPI EURO 5 0.06
PPI EURO 5 0.11

We start our analysis by carrying out time-domain Granger-causality tests using Toda-Yamamoto modified
Wald test statistics. Test results between total PPI and CPI in the bivariate and two trivariate systems using

2All models pass this test. Results are not reported to save space but available upon request.
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USD and EURO as the third variable are summarized in Table 5. Test results from the bivariate system
indicate that there is a unidirectional Granger causality from CPI to PPI. However this result is sensitive to
the conditioning on exchange rates. In the VAR system with EURO there is a bidirectional Granger causality
between CPI and PPI. Conditioning on USD we see that CPI is no longer Granger-causal for PPI but there
is a weak evidence of unidirectional causal link from PPI to CPI (pvalue=0.07). Results from the trivariate
VAR system also indicate that USD and EURO are Granger-causal for PPI. Interestingly, there is no Granger
causality from either USD or EURO to consumer prices. These results are compatible with the view that
movements in exchange rates are transmitted to consumer prices through producer prices.

Next we examine Granger-causal links in time domain between total PPI index and subindexes of CPI in
the trivariate VAR system. To see if the results are sensitive to exchange rates we also report test results
from the bivariate system. Table 6 summarizes Toda-Yamamoto Granger causality test results. Bivariate test
results indicate that the null of no Granger-causality from general producer prices to three CPI subindexes,
CLOT (clothing and footwear), FURN (furnishings and household equipment) and EDUC (education) at 5%
significance level. These results are robust to the inclusion of USD as the third variable. When we conditioned
on USD, PPI is Granger-causal for CPI-ENTE (entertainment) and CPI-REST (hotels, cafes and restaurants).
There are also Granger-causal links from the subcomponents of CPI to general PPI including HOUS (housing
and utilities), FURN, TRAN (transportation) and OTHER (other goods and services) in the VAR system with
USD. In the VAR system with EURO, the CPI subcomponents HOUS, EDUC and OTHER are Granger-causal
for PPI at 5% significance level.

Is a sub-CPI index still predictable using exchange rates when we control for the lagged PPI? To answer
this question we also report p-values of the modified Wald statistics from USD and EURO to sub-CPI indexes
separately in Table 6. Results indicate that USD is Granger-causal for clothing (CLOT), housing (HOUS),
furnishings (FURN) and entertainment (ENTE). In addition to these subindexes, EURO is Granger-causal for
alcoholic beverages (ALCO), health (HEAL) at 5% level, and for FOOD and EDUC at 10% level.

Now we examine the relationship between subindexes of PPI and CPI using the same framework. PPI has
five main sub-groups: intermediate goods, durable consumer goods, nondurable consumer goods, energy and
capital goods. The p-values from the modified Wald statistics are presented in Table 7. Test results indicate that
prices of nondurable consumer goods and capital goods may be helpful in predicting CPI (conditional on USD or
EURO). In fact the direction of causality is bidirectional between CPI and NOND and CAPI (capital goods) in
the trivariate system. Also CPI Granger-causes PPI-INTE (intermediate goods) when we condition on EURO.
Results also indicate that USD is Granger-causal for DURA (durable goods price index), NOND (nondurable
goods), ENER (energy prices) and CAPI (capital goods). Similarly, EURO is Granger-causal for INTE, DURA,
NOND and CAPI. Perhaps not surprisingly, the movements in both exchange rates are transmitted into the
subcategories of producer prices but EURO seems to be more important in predicting intermediate goods prices
whereas USD is more important in predicting energy prices.

Now we start our analysis in the frequency domain. We followed the same methodology in computing
modified Toda-Yamamoto Wald test statistics using the approach developed by Breitung-Candelon. Again, our
analysis consists of three parts: links among general PPI and CPI, links between PPI and subindexes of CPI
and links between CPI and subindexes of PPI. We use the same lag lengths in the VAR models in computing
spectral causality test statistics and present the results in a series of Figures with Fourier frequencies ω ∈ (0, π)
on the horizontal axis together with 5% and 10% critical values. As we mentioned previously, this analysis will
enable us to ascertain whether there are Granger-causal links in the long run or short run components in price
indexes.

First we report the results from the VAR models with general price indexes and exchange rates in Figure
1 and Figure 2. Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b) display test statistics for the link from CPI to PPI, and PPI to
CPI, respectively, in the bivariate system. Results indicate that although there is predictable content in PPI
and CPI in the medium to very short run, test results are sensitive to the inclusion of exchange rates, as in the
time domain analysis.

When conditioned on EURO, the Granger causality test statistics from CPI to PPI are statistically significant
at 5% level for frequencies less than about 0.8 corresponding to wavelengths of more than 8 months. However,
when conditioned on USD there is no Granger causality from CPI to PPI over all frequencies. PPI Granger-
causes CPI at very short horizons when conditioned on EURO (Figure 2(f)). In the system with USD as the
exchange rates (Figure 2(e)) there is some weak evidence that PPI Granger-causes CPI in the long term (at
10% significance level).

Figure 2 also displays spectral causality test statistics from exchange rates to general price indexes in the
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Table 6: Toda-Yamamoto Granger Causality Test Results between PPI and subindexes of CPI
Bivariate Trivariate

H0 : No Granger causality USD EURO
From To lag p-value lag p-value lag p-value
PPI FOOD 3 0.2 3 0.136 4 0.069

FOOD PPI 3 0.23 3 0.226 4 0.128
USD FOOD 3 0.794

EURO FOOD 4 0.085

PPI ALCO 3 0.472 3 0.622 4 0.017
ALCO PPI 3 0.456 3 0.329 4 0.371
USD ALCO 3 0.759

EURO ALCO 4 0.004

PPI CLOT 13 < 0.001 13 < 0.001 14 < 0.001
CLOT PPI 13 0.268 13 0.257 14 0.079
USD CLOT 13 0.001

EURO CLOT 14 0.003

PPI HOUS 3 0.522 3 0.2 3 0.154
HOUS PPI 3 0.001 3 0.005 3 0.04
USD HOUS 3 0.003

EURO HOUS 3 0.016

PPI FURN 3 < 0.001 10 < 0.001 4 < 0.001
FURN PPI 3 0.87 10 0.036 4 0.956
USD FURN 10 < 0.001

EURO FURN 4 0.008

PPI HEAL 3 0.932 3 0.82 4 0.943
HEAL PPI 3 0.825 3 0.959 4 0.74
USD HEAL 3 0.94

EURO HEAL 4 0.045

PPI TRAN 3 0.129 3 0.071 4 0.501
TRAN PPI 3 0.065 3 0.019 4 0.066
USD TRAN 3 0.15

EURO TRAN 4 0.133

PPI COMM 3 0.971 3 0.861 3 0.876
COMM PPI 3 0.42 3 0.157 3 0.384

USD COMM 3 0.124
EURO COMM 3 0.528

PPI ENTE 3 0.632 3 0.178 4 0.184
ENTE PPI 3 0.423 3 0.092 4 0.233
USD ENTE 3 0.004

EURO ENTE 4 < 0.001

PPI EDUC 3 0.033 3 0.001 13 0.083
EDUC PPI 3 0.416 3 0.53 13 0.031
USD EDUC 3 0.72

EURO EDUC 13 0.073

PPI REST 3 0.097 3 0.037 3 0.09
REST PPI 3 0.416 3 0.671 3 0.612
USD REST 3 0.679

EURO REST 3 0.735

PPI OTHER 3 0.093 3 0.104 4 0.101
OTHER PPI 3 0.018 3 0.018 4 0.018

USD OTHER 3 0.745
EURO OTHER 4 0.166
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Table 7: Toda-Yamamoto Granger Causality Test Results between CPI and subindexes of PPI

Trivariate: conditional on

H0 : No Granger causality Bivariate USD EURO
From To lag p-value lag p-value lag p-value
INTE CPI 11 0.071 3 0.35 5 0.132
CPI INTE 11 0.016 3 0.779 5 0.012
USD INTE 3 0.172

EURO INTE 5 0.025

DURA CPI 5 0.237 3 0.486 5 0.416
CPI DURA 5 0.932 3 0.962 5 0.974
USD DURA 3 0.001

EURO DURA 5 0.001

NOND CPI 9 0.011 9 0.019 9 0.06
CPI NOND 9 0.001 9 < 0.001 9 < 0.001
USD NOND 9 0.004

EURO NOND 9 0.064

ENER CPI 5 0.696 3 0.621 5 0.53
CPI ENER 5 0.329 3 0.343 5 0.371
USD ENER 3 0.025

EURO ENER 5 0.158

CAPI CPI 9 0.184 5 0.079 5 0.064
CPI CAPI 9 0.21 5 0.056 5 0.007
USD CAPI 5 0.01

EURO CAPI 5 < 0.001

trivariate VAR system. Similar to time domain results neither USD nor EURO is Granger-causal for CPI.
However, as can be seen in Figure 2(g) and Figure 2(h), exchange rates Granger-cause general price indexes
in only high frequencies. More specifically, test statistics for the Granger-causality from USD to PPI are only
statistically significant for the frequency interval ω ∈ (0.95, π) corresponding to wavelengths of less than 6-7
months. Similarly, Granger-causality runs from EURO to PPI at frequencies larger than 1.9 (cycles of less than
about 4 months). Overall, these results indicate that exchange rates are useful predictors for the short run
movements in producer prices whereas they do not matter for consumer prices in the short run or long run.

We now turn to the analysis of spectral Granger-causal links between PPI and subindexes of CPI. Test
results are organized in Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5 for the disaggregated consumer prices. In these figures
we plot spectral Granger-causal links from PPI to CPI-subindex conditional on USD and EURO separately. We
do not present bivariate results as they tend to be potentially spurious.

Figure 3 presents the test results for PPI and the following four CPI subindexes: FOOD, ALCO, CLOT
and HOUS. PPI Granger-causes CLOT in the long run conditional on USD and at various seasonal horizons
conditional on EURO. Also, PPI Granger-causes FOOD only at ω ∈ (0.9, 1) with about 7-12 months periodicity.
Similarly, PPI Granger-causes ALCO in the very short run. Food and housing prices Granger-cause PPI
(conditional on EURO) in the long run. In fact, housing Granger-causes producer prices at all frequencies
which is robust to the exchange rate used in VAR system. Turning to the Granger-causal links between exchange
rates and CPI subcomponents (the last two columns of Figure 3) we immediately see that there exists a strong
Granger-causal link from EURO to ALCO in the long run. Both USD and EURO may be useful in predicting
medium to long run components in prices of clothing and footwear (CPI-CLOT) as indicated by statistically
significant test statistics at low frequency bands. Spectral Granger causality test statistics from USD or EURO
CPI-HOUS are statistically significant at frequencies larger than about 0.5 implying that exchange rates may
be useful in predicting short run movements in housing prices.

Figure 4 presents the test results for PPI and the following four CPI subindexes: FURN, HEAL, TRAN and
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COMM. Using 5% significance level we see that PPI does not Granger-cause HEAL, TRAN and COMM using
either exchange rates. There is unidirectional causal link from PPI to FURN at low frequencies corresponding
to medium to very long run periodicities. This result is robust to the choice of exchange rate in the VAR system.
There seems to be a Granger causal link from FURN to PPI conditional USD at medium run which disappears
when we condition on EURO. TRAN Granger-causes PPI at very short run conditional on USD and EURO.
There is a strong causal link from EURO to FURN in the medium run to long run.

Figure 5 presents the test results for PPI and the following four CPI subindexes: ENTE, EDUC, REST
and OTHER. Focusing on low frequencies we see that PPI and EDUC Granger-cause each other and OTHER
Granger-causes PPI in the long run. Also, short run components in PPI may be helpful in predicting short run
movements in REST. Both USD and EURO Granger-causes ENTE in the long run and in the very short run
whereas they are not helpful in predicting EDUC, REST and OTHER at all frequencies.

Finally, we explore spectral Granger causality relationship between general CPI and subcomponents of
PPI. The results are presented in Figure 6 for five subindexes of PPI. At low frequencies CPI Granger-causes
intermediate goods prices (INTE) and capital goods prices (CAPI). There seems to be a feedback mechanism
between CPI and nondurable goods component of PPI at very low and various seasonal frequencies. Both USD
and EURO seem to be important in predicting long run (and some short run) components of durable goods
(DURA). Exchange rates are also important in predicting nondurable goods prices in the long run. USD may be
useful in predicting short run movements in energy prices as indicated by statistically significant test statistics
for frequencies larger than 0.8 (wavelength less than 8 months).

5 Conclusion

This paper examined the dynamic causal relationship between consumer and producer prices using both time
and frequency domain methods for the Turkish data covering the period 2005m1-2015m12. The analysis is
carried out both at the aggregate and disaggregate level using subindexes of CPI and PPI. Several findings
emerge from this analysis. First, the Granger-causal links between CPI, PPI and subindexes are sensitive to
the inclusion of exchange rates into the vector autoregression system. Furthermore, using USD or Euro as the
relevant exchange rate significantly changes the result. For example, CPI Granger-causes PPI conditional Euro
in the long run, even though there is no Granger causality from CPI to PPI conditional on USD. There is some
weak evidence that PPI Granger-causes CPI conditional on USD.

Second, exchange rates, either USD or EURO, are Granger-causal for PPI only at high frequencies indicating
that exchange rates may be useful predictors for the short run movements in producer prices whereas they do
not matter for consumer prices in the short run or long run.

Third, there is some evidence that PPI is Granger-causal in the long run for three subindexes of CPI, namely,
clothing, furnishings, and education (conditional on USD). Although there seems to be no Granger causality
from USD or EURO to CPI at the aggregate level, disaggregate analysis reveal that there is some evidence
of exchange rate pass-through to subindexes of CPI including alcoholic beverages, furnishings, clothing and
entertainment.

Finally, nondurable goods component of PPI Granger-causes CPI at low frequencies conditional on exchange
rates. There is strong evidence that exchange rates can be used to predict long run component in durable and
nondurable goods PPI subindex. Also, changes in USD help to predict energy prices whereas Euro does not in
the long run.
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Appendix

Table 8: Variable Definitions

Variable Name Explanation

CPI Consumer Price Index
CPI Sub-indexes

- ALCO Alcoholic beverages and tobacco
- CLOT Clothing and footwear
- COMM Communications
- EDUC Education
- ENTE Entertainment, recreation and culture
- FOOD Food and non-alcoholic beverages
- FURN Furnishings, household equipment, routine

maintenance of the house
- HEAL Health
- HOUS Housing, water, electricity, gas and other fuels
- REST Hotels, cafes and restaurants
- OTHE Miscellaneous goods and services
- TRAN Transport

PPI Producer Price Index
PPI Sub-indexes

- INTE Intermediate
- DURA Durable Goods
- NOND Non-Durable Goods
- ENER Energy
- CAPI Capital Goods

USD USD Exchange Rates
EURO EURO Exchange Rates

Notes: CPI and PPI series are obtained from the website of the Turkish Statistical Institute.

Exchange rate series are obtained from the website of Central Bank of Turkey.
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Abstract 

Cigarette ranks first in 2014 among the preventable causes of death in the world due to nearly 5.8 trillion 

cigarette consumption. Indeed per annum 6 million people die due to smoking in the world while the same 

figure is 100 thousand people for Turkey. The smoking rate among 15+ population in Turkey as of 2014 is 

32.5%. This, in turn, carries Turkey to the 8th place in terms of highest smoking country in the world. 

Therefore an extensive anti-smoking policy action has been adopted by Turkish government. In this context, 

Turkey put the Law no. 4207 in 1996 and Law no. 5727 into force in 2008.  

In the study it is aimed to determine the factors affecting the cigarette demand in Turkey and particular 

attain is given to the effects of legal regulations. For this purpose by using annual data cigarette demand is 

analysed with ARDL method for the period 1992-2015. The major findings of the econometric model for 

the long run reveal that cigarette demand is negatively affected from cigarette prices; and dummy variables 

for the tax and the smoke-free air flow Laws, namely Law no. 4207 and Law no. 5727. More specifically 

cigarette consumption showed significant decrease due mainly to the laws.  On the other hand the effects 

of income and unemployment levels on cigarette demand are found to be positive. In addition to these 

findings, demand elasticities of price and income are estimated as -0.24 and 0.69. 

 

Keywords: Cigarette demand, Bound test, Auto-Regressive Distributed Lag (ARDL), Smoke-Free Air 

Laws, Turkey. 

1. Introduction 

Cigarette consumption has always been a serious problem that threatens human health and has crucial 

economic implications. As hundreds of components in cigarette that contains more than 7,000 chemicals 

are toxic, it affects all the organs adversely. Because of this effect, smoking increases deaths caused by 

ischemic heart diseases, and lung cancer and chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases by more than 2.5 and 

20 folds, respectively. According to World Health Organisation (WHO) 2014 data, 6 million people die 

from smoking annually, 5 million of which is caused by direct consumption while 600 thousand is caused 

by second-hand smoking. 80% of this 6 million people lives in low- and middle-income countries. Globally, 

smoking-related deaths in the 20th century (100 millions) are more than the deaths in the 1st and 2nd World 

Wars. If the current trend prevails, it is projected that 1 billion people would die in the 21st century due to 

smoking related diseases (The Tobacco Atlas, 2015; WHO, 2014). Again it is predicted that tobacco related 

deaths between 2002 and 2030 would decrease by 9% in high-income countries while it would increase by 

100% in low- and medium-income countries (Cancer Facts & Figures, 2015). Besides cigarette 

consumption, exposition to second hand smoke also causes serious health problems and even to deaths. It 

is known that cigarette smoke contains more than 4,000 chemicals, at least 250 of which have negative 

effects on human health and more than 50 of which are carcinogenic. Hence, annually 600 thousand people 

die due to smoke exposition. All these figures point that smoking ranks first among preventable causes of 

deaths.  

When the last few decades are taken into account in terms of global tobacco consumption, some 

considerable variations can be observed. First of all, it is determined that while a decline in the rate of 

tobacco consumption in high income countries has been experienced, the ratio for low- and middle-income 

                                                           
1 Corresponding author. Phone: 0 248 2132538; Fax: 0 248 2132504, E-mail: konder@mehmetakif.edu.tr. 
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countries has increased. For instance in those countries implementing anti-tobacco regulations such as 

United Kingdom, Australia and Brazil, the smoking rates have decreased. On the contrary, the figures for 

China and low- and middle-income countries are the reverse. As 80% of global tobacco consumption is 

realised by low- and middle-income countries, the number of cigarettes consumed globally increases. 

During the period 1980-2012, although the rate of smokers in world population decreased (25% among 

men and 42% among women), the number of male smokers increased by 41% and females by 7% as the 

world population increased dramatically. World cigarette consumption increased by 17% from 4.96 trillion 

sticks to 5.8 trillion sticks between 1980 and 2014 (Ng et al., 2014; The Tobacco Atlas, 2015). 

In terms of cigarette consumption rates Turkey ranks 8th in the world and due to the high consumption rates 

at least 100,000 people die annually from tobacco related problems. Therefore in terms of cigarette 

consumption related male deaths Turkey ranks 2nd with a death rate of 31% following North Korea with 

34% (Tobacco Atlas, 2015). Moreover based on the estimations of WHO Regional Office for Europe (2010) 

in 2030 annual cigarette consumption related deaths in Turkey will be around 240,000. 

As cigarette consumption in Turkey is quite widespread and the rate of cigarette consumption related health 

problems and deaths are high, governments had to take precautions and take legal actions to diminish 

cigarette consumption. In this context some international contracts have been signed, some laws have been 

enacted, action plans have been created and all these precautions have been applied. 

In the study it is aimed to analyse the factors affecting the cigarette demand in Turkey and the effects of 

legal measures for the period 1992-2015. For this purpose cigarette prices, per capita income, 15+ 

population, unemployment realisations and dummy variables for legal regulations and the tax increase are 

included in the econometric model and it is estimated through Auto Regressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) 

method 

2. Literature Review 

Studies on cigarette consumption and the socio-economic factors and the legal regulations affecting it are 

quite extensive both in national and international literature. Lately these studies have intensified on the 

measurement of the effects of legal regulations that aim to decrease and/or prevent cigarette consumption. 

Among these studies mostly the empirical ones on Turkey and various countries are given below.  

In their study Akhtar et al. (2007) examined the effects of smoke free law enacted in Scotland in March 

2006 on primary school children. As a result of the study it is determined that the exposure to second hand 

smoke at home among young was reduced.  

In their study Adda and Cornaglia (2009) they investigate the effects of anti-smoking policies and increased 

taxes  on whether the policies lead to reduced consumption; on time use and the time spent with children; 

and. the effect of anti-smoking policies on non-smokers. As a result, the increase in taxes decreases the 

average exposure to cigarette smoke; but this effect prevails for children living with parent who smoke 

while these families do smoke when they are with other adults who do not smoke. Therefore the exposure 

of adults does not diminish despite the legislation. 

In the study prepared by Origo and Lucifora in 2010 the effects of cigarette bans on the health and 

respiratory problems of workers in European workplaces are analysed with diff-in-diff approach using 

micro data. According to the results it is determined that cigarette bans decreased the smoke exposure of 

workers particularly in the workplaces by 1.6%on the average. 

In another study by Bauld (2011) the effects of legal regulations in 2007 that prohibit smoking in 

workplaces and enclosed public places in England are examined in the context of exposure to second-hand 

smoke, changes in health and behaviour and impacts in hospitality industry with the data attained through 

labour force survey. As a result it is concluded that smoke-free law significantly decrease second-hand 

smoke exposure (especially among barmen and children) by 70% to 91%; emergencies due to smoking 

decreased by 2.4% while no certain adverse effect is confirmed on hospitality industry. 

In their study titled “Cigarette Prices and Smoking Prevalence after a Tobacco Tax Increase - Turkey, 2008 

and 2012” Kostova et al. (2014) revealed the effects of the factors such as tax on cigarette, the extension of 

cigarette bans and advertisement prohibitions by taking the results of the GATS prepared in 2008 and 2012. 

In the paper the consequences of the price increases in cigarette due to the tax increase in 2010 on the 

various socio-economic groups are investigated. The most significant result of the study is that the strongest 

effect of the price increase is observed among the lowest socio-economic group. 

In a study on restaurant workers’ exposure to tobacco smoke in Finland, the effects of cigarette bans that 

were put into action in 2007 and applied in restaurants are studied. Based on the research results it is 

concluded that the non-exposure of restaurant, and pub and night club workers to second-hand smoke 

increased from 54% to 82% and from 7% to 69% following the cigarette ban in 2009 (Reijula, 2015). 
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In a study by Önder in 2002 the relationship among taxation, tobacco controlling policies, income, price 

and cigarette expenditure elasticity and poverty and tobacco usage are investigated. Consequently it is 

determined that a 10% increase in income, causes a 3.1% increase in tax revenues; a 7.32% increase in 

prices; and a 1.5% increase in total number of cigarette packages consumed. Besides it is also concluded 

that a 10% increase in price, causes a 3.9% decrease in cigarette demand. Additionally, the coefficient of 

price demand elasticity, conditional price elasticity of demand and elasticity of smoking participation are 

estimated to be -0.41, -0.39 and -0.027, respectively.  

In a report of World Health Organisation Regional Office for European that is prepared by Bilir et al. in 

2010 the consequences of tobacco usage and social health in Turkey, the production and marketing of 

tobacco products, the tactics of multi-national companies and their results and the tobacco control policies 

applied in Turkey are revealed.  

In the study prepared by Karaöz et al. in 2010 the factors affecting cigarette demand in Turkey between 

1980 and 2009 are examined by giving special attain to legal regulations enacted in pre-2008 period. As a 

conclusion, it is confirmed that urbanisation and increased welfare stimulate cigarette consumption while 

unemployment rate and cigarette prices decrease cigarette consumption. On the other hand, the dummy 

variable included in the econometric model shows that the Law no. 4207 has no significant effect on 

cigarette consumption.  

In the study of Temiz (2010) the factors affecting cigarette consumption in Turkey are econometrically 

analysed by using the OLS method. The research results show that there is an inverse relationships between 

cigarette consumption, and unemployment and price of cigarette; and a positive relationship with 15+ 

population and GNP.  

In the study on tobacco economics and the taxation of tobacco in Turkey government revenue, smoking 

prevalence and health outcomes are evaluated by creating two distinct taxation scenarios based on the base 

year 2009 (Yürekli et al., 2010). According to the fundemantal estimation results a 10% increase in cigarette 

prices would decrease demand by 4%; in case of an increase in ad valorem tax from 63% to 65%, and in 

increase in specific floor to 3.10 TL the excise tax revenue would predicted to be 16.8 and 20.7 billion TL, 

respectively. 

In the study of Oğuztürk and Gülcü (2012) the 1980-2010 period is analysed for the factors that affect the 

cigarette consumption in Turkey by utilising OLS method. The results reveal that there is a positive 

relationship between GNP and 15+ population, and cigarette consumption while a reverse relationship 

between unemployed population, urban population and cigarette prices.  

In a recent study by Çetin (2016a) that analyses 2005-2014 period using quarterly data, a statistically 

significant negative relationship between tax applications and legal regulations, and cigarette consumption 

is determined. Besides, the application of anti-smoking policies caused Turkish smokers to become more 

sensitive to price and income changes. Moreover, the long run tax elasticity of cigarette demand is 

calculated to be between -0.08 and -0.13; in other words, tax increases do not have significant impact on 

decreasing cigarette consumption. Also, the long run price demand elasticity is found to be between -0.74 

and -0.89.  

In another study Çetin (2016b) analysed the pre- and post-anti-smoking-policies periods by extending both 

the period (2005-2015) and intensity of data (both monthly and quarterly data). The results indicate that 

taxation and legal regulations have long-run effects on cigarette consumption and there is a significant 

decrease in consumption in the last decade. Moreover according to model estimations, the price elasticities 

for pre- and post- taxation and regulation periods are estimated to be -0.40 and -0.72 while income demand 

elasticities are estimated to be 0.19 and 1.00. 

In their study Önder and Yürekli (2016) investigate who pays the current taxes and who would pay an 

increase in taxes in terms of income groups. The findings of the study show that the lowest income group 

has the highest sensitivity to the increases in taxes and income, and in case of an increase in tax ratios, the 

significant portion of the tax would be paid by high-income group.  

3. Legal Regulations and Cigarette Demand In Turkey 

In addition to being one of the causes of deaths, cigarette consumption has also negative impacts on 

economies. The major negative impacts are the increasing health expenditures due to smoking related health 

problems and the loss of productivity due to diseases and premature deaths. As the consequence of these 

negativities governments take actions through various legal regulations in order cigarette consumption 

either to decrease or to prevent.  

In last two decades various laws have been enacted in turkey in order to diminish the negative effects of 

tobacco and tobacco products. During the period analysed in the study (1992-2015) the first law enacted is 
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the “Law on Prevention of Hazards of Tobacco Products” No. 4207 dated 1996. The objective of the Law 

is “to take measures and make the necessary arrangements to protect individuals and future generations 

from the hazards of tobacco products and from any advertising, promotion or sponsorship promoting the 

use of tobacco products and ensure that everybody enjoys clean air.” 

(http://www.tobaccocontrollaws.org/files/live/Turkey/Turkey%20-%20Law%20No.%204207.pdf). The 

Law is accepted as a milestone in Turkey in terms of tobacco control as it prohibits the sale of cigarette to 

those who are under 18 years old, and also prohibits all kinds of advertisement and promotion of cigarettes. 

Moreover the Law also prohibits smoking in some certain closed areas and in public service vehicles. 

Following the Law no. 4207, various laws have been enacted in Turkey for diminishing the negative effects 

of tobacco and tobacco products. The first of these laws is the “Law on the Organizational and Duties of 

the Tobacco and Alcohol Market Regulatory Authority” no. 4733 dated 2002. The objective of the Law is 

“to restructure the Tobacco, Tobacco Products, Salt and Alcohol Operations General Directorate, establish 

the Tobacco and Alcohol Market Regulatory Authority, regulate the duties and authorities of this Board 

and organize the procedures and principles concerning the production, internal and external purchase and 

sales of tobacco and tobacco products in Turkey” 

(http://www.tobaccocontrollaws.org/files/live/Turkey/Turkey%20-%20Law%20No.%204733.pdf). With 

the ratification of Law no. 5261 in 2004 Turkey signed the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control 

(FCTC) contract that had been accepted by World Health Assembly in 2003 and became one of the first 

countries in the World that signed the contract. Following the signature of FCTC contract “The National 

Tobacco Control Programme” of Turkey was prepared in 2006 for controlling cigarette consumption, 

particularly among young and future generations. In 2008 the Programme was extended to “National 

Tobacco Control Programme and Action Plan of Turkey”. The aim of the programme and action plan is to 

increase the ratio of non-smoking to 80% among 15+ population until 2010 and to 100% among the 

population under 15 years old. For that purpose, six strategies for reducing the demand for tobacco product 

were determined; namely public information, sensitization and education; smoking cessation; pricing and 

taxation; environmental tobacco smoke (second-hand smoke/passive exposure); advertising, promotion and 

sponsorship; and product control and informing consumers. Moreover, some measures for reducing the 

supply of tobacco products and some strategies for monitoring, evaluation and reporting of tobacco use 

were developed. Following the Action Plan, the Law no. 5727 titled “The Law on Prevention and Control 

of Hazards of Tobacco Products” and known as the Smoke-free Air Law that bans the use of tobacco 

products in indoor areas was accepted by the Grand National Assembly of Turkey in 03.01.2008. Following 

19.07.2009 when all the provisions of the Law were taken into action, smoking was banned in indoor areas 

of public workplaces; indoor areas of buildings that are privately owned by legal entities and used for 

educational, health, commercial, social, cultural, sports or entertainment purposes, including hallways with 

room for more than one person (except private houses); in intercity, railway, sea and air mass transportation 

vehicles, including private taxis; in indoor and outdoor areas accepted as part of the premises of preschool 

educational institutions, primary and secondary schools, including private establishments preparing 

students for various examinations, and cultural and social service buildings; and in restaurants owned by 

legal persons and entertainment establishments such as cafes, cafeterias and bars. Enacting the Law no. 

5727 enabled Turkey to take crucial steps in terms of the prevention from the damages caused by smoking. 

Hence Turkey became one of the leading countries in the world having Smoke-free Air Law.  

In 2008 World Health Organisation introduced the MPOWER package for those countries that had signed 

the FCTC as a course of action or a policy package to control cigarette consumption. Each letter of the 

word MPOWER presents an action: Monitoring tobacco use; Protect people from tobacco smoke; Offer 

help to quit tobacco use; Warn about the dangers of tobacco; Enforce bans on tobacco advertising and 

promotion; Raise taxes on tobacco products. 

In order to meet the necessary requirements of the monitoring action of the MPOWER criterion, Turkey 

applied the first Global Adult Tobacco Survey (GATS) in 2008 and then the second in 2012. When the two 

GATS reports are compared, significant decreases are observed in cigarette consumption rates after the 

application of tobacco control policies in Turkey. While the cigarette consumption rate was 31.2% among 

15+ population in 2008, it decreased by 13% to 27.1% (14.76 million people) in 2012. Survey results show 

that the cigarette consumption among men is quite higher than the one among women. The cigarette 

consumption rate among men decreased from 47.9% to 41.5% between 2008 and 2012, while the same 

figures are 15.2% and 13.1% for women. According to 2008 and 2012 GATS reports cigarette consumption 

rates among all the age groups showed decreases. If the ages groups are analysed according to 2012 data, 

it is seen that the 25-44 age group ranks first in cigarette consumption with a ratio of 35.7% and it is 

followed by 45-64, 15-24 and 65+ age groups with smoking ratios of 25.9%, 20% and 8.8%, respectively. 

On the other hand with the Law no 5727 crucial developments have been accomplished with the extension 
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of the scope of tobacco product usage particularly in indoor places. In this context, major accomplishments 

were attained in workplaces with a reduction of 58% (from 37.35 to 15.6%); in government agencies with 

42.1% (from 11.3% to 6.5%) and in public transport services with 36.7% (from 16.5% to 10.4%). Also the 

exposition rate of second-hand smoke was diminished from 37.3% to 15.6% in workplaces and from 55.9% 

to 12.9% in public indoor places from 2008 to 2012.  

Despite all these positive steps and the law prohibiting the sale of cigarette to those under the age of 18, it 

is seen that those under 18 can still consume cigarette and the ratio has an increasing trend. In fact the 

average starting age of smoking decreased between 2008 and 2012. While 53.9% of smokers had started to 

smoke under the age of 18 in 2008; the same figure increased to 58.7% in 2012.  

 

Figure1. Trends in Cigarette Consumption and Price per Package: 1992-2015 

 
Source: TAPDK, 2016a, 2016b and TurkStat, 2016a. 

 

In addition to the comparison of 2008 and 2012 in the light of GATS reports, the developments of cigarette 

consumption and per package prices between 1992 and 2015 are given in Figure 1 above. As can be 

followed from the Figure the cigarette consumption increased by 44% from 79 billion sticks to 114 billion 

sticks between 1992 and 1999. Behind this increase, the construction of foreign cigarette facilities since 

1991 and the decreases in cigarette prices could be enumerated. On the other hand despite the dramatic 

increases in cigarette prices between 2001 and 2013, only slight decreases in cigarette consumption were 

realised in the 2000-2009 period. This can be mainly attributed to the inadequate impact of the Law no. 

4207 that was enacted in 1996. 

However, following the enforcement of Law no 5727 in July 2009 with all its provisions, major decreases 

have been accomplished in cigarette consumption in Turkey. Hence the cigarette consumption decreased 

by 13 billion sticks from its former level in 2009, 108 billion, to 95 billion sticks in 2014. However as can 

be observed in Figure 1, cigarette consumption in 2015 is slightly above the previous year’s level. 

4. Empirical Application 

4.1 Data and Methodology 

In order to examine the factors affecting the demand for cigarette, annual time series data for the period 

1992-2015 is used in the study. The definitions of the dependent and independent variables in the model 

are given in Table 1 below. 

The data are collected from various resources; cigarette prices were obtained from official web site of 

Turkish Statistical Institute (TurkStat, 2016a) and Tobacco and Alcohol Market Regulatory Authority 

(TAPDK, 2016a, b); real income from Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD); 

unemployment and 15+ population data from TurkStat (2016b). After the variables of cigarette price and 

per capita income are deflated by gross domestic product deflator (2010 = 100), the figures were included 

in the model and the model was estimated in double logarithmic form. All econometric estimations are 

made with Eviews 9.0 software program. 

Before 2002, the taxation system applied to cigarettes were quite complex. However with the inurement of 

Special Consumption Tax (SCT) the complexity was eliminated. Although tax has a decisive role in 
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cigarette demand function, it is highly correlated with cigarette price variable. Therefore the tax variable is 

not included in the model; instead it is included as a dummy variable. The reason behind the inclusion of 

dummy variable is the difficulty in determining the rate/amount of tax in 2002 and pre-2002 period. In the 

literature various studies use the same procedure in cigarette  

 

Table 1. Variables Used in the Model 

Dependent Variable 

QC Cigarette Consumption (Quantity, billion sticks) 

Independent Variables 

P Cigarette Prices (US $, per package) 

UN Unemployment level (thousand people) 

N 15+ Population (thousand people) 

Y Per Capita Real Income (US $, 2010 constant prices) 

D1 
Law no. 4207 (as the date of the Law is 1996, the value is 0 ex-1996 period 

and 1 in post-1996 period) 

D2 
Law no. 5727 (as the date of the Law is 2009, the value is 0 ex-2009 period 

and 1 in post-2009 period.) 

D3 Special Consumption Tax (0 before 2002, 1 after 2002)  

 

Since time series data is used in the study, the level of the integration between variables should be tested. 

If the variables are found to be integrated at the same level, Engle-Granger (1987), Phillips and Quliaris 

(1990), Johansen (1988) tests are used. If the variables are not integrated at the same level then the Auto-

Regressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) Bound Testing Approach developed by Pesaran and Shin (1995, 1999) 

and then extended by Pesaran et al., (2001) is used. Compared to other approaches, the supremacy of the 

approach is that it can be applied in the cases of I (0), I (1) or mutually co-integrated variables (Pesaran et 

al., 2001: 299). Moreover, the approach is reliable and robust for small and limited sample sizes (Narayan 

and Narayan, 2004). 

In order to apply ARDL approach, bound test should be performed first. Applying bound test to those 

variables determined to be stable not at the same level through unit root test reveals if there is short-run or 

long-run dynamics regardless of time series are whether I (0) or I (1). Bound test model utilised is given 

below: 

∆Yt = a0 + ∑ a1l
p
l=1 ∆Yt−l + ∑ a2l

p
l=0 ∆Xt−l + a3Yt−1 + a4Xt−1 + út                                        (1) 

In Equation (1) a0 denotes constant term; a3 and a4 coefficients explain long term relationships; a1l and a2l 

coefficients explain short term relationships; ∆ denotes difference operator; út  denotes error term which 

carries white noise process and p denotes optimum lag length. Optimum lag length can be obtained by 

using one of the following criterions; Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), Schwarz (SC) and Hannan-Quinn 

(HQ). The existence of co-integration in bound test approach to be applied after determining optimum 

length of delay, is found by testing the significances of the long-term coefficients (a3 and a4). In bound test 

model, optimum lag having the minimum critical value determined through AIC, bound test is applied to 

determine the existence (H0: a3 = a4 = 0) of long term relationship between related variables after 

determining that there is no auto-correlation problem (Karagöl et al., 2007: 76)2. 

Calculated F-statistic values are compared with the critical values tabled by Pesaran et al. (2001: 300-301) 

and Narayan (2005: 1987-1990). There are two asymptotic critical values representing upper and lower 

limits established with the assumption that all variables are either I (1) or I (0).  

If the F statistic is lower than the I(0), lower bound implies no co-integration while if the F statistic is higher 

than I(1), upper bound indicates a co-integration relation and hence long-run dynamics can be analysed. 

The statistics between upper and lower bounds implies instability. In case of instability, it is necessary to 

look back to the degree of integration. 

Long term relationships between variables can be attained with applying conditional ARDL (p, q) on the 

parameters given in Equation (2) which determines the existence of long term relationship as a result of 

bound test: 

                                                           
2 In case of a presence of autocorrelation problem, the delay length corresponding to the second smallest critical value will be taken 

as optimum and then the presence of autocorrelation is investigated in the model. 
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Yt = b0 + ∑ b1Yt−l
p
l=1 + ∑ b2Xt−l

q
l=0 + et                                                                                  (2) 

In the ARDL (p, q) model given in Equation (2), p denotes optimal lag length for the dependent variable 

whereas q denotes optimal lag length for independent variable. After the model estimation long-term 

coefficients are calculated through:  

cL =
∑ b2,j

q
j=0

1−∑ b1,j
p
j=0

                                                                                                                              (3) 

In Equation 3, b1 and b2express the dependent variable and independent variables, respectively. After 

confirming the applicability of ARDL model with diagnostic and stability tests, long term relationship 

between variables are investigated by Error Correction Model (ECM) based on ARDL approach and the 

model is predicted with Partial Least Squares (PLS) method. Conditional Error Correction Model (CECM) 

established for investigating the short-term dynamics and for finding short-term error correction parameters 

is as follows: 

∆Yt = b0 + b1et−1 + ∑ b2∆Yt−i
p
i=1 + ∑ b3Xt−1

q
i=0 + ut                                                            (4) 

 

 

Table 2: Unit Root Test Results 

Variables 

ADF Test 

Constant Constant and Trend 

t-stat p-value t-stat p-value 

QC 

Level 

-1.9245(3) 0.3151 -2.6952(0) 0.2471 

P -1.6107(0) 0.4613 -6.0874(0)* 0.0003 

EM -1.0646(0) 0.7116 -3.5403(1)*** 0.0595 

N 0.0127(0) 0.9506 -2.3958(0) 0.3717 

Y 0.2634(0) 0.9707 -2.1950(0) 0.4699 

QC 

First dif. 

-4.1504(0)* 0.0043 -2.2394(3) 0.4434 

P -3.6738(0)** 0.0123 -1.0815(3) 0.9056 

EM -4.2995(1)* 0.0033 -4.2147(1)** 0.0166 

N -5.0063(0)* 0.0006 -4.8928(0)* 0.0039 

Y -4.7004(0)* 0.0012 -4.8432(0)* 0.0043 

Variables 

PP Test 

Constant Constant and Trend 

t-stat p-value t-stat p-value 

QC 

Level 

-2.8708(0)*** 0,0643 -2,8576(5) 0,1929 

P -1.8491(2) 0,3488 -6,1572(1)* 0,0002 

EM -0.7900(4) 0,8031 -2,6487(3) 0,2643 

N 0.2451(7) 0,9695 -2,4754(1) 0,3356 

Y 0.3859(2) 0,9777 -2,1950(0) 0,4699 

QC 

First dif. 

-4.1479(4)* 0,0043 -3,9463(5)** 0,0272 

P -4.0030(6)* 0,0060 -2,9820(6) 0,1588 

EM -4.9934(9)* 0,0006 -4,7837(9)* 0,0049 

N -5.3157(5)* 0,0003 -5,1892(5)* 0,0021 

Y -4.4011(1)** 0,0012 -4,8480(2)* 0,0043 

Optimum lag length is determined by using Schwarz Information Criteria. Critical values for 1%, 5% and 

10% are (-3.752), (-2.998) and (-2.638) for the constant model and (-4.440), (-3.632) and (-3.254) for the 

constant and trend model, respectively. Lag numbers are given in brackets. 

 

 

In Equation 4, p and q indicate optimum lag length of the dependent and independent variables respectively; 

b2 ve b3 coefficients that are converged to the equilibrium by the model refer short term dynamics; et−1 is 

the error correction term and b1 is the adaptation speed (Fosu and Joseph, 2006). Then the stability of 
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ARDL (p, q) model parameters that is examined by short and long term dynamics is analysed with 

Cumulative Sum of the Recursive Residuals (CUSUM), CUSUM of Squares and Chow tests. 

4.2 Econometric Estimation 

Since time series data is used in the study, the stability levels of the variables included in the model should 

be tested. For this purpose in the study the stability levels are analysed with ADF and PP unit root tests and 

the result are given in Table 2.  

 

From Table 2, it is seen that at fixed and trend model, P variable is stable at level I(0) at the %1 significance 

level according to ADF and PP unit root test results, and other variables’ first order difference are stationary 

at level I(1). Since the degree of stability of the variables is different, ARDL bounds test is used for the 

investigation of co-integration relationship. In order to apply ARDL approach, in the first stage, the optimal 

lag length for Unrestricted Error Correction Model (UECM) of cigarette demand equation should be 

determined with AIC, SC and HQ Information Criteria (Table 3): 

 

Table 3. Information Criteria Values of Lag Level 

Lag 
Constant Constant and Trend 

AIC SC HQ 𝑿𝟐𝑩𝑮 AIC SC HQ 𝑿𝟐𝑩𝑮 

1 -3.5885 -2.8446 -3.4133 0.0794 -4.4192 -3.6257 -4.2322 0.0552 

2 -5. 4307 -4.0939 -5.0288 0.1334 -6.3047 -5.3099 -6.0888 0.1552 

 

Test results reveal that the optimal lag length is 2 according to the Schwarz Information Criteria. Then with 

the LM test (0.1504), it is determined at %5 significance level that there is no auto-correlation in the error 

correction model. Also the existence of co-integration relationship between the applied bound test and the 

series is tested and the results of bound test are given in Table 4. 

 

Table 4. Bound Test Results 

F-Stat 

(k=4) 

Significance 

Level 

Critical Values * Critical Values ** 

Lower Bound Upper Bound Lower Bound Upper Bound 

26.59482 

10% 2.68 3.53 5.856 7.578 

5% 3.05 3.97 4.154 5.540 

1% 3.81 4.92 3.430 4.624 

* Lower and upper limits are Pesaran et.al. (2001) Table CI (V); ** Lower and upper limits are Narayan 

(2005) Status V; k is the number of independent variables. 

 

Based on the bound test results it is seen in Table 4, the value of F statistics is above the critical upper 

bound values at 1%, 5% and 10% significance levels of Pesaran et al. (2001) and Narayan (2005). 

Therefore, the null hypothesis claiming that there is no co-integration relationship is rejected at all 

significance levels. Hence it implies a long term relationship for the components of cigarette demand. 

Following this, ARDL model reflecting the long term dynamics of cigarette demand function and the error 

term model reflecting the short term dynamics are constituted and SIC is used to determine the numbers of 

lag. 

 

As a result of the fifty different models, minimum SIC values of twenty models are given in Figure 2. 

According to SIC test results, optimum lag lengths of ARDL model are decided to be (2, 2, 2, 1 and 2). 

These findings of lag values show the required (p, q, r, s, t) values in order to construct ARDL limit test. 

Based on this lag length, predicted results of ARDL (2, 1, 2, 1, 2) model are enclosed in Appendix-A.  

 

 

 

Figure 2: The Most Suitable Lag Results According to Schwarz Information Criteria 
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Since predicted ARDL (2, 2, 2, 1, 2) model meet all descriptive test requirements, long-term parameter 

results of cigarette demand function is given in Table 5.  

 

Table 5: ARDL (2, 2, 2, 1, 2) Long Term Coefficients 

Variables Coefficient Std. Dev. t-stat Possibility 

LNP -0.242088 0.025869 -9.358076* 0.0007 

LNN 1.123644 0.771576 1.456297 0.2190 

LNY 0.690071 0.132711 5.199793* 0.0065 

LNUN 0.693405 0.071932 9.639660* 0.0006 

D1 -0.137866 0.029880 -4.613923* 0.0099 

D2 -0.251700 0.047959 -5.248260* 0.0063 

D3 -0.182390 0.028114 -6.487432* 0.0029 

@TREND -0.022458 0.019989 -1.123526 0.3241 

* statistically significant at 1%. 

 

It is seen in Table 5 that all the long term coefficients of independent variables except for population 

variable (LNN) are found to be statistically significant and the sign of income (LNY), unemployment level 

(LNUN) and 15+ population (LNP) parameters are positive while the parameter signs of cigarette prices, 

legal regulations and tax variables are found to be negative. These results are in line with economic 

expectations except for 15+ population. More specifically, unemployment variable has the strongest effect 

on cigarette demand in the long run with an elasticity of 0.693. The elasticities of income and cigarette 

prices found to be 0.690 and -0.242, respectively.  

In addition to the determination of long term relationship, the short term relationship of cigarette demand 

function is also predicted with using error terms. The difference values of the variables and the predicted 

results of general short term error correction model are presented in Table 6. 

 

Results of the estimation of the error correction model reveal that error correction term coefficient is 

statistically significant at the 1% significance level and has a negative value. This finding, namely a 

significant and negative coefficient of error correction term, confirms that there is a long term relationship 

between cigarette demand, and all the independent variables, namely cigarette prices, population, income, 

unemployment, legal regulations imposed on cigarette and taxes. As the coefficient of error correction 

variable is found to be larger than 1 in absolute terms (-1.489758), the system comes into balance with 

fluctuations. In other words, it implies that these fluctuations shrink at every turn equilibrating the system 

in the long run (Narayan and Smyth, 2006: 339). Moreover, (except for the current unemployment level) 

the values of current and lagged parameters are statistically significant and have negative impacts on 

cigarette demand. 
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The stability test of the long- and short-term coefficients is examined by CUSUM and CUSUM-Square 

tests and the results obtained are presented in Figure 3. As the error terms remain within the limits, it can 

be concluded that long and short term coefficients are stable. 

 

Table 6: ARDL (2, 2, 2, 1, 2) Short Term Error Correction Model for Cigarette Demand 

Variables Coefficient Std. Dev. t-stat Possibility 

D(LNQC(-1)) 0.707862 0.059497 11.897487* 0.0003 

D(LNP) 0.020138 0.012149 1.657643 0.1727 

D(LNP(-1)) 0.208770 0.016369 12.753829* 0.0002 

D(LNN) 0.403196 0.193691 2.081649*** 0.1058 

D(LNN(-1)) -3.783835 0.410888 -9.208913* 0.0008 

D(LNY) -0.721023 0.079528 -9.066223* 0.0008 

D(LNEM) 0.148670 0.023285 6.384900* 0.0031 

D(LNEM(-1)) -0.285210 0.020985 -13.591185* 0.0002 

D(D1) -0.210699 0.014418 -14.613631* 0.0001 

D(D2) -0.373362 0.025356 -14.724546* 0.0001 

D(D3) -0.263446 0.017659 -14.918443* 0.0001 

C -27.509902 1.358493 -20.250301* 0.0000 

𝒆𝒕−𝟏 -1.489758 0.073312 -20.320716* 0.0000 

* statistically significant at 1%; ** statistically significant at 5%; *** statistically significant at 10%.  

 

 

Figure 3. CUSUM and CUSUM-Square Graphics for Long Term Relationship Model 
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5. Results and Discussion 

In the study, the cigarette demand in Turkey is analysed with ARDL limit test method developed by Pesaran 

et al. (2001) using annual data for the period 1992-2015. As a result of the analysis, it is determined that in 

the long run there is negative relationships between cigarette demand, and some variables namely, cigarette 

prices, SCT imposed on cigarette in 2002, and the Law no. 4207 and 5727 that were put into force in 1996 

and 2009. On the other hand, it is also determine that income and unemployment level affect cigarette 

demand positively.  

Price and income elasticities of cigarette demand and taxes imposed on cigarette and legal regulations are 

seen as compatible with theoretical expectations and studies in the literature (Fujii, 1980; Çetin, 2016a; 

Önder, 2002; Seldon and Boyd, 1991; Sarç and Serper, 1968; Tansel, 1993; Türel, 1975; Warner, 1977). 

According to the econometric results, the price elasticity and income elasticity of cigarette demand are 

estimated as -0.24 and 0.69, respectively. The low value of price elasticity of demand implies that 

consumers are less sensitive to price changes due to the addictive nature of tobacco products. On the other 

hand the income elasticity of demand for cigarettes is less than 1, indicating a normal good that cigarette 

consumption increases less than income proportionally. Another major finding of the study is that an 
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increase in unemployment level leads to an increase in cigarette consumption suggesting that unemployed 

people have the tendency to consume more cigarettes in order to reduce stress. In addition to these results, 

it is determined that the SCT taxes applied in 2002, could not create the desired decrease in cigarette 

consumption (the decrease is only 0.18%) due mainly to the insensitivity of smokers to price increases.  

In addition to the measurement of the effects of aforementioned variables on cigarette consumption the 

main purpose of the study is to determine the effects of legal regulations on cigarette consumption in 

Turkey. According to estimation results, it is found that both the Laws no. 4207 and 5727 have negative 

impacts (-0.14 and -0.25, respectively) on cigarette consumption.  

Smoking creates environmental, social and economic costs on both society and individuals all over the 

world. Although, there are various programmes and strategies to fight against cigarette consumption, 

smoking is still at the top of preventable causes of deaths in the world. The same trend also prevails in 

Turkey. As one of the first signatory countries of the FCTC contract of WHO and one of the first applier 

of the MPOWER strategies Turkey adopted the leading precautions against smoking. Applying these 

strategies Turkey had tremendous success in reducing cigarette demand. For instance the total rate of 

smokers declined from 31.2% in 2008 to 27.1% in 2012 and also if the age group distribution of this 

decrease is analysed it is seen that cigarette consumption showed decreases in all age groups. Most 

significant decrease on the other hand occurred in the 15-24 age group by 20.8%.  

Despite all these positive developments, there are also some unfortunate developments, some of which are 

the decrease in the average smoking starting age, the difficulties in the implementation of the prohibitions 

prescribed by the Laws and the acceptance of smoking in the society. Hence, as any other country Turkey 

also confronts difficulties in the fighting against smoking. In fact as of 2015 there are approximately 15 

million smokers in Turkey, Turkey is the 8th most smoking country in the world and still 100,000 people 

die due to cigarette related problems. Hence the aforementioned policies should be fine-tuned to attain the 

ultimate outputs by creating a youth anti-smoking policy that would imbue young people with the negative 

effects of smoking, with the opinion that would alienate from smoking and with the acceptance of a smoker 

as a second-class citizen. This process should be co-performed with the help of health and education 

authorities. Particularly, the primary and secondary school administrations should be given a uniform policy 

package to apply in the schools. Moreover the packages should be supported with mass media broadcasts 

and publications more intensively.  
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Appendix A. 

Long Term ARDL (2, 2, 2, 1, 2) Estimation 

Variables Coefficient Std. Dev. t-stat Possibility 

LNQC(-1) 0.261787 0.105614 2.478723** 0.0479 

LNQC(-2) -0.331303 0.096276 -3.441171** 0.0138 

LNP -0.118962 0.040682 -2.924226** 0.0265 

LNP(-1) -0.132141 0.035197 -3.754357** 0.0095 

LNN -2.643452 0.423782 -6.237764* 0.0008 

LNN(-1) -0.412674 0.399197 -1.033760 0.3411 

LNN(-2) 2.995989 0.497656 6.020197* 0.0009 

LNY -0.670124 0.173173 -3.869674** 0.0083 

LNY(-1) 1.157186 0.187131 6.183842* 0.0008 

LNEM -0.013777 0.046641 -0.295392 0.7777 

LNEM(-1) 0.464992 0.079349 5.860078* 0.0011 

LNEM(-2) 0.178330 0.056627 3.149218** 0.0198 

D1 0.113590 0.023578 4.817571* 0.0029 

D2 -0.121371 0.022159 -5.477231* 0.0015 

D3 -0.096853 0.040092 -2.415748*** 0.0522 

C -3.502363 1.200433 -2.917584** 0.0267 

 

𝑅2=0,989911 �̅�2=0,964689 Std.Dev.=0,074592 

AIC = -5,54186 Dw=2,16469 F-stat= 39,24810 

SC = -4,74838  

Descriptive Tests Testing Statistics Possibility 

Breusch-Godfrey LM Testi 5.65546 0.6383 

Ramsey Reset Testi (1) 0.193070 0.6787 

Jarque-Bera  0.988209 0.6101 

Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey  1.206537 0.4344 

* statistically significant at 1%; ** statistically significant at 5%; *** statistically significant at 10%. 
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Abstract 

The paper presents China and India’s trade in goods with 54 African and 21 Latin 

American countries over the period from 2000 to 2014. The analysis is based on the data 

retrieved from the UN Comtrade Database. Both Asian giants have significantly increased 

their trade with the regions since the beginning of the 21st century. During 15 years, the 

value of China’s total trade with Latin America increased 21.5 times and with Africa 21.0 

times. Latin America is slightly more important trading partner for China than Africa. 

What’s more, in recent years, China had a trade surplus with 21 Latin American countries. 

In turn, Africa is more significant trading partner for India than Latin America. However, in 

the years 2000-2014, India-Africa total trade increased about 13 times while India-Latin 

America one about 30 times. Both, Africa and Latin America are mainly India’s import 

markets. 

Asian giants use development assistance to develop their bilateral trade relations with 

African and Latin American countries. Besides, they develop South-South cooperation and 

diplomatic relations with the regions. However, China provides more development 

assistance to its trading partners and is diplomatically more active in both regions than 

India. In the years 2000-2014, the value of China’s bilateral trade with Latin America was 

about seven times bigger than India’s one and Sino-African trade was three times higher 

than Indo-African one. 
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1. Introduction 

Both China and India have significantly increased their trade with Africa and Latin 

America since the beginning of the 21st century. They have been competing against each 

other for access to natural resources, food, markets, influence in the regions and support in 

different international organizations. In order to intensify their trade China and India 

combine trade arrangements with investment and foreign aid policy. Besides, they 

intensively develop South-South cooperation and diplomatic relations with the regions. 

China and India  enhance their trade relations during high-level visits and economic 

forums. However, China provides more development assistance to its trading partners and 

is diplomatically more active in both regions than India.  

The main aim of the paper is a presentation of the scale and trends in China’s and India’s 

merchandise trade with 54 African and 21 Latin American countries over the period from 

2000 to 2014. The analysis is based on the data retrieved from the UN Comtrade Database. 

There are a lot of studies on trade between China and India and their trading partners in 

Africa and Latin America in the 21st century (Broadman, 2008; Large, 2008; Heine and 

Viswanathan, 2011; Obuah, 2012; Chakrabarti and Ghosh, 2014). The main contribution of 

the paper to the discussion on Asian giants’ trade expansion is a comparison of their trade 

with African and Latin American countries using the same set of data. 

2. China’s merchandise trade with Africa and Latin America 

China-Africa and China-Latin America trade have a long history. However, a significant 

growth in trade between China and those regions has been observed since the beginning of 

the 21st century. The dynamic development of the Chinese economy and growing demand 

for natural resources, food, and new markets forced China to search for new trading 

partners in Africa and Latin America.  

In 2000, China established the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC) at the 

ministerial conference in Beijing. It also started to cancel debts of poor countries in Africa. 

During the Ministerial Conference of FOCAC in 2003, China announced a further increase 

in its assistance for Africa and zero-tariff treatment to products exported to China from 

selected Africa’s least developed countries. Three years later, China decided to establish 

and develop a new type of strategic partnership with Africa featuring political equality and 

mutual trust, win-win economic cooperation, and cultural exchange. Besides, in 2006 the 

China-Africa Development Fund was set up with initial capital of USD 5 billion. At the end 

of that year, Chinese leaders announced that China would provide USD 5 billion 

development assistance to African countries in the years 2007-2009. During the Ministerial 

Conferences of FOCAC in 2009 and 2013, China declared to provided USD 10 billion in 

concessional and preferential credits to Africa in the years 2010-2012 and USD 20 billion 

of credit line from 2013. The main outcome of the sixth Ministerial Conference of FOCAC 

in 2015 was China’s declaration of a further assistance of USD 60 billion for African 

countries in the years 2016-2018. 

In the 21st century, China established also close economic cooperation with Latin 

American countries. It signed free trade agreement (FTA) with Chile (2005), Peru (2009), 

and Costa Rica (2010). FTAs cover items on the World Trade Organization’s new trade 

agenda. They concern not only the deregulation and liberalization of goods markets but also 

services and investment. In 2012, China declared readiness to negotiate with MERCOSUR 

(Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay, Venezuela) on a free trade area (Nowak, 2014). 
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Besides, it started negotiations with Colombia. China established strategic partnerships with 

Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico (Yu, 2015). 

China-Latin America trade relations are strengthened during high-level visits. In the 

years 2001-2015, Chinese leaders (President, Vice President, Prime Minister) visited Latin 

America twelve times. They went to Brazil (7 times), Chile (5), Cuba (5), Argentina (4), 

Mexico (4), Uruguay (3), Venezuela (3), Costa Rica (2), Colombia (2), Peru (2), Jamaica 

(1), and Trinidad and Tobago (1) (Nowak, 2016). Besides, nine China-Latin America 

business summits were held in the years 2007-2015. In 2015, the China-CELAC (the 

Community of Latin American and Caribbean States) Forum was set up.  

It is estimated that China provided over USD 120 billion in the form of low-interest 

loans to Latin American countries since 2005 (Gallagher, Meyers, 2014).  

Over the period from 2000 to 2014, China increased its bilateral trade in goods with 54 

African countries 21.0 times. The value of Sino-African trade rose from USD 10.6 billion 

in 2000 to USD 221.5 billion in 2015. It has been growing annually at 22.5%. During 

analysed 15 years, trade between China and Africa decreased only once, after the outbreak 

of global financial crisis. In 2009, it was 15.0% smaller than in 2008. Since 2009, China has 

been the second major trading partner (after the European Union) for Africa.  

The value of total trade between China and 21 Latin American countries increased 21.5 

times, from USD 11.9 billion in 2000 to USD 255.7 billion in 2014. It grew annually at 

22.7%. In 2009, Sino-Latin American trade decreased by 15.2% comparing to 2008. Trends 

in merchandise trade between China and Africa and between China and Latin America are 

presented in Figure 1.     

 

Figure 1. Bilateral trade of China with Africa and Latin America, 2000-2014 (USD billion) 

 
Source: Own calculations based on data retrieved from http://comtrade.un.org/data/ 

 

In the years 2000-2014, Africa more than doubled its share in China’s bilateral trade 

with the world. In 2000, the Chinese trade with the African continent accounted for 2.2% of 

China’s total trade while in 2014 it accounted for 5.2%. Latin America is slightly more 

important trading partner for China than Africa. In 2000, trade with 21 Latin American 

countries accounted for 2.5% of China’s trade with the world while in 2014 it accounted for 

5.9%. 

At the beginning of the 21st century, the Chinese trade with Africa accounted for 

47.0% and with Latin America for 53.0% of China’s trade with both regions while in 2014, 

those shares were 46.4% and 53.6%, respectively. The advantage of Latin America over 

Africa in trade with China was the biggest in the years 2002-2003 and 2010-2011. Trends 

in China-Africa and China-Latin America bilateral  trade as a percentage of China’s trade 

with both regions are shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Total trade of China with Africa and Latin America, 2000-2014 (in percentage 

terms) 

 
Source: Own calculations based on data retrieved from http://comtrade.un.org/data/ 

In the years 2000-2014, China imported more goods from Africa than exported to the 

continent. Chinese exports to 54 African countries increased from USD 5.0 billion in 2000 

to USD 105.8 billion in 2014 while imports rose from USD 5.6 billion to USD 115.7 

billion, respectively. China’s exports to Africa have been growing annually at 22.6% and 

imports from Africa at 22.4%. In the analysed period, China increased its exports of goods 

to Latin America from USD 6.6 billion to USD 130.4 billion and imports from USD 5.3 

billion to USD 125.2 billion. Chinese exports to Latin American countries grew annually at 

22.0% and imports at 23.5%. During fifteen years, China-Latin America trade balance was 

broadly balanced. In the years 2000-2002 and 2012-2014, China experienced trade surplus 

in trade with that region.  

Figure 3a. China’s exports to Africa and 

Latin America, 2000-2014 (USD billion) 

Figure 3b. China’s imports from Africa and 

Latin America, 2000-2014 (USD billion) 

   
Source: Own calculations based on data retrieved from http://comtrade.un.org/data/ 

Latin America has been much more important market for Chinese commodities than 

Africa. In 2014, China’s exports to 21 Latin American countries accounted for 5.6% of 

China’s total exports while exports to Africa accounted for 4.5%. Latin America is also 

more important source of natural resources for China than the African continent. China’s 

imports from Latin America accounted for 6.4% of  its total imports and imports from 

Africa accounted for 5.9%. Trends in China’s exports to and imports from both regions are 

presented in Figures 3a-b. 

China imports goods (natural resources) mainly from two African regions1 (Figure 4). 

In the years 2000-2014, Central Africa accounted for nearly 44% of Chinese imports from 

                                                           
1 African countries are classified into the following regions: Northern Africa (7 countries): Algeria, Egypt, Libya, 
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the continent and Southern Africa accounted for just above 31%. In turn, Western Africa 

and Northern Africa were the largest regional markets for Chinese goods with the share of 

60%.  

Figure 4. China’s trade with African regions, 2000-2014 (USD billion) 

 
Source: Own calculations based on data retrieved from http://comtrade.un.org/data/ 

 

China-Africa trade has been dominated by resource-rich African countries. According 

to the value of bilateral trade, in the years 2000-2014, the most important China’s trading 

partners were: South Africa (USD 338.4 billion), Angola (249.5), Nigeria (91.9), Former 

Sudan2 (74.9), and Egypt (74.8). The top five African trading partners of China accounted 

for 60.5% of its bilateral trade with Africa. China imported goods primarily from South 

Africa, Angola, Former Sudan, Congo, and Libya. The following countries: South Africa, 

Nigeria, Egypt, Algeria, and Angola were main markets for Chinese commodities (Table 

1). 

Table 1. Top five China’s trading partners in Africa and Latin America, 2000-2014 (USD 

billion)  

Rank 

Africa Latin America 

China’s exports China’s imports China’s exports China’s imports 

Country Value Country Value Country Value Country Value 

1 
South 

Africa 
113.4 

South 

Africa 
225.0 Brazil 226.9 Brazil 369.6 

2 Nigeria 79.8 Angola 222.4 Mexico 197.1 Chile 156.0 

3 Egypt 65.6 
Former 

Sudan 
54.4 Panama 96.7 Venezuela 76.9 

4 Algeria 43.7 Congo 40.1 Chile 83.9 Mexico 68.7 

5 Angola 27.1 Libya 26.2 Argentina 57.0 Argentina 67.9 

Source: Own calculations based on data retrieved from http://comtrade.un.org/data/ 

 

                                                                                                                                                    
Morocco, South Sudan, Sudan, and Tunisia; Western Africa (16 countries): Benin, Burkina Faso, Cabo Verde, 
Côte d’Ivorie, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra 

Leone, and Togo; Central Africa (9 countries): Angola, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo, 

Democratic Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, and São Tomé and Príncipe; Eastern Africa (17 
countries): Burundi, Comoros, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, 

Rwanda, Seychelles, Somalia, Uganda, Tanzania, Zambia, and Zimbabwe, Southern Africa (5 countries): 

Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa, and Swaziland. 
2 Trade data for South Sudan are available from 2012 so in the study they are combined with data for Sudan and 

both countries are considered as one called Former Sudan. 
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China’s major trading partners in Latin America are countries of South America and 

Mexico3. In the years 2000-2014, China’s bilateral trade with South America accounted for 

75.4% of its total trade with the region. The share of Sino-Mexican exchange of goods in 

China’s trade with Latin America was 15.2% and the remaining 9.4% accounted for China-

Central America trade. Trends in China’s trade with the region are shown in Figure 5.   

 

Figure 5. China’s trade with Latin American regions, 2000-2014 (USD billion) 

 
Source: Own calculations based on data retrieved from http://comtrade.un.org/data/ 

 

During analysed 15 years, China mainly traded with Brazil (USD 596.5 billion), 

Mexico (265.8), Chile (239.9), Argentina (124.9), and Venezuela (121.6). It exported more 

than 76% of its commodities to five Latin American countries and imported about 84% 

goods from five countries (Table 1). 

In 2014, China was the second trading partner (after the United States) for Central and 

South America. The European Union was the second trading partner for Latin America 

only because of higher level of trade exchange with Mexico (Nowak, 2016).  

3. India’s trade in goods with Africa and Latin America 

India began to develop intensively its trade relations with Africa and Latin America in the 

late 2000s. The India-Africa Forum was established in 2008. The First Summit was held in 

New Delhi, India. It was followed by the 2nd India-Africa Forum Summit in 2011 in Addis 

Ababa, Ethiopia and the Third Summit in 2015, in New Delhi. During the First Summit 

India offered USD 5.4 billion to African countries. The main outcome of the Second 

Summit was USD 5 billion of aid for Africa (Chakrabarti, Ghosh, 2014). During the 3rd 

India-Africa Forum Summit, India promised to provide further USD 10.6 billion in 

concessional loans and grants to Africa. Besides, African countries have been beneficiaries 

of Indian Development and Economic Assistance Scheme since 2004. 

India launched Focus LAC (Latin America and the Caribbean) programme for 

enhancing its trade with Latin America in 1997. However, a significant increase in trade 

between both sides has been observed since 2006. India began to trade with resource-rich 

Latin American countries when the United States and European Union imposed sanctions 

against Iran, its main supplier of oil. 

At the same time, Indian leaders started to visit countries in the region. Prime Minister 

Manmohan Singh visited Brazil in 2006, 2010, and 2012 and Cuba and Trinidad and 

Tobago in 2009. Indian Prime Minister Narenda Modi went to Brazil in 2014. Moreover, 

                                                           
3 In the study Latin America covers seven countries of Central America (Belize, Costa Rica, Guatemala, 

Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, Salvador), thirteen countries of South America (Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, 
Columbia, Ecuador, Guyana, Paraguay, Peru, Surinam, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay, and Venezuela), and 

Mexico. 
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President Pratibha Patil visited Brazil, Chile, and Mexico in 2008 and Vice President 

Mohammad Hamid Ansari went to Cuba and Peru in 2013 (Nowak, 2016).      

  India’s the most important trading partner in the region is Brazil. India and Brazil 

have been members of IBSA (India-Brazil-South Africa) since 2003 and BRICS (Brazil-

Russia-India-China-South Africa) since 2006. India signed also preferential trade 

agreement with MERCOSUR in 2004 and with Chile in 2006. 

In the years 2000-2014, India-Africa bilateral trade increased over 13 times, from USD 

5.6 billion to USD 74.9 billion. It has been growing annually at 18.8%. After the outbreak 

of global financial crisis India’s trade with Africa decreased by 18.2%. During the analysed 

period, the value of India’s total trade with 21 Latin American countries increased about 30 

times, from USD 1.6 billion in 2000 to USD 48.0 billion in 2014. It grew annually at 

25.4%. In 2009, trade between partners decreased by 25.6% comparing to 2008. Trends in 

merchandise trade between India and Africa and between India and Latin America are 

presented in Figure 6.  

 

Figure 6. Bilateral trade of India with Africa and Latin America, 2000-2014 (USD billion) 

 
Source: Own calculations based on data retrieved from http://comtrade.un.org/data/ 

 

In the years 2000-2014, Africa’s share in India’s bilateral trade with the world 

increased from 5.9% to 9.6%. The Indian trade with Latin America accounted for 1.7% of 

India’s total trade in 2000 and 6.2% in 2014. Africa is more important trading partner for 

India than Latin America. However, its role in India’s bilateral trade has been decreasing. 

At the beginning of the 21st century, trade with Africa accounted for 77.8% and with Latin 

America for 22.2% of India’s trade with both regions. In 2014, those shares were 60.9% 

and 39.1%, respectively. India-Africa and India-Latin America bilateral trade as a 

percentage of India’s trade with both regions are shown in Figure 7.  

 

Figure 7. Total trade of India with Africa and Latin America, 2000-2014 (in percentage 

terms) 

 
Source: Own calculations based on data retrieved from http://comtrade.un.org/data/ 
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In the years 2000-2014, India imported more goods from both Africa and Latin America 

than exported to those regions. Indian exports to Africa rose from USD 2.2 billion in 2000 

to USD 34.6 billion in 2014 while imports increased from USD 3.5 billion to USD 40.3 

billion, respectively. India’s exports to Africa grew annually at 20.2% and imports from the 

African continent at 17.8%. Since the beginning of the 21st century, Africa has become 

more and more important market for Indian commodities. In 2000, India’s exports to Africa 

accounted for 5.2% of India’s total exports while 10.9% in 2014. At the same time, Africa’s 

share in India’s total imports increased from 6.5% to 8.8%.  

 

Figure 8a. India’s exports to Africa and 

Latin America, 2000-2014 (USD billion) 

Figure 8b. India’s imports from Africa and 

Latin America, 2000-2014 (USD billion) 

  
Source: Own calculations based on data retrieved from http://comtrade.un.org/data/ 

 

India’s trade balance with Latin America has been highly imbalanced. Over the period 

2000-2014, India increased its exports to Latin America 18.0 times, from USD 0.8 billion 

to USD 15.0 billion. The value of exports has been growing annually at 21.3%. However, 

Indian imports from 21 Latin American countries jumped from USD 0.8 billion in 2000 to 

USD 33.0 billion in 2014. They grew annually at 28.4%. Latin America has become more 

and more important source of commodities (natural resources) for India. The share of 21 

Latin American countries in India’s total imports increased from 1.5% in 2000 to 7.2% in 

2014 and their share in Indian total exports rose from 2.0% to 4.7%. Trends in India’s 

exports to and imports from Africa and Latin America are presented in Figure 8a and 

Figure 8b. 

India imports commodities mainly from two African regions (Figure 9). Western 

Africa was the biggest supplier for India with a share of 39%, while Indian imports from 

Southern Africa accounted for 23%. On the other hand, Eastern Africa and Western Africa 

were the main destinations for Indian goods. India exported  more than  57% of its goods to 

those regions.  
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Figure 9. India’s trade with African regions, 2000-2014 (USD billion) 

 
Source: Own calculations based on data retrieved from http://comtrade.un.org/data/ 

 

Table 2. Top five India’s trading partners in Africa and Latin America, 2000-2014 (USD 

billion)  

Rank 

Africa Latin America 

India’s exports India’s imports India’s exports India’s imports 

Country Value Country Value Country Value Country Value 

1 
South 

Africa 
36.9 Nigeria 96.8 Brazil 39.9 Venezuela 58.3 

2 Kenya 23.2 
South 

Africa 
65.1 Mexico 12.8 Brazil 30.3 

3 Nigeria 21.2 Angola 37.1 Colombia 7.4 Chile 19.5 

4 Egypt  20.4 Egypt 19.3 Chile  4.6 Mexico 19.2 

5 Tanzania  15.4 Morocco 10.2 Argentina 4.3 Argentina 12.3 

Source: Own calculations based on data retrieved from http://comtrade.un.org/data/ 

 

In the years 2000-2014, India traded first of all with Nigeria (USD 118.0 billion), South 

Africa (102.0), Angola (41.6), Egypt (39.8), and Kenya (24.3). The top five African trading 

partners of India accounted for 64.6% of India’s bilateral trade with Africa. South Africa, 

Kenya, Nigeria, Egypt, and Tanzania absorbed 55.6% of Indian exports to Africa and 

77.8% of India’s imports came from Nigeria, South Africa, Angola, Egypt, and Morocco. 

The ranking of top five African importers from India and African exporters to India is 

presented in Table 2. 

India trades mainly with the biggest countries in Latin America. In the years 2000-

2014, Indian bilateral exchange of goods with South America accounted for  83.3% of 

India’s total trade with the region. The share of India-Mexico trade was 13.0% and the 

remaining 3.7% accounted for India-Central America trade. Trends in India’s trade with 

Latin America are shown in Figure 10.  

Figure 10. India’s trade with Latin American regions, 2000-2014 (USD billion) 

 
 

Source: Own calculations based on data retrieved from http://comtrade.un.org/data/ 
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According to the value of bilateral trade, India’s major trading partners were Brazil 

(USD 69.9 billion), Venezuela (60.3), Mexico (32.0), Chile (24.1), and Colombia (18.5). 

India exported more than 80% of its commodities to five Latin American countries and 

imported 86.4% goods from five countries (Table 2). 

4. Conclusion 

Over the period 2000-2015, China’s total trade with 21 Latin American countries was 1.3 

times bigger than its trade with 54 African states. Latin America has been more significant 

market for Chinese commodities than Africa. Moreover, China had a trade surplus with 21 

Latin American countries in the years 2012-2014. In turn, Africa is much more important 

trading partner for India than Latin America. During analysed period, India-Africa bilateral 

trade surpassed India-Latin America one over two times. However, Africa’s role in Indian 

bilateral trade has been decreasing. Latin America has become more and more important 

source of goods for India. Both, Africa and Latin America are mainly India’s import 

markets.  

In the years 2000-2014, the value of China’s bilateral trade with Latin America was 

about seven times bigger than India’s one and Sino-African trade was three times higher 

than Indo-African one. 
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Abstract  
 

Devaluation and depreciation of currency have been stipulated and utilized increasingly as a stabilization 

device in developing countries, as part of International Monetary Fund (IMF) mainstream adjustment 

programs. The policy measure of currency devaluation and depreciation has aimed to make export products 

more competitive and permutes demand towards domestically produced goods eventually boosting the 

overall output of the country. The objective of this work is to add to the existing empirical literature on the 

effect of currency devaluation and depreciation on the value of some export items. It examines the 

relationship between devaluation and depreciation of Ethiopian Birr and the value of coffee export during 

the period 1992/93 - 2014/15. During these span of time, the National Bank of Ethiopia took several policy 

measures to devalue birr. Empirical studies made both on developing and developed countries indicated 

mixed results about the effect of currency depreciation and devaluation on the value of trade balance in 

general and on the value of export items in particular. This study employs linear regression and correlation 

analysis to observe the short and long-term association  between the value of coffee export of Ethiopia and 

the devaluation and depreciation of Birr pertaining to the above period. The statistical results show that there 

is a strong relation between currency devaluation and depreciation of Birr and values of coffee export but 

appropriate measures must be taken to manage inflation which is one of the outcomes of devaluation. 

 

Key words: Currency devaluation; depreciation; coffee export; Birr; Ethiopia 

 

JEL classification: E01, E58, F16, F31 

1. Introduction  

In order to perk up the economic activities of countries, governments employ an assortment of measures. 

Among those measures, devaluation of domestic currencies assumed to enhance the economic growth of 

countries. In particular, the conventional treatment is based upon the proposition that devaluation improves 

competitiveness, heighten exports and switches demand towards domestically produced goods, ultimately 

escalating the production of tradables. Moreover, countries that experience real depreciations are believed 

to have better chances in the journey toward more open economies and sustained growth, because a more 

depreciated exchange rate will likely prevent destabilizing financial crises (Oskooee and Miteza, 2006). 

Nonetheless, some argue that devaluation of domestic currency likely to aggravate inflation, bump up 

volatility and uncertainty in the exchange rates, cause the prices of imported goods (one of the purposes of 

the devaluation) to ascend, leads to a reduction of the country’s real wealth as inflation eats up assets and 

raises the cost of living and will make already existing foreign loans to mount, thereby increasing the 

country’s indebtedness. 

 

                                                           
* Tel.: 00905532621733, E-mail address : abduseid_ali@yahoo.com 
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In line with these theoretical perspectives, the Marshall-Lerner condition has been cited as a technical 

reason why a reduction in value of a nation's currency need not immediately improve its balance of trade. 

The Marshall-Lerner condition states that a real devaluation (or a real depreciation) of the currency will 

improve the trade balance if the sum of the elasticites (in absolute values) of the demand for imports and 

exports with respect to the real exchange rate is greater than one. In insightful terms, if the domestic 

currency devalues (i.e. the cost of foreign goods increases relative to the cost of domestic goods), there will 

be a positive quantity effect on the balance of trade, because domestic consumers will buy fewer imports 

and foreign consumers will buy more of exports; but offsetting this is a negative cost effect on the balance 

of trade, since the cost of imports will be higher.  

 

The J curve which is the trend of a country’s trade balance following a devaluation or depreciation under a 

certain set of premises may weaken the immediate benefits from devaluation. A devalued currency means 

imports are more expensive, and on the assumption that the volume of imports and exports change little 

immediately, this causes a depreciation of the current account (a bigger deficit or smaller surplus). After 

some time, though, the volume of exports may start to rise because of their lower more competitive prices 

to foreign buyers, and domestic consumers may buy fewer of the costlier imports. Eventually, if this 

happens, the trade balance may improve on what it was before the devaluation. If there is a currency 

revaluation or appreciation the same reasoning leads to an inverted J-curve. 

 

The Ethiopian Birr has been experiencing continuous devaluation since 1992 from its pegged rate of 2.07 

per US dollar to 5 per US dollar justifying massive overvaluation of the birr which in turn led to 

considerable fall in export prices of the country’s export commodities while the price of manufactured 

imports of the country had increased (Gebrelibanos, 2005). Moreover, the existence high premium on the 

parallel market which was close to 238% on the eve of the devaluation measure cited as a rationale for it. 

Recently, in a very bold and unforeseen move, Ethiopia’s central bank devalued the Birr by 20 percent on 

September 1, 2010. This measure has welcomed by IMF expressing the significance of devaluation in order 

to enhance the competitiveness of Ethiopian products in the global market arena. Besides, IMF advices that 

this move should be supported by appropriate monetary policy to embark upon the expected effect on some 

economic elements.  In the same year the IMF had recommended a 10-percent devaluation of the birr. 

 

 

The central aim of this paper is to reveal the existence of relationship between currency depreciation and 

devaluation of the Ethiopian Birr and overall export value of coffee by employing annual data spanning the 

period 1992/93 and 2014/15. Ethiopia is the world's sixth largest producer of coffee, and Africa's top 

producer. According to the International Coffee Organization (ICO) (2016), Ethiopia's production during 

the crop year (2014/15) was 462,000 tons and domestic consumption is estimated at 193,200 metric tons. 

The coffee production in Ethiopia is critical to the Ethiopian economy with about 25% of the population 

depending directly or indirectly on coffee for its livelihood. Ethiopians consume about half of all coffee 

produced in the country. Coffee is the most important export item for Ethiopia, accounting for 25-30 percent 

of total export revenues in the last two years. The share of coffee in total exports of goods increased to 25.8 

percent in 2014/15 fiscal year higher than 21.6 percent share last year.  

  2. Literature Review  

The empirical evidence on the relationship between devaluation and trade balance is generally diverse with 

the conclusions differing depending on the nature and timing  of the economies and countries investigated, 

the type of methods,  methodologies and models employed, and/or the sample size and data frequency used 

in the specific study. This part dwells on previous or existing literature related to the area under study and 

tries to relate these existing literatures to the study at hand. It is focused mainly on the researches and 

arguments made on the effect of devaluation of currency on countries' trade balance in general and export 

items in particular. 

The existence of a long run relationship is fundamental to the elasticities approach to the determination of 

the trade balance. Depending upon whether the relative import elasticities conform to the Marshall-Lerner 

condition, devaluations may or may not improve the trade balance. The empirical evidence on the presence 

of such a relationship, as well as on the empirical soundness of the Marshall-Lerner condition, however, 
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remains mixed. While the view that devaluation improves the trade balance is empirically supported by 

Cooper (1971), Gylfason and Risager (1984), Bahmani- Oskooee (1985), and Himarios (1989), others have 

challenged this view or provided evidence that the Marshall-Lerner condition holds only for certain 

countries or time periods (Laffer, 1977; Salant, 1977; Miles, 1979; Haynes and Stone, 1982; and Bahmani-

Oskooee, 1994). Rose and Yellen (1989) and Rose (1991) have issued an extensive challenge to the 

optimistic view of the effects of devaluations on the trade balance, providing evidence that there is no 

considerable relationship whatsoever between the trade balance and the real exchange rate. The trade 

balance is unresponsive to the exchange rate in the very short run but is significantly affect in the long run. 

(Shirvani And Wilbratte, 1997) 

Gylfason and Schmid (1983) used parameter estimates of a macro model for five developed countries and 

five developing countries and showed that devaluations enhanced the trade balance of all countries except 

the United Kingdom and Brazil. Gylfason and Rlsager (1984) included the foreign debt in their model and 

assessed the effects of devaluation on the current accounts of eight developing countries and seven 

developed countries (all highly indebted). They showed that devaluations improved the current account of 

all 15 countries except Argentina. Rather than checking the Marshall-Lemer condition, some authors 

established a direct link between the trade balance and the exchange rate. Such an approach provided mixed 

results. Miles [1979] related the trade balance/income ratio to the exchange rate, in addition to income 

(domestic and foreign) and monetary (domestic and foreign) aggregates. By using the first differenced 

variables and measuring the trade balance in terms of domestic currency, he investigated the experience of 

14 countries (developed and developing countries) and inferred that devaluations did not improve the trade 

balances of most of those countries. Moreover, Faini and de Melo (1990) have investigated the effect of 

devaluations on export output. They uncovered that devaluations have no effect on output for exporters of 

primary goods, whereas expansionary for exporters of manufactured goods. 

 

Edwards and Willcox (2003) investigated the effect of devaluation on the trade balance of South Africa. 

They found that, holding all other variables constant, depreciation of local currency raises exports by 1.05 

to 1.12 % in the long run. The implication is that a depreciation of the currency can improve export 

performance, not through lowering the foreign currency price of South African exports, but through raising 

the return to export production via increased prices. As opposed to the above study, Agbola (2004) studied 

about whether devaluation of the Ghanaian currency, Cedi, improves trade balance of the country. The 

study has carried out with the monetary model which is built on the money market equilibrium, and by 

employing annual data spanning the period 1970 and 2002. The results of the inquiry reveals that Ghana’s 

trade balance and key determinants are co-integrated, and thus share a long-run equilibrium relationship. 

Nominal exchange rate (NER), which captures the impact of devaluation on trade balance of Ghana, is 

negative. This indicates that devaluation of the cedi deteriorates trade balance of Ghana in the long run. 

 

In the aftermath of the devaluation move in 2010 by National Bank of Ethiopia, empirical evidences have 

been carried out examining the policy measure from different perspective. Some researchers investigated 

from the perspective of growth in gross domestic product and trade balance whereas others scrutinized from 

the stand point of inflation, imported goods and some other specific export commodities. The study made 

by Genye (2011) indicated that devaluation has a negative effect on Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per 

capita the same year whereas the coefficient for the one year lagged exchange-rate was significantly 

positive; thus, devaluation has a time varying effect. The other master's thesis conducted by Ali (2011) on 

the effect of depreciation of birr on the major export products of hides and skins gives as a brief insight that 

in line with the logic of existence of devaluation, the level of export of hides and skins has been increasing, 

but not at a consistent rate due to other factors. The other recent article written by Temesgen and Gebru 

(2012) tried to carry out a time serious analysis on the effect of currency devaluation on the trade balance 

of Ethiopia using 1989-2008 data. The econometric result of this study indicated that although there was 

momentous positive relationship between trade balance and Real Gross Domestic Product (RGDP) and 

Real Effective Exchange Rate Index (REERI), currency devaluation has a significant inverse relationship 

with that of trade balance. In a sense, devaluation failed to improve Ethiopia’s balance of trade. 

Furthermore, in plain language, the study found out that though the value of exports had been increased in 

the years after devaluation of Birr, it was insufficient to offset the massive increment of imports. Hassen 

(2010) argues that for the M-L Condition to be achieved(that is, for devaluation to encourage a move to 

larger export revenues and have any positive effect on Ethiopia’s trade balance), the collective elasticities 

of demand for exports and imports should be greater than one (that is, it should be elastic.) However, exports 

and imports may not be responsive to changes in exchange rates after all. Therefore, the devalued birr may 
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have a deteriorating  consequence on Ethiopia’s trade imbalances. He also mentioned the effect of J-curve 

and reveals that since Birr has been devaluating since 1995 and the current improved and official 

devaluation signifies that the preceding devaluation moves were not effective,  the theorized J-Curve effect 

seems inapplicable for Ethiopia. 

3. Data Sources and Methodology 

Secondary data crucial for this study have been taken from different national and global sources. Among 

them, National Bank of Ethiopia, Ethiopian Revenue and Customs Authority and Ministry of Finance and 

Economic Development of Ethiopia used as main source nationally whereas, International Monetary Fund 

(IMF) internationally to collect exchange rate and value of coffee export for fiscal period of 23 years. 

Weighted average nominal exchange rates were taken from National Bank of Ethiopia for the fiscal year 

1992/93-2014/15 whereas; total values of coffee export were obtained from IMF and Ethiopian Revenue 

and Customs Authority for the same period.  

 

In order to examine the relationship between currency depreciation and devaluation of the Ethiopian Birr 

and overall export value of coffee simple linear regression method has been employed. The two-variable 

linear model, or simple regression analysis, is used for testing hypotheses about the relationship between a 

dependent variable Y and an independent or explanatory variable X and for prediction. Simple linear 

regression analysis usually begins by plotting the set of XY values on a scatter diagram and determining 

by inspection if there exists an approximate linear relationship. Simple linear regression is the least squares 

estimator of a linear regression model with a single explanatory variable. In other words, simple linear 

regression fits a straight line through the set of n points in such a way that makes the sum of squared 

residuals of the model (that is, vertical distances between the points of the data set and the fitted line) as 

small as possible. 

 

With n data points {yi, xi}, where i = 1, 2, …, n. The goal is to find the equation of the straight line 

 

                                     y= β0 + β1χi+u                                                                                    (1)     

 

which would provide a "best" fit for the data points. Here the "best" will be understood as in the least-

squares approach: such a line that minimizes the sum of squared residuals of the linear regression model 

 

When the scatter plot suggests that the model is realistic, we use the data to estimate this line. The notation; 

 

                                    ŷ=�̂�0+ �̂�1 χi                                                                                                                                        (2)     

 

represents a sample equation that estimates the linear model. In the sample equation, the y-intercept (a) 

estimates the y-intercept �̂�0 of the model and the slope (�̂�1) estimates the slope. Substituting a particular x-

value into β0 + β1χi provides a value, denoted by ŷ that predicts y at that value of x. 

This study analyses the following distinct but related, aspects of linear relationships through least square 

method, 

i. It investigates that whether there is an association (positive or negative) between depreciation and 

devaluation of Ethiopian currency, Birr and the export value of coffee. The slope β1 of the prediction 

tells us the direction of the association. Its sign indicates whether the prediction line slopes upward or 

downward as the depreciation and devaluation of the currency increases, that is whether the association 

is positive or negative.  

ii. It studies the strength of their association using the correlation measure of association. Pearson 

correlation coefficient, also known as r, R, or Pearson's r, measures of the strength and direction of the 

linear relationship between two variables. Hence, using r we gauge the strength of the linear relationship 

between depreciation and devaluation of Ethiopian currency, Birr and the export value of coffee. 

iii. It estimates a regression equation that forecasts the value of the coffee export from the change in 

currency depreciation and devaluation. The coefficient of determination denoted R2 (R-squared) 

measures the success of the regression in predicting the values of coffee export within the sample. It 

shows how much variation or fluctuation in the value of coffee export can be explained by currency 

depreciation and devaluation and how much is explained by other independent variables. 
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EViews and Exel Spreadsheets were used to analyze the data of the study. EViews was used to analyze the 

linear relationships between currency depreciation and devaluation of the Ethiopian Birr and overall export 

value of coffee through least square method. EViews (Econometric Views) is a statistical package for 

Windows, can be used for general statistical analysis and econometric analyses, such as cross-sectional and 

panel data analysis and time series estimation and forecasting.  

4. Major Findings 

In this section we try to apply the simple linear regression analysis to show whether there is an association 

between currency depreciation and devaluation (expressed by annual weighted average nominal exchange 

rate of Ethiopian Birr per US Dollar) and value of coffee export (taken as annual US Dollar value of 

exports). Ordinary Least square method used to determine the relationship of these two variables. The 

results of our analysis are summarized in the table below. 

 

 

Table 1. Information from Eviews for regression analysis of y = value of coffee export and x = currency 

devaluation using Least Square Method 

 

Regression Statistics 

Multiple R 0.888419287 

R Square 0.789288829 

Adjusted R Square 0.77875327 

Standard Error 2.142855318 

Observations 22 

 

 

 

The above table shows that the slope, β1, is 3.06 , which is positive indicating that there is a positive 

relationship between devaluation of Birr and value of coffee export. Therefore, the relationship between 

these variables can be depicted by a straight line in the following scatter plot diagram. The scatter plot 

provides a visual check of whether a relationship is approximately linear. 

 

The scatterplot suggests that the model as; 

 

                               COFFEXP= 0.0178+3.06*EXRATE                                                     (3)     

 

where,COFFEXP = value of coffee export in US dollars 

 

             EXRATE = Weighted average nominal exchange rate (Ethiopian Birr per US Dollar) and 0.0178 

and 3.06 are estimators of true parameters. 

ANOVA         

  df SS MS F Significance 

F 

   

Regression 1 344.0044727 344.00447 74.91666 3.382E-08    

Residual 20 91.83657825 4.5918289      

Total 21 435.8410509          

         

  Coefficients Standard 

Error 

t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 

95% 

Lower 

95.0% 

Upper 

95.0% 

Intercept 3.058606519 0.972875702 3.1438821 0.005109 1.0292234 5.08799 1.0292234 5.087989666 

125.8 0.017739667 0.002049539 8.6554409 3.38E-08 0.0134644 0.022015 0.0134644 0.022014931 
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Figure 1.  Scatter plot and prediction equation for y = value of coffee export and x = devaluation of birr. 

(Author's calculation result) 

 

 
 

 

Based on the above regression equation we can develop the prediction equation as follows; 

 

 

               COFFEXP= 0.0178+3.06*EXRATE                                                                     (4)     

 

Therefore, the dependent variable that is the value of coffee export can be predicted by putting some value 

on the independent variable which is the rate of exchange. Our estimate may not be accurate because of 

other factors that affect the value of coffee export.  

  

For the sample data, a comparison of the actual values of coffee export to the predicted values checks the 

goodness of the prediction equation. For an observation, the difference between an observed value and the 

predicted value of the response variable is called the residual. A positive residual results when the observed 

value y (value of coffee export) is larger than the predicted value ŷ (COFFEXP), so y - ŷ ˃ 0. A negative 

residual results when the observed value is smaller than the predicted value. The smaller the absolute value 

of the residual, the better is the prediction, since the predicted value is closer to the observed value. 

4.1   The Correlation between Coffee Export and Depreciation and Devaluation of Birr  

 

The slope β1 of the prediction equation tells us the direction of the association. Its sign indicates whether 

the prediction line slopes upward or downward as x increases, that is, whether the association is positive or 

negative. The slope does not, however, directly tell us the strength of the association. The reason for this is 

that its numerical value is intrinsically linked to the units of measurement. 

 

The correlation, which is designated by r, shows the standardized version of the slope. Its value, unlike 

that of the ordinary slope β1, does not depend on the units of measurement. The standardization adjusts the 

slope β1 for the fact that the standard deviations of x and y depend on their units of measurement. The 

correlation is the value of the slope would take for units such that the variables have equal standard 

deviations. 

 

                                                   σexrate 

                                                       r =  σcoffexp     β1                                                                          (5)      

y = 0,0178x + 3,06
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The results of Eviews (table 1.1 and figure 1.1) show that r2 = 0.7892 when we put this value into square 

root we get, r = √0.78928 = 0.8884 which is 88.84%. This figure confirms that there is strong positive 

relationship between devaluation of Birr and value of coffee export. Hence, other things being constant, the 

policy measure of devaluing/depreciating the currency against other foreign currencies results the increment 

of the value of coffee export which the country is making abroad. This finding is similar to the results of 

Ali (2011) which studied the effect of currency devaluation on the export value of hides and skins that is 

the other major export item the country is making. However, his result indicated that the relationship of 

devaluation of currency and export value of hides and skin is in the short run due to inconsistency in their 

long run association. Contrary to this and Ali's study, the findings from the article of Temesgen and Gebru 

(2012) pointed out that although the value of general export has been increased in the years after devaluation 

of Birr (specially after 1992), it failed to cover the enormous increase of imports to make the trade balance 

positive. 

 

The other output is r2 (r-squared) or sometimes called coefficient of determination. R2 is the ratio of the 

explained variation compared to the total variation; thus, it is interpreted as the fraction of the sample 

variation in y (value of coffee export) that is explained by x (devaluation of Birr). We can get the value of 

r2 as follows; 

 

                              r2 = Ʃ(y- ӯ)2 - Ʃ(y- ӯ)2                                                                                 (6)     

                                           Ʃ(y- ӯ)2 

 

As it can be clearly demonstrated in table 1.1 the value of r2 is 0.7892 or 78.92%. It shows 78.92% of 

variation or fluctuation in the value of coffee export can be explained by currency depreciation and 

devaluation and the rest, 21.08%, is explained by other independent variables. Generally speaking, r2  value 

above 70% is believed to be an acceptable and meaningful result. Consequently, we can safely say that the 

depreciation and devaluation of Birr explains the variation in the value of coffee export.  

 

 

 

Figure 2. Trend of weighted average nominal exchange rate (Birr per US Dollar) pertaining to the period 

1992/1993 - 2011/12 (author's own chart based on data taken from National Bank of Ethiopia (NBE)) 

 

 
 

The above graph depicts the trend of weighted average nominal exchange rate of Birr per US Dollar for the 

period 1992/93- 2014/15. As it is clearly shown, due to market forces and government interventions 

(National Bank) the value of Birr has been depreciating and devaluing successively. In particular, the 

massive devaluation of Birr against other foreign currencies in 2010 results in the upward trend as shown 

in the above graph. 

 

Figure 3. The trend of value of coffee export in US Dollar for the period spanning 1992/1993- 

2011/12(author's own chart based on data taken from IMF staff country report) 
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The above graph portrays the value of coffee export in US Dollars spanning from 1992/93- 2014/15. The 

value of coffee export experienced a fluctuation due to many internal and external factors. Depreciation 

and devaluation of Birr is assumed to influence the value of coffee export since it affects the price that is 

supplied to international consumers. After 1992 and 2010, the periods in which enormous devaluations 

took place, the value of export shows a sharp rise. This may confirm the assumption of positive correlation 

between depreciation and devaluation of Birr and the value of coffee export.  

5. Conclusion 

 

The objective of this work is to add to the existing empirical literature on the effect of currency depreciation 

and devaluation on the value of some export items. It examines the relationship between depreciation and 

devaluation of Ethiopian Birr and the value of coffee export during the period 1992/93 - 2011/12. During 

these span of time, the National Bank of Ethiopia took several policy measures to depreciate and devalue 

birr. Massive devaluation has taken place during the years 1992 and 2010 by 58% and 20% respectively. It 

is an admitted fact that the value of coffee export can be influenced by many other factors such as 

international coffee price, whether condition, farming style, government's incentives and restrictions on the 

production and distribution of coffee etc are some of them. The main focus of this inquiry made by taking 

one factor i.e. depreciation and devaluation of currency to ensure the existence of relationship with coffee 

export. This study used simple linear regression analysis to observe the association between the value of 

coffee export of Ethiopia and the depreciation and devaluation of Birr during the period 1992/93-2014/15. 

It emphasized on r and r2 to gauge the correlation between those variables. The statistical results point out 

that there is strong positive correlation between currency depreciation and devaluation and value of coffee 

export during the study period. This doesn't mean that depreciation and devaluing currency has only merits 

in all aspects. For developing countries like Ethiopia proper care must be taken to trim down inflation and 

other adverse effects which emanates from depreciation and devaluation the currency. Hence, the 

government should utilize appropriate monetary measures in order to curb the ever mounting inflation. It 

is left to other researchers to scrutinize the short run and long run relationship taking other factors into 

consideration. 
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Abstract 

The aim of this paper is to relate globalization with Welfare State. Some argue that 

globalization poses a serious threat to Welfare State and therefore questions it 

sustainability. On the other hand, some other suggests that Welfare State has to expand 

more as economies are integrating. After reviewing different hypothesis on the relationship 

between globalization and welfare state, we empirically examine the relationship by using 

29 countries covering 1980 through 2010. We find that partisan politics matter for the 

relationship. In addition, we find evidence in favor of compensation hypothesis in Social 

Democrat Welfare State regime, whereas efficiency effect is in place in liberal Welfare 

States. 

 

Keywords: Globalization; Welfare State; Social Security Expenditures; KOF Indeks  

 

1. Introduction 

 This paper aims to relate two important concepts; globalization and the Welfare 

State (WS). While WS is a concept to define developed capitalist countries especially after 

the World War II, globalization represents a new order; transformation of the capitalism 

since 1980s. It is well known that globalization poses a serious threat to WS and therefore 

questions its sustainability. In short, it is proposed that the transformed capitalist system 

will contradict with the current structure of the WS, and eventually will alter it. 

 The inability of liberal capitalism to eliminate business cycles and financial crises 

and solving income inequality and social injustice problems led capitalism to enter a 

different phase after the World War II. The main factors of this model which is called as 

Interventionist Capitalism are the followings: 
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1. Keynesian monetary, fiscal and protective foreign trade policies to prevent 

economic crises and fluctuations. 

2. Fordist industrialization policy where states take an active role. 

3. WS which takes on a task that it provide economic and social well-being for their 

citizens. 

 

 These three elements complement and interact with each other. The new model 

aimed both mass production-mass consumption and accommodation between capital and 

labor so that it achieves economic as well as social stability.  In the beginning, WSs were 

considered to be a state model which assures a basic standard of income (job), nutrition, 

health, housing and education to every citizen. WS, with this definition, includes the aspect 

of universal social rights secured by the state and becomes only welfare provider (Holm, 

2010). The manifestation of the British Labor Party in 1945 election was a good reflection: 

“jobs for all” and “social insurance against the rainy day” (Korpi, 2003). 

 The objectives of WSs are efficiency objective, insurance and supporting living 

standards (economic security) objective, decreasing inequality (justice) and redistributing 

the income objective, and social cohesion/integration objective. Efficiency objective 

regards the state interventions to market failures such as adverse selection and externalities 

which cause deviations from optimum level. Insurance and supporting living standards 

objective accounts for reducing and preventing poverty and assuring living standards of 

citizens by providing a lifelong stable income and consumption levels. Decreasing 

inequality (justice) and redistributing the income objective concerns redistributing the 

income in favor of low income people (vertical justice) and distributing welfare benefits 

appropriately across people with similar conditions and criteria (horizontal justice). Finally, 

social cohesion objective regards that receiving welfare benefits is a right, and therefore 

welfare provisions should be provided without discrediting people. These welfare 

provisions are pension and health insurance schemes, student loans, child benefits, orphans 

pensions, disability / invalidity benefits, unemployment benefits and the minimum wage. 

 Considering these criteria, the WS classification of Esping-Andersen (1990) stands 

out in the literature: Liberal (Anglo-Saxon) WSs (Australia, Canada, Japan, Ireland, New 

Zealand, United Kingdom, United States); conservative-corporatist (Bismarcyan) WSs 

(Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, 

Spain, Switzerland); social democrat WSs (Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden).  

 In liberal WS model, state exists as a residual provider. State undertakes the 

insurance objective via means tested assistance, modest universal transfers and modest 

social insurance. There are minimum wage, a minimum level of decommodification 

(income support to those outside the labor market) and stratification (the effects of welfare 

policies on social class and mobility). The state aims to increase labor demand via wage 

flexibility. 

 In conservative-corporatist model, the redistributing income objective of the state 

comes to fore. While the main provider is family and household, state contributes 

significantly. The degree of stratification and decommodification which protect labor rights 

differ across countries.  
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 In social democrat model, state exists as a comprehensive provider. It aims to 

maximize the living standards of its citizens because social welfare is considered as a 

universal right. In these types of countries, public employment is large and labor markets 

are highly regulated. 

 In addition to the above models, there are two new WS regimes. The first is 

Southern / Mediterranean model that consists of Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain. In this 

group, WS is immature since they lack a sound social protection network. There are highly 

protected groups as opposed to very low protected groups. The second is Former Eastern 

Bloc countries / Post-Communist (New WS) model which include Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech 

Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia and 

Ukraine. While some of these countries try to maintain the old Bismarcyan WS tradition, 

the others try to get closer to capitalist social WS model to combine socialist universalism, 

equality and redistributive structure (Batic, 2011 and Begg, Mushövel and Niblett, 2015). 

 Globalization is the main external threat to the WSs. While the starting point of 

globalization is technological, there are three other dimensions of globalization; economic, 

political and cultural. The revolutionary innovations in communication and transportation 

technologies led faster and cheaper way of communication and transportation. The 

economic consequences of information/communication revolution brought about more 

crucial changes. Economic globalization consists of three pillars: competitiveness pressures 

in international goods and services markets, the multinationalization of production regimes 

and the capital mobility thanks to the integration of financial markets (Garrett, 1998). In 

addition to these, a long-term indicator of globalization is the expected convergence in 

wages and prices. 

 According to Anthony Giddens, globalization is political and socio-cultural 

phenomenon as well as its economic and technological characteristics. Political and cultural 

globalizations are also expected to take place in long-term. According to the former, 

democratization and rule of law will spread and the importance of nation-state will 

diminish. Regarding the latter, lifestyles, consumption habits in different countries will 

resemble to each other through time, but regional differences will still remain (Yay, 2009).  

 Having introduced the main arguments on WS and globalization, the paper 

proceeds as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the hypotheses on the effects of globalization 

on WSs. In Section 3, we describe the data and test the hypotheses empirically. Section 4 

concludes. 

2. Hypotheses on the Effects of Globalization on WSs 

Four major hypotheses addressing the effects of globalization on WSs are brought forward: 

 

Efficiency Hypothesis: 

 Efficiency hypothesis claims that globalization has a negative influence on WSs 

and cause reduction in WS expenditures. This hypothesis is also called as “Downward 

harmonization hypothesis”, “disciplining hypothesis”, and “A race to bottom”. In a world 

that integration of global markets is growing, a direct and firm trade-off is arriving; 
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governments are inevitably accommodating the demands of the markets and taxes and 

public expenditures are supposed to decrease (Garret and Mitchell, 2001).  

 According to this hypothesis, globalization makes WS dysfunctional and 

unsustainable by causing change both in macro and micro politics by way of the 

international trade openness and the increase in international capital mobility. In the macro 

sense, it can be said that WS’s the most important complementaries domestic currency and 

fiscal policy are losing their functions to some degree with globalization. It has two main 

reasons: 

 

i) When control on the international capital movements decreases, the power of 

domestic currency on stating national interest rates comparatively weaken and 

monetary policy loses its function (Yay, 2009). 

ii) The international capital mobility weakens the countries’ fiscal policy 

autonomy. It happens by several ways. First, governments are strained to 

finance budget deficits according to world interest rate. If the world interest 

rate is high, expansionary fiscal policy becomes costly. Second, capital 

mobility increases capital owners’ bargaining power and induces foreign 

borrowing instead of domestic borrowing which ultimately forces 

governments to increase borrowing rates. Another channel is that high interest 

rates put pressure on exchange rate and increase current account deficit. 

Fourth, the high mobility of real and financial capital makes difficult to tax 

them and additionally, directs capital owners to countries with lower taxes 

(Genschell, 2004). This decreases WS’s power to tax the capital, the tax 

incomes and prevents to use tax incomes as a tool of redistributing income. 

This tax rivalry causes both decreasing tax rates/tax volumes and changing the 

composition of tax. The former amounts to decreasing taxes to optimal levels; 

and the second means directing taxes from mobile production factos (e.g. 

capital) to immobile production factors (e.g. labor) (Navarro et.al., (2004), 

Chen et. al., (2014)) and replacement of direct taxes with indirect taxes.  

 

Compensation Hypothesis: 

 According to the first argument supporting the compensation hypothesis, 

trade/financial openness and the multinationalization of production increase uncertainty, 

volatility, risk of inequality and unemployment; which leads to insecurity in the society. 

The larger openness and risk the greater the public sector to compensate for it (Rodrik, 

1998; Garrett and Mitchell, 2001)). According to Rodrik, globalization requires "not smaller 

instead greater governments". According to Garrett, although the increased trade and 

financial openness are not the only reasons for income inequality and unemployment, they 

had detrimental effects on labor. Multinationalization however has led to increase in 

insecurity.  

 Efficiency and compensation hypotheses are fiscal, industrial and social responses 

of governments against globalization. These hypotheses clearly contradict with each other. 

Lower taxes and higher spending raises serious governance problems. According to another 
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interpretation of these hypotheses, the degree of balance between these two hypotheses is 

more important than the question of which hypothesis is correct. 

 

Corvilineer Effects and Convergence Hypothesis: 

 Another hypothesis claims that globalization has curvilinear relationship with the 

WS.  Accordingly, WSs converge to each other via globalization. Rodrik (1997, 1998), 

Garret (1998) and Hicks (1999) show that trade and investment openness have corvilinear 

effects. In empirical studies, the linear term of globalization is found to be positive but the 

squared term of globalization is found to be negative. Hence, globalization forces countries 

with low and high welfare spending to a “normal” welfare level. That is, generous WSs 

which are globalizing reduce welfare spending whereas minimal WSs will expand thanks to 

globalization. We can say that globalization is a symmetric convergence process that 

pushes low welfare spending countries to increase their spending and big spender countries 

to decrease their spending (Braddy et al., 2005). 

 

Varieties of Capitalism Hypothesis: 

 Some sceptics argue that globalization has very little or no effect on WSs (Garrett-

Mitchell, 2001; Atkinson, 2002; Mosley, 2003; Wilensky, 2002). According to this 

hypothesis, each nation’s own history (institutions, culture), the structure of the WS (type, 

level, generosity), the labor market structure, the political system (democracy, political 

stability, political parties, election systems etc.) and policies are more important (Politics 

still matter). For these reasons, each capitalist economy reaches to a different (regime-

specific) WS (Navarro et.al, 2004; Yoon, 2009; Chen et. al., 2014). Hence the impact of 

globalization on WSs is neither uniform nor unidirectional. 

3. Data and Empirical Results  

3.1 Data 

 We employ social security transfers over GDP, which comes from Comparative 

Political Data Set (CPDS) (Armingeon, et al., 2013) to measure the WS. It covers social 

assistance grants and welfare benefits paid by general government (benefits for sickness, 

old-age, family allowances, etc.). Globalization is a multi-dimensional phenomena and 

therefore it is difficult to measure it. For this reason, many studies employ different 

indicators such as openness (export and import as a share of GDP), foreign direct 

investments in GDP, portfolio investments in GDP etc. However, all these indicators cover 

only one single dimension of globalization. In this study, we use KOF indices of 

globalization developed by Dreher (2006), Dreher et al. (2008) and ETH (2014). KOF 

indices include economic, social, political and overall degree of globalization.  

 Economic globalization is measured by actual flows of trade and investments, and 

by restrictions on trade and capital such as tariff rates. Social globalization is measured by 

three categories of indicators: personal contacts, such as telephone use and tourism; 

information flows, e.g. number of internet users; and cultural proximity, e.g. trade in books 

and number of Ikea warehouses per capita. Political globalization is measured by the 

number of embassies and high commissions in a country, the number of international 
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organizations of which the country is a member, the number of UN peace missions the 

country has participated in, and the number of international treaties that the country has 

signed since 1945. Finally overall degree of globalization is calculated as the weighted 

average of economic, social and political globalization where the most weight is given to 

the social globalization. 

 We also employ several control variables. To measure the size, we include GDP, 

to measure macroeconomic conditions we include inflation, budget deficit in GDP, 

government gross debt in GDP; and to measure demographic characteristics we include 

population and dependency ratio. Deficit and debt data come from CPDS and IMF 

respectively, whereas all the other data come from World Development Indicators (WDI, 

2015). Our final data set consists of 23 developed economies (Australia, Austria, Belgium, 

Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, 

Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Spain) 

in addition to 6 transition economies (Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, 

Slovenia) and over the period 1980-2010†. 

 Our empirical specification is the following:  

 

𝑊𝑆𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 + ∑ 𝛽𝑖𝑍𝑖𝑡
𝑘
𝑖=2 + 𝛿𝑖 + 𝛾𝑡 + 휀𝑖𝑡                                           (1) 

 

where WS is the social security transfers in GDP, Globalization is the associated KOF 

index, and Z is the set of control variables, 𝛿𝑖 describes country fixed effect, and 𝛾𝑡 
describes year fixed effect. 

 Figure 1 depicts the evolution of globalization and social security transfers in GDP 

in the sample period for selected countries. First of all, we observe a clear trend of 

globalization in all countries. Hence there is no difference across countries in terms of 

economic, social and political integration. However, welfare spending differs considerably. 

For instance, in social democrat WSs (Denmark, Sweden) the spending reaches to almost 

90 percent by the mid of 1990s, and then decreases dramatically. There is a decrease in 

spending in Germany after Euro, whereas this decrease happens in France before Euro. In 

UK, there are two episodes of large decreases in spending; one in late 1980s and the other 

one is in mid 1990s. Whereas in US spending follows a smoother path than UK just like 

France. Another important observation is the impact of 2008 great depression. Spending 

increases significantly in Denmark, France, United Kingdom, and United States. In Sweden 

and Germany however, the initial increase in 2008 dies out immediately after one year. 

These graphs show that there are not only between WS regime differences also within WS 

regimes differences in terms of WS provisions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
† Data for transition economies start from 1995. 
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Figure 1: Social Security Transfers in GDP and Globalization in selected countries 

 

 

 

 
Source: Comparative Political Data Set and KOF Indices of Globalization 
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3.2 Empirical Results 

 

 

 Table 1 presents the baseline estimation results for all countries in panel A, and 

western European countries in panel B.  Regarding panel A, results show that only social 

globalization has statistically significant effect on WSs. The positive impact indicates that 

on average countries increase their social security spending with social globalization. 

According to the results in panel B, none of the globalization indicators are statistically 

significant. Therefore, no dimension of globalization affects Western European WSs in the 

sample period.  

 

Table 1: Globalization and the WS 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Panel A: All countries     

Index of Globalization 0.058    

 (0.044)    

Economic Globalization  0.035   

  (0.032)   

Political Globalization   -0.002  

   (0.018)  

Social Globalization    0.045* 

    (0.026) 

log GDP per capita -3.886** -3.759** -3.648** -3.693** 

 (1.667) (1.704) (1.517) (1.512) 

Inflation -0.043* -0.043 -0.053** -0.048** 

 (0.024) (0.026) (0.023) (0.023) 

Deficit/GDP -0.198*** -0.198*** -0.196*** -0.195*** 

 (0.043) (0.041) (0.044) (0.046) 

Government gross debt 0.014** 0.017** 0.019*** 0.016** 

 (0.007) (0.007) (0.006) (0.007) 

log Population 1.605 1.359 0.867 1.912 

 (4.154) (4.272) (4.036) (3.946) 

Dependency 0.110* 0.107* 0.093 0.094 

 (0.059) (0.060) (0.061) (0.059) 

Constant 25.314 28.356 37.306 21.484 

 (64.102) (66.136) (60.707) (59.466) 

Observations 729 729 729 729 

R2 0.918 0.918 0.916 0.919 

Panel B: Western 

European Countries 

    

Index of Globalization 0.009    

 (0.046)    

Economic Globalization  0.015   
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  (0.041)   

Political Globalization   -0.015  

   (0.020)  

Social Globalization    0.013 

    (0.029) 

log GDP per capita -3.178 -3.091 -3.232 -3.400 

 (2.146) (2.095) (2.117) (2.299) 

Inflation -0.012 -0.011 -0.014 -0.012 

 (0.025) (0.029) (0.026) (0.025) 

Deficit/GDP -0.224*** -0.222*** -0.224*** -0.225*** 

 (0.059) (0.056) (0.060) (0.061) 

Government gross debt 0.017* 0.017* 0.019** 0.016* 

 (0.008) (0.009) (0.008) (0.009) 

log Population 7.852 7.948 7.944 8.002 

 (5.250) (5.508) (5.718) (4.926) 

Dependency 0.176** 0.177** 0.163* 0.169* 

 (0.079) (0.079) (0.084) (0.086) 

Constant -106.527 -107.716 -105.272 -106.761 

 (105.392) (107.811) (113.994) (103.341) 

Observations 456 456 456 456 

R2 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses. All specifications  

include country and year fixed effects. ***, **, * denote statistical 

significance at 1, 5 and 10 percent, respectively. 

 While globalization indicators are largely insignificant, our control variables 

provide insight on WSs. Specifically, GDP, inflation and budget deficit are negative and 

statistically significant and government gross debt is significant with positive sign in panel 

A, suggesting that as the size and macroeconomic instability increase, welfare spending 

decreases. Among the demographic indicators, only dependency ratio is positive and 

significant (in 2 specifications), indicating that dependency ratio puts pressures for larger 

WSs. Considering the results in panel B, GDP and inflation become insignificant, possibly 

because of low variation of these variables. However, deficit and debt are statistically 

significant, stating that macroeconomic instability is important and dependency ratio is 

significant in all specifications with higher coefficients. Therefore, dependency ration 

appears to be a more important problem for Western European countries.  

 

Table 2: Globalization and the WS. The role of Partisan Politics; all countries 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Globalization 0.068    

 (0.046)    

GlobalizationxRight -0.007    

 (0.006)    

GlobalizationxLeft -0.004    

 (0.005)    
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Economic Globalization  0.047   

  (0.034)   

Economic GlobalizationxRight  -0.006   

  (0.005)   

Economic GlobalizationxLeft  -0.002   

  (0.005)   

Political Globalization   0.001  

   (0.019)  

Political GlobalizationxRight   -0.008  

   (0.006)  

Political GlobalizationxLeft   -0.005  

   (0.006)  

Social Globalization    0.051* 

    (0.027) 

Social GlobalizationxRight    -0.007 

    (0.005) 

Social GlobalizationxLeft    -0.004 

    (0.005) 

log GDP per capita -4.959** -4.673** -4.959** -4.844*** 

 (1.894) (1.941) (1.842) (1.712) 

Inflation -0.034 -0.033 -0.045* -0.039 

 (0.025) (0.027) (0.024) (0.023) 

Deficit/GDP -0.197*** -0.199*** -0.195*** -0.194*** 

 (0.042) (0.041) (0.042) (0.046) 

Government gross debt 0.014* 0.016** 0.019*** 0.016** 

 (0.007) (0.007) (0.006) (0.007) 

log Population 3.387 3.392 2.493 3.630 

 (4.079) (4.252) (3.992) (3.843) 

Dependency 0.111* 0.113* 0.084 0.092 

 (0.059) (0.060) (0.061) (0.059) 

Constant 13.063 10.587 30.714 12.349 

 (64.412) (68.051) (62.208) (59.158) 

Observations 669 669 669 669 

R2 0.922 0.922 0.920 0.922 

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses. All specifications  include country and 

year fixed effects. ***, **, * denote statistical significance at 1, 5 and 10 percent, 

respectively. 

 We analyze the impact of partisan politics on the relationship between 

globalization and WSs in table 2. None of the interactions between globalization and 

government orientation is statistically significant. Therefore for the whole sample, we find 

out that the color of the government does not change the relationship. To check whether 

this relationship also confines to Western Europe, we run the same regression for Western 

European sample and present the results in table 3. 

Table 3: Globalization and the WS. The role of Partisan Politics; Western European 
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countries 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Globalization 0.033    

 (0.047)    

GlobalizationxRight -0.012**    

 (0.005)    

GlobalizationxLeft -0.007    

 (0.005)    

Economic Globalization  0.038   

  (0.037)   

Economic Globalization xRight  -0.011**   

  (0.005)   

Economic GlobalizationxLeft  -0.006   

  (0.004)   

Political Globalization   0.000  

   (0.022)  

Political Globalization xRight   -0.010*  

   (0.005)  

Political Globalization xLeft   -0.007  

   (0.005)  

Social Globalization    0.020 

    (0.030) 

Social Globalization xRight    -0.012** 

    (0.005) 

Social Globalization xLeft    -0.007 

    (0.005) 

log GDP per capita -3.536 -3.087 -3.502 -3.747 

 (2.644) (2.596) (2.649) (2.769) 

Inflation -0.011 -0.009 -0.014 -0.012 

 (0.027) (0.029) (0.027) (0.027) 

Deficit/GDP -0.214*** -0.211*** -0.216*** -0.216*** 

 (0.056) (0.054) (0.057) (0.058) 

Government gross debt 0.016* 0.017* 0.019** 0.016* 

 (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) 

log Population 8.222 8.587 8.027 8.145 

 (5.277) (5.591) (5.632) (5.228) 

Dependency 0.189** 0.196** 0.178* 0.179** 

 (0.077) (0.074) (0.085) (0.083) 

Constant -108.545 -118.667 -102.430 -103.213 

 (100.126) (105.876) (109.635) (104.327) 

Observations 433 433 433 433 

R2 0.917 0.918 0.917 0.917 

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses. All specifications  include  

Country and year fixed effects. ***, **, * denote statistical significance at  
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1, 5 and 10 percent, respectively. 

 According to the results in table 3, partisan politics do matter in the Western 

Europe.  In fact, irrespective of the globalization dimension welfare spending significantly 

reduces if a right-wing government is in power. Whereas neither central governments, nor 

left-wing governments affects the relationship between globalization and WS.  

 Finally, we test for the impact of welfare regimes. As we describe above, there is 

no one single type of WSs. Depending on some particular characteristics, WSs are divided 

into different categories. In table 3, we test whether the relationship between globalization 

and WSs depend on WSs regimes. 

 

Table 4: Globalization and the WS. The role of welfare regimes 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Globalization 0.123**    

 (0.055)    

Globalization xconservative_ws -0.113**    

 (0.051)    

Globalization xmediter_ws -0.087    

 (0.061)    

Globalization xliberal_ws -0.147***    

 (0.049)    

Economic Globalization  0.098***   

  (0.024)   

EGxconservative_ws  -0.094**   

  (0.040)   

EGxmediter_ws  -0.071   

  (0.060)   

EGxliberal_ws  -0.145***   

  (0.043)   

Political Globalization   -0.070  

   (0.124)  

PGxconservative_ws   0.079  

   (0.115)  

PGxmediter_ws   0.070  

   (0.123)  

PGxliberal_ws   -0.004  

   (0.119)  

Social Globalization    0.098* 

    (0.048) 

SGxconservative_ws    -0.098*** 

    (0.035) 

SGxmediter_ws    -0.064 

    (0.047) 

SGxliberal_ws    -0.080** 

    (0.032) 
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log GDP per capita -4.138** -4.171** -3.374** -5.338** 

 (1.933) (1.846) (1.333) (2.344) 

Inflation -0.062 -0.069 -0.071* -0.057 

 (0.047) (0.041) (0.040) (0.045) 

Deficit/GDP -0.210*** -0.195*** -0.218*** -0.209*** 

 (0.046) (0.046) (0.052) (0.049) 

Government gross debt 0.020** 0.021*** 0.024*** 0.018** 

 (0.007) (0.007) (0.006) (0.008) 

log Population 10.214*** 11.493*** 9.960** 9.025* 

 (3.626) (3.770) (3.896) (4.489) 

Dependency 0.118** 0.118** 0.123** 0.094* 

 (0.043) (0.045) (0.053) (0.053) 

Constant -89.842* -106.042* -84.234 -61.794 

 (47.790) (53.268) (50.897) (57.221) 

Observations 576 576 576 576 

R2 0.920 0.921 0.915 0.920 

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses. All specifications include country and 

year fixed effects. ***, **, * denote statistical significance at 1, 5 and 10 percent, 

respectively. 

 

 Results in column 1 show that globalization has statistically significant positive 

impact on Social Democrat countries. While the impact is also positive in conservative 

countries, it is very close to zero. For the Mediterranean countries, estimation results do not 

exert any significant effect. Finally, results indicate that globalization is negatively related 

with WS in liberal countries. Results for economic and social globalization are exactly the 

same with the results in column 1. However, results in column 3 reveal that WS regimes do 

not change the relationship between political dimension of globalization and WS spending. 

Regarding the economic globalization in column 2, estimation results support compensation 

effect in both social democrat and conservative WSs, albeit with a very small impact in the 

latter. Whereas results are in line with efficiency hypothesis in liberal WSs. There is no 

relationship between Mediterranean WS regime and globalization-WS nexus. 

4. Concluding Remarks 

 This paper has discussed the relationship between globalization and WSs in detail 

and put forth that there are different hypotheses depending on how one addresses the issue. 

For that reason the paper has also empirically examined the hypotheses and found that there 

is no or weak direct linkage between globalization and WS. However, partisan politics and 

welfare regimes significantly affect that relationship. We have found strong evidence 

indicating that globalization decreases the social security transfers in Western Europe if a 

right-wing government is in office. In addition, we have detected that compensation 

hypothesis takes place in Social Democratic WS regime, while efficiency hypothesis is in 

force in liberal WSs. Regarding the conservative WSs, compensation hypothesis is verified 
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but the impact is negligible/very small. Finally, social security transfers are not 

significantly related with globalization in Mediterranean countries. 

 These results indicate that while partisan politics matter to some extent, the main 

difference between WSs arises from the regime types. Since different countries respond 

differently to the globalization, WSs appear to be diverging from each other as economies 

are integrating. This divergence makes us ask which WS regime is sustainable.  

 The crisis of Keynesian WSs (KWS) is to a large extent been agreed upon 

although it has been a subject of hot debate since 1990s. The distinguishing features of 

Schumpeterian Workfare States (SWS) which is considered replacing the KWS are the 

followings: “the promotion of product, process, organizational, and market innovation; the 

enhancement of the structural competitiveness of open economies mainly through supply-

side intervention; and the subordination of social policy to the demands of labor market 

flexibility and structural competitiveness” (Jessop, 2007). 

 The structural problems of the WSs that started with globalization highly 

intensified after the 2008 Great Depression. For instance, the inability of WSs to adjusting 

shocks and its structural rigidity came into surface as unemployment increased and social 

problems which arose from labor market rigidity and public financing deepened. The crisis 

threatened WS’s generosity and narrowed its redistributive function. Although the crisis has 

not yet been overcome, the necessity of reforming WSs in a more efficient way appears to 

be inevitable. 
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Abstract 

This paper measures the extensive and intensive margins of Turkey’s exports to the EU-15 

countries over the period 2002-2012. Our results show that Turkey exports in most of the 

product categories of the EU-15 imports from the rest of the world (extensive margin). 

Moreover, the relative share of Turkey’s exports  in the EU market seems to be modest 

(intensive margin). Our findings suggest that Turkey can increase its exports by focusing on 

increasing the volume of its relatively least exported products . 

 

Keywords: Intensive Margin, Extensive margin, Turkey 

1. Introduction 

There is a large empirical literature on the extensive and intensive margins of trade, starting 

with Hummels and Klenow (2005). The margins of trade in the earlier studies are mostly 

calculated at the country-product level. The increasing availability of firm-level data on 

trade, on the other hand, has enabled researchers to present additional evidence of the 

margins of trade which includes the various forms of extensive margins; ie. firm entry and 

exit. (Eaton et. al., 2008, Bernard et. al., 2010, Amador and Opromolla, 2008). However 

there is no consensus on the relative importance of each margin. Indeed, the empirical 

findings are often not compatible because of differences in the definitions of the trade 

margins and sample countries. Some studies have suggested that variation of exports over 

time is largely driven by the extensive margin (Hummels and Klenow, 2005, Evenett and 

Venables, 2002) while others have found that the intensive margin is relatively more 

important for exports (Helpman, Melitz, and Rubinstein, 2008, Amiti and Freund, 2010).    

 

The present paper decomposes Turkish exports to the EU-15 countries into extensive and 

intensive margins over the period 2002-2014. Historically, Turkey has special relations 

with the European Union: It signed the Customs Union Agreement with the EU in 1996 

without being a EU member. Furthermore, the EU countries, as a whole, have been the 

major trade partners of Turkey. Although the share of the EU-15 countries in Turkey’s 

exports has decreased from 56,3% in 2002 to 36% in 2014, it has remained high relative to 

other parties. In this draft version of the paper, following to Hummels and Klenow (2005), 

                                                                 
* Yrd. Doç. Dr. Tuna Dinç Tel.: 02123836710; E-mail address:adinc@yildiz.edu.tr. 
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we first explore how Turkey’s exported product categories are important in imports of the 

EU-15 in all categories (extensive margin). Secondly, we estimate the relative share of 

Turkey’s exports in imports of the EU-15 countries  in those products in which Turkey 

exports to those countries  (intensive margin).  

 

There is a small but growing literature on the margins of Turkish trade. Actually, there are 

two kinds of studies in terms of the disaggregation level of the data used. Some papers uses 

firm-product level data on trade (see, Cebeci and Fernandes, 2015, Dinç, 2015) while the 

others rely on the country-product level of data (see for example, Aldan and Çulha, 2013, 

Ekmen-Özçelik and Erlat, 2013, Türkcan, 2014). From the empirical standpoint, our paper 

is mostly related to Aldan and Çulha, (2013) and Türkcan (2014). Applying a series of 

decomposition methods, including Hummels and Klenow (2005), Aldan and Çulha, (2013) 

investigate the extensive margin of Turkey’s exports between 1993 and 2011. Based on the 

four-digit level of SITC Rev.3 data for the period 1993-2011, they find that Turkey nearly 

exports in all product categories exported in the world. They also suggest that Turkey’s 

extensive margin performance is better than some other developing countries with respect 

to some measures. Using six-digit level of Harmonized System codes, Türkcan (2014) also 

reports that extensive margin, particularly in the form of geographic diversification, is the 

major determinant of Turkey’s export growth over the  period 1998-2011. Our paper 

contributes to the existing literature on the estimation of the extensive and intensive 

margins of Turkey’s export flows, focusing on trade between Turkey and the EU-15 

countries. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2, represents the measurement 

methods of the trade margins. Section 3 reports the empirical results. Finally, we discuss 

our major findings in the last section. 

2. Extensive and Intensive Margins of Trade 

As mentioned in the introduction, we aim to estimate the trade margins of Turkish exports 

to the EU-15 countries. To this end, we use the decomposition methodology proposed by 

Hummels and Klenow (2005). Accordingly, the extensive margin is defined as follows: 

 

𝐸𝑀𝑗𝑚 =
∑ 𝑝𝑘𝑚𝑖 𝑥𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑖∈𝐼𝑗𝑚

∑ 𝑝𝑘𝑚𝑖 𝑥𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑖∈𝐼

                     (1) 

where 𝑗, 𝑚 and 𝑘 denote Turkey, country 𝑚 and the rest of the world respectively.  𝑥  and 𝑝 

shows the quantity and the price of exports flows.  

𝐼𝑗𝑚 term in this equation is the set of product categories in which Turkey has positive 

exports to country 𝑚. In our baseline analyze, it corresponds to the HS-6 digit level of 

product categories.  Equation (1) then implies that 𝐸𝑀𝑗𝑚  equals the ratio of 𝑘’s exports to 

country 𝑚 in 𝐼𝑗𝑚 divided by 𝑘’s exports to country 𝑚 in all product categories. Hence, the 

extensive margin is calculated as a weighted count of 𝑗′𝑠  product categories relative to 𝑘’s  

categories. The importance of the categories in 𝑘’s exports to country 𝑚 is used as weight. 

In other words, extensive margin represents the relative importance of Turkey’s and the rest 

of the world’s product categories in the country 𝑚’s imports.  

The intensive margin, on the other hand, is calculated  as the ratio of Turkey’s exports to 

country 𝑚 divided by the 𝑘’s exports to country 𝑚 in those products in which Turkey 

exports to country 𝑚. 
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𝐼𝑀𝑗𝑚 =
∑ 𝑝𝑗𝑚𝑖 𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑖∈𝐼𝑗𝑚

∑ 𝑝𝑘𝑚𝑖 𝑥𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑖∈𝐼𝑗𝑚

                       (2) 

 

3. Empirical Results 

 

The sample covers the EU-15 countries which are the major trade partners of Turkey. To 

estimate the margins of trade, we use data for bilateral trade for the period 2002–2014 from 

the UN COMTRADE database. The product categories correspond the level of Harmonized 

System six-digit codes. Figure 1 plots the results of the extensive and intensive margins of 

Turkey’s  exports to the EU-15 countries. 

Figure 1: Extensive and Intensive Margins of Turkey’s Exports  

 
Notes: The margins of trade are separately calculated as a cross-country geometric average 

of equation (1) and (2). 

As shown in  Figure 1, Turkey’s extensive margin has been in the range of 85 to 87 per cent 

over the period 2002-2014. In other words, Turkey exports to the EU-15 in most of the 

product categories of the EU-15 import. On the other hand, Figure 1 shows that the level of 

intensive margin, on average, seems to be modest, ranging from 7 per thousand to 1 per 

cent. Moreover, the data show that the intensive margin of Turkey’s exports has shown an 

upward trend during the related period. 

A similar pattern also holds for the specific countries. The results for the individual 

countries are represented in the appendix.  As shown in the Figures, in most cases, Turkey’s 

extensive margin has been considerably high over the sample period. The degree of 

extensive margin lies between around 80’s and 90’s per cents. Only, Finland and 

particularly Luxembourg are the countries which Turkey has the lowest extensive margins. 
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However, this result does not seem surprising since Turkey’s product categories exported to 

those countries are relatively limited. As for the intensive margin, Turkey’s exports play a 

relatively important role in the imports of the countries such as Greece, Germany, 

Denmark, France, UK, Spain and Italy. In the case of Greece, for example, the share of 

Turkey’s exports has been around 2 per cent level during the 2002-2014. 

4. Conclusion 

This paper measures the extensive and intensive margins of Turkey’s exports to the EU-15 

countries over the period 2002-2014. Applying the measurement methodology developed 

by Hummels and Klenow (2005), we find that extensive margin of Turkey’s exports has 

been quite large over the sample period. According to the results, Turkey exports in nearly 

most of the product categories of EU-15 imports from the rest of the world. The level of 

intensive margin of Turkey’s exports, on the other hand, are found to be consistent with the 

expectations. Accordingly, the relative share of Turkey’s exports in the imports of the 

major EU countries- in those products in which Turkey exports to those countries  –has been 

1 percent. Taken together, the estimations show that Turkey, on average, exports to the EU-

15 countries in many categories with relatively modest amounts. As a result, it may be 

stated that there is room for intensive margin in Turkey’s exports to those countries. In 

other words, Turkey can increase its exports by focusing on increasing the volume of its 

relatively least exported products .  
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A.2. Intensive Margins 
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Abstract 

As a country with the largest moslem population in the world, islamic banks as one of the 

financial institutions play important role in optimizing the population in order to gain 

greater prosperity. Islamic banking system offers partnership models using profit-sharing 

system and business risks where the advantages of islamic banking lies on the profit and 

loss sharing product, known as quasi equity financing which has an impact on economic 

stability. Although numbers of islamic banks increase every year, most people of Indonesia 

are still not aware what and how islamic banks runs the business activities, the people in 

general still see islamic banks similar to conventional banks which are simply labeled 

sharia alone (Muchtasib, 2007). This is supported by Bank of Indonesia statistical data that 

shows the total financing principles for the results (mudaraba) has never never been more 

than half of the total financing of the principle of trading (murabaha). In contradiction, 

islamic banks tend to a rational economic theory, which the islamic bank in Indonesia in 

financial decision-making process still leads to material gain or utility 

 

Keywords: irrational behavior; islamic banks; islamic financing 

1. Introduction 

Islamic banking in Indonesia has grown rapidly in the last eight years shows the 

growth trend continues to increase. In the last eight years assets grew on average by 

37.6% per year. The rapid growth in assets is accompanied by the growth of third party 

funds (DPK) and financing at a fast rate with an average of 37.2% and 37.8% in the last 

seven years. At the end of 2012, Indonesia Islamic banking assets grew 34.1% to reach 

Rp 195.01 trillion, deposits grew 27.8% to reach Rp 147.5 trillion, and financing grew 

43.7% to reach Rp 147.5 trillion (see figure 1). The rapid growth of banking in Indonesia 

is far exceeding the average growth of the global Islamic finance grew an average of 15% 

-20% per year (Simorangkir, 2014)1. 

 

1Iskandar Simorangkir, S.E. M.A. Pengantar Kebanksentralan:Teori dan Praktik di Indonesi, 

hal..377. 
2Hal. 298 
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Figure 1 

The Development of Islamic Banking Indonesia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Sharia Banks Statistic 

 

Though growing rapidly, with the economic development and Islamic finance 

contemporary are not always directly apply purely sharia, the Islamic financial system is 

evolving more towards conventional duplication, including supporting infrastructure 

(Simorangkir, 2014)2. Thus, the general public still thinks that Islamic banks are like 

conventional banks which are simply labeled sharia alone (Muchtasib, 2007). Facts 

show that the persistent dominate the financing agreement and the most preferred by 

sharia banking in Indonesia is murabaha which has a market share ranged from a high of 

62.4% (in 2005) to lowest, but still dominant, amounting to 54.9% (in 2011). While the 

principle of sharing such as profit and loss sharing was never more than half the total 

financing of the principle of trading (Mustika, 2011). It is an interesting phenomenon. 

When viewed from the principle of adherence to Islamic principles of financing the 

purchase and the lease has provoked a bigger gap to drift towards Islamic principles. 

Therefore, when revisited, Islamic banks in Indonesia is like behaving like a 

rational creature. Rational creature (Lea, Tarpy & Webly, 1987)3 in the sense that their 

actions were always guided by a desire to benefit as much as possible (maximizing 

utility). However, Islamic banks have restrictions the value that is absent in 

conventional banks. Thus, Islamic banks have limited cognition in take investment 

decisions. 

This paper wants to prove whether Islamic banks behave rationally or bounded 

rationally in their investment decision-making process. 

 

2. Profit and Loss Sharing as Main Characteristic of Islamic Banks 

Profit and Loss Sharing or the sharing system is the difference between 

conventional and Islamic banks, so that the sharing system is a common characteristic 
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and the basis for the overall operations of Islamic banks (Yuliana; Antonio, 2001)4. 

Grounding or main postulate of practice for the results in Islamic banking that is 

contained in the Quran surah Al Muzzammil: 20, Al Jumuah: 10, and Al-Baqarah: 198. 

Moreover, the existence of the sharing principle is also included in the Banking Act, 

namely Sharia Law No. 21 of 2008, as the following excerpt: 

 

"Principles of Islamic Banking is part of the teachings of Islam with regard to the 

economy. One of the principles of Islamic economics is the prohibition of interest 

in its various forms, and using the system include of sharing principle. With 

sharing principle, Sharia banking can create a healthy investment climate and fair 

because all parties can share both the advantages and the potential risks arising 

that would create impartial position between bank and its customers. In the long 

term, it will ensure equitable distribution of the national economy for the benefit 

results not only enjoyed by the owners of capital, but also by the manager of 

capital. " 

 

In the Islamic banking, sharing system is also called mudaraba or qiradh 

(Yuliana). This agreement is a form of cooperation between the owners of capital and 

someone who is guided by a sense of mutual help (Hasan, 2003). In Islamic banking, 

implementation of the sharing principles realized in mudaraba and musharaka (Yuliana). 

The use of mudaraba effect on the functioning of the collection and distribution of funds 

(financing), while the musharaka is one of financing strategies. 

On the financing by mudaraba contract, Islamic banks act as their owners and 

customer as a fund manager. The benefits received by Islamic banks of the contract is 

the portion of profits from the business carried on by the customer. While on musharaka 

financing contract, both Islamic banks and or for customers, both contribute to venture 

capital. Furthermore, profit has been distributed in accordance with the large proportion 

of capital are included as well as the contribution of business management (Salman, 

2012). 

 

3. Limitation Values are Contained in Islamic Banks 

Islamic economy system is different from the conventional system which using 

self-interest principle as its basic concept. Islamic economy push its follower to sacrifice 

to get the material or property in various ways, as long as it follows the guidelines that 

have been set. The guidelines are: seek which is halal and good; do not use a wrong 

(bathil) way; do not exaggerate/exceed the limit; do not treated badly nor treating other 

badly; dissociate from usury, maisir (gambling and intended speculation), and gharar 

(obscurity and manipulative), and do not forgetting the social responsibility such as 

zakat, infak (donation) and alms (Antonio, 2001)5. 

Moral economic model which promoted by Islamic bank aim to create a good life 

(mashlahah) and have falah value on its role. 

 

4. Implications of Limitation Values on Islamic Bank’s Investation 

Explicit apparent wisdom behind the prohibition of usury is the embodiment of a 

fair equation between property owners with the business, as well as the risks and 

5Dr. Muhammad Syafi’I Antonio. M.Ec. Bank Syariah dari Teori ke Praktek, hal. 12 
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consequences tansporting manually courageous and full of a sense of responsibility 

(Qardawi, 2002). The principle of justice in Islam is not partial to one side, but both are 

in a balanced position. 

In the graphics can be shown that the increase in the interest rate of y% to x% has 

reduced the number of possible investment from Q1 into Q2 (see figure 2). The rate rise 

has been stemming the flow of investments for Q1-Q2. Because of this, usury is 

forbidden in Islam (other than reasons of morality). 

 

Figure 2 

Interest Rate and Investment Relations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Source: Text book “Pengantar Kebanksentralan: Teori dan Praktik di Indonesia” 

 

An explanation of the above, the implications of the prohibition of usury in the 

real sector, among others: 

 Optimizing of investment flows smoothly channeled to the real sector. 

 Preventing the accumulation of wealth to a group of people, when it has the 

potential to exploit the economy (economic actors exploitation over others; system 

exploitation on economic actors). 

 Preventing the emergence of disturbances in the real sector, such as inflation and 

the decline in macro-economic productivity. 

 Promote the creation of economic activity that is fair, stable, and sustainable 

through a mechanism for productive results. 

 

With the prohibition of usury and gambling in Islam, the flow of investment to be 

optimal and smoothly channeled to the productive sectors. Meanwhile, in the 

conventional system, not hoarded wealth is invested, and the interest rate system make 

investment flows are not optimal and not smooth due in part. While the absence of the 

ban gambling, some investments are not channeled into productive sectors. The 

existence of financial institutions such as the Islamic bank aims to facilitate the flow of 

investment into the real sector (Simorangkir, 2014)6. 

 

5. Rationality VS Bounded Rationality in Decision Making on Islamic Banks 

     Islamic financing portfolio based on agreement shows that financing murabaha not only 

Q2 Q1 

y % 

x % 

I % 

Q (I) 0 

6Iskandar Simorangkir, S.E. M.A. Pengantar Kebanksentralan:Teori dan Praktik di Indonesia, 

hal. 259 
7Ikhwan Abidin Basri, MA. Manajemen Risiko Lembaga Keuanngan Syariah, terjemahan dari 
Tariqullah Khan dan Habib Ahmed, hal. 58 
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dominated, but also experienced steady growth in comparison with other types of financing 

(see table 1). One of the reason is because of the risk of fixed-income assets such as 

murabaha considered to be the lowest compared to other financing agreement (Khan and 

Ahmed, 1998). 

 

Table 1 

Funding Given Composition BUS and UUS (%) 

Year Mudaraba Musharaka Murabaha 

2010 12,66 21,45 55,01 

2011 9,96 18,47 54,91 

2012 8,15 18,76 59,66 

2013 7,40 21,66 60,05 

2014 7,20 24,78 58,88 

Average 9,07 21,02 57,70 

Source: Sharia Banks Statistic 

 

Table 1 above indicated that Islamic banks behave not to like risk. Islamic banks would 

prefer certain return investment to uncertain return investment like in mudaraba or 

musharaka  agreement. Some economists claim that the reason why the bank did not 

choose this financing agreement is because it is not advantageous in terms of portfolio 

diversification and also must have a high risk. Moreover, the use of financing 

agreement of mudaraba and musharaka in both sides of balance sheet bank, will lead 

systemic instability (Abidin Basri, 2008)7. Based on this phenomena, we can say that in 

decision-making, Islamic bank behave rational. Based on neo-classic theory, rational 

behaviour always face of choices to get maximum utility, so that it have principle of 

rational choice (Prather, 2006; Zafirovski, 1998; Mangos and Lewis, 1995; Kahneman 

and Davis, 1991; Hogarth and Reder, 1987; Etzioni, 1986 and 1988; Kahneman and 

Tversky, 1984; March, 1978; Becker, 1976; and Weber, 1968), then it become a 

rational action (Koppl dan Whitman, 2004). The theory states that rational action lead 

to material profit or utility (Yang and Lester, 2008; Prather, 2006; Kahneman and 

Davus, 1991; Etzioni, 1986 and 1988; Kahneman and Trevsky, 1984;). Based on neo-

classic theory (Meyer, 1983; Etzioni, 1986; Yang dan Lester, 2008), rational choice 

theory (Bouffard et al, 2010; Etzioni, 1986) and decision-making theory (Mellers et al, 

1988; Meyer, 1990)8 corporate managers in decision making always principled 

rational. 

  

H1: Islamic bank behave rationally in decision-making processes that take into 

account risk and return. 

 

The dominance of finance in murabaha agreement does not make the return of 

this agreement be the greatest (see table 2). Instead, the greatest return rate  is in 

mudarba agreement, which have higher risk then in murabaha. In the other words, the 

relation between risk and return is linear (Prabowo, 2009)9. According to Eri Wibowo 

and Hardiwinoto (2014), economically mudaraba in line with Islamic principles and 

provitable as a business.  

 

8(Hardiwinoto, SE, M.Si, 2011). Perilaku Rasional Para Manajer dalam Pengambilan 

Keputusan Keputusan Pembiayaan Melalui Bank Syariah. MAKSIMUM, Vol. 1. No. 2, Maret 
2011, hal. 89. 
9Yudho Prabowo, Analisis Resiko dan Pengembalian Hasil pada Perbankan Syariah: Aplikasi 

Metode VaR dan RAROC pada Bank Syariah Mandiri, La_Riba Jurnal Ekonomi Islam, Vol. 

III, No. 1, Juli 2009, hal. 95 
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Table 2 

Equivalent Rate/Sharing Result/Fee/Bonus BUS and UUS (%) 

Year Mudaraba Musharaka Murabaha 

2010 17,39 14,52 15,30 

2011 16,05 13,64 14,72 

2012 14,90 13,44 13,69 

2013 14,40 12,45 13,18 

2014 20,69 13,61 15,43 

Average 16,69 13,53 14,46 

Source: Sharia Banks Statistic 

 

Nevertheless, in fact, Islamic bank preference is still in murabaha. Thaversky 

(2000) explained about Prospect Theory which related to the idea that people is not 

always behave rationally. This theory argued that there is the inherent bias and always 

exists. It is motivated by psicological factors considering preference as a considered-

decision fungtion and assume that it is not appropriate with probability. 

Although Islamic bank make effort to behave rationally, the decision-making it is 

controlled by basic islam values (Simorangkir, 2014) and still make systematic fault in 

decision-making. As a result,  their behavior violate axioms of economic theory 

(Thaler, 1985). Therefore, we can also say that islamic bank behave bounded 

rationality.  Herbert Simon (1955) said that this concept refer to proof that human 

cognitive capability is limited. The signs of the limited cognition are seen on the  

judgement and decion-making process. As reflected in value function shaped 

asymmetric between gains and losses (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979;1982;1984)10. 

 

H2: Islamic bank behave limited-rational on decion-making process considering 

risk and return 

 

6. METHODS/ DESIGN/APPROACH 

This paper uses approach  by the theory of rational and bounded rationality. Data 

obtained from historical data several journals, books, and other sources. Based on a set 

of data, the authors invite readers to get together to discuss about related topic. 

 

7. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 

In their research to explore the impact of psychological biases, and notably 

emotional biases on the rationality of economic decisions, Sami JARBONI and Younes 

BOUJELBENE (2012)11 said that the attitude of the agent towards the risk shows that 

the economic agent is risk averse in case of gains and risk-taker in the event of loss, 

thus confirming the S form of the utility function proposed by Kahneman and Tversky 

(1979). This theory is based on the introduction of the effect of psychology on the 

agent decisions. According to Kahneman and Teversky, the agent’s behavior is 

affected by psychology or cognitive biases, such as emotional bias. Thus, the prospect 

theory of Kahneman and Teversky proposes that the utility function is concave agents 

in the field of earnings (reflecting an aversion to risk in case of earnings). At the 

10Rahmat Hidayat, 2003). Rasionalitas Semu dan Anomali dalam Perilaku Ekonomi. Buletin 

Psikologi, Th. XI. No. 1, Juni 2013, hal. 39 
11Sami JARBUI and Younes BOUJELBENE. The Behavioral Appoach and The Rationality of 

Economic Decisions: Application to Bank Manajer. Global Business and Management 

Reseach, An International Journal (2012), Vol. 4, No. 2, 2012, hal. 217 
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contrary, this function is convex for losses (reflecting a taste for the risk when it comes 

to losses). 

However, the effect of the presence of optimism as a behavior that affects the 

rationality of economic decision is siginifant. Considering, optimism bias leads 

economic agents to feel that their future will be better compared to others. Thus, the 

rationality of these decisions is limited (bounded rationality). Moreover, we find that 

economic agent is more optimistic, more rationality of decision is limited or irrational. 

From the result obtained, we find the optimistic behavior of an agent affects the 

rationality of their economic decisions and act on their choices. So their hypothesis  

that the economic decisions of agents are not perfectly rational and psychological 

biases (particularly bias emotional) are possible sources of bounded rationality or 

irrationality of economic agents is empirically validated. 

Contradiction with Sami and Younes (2012), Hardiwinoto (2011) said that 

according to the theory of neo-classical (Meyer, 1983; Etzioni, 1986; Yang and Lester, 

2008), theory of rational choice (Bouffard et al, 2010; Etzioni, 1986) and the theory of 

decision-making (mellers et al, 1988; Meyer, 1990) the manager companies is always 

principled in rational decision-making. From the perspective of the above theory, 

choose financing through bank also principled rational. 

Rational choice made because there is a choice between conventional and 

Islamic banks, as well as a large selection of bank products and financial mechanisms 

(Tamimi, Lafi and Uddin, 2009; Gait and Worthington, 2008; Dusuki and Abdullah, 

2007; Yunus, 2005; Rosita, 2005, Mangkuto, 2005; Gerard and Cunningham, 1997; 

Harton, Ahmad and Planisek, 1994). Benefit considerations (Ajmi et al, 2009) carried 

out taking into account the cost of capital (Shubber and Alzafitri, 2008 and Rammal 

and Zurbreugg, 2004)12. 

According of these illustration, we have more discussed about it. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper highlights that islamic banks behave far from the rational expectation 

of the traditional economic literature. It has long been assumed that economic agents are 

fully rational and they essay always to maximize their own utility function. In term of 

managerial decision, they are assumed to be methodic and use scientific criteria among 

the decision making process, while we demonstrate here that they are affected by their 

psychological biases and so they aren’t fully rational. 

Indonesia islamic banks are normal and they are affected by their psycology and 

emotions. A thing that may explains manajerial decision’s distortions. It is the time to 

discuss how financial institutions arrive to delimit the effect of the personal agent 

characteristics (emotions, psychological biases) on decision making efficiency. 
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Abstract 

The study tries to investigate the determinants of economic growth in Ethiopia. In doing so, 

it uses time series data for the period between 1980 and 2014. Seven important determinants 

are identified through extensive review of theoretical as well empirical literature. These 

include health and education expenditure, gross capital formation, openness to trade, foreign 

direct investment, inflation, and freedom and democracy indices. The study employs 

Johansen’s multivariate cointegration and causality approach and Error Correction Model 

(ECM). The result of the study reveals the presence of long run relation between economic 

growth and its determinants. Education and health expenditure, and inflation have found 

growth-enhancing while domestic investment and foreign direct investment have found 

detrimental to growth in the short run. However, openness, freedom and democracy have 

found insignificant in affecting growth in the short run in Ethiopia. From causality analysis 

and error correction model, it is inferred that the determinants as a whole jointly cause growth 

in the short run and relate with growth in the long run.  

Key Words: Economic growth; Ethiopia; Cointegration Analysis; Error Correction Model; 

Granger Causality    

1. Introduction 

Ethiopia is one of the world’s poorest countries and majority of its people are amongst the 

poorest in the world. (Bigsten et al, 2002; Diao et al, 2005; Kedir and McKay, 2003) 

According to World Bank, 29.6% of Ethiopians were poor in 2011, earning only 0.5 USD a 

day. Although the level of poverty has been decreasing through time (for example, it was 

38.9% in 2004), the country is still under chronic poverty. According to the United Nations 

Development Program (2014), eight out of ten people were multidimensional poor in 2011 

and deprived from more than two third of such welfare measure as education and health 

facilities, and accessibility to clean water, proper sanitation and cooking fuel. Moreover, the 

country was ranked 173rd from 186 countries in Human Development Index in 2014, 

performing below the Sub-Saharan average. Such extreme poverty was even below the 
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country’s standard and is aggravated by the striding inflation since 2005. (Geda and Yimer, 

2014) According to a study by Leite et al (2009), poverty reduction in Ethiopia performs 

disappointing accompanied by a surge in income inequality in which, according to World 

Bank (2014), Gini coefficient for the country has increased from 0.298 in 2005 to 0.336 in 

2011. This exposes the rising incidence of income inequality in the country. Moreover, 

unemployment and underemployment best portrays the youth and is one of the critical 

socioeconomic problems facing the country. (Mulu, 2012)  

As a recent phenomenon of interesting, however, Ethiopian economy has become one of the 

fastest growing economies in the world. According to IMF (2014), the average annual growth 

rate of real GDP was 10.9% for ten consecutive years since 2004. In 2012, real GDP 

registered a relatively robust growth rate of 8.8% compared to Sub Saharan average of 5.5%. 

(NBE, 2013) Similarly it grew by 9.7% in 2013 and placed as the twelfth fastest growing 

economy in the world. (African Economic Outlook, 2014) So what determines economic 

growth in Ethiopia? What are the factors behind such miraculous growth that has being 

registered for the last decade?  

There are a number of studies conducted on growth determinants in Ethiopia. For example, 

Easterly (2002), Semlali (1999), Geda et al (2002), Balcha (2011), Haile and Assefa (2006), 

Tadesse (2013), Asfaw (2015), Mustefa (2014) and Hundie (2014), Gebru.  However, there 

are only few that based on new growth theory and at the same times covered the period since 

when continues economic growth has being registered in the country. The traditional growth 

theory, as applied by many literatures, focuses on labor, capital and type of technology as the 

main determinants of growth and seldom cited determinants of long run economic growth 

and development such as saving, investment and institutional framework. (Kogid et al, 2010) 

Moreover, the effect of democracy and freedom on the country’s economic growth is rarely 

studied.   

Thus, in attempting to investigate the factors behind economic growth and hence, examining 

the way it contributes in poverty reduction, the paper tries to find out the determinants of 

economic growth in Ethiopia. The paper emphases on the new growth theory and it focus on 

investment, macroeconomic policy, international trade, human capital, democracy and 

freedom as determining determinants of growth.   

2. Literatures Review  

There are two different theories that articulated on source and determinants of economic 

growth. The first is the neoclassical growth theory which bases itself on the Solow (1956) 

growth model. The theory emphasized the role of investment and identifies capital, labor and 

type of technology as the main source of growth. Theory of endogenous growth developed 

by Romer (1986) and Lucas (1988) is the other strand of more recent one which focuses on 

human capital and innovation as key factors for growth. The attention in this new growth 

model goes to technological change, the role of government, trade policy and human capital 

development. Furthermore, non-economic explanation of growth became a growing literature 

that resulted in the development of the division of growth determinants as “proximate”, which 

focuses on capital, labor and technology; and “fundamental”, emphasizing on institutions, 

legal and political system, socio-economic factors, demography and geography. (Kogid et al, 

2010; Balcha, 2011; Petrakos et al, 2007).  

There are numerous empirical findings that documented the determinants of economic 
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growth. Conducive and stable macroeconomic environment is one of the most significant and 

decisive determinants of economic growth. Fischer (1993) found out that economic growth 

is negatively associated with macroeconomic policy indicators of high inflation, large budget 

deficit and distorted foreign exchange market. Bruno and Easterly (1998) indicated that 

growth is retarded during periods of high inflation crises and recovers strongly and rapidly 

after inflation falls. According to Fischer (1991) and Clements et al (2003), external debt has 

growth-inhibiting effect. According to Prasad et al (2007), there is positive correlation 

between current account balance and growth among nonindustrial countries. Similarly, 

Edwards (2004) found that current account reversals had negative effect on real growth. On 

the other hand, Calderon et al (2002) evidenced the negative association of the indicators but 

the causality goes from economic growth to current account deficit. 

Investment is another important determinant of growth. In neoclassical growth model, capital 

is considered as significant, though provisional, source while endogenous growth models 

incorporate investment as substantial and permanent determinant of economic growth. 

According to Oketch, (2006), high investment in physical and human capital is the sources 

of labor productivity and per capita growth in African nations. As of De Long and Summers 

(1990), investment in machinery and equipment drives faster growth. According to 

Blomstrom et al (1993), high rates of capital formation supplements with rapid growth in per 

capita income. Mustefa (2014) and Hundie (2014) also found that investment has a strong 

positive impact on economic growth in Ethiopia both in the short run and long run.   

Human capital formation is also one of the most important determining factors of economic 

growth. It is commonly measured by education and health variables like years of schooling, 

school-enrolment rates, tests of mathematics and scientific skills or educational and 

expenditure, nutrition, life expectancy, survival rate or prevalence of disease. (Petrakos et al, 

2007) According to studies by Barro (1989), Mankiw et al (1992), Glaeser et al (1995), 

Temple, (1999), Cissone and Papaioannou (2006), Kalaitzidakis (2001), Gebrehiwot (2014) 

and Kumsa (2014), for instance, human capital is found to be positively and significantly 

related with economic growth. However, some studies evidenced the reverse, among them 

are Pritchett (2001), Benhabib and Spiegel (1994) and Krueger and Lindahl (2001).  

As one of the most important growth determinants, foreign direct investment (FDI) 

influences growth through transfer of foreign capital and technology and internalizing 

economic activities. It is included and its role is stressed in most of endogenous growth 

models. (Petrakos et al, 2007) Several empirical findings confirm the significant and positive 

relationship between foreign direct investment and growth. These includes, Borensztein et 

al, (1998), Mello (1999), Balasubramanyam et al (1996), Alfaro (2003) (on manufacturing 

sector), Menamo (2014), Lucie (2012) and Haile and Assefa (2006).  

Openness to trade is widely incorporated in several growth models as one of the most 

important determinants of growth. According to Petrakos et al (2007), the effect of openness 

can be explained through channels such as exploitation of comparative advantages, 

technology transfer and knowledge diffusion, increasing scale of economies and exposure to 

competition. There are several literatures that unveil the significant and positive link between 

openness and growth. These include Saches and Warner (1995), Yanikkaya (2002), Andersen 

and Babula (2008) Bourdon et al (n.d), Tadesse (2013) and Asfaw (2015).  

A number of theoretical as well as empirical studies documented the role of institutions to 
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growth as one of its crucial determinants. Cross country growth differences are also explained 

partly by differences in institutions across countries. Following the definition given by North 

(1990), Acemoglu (2008) elaborate that three important features of institutions are worth 

noting. First, institutions are “humanly devised” in which they are created and run by human 

being in contrast with other factors outside human control, like geographic forces. Secondly, 

institutions are the “rule of game” which once set then control the human behaviour. Thirdly, 

the effect institutions impose is seen through shaping human behaviour and thus the 

incentives they provide. Institution has also been understood from what it meant to serve in 

fostering economic freedom, political freedom and/or civil liberties. There are different 

studies conducted in attempt to find out the role of institutions to growth. The finding by 

Barro (1994) reveals that the presence of rule of law, free markets, small government 

expenditure and high human capital found favourable for growth. According to Barro (1994) 

and Tavares and Wacziarg (2001), however, the overall effect of democracy is not growth-

driving. Ali, (1997) and Ali and Crain (1999) documented that economic freedom is more 

robust in affecting growth than political freedom and civil liberties. Vijayaraghavan and 

Ward (2001) have found that security in property right and size of government (government 

consumption) is growth-enhancing. In a study by Mo (2001), corruption has a robust 

depressing effect on human capital, share of private investment and economic growth. 

Acemoglu et al (2003) reveals that countries with weak institutions tend to experience deeper 

economic instabilities through different channels, among them are microeconomic and 

macroeconomic tools.    

3. Data and Methodology 

The study employed time series data from the World Bank (WB), United Nations Conference 

for Trade and Development (UNCTAD), Ministry of Finance and Development (MoFED), 

National Bank of Ethiopia (NBE), The Freedom House and Center for Systematic Peace 

(Polity IV Project). The study contemplates the time period between 1980 and 2014, 

considering the availability of data and the need of large sample size. In this study, seven 

variables are identified and amalgamated in the model as growth determinants. These are 

human capital (expenditures on education and health as proxy) (EHE), investment (gross 

capital formation as proxy) (GCF); trade openness (OPP); foreign direct investment (FDI); 

inflation (Consumer Price Index) (INF); freedom (Freedom House Index as proxy) (FREE); 

and democracy (Polity IV polity score as proxy) (DEM). The study employs the Johansen 

approach for multivariate cointegration analysis and Error Correction Model for causality 

analysis.   

The conventional neoclassical growth model, as briefed in chapter one, is expressed as 

follows  

𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑘, 𝑙)                   (1)  

Where, y, k and l represent level of output, physical capital and human capital respectively. 

The functional form of exact relationship between the dependent and independent variables 

in the general form is expressed as follows: 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑖𝑡)         
                    (2) 
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In this equation 𝑥𝑖𝑡  represent the independent variables functional to 𝑦𝑡  at time t. 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3… 

n, where n is the number of independent variables included in the model.  In its linear form, 

the equation can be expressed as follows:  

𝑦𝑡 = 𝛽0 +  𝛽𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑡                   (3)   

Where, 𝛽0 and  𝛽𝑖 are unknown parameters of the model. The economic model in equation 

(3) shows an exact or deterministic relation between dependent and independent variables. 

Most interesting, however, is the inclusion of an error term that allows capturing other 

variables that is related with the dependent variable but cannot be included in the model. 

Equation (4) provides such an inexact functional relation between the variables. 

 𝑦𝑡 = 𝛼0 +  𝛽𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑡 + ԑ                 (4) 

Where, ԑ is an error term (disturbance term), which is a random variable that captures those 

factors that are not explicitly included in the model. The error term is identically and 

independently distributed with mean zero and constant variance.    

Following these general specification of the functional and linear form of growth equations, 

the economic growth function of Ethiopia is expressed mathematically as follows:  

𝑦𝑡 = 𝑓(𝐸𝐻𝐸𝑡 , 𝐺𝐶𝐹𝑡 , 𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑡 , 𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑡 , 𝐼𝑁𝐹𝑡 , 𝐹𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑡 , 𝐷𝐸𝑀𝑡)              (5) 

The value of the variables are fixed for a given time t. According to Verbeek (2004), 

logarithmic form of the variables is most appropriate and easy for estimation and 

interpretation as it allows elasticity measures to be directly estimated. In addition, it is helpful 

to escape from the problem of hetroscedasticity that arouse due to substantial difference in 

observational units. Thus, except for indices of freedom and democracy, all level variables 

are transformed to logarithmic form. The mathematical expression is presented as follows.   

𝐿𝑅𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐿𝐸𝐻𝐸𝑡 + 𝛽2𝐿𝐺𝐶𝐹𝑡 + 𝛽3𝐿𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑡 + 𝛽4𝐿𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑡 + 𝛽5𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐹𝑡 + 𝛽6𝐹𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑡 +
𝛽7𝐷𝐸𝑀𝑡 + ԑ                                        (6) 

The notation 𝐿 refers to logarithm; 𝛽0, 𝛽1, … , 𝛽11 are coefficient parameters, interpreted as 

the relative change in real GDP due to a relative change in respective determinants (except 

for indices of freedom and democracy.)  

Unit root test is the first step in any time series analysis and it is conducted to determine 

whether the data is stationary or not. A stationary (non-stochastic) process retains constant 

mean, variance and covariance through time, which is important for consistence estimation. 

In addition, in estimating models like equation (6), considerable attention is made regarding 

the existence of spurious regression that allows the regression of non-stationary time series 

and unrelated variables to yield statistically significant relations and thus misleading 

estimation and test statistics. (Gujarati, 2004, Verbeek, 2004) 

Consider an AR(1) process, 

∆𝑦𝑡 = 𝛿 + 𝞺𝒚𝒕−𝟏 + ԑ𝒕                   (7) 
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Where ∆𝑦𝑡 is first difference of 𝐸𝐻𝐸𝑡 , 𝐺𝐶𝐹𝑡 , 𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑡 , 𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑡 , 𝐼𝑁𝐹𝑡 , 𝐹𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑡 , 𝐷𝐸𝑀𝑡  and ԑ𝒕 is the 

random error term. Dickey-Fuller (DF) test, as developed by Dickey and Fuller (1979), can 

be conducted by testing the hypothesis that 𝞺 = 0. If 𝞺 ≥0, 𝑦𝑡  is said to be a non-stationary 

series and thus its variance varies with time. 𝑦𝑡  is stationary if |𝞺| < 0. The conventional test 

statistics is the standard t-statistics given by, 

𝐷𝐹 =
�̂�−1

𝑠𝑒(�̂�)
                    (8) 

Where, 𝑠𝑒(�̂�) stands for the conventional standard error of the estimator, �̂�.  

For a case of an autoregressive process of higher orders, the Augmented DF (ADF) test is 

devised. Consider an AR(p) process, 

∆𝑦𝑡 = 𝛿 + 𝞺𝒚𝒕−𝟏 + 𝞱𝟏𝒚𝒕−𝟏 + ⋯ + 𝞱𝒑−𝟏𝒚𝒕−𝒑+𝟏 + ԑ𝒕               (9)  

Where p is the order of autoregressive process AR(p) and 𝜃1, …,𝜃1 are constants. p is selected 

based on the minimum Akaike Information Criterion value, as given by equation (15) or 

Schwartz Information Criteria (SIC). The test statistics is similar as in equation (8) and the 

null hypothesis that 𝞺 = 0 is rejected when 𝞺 is found positive in absolute value and 

statistically significant. These tests can be conducted by incorporating a constant term only 

or a trend and constant term or neither of them in to the test regression.    

The DF test assumes that the error terms are identically and independently distributed, while 

ADF test controls possible serial correlation in the error terms by adding the lagged difference 

terms of 𝑦𝑡. Thus, while normality is stressed in DF test, problem of autocorrelation is 

considered in ADF test.   

Another alternative approach is the PP test which is a non-augmented Dickey-Fuller test 

devised by Phillips and Perron (1988). It uses “non-parametric statistical method” to control 

possible serial correlation of the error terms without including the lagged difference terms 

of 𝑦𝑡. (Gujarati, 2004) Considering the regression in equation (7), the PP test statistics is 

given in equation (10). (Kogid et al, 2010)   

𝑃𝑃 = 𝑡𝛿 (
𝛾0

𝑓0
) −

𝑁(𝑓0−𝛾0)(𝑠𝑒(�̂�))

2𝑓0
1

2⁄ 𝑠
 ;  𝛾0 =  

(𝑁−𝑘)𝑠2

𝑁
              (10) 

Where, 𝑡𝛿 is the t-ratio of δ, s is the test regression standard error, 𝛾0 stands for consistence 

estimate of the error variance, k is the number of regressors, N is the number of observations, 

and 𝑓0 is the estimator of the residual at zero frequency.   

The long run relations of the series can be seen using cointegration test. Two economic series, 

𝑦𝑡  and 𝑥𝑡, are said to be co-integrated and share a common linear stochastic trend if they can 

be transformed to a stationary series, say to equation (11), even though they are not stationary. 

(Verbeek, 2004) Thus, co-integration implies that the transformed series possess a stationary 

and finite variance although the series are not stationary and have infinite variance. (Eagel 

and Granger 1987) Testing for stationarity of the disturbance of the regression of 𝑦𝑡  on 𝑥𝑡, 

can equally mean testing for the presence of cointegration between the variables. The 
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presence of co-integration between two series, in turn, verifies the existence of long run 

equilibrium relation between them, in which economic theory most often is expresses as 

equation (11). (Verbeek, 2004; Gujirati, 2004)  

ԑ𝒕 = 𝑦𝑡 − 𝛼0 −  𝛽𝑥𝑡                 (11) 

There are two important tools for verification of presence of cointegration between two 

series. The first one is the Engel-Granger (EG) or Augmented Engel-Granger (AEG) 

methodology. It is a DF and ADF unit root test on the residual obtained from regression of 

say 𝑦𝑡  on 𝑥𝑡 (as in equation (11)). If the residual founds stationary, then the regression of 

equation (3.11) is said to be cointegrating regression. The second one is Conintegrating 

Regression Dublin-Watson (CRDW) Test. In this test, the Dublin-Watson (d) obtained from 

cointegrating regression of equation (11) is used to verify the presence of cointegration.  It is 

based on the null hypothesis that the series are cointegrated and we test for d = (1-�̂�) = 0. 

(Gujarati, 2004)  

These tools, however, have their own problems. The residual based estimation lack power in 

using all available information and results are sensitive to normalization of residuals. In 

addition, separate estimation procedure is not devised in case of multivariate cointegration. 

(Verbeek, 2004) An alternative and more powerful methodology, Johansen approach, is 

formulated by Johansen (1988) and Johansen maximum likelihood estimation procedure is 

employed in this study. 

The cointegration analysis based on Johansen’s approach allow for testing a number of 

cointegrating relations. Consider a vector representation of 𝑦𝑡  as given in equation (12). 

(Verbeek, 2004) 

∆𝑌𝑡 =  𝛿 + 𝛤1∆𝑌𝑡−1 + ⋯ + 𝛤𝑝−1∆𝑌𝑡−𝑝+1 + П𝑌𝑡−1 + ԑ𝒕            (12) 

This is a vector autoregressive (VAR) representation involving up to p lags. П represents the 

long run matrix which determines the long run dynamic properties of 𝑌𝑡.  

If all elements in 𝑌𝑡 are I(1) (integrated of order one) and no cointegrating relations exist, then 

П = 0 and equation (12) represent as a stationary VAR model. In case when all elements in 

𝑌𝑡  are I(0) (stationary), П will have full rank (number of columns in 𝛽 matrix), i.e. П = 1. In 

another scenario, if П has a rank of r, in which, 𝑟 ≤ 𝑘 − 1, then the elements in П have 

stationary linear combinations. For such a case, the matrix П has a reduced rank, i.e. a rank r 

in which it is at most equal to the number of independent linear relationships (𝑟 ≤ 𝑘 − 1). П 

can be expressed as equation (13). (Verbeek, 2004)   

П = 𝛾𝛽′                 (13 

Where, 𝛾 is a 𝑘 × 𝑟 and 𝛽 is a 𝑟 × 𝑘 matrices. In this scenario, there exists r number of 

cointegrating relationships, i.e. linear combinations which are stationary. Substituting 

Equation (13) to equation (12) produces the following. (Verbeek, 2004)   

∆𝑌𝑡 =  𝛿 + 𝛤1∆𝑌𝑡−1 + ⋯ + 𝛤𝑝−1∆𝑌𝑡−𝑝+1 + 𝛾𝛽′𝑌𝑡−1 + ԑ𝒕            (14) 
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Equation (14) is the Vector Error Correction Model (VECM). It explains the behaviour of 

the series in the short run that is consistent with cointegration relationship in long run. The 

Johansen approach is, hence, is the maximum likelihood estimation of the system in equation 

(14) based on the restriction imposed as equation (13). (Verbeek, 2004) The estimates of 𝛤 

represent the short run relationship while estimates of 𝛾𝛽′ amalgamates long run information 

and 𝛾 represents the speed of adjustment to equilibrium.   

Four important steps are followed in Johansen approach of cointegration analysis and Error 

Correction Methodology before moving to the process of estimation. The first one is testing 

for the order of integration and hence, presences of unit root in the series. Second, it is 

important to determine the appropriate lag length, i.e. the order of the vector autoregression 

(VAR), k. This is done by employing Akaike Information Criterion (SIC) or Schwartz 

Information Criterion (SIC). For example, the value of AIC is calculated using equation (15) 

and the lag length of a model with the smallest AIC value will be chosen. The third step 

involves the decision on the inclusion of an intercept or a trend term in the long run or short 

run or in both models. (Verbeek, 2004)   

𝐴𝐼𝐶 = −2 (
𝑙

𝑁
) +

2𝑘

𝑁
                 (15) 

In equation (15), l represent the log likelihood function, k is the number of parameters 

estimated based on N number of observations.  

At the Fourth step, a test is undertaken about the number of cointegrating relationship, i.e. 

the rank of the long run matrix П or the number of columns in 𝛽. There are two important 

tools involving this test. These are Trace test and Maximum Eigenvalue Test. Consider 𝜆𝑗 as 

eigenvalues of a 𝑘 × 𝑘 matrix, which involves a likelihood estimate of 𝛽 for a given rank r 

of П. For a null hypothesis that 𝐻0: 𝑟 ≤ 𝑟0 and an alternative 𝐻1: 𝑟0 < 𝑟 ≤ 𝑘, Equation (16) 

provides a test statistics for Trace Test. (Verbeek, 2004)   

𝜆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒(𝑟0) = −𝑁 ∑ log (1 − �̂�𝑗)𝑘
𝑗=𝑟0+1               (16) 

Alternatively, the test statistics for Maximum Eigenvalue Test is given by equation (17). It 

tests the null hypothesis of 𝐻0: 𝑟 ≤ 𝑟0against the alternative 𝐻1: 𝑟0 + 1. 

𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑟0) = −𝑁log (1 − �̂�𝑟0+1)               (17) 

If the decision from the results of the two tests is different, the result from Maximum 

Eigenvalue Test will be taken as it is more power full than that of Trace Test. (Johansen and 

Juselius, 1990 as cited in Kogid et al, 2010)   

Considering the above discussions, the long run growth equation is given as foloows:  

𝐿𝑅𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑡 = 𝛼0 + ∑ 𝛽0𝐿𝑅𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑡−𝑖
𝑝
𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝛽1𝐿𝐸𝐻𝐸𝑡−𝑖

𝑝
𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝛽2𝐿𝐺𝐶𝐹𝑡−𝑖

𝑝
𝑖=1 +

∑ 𝛽3𝐿𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑡−𝑖
𝑝
𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝛽4𝐿𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑡−𝑖

𝑝
𝑖=1 +  ∑ 𝛽5𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐹𝑡−𝑖

𝑝
𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝛽6𝐹𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑡−𝑖

𝑝
𝑖=1 +

∑ 𝛽7𝐷𝐸𝑀𝑡−𝑖
𝑝
𝑖=1 + ԑ𝒕                    (18) 

In the presence of conintegration and when the series are of I(1), the short run growth 
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estimation can be obtained from the error correction model as presented in the following 

equation.  

∆𝐿𝑅𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑡 = 𝛼0 + ∑ 𝛽0∆𝐿𝑅𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑡−𝑖
𝑝
𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝛽1∆𝐿𝐸𝐻𝐸𝑡−𝑖 +

𝑝
𝑖=1 ∑ 𝛽2∆𝐿𝐺𝐶𝐹𝑡−𝑖

𝑝
𝑖=1 +

∑ 𝛽3∆𝐿𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑡−𝑖
𝑝
𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝛽4∆𝐿𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑡−𝑖

𝑝
𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝛽5∆𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐹𝑡−𝑖

𝑝
𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝛽6∆𝐹𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑡−𝑖

𝑝
𝑖=1 +

∑ 𝛽7∆𝐷𝐸𝑀𝑡−𝑖
𝑝
𝑖=1 + 𝛾𝐸𝐶𝑇𝑡−1 + ԑ𝒕                    (19)               

Where, 𝛾 is the speed of adjustment to equilibrium and 𝐸𝐶𝑇𝑡 is the error correcting term. 

Considering the coefficients of the short run dynamics, i.e, β’s, 𝐸𝐶𝑇𝑡 can be calculated as 

follows: 

𝐸𝐶𝑇𝑡 = 𝐿𝑅𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑡 − [𝛼0 + ∑ 𝛽0𝐿𝑅𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑡−𝑖
𝑝
𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝛽1𝐿𝐸𝐻𝐸𝑡−𝑖 +

𝑝
𝑖=1 ∑ 𝛽2𝐿𝐺𝐶𝐹𝑡−𝑖

𝑝
𝑖=1 +

 ∑ 𝛽3𝐿𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑡−𝑖
𝑝
𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝛽4𝐿𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑡−𝑖

𝑝
𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝛽5𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐹𝑡−𝑖

𝑝
𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝛽6𝐹𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑡−𝑖

𝑝
𝑖=1 +

∑ 𝛽7𝐷𝐸𝑀𝑡−𝑖
𝑝
𝑖=1 ]                (20) 

4. Findings and Discussions.  

Unit root test statistics are presented in Tables 1 and 2. The ADF test statistics indicates that 

except for FDI (at constant and 10% significance level), all variables are found non-stationary 

at level. Similarly, the PP test statistics clarify that all variables are found non-stationary at 

level except for FDI (constant and trend). At first differenced level in the ADF test, however, 

all variables found stationary at 1% significant level for constant as well as constant and 

trend. The exception is for GDP (constant) and EHE (constant and trend), which is of course 

significant at 10% critical level. Similarly, the PP test showed that the first differences of all 

variables are found stationary at 1% significance level independent of the assumption of 

constant or trend inclusions. KPSS test for FDI variable, which possesses different results in 

ADF and PP tests, shows that the series is stationary at level (constant and trend) and at first 

difference (constant and constant and trend). According to NP, however, the variable found 

not stationary at both levels. Because of these differences, it is decided to use the result from 

ADF. The order of integrations, hence, is order one (I(1)). Thus, the growth model will 

integrate all variables in order one to reach at the robust model.     

In order to determine the existence as well as the number of cointegrating vectors in non-

stationary series, cointegrating test is the conduct. This is equal to testing the stationarity of 

the residuals at level. In this respect, the study applies the most common and powerful tool, 

Johansen’s cointegration test which amalgamates Maximum Eigenvalue and Trace Tests in 

its reporting.   

Before we proceed to testing cointegration behavior of the series, important assumption on 

the trend behaviour of the variables shall be done. Most macroeconomic data have 

deterministic trend and this is exhibited by the behaviour of the variables incorporated in the 

model of the study. Moreover, these variables are observed for being stochastic in level. Thus, 

the cointegration test in the study assumes the presence of a linear deterministic trend in level 

data and intercept is included in the cointegrating equation. In addition, the VAR lag length 

selection based on Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), Final Prediction Error (FPE) and 

Hannen Quine (HQ) criteria suggest that the optimal lag length is 2.  
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Table 1. Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) Test Statistics 

Variable Level First Differenced  

 Constant Constant 

and Trend 

Constant  Constant and 

Trend 

LRGDP  2.507750(0) -1.020169(0) -2.214655 (2) -

5.381698(0)*** 

LEHE  2.658186(0) -0.911245(0) -3.715874(0)***  -3.260376(5)* 

LGCF  1.431114(0) -0.927531(0) -6.458546(0)*** -

7.269131(0)*** 

LOPP -0.992533(0) -1.850143(0) -6.255142(0)*** -

6.148608(0)*** 

LFDI -2.927664(8)* -2.702477(8) -9.347452(1)*** -

5.922110(2)*** 

LINF  1.692013(0) -0.506139(0) -4.436849(0)*** -

4.810904(0)*** 

LPOP -0.606647(0) -1.369446(0) -5.694557(0)***  -

5.899242(0)*** 

FREE -1.714012(0) -1.283188(0) -5.593904(0)***  -

5.993103(1)*** 

DEM -1.519382(0) -1.261206(0) -5.600980(0)*** -

5.638158(0)*** 

Source: Own Computation using EViews Results  

     Numbers in brackets indicates number of lags selected based on Akaike Information 

Criteria (AIC) and for FREE and DEM, Schwartz Information Criteria (SIC); *, ** and 

*** indicates significance of test statistics at 10%, 5% and 1% critical levels  

 

Table 2. Phillips-Perron (PP) test Results  

Variabl

e 
Level First Differenced 

 Constant 
Constant and 

Trend 
Constant 

Constant and 

Trend 

LRGDP 3.239428[4] -0.829635[5] -4.406951[2]*** -5.998238[9]*** 

LEHE  2.433422[1] -0.977692[1] -3.772804[2]*** -4.590742[3]*** 

LGCF  5.204653[16] -0.391346[4] -6.452994[1]*** -8.222891[7]*** 

LOPP -1.003925[2] -1.850143[0] -6.235768[2]*** -6.135501[2]*** 

LFDI -2.706878[5]* -5.646385[4]*** -16.50627[5]*** -16.18615[5]*** 

LINF 1.637630[2] -0.736279[3] -4.455523[3]*** -4.768879[2]*** 

LPOP -0.633330[1] -1.369446[0] -5.694519[1]*** -6.076239[5]*** 

FREE -1.646605[2] -1.107698[2] -5.628657[4]*** -6.65206[12]*** 

DEM -1.546160[2] -1.307775[2] -5.600694[2]*** -5.637954[1]*** 

  Source: Own Computation using EViews Results  

Note: Numbers in brackets indicates bandwidth structures selected based on Newey-West 

Bandwidth criteria; *, ** and *** indicates significance of test statistics at 10%, 5% and 

1% critical levels  

The result of the multivariate cointegration test is documented in Table 3. According to both 

Trace statistics and the Maximum Eigenvalue statistics, the null hypothesis of presence of at 

most one cointegration relations is rejected at 5 percent significance level. Thus, there are 
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two cointegrating equations that show cointegration among the variables.  

Table 3. Cointegration Test based on Trace and 

Maximum Eigenvalue Tests   

Trace Statistics, 𝝀𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒄𝒆 

Hypothesized 

No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue 

Test 

Statistic 

0.05 

Critical Value Prob.** 

None *  0.930430  240.3815  159.5297  0.0000 

At most 1 *  0.836674  152.4228  125.6154  0.0004 

At most 2  0.583529  92.62644  95.75366  0.0805 

Max-Eigen Statistics, 𝝀𝒎𝒂𝒙 

None*  0.930430  87.95869  52.36261  0.0000 

At most 1*  0.836674  59.79633  46.23142  0.0011 

At most 2  0.583529  28.90601  40.07757  0.4979 

Source: Own Computation using EViews  

* denotes rejection of the hypothesis at 0.05 level   

** MackKInnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-value 

CE(s) denote number of cointegration equations  

The two potential cointegrating equations are presented in equations (21) and (22), from 

which one is chosen to be incorporated in to the short run dynamic analysis.   

𝐸𝐶𝑀11 = 𝐿𝑅𝐺𝐷𝑃 − 0.028649 ∗ 𝐿𝐸𝐻𝐸 − 0.407146 ∗ 𝐿𝐺𝐶𝐹 + 0.082911 ∗ 𝐿𝑂𝑃𝑃 −
0.043415 ∗ 𝐿𝐹𝐷𝐼 − 0.153331 ∗ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐹 + 0.011687 ∗ 𝐹𝑅𝐸𝐸 + 0.037118 ∗ 𝐷𝐸𝑀 

           (21) 

𝐸𝐶𝑀12 = 𝐿𝐸𝐻𝐸 − 1.007356 ∗ 𝐿𝐺𝐶𝐹 − 2.724267 ∗ 𝐿𝑂𝑃𝑃 + 0.109304 ∗ 𝐿𝐹𝐷𝐼 −
0.564524 ∗ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐹 − 0.026834 ∗ 𝐹𝑅𝐸𝐸 + 0.047281 ∗ 𝐷𝐸𝑀           (22) 

The identification of a unique cointegration equation is conducted by testing weak exogeinity 

of the equations using VEC Granger Causality/Block Exogeneity Wald Test and VEC 

coefficient restrictions. The Granger causality Wald test discloses that LEHE is weakly 

exogenous variable while LRGDP is not. Moreover, the VEC coefficient restriction 

specification of normalizing 𝐸𝐶𝑀12 for LEHE and restricting its adjustment coefficient to 

zero was found to be binding. The LR test for binding restrictions couldn’t reject the 

restrictions imposed on LEHE at conventional significance level while it rejects for LRGDP 

at 1 percent significance level. Thus, the second equation is rejected to enter the short run 

dynamics as it represents long run equation of a weak exogenous variable.   

The next step in Johansen’s cointegration analysis is the estimation of the short run impact 

of growth determinants. The cointegration test as inferred from the test statistics suggested 

two cointegrating equation among the variables. However, it is difficult to interpret 

coefficients from long run estimates when there are more than one cointegrating equations. 
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(Maddala and Kim, 1998) The exogeneity test and VEC coefficient restriction, however, 

rejects the second cointegrating equation and the first equations is, thus, entered in to the 

short run dynamics. The cointegrating series, thus, shall have an error correction 

representation through an error correction term (ECT) in the short run such that it enables to 

understand the nature of adjustment from disequilibrium. Table 4 compiled the results from 

estimation of the short run growth equation. While GCF, EHE, FDI and INF have found 

statistically significant, other variables are not.     

Table 4. Estimation of Short Run Growth Equation  

MODELING DLRGDP 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 

ECT -0.405601*** 0.138679 -2.924746 0.0076 

DLEHE(-1) 0.214492** 0.095426 2.247730 0.0345 

DLGCF(-1) -0.106595* 0.058292 -1.828644 0.0805 

DLOPP(-1) 0.056229 0.063638 0.883580 0.3861 

DLFDI(-1) -0.007428* 0.003710 -2.002210 0.0572 

DLINF(-1) 0.325547*** 0.089889 3.621635 0.0014 

DFREE(-1) 0.022183 0.023239 0.954565 0.3497 

DDEM(-1) 0.009851 0.007450 1.322311 0.1991 

𝑅2= 0.603913 

F-statistic = 3.896456       Prob(F-statistic)=0.004023 

            Source: Own Computation using EViews  

*, ** and *** indicates significance of test statistics at 10%, 5% and 1% 

critical levels 

The coefficient of the variable EHE from the short run estimate has appeared positive and 

significant at 5 percent. In the short run, public expenditure on education and health has 

growth-enhancing impact in the country and a 10 percent rise in the expenditure increases 

real GDP by 2.14 percent. Theoretical literatures support the result that government spending 

on health and education infrastructure enhances the living standard of the people and its 

educational attainment, which in turn adds to the stock and quality of human capital. The 

result is also consistence with empirical evidences by, for instance, Mekdad et al (2014) 

(growth-enhancing of education expenditure), Churchill (2015) (of education expenditure), 

Gisore (2014) (of health expenditure), Nurudeen and Usman (2010) (of health expenditure) 

and Chude and Chude (2013) (of education expenditure).    

The short run impact of investment has found negative and statistically significant at 10 

percent. The growth-inhibiting nature of gross investment in the short run could be due to 

high level of public investment in the study period. According to World Bank Development 

Indicator (2010), as cited in Hailu (2015), the amount of public investment averaged to 9.12% 

of GDP during the study period (1980-2013). This is almost equals to private investment that 

averaged to 10.8% of GDP during same period. In this regard, large amount of public 

investment has a “crowding out” effect on private investment and growth, and it took long 

gestation period before its impact is observed.    

The short run impact of trade openness is observed positive thought statistically insignificant. 

The sign of the coefficient shows that the more the country is open to international trade, the 
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higher will be the real GDP in the short run. Yanikkaya (2002), Andersen and Babula (2008), 

Tadesse (2013) and Asfaw (2015) asserts the result with regard to sign. Similarly, Gries and 

Redlin (2012) have disclosed the positive and significant relation between openness and 

growth yet negative one when the direction moves from growth to openness. However, 

openness has found insignificant in affecting growth in the country. This can be due to the 

insufficiency of openness to guarantee growth by itself without institutions and policies. The 

finding by Ulasan (2014) also confirms the argument.  The minimal growth impact of the 

country’s openness to trade can also be explained by the dominant low quality export product 

of the country. In this regard, the evidence by Huchet-Bourdon et al (2011) goes further to 

even reveals a negative long run effect of openness on trade for those countries specialized 

in low quality exports. Moreover, from Ulasan (2014) and Baliamoune-Lutz and Ndikumana 

(2007), it can be inferred that minimal effect of openness could also emanate from existence 

of low institutional quality in the country that would otherwise transform and channel 

openness to growth and facilitate investment and assist for effective use of trade 

liberalization. Moreover, considerable part of Ethiopia’s import is comprised of consumer 

goods, which has little impact on production and hence growth. According to Andersen and 

Babula (2008), productivity growth in post trade liberalization in developing economies 

necessitates investment in education, enhancement in property rights and development of 

institutions. 

The short run estimates produce negative sign for coefficient of FDI and 10 percent 

significance level in statistical terms. The growth-impeding nature of foreign direct 

investment in the country could be due to the low absorptive capacity of the economy that 

hinders to take the advantage of FDI in the short run. With regard to this, the finding of 

Borensztein et al (1998) reveals that FDI is growth-enhancing only when an economy has a 

minimum threshold stock of human capital to absorb the incoming advanced technologies. 

Similar results were also found by Tadele (2013), in which he further test absorptive capacity 

of the Ethiopian economy to FDI and found that “the economic power of the nation is not as 

such strong to reap the benefits of FDI in the short run.” Empirical studies with similar 

findings were also evidenced by, for example, Louzi and Abadi (2011), Belloumi (2014), 

Sethi and Sucharita (2009).  

With 1 percent significance level, INF has found positive in the short run. Accordingly, a 10 

percent increase in the level of inflation (consumer price index) increases the real GDP by 

3.26 percent in the short run. The positive sign for INF may be explained by the high level 

of inflation since 2004 (averaged to 17.08%) which is accompanied with the high rate of 

economic growth (averaged to 10.9% during 2004-2013). The level of inflation during the 

period was higher, comparative with 5.6% prior to 2004 and 8.94 during the whole study 

period. As the main engine of the growth recently, government has involved at large in the 

economy through infrastructural development which increases the need for financing the 

growing budget. According to Geda and Tafere (2008), however, the financing has been 

partly met by money creation that triggers inflation alongside with growth and this partially 

explains the growth-inflation nexus in the country. Moreover, inflation made capital more 

attractive than money and consequently leading to higher capital accumulation that triggers 

growth in transition periods when economies like contemporary Ethiopia experiences. The 

theoretical explanation by Phillips curve has consolidates our result that inflation goes with 

lower unemployment and higher economic activities and hence, triggers growth. Similarly, 

various empirical literatures support the finding, for example, Sarel (1995) (positive impact 

for inflation rates not higher than 8 percent), López-Villavicencio (2011) (basing a threshold 
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level), Pollin and Zhu (2006) (up to a threshold level of 15-18%).  

The short run impacts of freedom (negatively) and democracy (positively) scores have found 

insignificant in affecting growth in the country. Accordingly, the economic growth for the 

last 35 years couldn’t significantly relate with political, civil and democratic right scores. The 

average score for freedom of political and civil rights were 5.7 (the lowest score is 7) during 

the study period. This made the country to experience one of the lowest score and labelled as 

“not free” in terms of political right and civil liberties. Similarly, the democracy index 

averaged to -3 (the lowest is -10) during the same period and it reveals the country’s 

undemocratic-anocratic rule over the last 35 years. Thus, Ethiopia’s economy for the last 

three decades has been performing under undemocratic rule that suppress political as well as 

civil rights. What impact freedom and democracy is expected to have on growth at such 

conditions in the short run? Based on the finding of the study, the answer will be nothing, if 

not, insignificant. Empirical evidences has support the finding as well. For instance, 

according to Barro (1994), more democracy is not a key for growth and it has only weak 

positive effect on growth in countries with few political rights at initial levels. The 

insignificance of the freedom and democracy in affecting growth may be due to the 

economy’s infancy stage in producing reasonable level of living standards after which, 

according to Barro (1994), is a political freedom typically develops and in turn fosters 

growth. In addition, the finding can also be supported by the argument that institutional 

preconditions (for example, property rights and government expropriation) have not well 

developed in the country to pass through the process of democracy and freedom in such a 

way that they would be growth-enhancing. This argument is also affirmed by the finding by 

Acemoglu et al (2001). The evidence by Baum and Lake (2003) also asserts the finding that 

democracy has no significant direct effect on growth but only indirect one through improving 

life expectancy (in poor countries) and increasing secondary education (in rich countries). 

From the finding of the study, it may also be inferred that economic freedom should be given 

a priority above political freedom and civil liberties, as is evidenced in the works of Barro 

(1994) and Tavares and Wacziarg (2001).  

The coefficient of the error correction tem (ECT) is estimated at around -0.40, significant at 

1% and negative as expected. This implies for the existence of a stable long run relationship 

among the variables and moderate speed of adjustment to equilibrium. The model converges 

to equilibrium in such a way that 40% of the discrepancy in the current period is adjusted to 

equilibrium in the next period. This means, more than one third of any deviation from the 

static growth equilibrium is adjusted within a year. Structural rigidity that characterized most 

developing countries explains the moderate adjustment process.      

As the estimation suggested a short run relationship among the variables, it is important to 

perform causality analysis to affirm their correlation. Granger causality portrays the causation 

and prediction of a series by another using the information available in the series including 

its lagged values. (Granger, 1969) Accordingly, Granger causality test is performed to test 

the null hypothesis of no Granger causality relationship between variables.      

Quite interesting result is observed from the test shown in Table 5. All variables are found 

Granger caused to real GDP jointly at 1% significance level in the short run. In addition, 

there is causal relationship running from GCF to RGDP, from EHE to RGDP, from FDI to 

RGDP as well as from INF to RGDP. Moreover, the causation between RGDP and GCF as 

well as RGDP and FDI is bidirectional as RGDP also Granger caused GCF and FDI 
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independently. Although gross domestic investment, foreign direct investment, health and 

education expenditure as well as inflation are the most important factors to cause growth, the 

determinants as a whole are found important to jointly cause economic growth in the country.  

Table 6 presented various diagnosis tests on the estimated model. Based on the Residual 

Vector Normality Test, the residuals are found normally distributed. The Residual Vector 

Serial Correlation LM Test reveals that there is no evidence of problem of serial correlation 

among residuals. According to Residual Vector Hetroskedasticity Tests, the problem of 

hetroskedasticity is not evidenced from the model and the residuals are found to be 

homoskedastic. Generally, from the diagnosis tests, we can conclude that the estimated model 

is trustworthy and produced valid, robust and unbiased results. 

 

 

Table 5. Granger Causality Test  

DEPENDENT VARIABLE= DLRGDP 

Null Hypothesis Wald Statistics Probability 

D(ALL) ⇏ DLRGDP 30.22604*** 0.0001 

DLEHE⇏DLRGDP 5.052292** 0.0246 

DLGCF⇏DLRGDP 3.343938* 0.0675 

DLOPP⇏DLRGDP 0.780714 0.3769 

DLFDI⇏DLRGDP 4.008843** 0.0453 

DLINF⇏DLRGDP 13.11624*** 0.0003 

DFREE⇏DLRGDP 0.911194 0.3398 

DLDEM⇏DLRGDP 1.748506 0.3398 

DLRGDP⇏DLGCF 7.336249*** 0.0068 

DLRGDP⇏DLFDI 37.42466*** 0.0000 

            Source: Own Computation using EViews    

Table 6. Post-Estimation Diagnosis Tests   

TEST Statistics 
Probabilit

y 

Residual Vector Normality Test (Jarque-Bera) 4.509521 0.104899 

Residual Vector Serial Correlation LM Test 

(Breusch-Godfrey) 
0.724065 0.6963 

Residual Vector Hetroskedasticity Test (Breusch-

Pagan-Godfrey) 
12.61907 0.7004 

Residual Vector Hetrokcedasticity Test (ARCH) 0.252179 0.6155 

Source: Own Computation using EViews                       
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5. Conclusion  

The study has attempted to account for determinants of economic growth in Ethiopia using 

time series data for the period 1980-2014. Considering available data, seven determinants of 

growth has identified through extensive literature survey. It applies Johansen’s multivariate 

cointegration analysis and Error correction Model to capture the long run relation among the 

variables and formulate the short run growth equation. Granger Causality analysis was also 

used to observe the short run causation among the variables.  

The result of the study reveals the presence of long run relationship between real GDP and 

its determinants. In the short run, health and education expenditure, domestic investment, 

foreign direct investment and inflation has found significant in affecting real GDP. Moreover, 

the short run causality analysis discloses that education and health expenditure, domestic 

investment, foreign direct investment and inflation are the main determinants of growth in 

Ethiopia. However, all growth determinants have found significant to jointly cause economic 

growth in the country.   

The study reveals that expenditure on education and health was found important determinant 

of growth. Thus, it is growth-enhancing to invest further on the human capital formation. 

Since domestic fixed investment has found detrimental to growth in the short run, mainly 

because of the large share of public investment, it is important to optimize public expenditure 

on mega projects and infrastructure and reduce the “crowing out” effects on private 

investment towards widening the room for the development of the private sector. The short 

run estimation result discloses that openness is insignificant to affect growth in the country. 

Thus, it is on the virtue of enhancing growth through trade openness by formulating effective 

policies, developing institutions and diversifying exports to higher quality products, and 

hence improving the benefits obtained from trade. Since foreign direct investment is found 

growth-inhibiting in the short run, it is recommended that the county should strive to improve 

the stock and quality of human capital so that its absorptive capacity of advanced 

technologies will be developed. Inflation was found good for economic growth in the short 

run. However, it is growth-enhancing only when it is below a reasonable rate, as evidenced 

by many literatures. Thus, effective policies should be formulated and implemented towards 

controlling inflation higher than an acceptable rate, which otherwise has detrimental effect 

to growth in the country. The study has found freedom and democracy insignificant to affect 

economic growth in Ethiopia. It is thus, important to first develop the capacity of the 

economy to a threshold level of living standard from which freedom and democracy will be 

growth-enhancing. The government should also work towards developing and protecting 

economic and political institutions like property rights so that the economy can reap the 

benefit from freedom and democracy.   
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A Bayesian Estimation of World Innovation Possibility Frontier

in Induced Technical Change Model

Jangho Yang and Özlem Ömer ∗

1 Introduction

The starting point of this study is to explain the observed regularities in labor and capital

productivity growths of the world economies in the data. Based on Extended Penn World

Table data, frequency distributions of labor and capital productivity, which sharply peak at

the mode with a few data points away from it, exhibit a symmetric shape. This suggests that

there is a systemic force that pushes labor and capital productivity growth rates to stability.

We employ the induced technical change (ITC) model by Kennedy (1964), in which growth

rate of labor and capital productivity are modeled to interact with distributional factors (i.e

wage share), to capture the observed regularities of productivity growth in our data. Our aim

is to estimate the world innovation possibility frontier (IPF) of the world economies based

on the ITC model. One important extension we make on the original ITC model is that we

take the level of labor productivity as a key variable determining the productivity growth,

by adding the so called “catch-up” effect to the model. We find strong evidence that the

steady-state labor productivity growth is higher in those groups with lower level of labor

productivity among the samples from the world top 30% labor productivity countries.

Central to our study, we employ the Bayesian method for updating our knowledge by

utilizing our prior belief about the system. Prior information enables us to extract as much

information as possible from the data and is particularly useful in economics where we often

∗We would like to thank Prof. Duncan Foley for his advice and insight throughout the study.
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encounter lack of empirical evidence and have to rely on theories to guide us. Using the

Bayesian approach, outliers are estimated with a logical metric and are thus eliminated from

the data set - giving a more reliable calculation of the innovation possibility frontier.

Along these lines, the importance of using Bayesian approach in Economic analysis is

briefly explained. By using the Extended Penn World Table, the regularities of frequency

distributions of growth rates of capital (χ) and labor (γ) productivity of world economies,

the key variables of technical change, are presented. The results indicate that both labor

and capital productivity growths strongly follow Subbotin distribution with relatively small

noise in the data. The possible economic forces of regularities in the data are investigated,

and the induced technical change model is adopted as the base line since we believe it reflects

our understanding of economic reality of technical change. A Bayesian mixture model is

constructed in order to eliminate outliers from the data. Based on the ITC model, the inno-

vation possibility frontier of the world economies is estimated using the Bayesian techniques.

It is observed that the innovation frontier for the advance and catching-up countries differ

significantly. The conclusion summarizes the paper and makes a few research suggestions.

2 Why Bayesian Approach?

There are two main approaches to probability theory; “Frequentist” and “Bayesian”.

According to Foley (2010) the classical or frequentist approach interprets probabilities as

objective properties of the real world, which show themselves in relative frequency of occur-

rence for different outcomes of random processes. The idea is that frequency with which

an outcome appears in a large number of observations is the measure of its probability of

a random system. This means a change in the information of the observer has no impact

on the probability of the observed phenomenon. The results are claimed to be “objective”

facts about the real world. Conversely, with real economic data, we generally have finite

number of observations of the systems due to time limitations to collect infinite observations

and computational difficulties. In order to overcome this constraint, the frequentist approach

employs the law of large numbers, and central limit theorem (Jaynes, 1978). Considering

these deficiencies, frequentist methods must be considered with caution.

In the Bayesian approach, on the other hand, probability is the degree of belief of an
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observer not a frequency of an objective world. One’s degree of belief is dependent on one’s

prior belief and new information one encounters. In other words, beliefs of an observer, who

has particular information about the observed system a priori, plays a central role in updating

our knowledge about the world, given new information. This idea can be summarized using

Bayes’ theorem:

P (A|B,C) =
P (B|A,C)P (A|C)

P (B|C)
(1)

A is the hypothesis being tested, C is the prior information, which represents the general

background knowledge, or assumptions about the hypothesis, and B is data or new infor-

mation. P (A|C) is called prior probability of A representing the probability judgment of an

observer without seeing the data B. The left hand side of the equation, P (A|B,C) is called

posterior probability of A since it represents the probability judgments of an observer after

seeing the evidence B to modify his belief. P (B|A,C) is the likelihood which assesses the

probability of the data B arising from the hypothesis A. It expresses ones knowledge of how

one expects the data to look given that the hypothesis is true. The rule tells us that posterior

probability is proportional to the product of our prior probability and the likelihood function.

Here, statistical analysis starts with a prior belief to which the evidence of new observations

can be incorporated. The equation shows how the prior probability P (A|C) is changed to

the posterior probability P (A|BC) as a result of acquiring the new information B. Bayesian

analysis thus includes both subjective and objective parts in probability calculation and rep-

resents a learning process. Namely, the transformation from the prior to the posterior belief

formally reflects what we have learned about the validity of the hypothesis utilizing a new

set of information (given data).

It is always possible that in the real world there are other variable factors that we may

not be aware of; hence, our predictions and judgments may be incomplete or incorrect.

The failure of the frequentist approach emerges from this nuance: It confuses inference with

physical predictions. For Jaynes (1988), a missing point in classical approach is its assumption

that the wrong prediction should be discarded. Instead, he argues that it is from a wrong

prediction that one could learn about the unknown factors of the real world, which we haven’t

been able to take into account. This is where Bayesian probability theory reveals its most
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valuable role: extracting as much information as possible from the data.

In order to illustrate how one can learn and improve their judgments about an event,

Jaynes (1978) used R. Wolf’s Dice experiment as an example1. In this experiment, a particular

die was tossed 20000 times, and yielded a mean value 3.5983. Based on the physical rules,

a perfectly symmetrical, and fairly tossed die should show each faces equally often, so mean

value should be 3.5. Taking this knowledge into account, Jaynes (1978) argued that there

should be some imperfection in die that may give rise to a physical constraint. First, different

number of spots on each side of a die inevitably affects the center of gravity, suggesting that 6

rather than 1; 5 rather than 2; and 4 rather 3 will be more likely to show up. And the ratio of

the difference is proportional to the difference of spots in each side, therefore the relative ratio

of 6 rather than 1 is higher than 4 rather than 3. Second, he also pointed to the geometrical

imperfection of a die in which one dimension is slightly different from the other two. Given

these two constraints (besides the mean value constraint), Jaynes calculated the maximum

entropy distribution, and found out that the Chi-squared statistic was significant for this

result (Jaynes, 1978). This example is important because it proves that by extracting all

possible information from the data and revising our state of knowledge, we can get the better

understanding of the our target of investigation, demonstrating the power of the Bayesian

method as a scientific learning process.

3 Frequency distributions of χ and labor γ

We first present the frequency distribution of the growth rate of capital productivity χ

and labor productivity γ of the world economy using the EPWT - taking 4951 observations

of χ and γ in 163 countries over 42 years (1968 - 2009).

1In this example Jaynes uses Maximum entropy approach by applying some constraints, which represents

some information that leads us to modify a probability distribution using the given data. Although we do

not deal with maximum entropy approach in this study, it is important to emphasize that Bayes theorem and

maximum entropy approach to probability are the different sides of the same coin. They both use available

information in order to determine the best probability distribution given the evidence (data).
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Figure 1: Log-density plot of χ and γ with and without ouliters.

As Figure 1 shows, both of the frequency distributions of χ and γ exhibit a roughly

symmetric distribution, sharply peaked at the mode with a few data points far from it. The

results signal there is a systemic force that pushes labor and capital growth rates to stability.

However, the data points at the tails, (especially those in the right tail) suggest that there

are some outliers in the data since achieving 30 - 40% growth rates of labor and capital

productivity do not conform to any of plausible economic theories. Furthermore, almost all

the data points at the long tail come from poorly developed economies where low quality

data is expected (e.g. Angola, Congo, Sudan, and Equatorial Guinea). This suggests that

the dispersion associated with these countries constitute noise. 2. This requires us to remove

outliers before we use this data set, which we will do in Section 5.

2Identified outlier Countries: Angola, Congo Dem. Republic, Gabon, Guinea-Bissau, Equatorial Guinea,

Iran, Iraq, Lebanon,Liberia, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Sudan, Suriname and Zambia.
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4 ITC Model and Catching-Up

4.1 Induced Technical Change Model

As mentioned in previous section, a symmetric distribution of rate of growth of capital

productivity (χ) and labor productivity (γ) suggests that there is a systemic force which

pushes the global growth rates of labor and capital productivity into stability. One would

expects higher labor or capital productivity to correspond to lower labor or capital produc-

tivity growth. Kennedy’s induced technical change model (ITC), in which the growth rate of

capital and labor productivity is modeled to interact with distributional factors, can be one

of the possible explanations for the regularity in our data. In this model, higher growth rate

of labor productivity leads to a lower wage share which slows down the growth rate of labor

productivity and vice versa (Kennedy, 1964).

To see this formally, assume that capitalist firms try to minimize total cost by minimizing

unit input costs C
Y in the greatest proportion. This is assumed to be achieved through tech-

nical progress that reduces the amount of input requirement in production. The composition

of production costs is

C = r̂K + ŵL, (2)

where C is the total production cost, r̂ is an equalized rate of profit, ŵ is an equalized wage

rate, K is capital input and L is labor input. Differentiating equation (2) with respect to

time gives us

dC

dt
= r̂

dK

dt
+ ŵ

dL

dt
. (3)

Dividing both sides by C gives a growth rate of total cost gC = dC/dt
dC ,

gC =
r̂K

r̂K + ŵL

dK/dt

K
+

ŵL

r̂K + ŵL

dL/dt

L
(4)

= πgK + (1− π)gL (5)

where π = r̂K
r̂K+ŵL is the profit share and 1 − π is a wage share ŵL

r̂K+ŵL because production

costs are income to workers and capitalists.
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Denoting labor and capital productivity x = Y
L and ρ = Y

K respectively

gC = π(gY − gρ) + (1− π)(gY − gx)

= −πχ+ (π − 1)γ + gY , (6)

where γ is the growth rate of x and χ is the growth rate of ρ. Rearranging equation (6) gives

the growth rate of reduction of unit costs ξ = −gC
Y

ξ = πχ+ (1− π)γ (7)

Kennedy’s ITC model makes two key assumptions as to the course of the technical

progress. First, it assumes that there is a trade-off between labor- and capital-saving technical

change. Namely, higher labor (capital) productivity is achieved at the price of lower capital

(labor) productivity. Second, higher labor (capital) productivity makes additional savings on

labor (capital) more difficult. In other words, technical progress exhibits diminishing returns.

These two assumptions can be incorporated into the innovation possibility function (IPF), in

the following way

γ = f(χ) (8)

where f is the IPF with f ′(·) < 0 and f ′′(·) < 0 (i.e. the IPF is decreasing with time and

concave downward).

ξ is maximized given the IPE as follows

max ξ = (1− π)γ + πχ

s. t. γ = f(χ),

giving

f ′(χ) = − π

1− π
. (9)

Graphically representing IPF:
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Figure 2: An example of the innovation possibility function. The black solid curve is the IPF

and the red dotted line the slope of the IPE. This example represents an economy with a

positive labor productivity growth and a negative capital productivity growth.

Figure 2 shows that technical progress and income distribution interact with each other.

As wage share increases, the slope of the IPF decreases, corresponding to higher labor pro-

ductivity and lower capital productivity growths. Therefore, the stability of labor and capital

productivity growth can be explained by the feedback effect between technical progress and

income distribution in the ITC model.

This induced technical change model can be readily incorporated into a labor market

model in order to explain the impact of technical progress on distribution and complete the

dynamic model of technical progress and income distribution. Foley’s ITC model with a

Goodwin labor market model is a good example (Foley, 2003). In the Goodwin labor market

model, the wage share W
Y and employment rate e = L

N are interdependent, where N is the

labor supply in the economy and L is employed labor, that is the labor input. Growth rate

of wages ŵ is modeled to be a positive function of the level of employment rate e

ŵ = g(e), (10)

where g′(·) > 0. From equation (6) and (8), the growth rate of wage share is

ω̂ = ŵ − γ = g(e)− f(χ), (11)
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Using the relation Y = xL = ρK, the growth rate of the demand for labor input L̂ can be

expressed as

L̂ = K̂ + χ− γ = K̂ + χ− f(χ). (12)

Under the assumption that investment is funded by profits, the growth rate of capital accu-

mulation K̂ can be expressed as

K̂ =
I

K
=
aΠ

K
= a

Π/Y

K/Y
= aπρ, (13)

where I is investment, a is the accumulation rate, and Π is profit. Combining equations (10)

and (11) with the growth rate of labor supply exogenously given as N̂ = n̄, the equation of

the employment rate growth is

ê = L̂− N̂ = aπρ+ χ− f(χ)− n̄. (14)

Equations (8), (11) and (14) combine the Goodwin labor market model with the ITC.

ω̂ = ê− f(χ)

ê = aπρ+ χ− f(χ)− n̄

γ = f(χ).

Mathematically, this system requires χ = 0 such that ρ is constant, (ρ = ρ̄) to have a

steady state (ω̂ = ê = 0). This is because capital accumulation, which determines the

demand for labor, is endogenously determined by changes in capital productivity in this

model, and therefore positive or negative capital productivity growth will speed up or slow

down (respectively) the demand for labor, and consequently wages. In other words, the

system never stabilizes without a constant level of capital productivity; therefore the steady-

state profit-wage rate and labor productivity growth can be written as

π∗

1− π∗
= f ′(χ = 0) (15)

γ∗ = f(χ = 0) (16)
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4.2 Catch-up effect in the ITC

The ITC model, which takes the growth rate of productivity as the key variable of the

innovation possibility frontier, must take the absolute level of productivity into consideration

in studying the world innovation possibility frontier, because the advanced countries which

have already achieved higher productivity levels might have a lower innovation possibility

frontier than those “catch-up” countries with relatively lower levels of productivity. When

the ITC is measured only in the growth rate of productivity, technically backward developing

countries are seen as the technically frontier countries. To avoid this contradiction, catch-up

effect must be taken into account extending the ITC model, and world innovation possibility

frontiers must be differentiated.

There have been many discussions on “catch-up” effect centering on the issue of conver-

gence. A study by Young (1992, 1993) on East Asian countries during late 20th century

provides an illustrative example. For Young (1992, 1993), factor accumulation and industri-

alization were the reasons for the rapid growth of the East Asian countries. Supporting the

induced technical change approach, Baumol’s (1986) investigation on convergence shoved a

strong negative correlation between a country’s labor productivity level in earlier times and

its average productivity growth since then. His findings also support the existence of different

groups of catch-up countries: poor, intermediate and advanced. Convergence occurs within

and among the advanced and intermediate country groups, while poor countries show no

signs of catching up (ibid). Providing an example for catch-up dynamics within the group of

advance countries, his analysis indicated that productivity (both labor and capital) has been

stable for the US, while countries like Germany and Japan had higher productivity growths

during the last century (Baumol, 1986).3.

To accommodate the “”catch-up” effect in the original ITC model, the IPF in equation

(8) is modified to incorporate the different levels of labor productivity.4

3For discussions about the convergence among advanced countries, see Abramowitz (1993), and Hayami

and Ogasawara (1999)
4Another possibility is to take the ratio instead of the distance to reflect the idea that the catch-up effect

decreases as the productivity level of catch-up countries approaches to that of advanced countries. However,

since we do not parameterize the effect of the different levels of labor productivity on the productivity growth

and instead categorize the data into sub-data based on different levels to use a multi-level model, we choose
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γ = f(χ, x[j]) (17)

where x[j] denotes the the labor productivity of j group. Again, the same assumptions about

technical progress hold as before and the IPF remains in the same form (i.e. f ′(χ) < 0 and

f ′′(χ) < 0). The only difference is that the growth rate of labor productivity depends not

only on the growth rate of capital productivity but also on the level of labor productivity

compared to that of advanced countries.

4.3 Specification of the ITC model with a catch-up effect

In our model of the the IPF, we use a half quadratic function for the model to have

f ′(χ, ) < 0 and f ′′(χ, ) < 0.5

γ = a[j]χ
2 + b[j]χ+ c[j], (18)

where a, b are negative and c is positive, and the subscript [j] indicates j group of different

labor productivity. At χ = 0, the steady-state labor productivity growth is γ∗ = f(0) = c[j]

and the steady-state profit-wage share π∗
1−π∗ = −f ′(0) = −b. as is explained in equation (15)

and (16).

5 Outlier Detection Model

5.1 Model specification

5.1.1 Mixture Model of χ and γ

Before we estimate the IPF in equation (18), we need to consider outliers in the data for

a better estimation of the frontier.

As the study by Scharfenaker and Semieniuk (2015) points out, a mixture model of a

peaked signal component and a flat noise component can incorporate the prior information

to use a different levels of labor productivity, which only require us to divide the actual data into some sub

groups.
5We will consider other specifications in our next version of paper.
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about the outliers in unimodal frequency distributions. As a signal component, the Subbotin

distribution is used because this model is a generalized form of normal distribution which

exhibits a symmetric pattern. In this distribution, the random variable is expressed as a

dispersion measure from some average, which can be expressed as |y − µ|α, where y is a

random variable, µ is the mean location of the distribution and α is the shape parameter

determining the degree of the dispersion effect from the mean. Dispersion effect can be

allowed to be asymmetric to accommodate the idea that achieving high labor and capital

productivity growth is much harder than achieving lower growth due to technological limits

in the production process. The asymmetric Subbotin distribution is written as

fs(y|α, β, µ, κ) =
α

βΓ(1/α)

κ

1 + κ2
exp

(
−κ

α

βα
I+(y − µ)α − 1

βα
καI−(y − µ)α

)
, (19)

with a scale parameter β and the skewness parameter κ, where ρ is an indication function,

and takes the the following form:

I+(x) =

 x, if x ≥ 0

0, if x < 0


I−(x) =

 −x, if x ≤ 0

0, if x > 0


A normal distribution is consider with respect to the noise component 6. The noise

distribution should be diffused to reflect our initial belief that fat tails might constitute noise

in the data. The normal distribution is written as

fn(y|θ, τ) =
1

τ
√

2φ
exp{−(x− θ)2

2τ2
} (20)

and thus the mixture model is

p(yi|α, β, µs, κ, θ, τ, qi) = qifs(y|α, β, µ, κ) + (1− qi)fn(y|θ, τ) (21)

6Why we use the Gaussian noise is not actually obvious except that it is easy to handle. We will discuss

this in more detail in our next version of this paper.
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where qi is the weighing parameter and 0 < qi < 1.

Now we discuss the prior distribution for each parameter. For a signal distribution, the

scale parameter α represents the degree of the dispersion effect, which can be interpreted as

the effect of competition (Milakovic, 2008). For example, if α = 0, the distribution become

a Delta function - meaning that the competition is so fierce that all countries have the same

labor and capital productivity growth. On the contrary, if α → ∞, then the distribution

becomes a uniform distribution, implying that the competition is almost non-existent that

all countries have different labor and capital productivity growth.7 Since we don’t have

information on the degree of competition among countries, we put non-informative prior on

α and set it to be uniform in a positive range, α ∼ U(0,∞). β and µ represents the scale

and the mean location of the distribution, which a non-informative prior is assigned as well

therefore; β ∼ U(0,∞) and µ ∼ U(−∞,+∞). The skewness parameter κ is assumed to be

bigger than 1 and to be skewed to the left in order to reflect our initial belief that achieving

a positive growth of productivity is harder than a negative growth, κ ∼ U(1,∞).

For the noise distribution, the distribution to be diffused enough to cover those extreme

values in the data, the standard deviation of the normal noise τ is set to follow a positive

normal N+(10, 22). We model the mean of the normal noise to be flexible enough and to

follow N(0, 5).

A non-informative uniform distribution is assigned to q ∼ U(0, 1). To summarize,

7Moderately peaked Subbotin distribution can be found with α = 1 and α = 2, where the distribution

becomes the Laplace and the Gaussian distribution, respectively.
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α ∼ U(0,+∞)

β ∼ U(0,+∞)

µ ∼ U(−∞,+∞)

κ ∼ U(1,+∞)

θ ∼ N(5, 2)

τ ∼ N+(10, 2)

q ∼ U(0, 1)

Using the likelihood function (19) and the above prior distributions, the posterior distri-

bution is calculated

p(α, β, µ, κ, θ, τ, q|y) ∝ p(y|α, β, µ, κ, θ, τ, q)p(α)p(β)p(µ)p(κ)p(θ)p(τ)p(q)

= q
α

βΓ(1/α)

κ

1 + κ2
exp

(
−κ

α

βα
I+(y − µ)α − 1

βα
καI−(y − µ)α

)
×(1− q) 1

τ
√

2π
exp{−(x− θ)2

2τ2
}

× 1

2
√

2π
exp{−(θ − 5)2

8
} × 1

2
√

2π
exp{−(τ − 10)2

8
}

∝ q(1− q) α

βΓ(1/α)

κ

1 + κ2
1

τ

× exp

(
−κ

α

βα
I+(y − µ)α − 1

βα
καI−(y − µ)α − (x− θ)2

2τ2
− (θ − 5)2

8
− (τ − 10)2

8

)
,

where α, β > 0, κ > 1, τ > 10 and q = [0, 1].

5.1.2 Posterior Distribution of Parameters

The Markov Chain Monte Carlo method (MCMC) is used for posterior inference. Table

1summarizes the posterior distribution of parameter estimations from 1000 iterations and 3

chains.
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Model 1 for χ Mean SD 2.5% 50% 97.5%

αχ 1.14 0.04 1.08 1.14 1.22

βχ 3.22 0.12 3.01 3.22 3.46

µχ -0.34 0.06 -0.4 -0.3 -0.20

κχ 1.01 0.01 1.00 1.01 1.04

θχ 5.68 0.62 5.03 5.50 7.16

τχ 16.04 1.09 13.91 16.04 18.11

qχ 0.98 0.00 0.98 0.98 0.99

Table 1: The posterior estimations of parameters of χ in Model 1. Mean, standard deviation,

and some quantiles are summarized.

Model 1 for γ Mean SD 2.5% 50% 97.5%

αγ 1.20 0.04 1.13 1.20 1.28

βγ 2.97 0.10 2.78 2.97 3.17

µγ 1.66 0.07 1.53 1.66 1.80

κγ 1.08 0.02 1.04 1.08 1.11

θγ 5.48 0.43 5.01 5.35 6.65

τγ 15.86 1.00 14.14 15.82 17.99

qγ 0.98 0.00 0.98 0.98 0.99

Table 2: The posterior estimations of parameters of γ in Model 1.

The signal distribution for χ has estimated shape and scale parameters αχ = 1.14, βχ =

3.22. The noise normal distribution for all models is moderately flat with the standard

deviation τχ and τγ around 15. q is estimated at around 0.98. The mean of the estimated

location parameters of χ and γ are µχ = −0.34 and µγ = 1.66, which are very close to

the mean of the observed data. As to κ, the parameter determining the skewness of the

distribution, γ is estimated to be more skewed than χ; however κ is very small in general

κχ = 1.1, κγ = 1.08, implying that the signal component is almost symmetric.
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5.2 The Filtered Distribution

With the mean value of each estimated parameter of the mixture model of the Subbotin

and the diffused normal distributions, we calculate the log ratio of each data point which

belongs to the signal and the noise distribution:

qr = log
fs(x)

fn(x)

If qr is negative, this means that it is more likely the data points come from the noise

distribution. There are around 100 data points that belong to the noise distribution of χ

and γ respectively, which corresponds to the estimated value q, 0.98; however taking out the

outliers of χ and γ separately does not reflect the fact that χ and γ are correlated. For

example, χ = 10% and γ = 10% is much harder to achieve than χ = 10% and γ = 1% in

the real economy. Therefore, a more plausible approach to handling outliers is to take into

account qr of χ and qr of γ at the same time. Therefore, we use the sum of the qr of χ and

γ, and rank the sum of qr of χi and γi. This sum is interpreted as the joint possibility of

each data point to belong to the noise distribution of both χ and γ.8 As a result, the same

number of 200 data points are taken out (around 4% of all data) that have the lowest sum

of qr. Figure 3 compares the frequency distribution of χ and γ before and after taking out

outliers.

8This can also be done by setting up a joint probability of χ and γ, which can provide more clear inter-

pretations of signal and noise components. However, it turns out that it is computationally expensive to run

the joint model of the Subbotin and the normal distribution among other complications such as difficulty of

setting up covariance matrices. Also, we will consider only the north-east part of the χ − γ plane for the

frontier estimation, so our approach might work well, if not most desired. However, we will consider the joint

mixture model in our next version of paper.
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Figure 3: Log-density plot of χ and γ with and without ouliters. We use the same bin size

for histograms with and without outliers. The plot without outliers does not have fat tails

anymore.

6 Frontier Estimation in the ITC Model with a Catch-up Ef-

fect

6.1 Discussion on Frontier Estimation Methods

Frontier estimation models can be parametric or non-parametric. Data Envelopment

Analysis (DEA) as a nonparametric approach and Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) as

a parametric framework are the most commonly used in estimation of frontiers (Greene,
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2007). The nonparametric method of Data Envelopment Analysis determines the reference

technology by means of linear programming methods. As (Kokkinou, 2012) points out, the

basic idea is to envelope the data (observed input-output combination) in order to get the

best approximation of the frontier and use this to identify the contribution of technical

change, technological catch- up, and input-accumulation to productivity growth. In this way,

the DEA approach is different from other parametric techniques in that it does not assume

any functional form. (Murillo-Zamorano, 2004). The main disadvantage of non-parametric

approaches is discussed to be their deterministic nature (Aigner et al., 1977). DEA, for

example, does not distinguish between technical inefficiency and statistical noise effect in the

data.

To illustrate, Kumar and Russell (2002) construct the world production frontier for 57

countries over 1965-1990, using deterministic, non parametric (mathematical programming,

DEA) methods. Enveloping the data by finding the smallest convex cone, and calculating

the efficiency index for each country in each year, they calculate 3 components of labor

productivity: technological change, technological catch-up and capital accumulation. The

objective is to detect the convergence dynamics between rich and poor countries9. They

determine the frontier in such a way that all the most efficient (advanced) countries with

efficiency index 1 are placed on the frontier. The rest of the countries are placed below

the production frontier according to their inefficiency levels; however there is an anomaly

in their results: counties like Sierra Leone10 are located on the frontier (along with efficient

countries such as the US and UK). According to Greene (2007), recent explorations in the

use of bootstrapping methods11 suggest some solutions to this particular shortcoming12.

Characteristics of deterministic models mentioned above open a new channel for stochastic

frontier models, which can decompose the deviation from the frontier into stochastic noise

9Their results support the argument of twin peak convergence; increasing divergence between rich and

poor. They argued that capital deepening was the main cause of bipolar international divergence. Movements

towards the world frontier does not contribute to convergence since both rich and poor benefit from catch up.

Moreover, technical change, which is non-neutral, benefits rich countries more than the poor.
10As pointed out before, Sierra Leone was detected as one of the outlier countries as a result of our outlier

detection model.
11According to Zamorano (2004), bootstrapping techniques can be a suitable way to analyze the sensitivity

of efficiency indices relative to the sampling variations of calculated frontier.
12[See, for example, Xue and Harker (1999), Simar and Wilson (1999)].
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and technical inefficiency in the production. The parametric method of Stochastic Frontier

Analysis thus assumes a functional relationship for the production process and determines

the reference technology based on econometric methods (either frequentist or Bayesian).

As Zamorano (2004) points out, Modifed OLS, Corrected OLS and Maximum Likelihood

Estimation techniques are the most common methods for parametric frontier estimation.

Aigner et al. (1977) claim the superiority of stochastic models over deterministic models.

Their basic model includes a composite error term that sums a two-sided error term, mea-

suring all exogenous shocks beyond the producers control, and one-sided, non-negative error

term measuring technical inefficiency. In this way, producer can lie on or within the fron-

tier, and the distance between actual and the frontier output represents technical efficiency.

They conclude that Monte Carlo simulations of their their empirical results, based on real

cross-section data, are not satisfying due to the difficulty of estimating parameters based on

Maximum Likelihood techniques.

As Tsionas (2003) discuses, efficiency measurement with stochastic frontier models is

troublesome in many situations, because decomposing the overall error term into a two-

sided and a one-sided disturbance terms may be problematic. In order to overcome this

difficulty, frequentist econometric techniques have to make strong parametric assumptions,

which has been exposed to criticism. This is why recent literature started to focus on the use

of Bayesian methods13, which utilizes a prior sampling distribution for the efficiency error

term of the composed error term.

Considering the deficiencies of parametric and non-parametric techniques, Tsionas (2003)

combines DEA and Stochastic frontier estimation methods. He uses prior information de-

rived from DEA estimates of technical efficiency in the context of Bayes theorem, and forms

the posterior estimates form the stochastic frontier model (Tsionas, 2003). Since the prior

for this model is data based, the approach relies on an empirical Bayes method. Since ana-

lytical empirical Bayesian inference is not possible for this model, the paper develops Monte

Carlo methods organized around Gibbs sampling with data augmentation to perform the

computations.

13See J. Van der Broeck and Osiewalski (1994) and Koop and Osiewalski (1995) for Bayesian techniques in

stochastic frontier estimation.
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6.1.1 Model Specification

Building upon this series of literature, we propose a Bayesian technique of the frontier

estimation based on layers of convex hull of the data. The frontier is the outermost part of the

data points, which, in our model, takes the form of a decreasing concave function. Therefore,

the frontier is estimated using the data points lying on the several layers of decreasing part

of convex hulls where γ > 0 and χ > −1. To be more specific, we first take the data points

lying on the first convex hull and then take another set of data points lying on the second

convex hull after removing the first convex hull and so on. The more layers there are, the

more points are closer to the origin, and therefore the lower the level of the frontier is likely

to be estimated -leaving larger amounts of data points outside the frontier. The number of

layers therefore represents the degree of uncertainty of the given data and is itself a question

of interest which must be addressed14.

Since our target of interest is the changes in the frontier by different levels of labor

productivity, a method must be devised to define these groups. For a reference point, we define

top 3% of highest labor productivity as a technological most advanced group. 4 different

groups of countries are created based on the level of labor productivity; top 10%, 10-20%,

20-30% and 30-40%. This categorization is somewhat arbitrary but is a good starting point

for further research. In the actual data, the countries with the highest level of productivity

include oil-producing countries or small city states (such as Qatar, United Arab Emirates,

Brunei, Singapore, Macao, Hong Kong or Luxembourg), whose labor productivity might

not come from technological superiority. Therefore, we choose non-oil producing and non

city-state countries with top 3% labor productivity. 15

Using the model of frontier estimation specified in equation (16), the likelihood function

can be written as follows

p[j](γ[j]i|a[j], b[j], c[j]) ∼ N(a[j]χ
2
[j]i + b[j]χ[j]i + c[j], σ) (22)

where the subscript j indicates the group of countries so j1 is the most advanced group, j2

14We will come back to this question when we discuss the prior distributions
15Those oil-producing countries and city states with highest labor productivity are taken out from the data

for the labor productivity of the advanced countries to be the highest and to be used as reference point.

Actually, the result is not really sensitive to these countries except a small increase in the estimation of c.
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is the top 10% group and so on with j = 1, . . . , 5, and i indicates each data point.

Now we discuss prior distributions of each parameter a, b and c along with the number of

layers of the convex hull we mentioned above. The number of layers represents the degree of

uncertainty about the data, since the more layers there are the further from the outermost

part of the data the frontier is likely to be estimated. Since we are dealing with the data on

the world economy whose quality varies significantly, it is plausible to have enough flexibility,

allowing the frontier not to be fixated by the outermost part of the data. The number of

layers are determined such that the sub-data includes the prior steady-state labor productivity

growth or the world economy γ∗ = 2%, which is roughly infered from the mean of the labor

productivity growth of the observed data without outliers. About 20% of data points acquired

from the layers of the convex hull cover this prior steady-state point (411 data points are

taken in total, i = 411).

The parameter a is assumed to be strictly negative to reflect the assumption of the ITC

model about the decreasing frontier function. The parameter c, whose negative value repre-

sents the steady-state labor productivity growth γ̂, is modeled to a positive normal distribu-

tion with mean 2 with moderate standard deviation 0.5, which is infered from the mean of

the labor productivity growth of entire countries in the data. For the prior of the parameter

b, whose negative value represents the steady-state profit-wage ratio in the ITC model, the

mean value of the profit-wage ratio of the observed data is used, which is around 1.1. We

assign a negative normal distribution with mean - 1.1 and standard deviation 0.2. Enough

flexibility of the model is allowed by setting σ to be bigger than 10, σ ∼ U(10,∞).

Finally, a multilevel model (or the hierarchical model) is used to check the variability of

the parameters by different level of labor productivity. A complete pooling model without

the index of labor productivity [j] ignores the variation among countries of different levels of

labor productivity and tend to make the countries look more similar than they actually are.

In contrast, a no-pooling model, in which separate models are estimated within each groups,

might overstate the variation among groups and result in more differences than they actually

are. The hierarchical model that we use is a compromise of these two extremes, that is a

partial pooling model. In this model, the coefficients a, b and c are indexed by each group [j]

as in the case of a no pooling model, but is assigned a common probability distribution. For
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example

a[j] ∼ N(µa, τa)

. This model pulls the estimate toward a common mean value of a[j] but allows variations.

In this partial pooling model, τ[j] plays an important role because as τ goes to zero the model

becomes close to a completely pooling model and as τ goes to infinity the model becomes close

to a no pooling model. We model τ to the normal distribution with mean 10 and standard

deviation 5 to allow enough flexibility. Thus, prior distributions can be summarized as the

following

a[j] ∼ U(−∞, 0)

b[j] ∼ N−(µb, τ
2
b )

c[j] ∼ N+(µc, τ
2
c )

µb ∼ N−(−1.1, 0.22)

µc ∼ N+(2, 0.52)

τ ∼ N(10, 5)

σ ∼ U(10,∞).

The joint posterior distribution can be calculated as follows.

p(Θ|y) ∝ p(y|a[j], b[j], c[j], µb[j], µc[j], τ[j])p(a[j])p(b[j])p(c[j])p(µb[j])p(µc[j])p(τ[j])

=
1

σ
exp

− 5∑
j=1

411∑
i=1

(
y − a[j]χ2

[j]i + b[j]χ[j]i + c[j]

)2
2σ2


× 1

τaτbτc
exp

− 5∑
j=1

(
b[j] − µb

2τ2b
+
c[j] − µc

2τ2c

)
− µb + 1.1

0.08
− µc − 2

0.5
− 3(τ − 10)

50


where Θ = (a[j], b[j], c[j], µb[j], µc[j], τ[j]) and a, b < 0, and c > 0. .

6.1.2 Estimated Frontiers

Using the MCMC for posterior inference, table 3 presents a summary of posterior distri-

bution of parameter estimations from 1000 iterations and 3 chains.
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Parameters Mean SD 2.5% 50% 97.5%

a1 -0.034 0.047 -0.169 -0.020 -0.003

a2 -0.030 0.034 -0.122 -0.020 -0.003

a3 -0.026 0.022 -0.085 -0.019 -0.003

a4 -0.024 0.020 -0.077 -0.019 -0.002

a5 -0.019 0.014 -0.055 -0.015 -0.002

b1 -1.035 0.782 -3.235 -0.814 -0.161

b2 -0.580 0.353 -1.438 -0.525 -0.050

b3 -0.423 0.318 -1.148 -0.369 -0.013

b4 -0.409 0.261 -1.006 -0.386 -0.016

b5 -0.287 0.202 -0.781 -0.256 -0.011

c1 2.472 1.338 5.460 2.378 0.209

c2 3.572 1.048 5.817 3.467 1.759

c3 4.356 1.238 6.909 4.224 2.391

c4 5.375 1.303 7.954 5.347 3.279

c5 5.066 1.182 7.685 4.922 2.994

µa -0.026 0.030 -0.099 -0.020 0.001

µb -0.895 0.209 -1.329 -0.883 -0.510

µc -2.334 0.500 -3.266 -2.348 -1.347

σa 0.023 0.042 0.002 0.011 0.135

σb 0.841 0.608 0.109 0.761 2.373

σc 3.613 2.321 0.667 3.254 9.393

τ 10.024 0.024 10.001 10.016 10.033

Table 3: The posterior estimations of parameters. Mean, standard deviation, and some

quantiles are summarized. Parameter b and c determine the steady-state profit-wage ratio

and labor productivity growth, respectively. −µb and µc are the grand mean or the economy-

wide steady-state profit-wage and labor productivity growth. σ estimates the variability of

the parameter a, b and c among different levels of labor productivity.
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Our main interests are parameter b and c whose values determine the steady-state profit-

wage ratio and labor productivity growth, respectively. The result shows that the lower

the level of labor productivity, the lower the steady-state profit-wage ratio −b is estimated,

and the higher the steady state labor productivity growth c is estimated (except the 30-40%

group). Higher labor productivity growth for lower productivity groups implies that there

exist catch-up effects. The grand mean or the economy-wide steady-state profit-wage ratio

−µb and labor productivity growth µc are estimated around 0.84 and 2.33 - slightly lower and

higher than those of the mean of the observed data which was used as our prior information.

Finally, the hyper-parameter σ, which represents the variability of each parameter a, b and

c among different levels of labor productivity, shows that parameter c has a relatively large

variability compared to others even considering the larger scale of c. Figure 4 shows estimated

frontiers from the mean values of each parameter over the actual data except the 30-40% group

in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Frontier estimation of χ and γ based on different levels of labor productivity.

The result clearly shows that the estimated steady-state growth rate of labor productivity

increases as the gap of the absolute level of labor widens from those of the advanced countries.
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7 Conclusion

In this study, our starting point was to analyze the observed regularities of capital and

labor productivity growths in the world economies, which constitute the main components

of technical change and economic growth dynamics. It was demonstrated that probability

distributions of these components follow a symmetric Subbotin distribution. This is an

important result because it indicates a strong systemic force that pushes labor and capital

productivity growths towards their steady states in the system. Kennedys induced technical

change model was used as a baseline to explain this stability along with Goodwin’s labor

market model to derive the steady-state labor productivity growth.

Extending the original ITC model, we considered different levels of productivity in es-

timating the world innovation possibility frontier. It is shown that the estimated steady

state growth rate of labor productivity increases as the gap of the absolute level of labor

and capital productivity widens from those of the advanced countries. Lower levels of labor

productivities coincide with the lower steady state profit-wage ratio, and higher steady state

labor productivity growth.

This study contains two main features. First, our analysis shows that there is a catch-up

effect among high labor productivity group in the world economy, shedding a new light on

the application of Kennedy’s induced technical change model. Second, we propose a novel

method of estimating frontier, in which we use the Bayesian estimation to the data points

lying on several layers of convex hull.

For further explorations a joint distribution of χ and γ when setting up a mixture model,

may provide a more clear interpretation of the signal and noise components in χ− γ plane.

Additionally, providing a stronger reasoning behind choosing a Gaussian distribution for

the noise component of the mixture model would be needed. Finally, parameterizing the

effect of the productivity level on the productivity growth directly may be more useful than

dividing the data into several categories and using a multilevel model. Parmeterizing the

level effect directly in the original equation of the ITC can enable us to estimate the effect

of the distance from advanced countries (in terms of the level of productivity) on the growth

of labor productivity, which might lead to theoretically more fruitful discussions.

Jangho Yang, Özlem Ömer / AICSS 2016
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Abstract 

Following the 19th century Energy became an important and indispensable input to 

production and consumption activities in all over the world. In the mean time Energy has 

become a very determinant factor for growth for national economies. In this study we aim to 

investigate the relationship between economic growth and CO2 emission for OECD countries. 

Panel data method and cointegration tests will be employed to analyze OECD member 

countries over the period 1960-2014. GDP per capitawill be the Proxy for the economic 

growth and CO2 emisions (metric tons per capita) will be taken for CO2 emission on yearly 

basis. 

 

Keywords: Economıc Growth, CO2 Emission, Panel Data Analysis, Cointegration Test 

INTRODUCTION 

Energy plays a vital role in the process of economic growth and development of a nation. In 

the absence of sufficient energy industry, transport and social life are subject to fail(Chang 

et al., 2011). Energy products constitute the largest cost item in the production processes in 

the modern economy. Being unable to meet energy demand due to population growth, 

industrialization and rising living standards can cause social, political and military conflicts. 

 

Global primary energy consumption has poorly increasedby just 0.9% in 2014, after a marked 

(slow down) deceleration over 2013 (+2.0%) and well below the 10-year average of 2.1%. 

Growth in 2014 slowed for every fuel other than nuclear power, which was also the only fuel 

to grow at an above-average rate. Growth was significantly below the 10-year average for 

Asia Pacific, Europe & Eurasia, and South & Central America. OECD consumption fell by 

0.9%, which was a larger fall than the recent historical average.  

 

 

 

                                                           
* Corresponding author. Tel.:+90 (0266) 416 2244; fax: +90 (0266) 416 1507.E-mail address: 

hhyildirim@balikesir.edu.tr. 
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Table 1:  World Primary Energy Consumption (2014) 

  Primary Energy Consumption 

 2014 

Region 
Oil 

(Mt) 

Natur

al  

Gas 

(Mtoe

) 

Coal 

(Mto

e) 

Nucle

ar  

Energ

y 

(Mtoe

) 

Hydro-  

Electrici

ty 

(Mtoe) 

Rene

w- 

ables 

(Mtoe

) 

Total 

Perce

nt 

(%) 

Total North 

America 
1024.4 866.3 488.9 216.1 153.5 73.6 

2822.

6 

0.22 

Total S.& Cent. 

America 
326.5 153.1 31.6 4.7 155.4 21.5 692.8 

0.05 

Total Europe & 

Eurasia 
858.9 908.7 476.5 266.1 195.7 124.4 

2830.

3 

0.22 

Total Middle East 393.0 418.6 9.7 1.0 5.2 0.3 827.9 0.06 

Total Africa 179.4 108.1 98.6 3.6 27.5 2.9 420.1 0.03 

Total Asia Pacific 
1428.9 610.7 

2776.

6 
82.5 341.6 94.2 

5334.

6 

0.41 

Total World 
4211.1 

3065.

5 

3881.

8 
574.0 879.0 316.9 

12928

.4 

 

Percent (%) 0.33 0.24 0.30 0.04 0.07 0.02   

Table 1 shows us the distribution of primary energy consumption in year2014 (BP, 2015). 

We can see the utilization of primary energy sources for the regions shows proportions of 

22% in North America, 5% in S. & Cent. America, 23% in Europe & Eurasia, 6%, in Middle 

East,%3 in Africa, 41% in Asia Pacific region. In 2014, oil which is the largest share of the 

world consumption of primary energy resources constituted 33% of whole consumption. Oil 

consumption is followed by coal, which is 30% of the world consumption. Natural gas is the 

third with 24% of primary energy consumption. 87% of world primary energy consumption 

is supplied by these three energy items, as a fossil source of energy. One of the most 

frequently-discussed global matters has been environmental destruction within contexts of 

global warming and climate change. The main reason for global warming is the very rapid 

increase in the ratio of gases that cause the greenhouse effect in the atmosphere. The increase 

in the emission of the carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane gas in the atmosphere increases the 

temperature of the earth’s surface. The main gas that causes the greenhouse effect is CO2, 

which is emitted into the atmosphere by the use of fossil fuels such as gasoline, coal, and 

natural gas(Yavuz, 2014:229). Using fossil resources in global energy consumption causes 

environmental expenditures. ''Sustainability'' and ''sustainable development'' have come into 

prominence in order to maintain the economic growth without increasing environmental 

expenditures (Ergün&Polat, 2015:117) 

In the last 10 years in terms of energy demand in OECD countries at first place stands Turkey, 

according to the Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources Budget presentation in 2015 it is 

expected to reach 218 million TEP level of primary energy demand by 2023. İt is also 

expected that in 2023 primary energy demand in the coal goes from 27% to 37% of the share, 

the oil shares of 27%  decreases to 26% and the natural gas shares decreases from 33% to 
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23%,and it is also predicted for hydropower's share level will be 4%, for renewable resources 

6% and for the share of nuclear energy level 4%. 

The relationship between economic progress and environment is presented as a model with 

Kuznets curve. According to the model, both the development and the growth of countries 

have 3 phases. At the first stage, countries enhances economic growth and consequently the 

energy consumption. Since it is more affordable, countries use fossil energy. The usage of 

fossil energy causes CO2 emission rise. At the second phase, countries have the economic 

growth in a particular way. The countries reach at a certain economic growth level. However, 

the usage of CO2 has increased extremely. In the last phase, the countries desire to enhance 

the economic growth decreasing CO2 (Dinda, 20014:433; Stern, 2004:519). 

The economic growth of the countries bring about CO2 rise as well. Developing countries 

want to reduce the CO2 while maintaining economic growth in order to reach the developed 

country level. The point at which CO2 starts to decrease is called threshold point. Following  

the certain level of growth and the income rise, the measures to protect the environment are 

taken (Yandle vd., 2002:1-5). In this study, the relationship between OECD countries 

economic growth and the change in CO2 has been analyzed.  

This study consists of five parts. The first part is about the definition and the importance of 

CO2 with economic growth OECD countries and the World. The second part is the literature 

review of analyses on economic growth and CO2 emissions. In the third part of the study, 

data sets and methods of the study in the methodology section are being described. In the 

fourth section of the study empirical outputs gathered by the chosen method are presented. 

In the fifth chapter of this study, the results are conluded. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

There is a vast amount of research on the relationship between the level of income of a 

country and environmental pollution. Since Grossmann and Krueger (1991, 1993, 1995), who 

detected this inverted U-shaped relationship between gross domestic product and some 

pollution indicators at the beginning of 1990s, together with the serious increase of 

environmental destruction, the literature concerning this topic has been rapidly growing. The 

relationship between income and environmental pollution has been studied for groups of 

countries and also for individual countries (Yavuz, 2014:230). Although some of the applied 

studies support the environmental Kuznets curve hypothesis, some others do not. The models 

in which the relationship between environmental destruction and growth is searched for are 

generally criticized because of the omitted variable and the estimations are assumed to be 

biased. Richmond and Kaufmann (2006) included energy consumption within the model in 

order not to be exposed to the undesirable effects of the omitted variable and they determined 

a positive relationship. Soytas et al. (2007) searched for the Granger type causal relation 

between real income and CO2 emission.  
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Table 2: Summary of Previous studies on the relationships between CO2 emission and 

economic growth 

Study Country Period Methodology Results 

(Causality) 

Ang (2007) France 
1960-

2000 

Johansen-Juselius, 

ARDL bounds test, 

EKC, VECM 

EC GDP 

Halicioğlu 

(2008) 
Turkey 

1960-

2005 

ARDL bounds test, 

Johansen-Juselius, 

VECM 

CO2 EC, 

CO2 GDP 

Jalil and 

Mahmud 

(2009) 

China 
1975-

2005 

ARDL bounds test, 

EKC, VECM 
GDP    CO2 

Zhang and 

Cheng 

(2009) 

China 
1960-

2007 

Toda-Yamamoto 

procedure 

GDPEC 

ECCO2 

Lean and 

Smyth 

(2010) 

Five ASEAN 

countries 

1980-

2006 

Johansen Fisher panel 

cointegration EKC,  

panel VECM 

CO2 GDP 

Menegaki 

(2011) 

27 Europen 

countries  

1997-

2007 

Panel cointegration 

test 

CO2GSYH 

Arı and 

Zeren 

(2011) 

The 

Mediterranian 

Countries 

2000-

2005 

Panel Data Model GDP    CO2 

Table 2 summarizes some earlier relevant studies with their main features including 

methodology employed and main findings.In Table 2, from many studies  a certain part of 

the relationship between the CO2 and the economic growth is shown. There are differences 

in the results of these studies with regard to GDP, GDP per capita, pollution level and the 

usage of pollution level per person, the kind of pollution emission used, usage of different 

explanatory variable apart from the variable in hand, differences of theoretical models,  the 

terms and the contries analyzed. These differences can cause variant results even at the 

analyzes of the same countries. 

METHODOLODOGY 

Data Set 

Data set used in this study includes the period 1962-2011 and analyses have been conducted 

by using eighteen EOCD countries and 51 observations on annually data basis. Closing data 

pertain to GDP per capita and CO2 Emissions (metric tons per capita). Both data have been 

obtained from World Bank data base. Excel 2010 and E-Views 8.0 package programs have 

been used for processing the data and implementation of econometric analyses. 

Methods 

Panel data analyses embody information across both time and space. By using this approach 

we can bring to light the expected values and relationship between macroeconomic variables. 

Importantly, a panelkeeps the same objects or entities and measures some quantity about 

them over time. Therefore we can put together observations for individuals, countries, firms 
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and other entities for a specific period of time. (Tatoğlu, 2012: 2). 

Economic data are often non-stationary or have means, variancesand covariancesthat change 

over time. A statistical analaysis for a time series should be done whether it has a constant 

mean over time. The use of non-stationary data can lead to spurious regressions. If two 

variables are non-stationary, a regression of one on the other could have a high R2 even if the 

two are totally unrelated. So, if standard regression techniques are applied to non-stationary 

data, the end result could be a regression that looks good but fundamentally they are 

valueless. Such a model would be termed a spurious regression. 

Recent literature suggests that panel-based unit root tests have higher power than unit root 

tests based on individual time series†.  

While these tests are commonly termed “panel unit root” tests, theoretically, they are simply 

multiple-series unit root tests that have been applied to panel data structures (where the 

presence of cross-sections generates “multiple series” out of a single series). These tests can 

be done for multiple series.  

In this sudy, Levin, Lin and Chuunit root tests and Fisher ADF and Fisher Philips and Perron 

panel unit root tests are employed. 

Levin, Lin and Chu (2002) panel unit root test assumes that each unit has the same 

autoregressive parameter.  In other words, Levin, Lin, and Chu propose a test which has an 

alternative hypothesis that the ρi are identical. Because ρi is fixed across i, this is one of the 

most complicated of the tests because the data from the different individuals need to be 

combined into a single final regression. Three models can be applied: 

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 1: ∆𝑌𝑖𝑡 =  𝜌𝑌𝑖𝑡−1 +  𝑢𝑖𝑡(1) 

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 2: ∆𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼0𝑖 + 𝜌𝑌𝑖𝑡−1 +  𝑢𝑖𝑡(2) 

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 3: ∆𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼0𝑖 + 𝛼0𝑖𝑡 +  𝜌𝑌𝑖𝑡−1 +  𝑢𝑖𝑡(3) 

The Fisher-ADF and PP panel unit root tests allow for individual unit root processes so that 

ρimay vary across cross-sections. The tests are all characterized by the combining of 

individual unit root tests to derive a panel-specific result. 

Panel unit root tests are similar, but not identical, to unit root tests carried out on a single 

series. Fisher tests use unit root tests for each entity and then p-values obtained from these 

tests constitute the basis for executing the whole test. On the hand, Fisher ADF and 

FisherPhilips-Perron tests are executed for each entity. 

Levin, Lin, and Chu tests assume that there is a common unit root process so that ρi is 

identical across cross-sections. Under the null hypothesis, there is a unit root, while under the 

alternative, there is no unit root.The LLC method requires a specification of the number of 

lags used in each cross-section ADF regression. On top of it, the exogenous variables used 

                                                           
†Levin, Lin and Chu (2002), Breitung (2000), Im, Pesaran and Shin (2003), Fisher-type tests using ADF and PP 

tests (Maddala and Wu (1999) and Choi (2001)), and Hadri (2000). 
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in the test equations must be specified. There is an option to include no exogenous regressors, 

or to include individual constant terms (fixed effects), or to employ individual constants and 

trends. 

An alternative approach to panel unit root tests uses Fisher’s results to derive tests that 

combine the p-values from individual unit root tests. This idea has been proposed by Maddala 

and Wu, and by Choi.The exogenous variables for the test equations and the number of lags 

used in each cross-section ADF regression must be specified for Fisher tests.Since Fisher 

tests allows us to use unbalanced panel data they are more flexible. 

Once you have been able to classify your variables as stationary we are in position to sort out 

long-run and short-run effects in your model, and to set up a model where statistical inference 

will be meaningful. 

The extensive interest in and the availability of panel data has led to an emphasis on extending 

various statistical tests to panel data. Recent literature has focused on tests of cointegration 

in a panel setting. (Pedroni 1999, Pedroni 2004, Kao 1999 and a Fisher-type test using an 

underlying Johansen methodology Maddala and Wu 1999). 

Pedroni (1999) extended his panel cointegration testing procedure for the models, where 

there are more than one independent variable in the regression equation.  

Basically, it employs four panel statistics and three group panel statistics to test the null 

hypothesis of no cointegration against the alternative hypothesis of cointegration. In the case 

of panel statistics, the first-order autoregressive term is assumed to be the same across all the 

cross sections, while in the case of group panel statistics the parameter is allowed to vary 

over the cross sections. If the null is rejected in the panel case, then the variables of the 

production (labor productivity) function are cointegrated for all the sectors. On the other 

hand, if the null is rejected in the group panel case, then cointegration among the relevant 

variables exists for at least one of the sectors.  

The can be summarized as below: 

𝑦𝑖𝑡 =  𝛼𝑖 + 𝛿𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽1𝑖𝑋1𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑖𝑋2𝑖𝑡 + … + 𝛽𝑀𝑖𝑋𝑀𝑖𝑡 + 휀𝑖𝑡(4) 

The Kao test follows the same basic approach as the Pedroni tests, but specifies cross-section 

specific intercepts and homogeneous coefficients on the first-stage regressors. 

Kao (1999) Panel Cointegration tests are based on DF (Dickey Fuller) and ADF(Augmented 

Dickey Fuller) tests. Under the null hypothesis there is no cointegration (𝐻0: 𝜌 = 1). 

𝑦𝑖𝑡 =  𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽 + 𝑧𝑖𝑡𝛾 + 휀𝑖𝑡(5) 

Based on the results obtained from cointegration analyses for panel data, panel casuality tests 

are employed. In order to perform a casuality test a Vector Error Correction Model can be 

predicted by using VAR.  

EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

In this analysis, GDP per capita and CO2 Emissions (metric tons per capita) data have been 
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used for 18 OECD member countries (Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Greece, 

Iceland, Ireland, Lexembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, 

United Kingdom, United Stated and Italy) and all data have been obtained from World Bank 

data base. 

Panel data analysis has been employed to investigate whether there is a relationship between 

GDP per capita and CO2 Emission in the countries mentioned above.  

Levin, Lin&Chu, ADF, PP (1979) panel unit root tests have been conducted for the set 

wovariables to see whether they are sationary or not.  

Table3: Results of Unit Root Test (Level Values) 

Unit Root Test 

Type 

                                    

Variables 

 

Include in Test Equation 

GDP per 

capita           

(current US$) 

CO2 Emissions 

(metric tons per 

capita) 

Levin, Lin 

&Chu 

Individual intercept 
10.1742 

(1.000) 

-4.2412 

(0.000) 

Individual intercept and 

trend 

3.8285 

(0.999) 

0.6873 

(0.7541) 

ADF- Fisher 

Chi-square 

Individual intercept 
0.4112 

(1.000) 

65.427 

(0.001) 

Individual intercept and 

trend 

32.1296 

(0.428) 

43.448 

(0.183) 

PP-Fisher Chi-

square 

Individual intercept 
0.5185 

(1.000) 

63.807 

(0.002) 

Individual intercept and 

trend 

15.7102 

(0.998) 

35.218 

(0.505) 

 

In Table 2 above stationarity level results for two variables are shown. Under these 

hypotheses, 

H0: Variable is non-stationary. There is unit root. 

H1: Variable is stationary. There is not unit root. 

the null hypothesis cannot be rejected for GDP per capita with constant, with constant and 

trend at 1% significance level. Moreover, for CO2 Emissions (metric tons per capita)variable 

the null hypothesis cannot be rejeceted with constant and trend at 1% significance level. Since 

they are not stationary, stationarity process has to be employed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table4: Results of UnitRoot Test (First Difference) 

Unit Root Test                                       GDP per CO2 Emissions 
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Type Variables 

 

Include in Test Equation 

capita           

(current 

US$) 

(metric tons 

per capita) 

Levin, Lin 

&Chu 

Individual intercept 
-18.050 

(0.000) 

-22.829 

(0.000) 

Individual intercept and trend 
-11.321 

(0.000) 

-23.760 

(0.000) 

ADF- Fisher 

Chi-square 

Individual intercept 
319.88 

(0.000) 

481.91 

(0.000) 

Individual intercept and trend 
288.60 

(0.000) 

475.46 

(0.000) 

PP-Fisher Chi-

square 

Individual intercept 
309.50 

(0.000) 

520.371 

(0.000) 

Individual intercept and trend 
290.32 

(0.000) 

511.59 

(0.000) 

 

When we take the first difference, both variables become stationary at 1% significance level 

as shown in Table 3. 

At this stage of the study a cointegration test has been conducted to see the relationship 

between two variables. The results are shown in Table 4 below: 

Table5: Panel Cointegration Test Results 

Test Type Test Statistics 

GDP per capita 

Dependent Variable 

CO2 Emissions 

(metric tons per 

capita)Dependent 

Variable 

Statistic Prob. Statistic Prob. 

Pedroni 

(Engle- 

GrangerBased) 

Panel v- Statistic -0.7859 0.7475 3.7616 0.0001 

Panel rho- Statistic -20.1929 0.0000 -28.093 0.000 

Panel PP- Statistic -15.3938 0.0000 -21.779 0.000 

Panel ADF- 

Statistic 
-15.9659 0.0000 -21.678 0.000 

Grup rho- Statistic -15.899 0.0000 -29.605 0.000 

Grup PP-Statistic -15.6967 0.0000 -25.748 0.000 

Grup ADF- 

Statistic 
-15.7651 0.0000 -23.913 0.000 

Kao(Engle-

GrangerBased) 
ADF 4.5956 0.000 -4.2705 0.000 

Under the null and alternative hypotheses, 

H0: There is no cointegration 

H1: There is cointegration 

Pedroni test statistics confirms with majority that the cointegration relationship exists. (6 out 

of 7 test statistics).  Kao coinintegration test statistics also confirm the same results at 5 % 

significance level. In other words, the analysis affirms that first difference of GDP per capita 

in OECD countries and first difference of CO2 emissions (metric tons per capita) are 

cointegrated in the long run and they move together. Granger causality test results are shown 
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below in Table 5. 

Tablo 6: Granger Causality- Block Exogeneity Wald Test Results 

 

 

Models 

Dependent Independent 
Chi-

Square 
Df Prob. Direction 

First Difference 

of 

GDP per capita 

(current US$) 

First Difference 

of 

CO2 Emissions 

(metric tons per 

capita) 

0.4869 2 0.7839 
No 

direction 

First Difference 

of 

CO2 Emissions 

(metric tons per 

capita 

First Difference 

of 

GDP per capita 

(current US$) 

21.1396 2 0.0000 
Unidirectio

n 

When we examine the results we conclude that there is a one direction relation. GDP per 

capita causes CO2 emissions. But . CO2 emissions don’t cause GDP per capita. According to 

the obtained results, it can be said that CO2 emissions have  causality relationship in the 

direction of GDP, Also GDP has one way causality relationship in the direction of CO2 

emissions. 

CONCLUSION 
In this study, the relationship between the variables using the data of GDP per capita for 

economic growth and the CO2 emissions (metric tons per capita) for CO2 emission from 1961 

to 2011 in eighteen OECD countries have been analyzed. Therefore, the stability of variables 

has been examined first.  Afterwards, variables have been examined to find out whether there 

is a cointegration among the variables or not. In the last step, granger causality test has been 

applied to the variables in order to determine the direction of the effect. 

Short and long-term causality relationships among the variables have been detected as a result 

of granger cointegration. The simplex direction of the relationship has become evident thanks 

to granger causality test results. The relationship is from GDP per capita to CO2 emissions 

(metric tons per capita). According to this result, the growth in Turkey increases CO2 as in 

most developing countries. Developing countries use more fossil fuel for their enegry 

consumption in order to achieve their economic growth. The energy sources in OECD 

countries consist of mainly fossil fuel. For this reason, economic growth brings forth the 

increase in energy consumption and consequently increases CO2 emission. The increase in 

economic growth for OECD countries, some of the developing countries, is substantial. 

However, it should not increase the CO2 while maintaining its economic growth since CO2 

emission leads to environmental issues. Considering the environment fact in maintaining 

economic development for countries, sustainable development concept will be achieved if 

we appreciate the politics for the renewable energy, which is one of the cleanest energy 

sources. 
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Abstract 

The regionalism phenomenon has received a lot of interest from economics literature. On the one hand, 

some of the scholars argued that regional integration agreements are beneficial in leading trade creation 

effect, increased market size, increased investment by attracting foreign direct investment, reforms in 

domestic policy etc. On the other hand, some of the scholars took opposing position by pointing out 

potential results of trade diversion, less sovereignty, employment shift etc. This study aims to investigate 

whether being a member of regional economic integration agreement foster per-capita income 

convergence among the participant countries. 23 multilateral regional economic integration agreements 

(RIAs) which are notified to World Trade Organization (WTO) and more than 100 countries that joined 

to these agreements are studied. In order to examine the potential effect of regional integration 

agreements on per capita income convergence among member countries, the series of deviations of each 

country from regional integration agreement average are constructed out of real GDP per capita in 2005 

USD figures, which are obtained from World Bank and United Nations Statistics Division. The period of 

study spans from the establishment year of RIA to 2013. Any change in membership status of the RIA 

considered is taken account by performing separate tests on the members of the RIA before and after the 

change. By applying first and second generation panel unit root tests on each deviation series from RIA 

average, the existence of convergence in country per capita income is judged and the following 

conclusions are reached: There is significant evidence in favor of convergence for Caribbean Community, 

Economic Cooperation Organization, Economic Community of West African States, European Free 

Trade Association, Gulf Cooperation Council, Central European Free Trade Agreement, Euroasian 

Economic Community, Latin American Integration Association, South African Development 

Community, and West African Economic and Monetary Union 

 

Keywords: Regional Economic Integrations; Convergence; Panel Unit Root Testing; Cross 

Sectional Dependence; Real GDP per capita 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Since 1990s regional economic integration agreements have become more and more intensified across the 

world - from North America to Latin America, from Europe to Asia and in Africa. Not only a large 

number of developing countries are part of one or more than one agreements, but also most of developed 

countries are part of such agreements. Due to the prevalence of them, regional economic integrations 

between countries and their economic impacts have been receiving a lot of interest from various 

academics. Existence of convergence in per capita incomes of countries taking part in regional economic 

integration agreements is one of the most questioned subjects in economics literature. Not surprisingly, 

empirical evidence is conflicted. While some of the empirical studies find evidence for convergence: Ben 

David (1993), Karras (1997), Holmes (2005), Cuaresma, Grünwald, Silgoner (2008), Hammouda, 
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Karingi, Njuguna, and Jallab (2009), Carmignani (2007); some of the empirical studies report the 

opposite: Karras (1997), Cuestas, Monfort, Ordóñez (2012), Slaughter (1998).  

Balassa (1961) identifies regional economic integration stages as Free Trade Agreements, Customs 

Unions, Common Markets, Economic Unions, and Total Integration. In this process, barriers to trade 

between countries diminishes and integration deepens from Free Trade Agreements to Total Integration. 

Free Trade Agreements abolish tariffs and quotas between participant countries, yet each participant 

impose their own tariff towards third party countries. Customs Unions impose common external tariff 

(CET) towards third party countries in addition to abolition of tariffs and quotas between members. 

Common Markets allow free movement of factors of production alongside the properties of customs 

unions. Economic Unions aim to synchronize economic policies (it mostly refers to monetary policy and 

fiscal policy) of joint countries besides the properties of common markets. Finally, Total Integration 

refers to the unification of monetary, fiscal and social policies between member countries.  

In this study, existence of convergence in per capita incomes of participant countries in 23 regional 

economic integration agreements is evaluated via applying Panel Unit Root Test technique on the series 

of deviations of each country’s real GDP per capita in 2005 USD figures from regional integration 

agreement average. Based on Balassa’s (1961) typology of regional integration agreements, this paper 

dwells on WTO classification such that: Partial Scope Agreements, Free Trade Agreements and Customs 

Unions. First Generation Panel Unit Root Tests yield that convergence performances of Caribbean 

Community (CARICOM) for the period of 2002-2013 to which Haiti joined, and Economic Community 

of West African States (ECOWAS) for the period of 2000-2013, from which Mauritania left and Cabo 

Verde - which is the extreme country in terms of per capita income- was dropped were significant. 

Furthermore, Second Generation Panel Unit Root Tests lead that real GDP per capita series of the 

following countries do revert to RIA average Oman among Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC); Poland and 

Czech Republic among Central European Free Trade Agreement (CEFTA); Russia and Tajikistan among 

Euroasian Economic Community (EAEC); Denmark and United Kingdom among European Free Trade 

Agreement (EFTA) for the period of 1960-2013 before which Iceland joins and Denmark and UK leave; 

Austria among EFTA for the period of 1986- 2013 during which Finland joins; Uruguay and Panama 

among Latin American Integration Association (LAIA); Malawi among South African Development 

Community (SADC) for the period of 1990-2013 during which Namibia joins; Turkey and Uzbekistan 

among Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) for the period of 1992-2013 during which 

Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Pakistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and 

Uzbekistan join; Guinea Bissau among West African Economic and Monetary Union for the period of 

1997-2013 during which Mali and Guinea Bissau join.  

In addition to the evaluation of real income per capita convergence among member countries in various 

multilateral regional integration agreements, regional integration agreements in which divergence is 

found are re-analyzed by excluding the deviation series related to countries behaving extremely with 

respect to the rest over the period of study. These countries are: China in APTA; Cabo Verde in 

ECOWAS2; Luxembourg in EU1; Greece, Ireland and Luxembourg in EU3; Singapore in ASEAN1; 

Brunei Darussalam in ASEAN2; Trinidad & Tobago and Antigua & Barbuda in CARICOM2; and United 

Arab Emirates, Syrian Arab Republic, Libya and Yemen in PAFTA. The repetition of analysis by 

excluding outlier countries from the RIAs has led to the outcome that there is significant evidence in 

favor of convergence among ECOWAS2 member countries when Cabo Verde is not included, and among 

EU3 member countries when Greece, Ireland and Luxembourg are not considered.  

This study aims to contribute to the literature in two ways. Firstly, it updates the information related to 

test of convergence hypothesis in regional integration agreement setting by panel unit root testing 

technique. Secondly, a wide range of panel unit root tests are considered and the most appropriate ones 

are employed while taking into account of cross-sectional dependency of the panel data in this study 

which is unique in terms of this property   

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The next section reviews the literature about 

concepts of convergence, and it is considered in a regional integration agreement setting in the same 
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section. Data and Methodology is explained in Section 3. Main results and Conclusion are presented in 

Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. 

 

2. Literature Review 

 

2.1. Empirical Studies on Convergence within a Regional Integration  

 

To our knowledge, Ben David (1993) is the first study which points out that most of the convergence 

confirmed by several studies has existed in post-war period which is also the period of growing trade 

liberalization. In this study, European Economic Community (EEC) countries are examined in order to 

see the link between freer trade and income disparity. By utilizing from standard deviations of member 

countries’ incomes and then with the help of unit root test, the author indicates emphatic evidence for the 

convergence of incomes among EEC during postwar period.  

The second contribution to this branch of literature is by Karras (1997). The investigation of this 

study covers three regional integration experiences: Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), 

European Union (EU), and Latin American Free Trade Area (LAFTA, then named as LAIA). The 

conventional regression fit of average growth rate- initial income per capita for each regional grouping 

reveals that unconditional β - convergence is nonexistent in ASEAN over 1960-1990 period, and 

unconditional β - convergence exists for EU over 1950-1990 and mildly for LAFTA over 1950-1990 

Karras (1997). In addition to estimation of β in an average growth rate – initial income regression, cross 

country income variances for each regional groupings over the period of study are examined. This 

examination is consistent with the results from conventional regression fit. In other words, the cross-

country income variance in ASEAN has increased while it has decreased in EU and LAFTA over the 

period of study Karras (1997). Carmignani (2007) provides similar results related to ASEAN and LAIA 

by using panel unit root methodology. In contrast to findings of Karras (1997) and Carmignani (2007) 

related to ASEAN, Ismail (2008) finds that there is evidence of convergence after expansion from five to 

ten members. However, the results from Ismail (2008) are consistent with those of Karras (1997) only 

before the expansion of ASEAN, that is: there is neither β - convergence nor σ - convergence among five 

initial member countries.  

Related to Latin American regional integration experiences, specifically Latin American Integration 

Association (LAIA) and Central American Common Market (CACM), Holmes (2005) is another study 

that questions whether income convergence is achieved among joining countries. This study covers 

sixteen Latin American countries over the period of 1960- 2000, and uses principal components and 

cointegration analysis. It reports that there exists strong long-run convergence among CACM member 

countries over the period of 1960-2000, yet existence of convergence among LAIA member countries can 

be pronounced weakly over the period of 1981-2000 Holmes (2005). Furthermore, the latter finding from 

Holmes (2005) is consistent with the finding from Karras (1997) and Carmignani (2007) that is 

convergence weakly exists for LAIA countries.  

Cuaresma, Grünwald, Silgoner (2011) is one of the recent studies focuses on the European Union 

experience, and it reports not only poor countries’ catching up with rich ones since 1960s but also growth 

enhancing effect of duration of membership in EU. The former finding of Cuaresma et al. (2011) 

corroborates the findings of Karras (1997) related to EU.  

Cuestas, Monfort, Ordóñez (2012) is the next recent study related to EU. Unlike Karras (1997) and 

Cuaresma et al. (2008), Cuestas et al. (2012) asserts the existence of club convergence in EU, which is 

equivalent to income divergence. According to this study, there are two convergence clubs that have their 

own steady states. The first convergence club includes all Eastern European countries and Greece 

whereas Western countries minus Greece constitutes the second convergence club. Moreover, the cluster 

analysis yields the result of existence of two convergence clubs in Eastern European countries. The main 

factor which determines these clubs is whether or not belonging to euro zone Cuestas et al. (2012).  

Venables (1999) is the next study, which considers the relationship between regional integration 

agreements and income convergence among member countries in a much broader view. The implications 

from this study are: Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) tend to lead to divergence if it is between low-income 

countries whereas they tend to lead to convergence if it is between high-income countries. Moreover, the 

results suggest that north-south FTAs are much better than south-south FTAs for developing countries 
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because joining to an FTA that is between north-south countries is instrumental in increasing the 

possibility of convergence with high-income member countries in that FTA. The example RIAs for the 

above conclusion are also provided in the study, such that EU is an RIA between high and low-income 

countries and it seems that they experienced convergence. More specifically; Ireland, Spain and Portugal 

were stated to make a significant performance in closing the gap with high-income members of EU. The 

RIAs that were stated to experience divergence are East African Common Market (EAC), Central 

American Common Market (CACM) and the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS). 

EAC is an interesting example among three RIAs and its story has an important connection with the main 

argument of this article. Uganda and Tanzania claimed that Kenya having all the benefits of East African 

Common Market since Kenya has become the major producer and exporter of the manufactures to two 

comparatively less developed partners. Not surprisingly, the common market collapsed in 1977. Based on 

this event and the fact that Kenya is the country whose comparative advantage is much closer to the world 

average among the other member countries, Venables (1999)
 
argues that: “...countries with comparative 

advantage closer to the world average do better in an FTA than do countries with more extreme 

comparative advantage.” (Venables 1999, p.8)  

The study of Hammouda, Karingi, Njuguna, and Jallab (2009) is the first study such that it is very 

much comprehensive in African experience of regional integration. Southern African Development 

Community (SADC), Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), the Economic 

Community of West African States (ECOWAS), the Central African Monetary and Economic 

Community (CEMAC), and the West African Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU or French 

abbreviation: UEMOA,) are the regional integration agreements considered in this work. For SADC, 

COMESA and the ECOWAS, the panel estimation of β indicates some evidence of income convergence 

while the β is not estimated for CEMAC and WAEMU due to lack of data. Besides, income disparity 

among member countries in each RIA, which is calculated as income deviation of each country from the 

RIA mean, implies that countries in SADC, COMESA and ECOWAS are not converging; that is income 

disparity among member countries are increasing over the period of study Hammouda et al. (2009). The 

finding of existence of convergence in β sense yet non-existence of it in  sense is consistent with 

theoretical expressions or is at least empirical justification of them that are in the work of Sala-i-Martin 

(1996). For CEMAC the calculated income disparity is decreasing while remaining quite high during the 

period study, and for WAEMU the income dispersion implies a strong propensity for income 

convergence Hammouda et al. (2009).  

Slaughter (1998) is an exceptional study in the above ones and it provides contrary evidence that 

there is no link between trade liberalization and convergence. This study examines four trade 

liberalizations in the post-war period, specifically European Economic Community (EEC), European Free 

Trade Area (EFTA), liberalization between EEC and EFTA, and Kennedy Round of General Agreement 

on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The difference in difference estimations methodology yields the 

conclusion that the only effect of trade liberalization is the income divergence among the liberalizers not 

the convergence Slaughter (1998).  

2.2. Panel Unit Root Approach to Convergence Concept within a Regional Integration  

 

There are several studies which investigated convergence hypothesis in a stochastic framework 

(Bernard and Durlauf (1995); Evans (1996); Evans and Karras (1996a); Evans and Karras (1996b); Hall, 

Robertson and Wickens (1997); Evans (1998); Montuenga – Gomez (2002)). Following the definition of 

convergence in such a framework Carmignani (2007); Guetat and Serranito (2007); and Charles, Darné 

and Hoarau (2012) applies panel unit root methodology in order to investigate the link between regional 

integration agreements and convergence hypothesis.  

The alternative definition in Bernard and Durlauf (1995) establishes convergence in output as 

follows:  

Given existing information, countries p=1...n converge if the long-term output expectations for 

all countries are the same at a fixed time t:  

lim
𝑘→∞

𝐸(𝑦1,𝑡+𝑘 − 𝑦𝑝,𝑡+𝑘|Ω𝑡) = 0   ∀𝑝 ≠ 1                                                                                               (1) 

This definition requires testing whether  𝑦1,𝑡+𝑘 − 𝑦𝑝,𝑡+𝑘is a mean zero stationary process. The 

judgment of conditional convergence is done accordingly.  

In this context, Evans and Karras (1996) and Evans (1998) proposed a new test which depends 
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on panel unit root methodology in order to test for convergence hypothesis. Conditional convergence 

implies each economy converges to its own steady state, any deviation from steady state is transient. 

However, if deviations from steady state is persistent then economies are said to diverge. In view of 

Evans and Karras (1996) and Evans (1998), this requires the deviations of each economy from cross-

country mean of 𝑦
𝑡
 to tend to constant values as k tends to infinity.  

lim
𝑘→∞

𝐸𝑡 (𝑦1,𝑡+𝑘  −  𝑦
𝑝,𝑡+𝑘

) = 𝜇𝑝                                                                                                                (2)  

 (where 𝜇p is the level of p’s economy parallel growth path) If (𝑦𝑝,𝑡+𝑘 −  𝑦
𝑡+𝑘

)are stationary then the 

above equation holds. Unconditional convergence is concluded if 𝜇𝑝 = 0 ∀𝑝 while 𝜇𝑝 ≠ 0 for some p 

implies conditional convergence that is each economy converges to its own parallel growth path. This 

argument is equivalent to test whether the value of parameter ρ is equal to zero in the following equation 

(Evans (1998), Evans and Karras (1996)):  

∆(𝑦𝑝,𝑡 − 𝑦
𝑡
) = 𝜇𝑝 +  𝜌𝑝(𝑦𝑝,𝑡−1 − 𝑦

𝑡−1
) + ∑ 𝜑𝑝𝑘Δ(𝑦𝑝,𝑡−𝑘 − 𝑦

𝑡−𝑘
) + 𝑢𝑝,𝑡

𝐾
𝑘=1                                        (3) 

(where p=1,…n and t=1,…T and up,t is assumed to be uncorrelated across economies and 𝜇𝑝 is the 

country specific fixed effect for country p.) If 𝜌𝑝< 0 then (𝑦𝑝,𝑡 − 𝑦
𝑡
) will be stationary and it will be 

nonstationary if 𝜌𝑝=0. In stationarity case 𝑦𝑝,𝑡  reverts to a common trend which is stated to be well 

measured by 𝑦
𝑡
 Evans (1998). 

Carmignani (2007) is a noteworthy advocate of above approach in examining the relationship 

between regional economic integration and income convergence. The examination covers twenty-eight 

regional integration initiatives and the period of study is determined according to the date of 

establishment of each regional integration agreement. By employing panel unit root tests proposed by 

Levin, Lin, and Chu (2002) and Im, Pesaran and Shin (2003) the following findings are reached: There is 

no conditional convergence among regional integration agreements of ANDEAN, ASEAN CEMAC, CIS, 

COMESA (before Swaziland joins), EAEC, LAIA, EEA, EU10, and EU12. In contrast, evidence is in 

favor of the following regional integration agreements: CACM, CARICOM, CBI, CEFTA, COMESA 

(after Swaziland joins), ECOWAS, MERCOSUR, SACU, SADC1, SADC2, WAEMU, UMA, APEC1, 

APEC2, NAFTA, EU15 Carmignani (2007). 

The work by Charles, Darné and Hoarau (2012) is another contribution to this strand of 

literature. This study is specific to COMESA countries. Similar to Carmignani (2007), by utilizing from 

panel unit root testing techniques, no evidence was reported for the period of 1950-2003. The further 

application of economic development criterion reveals that there were two absolute convergence clubs 

among COMESA, that is one for the more developed countries and the other for the rest of less developed 

ones.  

3. Data and Methodology 

3.1. Data 

The data consists of GDP per capita figures in constant 2005 USD and it covers 23 regional 

integration agreements (RIAs) that are notified to World Trade Organization (WTO), and it is related to 

more than 100 countries that are involved in these agreements. Out of 23 regional integration agreements, 

12 of them are customs unions (CUs), 8 of them are Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) and 3 of them are 

Partial Scope Agreements (PSAs). This classification is based on the definition by World Trade 

Organization and the study covers only multilateral regional integration agreements not the bilateral ones. 

Therefore, trade agreements between two countries are out of scope of this study.   

The main source of data is the World Development Indicators of the World Bank, that keeps 

track of development indicators collected from officially recognized international sources. The United 

Nations Statistics Division is also utilized when encountered with missing data over the period of study. 

 In this study sample period spans from the founding year of each regional integration agreement 

to 2013. Following Carmignani (2007); when membership of an RIA changes over time, the tests are 

separately performed on the members of the RIA before and after the change. For example, Economic 

Cooperation Organization (ECO) was founded in 1985 by Iran, Pakistan and Turkey. In 1992; 

Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan joined 
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to ECO. Consequently, there are two sample periods considered for ECO: ECO-1 is for the period of 

1985-2013 with initial countries and ECO-2 is for period of 1992-2013 with initial countries plus new-

joiners. Therefore, the numbers after the abbreviations of regional integration agreements’ names stand 

for the changes in the membership of the RIA considered, sample period and member countries change 

accordingly1. Furthermore, the RIAs that are held after 2004 is out of scope of this study, since this would 

be too short period of time to investigate convergence dynamics between countries. 

 

3.2. Methodology 

 

In previous sections the researches studying income per capita convergence in the context of 

regional integration agreements were presented. These researches in fact any research studying 

convergence hypothesis have many options in terms of methodology, and the results from different 

studies employing different methods are mostly inconclusive. In this study, following Carmignani (2007) 

panel unit root test methods employed in order to examine convergence dynamics among countries after 

they join to a regional integration agreement. By panel unit root method we will benefit from both time 

and cross-section dimension of data in testing and avoid poor size and power properties of time series unit 

root testing that are previously pointed by some studies2. In addition to avoidance of drawbacks of time 

series unit root testing, we will utilize from several types of unit root testing in a panel setting.  

The first step in panel unit root testing is to determine whether the series of interest is cross-

sectional dependent or not. Pesaran’s (2004) cross-sectional dependence (CD) test helps to determine 

cross-sectional dependence3. If the series is concluded to be cross-sectional independent, then first 

generation panel unit root tests will be applicable. On the contrary, if the series is found to be cross-

sectional dependent, then second generation panel unit root tests will be appropriate. First generation tests 

include Levin, Lin and Chu (2002); Im, Pesaran and Shin (2003); Harris, Tzavalis (1999); Hadri (2000); 

Choi (2001) and Maddala and Wu (1999). Although it seems many, there are some key differences 

between these tests, and depending on the relative lengths of cross-section dimension and time dimension 

the choice of the test changes. Second Generation tests include Choi (2002); Philips and Sul (2002); Bai 

and Ng (2004); Moon and Perron (2004); Pesaran (2007) and SURADF test by Breuer, McNown, and 

Wallace (2001). Hence in this study while we proceed in panel unit root application, we will consider 

cross-sectional dependence (and independence) of the series and then based on the relative cross-section 

and time dimensions of each regional integration agreement group, we will choose the most appropriate 

test. Therefore, the contribution of this study to this branch of literature is two-fold. First, it provides 

recent information related to test of convergence hypothesis in the context of regional integration 

agreement by means of panel unit root testing. Second, a wide range of panel unit root tests are 

considered and employed while considering cross-sectional dependency of RIA sample in this study 

which is unique in terms of this property.  

4. Results 

4.1. Cross-Sectional Dependency Results – Pesaran’s (2003) CD Test 

Cross-sectional dependence is tested via Stata13 software and the results are presented 

separately for each type of regional integration agreement in the tables below. 

Table 1 shows the summary results of Pesaran’s (2004) CD test for customs union agreements. 

According to the results cross-sectional independence implied by the null hypothesis of the test can be 

rejected for the following customs union deviation series of agreements at 5% significance level: 

ANDEAN1, ANDEAN2, CACM, CARICOM1, COMESA, EAC, EU2, EU4, GCC, MERCOSUR, 

SACU1, SACU2, WAEMU1, and WAEMU2. In contrast to this result, the null hypothesis of cross-

sectional independence can not be rejected at 5% significance level for the deviation series of agreements 

of CARICOM2, CEMAC, ECOWAS1, ECOWAS2, EU1, and EU3. These results imply that the 

                                                           
1 See Part B in Appendix for a detailed information about membership in RIAs and period of study. 
2 Time series unit root testing is criticized because of power and size properties by Schwert (1989), Agiakloghou and Newbold 

(1992), DeJong, Nankervis, Savin and Whiteman(1992a,1992b). 
3 For a detailed information about Pesaran (2004) CD test: Pesaran, M.H. (2004) “General Diagnostic Tests for Cross Section 

Dependence in Panels” , CESifo Working Papers, 1229. 
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deviation series of agreements of ANDEAN1, ANDEAN2, CACM, CARICOM1, COMESA, EAC, EU2, 

EU4, GCC, MERCOSUR, SACU1, SACU2, WAEMU1, and WAEMU2 are cross-sectional dependent 

and this situation requires to run SURADF (2001) test on these series. On the contrary, the deviation 

series of agreements of CARICOM2, CEMAC, ECOWAS1, ECOWAS2, EU1, and EU3 are concluded to 

be cross-sectional independent and this case requires the application of first generation panel unit root test 

on these series. 

 

Table 1. Pesaran’s (2004) Cross-Sectional Dependence Test Results for Customs Unions Agreements 

CU NAME CD TEST STATISTIC 

ANDEAN1 -4,19* 

(0,000) 

ANDEAN2 -4,32* 

(0,000) 

CACM -2,98* 

(0,003) 

CARICOM1 -2,10** 

(0,036) 

CARICOM2 -1,91*** 

(0,056) 

CEMAC -1,79*** 

(0,074) 

COMESA1 -2,73* 

(0,006) 

EAC -3,77* 

(0,000) 

ECOWAS1 -1,50 

(0,133) 

ECOWAS2 -0,51 

(0,611) 

EU1 1,40 

(0,163) 

EU2 2,46** 

(0,014) 

EU3 -0,30 

(0,768) 

EU4 -2,07** 

(0,039) 

GCC -3,56* 

(0,000) 

MERCOSUR -3,47* 

(0,001) 

SACU1 -4,79* 

(0,000) 

SACU2 -3,62* 

(0,000) 

WAEMU1 -4,48* 

(0,000) 

WAEMU2 -2,69* 

(0,007) 

Note: * refers to significance at 1%, ** refers to significance at 5%, and *** refers to significance at 

10%. Corresponding p-values are in parenthesis. 

 

Table 2 summarizes the results of Pesaran’s (2004) CD test for free trade agreements. The 

results imply that the null hypothesis of cross-sectional independence of free trade agreements deviation 

series can be rejected at 5% significance level for the following: ASEAN3, SADC1, SADC2, SADC3, 

CEFTA, PICTA, NAFTA, EAEC, EFTA1, EFTA2, EFTA3, and EFTA4. This situation requires to run 

SURADF (2001) test on these series. Conversely, the null hypothesis of cross-sectional independence can 

not be rejected at 5% significance level for the following free trade agreement deviation series: ASEAN1, 

ASEAN2, and PAFTA. Cross sectional independence implied by Pesaran’s (2004) CD test for ASEAN1, 

ASEAN2, and PAFTA requires to run first generation panel unit root test on them. 
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Table 2. Pesaran’s (2004) Cross-Sectional Dependence Test Results for Free Trade Agreements 

FTA NAME CD TEST STATISTIC 

ASEAN1 0,96 

(0,338) 

ASEAN2 -1,70*** 

(0,089) 

ASEAN3 -2,67* 

(0,008) 

SADC1 -4,15* 

(0,000) 

SADC2 -2,31** 

(0,021) 

SADC3 -2,18** 

(0,029) 

CEFTA -2,94* 

(0,003) 

PAFTA -1,63 

(0,104) 

PICTA -2,60* 

(0,009) 

NAFTA -2,99* 

(0,003) 

EAEC -2,52** 

(0,012) 

EFTA1 5,37* 

(0,000) 

EFTA2 3,77* 

(0,000) 

EFTA3 -3,41* 

(0,001) 

EFTA4 -3,55* 

(0,000) 

Note: * refers to significance at 1%, ** refers to significance at 5%, and *** refers to significance at 

10%. Corresponding p-values are in parenthesis. 

 

Finally, Table 3 presents the results of Pesaran’s (2004) CD test for preferential trade 

agreements. According to the results, the null hypothesis of cross-sectional independence can be rejected 

for the following partial scope agreements deviation series at 5% significance level: ECO1, ECO2, and 

LAIA. Therefore, the deviation series of agreements of ECO1, ECO2, and LAIA requires to apply 

SURADF (2001) test. Contrarily, the null hypothesis of cross-sectional independence can not be rejected 

for the deviation series of partial scope agreement of APTA, requiring to run first generation panel unit 

root tests. 

 

Table 3. Pesaran’s (2004) Cross-Sectional Dependence Test Results for Partial Scope Agreements 

PSA NAME CD TEST STATISTIC 

 

APTA 

0,33 

(0,743) 

 

ECO1 

-4,48* 

(0,000) 

 

ECO2 

-2,42** 

(0,015) 

 

LAIA 

36,89* 

(0,000) 

Note: * refers to significance at 1%, ** refers to significance at 5%, and *** refers to significance at 

10%. Corresponding p-values are in parenthesis. 
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4.2. First Generation Panel Unit Root Test Results 

 

  In order to test for unit root in each panel of RIA sample, several first generation panel unit root 

tests are employed. Nevertheless, due to the limited space provided, in the following tables summarizing 

the results only one type of test result which suits the best to the asymptotic requirements of test and the 

cross sectional dimension and time dimension.  

Table 4 summarizes First Generation Panel Unit Root test results for regional integration 

agreements which are found cross-sectional independent in the previous section. All the tests considered 

are run with time trend since real GDP per capita figures revealed the existence of time trend.  

 

Table 4. First Generation Panel Unit Root Test Results 

RIA Name Test Name Dimensions Result 

CARICOM2 Fisher ADF N=11; T=12 

P Statistic Z Statistic L* Statistic 
Pm 

Statistic 

35.8684** 0.0527 -0.4085 2.0907** 

(0.0314) (0.521) (0.3422) (0.0183) 

CEMAC IPS (2003) N=6; T=15 

t-bar  Z-t-tilde-bar 

-0.8535 2.1082 

[-2.76] (0.9825) 

ECOWAS1 LLC (2002) N=14; T=39 

Adjusted t-statistic (t*) 

-1.0671 

(0.143) 

ECOWAS2 IPS (2003) N=13; T=14 

t-bar  Z-t-tilde-bar 

-1.9988 -1.2268 

[-2.57] (0.11) 

ECOWAS2 

without Cabo 

Verde 

IPS (2003) N=12; T=14 

t-bar  Z-t-tilde-bar 

-2.2494 -1.8478** 

[-2.57] (0.0323) 

EU1 Fisher ADF N=6; T=44 

P Statistic Z Statistic L* Statistic 
Pm 

Statistic 

3.7235 2.937 3.2199 -1.6894 

(0.9879) (0.9983) (0.9986) (0.9544) 

EU3 LLC (2002) N=12; T=28 

Adjusted t-statistic (t*) 

0.3007 

(0.6182) 

ASEAN1 Fisher ADF N=5; T=47 

P Statistic Z Statistic L* Statistic 
Pm 

Statistic 

4.7283 1.7332 1.9428 -1.1788 

(0.9086) (0.9585) (0.9691) (0.8808) 

ASEAN2 Fisher ADF N=6; T=30 

P Statistic Z Statistic L* Statistic 
Pm 

Statistic 

4.937 1.5831 1.5296 -1.4417 

(0.9601) (0.9433) (0.9323) (0.9253) 

PAFTA IPS (2003) N=16; T=16 

t-bar  Z-t-tilde-bar 

-1.984 -1.5518*** 

[-2.49] (0.0604) 

APTA Fisher ADF N=7; T=38 

P Statistic Z Statistic L* Statistic 
Pm 

Statistic 

7.4065 1.6516 1.7952 -1.246 

(0.9179) (0.9507) (0.9592) (0.8936) 

Note: * refers to significance at 1%, ** refers to significance at 5%, and *** refers to significance at 

10%. Corresponding p-values are in parenthesis and critical values are in brackets. 

 

  According to Table 4, evidence is in favour of convergence for only CARICOM2, and 

ECOWAS2 –when the outlier country is excluded- agreements. Fisher ADF (Maddala and Wu, 1999) 
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implies that out of four test statistics only inverse chi-square (P) and modified inverse chi-square (Pm) 

test statistics are significant at 5% significance level. This implies rejection of null hypothesis of all 

panels contain a unit root. Therefore, according to Fisher ADF test, there is at least one panel that is 

stationary among the deviation series from CARICOM2 average. This result leads to conclude that at 

least one deviation series from CARICOM2 average among CARICOM2 member countries reverts to 

some constant, implying existence of convergence is possible. Similarly, when the outlier country which 

is Cabo Verde among the member states is excluded, the results implied by the t-bar test statistic of IPS 

(2003) on the one hand, implies that the null hypothesis of each series in the panels contains unit root can 

not be rejected at 5% significance level. On the other hand, 𝑍𝑡-bar test statistic of IPS (2003) implies the 

rejection of the null hypothesis of each series in the panels contain unit root  at 5% significance level. 

Therefore, it will be concluded that there is significant evidence in favor of conditional convergence 

among ECOWAS2 members when Cabo Verde is not considered. On the other hand, the evidence for 

convergence is not significant for the rest of the regional integration agreements in Table 4.  

 

 

4.3 Second Generation Panel Unit Root Test Results 

 

 SURADF (2001) and Pesaran’s CADF (2003) tests are employed for the deviation series of 

regional integration agreements that are found to be cross-sectional dependent. Since time trend is 

observed in real GDP per capita figures of member countries, second generation panel unit root tests are 

run with time trend, as well. Besides, SURADF (2001) test allows us to conclude which series is (or are) 

nonstationary specifically. This is done by testing separate null hypothesis of unit root against the 

alternative of stationarity for each panel member.   Due to limited amount of space, results that are in 

favour of convergence will be discussed4.  

 SURADF (2001) test implies that each test statistic does not fall into the rejection area except for 

Oman (i.e. each of them is greater than corresponding critical value), the null hypothesis of unit root for 

each individual panel member can not be rejected. Therefore, the deviation series of Bahrain, Kuwait, 

Qatar, Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates from GCC average for each individual country is 

concluded to be nonstationary. However, as the test statistic of the deviation series of Oman does fall into 

the rejection area (i.e. -5.246 < -5.130), the null hypothesis of unit root in the panel can be rejected at 5% 

significance level. Therefore, the deviation series of Oman from GCC average is concluded to be 

stationary. We will take this as evidence that at least one country deviation series revert to RIA mean 

hence evidence in favour of convergence. 

 SURADF (2001) test implies that each test statistic does not fall into the rejection area except for 

Guinea Bissau (i.e. each of them is greater than corresponding critical value), the null hypothesis of unit 

root for each individual panel member can not be rejected. Therefore, the deviation series of Burkina 

Faso, Benin, Cote d’Ivoire, Mali, Niger, Senegal, Togo and Guinea Bissau from WAEMU2 average for 

each individual country is concluded to be nonstationary. However, as the test statistic of the deviation 

series of Guinea Bissau does fall into the rejection area (i.e. -4.413 < -0.0006416), the null hypothesis of 

unit root in the panel can be rejected at 5% significance level. Therefore, the deviation series of Guinea 

Bissau from WAEMU2 average is concluded to be stationary. This further implies that the deviation 

series of Guinea Bissau reverts to WAEMU2 average. We will take this as evidence in favour of 

convergence. 

 SURADF (2001) test implies that each test statistic does not fall into the rejection area except for 

Poland and Czech Republic (i.e. each of them is greater than corresponding critical value), the null 

hypothesis of unit root for each individual panel member can not be rejected. Therefore, the deviation 

series of Slovenia, Slovak Republic, and Hungary from CEFTA average for each individual country is 

concluded to be nonstationary. However, as the test statistics of the deviation series of Poland and Czech 

Republic do fall into the rejection area, the null hypothesis of unit root in the panel can be rejected at 5% 

significance level. Therefore, the deviation series of Poland and Czech Republic from CEFTA average is 

concluded to be stationary. We will take this as evidence in favour of convergence. 

 SURADF (2001) test implies that each test statistic does not fall into the rejection area except for 

Russia and Tajikistan (i.e. each of them is greater than corresponding critical value), the null hypothesis 

of unit root for each individual panel member can not be rejected. Therefore, the deviation series of 

Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Kyrgyz Republic from EAEC average for each individual country is concluded 

                                                           
4 For a detailed discussion about the results see: Erdogan, S. (2016) “Investigation of Real GDP Per Capita Convergence in 

Regional Economic Integrations”, (Yayımlanmamış Master Tezi). İstanbul Bilgi Üniversitesi/Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü, İstanbul 
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to be nonstationary. However, as the test statistics of the deviation series of Russia be rejected at 5% 

significance level. Therefore, the deviation series of Russia and Tajikistan from EAEC average is 

concluded to be stationary. We will take this as evidence that at least one country deviation series revert 

to RIA mean hence evidence in favour of convergence. 

 SURADF (2001) test implies that each test statistic does not fall into the rejection area except for 

Denmark and United Kingdom (i.e. each of them is greater than corresponding critical value), the null 

hypothesis of unit root for each individual panel member can not be rejected. Therefore, the deviation 

series of Austria, Norway, Portugal, Sweden and Switzerland from EFTA1 average for each individual 

country is concluded to be nonstationary. However, as the test statistics of the deviation series of 

Denmark and United Kingdom do fall into the rejection area, the null hypothesis of unit root in the panel 

can be rejected at 5% significance level. Therefore, the deviation series of Denmark and United Kingdom 

from EFTA1 average is concluded to be stationary. We will take this as evidence that at least one country 

deviation series revert to RIA mean hence evidence in favour of convergence. 

SURADF (2001) test implies that each test statistic does not fall into the rejection area except for 

Austria (i.e. each of them is greater than corresponding critical value), the null hypothesis of unit root for 

each individual panel member can not be rejected. Therefore, the deviation series of Norway, Sweden, 

Switzerland, Iceland and Finland from EFTA3 average for each individual country is concluded to be 

nonstationary. However, as the test statistic of the deviation series of Austria does fall into the rejection 

area (i.e. -5.307 < -5.2), the null hypothesis of unit root in the panel can be rejected at 5% significance 

level. Therefore, the deviation series of Austria from EFTA3 average is concluded to be stationary. 

SURADF (2001) test implies that each test statistic does not fall into the rejection area except for 

Malawi (i.e. each of them is greater than corresponding critical value), the null hypothesis of unit root for 

each individual panel member can not be rejected. Therefore, the deviation series of Angola, Botswana, 

Lesotho, Mozambique, Swaziland, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Madagascar, and Namibia from SADC2 average 

for each individual country is concluded to be nonstationary. However, as the test statistic of the deviation 

series of Malawi does fall into the rejection area (i.e. -7.268 < -6.887), the null hypothesis of unit root in 

the panel can be rejected at 5% significance level. Therefore, the deviation series of Malawi from SADC2 

average is concluded to be stationary. 

SURADF (2001) test implies that each test statistic does not fall into the rejection area except for 

Turkey and Uzbekistan (i.e. each of them is greater than corresponding critical value), the null hypothesis 

of unit root for each individual panel member can not be rejected. Therefore, the deviation series of 

Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Iran, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Pakistan, Tajikistan and Turkmenistan from 

ECO2 average for each individual country is concluded to be nonstationary. However, as the test statistics 

of the deviation series of Turkey and Uzbekistan do fall into the rejection area, the null hypothesis of unit 

root in the panel can be rejected at 5% significance level. Therefore, the deviation series of Turkey and 

Uzbekistan from ECO2C average is concluded to be stationary. 

SURADF (2001) test implies that each test statistic does not fall into the rejection area except for 

Uruguay and Panama (i.e. each of them is greater than corresponding critical value), the null hypothesis 

of unit root for each individual panel member can not be rejected. Therefore, the deviation series of 

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru and Venezuela from 

LAIA average for each individual country is concluded to be nonstationary. However, as the test statistics 

of the deviation series of Uruguay and Panama do fall into the rejection area, the null hypothesis of unit 

root in the panel can be rejected at 5% significance level. Therefore, the deviation series of Uruguay and 

Panama from LAIA average is concluded to be stationary. 

5. Conclusion 

 

In this paper the hypothesis of income per capita convergence among various multilateral 

regional integration agreements has been analysed. The importance of the study stems from its 

contribution to economic literature in terms of providing the most recent information related to 

convergence performances within regional integration initiatives.  

 Using figures of real GDP per capita in 2005 constant USD prices, which is gathered from 

World Bank and United Nations Statistics Division, the series of real GDP per capita deviations from 

regional integration agreement average are constructed. Before proceeding to the application of panel unit 

root test on the series, Pesaran’s (2004) Cross-sectional Dependence (CD) Test is applied in order to 

decide which type of panel unit root tests is appropriate for each series of deviations. Once cross-sectional 

dependence is found to be non-existent in each series of deviations, First Generation Panel Unit Root 
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Tests are utilized. It is found that convergence performances of Economic Community of West African 

States (ECOWAS) for the period of 2000-2013, from which Mauritania left and Cabo Verde - which is 

the extreme country in terms of per capita income- was dropped and Caribbean Community (CARICOM) 

for the period of 2002-2013 to which Haiti joined, were significant. When cross-sectional dependence is 

concluded to be existent in each series of deviations, Second Generation Panel Unit Root Tests, 

specifically SURADF and Pesaran’s CADF Tests are employed. It is reached that convergence 

performances of the following countries are significant(i.e. real GDP per capita series of the countries 

revert to the related RIA average): Oman among Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) for the period of 1981-

2013, Poland and Czech Republic among Central European Free Trade Agreement (CEFTA) for the 

period of 1993-2013, Russia and Tajikistan among Euroasian Economic Community (EAEC) for the 

period of 2000-2013, Denmark and United Kingdom among European Free Trade Agreement (EFTA) for 

the period of 1960-2013 before which Iceland joins and Denmark and UK leave, Austria among EFTA 

for the period of 1986-2013 during which Finland joins, Uruguay and Panama among Latin American 

Integration Association (LAIA) for the period of 1980-2013, Malawi among South African Development 

Community (SADC) for the period of 1990-2013 during which Namibia joins, Turkey and Uzbekistan 

among Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) for the period of 1992-2013 during which 

Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Pakistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and 

Uzbekistan join, Guinea Bissau among West African Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU) for the 

period of 1997-2013 during which Mali and Guinea Bissau join. 

 Overall, this paper elaborates on panel unit root testing tool in determining convergence 

dynamics within regional integration agreements and provides detailed information for each of them. 

Some countries do success in catching up of relatively richer ones in the same regional integration 

agreement whereas some countries do not. A study on why convergence in real income per capita is not 

attained in some regional integration initiatives could be an interesting avenue for further research. 
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Abstract 

Amid the enormous diversity of experience across developing countries since the Second 

World War, India has managed to make its own mark. In the years following its 

independence from British rule, there was a tremendous sense of anticipation that despite 

the grinding poverty of the bulk of the population, India had some of the basic ingredients 

required for a great leap forward economically: a rich stock of natural resources, an 

industrial base, a competent bureaucratic and administrative apparatus and lastly a political 

leadership genuinely committed to launching an industrial transformation. 

Sixty-five years later India still stands out, but only as a lesson in disappointment. 

Development planning, once seen as the instrument that would launch the country onto a 

path of industrial dynamism, is now regarded as having been an impediment toward that 

same end.  

Similar has been the case with the states like Jharkhand which was recently created. At the 

time of its creation it was assumed that being the part of bigger parental states, i.e., Bihar; 

this state have faced backwardness due to several reasons but after getting separate 

statehood these regions will be able to achieve economic as well as human development.  

Jharkhand was seen as region possessing natural resources and human skills that would 

assist in catching up with the industrial revolution. But the economy of the state could not 

come up to the desired level of development in spite of a decade of planned development. It 

is characterized by great disparities in economic and social well being among social groups 

and geographical regions. The overall result of planning has been impressive in certain 

areas, but the magnitude of poverty remains undiminished.  

It has been established that states must have certain kinds of capacities if they are to be 

effective in managing tasks of economic and political development. Does the situation of 

Jharkhand indicate that this recently formed state lack the capacity to succeed in its 

developmental tasks?  

In this light this paper analyzes the level of capacities the state of Jharkhand hold, to carry 

out the developmental tasks. What are the factors responsible for such levels of capacities 

in the state? Does the institutions of governance and their functionaries who are the carriers 

of the governance agenda, play any role in creating such state capacity?  
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1. Introduction 

Amid the enormous diversity of experience across developing countries since the Second 

World War, India has managed to make 

its own mark. In the years following its 

independence from British rule, there 

was a tremendous sense of anticipation 

that despite the grinding poverty of the 

bulk of the population, India had some 

of the basic ingredients required for a 

great leap forward economically. Sixty-

five years later India still stands out, 

but only as a lesson in disappointment. 

Development planning, once seen as 

the instrument that would launch the 

country onto a path of industrial 

dynamism, is now regarded as having 

been an impediment toward that same 

end.  

Similar has been the case with the states like Jharkhand which was recently created. At the 

time of its creation it was assumed that being the part of bigger parental states, i.e., Bihar; 

this state have faced backwardness due to several reasons but after getting separate 

statehood these regions will be able to achieve economic as well as human development.  

 

 
 

Carved out of Southern Bihar in November 2000, Jharkhand is a 28th state of India. The 

state is spread over an area of about 79,714 Sq.km. The density of population per Sq.km. is 

about 414 which are above the national average by 30 points. With 3.5 per cent of the 

population of India, it is the 13th most populated state of the country. The state has one third 
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of nation’s mineral potential reserves, particularly ‘coal’ and ‘iron’. Close to half of the 

state GDP comes from industry with mining, quarrying and registered manufacturing 

contributing nearly 78 per cent of the state’s industrial output. Yet, more than half of its 

population lives below the poverty line, gaps between rural and urban areas are wide, as 

also between different groups of population.  

It has been established that states must have certain kinds of capacities if they are to be 

effective in managing tasks of economic and political development. Does the situation of 

Jharkhand indicate that this recently formed state lack the capacity to succeed in its 

developmental tasks?  

In this light this paper analyzes the level of capacities the state of Jharkhand hold, to carry 

out the developmental tasks. What are the factors responsible for such levels of capacities 

in the state? Does the institutions of governance and their functionaries who are the carriers 

of the governance agenda, play any role in creating such state capacity?  

This paper is divided into three sections, first section describes the theoretical framework 

and second section discusses the infrastructural capacity of Jharkhand. The last section of 

the paper discusses the factors responsible for the current condition of development in 

Jharkhand.  

 

Section 1: Theoretical Framework 

 

States assume empirical reality through regimes which attempt to negotiate and impose 

formal and informal rules about how the state will relate to the economy and to the society. 

Durable and legitimate regimes have greater capacity to achieve these goals than do those 

that are less institutionalized (Grindle: 1996). However, as governance has replaced 

government as the guiding concept, institutions and policies have increasingly been 

understood and ultimately crafted around state-society relations as well as around the state. 

Market incentives among societal actors, effective practices to implement policies, and 

responsiveness to the concerns of policy stakeholders and citizens now often play as 

important role as internal bureaucratic considerations in shaping policy within the state 

(Sellers: 2011).  

Therefore, in analyzing the ability of the state to provide public goods and services to its 

citizens and resource governance, a state capacity framework has been adopted. State 

capacity is defined as the institutional capability of the state to carry out various policies 

that encourage economic development and provide effective governance for their societies 

(Grindle: 1996; Besley and Persson: 2011). It captures both the organizational and 

relational qualities of state.  

The type of state capacity that promotes development may vary according to the proposed 

mechanisms through which the state affects development outcomes: some emphasizing the 

property rights (Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson: 2001); others pointing to the state 

involvement in overcoming coordination failures (Bardhan: 2005); or protecting specific 

economic sectors, supporting technological innovation, providing infrastructure and 

engaging in human capital formation (Evans: 1995; Savoia and Sen: 2012).  

Consequently, the state capacities can be classified according to the functions the state 

performs. The state capacities are categorized into various groups, such as, military 

capacity, administrative capacity, fiscal capacity, infrastructural capacity, technical 

capacity, etc. In this study, the focus will be on infrastructural capacities of the state, as 

infrastructural capacity, in particular, is the base on which the rest of the structure stands.  

Infrastructural capacity is by and large characterized as the territorial reach of the state (a 

concept coined by Michael Mann in 1986), the extent to which states organizations are able 
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to penetrate society and carry out their projects throughout the territory (Hau: 2012). For 

the purpose of this study, it is defined as the ability of the state to provide physical and 

social infrastructure to its citizen. The focus has been on the social infrastructure because it 

not only helps in raising the level of well being of citizens but also contributes and 

promotes the economic development of the state by increasing the factor productivity in the 

production process. The main categories of social infrastructure which are assessed in this 

study are Education, Health and Drinking Water and Sanitation.   

 

Section 2: Infrastructural Capacity of Jharkhand 

 

Education: 

Education increases the capacity of people to realize their vision of society into operational 

realities, enabling them to become self motivating agents for social change and serving the 

best interests of community (Pailwar and Mahajan: 2005). Therefore, education is 

considered a primary agent of transformation towards development. In the state of 

Jharkhand the credit for the progress of education goes to the missionaries. The early 

history of educational movement in Chota Nagpur and Santhal Parganas is the movement 

launched by Christian Missionaries.  

Literacy is one of the most basic parameters for the success of democratic system of 

governance. But in Jharkhand, education statistics depicts a very poor situation, particularly 

in terms of primary education. The aggregate figure of 67.73 per cent literacy is a misnomer 

for the state in comparison to the national average of 74 per cent. There exist huge 

disparities with gender inequality (male – 76.84%, female – 52.04%), caste inequality (SCs 

– 37.5%, STs – 40.6% and Minority – 43.8%) and spatial inequality (Godda, Pakur, 

Sahibganj, Paschimi Singhbhum – districts with less than 50 per cent literacy rate) being 

the most distressing.  

The data compiled by DISE (2013-14) shows that there are 27,747 primary schools in 

Jharkhand, which is just the 1.9 % of the total number of primary schools at all –India level 

and serves only 85.84 per cent of villages of Jharkhand. There are 1,448,712 primary 

schools at the all-India level. Still there are 14 per cent of villages of Jharkhand which do 

not have access to primary education. 

The quality of existing facility in schools is in dire state. Out of 27, 747 primary schools in 

the state only 82.38 percent schools are running in pucca building and among them also 35 

per cent are in dilapidated state, around 1.3 percent schools have only single classroom, 13 

per cent are without toilet facility, around 18 per cent are without girl’s toilet, 12 percent 

schools do not have drinking water facility and only 4.9 per cent schools are electrified.  

Availability of teachers has remained a key issue with teacher absenteeism at 25 percent in 

the state. In many districts, the share of single teacher schools is as high as 40 per cent. 

Also the share of female teachers in the total teacher workforce is just 30.02 percent which 

has severely impacted the female literacy figures in the state. 

 

Health: 

Health infrastructure is an important indicator to understand the healthcare delivery 

provisions and mechanisms in a state. Health infrastructure includes details of allopathic 

hospitals, hospital beds, SHCs, PHCs, CHCs, blood banks, eye banks, mental hospitals and 

cancer hospitals.  

The government in Jharkhand is making utmost efforts to provide healthcare services to the 
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people. Various health schemes, projects and programs such as Janani Suraksha Yojana†, 

Jannani Shishu Suraksha Karyakarm‡, Mukhya Mantri Janani Swasth Suraksha§, Mamta 

Vahan Scheme** etc. are being launched to make healthcare amenities and medical facilities 

available to its population. Yet it is not able to come at par with the national average on 

health indicators, which is clearly depicted in the following table. 

 

Table 1: Comparison between health indicators of Jharkhand and India  

S. no Health Indicator Jharkhand India 

1 Crude Birth Rate 24.6% 21% 

2 Infant Mortality Rate 41 47 

3 Maternal Mortality Rate 261 212 

4 Total Fertility Rate 3% 2.4% 

Source: Jharkhand Factsheet 2014 

  

Malnutrition and vaccination are two keys indicators which states the picture of the degree 

to which health awareness and preventive measures have been successful. The comparison 

of Jharkhand based on these indicators with other states and the national average shows the 

sorry state/ condition of Jharkhand. 50% of children under the 3 years of age in Jharkhand 

are underweight, the 2nd highest in India. 70% of women in the state are anemic, highest 

among all states in India. The national average is 56%. The percentage of children aged 

between 1-2 years who have been fully immunized in Jharkhand is 34% i.e. among the 

lowest in country (Census of India, 2011).  

Apart from awareness of healthy practices, the availability of healthcare facilities in the 

state is worse in comparison to national average. Jharkhand currently has 3958 SHCs, 330 

PHCs, and 188 CHCs against 151684 SHCs, 24448 PHCs and 5187 CHCs in India. The 

numbers of SHCs, CHCs are comparable to other states in India but the number of PHCs is 

markedly low.  

The data provided by Rural Health Statistics clearly shows the short-fall, rural- urban 

divide and spatial inequality in the positioning of health centers within the districts of the 

state.   

With population norm for setting up of PHCs as 30,000 people per PHC, the state required 

1098 PHCs in 2013 as against existing 330; a shortfall of 70 percent. Similarly, there is 

shortfall of CHCs (only 19.41 percent exists and short of around 80 percent) and SHCs (60 

percent are in position and shortfall of 40 percent).  

                                                           
† Janani Suraksha Yojana is a scheme implemented under the National Rural Health Mission (NRHM), for the 

pregnant women living in villages as well as in urban areas. The main objective of this scheme is to reduce the 
maternal and neonatal mortality rate, by promoting institutional delivery. Women in urban areas are given Rs. 

1000, while those in rural areas are given Rs. 1400 if they go for institutional delivery. 

 
‡ Jannani Shishu Suraksha Karyakram is a scheme which provides medical checkups, diet care, treatment, 

travelling facilities from home to hospital and back and also free of cost delivery to the Pregnant women. 
 
§ Mukhya Mantri Janani Swasth Suraksha is a scheme which provides economic assistance to expectant mothers at 

the time of giving birth. This program is launched by the district administration in collaboration with several 

private hospitals, clinics and nursing homes in the state. This scheme has helped improve significantly the Infant 

Mortality Rate (IMR) and Maternal Mortality Rate (MMR) in rural areas of Jharkhand.  
  
** Mamta Vahan Scheme was launched to decrease mortality rate of women and new born babies. In this scheme 

arrangements are made to refer them and bring them to health centres free of cost. This scheme is run under PPP 

(Public Private Partnership) mode.  
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There are districts like Dumka, Godda, Gumla, Lohardaga, Paschimi Singhbhum were the 

health infrastructure is in much more than the required numbers but on the other hand in the 

districts like Giridih, Bokaro, Dhanbad, Hazaribagh, Palamu, Purbi Singhbhum, Ranchi, 

Simdega, there is scarcity of these facilities. 

Another problem in the health sector is that only 57.5 percent health centers are located in 

government buildings. A large majority of health centers lack the basic infrastructure of 

electricity, water and toilets. According to the survey, only 87 percent CHCs have 

functional Operation Theaters.  

Inadequacies and lack of functional infrastructure was also identified by a respondent 

during field survey in the Kisko Block, Lohardaga district when while pointing towards a 

building structure he said, “have a look at this building, this is the health centre of our area. 

In the last five years we have not seen any doctor or ANM coming to this centre. None of 

us have been able to get treatment from this health centre. What we have got to witness 

here is the construction and deconstruction of this building.   For treatment of small-small 

illness also we have to rush to the district hospital. This is what we have received from 

separate statehood. This is what we have achieved in the name of the development.”†† 

 

Drinking Water and Sanitation: 

 

Status of drinking water and sanitation facilities in Jharkhand is one of the lowest among all 

the states of India. As per census of India 2011and the NSSO report 2013, Jharkhand stands 

nowhere near to the national averages in terms of providing safe drinking water and 

improved sanitation, though most of the Centrally Sponsored Schemes and State 

Government Funded Schemes were implemented in the state. Similar trends were noticed 

during field work of the study also. One can find big-big banners and wall painted notices 

such as “Sochalaya banwaeinge, Safai ko Apnaeinge”, “Safai mein hai bhalai, Ab toh 

Samjho Mere Bhai” under Sampurna Swachta Abhiyan; explaining the importance of 

cleanliness, toilet and sanitation facility, and hygiene throughout the state, especially 

outside the district offices but will not find either cleanliness or proper sewage and 

sanitation system throughout the state. Even the toilets of government buildings were very 

ill-maintained, in fact in most of the government buildings one can find that women toilet 

facilities are either locked or used as store rooms.  

While the proportion of households getting drinking water from the improved sources is 80 

percent or more in most of the bigger states, it is below than 65 percent in Jharkhand. 

Another important aspect of drinking water is sufficiency; in this regard also Jharkhand 

stands in the last with only 70.3 percent of households having sufficient drinking water 

throughout the year; which is 15-20 points less than the national average. In India, 46.1 

percent rural households got drinking water within their premises in comparison to 76.8 

urban households. However, this number in Jharkhand is 18.6 and 65.6 percent for rural 

and urban households respectively. 

There are districts like Pakur, Khunti, Simdega, Dumka where the proportion of household 

having access to drinking water within their premises is less than 10 percent. There is only 

district Purbi Singhbhum which has near about 50 percent households having drinking 

water facilities within their premises.  

Jharkhand has the highest proportion of households without any bathroom (89.4 percent) 

and latrine (90.5 percent) facility; much higher than the all India proportion (59.4 percent). 

With similar trends, the state stands at the bottom for proportions of households having 

                                                           
†† In a personal interview on Feburary 15, 2015.  
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exclusive use of toilet (7.5 percent) and having access to improved source of latrine (8.9 

percent). 

 

In short, one can say that in terms of Infrastructure which is must for the development of 

the state as well as its people, Jharkhand has to grow a lot. Whether it is social or physical 

infrastructure, even after 15 years of separate statehood, the condition of Jharkhand has not 

improved much.  

 

Section 3: Factors responsible for the Under-development of Jharkhand 

 

The present scenario of development in the state of Jharkhand shows that the phenomenon 

of ‘resource curse’ is not new and unique for the state. The analysis of the way 

infrastructure capacity of this state has developed in the last one decade indicates that the 

phrase ‘small is beautiful’ is proving to be only partially true. The study showed that the 

interaction of socio-economic, physical and institutional variable influences the process of 

development of any state.  

 According to the secondary data and the field survey, the factors responsible for the slow 

development of Jharkhand are corruption, increased control of bureaucracy, and less 

participation by women but three major factors responsible for the under development of 

the state like Jharkhand are political instability, caste system and third is the presence of left 

wing extremism.  

 

Political Instability: 

Political stability and economic development are deeply interconnected. It has been 

established in the literature that the states which have been able to achieve high growth 

rates are stable. Here stability means a predictable political environment, which in turn 

attracts investment both internally and externally. Political stability in the context of 

development mean the rule of law, strong institutions rather than the powerful individuals, a 

responsive and efficient bureaucracy, low corruption etc (Sheperd: 2010).  

Political instability seems to be the biggest hurdle in the process of development of 

Jharkhand. The state of Jharkhand in its fifteen years journey has never seen a stable 

government. The unstable government has turned out to be a stumbling block in the 

development process of Jharkhand’s. The state of Jharkhand since its inception has seen 10 

governments and two stints of President’s rule. The longest serving government last two 

and half years and the shortest for eleven days (Tewary: 2014). If one takes out the first 

Chief Minister Babulal Marandi, power has shuffled mainly between Jharkhand Mukti 

Morcha (JMM) president Shibu Soren and BJPs Arjun Munda.  

During fieldwork, it was stated that the biggest factor for instability in the state is the 

absence of institutional development. Respondents from the district office argued that “To 

implement state, district or panchayat plans, a policy is required and to put a policy into 

effect institutional development is must, but Jharkhand being a recently formed state is too 

young to allow it to happen‡‡”.  

 

Caste System: 

Another significant observation of the field study is that the emergence of cooperative 

behaviour is very difficult in a socio-economic structure where heterogeneous agents are 

present. Divergence of interest is likely to emerge when socially and economically 

                                                           
‡‡ In an interview during fieldwork in 2015. 
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heterogeneous groups are sharing the resources since their interests in resource 

management may significantly differ from each other.   

Jharkhand is very diverse society. Caste has not vanished from society and political affairs. 

Rather, caste appears to be a rigid and publicly legitimate category and institution in the 

state of Jharkhand. It is an important part of people’s identity and an instrument to spell out 

claims as a group. It has been observed that caste identity plays a prominent role in 

government departments, the selection of beneficiaries for reserved seats and development 

schemes, in canvassing and in the election of representatives. 

The field research reveals that caste also plays an essential role in village level panchayat 

elections. People vote for members of their caste group because they assume that their 

elected candidate, if from the same caste, will feel ‘a moral duty to look after members of 

his caste’. As elected local representatives, the choice of beneficiaries for development 

schemes is made in favour of their own caste group.   

 

Left Wing Extremism: 

Another significant factor responsible for the slow development of Jharkhand is the 

presence of left wing extremism. Left-wing extremists, popularly known as Maoists 

worldwide and as Naxalites in India--have been gaining strength and influence since some 

time in the state of Jharkhand.  

In the case of the state of Jharkhand, nearly Seventy five percent of the problem of Left 

Wing Extremism (LWE) is inherited from the erstwhile state of Bihar. In fact, as per the 

reports, the presence of LWE is the gravest challenge for the state and one of the major 

reason responsible for the sluggish growth and inadequate state capacity.  The LWE have 

transformed 18 out of 24 districts of the state into a ‘guerrilla zone’. The LWE in the state 

is not limited to armed operations. Its manifestation is found in a parallel system of 

governance which includes elected village bodies, Jan Adalats etc.   

The economic blockades and Bandh calls by the LWE organizations are other examples 

which create hurdles in the path of development of Jharkhand.  

 

Conclusion: 

The study concludes with the claim that though the socio- economic and physical factors 

have profound impact on the development process of a state but what matters the most is 

the quality of institutions of governance. The analysis of study also reveals that though after 

a passage of planned decade, the aim of achieving equitable political governance and high 

level of development has remained limited in the state of Jharkhand but it has the potential 

to develop and empower the historically excluded ones. All that is required is a serious 

commitment on the part of the institutions involved in the implementation.  
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Abstract 

We know that Turkey has started to formal EU accession negotiations on 3 October 2005. This is a multi-

dimensional and comprehensive plan which includes EU legislation to provide EU standards and 

regulations for Turkey. In this study, the possible effects of ‘Agriculture and Rural Development’ chapter 

on Turkey and EU will be explained while Turkey is trying to meet the expectations. 

 

According to the EU membership negotiations, Turkey should complete the chapters which include 35 

legal and technical regulations to be a member country of European Union. Perhaps, ‘Agriculture and 

Rural Development’ may be the most important chapter for Turkey.  During the negotiations between 

Turkey and EU, this chapter has been suspended twice from EU Council and France. Despite the fact that 

Turkish Citizens are not aware of its importance, we think that the chapter has potential to ensure 

sustainable solutions to macroeconomic issues of Turkey.  The good examples from Italy and France 

demonstrate the benefits of EU Agricultural Support Funds which is the 40% of EU Annual Budget. 

However, EU Commission has decided to do annual report to evaluate the real sense of agricultural 

investment after 2018. Therefore, we will try to understand how CAP (Common Agricultural Policy in 

EU) will effect on Turkey with the parameters of the report. 

 

Keywords: EU CAP, Agriculture, Rural Development Policy  

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Turkey started to break western block with the establishment of modern republic in 1923. This 

declaration has a lot of meanings to become a part of European Continent because Turkey has amended 

its own paradigm on governorship style. This dramatic decision includes more than becoming a state, 

which is governed by democracy. Turkey is one of funding member of the United Nations (1945), a 

member of NATO (1952), the Council of Europe (one of the first members in 1949), the OECD (1960), 

the OSCE (1973) and an associate member of the Western European Union (1959) (EGS, 2007). This 

shows that Turkey is an obvious member of pioneer western institutions. 

   Turkey’s real attempt to be a member of Western Europe started with its application to European 
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Economic Community (EEC) on 31st July 1959. Turkey and EEC signed the Ankara Agreement in 1963 

for partnership, and then the official negotiations started on 1st December 1964. This was the first legal 

basis for the relation between modern Turkish Republic and Western Europe. After the military 

intervention in Turkey in 1980, the relation between Turkey and EEC was suspended until democratic 

elections in 1983. During the Ozal’s years, Turkey had prepared and then applied to be a member of EEC 

in 1987 (EGS, 2015). 

   A significant step was done in 1995 and Turkey would become a member of EU, in fact. It 

means that Turkey is a part of the common economic policies of European Union. We think EU is an 

economic and politic union; Turkey was about to start to a membership process. Custom Union 

Membership is first success for membership process of Turkey. However, Turkey is not an EU member; 

it has no action on policy making process of Customs Union (MFA, 1995). 

    When it comes to the Helsinki Summit in 1999, Turkey had a great advantage to be an EU 

member after 40 years. ‘Candidate Country’ status was announced by the EU Council without any 

precondition. Its impacts were important than integrating to Customs Union. 

After the Helsinki Summit, Turkey had a pre-accession strategy to start own membership process. Along 

with these, EU had an investigation agenda to control Turkey’s progress. At the end of this preparing 

term, EU decided to open some chapters, which include membership legislations of Turkey as EU 

candidate member countries on 3rd October 2005. Thus, EU-Turkey Relations were converting from a 

partnership to integration.   

 

Map1: EU is still growing  

 

 
Source: European Commission, http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/151214_dg_near_map.pdf 

 

2. Short Summary of After 2005 

 

       It is obvious that EU is a modern and accepted project in European continent. According to IMF 

Annual report in 2014, EU has largest GDP in the world with own 28 member countries. Furthermore, it 

is a good example for the rest of the world to be a union, which has high standards. These standards have 

its origins in Copenhagen criteria and 35 chapters including legislation for different areas. The chapters 

cover many important issues which are related today’s problems such as global warming or food safety. 

All things above considered that these features ensure advantage to be a developed country. Therefore, 
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Turkey is in a stable position to be a member of European Union since 1959 in spite of the fact that there 

have been a lot of barriers. 

After 2005, Turkey has been faced a lot of difficulties in own membership negotiations. Due to 

the membership of Republic of Cyprus and blocking of Nicholas Sarkozy, EU negotiations of Turkey had 

been suspended between 2005 and 2013. On this basis, Turkey has not been a member country. Because 

of political resisting in Europe for Turkey’s membership, Number of Turkish people who support 

Turkey’s membership process has decreased in recent years. 

In 2014, GDP grew by 2.9 %, while employment increased only by 1.6%, indicating an increase 

in labour productivity in the overall economy. The sectoral breakdown of employment growth shows only 

a small shift towards the services sector, which accounts for 51% of total employment. Industry accounts 

for 20.5% of employment, while construction and agriculture employ 7.4% and 21.1% respectively. The 

share of agriculture in GDP continued its long-standing downward trend (EC, 2016). 

 

 

3. Chapters for the Future 

 

We know that the chapters are required to be a member of European Union and they include 

important issues about freedoms to rural and regional policies. All acquis chapters which are to be a 

member of EU are shown below. 

In this study, we would like to examine the chapter which named agriculture and rural 

development. Therefore, we will focus on this chapter based on EU Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). 

 

Table 1. The EU acquis 
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1. Free movement of goods 

2. Freedom of movement for workers 

3. Right of establishment and freedom to 

provide services 

4. Free movement of capital 

5. Public procurement 

6. Company law 

7. Intellectual property law 

8. Competition policy 

9. Financial services 

10. Information society and media 

11. Agriculture and rural development 

12. Food safety, veterinary and 

phytosanitary policy 

13. Fisheries 

14. Transport policy 

15. Energy 

16. Taxation 

17. Economic and monetary policy 

18. Statistics 

19. Social policy and employment 

20. Enterprise and industrial policy 

21. Trans-European networks 

22. Regional policy and coordination of 

structural instruments 

23. Judiciary and fundamental rights 

24. Justice, freedom and security 

25. Science and research 

26. Education and culture 

27. Environment 

28. Consumer and health protection 

29. Customs union 

30. External relations 

31. Foreign, security and defence policy 

32. Financial control 

33. Financial and budgetary provisions 

34. Institutions 

35. Other issues 

 

 

3.1. 11th Chapter: Agriculture & Rural Development 

 

According to European Commission Resources, approximately 38% of annual EU budget 

(equivalent to 0.4 of Union’s GDP) has been spent on agriculture and rural development. These resources 

provide efficient and effective benefits that avoid distorting the internal market and enable delivering a 

range of public goods. It is obvious that one common policy is more efficient than 28 EU countries’ 

national policies. 

Agriculture and Rural Development’s main purpose that deals with aids (also adapted in respect 

of different products) granted to farmers and other actors (e.g. processors) in agriculture, productions 

quotas for some products, import restrictions and tariffs. Furthermore, it covers EU Rural Development 

Policy which introduces measures aiming at meeting the needs of the agricultural and rural community 

with less income levels and diversification of their incomes, and establishment of basis for 

implementation of this policy such as planning, programming, monitoring and evaluation, financial 

management and control, and systems and administrative structures. Since CAP (Common Agricultural 

Policy) expenditure, including rural development, represents an important part of EU budget, 

establishment of administration and control systems which is used for checking the eligibility of aids is 

very important. Even, European commission has decided to establish an annual report in 2018 (EC, 

2015a) to investigate all CAP Spending whether they are efficient. This issue also will be examined under 

the title of EU Common Agricultural Policy. 

The chapter also encompasses legislation on protection of designation of origin and geographical 
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indications and traditional specialties for agricultural products and foodstuffs and control of this 

protection; rules for organic farming and control and inspection; state aids in agriculture; 

and establishment and operation of system for farm accountancy data network which is very important 

tool for formation of CAP. Although agricultural statistics is dealt under Chapter 18- Statistics, it is 

directly linked with negotiations in Chapter 11.  The acquis in the chapter is formed by Regulations, 

which require establishment of administrative structures and mechanisms essential for the functioning of 

the CAP and getting experience in implementation before accession. EU Common Agricultural Policy 

acquis covers aids (also adapted in respect of different products) granted to farmers and other actors in the 

sector, productions quotas for some products, import restrictions and tariffs and control systems used for 

implementation (MEUA, 2016).  

Acquis also covers EU Rural Development Policy which introduces measures aiming at meeting 

the needs of the agricultural and rural community with less income levels and diversification of their 

incomes, and establishment of basis for implementation of this policy such as planning, programming, 

monitoring and evaluation, financial management and control, and systems and administrative structures. 

 

3.1.1. What does EU CAP mean? And Today’s CAP 

 

CAP is a policy that was created by EEC for containment securing food supply in Europe 

Continent, after The Second World War. Also, there were many different policies on agricultural trade 

that includes export tax and quotas. Therefore, CAP has a key role to be one European agricultural policy 

system too. 

The CAP supports farmers and rural development. This requires strong management and control 

systems. There are also common EU rules for quality policy and organic farming (EC, 2016). The policy 

has evolved significantly since it was created by the Treaty of Rome (1957). Substantial reforms over the 

years have moved the CAP away from a market and production-oriented policy. The 2003 reform has 

introduced the Single Payment Scheme (SPS) or as it is known as well the Single Farm Payment (SFP).  

Today’s CAP is not same as in our history books. The policy is a market and production-oriented 

policy under which the Butter Mountains and wine lakes without export subsidies which is no longer 

used. Production quotas are going (sugar in 2017) or already gone (milk). The vast majority of subsidies 

have been decoupled from production, meaning that they don’t distort the market. All this has allowed 

our farm businesses to respond to market opportunities at home and abroad–with a positive effect on the 

EU trade balance. In short, thanks to a series of reforms, the CAP is fit for the 21st century and the EU 

farm sector is open for business. 

In short, the CAP budget is spent as follows:  

 

Direct payments – farmers receive annual payments to help stabilise farm revenues in the face of 

volatile market prices, unpredictable weather conditions and variable input costs.  

Rural development programmes provide co-funding for projects with economic, environmental 

or social objectives, primarily targeting farms and SMEs in rural areas.  

Market measures – ad hoc measures linked to specific market situations, as well as support for 

trade promotion, the school milk and fruit schemes, and producer organisations, which help farmers, get a 

better deal when negotiating prices and conditions with processors and supermarkets. 

 

3.1.2. How EU CAP performance is measured? 

 

The European Commission has newly established Common Monitoring & Evaluation 

Framework to provide, for the first time, key information on the performance and policy implementation 

of the CAP as a whole. Through this work, EU Member States will have common impact indicators and 

more specific result and output indicators which have been identified. On this basis, the Commission will 

present annual reports on the performance of the CAP, the first report being due in 2018. Until then, such 

information will continue to feed ongoing policy assessment and the insights which emerge will be used 

in the DG AGRI Annual Activity Reports (AARs). For example, the performance of rural development 

programmes is assessed like this cycle below: 
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Figure 1. The Performance of Rural Development Programme 

 

 
Source: EC, 2015a. http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/cap-funding/pdf/cap-spending-09-2015_en.pdf 

 

   According to the cycle above that the middle evaluation is very good chance to review all 

project’s stages before the completion. We can say that these stages below will help to prevent inefficient 

fund expenses as well as increase the whole production. 

 

3.2. Possible Results of CAP to Turkey’s Membership 

 

   We want to find possible correct answers in case of Turkey’s EU membership. Therefore, the 

possible effects of CAP’s will try to explain in this section. CAP is an important policy for Turkey in 

many aspects because Turkey is a developing country, which has a younger population and many 

potential agricultural areas. Providing that Turkey use this policy, its contribution will be positive for 

aggregate production. Turkey’s GDP will increase as well. 

     As we know that Turkey and EU have started to debate agricultural issues with Ankara Treaty in 

1963. After this date, their negotiation line had been fluctuated until 1995. Turkey has joined the EU 

Customs Union and started to regulate its agricultural policies as per EU legislation process on 1995. 

After the Cardiff Summit in 1998, EU has started to publish Annual Regular Process Report for Turkey. 

Thus, EU started to announce own requests from Turkey, before the next year. For example, in the first 

report in 1998, Turkey’s inefficient agricultural system was declared and advices were given to develop 

the system.  

    As we have mentioned in previous sections, Turkey was announced as an EU Candidate 

Country in Helsinki Summit in 1999. After this year, EU wanted to be decreased Turkey’s agricultural 

subventions for reducing price level in this sector. Otherwise, Turkey will face damages when it became a 

EU member country, because EU countries has a market price in their common market.  In this process, 

Turkey started to implement privatization policies on the public institution which are in agricultural sector 
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such as; Çaykur and Tekel to prevent surplus in total production until 2005. EU tried to decrease inflation 

rate in Turkey with these policies in this process. In fact, the inflation rate started to decrease in Turkey 

and agricultural production has been becoming partially technology based after the main privatizations 

have been done by Turkish Government. 

   We know that Turkey has started EU Membership Negotiations in 2005. After this important 

year, EU wanted to a list which includes IPARD. This is an agency for EU Pre-Accession Assistance. 

Therefore, TKDK was established for efficient management of funds which are agricultural support 

purposes. After 2009, Turkey has tried to close EU Agricultural System.  Especially, if we think that 

Turkey’s migration from rural areas to cities and unplanned urbanization problem, the CAP may 

contribute a lot of useful solution for rural population who wants to migrate to big cities. It will help to 

solve main macroeconomic issues such as unemployment.  Also, CAP can assist to Turkey with its 

updated version. For example, middle review which is mentioned previous section is very good 

opportunity for efficient management of Projects which are applied Turkish Farmers. 

In addition, harmonization efforts with the EU acquis continued in agriculture in chapters; 

“Agriculture and Rural Development”, “Food Safety, Veterinary and Phytosanitary” and “Fisheries”. 

However, only “Food Safety, Veterinary and Phytosanitary” chapter has been opened for negotiation 

(RTMD, 2014). According to the last process reports, there is some level of preparation in the area of 

agriculture and rural development. Some progress was made in the past year. Preparations have advanced 

on general agricultural issues and alignment with the common agricultural policy. Turkey’s capacity to 

absorb funding has increased with implementation of the pre-accession rural development programme 

IPARD. The farm accountancy data network now covers the entire country, but its integration into 

relevant databases and use for policy analysis are yet to be addressed. In the coming year, Turkey should 

in particular: 

→ completely eliminate any restrictions on imports of live cattle and beef; 

→ adopt a strategy for agricultural statistics (EC, 2015b). 

   

Turkey might be good situation than current one, if it did not face with obstacles. Especially 

France and Germany restricted to progress of Turkish Negotiations because of some reasons. 

    

4. Conclusion 

 

All things above considered that EU is a unique successful union in the world. Although, 

European Continent had been faced two destructive world wars in previous century, European Nations 

have reached an integration which includes successful common life. Turkey is a bridge country between 

Europe and Asia and the first primitive farming appeared in Turkey (Maral, 2010) too. We know that EU 

has positive effects of fresh members’ agricultural systems such as; Latvia and Poland. When we think 

the possible results of Turkey’s membership that EU and Turkey will contribute each other. EU policies 

and its suggested institutions will create a systematic agricultural system in Turkey. Its regulations will 

increase aggregate production and help to development of Turkish rural areas. Also, Turkey may find 

good solutions for its huge problems via experienced EU tools. Especially CAP will make a positive 

contribution on Turkish Agricultural system with its disciplined and updated version. Providing that 

Turkey’s potential and EU mechanism move together, EU can be real global player. To our way of 

thinking that Turkey’s EU membership is not seen before 2020. Even, Syrian refugee crisis can restrict 

this membership issues.  
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Abstract 

The Indonesian government has been consistently implementing rice price policies both at retail and farm levels. 

The government however allows traders to fulfill market gaps to import rice from international markets and to 

deliver rice from farm markets to retail markets. Under a competitive market, a change in the price at the upper 

level market will be automatically transmitted to the lower level market. In contrast, under a non-competitive 

market, a price change at lower level may respond asymmetrically to price changes at the upper level. This is 

partly due to market power exercised probably by traders. As a result, concerns among rice producers, consumers 

and the government arise accussing traders of manipulating the market. Hence, prices change unfairly. Assessing 

market behaviour in the rice sector in Indonesia is of importance to examine how traders deliver products to the 

market. From the government’s perpective, policies can be introduced effectively to re-store the market. Therefore 

this paper is attempted to testing empirically asymmetric price adjustments in the regulated rice market in 

Indonesia using a model developed by von-Cramon Taubadel and Loy (1996) – Asymmetric Error Correction 

Model (AECM).  

Key words: rice market; asymmetric price adjustments; market power. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Issues of assymetric price transmission attract many researchers particularly those who are involved in the 

investigation of the market structure analysis for agricultultural markets. This analysis enriches and develops 

studies to test whether two markets are integrated (Alexander and Wyeth, 1994; Asche, Bremnes and Cathy, 1999; 

Barret and Li, 2002; Baulch, 1997). Market integration analysises focus solely on the issues whether two prices 

move in the same direction or they are closely correlated. This analysis seems not to further question whether the 

price in the one market responds symmetrically to the change of the price in the other market.  

 

A study examining empirically the assymetric price transmission in Indonesia is of importance to provide 

complete information on how the market works particularly in the agricultural sector where many farmers rely 

heavily their livelihood on the agricultural price changes. Price changes play a very important role for farmers in 

order to determine their resources efficiently. A demand for goods at the farmer’s level is a derived demand from 

the upper-level market. In the case of rice market in rural areas in Indonesia, the demand for rice husks at the 

farmer’s level depends largely on the demand at the retail’s level. Under the competitive market if existing, a 

change of the price at the retail’s level will be transmitted perfectly to the farmers. Hence farmers will decide how 
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much they will sell their rice as to maximise their profit. However farmers will first respond to such a price change 

with the land to be cultivated. In contrast, traders may exercise their market power by insulating farmers with 

assymetric information. Farmers perceive the price they face below their maginal cost indicating the traders are 

trying to take away farmers’ surplus. 

 

Testing asymmetric price transmission in the Indonesian context is of importance to understand how agricultural 

markets work. The government may intervene the market if the farmers are found to be less powerful in 

determining selling prices they want. In the Indonesian context, the government through its parastatal marketing 

agency (BULOG) stabilises rice prices using the so-called floor price and ceiling price policies. The government 

is very concerned with the welfare of rice producers and consumer during peak and low harvest seasons. In 

contrast, traders are allowed to be involved in distributing rice for such reasons: arbritrage mechanism or/and 

profit motive. 

 

2. Literature review 

 

Many literatures have been extensively discussing the rational for asymmetric price transmission. The asymmetric 

price transmission is used to identify the existence of market power (Kinnucan and Forker, 1987; Miller and 

Hayenga, 2001; McCorriston, 2002; and Lloyd, McCorriston, Morgan & Rayner, 2003), the sensitivity to price 

shocks (Hahn, 1990); and menu cost adjustments (Levy, Chen,  Muller, Dutta, & Bergen. 2010) 

 

The first major factor is the abuse of market power. In the context of agricultural markets where many farmers 

face a very limited number of traders or processors, traders may determine their buying prices collusively by 

squeezing the price in attempt to maximise the profit margin. This results in the lower price farmers perceive. On 

the words, traders may react to the price shocks quickly compared to the farmers. It is sometimes found that price 

changes at the farmers’ level are very volatile indicating farmers face market uncertainties. Surprisingly, a large 

number of farmers found in Indonesia are identified to be less bargaining power against the traders.  

 

In developing economies, farmers are characterised with a small size of land ownership and its number is also 

relatively large. Consequently they have no or less bargaining power facing traders. Without bound under the 

certain marketing institution such farmers co-operative, the price they face do not reflect the best resource 

allocation in which the selling price equals to its marginal cost. Under a certain situation such as extentive harvest 

time their selling price is below its marginal cost and also marginal revenue. 

 

With its nature, traders and processors may perfom multi-dimensionalities: its market for farmers and sources of 

funding. One may directly conclude strong farmers’ reliance on traders in rural areas. Hence traders will determine 

prices solely and the information on price changes in the upper level will not be passed to farmers symmetrically. 

Under the oligopsonic market structure, traders are predicted to take away farmers’s surplus by applying their 

buying price less than farmers’ marginal cost. The traders will react postively when prices at the upper market 

level increase. However, there is a questionable whether they will transmit the positive price change to the farmers.  

 

Recent studies (see Otoo (2012), Bor, Ismihan and Bayaner (2014) support the asymmetric price change between 

pruducer’s price and retail’s price or imported price. Despite the prices at the consumer’s level and import market 

level for rice market in Burkina Faso were found being cointegrated, consumers encountered an asymmetric price 

adjustments. Otoo (2012) further revealed that local prices were very sensitive to the negative change in import 

prices. Meanwhile it takes a substantial time to adjust to the positive schocks. Bor at al. (2014) then argued that 

the asymmetric price relation in the Turkish fluid milk market was due to a significant market power excersised 

by the milk marketers. Prices at retail markets were identified with less responsive to the decrease on prices at the 

farm level, conversely. They arguebly concluded that the asymmetric price adjustment in the fluid milk marker 

was correlated with the milk market transformation. More private sectors are engaged in this sector as the country 

reduced the role of government and the industry is more-market oriented system and more consolidated. It hence 

leads to a highly concentrated market, eroding competition, marketing inefficiency and higher prices. 

 

As of the interest of this paper when testing the existance of an asymmetric price adjustment in the rice market, 

Otoo (2012) and Wang and Lee (2009) may provide a comparable understanding. Both studies come into the 

strong support for the market fenomenon in the rice market. Traders’ profit-seeking motives in maintaining their 

trade surplus are behind the wide price gap between two prices in Burkina Faso. The traders act as an opportunist 
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to exploit the profit potential they perceive when determining the price with powerless bargaining farmers. Wang 

and Lee (2009) augmented that the asymmetric casuality in the rice market in Taiwan was due to its marketing 

margin. However they did not extensively elaborate factos resulting in the high marketing margin. But they argued 

that when there is a low marketing margin, the market will operate efficiently. The government may intervene the 

market when the marketing margin tends to be wider. In contrast, Peltzman (2000) rejects the idea of the market 

structure leading to an asymmetric price casuality.  

 

Another factor may determine the presence of an asymmetric price casuality is a menu cost see Levy et. al. (2010). 

However, this factor is not very relevant in this paper. Unprocessed agricultural products are mainly sold directly 

to consumers without any further processes. Hence, there is no need to inform regularly the consumers in term of 

periodically price changes. In the developing countries in contrast, a limited number of population have an access 

to supermarkets or restaurants. Price changes of their products displayed in the menu list are not mainly concern 

for common people.  

3. Data sources 

This study draws upon deflated monthly rice price data series at producer and retailer in Indonesia January 2009 

to December 2014, available upon request from Center for Data and Information, Ministry of Agriculture. All 

prices are Rupiah per kilogram. Producer price is a simple avarage of wet unhusked-rice in mayor rice production 

areas while retailer price is a simple average price of medium rice in Jakarta city, the most deficit rice market in 

Indonesia (Alexander and Wyeth, 1994). Both prices are deflated with the monthly consumer price index (CPI) 

deflator. 

 

4. Model Development 

 

The empirical model applied in this paper is very straightforward. First we hypothesise that producer price a 

function of retail or consumer price. This is due to the fact that the demand for rice at producer level is a derived 

demand of retail market. Hence a number of rice demanded at farm level depends solely on the change in the 

demand at retail market. Consequently producer price movement will follow a such price change at retail level. 

Notes: since in the reality economic variables are not independent.  

 

The most straightforward test of price transmission is as follows:  

 

 𝑝𝑓
𝑡

= 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑝𝑟
𝑡

+ 𝑒𝑡 (1) 

 

where pf
t is Indonesian monthly producer price at period t, pr

t is its correspoding retail price, and et is an error 

term. The coefficient β reflects the change of pf
t in a response to one unit change of pr

t. R2 for (1) (or t value for 

the coefficient estimate of β) shows how much variation in pf
t is expressed by pr

t. The equation (1) is then regressed 

using the OLS principle, see Mundlak and Larson (1992). Equation (1) clearly postulates that any change in retail 

price will directly affect the producer price depending on the magnitute of β. 

 

As of interest of this paper in investigating the irreversibility of price changes, Tweeten and Quance (1969) splitted 

the 𝑝𝑟
𝑡
 into two parts: one variable includes only increasing prices or 𝑝𝑟

𝑡
+ and another includes only decreasing 

prices 𝑝𝑟
𝑡

-, leading to the following equation: 

 

 𝑝𝑓
𝑡

= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1
+𝑝𝑟

𝑡
+ + 𝛽1

−𝑝𝑟
𝑡

− + 𝑒𝑡 (2) 

A symmetric price transmission is rejected if the coefficient 1
+ and 1

- are significantly different. Based on 

Tweeten and Quance (1969), Wolfram (1971) proposes a variable splitting technique that explicitly includes first 

difference of prices in the equation (2) to be estimated which is later modified by Houck (1977). Combining 

Wolfram (1971) and Houck (1977) results in the Wolfram-Houck (W-H) method with the following equation: 

 ∑ ∆𝑝𝑓
𝑡

= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∑ ∆𝑝𝑟
𝑡

+ + 𝛽2 ∑ ∆𝑝𝑟
𝑡

−𝑇
𝑡=1 + 𝑒𝑡

𝑇
𝑡=1

𝑇
𝑡=1  (3) 

Where ∆𝑝+and ∆𝑝− are positive and negative changes in 𝑝𝑟 respectively.  

 Directly estimating equation (3) will be biased since neglecting the nature of time series data used 

(Acquah and Dadzie, 2010). In the long term, economic variables move in the same direction and be cointegrated. 

However, in the short run the variable will adjust itself to the long run equilibrium depending on the speed of 
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adjustment. With this respect, the Error Correction Model (ECM) suits to the issue of time series data by 

incorporating the speed of adjustment. Following von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy (1999) the model to test a 

presence of an asymmetric adjustment is then decomposed into (a) positive/negative changes in the retail price 

and positive/negative changes in the error correction term (ECT). To incorporate such variable decomposition, 

the empirical model applied in this paper is as follows: 

 ∆𝑝𝑓
𝑡

= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1
+𝛥𝑝𝑟

𝑡
+ + 𝛽1

−𝛥𝑝𝑟
𝑡

− + 𝛽2
+𝐸𝐶𝑇+

𝑡−1 + 𝛽2
−𝐸𝐶𝑇−

𝑡−1 + 𝛽3
+∆𝑝𝑟

𝑡−1

+
+ 𝛽3

−∆𝑝𝑟
𝑡−1

− +

𝛽4
+∆𝑝𝑓

𝑡−1

+
+ 𝛽4

−∆𝑝𝑓
𝑡−1

−
+ 𝑒𝑡 (4) 

 

When an asymmetric price casuality affecting the price change in the farm level is present, we are able to test 

𝛽1
+ ≠  𝛽1

−
 and 𝛽2

+ ≠  𝛽2
−

 respectively. In other words, we have four hypotheses: (a). Ho: 𝛽1
+ =  𝛽1

−
, (b) H1: 

𝛽1
+ ≠  𝛽1

−
, (c). Ho: 𝛽2

+ =  𝛽2
−

, and (d). H1: 𝛽2
+ ≠  𝛽2

−
. 

5. Results and Discussion  

Prior to further estimating the equation (4), a first step is to identify a stationarity of both price variables used in 

the model. The Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) and Philip Peron (PP) test were then performed resulting in 

confirming that producer and retail prices are stationer in first difference as proven with a probalibility less than 

10 %. Actually, no unit root was identified at the level for the retail price (Table 1). In other words, both price 

variables exhibit a stationary behaviour leading to the application of error correction model (ECM) analysis. 

However one has to further examine a Granger casuality of both variables as to better estimate the proposed model 

and whether both variable are co-integrated reflecting a serial equilibirum in the long run. 

 

Tabel 1. Result of Unit Root 1st Difference 

Market/Test None P-value Intercept P-value 
Intercept and 

trend 
P-value 

Producer price       

ADF test  140.412  0.0000  63.3206  0.0000  63.7722  0.0000 

PP test  146.096  0.0000  63.1689  0.0000  66.6705  0.0000 

Retail price       

ADF test  140.412  0.0000  63.3206  0.0000  63.7722  0.0000 

PP test  146.096  0.0000  63.1689  0.0000  66.6705  0.0000 

 

As prevoiusly mentioned, a Granger causality test is to be confirming the direction of producer and retail prices 

relationship. As indicated in the equation (1) to (4), the model hyphoteses that rice price at farm level depends 

largely on price develoment at retail level. If a Granger test rejects this hyphotesis, equations (1) to (4) are not 

operational leading to re-estimate a different direction. It implies that producer price is treated as an independent 

variable. Granger casuality test (Table 2) however provides us a clear price relation. Looking at the probability of 

less than 10 % (statistically significant), it is conclusive that the retail price Granger cause the producer price, vice 

versa.  

Table 2. Granger Causaility Test  

Dependent  variable 

 

Independent  Variable F statistic P-value Lags 

Producer price Retail price 3.15 0.08 1 

Retail price Producer price 0.71 0.40 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Following Engel Granger test (Table 3) with a use of ADFand PP tests, it confirms that producer and retail price 

are co-integrated. One may predict there will be long run equilibrium of both variables. This result conforms with 

the equation (1) testing a linear price relation of both prices. One may scrutinise the way of price relation in the 

rice market context in Indonesia. Rice marketing system in Indonesia involve several marketing institutions. Since 

rice farmers are pre-dominantly small scale size owning less than 0.25 hectar of cultivated rice land, they hence 

rely heavily on rice local traders who are very mobile from one region to other region. The local traders convey 
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husk-rice directly either to upper local rice traders or to rice millers around their market operation. They incur 

only costs of delivering rice and perhaps processing. In certain regions, rice millers act as well as rice traders 

collecting husk-rice from local traders and rice farmers. Nuryanti (2005b) identified that rice millers gain around 

8-12 percent of total marketing margin from farmers to end consumers.  

However, it should be noted here that rice farmers are mostly domiciled in rural Java. Thus Java becomes a major 

rice producing island and also very important market for rice due to its most populated island in Indonesia, 

followed by Sumatra and Sulawesi islands. Rice is a low-processed agricultural commodity implying free entry 

and exit to rice market. It also proves low cost processing incured. However rice wholesalers located mainly in 

big cities incur costs like packaging and inventories. They are main rice market players perhaps in determining 

rice supply in the market and they have rice stocks whose stocks are difficult to calculate precisely.  

 

Tables 4 and 5 provide empirical results on the factor affecting changes in producer price and the asymmetric 

ECM as specified in equation (4). The length of distributed lag optimal was determined using Schwarz Information 

Criterion (SIC). Testing the null hyporhesis of symetry both for magnitude and speed of the adjustments will 

answer the main objective of this paper. However, based on the Wald test, all null hypothesis are not rejected 

proving no presence of an asymmetric price adjustment in Indonesian rice market despite a statistically significant 

of  Pr
t
−

, ECT 1



t and   

ECT 1



t . This result is found to be contradictive with common studies on this issue.  

When interpretating the result one should pay more attention on the several issues in estimating equation (4). First, 

data employed in this paper cover only in the period of 2009 and 2014. Due to a short time period, the result is 

inconclusive supporting the rice market efficiency in Indonesia. As described earlier the presence of incompetitive 

market structure will lead to transmit price changes from upper market to lower market asymmetrically. There 

were unfinished debates on the reasons of why rice retail prices seem not to be strongly correlated with the 

international rice price and producer price. Some blamed rice large traders (wholesellers) of limiting the 

transmision of price changes perhaps due to their market power. No accurate rice stocks owned by large traders 

are publicly available leading to the government difficulty of estimating precisely rice supply at the market. Hence 

one may question the effectiveness of BULOG to stabilise rice prices. Second, Nuryanti (2005a) examined 

extensively rice supply chains. There are several marketing agents are involved in delivering husk-rice from 

farmers to end consumers. (Notes: 1 kg of husk-rice equals to 0.63 kg of milled rice). Long marketing channels 

are accused of limiting flow of rice information from retail market to rice farmers, conversely. In addition, 

farmers’s reliance on local traders in terms of price formation and source of funding exist resulting in the 

possibility of traders to exploit their market power to erode farmers’ surplus.  

 

 

Table 4. Factors Affecting A Change in Producer Price 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Variables Coefficient Prob 

Intercept 0.21 0.48 

 Pr
t
+

 0.32 0.24 

 Pr
t
−

 0.51 0.00 

ECT 1



t  0.35 0.06 

ECT 1



t  0.49 0.03 

 Pr
t−1
+

 -0.24 0.35 

 Pr
t−1
−

 -0.14 0.37 

 Pf
t−1
+

 0.42 0.05 

 Pf
t−1
−

 0.34 0.27 
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Table 5. Wald Test to Test Asymmetric Price Transmission 

Hyphoteses DF F-stastistics Pr (>F) 

a. β1+ = β1
+ 1 0.47 0.49 

b.   β2
+ = β2

- 

(ECT+=ECT-) 

1 0.16 0.69 

 

6. Concluding Remarks 

Based on the Wald test examining empirically the presence of an asymmetric price adjustment between producer 

and retail prices in Indonesia, the result however was found to be inconclusive supporting the common beliefs 

that the asymmetric price casuality is very common existing in agricultural markets. To further investigate whether 

rice (agricultural) markets in Indonesia encounter a market power abuse, a long time data dimension is strongly 

required. In addition, one may focus his study spesifically on the specific market or region by identifying rice 

supply chains from farms to end consumers (households) in order to better understand rice market mechanism.  
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Abstract 

Pro-poor growth is one of the basic components underlying the developmental programmes 

of the 2000s. Developmental policy changed its route, especially after the Millennium 

Declaration, from economy-based improvement to other non-economic aspects of 

development such as education, health and living conditions. The shifting perception of 

development concepts has necessitated a change in the way it is analysed.  

 

The World Bank prepared a tool the Poverty and Social Impact Analysis (PSIA) which 

supplies a guide for developing countries such as India. This tool, which aims to improve a 

country’s national capacity, provides benefits based on research and evidence. Neo-

developmental state concepts need to be established to obtain the best outcomes from the 

PSIA 

 

 

 

Keywords: Poverty, Development, India, Pro-poor policies, Poverty and Social Impact 

Analysis (PSIA)  

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION  

 

The problem of poverty, frequently addressed via international institutions, is a widely 

debated issue both in developing countries and the developed world. Whilst some analysts 

assert that there is a direct connection between poverty and per capita income, further 

discussion proposes that there are other ways in which to measure poverty as well as 

economic improvement. For instance, while Stephan Klasen and Nanak Kakwani regard 

gender inequality as a main cause of poverty, Aziz R. Khan claims that poverty is a 
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consequence of unemployment (International Poverty Centre, 2007).  

 

In this regard, in 2000, under the leadership of the United Nations a considerable step towards 

the eradication of poverty was taken with the declaration of the Millennium Development 

Goals (MDGs). The MDG commitment was aimed at reducing poverty in the developing 

world and undertook to bring this about by reforms in education, global partnership and 

gender equality (Pasha, E 2012; 1).  

 

However, that change in direction concerning poverty assessment entailed a deeper analysis. 

To that end, Poverty and Social Impact Analysis (PSIA) was introduced by the World Bank 

in order to measure a country’s development and pursue a policy compatible with the national 

programme of that country. Also, as a result of this new aid pattern, it was suggested that 

both recipient countries and donor countries should take responsibility for implementing and 

channelling aid (Overseas Development Institute, 2012:1). In this parallel, while India was 

to be one of the implementing countries of the MDGs and has seen a dramatic economic 

improvement over recent decades, at the same time the multi-dimensional aspects of poverty 

should be reviewed there, because India still has more than 300 million people living under 

the poverty line (Ferro et al., 2002:1) .  

 

This study firstly highlights the backgrounds of the PSIA and Tools for Institutional, Political 

and Social Analysis (TIPS) reports and then discusses the effects of them on improving 

India’s capacities for reform. Secondly, it examines whether the pro-poor analysis indicated 

in PSIA lends help to the implementation of pro-active developmental conditions and 

determines social policy innovation. It concludes by making some recommendations for 

expanding analytical capacity in India.  

 

1. POVERTY AND SOCIAL IMPACT ANALYSIS (PSIA) 

 

The Poverty Reduction Strategy inherent in the MDGs highlighted a problem concerning 

how systematically a policy is built, implemented and evaluated. Therefore the World Bank 

created an assessment system called Poverty and Social Impact Analysis (PSIA) in 2002. The 

PSIA focuses on ex-ante evaluation, initially also conducting an implementation assessment 

and an ex-post evaluation concerning next works (The World Bank, 2012:8). Appraisal is 

done in three different fields: expenditure programmes in education or health, institutional 

reforms such as bureaucracy or decentralization, and structural reforms like trade reform or 

privatization. In other words, the reforms analysed an emphasis on human and social 

developments (non-income-related) in addition to the more straightforward income 

dimension of poverty (The World Bank, 2003:3). Particularly, PSIA as well as targeting poor 

people also includes others who carry out the reforms as well as those affected by them, 

thereby addressing indirect problems as well as special conditions and problems of the 

country. Also, some situations regarded as short-term opportunities can become a 

disadvantage after a while (The World Bank, 2003: 4), encouraging long-term dependency 

as a result of short-term aid.  

 

PSIA considers 7 main elements in order clarify all these complex issues and to allow proper 

assessment of poverty and its social effects:  

 

1) Asking the right questions; ensure the questions are realistic and think about what 

possibilities should be considered to determine objectives after selecting the reform. 
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Carrying out assessment in the ex-ante stage to enhance the probability of better 

assessment (The World Bank, 2003: 9).  

 

2) Identifying stakeholders; include all stakeholders who may be beneficiaries or may 

not benefit, such as interest groups, unions and NGOs in the policy. This analysis 

suggests that stakeholders’ voices should be heard by methods such as encouraging 

participation or reporting at the level of the population (The World Bank, 2003: 10). 

While two out of every five PSIA projects do not have any stakeholder analyses, 

almost half of the all projects conducted examine their effects on women in terms 

of gender disparity, such as education reform in India or social compensation for 

land reform in Cambodia (HDI Report, 2003:13).  

 

3) Understanding transmission channels, which comprise five different aspects: to 

increase work facilities and income, to provide good services, to supervise 

production and consumption, to increase wealth and taxation. Here, a complex 

relationship can be discovered. Reforms affect some people directly but others 

indirectly. Or, while some policies show their impacts in the short term, others’ 

effects are more long-term or can lose their effect over time (The World Bank, 2003: 

12). Hence good communication channels show effects of the policy in several areas 

as stated above, after implementing PSIA projects and facilitating the evaluation of 

the policy outcomes.  

 

4) Assessing institutions; institutions are one of the essential tools of policy making 

and the implementation process should be suited to their capacities. PSIA 

concentrates on two main institutional dimensions; market structure and 

implementing agencies. The former gauges whether institutions have enough 

capacity to realize market needs in accordance with governance concept. The latter 

is concerned with analysing the existing situation and structure within the agency to 

maximise good results (The World Bank, 2003:13).  

 

5) Gathering data & information; PSIA uses mixed methods comprising both 

qualitative and quantitative techniques. Also, household survey methods are used 

for poverty and distributional analyses in developing countries due to its cost 

effectiveness and reliability (The World Bank, 2003:15).  

 

6) Monitoring and evaluating impacts; this stage is one of the weakest parts of the 

PSIA at present, although it happens in every evaluation process. Monitoring and 

evaluation contributes to improvements in capacity as well as accountability and 

transparency using assessment methods such as public expenditure tracking 

surveys, citizen report cards and participatory public expenditure reviews(The 

World Bank, 2003: 32).  
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7) Fostering policy & feeding back into policy choice; Evidence-based policy-making 

contributes to optimum decision-making by taking advantage of data presented by 

PSIA. Also, PSIA aims to correlate monitoring and evaluation with decision making 

bodies in order to build an institutional capacity to utilize outcomes of the policy 

(The World Bank, 2003:35).  

 

2. INDIA AND PSIA  

India is a developing country, embracing a state-led development policy since its 

independence 1947 (Ferro et al., 2002: 6). However, poverty is still a chronic issue in spite 

of its growth rate economically over the last decades.  

Figure 1: Poverty Reduction and Income Growth in Indian States (1960-2000) 

Source: Besley et al., 2005. 

 

When examining the table above, the really obvious factor is a direct correlation between 

income and unrest, with poverty established in Kerala. Besides that, Maharashtra and Jammu- 

Kashmir states are facing poverty which is a reflection of their income.  

 

Although Punjab state had also the highest income rate, it displayed a low performance in 

the fight against poverty in accordance with its income. When comparing data collected 

between 1960 and 2000 with the multidimensional poverty index of 2013, significant changes 

can be seen among states (Alkire, 2013).   
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Map 1: Multidimensional Poverty Index 2013 in India 

 

  
 

Source: Alkire et al, 2013. 

 

For instance, Kerala is still the leading state in poverty reduction in 2013, Maharashtra and 

Jammu-Kashmir covered a great deal of ground in fighting poverty despite its low income 

when compared with data from 13 years ago. While Punjab state also has the highest 

proportion of income growth compared to other examples above, the state shows a 

comparable rise, indicated above, in the fight against poverty over the last 13 years (Alkire 

et al, 2013). In these circumstances, it can be said that poverty is a phenomenon which needs 

to be examined in ways other than economic development.  

 

In this parallel, according to Alkire at al. (2013: 7), poverty can be classified in three 

dimensions along with 10 subsets (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Dimensions and indicators of poverty  

 
Source: Alkire et al. (2013: 7) 

 

However, the determination of these dimensions is undoubtedly as important as their 

analysis. Therefore, PSIA and TIPs are essential reports prepared in order to guide building 

capacity for an implementing country such as India.  

 

India heads the list of countries which have made an considerable effort to fulfil the MDG 

targets to 2015. Up to the present, it can be said that it has achieved most of the goals (Besley 

et al., 2005:5). Although the country is good at survey and data collection, the reform process 

is interrupted because of some structural problems such as inequalities between regions, 

gender disparity and unfair distribution of income. In this regard, PSIA can be an essential 

tool in order to analyse the data properly. However, PSIA has not been used widely in India 

apart from some projects such as the one focussing on agricultural marketing reform and its 

impact on India’s farmers (The World Bank, 2010:47).  

 

Therefore, education - which is one of the three dimensions of poverty and which is the 

second target of the MDGs in India - can be analysed within the framework of the PSIA 

elements to clarify different aspects of this particular project more clearly:  

 

o Identify needs to determine the necessities of educational aspects of the MDG 

project. This can be split into three parts; net enrolment ratio, proportion of pupils 

studying from grade 1 to grade 5 without break, and literacy rate in 15- 24 year-

olds) because educational deficiencies in these areas are very obvious in India 
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(MDG, 2001: 38) .  

 

o Identify stakeholders; According to the PSIA, both supporters and opponents of a 

project should be identified in order to obtain balanced results. The second goal of 

the MDG in India identifies beneficiaries from the agricultural project such as 

women, although for students considering gender issues and regional inequalities 

the project does not have a stakeholder analysis which defines adversely affected 

people (MDG, 2001: 42).  

 

o Understand transmission channels; policy outcomes can be evaluated by looking at 

the transmission channels in every project. After MDGs, the rate of the accession of 

education, which refers to the goods and services, one of the transmission channels, 

increased from 69% in 2001 to 88 % in 2007-2008. However, other transmission 

channels such as income, increase in wealth, or taxation were not examined in the 

MDG Project because the PSIA approach was not used in the project (MDG, 

2011:42).  

 

o Assess institutions; 60% of PSIA projects indicated that institutional problems are 

one of the main problems of policy implementation. PSIA recommends that 

initially, all institutional responsibilities should be clearly delineated, and the 

responsibilities of institutions should be evaluated by both qualitative and 

quantitative techniques under PSIA guidelines (The World Bank, 2010:13). 

However, in the MDG Project, India could not make an objective assessment 

because it experiences quite serious deficiencies such as lack of accountability, 

corruption, and government ineffectiveness that causes structural problems within 

the institutions (Governance Index, 2013).  

 

o Analyse Impacts; In parallel with PSIA, the MDGs Goal 2 conducted qualitative 

and quantitative methods of assessment. However, these methods become 

complicated as the results of some practices such as enrolment rate, appear in the 

short term outcomes of other reforms like the increase in quality of education can 

only be realized in the long term.  

 

The educational goals of India can be seen in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Educational Goals Analysis in India 

 
 

 

3. TWO DRIVERS OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND PSIA IN INDIA 

The Human Development Index (HDI) is one of the most reliable and comprehensive sources 

for pursuing changes in development. HDI presents a variety of data and information from 

every country yearly. But these data and information need to be interpreted systematically. 

In this regard, it is clearly stated that to support these works with sufficient analysis, PSIA 

needs to provide better output assessments. In the following section, it will be argued whether 

or not PSIA can be provide two main drivers of the HDI, namely a proactive developmental 

state and determined social policy innovation. 

 

 

 

3.1. Proactive Developmental State  

The notion that states should retreat from the markets that appear in the wake of liberal 

policies allows the state to abandon its duties as a proactive and strong force supporting a 

developmental concept. But a proactive developmental state will now undertake duties such 

as promoting, following and evaluating the changes instead of just building a state-sponsored 
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market and leaving it unregulated (HDI report, 2013:66). Hence, a developmental state can 

involve itself in regulations related to industrial policies in order to acquire advantages for 

itself (HDI report, 2013: 67).  

 

This change can be supported by PSIA. For example; countries like India and China tend to 

rely more on regional trade rather than international trade (HDI report, 2013:105). A greater 

incentive role for the state can eradicate poverty by tapping into the regional market, giving 

greater opportunities for the 32, 7 % of population in India who manage on 1.25 dollar per 

day or less (HDI). Therefore, stakeholder analysis done via PSIA can provide a greater degree 

of integration among stakeholders. After determining stakeholders’ roles, PSIA elements 

stress the concepts of making good policy and asking the right questions which are an 

essential part in terms of self-determination.  

 

Also, other states can benefit from good policies planned in advance. For instance, 60% of 

PSIA instructions have been translated into other languages to share the best case (The World 

Bank, 2010:14). Also, Kerala state in India, which had a high development ranking, sets a 

good example of progress to other states in India. Thirdly, the growing idea that human 

development relates not only to economy but also to health and education inevitably becomes 

more ingrained into the policies of developing countries. While the Indian government 

allocated 13.4% of its resources to social services in rural areas in 2006-2007, this rate 

increased to 18.5% between 2011 and 2012. Also, whilst the proportion of total expenditures 

spent on social services was 21.6% between 2006 and 2007, between 2011 and 2012 it rose 

to 25 % (HDI report, 2013:70).  

 

However, state development should make the investments work better rather than increase 

them. Therefore, when making analyses, transmission channels should be understood clearly. 

In other words, the stakeholders should supply goods and services and greater degrees of 

analysis should be undertaken.  

 

 

3.2. Determined Social Policy Innovation  

Other determining factors of the HDI are social policy innovation. New concepts of statehood 

assert that individual capacity should form a part in social cohesion. First of all, 

developmental strategies can be successful only for as long as they offer equal rights for 

growth for all citizens. Health and education are regarded as essential conditions for 

development (HDI report, 2013:82). For example, after India adopted the Right to Education 

bill, remarkable changes have come about in terms of gender disparity, and the inequality 

gap between rich and poor has decreased. The law has even made a regulation that private 

schools which are not independent from the state must give poor students the right to attend 

and be educated in their colleges. Secondly, uptake of discretionary needs in India has risen 

dramatically as a result of innovation and technology (HDI report, 2013:79). For example, 

since 2006, internet use rates in developing countries have started to exceed developed 

Northern countries and by 2011, the rate had more than doubled (HDI report, 2013:15). Also, 

India is now fourth in the global list of Facebook users and 64.3% of people are mobile phone 

holders (HDI).  

 

Developing countries like India can benefit from PSIA in order to interpret what these sort 

of HDI outcomes mean, and analyse them to predict whether they will have positive or 
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negative effects. Actually, PSIA is a vital aspect of policy making and implementation, and 

evaluation processes are elaborated and specified. That is to say, PSIA presents familiar 

jargon, from institutional assessment to risk identification, data collection or monitoring, and 

evaluation was prepared in order to set up the new strategies of the World Bank. Hence, if 

countries want to make proper analyses, there is no doubt that PSIA helps to adapt them to 

the new order.  

 

 

CONCLUSION  

 

This paper argues whether or not benefiting from evidence and research can build intra-

national capacity and develop pro-poor policies in the developing world. In this regard, it has 

examined whether Poverty and Social Impact Analysis is a useful method for both developing 

countries - and specifically India - with some cases and examples.  

 

Looking at those points above, it can plainly be concluded that poverty is an issue related to 

not only economy but also other dimensions of life such as education, health and living 

standards. As a consequence of this idea, PSIA is proven to be a helpful guide in analysing 

multi-dimensional poverty. First of all, the most effective feature of the PSIA is the way it 

examines a case by dividing it into certain parts. These PSIA classifications strengthen the 

implementation and evaluation of policies in the developing world. As a guide, PSIA 

suggests some different techniques when it comes to considering the conditions of countries 

and specific problems in every eventuality. Though India has implemented a variety of 

reforms both via its own institutions and with the help of international bodies, it is not a 

common thing to work collaboratively with PSIA.  

 

On the other hand, India, developing economically and socially, is responsible for self-

regulation as a developmental state. This complex concept has many stakeholders and can 

fulfil its duty thanks to a systematic analysis. Also, when innovative policies widened the 

scope of HDI assessments along with PSIA methods, we will gain a greater understanding of 

the extent to which these policies can avail. In the final analysis, if criteria identifying human 

development, and PSIA building an analytical capacity, converge on a developmental state 

concept, proper solutions can be found to multidimensional poverty.  
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Abstract 

    The purpose study was aimed to investigate the relationship between the financing decision 

based on the optimal financial structure choice, and the market value of listed firms.  Since 

the primary objective of the firm’s financial management is to maximize its value in the stock 

market and minimize the total cost of financing, it also, aims to maintaining the wealth of the 

stockholder’s and increasing the profits of its stakeholder’s. Thus, before making any 

financial decision, we should know its affect on the firm’s value. 

 

Keywords: Financing decisions; optimal financial structure; Debt; Equity; Firm’s market 

value. 

 

1. Introduction 

   This study investigates the extent of optimal financial structure’s impact on the firm market 

value through the financing choice strategy. Since the primary objective of the financial 

management of the firms is to maximize its value in the financial market. With a maximum 

total market value, maximum share price and maximum value of owners, and all three imply 

the maximization of the wealth of the firm’s existing stockholders.  

 The firm’s optimal financing strategy is that which maximizes the market value of the firm’s 

outstanding common stock; so, any deviation in either direction from the optimal financing 

mix will induce a decline in value of the common stock and hence in the firm’s market value 

(Haim & Marshall, 1990, P: 360). 

So, how did the firm raise its capital? Raising capital via equity only without debt, by using 

the following scenario: in Equity by Selling shares or ownership, and highest possible return, 

highest risk, and by Selling debt or borrowing, with the risk of being in the market in the 

Debt.  

When the capital structure is defined as: “the mixture of long-term debts and equity funds 

used to finance real investment of the firm” (Watson & Head, 2007); in which the capital 

structure is a subdivision of Financial Structure. So, if you add short term debts to the capital 

structure, it will be equal with the financial structure. 

Each of two structures shown reflects the firm’s financing strategy, and the meaning of 

capital structure is too narrow compared with the financial structure’s definition. In this case, 
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what mix of the two is employed?  
Is there an impact of the financing mix structure on the firm’s market value? And if so, 

how does the optimal financing structure choice strategy affect the firm’s market value?  

There are pivotal questions in capital structure theory, such us: 

- The pie theory and the paradox of maximizing firm’s value or maximizing stockholder’s 

value!! ; 

- The affect of the change in capital structure weights in firm’s value, using the WACC model; 

- Debts versus Equity and firm’s value  under the theories of: information  asymmetry, the 

signal, and the pecking order theory;  

To achieve the purpose mentioned above, the Algerian  companies  which are listed in Algiers 

stock exchange were  selected, over the period 2005-2015, in order to tests the relationship 

between the independent variable (D/CP) and the dependent variable (Financial firm).  

 

1.1. Literature framework of the effect of financial structure on firm’s value:   

There are numerous theories developed to analyze alternative capital structures. Among all 

these theories, the literature framework for this study has been presented as follows: 

The relationship between the debts versus equity in the firm’s financial structure was 

considered in Modigliani Franco and Merton Miller’s original paper in 1958, “Hereafter 

referred to as M &M Theory”, Modigliani and Miller (1963), and Miller (1977), which can 

be summed up as follows: 

In 1958, Modigliani and Miller, (were the pioneers in the theoretically testing the effect of 

capital structure on the firm value), discuss the irrelevance theory between the capital 

structure and the firm’s value under perfect capital market assumptions, in which they results 

that, the firm’s value is irrelevant with its capital structure, where the value of the firm 

depends on the ability of its assets to create value (Modigliani & Miller, 1958). They 

formulated their theory under the following assumptions: there is no bankruptcy cost (without 

risk), without the transaction costs or other barriers to the free flow of Information in the 

securities market, where the individuals and firms can borrow at the same market rate of 

interest. 

In 1969, Joseph E. Stiglitz, in his article entitled as: “A re-examination of the Modigliani-

Miller Theorem”, have recognized that the three assumptions are sufficient to derive the 

M&M first proposition. 

Let us now to summarize the M&M theory’s Propositions, as follow:  

M&M’s First Proposition states that the firm’s value is independent of its capital structure 

choosing. So, other things being equal, the value of a levered firm will be equal to its 

unlevered counterpart, also, the firm’s value is not affected by changes in the capital 

structure, because the cash flows of the firm don’t change ; therefore, the firm’s value doesn’t 

changes (Haim et al., 1990: 397). 

We can show the M&M’s basic principle by the following example:  

 

 

Table.1 Financial structure in the levered and the unlevered firms (Without Taxes). 

Operations Investment Required Return Produced 

Transaction in the Levered Firms: 

Initial Position VU  X 

(1) Buy the part  of the shares in LF  SL =  (VL- BL)  (X- rBL) 

(2) Buy the part  of the bonds in LF  BL  rBL 

Total Investment [(1) + (2)] VL  X 
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Transaction in the Unlevered Firms: 

Initial Position SL= (VL - BL)  (X- rBL) 

(1) Buy the part  of the shares in UF  SU =  VU  X 

(2) Borrow  BL on personal account -  BL -  rBL 

Total Investment [(1) + (2)]  SL= (VU - BL)  (X- rBL) 

Note:   LF : Levered firm,  UF: Unlevered firm 

VU = SU: Unlevered firm’s securities market value; VL= SL+BL: levered firm’s securities 

market value.  SL: Levered firm’s shares market value; BL: Levered firm’s bonds market 

value; r: Interest rate.  X: Net operating income; 

Source:  (Haim, L et al., 1990: 396-397).  
 

- If VU  ≠ VL, it is possible for the overvalued firm’s shareholders to achieve a new 

investment strategy by selling their shares and buying the undervalued firm’s shares, until 

the equilibrium relationship.   

- If VU  > VL, this investor can change his financial portfolio without increasing his 

investment, by making the portfolio switch that is spelled out in Table.2. In this case, when 

the unlevered firm’s value outweigh the value of levered firm, it will be worthwhile to sell 

the unlevered firm’s shares, and use the proceeds from the sale to buy the securities of the 

levered firm. The new transaction taken by the investor will tend to raise the market price of 

the levered firm’s shares, simultaneously; the market price of the unlevered firm’s shares will 

tend to fall, until VU = VL, in which the investor have no further incentive to change their 

financial portfolios (Haim et al., 1990:397).     

- If VU  < VL, the investor can gain by switching his investment from the levered firm to the 

unlevered one; in which, he still receives the same return:  (X- rBL), and his investment is 

now:  (VU - BL) rather than  (VL - BL); in this case, it is worthwhile to shift to the unlevered 

firm’s shares, thereby obtaining the same return for less cost, until restore the equilibrium 

VU = VL.     

This is the arbitrage mechanism of a perfect capital market ensures that in equilibrium neither 

VU  < VL  nor VU  > VL can persist, and therefore, VU must equal VL (Haim, et al., 1990:397).  

Adding to the case of no taxes, the WACC (acronym for: Weighted Average Cost of Capital) 

of the firm isn’t affected by the capital structure, as follows: 

 

                         WACC = RA = (E / V)*RE + (D / V)*RD                                                  (1) 

 

                                      RE = RA + (RA-RD)*(D/E)                                                    (2) 

  

Where:         RA: Business Risk             (RA-RD)*(D/E): Financial Risk   

  

It is well known in financial management that the value of the firm is defined as the sum of 

the firm’s debt and the firm’s equity, as follows:  

 

                          Firm’s Value (V) = Equity (E) + Debt (D)      (3) 

 

Regarding the Pie Model of M&M theory, the change in the capital structure weights (Equity/ 

Debt to Firm’s Value: E/V; D/V) is exactly offset by the change in the cost of equity (RE), so 

the WACC stays the same. Look this example:  

In primary Target, WACC= 20%, RD=6%, E%=80%, D%=20%, but in the new Target, 
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RD=6%, E%=50%, D%=50%, WACC=?? %.  

After the calculation, I results that:   RE1= 20% + (20-6). 20/80= 23.5%, and  

RE2= 20% + (20-6). 50/50= 34 %, and WACC2= 0.5(34%) + 0.5(6%) = 20% (Doesn’t 

changes), V =100% (the same). 

 

In 1963, Modigliani and Miller approved that, in existence of corporate income tax and the 

cost of capital, the firm’s market value is positively related to the capital structure 

(Modigliani & Miller, 1963). So, they suggest that the market values of firms in each class 

must be proportional in equilibrium to their expected returns net of taxes, and the firm has an 

optimal capital structure by offsetting the advantages of debt and the cost of debt. So, M&M 

argue that the equilibrium value of the levered firm will be higher than its unlevered 

counterpart (Haim et al,. 1990:398), as demonstrated by the following formula:   

  

                                         SL+ BL =VL= VU + Tc BL                                                              (4) 
Where:                           Tc: Tax rate 

 

Thereby, the net income of the shareholders in the unlevered firm (VU) becomes: (1- Tc) .X, 

but its counterpart in the levered firm (VL) is: (1- Tc).(X - rBL).  

All this can be summarize in Table.2, as follows: 

 

Table.2 levered and unlevered firms’ financial structure (With Corporate Taxes) 

Operations Investment Required Return Produced 

Transaction in the Levered Firms (With Corporate Taxes): 

Initial Position VU  X(1- Tc) 

(1) Buy the part  of the shares in LF SL =  (VL- BL)  (X- rBL) (1- Tc) 

(2) Buy the part  of the bonds in LF  BL(1- Tc)  rBL(1- Tc) 

Total Investment [(1) + (2)] VL(VL - TcBL )  X(1- Tc) 

Transaction in the Unlevered Firms (With Corporate Taxes): 

Initial Position SL= (VL - BL)  (X- rBL) (1- Tc) 

(1) Buy the part  of the shares in UF SU =  VU  X(1- Tc) 

(2) Borrow  BL on personal account -  (1- Tc).BL -  (1- Tc). rBL 

Total Investment [(1) + (2)]  SL=  (VU - (1- 

Tc)BL) 

 (1- Tc). (X- rBL) 

Note:      TC: Corporate Tax Rate; 

Source: (Haim, L et al, .1990:398). 

 

We have the formula:                  SL+ BL =VL= VU + Tc BL                                                                    (5) 

 

According to the formula (5), if: SL = VU + Tc BL - BL, so, we can state that: 

  

  SL = VU + BL (1 - Tc) > VU - BL (1 - Tc) (6) 
 

According to the Table.4, we results that the investor’s return after and before the transaction 

take the same amount which is:  (1- Tc). (X- rBL), but by switching to the unlevered firm, 

and borrowing on his personal account, his outlay is:   (VU - (1- Tc) BL), which is smaller 

than SL [look that: SL = VU + BL (1 - Tc) > VU - BL (1 - Tc)]; 
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  Is strategically for investor to sell the levered firm’s shares and buy the unlevered firm’s 

shares, until VL= VU+ Tc BL. 

In the second transaction according to the levered firms, and if the investor selling the 

overvalued unlevered firm and purchasing the levered firm’s securities, he can achieve the 

same return at a reduced investment outlay; and it will be worthwhile so long as (Haim, L et 

al, .1990:398): VL < VU+ Tc BL.  

To summarize the previous ideas about the effect of the financial structure mixture on firm’s 

value, Miller, in 1991, explains it by his famous quote, in which he thinks that: “The firm as 

a gigantic tub of whole milk, the farmer can sell the whole milk as it is. Or he can separate 

out the cream, and sell it at a considerably higher price, than the whole milk would bring” 

(Villamil Anne., 2008). 

In 1984, Stewart Myers’s Pecking Order Theory affirmed that there is a negative relationship 

between leverage and profitability, in which the firm prefers the internal sources of financing 

if it is sufficient more than external, otherwise, the firm prefers debt to equity (Stewart, C. 

Myers, 1984: 575-592), and the highest profitability implies internal financing and less 

reliance on debt financing.  

The pecking-order theory highlights the priority in using the financing sources, in which the 

firm will use firstly the internal capital, then debt (less exposed to the problem of asymmetric 

information) and lastly use the equity sources. But there is a study which narrates that the 

firms which profitable prefer debt financing as compared to equity (Raheman, Zulfiqar et al, 

.2007). 

The best alternative financing is a debt and equity mix, in which the managers would 

maximize the firm’s value by using debt financing only (Azhagaiah, R et al, .2011: 371–392), 

if interest was tax deductible as a further incentive which affords him by tax shield. The 

overstated borrowing leads to the bankruptcy cost and agency cost which arise due to the 

relationships between shareholders and managers, and those between debt holders and 

shareholders (Jensen and Meckling,. 1976: 305-360).    

The financial leverage can be either positive or negative, depending to the relationship 

between the invested capital’s return and the interest rate payable to the firm’s debtors, 

where: the rate of return is less than the rate of interest paid on the debt, we defined the 

leverage as negative because Earning Per Share (EPS) thereby decreased, and vice versa 

(Haim et al, .1990: 360). 

 

1.2. Approaches and methods of firm’s evaluation: 

There are many ways to evaluate the firms; the first is based on the financial patrimonial 

approach, the second is based on cash flows, and the third is based on the value surplus. 

The financial patrimonial Approach involves the following methods: 

- Net Asset valuation:  this method is found from the balance sheet, (Conso, P et al. 2002: 

514), as follows:  

 

                        ANC = ∑ A - ∑ D        (7) 
where:        ANC: Net Assets,  A: Assets,  D: Debts 

 

In case the assets are shares with n: number of shares, the equation will be:  

  

                                                            VMC= ANC / n                                                          (8)   
                                                                                        

- Adjusted Net Assets: the value here can be counted from net assets as:  
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 ANCC = ABCC - DC (9)   
where:  
 ANCC: Adjusted Net Assets,  ABCC: Adjusted Accounting Assets,  DC: Adjusted Debts. 

 

Operating Permanent funds:  This is found by this equation: 

 

 CPNE = BFR + AE + IL (10)   
where: 

CPNE: Operating Permanent funds, BFR: Working Capital Need,   AE: Operating Assets, 

IL: Rented Assets. 

These methods are applied in the non-listed firms and SMEs, especially in case of firm’s 

liquidation, using the historical accounting and the financial values, without the cash flows. 

The cash flow approach based  on determining the firm’s  value on the idea that the firm is 

a center of value creation, and that value is determined by its profit and ability to achieve 

future returns.  According to this approach, the value of the firm is calculated (Vizzavona, P 

et al., 1999: 10), as follows: 

- Valuation on the return basis:  

                                                        V = ∑
B

(1+i)t
n
t=1                                                       (11)   

Where:          B: Average of Expected Profit,   i: Discount rate, V: firm’s value.                     

- Share price to profit valuation: This method plays a crucial role in the firms evaluation, 

as it refers to how often can the profitability covers the share price. It is calculated 

(Bouhdida, M, 2000: 165), as follows:   

  V = 𝑃𝐸𝑅 . B (12)   
 Where:   V: market firm’s value, E/P: share price to its profit (multiplicative factor). 

Or,   V =𝑃𝐸𝑅 . B. L. R (13)   
Where:   L: liquidity coefficient; (= 1 for a listed firm; = 0.85 for a listed firm at market 

feeble; = 0.70 for an unlisted firm), R: risk coefficient; (= 0.95 if the benefit is steady within 

5 years, = 0.85 if there is risk of a year without benefit over 5 years, = 0.70 if there is risk of 

a year without benefit over 3 years). 

- Irving Fisher Model: which relates the firm’s value and the dividends, in accordance with 

the following equation:         

                                               V0 =∑
Dt

(1+K)
n
t=1  + 

Vn

(1+K)n                                                   (14)   

Where:             Dt: Expected dividends in the period t,    V0: Firm’s value. 

                          

- Self-financing ability valuation: this is an important indicator to measure the firm value, 

(Chantal, N et al., 1992: 202), as follows: 

                                                          V = ∑
CAFt

(1+i)

n
t=1                                                              (15)    

- The available cash flow: in this case, the value of the firm becomes (Jobard Jean, P, 

1986: 301): 

                                                 V = ∑
DCFi

(1+t)i
n
t=1  + 

VT

(1+T)n                                                    (16)    

In term of evaluation, the choice of one specific method of firm’s evaluation rather than 

another available method depends on the availability of information, which is necessary as 

inputs for the method of evaluation. Accordingly, the majority of firms use the financial 

patrimonial Approach rather than cash flow approach. 

1.3. Particular approaches that define the influence of financial structure mixture on 
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firm’s value:   

 - The Traditional and Modigliani & Miller approaches: Before presenting the 

proposition brought by Modigliani and Miller, through their traditional approach in the 

evaluation of firms in terms of the proportion of debt in the financial structure, we need to 

state the basic assumptions adopted by this approach which are as follows (Munir Ibrahim, 

H, 2005: 93): 

- The absence of taxes and bankruptcy cost; this hypothesis will disregarded at a subsequent 

stage; 

- There is no cost for transactions on securities, and without the issuance cost, as long as the 

first varies from one investor to another and from one security to another. As for the issuance 

cost, it varies depending on the market capitalization’s size of the firm, which makes the 

analysis more difficult; 

- The stability of dividend policy, which means that there are no retained earnings, so as to 

disregard the effect of self-financing on the results; 

- The stability of total value of the constituent elements of the capital structure. The firm is 

supposed to be able to issue new bonds to buy a part of the ordinary shares which it has 

already issued. 

After presenting the assumptions of the traditional approach, we will explain these 

approaches in the following: 

- David Doran approach:  David Duran explained the impact of borrowing on the firm’s 

market value by his model issued in 1952, relying on the approaches of: Net income (NI), 

and Net operating income (NOI), which are shown in the following: 

According to the Net Income approach (NI), debt and equity costs are fixed, and therefore, 

do not changes as the borrowing rate; more accurately, the change of debt’s proportion in the 

capital structure does not affect the investment return rate required by lenders or owners. By 

studying the previous figures (fig.1 & fig.2), we note that, the capital cost decreased with 

every increase in debt’s proportions to equity ratio in the company's capital structure (D/CP), 

because the debt financing, offers the lowest cost of capital due to its tax. This can be 

illustrated as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

According to the Net Operation Income approach (NOI), the debt cost is fixed and does not 

Figure.1 the relationship between the 

capital cost and debt percentage 

according to the Net Income Approach. 

 

- Decline of the cost of capital (K0) until 

equalize with the debt cost (KD). 

Source: (Conso, P. et al. , 2002:581). 

 

Capital Cost(K) 

Equity Cost (KCP) 

 D/CP 

 

 
 

Capital Cost (K0) 

Debt Cost (KD) 

Figure.2 the relationship between the capital cost 

and firm’s value according to the Net Income 

Approach. 

 

- A positive relationship between the firm’s 

value and the weight of debt in capital 

structure (D/CP). 
        Source: (Munir Ibrahim Hindi, 2005:99). 

 

 

 

Firm’s Value(V) 

V = D+CP  

 D/CP 
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change while the proportion of borrowing (D/CP) changes; and the equity cost increases as 

the financial leverage ratio goes up (Mahboob ben, H, 1997: 98). All this is shown in the 

following figure: 

 

Figure.3: The relationship between the capital cost and firm’s value in terms of borrowing 

proportion according to the Net Operating Income Approach. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: (Munir Ibrahim Hindi, 2005: 104). 

 

 

By studying the figures.3, we note that the total market firm’s value is independent to its 

financing structure (D/CP), and the value of debt and equity funds are only dependent 

variables with financial structures, and the overall capital cost (K0) is fixed and independent 

from its structure. Thus, there is no optimal financial structure that leads to minimize the 

capital cost and maximize the firm’s value. 

- The traditional approach:  there is an optimal financial structure, which means there is an 

optimal debt’s proportion, in which the capital cost goes down to a minimum, and the firm 

value reaches its highest accordingly. This is assuming that the return rate requested by 

investors, owners or creditors, increases simultaneously with borrowing because of the 

increasing risk on the expected return. As follow: 

 

Figure.4 the relationship between the capital cost and firm’s value in terms of borrowing 

percentage, according to the Traditional Approach. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V 

D/CP 

Firm’s Value (V) 

- Stability of the firm’s value for 

each borrowing levels. 

 

     
 

D/CP 

Capital Cost (K0) 

- Stability of the weighted average 

cost of capital (WACC) for each 

borrowing levels. 

    

Kcp 

    
 

Debt Cost (KD) 

Capital Cost (K0) 

Equity Cost(Kcp)  

 X 

 K0 
 

Kcp 

  KD 

     D/CP 

Capital Cost (K0) 

 

- The equity cost rate increases with 

accelerate likewise with the debt proportion 

in the financial structure. 
Source: (Vernimmen, P, 2002:663).    

 

 X 

    V=CP + D 

      

Firm’s Value (V) 

 

- The optimal firm’s value meets the minimum 

value of the weighted average capital cost. 

 
Source: (Munir Ibrahim Hindi, 2005:106). 

 Optimal Financial    

structure 
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According to the figure.4, we note that the debt cost (KD) is less than the equity’s cost (KCP), 

because lenders bear less risk compared with shareholders (owners). Thus, every increase in 

the use of debt financing, of course, and as a result of the financial leverage effect, will lower 

capital cost (K0) due to the decrease of debt’s cost (KD) and equity’s cost (KCP). However, 

after the point (X), the low of the debt cost is not sufficient to cover the high cost of equity; 

and in particular the level, the debt cost (KD) begins to rise as a result of excessive use of it. 

Therefore, it is pointless for the firm to rely on cheap funds (debts) in its financial structure. 

- Modigliani and Miller theory (M & M’s model): M & M thesis is based on the 

efficiency market, which known as the balanced market theory. so: 

In the absence of taxes on income, the M & M’s pioneering study which was published in 

June 1958; found out that, there is no optimal financial structure, and that both of the firm’s 

value and the weighted cost of capital are not influenced by the financial structure mixture. 

We can M & M’s formula is: 

                                                  Vi = D + CP = Yi / K'e                                                       (17)                     
 Where:    Yi: Net operation profit, Vi: leveraged firm’s value, K'e: share earnings. 

The Firm’s market value depends on the investment decisions and not on financing decisions; 

this was interpreted by "Merton Miller", when he got the Nobel Prize in economics. 

Therefore, the Firm’s value remains constant no matter how the financial structure mixture 

is, only, if the operational cash flows have not changed. In other words, the weighted average 

cost of capital will remain independent of financial structure; because the raise of debt (which 

is the lowest cost) in the financial structure generates automatically an additional impact to 

raise the risk of shareholders, which is automatically reflected in the high profitability 

required on equity rate, and thus the stability of the overall profitability required rate. 

In the existence of taxes on income, in 1963, Modigliani & Miller tried to study the 

relationship between the financial structure and the firm’s value in the existence of taxes 

imposed on the individuals and company’s income; so, in the existence of  firms’ income 

taxes, it is necessary for the firm to rely debts in the composition of its financial structure. In 

which Modigliani and Miller proved that there is a positive relationship between the firm’s 

value and the debt proportion in the financial structure, as shown in the equation 

(Vernimmen, P, 2002: 665): 

 

 Vu =  
(1−T)Y

K′cp
  (18) 

 

Where: Vu: Unleveraged firm’s value, Y: Expected return before interests and tax, T: 

Income tax rate, K'CP: Capitalization rate after the firm’s income tax.  

 

From this equation, M & M explained that the shield tax generated by deducting the financial 

expenses before tax represents a positive feature for the use of debts in the financial structure. 

In which the leveraged firm’s value overpasses the leveraged one by the shield tax (D*T). 

But if the difference exceeds, the arbitrage process is capable of rebalancing between the two 

firms’ values (Munir Ibrahim, H, 2005: 223). This is illustrated in the following figure: 

 

Figure.5: Levered and Unlevered firm’s value in terms of Shield Tax 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: ( Munir Ibrahim Hindi, 2005: 242). 

 D*T 
 

Levered Firm’s Value(VL) 

D/CP 

Firm’s Value (V) 

Unlevered Firm’s Value(VU) 

 

KCP 

D/CP 

Capital Cost 
(K0) 

  KD 

K0 
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In case there is a tax on individuals’ income, the firm which its financial structure is mixed 

of equity and debts, its market value is equal to the value of firms that entirely rely on equity. 

However, the only difference is in the shield tax present value formula; so, within tax on 

investors’ income, the firm’s market value formula, will be as follows (Munir Ibrahim, H, 

2003: 660): 

 VL= [Vu + (1 - 
(1−𝑇)(1−𝑇𝑐𝑝)

(1−𝑇𝑑)
)]VD (19) 

Where: TCP: Personal tax rate on shareholders’ income, V: Levered firm, TD: Tax rate on 

bondholders’ income, Vu: Unlevered firm. 

 

Therefore, the firm’s market value depends on tax rates on the firms and investors’ income. 

The shareholders’ income can be in the form a capital gains or dividends; so the rate of 

personal tax on shareholders’ income (TCP) represents the weighted average weights by the 

tax on dividends, interest and profits. 

In 1977, when Merton Miller presided over the annual conference of the American finance 

organization, he proposed a capital structure model, in which he found out that there is no 

financial structure which affects the firm’s value (no relationship), which contradicts his 

opinion in the previous studies. 

In the presence of bankruptcy cost, The firm, whose financial structure consists of debts, 

and as a result of default of payments of interests and loans, is subject to bankruptcy risks 

which imply a set of sanctions and legal proceedings that make debt costs increase. As a 

result, the lenders bearing a considerable portion of the additional bankruptcy costs due to 

the possibility of insufficient liquidation funds in debt repayment, in which they will transfer 

these costs to owners and creditors by requiring a rate of profitability which they would 

request to invest in the firm’s bonds and shares. Alternatively, they demand an increase in 

the interest rates on their loans. On the other hand, the increase of debt proportion in capital 

structure (D/CP), results a decrease in the average cost of capital due to the debt’s cost which 

decreases by the shield tax. However, the increase of debt proportion after a certain point will 

lead to a bankruptcy cost as shown in this figure: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So, from the perspective of bankruptcy cost, the optimal financial structure it determined by 

the point (Y), where the capital cost is at the lowest level and the firm’s value at the maximum 

Source:  (Vernimmen, P, 2002: 676). 

 

Figure.7   Firm’s Value and debt proportion 
(D/CP) 

Source: (Munir Ibrahim Hindi, 2005: 671).  

Figure.6   Relationship between capital 

Cost and Bankruptcy and Tax Cost. 
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level. The firm’s value is defined via the following equation: 

 V = Vu + T * D – V(F) (20) 
 

Also, in the existence of the agency cost, the most important provision of the Agency Theory 

is that the relationship between the main actors in the firm (In finance, are those between 

stockholders and managers, and stockholders and creditors).  Agency relationships occur 

when the principals hire the agent to perform a service on the principals' behalf in the form 

of contracts and transactions, that’s what makes them involving costs. So the goal of this 

theory is to provide the optimal contract between the principal and the agent relying on the 

neoclassical principle, that: “every economic agent is aiming to maximize its own interests 

before the public interest” (Fama, E et al., 1992: 1992).  

In addition, the debt contract stipulates that lenders need to be notified before taking any 

related procedures like buy new assets or raising managers' salaries. 

The Agency problems can arise because of inefficiencies and incomplete information, in 

which the uncertainty linked to the Information asymmetry between the two parties 

(www.investopedia.com; 25/04/2016), where the client does not have the full knowledge for 

what the principal is doing principal. 

When the firm’s value has a negatively relationship with the capital cost, so, the value of the 

firm determined by the difference between the shield tax present value and the present value 

of the bankruptcy and the agency costs. We note a decrease in the debt ratio (D/CP) from the 

position (Y) to (X), where the shield tax is equal to the bankruptcy and the agency costs. We 

can highlight this relationship in the following figure: 

 

Figure.8   The firm’s value under Bankruptcy and Agency costs and Shield Tax 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Under the signal & Pecking order’s theories, looking that the backgrounds of this theory are 

based on the study carried out by Akerlof in 1970, who suggests that: “bad cars drive out 

lemons in much the same way that bad money drives out good money” (George A. Akerlof, 

1984: 489-490), in which he held on the market of used cars, and dealt with the imperfection 

and asymmetric information. The Signal theory stipulates that the firm’s internal 

agents(managers) have more available information that allows them to predict and make the 

right decisions, as opposed to external parties that have incomplete information. To complete 

this missing asymmetric information, the firm sends signals. 

The pecking order theory of capital structure is among the most influential theories of 

corporate leverage, the pecking order theory has appeared on the wake of G. Donaldson’s 
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          Source: (Mounir, I. Hindi, 2003: 260). 
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research in 1961, and also it developed by Myers-Majluf in 1984, according to him, and the 

firms use internal funds that are less costly than external funds. When outside funds are 

necessary, the firms prefer debt to equity because of lower information costs associated with 

debt issues, while equity is rarely issued (Stewart, C. Myers et al., 1984: 187).  

 

 

2.Empirical study: 

 

The study emloyed data from a listed firm scope, one of them is SAIDAL group which is 

listed in the Stock Exchange of algeria, the study covered a period of 2003-2015.The 

essencial financial ratios used in the study are shown in the proposed model below. 

 

 

2.1 Hypotheses:  
H1-1: There is a negative and a significant relationship between the capital structure and the 

economic profitability; 

H1-2: There is a positive and a significant relationship between the capital structure and the 

guarantees; 

H1-3: There is a positive and a significant relationship between the capital structure and the 

firm's growth rate; 

H1-4: There is a negative and a significant relationship between the capital structure and the 

firm's size; 

H1-5: There is a positive and a significant relationship between the capital structure and the 

Firm’s bankruptcy indicator; 

2.2. Specification of the model: 

In order to determine the relationship between the financial structure as the dependent 

variable and the independent variables, we use the multiple linear regression model of the 

time-series–cross-section (TSCS), According to the least squares method and the coefficient 

of determination, through the statistical tests (Fisher, Student and Durbin Watson). 

The expected model is presented by the formula: 

Y= α + β1 M + β2 S + β3 W   + β4 G   + β5 Z   + µ  

Where: 

Y: Financial leverage 

β1, ….. β6 : Coefficients 

α, µ : Intercepts 

M: Economic profitability, 

S: Firm's size 

W: Firm's growth rate 

G: Guarantees  

Z: Firm’s Bankruptcy indicator 

2.3. The variables of study: 
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Table. 3 Specification of factors of Model 

Factors of model Sbl Related studies Measuring method 

 

 

 

Financial  

leverage 

 

 

Y 

 

Freind & Lang (1988).  
Y= 

𝐓𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐃𝐞𝐛𝐭𝐬 

𝐓𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐀𝐬𝐬𝐞𝐭𝐬
 

Mackie & Mason (1990), 

Sunder &  myers (1999). 
Y= 

𝐓𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐋𝐨𝐧𝐠 𝐭𝐞𝐫𝐦 𝐃𝐞𝐛𝐭𝐬 

𝐓𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐀𝐬𝐬𝐞𝐭𝐬
 

Titnan &  Wessels (1988), 

Raian & Zingales (1995). 
Y= 

𝐓𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐒𝐡𝐨𝐫𝐭 𝐭𝐞𝐫𝐦 𝐃𝐞𝐛𝐭𝐬 

𝐓𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐀𝐬𝐬𝐞𝐭𝐬
 

 

Economic  

profitability 

 

 

M 

 

Myers (1984), 

Titman & Wessels (1988), 

Rajan & Zingales (1995),  

Sayilgan & al (2006). 

 

M= 
𝐑𝐞𝐬𝐮𝐥𝐭 𝐛𝐞𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐞 𝐢𝐧𝐭𝐞𝐫𝐞𝐬𝐭 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐭𝐚𝐱 (𝐄𝐁𝐈𝐓𝐃𝐀) 

𝐓𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐚𝐬𝐬𝐞𝐭𝐬
 

 

 

 

Firm's size 

 

 

 

S 

Titman & Wessels (1988), 

Rajan & Zingales (1995), 

Graham & al, (1998), 

Gaud & al (2005), 

Sayilgan & al (2006), 

Cortez & Susanto, (2012),  

                

 

                 S = Ln (Net 

sales)  

 

 

 

Firm's growth  

rate 

 

W 

  Padron & al  (2005), 

 
             W = 
(𝐬𝐚𝐥𝐞𝐬(𝐧) – 𝐬𝐚𝐥𝐞𝐬(𝐧−𝟏))

𝐬𝐚𝐥𝐞𝐬(𝐧−𝟏)
 

Titman & Wessels (1988), 

Sayilgan & al (2006), 

Cortez & Susanto(2012),  

   

            W  = 
(𝐅𝐢𝐱𝐞𝐝 𝐀𝐬𝐬𝐞𝐭𝐬(𝐧) – 𝐅𝐢𝐱𝐞𝐝 𝐀𝐬𝐬𝐞𝐭𝐬(𝐧−𝟏))

𝐅𝐢𝐱𝐞𝐝 𝐀𝐬𝐬𝐞𝐭𝐬(𝐧−𝟏)
 

 

 

Guarantees 

 

 

 

G 

 

Gaud & al (2005), 

Padron &  al (2005),  

Sayilgan & al (2006),   

 

 

G =  
(𝐍𝐞𝐭 𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐠𝐢𝐛𝐥𝐞 𝐚𝐬𝐬𝐞𝐭𝐬 + 𝐢𝐧𝐯𝐞𝐧𝐭𝐨𝐫𝐢𝐞𝐬) 

𝐓𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐚𝐬𝐬𝐞𝐭𝐬
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bankruptcy  

indicator 

 

 

 

 

Z 

 

  Edward Altman’   
 Z-score formula ; 

- If  Z-score value  < 1.8 : the 

firm is heading for 

bankruptcy ; 

- If  Z-score value  >  3 : 

 the firm unlikely to enter 

bankruptcy ; 

- 1.8 ≤  Z-score value  ≤ 3: 

Scores was in a gray area. 

 

 

Z-Score = (1.2A + 1.4B + 

3.3C + 0.6D + 1.0E) ; 

  Where: 

A : Working Capital / Total 

Assets 

B : Retained Earnings / 

Total Assets 

C : Earnings Before Interest 

& Tax / Total Assets 

D : Market Value of Equity / 

Total Liabilities 

E : Sales / Total Assets. 

 

2.4. Empirical Results:  

Estimation of Multi-model’s parameters in a manner of least squares:  
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b  Récapitulatif des modèles Table.4 Linear correlation                                           

Model R R-Square 

Adjusted R-

Square 

Std. Erreur of the  

Estimate 

Durbin-

Watson 

1 a,904 ,816 ,685 ,04631 2,188 

a. Valeurs predictors: (constant) : Economic profitability, Firm's size, Firm's growth rate, 

Guarantees, Firm’s Bankruptcy indicator (ZScore). 

b. Dependent Variable: Financial leverage (y). 

 

The table shows that the linear correlation between the percentage of borrowing (Financial 

leverage) and the independent variables is 0.904. However the value of R square and 

Adjusted R square has been too high more than 50% of about 82% and 69% respectively ; 

this shows that the dependent variable which is the financial leverage level  is explained by 

the Independent variables for about 81,6%, Whereas 68.5% of the changes in financial 

leverage level are resulting from the other indiscriminate factors. 

The Durbin-Watson’s test which measures the existence of multiple correlation between the 

independent variables, the estimation of DW test has indicates the value of 2,188 which is 

approaching to 2, indicating  the non- availability of the self-correlation (Serial) between the 

variables. 

       Table.5 Regression and ANOVA analysis                                 ANOVAb 

Model Sum of Square  Df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 0,067 5 0,13 6,224 a0,016 

Residual 0,015 7 0,02   

Total 0,082 12    

Valeurs predictors: (constant) a. Valeurs predictors: Economic profitability, Firm's size, 

 .)ScoreZFirm’s Bankruptcy indicator ( Guarantees, Firm's growth rate, 

b. Dependent Variable: Financial leverage (y). 

The table of regression and ANOVA analysis Examines the appropriateness of the regression 

model to the data and the zero hypotheses, the table shows that: 

- Total regression squares is 0,067 and residual squares is 0,015, with a total of 0,082; 

- The regression’s degree of freedom is 5, but for the residuals is 7; 

- Total regression squares’ mean is 0,13 and residual squares’ mean is 0,02; 

- The value of the regression’s variance analysis is 6,224; 

- The test significance’s level is about 0.016, low less than  the null hypothesis which is 0,05, 

therefore, we does not accept H0.So,  the regression line suits the data.  
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For the test of the parameters’ significance in the estimated model based on statistical 

calculation of  Student test (t) for each parameter separately, which  compared with the 

Tabulated value every time, the student test shows that there is a significant relation between 

the financial leverage and the economic profit, firm’s size and the guarantees at 5% level of 

significance. Whereas the relation between the dependent variable and the Firm's growth rate, 

Firm’s Bankruptcy indicator (ZScore) has no significance. 

Conclusion: 

The study concluded that there is a relation between the financial leverage and the economic 

profitability, firm’s size and guarantees, whereas the relation with the firm’s bankruptcy and 

firm’s growth is not significant.  

Results proved that the hypothesis H1-1, H1-4  are accepted, but  the H1-5 is refused, so there is 

a significant and negative relation between the financial leverage and both of  economic 

profitability, guarantees and firm’s size, but the growth rate and the bankruptcy indicators 

doesn’t explained the financing decision choice.  
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Appendix A.   Dependent and independent Variables Data base 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Y 0.51 0.52 0.56 0.56 0.54 0.46 0.46 

M 0.069 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.082 0.096 0.062 

S 22.5 22.58 22.60 22.58 22.69 23.11 23.14 

W 0.04 0.075 0.019 - 0.019 0.11 -0.48 0.028 

G 0.578 0.637 0.61 0.632 0.608 0.635 0.57 

Z 1.058 0.994 0.857 0.938 1.039 1.15 0.903 

 

SOURCE:  Algiers Stock Exchange Site:     http://www.sgbv.dz/ar/ 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Y 0.34 0.42 0.43 0.3 0.48 0.55 

M 0.039 0.076 0.066 0.076 0.055 0.033 

S 23.24 23.24 23.32 23.35 22.93 23.06 

W 0.033 0.043 0.028 -0.175 -0.145 0.074 

G 0.703 0.638 0.587 0.559 0.589 0.572 

Z 0.758 1.035 0.95 0.951 0.745 0.924 
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1 Introduction

Historically, high and chronic inflation has been one of the major problems in Turkish economy since the
1970s. In spite of many stabilization and structural reform efforts, authorities have not been able to reduce
the inflation rate until the early 2000s. Although it is at the levels of single-digit numbers recently, lingering
around 8%, it still exceeds the targets of the Central Bank of Republic of Turkey (CBRT). As such deter-
minants of inflation remains to be one of the most popular research topics among academic economists in
Turkey. Most (if not all) of the empirical studies on inflation dynamics in Turkey are based on the tools
developed in the time domain.

The purpose of this paper is to examine the long term and short term dynamic feedback relationship
between growth rate of money stock and inflation rate using spectral analysis methods in Turkey for the
period 1986m1-2015m12. The novelty of this paper, as far as the Turkish literature on inflation dynamics is
concerned, is to revisit the determinants of inflation in a dynamic (albeit nonstructural) model that enables
us to decompose the relationship into long-term and short-term components. Although not a rival to the
time domain analysis, frequency domain or spectral analysis decomposes variability in a time series into its
various short and long-term periodic components. This in turn allows researchers to determine relatively
more important or prominent frequencies (and associated wavelengths) that contribute to fluctuations in
that series.

In this paper, along with spectral coherence measures we use a frequency domain decomposition of the
Granger causality test within both bivariate and multivariate Vector Autoregression (VAR) system that
contains additional variables besides inflation and money growth. Although a widely accepted view asserts
that inflation is a monetary phenomenon in the long run, implying a proportional relationship at frequency
zero, many factors may also be influential in the long term or short term such as real economic activity
(output gap or unemployment), exchange rates, interest rates, etc. Therefore, to prevent spurious causality
we also add these variables into the bivariate system and carry out conditional spectral Granger causality
tests. Thus, we will be able to test the hypothesis that a given input variable, such as growth rate of monetary
aggregates, Granger-causes inflation in the long run or short run. Similarly, we can conduct Granger causality
tests in the extended VAR system. This exercise may be useful to ascertain which variables are still relevant
for predicting inflation which is of primary importance for the monetary authorities. Also, the analysis will
be able to isolate noncausal variable(s) in the long run using the spectral decomposition.

The empirical analysis is carried out using a monthly data set spanning 30 years from 1986 to 2015. Al-
though frequency domain analysis requires longest possible span of data to ascertain especially low frequency
components we are forced to use this period due to the availability of data at monthly frequency. Since there
are two distinct periods in terms of the conduct of monetary policy we separate the sample into two disjoint
subsamples. The first subsample covers the 1986m1-2005m12 period characterized by relatively unstable
macroeconomic environment and high inflation. The second subsample covers the 2006m1-2015m12 period
characterized by tight fiscal discipline, relatively independent central bank and explicit inflation targeting
regime in the conduct of monetary policy. We also note that this type of subsampling is also dictated by
the data. The definition of monetary aggregates (especially broad money, M3, which we use in this paper)
has changed beginning in 2006.

The plan of the paper is as follows. We present a brief theoretical and empirical summary of the literature
in the second section. Section 3 briefly explains the spectral Granger causality framework. Section 4 presents
our data and results and Section 5 concludes.

2 Literature Review

The monetarist view, which is based on the quantity theory of money, regards inflation as “always and
everywhere a monetary phenomenon”. As the argument goes, money does not effect real variables in the long
term, thus, any change in the quantity of money is directly and fully reflected at the price level. Furthermore,
Ricardian equivalence theorem states that fiscal policy does not create inflation as long as central banks do not
finance budget deficits with monetization (Barro, 1974). DeGrauwe and Polan (2005) tested these monetarist
propositions empirically and found that money growth increases both inflation and the velocity of money in
the countries with high inflation rates whereas inflation and output gap are independent of money growth
in the countries with low inflation rates. Their results suggest that proportionality and neutrality of money
growth may depend on the nature of the inflation process.

Sargent and Wallace (1981) views the monetarist reasoning misleading because they ignore the intertem-
poral budget constraints faced by governments. According to the so called unpleasant monetarist arithmetic
argument, an application of tight monetary policy along with steady budget deficits will eventually result
in unsustainable public debts and monetization. The resulting inflation rate will be much higher than that
would have occurred if the deficit was initially financed by monetization. The proponents of the fiscal theory
of price level go even beyond this argument by asserting that in a non-Ricardian world it is not money
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supply but budget deficits (and resulting public debt stock) that determines the price level, which is the
complete opposite of the Monetarist view of inflation (Leeper, 1991; Sims, 1994; Woodford, 1994).

Many empirical studies investigated the effect of budget deficits on inflation. Darrat (1985), found
a stronger relationship between budget deficits and inflation than the one between money growth and
inflation in the 1960s and 1970s in the US. On the other hand, Ahking and Miller (1985) presented a causal
relationship between money growth, budget deficits and inflation in the 1950s and 1970s, but not for the
1960s. Chaudhary and Parai (1991) found the existence of a relationship between money growth, public
deficits and inflation for Peru. On the other hand, some studies such as Karras (1994) and Giannoros and
Kolluri (1985) could not find any evidence in favor of the relationship between public deficits and inflation.

Another approach commonly used in explaining the inflation process is the Phillips curve (Phillips, 1958)
which simply implies a negative correlation between wage inflation and unemployment. This finding, which
was originally presented as a simple statistical relationship, popularized by Samuelson and Solow (1960) and
became one of the basic ingredients of the modern macroeconomics. But its incompetence in explaining the
stagflation in the 1970s eroded its reliability and prevalence. When New Keynesians enriched the model with
inflation expectations and nominal rigidities resulting from the optimization behavior of economic agents,
the New Keynesian Phillips Curve (NKPC) has become the modern approach to the inflation process. In
essence, NKPC is the theoretical statement of that current inflation is determined by inflation expectations
and real economic activity. Practically, either output gap or a measure of real marginal cost is used as a
proxy for the real economic activity (Roberts, 1995). Recently, also the lagged values of inflation rate is
added to the model for explaining the role of inflation inertia in the inflationary process and the new model,
called the hybrid NKPC, is used along with the traditional NKPC (Gali and Gertler, 1999; Gali, Gertler,
and Lopez-Salido, 2001).

Gali and Gertler (1999) tested NKPC for the US economy and found that while backward-looking
component of the inflation is statistically significant, it is quantitatively unimportant, therefore traditional
forward-looking NKPC is a good approximation for the US. Gali, Gertler, and Lopez-Salido (2001) replicated
the same results with Euro zone data, but this time with an even stronger forward-looking component.
Cespedes, Ochoa, and Soto (2005) and Ramos-Francia and Torres (2008) for Mexico presented the validity
of the hybrid NKPC for Chile and Mexico, respectively.

In addition to the factors mentioned above, exchange rates may also effect inflation through the domestic
price of tradable goods and inflation expectations in open economies. This effect could be particularly large
in developing countries with a production structure that is highly dependent on imported raw materials and
intermediate goods (Dennis, 2001). Lougani and Swagel (2001) showed that exchange rates affect inflation
considerably in the countries with floating exchange rate regimes. Kholdy and Sohrabian (1990) searched for
the effect of exchange rates on US inflation. They analysed the exchange rates between the monetary units
of US and its most important trading partners, e.g. Canada, Germany and Japan. His findings presented
a two-way relationship between wholesale price inflation and exchange rates with Germany and Japan, but
not with Canada.

Another branch of the literature approaches to the matter from a different point of view and decomposes
the causes of inflation across the frequencies they are effective on. One of the most prominent statements of
this approach is the two-pillar monetary policy framework of the European Central Bank (ECB): While the
monetary variables determine the long-run trend of inflation, the variation in the real economic activity is
effective on its short-run movements. Assenmacher-Wesche and Gerlach (2008a,b) found evidence supporting
this argument for both Euro zone and Switzerland by using spectral Granger causality tests. On the other
hand, Schreiber (2009) repeated the analysis for the Euro zone and replicated the results of Assenmacher-
Wesche and Gerlach (2008a) for the bivariate case. But he also observed that this relationship vanishes
when he conducts a multivariate analysis with the inclusion of control variables such as unemployment.
Therefore, he asserted that the findings of Assenmacher-Wesche and Gerlach (2008a,b) is flawed with an
omitted-variable bias.

There are many studies focusing on the empirical determinants of inflation in Turkey. Time domain
analysis methods such as VAR/ECM cointegration analysis and Granger causality tests seem to dominate
the empirical literature. Partly in accordance with the monetarist view of inflation Lim and Papi (1997)
argued that over the period 1970-1995 inflation is predominantly a monetary phenomenon influenced directly
by money stock, exchange rates and public deficits. Using an error correction model they also found that
inertial factors are important in the inflationary process as evidenced by statistically significant lagged
inflation. Akcay, Alper, and Ozmucur (1996) detected a cointegration relationship between money growth,
budget deficits and inflation for the post-WWII period, but these links are weakened after 1986 when the
public deficit started to be financed with domestic borrowing. They also underlined the importance of
inertial component in the inflationary process. Also, using an ECM for the 1950-1987 period in Turkey
Metin (1998) argues that budget deficits affect inflation along with income growth and debt monetization.

More recently, Akcay, Alper, and Ozmucur (2001) rejected the existence of cointegration between scaled
budget deficits and inflation but showed the existence of a cointegration relationship between public bor-
rowing requirements and inflation in the 1970-2000 period. Tekin-Koru and Ozmen (2003) detected a
cointegration relationship between money growth, inflation and budget deficits for the period of 1983-1999.
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They found that inflation and money growth are jointly determined in the long run implying that money
growth cannot be the cause of inflation as the quantity theory of money argues. Although there is no direct
link between budget deficits and inflation as the fiscal theory of price level predicts, their analysis suggests
that budget deficits exogenously affect the growth of broad money (M2Y) because of the financing with
domestic debts, which supports the argument of Sargent and Wallace (1991). Also, Us (2004) found that
monetary growth is not a cause of inflation by using Granger causality tests, variance decomposition and
impulse-response analyses. Oktayer (2010) presented a cointegration relationship between public deficits
and inflation whereas Altintas, Cetintas, and Taban (2008) could not find any relationship between budget
deficits and inflation.

Onsel-Sahin, Ulengin, and Ulengin (2006) employed a Bayesian causal mapping procedure for determining
the causes of inflation and concluded that tight monetary policy is the most effective way of reducing the
inflation rate in Turkey. Bayrak and Kanca (2013) and Gunaydin (2004) found a Granger causality from
public deficits to inflation. Cetintas (2005) suggests that there is a bidirectional Granger causality between
these two variables. Kalayci, Aytemiz, and Helhel (2004) discovered a circular Granger causality from
domestic public debt stock to inflation, from inflation to domestic borrowing interest rate and from domestic
interest rate to domestic public debt stock in turn. Lim and Papi (1997) and Us (2004) found a relationship
between exchange rates and inflation, through inflation expectations. Saatcioglu and Korap (2006) and Gul
and Ekinci (2006) showed the existence of Granger causality from exchange rates to inflation. Kara and
Ogunc (2005) suggests that Granger causality from exchange rate to inflation vanished after passing to the
floating exchange rate regime. Gul and Ekinci (2006) found a cointegration relationship between exchange
rate and inflation. But Berument and Pasaogullari (2003) could not detect any Granger causality between
real exchange rate and inflation.

Several studies have also investigated the NKPC approach in explaining inflation dynamics in Turkey.
Yazgan and Yilmazkuday (2005) found evidence supporting the traditional forward-looking NKPC. Celasun
(2006) and Agenor and Bayraktar (2008) asserted that hybrid NKPC model fits Turkish data well and
forward- and backward-looking components weigh approximately equal, therefore, inflation is partially sticky.
Bastav (2015) examined the inflation dynamics in Turkey within a NKPC framework and showed that
inflation is not sensitive to the output gap but to the growth rate of the output. Saz (2011) estimated both
traditional and hybrid versions of the NKPC model by calculating a marginal cost index, instead of the
widely used income share of labor as a proxy variable and found evidence in favor of the model. Baser-
Andic, Kucuk, and Ogunc (2014) also suggested that hybrid NKPC is valid for Turkish data, by estimating
the model with Bayesian methods, instead of the General method of moments (GMM). On the other hand,
Catik, Martin, and Onder (2008) presented that Turkish data does not support NKPC for the period of
1996-2007.

3 Econometric Methodology

Let πt be the inflation rate and mt be the growth rate of monetary aggregates. Consider the following
equation for πt in the context of a bivariate VAR(p) model

πt = c0 +

p∑
j=1

αjπt−j +

p∑
j=1

βjmt−j + ε1t (1)

The null hypothesis of no Granger-causality from money growth to inflation can be stated as follows (Granger,
1969)

H0 : β1 = β2 = . . . = βp = 0

which can be tested using standard F or Wald tests. Non-rejection of this null will imply that once we
control for lagged inflation, history of money growth does not matter. In other words, lagged money growth
rates do not help to predict inflation rate in the next period. A closely related concept of linear feedback and
associated measures has been introduced by Geweke (1982) in which informational content is decomposed
into reciprocal feedbacks between two variables plus instantaneous or contemporaneous feedback. If m does
not Granger-cause π then the Geweke measure of linear feedback from m to π will be zero.

Any time series can be decomposed into infinitely many frequencies within (0, π) representing cycles with
different periodicity. Spectral analysis (or frequency domain analysis) mainly concerned with identifying sta-
tistically important frequencies. Recognizing that predictive ability can also vary across different frequencies
Geweke (1982) and Geweke (1984) introduced frequency-domain versions of linear feedback measures which
can be used as a frequency domain version of the Granger causality test. However the test turns out to be
difficult to implement as one needs to use bootstrap or numerical differentiation.

Breitung and Candelon (2006) suggested a simpler procedure by reformulating the null hypothesis in
terms of two restrictions in the bivariate VAR(p) system. Using the representation in equation (1) the null
hypothesis of Mm→π(ω) = 0 is equivalent to:

H0 : R(ω)β = 0 (2)
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where β = [β1, . . . , βp]
′ and R(ω) is 2× p restriction matrix:

R(ω) =

[
cos(ω) cos(2ω) . . . cos(pω)
sin(ω) sin(2ω) . . . sin(pω)

]
. (3)

Let γ = [c1, α1, . . . , αp, β1, . . . , βp]
′ be q = (2p + 1) × 1 vector of parameters and let V be q × q covariance

matrix from the unrestricted regression (equation 1). Then the Wald statistic is

W = (Qγ)′(QV Q′)−1(Qγ) ∼ χ2
2 (4)

where Q is 2× q restriction matrix such that

Q =

[
02×(p+1)

... R(ω)

]
. (5)

It should be noted the null hypothesis of no Granger causality is tested at a single frequency, ω, which is
assumed to be known. For practical purposes, one may compute test statistics for a sequence of frequencies
and plot them to examine the pattern.

In practice the model in equation (1) can be augmented by conditioning on additional variables as
suggested by Geweke (1984)1. Furthermore, the model for inflation can be extended to include a measure of
real economic activity (output gap or unemployment rate), interest rates, exchange rates, etc. For example,

πt = c0 +

p∑
j=1

αjπt−j +

p∑
j=1

βjmt−j +

p∑
j=1

λjgt−j + ε1t (6)

where gt is the output gap defined as the deviations of real income from a measure of trend.

4 Data and Results

We define inflation as πt = log(Pt) − log(Pt−1) where Pt is consumer price index. Similarly, money stock
growth rate, mt, is defined as the logarithmic first difference of M3. Since the definition of M3 money
stock has been revised beginning in 2006 we obtained a single M3 money stock series by merging the two
series using the growth rate of the older series. This gives us a monthly bivariate series covering the period
1986m1-2015m122. We also examine the relationship between money growth and inflation before and after
2006 resulting in two subperiods: 1986m1-2005m12 and 2006m1-2015m12. We note that the second sub-
period corresponds to (explicit) inflation-targeting regime.

In the following analysis we first estimate a bivariate VAR(p) model between money growth and inflation
rate. Then, to rule out spurious findings of Granger causality, we extend the bivariate system by adding
the growth rate of exchange rates (US Dollar), nominal interest rates defined as the average interest rate
on 3-month bank deposits, and deviations of industrial production index from its Hodrick-Prescott trend as
a (monthly) measure of output gap. We are forced to use HP-filtered (and seasonally adjusted) industrial
production index as a proxy for output gap since there is no monthly GDP series3. Resulting multivariate
system has five variables: πt (inflation rate), mt (money growth rate), gt (HP-filter industrial production
index), xt (exchange rate, TL per US Dollar), it (interest rate).

Figure 1 depicts time evolution of both inflation rate and money stock growth rate. We observe that the
variables closely follow each other although money growth rate tend to be more volatile than the inflation
rate. Table 1 displays summary statistics and cross correlations between inflation rate and money growth
rate. In Table 1 the 30-year monthly sample is divided into 10-year periods to see the evolution of statistical
properties of the two series. Over the period 1986m1-1995m12, means of monthly inflation rate and money
growth rate are 4.28% and 4.21%, respectively, with money growth having a higher standard deviation
than inflation. Mean money growth rate is 4.02% with standard deviation 3.33% over the period 1996m12-
2005m12, whereas mean and standard deviation of inflation are 3.16% and 1.96%, respectively. Over the
last 10-year period covering 2006m1-2015m12, inflation and money growth have significantly lower means
and standard deviations compared to other periods. However, we note that money growth rate is more
volatile as indicated by the coefficient of variation (CV) statistic at 1.28 which is significantly larger than
other subperiods.

The estimates of cross correlations up to three lags and leads are also given in Table 1. Some hints on the
nature of dynamic feedback between inflation and money growth can be traced using these cross correlations.
Although the full sample cross correlations indicate that inflation and money growth are positively correlated

1A related conditional measure has been suggested by Hosoya (1991) and Hosoya (2001) in which contemporaneous information
on a third series was also included.

2Both CPI and M3 series were seasonally adjusted using TRAMO-SEATS method.
3These variables were obtained from the Central Bank website.
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Figure 1: Time series plots of inflation and money growth rate: 1986.m1-2015.m12

both contemporaneously and at leads and lags, their behavior over 10-year periods are markedly different.
Over the period 1986m1-1995m12, inflation and money growth are positively correlated at current time
period and at various leads peaking at k = 2 implying that money growth lags inflation by two months.

The cross correlations over the period 1996m1-2005m12 are very similar to the full sample results with
weaker relationship at the leads of money growth. Although highest correlation occurs at k = −1 indicating
that money growth leads inflation by one month there seems to be a more complicated relationship. The
last 10-year period marks a weak linear relationship with the highest cross correlation (0.15) at (k = −3).
Overall, summary statistics indicate that the dynamic relationship between inflation and money growth rate
is markedly different during ten year periods.4

We start our analysis by computing cross spectral coherency statistics between inflation and other vari-
ables. The Coherency-squared measures how much of the variations in variable x can be explained by
variations in variable y at a given frequency. It is defined as

κ2(ω) =
fxy(ω)2 + qxy(ω)2

fx(ω)fy(ω)
(7)

where fxy(ω) is the cospectrum between x and y, qxy(ω) is the quadrature spectrum, fx(ω) is the spectrum
of x, and fy(ω) is the spectrum of y. κ2(ω) only takes values between 0 and 1 and may be thought of as
the frequency-domain analog of the correlation coefficient (squared). Since coherency-squared can only take
positive values it cannot give information on the direction of the relationship. The sign of the relationship
can be determined by the sign of the cospectrum at a given frequency.

Figure 2 plots estimates of cospectrum (right) and coherency-squared (left) against natural frequencies,
i.e., ω = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 1/2 for the first subperiod (pre-2006). In Figure 2 dashed flat line represents threshold
value above which coherence-squared estimates may be regarded as statistically significantly different from
zero at 5% level.5 The sign of the relationship at a given frequency can be determined for the statistically
significant coherency-squared statistics. As can be seen in Figure 2 (upper left panel) the coherency-squared
between inflation and growth rate of money (DLM3) is statistically significant at low frequencies. From

4Of course, we acknowledge that a different timing for the subperiods would also result in different behavior. For example,
just focusing on the period following 2002 we see that money growth is (weakly) negatively correlated with inflation at leads up
to twelve reaching the highest at k = 4. From 2006 onwards we observe that the linear relationship became weaker as indicated
by very low cross correlations. Based on these stylized facts, in the following analysis we focus on two subperiods: pre-2006 and
post-2006 periods instead of three ten-year periods. As we mentioned previously, our choice was partly dictated by the nature of
the data and and partly by the regime change in the conduct of monetary policy.

5For a review of spectral analysis and also for the threshold formula see (Bloomfield, 2000, pp. 220-1).
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Table 1: Summary Statistics of Inflation and M3 Growth Rate

1986-2015 1986-1995 1996-2005 2006-2015

Inflation
n 359 119 120 120

Mean 0.0316 0.0428 0.0316 0.0066
Std Dev 0.0314 0.0229 0.0196 0.0052

C.V. 0.99 0.54 0.62 0.79
Min −0.0714 −0.0000696 0.00061 −0.060
Max 0.2253 0.214 0.096 0.026

M3 growth
Mean 0.027 0.0421 0.0402 0.0128

Std Dev 0.0232 0.0326 0.0333 0.0164
C.V. 0.86 0.77 0.83 1.28
Min −0.006 −0.0569 −0.0491 −0.0714
Max 0.2144 0.2253 0.1745 0.0786

Cross Corr(k)
−3 0.38 0.008 0.37 0.15
−2 0.35 −0.09 0.4 0.007
−1 0.35 −0.13 0.43 0.005

0 0.52 0.4 0.38 0.02
1 0.45 0.29 0.27 −0.099
2 0.5 0.5 0.21 −0.09
3 0.41 0.19 0.26 0.057
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the sign of the cospectrum we deduce that, not surprisingly, the two series are positively correlated at low
frequencies. Permanent changes in growth rate of money can explain significant portion of the long run
variations in inflation. Similarly, growth rates of exchange rate and interest rates are positively related to
inflation rate in low frequencies. Upper right panel of Figure 2 displays coherency-squared and cospectrum
between inflation and output gap (LIPI-HP). Although cospectrum estimates imply that they are negatively
correlated at low frequencies, coherency-squared estimates are below the threshold value indicating that they
are not statistically significant.
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Cross spectral measures for the second period (2006m1-2015m12), however, presents a completely dif-
ferent picture. In the explicit inflation-targeting period the cross spectral coherency between inflation and
money growth is practically zero as can be seen in Figure 3. Long run variations in inflation rate cannot
be explained by the long run variations in the money growth rate. Similarly, low coherency-squared values
indicate that long run variations in inflation cannot be explained by changes in exchange rates and inter-
est rates. In the upper right panel the coherency-squared between inflation and output gap (LIPI-HP) is
statistically significant albeit very weakly (κ2(ω) is around 0.2).

Next we carry out time-domain Granger causality tests. The VAR lag order is set as 5 using AIC in
both bivariate and multivariate systems6. The VAR lag order was determined as 5 in the first subperiod
(pre-2006) and as 3 in the second subperiod (post-2006) according to model selection criteria. Table 2
summarizes Granger causality tests in time-domain for the full sample and for the two sub-periods described
above. Table entries are the p-values of the Wald test statistics. The tests results in the multivariate case
should be interpreted conditional on the additional variables included in the system. Test results indicate
that in the full-sample bivariate system, there is a bi-directional Granger-causality between money growth
and inflation. However, when we run the test for the two subsamples we obtain substantially different results.
In the first subsample (pre 2006 period) although there is still Granger causal link running from inflation
to money growth, the link from money growth to inflation is only significant at 10% level. In the post-2006
period, however, we see that there is no Granger-causality between money growth and inflation.

When conditioned on gt, xt, and it, there is still (unidirectional) Granger causality running from money
growth to inflation in both the full sample and pre-2006 period. Unlike the bivariate case, the test statistic for
the Granger causality from inflation to money growth is statistically not significant. The Granger-causal link
between money growth and inflation seems to be absent in the post-2006 period. These results imply that
money growth rate may not be helpful to predict one-period-ahead inflation rate. In the post-2006 period,

6All roots of the VAR system are within the unit circle indicating that the system is stationary. Also, Bartlett’s periodogram
based test indicates that residuals are white noise. Results are available upon request.
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other than a (weak) unidirectional Granger-causal link from money growth to growth rate of exchange rate
at 10% significance level, money growth seems to be non-causal for all variables in the five-variate system.
This result should be contrasted with first subsample in which money growth is Granger-causal for inflation,
interest rates, and exchange rates. Furthermore, money growth, interest rates and exchange rates seem to be
helpful in predicting inflation rate in the pre-2006 period. However, in the post-2006 period only HP-filtered
industrial production index is Granger-causal for inflation.

Another remarkable result is that the Granger-causal link between interest rates and inflation is reversed
in the post-2006 subsample. In the pre-2006 period, the unidirectional Granger-causal link runs from interest
rates to inflation whereas in the post-2006 period, it runs from inflation to interest rates. Exchange rates
also do not Granger-cause inflation rate in the post-2006 period but it is helpful in predicting the output
gap. Overall, time-domain Granger causality test results indicate that there is a fundamental change in the
Granger-causal links among five variables in the system.

We now turn to the Granger causality tests in frequency domain. We use the same lag lengths in the
VAR systems in computing the Breitung and Candelon (2006) test statistics. Figure 4 displays test results
from the bivariate system between money growth and inflation over the frequency range (0, π) for the full
sample and the two sub-periods. Similarly, Figure 5 presents Granger-causality test results from money
growth to inflation in the multivariate system. The results are in line with the time domain test results: the
test statistics are statistically significant especially at low frequencies in the full sample and first sub-sample.
However, there is no Granger causality in either high or low frequencies in the post-2006 period.

Frequency domain Granger causality test statistics from inflation to money growth rate are presented in
Figure 6 and Figure 7 for the bivariate and multivariate cases, respectively. The full sample results imply
that there is a Granger-causal link from inflation to money growth in the bivariate case which disappears
after conditioning on other variables. This result is robust to subsamples. Overall, these results indicate
that frequency domain causality links also changed after 2006.

To visualize Granger-causal links among all variables in the system we use path diagrams which can be
a useful device to summarize dynamic feedbacks and interactions among a set of time series (Eichler, 2007).
Figure 8a and Figure 8b visualizes low-frequency Granger causality path diagrams for the 1986m1-2005m12
and 2006m1-2015m12 subperiods, respectively. In these graphs, each vertex or node represents a variable
in the system. Directed edge (with an arrow) implies that there is a unidirectional Granger causality from
one variable to another at low frequencies at 5% significance level (dashed line implies significance at 10%
level). Directed edges have been drawn based on the result of the Breitung-Candelon test statistics at low
frequencies (including 0-0.35 frequencies corresponding to wavelengths of 18 months or longer) conditional
on other variables in the system7. If the two nodes are not connected it means that there is no direct
Granger-causal relationship between them in the long run (at low frequencies).

Granger-causal links at low frequencies are markedly different in two subsamples. As can be seen in
Figure 8a, inflation is Granger-caused (directly) by money, interest rate and exchange rate changes in the
pre-2006 period whereas it does not Granger-cause any variable in the system in the long run except the
exchange rate. We also note inflation is indirectly Granger-caused by output gap through interest rates and
money growth rate. There is a bidirectional Granger causality between money growth and interest rate at low
frequencies. In the post-2006 period (Figure 8b), however, money growth Granger-causes only exchange rate
(albeit weakly at 10 % significance level) which constitutes the only link between money growth and inflation
through exchange rate and industrial production. Industrial production seems to be helpful in predicting
low frequency components in inflation rate. As in the time-domain Granger-causality tests, compared to
the pre-2006 period, the link between inflation and interest rate is reversed: at low frequencies inflation is
Granger-causal for interest rate in the post-2006 period. Now, interest rate seems to be the only non-causal
variable in the sense that it does not Granger-cause any other variable in the long run (at low frequencies).
Eliminating interest rate and running the system again does not change the remaining Granger-causal links.

We reran the frequency-domain Granger causality test statistics using unemployment rate instead of
HP-filtered industrial production in the post-2006 period. The Granger-causal links at low frequencies
are qualitatively the same as in Figure 8b. However, unemployment rate Granger-causes inflation at low
frequencies only at 10% level (to be more precise p-values are less than 0.06) and significant only within the
band ω ∈ (0.18, 1.40) at 5% significance level as can be seen in Figure 9 corresponding to cycles with less
than three years of periodicity. This result implies that the long run Phillips curve relationship may not
hold in the post-2006 period.8 We note that Granger-causal links are generally robust to alternative interest
rates in the post-2006 period.9

7We note that these test statistics should be interpreted at a given frequency. We draw the link when all test statistics are
significant at ω < 0.35. If the purpose is to test the joint significance of these test statistics at a given frequency one can use
minimum of the test statistic in the frequency band as suggested by Schreiber and Breitung (2015). If the minimum BC test
statistic is greater than the chi-squared critical value then we reject the null hypothesis. Obviously, since all individual statistics
are greater than the critical value joint significance will also be satisfied.

8Since we do not have a monthly unemployment series in the 1986-2005 period we cannot check if this result also holds in the
first subperiod.

9Alternatively, we used interest rates on benchmark government bonds as a proxy for short run interest rates, and also 6-month
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5 Conclusion

This paper examined the long term and short term dynamic relationship between the growth rate of money
stock and inflation rate in Turkey for the period 1986m1-2015m12 and two main subperiods marked by the
year 2006. Along with spectral coherence measures we use a frequency domain decomposition of Granger
causality test developed by Breitung and Candelon (2006) within both bivariate and multivariate VAR
systems. Perhaps not surprisingly the dynamic relationship is remarkably different over the two sub-periods.
Since the post-2006 subperiod only spans ten years the full sample results are generally similar to the results
from the pre-2006 subsample.

Over the pre-2006 period inflation is mostly a non-causal variable in the long run as indicated by statis-
tically significant unidirectional Granger-causality test statistics from money growth, and interest rate, and
bidirectional from exchange rate to inflation at low frequencies. Output gap does not Granger-cause inflation
in the long run but they are indirectly related through exchange rates. Money growth is Granger-causal for
inflation, exchange rate and interest rates.

Empirical findings indicate that over the post-2006 period the Granger-causal link between inflation
and money growth disappears in the long run. Inflation is only Granger-caused by the output gap at low
frequencies. However when we use unemployment rate instead of the growth rate of industrial production
we see that there is no Granger-causal link in the long run between inflation and unemployment. Results
also imply that inflation Granger-causes interest rates in the long run. Interest rate is also Granger-caused
by output gap in addition to inflation rate. Money growth Granger-causes exchange rate (albeit weakly at
10% level) in the multivariate system which constitutes the only link which otherwise renders money growth
as a non-causal variable in the long run. Overall, these results reinforce the view that it may be difficult to
find low frequency predictors for the inflation rate except for output gap (and to some extent unemployment
rate).
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Table 2: Time-Domain Granger Causality Test Results

Bivariate V AR(p)

H0 : No Granger Causality Period
From To 1986m1-2015m12 1986m1-2005m12 2006m1-2015m12
mt πt 0.026 0.093 0.290
πt mt 0.000 0.000 0.560

Multivariate V AR(p)

H0 : No Granger Causality Period
From To 1986m1-2015m12 1986m1-2005m12 2006m1-2015m12
mt πt 0.000 0.000 0.170
πt mt 0.513 0.795 0.233

xt πt 0.001 0.003 0.618
πt xt 0.048 0.118 0.496

gt πt 0.290 0.721 0.041
πt gt 0.386 0.584 0.947

it πt 0.000 0.002 0.481
πt it 0.458 0.807 0.014

xt mt 0.078 0.008 0.945
mt xt 0.000 0.000 0.081

gt mt 0.015 0.034 0.254
mt gt 0.672 0.525 0.574

it mt 0.000 0.000 0.826
mt it 0.000 0.000 0.519

gt xt 0.027 0.015 0.275
xt gt 0.001 0.023 0.001

it xt 0.000 0.000 0.173
xt it 0.001 0.005 0.176

gt it 0.004 0.003 0.000
it gt 0.008 0.005 0.166
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Figure 8: Low Frequency Granger-causal Links
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Abstract 

A simulation model based on Cambridge theory is put together to model US 

income and wealth distributions over time. The key theoretical elements in the medium run 

are a negative relationship of the profit share to output as in Goodwin’s growth cycle 

model, and profit-led effective demand.  With the resulting cyclicality suppressed, the long 

run can be described by a combination of Kaldorian productivity growth and a Pasinetti 

class structure. If we treat the top one percent in the income and wealth distributions as 

being close to Pasinetti’s capitalists, then simulations show that US household wealth 

concentration is not likely to decline in response to fiscal interventions alone. Creation of 

an independent public wealth fund could lead to greater equality. Similarly, once-off 

tax/transfer packages or wage increases will not reduce income inequality significantly; on-

going wage increases in excess of productivity growth would be needed 

Keywords: Wealth distribution; income distribution; Cambridge theory 

Introduction 

In the “long run,” or at least in two-century simulations of the demand-driven 

model of economic growth described herein, the share of the top one percent of US 

households in the distribution of wealth could rise from around 40% to 60%. Ever-

increasing concentration of wealth along the lines suggested by Thomas Piketty (2014) is 

not likely to occur. 

On the other hand, it would be very difficult to reduce wealth inequality 

significantly just by using policy measures such as taxes on capital gains or net worth. 

* Ozlem Omer. Tel.: +12019725802. 

E-mail address: omero679@newschool.edu. 
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Under almost all circumstances, assets move toward “rightful” households who already 

hold a preponderant share. To get that share back below 40% and keep it there, the market 

needs an actor with countervailing power against the accumulation of the very rich. 

Creation of an institution such as a public wealth fund to out-save the savers would be 

required to mitigate their control of national net worth.   

Wealth of households comprises residential capital plus a stock of claims on 

business firms which own productive capital and on financial liabilities issued by 

government and the rest of the world. Income is a flow of payments per unit time – along 

with capital gains saving from payments flows cumulates into the stocks. In the short run 

income inequality can be reduced by one-shot measures such as boosting low wages or 

raising taxes at the top. But even if applied aggressively these moves will not erase income 

differentials between the rich and the poor or middle class unless new resources can be 

directed toward lower income households. Higher labor productivity (output per person-

hour) can provide such a flow of resources. After 1980, however, US productivity gains 

favored the top one percent because wage growth did not keep up. Economic surplus 

moved from almost all other households toward the very rich. 

Without the potential benefits of productivity growth, the economy resembles a 

zero-sum game in which the saving required to finance new assets created by investment or 

a fiscal deficit comes largely from households with high incomes. If output is fixed, then 

the lower their saving rate, the higher their income (mostly from profits) must be. John 

Maynard Keynes (1930) called this theorem of accounting a “widow’s cruse.”† In fact, 

shifts in output do affect savings flows as emphasized a few years later by Keynes (1936), 

and go together with income redistribution to balance demand injections and saving 

leakages in the simulations reported below.   

Outline 
We proceed from the abstract to the concrete, beginning with a review of 

distribution and growth theories proposed by Cambridge University economists half a 

century ago. They concentrated on social relations and class conflict, with lessons soon 

forgotten by the mainstream but brought back into relevance by recent debate.  Cambridge 

theory emphasizes how different income flows and wealth stocks affect the economic 

prospects of the social classes. The widow’s cruse is one example. A more realistic 

narrative is that in a demand-driven growth model there can be a medium-term inverse 

relationship between the profit share and the level of economic activity, consistent with the 

data. Under standard assumptions, both mainstream growth theory and the widow’s cruse 

impose the wrong sign on this linkage.‡ 

Another complication that almost all growth theory lacks is an adequate 

description of how households get access to income from profits. Their capital gains on 

assets such as equity are an important vehicle. We take up their significance in the income 

and wealth distributions in the USA. A key empirical point for the business sector is that 

financial transfers (dividends and interest) to households plus capital losses due to rising 

equity prices may outstrip net profits. Business suffers paper losses which are transformed 

into apparent household increases in wealth. Capital gains at the top together with erosion 

of the labor share created a strong shift in the income distribution toward the richest one 

†  In King James Bible used by Keynes, 1 Kings 17: 9-16 describes the prophet Elijah’s flight from evil King Ahab. 
God provided Elijah and the widow with whom he was boarding oil in a cruse and flour. The more oil they 
consumed, the more they received.  

‡ In mainstream models there can be a negative relationship if a parameter called the elasticity of substitution 
exceeds one – a value usually rejected by standard econometrics applied to the data.  
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percent of US households. Their income share rose by ten percent after the mid-1980s – an 

enormous change by historical standards (Lance Taylor, et. al, 2014). 

 Our simulation model is constructed on the basis of the theory and data. We end 

the paper with its results and alternative scenarios of change. The model incorporates the 

usual convention of setting up a medium term macro equilibrium consistent with the 

national income and financial accounts, and then tracing its dynamics toward a “long run” 

steady state with all relevant variables growing at the same rate.  

Growth and the distribution of income and wealth 
 Initial stylized analysis can be constructed around the functional (or profits vs. 

wages) income distribution, assuming that physical capital is the sole component of wealth. 

A mapping toward the size distribution is discussed below. For the moment, all profits are 

supposed to accrue directly to households, leaving out business saving, financial transfers, 

and capital gains. Households typically own only residential capital (subject to mortgage 

obligations) along with debt and equity claims on firms which hold productive plant and 

equipment. Financial linkages in the form of payments flows as well as claims on assets are 

all treated as veils covering but not affecting ultimate ownership of capital. A useful 

additional simplification is to follow Luigi Pasinetti (1962, 1974) in assuming that there are 

two classes of households – “capitalists” who receive profits on the capital they own, and 

“workers” who get the rest of income. 

Demand and income distribution over the cycle 

We construct a medium run around the business cycle. Karl Marx observed a 

century and a half ago that an upswing in economic activity increases labor’s bargaining 

power so that the share of profits in output (say ) tends to fall, i.e. there is a high 

employment “profit squeeze.”§ In the same time frame, activity itself (conveniently 

measured by the output/capital ratio  with  as output and  as the capital stock) 

is stimulated by increased investment due to a higher profit rate . Aggregate 

demand appears to be “profit-led.”  

There is controversy in the literature as to whether aggregate demand is profit- or 

wage-led. When one takes the size distribution of income into account, however, this 

distinction blurs. As emphasized by Piketty and illustrated below, wage dispersion has 

vastly increased over recent decades; moreover, poor people have low positive or negative 

saving rates. Households near the bottom of the distribution receive a combination of wages 

and income transfers, and increasing their pay has a minimal impact on retained earnings. 

One can safely say that demand can be led by increases both in profits and low (partly 

wage) incomes. 

The combination of a profit-squeeze distribution and profit-led output generates a 

predator-prey cycle along lines first formalized by Richard Goodwin (1967). Contemporary 

versions of Goodwin such as Nelson Barbosa-Filho and Lance Taylor (2006) and David 

Kiefer and Codrina Rada (forthcoming) treat the wage share  as predator and 

capacity utilization as prey. Both papers extend Goodwin in setting up dynamics of 

capacity utilization and the wage share. In continuous time (with etc.) we have 

        (1)  

as a representation of the Keynes (output adjustment) side of the model and 

           (2) 

describing Marx-Goodwin shifts in distribution.  

These differential equations will be locally stable if  and 

                                                           
§ As noted above, mainstream models postulate the opposite sign –  rises when output swings up. 
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. In the medium run, effective demand will be profit-led if . There 

will be a profit squeeze if . The opposite signs of the latter two “cross partial” 

derivatives suggest that a cycle is likely. 

Figure 1 illustrates the dynamics. The  and  schedules are 

“nullclines” showing combinations of  and  that respectively hold the time-derivatives  

and   to zero. The small arrows show the directions in which  and  move when they 

are away from their nullclines. The negative slope of the schedule can be interpreted 

to mean that aggregate demand is profit-led in the medium run; the positive slope of the 

 curve indicates that there is a profit squeeze à la Marx when output and 

employment go up. 

Figure 1 

Suppose that there is an initially low level of  as at point A. Capital utilization 

will begin to rise toward its nullcline, and the wage share will fall. Later in the cycle  will 

begin to increase. Eventually the rising labor share forces the trajectory to cross the  

nullcline, and output declines from its cyclical peak. In a bit more detail, if  is the real 

wage and  is labor productivity then . Productivity typically goes up as an 

economy emerges from a slump so falls. After a time a tighter labor market means that  

begins to rise, and  increases after the trajectory crosses the  nullcline. Over recent 

decades in the USA, cyclicality has persisted but the whole relationship appears to have 

shifted downward (see below), increasing the profit share across cycles and contributing to 

growing income concentration at the top of the distribution. 

Growth with capitalists and workers 

Now we can take up the dynamics of wealth concentration. As assumed above, 

capital  is the sole component of wealth. It is not a “factor of production” subject to 

diminishing returns as in neoclassical models but rather serves to scale the system. Its 

associated profit flow  is somehow made directly available to households, 

presumably via financial payments and capital gains. They do not engage in transactions 

involving debt. 

The rich class of hereditary capitalists or rentiers hold capital  to generate their 

income .  Workers hold the rest of capital to get profits   and receive labor 

income as well. Shares of income saved by capitalists and workers are  and   

respectively, with . Their saving means that accumulation  can be expressed as 

                        (3)                       (3) 

with  as the rate of depreciation. 

Dividing through by , recalling that , and letting  gives 

 .                        (4)    

In this equation   is the capital stock growth rate (  permitted by available 

saving at economic activity level  which depends on  and the capital control ratio . A 

“profit effect” on saving and growth operates through changes in the income distribution 

( ) and eventually wealth ( ). Mainstream growth theory determines   in (4) from full 

employment, a neoclassical production function, etc., while fixing  and  at any time. 

With  set by “history” and pre-determined saving and depreciation rates the capital stock 
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growth rate follows directly.**   

 To clarify assumptions built into (4), it helps to think in terms of a 19 th century 

distinction between not consuming a share of income (or “abstinence” on the right-hand 

side) and transforming the resulting saving into capital (“accumulation” on the left). 

Growth theory equates the two flows. Even assuming that in practice households can 

manage this transformation there is no reason to expect that higher fiscal or foreign 

“saving” (a government surplus or external deficit) will automatically feed into higher 

investment. See the simulations below. 

Keynesian models bridge the abstinence/accumulation gap by bringing in an 

independent investment function and thereby effective demand. One way to do so is to 

follow Michal Kalecki (1971) and introduce profit-driven investment,  

 or 

  .                   (5) 

In these equations represents Keynesian animal spirits and capital stock growth 

responds to the profit rate (parameter ).†† 

By setting excess effective demand to zero, , and solving we get an 

expression for , 

.                  (6) 

A higher  raises saving and thereby reduces capital utilization in a demand driven model 

(the paradox of thrift applies). If aggregate demand is profit-led, i.e. , 

 will respond positively to .   

In effect (6) replaces the  nullcline in Figure 1 for determination of . 

Similarly, the relationship 

         (7) 

with  replaces the  nullcline to set  (and ) as a function of .   

See Figure 2. Following Kiefer and Rada the  schedule is steep, signaling a 

strong profit squeeze. A contractionary demand shock such as an increase in  or a 

reduction in government spending would shift the  schedule to the left.  The result 

would be an increase in  and a drop in .‡‡ The implication is that  could move 

either way.  In the simulations presented below a fall in capital utilization tends to be 

associated with a small increase in the profit rate and rate of growth. In other words, higher 

concentration of wealth can lead to low employment without a big growth pay-off in the 

long run.§§  

 

 

                                                           
** The growth equations (3) or (4) and (8) below will tend toward steady states on their own dynamics. 
Mainstream models always impose an additional restriction saying that steady state capital stock and population 
growth rates are equal, but in general there is no reason for this assumption to apply. 
 
†† Investment could also depend on directly in a version of the accelerator, but we leave that out for simplicity. 

It makes profit-led demand less likely. 
 
‡‡ With  on the vertical axis, the shift northwest from F to G is consistent with a southwest move in Figure 1. 

 
§§ As discussed below, households in the top one percent provide around 60% of private saving in the USA. A shift 
in the income distribution in their favor can significantly reduce the multiplier. 
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 Figure 2 
In terms of Figure 2, both neoclassical and widow’s cruse models share a similar 

point of view. Their  schedule has a shallow positive slope, cutting the effective 

demand  curve from the left. An increase in aggregate demand shifts  up (to 

the right), so , ,  and  all increase. As described above, such a profit boost or 

wage squeeze when aggregate demand rises is not observed in the data. We can do better by 

treating , , and  as being determined by  and . To do so, we have to bring in 

dynamics of   

Income, wealth, and capital gains 

As noted above, Piketty, Pasinetti et. al.  presume that households get direct access 

to all profits . Available data do not fit the hypothesis. In the national accounts 

households receive financial transfers  (interest and dividends ) while the corporate 

business sector has (usually positive) saving . In the data (minor 

discrepancies arise due to transfers outside the financial sector). How can households get 

their hands on ? The answer is capital gains. Profits are exhausted by financial transfers 

and business saving. The transfers all flow to households. 

Rents and capital gains 

 Piketty and Stiglitz emphasize that increases in asset valuations have contributed 

to the concentration of wealth. One mechanism can be capitalization of “rent,” a tricky 

concept. Tracing back beyond Adam Smith, rent can be viewed as payment for the use of 

some asset; in other words it is a monopoly price.*** Along Lindblom’s lines the threat of 

coercion (legally sanctioned or otherwise) underlies a monopoly position. Rents and “rent-

seeking” (Anne Krueger, 1974) are a vehicle for mainstream economists to bring class and 

power into discussion.  

 A more direct route is to ask how households can access the income embodied in 

gross business saving, which in the USA fluctuates in the range of $1.5 trillion (roughly ten 

percent of GDP) per year. Realized capital gains on equity and the stock of residential 

housing are observable and can function as the transmission mechanism by increasing asset 

values.††† We can quickly demonstrate the accounting in connection with simplified 

(omitting money and bonds) balance sheets in Figure 3. 

Figure 3  

The term  stands for equity outstanding (treated as a liability of business) at price 

  Besides equity, households hold capital  (residential housing). Their saving is , 

wealth is , and debt is . Let a “dot” over a variable represent its change over time and 

a “hat” its growth rate. The household flow of funds can be written as 

 , 

i.e. saving plus new debt finance residential investment plus purchases of newly issued 

equity at the going price. A negative value of  would represent new net lending by 

households, for example to the banking system in the form of higher deposits. Share 

buybacks imply that , presumably accompanied by an rise in  

                                                           
*** Duncan Foley (2006) provides a lucid analysis of the economics of rent over the centuries since Smith.  
 
††† This point has been recognized for a long time, and is built into a perfect foresight equation for capital gains 
proposed by Myron Gordon (1959). Using notation introduced immediately below, let the dividend/capital stock 

ratio be  and . Then the Gordon equation (ignoring returns to bonds, taxation, and other 

complications) becomes , or profits are exhausted by dividends and capital gains on equity. The 

formula is not rejected by the data. 
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The increase in capital is 

                                                                 (8) 

with  as a rate of depreciation. 

“Differentiating the balance sheet” in Figure 4 gives 

  . 

Substitution from the flow of funds then shows that  

  .        (9) 

An increase in household wealth is generated by net saving and capital gains. 

 Households’ increases in  are losses for business so the corresponding 

expression is 

              (10) with 

 as profits minus interest, dividends, direct taxes, etc.  

           The empirical question at hand from (10) is how net business saving   

compares to capital losses  due to rising prices of equity. Figure 4 presents data on all 

realized capital gains (including residential housing) since the mid-1980s. On the whole, 

yearly gains by households are greater than net business saving so . Sums 

exceeding profits are transferred to households via financial flows and asset price changes, 

running down firms’ net worth. 

Figure 4 

What forces cause capital gains is a vexed and open issue. Capitalization may 

enter the process by driving up property valuations which get channelled to owner 

households. Low interest rates beginning in the mid-2000s contributed. A more 

fundamental factor is the corporate governance philosophy of maximizing shareholder 

value (and one might add the strategy of executives paid in the form of stock options to 

prop their payments up). One manifestation is the movement toward share buybacks, which 

may reach a trillion dollars in 2015.  

For future reference, finally note that income as defined in terms of social 

accounting matrices (SAM), does not include capital gains (the “Haig-Simons” definition 

of income does not apply). Rather, they enter into changes in wealth as defined in (9) and 

(10). As illustrated below, a tax on capital gains thereby has different macroeconomic 

impacts than, say, a tax on interest or dividends. 

Incomes and wealth 

 Now it is time to look at the numbers, to see if theory can be adjusted to data so 

that it can be used to say something about US distributive prospects.  

Income flows to the classes 

 The Congressional Budget Office (CBO, 2012) presents estimates of income from 

different sources for groups of households all across the distribution, from 1986 through 

2011. We rescaled the CBO numbers (including capital gains) to be consistent with the 

national income and product accounts, to give insight into their macroeconomic 

significance.‡‡‡  Here we work with a three-class breakdown, treating the top one percent as 

rich, the group between the 60th and 99th percentiles as middle income, and the rest as lower 

income. Figure 5, 6 and 7 show the sources of income for these 3 classes. 

 

 

 

                                                           
‡‡‡ For details, see Taylor, et al. (2014). 
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Distribution of wealth 

 Figure 8 presents a snapshot of the US distribution of wealth in 2012, based on the 

Federal Reserve’s Financial Accounts and Edward Wolff’s (2012) breakdown of the size 

distribution of holdings which comprise physical capital, the value of equity, and other 

financial instruments (“bonds”). Assets held by each group of actors have a negative sign; 

liabilities and net worth are positive. The numbers don’t add up --reported holdings of 

bonds by households and finance exceed the supply from firms, government, and the rest of 

the world. 

 Figure 8   

In any case, consistent with the data on flows in Figure 4, the business sector has 

negative net worth. As noted above, the value of equity outstanding ($29,483 trillion) 

substantially exceeds firms’ capital stock ($19,903 trillion).  

Households in the table are split into the top 1% and the bottom 99% of holders of 

wealth. The top 1% directly own 35.4% of household net worth, consistent with other 

estimates.  

SAM representation 

 The next step is to set up a simulation model to track dynamics of wealth 

accumulation over time. We begin with a quick description of the data base. 

 Figure 9 is a social accounting matrix illustrating how the three income classes fit 

into the national economy. As noted above, the household size distribution has been 

rescaled to the national income and product accounts (NIPA). The data refer to 2008, a 

relatively “normal” year for the US economy as it started to slip into recession.  

 Figure 9 

Model specification 

 In the data, middle and high income households somewhat resemble Pasinetti’s 

abstract workers and capitalists. Minor transfers aside, the main difference is that the rich 

receive wages and proprietors’ incomes along with their interest, dividends, and (in the 

wealth account) capital gains. Low income households hold only a few percent of total 

wealth. With their negative saving, they certainly boost effective demand. So in the 

simulations we track incomes and expenditures for all three classes as well as for business, 

government, and the rest of the world, but keep track of wealth accumulation only for the 

upper two classes.  

The ratio of wealth held by the rich to the household total (assuming away the 

modest net worth of the bottom group) becomes a key distributive indicator. To measure 

income inequality we use “Palma ratios” of disposable incomes per household of the top 

group to the lower two. Proposed by José Gabriel Palma (2011), these ratios focus attention 

on income disparities between the classes (as opposed to taking an average across incomes 

as in a Gini coefficient). 

At a given time, macro equilibrium is determined in a simple demand-driven 

specification. Briefly, effective demand is set by household and business investment, 

government spending, and exports as “injections.” The main “leakages” are for taxes net of 

transfers, imports, and saving. Financial transfers representing interest and dividends shift a 

portion of total profits to households as in equation ( ). The parameter 

specification makes demand profit-led. The price level  is set as a mark-up on wage and 

import costs.  

 Over time, levels of injections, transfers, etc. are scaled to capital stocks or wealth 

so that the system can grow. Leakages such as taxes and imports are scaled to the level of 

output. Capital stock growth is governed by equations like (8) for the household classes, 

business, and government. Real wealth accumulation comes from (9) for households and 
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(10) for business which must be modified to take a variable price level into account, i.e.     

          

and 

        

with  and  as nominal saving flows.  

In the simulations reported here, we set   in each year to drive  to zero, so 

that all business saving is transferred to households via “capital gains.” Profits are 100% 

directed to households as in the theoretical literature discussed above. Demand-driven 

macroeconomic adjustment applies in the model’s medium run so that, for example, higher 

government spending will increase output and the fiscal deficit with multipliers of around 

1.7 and 0.7.  

 Over time, solutions tend toward a steady state with all variables growing at the 

same rate. Away from the steady state, distributive changes mix with output adjustment. In 

the accounting of Figure 9, private saving must finance investment plus the fiscal deficit 

minus the external deficit on current account. In line with the “Keynesian stability 

condition” built into model, investment responds less strongly than saving to perturbations 

so we focus on shifts in the latter.  

Simulation runs 

 The simulations aim to examine factors influencing the distributions of income 

and wealth among the household groups. We begin with an illustrative base run, and go on 

to variant solutions. 

Base run and variants§§§ 

 Figure 10 shows results from a base run of the model (blue curves) and a couple of 

variants over time. We ran the simulations out to 250 years to illustrate convergence 

properties of the system (computer time is cheap). Of course only the first few decades are 

policy-relevant.**** The purpose of the base run is to provide a stable benchmark against 

which distributive variations can be tested. It is not a forecast or projection, and in some 

ways is unrealistic.†††† For the moment, potential increases in labor productivity and wage 

levels are ignored – the economy is zero-sum. 

 Figure 10 

Trajectories of the variables converge toward steady state levels over a century or 

so, typical of dynamics built around accumulation equations such as (8). Over 50 years, 

capital utilization  goes up by about a percentage point, accompanied by 

decreases in the price level and profit share. Contrary to recent experience the wealth share 

 of rich households rises sharply and then settles down at a level of around sixty percent. 

The modest reductions in and  are accompanied by slight decreases in the Palma ratios, 

calculated with respect to disposable income. In short, wealth inequality rises and income 

inequality stays put. 

Government spending over time is proportional to the capital stock. The green 

                                                           
§§§ We only include two simulations for this conference. For the full paper please visit 
http://www.economicpolicyresearch.org/images/docs/research/inequality_poverty/2015-
6_Wealth_Concentration_Income_Distribution_Alternatives.pdf. 
**** The model was solved over time using Mathematica. 
 
†††† Notably, steady state wealth/output ratios are “too high.” The reason is that a high initial level of government 
net borrowing (6.1% of GDP) propagates over time, adding to household net worth. We chose not to repair this 
problem by gradually reducing the deficit/GDP ratio because so doing creates strong fluctuations in solution 
trajectories for the first few decades.  
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curves show what happens when the factor of proportionality is increased by a substantial 

ten percent. As is to be expected,  increases, leading to profit squeeze reductions in  and 

. Wealth accumulation is unaffected, with the blue and green curves overlapping for 

wealth levels and  and the concentration ratio . The Palma ratios slide down 

slightly because of the lower mark-up rate. 

The orange curves illustrate responses to an increase in the tax rate on high income 

households by 70%, from about 24% to 41%. (The level was chosen to have roughly the 

opposite effect to higher spending.) Overall saving increases (the government’s marginal 

saving or abstinence rate is 100%) so capital utilization goes down in line with the paradox 

of thrift. Despite the upper income tax increase, Palma ratios for disposable income 

increase slightly because reduced output cuts into income flows below the top. Over 50 

years, wealth concentration goes down by a few points. The implication of both variants is 

that relatively large one-shot fiscal adjustments will not have much impact on inequality 

over time. 

Combination of Wealth Fund & Productivity and wage growths 

 As we (and Andrew Mellon) noted at the outset, owners of wealth tend to maintain 

their positions because their large stocks of assets generate high incomes from which their 

saving rate is high. The macro economy channels their abstinence into ongoing 

accumulation. 

 One way to overcome this advantage is through a public wealth fund which can 

become an alternative vehicle for accumulation. Perhaps the best-known proposal is still the 

one put forward 65 years ago by the Swedish trade union economists Gösta Rehn and 

Rudolf Meidner.  

 We borrow this idea by imposing 70% tax on capital gains (by assumption equal 

to net business profits). But rather than just passing the revenues to the government to be 

saved uselessly, they are transferred to a wealth fund for accumulation. Growing from a 

zero base, the fund would also receive a share proportional to its size from interest and 

dividend payments on its investments.  

 

In addition to setting up a wealth fund, for the second simulation, labor productivity is also 

set to grow 1.5% per year (let to increase over time) and converges towards twice as its 

level in the base year. Nominal wages assumed to grow 2% faster than the productivity.  

Figure 11 

 Wage and productivity dynamics on one hand and a wealth fund on the other 

involve dynamic processes which are largely independent of each other. Figure 11 shows 

what happens when the two are combined. Income inequality and wealth concentration both 

go down. 

Bottom Line 

 The simulations imply that continuing trends toward equalization over decades 

would be required if income and wealth inequality is to decline. This result is robust insofar 

as it mainly is built upon the accounting rules. Policy is relevant only if it can support 

sustained growth in wages and productivity along with a vehicle to divert abstinence and 

accumulation toward public ends.  
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Figure 1: Cyclical dynamics between the 

wage share  and capital utilization . 

Figure 2: Determination of the profit 

share  and capital utilization . The 

dashed line shows the effect of a higher 

value of the capital control ratio  

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 3:  Balance sheets for all households and business 
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Figure 4:  Net business saving, business 

depreciation, and household capital 

gains 

Figure 5. Real per household incomes 

top 1%   
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Figure 6. Real per household incomes 

61-99 

Figure 7. Real per household incomes 

bottom 60% 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 8:  US assets (-) vs. liabilities (+) divided into capital stock, bonds and equity, 

and net worth by sector and household income groups, 2012.  Levels in US$ billions 

 

 

Capital Bonds Equity Net worth 

All HH -16312.3 -23769.1 -28960.5 69041.9 

    Lower 80% -3154.7 -3176.8 -1332.2 7663.7 

    Upper 20% -13157.6 -20592.3 -27628.3 61378.2 

    Lower 99% -11923.1 -15909.8 -16768.1 44601.1 

    Upper   1% -4389.2 -7859.3 -12192.4 24440.8 

Firms -19903.3 1774.7 29482.6 -11354.0 

Gov't -12508.0 16862.8 -279.9 -4074.9 

Finance 

 

-5131.6 -1047.2 6178.8 

R.O.W.   3175.3 805.1 -3980.4 

Col. sum   -48723.6  -7087.9 0.1 55811.4 
 

 

Sources: Assets, liabilities, net worth from Financial Accounts (Federal Reserve, 2014); 
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capital stock from Survey of Current Business (October, 2013), household groupings 

computed based on Wolff (2012).    

 

Figure 9: Three-class US social accounting matrix for 2008 

Bottom	60th Mid	61-99% Top	1%

Uses	of	Total	

Supply
5038.03	 4696.82	 300.65	 2381.00	 1846.80	 529.20	 1558.40	 497.20	 16848.10	

Bottom	60th 2436.08	 22.78	 1140.27	 216.56	 157.33	 3815.69	

Labor	Income 2236.26	

Non	Labor	

Income
199.82	 22.78	 1140.27	 216.56	

Mid	61-99th 5775.39	 13.71	 686.16	 1029.47	 306.29	 7504.73	

Labor	Income 5269.78	

Non	Labor	

Income
505.61	 13.71	 686.16	 1029.47	

Top	1% 1480.93	 0.32	 15.97	 919.37	 65.58	 2416.58	

Labor	Income 562.27	

Non	Labor	

Income
918.67	 0.32	 15.97	 919.37	

BUS 3318.30	 270.70	 2746.90	 6335.90	

Profits 3318.30	

Transfers 270.70	

Int	Div 2746.90	

GOV 1280.90	 326.19	 1555.91	 630.60	 382.00	 18.80	 115.50	 4309.90	

Indirect	

Taxes,	CCA	

and	OS

1280.90	

Direct	Taxes (4.03) 853.75	 585.98	 382.00	 18.80	

Contributions	

Received
330.22	 702.16	 44.62	

Int	Div 115.50	

ROW 2556.50	 20.30	 43.16	 2.74	 90.50	 60.80	 631.60	 3405.60	

Imports 2556.5	

Transfers 20.30	 43.16	 2.74	 90.50	 60.80	

Int	Div 631.60	

INT	DIV	

Disbursed
78.57	 148.90	 30.03	 4416.50	 400.30	 585.50	 5659.80	

Total	

Expenditures
5463.09	 6444.79	 964.03	 4925.80	 4684.50	 2721.80	 5659.40	 529.20	 1558.40	 497.20	 33448.20	

Net	Lending

Bottom	60th (1647.40)

Mid	61-99th 1059.94	

Top	1% 1452.56	

BUS 1410.10	 (1558.40) (148.30)

GOV (374.60) (497.20) (871.80)

ROW 683.80	 683.80	

INT	DIV 0.40	 0.40	
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Figure 10: Base run vs Increases on Gov. 
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Figure 11: Combination of Wealth Fund 

& Productivity and wage growths 
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Abstract 

This study aims at analyzing the production structure of the automotive industry in Turkey 

from the perspectives of Global Production Networks. Automotive industry has been 

considered as the chief industry in the process of industrialization for most of the 

developing countries. For that purpose, many economies have tried to find a way in order to 

be articulated into global automotive networks since 30 years. But once it has been 

succeeded, some of the economies faced with new issues, such as imported input 

dependency, current account deficit and vulnerability to global economic shocks. In order 

to overcome these kinds of macroeconomic problems, industrial upgrading is suggested as a 

vital tool for a country in order to increase its value-added in an integrated production 

structure. In this study, industrial upgrading of Turkey is evaluated by using both firm-

specific information and country-specific trade data. In doing so, it is aimed to shed light 

competitive and comparative advantages of Turkish automotive industry. By taking into 

consideration “relative” specialization patterns of firms in the assembly and supply 

industry, this study tries to evaluate Turkey’s position in European automotive industry 

division of labor. 
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1. Introduction 

International specialization and production patterns of developing countries have 

undergone into a significant change in last 30 years. With the mid-1980s, most of them 

began to operate in core manufacturing industries such as automotive, machinery and 

electronics besides their production facilities in agriculture and traditional industries such as 

food and textile. In line with its East European counterparts, Turkish economy has also 

witnessed an enlargement in its manufacturing facilities towards medium technology 

industries such as automotive and machinery. As the international firms of core Western 

countries began to shift their standardized & locally fragmented production stages to low-

cost countries around the world, Turkey and other developing countries found a chance to 

operate in some industries which they had never/primitively engaged in before.  

  

In the automotive industry, although some developing countries like Brazil, Mexico and 

Turkey began production at 1950s and 1960s with import substitution industrialization 

policies, it was limited to satisfy domestic needs, which were also very limited as a result of 

low purchasing power. However late 1980s saw a transformation in automotive production 

of those economies. Many international firms went into mergers & acquisitions with local 

companies and foreign direct investment (FDI) flows increased dramatically (Sturgeon et. 

al., 2009: 9). 

 

International firms have several reasons to shift some parts of their automotive 

production into developing countries. First of all, automakers has always been under 

pressure to meet differences in consumer preferences, decline in product life cycles and 

strict government regulations about trade, safety and environment in developed regions of 

the world. To overcome these demands and constraints and thereby maintain their 

competitiveness, most original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) began to shift their 

standardized assembly operations to developing countries (Veloso & Kumar, 2002: 1). 

Thereby, it became possible to focus on design for product differentiation & customer 

satisfaction, and development of new technologies, to get over trade barriers (like in the 

case of Turkey as an export-base for Toyota products to Europe) and to minimize costs. 

Secondly, following the leader automaker, most of the first tier international suppliers, who 

have been specialized in the production of complex modular systems, have also began to 

operate in developing countries in order to be closer enough to respond top-down demands 

quickly (Humphrey & Salerno, 2000; Humphrey, 2003; Humphrey & Memedovic, 2003). 

Furthermore, mega suppliers, themselves, have also began to shift the production of 

standardized and low skilled labor intensive parts to developing countries, as they have 

taken more responsibilities in design and engineering of their systems and in coordination 

of the whole supply chain. It can be said that both automakers and first tier suppliers 

primarily directed efficiency-seeking and export-oriented FDI to developing countries. 

Nonetheless, these motives of foreign companies began to change after the second half of 

1990s. Saturated markets of triad countries triggered search for new retail markets. 

Therefore automotive firms, for this time, began to enlarge their operations in developing 

countries with market-seeking motives. The burgeoning and diversifying demand structure 

of developing countries has compatibly absorbed these motives.   
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In this network structure of auto production, industrial development of a country is not 

only determined by its national production capabilities to produce (or assembly) a final 

good, but also to improve and direct its production capacity towards production of core 

intermediate products. Hence industrial development is directly related with a country’s 

success in upgrading towards production of relatively more value-added stages along a 

global production chain. Although responsibilities of the developing country firms in auto 

production have been increasing in recent years, quasi-hierarchical chain structure of this 

industry  makes industrial upgrading difficult for many local firms which are generally in 

the second and third level of this chain hierarchy (Pavlínek & Ženka, 2010: 4). Most of the 

time, as profits squeezes with short product life cycles and severe competition in both 

primary and supply industry, cost minimization pressures are directed backwards in a chain. 

Increasing requirements, goals and standards further aggravate these pressures. Several 

studies suggest that these pressures could hinder upgrading possibilities of local firms or 

even crowd out those ones in the lower levels of the chain hierarchy (Kaplinsky, 2000; 

Humphrey & Schmitz, 2002; Gereffi et. al., 2005; Sturgeon et. al., 2009; Domański, 2010; 

Kohpaiboon & Poapongsakom, 2011). For those surviving firms, because operating in 

relatively higher technology intensive industries does not necessarily mean to be 

specialized at relatively higher technology intensive products, this industrial shift hasn’t led 

to a fundamental transformation in the relative position of developing countries in new 

international division of labor. Under these circumstances, export oriented growth strategy 

happens to be quite an ambitious policy. In order to produce and export relatively higher 

technology intensive products, developing countries should import inputs, which belongs to 

higher value-added production stages. With this kind of production structure, imported 

input dependency increases, current account balance deteriorates and developing economies 

become more vulnerable to global economic shocks. Therefore it is crucial to improve local 

content and move towards relatively higher value-added production stages.  

  

Correspondingly, this study aims to evaluate industrial upgrading from the aspects of 

Turkish subsidiaries of international mega suppliers. In doing so, it tries to reveal major 

turning points and facts in the Turkish automotive industry, assess relative position of 

Turkey in the European automotive production chains and investigate opportunities and 

challenges towards industrial upgrading. 

2. Industrial Upgrading 

    Industrial upgrading is defined as a “process by which economic actors –nations, firms 

and workers- move from low-value to relatively high-value activities in global production 

networks” (Gereffi, 2005: 171). In the global production chain literature, four different 

paths are identified for a local firm’s industrial upgrading opportunities (Kaplinsky & 

Morris, 2000, Gereffi et. al., 2001; Humphrey & Schmitz, 2002; Memedovic, 2004).  

 

 Process upgrading: Increasing the efficiency of internal processes and production 

techniques. 

 Product upgrading: Moving to the production of more sophisticated and higher 

value added products or improving the quality of existing ones faster than the 

rivals.  
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 Functional upgrading: Acquiring new functions which bring higher incomes or 

abandon old functions which generate low incomes in the value chain. This can be 

possible by incorporating backward stages as well as forward stages into existing 

operations. For instance, moving from assembly to the production of parts or 

generating a vertical integration by undertaking further the production of raw 

materials set an example for functional upgrading. 

 Inter-sectoral (chain) upgrading: Moving towards a new and more profitable value 

chain which brings higher value-added. This might probably be the case, when 

scope economies are in force and when it is possible to easily utilize acquired 

capabilities to another chain. 

 

Although this kind of categorization about different types of upgrading is useful for 

evaluating a firm’s position in a chain, opportunities for and limits against industrial 

upgrading are heavily dependent on the type of the value chain. It is argued that automotive 

value chain, with its quasi hierarchical structure, hinder functional upgrading of local firms 

especially in less developed countries despite possibilities of process and product upgrading 

due to lean production techniques (Humphrey & Schmitz, 2002; 2004).  

 

Furthermore, it can be said that industrial upgrading is, by definition, about relativeness. 

Therefore, in order to entirely analyze the relative position of Turkey in European 

automotive production chain, it is important to ask, for instance, what is the quality of R&D 

operations in Turkey relative to new and ongoing technologies around the world. At this 

point, one can further look at the relative operations of a single multinational firm in 

Turkey relative to other countries. For instance, among various motor vehicles such as low 

volume luxury cars, high volume passenger cars or trucks, which of them are mainly 

produced by an automaker in one country relative to its operations in other countries or 

among various production stages such as R&D, design, assembly of intermediate goods, 

which of them are conducted in one country but not in another one. In the automotive 

industry both leader automaker and mega-supplier firms have principal responsibility for 

industrial upgrading of automotive industry in one country. 

  

First of all, leader automaker has some technological advantages arising from product 

development and organizational rents and it uses these advantages at the time of forming 

contracts with its suppliers. In those contracts, suppliers are expected to be involved in 

research and development (R&D), design and product development facilities. When local 

suppliers cannot meet product development and engineering capabilities, they can no more 

continue to operate as a first-tier supplier. Thailand, Brazil and India have experienced a 

process of mergers & acquisitions of local suppliers by international mega suppliers or 

downgrading of the remainders in the value chain hierarchy (Humphrey & Salerno, 2000; 

Humphrey, 2003; Humphrey & Memedovic, 2003; Kohpaiboon & Poapongsakorn, 2011: 

18-21). Automakers even have the power to determine not only the first-tier supplier firm 

but also other lower-tier suppliers of the whole value chain. Design specifications and 

product development capabilities of low-tier suppliers are shaped to simply satisfy 

automaker’s needs and remain customer-specific. In such a case, supplier’s potential to 

develop new and unique products is also restricted by the leader firm (Sturgeon et al., 2009; 

Gereffi et al., 2005). Operating at low profit margins (as a result of production of low 

value-added products and cost minimization pressures) also makes it difficult to transfer 

limited financial resources to product development (Pavlínek & Ženka, 2010: 5). Under 
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these power relationships, one can ask what will be the net effect of upgrading of individual 

firms to the development of whole industry. More specifically, what can be said about 

industrial upgrading of automotive industry, when upgrading is limited to some specific 

firms? If a small number of big-size enterprises upgrade at the expense of marginalization 

of many small-size enterprises, the net effect of industrial upgrading can be worse. In fact, 

if local firms found more chance to be included and thereby upgrade in automotive value 

chain, domestic value-added would increase and this would further trigger capital 

accumulation and growth. 

 

Nonetheless, as lead firms decentralize various stages of production and rely more on 

specialized suppliers to take over responsibilities for R&D and manufacturing of core 

modular systems, they also share the power to organize the whole value chain with those 

suppliers. Today, the five biggest suppliers can produce various products and modular 

systems, establish partnerships with local firms or make greenfield investments in various 

regions of the world or even serve for not only automotive industry, but also some other 

industries which uses common systems such as security and air conditioning/cooling. As a 

result of their increased responsibility, more than half of the manufacturing cost of an 

automobile comes from parts and components, while the rest accounts for assembly 

processes. Therefore role of these first-tier mega suppliers are as important as leader firms 

in the organization of value chains and they can affect industrial production pattern of a 

country in several ways. First of all, these mega suppliers together with their wide product 

range, decide to produce each product somewhere around the world. These parts can also 

be grouped into five categories: engine & transmission parts, chassis or frame, 

miscellaneous accessories and parts, exterior body and parts and lastly electrical systems. 

Among these parts, engine and transmission parts are the highest value-added components 

(OECD, 1992: 31). For instance, decision of a mega supplier, specialized at the production 

of a complex modular system, to produce high –tech parts in one country and low- tech 

parts in another one, directly affects specialization patterns and industrial upgrading 

possibilities of those countries. Secondly, their country preferences about conducting R&D 

operations also have the same direct effect on a country’s production structure. Lastly, their 

links with the local economy is crucial for increasing the value-added content of the overall 

production in a country. If a mega supplier chooses to only assembly imported inputs in a 

country to produce a modular system, this kind of production pattern contributes to a lesser 

extent to the industrial upgrading of automotive production in this country.  

 

In this study, the specific focus is on automotive supply industry. The main question is to 

identify effects of mega-suppliers on industrial upgrading possibilities of Turkish 

automotive firms. Two crucial roles of these mega firms will be analyzed in detail. 

 

Production decision of mega suppliers: What are the major products of first-tier mega 

suppliers? What are the reasons to produce some specific products? What are the main 

characteristics (technological content) of production stages conducted in Turkey in contrast 

to their operations in different regions around the world? Do they conduct any R&D facility 

in Turkey? What is the quality of this activity in contrast to their other R&D facilities 

around the world? 
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3. The Structure of Turkish Automotive Industry 

Turkish automotive industry began its operations with military jeep and truck assembly in 

1954. In the following years, commercial truck and bus production began and finally in 

1966 automobile production was held by OTOSAN. However, in those years, domestic 

production was not enough to satisfy local demand and imported automobiles held a huge 

amount of domestic sales. Although it was aimed at meeting domestic demand locally, 

domestic production was insufficient as a consequence of incompatibility between 

assembly and supply industry, high costs, low capacity utilization, lack of standardization 

and thereby expensive and low quality production. In spite of these problems, import-

substitution industrialization policy was the general economic policy line till 1980s. In 

1976, automotive production increased to 146095. But together with the oil crisis and 

internal disturbances, automotive production contracted to 67817 in 1980 (State Planning 

Organization, 2007: 9).  

 

A turning point in Turkish economy was 24 January 1980, when several decisions about 

the overall economic policy were set forth and from then on, outward oriented and liberal 

economic policies were introduced. In the automotive industry, it was aimed at 

modernizing production structure and increasing capacity. This transition period continued 

until 1996, when Turkey signed Customs Union agreement with European Union. This was 

also the end of the import-substitution industrialization policy and the starting point for 

integration with the global automotive chains. Although the economic crisis in 1994 hit 

Turkish economy profoundly, automotive industry continued to receive FDI flows in the 

form of both Greenfield investment and expanded operations (Taymaz & Yılmaz, 2008: 

19). In motor vehicles industry, the cumulative number of companies with foreign capital 

share was 188 between the years of 1954-2007. After 2008, FDI inflows continued to 

increase and the number reached at a total of 283 firms in August 2015. This sharp increase 

was a main trend in the whole manufacturing industry, where the total number of firms with 

foreign capital has also increased from 3055 in 2007 to 6000 in August 2015 (T.R. Ministry 

of Economy, 2013, 22; T.R. Ministry of Economy, 2015, 17). This might most probably be 

a result of 2008-2009 world crises. From then on, FDI inflows directed to developed 

countries decreased sharply, while FDI inflows directed to developing countries followed a 

much more stable pattern and surpassed the amount directed to developed countries after 

2012. Turkish automotive industry has also benefited from this pattern with an increasing 

amount of FDI inflows. 

 

In Figure 1, automotive industry production is shown for each motor vehicle type. It can 

be seen that passenger cars have been the mostly produced motor vehicle since 1984. Its 

share in total motor vehicle production reached 60% with an amount of 733439 in 2014. 

The production in the automotive industry followed a bumpy trend between the years of 

1992 and 2001. This was due to the ups and downs in Turkish economy. But economic 

instabilities came to an end with the structural adjustment program in 2001. From then on, 

automobile production has been in an upward trend except the sharp decline in 2009 as a 

result of the global economic crisis. 

 

   Looking at brand-wise production of motor vehicles, it can be said that nine international 

automakers directly operate in the automotive industry and most of them are actively 
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involved in the production of more than one type of motor vehicles. In addition, five 

international automakers have licence/contract agreement for their specific products.  

 

Figure 1. The Motor Vehicle Production of the Automotive Manufacturers in Turkey 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Automotive Manufacturers Association, General and Statistical Information 

Bulletin of Automotive Manufacturers, 2015, p. 8. 

 

    In Figure 2, the geographical dispersion of their plants is shown. Most of them are 

located in Marmara region, specifically at Kocaeli, Sakarya and Bursa industrial zones. 

Other than these foreign companies, BMC1, Karsan, Otokar and Temsa are the leading 

domestic producers, specialized at bus and truck production. These local firms, in spite of 

their own brands, also serve for international brands by contract or licence agreements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 BMC started its operations in 1964 with tractor, truck, bus, military vehicles and engine production as a joint 

venture with British Motors Corp. Ltd. In 1989, Çukurova Group took all the shares of the firm and from then on, 

it operated as a domestic company. However it was shut down in the years of 2013 and 2014, as a result of the 
bankruptcy of Çukurova Group, the owner company of BMC, in 2012. In the second half of 2014, BMC was sold 

to ES Financial Investment and Consultancy Company and restarted production. 
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Figure 2. The Geographical Dispersion of International Automakers in Turkey 

 

 
Source: Republic of Turkey Prime Ministery Investment Support and Promotion Agency of 

Turkey, Turkey’s Automotive Industry, E-Report, January 2014, p. 3. 

 

In Table 1, these automakers are also listed together with their partner firms, ownership 

structure, capital and labor values. Most of the international automakers prefer to make a 

joint venture with local companies. As an exception, PSA Peugeot Citroën, signed a 

cooperation agreement with TOFAŞ and its foreign partner Fiat to develop and produce 

small, entry-level light commercial vehicles in 2004. Since then, “Peugeot Bipper” and 

“Citroën Nemo” LCV models have been produced at Bursa plant of TOFAŞ. A similar kind 

of contract agreement was signed among Opel/Vauxhall2, Fiat and TOFAŞ for the 

production of Opel/Vauxhall Combo LCV in 2011. Thereby, TOFAŞ increased its LCV 

capacity by producing for 5 different brands at the same time. PSA Peugeot Citroën also 

has a licence agreement with Turkey’s leading commercial vehicle producer KARSAN and 

has produced various LCV and minibus models in KARSAN plant since 1981. 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. General Information about Automakers in Turkey 

 

Firms 

Production 

Place 

The Date of 

Foundation 

Foreign 

Partner  

Type of Foreign 

Ownership 

Capital 

(1000 

YTL) 

Labo

r 

                                                           
2 Began its operations with 20 million $ investment in 1989, General Motors had produced Opel Vectra and Astra 

passenger car models for 12 years in Torbalı, İzmir. In 2001, GM decided to end its production in Turkey and 
continued its operations only as an importer firm to serve the domestic market until this contract agreement with 

Tofaş-Fiat in 2011. 

•İstanbu
l 
Kocaeli• 

•Sakarya 

•Bursa 

•Eskişehir 

İzmir• 

•Aksaray 

•Adana 

DAIMLER AG: 

Production of 

Bus & Truck  

 

FORD: 

Production of 

LCV & Truck 

•Ankara 

FIAT S.P.A.: 

Production of  PC & 

LCV for Fiat; of LCV 

for PSA Peugeot 
Citroën; of LCV for 

Opel/Vauxhall  

HONDA: 

Production of 

PC 

TOYOTA M.E.: 

Production of PC 

KARSAN: 

Production of Bus 

& Truck; of LCV for 

PSA Peugeot 

Citroën; of truck 

for Breda 

Menarini; of 
Truck for Renault 

RENAULT 

SA: 
Production 

of PC 

ISUZU: 
Producti

on of 

Truck 

HYUNDAI 

M.E.: 

Production 
of PC 

TEMSA: 
Production of 

Bus & Truck 

OTOKAR: Production of 
Bus & Trailer; of truck-

trailer for Fruehauf; of 

tactical wheeled military 

vehicles for Land Rover. 

VW AG: 

Production of 

Bus 

BMC: 

Productio

n of Bus 

& Truck 
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A.I.O.S Kocaeli 1966 ISUZU  29,74% share 25419 859 

Ford 

Otosan 

Eskişehir 

Gölcük/Kocae

li 

Yeniköy/Koca

eli 

1983 

2001 

2014 FORD  41,04% share 350910 9762 

Honda 

Turkey Kocaeli 1997 

Honda Motor 

Europe LTD.  100% share 180000 755 

Hyund

ai 

Assan Kocaeli 1997 

Hyundai 

Motor Comp.  70% share 627235 2435 

Karsan Bursa 1966 

Hyundai 

Motor Comp.  

 

strategic 

cooperation 

agreement 

460000 880 

PSA Peugeot 

Citroën 

Licence 

agreement 

Renault 

Trucks 

Contract 

agreement 

Breda 

Menarini Bus 

Strategic 

Partnership 

M.A.N 

Turkey Ankara 1966 

M.A.N. Truck 

& Bus AG 

(VW AG) 99,9% share 65000 1599 

Merced

es 

Benz 

Türk 

İstanbul 

Aksaray 

1968 

1985 

Mercedes 

Benz  

(Daimler AG) 84,99% share 275000 5761 

OTOK

AR Sakarya 1963 

Land 

Rover/Freuhau

f 

Licence 

agreement 24000 2054 

Oyak 

Renaul

t Bursa 1971 Renault  51% share 323381 5704 

Temsa 

Global Adana 1987 Temsa - 210000 1518 

Tofaş Bursa 1971 

Fiat  37,8 share 

500000 6473 

PSA Peugeot 

Citroën 

Contract 

agreement 

Opel/Vauxhall 

Contract 

agreement 

Toyota Sakarya 1994 Toyota  100% share 150165 2735 

Source: Automotive Manufacturers Association, General & Statistical Information 

Bulletin of Automotive Manufacturers, 2015, p. 3-15. 

 

Besides this general information over Turkey’s automobile assembly industry, Table 

A.1. and Table A.2. are further constructed in order to identify Turkey’s place in European 
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automobile production. These two tables show the motor vehicle production in Western 

Europe and Central & Eastern Europe (CEE) respectively. Thereby it is possible to evaluate 

production facilities of major automakers in Turkey relative to their operations in other 

countries. First of all, it can be said that Western Europe has still been at the core of the 

motor vehicle production, especially for European firms such as BMW, Daimler AG, VW 

AG and Renault. These firms has still been conducting not only passenger car production, 

but also LCV, truck, bus and engine production mainly in Germany, Spain and France. 

Nonetheless they further operate in CEE, mainly in Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, 

Russia, Slovakia and Turkey. However these countries differ strongly from each other in 

terms of existence and activities of MNEs. For instance, the number of MNEs which prefer 

to operate in Russia and Turkey are well ahead of other CEE countries (17 for Russia & 12 

for Turkey). Nonetheless, MNEs in Turkey is mainly involved in LCV, truck and bus 

production and only Renault, Fiat, Toyota, Honda and Hyundai produces passenger cars in 

Turkey. In other words, although passenger cars accounts for 60% of motor vehicle 

production in Turkey (Figure 1), it is conducted by only five firms, three of which are East 

Asian companies. The existence of these East Asian MNEs can be attributed to the fact that 

Turkey has been chosen an export-base by these firms in order to penetrate into European 

markets without trade barriers. Export penetration motivation of these firms can be further 

supported with the fact that they were founded more or less concurrently with Customs 

Union Agreement, signed between Turkey and EU in 1996. Furthermore, in the passenger 

car production, Turkey is a base mainly for the mass production of small and medium sized 

passenger cars. Higher segment luxury car producers such as BMW and Volvo have not 

chosen Turkey as an assembly base yet. Volkswagen AG conducts only its bus production 

under the M.A.N. Truck & Bus AG where VW has a majority share. Daimler AG, similar 

to VW group’s production strategy, produces only Setra buses and Unimog trucks in 

Turkey. Other higher segment brands of VW group such as Audi, Porsche, Bentley and 

small-scale luxury cars of Daimler AG such as Mercedes-Benz PCs are not produced in 

Turkey. Nissan, Suzuki, DAF Trucks NV, IVECO S.P.A. are among other leading 

automakers which have not chosen to produce in Turkey yet. Looking at rankings in the 

European market, Turkey is the Europe’s leading bus manufacturer, second largest light 

commercial vehicle manufacturer, third largest truck manufacturer, and eight largest car 

manufacturer in 2014 (OICA)3. In other words, Turkey is mainly a base for LCV and bus 

production in the European automotive industry division of labour. But low-volume 

assembly of luxury cars is not in the final product portfolio of Turkish Automotive 

Industry. 

 

Looking comparatively with its CEE4 counterparts more closely, disparities can be 

observed more clearly. In their recent study Petr Pavlínek et. al. (2009: 45) argued that 

Central European countries (Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary and Poland) are unevenly 

well-developed in contrast to the rest of CEE  since 1990. Russia can further be included 

into this group thanks to the recent FDI inflows directed by foreign automakers. Table A.2. 

                                                           
3 As of 2011, France, Germany, Sweden do not publish HCV and Bus production data. Nonetheless, It makes no 

big difference for Turkey’s ranking, while Turkey’s 2010 ranking in the Europe’s motor vehicle production was 

nearly the same with 2014 ranking. In 2010, Turkey was third largest bus manufacturer, the leading LCV 
manufacturer, nineth largest truck manufacturer and nineth largest car manufacturer.   
4 Turkey is not included to their country grouping. 
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seems to support this argument. It shows that CEE automobile industry production is 

concentrated in these countries. Although they have been mainly specialized at production 

of small inexpensive cars with engines up to 1.5 litres, such as the Fiat Seicento, Suzuki 

Wagon R+/Opel Agila, Toyota Aygo, Peugeot 107 and Citroën C1, the share of these 

models in total PC exports of these countries decreased from 63% in 1996 to 28% in 2006. 

In the meantime, the low-volume production of luxury cars, such as the VW Touareg (in 

Slovakia), Audi Q7 (in Slovakia) and Audi TT (in Hungary), accounted for 9,3% of total 

PC exports. These figures become vitally remarkable, when it is considered that Slovakia 

and Hungary did not produce any passenger cars before 1989 (Pavlínek et. al., 2009: 46, 

48). 

 

Figure 3. Motor Vehicle Production in CEE, 2014 

 

 
Source: OICA, http://www.oica.net/category/production-statistics/. 

 

Among CEE countries, shown in Figure 3, Slovakia is the third largest car manufacturer 

after Russia and Czech Republic, whereas Turkey is the fourth largest car manufacturer 

after Slovakia. Nonetheless, adding the number of LCVs, HCVs and Buses produced to the 

car production, Turkey’s production volume reaches nearly to the production volume of 

Czech Republic. In Figure 3, once again, it is obviously seen that Turkey is a base 

specifically for LCV production. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Vertical Specialization Pattern of Turkey, 2013 
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Source: Author’s own illustration based on Hummels, et. al., 2001: p. 78. Imported input 

value is computed by the data, obtained from TURKSTAT. Other information is obtained 

from Demirkaya & Aksongur, 2014. 

 

Based on the theoretical approach suggested by Hummels, Ishii and Yi (2001), Figure 4 

shows Turkey’s vertical specialization in the automotive industry for the year of 20135. 

Accordingly, Turkey imports inputs, which cost approximately 10 billion $, in order to 

export motor vehicles at a value of 12,5 billion $. In other words, export revenues cover 

nearly just the costs of the whole production. In line with this data, the state authorities 

reports that the imported input dependency of motor vehicle production is at around 56% 

(T.R. Ministry of Economy, 2012). This high dependency ratio is due to the fact that 

Turkey is mainly an assembly base in the automotive industry. As it is mentioned earlier in 

this report, if a leader automaker or a mega supplier chooses to only assembly in a country, 

this kind of production pattern contributes to a lesser extent to the industrial upgrading of 

automotive production in this country. In that sense, supplier industry plays a critical role in 

order to fully understand the structural reasons of this high imported input ratio. 

 

In Figure 4, it is further seen that the motor vehicles are mainly produced for foreign 

markets, where 73% of the production is directed to. The rest of the production is served to 

the domestic market. In 2013, this ratio of 73% refers to 828471 units of motor vehicles 

with 12,5 billion $ export value and supports Turkey’s position as an export base. 

Nonetheless, the rest of the domestic production (277515 units of motor vehicles) is not 

enough for the domestic consumption, while almost three quarters of the population do not 

own a car yet (Automotive Manufacturers Association, 2010). In 2013, it is seen that 68% 

                                                           
5 The vertical specialization ratio is suggested to be measured by input-output tables. But Turkey suffers from out 

of date and dubious input-output tables. Therefore Figure 4 is illustrated according to the data based on 
TURKSTAT and Demirkaya & Aksongur, 2014. It presents a general visualization of Turkey’s production 

structure on global automobile chain and vertical specialization (or imported input content of exports). 
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Domestic 
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Imported Final 
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of the domestic consumption was covered by imported final goods, 84% of which is 

composed of PCs. EU countries are responsible for 82,2% of PC imports and 76,9% of 

LCV imports. Correspondingly, it can be argued that Turkey is not just an export base for 

European automotive firms, but also extensively a big market which waits to be satisfied. 

 

4. Industrial Upgrading 

Evolution of the automotive industry due to some factors coming from both demand and 

supply side, in turn, has been shaping the structure of the supply industry as well. From the 

demand side, as a result of the stagnant and mature demand structure in TRIAD, 

automakers faced with squeezing profits. In order to satisfy different consumer preferences 

in various countries, to deal with severe competition and thereby push their sales up, 

automakers involved more and more in design and technology. The importance of more 

intangible aspects such as design, brand management and customer relationship increased. 

(Veloso & Kumar, 2002: 1-5). Increased differentiation in the final product level came up 

with decreased differentiation in the manufacturing techniques (with a couple of 

certifications for the standardized production techniques). Furthermore, automakers focused 

more on R&D not for only consumer satisfaction, but also to develop more eco-friendly & 

safe cars in order to meet government regulations and restrictions. As a result, to be able to 

focus more on these intangible aspects and new technologies, automakers began to demand 

more and more tasks from their suppliers and shift the responsibility of developing, 

manufacturing and assembling important sections of the car to their suppliers. In Table 2, 

the relationship between automakers and suppliers in the European automotive industry is 

shown. Combined with the automakers desire to reduce their number of firms, which they 

have a direct relationship with, supplier industry became more streamlined and 

consolidated. In this consolidation process, mega suppliers have arisen and they have been 

specialized in complex systems and most of the time, integrate several simpler subsystems 

into modules which are then directly assembled in a car. As a result of this close 

relationship between leader automaker and mega supplier, many suppliers began to 

establish production plants, which are close to automaker’s assembly facility. These 

suppliers have further involved in the R&D operations for their subsystems and/or modules. 

 

Table 2. The Changing Patterns of Automaker-Supplier Relations in EU Traditional 

Relationship Direction of The Change 

 Traditional Relationship Direction of The Change 

Parts production by automakers High Low 

The number of suppliers per 

automaker 

2000 300 

The number of suppliers per 

product 

Many Few 

R&D in the parts production by Automaker By Supplier 

Contract Short-Term Long-Term 
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Priorities Price Price, Quality, Delivery 

Reliability 

Source: Baskak & Mıhçıoğlu, 2004: p. 25.  

  

Industrial upgrading in the supply industry is closely related with the role of these mega-

suppliers and their R&D operations. As we mentioned earlier, one international supplier 

can deal with the production of a wide range of modular systems and can operate in various 

regions around the world.  The decision of a mega supplier to produce high-tech parts 

and/or R&D in one country and low-tech parts in another one, directly affects specialization 

patterns and industrial upgrading possibilities of countries, those of which it operates. In 

order to identify Turkey’s specialization patterns in the supply industry, first of all, it is 

needed to identify what is a high-tech part and what are the new, up-and-coming 

technologies in the supply industry.  

 

The main drivers behind development of these technologies can be attributed to satisfy 

consumer demand for better vehicle performance, reliability and additional features such as 

stereo systems & navigational aids. Furthermore, satisfying the regulations on safety & 

environmental damage, set by government is also as important as consumer satisfaction. In 

short, technological solutions for these demands can be summarized as follows: 

 

 Improved vehicle performance: New technologies are developed in a way to 

smooth the path for auto-pilot property with the use of navigational aids such 

adaptive cruise control. In doing so, “Infotainment”, which provides a 

combination of information and entertainment to motor vehicles in order to 

enhance driver and/or passenger experience, has been developed by the 

electronic system suppliers. Furthermore, in order to save fuel and produce 

budget friendly cars, it is important to minimize the weight. For instance, 

Leoni, as a first-tier supplier specializes on the installation of solid and round 

aluminium rods, which help a weight and space saving connection between the 

battery and the motor.  

 

 Improved vehicle safety and crash worthiness: Active safety system 

technologies has been rapidly developing, while improving the existing 

(passive) systems. Thereby, it becomes possible to not just protect the driver 

during the crash, but also prevent any possible accident. Safety system 

suppliers such as TRW and Bosch try to develop these protective measures 

such as lane keeping/change assist, blind spot detection, emergency 

brake/steering assist, collision mitigating with the help of the electronic systems 

as well. 

 

 Reduced environmental impact: In order to meet EU regulations on climate 

protection, various automakers try to decrease CO2 emissions and develop 

sustainable technologies. Hence weight minimization is crucial not only for 

being budget friendly, but more importantly for being eco-friendly. More 

recently, pure electric and hybrid car production has been included into the 
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agenda of leader automakers. From the supplier side, body and chassis system 

suppliers have been historically developing different vehicle frames in order to 

maximize rigidity and minimize weight. The separate Full frame/body-on-

frame structure of the cars first replaced by the integrated unibody construction 

in 1950s. Then, In 2000s, three dimensional space frame based designs 

emerged. Besides the developments in frame design, it is further important to 

develop materials used, such as steel foam or to develop more advanced 

techniques of aluminium stamping. It is noteworthy to mention that the use of 

aluminium in automobiles as an alternative for steel can reduce the weight up to 

30%. Furthermore, in line with the need to reduce vehicle energy consumption, 

Valeo, a visibility systems supplier, develops Led lighting as an alternative for 

Xenon & halogen lighting. 

 

In sum, it can be argued that it doesn’t matter whether they produce electronic systems, 

body & chassis, safety systems, some part of or all of them, many first-tier suppliers 

conduct R&D operations mainly to develop eco-friendly, fuel-efficient, safe and 

comfortable motor parts, components, systems and modules. Unfortunately, it is not easy to 

reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emissions without compromising on driving 

performance or to increase the power of the engine, while at the same time decreasing the 

weight of the engine. Most of the time, various requirements and desires contradict with 

each other and push the limits of the technology. Nonetheless, these are the core R&D 

facilities in the automotive industry and it is important to understand what is at the core, 

when comparing it with relatively routine R&D operations. 

 

In the Turkey’s automotive supply industry, 38 international suppliers operate and 29 of 

them are included in the mega-suppliers list of Automotive News (2013). Moreover first 

thirteen mega-suppliers are actively involved in the production facilities in Turkey. In Table 

A.3., these thirteen mega suppliers are listed in accordance with their ranking. 4 US firms, 3 

German firms, 3 Japanese firms, 1 Canadian, 1 French and 1 South Korean firm are among 

these 13 mega-suppliers. It seems that Asian and American firms show a follow sourcing 

model. While Magna follows its customer Ford to establish a plant in Turkey, Hyundai and 

Aisin Seiki serve for Asian OEMs in Turkey. So that their products are sold mainly in local 

market. Nonetheless Denso, Yazaki and Delphi prefer to serve for not just plants in Turkey, 

but also to export other European plants of main OEMs. In addition, German suppliers are 

much more outward-oriented in their sales. Bosch exports 28% of its servo brake 

production, while ZF Friedrichschafen AG exports 25% of its damper production and 80% 

of driveshaft products to other European OEMs.  

 

Most of these 38 international suppliers began their production by undertaking a joint 

venture with local suppliers, which established in the early 1970s. Customs Union 

Agreement seems to accelerate most of the mega-suppliers investment decisions in Turkey. 

ZF Friedrichschafen AG, Yazaki, Johnson Control, Contitech AG, Magneti Marelli, Toyota 

Boshoku, Maxion Wheels (Hayes Lemmerz Inc.), HP Chemie Pelzer, Mando Corp.  are 

among those mega-suppliers, which choose to operate in impending or following years of 

the 1996 Customs Union Agreement. Lastly, in parallel with automakers, most of these 
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suppliers operate mainly in Bursa and Kocaeli most possibly in order to be close to them in 

this area. 

 

After this cursory look on the automotive supply industry of Turkey, it can be said that 

Turkey’s supply market has well developed with 38 international mega-suppliers and 200 

foreign suppliers. The number of supplier firms, automakers directly work with, accounts 

for 1120 firms and there remains 4000 low-tier suppliers as well (Ayper Eğdirici Sönmez, 

2010: 7). From these figures, one might expect well-developed external and internal 

economies of scale. However, Tülay Akarsoy Altay (2004: 15) argued that although 

supplier firms have strong vertical links with OEMs or first-tier suppliers, it is needed to 

strengthen horizontal links among low-tier suppliers by constituting clusters and networks. 

This argument becomes vitally important, when 56% of imported input dependency is taken 

into consideration. In Akarsoy Altay’s study (2014: 6), it is also found that a sample of 24 

supplier firms, which were chosen according to their design, design validation and 

technological capabilities, are strong in the areas of development and design, but not in 

research.  

 

   In this study, first of all, each of these 38 international suppliers are analyzed according to 

their relative R&D operations in the world in comparison with Turkey and industrial 

upgrading in the supply industry is examined from these international suppliers’ point of 

view. In Table A.3., the information about these operations is shown comparatively. It can 

be seen that all of these mega-supplier firms have R&D operations, conducted in technical 

or technology centers in various locations around the world. In order to determine R&D 

locations, it is not preferred to be too rigid for the definition and all the technical centers for 

product development, engineering and sales, declared by these firms, are included. The 

number of R&D facilities for each country is counted for 13 mega-suppliers and then, 

illustrated in the Figure 5 below. 

 

Figure 5. Location of R&D Centers for Top 13 Suppliers 
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Source: Author’s own calculation based on annual reports of the firm. 

 

As it can be seen from the Figure 5, Germany, US and China account for more than half 

of the R&D locations. One of the most striking points is the number of R&D locations in 

China and India, which are home to 25 and 13 R&D locations, respectively. Nonetheless, it 

appears that some of the CEE countries are also chosen as R&D bases. R&D locations are 3 

for Czech Republic, 2 for Poland, 1 for Russia and 1 for Slovakia. Furthermore, it seems 

that, in the global automotive production network of these 13 firms, Turkey has not been 

chosen    as an R&D location yet, although there have been ongoing local projects by state 

and the scientific and technological research council of Turkey. Nonetheless, when the 

scope of the analysis is enlarged for 38 international suppliers that are operating in Turkey, 

it is identified that Turkey is a R&D center for Grammer AG and Mecaplast SAM and a 

material developer for central laboratories of Trelleborg Vibracoustic. Other than these 

internationally-defined R&D centers, activities of these 38 international generally appear to 

resemble process upgrading. In the following part, we classified those firms, which present 

an example of industrial upgrading in Turkey. 

 

Process Upgrading: Usage of full-automatic robotic production and process control 

systems can be an example of process upgrading. Among these 38 international firms, 

Magneti Marelli, Federal Mogul, Maxion Jantaş, TI automotive, Johnson Controls and 

CLN Group has started to use these facilities recently in their operations. 

 

Product Upgrading: Although it could not be possible for this study to identify a 

movement to the production of more sophisticated and higher value added products by 

these firms, it is obvious that some of them, with their design, test or validation activities, 
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try to develop their product. Denso-DJ Cool, Toyotetsu (Toyoda Iron Works), Johnson 

Controls, Bridgestone Corp., Koito-Farba, Mecaplast SAM,  HEMATRW (TRW) and 

Mando contribute in product development process as designers. Autoliv also conducts 

development of new generation passive safety products and systems.  

 

    In order to identify functional upgrading in the automotive supply industry, firm data of 

this study was not sufficient. Therefore functional upgrading is evaluated on the sectoral 

basis. As it is mentioned in the second part of this study, functional upgrading can be 

defined as acquiring new functions which bring higher incomes or abandon old functions 

which generate low incomes in the value chain. For instance, moving from assembly to the 

production of parts or from low-tech parts to high-tech parts can be evaluated as functional 

upgrading. From this point of view, it can be argued that supplier industry upgrades 

functionally, if the overall products of the industry shifted from a relatively low-tech 

modular system to a relatively high-tech modular system and thereby acquires higher value-

added. In line with this reasoning, Pavlínek et. al. (2009) analyzed Central European 

countries’ industrial upgrading performance by looking at the structure of automotive 

component exports. By grouping components in three categories; high, medium and low 

value-added, they try to figure out the situation and the temporal change in the 

specialization pattern of these countries.6 Hence, engines, transmissions, steering systems 

and braking systems are classified as high value-added, whereas wire harnesses, seats, 

bodies and their parts, bumpers, mufflers & exhaust pipes, wheels and windscreen wipers 

are classified as low value-added. The remaining components are further classified as 

medium value-added. This classification, in general, shows a good comparison of 

automotive modular systems. But it is also considerably important that each modular 

system composed of various components with different product complexity. For that 

reason, although one might possibly argue that engines are relatively higher value-added 

products in contrast to wire harnesses, wire harnesses can have some parts which can be 

evaluated as a high value-added product.  

 

Figure 6. Structure of automotive components in Turkey in 2003, 2008 and 2012 

 

                                                           
6 Exports are certainly not a direct indicator of specialization of a country as production, while it is possible that a 

country can also export those products which it does not produce. But there is not any robust data which shows the 
local content of production. Nonetheless when trade data is calculated in highly disaggregated level, it can be 

evaluated as a better estimation of specialization. 
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Source: Author’s own calculation based on TURKSTAT data. 

 

In this study, in order to take into consideration product complexity and find a way around 

the subjectivity of this classification, we preferred to use unit prices of each product to 

identify relative value-added of automotive parts & components.7 For the each year, we 

analyzed, the average unit value of overall export products are computed.8   

 

   In the second step, critical values are computed for distinguishing among low, medium 

and high value added. According to this, if a product has an export unit value between the 

interval of 75%-125% of average unit value, then this product can be said to be a medium 

value-added product. On the other hand, if the export unit value of the product exceeds 

125% of average unit value, then this product is accepted as high value-added and finally, if 

its exports unit value is lower than 75% of average unit value, it is assumed to be a low 

value-added product. Thereby, we evaluated each year’s value-added criteria just for that 

year. 

 

Functional upgrading: The results are shown in Figure 6. First of all, looking comparatively 

to the years, it can be argued that the share of medium value-added products in total 

automotive component exports has increased over time. Besides, shares of both high value-

added and low value-added products have decreased. In other words, functional upgrading 

towards medium value-added products might be a reason of two factors. One possibility is a 

shift from low value-added to medium-value-added products. Another reasoning might be 

an enlargement of the production of medium value-added components by product 

                                                           
7 After the seminal work of Stiglitz (1987), unit prices of exports and imports are used as an indicator of 

technology and quality differences between exports & imports. Although Stiglitz suggested this idea for final 

products, there are several studies which applies this method to intermediate goods as well.   
8 Export values of automotive components are derived in HS-12 digit codes from Turkstat. In order to define a 

product as automotive component US Office of Transportation and Machinery Automotive Parts Product Listings 

has been used. 
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diversification or new investments without a peculiar change in other value-added 

categories or a combination of both. Veloso & Kumar, (2002: 16) mentioned that for the 

low-tier supplier firms, industrial upgrading does not always mean “moving along the 

supply chain”. If a component specialist firm’s strongest capabilities and competences are 

associated with particular components, then it might be better for this firm not to try to be a 

systems manufacturer, but to stay as a second tier firm. So, in Turkey’s case, it is possible 

for low-tier firms to widen its product portfolio in the same grade, instead of upgrading in a 

higher value-added chain.

5. Conclusion 

    Turkey’s position in European automotive industry division of labour has been shaped by 

the general trends in the world automotive market and decisions of international OEMs and 

OESs. Looking at the OEM side, leader automakers in Turkey is mainly involved in LCV, 

truck and bus production. Although passenger cars accounts for 60% of motor vehicle 

production, Turkey is a base mainly for the mass production of small and medium sized 

passenger cars. Higher segment luxury car producers such as BMW and Volvo have not 

chosen Turkey as an assembly base yet. By comparatively looking at Turkey with its CEE 

counterparts, its specialization pattern becomes much more apparent and it can be said that 

Turkey is a base specifically for LCV production. Nonetheless, Turkey’s position as an 

assembly base in the automotive industry comes with the imported input dependency. In 

order to produce 100$ final good, Turkey needs to import 56% input. Unfortunately this 

kind of production pattern contributes to a lesser extent to the industrial upgrading of 

automotive production in this country. In that sense, development of local content becomes 

more important and supplier industry plays a critical role in order to fully understand the 

structural reasons of this high imported input ratio. 

 

    In this study, 38 international suppliers, which are actively involved in production in 

Turkey, are analysed according to their relative R&D operations in the world in comparison 

with Turkey and industrial upgrading in the supply industry is examined from these 

international suppliers’ point of view. It can be said that first thirteen mega-supplier firms 

have R&D operations, conducted in technical or technology centres in various locations 

around the world. Germany, US and China account for more than half of the R&D 

locations. Nonetheless, it appears that some of the CEE countries are also chosen as R&D 

bases. R&D locations are 3 for Czech Republic, 2 for Poland, 1 for Russia and 1 for 

Slovakia. Furthermore, it seems that, in the global automotive production network of these 

13 firms, Turkey has not been chosen as an R&D location yet, although there have been 

ongoing local projects by state and the scientific and technological research council of 

Turkey. Nonetheless, when the scope of the analysis is enlarged for 38 international 

suppliers that are operating in Turkey, it is identified that Turkey is a R&D center for 

Grammer AG and Mecaplast SAM and a material developer for central laboratories of 

Trelleborg Vibracoustic. Infact, there is a contradiction between the number of companies, 

who are registered by technological research council of Turkey as conducting R&D 

operations and firm data. This contradiction can be originated from the difference in the 

understanding of what is R&D. Compared with their worldwide operations; these 38 firms 

certainly don’t count their operations in Turkey as “core R&D”. For sure, it is not 

unreasonable when one takes into consideration the core R&D operations we explained 

above. Hence R&D in Turkey can be defined as routine R&D rather than a core one. 
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   When operations of these firms are further evaluated from the aspects of industrial 

upgrading, it can be argued that they have the feature of mostly process upgrading as 

similar to the nature of automotive production. Product design and development facilities 

have also been conducted by a couple of mega-suppliers, which can be an example of 

product upgrading. Finally, functional upgrading resembles a feature of horizontal rather 

than a vertical upgrading, where the share of medium value-added products increased over 

time. 

 

    Last but not least, in order to fully understand the whole aspects of the industrial 

upgrading, it is also important to not just focus on specialization patterns of OEMs and 

OESs, but also relations of these mega-suppliers with the local suppliers in Turkey. This is 

an important research question, which is also on progress. 
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Appendix 

Table A.1. Motor Vehicle Production by Country and by Leader Firms in Western Europe 

  Austria Belgium Germany Spain Finland France Italy 

The 

Netherlands Portugal Sweden U.K. 

BMW 

 

  

 

              

 

Daimler 

AG 

 

  

    

    

 

  

 

VW AG 

    

  

      

PSA 

Peugeot 

Citroën 

 

    

 

  

 

    

 

    

Renault SA       

 

  

 

    

 

    

Fiat S.P.A.           

  

        

GM  

 

  

  

            

 

Ford    

   

  

 

        

 

Volvo Car 

Corp.   

 

              

 

  

Jaguar 

Land Rover                     

 

Toyota 

M.E.           

 

    

 

  

 

Renault-

Nissan 

(Lada)                       

Honda                     

 

Hyundai 

M.E.                       

Kia                       

Mazda                       

Mitsubishi                       

Nissan       

 

  

 

        

 

Suzuki                       
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Great Wall 

Motors                       

Volvo 

Group   

 

      

 

    
  

 

  

Breda 

Menarini              

 

        

DAF 

Trucks NV   

 

          

 

    

 

IVECO 

S.P.A 

 

  

  

  

  

        

ISUZU                       

Table A.2. Motor Vehicle Production by Country and by Leader Firms in CEEs & Russia 

  Bulgaria Belarus 

Czech 

Rep. Hungary Kazakhstan Poland Romania Serbia Russia Slovenia Slovakia Turkey Ukraine 

BMW                 

 

        

Daimler AG       

 

        

 

    

 

  

VW AG     

    

    

 

  

  

PSA Peugeot 

Citroën     

 

  

 

      

 

  

  

  

Renault SA             

 

  

  

  

 

  

Fiat S.P.A.           

 

  

 

      

 

  

GM   

 

  

   

    

 

    

 

  

Ford              

 

  

 

    

 

  

Volvo Car 

Corp.                           

Jaguar Land 

Rover                           

Toyota M.E.     

 

  

  

    

 

    

 

  

Renault-

Nissan (Lada)         

 

      

 

        

Honda                       

 

  

Hyundai M.E.     

 

          

 

  

  

  

Kia         

 

      

 

        

Mazda                 

 

        

Mitsubishi                 

 

        

Nissan                 

 

        

Suzuki       

 

                  

Great Wall 

Motors 
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Volvo Group           

 

    

 

        

Breda 

Menarini                        

 

  

DAF Trucks 

NV                           

IVECO S.P.A     

 

          

 

        

ISUZU                 

 

    

 

  

 
Table A.3. General Information about the leading auto suppliers in Turkey 

 

 

Mega Suppliers Origin 

Foundation 

Date 

Location in 

Turkey 

R&D Operations Main Field of Activity 

Worldwide In Turkey Worldwide In Turkey 

Robert Bosch Germany 1972 Bursa 

Total R&D expenses: 4,5 billion € 

(9,9% of sales revenue). R&D 

locations: 5 in Germany, 3 in US, 1 

in India, 1 in Russia, 1 in Singapore, 

1 in Japan, 1 in China. 

- 

Gasoline systems, diesel systems, 

chassis system controls, electrical 

drives, starter motors & generators, 

car multimedia, electronics, steering 

systems, battery technology, 

exhaust gas turbochargers & 

treatment systems. 

Brakes, suspension 

systems, damper, muffler, 

clutch, steering wheel, gear 

box, ball joint. 

1975 Bursa - Servo Brake System 

1976 Bursa 

High-tech hydraulic 

applications Pumps & Motors 

Denso Corp. Japan 2002 Kocaeli 

Total R&D expenses: ¥368.7 billion 

(9% of sales revenue). Technical 

Centers: Aachen (Germany), Delhi 

(India), Shangai (China), Bangkok 

(Thailand), Japan, Michigan (US), 

Santa Barbara (Brazil). 

- 

Powertrain Control Systems, 

Thermal systems, Information & 

Safety Systems, Electronic Systems, 

Small Motors. 

Heating Ventilation and Air 

Conditioning Units 

(HVAC), Engine Cooling 

Module (ECM), Radiators, 

Fans, Hose and Pipes 

2014 İzmir 

SolidWorks, Catia, AutoCad 2 

and 3 dimensional design 

programs are utilized at design 

It designs, manufactures, 

and sells air-conditioning 

systems for bus and 

tractors. 

Contitech AG  

(A division of the 

Continental AG) Germany 1996 Bursa 

Total R&D expenses: 85.3 million € 

(2.2 % of sales revenue). More than 

40 R&D facilities & sales 

organizations around the world. - 

Rubber & plastic technologies 

supplier for Air Spring Systems, 

interior systems, power 

transmission & vibration systems 

Air Spring Systems unit 

develops and produces 

components and complete 

systems for self-adjusting 

air suspension in 

commercial vehicles, buses. 

Magna Int’l Canada 2003 Kocaeli 

Technical Centres for product 

development, engineering & sales: 10 - 

Bodies, chassis, interiors, exteriors, 

seating, powertrain, electronics, 

Seating systems, Exteriors 

& Interiors. 
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in Canada, 12 in USA, 1 in Mexico, 2 

in Brazil, 9 in Austria, 1 in Czech 

Republic, 1 in UK, 2 in France, 22 in 

Germany, 2 in Italy, 2 in Sweden, 9 

in China, 5 in India, 3 in Japan, 2 in 

S. Korea, 1 in Thailand. 

mirrors, closures & roof systems & 

modules. 

Aisin Seiki Japan 2004 Istanbul 

Total R&D expenses: ¥144.3 billion 

(5.1% of net sales). Development 

Facilities: 1 in Japan, 1 in Belgium, 1 

in France (R&D of advanced 

technology), 1 in South Korea, 3 in 

US. Design facilities: in China, 

Japan, India, Germany, US. Testing 

Facilities: in Japan, US, Germany. - 

Body, brake & chassis systems; 

electronics, drivetrain & engine 

components 

Manufacture & sales of 

door frame, outside handle, 

other. 

Johnson Controls US 1996 

Kocaeli-

Bursa 

Technology Centers: 2 in US, 4 in 

Germany, 1 in Slovakia, 2 in China, 1 

in Korea, 1 in Japan, 1 in India. 

In the R&D center (established 

in 2012), new product design, 

analysis, prototyping, product 

& process improvement, 

programming, raw material, 

semi-finished good and final 

good testing are conducted.  

Seating, overhead systems; door & 

instrument panels, center & 

overhead consoles & interior 

electronics, lead acid & hybrid 

vehicle batteries. 

Manufacture of metal 

components and 

manufacture of fabrics for 

seats, headrests, door 

panels and headliners for 

automotive companies. 

Faurecia France 2000 

Kocaeli-

Bursa 

R&D Centers: 3 in US, 1 in Mexico, 

3 in Brazil, 1 in Spain, 6 in France, 1 

in Belgium, 5 in Germany, 1 in 

Poland, 2 in India, 3 in China, 1 in 

Japan, 3 in S. Korea. - 

Seating, emissions control 

technologies, interior systems, 

exteriors. 

Interior systems, plastic and 

polyurethane injection parts 

for consoles & door panels. 

Hyundai Mobis S. Korea 2013 Kocaeli 

Total R&D expenses: 486 billion 

KRW  (23% of total sales). R&D 

Centers: in South Korea, India, 

Germany, China and US. - 

Chassis, cockpit & front-end 

modules; ABS, ESC, MDPS, 

airbags, LED lamps, ASV parts, 

sensors, electronic control systems, 

hybrid car powertrains, parts & 

power control units. 

Supply of the three core 

auto modules; chassis, 

driver’s seat & front-end-

module (FEM) for Hyundai 

Motor assembly plant in 

Turkey. 

ZF 

Friedrichschafen 

AG Germany 1996 Kocaeli-İzmir 

Total R&D expenses: € 891 million 

(5% of total sales). R&D Centers: in 

Friedrichshafen (Germany), and an 

additional 350 in Pilsen (Czech - 

Transmissions, chassis components 

& systems, steering systems, 

clutches, dampers. 

Production of dampers and 

chassis components such as 

ball joint, drawbar, radius 

arm. 
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Republic), Shanghai (China), and 

Tokyo (Japan). 

Yazaki Japan  1995 Bursa 

R&D Facilities: in UK, Germany & 

Portugal. Component development 

activities: in Germany & Croatia. - 

Wiring harnesses, 

connectors,junction boxes, power 

distribution boxes, instrumentation, 

high-voltage systems. 

Wire harness & 

components. 

Lear Corp. US 2006 Bursa 

Total engineering and development 

costs: $232 million. R&D Centers: in 

China, Germany, Spain and US. - 

Seating & electrical power 

management systems. 

Cut & sew activities, 

production of seat-covers  

Delphi US 1989 İzmir 

Total R&D expenses: $1.3 billion. 

R&D Centers: 4 in US, 4 in France, 1 

in each of Luxembourg, Japan, China, 

India, Korea, Argentina, Mexico. 

The product development 

process of electrical/electronic 

architecture. 

Mobile electronics; powertrain, 

safety, thermal, controls & security 

systems; electrical/electronic 

architecture; in-car entertainment 

Technologies. 

Cables, Electrical/electronic 

architecture systems and 

components, Fuel pumps, 

Fuel injectors, Nozzles, 

Valves. 

TRW  

Automotive US 1996 Tekirdağ 

Total R&D expenses: $193 million 

(6.7% of total sales). Engineering 

and/or Technical Centers: 7 in UK, 5 

in US, 4 in China, 3 in Germany and 

1 in each of Italy, Czech Republic, 

Poland, Japan. Validation test laboratory 

Steering, suspension, braking & 

engine components; fasteners, 

occupant-restraint systems, 

electronic safety & security systems 

Mechanical & hydraulic 

steering gears 
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Abstract 

Decades of research clearly suggests that happiness is not increasing in developed countries 

despite increasing income per capita. However, the immense literature aiming at explaining 

this phenomenon overlooks other clear empirical regularities related to this debate such as 

wage inequalities, imperfect competition, and existence of public goods. This study 

incorporates these notions into a unified general equilibrium framework in order address the 

income-happiness puzzle known as the Easterlin paradox by invoking social comparison. The 

results suggest that neither happiness nor employment increases with technological advances 

in productivity without income taxation by the government to finance the provision of public 

goods. 

Keywords: Easterlin paradox; imperfect competition; wage inequality; public goods 

growth 

1. Introduction

There is an unambiguously positive relationship between income and happiness according to 

the standard economic theory. For example, as income rises due to technological progress, 

individuals would face weaker constraints to finance their material needs due to the increase 

in availability of affordable options. Do people attribute value to such improvements in 

economic life, and derive happiness from the possibility of earning more income? 

In order to assess this question, first note that labour supply is universally the most 

fundamental source of income. This means that people mostly earn their incomes by forgoing 

their free time – a very valuable resource- in the market in exchange of other goods and 

services. Hence, the existence of people voluntarily accepting jobs where they undertake 

* Corresponding author. Tel.: +90 212 383 68 87; fax: +90 (212) 383 67 12.

E-mail address: bunveren@yildiz.edu.tr 
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arduous activities seem to be the proof of the existence of a positive relationship between 

income and happiness. 

Nevertheless, this arguably simple positive relationship between income and happiness is 

also the subject of a well-known debate among economists. According to Clark et. al. (2008), 

the average happiness in the US and much of the Europe stayed approximately constant 

despite substantial increases in income per capita since 1973 until 2005. This is consistent 

with the analysis of Easterlin (1974) who is the first scholar to note the surprising lack of a 

positive relationship between income and happiness, and this famous paucity of dependence 

of happiness on income is widely known as Easterlin paradox, or income-happiness puzzle 

today.  

It is noteworthy that the explanations as to why people may fail to be happier as they get 

richer are older than the empirical observation of Easterlin, and the following studies on this 

subject. For instance, Duesenberry (1949) analysed the idea that what matters to households 

is not only their consumption in absolute terms but also their consumption relative to the 

level of consumption of a reference group. Therefore, if an individual gets richer as every 

other person in the society does then this increase in income does not translate into higher 

levels of happiness. Similar ideas can also be found in Leibenstein (1950). This particular 

mechanism is called the demonstration effect which means that individuals make their 

consumption choices in order to demonstrate their wealth, and prove their superiority. 

Even an earlier account of this phenomenon can be found in Veblen (1925) who coins the 

term “conspicuous consumption”. According to Veblen, the instrumental role played by 

consumption is its capacity to make wealth observable to others when it is not without 

consumption. In other words, consumption is a signaling mechanism of status and esteem.  

In modern terminology, these explanations are called social preferences which are arguably 

the most popular methods to account for the Easterlin paradox. Yet another explanation with 

entirely different implications is income adaptation. According to income adaptation, the 

reference of an individual is one’s past self. In other words, if individuals determine their 

well-being according to how much they improved their own financial status over time then 

individuals would experience high levels of happiness only when their incomes susbtantially 

grow. 

On the other hand, some analysts question the empirical validity of Easterlin paradox. 

Inglehart et al. (2008) finds happiness increases as income increases in 45 countries out of 

52 from 1981 to 2007. This data set includes the US, and most of the European countries. 

Similarly, Deaton (2008) fails to find evidence of Easterlin paradox in each of 132 countries 

for which there is data.  

Yet we are not concerned with the empirical discussions surrounding the Easterlin paradox. 

The primary objective of this essay is to conduct a theoretical analysis of social comparison 

which has an extensive body of literature. To be specific, the model consists of two 

individuals who derive utility from relative consumption, and leisure. Hence, in Veblen’s 

terminology, leisure is an inconspicuous good while the produced good is a conspicuous good 

as is the standard in the literature (e.g. Arrow and Dasgupta, (2008)). The utility function has 

the standard constant elasticity of substitution form. 
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The model is gradually generalized starting from a simple game theoretic environment with 

two identical individuals who face leisure-consumption trade-off problem to maximize utility 

with an exogenously given wage rate. Our first step to generalization is to introduce wage 

inequality. Then we incorporate labour and good markets in a general equilibrium framework 

in the context of imperfect competition. Finally, public goods and income taxation are 

discussed. 

2. A Baseline Model

Consider an economy with two individuals, 1 and 2. The preferences of individual 𝑖 = 1,2 is 

𝑢𝑖 =
(𝑐𝑖/𝑐𝑗)

1−𝜎

1 − 𝜎
+

𝑙𝑖
1−𝜎

1 − 𝜎

where 𝑐𝑖 and 𝑙𝑖 are, respectively, consumption and leisure enjoyed by individual 𝑖. In this

formulation 𝑐𝑗 denotes the level of consumption by the other individual. Thus, the ratio

𝑐𝑖/𝑐𝑗

represents the relative consumption of individual 𝑖. So each individual’s own leisure and 

consumption relative to the other individual enters in her utility in the famous CES form 

where the elasticity of substitution is given by 1/𝜎. Individuals finance their consumption by 

supplying labour which means that the budget constraint is  

𝑤(1 − 𝑙𝑖) = 𝑐𝑖

for all 𝑖 = 1,2. Each individual 𝑖 solves 

max  𝑢𝑖

s.t. 

𝑤(1 − 𝑙𝑖) = 𝑐𝑖 .

The solution concept we shall use is the Nash equilibrium due to the strategic interaction. 

Since both individuals solve identical problems, let us focus on the symmetric Nash 

equilibrium where (𝑐𝑖
∗, 𝑙𝑖

∗) = (𝑐𝑗
∗, 𝑙𝑗

∗). Denote the symmetric Nash equilibrium by

𝜉∗ = (𝑐∗, 𝑙∗).

Theorem 1: 𝑢𝑖 and 𝑢𝑗 evaluated at 𝜉∗ = (𝑐∗, 𝑙∗) do not depend on 𝑤.

Proof: If (𝑐𝑖
∗, 𝑙𝑖

∗) tuple solves the utility maximization problem of individual 𝑖 then, by the

Lagrange Theorem, it follows that 
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(𝑐𝑖
∗)−𝜎

𝑐𝑗
1−𝜎(𝑙𝑖

∗)−𝜎
=

1

𝑤
 

𝑤(1 − 𝑙𝑖
∗) − 𝑐𝑖

∗ = 0. 
 

Imposing the symmetry conditions, deduce that the equations above boil down to 

 

(𝑙∗)𝜎 + 𝑙∗ = 1 

𝑤(1 − 𝑙∗) = 𝑐∗. 
 

However, the solution to  

 
(𝑙∗)𝜎 + 𝑙∗ = 1 

 

does not depend on 𝑤. Finally that 𝑢𝑖 and 𝑢𝑗 at (𝑐∗, 𝑙∗) are equal to  

 

1

1 − 𝜎
+

𝑙∗1−𝜎

1 − 𝜎
 

 

 

 

Corollary 1: If 𝜉∗ = (𝑐∗, 𝑙∗) is the symmetric equilibrium then 𝑐∗ linearly increases with  𝑤. 

 

Proof: That 𝑙∗ does not depend on 𝑤 is already proved above. However, due to budget 

constraint, 

 

𝑤(1 − 𝑙∗) = 𝑐∗ 

 

 

 

Up to this point, we have seen that this simple game theoretic model explains how happiness 

can be constant with respect to income due to social comparison. Nevertheless, the data also 

clearly indicates richer people are happier in any given society although their happiness does 

not increase with their increasing income over time. The next section explains this 

phenomenon. 

 

3. Income Inequality 

In order to introduce the notion of income inequality, suppose that if the wage rate for the 

labor supply by individual 𝑖 is 𝑤 then the wage paid for the labor services supplied by 

individual 𝑗 is 𝛽𝑤 where 𝛽 ∈ (0,1). This means the value of the labor supplied by 

individual 𝑗 is 𝛽 times less relative to that of the labor supplied by individual 𝑖. Thus, 

individual 𝑖 solves 

 

max  𝑢𝑖 s.t. 𝑤(1 − 𝑙𝑖) = 𝑐𝑖 

 

while individual 𝑗 solves 
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max  𝑢𝑗 s.t. 𝛽𝑤(1 − 𝑙𝑗) = 𝑐𝑗 .

Write 𝜉+ = (𝑐𝑖
∗, 𝑙𝑖

∗, 𝑐𝑗
∗, 𝑙𝑗

∗) for the Nash equilibrium.

Theorem 2: 𝑢𝑖 and 𝑢𝑗 evaluated at

𝜉+ = (𝑐𝑖
∗, 𝑙𝑖

∗, 𝑐𝑗
∗, 𝑙𝑗

∗)

do not depend on 𝑤. 

Proof: If (𝑐𝑖
∗, 𝑙𝑖

∗, 𝑐𝑗
∗, 𝑙𝑗

∗) is the Nash equilibrium then it solves

(𝑐𝑖
∗)−𝜎

(𝑐𝑗
∗)

1−𝜎
(𝑙𝑖

∗)−𝜎
=

1

𝑤
 

𝑤(1 − 𝑙𝑖
∗) − 𝑐𝑖

∗ = 0

(𝑐𝑗
∗)

−𝜎

(𝑐𝑖
∗)1−𝜎(𝑙𝑗

∗)
−𝜎 =

1

𝛽𝑤

𝛽𝑤(1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗) − 𝑐𝑗

∗ = 0.

Using the budget constraints, substitute 𝑐𝑖
∗ and 𝑐𝑗

∗ with 𝑤(1 − 𝑙𝑖
∗) and 𝛽𝑤(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗),

respectively. This gives 

(𝑤(1 − 𝑙𝑖
∗))

−𝜎

(𝛽𝑤(1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗))

1−𝜎
(𝑙𝑖

∗)−𝜎

=
1

𝑤

(𝛽𝑤(1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗))

−𝜎

(𝑤(1 − 𝑙𝑖
∗))

1−𝜎

(𝑙𝑗
∗)

−𝜎 =
1

𝛽𝑤
. 

Simplifying yields 

(1 − 𝑙𝑖
∗)−𝜎

(𝛽(1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗))

1−𝜎
(𝑙𝑖

∗)−𝜎

= 1 

(𝛽(1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗))

−𝜎

(1 − 𝑙𝑖
∗)1−𝜎(𝑙𝑗

∗)
−𝜎 = 𝛽

which is a system of equations whose solution in 𝑙𝑖
∗ and 𝑙𝑗

∗ does not depend on 𝑤.

Therefore, 𝑢𝑖 at (𝑐𝑖
∗, 𝑙𝑖

∗, 𝑐𝑗
∗, 𝑙𝑗

∗) dows not depend on 𝑤 since it is equal to

((1 − 𝑙𝑖
∗)/𝛽(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗))
1−𝜎

1 − 𝜎
+

𝑙∗1−𝜎

1 − 𝜎
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The same argument applies to 𝑢𝑗  

 

Corollary 2: 𝑐𝑖
∗ and 𝑐𝑗

∗ are linear functions of 𝑤. 

 

The claim is obvious and need no further discussion. 

 

Observe that the analysis thus far is based on the hypothesis that individuals earn only wage 

income. The next section discusses the implications of non-labor income, particularly profit 

income. 

 

4. Imperfect Competition and General Equilibrium 

In the previous sections we assumed that all income is labor income. Now let us analyze the 

implications of receiving non-labor income. In particular, we shall be dealing with profit 

income. This analysis will naturally lead us to the general equilibrium analysis with imperfect 

competition. 

 

Consider there is a single firm endowed with a constant returns to scale production 

technology  

 

𝐴𝑓(𝐿1, 𝐿2) 

 

where 𝐴 is the total factor productivity representing technology, and (𝐿1, 𝐿2) is the level of 

employment. In equilibrium, market clearing in labour markets means 

 

𝐿𝑖 = 1 − 𝑙𝑖 
 

Implying labor type 𝑖 is supplied by individual 𝑖. Homogenous labor is a special case of this 

assumption, ie.  that each individual supplies a differentiated type of labor. 

 

By definition, the profit that the firm earns is 

 

𝜋 = 𝑝𝑓(𝐿1, 𝐿2) − 𝑤1𝐿1 − 𝑤2𝐿2. 
 

Had there been perfect competition in the economy, there would be zero-profits due to 

constant returns to scale implying that the analysis of the previous section applies and there 

is no additional insight that we can derive from introducing production into the picture.  

 

Therefore, assume that the firm has market power, and enjoys a constant markup. The price 

markup is 𝜇 > 1. The first order conditions of profit maximization with constant price 

markup implies 

 

𝑝 
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝐿1

− 𝜇𝑤1 = 0 

𝑝 
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝐿2

− 𝜇𝑤2 = 0 
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Using the fact that 𝑓(𝐿1, 𝐿2) represents constant returns to scale, deduce that

𝜋 = (
𝜇 − 1

𝜇
) 𝑝 𝑓(𝐿1, 𝐿2)

due to this first order conditions of profit maximization. Therefore, it follows that 

𝜋 = (𝜇 − 1)(𝑤1𝐿1 + 𝑤2𝐿2).

Observe that when 𝜇 → 1 at the limit then the economy approaches to perfect competition 

where profit income is zero and all output is equal to labour income. In a similar vein, as 𝜇 

increases, the share of labor shrinks. Empirical analysis indicates that 𝜇 in real life typically 

varies between 1.2 and 1.5.  

As for the individuals, each individual has some profit share from the firm. Let 𝜃𝑖 stand for

the profit share that individual 𝑖 owns. Of course, 𝜃1 + 𝜃2 = 1 which means the sum of profit

shares is unity. As a consequence, individual 𝑖 solves 

max  𝑢𝑖 s.t. 𝑤𝑖(1 − 𝑙𝑖) + 𝜃𝑖𝜋 = 𝑝𝑐𝑖

while individual 𝑗 solves 

max  𝑢𝑗 s.t. 𝑤𝑗(1 − 𝑙𝑗) + 𝜃𝑗𝜋 = 𝑝𝑐𝑗 .

The equilibrium in the labor market is determined by  

𝐿𝑖
∗ + 𝑙𝑖

∗ = 1

for each 𝑖 = 1,2. Now write 

𝜉× = (𝑝𝑖
∗, 𝑐𝑖

∗, 𝑙𝑖
∗, 𝑐𝑗

∗, 𝑙𝑗
∗. 𝐿𝑖

∗, 𝐿𝑗
∗, 𝑤𝑖

∗, 𝑤𝑗
∗)

for the imperfectly competitive general equilibrium.  

Theorem 3: 𝑢𝑖 and 𝑢𝑗 evaluated at 𝜉× do not depend on 𝐴.

Proof: If (𝑝∗, 𝑐𝑖
∗, 𝑙𝑖

∗, 𝑐𝑗
∗, 𝑙𝑗

∗. 𝐿𝑖
∗, 𝐿𝑗

∗, 𝑤𝑖
∗, 𝑤𝑗

∗) is the imperfectly competitive general equilibrium

then it solves 
(𝑐𝑖

∗)−𝜎

(𝑐𝑗
∗)

1−𝜎
(𝑙𝑖

∗)−𝜎
=

1

𝑤𝑖
∗

𝜃𝑖𝜋 + 𝑤𝑖(1 − 𝑙𝑖
∗) = 𝑐𝑖

∗

(𝑐𝑗
∗)

−𝜎

(𝑐𝑖
∗)1−𝜎(𝑙𝑗

∗)
−𝜎 =

1

𝑤𝑗
∗

𝜃𝑗𝜋 + 𝑤𝑗(1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗) = 𝑐𝑗

∗
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𝐿𝑖
∗ + 𝑙𝑖

∗ = 1
𝐿𝑗

∗ + 𝑙𝑗
∗ = 1

𝑝∗𝐴 
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝐿𝑖

= 𝜇𝑤𝑖
∗

𝑝∗ 𝐴
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝐿𝑗

= 𝜇𝑤𝑗
∗

Using the budget constraints, substitute 𝑐𝑖
∗ and 𝑐𝑗

∗ with 𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + 𝜃𝑖𝜋 and 𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗) +

𝜃𝑗𝜋, respectively. Moreover, 𝜋 = (𝜇 − 1)(𝑤𝑖
∗𝐿𝑖

∗ + 𝑤𝑗
∗𝐿𝑗

∗) as we discussed above. Deduce

that the fisr order conditions of utility maximization become 

(𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + 𝜃𝑖(𝜇 − 1)(𝑤𝑖
∗𝐿𝑖

∗ + 𝑤𝑗
∗𝐿𝑗

∗))
−𝜎

(𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗) + 𝜃𝑗(𝜇 − 1)(𝑤𝑖
∗𝐿𝑖

∗ + 𝑤𝑗
∗𝐿𝑗

∗))
1−𝜎

(𝑙𝑖
∗)−𝜎

=
1

𝑤𝑖
∗

(𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗) + 𝜃𝑗(𝜇 − 1)(𝑤𝑖
∗𝐿𝑖

∗ + 𝑤𝑗
∗𝐿𝑗

∗))
−𝜎

(𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + 𝜃𝑖𝜋(𝜇 − 1)(𝑤𝑖
∗𝐿𝑖

∗ + 𝑤𝑗
∗𝐿𝑗

∗))
1−𝜎

(𝑙𝑗
∗)

−𝜎 =
1

𝑤𝑗
∗

However, labor market clearing conditions imply 

(𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + 𝜃𝑖(𝜇 − 1) (𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + 𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗)))
−𝜎

(𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗) + 𝜃𝑗(𝜇 − 1) (𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + 𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗)))
1−𝜎

(𝑙𝑖
∗)−𝜎

=
1

𝑤𝑖
∗

(𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗) + 𝜃𝑗(𝜇 − 1) (𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + 𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗)))
−𝜎

(𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + 𝜃𝑖𝜋(𝜇 − 1) (𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + 𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗)))
1−𝜎

(𝑙𝑗
∗)

−𝜎 =
1

𝑤𝑗
∗

Write 

𝛽 =
𝑤𝑖

∗

𝑤𝑗
∗.

This gives 

((1 − 𝑙𝑖
∗) + 𝜃𝑖(𝜇 − 1) ((1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + (1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗)/𝛽))

−𝜎

((1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗)/𝛽 + 𝜃𝑗(𝜇 − 1) ((1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + (1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗)/𝛽))

1−𝜎

(𝑙𝑖
∗)−𝜎

= 1 

((1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗) + 𝜃𝑗(𝜇 − 1) (𝛽(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + (1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗)))

−𝜎

(𝛽(1 − 𝑙𝑖
∗) + 𝜃𝑖𝜋(𝜇 − 1) (𝛽(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + (1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗)))

1−𝜎

(𝑙𝑗
∗)

−𝜎 = 1

𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝐿𝑗

𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝐿𝑖

=
1

𝛽
. 
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Note that these three equations above are a system with three unknowns: (𝑙𝑖
∗, 𝑙𝑗

∗, 𝛽). However, 

observe that the solution does not depend on 𝐴 since the system of equations does not involve 

𝐴. As a consequence, 𝑢𝑖 at the imperfectly competitive general equilibrium does not depend 

on 𝐴 since it is equal to 

 

(𝛽(1 − 𝑙𝑖
∗) + 𝜃𝑖𝜋(𝜇 − 1) (𝛽(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + (1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗)) / ((1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗) + 𝜃𝑗(𝜇 − 1) (𝛽(1 − 𝑙𝑖
∗) + (1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗))))

1−𝜎

1 − 𝜎

+
𝑙𝑖

∗1−𝜎

1 − 𝜎
. 

 

The same argument applies to 𝑢𝑗  

 

The next section income  

5. Public Goods 

In this section we discuss the implications of income taxation in the model. Assume that the 

utility function of individual 𝑖 is 

 

𝑢𝑖 =
(𝑐𝑖/𝑐𝑗)

1−𝜎

1 − 𝜎
+

𝑙𝑖
1−𝜎

1 − 𝜎
+

𝑔1−𝜎

1 − 𝜎
 

 

where 𝑔 denotes the level of public good provided by the government. Note that 𝑔 has no 

index implying that it is a non-excludable and non-rivalrous good, i.e. a public good. 

 

The provision of this public good is financed by a linear income tax at a rate 𝑡. Hence, the 

budget constraint of individual 𝑖 is 

 

max  𝑢𝑖 s.t. 𝑤𝑖(1 − 𝑙𝑖) + 𝜃𝑖𝜋 = 𝑝𝑐𝑖/(1 − 𝑡) 

 

The budget balancedness condition of the government is  

 

𝑔 = 𝑡𝐴𝑓(𝐿1, 𝐿2) 
 

in formal terms. As for the behaviour of the profit maximizing firm, no change is necessary 

when taxation is incorporated into the model which implies   

 

𝑝 
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝐿1

− 𝜇𝑤1 = 0 

𝑝 
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝐿2

− 𝜇𝑤2 = 0 

 

must hold. Of course, the market clearing condition in each labour market is 
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𝐿𝑖
∗ + 𝑙𝑖

∗ = 1 

 

for each 𝑖 = 1,2. 

Given the income tax rate 𝑡, define  

 

𝜉/ = (𝑝∗, 𝑐𝑖
∗, 𝑙𝑖

∗, 𝑐𝑗
∗, 𝑙𝑗

∗. 𝐿𝑖
∗, 𝐿𝑗

∗, 𝑤𝑖
∗, 𝑤𝑗

∗) 

 

for the imperfectly competitive general equilibrium with public goods.  

 

Theorem 4: 𝑢𝑖 and 𝑢𝑗 evaluated at 𝜉/ increases with 𝐴. 

 

Proof: If (𝑝∗, 𝑐𝑖
∗, 𝑙𝑖

∗, 𝑐𝑗
∗, 𝑙𝑗

∗. 𝐿𝑖
∗, 𝐿𝑗

∗, 𝑤𝑖
∗, 𝑤𝑗

∗) is the imperfectly competitive general equilibrium a 

given tax rate 𝑡 then it solves 

 
(𝑐𝑖

∗)−𝜎

(𝑐𝑗
∗)

1−𝜎
(𝑙𝑖

∗)−𝜎
=

1

𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑡)

 

𝜃𝑖𝜋 + 𝑤𝑖(1 − 𝑙𝑖
∗) = 𝑐𝑖

∗/(1 − 𝑡) 

(𝑐𝑗
∗)

−𝜎

(𝑐𝑖
∗)1−𝜎(𝑙𝑗

∗)
−𝜎 =

1

𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑡)

 

𝜃𝑗𝜋 + 𝑤𝑗(1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗) = 𝑐𝑗

∗/(1 − 𝑡) 

𝐿𝑖
∗ + 𝑙𝑖

∗ = 1 

𝐿𝑗
∗ + 𝑙𝑗

∗ = 1 

𝑝∗𝐴 
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝐿𝑖

= 𝜇𝑤𝑖
∗ 

𝑝∗ 𝐴
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝐿𝑗

= 𝜇𝑤𝑗
∗ 

 

Again, using the budget constraints, substitute 𝑐𝑖
∗/(1 − 𝑡) and 𝑐𝑗

∗/(1 − 𝑡) with 𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) +

𝜃𝑖𝜋 and 𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗) + 𝜃𝑗𝜋, respectively. Due to constant price-markup, the profit is 𝜋 =

(𝜇 − 1)(𝑤𝑖
∗𝐿𝑖

∗ + 𝑤𝑗
∗𝐿𝑗

∗) as we already discussed. As a consequence, utility maximization 

conditions become 

 

(𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + 𝜃𝑖(𝜇 − 1)(𝑤𝑖
∗𝐿𝑖

∗ + 𝑤𝑗
∗𝐿𝑗

∗))
−𝜎

(𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗) + 𝜃𝑗(𝜇 − 1)(𝑤𝑖
∗𝐿𝑖

∗ + 𝑤𝑗
∗𝐿𝑗

∗))
1−𝜎

(𝑙𝑖
∗)−𝜎

=
1

𝑤𝑖
∗ 

(𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗) + 𝜃𝑗(𝜇 − 1)(𝑤𝑖
∗𝐿𝑖

∗ + 𝑤𝑗
∗𝐿𝑗

∗))
−𝜎

(𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + 𝜃𝑖𝜋(𝜇 − 1)(𝑤𝑖
∗𝐿𝑖

∗ + 𝑤𝑗
∗𝐿𝑗

∗))
1−𝜎

(𝑙𝑗
∗)

−𝜎 =
1

𝑤𝑗
∗ 

 

Now consider the labor market clearing conditions 

 
𝐿𝑖

∗ + 𝑙𝑖
∗ = 1 
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for each 𝑖 = 1,2. These imply 

(𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + 𝜃𝑖(𝜇 − 1) (𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + 𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗)))
−𝜎

(𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗) + 𝜃𝑗(𝜇 − 1) (𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + 𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗)))
1−𝜎

(𝑙𝑖
∗)−𝜎

=
1

𝑤𝑖
∗

(𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗) + 𝜃𝑗(𝜇 − 1) (𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + 𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗)))
−𝜎

(𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + 𝜃𝑖𝜋(𝜇 − 1) (𝑤𝑖
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + 𝑤𝑗
∗(1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗)))
1−𝜎

(𝑙𝑗
∗)

−𝜎 =
1

𝑤𝑗
∗

If the relative wage of 𝑖 with respect to 𝑗 is defined as 

𝛽 =
𝑤𝑖

∗

𝑤𝑗
∗

Then we get 

((1 − 𝑙𝑖
∗) + 𝜃𝑖(𝜇 − 1) ((1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + (1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗)/𝛽))

−𝜎

((1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗)/𝛽 + 𝜃𝑗(𝜇 − 1) ((1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + (1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗)/𝛽))

1−𝜎

(𝑙𝑖
∗)−𝜎

= 1 

((1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗) + 𝜃𝑗(𝜇 − 1) (𝛽(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + (1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗)))

−𝜎

(𝛽(1 − 𝑙𝑖
∗) + 𝜃𝑖𝜋(𝜇 − 1) (𝛽(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + (1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗)))

1−𝜎

(𝑙𝑗
∗)

−𝜎 = 1

𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝐿𝑗

𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝐿𝑖

=
1

𝛽
. 

This is identical to the equation system that we obtained to show that the solution does not 

depend on 𝐴 since the system of equations does not involve 𝐴. This implies that utility from 

the consumption of private goods at the imperfectly competitive general equilibrium does not 

depend on 𝐴 or 𝑡 since this level of utility is equal to 

(𝛽(1 − 𝑙𝑖
∗) + 𝜃𝑖𝜋(𝜇 − 1) (𝛽(1 − 𝑙𝑖

∗) + (1 − 𝑙𝑗
∗)) / ((1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗) + 𝜃𝑗(𝜇 − 1) (𝛽(1 − 𝑙𝑖
∗) + (1 − 𝑙𝑗

∗))))

1−𝜎

1 − 𝜎

+
𝑙𝑖

∗1−𝜎

1 − 𝜎
. 

Although utility from private consumption is constant with respect to the productivity 

parameter 𝐴, utility from public good increases with 𝐴 since 

𝑢𝑖 =
(𝑐𝑖/𝑐𝑗)

1−𝜎

1 − 𝜎
+

𝑙𝑖
1−𝜎

1 − 𝜎
+

𝑔1−𝜎

1 − 𝜎
= 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 +

𝑔1−𝜎

1 − 𝜎
While 
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𝑔 = 𝑡𝐴𝑓(𝐿1
∗ , 𝐿2

∗ )

due to the budget balancedness condition of the government. Therefore, in equilibrium, 

𝑢𝑖 = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 +
(𝑡𝐴𝑓(𝐿1

∗ , 𝐿2
∗ ))

1−𝜎

1 − 𝜎

which proves that utility is increasing in 𝐴. The same argument applies to 𝑢𝑗 which completes

Citations in the text should not be identified by footnotes. Tables and figures should be placed 

in the body of the article near to their citation. Number figures consecutively. Type captions 

with an initial capital only. 

6. Conclusion

This paper studies social comparison in a general equilibrium motivated by the failure of 

observing a positive relation between happiness and income, especially in the developed 

world. The model involves imperfect competition, wage inequality, and public goods 

financed by a linear income tax. 

Our results indicate that when there is no government intervention, the utility in equilibrium 

turns out to be independent of income, and productivity. Moreover, income and productivity 

does not have an effect on labour supply in equilibrium while consumption monotonically 

increases with income.  

The most striking result of this discussion is that both the utility and labour supply in 

equilibrium depend on only parameters of income distribution. That is to say, the happiness 

of individuals in equilibrium is a function of parameters that determine how income is 

distributed. To be specific, price markup and relative wages have a direct impact on utility 

and employment in equilibrium. 

Nonetheless, these results hinge upon the proviso that all goods are private. When there is a 

public good financed by a linear income tax collected by the government, the equilibrium 

utility increases as productivity increases. 

Therefore, this study puts forward a testable hypothesis: happiness should be higher in 

countries where the levels of public good provision are higher. 
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Abstract 

This paper attempts to examine the influence of disability status on labor force participation 

of males aged between 25 and 64 according to socio-economic background. Our attention is 

only on males in order to avoid complications arising from gender differences in disability 

and labor force participation. The data is from Turkish Health Survey (THS) for the year 

2012, prepared by Turkish Statistical Institute (TURKSTAT). We believe that revealing the  

differences in labor outcomes that can be attributed to disability status of individuals would 

be important to understand labor market dynamics of a developing and young populated 

country; Turkey. We define disability as an impairment of long term health conditions that 

lasts more than six months which restricts individual in daily activities and categorize 

individuals as non-disabled, disabled with no limitations, disabled with some limitations 

and disabled with severe limitations by controlling work related disabilities. In the first part 

of the study we provide descriptive analysis on the relationship between disability status 

and labor market states. We observe that probability of being out of labor force is greater 

for disabled with severe limitations in every age and low educated individuals experience 

more disabilities. In the second part, we first estimate probit equations in order to see the 

relationship between disability and labor force participation, then we implement propensity 

score matching techniques in order to overcome the problems such as self-selection or 

systematic judgement by the researcher. Our results suggest that severe disability prevents 

males from entering into the labor force. 

Keywords: disability, labor force participation, probit, propensity score matching 

JEL Classification: I12, J21, J24, C31, C34 

1. Introduction

Disability is one of the key determinants of labor force participation. Approximately, 15 per 

cent of world population lives with some form of disability (World Bank, 2013). In most 

studies, it is stated that disability is significantly related to the lower employment rates, 
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lower education levels, higher medical expenditures and poverty (Mitra et al., 2012).  In 

this respect, knowing labor market outcomes of disabled individuals is important especially 

in developing countries since disability has occupied very minor role in policies.  

Previous literature points out the negative association between having disability problems 

and employment rates. The studies are generally on developed countries. For instance, Kidd 

et al. (2000) show that men with disability are less likely to participate in the labor force 

and they earn fewer wages in UK by using 1996 British Labor Force data set.  Gannon 

(2005) finds similar result for Ireland by applying dynamic panel models with the Irish part 

of European Community Household Panel Survey. He controls the individual’s both current 

and previous disability status as well as the previous labor force participation and finds that 

disability prevents the individuals from full participation in the labor market. Campolieti 

(2002) also suggests that disability status has significantly negative effects on labor force 

participation of older males living in Canada. In a recent study, Webber and Bjelland 

(2015) observe that individuals with work limiting disability are very likely to leave the 

labor force in the USA. 

In the light of above discussion, the main objective of this paper is to examine the effect of 

disability status on labor force participation of working age males (25-64) according to 

socio-economic background in Turkey, a middle income, developing country. In order to 

avoid complications arising from gender differences in disability, we limit our attention to 

males only. To our knowledge, our study is the first that investigates the relationship 

between disability status and labor force participation of males in Turkey. There are some 

previous studies which examine the effect of disability on labor market outcomes in other 

developing countries. For example, Mitra and Sambamoorthi (2008) investigate the 

differences in employment status and wages between disabled and non-disabled males 

living in Tail Nadu, India. Although they find that the wages of disabled and non-disabled 

males do not significantly differ from each other, they state that disability is barrier to 

employment like in the developed country case. Mizunga and Mitra (2012) test the effect of 

being disabled on employment rates for 15 developing countries* by using World Health 

Survey. They find that disabled persons have lower employment rates compared to the non-

disabled in 9 of those countries. We believe that revealing the  differences in labor force 

participation that can be attributed to disability status of individuals would be important to 

understand labor market dynamics of another developing and young populated country; 

Turkey.   

We use Turkish Health Survey (THS) data set for the year 2012 for this study. THS has 

questions on demographic factors (such as age, education level, region, marital status) and 

labor market outcomes, as well as a variety set of health related questions. This is the first 

study that examines the impact of disability status on working age males’ labor force 

participation in Turkey, by using a rich micro data set. We have 8953 observations for 

males between 25 and 64 years old in 2012 THS data set. In fact, Turkey establishes a good 

setting in order to discuss policies on disabled individuals. For instance, according to 2012 

THS data set approximately 20 per cent of working age males state that they are not 

employed and  not seeking for work, because they are disabled.  

* The countries they consider are: Burkina Faso, Ghena, Kenya, Malawi, Mauritius, Zambia, Zimbabbwe,

Bangladesh, Lao PDR, Pakistan, Phillipinnes, Brazil, Domenican Republic, Mexico, Paraguay. 
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In this study, first, we present a descriptive analysis on the disability prevalence among 

working age males and labor market outcomes across disability status. In this part, we also 

examine the variations among other socioeconomic indicators, such as age, education level, 

marital status and region. We use self-reported measures of disability and divide the 

individuals according to their disability status. In this manner, we have four groups of 

working age males: Non-disabled, disabled with no limitation, disabled with some 

limitation and disabled with severe limitation. Descriptive evidence shows that being 

disabled prevents working age males from entering into the labor force. Descriptive 

statistics suggest that the probability of leaving the labor force rises with the degree of 

disability.  We also find that the prevalence of being employed is lowest among the 

working age males who are disabled with severe limitations, and it is highest among the 

non-disabled working age males.  We then group the employed males according to their 

employment type. We observe that probability of being self-employed is highest among the 

individuals who are disabled with some limitation. In addition, the probability of being 

employee decreases with the level of disability. We also find that the probability of being 

temporary worker is highest among the non-disabled individuals with severe limitation and 

the probability of being permanent worker decreases as the level of disability increases.  

We then test the effect of being disabled on labor force participation of males by 

implementing probit estimation. Our results suggest that the probability of participating into 

the labor force decreases as the degree of disability rises. Probit results also indicate that the 

individual’s education level significantly affects the labor force participation decision of 

males: Males with higher levels of education participate in the labor force more than the 

males with lower education levels. 

Probit estimation imposes two restrictions: First, the effect of being disabled on labor force 

participation is constant across all males in the sample. Second, non-disabled and disabled 

individuals with different levels of disability are included in the same estimation sample. In 

order to overcome the possible biases resulting from these two restrictions, we apply 

propensity score matching techniques (PSM) following Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) in 

order to see the effect of being disabled on labor force participation of adult males in 

Turkey. PSM results suggest that having severe degrees of disability prevents the working 

age males from entering into the labor force. By implementing PSM methodology, we are 

able to calculate the average treatment on treated (ATT) by grouping the similar individuals 

in one sample. To our knowledge, there is no previous study that examines the relationship 

between disability status and labor force participation of males in a developing country by 

using PSM methodology. In a similar study, Morris (2007) tests the effect of being obese 

on employment in England by using PSM techniques. 

 

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section two gives information about different 

types of disability measures and presents the descriptive statistics of variations in 

individual’s demographic factors and labor market outcomes by disability status. Section 

three discusses the methodology and empirical results. Finally, section four concludes. 

2. Disability Measure and Descriptive Analysis 

Please note that margins are already established (3 cm margin at the top, 3 cm at the 

bottom, right and left of the page). Subheading and footheading are already setup. 

 

We use Turkish Health Survey (THS) data set for 2012 in order to examine the relationship 

between disability level and employment status of the men who are between 25 and 64 
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years old in Turkey. The THS is cross sectional data set over individuals. The THS is 

prepared and conducted by Turkish Statistical Institute (TURKSTAT).  THS is a rich micro 

data set which consists of 8953 observations for the men who are between 25 and 64 years 

old residing in Turkey.  

 

In THS we are able to observe the demographic factors of the respondents such as reported 

age, marital status (married/single/widowed or divorced), region (urban/rural) as well as 

education level (illiterate/non-graduate/primary school graduate/middle school 

graduate/high school graduate/has university or higher degree) and labor market indicators 

(employed, unemployed, inactive). 

 

The respondents who are working in a regular job are referred as “employed”, whereas the 

individuals who are not working but seeking for job are considered as “unemployed”. The 

respondents who are considered as inactive are seasonal workers, students, housewives, 

pensioners, the individuals who have other income resources and the individuals who are 

unable to work. We can also observe the employment condition of employed individuals, 

such as whether they are employer, employee, self-employed or unpaid family worker. We 

can also detect whether the individual is part-time or full-time worker. In addition, we can 

infer whether the individual is permanent worker, temporary worker or seasonal worker. 

For unemployed and inactive men, we can observe their previous employment condition 

(whether they are previously employed or not).  

 

According to World Health Organization disability is defined as an impairment or long 

term health condition that had lasted or was likely to last for six months or more which 

restricted the individual in daily activities.  Thus the sample of disabled individuals in this 

paper is the set of individuals with long-term health problems. That is they must have long-

term adverse consequences on normal day-today activities (Kidd et al., 2000). In this 

respect we define disability variable with four categories as the following: i)individuals 

without any disability and chronic illness, ii)individuals reporting disability or a chronic 

illness that limits them severely in their daily activities, iii) those who report disability or 

chronic illness and saying that it limits them to some extent. iv) individuals who report such 

a condition but say it does not limit them at all in their daily activities (Gannon,2005). 

Chronic illnesses include coronary illnesses, hypertension, osteoartrit, musculoskeletal 

disorders, diabetes, asthma, chronic depression and anxiety. In other words, while making 

the disability definition, we take into account the chronic illnesses which may cause 

disability.  

 

Additionally, in order to overcome reverse causality we control for work related injuries or 

disabilities. In other words, those with low education are more likely to obtain manual jobs 

in which there may be a higher probability of work-related disability than in manual jobs 

(Kidd et al.,2000). Manual workers are more affected both because of the higher incidence 

of injury and higher probability that any injury will affect their ability to work. Thus we 

exclude individuals who report that they have had work related injuries or limitations in 

daily activities from the disabled sample. 

 

Table 1 provides a descriptive analysis of demographic variables that may affect the 

labor market outcomes of the individual by his disability status. For instance, 31.34 per cent 

of males among 25-34 age group reports that they are non-disabled. This percentage 

reduces to 13.88 among 55-64 age group. We also observe that the highest percentage of 
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reporting disability with severe limitation also belongs to the 55-64 age group. Descriptive 

statistics also indicate that disabled individuals have lower education levels. In addition, 

level of education decreases even more among disable individuals with some or severe 

limitations. We find that 19.27 per cent of non-disabled males have university or higher 

degree, whereas this percentage is only 10.02 per cent for disabled males with severe 

limitations. Furthermore we observe that the majority of males in our sample live in urban 

areas. The statistics suggest that 77.40 per cent of non-disabled males live in urban areas. 

However, the percentage of individuals who live in urban areas is lower among disabled 

groups, only 67.20 per cent of disableds with severe limitations live in urban areas. Finally, 

we observe that disability status and health status are positively associated with each other. 

The statistics indicate that non-disabled males are less likely to report bad health and the 

prevalence of bad health increases with the level of disability. 

 

Table 1 Sample weighted and clustered distribution of demographic variables by type 
of disability     (%, %95 confidence interval) 

  disabled with disabled with disabled with 
 non-disabled no limitations some limitations severe 

limitations 
 

     
age     
    25-34 31.34 (30.26, 

32.45) 
8.30   (6.21, 
11.01) 

11.02 (9.04, 
13.38) 

9.21   (6.65, 
12.62) 

    35-44 30.24 (29.17, 
31.33) 

20.65 (17.38, 
24.36) 

20.19 (17.56, 
23.11) 

20.86 (17.01, 
25.32) 

    45-54 24.52 (23.52, 
25.55) 

31.36 (27.79, 
35.79) 

33.95 (30.76, 
37.29) 

28.45 (24.07, 
33.28) 

    55-64 13.88 (13.08, 
14.71) 

39.38 (35.25, 
43.66) 

34.82 (31.60, 
38.17) 

41.46 (36.53, 
46.56) 

education     
    primary or 
less 

47.37 (46.19, 
48.55) 

45.94 (41.96, 
50.26) 

56.62 (53.18, 
60.01) 

68.83 (63.91, 
73.36) 

    secondary 33.34 (32.24, 
34.47) 

31.85 (27.97, 
35.99) 

28.87 (25.84, 
32.09) 

21.13 (17.26, 
25.60) 

    university 
or higher 

19.27 (18.36, 
20.22) 

22.20 (18.82, 
25.98) 

14.49 (12.23, 
17.10) 

10.02 (7.34, 
13.54) 

area     
    urban 77.40 (76.39, 

78.37) 
76.64 (72.79, 
80.08) 

69.88 (66.62, 
72.95) 

67.20 (62.24, 
71.81) 

marital 
status 

    

    married 84.47 (83.60, 
85.31) 

94.59 (92.27, 
96.24) 

92.44 (90.40, 
94.07) 

88.34 (84.64, 
91.24) 

health     
    good 85.12 (84.28, 

85.93) 
65.86 (61.76, 
69.74) 

38.47 (35.30, 
41.74) 

14.75 (11.69, 
18.44) 

    bad 14.87 (14.86, 
15.71) 

34.13 (30.25, 
38.23) 

61.52 (58.25, 
64.69) 

85.24 (81.55, 
88.30) 
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     Source: TURKSTAT Health Survey 2012 and authors’ calculations. Work related 
injuries are controlled. Confidence intervals are shown in parenthesis. 
 

Table 2 shows the distribution of labor market outcomes of working age males by disability 

status. Although our main focus is on the effect of disability status on labor force 

participation, presenting a general picture would serve as a precursor analysis to such 

relationship. Consistent with the previous literature, we find that males are more likely to 

be out of labor force if they are disabled. The likelihood increases even more as the severity 

of disability increases. Our findings suggest that 83.77 per cent of non-disabled males are in 

the labor force, whereas this number is only 44.72 percent for individuals with severe 

disability. The findings also point out the fact that the prevalence of being employed is 

lowest among the males who are disabled with severe limitations, and it is highest among 

the non-disabled males†. Similarly, the likelihood of being employed is lower among 

disabled individuals with no limitation or with some limitation relative to non-disabled 

males. Descriptive statistics also indicate that the prevalence of unemployment is highest 

among non-disabled males, which implies that non-disabled males continue to look for 

work if they do not have regular job.  

 

We then group the employed individuals according to their employment type. We observe 

that probability of being self-employed is highest among the individuals who are 

considered to be disabled with some limitation (25.91 per cent). This percentage is also 

high for disabled males with severe limitations (25.22 per cent) compared to the non-

disabled males and disabled males with some limitations. In addition, the probability of 

being an employee decreases with the level of disability. These two findings may imply that 

disabled individuals with some or severe limitations prefer to be self-employed rather than 

working as employee which could be related to the insufficiency of policies for disabled 

individuals in Turkey.‡ Regarding employment condition, we observe that disabled males 

with severe limitations are more likely to be part-time worker. Moreover, we find that the 

percentage of being a temporary worker is highest among the disabled individuals with 

severe limitations and the percentage of being a permanent worker decreases as the level of 

disability increases.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
† The employment category “disabled” refers to the males who state that they do not work and they do not seek for 

work since they are disabled. In fact, the descriptive statistics confirm that 17.45 per cent of disabled individuals 
with severe limitation state that they do not look for work because they are disabled.  
‡ In another study we examine the effect of disability policies on labor market outcomes for Turkey. 
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Table 2 Sample weighted and clustered distribution of labor variables by type of 
disability 
 (%, 95% confidence interval) 

  disabled with disabled with disabled with 
 non-disabled no limitations some limitations severe limitations 

 

     
labor force status     
    out of  labor force 16.21 (15.35, 17.10) 32.35 (28.44, 

36.53) 
31.50 (28.38, 
34.80) 

55.27 (50.02, 60.40) 

    In the labor force 83.78 (82.89, 84.64) 67.64 (63.46, 
71.55) 

68.49 (65.19, 
71.61) 

44.72 (39.59, 49.97) 

employment      
    employed 77.69 (76.69, 78.65) 65.44 (61.23, 

69.42) 
64.31 (60.94, 
67.54) 

37.66 (32.86, 42.73) 

    unemployed 5.51   (4.99, 6.07) 1.54 (0.77, 3.05) 3.84 (2.71, 5.41) 4.87 (3.09, 7.61) 
    disabled 1.30 (1.06, 1.60) 0.96 (0.40, 2.29) 2.35 (1.50, 3.66) 17.61 (14.05, 21.85) 
employment type     
    employee 77.16 (76.14, 78.15) 74.11 (70.13, 

77.73) 
69.93 (66.65, 
73.02) 

70.91 (65.83, 75.52) 

    Employer 3.61 (3.19, 4.09) 4.31 (2.85, 6.46) 3.14 (2.13, 4.61) 2.67 (1.39, 5.05) 
    Self employed 18.21 (17.30, 19.15) 20.98 (17.66, 

24.73) 
25.91 (22.98, 
29.07) 

25.22 (20.86, 30.14) 

    Unpaid family 
worker 

1.00 (0.78, 1.27) 0.05 (0.01, 1.80) 1.00 (0.05, 2.00) 1.18 (0.04, 3.12) 

employment 
condition 

    

    full-time 95.62 (95.10, 96.08) 97.25 (95.41, 
98.36) 

94.33 (92.50, 
95.74) 

94.36 (91.32, 96.37) 

    part-time 4.37 (3.91, 4.89) 2.74 (1.63, 4.58) 5.66 (4.25, 7.49) 5.63 (3.62, 8.67) 
employment 
continuity 

    

    permanent 89.42 (88.66, 90.13) 92.94 (90.36, 
94.86) 

86.28 (83.71, 
88.51) 

82.49 (78.05, 86.19) 

    temporary 6.50 (5.93, 7.11) 4.11 (2.69, 6.23) 6.66 (5.12, 8.62) 11.86 (8.82, 15.78) 
    seasonal 4.07 (3.63, 4.58) 2.94 (1.77, 4.82 ) 7.04 (5.45, 9.45) 5.63 (3.62, 8.67) 
     

     Source: TURKSTAT Health Survey 2012 and authors’ calculations. Work related 
injuries are controlled. Confidence intervals are shown in parenthesis 
 
 
Last, in order to show the relationship between disability and labor force participation more 

clearly, we present some pictures from 2012 THS data set below. The figures present the 

general relationship but not any causality. 
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Figure 1 Share of Disability by Age 

 
 

Figure 2 Share of Disability by Age According to Labor Force Status 
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Figure 1 shows prevalence of disability for weighted and clustered sample by age. We 

observe that percentage of individuals without any disabilities decreases whereas the 

percentage of individuals who report any disability increases with age. For instance, the 

share of individuals report severe limitations in daily activities who are 30 years of age is 

only about 2 percent, while this number increases to 17 percent at the age of 60. 

Furthermore the pace of increase in reported disability is also higher in advanced ages 

which is given by the slope of the curves. 

 

Figure 2 presents prevalence of disability for weighted and clustered sample by age 

according to labor force status. Left panel show individuals in the labor force and right 

panel shows individuals out of labor force. We observe a smoother patern in the prevelance 

of disability for males in the labor force. Percentage of non-disabled individuals decreases 

with age whereas self-reported disability (both with and without limitations) increases with 

age. For example at the age of 25 more than 95 per cent reports no disability, while the ratio 

falls to 60 per cent for the age 60.  However the picture becomes more volatile for 

individuals who are out of labor force. The volatility rises in the middle age which could be 

due to justification bias. In other words, middle-aged males who are out of labor force may 

report disability to justify their situation. 

3. Methodology  and Empirical Results 

3.1 Probit Estimation Results 

We first test the effect of being disabled on labor force participation of males by using 

probit model of the form: 

 

                                               Pr(𝑦𝑖 = 1) = 𝛷(𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐷𝑖 + 𝑋𝑖
′𝛽2)

                   
(1) 

Here 𝜱(. ) refers to the standard normal density function. The variable of interest 𝑫𝒊, shows 

the disability status of individual 𝒊. There are four different disability status: Non-Disabled, 

Disabled with no limitations, disabled with some limitations and disabled with severe 

limitations which constitute four different vectors (dummy variables) and the last disability 

category is the omitted category in the estimation process. The Vector 𝑿 contains age, 

region, marital status and education controls. Table 3 below presents the marginal effects 

from probit regressions. 

Table 3 clearly indicates that non-disabled males or disabled males with no or some 

limitations are more likely to participate in the labor force relative to disabled males with 

severe limitations. Being non-disabled or being disabled with no or some limitation 

positively and significantly affect the labor force participation of males. We observe that 

the probability of participating in the labor force increases by 12 percentage points if the 

male is non-disabled or he is disabled with no limitation. We conclude that severe degrees 

of disability prevents the males from entering into the labor force.  

 

Regarding other variables, we observe that there is a concave relationship between the 

individual’s age and labor force participation status. We also find that individuals who live 

in rural areas tend to participate in the labor force more. For marital status, we conclude 

that labor force participation of the single individuals is significantly less than the married 
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and/or widowed/divorced males. For education level, our results are in conformity with the 

previous studies: More educated individuals are more likely to participate in the labor force. 

For instance, the probability of labor force participation of certain male increases by 14 

percentage points if he has university or higher degree. Therefore, we can conclude that 

higher levels of education induce the males to participate in the labor force.  

 

Table 3. Probability of Labor Force Participation: Marginal Effects From Probit 
Regression 
 

 (1) 
 Marginal effects 
VARIABLES Dependent Variable: Labor 

Force Participation 

  
Non-disabled 0.12*** 
 (0.01) 
Disabled with no limitation  0.12*** 
 (0.02) 
Disabled with some limitation 0.11*** 
 (0.02) 
Age (x10-1) 0.18*** 
 (0.03) 
Square of Age (x10-3) -0.37*** 
 (0.04) 
Urban -0.03*** 
 (0.008) 
Married 0.007 
 (0.02) 
Single -0.15*** 
 (0.02) 
Non-Graduate 0.07* 
 (0.03) 
Primary School Graduate 0.07*** 
 (0.02) 
Middle School Graduate 0.07*** 
 (0.03) 
High School Graduate 0.06** 
 (0.03) 
University + 0.14*** 
 (0.03) 
  
Number of Observations 8,867 

 

3.2 Propensity Score Matching Methodology 

The marginal effect calculated from the probit regression measures the average treatment 
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effect on treated (ATT). In our study, it measures the average effect of being disabled (for 

different disability criteria) on labor force participation. However, probit estimation 

imposes two restrictions: First, the effect of being disabled on labor force participation is 

constant across all males in the sample. Second, non-disabled and disabled individuals with 

different levels of disability are included in the same estimation sample. However, other 

control factors (such as age, region, education, marital status) of individuals belong to 

different disability groups may differ from each other. In order to overcome the possible 

biases resulting from these two restrictions, we apply propensity score matching techniques 

(PSM) following Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) in order to see the effect of being disabled 

on labor force participation of adult males in Turkey. Grouping the similar individuals in 

one sample and calculating the ATT, will let us to see the exact impact of being disabled on 

labor force participation more clearly as the other controls are very similar in the same 

group.  

 

We establish two different treatment models to test the effect of being disabled on labor 

force participation of males. In the first model, treatment group consists of disabled 

individuals with severe limitation, and the control group includes the non-disabled 

individuals as well as the disabled individuals with no/some limitation. In the second 

model, our treatment group includes non- disabled individuals and the control group 

includes with different levels of limitation. Based on these two models, we calculate the 

average treatment effect on the treated (ATT) in the following manner: 

          
       𝐴𝑇𝑇 = 𝐸(𝑌𝑖𝑡(1) − 𝑌𝑖𝑡(0)|𝐷𝑖 = 1) = 𝐸(𝑌𝑖𝑡(1)|𝐷𝑖 = 1) − 𝐸(𝑌𝑖𝑡(0)|𝐷𝑖 = 1)       (2)          
 

For the first model, equation (2) shows the difference between labor force 

(employment) status of adult male who is disabled with severe limitation (𝑌𝑖𝑡(1)|𝐷𝑖 = 1) 

and his potential labor force (employment) status if he were not disabled with severe 

limitation. ATT is defined in the similar way for the second model. We cannot observe the 

potential outcomes of different models. However, we can calculate the outcome for control 

groups, which can be defined as 𝐸(𝑌𝑖𝑡(0)|𝐷𝑖 = 0). Hence, a selection bias may occur when 

we calculate the ATT. The bias is defined in the following way: 

 

      𝐵(𝐴𝑇𝑇) = 𝐸(𝑌𝑖𝑡(0)|𝐷𝑖 = 1) − 𝐸(𝑌𝑖𝑡(0)|𝐷𝑖 = 0)                                                     (3)  
 

However, if treated and control groups have the same observable and non-observable 

features, the bias defined in equation (3) will be equal to zero as Dehajia and Wahba (2002) 

suggests. Since while applying PSM methodology, we group the individuals with the same 

propensity score (i.e. with the similar characteristics), we aim to find out unbiased ATTs. 

 

Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) describe the propensity score as the conditional 

probability of receiving treatment (being disabled) given pre-treatment characteristics, 

where 

 

                 𝑃𝑖(𝑍𝑖) ≡ 𝐸(𝐷𝑖|𝑍𝑖)                                                                        (4)  
 

𝐷𝑖 = {0,1} is the indicator of treatment and, 𝑍𝑖  is the vector of covariates on which we 

make the match. For our purposes, the propensity score Pi(Zi) is computed from a probit 

regression where the dependent variable is a binary variable that indicates whether the 

individual is disabled with severe limitations or not (In the second model, it shows whether 
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the individual is non-disabled or not). In the probit regressions, the vector of covariates 

includes the individual’s age, region, education controls and marital status. It is important 

to stress that, following Dehajia and Wahba (2002), we also include the higher powers of 

certain explanatory variables into the probit specifications in order to satisfy the balancing 

property of PSM algorithm. 

In our analysis, our objective is to compare the adult males whose demographic 

factors and educational attainment are very similar. Thus these differ from each other, for 

the first model for instance, only in the sense that one of them is disabled with severe 

limitations, while the other does not (the difference between the individuals is defined in 

the similar way for the second model). In the empirical analysis, first we calculate the 

propensity scores. Next, we match the large group of treated individuals to non- treated 

ones. (In the first model, the treated group contains disabled males with severe limitations, 

and the control group contains the non-disabled individuals and disabled individuals with 

no/some limitations). Next, we compare the means of the explanatory variables in both 

matched and unmatched samples in order to be sure whether the matching procedure is 

effective or not. Finally, we calculate ATT by using several matching techniques on 

common support. They are: Nearest Neighbour (NN) matching, Stratification Matching, 

Kernel Matching and Radius Matching (Becker and Ichino, 2002). The resulting ATT 

shows whether having different degrees of disability has effect on labor force participation 

of working age males in Turkey. If we find that, for instance, ATT is negatively significant 

for the first model, we can conclude that having high levels of disability prevents the males 

from entering into the labor force.  

 

Table 4 shows differences between the means of the control variables in the matched and 

unmatched sample. The results clearly indicate that there are significant differences 

between the control variables before the matching procedure, however we observe that 

matching eliminates those significant differences. For instance, the difference observed in 

the mean age between non-disabled and disabled with different degrees of limitations is 

0.77 before matching, whereas this difference turns out to be approximately zero after 

matching. In addition, these differences turn out to be insignificant after matching with t-

ratios -28.57 for the unmatched sample and 0.02 for the matched sample. The result is the 

same for the remaining covariates with some exceptions. 

 

Propensity score matching results clearly show that being disabled with severe limitations 

prevent the males from participating in the labor force. The ATTs from all matching 

procedures are negative and strongly significant. For instance, both nearest neighbor and 

stratification matching results indicate that being disabled with severe limitations reduces 

the probability of participating in the labor force by 19 percentage points.  

 

Regarding the second model, we observe that being non-disabled increases the probability 

of labor force participation between 4 and 5 percentage points. These ATTs are 8 

percentage points lower than the marginal effects from probit regression. The matching 

results from the second model support our findings from both descriptive statistics and 

probit regression: Males with no disability tend to participate in the labor force significantly 

more than the disabled individuals. 

Table 5 presents the PSM estimates of average treatment effects on treated (ATT) males (in 

the first model, treated group are the males who are disabled with severe limitations and in 

the second model the treated group consists of non-disabled males). 
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Table 4.  Comparison of Treatment and Control Groups: Unmatched vs. Matched 

Model 1 
Treatment Group: Disabled Males with Severe Limitations 

Control Group: Non-Disabled males, Disabled males with no/some limitations 
males 

                           
                          Unmatched Sample 

 
                           Matched Sample 

  
 
 
 
 
Disabled 
with 
severe 
limitatio
ns 

 
 
Non 
Disabled 
and 
Disabled 
with 
no/some 
limitatio
ns 

 
 
 
 
 
 
T-Test 
for the 
Mean 
Differenc
es 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Disabled 
with 
severe 
limitatio
ns 

 
 
 
Non 
Disabled 
and 
Disabled 
with 
no/some 
limitatio
ns 

 
 
 
 
 
 
T-Test 
for the 
Mean 
Differenc
es 

Age 
(x10-1) 

4.95 4.26 13.09 4.98 5.00 -0.32 

Square 
of Age 
(x10-3) 

2.56 1.93 13.49 2.58 2.61 -0.35 

Urban 0.67 0.76 -4.40 0.66 0.65 0.30 
Married 0.88 0.86 1.33 0.89 0.92 -1.46 
Single 0.08 0.11 -1.66 0.08 0.05 1.54 
Non-
Graduat
e 

0.04 0.01 2.87 0.04 0.05 -0.86 

Primary 
School 
Graduat
e 

0.58 0.42  6.49 0.58 0.57 0.28 

Middle 
School 
Graduat
e 

0.12 0.14 -1.03 0.12 0.13 -0.21 

High 
School 
Graduat
e 

0.12 0.22 -4.76 0.12 0.12 0.11 

Universi
ty (+) 

0.09 0.19 -5.04 0.10 0.10 0.00 
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Model 2 
Treatment Group: Non-Disabled Males 

Control Group: Disabled Males with different degrees of limitations 
                           

                           Unmatched Sample 
 
                    Matched Sample 

 Non-
Disable
d 

Disable
d 

T-test for 
the mean 
difference
s 

Non-
Disable
d 

Disable
d 

T-test for 
the mean 
difference
s 

Age (x10-1) 4.14 4.91 -28.57 4.14 4.14 0.02 
Square of 
Age (x10-3) 

1.82 2.51 -29.03 1.82 1.82 0.04 

Urban 0.77 0.71 5.62 0.77 0.78 -0.34 
Married 0.85 0.92 -8.20 0.85 0.86 -2.76 
Single 0.13 0.05 9.69 0.13 0.12 0.89 
Non-
Graduate 

0.02 0.03 -2.59 0.02 0.01 2.57 

Primary 
School 
Graduate 

0.41 0.49  -6.10 0.41 0.42 -1.40 

Middle 
School 
Graduate 

0.14 0.13 1.07 0.14 0.14 0.22 

High 
School 
Graduate 

0.23 0.17 5.05 0.23 0.23 -0.12 

University
+ 

0.19 0.15 3.58 0.19 0.18 1.04 
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Table 5. Average Treatment Effects of Importing and Exporting on Productivity 
of Firms: 

 

Notes: (1) Standard Errors are shown in parenthesis. 

(2) *** ,**, * indicates statistical significance at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. 

Conclusion 

This paper is the first paper that examines the impact of disability on labor force 

participation of working age males in Turkey. We use Turkish Health Survey (THS) data 

set for 2012 in our empirical analysis. Based on the questions related to individual’s self-

reported health problems, limitations due to those health problems and self-reported chronic 

illnesses, we have four disability groups: “Non-disabled”, “Disabled without limitation”, 

“Disabled with some limitation” and “Disabled with severe limitation”. Those are 

subjective measures of the individual’s disability status.  

 

In the first part of the paper, we make a descriptive statistics analysis and find out some 

important implications regarding the association between disability and labor force 

participation of working age males in Turkey. First, consistent with the previous literature, 

we find that disability is an important obstacle for labor force participation of working age 

males. In addition, the results suggest that the probability of leaving the labor force rises 

PSM Estimates (Outcome: Labor Force Participation) 
 NN Matching Stratification 

Matching 
  Kernel 
Matching 

Radius 
Matching 

ATT  
(Model 1) 

-0.19*** 
(0.02) 

-0.19*** 
(0.02) 

-0.24*** 
(0.03) 

-0.18*** 
(0.05) 

Number of 
Observatio
ns 
(Treated) 

427 427 406 406 

Number of 
Observatio
ns 
(Control) 

5171 8511 8460 8460 

ATT  
(Model 2) 
 

0.04** 
(0.02) 

0.04*** 
(0.01) 

0.05*** 
(0.009) 

0.04*** 
(0.02) 

Number of 
Observatio
ns 
(Treated) 

7101 7101 7101 7052 

Number of 
Observatio
ns 
(Control) 

1767 1845 1845 1815 
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with the degree of disability.  We also find that a majority of non-disabled males 

(approximately 80 per cent) are employed. The prevalence of being employed decreases 

with the level of disability and is lowest among disabled males with severe limitations 

(37.39 per cent). Next, we observe that probability of being self-employed is highest among 

the individuals who are considered to be disabled with some limitation. In addition, our 

results suggest that as the level of disability increases, the probability of being employee 

decreases. We also find that disability reduces the probability of being a permanent worker.  

In the second part of the paper, first we implement probit estimation methods. Our results 

suggest that non-disabled males or disabled males with no or some limitations have more 

tendency to participate in the labor force relative to disabled males with severe limitations. 

In this part we have also important conclusion regarding education levels: Higher levels of 

education induce the males to participate in the labor force.  

It is important to note that probit estimation assumes that the effect of being disabled on 

labor force participation is constant across all males in the sample. In addition, in the probit 

regression, non-disabled and disabled individuals with different levels of disability are 

involved in the same estimation sample. In order to overcome the possible biases resulting 

from these two restrictions, in the second part of the empirical analysis we apply propensity 

score matching techniques (PSM). The PSM results are consistent with probit regression 

results: Higher degrees of disability prevent the males from entering into the labor force in 

Turkey. Likewise, non-disabled males have more tendency to participate in the labor force. 

As a conclusion, disability is barrier to entering the labor force for working age males in 

Turkey, like in other developed and developing countries. In order to promote the labor 

force participation of disabled males, the government should propose alternative 

employment policy suggestions. For instance, the government can increase the quotas for 

disabled individuals in work places, or several tax incentives may be given to firms or other 

business organizations for disabled employees. The policy suggestions can be enlarged. 

Further research is needed for alternative policies. 
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Abstract 

The aim of this paper is twofold. First, it explores the relationship between unemployment and subjective well-

being in Turkey using data from Life Satisfaction Surveys for the period 2004-2013. Second, it examines to 

what extent the social norm to work moderates the relationship between unemployment and well-being for the 

unemployed individuals. In doing so, reference group for the social norm is defined as the household. Consistent 

with the other studies in the literature, findings indicate that the unemployed are significantly more likely to 

report lower levels of well-being. Results provide no support for the social norm effect. To the contrary, findings 

suggest that the unemployed men are more likely to report lower levels of  well-being when there are additional 

unemployed members in the household.  

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The term ‘‘subjective well-being’’ is often used interchangeably with the more colloquial term ‘‘happiness.1 

This construct refers to people’s own evaluations of their lives (Diener, 2000). Research suggests that in 

addition to its genetic component, half of the variation in subjective well-being (hereafter, SWB) is due to 

differences in external factors (Weiss et al., 2008). In addition to earlier studies on the relationship between 

SWB and income, economists recently started to become interested in other correlates of SWB.2  

It is well-documented that unemployment is associated with lower levels of well-being. A large body 

of research documents that in addition to the fall in well-being due to the loss of income, the loss of non-

pecuniary benefits (such as self-esteem and self-confidence) associated with employment is detrimental to well-

being.3 A less studied subject is the impact of unemployment among relevant others, i.e. the ‘social norm’ effect 

of unemployment. Unemployment as a ‘social norm’ implies that the impact of an individual’s own 

unemployment on well-being is alleviated by a higher level of unemployment among relevant others (Clark, 

2003). The reference group for the norm may be those in the same the household, couple and region.  As such, 

in environments with a strong social norm to work, jobless individuals may experience a fall in well-being due 

to lack of acceptance and approval from the others. This fall is expected to be smaller if unemployment is the 

norm. 

 By drawing on individual level data from Turkey, this paper has two purposes. First, it explores 

                                                      
 Email:bilgen.susanli@isikun.edu.tr 
1 I will also use subjective well-being to include life satisfaction and happiness in this paper. 
2 See Dolan et al. (2008) for an extensive review of the literature and Frey and Stutzer (2013) on more recent developments in this area. 
3 Using data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, Goldsmith et al. (1996) document that past unemployment and inactivity 

have a negative impact on current self-esteem. 
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evolution of the well-being gap between the employed and the unemployed between 2004-2013. Second, it tests 

the social norm effect of unemployment in households by comparing the self-reported life satisfaction of 

unemployed individuals across households with different number of unemployed members.  

This study contributes to the literature in two ways. First, it confirms the standard result that the 

unemployed report lower levels of well-being than the employed for the case of Turkey. Second, it investigates 

the social norm effects at the household level. Findings provide no support for the social norm effect. To the 

contrary, results indicate that the unemployed suffer more as the number of unemployed others increase in the 

same household.  

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews the existing literature on 

unemployment and SWB. Section 3 summarizes the dataset and the empirical methodology. Section 4 presents 

the estimation results, and Section 5 draws some conclusions.  

2. Previous research 

2.1 Unemployment and subjective well-being 
It is well documented that unemployed people report, on average, lower levels of well-being. Theoretically, 

there are pecuniary and non pecuniary benefits associated with employment. Unemployment leads to a loss of 

well-being because it deprives individuals both of these benefits. The drop in pecuniary benefits (income) is 

detrimental to well-being as it leads to relative poverty and hence a loss of well-being (Ervasti and Venetoklis, 

2010; Goul Handersen, 2002). In addition, there are also nonpecuniary benefits of employment i.e. the latent 

functions that employment provides such as time structure, shared goals, shared experiences and contacts 

outside the family, personal status and identity and enforced activity (Jahoda, 1981). According this view, 

unemployment is involuntary. On the other hand, job search theory posits that the well-being difference between 

employment and unemployment determines the job search effort and hence views unemployment largely 

voluntary. In this regard, Chadi (2010) investigates the voluntariness of unemployment and find that while the 

unemployed have, on average, lower levels of well-being, there is substantial variation in the fall in well-being 

due to job loss across the unemployed. 

Economists have become increasingly interested in the factors that determine happiness with the 

availability of reliable data on SWB since the 1990s. This line of research builds on the studies of psychologists 

who examine people’s own evaluations of their lives and several domains of their lives. Most studies in this 

subject explore survey data where individuals are asked how satisfied they are with their lives as a whole and/or 

with specific domains of it such as job, health, marriage etc. The respondents report their response in terms of 

categories on a range from ‘very satisfied’ to ‘very dissatisfied’. Alternatively, these categories are numbered 

from 0 or 1 to 5,7 or 10 where the lowest level of satisfaction corresponds to 0 or 1. The variations in the 

responses are explained by ordered logit or probit models using a set of explanatory variables at the individual 

or household level. The underlying assumption in these studies is the ordinal interpersonal comparability.  

Clark and Oswald (1994) use the first wave of the British Household Panel Survey (BHCP) and find 

that the unemployed are, on average, less happy than the employed. Similar findings are documented in Korpi 

(1997) for Sweden; Winkelmann and Winkelmann (1998) for Germany; Frey and Stutzer (2000) for 

Switzerland; Namazie and Sanfey (2001) for Russia and Kyrgyzstan; Blanchflower (2001) for Eastern Europe; 

Blanchflower (2004) for Britain and the United States; Bockerman and Ilmakunnas (2005) for Finland. These 

studies all indicate that there is negative association between unemployment and SWB when using cross-

sectional data.  

Cross-sectional studies have well-known short-comings. First, the direction of causality between 

unemployment and SWB is not straightforward in the sense that happier people may find it easier to find and 

keep a job. In addition, inherently happier people may also be more productive at work or have other favorable 

characteristics that make them more desirable employees. In a cross-section study, this would be interpreted as 

the effect of unemployment on SWB. Second, there may be omitted variables bias if there are unobservable 

variables that affect SWB and unemployment.  One way to address this is to use panel data to examine the 

change in the SWB of individuals as they transition from employment into unemployment. Repeated 

observations on the same individual allows for controlling for unobserved time-invariant individual 

characteristics that are correlated with unemployment.4 A number of studies present supportive evidence that 

                                                      
4 Ferrer-i-Carbonell and Frijters (2004) show that while assuming ordinality or cardinality, and hence the use of OLS or ordered latent 

response models, produce similar results, controlling for fixed effects does cause substantial differences in estimation results. 
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the direction of causality runs from unemployment to well-being. Using data from BHCP, Mavridis (2015) 

provide suggestive evidence that individuals experience a loss of well-being upon entering unemployment; and 

job search effort is higher the greater the loss in well-being. Using data for Germany, Gielen and Van Ours 

(2014) find that the inflow into unemployment and life satisfaction when employed are not significantly 

associated and that the fall in happiness resulting from unemployment predicts job search effort. Gielen and 

Van Ours (2014) find also that although unemployment leads to more active job search by causing a fall in 

happiness, this does not translate into faster job finding. Along similar lines, by distinguishing between 

exogenous and endogenous entry into unemployment, Kassenboehmer and Hasken-DeNew (2009) identify a 

large negative causal effect of exogenous entry into unemployment (due to plant closures) on well-being for 

Germany.  

In addition, some studies document persistence in the effects of past unemployment on well-being. 

Using panel data from the German Socio Economic Panel (GSOEP) Clark et al. (2001) find that both current 

and past unemployment lowers well-being; and hence there is a scarring effect of unemployment. Similarly, 

findings in Knabe and Ratzel (2011) indicate that past unemployment lowers well-being even after 

reemployment; and this scarring effect operates through expectations of job loss in the future. Lastly, Gielen 

and Van Ours (2014) also provide suggestive evidence for the scarring effect of job loss on life satisfaction.  

2.2 Social norms, unemployment and subjective well-being 

Individual well-being is affected by aggregate macroeconomic indicators such as the unemployment rate, 

inflation and the interest rate (Blanchflower, 2007; Di Tella et al., 2001). As such, unemployment generates 

negative externalities in addition to its impact on those who lose their jobs. Aggregate unemployment may 

influence the well-being of both employed and unemployed through different channels. For the employed, 

higher unemployment may lower the well-being through feelings of job insecurity and guilt for remaining 

employed during layoffs as well as increased work loads. However, for the unemployed there are two opposite 

effects of others’ unemployment. On the one hand, a higher unemployment rate reduces the chances of finding 

a job for a given unemployed person by making the labor market prospects bleaker. On the other hand, the 

unemployed may benefit from a “social norm effect” which attenuates the fall in well-being as more others are 

unemployed. In Akerlof (1980) social norms are defined as beliefs held by the members of the society. Non-

adherence to social norms may reduce well-being due to self-sanctioning as well as external sanctioning by the 

others.  

Several studies test the existence of a social norm effect on well-being using different measures of 

social norms. Empirical evidence on the social norm effect is mixed depending on the country and the definition 

of the reference group. The reference group for the norm may be those in the same the household, couple and 

region (Clark, 2003). 

A priori it is difficult to know the impact of household joblessness on the SWB of the unemployed as 

there are two counteracting effects. First, the social norm effect which suggests that unemployed individuals 

would cope better with their situation if they share it with other unemployed household members. Second, a 

greater number of unemployed individuals in the same household would imply members are dependent on 

unemployment benefits and/or earnings of the employed members of the household. Even if household income 

is controlled for, one can still surmise that the psychological consequences of unemployment would be 

aggravated as more members in the same household go through failed attempts at job search. Hence, the net 

impact of household joblessness of SWB depends on which of these effects dominates. Scutella and Wooden 

(2008) examine the impact of household joblessness on the well-being of individuals in Australia and find no 

evidence for the social norm effect. Their findings also indicate that while the well-being of the unemployed 

are on average lower, there are no spillovers from others’ unemployment in the same household. 

While there is some evidence for the counteracting effect of surrounding unemployment for the 

unemployed men, studies provide little or no evidence for the social norm effect on the well-being of 

unemployed women. Clark (2003) uses data from the BCHP to examine the effect of others’ employment on 

both the employed and unemployed. Employing three different measures of others’ unemployment at the 

regional, household and couple level, results confirm the existence of a social norm effect whereby the well-

being of unemployed men is positively associated with others’ unemployment. This result holds both at the 

partner and household level. 

Using data from Australia, Shields et al. (2009) also provide evidence that unemployed men suffer less 

in areas with higher unemployment rates. Using household level data from South Africa, Powdthavee (2007) 

finds that household joblessness hurt less in regions with higher unemployment. 
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Clark et al. (2010) find that rather than employment and unemployment, a more appropriate distinction 

for the social norm effect is the perceived labor market security of the individuals. Using German panel data 

from the GSOEP, Clark et al. (2010) find that the unemployed with poorer reemployment prospects and the 

insecurely employed suffer less from regional unemployment. However, Oesch and Lipps (2012), using data 

from the GSOEP and the Swiss household panel, find no moderating effect of surrounding employment on the 

well-being of the unemployed.  

At the cross country level, in countries where there is a strong norm to work, the well-being gap 

between the employed and the unemployed would be larger as the unemployed would face greater sanctioning. 

Finally, using a direct measure of the social norm to work from the European Values Study, Stam et al. (2016) 

find no evidence for the effect of social norm to work on the well-being of the unemployed in a sample of 45 

European countries. Stutzer and Lalive (2004) generate a novel social norm variable from the referendum results 

regarding the cuts in unemployment benefits in Swiss cantons by aggregating the responses to the questions 

regarding attitudes toward work ethic. They ascribe a stronger social norm to work to cantons which vote more 

favorably for the cuts. Their results indicate that the loss in well-being is greater for the unemployed in the 

cantons with a greater social norm to work. 

3. Data and Empirical Methodology 

This paper draws on individual data from the Life Satisfaction Surveys (LSS) conducted by the Turkish 

Statistics Institute (TUIK) for the period between 2004-2013.5 The LSS are repeated cross-sections that are 

designed to be representative of the population. The surveys employ a two-stage stratified sampling 

methodology. The LSS interview individuals 18 years old or older to collect information about their assessment 

of happiness as well as satisfaction level with several aspects of their lives such as health, social security, 

education, work life, income and the justice system. Of particular interest to this study is the question, “All 

things considered, how happy are you with your life as a whole these days?”. The respondents choose from five 

choices “1: Very happy, 2: Happy, 3: Average, 4: Unhappy and 5: Very unhappy”. The responses serve as the 

dependent variable in this study.  

Also of interest is the labor market status of individuals. The questionnaire asks respondents about 

their current labor market status in the previous week. Individuals are considered unemployed if they report not 

having worked in the previous week as they have not been able to find a job. To control for joblessness at the 

household level, the number of unemployed members in the household excluding the respondent, Other 

Unemployed, is generated. 

The working sample includes all individuals aged between 18 and 54 years who are either employed 

(full-time or part-time) or unemployed. This yields 90,353 observations with a complete set of covariates. 

Following the recent economics literature on the determinants of SWB, the following life satisfaction function 

will be estimated using maximum likelihood: 

𝐿𝑆𝑖
∗ = 𝛽0 + 𝑋𝑖

′𝛽1 + 𝜀𝑖 

𝐿𝑆𝑖 = 𝑘 ⟺ 𝐿𝑆𝑖
∗ ∈ [𝜇𝑘, 𝜇𝑘+1], k=1,2,3,4. 

(1) 

where 𝐿𝑆𝑖
∗is the latent unobserved life satisfaction of individual i, 𝐿𝑆𝑖  is the observed life satisfaction 

reported by the individual and 𝜇𝑘 is the kth estimated threshold (increasing in k) governing the relationship 

between 𝐿𝑆𝑖
∗ and 𝐿𝑆𝑖 . Xi is a vector of observed individual characteristics on individual i that are expected to 

influence life satisfaction and ɛi is a normally distributed random error term. Among the variables in Xi are age, 

age squared, gender, marital status, education level and monthly household income. There are two key 

explanatory variables: a dummy variable that takes on the value 1 if the individual is unemployed; and the 

                                                      
5 The dataset includes around 6,000-7,000 observations at the individual level each year. One noteworthy point about the data is that the 
sample size is increased to 196,203 in 2013 to be able to obtain estimates at the province level. Nevertheless, no information on the location 

of individuals are released in the micro data for confidentiality reasons. In 2013, with Law No. 6360 a number of administrative division 

changes were applied in the town, district, province classifications. Accordingly, as of 2013, information on the location of households at 
the urban-rural breakdown is no longer included in the LSS datasets although urban-rural residence is still used in stratification of the 

sample. 
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number of jobless household members excluding individual I, Other Unemployed. Given the historically low 

labor force participation of women in Turkey, analyses are also conducted separately for men and women.  

Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics. The majority of the sample are men; women constitute 28 

per cent of the sample. In the sample 47 per cent report being happy; and 9 per cent report being very happy. 

The unemployed constitute 13 per cent of the sample. About 7 per cent of the individuals live households where 

there is at least one unemployed member of the household.  

Figure 1 presents the unemployment rate among 15-54 year olds in Turkey and the evolution of SWB 

in the sample. While the share of individuals that report being unhappy, very unhappy and very happy display 

a roughly stable pattern over the sample period, the share of happy individuals seems to move inversely with 

the unemployment rate. The unemployment rate stagnated around 10 per cent until 2008 and 2009, then it rose 

to 11.2 and 14.3 per cent, respectively. Accordingly, the share of individuals that reporting being happy declines 

from 50 per cent in 2007 to 45 per cent in 2008. To illustrate the relationship between well-being and 

employment status, Figure 2 displays the mean life satisfaction of the employed and unemployed and the 

unemployment rate over the sample period. The unemployed report, on average, lower levels of well-being than 

the employed. This is the so called ‘unhappiness gap of unemployment’ according to Oswald (1997). 

Table 2 summarizes mean life satisfaction by employment status and others’ unemployment in the 

household. Clearly, the unemployed are more (less) likely to report lower (higher) levels of well-being relative 

to the employed regardless of others’ unemployment in the household. The presence of unemployed others 

hurts both the employed and the unemployed. The unemployed report higher levels of well-being in households 

where there are no unemployed others (41 per cent of the unemployed in households with no other unemployed 

report being happy or very happy as opposed to 39 per cent in households with at least one more unemployed 

household member).  This difference is more pronounced for the employed: while about 59 per cent of the 

employed in households with no unemployed report being happy or very happy, this share is about 53 per cent 

for the employed in households with at least one unemployed member. 

4. Results 

4.1 Main Results 

Table 3 presents the average marginal effects from the estimation of the ordered probit model described in 

equation (1). The variables controlled for include age, age squared, gender, marital status, education, monthly 

household income, unemployed, and the number of unemployed members of the household. Year dummies are 

also controlled for. For ease of presentation, the average marginal effects of the variables of interest are reported.  

The top panel in Table 3 presents the results from pooling the observations from all sample years. 

Findings indicate that women are more likely to report higher levels of well-being, a result consistent with the 

findings in Zweig (2015).6 

As expected, unemployment is associated with lower levels of well-being. The calculation of the 

average marginal effects is equivalent to comparing the average of the probabilities of the outcome (reporting 

a particular level of well-being in this case) in two hypothetical populations which are employed and 

unemployed with all the remaining characteristics the same. As such, the average marginal effect of the 

unemployed dummy in the first column implies that on average the unemployed are 2.5 per cent more likely to 

report being very unhappy. The unemployed are significantly more (less) likely to report lower (higher) levels 

of well-being. Findings also indicate that the presence of unemployed others in the same household is associated 

with lower levels of well-being, even more so when two or more others are unemployed.  

Estimation of the ordered probit model in equation (1) separately for men and women shows that for 

both men and women own unemployment and others’ unemployment are associated with a significantly higher 

(lower) likelihood reporting lower (higher) levels of happiness. For women, the average marginal effect of two 

or more unemployed others is statistically not significant.  

4.2 Social Norm Effect 

To capture the social norm effect, the average marginal effect of the unemployed dummy variable is 

calculated at different values of the Other Unemployed variable. Results shown in Table 4 suggest that in the 

pooled sample the unemployed are more likely to report lower levels of well-being when there is one more 

unemployed in the household compared to the base category of no unemployed others. The average marginal 

effect of unemployment is imprecisely estimated when evaluated by setting other unemployed equal to 2. This 

suggests that while the well-being of the unemployed falls when there is another unemployed in the household, 

                                                      
6 Using data from 73 countries, Zweig (2015) find that women are at least as happy as men in nearly all of the countries. 
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this negative effect is statistically not different from zero when the number of the other unemployed rises to 

two. Separate analyses for men and women reveal different patterns. For men, results imply that the unemployed 

men are more (less) likely to report lower levels of well-being (being happy) in households with one more 

unemployed member compared to base category. For women, there is weak evidence for the social norm effect 

as the negative average marginal effects of unemployment for the outcomes of Happy and Very Happy are 

smaller in magnitude in households with one more unemployed members compared to those in households with 

no unemployed member. 

 Finally, to examine these associations over the sample years, the ordered probit estimations are 

conducted separately for each year. Table 5 reports the average marginal effect of unemployment evaluated at 

different values of other unemployed members in the household. Results indicate that the the findings reported 

in Table 4 are driven mainly by the observations from 2009-2013. For those years, the average marginal effects 

of being unemployed for the outcomes “Unhappy and Very Unhappy” are greater as the number of unemployed 

others in the same household increase.  

5. Conclusion 
This paper attempted to study a relatively underexplored subject in Turkey by examining the association 

between SWB and individual and household joblessness. Using individual level data from the LSS (2004-2013), 

it examines how the likelihood of reporting different levels of life satisfaction differs across unemployed 

individuals living in households with different numbers of unemployed members.  

The findings regarding own unemployment are consistent with the previous studies that unemployed 

individuals report on average lower levels of well-being, controlling for household income; and results are 

similar for men and women. The results provide no support for the social norm effect as the effects of own 

unemployment are not moderated by the presence of other unemployed individuals in the same household. To 

the contrary, the unemployed are more likely report lower levels of well-being when there is an additional 

unemployed individual in the same household; and this result is stronger for men. Although findings provide 

no support for the moderating effect of household unemployment, they do confirm that the standard externality 

from others’ unemployment is negative. 

These findings have important policy implications as they call for special measures tailored to 

household composition. First, and most obviously, income needs of the households will be greater as more 

members lose their jobs. Second, household joblessness does hurt although it does not moderate the negative 

impact of own unemployment. This may be especially important considering the negative impact of parental 

unemployment on children’s well-being (Sleskova et al., 2006). 

Finally, a major weakness of this paper is its inability to address unobserved individual heterogeneity 

due to data limitations. Accordingly, any potential habituation effects that suggest that the negative effects of 

job loss decline as individuals remain longer in unemployment as defined in Clark et al. (2001) are also not 

examined. Hence, these two issues remain important areas for future research conditional on the availability of 

panel data.  
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Table&1:

Variable Share&&(%) Mean SD

Happiness

Very&unhappy 0.03

Unhappy 0.09

Average 0.32

Happy 0.47

Very&happy 0.09

Unemployed 0.13

Number/of/unemployed/members//in/the/household 0.08 0.3

None 0.93

One 0.06

Two&or&more 0.01

Age 35.53 9.29

Female 0.28

Education

No&schooling 0.03

Less&than&high&school 0.49

High&school 0.30

University&or&more 0.18

Married 0.73

Household/Monthly/Income

Bracket&1 0.29

Bracket&2 0.17

Bracket&3 0.19

Bracket&4 0.18

Bracket&5 0.18

Source :&TUIK&Life&Satisfaction&Surveys,&2004W2013

Table&2:&SWB&by&employment&status&and&others'&unemployment

Other&unemployed&members&in&the&hh None At&least&one None At&least&one

Very&unhappy&(%) 2.0 2.8 6.3 7.1

Unhappy&(%) 7.2 9.7 17.7 19.8

Average&(%) 31.5 34.0 34.7 33.9

Happy&(%) 49.3 46.2 35.2 35.0

Very&happy&(%) 9.9 7.3 6.0 4.2

Observations 74463 4576 9492 1822

Source:&TUIK&LSS&2004Q2013.&

Employed Unemployed
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Table&5,&cont'd.

2009 Very&Unhappy Unhappy Average Happy Very&Happy

Other&unemployed=0 0.041** 0.079** 0.065** F0.136** F0.049**

(0.010) (0.016) (0.008) (0.026) (0.006)

Other&unemployed=1 0.055** 0.085** 0.039** F0.143** F0.036**

(0.014) (0.016) (0.013) (0.025) (0.007)

Other&unemployed=2+ 0.081** 0.085** F0.008 F0.137** F0.021*

(0.028) (0.016) (0.036) (0.024) (0.009)

2010 Very&Unhappy Unhappy Average Happy Very&Happy

Other&unemployed=0 0.007+ 0.027+ 0.034* F0.041+ F0.028*

(0.004) (0.014) (0.016) (0.022) (0.012)

Other&unemployed=1 0.013+ 0.034* 0.022* F0.052* F0.017*

(0.007) (0.017) (0.010) (0.026) (0.008)

Other&unemployed=2+ 0.009 0.029 0.031 F0.045 F0.024

(0.009) (0.019) (0.020) (0.030) (0.018)

2011 Very&Unhappy Unhappy Average Happy Very&Happy

Other&unemployed=0 0.020** 0.052** 0.073** F0.103** F0.042**

(0.006) (0.014) (0.015) (0.027) (0.008)

Other&unemployed=1 0.021** 0.053** 0.071** F0.106** F0.040**

(0.007) (0.014) (0.017) (0.027) (0.010)

Other&unemployed=2+ 0.037+ 0.064** 0.041 F0.119** F0.023

(0.022) (0.018) (0.038) (0.028) (0.015)

2012 Very&Unhappy Unhappy Average Happy Very&Happy

Other&unemployed=0 0.024** 0.064** 0.077** F0.116** F0.050**

(0.007) (0.016) (0.013) (0.027) (0.008)

Other&unemployed=1 0.031** 0.070** 0.065** F0.126** F0.040**

(0.010) (0.017) (0.014) (0.029) (0.009)

Other&unemployed=2+ 0.048+ 0.078** 0.033 F0.134** F0.025+

(0.026) (0.019) (0.041) (0.028) (0.015)

2013 Very&Unhappy Unhappy Average Happy Very&Happy

Other&unemployed=0 0.028** 0.049** 0.067** F0.091** F0.052**

(0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.005) (0.002)

Other&unemployed=1 0.031** 0.052** 0.060** F0.096** F0.047**

(0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.006) (0.003)

Other&unemployed=2+ 0.038** 0.055** 0.048** F0.102** F0.039**

(0.005) (0.004) (0.008) (0.006) (0.005)

Note: Average marginal effect of unemployment at different values of others' unemployment. Ordered probit results

from equations (1) and (2) are presented. Variables also controlled for: marital status, gender, education,

unemployed, other unemployed members in the household, household income, and year fixed effects. Standard

errors&are&in&parentheses.&Estimations&take&into&account&probability&weights.&**p<0.01,&*&p<0.05,&+&p<0.1
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Abstract 

Developing countries expose to macroeconomic fluctuations more often, and they are more 

vulnerable to economic shocks than the developed countries. Throughout years, Turkey has 

experienced several economic crises and not only the macroeconomic indicators but also 

households’ income level and consumption patterns are affected adversely. At the era of the 

chaotic times, individuals could change their attitude on the expenditure behaviors, one of 

which is the investment decision on education. Since human capital accumulation is one of 

the main indicators of economic growth, income inequality would also affect adversely. 

Therefore, investment in human capital via household education expenditures should be 

examined as education expenditure and income elasticity of education expenditure are 

affected from crisis. In order to investigate the education expenditure pattern for different 

birth cohorts, it is better to have a panel data. However, there is no available panel data for 

education expenditure in Turkey. So, we employ synthetic panels using repeated cross 

section data sets of the Household Budget Surveys 2002-2013 in order to overcome this 

problem. For this purpose, household heads are separated into groups with respect to their 

household composition. These groups’ membership is assumed to be fixed over time such as 

age groups, education and occupation. The average behavior of them can be tracked overtime 

same as in the panel data. Estimates using the synthetic panel data would be consistent with 

the estimates using genuine panel data on individuals if samples are representative of the 

population which has fixed composition, characteristics. With controlling the socio-

economic factors, the effect of the crisis on education expenditure and income elasticity of 

education will be investigated. It will also reveal whether income elasticity of education is 

changing among the birth cohorts.  

Keywords: Education, Income elasticity, Synthetic Panel, Crisis   
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1. Introduction 

 

In the literature, the effect of education and the role of the investment in education on 

growth are widely discussed. Solow (1956) in the growth model, Lucas (1988) in endogenous 

growth model, Krugman (1994) in total factor productivity model, take education as an 

indicator of human capital. Besides, these theoretical models, there exist a vast empirical 

literature about the role of the education on income level of the country. The general 

conclusion of these studies is the existence of a strong positive linkage between the education 

and the growth2. In addition, without intergenerational education mobility, there will be no 

growth in human capital stock; and thus it is very difficult for that country to have a higher 

human capital. Therefore, intergenerational education mobility is crucial since it has also 

linkages with growth and economic development. This is important especially for countries 

with high income inequalities and high education inequalities. For example, Chaudhuri and 

Ravallion (2006) and Asadullah and Yalonetzky (2012) found out that states which have 

growth rates below the national average economic growth have significant differences in 

terms access to education opportunities, as well in India.  

 

Besides, many the studies mostly focus on the linkage between household income and 

education expenditure.  Some of them found that the higher income level the higher 

educational attainment (Binder, 1998; Donkoh and Amikuzuno, 2011; Vu, 2012; 

Psacharapoulos et al, 1997; Qian and Smyth, 2010; Chung and Choe, 2001). On contrary, 

some others point out that as the demand for education changes country to country, impact 

of the household income on education expenditure would be different. Therefore, while for 

some countries the income elasticity of richer households is negative and for middle income 

groups, is positive; for the others there exist an opposite effect (Hashimoto and Health, 1995; 

Tansel and Bircan, 2006; Tilak, 2000, 2002; Fernandez and Rogerson, 2003; Psacharopoulos 

and Papakonstantinou, 2005). In the light of these controversial findings, in this research one 

objective is to examine the income elasticity of education expenditure and to see whether 

there is an impact of crisis on education expenditure for Turkey. 

 

In addition, regional studies for the education expenditure found that regional disparities 

affect the education expenditure of the household. Mainly, expenditure on education is higher 

in urban areas (Psacharopoulos et al, 1997; Kanellopolos and Psacharopoulos, 1997; Donkoh 

and Amikuzuno, 2011).  Aside from, some studies reveal that household characteristics such 

as education level and employment status of parents, the number of children, the ages of the 

children, health and gender are crucial components of the household expenditure on 

education (Knight and Shi, 1996; Qian and Smyth, 2010; Choudhury, 2011; 

Lakshmanasamy, 2006; Tilak, 2002; Psacharopoulos et al., 1997). Thus, in this research 

while investigating the income elasticity of education, the regional disparities and household 

characteristics will also have examined by constructing synthetic panel.  

 

Despite the vast literature, for Turkey unfortunately there exists very few studies. 

Therefore, this fact gives an opportunity for us to fulfill the gap of the issue with this paper. 

As for sure, some researchers give attention to this linkage however, these studies are mainly 

based on a descriptive analysis of the education spending in Turkey (Ayrangöl and Tekdere, 

2014; Güngör and Göksu, 2013) while Owings et al (2012) and Tansel and Bircan (2006) the 

                                                           
2 For further studies see: Becker, 1964; Mincer, 1974; Rees, 1979; Denison, 1967; Psacharopoulos, 1994, 2006; 

Pritchett, 2001; Hanushek and Wößmann, 2010; Aghion et al, 2009.  
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determinants of the education expenditure are taken into account. Aside from that, Gürler et 

al, (2007) focus on the determinants of education demand in Turkey and reveal that the 

number of children in the family and the education level of parents are positively affect the 

demand of education. The more educated parents and the higher income households leads to 

more education demand for children. Çağlayan and Astar (2012) analyze the determinant of 

overall consumption expenditure of households and conclude that age increases the 

consumption expenditures in urban areas and also expenditures rise as the income increases. 

The recent study is done by Bayar and Yanık-İlhan (2016) in which they found out that higher 

household income levels leads to higher educational expenditures and they also examined 

that households with better human capital spend more on their children’s education 

However, in order to examine whether there is a change in intergenerational education 

mobility, individuals should be tracked. From this perspective, this paper has two crucial 

objectives. One of them is to present estimates the education expenditures of households for 

different birth cohorts in Turkey. The other one is to examine the effect of the crisis on 

education expenditure and income elasticity of education for different birth cohorts. The 

present paper is organized as follows. The next section is a brief summary of Turkish 

economy. The third section is dedicated to data and methodology. Section 4 represents the 

empirical results and section 5 includes the discussions of the empirical findings.  

 

2. Turkish Economy: Macroeconomic Indicators and Education Numbers 

 

At the last decade, after hit by a huge economic crisis in 2001, Turkey has achieved a 

great economic growth performance. Especially the increasing trend of the growth is seen 

after the stand-by agreement with IMF in 2002. The improvements in the macroeconomic 

indicators are mainly seen at the period of the 2002-2007. After 2007, these affirmative 

conditions ended with the global financial crisis. Like many countries in the world, the 

American sub-prime mortgage crisis of the year 2008 had a serious effect on Turkish 

economy.  

 

Table 1 – Main macroeconomic indicators 

 2001 2002-2008 2009 2010-2012 

GDP Growth  -5.7 6.8 -4.8 6.7 

Unemployment rate  8.4 10.5 14 10.6 

Inflation Rate  68.5 12.3 6.5 7.4 

Interest Rate 62.5 21.9 18.1 8.3 

Real Effective Rate -21.2 6.1 0.8 11.2 

Nominal Exchange Rate 1.225 1.398 1.547 1.654 

PSBR/GDP  12.1 3.0 5.0 1.2 

Current Account Balance/GDP 1.9 -4.1 -2.3 -7.5 

Total Debt/GDP 57.7 42.2 44.1 40.8 

Sources: State Planning Organization, Economic and Social Indicators; Central 

Bank of the Republic of Turkey, Electronic Data Delivery System.  

 

Table 1 shows the main macroeconomic indicators for the period of 2001 to 2012. The 

astonishing growth performance revealed with the table. After the contraction of %5.6 in 

2001, the average economic growth is around %7 for the period 2002-2008. Then the 

deteriorated effect of global financial crisis is seen in 2009 and Turkish economy is 

drastically contracted in the year 2009, and is around 5%. The fluctuations in the growth rate 

affect the income level of the households. The unemployment rate also fluctuated during 
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these years and this also has adverse effect on the income level of the households. The 

inflation rate is extremely high until 2000, and it reached to 69% in 2001. Then as a result of 

the sound macroeconomic policies that are undertaken after the economic crisis in 2001, the 

inflation rate declined to around 12% between 2002 and 2008 and then it continued to 

declined and reached to around 7% between 2010 and 2012. There also was an improvement 

in the interest rate which declined to 22% between 2002 and 2008 and reached to around 8% 

at the period of 2010 to 2012.  

 

With the privatization reforms, the public sector borrowing requirement showed a huge 

reduction until 2008, and then an increase occurred right after the global economic crisis in 

2008, and reached to 5%. Even the existence of good macroeconomic area, the depreciation 

in the Turkish Lira is seen in the same period. It reached to 1.40 TL from 1.22 TL. The global 

crisis also increased the nominal exchange rate and it reached to 1.547 TL in 2009 and then 

1.654 TL between 2010 and 2012. The problem of deficit at the current account balance could 

not be precluded and is around 4% on average during the years 2002-2008 and reached to 

around 8% during the years 2010-2012. Total debt as a share of GDP is declined between 

2002 and 2008, but after the crisis it increased to 44.1% and then declined to 40.8% between 

2010 and 2012. As seen explicitly from the Table 1, crisis hit the macroeconomic indicators 

of Turkey and these deteriorations lead to loss of the income of the households and therefore 

could affect the behavior of the household expenditure.  

 

When the education numbers and the expenditure attitude on the education is examined 

more detailed, in general it is seen from Figure 1 that adult population in Turkey is mainly 

less educated.  

 

Figure 1: Level of Educational Attainment of the Adult Population (aged 25-64) 

 
Source: Authors calculations from TurkStat Education Statistics.  

 

As the education is an important factor for assessing the suitable jobs, the more educated 

individuals the higher payment in jobs. And also, access to employment is mainly related 

with the educational achievements. Therefore, when we examine the educational attainment 

of the adult population in Turkey, it is seen that the education level is below the secondary 

school. The ratio of the individuals below the secondary school is slightly decreased over 

time.  
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The unemployment rate of the individuals with different education levels is given in 

Figure 2.  It is revealed from the figure that, there is disparities between the rates of the 

different education levels. The highest ratios are seen at the upper secondary educated 

individuals for all years where the lowest ones are seen at the illiterate individuals. During 

the crisis time, the unemployment rates of the all education levels worsen. Besides, it is seen 

that upper secondary educated individuals are affected more than the other levels of educated 

individuals from the crisis. This finding point out a clue about how differ economic crisis hit 

different educated levels of individuals. 

 

 

Figure 2: The unemployment rate by different education levels 

 
Source: TurkStat, Household Labor Force Survey 

 

The participation in formal and informal education and training ratios are given in Table 

2 with respect to differences by region, gender, age group and education attainment. The first 

issue revealed from the table is that urban areas compared to rural ones have higher 

participation in both education and training. The highest rate of the participation for the 

different age groups is at the aged between 18 and 24 years old. The participation in education 

or training is around 47% while this ratio is around 27% for the aged between 25 and 34 for 

the year 2012. Besides, higher education graduates mostly participate in formal and non-

formal education more than the others. The rate is around 48.4% while the same rate is only 

3.9% for illiterates for the year 2012.  

The statistics about the education gains for Turkey shows that the earnings premium of 

the adults are higher compared to other developing countries. On average, tertiary education 

brings 91% more earnings than the ones graduated secondary education while the ones 

graduated from upper secondary education earned 37% than the ones graduated from below 

upper secondary education in 2012.  The rate of these premiums are around 59% and 22% 

for OECD average, respectively. Therefore, individuals try to attend to public or private 

universities or courses to accumulate their human capital in order to gain more earnings 

(OECD, 2014). This fact of the labor market situation leads the parents and also the adults to 

get more education and/or training for their children and themselves. However, as the returns 

to education are high in Turkey, if the public education in Turkey is not sufficient for the 

desired education level for the parents, they more likely invest in private education. To do 
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so, parents prefer to send their child to a private school or tutoring and therefore the education 

expenditures increases.  

 

Table 2. Participation in education and training by region, gender, age group, education 

attained and labor status for the population aged over 18 years old.  

 

Participation 

in formal 

education 

Participation 

in non-formal 

education 

Participation 

in formal or 

non-formal 

education 

Participation 

in formal and 

non-formal 

education 

 2007 2012 2007 2012 2007 2012 2007 2012 

Total 5.8 8.3 13.9 15.4 17.1 20.4 2.6 3,3 

Region         

     Urban 7.2 10.1 15.0 17.8 19.1 23.9 3.1 4,0 

     Rural 2.6 4.1 11.2 10.1 12.5 12.6 1.3 1,6 

Gender         

     Male 7.2 9.8 17.3 17.5 21.4 23.7 3.2 3,6 

     Female 4.5 6.8 10.5 13.4 13.1 17.2 2.0 3,0 

Age group  

18-24 24.5 33.9 26.0 26.7 39.7 46.6 10.7 14,1 

25-34 5.5 9.6 18.0 20.9 21.1 26.9 2.4 3,5 

35-54 0.8 2.0 11.6 14.4 12.0 15.6 0.4 0,8 

55-64 0.1 0.2 4.4 5.4 4.4 5.6 - 0,0 

65+ - 0.0 1.2 1.4 1.2 1.4 - - 

Education Attainment 

Not completed 

school 
0.3 0.7 2.1 3.3 2.3 3.9 0.1 0.1 

Primary  0.4 0.9 6.4 8.0 6.7 8.7 0.1 0.2 

Primary & 

junior high  
5.8 12.4 13.8 14.4 18.1 23.2 1.5 3.6 

General high  22.3 24.2 28.8 26.2 41.2 40.2 9.9 10.2 

Voc/Tech high  15.1 17.4 27.7 26.6 35.4 36.5 7.4 7.5 

Higher 

education 
12.1 16.3 39.0 40.0 44.9 48.4 6.3 7.9 

Source: TurkStat, Education Statistics.  

 

 

Table 3 indicates the differences of public educational expenditure of the countries with 

respect to different level of education. It is obvious that for all the countries, the share of the 

primary and the secondary education has higher share than the tertiary education.  This is 

mainly due to the compulsory education system in the countries. When we compare the 

numbers of Turkey with the OECD countries and European Union (EU21) countries, it is 

seen that the investment in Turkish education is below the average for all different education 

levels. For instance, the overall education expenditure of Turkey is around 3% for the year 

2010, while this rate is around on average 6% for OECD countries and 5.9% for European 

Union counties.  
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Table 3: Education expenditure as percentage of GDP respect to different education level 

  

Primary, Secondary and 

Post-Secondary Non-

Tertiary Education 

Tertiary Education 
All levels of 

education in Total 

  2000 2005 2010 2000 2005 2010 2000 2005 2010 

Australia 3.6 3.7 4.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 5.2 5.3 6.1 

Austria 3.9 3.7 3.6 1.1 1.3 1.5 5.5 5.5 5.8 

Belgium 4.1 4.1 4.4 1.3 1.2 1.4 6.1 6.0 6.6 

Canada 3.3 3.7 3.9 2.3 2.7 2.7 5.9 6.5 6.6 

Chile  3.2 3.4  1.7 2.4  5.4 6.4 

Czech Republic 2.7 2.9 2.8 0.8 1.0 1.2 4.0 4.5 4.7 

Denmark 4.1 4.5 4.8 1.6 1.7 1.9 6.6 7.4 8.0 

Estonia 4.5 4.0 3.9 1.2 1.3 1.6 6.2 5.8 6.0 

Finland 3.6 3.9 4.1 1.7 1.7 1.9 5.6 6.0 6.5 

France 4.3 4.0 4.1 1.3 1.3 1.5 6.4 6.0 6.3 

Germany 3.3 3.2  1.1 1.1  4.9 5.0  

Greece 2.7 2.8  0.8 1.5  3.6 4.3  

Hungary 2.8 3.3 2.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 4.4 5.1 4.6 

Iceland 4.8 5.4 4.9 1.1 1.2 1.2 7.1 8.0 7.7 

Ireland 2.9 3.4 4.8 1.5 1.1 1.6 4.4 4.5 6.4 

Israel 4.3 4.1 4.3 1.9 1.9 1.7 7.7 7.5 7.4 

Italy 3.1 3.1 3.2 0.9 0.9 1.0 4.5 4.4 4.7 

Japan 3.0 2.9 3.0 1.4 1.4 1.5 5.0 4.9 5.1 

Korea 3.5 4.1 4.2 2.2 2.3 2.6 6.1 6.7 7.6 

Mexico 3.5 4.0 4.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 5.0 5.9 6.2 

Netherlands 3.4 3.8 4.1 1.4 1.5 1.7 5.1 5.8 6.3 

Norway 5.0 5.1 5.1 1.6 1.7 1.7 6.8 7.5 7.6 

Poland 3.9 3.7 3.7 1.1 1.6 1.5 5.6 5.9 5.8 

Portugal 3.7 3.7 3.9 1.0 1.3 1.5 5.2 5.5 5.8 

Slovak Republic 2.7 2.9 3.1 0.8 0.9 0.9 4.1 4.4 4.6 

Slovenia  4.1 3.9  1.3 1.3  6.0 5.9 

Spain 3.2 2.9 3.3 1.1 1.1 1.3 4.8 4.6 5.6 

Sweden 4.2 4.2 4.0 1.6 1.6 1.8 6.3 6.4 6.5 

Switzerland 4.0 4.2 4.0 1.1 1.4 1.3 5.4 5.9 5.6 

Turkey 1.8  2.5 0.8  1.5 2.5 3.1 3.0 

United Kingdom 3.6 4.4 4.8 1.0 1.3 1.4 4.9 5.9 6.5 

United States 3.7 3.8 4.0 2.2 2.4 2.8 6.2 6.6 7.3 

OECD average 3.6 3.8 3.9 1.3 1.5 1.6 5.4 5.8 6.3 

EU21 average 3.5 3.6 3.8 1.1 1.3 1.4 5.2 5.5 5.9 

Source: EuroStat database.  

As the importance of the private investment on education increased during the years, it 

is important to reveal the number and magnitude of the education expenditure of Turkey. I 

this respect, the private expenditure on education for different education levels for the year 

2011 is given in Table 5. In order to compare the Turkey’s situation with the other countries, 

the numbers of the OECD countries on average is also included in the table.  

 

Table 4: Financial Investment in Education for the year 2011 
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 Turkey OECD 

Average 

Rank Among 

OECD countries 

Annual expenditure per student (in equivalent USD, using PPPs) 
Pre-primary education 2412 7428 33 of 36 

Primary Education 2218 8296 35 of 38 

Secondary Education 2736 9280 35 of 38 

Tertiary Education 8193 13958 30 of 37 

      

Share of private expenditure on educational institutions  

Pre-primary education 18% 19% 14 of 33 

Primary, secondary and post-

secondary non tertiary education 

13% 9% 8 of 36 

Tertiary education m 31%  

All level of education  m 16%  

Source: OECD (2014), Education at a Glance.  

 

The share of private expenditure on educational institutions is higher in Turkey than the 

average ratio of the OECD countries. It is around 13% for primary, secondary and non-

tertiary education levels in 2011, compared to 9% in OECD on average. The highest ratio is 

for the pre-primary education (18%). The annual expenditure per student is around 2400$ for 

pre-primary education and is around 2700$ for secondary education, and around 8100$ for 

tertiary education in Turkey. The OECD countries on average spent much higher than Turkey 

for all levels of education, in where the money spent per student is nearly three times higher 

than the Turkey.  

 

3. Data and Methodology 

 

The main objective of this paper is to reveal the income elasticity of education 

expenditure of the households and investigate the effect of crisis on the educational 

expenditure. Therefore, the panel data analysis is the best suitable method for the 

investigation. The panel data investigation is needed in order to reveal the education 

expenditure pattern for different birth cohorts. However, as there is no such a data for the 

Turkey, we employ the syntetic panel data by using repeated cross sections of the Household 

Budget Surveys for the period of 2002-2013. The reason of the chosing to use the panel data 

in this research is rely on the advantages of the panel data.  

 

Panel Data Analysis 

Panel data analysis is an increasingly popular form of longitudinal data analysis. A panel 

is a cross-section or group of individuals or households who are surveyed periodically over 

a given time span. With repeated observations of enough cross-sections, panel analysis 

permits the researcher to study the dynamics of change with short time series. The main 

advantage of the panel data is to combine time series with cross-sections. This can enhance 

the quality and quantity of data in ways that would be impossible using only one of these two 

dimensions. As the quantity of data is increased with the panel data, the robustness of the 

tests are increased due to increased degree of freedom. Besides, the increased number of data 

confront the problem of the multicollinearity of the time series analysis.  

 

There are several types models of panel data analysis. The pooled models, fixed effects 

models and random effects models are mainly used. Among these models, the suitable model 
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is chosed based on some important criterias. The main equation of the panel data analysis is 

as follows:  

ititititit uXy      i = 1,.......,N   t=1,…. T               

(1) 

 

in where i shows the cross section dimension, t shows the time series dimension, Y is the 

dependent variable vector and the X is the independent variables vectors, and at last u shows 

the error terms vector. 

 

The pooled model has constant coefficients, both for intercepts and slopes. At the data 

of where either significant temporal effects or cross section effects are significant, then all of 

the data could be pooled and run an ordinary least squares regression model. In this model, 

coefficient of α ve β are constant and therefore, the equation can be written as follows:  

ititit uXy  '   i = 1,.......,N   t=1,…. T                

(2) 

 

The fixed effects model has constant slopes with different intercepts. Even there exists 

no significant temporal effects, there are significant differences among cross section 

variables in this type of model. While the intercept is cross-section specific, it may or may 

not differ over time. Therefore, in this model, coefficient of is α is variable and β is constant 

and the equation can be written as follows:  

itititit uXy  '   i = 1,.......,N   t=1,…. T                

(3) 

 
The Random Effects Model has a random constant term.  In this model both coefficient of α 

and coefficient of β are variable. In other words, the value of α and β coefficients changes in 

terms of cross section dimension. The equation can be written as follows:  

ititiiit uXy     i = 1,.......,N   t=1,…. T             

(4) 

 

As mentioned before, the choice of best fit model of the panel data analysis depend on some 

criterias. The relation between the effects and the independent variables plays a major role. 

If there is no relation, then the estimators of the random effects model will be robust and 

consistent while there is a relation, then the estimators of fixed effects model will be robust 

and consistent. Breusch-Pagon Lagrange Multiplier, Hausman test and Mundlak formulation 

are utilized for the choice of the best fit model.  

 
Synthetic Panel Data Analysis 

The data limitations lead us to utilize a synthetic panels. As there is no available panel 

data for the household education expenditure for the Turkish economy, the cross sections of 

the period of 2002-2013 are used to create synthetic panels. There are advantages and 

disadvantages of using synthetic panels. Considering the attrition problems, it is less severe 

since cohort data are constructed from fresh samples each year and in addition to this 

measurement error will probably lead to less bias due to the fact that cohort average is utilized 

that probably reduce the effect of specific variability to individuals (Scobie and Gibson, 

2003).  
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On the other hand, individual’s education expenditure isn’t followed whereas households 

are followed by taking into account the household’s head cohort. As it is mentioned in Scobie 

and Gibson (2003), one of the other problems is due to the fact that there is a household 

dissolution and reformation. That is older individuals go to stay with their children therefore, 

those older households become young household in following years. In addition, since there 

is a negative relationship between mortality and wealth, poorer individuals probably die 

younger and thus cohort averages belong to the population from which samples are drawn 

are more likely to be richer (Attanasio and Banks, 1998). In order to solve this problem, in 

this research maximum age is restricted to years. Therefore, rather than dying, the poorer 

elderly is more likely to go to stay with their children. Last problem is related to the overall 

sample size. Some of the cell averages probably represent small samples since they are 

formed from the interaction of each birth-year with each survey year. Therefore, by using 

five-year birth intervals this problem can be solved.  The basic model can be shown by the 

equation below:  

�̅�𝑐𝑡 = �̅�𝑐𝑡𝛽 + �̅�𝑐𝑡+�̅�𝑐𝑡   ,   𝑐 = 1, … . 𝐶   and  𝑡 = 1, … . 𝑇             (5) 

 

Note that it is crucial to choose a meaningful cohort definition due to the fact that 

parameter is able to be identified only if the cohorts have sufficient variation over time 

(Verbeek, 2008). There are T observations that can be calculated as T=CxT. ‘C’ shows the 

individual cohorts and ‘T’ shows the time period. Same as in cross-sectional data, the 

independent variables �̅�𝑐𝑡  from the synthetic panel are likely to be correlated to the 

individuals cohorts effects �̅�𝑐𝑡 . However, in our research, instead of birth cohorts, age groups 

are utilized. Therefore, the equation can be shown by using subscript “a” instead of “c”.  

�̅�𝑎𝑡 = �̅�𝑎𝑡𝛽 + �̅�𝑎𝑡+�̅�𝑎𝑡   ,   𝑎 = 1, … . 𝐴   and  𝑡 = 1, … . 𝑇              (6) 

 

There are T observations that can be calculated as T=AxT. ‘A’ shows the individual age 

group and ‘T’ shows the time period. 

 

Briefly then household heads are separated into groups with respect to their household 

compositions. These groups’ membership is assumed to be fixed over time such as household 

head age groups (25-34, 35-44, 45-54 and 55+), household head education (education level 

groups: lower education level (5 and less), middle-education level (8-year primary, secondary 

and secondary vocational, high-education level (high school and higher)), household head 

occupation (0; 1,2=1; 3,4,5: 2; 6,7;8=3; 9=4). Totally, 3(edu)x5(occupation)x4(age)= 60 

observations for cross section. Since there are 12 years there are 720 observations, in total. 

In other words, we are able to track 60 different observations (cells) for 12 years3.  

 

Data  

Household Budget Survey (HBS) is utilized for the empirical analysis for the years 2002-

2013. The data set combine the information collected through a survey conducted within 

different parts of the country. This survey covers the characteristics, socio-economic 

indicators and income of households and their expenditure to different goods and services4. 

The dataset of HBS covers both individual and household level variables and the 

consumption expenditure of the households.  

                                                           
3 The procedure for creating cells are defined more detailed in Appendix A.  
4 This dataset covers the entire of the all households within the borders of the Turkey except the population in the 

aged home, elderly house, prisons, military barracks, private hospitals, hotels and child care centers together with 
the immigrant population. (TurkStat, 2014). 
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In the research, the model includes deflated equivalent household education expenditure 

as a dependent variable5. The households’ nominal education expenditure is deflated by the 

base of 2003. Then, the mean of the variable is utilized. The expression of the dependent 

variable is as follows:  

𝐸𝐸
𝑖

̅̅ ̅̅̅ =
∑ 𝐸𝐽

𝐸

𝑁𝑖
                                                                                                                   (7) 

where i refers cells for pseudo panel, N shows total number of households in i and j refers to 

jth equivalent household education expenditure in each i’s.  

 

There exist some crucial independent variables in the model. One of them is the 

equivalent household income. The equivalent household income is calculated for every 

households (IE ) after deflating with prices of the base year 2003.  

𝐼𝐸
𝑖

̅̅ ̅̅ =
∑ 𝐼𝐽

𝐸

𝑁𝑖
                    

(8) 

where i refers cells for pseudo panel, N shows total number of households in i and j refers to 

jth household’s equivalent income in i’s.  

 

Another independent variable is urban ratio of the data. The equation is as follows:  

𝑟(𝑢)𝑖 =
𝑛(𝑢)𝑖

𝑁𝑖
                       (9) 

in where again, i refers cells for pseudo panel, n shows number of households whose 

household head lives in urban areas in cell i, N shows total number of households in i.   

 

Aside from these, mean of father’s, mother’s and parents’ years of education shown by the 

equations below:  

𝐸𝑑𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =

∑ 𝐸𝑑𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑗

𝑁𝑖
                       

(10) 

 𝐸𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑖
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =

∑ 𝐸𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑗

𝑁𝑖
                            

(11) 

 𝐸𝑑𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑖
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =

∑ 𝐸𝑑𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑗

𝑁𝑖
                                   

(12) 

 

                                                           
5 The equivalent scale is needed at the investigation of the household incomes. Because, eeach household consists 

of a group of different people, and the income of a household is collected as an aggregate of the income of household 
members. With this regard, aggregate household income must be adjusted with respect to household size through 

determining an appropriate equivalent scale.  The empirical literature suggests various methods of scale adjustment 

based on the size of households. In this paper, the following method is employed: 𝑁 = 𝑆𝑒 , 0 ≤ 𝑒 ≤ 1 where S is the 
household size, e is the elasticity of the rate of scale with respect to household size. In one extreme case where there 

is equal unity, no economies of scale exist and a family of two requires twice as much disposable income as a family 
of one to reach the same level of welfare. At the other extreme situation where e equals zero, economies of scale are 

perfect, so that a household of two, or for that matter a household of any number, can live exactly as well as a 

household of one with no increase in their disposable income. The value of e varies slightly between 0.50 and 0.55 
and in this research 0.5 is used as a scale value of e to convert the disposable income of households to disposable 

income per equivalent adult.  Then, the disposable income per equivalent adult is accordingly calculated as follows:                    

𝑌𝑖𝑗 = 𝑅𝑖 𝑆𝑒⁄  where Ri and Yij  stand for household income and disposable income per equivalent adult. The same 

equivalent scale is utilized for the household education expenditure.  
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in where, i refers cells for pseudo panel, N shows total number of households in i and j refers 

to jth fathers, mothers, parents in i’s.   

 

Household head Occupation ratios are also utilized as independent variables and 

constructed by the equation as follows:  

𝑟(𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝)𝑖𝑘 =
𝑛(𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝)𝑖𝑘

𝑁𝑖
                             

(13) 

 

where i refers cells for pseudo panel, n shows number of households whose household head’s 

occupation belongs to category k, N shows total number of households in i.  Occupation is 

grouped into six different categories: Professional official, associate official, general clerks, 

services sales, operators, unskilled workers and the ones who do not have any occupation 

(such as retired etc...).  

 

Household head status ratios Status is grouped into five different categories: wage 

worker, daily wage worker, self-employed, family worker, and employer and are calculated 

as follows:   

𝑟(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠)𝑖𝑘 =
𝑛(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠)𝑖𝑘

𝑁𝑖
                     

(14) 

i refers cells for pseudo panel, n shows number of households whose household head’s status 

belongs to category k, N shows total number of households in i.  

 

Mean of the number of nursery, primary school, high school and university children in 

the household are also utilized as follows:  

𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑦𝑖
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ =

𝑁(𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑦)𝑖 

𝑁𝑖 
                              

(15) 

 i refers cells for pseudo panel, N shows total number of households in i and 𝑁(𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑)𝑖 refers 

to total number of nursery children (ages between 0-5) in  i.  Since it is not written that they 

are in nursery, all of them is taken.  

𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑖
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ =

𝑁(𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚)𝑖 

𝑁𝑖 
                             

(16) 

 i refers cells for pseudo panel, N shows total number of households in i and 𝑁(𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑)𝑖 refers 

to total number of primary school children (ages between 6-14)  in  i. (in school) 

𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑖
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ =

𝑁(𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑑ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ)𝑖 

𝑁𝑖 
                                           

(17) 

 i refers cells for pseudo panel, N shows total number of households in i and 𝑁(𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑)𝑖 refers 

to total number of high school children (ages between 15-18) in  i.  

𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑖
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ =

𝑁(𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑣)𝑖 

𝑁𝑖 
                      

(18) 

i refers cells for pseudo panel, N shows total number of households in i and 𝑁(𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑)𝑖 refers 

to total number of university children (ages between in 19-24) i.  

 

Household head’s birth-cohort ratios are also utilized. In order to generate cohorts, birth 

years are generated by subtracting individual’s age from year. There are six ten-year birth 

cohorts are generated. First ten-year birth cohort includes individuals who were born before 
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1940. Second ten-year birth cohort includes individuals who were born between 1940 and 

1950.  

𝐵𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖 = 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 − 𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖  

𝐶𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡0 = {
       1 𝑖𝑓 𝐵𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 < 1940

0              𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
  

𝐶𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡1 = {
       1 𝑖𝑓   1940 ≤ 𝐵𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 < 1950

0              𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
 

𝐶𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡2 = {
       1 𝑖𝑓   1950 ≤ 𝐵𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 < 1960

0              𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
 

𝐶𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡3 = {
       1 𝑖𝑓   1960 ≤ 𝐵𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 < 1970

0              𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
 

𝐶𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡4 = {
       1 𝑖𝑓   1970 ≤ 𝐵𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 < 1980

0              𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
 

𝐶𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡5 = {
       1 𝑖𝑓   1980 ≤ 𝐵𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

0              𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
              

(19) 

 

After generating five different birth cohorts, birth cohort ratios are constructed: 

𝑟(𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡)𝑖𝑘 =
𝑛(𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝)𝑖𝑘

𝑁𝑖
   k=1, ….5              (20) 

i refers cells for pseudo panel, n shows number of households whose household head birth-

cohort belongs to category k, N shows total number of households in i. A fixed group model 

examines group differences in intercepts. 

 

4. Empirical Results 

After constructing pseudo panel data set, fix and random effects models are estimated. 

In a fixed model group model, group differences in intercepts can be examined. In other 

words, in a fixed effect model, the assumption is that the individual specific effects are 

uncorrelated with the independent variable other independent variables while in a random 

effect model the individual specific effects are uncorrelated with the independent variable 

other independent variables. Since there is no fixed individual specific effect in random effect 

model one can leave out and leaving them out these will not cause omitted bias. Therefore, 

in order to determine the model, Hausman test should be applied which will tell whether 

fixed effect or random effect is best. In Hausman test, the null hypothesis is that the preferred 

model is random effects vs the alternative the fixed effects. It basically tests whether the 

unique errors are correlated with the independent variables; the null hypothesis is they are 

not. Run a fixed effects model and save the estimates, then run a random model and save the 

estimates, then perform the test. By the test, one can examine how similar these coefficients 

are. Chi -square is very small and probability is smaller than 0.05 so they do not differ 

significantly so random effect should be utilized.  

 

 

 

  Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic 

                 chi2(32) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B) 

                          =       37.28 

                Prob>chi2 =      0.2391 

                (V_b-V_B is not positive definite) 
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After this, the LM test helps decide between a random effects regression and a simple OLS 

regression by testing for random effects: Breusch-Pagan Lagrange multiplier (LM). The null 

hypothesis in the LM test is that variances across entities are zero. Here we reject the null 

and conclude that random effects are appropriate. This is an evidence of significant 

differences across individuals; therefore, random effect model should be utilized.  

 

   leduc[cell,t] = Xb + u[cell] + e[cell,t] 

        Estimated results: 

                         |       Var     sd = sqrt(Var) 

                ---------+----------------------------- 

                   leduc |   3.508481       1.873094 

                       e |   .6299811       .7937135 

                       u |   .0070968       .0842426 

        Test:   Var(u) = 0 

                             chibar2(01) =     8.13 

                          Prob > chibar2 =   0.0022 

 

Table 5 presents the estimates of the fixed effects and random effects models6. For model 

1 in which there are no year dummies, first column and second column represents fix and 

random effect models, respectively. Then in order to control unobserved heterogeneity year 

dummies are added in model 2. Third and fourth column represents fix and random effect 

models for model 2. However, as deciding using random effect model with year dummies, 

estimation results in fourth column is discussed.  Looking at random effect model (forth 

column), it is examined that as income increase, education expenditure increases. In addition, 

number of nursery children who are between 0 and 5 year-olds has a significant positive 

effect on education expenditure. Same results can be seen for high school children (aged 15-

18) and university children (19-24) while there is no significant effect of primary school 

children. Highest impact is for high school children.  

 

This is logical due to the private tutoring centers for preparation university exam.  

Looking year dummies: 2009 and 2010 years have lowest impact due to the crisis (Base year 

is 2002). For the case of occupation ratios, it can interpret as a dummy variable since its 

extreme value will be 1 and 0. For example, if professional officer’s ratio is “1” for a cell 

than the entire household heads’ constructing that cell is professional officers and other 

occupation ratios should be “0”. Since the coefficient of professional officer ratio is 

significant and positive, one can interpret as the ratio of professional officer increases then 

education expenditure increases. After this point, ratio of occupations, gender and work status 

interpret as a dummy. Being a wage worker and employer also have a positive significant 

effect on the education expenditure.  

 

Table 5: Parameter Estimates of Fix and Random Effect Models 

Dependent Variable : Ln(Mean Household equivalent education expenditure) 

 Model 1 Model 2  

 Fix Effect  Random Effect Fix Effect  Random Effect 

     
                                                           
6 Below the table, The F-test in the last line of the output examines the null hypothesis that 59 dummy parameters 

in LSDV1 are zero (e.g., μ1=0, μ2=0, μ3=0, μ4=0, μ5=0….and μ59=0.). The large F statistic reject the null 
hypothesis in favor of the fixed group effect (p<.0000).  
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Ln(Mean Household Equivalent  -0.132 -0.100 0.0121 0.336*** 

Income) (0.0840) (0.0755) (0.0712) (0.0609) 

Mean of the number of nursery  0.205*** 0.105** 0.127*** 0.120*** 

(0-5 year-olds) (0.0509) (0.0431) (0.0371) (0.0344) 

Mean of the number of primary  -0.0197 -0.00840 -0.0662* 0.0313 

(6-14 year-olds) (0.0701) (0.0593) (0.0395) (0.0366) 

Mean of the number of high school  0.250** 0.444*** 0.143** 0.287*** 

(15-18 year-olds) (0.0994) (0.0893) (0.0606) (0.0572) 

Mean of the number of university  0.245** 0.317*** 0.0229 0.183*** 

(19-24 year-olds) (0.112) (0.106) (0.0649) (0.0625) 

Household Head's characteristics     

Professional official Ratio 0.874* 0.911** -0.0833 0.786*** 

 (0.468) (0.386) (0.266) (0.221) 

Associate official Ratio 0.116 0.436 -0.194 0.149 

 (0.654) (0.534) (0.346) (0.299) 

General clerks Ratio -1.755 -0.231 1.240 0.735 

 (1.922) (0.918) (1.030) (0.524) 

Services sales Ratio -2.645*** -1.240*** 0.395 -0.467* 

 (0.752) (0.404) (0.428) (0.240) 

Operators Ratio 1.947 -0.235 -1.737** 0.110 

 (1.592) (0.641) (0.881) (0.364) 

Unskilled ratio -0.740** -0.814*** 0.230 -0.168 

 (0.345) (0.281) (0.198) (0.162) 

Wage worker Ratio 0.658 1.660** -0.533 1.031** 

 (1.158) (0.744) (0.620) (0.429) 

Employer Ratio 4.206*** 3.397*** 1.378* 1.821*** 

 (1.548) (0.954) (0.832) (0.559) 

Self-employed Ratio 0.848 0.328 -0.482 -0.0804 

 (1.332) (0.794) (0.712) (0.459) 

Unpaid Family Worker Ratio 1.484 -0.00580 0.319 0.871* 

 (1.312) (0.831) (0.715) (0.492) 

Cohort Ratio 1940<x<1950  -5.376*** -0.315 2.452 0.303 

 (1.411) (1.009) (2.379) (0.577) 

Cohort Ratio 1950<x<1960 -4.711*** -0.778* 3.108 0.645** 

 (0.902) (0.455) (2.153) (0.293) 

Cohort Ratio 1960<x<1970 -3.222*** -0.198 2.254 0.850*** 

 (0.709) (0.391) (1.584) (0.251) 

Cohort Ratio 1970<x<1980 -1.930*** -0.209 1.789 0.902*** 

 (0.559) (0.386) (1.097) (0.245) 

Cohort Ratio >1980 -0.990** -0.527 0.974* 0.481** 

 (0.411) (0.401) (0.589) (0.240) 

Gender ratio -2.668* 1.576 -1.058 0.675 

 (1.564) (1.384) (0.872) (0.781) 
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Time     

2003   1.493*** 2.016*** 

   (0.230) (0.232) 

2004   -0.285 0.595** 

   (0.243) (0.233) 

2005   0.658** 1.316*** 

   (0.310) (0.256) 

2006   0.451 1.195*** 

   (0.289) (0.275) 

2007   3.473*** 4.243*** 

   (0.292) (0.278) 

2008   0.429 1.619*** 

   (0.310) (0.285) 

2009   0.416 0.757*** 

   (0.271) (0.267) 

2010   0.430 0.993*** 

   (0.271) (0.262) 

2011   1.267** 1.508*** 

   (0.530) (0.252) 

2012   5.191*** 5.115*** 

   (0.570) (0.262) 

2013   1.373** 1.660*** 

   (0.611) (0.256) 

Constant 6.163** -0.435 0.0450 -6.156*** 

 (2.600) (1.981) (2.159) (1.218) 

Observations 567 567 567 567 

R-squared 0.210  0.786  

Number of cell 53 53 53 53 

F test that all u_i=0: 

F(52, 

482) =     

3.22               

Prob > F 

= 0.0000    

F(52, 

493) =     

2.07                          

Prob > F 

= 0.0000  

R-sq:  within  =  0.2098 0.1218  0.7861  0.7547 

between =  0.1095 0.6505 0.3301  0.9382  

overall =  0.0841 0.3118 0.4764  0.7938 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

The macroeconomic fluctuations and the severe conditions in the economy would affect 

the total income level of the country and therefore the contraction in the overall economy 

reflect to the households’ total income. In this respect, the consumption and expenditure 

patterns of the households is rearranged in accordance with the income level of the 

household. Mostly, at the difficult times, individuals prefer to reduce their expenditures in 

order to protect themselves from the adverse effect of the crisis. One of the reduction is 
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observed in the investment decision on education. Therefore, in this research one of our focus 

is to reveal the effect of crisis on the education expenditure of the households. Besides the 

income elasticity of education expenditure is also examined in order to capture the response 

of the expenditure on education to income changes.  

 

For Turkey, labor market conditions reveal that the earnings premium is higher for the 

higher education levels. Therefore, individuals mainly attached to public or private 

universities or courses to accumulate their human capital in order to gain more earnings. In 

other words, the returns to education is high in Turkey, especially for the recent years. This 

mainly lead parents to get more education for their children. Obviously, the expenditure of 

the education is a combination of public and private spending. Although, governments 

control the compulsory education years and guarantee a certain level of education by public 

schools in many developing countries, these conditions can be found insufficient for the 

parents and in that case they more likely invest in private education.  

 

Therefore, the main objective of this paper is to reveal the expenditure pattern of 

education in Turkey. However, in order to reveal the possible change in intergenerational 

education mobility, individuals should be tracked and therefore in this paper estimates of the 

education expenditures of households for different birth cohorts in Turkey is presented. Also, 

the effect of the crisis on education expenditure is examined, as well.  

The estimations of the synthetic panel data point out that consistent with the expectations, 

higher income level of household lead to higher educational expenditure. Besides, the 

number of children in the household has also significant positive effect on the household 

expenditure level, and actually this result is also acceptable. Also, the occupation of the 

household head also plays a role on the households’ expenditure on education. Especially if 

the household head is occupied in professional officer then the expenditure on education is 

higher compared to others.   

 

Another striking finding of the examination is relation between the number of high school 

children and educational expenditure. The highest impact is originated from the number of 

the high school aged children. This finding could be resulted from the spending for the 

preparation of university exam. The effect of the economic crisis is also seen from the results. 

In 2009 and 2010, the impact of the all variables on the education expenditure is lowered.  
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To give more detailed explanation consider a data set as in Table A.1. It shows the household 

whose household-head is 35-44 years old, male, higher educated (High school and higher), 

senior official or professional official. Column shows not only individual’s characteristics 

but also household’s characteristics. Note that, household head age, household head 

education group and household head occupation are utilized for generating pseudo panel 

observations (cross section). In the example, to generate one cell in pseudo panel, two 

different households are utilized since their chosen household head’s characteristics are 

same. In 2002, in household 1, household head is in 35-44 year-old group and whose 

education level is “higher” and whose occupation is coded “1” (Senior official and 

professional official). Then, there is another household (household 2) whose household head 

is in 35-44-year-old group and whose education level is higher and whose occupation is 

coded 1 (senior official or professional official). Household 1 and household 2 are colored 

red since they are in year 2002. In addition, household head’s characteristics utilized for 

constructing cells for pseudo panel are highlighted. There are two other households: 

household 3 and household 4 which are blue colored (Table A.2). There are other 

characteristics which belong not only to household head but also household characteristics: 

such as gender and work status of household head and living area etc…Then Table A.3 shows 

the cells generated for pseudo panel by taking data fromTable1. There are four cells. Red 

colored ones represent for the year 2002 and blue colored ones represents for the year 2012.  

This table includes dependent variable that is mean of household equivalent education 

expenditure and independent variables such as mean of equivalent household income, mean 

of father’s education, ratio of urban areas etc… These independent variables are clarified in 

details in section 3.  
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Table A.1: Observations in the year 2002 

t=2002 

hh 

id individual id age  

deflated equivalent hh 

income 

deflated eq.  hh 

education expenditure years of edu age group hh edu 

occupatio

n living area Status  Gender 

  1 1 (househead) 36 2000 150 19 35-44 higher 1 urban Wage worker male 

  1 2 (spouse ) 30 2000 150 15 35-44 higher 1 urban Wage worker male 

  1 3 (children) 2 2000 150 0 35-44 higher 1 urban Wage worker male 

  1 4 (children) 21 2000 150 11 35-44 higher 1 urban Wage worker male 

t=2002 

hh 

id individual id age  

deflated equivalent hh 

income 

deflated eq.  hh 

education expenditure years of edu age group hh edu 

occupatio

n living area Status  Gender 

  2 1 (househead) 39 3000 200 13 35-44 higher 1 rural Selfemployed male 

  2 2 (spouse ) 35 3000 200 15 35-44 higher 1 rural Selfemployed male 

  2 3 (children) 5 3000 200 0 35-44 higher 1 rural Selfemployed male 

  2 4 (children) 15 3000 200 11 35-44 higher 1 rural Selfemployed male 

t=2002 

hh 

id individual id age 

deflated equivalent hh 

income 

deflated eq.  hh 

education expenditure years of edu age group hh edu 

occupatio

n living area Status  Gender 

  3 1 (househead) 46 5000 1000 15 45-54 higher 2 urban employer female 

  3 2 (spouse ) 42 5000 1000 15 45-54 higher 2 urban employer female 

  3 3 (children) 15 5000 1000 8 45-54 higher 2 urban employer female 

t=2002 

hh 

id individual id age 

deflated equivalent hh 

income 

deflated eq.  hh 

education expenditure years of edu age group hh edu 

occupatio

n living area Status  Gender 

  4 1 (househead) 43 6000 1500 19 45-54 higher 2 urban Wage worker male 

  4 2 (spouse ) 43 6000 1500 19 45-54 higher 2 urban Wage worker male 

  4 3 (children) 15 6000 1500 8 45-54 higher 2 urban Wage  worker male 

  4 4 (children) 12 6000 1500 5 45-54 higher 2 urban Wage worker male 

  4 5 (children) 10 6000 1500 5 45-54 higher 2 urban Wage worker male 
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Table A.2: Observations in the year 2012 

t=2012 hh id individual id age 

deflated equivalent hh 

income 

deflated eq.  hh 

education expenditure years of edu age group hh edu 

occupati

on 

living 

area Status  Gender 

  1 1 (househead) 36 2000 125 15 35-44 higher 1 rural Wage worker male 

  1 2 (spouse ) 35 2000 125 15 35-44 higher 1 rural Wage worker male 

  1 3 (children) 10 2000 125 0 35-44 higher 1 rural Wage worker male 

t=2012 hh id individual id age 

deflated equivalent hh 

income 

deflated eq.  hh 

education expenditure years of edu age group hh edu 

occupati

on 

living 

area Status  Gender 

  2 1 (househead) 42 4000 300 13 35-44 higher 1 urban Selfemployed male 

  2 2 (spouse ) 35 4000 300 15 35-44 higher 1 urban Selfemployed male 

  2 3 (children) 5 4000 300 0 35-44 higher 1 urban Selfemployed male 

  2 4 (children) 15 4000 300 11 35-44 higher 1 urban Selfemployed male 

t=2012 hh id individual id age 

deflated equivalent hh 

income 

deflated eq.  hh 

education expenditure years of edu age group hh edu 

occupati

on 

living 

area Status  Gender 

  3 1 (househead) 54 4500 1250 15 45-54 higher 2 urban Selfemployed female 

  3 2 (spouse ) 53 4500 1250 15 45-54 higher 2 urban Selfemployed female 

  3 3 (children) 25 4500 1250 8 45-54 higher 2 urban Selfemployed female 

t=2012 hh id individual id age 

deflated equivalent hh 

income 

deflated eq.  hh 

education expenditure years of edu age group hh edu 

occupati

on 

living 

area Status  Gender 

  4 1 (househead) 52 5500 1300 19 45-54 higher 2 rural employer female 

  4 2 (spouse) 51 5500 1300 19 45-54 higher 2 rural employer female 

  4 3 (children) 18 5500 1300 8 45-54 higher 2 rural employer female 

  4 4 (children) 12 5500 1300 5 45-54 higher 2 rural employer female 
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Table A. 3: Cells for Pseudo Panel  

  

Dependent 

variable   
Independent variables 

cell 

mean eq. 

hh 

education 

expenditure 

sum deflated 

eq. hh edu 

expenditure 

# 

nursery 

child 

# primary 

school 

child (8 

years) 

# high 

school 

child 

# 

univers

ity 

child 

mean 

eq. hh 

income 

sum of 

eq.  hh 

income 

urban

/total 

mean 

(father 

yrs edu) 

mean 

(mother 

yrs edu) 

mean 

(parents 

yrs edu) 

1 (t=2002) 175.0 350 2 0 1 1 3000.0 6000 0.5 16 15 15.5 

1 (t=2012) 212.5 425 1 1 1 0 3000.0 6000 0.5 14 28 14.5 

2 (t=2002) 1250.0 2500 0 2 2 0 5500.0 11000 0 17 8 12.5 

2 (t=2012) 1275.0 2550 0 1 1 0 5000.0 10000 0.5 17 17 17 
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Abstract 

Network approach has become a popular tool to analyse economic phenomena. It is mostly 

applied to world trade and finance. However, it is not limited with these fields of 

economics. The fields which are analysed via network analysis vary every passing day. It 

has also been applied to input-output data on both national level and international level 

recently.  

In this study, we analysed input-output tables of Turkey on national level for different 

years. As is known, input-output tables indicate flows of intermediate goods from one 

sector to another sector. Hence network analysis can provide important information about 

interconnectedness of sectors in an economy and evolution of it over time. We also 

analysed Turkish domestic sectors in a network with global sectors.  

WIOT data have been used for the analysis. Results indicate that there are some central 

intermediate good provider sectors which are called hub sectors in Turkish economy such 

as transport, textile, mining, business. However, some domestic sectors have decreasing 

hub centrality while same foreign sectors have increasing hub centrality such as chemical, 

transport equipment and agriculture sectors. This can be thought as an indicator of 

outsourcing. 

Keywords: Network analysis; Input-Output Tables. 

1. Introduction

Network analysis has become a very popular tool to analyse complex systems in various 

disciplines. Economics has become one of these disciplines as a result of interaction with 

* Corresponding Author, Tel.: +90 212 383 6892.

E-mail address: eren@yildiz.edu.tr. 
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other disciplines such as computer sciences, physics, biology, psychology etc. Economic 

fields in which network tools are used widely are international trade and finance. Global 

value chain is also a new field uses network analysis to analyse global production network.   

Developments in transportation and communication have weakened the relation between 

specialization and geographical concentration. Countries have started trading in not only 

whole goods but mostly specific parts of them. Geographical disaggregation of production 

process has revealed the ‘global value chains (GVC)’. Restructuring of this process has 

been accompanied with outsourcing and offshoring. Final good trade among countries is 

not the only criteria anymore in terms of competition. It is also necessary to take the 

intermediate good trade into consideration. In this context, import content of export 

increases and domestic value added per unit export decreases. However, intermediate good 

import increases the profits in firm-level. This new structure has changed the traditional 

relations between international trade and value added and also the relations between 

production and profit (Milberg et al., 2013: 48; De Baker et al., 2007: 5,6).  

GVC causes the transmission of both financial and real shocks to the whole system due to 

internationalization of supply chain (Milberg et al., 2013: 55). GVC concept was used to 

explain trade and industrial organization as an international value added chain in 2000’s. 

Recently, it has been called as ‘network’ rather than ‘chain’ since economic process 

depends on complex interactions among global producers (De Backer et al., 2014: 5).  

Recently, GVC has become a popular research field analysed via network tools. There is an 

interdependent relationship between intermediate good suppliers and demanders. For 

instance, in the sector-level, each sector provides some intermediate goods to the other 

sectors and also gets intermediate goods from them. In the network-level, these bilateral 

relations increase importance of some sectors relatively. Determination of these sectors is 

prominent since shocks in one sector spread to the whole. In the literature, there are a great 

number of studies analyse GVC via network analysis.  

Input-output tables are utilised in the network analysis of global production. These tables 

have some advantages. First of all, they eliminate problems stemming from different data 

definitions of countries and provide a standard data structure. Besides, goods are 

categorized as ‘intermediate’ and ‘final’ goods in these tables. They also includes service 

sector.  

In one of the studies in this field, Grazzini and Spelta analysed the flow of intermediate 

good flow in 2011 (Grazzini et al., 2015: 21, 22) and they found that both out-strength and 

in-strength flows have heavy tail distribution meaning that input-output network is 

asymmetrical with regards to both input suppliers and input users. The authors also 

analysed the evolution of input-output network. They found that the network fragility 

increased from 1995 to 2011. The authors also revealed the rise of some new central 

sectors. According to this result, China has become a highly central in global production. 

Another finding of this part of the analysis is that the leading Chinese sectors are 

intermediate manufactured goods while the western leading sectors are financial and 

business services.  
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Wu built a supplier network from 2004 to 2014 and calculate the centralities (degree, 

eigenvector, hub and authority centralities) of each company as a supplier. Then, the author 

constructed supplier-central stock portfolio based on the top ten company and found that 

supplier-central portfolios tended to be more volatile than customer-central portfolios (Wu: 

14,15). 

Blöchl et al. derived two centrality measures that are well-suited for input-output networks 

that contain nodes with strong self-loops and are completely connected. The findings 

support the geographical proximity and similar developmental status of the countries in 

terms of sectoral centrality. According to their results, centrality ranking of sectors in 

Belgium and Spain looked similar, as Turkey and India had also similar centrality ranking 

of sectors (Blöchl et al., 2011: 7).  

In this analysis, we make two-stage analysis of input-output tables. At the first stage, we 

use national input-output tables from 1995 to 2011 to see the evolution of the structure in 

terms of network-level and node-level statistics. At the second-stage, we build our input-

output table as involving sectors of Turkey and Rest of the World (RoW) and study the 

evolution within the period. Before looking at the results, some technical information about 

networks can be seen as follows.  

2. Methodology 

The first step to understand complex systems is decomposition of these systems into their 

parts (Reichardt, 2009: 2). Network analysis allows one to represent complex systems in 

terms of their parts and interactions/linkages among them. In this context, policymakers 

have become interested in network analysis to determine the weaknesses of their concerns 

since these tools are applied to most real-world networks (OECD, 2009: 9).  

A network is defined as G=(V, E, f), where V is a finite set of nodes and E is a set of links 

among these nodes and, f is a mapping which links elements of E to a pair of elements of V. 

In a weighted network, each link is given a distinct weight and the definition of network 

becomes G=(V, W, f), where W represents the set of weights W={w1, w2, …, wm}. If two 

nodes (node i and j) are linked to each other with the link e={i,j} in a network, then these 

nodes are said to be adjacent. Networks are represented with adjacency matrices which are 

built as follows (Estrada, 2015: 95,96): 

𝐴𝑖𝑗 =  {
   1       𝑖𝑓 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐸
    0       𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

                                            (1)  

An undirected and binary network is the simplest type of networks. More complicated 

network types are directed and weighted networks.  

One of the extents which are analysed to get information about the topological properties of 

a network is connectivity. Connectivity is measured by node degree/node strength on the 

node-level. Higher node degree/strength means stronger impact over the network (Howell, 

2012). On the network level, connectivity is measured by density which is a ratio of actual 
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count of links to possible maximum count of links. In a directed network without self-loop 

and multilink, density coefficient can be formulized as follows (Newman, 2010: 134):  

𝜌 =
𝑚

𝑛(𝑛 − 1)
                                                        (2) 

in where m is the count of actual links. Density coefficient lies in the range of 0 ≤  𝜌 ≤ 1. 

Another extent to be analysed is clustering refers to the relation between two nodes which 

have links with a node in common. Clustering is also an indicator of transitivity in a 

network. Clustering coefficient can also be measured both in the node-level and in the 

network-level. Clustering coefficient was first introduced for node i in a simple network as 

follows (Serrano et al., 2006: 1,2):  

𝑐𝑖 =  
2𝑇𝑖

𝑘𝑖  (𝑘𝑖 − 1)
                                                       (3) 

where 𝑇𝑖  represents the count of triangles passing through the node i. Clustering coefficient 

in the network-level which is denoted as C is obtained by averaging 𝑐𝑖 values. Clustering 

coefficients both in the node-level and in the network-level lie in the interval [0,1].  

Degree distribution is another informative property about network topology. It has been 

indicated in the literature that most real-world networks such as movie network, www, 

electrical power grid network and citation network follow power-law distribution (Barabasi 

et al., 1999: 510). These networks which follow power-law distribution are called as scale-

free networks in network literature. Scale free networks have some characteristics which 

distinguish them from random and small-world networks (Mitchell, 2009: 238,245). First of 

all, they include small number of hubs which are nodes with high-degree. They also include 

heterogeneity of connectivity since node degrees/strengths are over a very large range. 

Another property of scale-free networks is self-similarity which means that even one 

rescales and reshapes the distribution by focusing on a smaller part of the curve, the shape 

obtained will look like the previous. Finally, scale-free networks have small-world property 

which requires small average path length and high degree of clustering.  

It is known that power-law distributions belong to the class of fat-tailed distributions which 

have higher peaks and fat tails compared to Poisson distribution. Power-law distribution 

can be represented as follows (Hein et al., 2006: 269,270): 

𝑃(𝑘) ≈  𝑘−𝛾                                                           (4) 

In the statement above, P(k) shows the probability of the occurrence of nodes with degree k 

in the network. 𝛾 has a characteristic importance for this distribution. It means that a lower 

value of 𝛾 leads to a higher probability of nodes with many links. In another words, a 

network with a lower value of 𝛾 has a higher quantity of super-nodes which have many 

links compared to a network with a higher value of 𝛾. It can also be interpreted as such that 

higher exponent level implies less heterogeneity of connectedness (Leon et al., 2014: 15). 
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One way to determine fat-tailed distributions is to look at the kurtosis. If the kurtosis has 

positive value, then the distribution follows fat-tail distribution (Decarlo, 1997: 292). It is 

also stated that most real world networks display right-skewed distributions and these 

distributions approximate power-law distribution (Leon Rincon et al., 2015: 11). Skewness 

measure gives information about distributional asymmetry and is used to determine which 

side of a distribution has a fat-tail. If the skewness measure has positive value, then the fat-

tail is on the right and the distribution is right-skewed and vice versa (Lovric, 2010: 1).  

Centrality is another important topological property of a network. However, it is more 

convenient to examine assortativity/disassortativity in order to perceive the importance of 

centrality. Assortativity means that the nodes with high degree/strength tend to have links 

with the nodes which have high degree/strength. However, the nodes with high 

degree/strength tend to have relations with the nodes with low degree/strength in 

disassortative case (Reichardt, 2009: 6,7). There are two ways to determine 

assortative/disassortative structure in a network. One of them is to plot degree and ANND 

statistics on the same graph and to see the relationship between them. ANND is a statistic 

shows how connected neighbours of node i are with one another (Fagiolo, 2010: 484). It is 

measured as the average degree of neighbours of i. It can be formulized as follows (Barrat 

et al., 2004: 65):  

< 𝑘𝑛𝑛,𝑖 >=
1

𝑘𝑖

∑ 𝑘𝑗

𝑗

                                                  (5) 

ANND for the nodes which have degree k is calculated with the formula below: 

< 𝑘𝑛𝑛(𝑘) ≥
1

𝑁𝑘

∑ 𝑘𝑛𝑛,𝑖

𝑖
𝑘𝑖

=𝑘

                                             (6) 

It is possible to decide whether there is a disassortative structure in a network. If the 

relation between the degree and the ANND is positive, then it is thought there is an 

assortative structure in the network. On the contrary, if the relation between the degree and 

the ANND is negative, then there is a disassortative structure in the network.  

Figure 1. Assortativity - Disassortativity 

Source: G. Caldarelli, “Lectures in complex networks”, 2008, International Workshop & 

Conference on Network Science, 
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http://www.ifr.ac.uk/netsci08/Download/Invited/ws1_Caldarelli.pdf 

The other way of determination of assortative/disassortative structure is to calculate 

assortativity correlation coefficient. Newman defines assortativity coefficient by adjusting 

standard Pearson correlation coefficient as follows (Newman: 5):  

𝑟 =
∑ 𝑖𝑗(𝑒𝑖𝑗 − 𝑎𝑖𝑏𝑗)𝑖𝑗

𝜎𝑎𝜎𝑏

                                                  (7) 

where 𝑎𝑖 = ∑ 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑗   and  𝑏𝑗 = ∑ 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑖  are fraction of edges start and end at node i and node j, 

respectively. And 𝜎𝑎 and 𝜎𝑏 are the standart deviations of the distributions of 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑏𝑗. 

This assortativity measure lies in the interval [-1,1]. If r = 1, then there is perfect 

assortativity between i and j. If r = -1, then there is perfect disassortativity between the 

nodes.  

Disassortativity is one of the reasons of core-periphery structure in a network (Fuge: 6). 

Centrality measure enables one to determine the nodes in the core and the periphery. There 

are a lot of centrality measures such as degree centrality, betweenness centrality, closeness 

centrality, eigenvector centrality etc. to measure the importance of the nodes in a network.  

HITS algorithm was developed by Kleinberg to calculate hub and authority centralities of 

web pages which are results of a specific query on the Internet. He based his analysis on a 

directed network in his original study. As is known, there are two types of links in directed 

networks: in-links and out-links. In this context, hubs are nodes myriad out-links and 

authorities are nodes with myriad in-links. Kleinberg aimed to calculate two different 

centrality measures for these distinct type of nodes.  

Kleinberg remarked that these authoritative pages which are related to initial query should 

not only have large in-links. It is also necessary to be an overlap in the sets of pages which 

point to these authoritative pages. Similarly, hub pages should have links to multiple 

relevant authoritative pages. These two different classes of nodes exhibit mutually 

reinforcing relationship means that a good hub is a node that points to many good 

authorities and a good authority is a node that is pointed to by many good hubs. Kleinberg 

used an algorithm, HITS algorithm, that uses an iterative process that maintains and updates 

two weights for each page. In this context, each web page has two non-negative weights: an 

authority weight 𝑥<𝑝> and a hub weight 𝑦<𝑝>. And there are two operations (ℐ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝒪) that 

update these weights. ℐ updates the x weights and 𝒪 updates the y weights during the 

iterations. Kleinberg also expressed this mutually reinforcing relationship between hubs and 

authorities with equations as follows (Kleinberg, 2009: 7,8):  

𝑥<𝑝> ←  ∑ 𝑦<𝑝>

𝑞:(𝑞,𝑝)∈𝐸

 

𝑦<𝑝>  ←  ∑ 𝑥<𝑞>

𝑞:(𝑝,𝑞)∈𝐸

                                                (8) 
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As it is understood from the Equation (8), authority weight of a node is proportional to the 

hub weights of the nodes point to it. Similarly, hub weight of a node is proportional to the 

authority weights of the nodes it points to.  

First of all, Kleinberg defined a vector y which elements consist of 𝑦<𝑝> values and a 

vector x which elements consist of 𝑥<𝑝>. Assuming that G=(V,E) with V={p1, p2, …, pn} 

and A is adjacency matrix of graph G, he proved that y and x converge to their equilibrium 

values y* and x* (which are hub centrality and authority centrality, respectively) at the end 

of this iteration process. He concluded that x* (authority centrality vector) is the principal 

eigenvector of 𝐴𝑇𝐴 and y* (hub centrality vector) is the principal eigenvector of 𝐴𝐴𝑇 

(Kleinberg, 2009: 10,11).  

Kleinberg’s algorithm uses the way which is used to calculate eigenvector centrality. 

However it eliminates zero-centrality problem of eigen-pair analysis by calculating hub and 

authority centralities of nodes simultaneously and iteratively depending on that mutually 

reinforcing relationship. Leon and Perez summarized this iterative process as the estimation 

of eigenvector centrality of two modified versions of adjacency matrix (Leon et al., 2013: 

15). On this basis, 𝑀ℎ𝑢𝑏 = 𝐴𝐴𝑇 and 𝑀𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ =  𝐴𝑇𝐴  can be called as hub matrix and 

authority matrix of which eigenvector centralities refer to hub centrality and authority 

centrality, respectively (Kolaczyk, 2009: 92,93).   

Leon and Perez explains the logic behind these hub and authority matrices like that (Leon et 

al., 2013: 15,16). Multiplication of a directed (non-symmetrical) adjacency matrix with 

transpose of itself enables one to identify second-order adjacencies. Clearly, in the case of 

𝑀𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ, multiplication of AT with A sends weights backwards towards the pointing node. 

However, multiplication of A with AT sends weights forwards towards to the pointed node. 

Since 𝑀ℎ𝑢𝑏  and 𝑀𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ  are symmetrical matrices with non-negative elements, hub and 

authority centrality vectors will also contain positive and non-zero scores.  

3. Data  

The data used in this study have been obtained from WIOD database. The data used in the 

first-stage of the study have been taken from the National Input-Output Tables (NIOT). 

These tables contain the intermediate good flows from one domestic sector to the others in 

millions of US dollar. These tables also contain self-loops imply the amounts of 

intermediate goods that each sector provides to itself.  The data used in the second-stage of 

the analysis have been built by using World Input-Output Tables (WIOT). A WIOT is a set 

of national input-output tables that are connected with each other by bilateral international 

trade flows. Time series of WIOT includes EU-27 and 13 major economies of the World 

such as Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Mexico, Russia, South 

Korea, Taiwan, Turkey and the USA. Additionally, the data involve another region which is 

called “rest of the world (RoW)” for the non-included part of the World economy. WIOT 

data also cover 35 industries mostly at the two-digit ISIC Rev.3 level (Timmer et al., 2015: 

577,578). We have condenced these 35 sectors to 18 sectors depending on the sectoral 

aggregation of Wong (Wong, 2014: 315). We also summed up the countries except Turkey 

and added them to the RoW part of the data. Thus, the second-stage of the analysis 
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investigate the relation between the domestic sectors of Turkey and the foreign sectors of 

the RoW. WIOT structure and sectoral aggregation can be seen in the Appendix A1 and 

A2, respectively.  

4. Findings  

The following results belong to the first stage of the analysis, i.e. national input-output 

network part. It can be said that national input-output network has become a complete 

network since 1997 meaning that each sector has become connected with the others. This 

can be seen by looking at the clustering and the density coefficients in the Table 1. 

Additionally, national input-output networks for 1995 and 2011 can be found in the 

Appendix B1 in order to see the increase of the density of the bilateral input trade among 

domestic sectors.  

 

Table 1. Some Network Statistics 

Year Clustering Density Skewness Kurtosis 

1995 0.9987 0.9869 1.081 2.904 

1996 0.9986 0.9869 0.996 2.635 

1997 1.0000 1.0000 1.176 3.272 

1998 1.0000 1.0000 1.034 2.908 

1999 1.0000 1.0000 0.860 2.255 

2000 1.0000 1.0000 0.919 2.471 

2001 1.0000 1.0000 0.896 2.350 

2002 1.0000 1.0000 1.161 3.221 

2003 1.0000 1.0000 1.220 3.366 

2004 1.0000 1.0000 1.277 3.562 

2005 1.0000 1.0000 1.230 3.371 

2006 1.0000 1.0000 1.251 3.449 

2007 1.0000 1.0000 1.228 3.355 

2008 1.0000 1.0000 1.356 3.775 

2009 1.0000 1.0000 1.128 3.080 

2010 1.0000 1.0000 1.148 3.122 

2011 1.0000 1.0000 1.267 3.561 

Table 1 also contains skewness and kurtosis values that give an idea about the distribution. 

As explained in the methodology, positive skewness and kurtosis values imply heavy-tail 

distribution. By looking at these statistics, it can be said that the strength distribution 

follows power-law distribution. However, it should also be proved statistically. 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov fitness test results can be seen in the Table 2.  
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Table 2. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test Results 

Year 𝛾 

KS 

statistics p-value Year 𝛾 

KS 

statistics p-value 

1995 2.4200 0.2102 0.7691 2004 1.6993 0.1752 0.6737 

1996 6.3791 0.1675 0.9990 2005 1.6660 0.1813 0.6310 

1997 1.4329 0.2062 0.3941 2006 1.6707 0.1827 0.6216 

1998 2.0088 0.1989 0.7771 2007 1.8750 0.1705 0.8444 

1999 1.5062 0.1564 0.7416 2008 2.0696 0.1830 0.7765 

2000 1.6310 0.1654 0.7082 2009 2.0678 0.1839 0.7717 

2001 1.6911 0.1825 0.6233 2010 4.0624 0.2049 0.9628 

2002 1.7418 0.1607 0.7723 2011 3.9067 0.1761 0.9924 

2003 1.7668 0.1591 0.7826         

 

According to the results, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that implies fitness to power-

law since p-values are higher than 0,05. It means that nodes are heterogeneous regarding to 

connectivity since a small number of them have high out-strength while a great number of 

them have lower out-strength. Depending on these results, it can be said that some sectors 

are important supplier of intermediate goods to the national economy. Thus, there are some 

hub sectors as input provider. The best way to determine these hubs is to calculate 

centrality values of each sector. However, it is better to look at assortativity correlation 

coefficient before centrality since it also gives an idea about the core-periphery structure in 

the network.  

Table 3. Assortativity Correlation Coefficient 

Year 

Assortativity 

Correlation Coefficient Year 

Assortativity 

Correlation 

Coefficient 

1995 -0.0567 2004 -0.0588 

1996 -0.0562 2005 -0.0588 

1997 -0.0588 2006 -0.0588 

1998 -0.0588 2007 -0.0588 

1999 -0.0588 2008 -0.0588 

2000 -0.0588 2009 -0.0588 

2001 -0.0588 2010 -0.0588 

2002 -0.0588 2011 -0.0588 

2003 -0.0588     

As is seen in Table 3, coefficients are negative eventhough they are not high enough to 

imply perfect disassortativity. Hence, it can be said that there is a core-periphery structure 

in the national production network. It is prominent to calculate centrality measures in order 

to determine these hubs. In the methodology used in this analysis, there are two distinct 

centrality measures: hub and authority centralities. In input-output network case, hub 

centrality of a node implies how central intermediate good provider the node  is. 
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Table 4. Comparison of Hub Centralities of Domestic Sectors 

Sectors 1995 Sectors 2000 Sectors 2005 Sectors 2011 

Chemical 0.508 Chemical 0.523 Transport 0.665 Transport 0.593 

Sales 0.477 Transport 0.503 Textile 0.424 Textile 0.514 

Agriculture 0.448 Sales 0.418 Sales 0.410 Sales 0.406 

Transport 0.307 Agriculture 0.322 Agriculture 0.266 Business 0.249 

Financial 0.294 Financial 0.272 Chemical 0.238 Chemical 0.247 

Food 0.214 Business 0.202 Business 0.209 Agriculture 0.236 

Metal 0.162 Textile 0.190 Food 0.119 Financial 0.110 

Textile 0.161 Food 0.131 Financial 0.106 Food 0.108 

Business 0.104 Metal 0.107 Electricity 0.067 Electricity 0.089 

Paper 0.097 Paper 0.079 Paper 0.061 Paper 0.057 

Electricity 0.097 Electricity 0.069 Metal 0.051 Mining 0.052 

Machinery 0.046 Mining 0.041 Others 0.041 Metal 0.040 

Mining 0.039 Others 0.030 Mining 0.029 Others 0.040 

Others 0.022 Machinery 0.024 Electrical 0.021 Electrical 0.019 

Recycling 0.018 Trans.Equip. 0.022 Construction 0.014 Construction 0.013 

Trans.Equip. 0.017 Electrical 0.019 Machinery 0.014 Machinery 0.010 

Electrical 0.017 Construction 0.019 Trans.Equip. 0.012 Recycling 0.009 

Construction 0.014 Recycling 0.012 Recycling 0.010 Trans.Equip. 0.008 

It can be seen that transport, textile, business and mining are the sectors that have 

increasing centralities as input provider to the domestic economy. However, centralities of 

the other sectors as input supplier decreases within the period. It can be thought that these 

sectors benefit from outsourcing. The second-stage of the analysis will help to understand 

this point.  

Authority centrality in input-output networks implies how central a node is as an 

intermediate good user. The higher authority centrality, the more central sector as an input 

user. In this case, transport and textile have the highest and increasing value of authority 

centrality. It means that these sectors are the biggest domestic input users in national 

economy. Besides, electrical equipments, electricity, business, mining, recycling also have 

increasing trend of authority centrality. However, agriculture, food, metal, finance, paper, 

machinery, transport equipment and construction sectors have decreasing authority 

centrality in national input-output network. It means that these sectors has become less 

central user of domestic inputs. 

In the second-stage of the analysis, we have analyzed the relation between Turkey and the 

rest of the world. On this purpose, we have built the matrices in the way of representing 

only these relations and have put zero for the matrix elements reperesent the intra-country 

relations. In other words, matrix elements represent the input flow from domestic sectors of 

Turkey to domestic sectors of Turkey and the input flow from the rest of the world to the 

rest of the world are set as zero.  
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Table 5. Comparison of Authority Centralities of Domestic Sectors 

Sectors 1995 Sectors 2000 Sectors 2005 Sectors 2011 

Food 0.503 Transport 0.502 Transport 0.598 Textile 0.564 

Agriculture 0.386 Chemical 0.424 Textile 0.529 Transport 0.536 

Constructio

n 0.332 Food 0.381 Sales 0.339 Sales 0.324 

Transport 0.322 Textile 0.351 Food 0.325 Food 0.291 

Textile 0.319 Sales 0.305 Chemical 0.197 Chemical 0.286 

Sales 0.319 Agriculture 0.235 Others 0.175 Others 0.191 

Chemical 0.313 

Constructio

n 0.231 Agriculture 0.152 

Constructio

n 0.145 

Metal 0.201 Others 0.156 

Constructio

n 0.134 Agriculture 0.137 

Others 0.091 Financial 0.141 Business 0.094 Business 0.123 

Paper 0.088 Metal 0.139 Metal 0.088 Metal 0.100 

Business 0.083 Business 0.127 Paper 0.055 Paper 0.064 

Financial 0.073 Paper 0.070 

Trans.Equip

. 0.054 Electricity 0.063 

Trans.Equip

. 0.072 

Trans.Equip

. 0.059 Electrical 0.051 Electrical 0.058 

Machinery 0.064 Machinery 0.057 Machinery 0.044 Machinery 0.051 

Electrical 0.047 Recycling 0.055 Recycling 0.039 

Trans.Equip

. 0.049 

Recycling 0.037 Electrical 0.049 Financial 0.038 Financial 0.048 

Electricity 0.028 Electricity 0.032 Electricity 0.025 Recycling 0.043 

Mining 0.014 Mining 0.021 Mining 0.021 Mining 0.032 

 

After building adjacency matrices, we have applied Kleinberg centrality measures to these 

matrices. We focus on two centrality measures in this part of the analysis: hub centralities 

of RoW sectors and authority centralities of domestic sectors. The first one corresponds to 

the centralities of the foreign sectors as an input provider whereas the second one 

corresponds to the centralities of the domestic sectors as a foreign input user. 

Hub centralities of foreign sectors can be seen in the Table 6. Textile_RoW sector has 

become the most central foreign input provider as of 2011. Chemical_RoW sector has 

decrasing hub centrality means that this sector is less central input provider for Turkish 

domestic sectors. Mining_RoW sector has lost its prominence as an input provider to 

Turkish domestic sectors since 2005. Sales_RoW, Metal_RoW and Transport_RoW sectors 

also have declining centrality as input provider.  
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Table 6. Comparison of Hub Centralities of Foreign Sectors in World Input-Output 

Network 

Sectors 1995 Sectors 2000 Sectors 2005 Sectors 2011 

Chemical_RoW 0.711 Mining_RoW 0.799 Mining_RoW 0.714 Textile_RoW 0.976 

Mining_RoW 0.654 Chemical_RoW 0.589 Chemical_RoW 0.655 Chemical_RoW 0.162 

Transport_RoW 0.187 Sales_RoW 0.063 Metal_RoW 0.164 Transport_RoW 0.094 

Sales_RoW 0.106 Transport_RoW 0.056 Transport_RoW 0.118 Metal_RoW 0.090 

Textile_RoW 0.089 Textile_RoW 0.046 Sales_RoW 0.085 TransEquip_RoW 0.039 

Metal_RoW 0.088 Metal_RoW 0.046 Textile_RoW 0.082 Financial_RoW 0.035 

Machinery_RoW 0.037 Paper_RoW 0.026 TransEquip_RoW 0.038 Agriculture_RoW 0.029 

Food_RoW 0.031 Machinery_RoW 0.022 Electrical_RoW 0.037 Food_RoW 0.022 

TransEquip_RoW 0.028 Agriculture_RoW 0.022 Paper_RoW 0.033 Recycling_RoW 0.015 

Electrical_RoW 0.024 Electrical_RoW 0.020 Machinery_RoW 0.029 Electrical_RoW 0.012 

Agriculture_RoW 0.023 TransEquip_RoW 0.019 Agriculture_RoW 0.022 Sales_RoW 0.011 

Paper_RoW 0.023 Food_RoW 0.011 Food_RoW 0.016 Paper_RoW 0.010 

Recycling_RoW 0.004 Electricity_RoW 0.005 Financial_RoW 0.011 Machinery_RoW 0.009 

Electricity_RoW 0.003 Financial_RoW 0.004 Recycling_RoW 0.006 Mining_RoW 0.007 

Others_RoW 0.003 Recycling_RoW 0.003 Business_RoW 0.005 Business_RoW 0.004 

Business_RoW 0.001 Others_RoW 0.002 Electricity_RoW 0.003 Others_RoW 0.002 

Construction_RoW 0.001 Business_RoW 0.001 Others_RoW 0.001 Construction_RoW 0.002 

Financial_RoW 0.001 Construction_RoW 0.001 Construction_RoW 0.001 Electricity_RoW 0.001 

 

In Table 7, authority centralities of domestic sectors in the world input-output network can 

be seen for some years. These values indicate the centrality of domestic sectors as an input 

user. The increasing dependence to foreign textile input can be seen in the Table 7. 

Authority centrality of the Textile_TR sector has increased gradually and this sector has 

become the most central foreign input user as of 2011. Increase of the authority centrality 

of Electricity_TR sector implies the increasing foreign energy need of domestic sectors in 

Turkish economy. Chemical_TR sector is also another central foreign input user.  

These relation between Turkey and the rest of the World and change of its density can be 

observed in the graphs for 1995 and 2011 in the Appendix B2.  
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Table 7. Comparison of Authority Centralities of Domestic Sectors in World Input-Output 

Network 

Sectors 

199

5 Sectors 2000 Sectors 2005 Sectors 

201

1 

Chemical_TR 

0.94

3 Chemical_TR 0.968 Chemical_TR 

0.86

5 Textile_TR 

0.98

3 

Textile_TR 

0.18

3 Textile_TR 0.152 

Electricity_T

R 

0.29

9 Transport_TR 

0.09

5 

Agriculture_T

R 

0.13

0 

Electricity_T

R 0.099 Textile_TR 

0.24

5 Chemical_TR 

0.07

1 

Construction_

TR 

0.12

3 

Agriculture_T

R 0.086 Metal_TR 

0.14

8 Metal_TR 

0.07

0 

Metal_TR 

0.11

1 Transport_TR 0.067 Transport_TR 

0.13

9 

Construction_

TR 

0.06

6 

Transport_TR 

0.10

6 Metal_TR 0.058 

Agriculture_T

R 

0.12

2 Recycling_TR 

0.04

6 

Electricity_T

R 

0.06

8 

Construction_

TR 0.055 

Construction_

TR 

0.10

7 Sales_TR 

0.04

5 

sFood_TR 

0.06

3 Food_TR 0.052 Sales_TR 

0.08

6 Others_TR 

0.04

3 

Sales_TR 

0.05

9 Business_TR 0.046 Others_TR 

0.07

6 

TransEquip_T

R 

0.03

7 

Others_TR 

0.05

9 Sales_TR 0.044 Business_TR 

0.07

2 Business_TR 

0.03

7 

Business_TR 

0.05

6 Others_TR 0.041 Food_TR 

0.06

9 Food_TR 

0.03

0 

TransEquip_T

R 

0.03

3 Paper_TR 0.037 Paper_TR 

0.05

6 

Machinery_T

R 

0.02

2 

Paper_TR 

0.03

0 

TransEquip_T

R 0.021 

TransEquip_T

R 

0.05

1 

Agriculture_T

R 

0.02

2 

Machinery_T

R 

0.02

5 Electrical_TR 0.020 

Machinery_T

R 

0.04

5 Electrical_TR 

0.01

9 

Electrical_TR 

0.02

3 

Machinery_T

R 0.017 Electrical_TR 

0.04

2 Paper_TR 

0.01

3 

Recycling_TR 

0.01

4 Recycling_TR 0.017 Recycling_TR 

0.03

7 Mining_TR 

0.00

8 

Financial_TR 

0.00

7 Financial_TR 0.009 Mining_TR 

0.01

9 

Electricity_T

R 

0.00

4 

Mining_TR 

0.00

7 Mining_TR 0.008 Financial_TR 

0.00

7 Financial_TR 

0.00

3 
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5. Conclusion 

Depending on these results, it can be said that there are some central intermediate good 

provider sectors which are called hub sectors in Turkish economy such as transport, textile, 

mining, business. However, there is also an increase of foreign sectors’ impact on Turkish 

domestic sectors as input providers. For instance, hub centrality of domestic textile sector 

and foreign textile sector increases simultaneously. It can be also observed for Turkish 

mining sector. However, some domestic sectors have decreasing hub centrality while same 

foreign sectors have increasing hub centrality. Chemical, transport equipment and 

agriculture sectors are some of them. This can be thought as an indicator of outsourcing. 

This inference stands to reason when the rise of China and also other Asian economies is 

taken into consideration. Foreign financial sector also has increasing centrality as input 

provider to Turkish economy.  

In today’s globalized world, each sector is connected to other global sectors and success of 

a production process depends on these global structure. That’s why it is important to have 

knowledge about this interdependent structure among global and domestic sectors. A 

failure in any sector of any other countries might affect a sector in domestic economy. This 

effect might be strong depending on how central this domestic sector is. Network tools 

enable us to understand this relations.  
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A2. Sectoral Aggregation 

 
Sector Abbreviation 

Agriculture, Hunting, Forestry and Fishing Agriculture 

Mining and Quarrying Mining 

Food, Beverages and Tobacco Food 

Textiles and Textile Products 

Apparel Leather, Leather and Footwear 

Wood and Products of Wood and Cork 

Paper Pulp, Paper, Paper , Printing and Publishing 

Coke, Refined Petroleum and Nuclear Fuel 

Chemical 

Chemicals and Chemical Products 

Rubber and Plastics 

Other Non-Metallic Mineral 

Basic Metals and Fabricated Metal Metal 

Machinery, Nec Machinery 

Electrical and Optical Equipment Electrical 

Transport Equipment Trans. Equip. 

Manufacturing, Nec; Recycling Manufacturing 

Electricity, Gas and Water Supply Electricity 

Construction Construction 

Sale, Maintenance and Repair of Motor Vehicles and Motorcycles; Retail Sale of 

Fuel 

Sales 

Wholesale Trade and Commission Trade, Except of Motor Vehicles and 

Motorcycles 

Retail Trade, Except of Motor Vehicles and Motorcycles; Repair of Household 

Goods 

Hotels and Restaurants 

Inland Transport 

Transport 

Water Transport 

Air Transport 

Other Supporting and Auxiliary Transport Activities; Activities of Travel 

Agencies 

Post and Telecommunications 

Financial Intermediation Financial 

Real Estate Activities 

Business Renting of M&Eq and Other Business Activities 

Public Admin and Defence; Compulsory Social Security 

Others 

Education 

Health and Social Work 

Other Community, Social and Personal Services 

Private Households with Employed Persons 
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Appendix B.  

B1. National Input-Output Network (1995 and 2011) 
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B2. World Input-Output Network (1995 and 2011) 
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Abstract 

Money is almost the only medium of exchange in modern economies. However many 

economic theories and even the most developed tool in economists’ hands, the Arrow-Debreu 

model, does not require money in an economy with no transaction costs. Solution to the 

problem of endogenizing a unique and indispensable feature in the economy requires an 

approach which allows for its emergence. Moreover, the solution should explain its 

persistence and its survival against other alternatives. Attempts on answering this question 

require reference to concepts such as trust, reciprocity, cooperation and etc. which have little, 

if any, significance in mainstream economics. On the other hand complexity economics, 

which is an alien but a burgeoning field of economics, attempts to explain the emergence, 

existence and evolution of such phenomena.  

 

This study surveys the attempts on explaining the existence of fiat money such as “money in 

the utility function” or “search models” with the emphasis on models and approaches from 

the complexity domain and evolutionary economics. 

 

Keywords: Money; Evolution; Complexity economics 
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1. Introduction 

In all modern and most pre-modern economies money is the sole medium of exchange. Even 

in circumstances where double coincidence of needs occur, exchange is held almost always 

through money. However the most developed theoretical tool of economics does not seem to 

need money in its working. With perfect foresight, complete markets and no transaction costs, 

the model functions as perfectly as a monetary model, which is more a handicap than an 

advantage. The basic problem about a model which functions equally well with or without 

money is that it gives only relative prices and cannot give a slightest insight about inflation 

and other monetary phenomena. All the same, this probably brought only little limitation to 

the use of general equilibrium models in economic theory and applied general equilibrium 

models of all types in policy making. The reason must be the rich insights that could be 

obtained with these models even with a structure based upon relative prices only. 

While applied and theoretic general equilibrium models have been used extensively, the 

problem of introducing money in a general equilibrium framework induced a great body of 

theoretic work and intense effort by a group of most outstanding economists. Let me borrow 

a long passage from the introduction of the most sophisticated work on the problem to my 

knowledge, Starr (2012) namely: 

“During the 1970s at Cowles Foundation, the most serious scientific 

conversations took place in the coffee lounge. As a junior colleague then 

in the company of leading monetary economist James Tobin, William 

Brainard and Henry Wallich, I remember a discussion of inflation. One 

colleague said ‘Well, Herb Scarf … says […]’ Bill Brainard replied, ‘But 

Herb can only give you relative prices. He doesn’t have a monetary 

model’ Indeed it was generally viewed then as impossible to derive a 

monetary theory from the Arrow-Debreu general equilibrium model. 

Brainard’s remark echoed decades of tradition as Hicks (1953) and 

Tobin (1961) had challenged microeconomic theory to present a sound 

account of money. 

Professor Brainard’s reply was an (almost) fully accurate description of 

the state of monetary theory embodied in the prevailing Arrow-Debreu 

general equilibrium model…. 

Why the focus on this general equilibrium model? Professor Hugo 

Sonnsche,n remarked: ‘The Arrow-Debreu model, as communicated in 

Theory of value... quickly became the standard model of price theory. It 

is the benchmark model’ but even Hahn (1982, p.1) who had made so 

much progress was not sanguine: ‘The … challenge that … money poses 

to the theorist is this: the best developed model of the economy cannot 

find room for it. The best model is, of course, the Arrow-Debreu version 

of a Walrasian general equilibrium'"  

The attempts by Starr and his predecessors have been on finding a place for money in Arrow-

Debreu model by some ingenious addition or modification. But how human civilization 
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ended up establishing complex economies and how these economies became this much 

dependent on the thing called money is an older and a bigger question. Given the facts that 

fiat money has no direct practical use for human beings and also that a single individual 

cannot start a monetary system by himself, a good explanation for the existence of money 

must characterize it as an agreement emerging as the outcome of some interaction between 

constituents of an economy.  

2. Different Methods from Different Traditions 

How money emerged and how it evolved into fiat money that it is today, is a question that 

induced different types of strategies for answering. After all, it is a question of great 

importance not only economically but also historically and anthropologically. In the 

economic sphere, studies for introducing money into theory can be classified under two 

headings: Cartalist approach and commodity money (or metallist) approach. The Cartalists 

find the roots of money in what we can today call institutions. They argue that money has 

emerged out of the regulations or rules brought deliberately by governments or some other 

more primitive public authority. Commodity money approach, on the other hand, suggests 

that a commodity in the economy became a generally accepted unit and started to be used as 

a medium of exchange. Another approach, Iwai (2001) mentions, is an anthropological one 

which asserts that money emerged as a consequence of gift exchange system in some 

primitive societies. 

2.1. Cartalism 

Cartalism or “state theory of money” due to Knapp (1905 [1924]) considers the money as a 

“creature of law” and makes the distinction between its “dead body” and its legal history:  

 

“Money is a creature of law. A theory of money must therefore deal with 

legal history.  

The favourite form of money is specie. As this implies coins, most writers 

have concluded that currency can be deduced from numismatics. This is 

a great mistake. The numismatist usually knows nothing of currency, for 

he has only to deal with its dead body; he has no ready way to the 

understanding of paper money pure and simple. It may be a dubious and 

even dangerous sort of money, but even the worst sort must be included 

in the theory. Money it must be, in order to be bad money.” 

 

In his pursuit for the legal (institutional) origins of money with reference contracts and their 

enforcement, Keynes (1930, [2012]) seems to endorse this conception of money and build 

upon it that its continuity, as well as its creation is a responsibility of the state: 

 

“Furthermore it is a peculiar characteristic of money contracts that it is 

the State or community not only which enforces delivery, but also which 

decides what it is that must be delivered as a lawful or customary 

discharge of a contract which has been concluded in terms of the money 

of account. … This right [to determine and declare what corresponds to 
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payment of contracts and vary its declaration from time to time] is 

claimed by all modern States and has been so claimed for some four 

thousand years at least. It is when this stage in the evolution of money 

has been reached that Knapp's chartalism—the doctrine that money is 

peculiarly a creation of the State—is fully realised. 

 

Thus the age of money had succeeded to the age of barter as soon as men 

had adopted a money of account. And the age of chartalist or State money 

was reached when the State claimed the right to declare what thing 

should answer as money to the current money of account—when it 

claimed the right not only to enforce the dictionary but also to write the 

dictionary. To-day all civilised money is, beyond the possibility of 

dispute, chartalist. 

 

It will be noticed that the money of account must be continuous. When the 

name is changed—which may or may or may not be coincident with a 

change in the money which answers to it—the new unit must bear a 

definite relation to the old.” 

 

In his Treatise on Money Keynes also signs at the cartalist origins of money at a much deeper 

past in history, regarding the contract enforcement function of the state: 

  

“When the kings of Lydia first struck coins, it may have been as a 

convenient certificate of fineness and weight, or a mere act of ostentation 

appropriate to the offspring of Croesus and the neighbours of Midas. The 

stamping of pieces of metal with a trademark was just a piece of local 

vanity, patriotism or advertisement with no far-reaching importance. It 

is a practice which has never caught on in some important commercial 

areas. Egypt never coined money before the Ptolemies, and China 

(broadly speaking) has never coined silver, which is its standard of value, 

until the most recent times. The Carthaginians were reluctant coiners, 

and perhaps never coined except for foreign activities. …  It was not 

necessary, therefore, that talents or shekels should be minted; it was 

sufficient that these units should be State-created in the sense that it was 

the State which defined … what weight and fineness of silver would, in 

the eyes of the law, satisfy a debt or a customary payment expressed in 

talents or in shekels of silver. 

 

The first State reform of the standard of weight, of which we have definite 

record, was the Babylonian reform towards the end of the third 

millennium B.C. But this was not the beginning. Earlier standards 

existed. And in the primitive age … it may still have been the State or the 

community which determined what kind or quality of unit should be a due 

discharge of an obligation to pay … as when, so late as the thirteenth 

century, the English government defined a penny sterling to be the weight 

of '32 wheat corns in the midst of the ear' … 
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Money, like certain other essential elements in civilisation, is a far more 

ancient institution than we were taught to believe some few years ago. 

2.2. The commodity money approach (metallism) 

For metallists the value of money lies in the intrinsic value of the commodity used as money 

or the value of the material that it is made of. This approach suggests that any commodity 

which is convenient for everyday exchange (low transaction cost), and is a good solution for 

the problems of liquidity, indivisibility and durability can become money (Starr, 2012). 

According to this approach, a group of commodities may have started to be commonly 

accepted for payments and one of these commodities may have been singled out for being 

more convenient in terms of the criteria above or one of them may simply have been subject 

to lock-in in the sense Arthur (1989) and Waldrop (1993) explain in detail. In other words, 

one of the commodities accepted as payment might have gone very little further than the 

other alternatives for no obvious reason or no substantial advantage over the others and ended 

up as the unique medium of exchange. 

Either way, money is still a commodity and this does not explain how it becomes fiat money 

which has no practical use for humans but a positive price. Among proponents of commodity 

money is Carl Menger (1871) (emphases mine):  

“Assume that a smith of the Homeric age has fashioned two suits of 

copper armor and wants to exchange them for copper, fuel, and food. … 

He would doubtless be very pleased if he were to encounter persons there 

who wish to purchase his armor and who, at the same time, have for sale 

all the raw materials and foods that he needs. … He would therefore make 

the marketing of his commodities either totally impossible, or possible 

only with the expenditure of a great deal of time, if he were to behave so 

uneconomically as to wish to take in exchange for his commodities only 

goods that have use value to himself and not also other goods which, 

although they would have commodity-character to him, nevertheless have 

greater marketability than his own commodity. … In the times of which I 

am speaking, cattle were, … the most saleable of all commodities. Even 

if the armorer is already sufficiently provided with cattle for his direct 

requirements, he would be acting very uneconomically if he did not give 

his armor for a number of additional cattle. By so doing, he is of course 

not exchanging his commodities for consumption goods … but only for 

goods that also have commodity-character to him. … Possession of these 

more saleable goods clearly multiplies his chances of finding persons on 

the market who will offer to sell him the goods that he needs. … [H]e will 

be led naturally …  to give his armor for a corresponding number of 

cattle. … But now he can proceed to this end much more quickly, more 

economically, and with a greatly enhanced probability of success. 

As each economizing individual becomes increasingly more aware of his 

economic interest, he is led by this interest, without any agreement, 
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without legislative compulsion, and even without regard to the public 

interest, to give his commodities in exchange for other, more saleable, 

commodities, even if he does not need them for any immediate 

consumption purpose. With economic progress, therefore, we can 

everywhere observe the phenomenon of a certain number of goods, 

especially those that are most easily saleable at a given time and place, 

becoming, under the powerful influence of custom, acceptable to 

everyone in trade, and thus capable of being given in exchange for any 

other commodity.”  

Hodgson (1993) sees an evolutionary thinking in this view of origination for money 

expressed in Menger (1871) and Menger (1963): 

“Money thus emerges as a result of some kind of evolutionary process. 

Apart from the attribute of being ‘most marketable’, which is a 

culmination and consequence of individual perceptions and choices, 

Menger suggests that the good that emerges as money may be ‘the most 

easily transported, the most durable, the most easily divisible’… 

Consequently, over time, a single commodity or group of commodities 

will emerge as money. …Menger shows how the initial emergence of a 

convention or social institution may be largely accidental … [I]t becomes 

better established through a process of continuous feedback… 

Clearly, money is ‘selected’ here in a sense.” 

As was quoted above from Keynes (1930) all modern money is actually state-backed money. 

However cartalist approach does not give a sound explanation for emergence of it, 

commodity money approach lacks some intermediate steps in transition to fiat money. Starr 

(2012) finds the reconciliation of both approaches in Lerner (1947): 

“The modern state can make anything it chooses generally acceptable as 

money and thus establish its value quite apart from any connection, even 

of the most formal kind, with gold or with backing of any kind It is sure 

that a simple declaration that such and such is money will not do, even if 

backed by the most convincing constitutional evidence of state’s absolute 

sovereignty. But if the state is willing to accept the proposed money in 

payment of taxes and other obligations to itself the trick is done...On the 

other hand if the state should decline to accept some kind of money in 

payment of obligations to itself, it is difficult to believe that it would retain 

much of its general acceptability” 
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3. More Recent Attempts 

It appears that the problem is very tough to tackle on neoclassical grounds but with an 

evolutionary view (even an incomplete and non-Darwinian one according to Hodgson 

(1993)) the emergence problem was not a mystery at all. Once the emergent and evolutionary 

character of the phenomenon is determined, the rest is building models drawing upon 

methods of evolutionary and complexity economics, which depict the process. The most 

well-known study on the problem is Kiyotaki and Wright (1989) which also falls into a 

category of more mainstream genre along with Clower (1967),  Lucas (1980) and Wallace 

(1980),  

Kiyotaki and Wright (1989) show the existence of fiat money as a Nash equilibrium in a 

general equilibrium model with agents trying to maximize their discounted expected utility, 

having strategies on accepting a good they can store or consume, in return for a good that 

they produce but have no utility in consuming. Wallace (1980) uses an OLG approach hence 

its title while Clower (1967) and Lucas (1980) use a cash-in-advance strategy.  

Neither of these, however, do not cross the boundaries of the mainstream and exhibit the 

process through which money emerges as an outcome of economic behaviour based on more 

realistic assumptions. Such an approach should consider the economy as a complex adaptive 

system with a variety of agents with different decision rules, which need not be rational. With 

such an approach the thing called money could emerge as a commodity and could evolve into 

fiat money, which had been proposed by Keynes and Menger. For a variety of such models, 

one can view Luo (1998), Luo (2012), Sethi (1999) where money is shown to emerge and 

evolve when a certain level of specialization in production and consumption exist.  
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Abstract 
In practice, Turkish local governments’ investment projects mainly depend on their institutional capacity to find 

necessary funds, either from internal or external sources. Project  financing is a tool for municipalities to 
implement large infrastructure projects conveniently in a short t ime. However, the potential risks associated with 
such borrowing practices should be well analyzed in order to avoid future defaults. This paper intends to share best 
experiences and debt management strategies available not only in Turkey but also in some Balkan countries. In 

practice, these local authorities experience concrete problems while financing their and coordinating complex 
capital investment projects. Stemming from the gaps and lacks in the legislation, Turkish local governments are 
exposed to some threats while obtain decent financing opportunities. Besides the improvement of the legal 

infrastructure, the creditworthiness of local governments should also be taken into consideration. Credit rating 
agencies, in this context, play a vital role while obtaining loans and grants from international capital markets.  We, 
therefore, will evaluate some case studies to cover project financing mechan isms, which gained popularity in 
recent years. 

Keywords: Local Governments; Project Financing; Fiscal Decentralization; Credit Rating. 

1. INTRODUCTION

The first local administration in Turkey was founded in the second half of the 19th century 

in the Ottoman period. After the establishment of the first municipality in Istanbul, special 

province administrations  and village administrations  came into the effect in 1864. The 

current model of municipalities in the light of local governance was  established in the 

1930s. The decentralization principles were determined with the 1961 constitution and were 

separated into 3 main categories as  special provincial administrations, municipalities and 

villages. The 1982 constitution expanded the definition of local administrations and defined 

them as “legal entities in different administrative levels, which are governed by the 

representatives elected by locals to meet the needs of villages, towns and the cities”. The 

history of metropolitan municipalities is  somehow new. The first metropolitan 

municipalities which were established in 1984 are considered as a milestone in the 

decentralization process of the Turkish Republic (Partal, October/2014: 78). 

Through such decentralization process harmonized with recent legisla tive improvements, 

especially after 2002, local governments are authorized with numerous duties and missions. 

In order to implement the services depicted in related law, local governments in Turkey 

refer to some financing methods. The methods vary across the size of projects and also 

across the size of municipalities. Small and medium sized projects can be financed by local 

governments’ own budgets (revenues); however, large infrastructure projects need 

international or domestic loans with long grace and reimbursement periods. In this article, 

we will try to analyze which methods should be utilized while financing municipal projects 

and which criteria should be taken into consideration in decision making processes. During 

these project financing processes, the importance of credit rating will be emphasized; 

moreover, alternative financing techniques including grant programs will be discussed. 

2. LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND
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2.1. Functions and Liabilities of Municipalities in Turkey 

Article 14 of Municipality Law no. 5393 lists the functions and liabilities of municipalities 

as shown below: 

“a) Providing services of urban infrastructure such as development of the region, water 

and sewage system and transportation; geographical and urban data systems; environment 

and environmental health, cleaning and solid waste; security forces, fire brigades, 

emergency aid, relief services and ambulance; city traffic; funeral and cemetery services; 

forestry, parks and   green areas; housing, cultural and artworks, tourism and 

presentation, youth and sporting activities; social and aid services; marriage ceremonies, 

professional trainings; and services aimed at development of economy and commerce. The 

Greater City Municipalities and the municipalities having population more than 50.000 

shall open houses for women and children welfare. 

b) Opening of  pre-elementary school education centers; maintenance and repair of school

buildings belonging to the Government; procurement of all kinds of equipment/material for 

this purpose; opening and operation of health facilities; protection of cultural and natural 

resource and places having historical value; repair and maintenance of such places; 

reconstruction of those ruined same as original. In case of need, providing equipment and 

support to students and amateur sports clubs, arranging amateur sports matches, giving 

awards upon decision of municipal council to sportsmen who have been successful in 

matches performed home or abroad or who have received a degree in matches. Being 

engaged in food banking.” 

In order to realize the abovementioned functions and liabilities, Municipalities invest their 

revenues on capital-intensive projects. The figure below shows local government 

investment in millions of EUR for most of the Balkan countries. 

Figure 1. Investment Expenditures of Municipalities in Turkey, in EUR, 2014. 

Source: Fiscal Decentralization Indicators for South-East Europe (2006-2014), NALAS. 

2.1. Financial Regulations and Limits  

In order to realize the functions and liabilities depicted in Law no. 5393, municipalities are 
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bound with financial/fiscal regulations. When it comes to the legal framework that  

municipalities must conform, we can list the following laws that are relevant to basic 

financial issues: 

- Law No. 2464 Law on Municipal Revenues, 

- Law No. 2886 State Procurement Law, 

- Law No. 4734 Public Procurement Law, 

- Law No. 4735 Law on Public Procurement Agreements, 

- Law No. 4749 Law on Regulating Public Finance and Debt Management , 

- Law No. 5018 Public Financial Management and Control Law, 

- Law No. 5216 Metropolitan Municipality Law, 

- Law No. 5393 Municipality Law, 

- Law No. 5779 Law Pertaining to the Provision of Appropriations to the Special 

Provincial Administrations and to the Municipalities from Government Budget Tax 

Revenues. 

To the extent of legal framework there must be a limitation for incurring debt for local 

governments. Otherwise, local governments would go infinite indebtedness and declare 

insolvency, default or bankruptcy. This limitation is stated in the 68th article of 

Municipality Law No.5393. Regarding external borrowing stock, a municipality cannot 

incur external loans exceeding its latest actual total revenues. This calculation has a 

distinction for metropolitan municipalities where the limit is the 1.5 times of latest actual 

total revenues. Let’s not forget that the final number is multiplied by the revaluation 

coefficient determined by the Tax Procedure Law No.213. Regarding the domestic 

borrowing limit, we multiply the latest actual total revenues of the municipality by 10%; 

taking the revaluation coefficient into consideration. 

3. PROJECT FINANCING 

The term “project finance” is used loosely by academics, bankers and journalists to  

describe a range of financing arrangements. Project financing techniques date back to at 

least 1299 A.D. when the English Crown financed the exploration and the development of 

the Devon silver mines by repaying the Florentine merchant bank, Frescobaldi, with output 

from the mines (Kesinger and Martin, 1993: 326). The Italian bankers held a one-year lease 

and mining concession, i.e., they were entitled to as much silver as they could mine during 

the year. In this example, the chief characteristic of the project financing is the use of the 

project’s output or assets to secure financing (Bodnar, 1996: 2). 

As we’ve entered into the 21st century, local governments have several small, medium and 

large size projects to be implemented in order to serve their regions  within their 

multiannual agenda. The content of projects varies across regions, and therefore local 

governments. Istanbul is a global city with almost 15 million inhabitants, possessing 

transportations priorities; whereas some district municipality in Anatolia has only 5 

thousand inhabitants with priorities of roads and sanitation. The revenues of local 

governments may often come short of the projects’ financial needs. In practice, Turkish 

local governments’ investment projects mainly depend on their institutional capacity to find 

necessary funds, either from internal or external sources. Project financing is a tool for 

municipalities to implement projects conveniently in a short time. 
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Figure 2. Growth/Decline of Local Government Revenue between 2013 and 2014. 

 
Source: Fiscal Decentralization Indicators for South-East Europe (2006-2014), NALAS. 

As shown in figure 1, annual revenues of southeastern countries are listed. Turkey is at the 

last spot in terms of annual growth of revenues between 2013 and 2014. Traditional project 

financing techniques include local government loans and municipal bonds. On the other 

hand, some alternative techniques consist of the project co-financing grants of development 

agencies, EU Funds (Horizon 2020) and investment incentives of the Ministry of Economy. 

 3.1. Traditional Methods 
  3.1.1. Local Government Loans 

It’s a typical instrument used for project financing, especially for large investment projects. 

Local government loans are originated by: (i) municipal banks, (ii) commercial banks, (iii) 

international financial institutions and (iv) municipal development funds. Export Credit 

Agency loans can also be counted in this broad local government loan category. The terms 

and conditions of a local government loan (especially obtained from a bank) will show 

differentiations depending upon the local authority’s  individual financial position, the 

macroeconomic environment that the local government is involved in and the willingness 

and capacity of a financial institution to finance local authorities. 

Credit ratings display a vital role on the interest rate and related costs of the loans. A good 

rating will provide less costly borrowing opportunity;  in contrast, a bad rating will result in 

a high cost borrowing scenario. We will be touching on the creditworthiness issue in the 

upcoming sections. In a local government loan option, the local government must use the 

loan just for the pre-agreed project. Moreover, this method is usually utilized for larger 

infrastructure projects, where municipalities’ annual revenues cannot meet the financing 

needs of such projects.  
  3.1.2. Municipal Bonds 

Bonds are the preferred form of financing for large capital investment projects  which 

require long term financing. Bonds are issued by local governments either directly or via 

financial intermediaries (e.g. funds, banks) to institutional or individual investors. The cost 

of borrowing using bonds is usually lower than in case of a loan. There are two types of 

municipal bonds.  
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a. General obligation bonds are secured by the local governments’ revenues stream. Such 

bonds are used to finance investments in public goods (public safety, streets and bridges, 

public parks and open space, public buildings etc.).  

b. Revenue bonds are backed by the stream of revenues generated by the project, financed 

from the bond sale. Revenue bonds are not backed by the taxing power of the local 

government. Typical projects financed by revenue bonds include: municipally -owned 

airports, water and sewer systems, electric utilities, athletic and sport facilities and limited 

access highways (Nalas, 2011: 36). 

Municipal bond market in Turkey is either currently not set up or immature. Capital 

Markets Board of Turkey, Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency and o ther financial 

institution should take the necessary measures to enhance municipal bond mechanisms. 

Although past experiences were somehow resulted with failures (i.e. Ankara Metropolitan 

Municipality in 1990s), there is now more consciousness about bond issuance among 

Turkish municipalities  (Partal, 2013-2014: 39). 

 3.2. Alternative Methods 

In the last 10 years, alternative methods for financing projects of local governments have 

been to be widely used. In order to avoid the high-cost of bank loans or municipal bonds, 

local governments have been heading towards grant programs of local, national and 

international institutions. The bureaucratic steps to submit documents and get eligible to use 

such grant-funds are a bit tedious though. However, the co-financing percentage goes up to 

125% as grants in this context. Development Agencies in Turkey (as regional 

organizations), the New Incentive System of the Ministry of Economy (as a national 

organization) and Horizon 2020 Program of the European Union (as an inte rnational 

organization) allocate grants to the innovative projects of local governments.  

Local governments should first establish an experienced, multilingual and skilled project 

team in order to prepare and submit documents to such funding mechanisms. In  the absence 

of such skilled team, a local government’s application may be ineligible at the very first 

step where the documents are investigated in form. 

  3.2.1. Horizon 2020 

Horizon 2020 (H2020) is the biggest European Union (EU) Research and Innovation 

program ever with nearly €80 billion of funding available over 7 years (2014 to 2020) – in 

addition to the private investment that this money will attract. It promises more 

breakthroughs, discoveries and world-firsts by taking great ideas from the lab to the market. 

By coupling research and innovation, Horizon 2020 is helping to achieve this with its 

emphasis on excellent science, industrial leadership and tackling societal challenges. The 

goal is to ensure Europe produces world-class science, removes barriers to innovation and 

makes it easier for the public and private sectors to work together in delivering innovation. 

H2020 is open to everyone, with a simple structure that reduces red tape and time so 

participants can focus on what is really important. This approach makes sure new projects 

get off the ground quickly – and achieve results faster†. Local governments are free to 

submit their innovative projects to H2020 program. Even though there is a must to submit 

projects with 3 partner institutions all over the world, the average number of partners in 

winning projects goes up to 8 or 9. 

3.2.2. Development Agencies 

Regional Development Agencies have initiated a new era, bringing a boost  to local 

socioeconomic development in Turkey. The agencies coordinate  the socioeconomic 

tendencies on a regional level by bringing together all the stakeholders including public 

                                                                 
†
 https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/what-horizon-2020 , accessed on May 06, 2016. 
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sector, private sector, academics and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), for the 

shared future of each region (Istanbul Development Agency, 2015: 8). The Agencies 

announce financial support programs every year, specifying the priority topics  and sectors 

of their regions. Local governments are more than welcome to submit their projects and if 

selected, can enjoy grants which account up to 90% of their project budgets. 

Table 1. Number and Budgets of Projects Funded by Istanbul Development Agency (2010-

2015) 

# of (Completed) Innovative 

Projects Funded by 

Istanbul Development 

Agency 

# of (Still in Progress) 

Innovative Projects 

Funded by Istanbul 

Development Agency 

Total Grants Allocated to 

Municipalities in Istanbul 

by Istanbul Development 

Agency 

81 41 USD 34 million 

Source: Istanbul Development Agency, 2016. 

Regarding Istanbul Development Agency and the local governments in the city of Istanbul, 

81 projects of Istanbul’s Local Authorities, which were co-funded by Istanbul Development 

Agency, have so far been completed. 41 are still being conducted ‡. The main point here is 

that in order for these projects to be eligible, the projects must be innovative and must be 

practiced very first time either in the region or in Turkey. 

  3.2.3. Other International Funds 

Other than Horizon 2020, there are several international funding institutions and programs, 

from which local governments can benefit. UNDP, EUREKA and USAID are other major 

mechanisms in this context.  

4. CREDITWORTHINESS ASSESSMENT 

In recent years numerous studies have been provided about financial creditworthiness or its 

measurability concerning local administrations. So why is financial credibility that 

important for local administrations? Funding institutions seek evaluation of local 

administration's credibility in advance to examining articles of a financial agreement 

technically and juristically. In other words, credibility is a matter of solvency, in the context 

of qualitatively and quantitatively measurable and tangible values  (Partal, May/2016: 44).  

4.1. How a Local Administration is Rated? 

3 main points are considered when a local administration's credit rating is evaluated by 

international credit rating agencies: (i) Economic Risk, (ii) Political Risk and (iii) Financial 

Risk. Economic risk indicates loans’ reimbursement capacity of a municipality or a local 

administration in the current economic conjuncture. Local administrations in Turkey obtain 

their income on the occasion of shares that are transferred to them from the central budget. 

Whereas the possible problems that arise in the national economy, such as stagflation and 

other problems, will cause decline in the shares that are transferred to local administrations; 

if not so, it will allow to increase.  

The existing structure of a regional economy is determined by the factors that are listed 

below:  

a. Per capita income 

b. Regional GDP growth in the local administration's area of responsibility  

c. Local GDP composition  

d. Natural recourses 

e. Growth in Employment & Labor quality 

f. Economic policies 

                                                                 
‡
 Istanbul Development Agency’s Almanacs are regularly published as soon as each financial support program and 

related projects are successfully finished. 
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Political risk demonstrates the continuing stability or instability in a country or in a local 

region, which also takes environmental factors into consideration. Political stability; 

especially when viewed from the perspective of investors, mean a safe haven because it will 

allow the continuation of same economic policies, reforms and management. Another 

important issue that cannot be ignored when defining political risk is the conformity 

between central administration and local administrations. 

The financial condition of a local administration and financial statements announced 

publicly are the vital elements of transparency; with regards to proving the performance of 

the current mandatory obligations including on-time debt repayments and credibility in 

connection therewith. The factors that determine the financial condition of a local 

administration can be listed as below: 

a. Balance between revenues and expenditures  

b. Capital expenditures 

c. The management of liquidity and cash flow 

d. Financial flexibility (the ratio of the income earned by the local administration's own 

initiative to total income) 

e. The level of  how to control expenditures  

f. Debt level - total debt including domestic and external debts  

The highest senior executives of the local administration in the financial sense have to take 

exchange rates, interest rates and maturities as well as the factors listed above into account. 

For example in case of a financial condition where revenues are denominated in TRY in 

contrast to expenditures denominated in foreign currencies can cause some unintended 

consequences due to currency fluctuations. 

4.2. Credit Rating in Turkey 

When we look at the reports of Moody’s, we see that Turkey was first graded in 1995. As 

for the local administrations, the first grade allocation has been made through Istanbul 

Metropolitan Municipality in 2000. The B1 (Highly Speculative) grade allocation  that has 

been made to Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality, have increased to Baa3 (Investment 

Grade) when we reached 2016.  

In the same direction, the first analysis has been made in 2002 as a result of the agreement 

with Fitch Ratings, and the long-term debt rating had been made as B-. The meaning of the 

B- grade was in fact regarded, again, as “Highly Speculative”. This level has increased to 

Investment Grade as BBB- in 2016, and still continues progressively in that extent.  

Table 2. The Overview of Turkey and Some Turkish Local Administrations from the 

Perspective of International Credit Rating Agencies  

 Moody’s  Fitch Ratings 

 Grade* Description Grade* Description 

Turkey Baa3 

(Outlook: 

Negative) 

Investment 

Grade 

BBB-  

(Outlook: 

Stable) 

Investment 

Grade 

Istanbul 

Metropolitan 

Municipality 

Baa3 

(Outlook: 

Negative) 

Investment 

Grade 

BBB-  

(Outlook: 

Stable) 

Investment 

Grade 

Izmir 

Metropolitan 

Municipality 

Baa3 

(Outlook: 

Negative) 

Investment 

Grade 

BBB-  

(Outlook: 

Stable) 

Investment 

Grade 

Bursa 

Metropolitan 

Municipality 

  BB+ 

(Outlook: 

Stable) 

Speculative 
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*Credit ratings show the latest ratings given to the relevant national or local 

administrations. 

Source: Moody’s and Fitch Ratings, access: 21.03.2016. 

4.3. Potential Problems in the Absence of Credit Rating 

Global markets put serious emphasis on transparency issues. Reports that have been 

prepared by credit rating agencies are neatly analyzed by global financial institutions; thus, 

costs are determined accordingly. Just like people or companies that have some credit 

ratings in the eyes of financial institutions, same situation prevails for local administrations. 

In case of the absence of credit ratings, local administrations may be exposed to using high -

cost financing methods. 

5. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 

Where there is less transparency and inadequate financial management, then it is inevitable 

to get fiscal challenges in the long run.The World Bank developed the Municipal Finance 

Self-Assessment (MFSA) to help city officials to improve their financial management. The 

MFSA is a powerful tool for diagnosing the financial status or health of a local government. 

It helps local governments to identify the most important factors influencing local finances, 

set priorities and targets, measure outputs and outcomes, influence policy decisions, 

produce annual reports, and publish general bulletins for informing both citizens and 

financing partners (The World Bank: p.7). 

Table 3. Recommended Instruments to Finance Projects  

Size of the Project 

(USD) 
Recommended Instrument Requirement 

>1 million 

Development Agencies and 

Other Small International 

Funds 

Projects must be Innovative (Social, 

Technological etc.). 

1 - 20 million H2020 
Projects must be innovative and 3 

international partners required. 

20 million < 

Export Credits and 

International Institutions’ 

Funds (The World Bank, 

EIB etc.),  

Large infrastructure projects with 

long grace and reimbursement 

periods. Credit rating can lower the 

cost of the loan. 

Municipal Bonds 

Municipal Council Resolution and 

project affiliation are required. Credit 

rating is a must. 

Local governments have wide range of options to finance their projects, avoiding traditional 

loans with high costs. As shown on the table above, small and innovative projects can be 

financed with the grants of development agencies or other international small funding 

mechanisms. If the project’s total cost is around USD 1-20 million range, then Horizon 

2020 can be a good alternative as long as international cooperation is accommodated. For 

larger projects, export credit agencies provide low cost loans, covering 80-85% of the 

project budget. The usage of municipal bonds is not widespread in Turkey but it is widely 

used in Central and Eastern European countries. 

6. CONCLUS ION 

The importance of local government finance has increased over the last two decades. 

Decentralization in the South East Europe (SEE) Region has given municipalities increased 

autonomy and shifted more responsibilities for service delivery and resource management 

to local governments. An ever growing share of public investment decisions is made by 

local authorities. Their relative weight in public spending and revenue raising has been 

increasing constantly over the last decade (The World Bank, 2013: p. xi). 
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The predictability of local government revenues is still a hard topic being debated by 

almost all actors. The adequacy of these revenues should be improved as long as 

municipalities would like to avoid getting more indebtedness. One and major solution is the 

fiscal decentralization initiatives, which must seriously be implemented by the central 

government. Regarding the Turkey’s case, taxes are collected locally; then, transferred to 

the capital in order to be reallocated. At the end of the day, they receive fewer funds, which 

do not even meet their annual expenditures. 

Since municipalities usually have deficits in their budgets, they step in to either 

regional/national or international markets to finance their projects. Regarding international 

markets, main concern for the financial institutions or lenders is a good credit rating of a 

local government. A good score paves the way for a low cost loan; a bad score leads to a 

high cost loan. In case of domestic or foreign loans, even if it’s an export credit or the 

lowest cost alternative, there is legislation about debt limits. Article 68 of Law no. 5393 

explains the limits that municipalities cannot exceed. 

In the scope of financing municipal projects, we can classify them into three categories in 

terms of the budgetary magnitudes. Small projects, which cost  approx. less than USD 1 

million, can be financed through development agency funds or other small international 

funds. Medium sized projects can be financed through European Union Funds (Horizon 

2020). For large size infrastructure projects, grants seem impossible; therefore, low cost 

instruments such as ECA and/or international development funds (UNDP, the World Bank, 

EIB etc.) can be considered as a suitable option.  
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Case Study 1: Supply and Commissioning of Rolling Stocks to be utilized in Kadikoy-

Kartal Metro Line 

Project Owner Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality  

Name of the Project 
The Supply and Commissioning of 120 Metro Vehicles 

to be utilized in Kadıkoy-Kartal Metro Line 

Financial Instrument Used Project Financing 

Project Amount EUR 138,739,027 

Contractor Construcciones y Auxiliar de Ferrocarriles S.A. (CAF) 

Lender/Creditor BNP Paribas Corporate & Investment Banking 

Export Credit Agency 
Compañia Española de Seguros de Crédito a la 

Exportación S.A. (CESCE) 

Period of the project October 2009 – May 2012 

The signing date of the 

procurement agreement 
09.09.2009 

The starting point of the 

project 
28.10.2009 

The end of the project 28.05.2012 (31 months from the starting point) 

The signing date of the loan 

agreements 
10.03.2010 

General aim of the experience 

and specific objectives 

The final objective of the project is to acquire 120 

Subway Vehicles to be utilized in Kadikoy-Kartal Metro 

Line. The tender procedure was successfully conducted; 

and finally a Spanish contractor won the deal with an 

offer of EUR 138,739,027. 

Export/Buyer Credit 
EUR 117,928,172.95 (plus EUR 9,875,733.94 Insurance 

Premium) 

Maturity 
31 months of Grace Period + 10 years (20 equal 

installments) 

Commercial Credit EUR 20,810,854.05 

Maturity 
6 months of Grace Period + 7 years (14 equal 

installments) 

Source: Local Government Borrowing Practices in Turkey, Mehmet Onur PARTAL, 

Turkish Public Administration Annual Vol.39-40/1, 2013/2014, p.45. 

Case Study 3: My Talent is My Future 

Project Owner Bağcılar Municipality 

Name of the Project My Talent is My Future 

Financial Instrument Used 
Istanbul Development Agency Financial Support 

Program 

Project Amount TRY 1.03 m 

Grants Received TRY 926 k 

Partners 
Directorate of National Education and Institute of 

Superior Intelligence and Geniuses  

Description 

With this project, super talented but not yet discovered 

kids have been educated in the context of advanced 

topics. The aim was to impose a self-educative character 

to these kids, so they can sustain their current status. 

Source: Istanbul Development Agency, 2016.  
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Case Study 4: Improvement of Waste Management in Danilovgrad Municipality 

Project Owner Danilovgrad Municipality (Montenegro) 

Name of the Project 
Improvement of Waste Management in Danilovgrad 

Municipality 

Financial Instrument Used EU Funds (IPA 2008) 

Project Amount EUR 1.02 m 

Grants Received EUR 683 k 

Partners N/A 

Description 

With this project, a functional system was established for 

selective waste collection and transportation in 

Danilovgrad municipality. 

Source: Delegation of European Union to Montenegro, 

http://www.delmne.ec.europa.eu/code/navigate.php?Id=2221&project_id=147 , access on 

May 06, 2016. 
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Summary 

 

No. 2863 issued in accordance with the law of conservation "Immovable Cultural Contribution Regulations 

for the Conservation of Heritage", has been created with the financial resources for the protection of 

historical monuments. Ten percent of the property tax is collected by the district municipalities and the 

collected tax is transferred to a central account. These resources were used by the Special Provincial 

Administration (Government) before the last local regulation, Law No. 6360. They are still being 

considered by the Monitoring Coordination Committee attached to the Governor, i.e. central administration 

but not local government.  Restoration of immovable cultural assets is mainly financed from these resources 

by public institutions and local governments. Seismicity work with the creation of a significant number of 

historical monuments in Istanbul requires a strategic approach in this area. In this study, the financial 

resources of cultural property as taxes and the problems associated with restoration work for the purpose 

of their use in recent years at Istanbul have been considered. 

 

Keywords: immovable cultural assets; Istanbul municipalities; property taxes; contribution regulations 

 

Introduction 

The ideas of the “cultural heritage” and “common future” are considered in Turkey, as well as in the global 

concern, and the scope of protection of the cultural properties has been expanded. These approaches have 

led to emergence of various actors and stakeholders together, and the shift of conservation practices from 

the central to the local governments. In Istanbul, a cradle of many civilizations and capitals of many 

empires, there are many historical sites and monuments. 

In 1983, Cultural and Natural Heritage Protection Law No. 2863 was issued, and in accordance with it, by 

means of Regulations for the Conservation of Immovable Cultural Contribution of Assets financial 

resources have been created for the protection of historical monuments all around Turkey. Thus, 10% of 

the real estate taxes is transferred to the Contribution Fund to be used by the Investment Monitoring and 

Coordination Departments under the Governors (in 30 metropolitan areas) and the special provincial 

administrations (in the rest of provinces), and it is used for various projects to conserve the artifacts and to 

eliminate spatial depression areas situated in cities, in accordance with the principles of sustainability. 

The fund collected from property taxes with the contribution of municipal resources for each project has a 

potential to renovate cultural properties, and provide an important source for funding expenditures to 

protect them. Amounts collected in this account cannot be used for other purposes, and unused balances 
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are transferred to the following year. This is not a one-time source and cannot be used for any other purpose, 

and thus creates a continuous supply (Koç. 2007, 253). 

In this article, brief information is given about taxes collected for this purpose and problems associated 

with their use and their solutions in Istanbul. 

Municipalies’ liabilities in cultural property taxes  

According to amended law (2009/5835-1), the real estate tax rate of 10% accrued to the Protection of 

Immovable Cultural Contribution Assets accrued and charged with property tax by the related municipality. 

 

To the same rule, “The amounts charged are collected in special accounts opened by the provincial 

administrations. These amounts are transferred to the accounts of the provincial authorities, and 

municipalities to be used for the protection of cultural assets and expropriation, evaluation, design, planning 

and implementation projects of the special provincial administration under the governor's control. The 

amount used for projects carried out by special provincial governments cannot exceed 30% of the account”. 

  

The contribution of cultural assets is determined in accordance with the property tax law (No. 1319). The 

principles and procedures relating to the contributions are determined by the Ministry of Culture and the 

Ministry of Interior. 

 

The amounts collected as contribution to the protection of cultural properties must be declared with a 

statement to the provincial government or Governorship in metropolitan municipalities before the end of 

the tenth day of the month  following the month of collection, and must be paid in the same period. After 

collection, the municipalities have their contributions to the provincial government deposit within the 

period mentioned above, late payment penalties are charged in accordance with the Law 6183 on Collection 

Procedure of Public Receivables.  

Mayors and account managers of the municipalities are mutually responsible for the timely and fully 

payment of their share of contribution to the related fund for protection of cultural properties. On demand 

of the related local provincial governments, unpaid shares are cut from the general budget tax revenues that 

the responsible municpality receives from the Local Governments Bank (İlBank) before they are sent to the 

central government. 

The secretarial services of the contribution are carried out by the masters of the special provincial 

government or the governor. Legal action shall be charged to the responsible persons if the contribution 

shares are not transferred to the relevant account in time or are used for irrelevant purposes. Again, the 

collection of contributions and their transfer to the relevant accounts are controlled by the governors.  

According to the new regulations (2015), 20% of the collected fund in big cities is used in the projects 

given priority by the Culture and Tourism Ministry. If this amount is not paid within the year it is transferred 

to the Ministry's budget. Thus, the next step which was missing in the former regulations is taken towards 

the centralization of this fund, as a result of the new regulations. The first step in metropolitan cities is the 

transfer of this fund under the command of the governorships upon the closure of the local provincial 

governments which is subordinate to the governor of it. 

Classification of cultural and natural assets 

The cultural and natural heritage sites classification in istanbul was made by the relevant board per districts. 

Not the places they are located but general information about them is to be mentioned here.  

It is observed that in case of planning, the coordination, action plans can not be associated rationally and 

efficiently. For example, the management plans of Historic Peninsula has been made but it is not functional 

because of not having legal sanctions. It must be emphasised that the stabilizer decisions on keeping tourism 

balanced and not avoiding region depopulated on the region while historic preservation in process. 

There are two groups of immovable assets: 

- I. Group are; “The assets which have features of historical, symbolic memories, and aesthetic 

qualities within forming the material history of the community are to be protected.”, 
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- II. Group are; “The structures that reflect the local lifestyle in the nature of cultural assets that 

contribute to urban and environmental credentials”. (According to the Law No. 2863, article 18; 

The decree of the High Council of Cultural and Natural Assets Protection, 1999/660) 

Structures of importance in terms of urbanism and high historical, technical or artistic value are categorized 

in groups. 

Conservation areas are; “the topographical regions, which are joint works of nature and people, and which 

are required to be protected in terms of their architectures, units and contributions to the environment”. 

They are categorised as natural sites, historical sites, archaeological sites and urban sites. 

Natural sites areas consist of three levels with respect to their degree of importance: 

- First level of natural sites areas; despite construction ban,  some services such as technical 

infrastructure could be carried out. 

- Second level of natural site areas; can be opened to the use of public. 

- Third level of natural sites areas; natural protection and development areas that can be opened to 

housing. 

Historical site areas; are the areas protected for historical reasons. Archaeological sites also contain the 

traces of ancient civilizations. Cultural and natural environment fields (buildings, gardens, vegetation cover, 

settlements textures, walls) of architectural, local, historical, aesthetical and artistic properties and are worth 

more than their one by one values due to their coexistence, are urban site areas. The areas which have two 

or more site feauters are complex sites. 

Here, it is also worth noting that there are significant number of water structures in and around residential 

areas in Istanbul. The Basilica Cistern, aqueducts, weirs, waterways and fountains are well-known.  

Collected taxes for cultural assets in Istanbul 

According to the afore mentioned law, the real estate taxes are collected by the relevant district 

municipalities from the taxpayer together with the added % 10 share for the restoration of historical 

monuments. Later, that share is paid to the Fund by the municipality at the end of the year. The realization 

and the payment of the collected taxes in Istanbul are shown in the table below. 

Table 1: The realization and payment incurred by district municipalities, for share of the immovable cultural 

heritage in Istanbul (2010-2015) 

Years 
Immovable Cultural 

Heritage Share Realization 
Payment 

Rate of payment/realizaiton  

(%) 

2010 104.057.147,12 43.502.217,87 41.8 

2011 129.711.538,01 84.033.142,81 64.7 

2012 137.442.635,88 79.331.235,92 57.7 

2013 157.216.713,48 94.657.577,63 60.2 

2014 216.289.619,79 103.753.917,60 49.9 

2015 202.797.638,30 81.007.793,37 39.9 

Source: Investment Monitoring and Coordination Department of the Istanbul Governorship (2016) 

When evaluated on the basis of districts, these shares of some district municipalities have either been partly 

paid or totally unpaid. Indeed, as shown in the table above, the collection rate after termination of the special 

provincial administration has also declined seriously..  

Purposes of fund uses 

Funds generated by the contribution from the property tax is used for the following purposes:  

- For expropriaiton: the expropriations that municipalities apply as a result of construction plans for 

conservation purposes or projects in practice, according to Law with No. 2863, Article 15 on 

Protection of Cultural and Natural Heritage. 
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- For designing, planning and implementation: The conservation plan, the project of specific project 

areas that have been identified in the conservation plan, street health and the landscaping project, 

survey, and implementing restitution and restoration projects, and making renovations and repairs 

applications. 

- According to  Metropolitan Municipality Law No. 5216, responsibilities of the metropolitan cities 

have been increased and the preservation of history process has been included in their duties and 

powers. To this aim, Protection Application Control Directorate (KUDEB) was established in the 

metropolitan municipalities, and some district municipalities. Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality 

has brought this organizational levels to the Department of Cultural Assets. The tasks of this unit 

may be necessary to carry out the restoration work. Also Istanbul Protected Areas Management 

Area Presidency was established at 2006 (http://www.alanbaskanligi.gov.tr/index.html). 

- Special Provincial Administration and Investment Monitoring and Coordination Department of 

the Governorships in metropolitan areas direct the funds. They are entitled to use 30% of the 

funding on their own projects regarding immovable cultural properties.  

- 5737 sayılı (2008 yılı) Vakıflar Kanunu doğrultusunda vakıflara ait taşınır ve taşınmaz kültür 

varlıklarının korunmasına yönelik her türlü işlemler yürütülmektedir. 

- All transactions for the protection of movable and immovable cultural properties belonging to the 

Directorate General of Foundations are carried out in accordance with the Law No. 5737 (2008) 

on Foundations. 

- According to the latest regulations, modifications and repairs are incorporated to regulations' 

coverage. For this reason, private people and organizations may apply in this respect. Due to the 

lack of simple repairs of the small buildings that are private property, they had been demolished. 

This cases may be avoided by new applications.  

- In applications, the rate of immovable cultural properties situated within the municipal boundaries, 

their current situation and their contribution to the province's cultural value are taken into 

consideration. Applications of the municipalities to Special Provincial Administrations or the 

Directorate General of Foundations are carried out in two periods, in January and June. Where 

necessary, the changed application period is announced by the governor to the municipalities. 

Table 2: Immovable cultural heritage projects in respect of the claiming governments (2010-2015) 

 (Local 

Governments) 

 (Special 

Provincial 

Administratio

n) 

 (İstanbul 

Metropolitan 

Municipality) 

Adalar 

(District 

municipality

) 

Arnavutköy 

(District 

municipality) 

Bakırköy 

(District 

municipalit

y) 

Beşiktaş 

(District 

municipalit

y) 
 (number of 

projects) 
415 174 17 13 1 2 

 

Beykoz. 

(District 

municipality) 

Beyoğlu 

(District 

municipality) 

Büyükçekmece 

(District 

municipality) 

Çatalca 

(District 

municipality) 

Esenler 

(District 

municipality) 

Eyüp 

(District 

municipality) 

Fatih 

(District 

municipality) 
7 254 20 69 5 52 516 

 

Kadıköy 

(District 

municipality) 

Kağıthane 

(District 

municipality) 

Kartal 

(District 

municipality) 

Küçükçekmece 

(District 

municipality) 

Sancaktepe 

(District 

municipality) 

Sarıyer 

(District 

municipality) 

Silivri 

(District 

municipality) 
9 1 12 1 7 2 42 

 

Şile. (District 

municipality) 

Şişli (District 

municipality) 

Tuzla 

(District 

municipality) 

Üsküdar 

(District 

municipality) 

Zeytinburnu 

(District 

municipality) 

95 1 1 84 34 

Source: Investment Monitoring and Coordination Department of the Istanbul Governorship (2016) 
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In the table above, it is seen that the total number of projects for immovable cultural institutions covering 

2010-2015 is 1856. For Istanbul Special Provincial Administration and the Istanbul Metropolitan 

Municipality, the projects cover various districts. Each district should apply projects in its own area. In 

terms of the size, duration and monetary quantities of projects, conditions vary. After the closure of the 

Special Provincial Administration, the last year (2015), seven projects were made. These are; 1 for Bakırköy 

District Municipality, 5 for Fatih District Municipality and 1 for Üsküdar District Municipality. 

In the table below, the number of applications for the funds, the number of applications accepted and the 

amounts of the funds allocated to them are seen. 

Table 3: Contribution fund belongs to use immovable cultural property in Istanbul  (2006-2013)  

 Years  All applications  Accepted applications  Allocated funding (TL) 

2006 - 116 22.027.442 

2007 - 236 58.101.831 

2008 1022 654 42.816.097 

2009 596 529 77.510.155 

2010 1040 258 46.792.610 

2011 768 487 152.905.035 

2012 525 502 192.647.575 

2013 295 150 218.620.516 

Toplam 

(Total) 
4246 2932 811.421.261 

 Source: İstanbul Special Provincial Administration 

Major Restoration Projects in Istanbul 

The number of restorations carried out by local governments in Istanbul was noted above. The major 

renovations are within: 

- In Topkapi Palace Museum, various projects and applications with palatial buildings and 

landscaping works: Babusselam, Bashir Agha Mosque and Hamam, Babüssaade, Ahmed III 

Library, Hırka-i Saadet and landscaping next to the palace buildings such as Felicity 

Administration (about 32.6 million TL).  

 

- As known, Topkapı Palace is under the authority of Culture and Tourism Ministry. Dolmabahçe 

Palace is under the authority of the Parliament. This difference cause a divergence in terms of 

restoration and operational activities. Having the same status on these historical monuments will 

suppress the bureaucracy  and will provide efficiency and speed.  

 

- In the Hagia Sophia Museum, implementation of various projects and works: Hagia Sophia 

Western Front’s repair and restoration, Sultan Mahmut I Library Restoration, and Projects of 

Primary School and Fatih Madrasa (16.8 million TL). 

 

- Various projects and application works in the Süleymaniye Mosque Complex, Tabhane Madrasah 

restoration, Beyazıt State Library restoration, Siyavuşpaşa Madrasah restoration, Nuru Osmaniye 

Tomb restoration, some projects of Istanbul University (69 million TL). 

 

- Various projects and applications work in the Fatih Mosque Complex: Mediterranean Madrasah 

restoration, Tabhane Madrasah restoration, Fatih Elementary School restoration, Hırka-i-Sharif 

Mosque project and Hırka-i-Sharif Conservation (57.5 million). 

 

- Other works in the Historic Peninsula: Turhan Hatice Sultana tomb’s restoration, Istanbul 

Governor's Office Building Project and Restoration, Health Museum Restoration and Exhibition 
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of Arrangement, the Basilica Cistern located on the parcel of environmental regulation, 

Abdülhamit Tomb Restoration, Istanbul Medical Faculty, former Tuberculosis Dispensary project, 

the Marmara University Rector's Building Project in Sultanahmet, Istanbul University, General 

Surgery-Emergency Surgery Building Restoration of Istanbul on various projects and applications 

such as project of Juvenile Courts Building. 

There are also buildings that have been created by public-private partnerships for supporting the hotels in 

the Historic Peninsula. In general, there are some private sector projects protecting historical assets in 

addition to the ones that receive public support. For example, historical buildings used as offices of 

established companies located in the neighborhood of Nisantasi have been restorated by private sector 

initiatives. 

The following table shows the costs between the years 2003-2013 and projects implemented in the historical 

peninsula in Istanbul. 

Table 4: Design and ımplementation costs in the historic peninsula district 

Years The number of projects and 

applications 

Expenditure (Milyon, TL) 

2003 3 0.7 

2004 7 1.7 

2005 18 1.8 

2006 21 21.1 

2007 21 12.1 

2008 20 12.2 

2009 7 18.0 

2010 78 83,4 

2011 52 79.7 

2012 28 75.4 

2013 18 30.5 

Total 273 336.6 

Source: İstanbul Special Provincial Administration 

According to this table, in the last 10 years 336.6 million TL has been spent on a total of 273 projects and 

significant efforts have been made in protection and sustainability of immovable cultural properties. 

Internal auditors of İstanbul Provincial Special Administration have examined 39 districts’ collection of 

contributions to the protection of cultural properties belonging to the district municipalities in the years 

2009-2010-2011-2012 and prepared examination reports for each of them. In addition, in the strategic plan 

of the Special Provincial Government objectives and targets have been identified 

(http://www.ioi.gov.tr/faaliyet_raporlari.php). 

 

Conclusion 

The ten percent contribution share levied on immovable cultural property taxes collected across Turkey is 

a permanent tax/finance source. In addition, this resource is further increased by the contribution of the 

municipalities for each project. The amounts collected in this account cannot be used for other purposes 

and unused balances are transferred to next year. Thus, significant local resources are formed for the 

preservation of historical monuments. In Istanbul, even though the amount accrued for this purpose was 

more than $ 200 million in 2015, the amount of money paid to the fund has not been close to 40% of it. 

Therefore, it seems money is not credited to the relevant fund on a regular basis. It is possible to state that 
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provisions of the legislation are not conformed. In addition, the restoration work has failed to have been 

maintained effectively after the closure of the Special Provincial Administration. 

In the related Regulations, the qualifications and prioritization of projects to be deposited contribution are 

specified. However, by determining the workshop the determination of their features can be made between 

stakeholders, especially local governments, and  have great benefits. 

According to the new regulations (2015), 20% of the collected fund in big cities is used in the projects 

given priority by the Culture and Tourism Ministry. If this amount is not paid within the year it is transferred 

to the Ministry's budget. (Article 7/4). Thus, the next step which was missing in the former regulations is 

taken towards the centralization of this fund, as a result of the new regulations. The first step in metropolitan 

cities is the transfer of this fund under the command of the governorships upon the closure of the local 

provincial governments which is subordinate to the governor of it. Whereas the principle 

of subsidiarity should have been grounded on. 

 

According to the new regulations (2015), 20% of the collected fund in big cities is used in the projects 

given priority by the Culture and Tourism Ministry. If this amount is not paid within the year it is transferred 

to the Ministry's budget. Thus, the next step which was missing in the former regulations is taken towards 

the centralization of this fund, as a result of the new regulations. The first step in metropolitan cities is the 

transfer of this fund under the command of the governorships upon the closure of the local provincial 

governments which is subordinate to the governor of it. 

 

Istanbul Historic Peninsula was recorded as a World Asset by UNESCO in 1985. Therefore, Istanbul, 

especially historical peninsula is not only national, but also is important to all civilizations. However, JICA-

IMM seismicity emphasizes that historical and urban conservation areas are the most vulnerable and 

problematic areas. 
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Abstract 

Predictive and evaluative approaches that define the economic impacts and benefits of 

developments have been used over many decades to value materials, construction methods, 

labour, maintenance, occupation etc.  More recently, valuation approaches using non-

market valuation techniques have been used in areas such as philanthropic giving, the 

performance of social enterprises, and the management of upland water catchment areas. 

This paper explores the potential to apply these approaches to urban renewal projects in 

order to understand the value of social and environmental change in these areas. To date the 

evaluation of social and environmental return on investment has often been reduced to 

qualitative predictions or ex-post narrative. The approach used to value social and 

environmental change in this paper has been called sustainable return on investment or 

SuROI and has, to date, been applied in a range of built environment contexts in UK, the 

USA and Brazil. The paper explains the approach and then concludes with a number of 

observation on how this non-market valuation technique has performed in the field.  

 

Keywords: Sustainable Change, Social Return on Investment; Ecosystems Services 

Analysis; Social and Ecological Value, Urban Renewal 

1. Introduction 

Cost benefit analysis (CBA) is still the predominant tool used to assess the relative 

economic merits of a project. An extension of the more conventional financial CBA that 

considers the effect of the project on environmental and societal factors is gaining traction 

and is called social cost benefit analysis or SCBA. Dunn (2012) states that in the UK the 

Supplementary [HM Treasury] Green Book Guidance ‘Accounting for Environmental 

Impacts’, recommends the use of SCBA as a way of expressing the value of a proposal to 

UK society for policy appraisal purposes. The Guidance goes on to say that this approach 

can also be applied to projects. The drawback to the use of CBA or SCBA is that these 

approaches tend to focus on economic costs and benefits. Vardakoulias (2013) explains that 

this is understandable because ‘projects are often driven by the economic imperative to 

generate jobs and growth, [while] social and environmental costs and benefits are often 

treated as secondary considerations. This is despite the fact they are of central concern to 

individuals and communities’. The advantage of monetizing social and environmental 

impacts is that all of the influences of the project can be weighed using the same metric. A 
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further difficulty with CBA-type calculations is that they can overlook indirect impacts of 

an intervention that are not tangible or have no market value. Examples of this are 

enhancements to personal wellbeing or stronger interconnections between community 

members.  

Approaches such as Social Return on Investment (SROI) (Nicholls et al., 2012) and 

Ecosystem Services (Millennium Ecosystems Report, 2003 /2005) are particularly useful 

when calculating the monetary effects of changes to social circumstances or environmental 

conditions. Wellbeing is the term used to describe how an individual feels about their life 

and can also be monetized for both the instrumental and the intrinsic value of the project 

(Nicholls et al., 2012). Instrumental wellbeing might result in an individual getting a better 

job that can also boost the local economy. It may also mean that feeling healthier leads to 

savings to the health service or lower insurance claims. Mulgan et al. (2006) explain that 

‘instrumental value is based on the monetization of the consequence of feeling better or 

worse while intrinsic wellbeing values are often derived from a willingness to pay (to feel 

greater self-esteem for example), or from survey or panel-based data which allow monetary 

values to be equated with  the way they feel about their lives. Wenger and Pascaul (2011) 

point out that ‘the hindrance for CBA is that intrinsic values exhibit monetary 

incommensurability, i.e., individuals are unable and often refuse to measure them along the 

scale of money. As a consequence, like the psycho-cultural dimension of wellbeing, any 

intrinsic form of value that may be attached to nature remains excluded from CBA’ (p.10). 

This paper develops and tests a way of combining social value (through SROI and 

Wellbeing Valuation) and ecological value (through ESA) in a framework called 

Sustainable Return on Investment or SuROI.  The approach does not conform to the 

principle ways of estimating value in the built environment as set out in the Royal 

Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) Valuation - Professional Standards (RICS, 2014) 

known as the ‘Red Book’ and the International Valuation Standards. Broadly, these rely on 

market, income or asset-based methods and these are not questioned or criticized by this 

paper. The approach outlined and illustrated in this paper is proposed as additional and 

complementary to the established market-based method regularly utilized by built 

environment valuation practitioners. 

2. Valuing Sustainable Change 

2.1. Valuing Social Change 

Considerable work has been done to assist built environment professionals to appreciate the 

importance and significance of social factors (see Colantonio, 2007; Dillard et al., 2009; 

Colantonio & Dixon, 2010; Vallance et al., 2011; Dempsey et al., 2011; Woodcraft, 2011; 

Weingaertner and Moberg, 2011; Murphy, 2012; Magee et al., 2012; Woodcraft, 2012). 

However, the focus has been on understanding the impacts that these might have on the 

success or otherwise of proposals, or (at the ex-post stage of projects) on whether the 

project met expectations of social and environmental performance. The work to monetize 

the detrimental or the added sustainable value of development schemes has not featured to 

date in any depth in the literature and it is this aspect that is the focus of this paper.  
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One sector that has led the way in the development of these tools is social landlord 

organizations. In the UK these are public or third sector owned and managed housing 

bodies for (predominantly) lower income tenants. Wilkes and Mullins (2012) found that 

35% of the social landlords in their study used internally developed tools while 41% used 

externally sourced and 9% used a mixture of the two. The study identified Social Return on 

Investment as a favored approach for a number of reasons: 

 

• It is flexible and can incorporate a number of other methods into its framework 

• It has clear principles which encourage a consistent approach 

• It relies on a combination of stakeholder accounts and statistical trends to ensure a 

robust and defendable result 

• It is well-suited to build environment contexts.   

 

SROI was developed from an interest in determining the value of outcomes from charitable 

donations. Early work was carried out by the Roberts Enterprise Development Fund 

(REDF) in San Francisco. REDF, formed in 1986 by venture capitalist George Roberts, 

sought to apply commercial business values and practices to non-profit owned social 

enterprises (Emerson and Twersky, 1996). This venture philanthropy fund wanted to 

determine whether its investments were providing the social benefits that it’s Trustees 

required and developed an SROI mechanism to try to evidence this. The approach was 

further refined at the Harvard Business School (Maughan, 2012). In the early 2000s, 

following extensive promotion efforts by REDF, a number of non-profit and social 

enterprise practitioners and consultants became aware of the SROI methodology and 

attempted to develop it further (Scholten, Nicholls, Olsen, & Galimidi, 2006). The most 

current iteration is the ‘Guide to Social Return on Investment’ published by the SROI 

Network (now known as Social Value International) (Nicholls et al., 2012). In the UK, and 

later in the USA, interest started to go beyond individual philanthropic donor organizations 

and was adopted by a broader constituency including public sector resource providers such 

as local and federal governments.  

 

This SROI Network Guide explains that the current approach was developed from a 

combination of social accounting and cost-benefit analysis. It was developed to ensure all 

types of value were captured and reported in an evidence-based manner. The Guide states 

that SROI ‘is a framework for measuring and accounting for this much broader concept of 

value; it seeks to reduce inequality and environmental degradation and improve wellbeing 

by incorporating social, environmental and economic costs and benefits’ (Nicholls et al., 

2012). 

 

There is no unequivocal definition of social value. Tuan (2008) for example offers that 

social value is the ‘concept and practice of measuring social impacts, outcomes and outputs 

through the lens of cost’. Emerson et al. (2001) explain that it is created ‘when resources, 

inputs, processes or policies are combined to generate improvements in the lives of 

individuals or society as a whole’. Wood and Leighton (2010) say that social value refers to 

‘wider non-financial impacts of programs, organizations and interventions, including the 

wellbeing of individuals and communities, social capital and the environment’. 

 

Effectively SROI methodology compares the value of the benefits of a particular action, 

project or programme against its costs. One recent application for this has been to 
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determine the added value of the work of social enterprises. For example, if the Big Issue 

(the magazine and social business devoted to helping the homeless) takes 100 homeless 

individuals off the streets and improves their health and employment prospects, this might 

save the public purse £1m in averted medical, social worker and police time by reducing 

crime. If the enterprise is successful in finding jobs for the ‘vendors’ (so called because part 

of their income is created by selling the magazine on the streets), it will also create income 

for the State through increased taxes. If the cost of the Big Issue programme is £100,000 

(raised through advertising revenue for the magazine) then the return on investment for this 

expenditure is 1:10.  As long as the change in lives is known, the intervention that caused 

the change is clear, and the cost of these consequences can be obtained, it can always be 

possible to calculate the monetary value of that change. 

 

Wellbeing Valuation is an approach that assesses the impact of projects by measuring how 

much it increases people’s life satisfaction based on large data sets from national (UK) 

surveys. The attitudinal surveys ask respondents to self-report on their current mental and 

physical condition before answering hundreds of other questions about their lives which 

reveal the influences on their wellbeing. This avoids the psychological complexities of 

asking people how an intervention (a project programme or policy) has affected their lives. 

Fujiwara (2013), the architect of the approach, explains that ‘welfare economic theory on 

valuation’ underpins the main approaches to valuing social change. This states that the 

value of a good or service is subjective and should reflect the utility that people derive from 

it, where utility refers to the notion of underlying welfare or wellbeing’. Fujiwara’s work 

calculates the amount of money that induces the equivalent change in welfare for the 

individual. 

 

Wellbeing valuation relies on information produced by four large UK surveys including the 

British Household Panel Survey (BHPS); Understanding Society; The Crime Survey of 

England and Wales; and The Taking Part Survey.  These have been carried out on an 

annual basis with over 10,000 of the same respondents over a period of more than two 

decades. Fujiwara’s work with social housing providers and government departments has 

resulted in hundreds of average and specific values. These values represent the annual 

worth to an individual from an improvement (or removal) of each factor in monetary terms. 

The Housing Associations’ Charitable Trust or HACT has produced a Guide to using the 

approach (Trotter et al., 2014) which contains these valued outcomes, examples of which 

include: 

 

• Secure job - £12,034 

• Good neighborhood - £1,747 

• Can rely on family £6,784 

• Relief from being heavily burdened by debt - £9,428 

• Never arrested (youth) - £3,684 

• Active in tenants group - £8,116 

• Gardening - £1,411 

 

These values are per person, per year and so can be aggregated throughout the life of the 

project. The advantage of this approach is that it is consistent and easy to apply. However, 

the approach can lack the direct relationship to specific interventions because it relies on 

the experiences of the average person. It is therefore a cruder measure of social value 
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compared to SROI which is based on direct stakeholder responses to an intervention. The 

SuROI judgement is that Wellbeing Valuation will be the favored approach where it is 

either not possible or too expensive to carry out a project-specific stakeholder exercise. It 

can supplement values collected by SROI surveys and added to calculations where 

feedback on certain aspects (crime, training etc.) was incomplete, inconclusive or 

unavailable.  

2.2. Valuing Ecological Change 

The work on valuing natural systems has a more established literature, although it is less 

commonly applied in urban contexts. From 2001 to 2005, more than 1,360 experts 

worldwide contributed to the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment or MA (Millennium 

Ecosystem Report, 2005).  Together these experts assessed the consequences of ecosystem 

change for human wellbeing. Their findings provided a state-of-the-art scientific appraisal 

of the condition and trends in the world’s ecosystems and the services they provide, as well 

as the scientific basis for action to conserve and use them sustainably. The MA 

distinguishes four categories of ecosystem services: Regulating, Provisioning, Cultural, and 

Supporting. Since 2005 when the MA was published, there has been a plethora of other 

classifications.  Some retain the four broad categories of the MA but this research reduces 

this to three, ostensibly by placing what the MA categorized as supporting ecosystem 

services elsewhere within the categorization.  Another resource, The Economics of 

Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB), is a global initiative focused on drawing attention to 

the economic benefits of biodiversity by highlighting the growing cost of biodiversity loss 

and ecosystem degradation. The TEEB database contains a range of values for ecosystem 

services derived from empirical data across the world.  

Those ecosystem services that can be bought and sold are easily monetized. These include 

the production of timber, textiles, minerals, potable water etc. Other services do not lend 

themselves to commodity trading and are assessed more easily using wellbeing valuation 

sources. The value of beauty, or healing and spiritual value are examples of this 

2.3. Deriving Social and Ecological Values from Survey Data 

The sources and nature of data used by SuROI practitioners will directly influence trust in 

the sustainability indicators to be integrated or compared with financial parameters. Some 

have been concerned about the ability of private sector developers and public sector 

regulators to collect sufficient information to operate an analysis of this nature  (Hall 

Aitken, 2011, Trotter et al., 2014 for example), and this could easily be extended to 

Ecosystems Services methods. Those who argue for a simpler method such as Wellbeing 

Valuation have taken this position. However, data collection designed to understand social 

and environmental change requires similar methods to those employed at planning stage 

(environmental impact analysis for example) tend to be less demanding than many 

participative design exercises.  

Generally the best primary data for these studies is obtained through face-to-face 

techniques such as interviews, focus groups, or telephone surveys as answers from the 

respondents can be qualified through follow-up questions against a semi-structured 

interview script.  Larger numbers of returns can be achieved through questionnaires 
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distributed through a range of channels including social media. Corroboration of survey 

returns can be found in many places including national and local social-economic statistics 

sets, academic and NGO websites. For social change metrics, the Global Value Exchange 

(www.globalvalueexchange.org) web site contains the combined work of hundreds of 

researchers and organizations and is often the primary starting point to identify indicators 

and proxies.   Ecosystem Services metrics are distributed across a wider range of sources, 

but the TEEB Valuation Database is one of the more comprehensive data sets in this area.   

Data requirements do not significantly differ between predictive or evaluative analysis 

other than the obvious lack of performance and impact information for the forecasting 

mode. However, it is important to try to engage stakeholders when possible in predictive 

analysis by surveying for attitudes and expectations in anticipation of the intervention. Not 

as much store will be placed on stakeholders’ expectations as opposed to their experiences 

in an evaluative study, but this information can help to scope the indicators and proxies 

when thinking about the added values or impacts of a proposed development. For example, 

survey data from resident stakeholders will serve to confirm that moving into the new 

housing did change many of their lives, but prior to the move many could voice hopes of 

change which can then be used to scope impacts for a predicative study. The SuROI 

approach assesses the degree to which change has occurred (whether positive or negative) 

both in terms of the significance of the change, and the numbers (percentage) of people that 

experienced the change. Each of the outcomes (changes to health, crime conditions, skills 

and employment status etc.) are then be monetized by first identifying an appropriate 

indicator for the change, and then applying a suitable monetary value or proxy to each 

indicator. The values are multiplied by the numbers affected (from the survey returns) and 

the amount of time the influence of the housing was likely to stay with them. The duration 

of the development is taken as the time is it is occupied before major renovations are 

required.  

Indicators and proxies are typically taken from wellbeing sources, or socio-economic 

statistics compiled by a range of agencies. For example, if it can be established that crime 

has decreased as a direct result of the intervention, then the monetary implications of lower 

crime (effectively fewer taxes directed at tackling these crimes) can be added to the 

monetary implications of the stakeholder experience. Ecological value is derived initially 

through an examination of the ecological changes experienced by stakeholders, both 

through survey questions, and by examining the changes in green and open space cover, 

and changes to biodiversity.  The monetary implications of these changes can then added to 

the social monetary changes to become the gross value used to calculate sustainable return 

on investment. The net value is derived after adjustments are made for other influences that 

might have contributed to the outcomes, and the effect of time in terms of lessening affects 

or depreciation. There are four main adjustments including: 

• Deadweight - the amount of outcome that would have happened even if the 

development was not built 

• Displacement – the amount of activity that has moved to another place because of 

the development 
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• Attribution – the amount of outcome that was caused by a contribution from other 

interventions beyond the scope of the development under analysis 

• Drop-off – the deterioration of an outcome over time.  

2.4 Calculating Sustainable Return on Investment 

 

Following the step-by-step approach set out in the SROI Guide (Nicholls et al., 2012) the 

data collected in field can be used to populate an Impact Map. Initially, the information 

placed in the Map includes:   

 

• Stakeholders (those that have the potential to influence the project) 

• Inputs (the cost of the project) 

• Outputs (the number of units of delivery where applicable) 

• Outcomes (predicted change/stakeholder defined change)  

 

Typically the most pronounced impacts recorded in a SuROI survey are: 

 

 Prospects for pre-school children 

 Qualification for school leavers 

 Employment status 

 Health outcomes 

 Actual or perceptions of personal security 

 The effects of green or open space 

 Changes to wellbeing 

3. Conclusion 

To date a number of SuROI analysis have been carried out by the author in the UK, the 

USA and Brazil. These have ranged from grant funded community initiatives, mixed use 

development, social housing schemes, business clusters, demolition sites and regeneration 

programmes for small towns. These early case studies have shown that the emerging 

discipline of Social Return on Investment (SROI) provides a useful framework in which to 

assess the social and environmental changes caused by these varied built environment 

interventions.  While the approach can still benefit from the learning that comes from its 

application in the field, there are a number of early conclusions that can be drawn thus far. 

These include: 

  

• The spread sheet design of the Impact Map in the SROI Guide (Nicholls et al., 

2012) is capable of incorporating other approaches, such as Ecosystems Services Analysis 

(ESA). 

• Stakeholder data collected in the field can be used to evaluate social and 

environmental change caused by completed projects, and to predict future changes from 

planned projects.  

• The socio-economic and environmental data required to carry out a sustainable 

return on investment calculation was often required to be obtained from a variety of central 

and local government sources, developer sources, and primary sources collected from 
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stakeholders in the locality of the project. In some countries, where this data is unavailable, 

practitioners can be consulted to construct reasonable assumptions.  

• Organisations that wish to understand the value of social and environmental 

change should seek out partnerships with practitioners working in this field until such time 

as capacity in the built environment sector increases. 
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Abstract 

The Smart City concept has the main goal of improving the performance of cities with a 

vision not only for citizen’s prosperity but the sustainability of cities environmentally, 

socially and economically by using emerging technologies to integrate key elements (sub-

systems) of the city for effective and efficient interactions. In this paper, we analyse the 

diverse proposed architectures in existing literature for developing Smart and Sustainable 

Cities and propose an improvement from the perspective of real-time Big Data analytics 

that characterise Smart City initiatives of today. The paper reviews current literature on 

emerging technologies for Smart City developments in the context of smart innovation and 

Big Data analytics. The methodology develops a typological investigation and searches for 

useful insights for clear-cut understanding of existing architectures for Smart Cities and 

suggests areas of improvement to meet current challenges of data-driven city systems. In 

this regard, the multi-layered architecture proposed by Wenge and Zhang was found useful. 

In highlighting the implications or the influence of emerging technologies on our future 

cities, the paper also discussed the need for real-time monitoring and analysis of streaming 

data from Smart City infrastructures using emerging technologies like Big Data analytics. 

 

Keywords: Smart City; Big Data; emerging technologies; innovation; architecture  

1. Introduction 

The rapid urbanisation process is becoming a worldwide phenomenon in recent years. This 

global phenomenon of urban development coincide with a unique era of computing 

paradigm in which emerging technologies or advanced information and communication 
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technologies (ICT) have become more pervasive with remarkable influence on social, 

economic, organisational, and other key sectors particularly in the complex systems of city 

management world-wide. Thus, the globalisation and urbanisation processes are promoting 

modern economy through increase in standard of living using knowledge as the driving 

force of globalisation expressed in the form of knowledge-driven economy in which cities 

are at the centre stage of virtually all the activities. The concept of Smart City therefore 

brings about an evolution of urban development where advancement in ICT or new 

technologies are playing key roles viz-a-viz innovation and globalisation processes because 

the overall strategies of Smart City concept is to apply smart technologies to improve the 

overall competitiveness of cities while dealing with urban development challenges (Wenge, 

Zhang et al. 2014). 

2. Höjer and Wangel (2015), viewed sustainable Smart Cities as a combination of 

sustainable development and smart technologies. From Mathias definition, sustainable 

smart city is achieved only when smart technologies are used to make a city more 

sustainable. Emerging technologies therefore are at the heart of the global knowledge-

driven economy, creating formidable platforms for knowledge sharing in building 

sustainable economic growth. According to recent evidence Neirotti, De Marco et al. 

(2014), the concept of Smart City is gaining widespread support in the agenda of policy 

makers given the attention it raised from European Union and other members of the 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) (Paskaleva 2011). 

Despite the popularity, the challenges posed by the critical role that emerging technologies 

plays in the development of Smart Cities still remain unclear to stakeholders’. 

In this paper, we address the development of sustainable Smart Cities from the perspective 

of the critical roles that emerging technologies will play with regards to the huge volumes, 

varieties and veracity of data that characterised the Smart City environment with the use 

IoT devices like sensors and RFID devices. Fully aware of the diverse viewpoints in 

literature on the existing architectures as proposed by different authors, we analyse the 

popularly used architectures and found the multi-layered architecture proposed by Wenge, 

Zhang et al. (2014) useful in view of data intensive requirement of Smart Cities and suggest 

areas of improvement in order to meet the challenges of real-time analytics of sensor and 

human processed data in knowledge-based environment for cities. 

The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the 

background and related work, section 3 discusses the sustainability issues in Smart Cities, 

section 4, analyses the role of emerging technologies, section 5 analyses the proposed 

architectures with areas of improvement and finally, section 6 draws the conclusions and 

potential future work. 

2.0 Background and Related Work 

 

Smart Cities represent an emerging area of research that is gaining a lot of attention. A 

number of definitions have been proposed and one such notable definitions was given by 

Forrester (Washburn, Sindhu et al. 2009) who defined Smart City as “the use of smart 
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computing technologies to make the critical infrastructure components and services of a 

city – which include city administration, education, healthcare, public safety, real estate, 

transportation, and utilities – more intelligent, interconnected, and efficient”. Similarly, 

IBM’s definition from an industry point of view sees a Smart City as one that uses 

technology to transform its core systems in order to optimize resources utilization. 

According to IBM (ITU 2014), at the highest level of maturity, Smart City is a knowledge-

based system that provides real-time insights to various stakeholders, therefore enabling 

decision-makers to proactively and effectively manage a city’s sub-systems. In this view, 

effective information management is at the heart of this capability, and integration and 

analytics are seen as the key enablers.  

 

According to Gartner as cited by Lee, Hancock et al. (2014), a Smart City is based on 

intelligent exchange of information that flow between its many different subsystems. This 

flow of information is analysed and translated into citizen and commercial services. Gartner 

emphasize that the Smart Cities act on this information flow to make its wider ecosystem 

more resource-efficient and sustainable. We thought it would be important to emphasize 

that this information exchange needs to be based on a smart governance operating 

framework designed for sustainability. The authors posited that Smart City is a concept that 

derives its definition from a combination of definitions like those of information city, 

knowledge city, intelligent city, ubiquitous city, and digital city. After critical evaluation of 

different characteristics of the Smart City concept, these authors concluded that Smart 

Cities create better, more sustainable cities, where quality of life is higher, environment 

more liveable and economic prospects stronger for the citizens. 

 

In addition, Harrisson C. as cited in Chourabi, Nam et al. (2012), considered Smart City as 

the city connecting the physical infrastructure, the IT infrastructure, the social 

infrastructure, and the business infrastructure to leverage the collective intelligence of the 

city. Batty, Axhausen et al. (2012) acknowledges that Smart Cities are simply instruments 

for improving competitiveness in such a way that community and quality of life are 

enhanced. The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) during its focused group 

analysis (ITU 2014) and in an effort to come up with a standardized definition for Smart 

and Sustainable Cities, analyzed over 100 publications and this gave different definitions of 

Smart Cities. From ITU’s analysis, the over 100 definitions of ‘Smart City’ kept revolving 

around 50 keywords like quality of life, ICT, Technology, innovations, management, 

systems, integrate, intelligent, etc., where the instance of about 726 of those keywords were 

analyzed to measure or compare the importance of those words on the subject matter. 

 

In summary, the issue of improved services and quality of life are considered imperative in 

a Smart City. Thus, the concept of Smart City has the central objective of improving quality 

of life in today’s densely populated cities around the globe. It also to promote social, 

political, cultural, and economic equality and access that is devoid of any form of exclusion 

in terms of time and location. Hence, it is crucial for Smart Cities to create, as well as 

transfer knowledge, social innovations and a host of other services using the emerging 

technologies in Cloud Computing and Big Data Analytics as platform for solving 

environmental, ecological, social, and sustainability problems facing the ever expanding 

cities today. 
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3.0 Smart City Sustainability Issues 
 

The rising environmental problems and related concerns have brought the issue of 

sustainability to the fore-front in the discourse on the Smart City agenda among the 

stakeholders. In order to address the issue of sustainability, stakeholders are now adopting 

creative, intelligent, and innovative solutions in global efforts for sustainable development 

around the cities. Given the economic and social challenges faced by cities globally, 

advanced cities especially in Europe are evolving strategies for adopting new innovation 

approaches that can be leveraged for socio-economic development of urban areas 

(Komninos, Pallot et al. 2013). 

 

According to the United Nations (UN) Department of Economic and Social Affairs (2014), 

Africa and Asia are taking the lead in global urbanization trend with a projection showing 

Africa attaining 56% urbanization by 2050 while Asia is expected to reach 64% by the 

same period. Department for Business Innovations and Skills (DBIS 2013) in its recent 

publication, further posited that 80% of the current global GDP is generated in cities of 

which 50% were recorded from 380 cities in the developed economies of the world 

especially in Europe and America. In its analysis, the report estimated a growth pattern that 

will shift to the east by year 2025 with China playing a major role in the upward trend of 

urbanisation with an unprecedented rise in its urban population. Although, Saunders and 

Baeck (2015) posit that national governments, city planners and the technology solution 

providers across the world are currently evolving strategies for addressing the challenges of 

mobility around city, provision of utilities especially energy and most importantly safety of 

the human and environment. However, (Arupt 2011) in its smart solution for cities revealed 

that cities are being overwhelmed as 50% of the current global population reside in cities. 

According to this author, the percentage (50%) of the human population generate 75% of 

the carbon emission which is now complicating the challenges of climate change as the 

demand for resource utilisation continues to increase.  

 

As revealed in Saunders and Baeck (2015), China and India alone are currently planning 

about 300 Smart City pilot projects in addition to various efforts in the developing world. It 

is an indication that the entire world is developing to a stage where governments are now 

investing heavily in one form of Smart City project or the other. For instance, (APA, 2015) 

posited that city planners, engineers and other stakeholders are now being challenged in 

coping with the responsibility of articulating clear-cut vision with robust data collected and 

analysed for measuring performance and how plans are improving the standard of living in 

cities while keeping the planners current with the evolving elements of the city. At the 

regional levels especially in Africa and other emerging economies, the need to build 

innovation ecosystems at the sub-regions for effective sharing, and distribution of resources 

which is relevant to the focus of this study requires serious attention.  

 

In addition, globalisation of environmental problems has raised more awareness on the need 

for reconsideration in the manners in which development and management of cities as well 

as the application of new technologies are being done in view of sustainability concerns. 
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Addressing the sustainability issues in Smart City deployment will require dealing with a 

number of challenges such as strategic assessment to identify the required solutions, 

mitigating measures to manage the negative impacts of development, adopting the right 

approach (top-down or bottom-up), competency by bridging the skills gap between city 

administrators and the solutions providers, and the issue of governance (Höjer and Wangel 

2015). 

 

4.0 Emerging Technologies and Smart City Deployment 

 

Ubiquitous technologies have changed the economic system with the growing powers of 

knowledge. Thus, innovation is expected to remain as the key factor of technological 

advancement relating to the development of societies and knowledge distribution. In this 

direction new technologies are gradually being integrated in virtually every facet of 

activities in cities resulting in streams of data availability (Bell, 2009). Emerging 

technologies have simplified real-time data collection greatly through IoT and Internet 

Connection Devices (ICD) devices like RFID, sensors, cameras, and smart phones. Current 

estimates suggest that this initiative could increase Internet connectivity to about 50 billion 

devices by the year 2020 (Thoma, Fedon et al. 2015). The “supper connected world” as 

described by Thomas has introduced innovative technologies that are now capable of 

assisting in the integration of cities subsystems and simplifying decision making processes. 

 

4.1 Cloud Computing as the Driver of Innovation for Smart City Deployment 
 

The convergence of Cloud Computing and the Internet of things (IoT) for the realization of 

ubiquitous communications vision is very critical to the focus of this research. For instance, 

Suciu, Vulpe et al. (2013) analysed the suitability of Cloud Computing and IoT for Smart 

City deployment in the context of open sensor network and decentralized cloud-based 

platform. In this work, a conceptual interoperable framework that integrates characteristics 

of Cloud Computing and IoT for the Smart City service middleware platform was 

proposed. The integration of emerging technologies for realistic applications for Smart City 

according to the authors should be in a highly distributed environment with support for 

real-time Big Data management. As noted by the authors, the suitability of this model 

especially in an emerging environment and experimenting it in core Smart City services 

(e.g. Smart Grid) still requires critical investigation. 

 

Similarly, Mitton, Papavassiliou et al. (2012) posited that the realization of the envisioned 

Smarter Cities will depend largely on the critical role of sensor networks and future 

Internet. In this work, the authors believe that Smart Cities will deploy smarter sensor-

devices with high processing powers and other capabilities to capture, analyse, and manage 

sensitive data such as security, traffic, monitoring and management of water gaze, pollution 

related data, etc. The study therefore proposed a new architecture that will allow cloud 

sensors and actuators to be dynamically provisioned as services through the platform of 

IoT. These previous studies point to the possibilities in the plethora of tools and techniques 

for managing smart innovations but advancing these services for data filtering in real-time 

in a specific Smart City is yet to be experimented. As emphasized by Suciu, the suitability 

of Cloud Computing and IoT for Smart City deployment still requires further research. 
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4.2 Big Data Analytics and Smart City Evolution  

 

Big Data is defined by Mckinsey Global Institute (Hu, Wen et al. 2014) as datasets whose 

size is beyond the ability of typical database management software tools required to 

capture, store, manage, and analyze within a reasonable time period. Leveraging the 

opportunities in Big Data analytics for the data intensive technologies that will be deployed 

for the future cities will ease the processes of making available the right information to the 

right user at the right time. The trend would have a tremendous influence on how cities are 

being instrumented to drive innovations and creativity in entrepreneurial developments. 

According to Rob Kitchen (2013), the evolution of Big Data enables real-time analysis of 

city life, introducing new form of urban governance while providing an enabling 

environment for running transparent cities that will be more efficient, sustainable, and 

competitive. 

 

 Figure 1: The rise of Web 2.0 Cloud Computing and Big Data from 2004 to 2013 

 
Source: Batty (2013) 

 

Although, various concerns emerged about Big Data analytics in the context of knowledge 

management and innovation in Smart Cities but the trend of development in this area 

suggests that it is a new research direction. For instance, Townsend (2013) viewed the 

emerging trend (Smart City and Big Data) being technocratic in nature. Like other concerns 

(e.g. Greenfield), there is the fear of technological luck-in on the ground that the promotion 

of Smart City and the solutions are heavily pushed by the techies (vendors i.e. IBM, 

CISCO, Microsoft, etc) rather than city government driven. On the other hand, Batty (2013) 

in principle is of the view that Big Data has the potentials of providing the understanding of 

how city sub-systems function and the management to the extent that “Big Data will 

become a source of information about every time horizon” (figure 1 illustrates the trends of 
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development in this area). Kitchin (2014), further posited that many city governments now 

use real-time analytics to manage regulatory and other functions of a city in key sectors like 

security, transportation, environment, and a host of surveillance systems. The implications 

of these developments requires more investigations to evaluate the possible adoption even 

the level of awareness in both developed and the emerging economies. 

 

In this direction, it is envisaged that the challenges of complex data collection/capturing 

(especially in real-time), storage, querying, and analysing attributed to the future city 

environment requires serious attention. The Volume (Terabytes and Petabytes of data), 

Velocity (Datasets come in batches, and in real-time), Variety (heterogeneity of data – 

structure, semi-structured and unstructured), Veracity (Trust and Integrity of the data), and 

Value (how much value we can derive from such data). It is therefore safe to suggest that 

the emergence of Big Data tools and its associated technologies provides rich and diverse 

research opportunities in knowledge management which can help to provide solutions to 

some of the pressing urban challenges. This will be more realistic now that most of the 

Smart City projects/efforts are virtually at the experimental level. 

 

Innovative solutions in social media and crowdsourcing appears to offer excellent 

opportunities for a wide-range of applications in critical aspects of city services such as 

health, education, transportation, professional services, etc. Crowdsourcing is noted to have 

high accuracy that it can be used as “a base-map for other social media data” useful in geo-

location and mobility management (Batty, Axhausen et al. 2012). With seamless integration 

of people and systems through the concept of “web of everything”, emerging technologies 

are empowering citizen participation via interaction with key actors thereby promoting 

territorial proximities and providing opportunities for social and economic development. 

Thoma, Fedon et al. (2015), provide use case scenario of human centric system of 

integration for different services similar to the SmartSantander initiative in Spain. 

 

5.0 Smart City Architectures 

 

Recent research in Smart City development has dwelt heavily on technologies and 

architectures of Smart City with divergent views. Hence, different Smart City architectures 

exist in literature but yet no generally accepted architecture have been adopted (Wenge, 

Zhang et al. 2014) giving an indication that this key aspect of Smart City concept is still 

evolving. Smart City architectures are being designed from different perspectives of 

technological knowledge to address sustainability challenges of the future cities by building 

efficiency and effectiveness into the sub-systems of the cities. A significant number of 

service oriented architectures (SOA), event driven architectures (EDA), Internet of things 

(IoT) architectures, and Internet of everything (EoT) architectures are being proposed while 

in many cases, some authors suggest a combination of different technologies. However, 

many of the proposed architectures are not totally different from the traditional enterprise 

architectures being adopted for solving urban development challenges (Mulligan and 

Olsson 2013). This section briefly discusses Smart City architectures proposed in literature 

with a view to suggest a research direction in this area. See for instance, figure 2. 
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Figure 2: System Architecture of Padova Smart City 

 

 

 

 
Source: Zanella, Bui et al. (2014)  

 

5.1 SOA-based Architectures 

 

From the perspective of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), some authors have proposed 

Smart City architectures in this area to address the flexibility and scalability requirements 

of managing heterogeneous data in Smart City technologies. In this context, Anthopoulos 

and Fitsilis (2010) have proposed enterprise architecture to strengthen the organisation and 

technical evolution of Smart Cities. The authors presented a layered architecture with 

sustainability components to deliver multiple application and services to the urban area. 

Andreini, Crisciani et al. (2011), also proposed Smart City architecture based on SOA for 

efficient orchestration of different components in a re-usable manner. Recognising the 

importance of scalability, the authors suggest the use of Distributed Hash Table (DHT) 

protocol and applying the concept of geo-localisation to the IoT for easy access to services. 

 

Although, these architectures were proposed as effective solutions and in some cases with 

use-case scenarios but service oriented architectures are prone to challenges of archival and 

dirty/unified data (Xiong, Zheng et al. 2014). These challenges limit the effectiveness of 

architectures built with deep emphasis on SOA without integration of more technologies 

since the future cities are envisaged to be data-driven. 

 

5.2 EDA-based Architectures 

 

A good number of architectures have also been developed based on Event Driven 

Architecture (EDA) to manage changes in the Smart City systems. Filipponi, Vitaletti et al. 
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(2010), proposed EDA based architecture that is enabled by Smart Objects for Intelligent 

Applications (SOFIA– infrastructure) to enhance communication as well as detect 

abnormal events using sensors. The architecture is designed with Interoperability Open 

Platform (IOP) to ease the integration of heterogeneous sensors and sub-systems in 

managing spatial development. The authors further divided the architecture into Semantic 

Information Broker (SIB) and Knowledge processor (KP) as main components for data 

storage and access respectively. Wan, Li et al. (2012), introduce the concept of IoT with 

sensor networks to EDA in order to maximise efficiency of services in Smart City through 

the management and cooperation of machine to machine (M2M) components. According to 

these authors, the M2M Smart City architecture was introduced to manage mission-critical 

wireless messages that are capable of playing important role in critical services like smart 

grid, public safety, intelligent transport, energy management, etc. Again, EDA architecture 

has limitations with higher semantic of heterogeneous events. 

 

5.3 IoT-based Architectures 

 

In different perspective, developments in technologies and innovations for Smart City 

deployment are shifting focus to Internet of Things (IoT) in recent years. In this direction, 

many industry players and the academia are vigorously pursuing research topics that will 

contribute immensely to the IoT adoption for sustainable Smart City development. IoT 

represents a computing paradigm that enables every physical object or heterogeneous 

devices with virtual component with ability to produce and at the same time consume 

services. IoT has been described as a convergence of radio frequency identification (RFID) 

with Cloud Computing (Internet), sensor technologies, and smart objects (Singh, Tripathi et 

al. 2014). In this area, a number of novel architectures for Smart City deployment based on 

IoT (see for instance, Attwood, Merabti et al. 2011; Distefano, Merilino et al. 2013; Horng 

et al. 2015; Schaffers, Komninos et al. 2011) have been proposed with different viewpoints 

in addressing technical challenges in Smart City. 

 

One of the most interesting IoT architectures proposed by Zanella, Bui et al. (2014) was 

validated with a use case in “Padova Smart City”. The proposed architecture was based on 

urban IoT system with proof-of-concept deployment covering different services like waste 

management, air quality monitoring energy consumption, traffic congestion, smart parking, 

etc. Although the authors concluded that the enabling technologies for the realisation of IoT 

solutions in Smart City have reached maturity but the impact of noise on humidity and 

temperature measurements as acknowledged by the authors based on this small scale 

implementation, requires further insights. IoT architecture, like other architectures 

discussed earlier have draw-backs in terms of data security and privacy issues (Roman, 

Najera et al. 2011). In IoT, everything becomes virtual “anywhere, anything, anytime”. 

Hence, there is need for integration of more technologies. 

 

5.4 IoE-based Architectures 

 

Finally, to uncover new information, enable fast communications and decision making, as 

well as automate connections Internet of everything (IoE) has emerged in Smart City 

discourse as technology that will overcome the challenges of IoT in connecting people, 
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processes, data, and things with the same objective of improving livability of cities. IDC 

Government Insights (2013), summarize the implications of IoE in a Smart City of the 

future architecture based on IoE technologies via Big Data and analytics, social media, 

mobility and Cloud Computing as the foundation for addressing future development 

challenges in cities (Clarke 2013). Similarly, Jara, Ladid et al. (2013) proposed full 

integration of Internet protocol (IPv6) technologies into IoT architecture in order to realize 

IoE potentials for Smart Cities. The author presents architecture for leveraging connectivity 

and reliability, support for heterogeneity, security and mobility in IPv6 interaction in 

offering an Internet of Everything to enhance the potential of IoT applications in 

eHealth/mHealth as well as Smart Cities. It is important to note that IoE still exploits the 

Internet infrastructure and network connectivity to transport or communicate with every 

object though with innovative management systems. 

 

5.5 Towards an Integrated Architecture 
 

Emerging technologies and innovative solutions for managing new challenges confronting 

urban development goals (Smart City) will no doubt require comprehensive integration of 

diverse techniques, perspectives, and knowledge for sustainability. Research findings in this 

field has shown a development trend in which the Smart City architectures are evolving 

towards integrating different technologies to achieve a heterogeneous architecture for 

handling emerging challenges of Smart Cities and the future perspective of IoE 

(Kyriazopoulou 2015). In this direction, authors in (Wenge, Zhang et al. 2014) contributed 

immensely to the idea of integrating more than one technology for handling new challenges 

of Smart Cities through the layered architecture. For instance, their architecture address 

data management issues through the support service layer that integrates cloud computing 

and data technologies in the form of Internet of Things (IoT). 

 

Figure 3: Data Oriented Smart City Architecture 

 
Source: (Wenge, Zhang et al. 2014) 

 

Interestingly, the work of Wenge, Zhang et al. (2014) suggests the fact that data should be 

gathered, analysed, stored and kept secured. The proposed architecture recognised the fact 

that traditional data management systems can no longer cope with the challenges of data 
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intensive requirements of the future cities. The new technologies generate Big Data 

characterised by heavy Volumes (running into Peta Bytes), Varieties (coming from various 

sources) in terms of applications and IoT devices data outputs are heterogeneous - 

structured, unstructured including semi-structured, above all, they have Velocity (streaming 

data) as described in the previous section. As depict in figure 1, the multi-layered 

architecture emphasized the relevance of data integration from heterogeneous sources as the 

key feature of Smart Cities. The data acquisition layer in this scenario captures data from 

different sources like sensors, RFID and so forth. As described from the data acquisition 

layer to the upper-most application layer (Event-Driven), the architecture depicts a 

comprehensive integration of SOA, EDA, and IoT capabilities necessary for data fusion 

from different objects especially with the cloud platforms and visualization technologies. 

 

Although ease of administration (as depict in simple layered architecture), standard, and 

security in terms of data vitalization, transmission, and sensorship were considered the 

critical success factors of the proposed architecture. However, in view of the new 

challenges of real-time Big Data analytics and the emerging IoE, a comprehensive 

integration of technologies that address issues along the line of IoE to create cross-domain 

solutions for handling real-time Big Data analytics management challenges due to sensor 

systems may be desired as further insight. The importance of this was echoed in the work of 

Kitchin (2014) which reveal that city administrators across the globe are now using real-

time analytics in regulatory functions as well as the management of some aspects of cities 

performance.  

 

Furthermore, a data vitalization layer for managing incoming data from sensors can be 

more useful in pushing analytics results back to different actors in the city (users) through 

smart devices using SOA techniques to give stakeholders real-time access to information 

for timely decision making. 

 

6.0 Discussion 

 

This section discusses the role of emerging technologies and the proposed architectures for 

Smart Cities in literature as we enumerated in different sections above. Cities are easy 

locations where the world’s creative and innovative activities are shaping the nature of 

global economies using technologies. As we highlighted from the sustainability issues 

raised by the United Nations (UN) Department of Economic and Social Affairs, the global 

urbanization trend expected in developing economies and the estimated 75% of the carbon 

emission generated in cities, the unprecedented and continuous rise in urban population, 

and the role of emerging technologies in building sustainable Smart Cities has become very 

critical. 

 

The Cloud Computing perspective presents tremendous opportunities for developing 

service models for managing challenges of new technologies. Suciu, Vulpe et al. (2013), 

analysed the suitability of Cloud Computing and IoT for Smart City deployment in the 

context of open sensor network and decentralized cloud-based platform. However, the 

suitability of this model especially in an emerging environment and experimenting it in core 

Smart Cities services (e.g. Smart Grid) still requires critical investigation. The contribution 
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of M. Batty (2013) from the perspective of Big Data potentials for providing the 

understanding of how city sub-systems function and the management to the extent that “Big 

Data will become a source of information about every time horizon is very key since 

development in Smart City agenda is data driven. There is a serious concern of 

technological lock-in in the context of knowledge management and innovation in Smart 

Cities due to the eminent roles of the technology giants (Townsend 2013). With innovative 

solutions in web of things, IoT, social media, and crowdsourcing emerging technologies are 

now playing critical roles in a wide-range of applications in critical aspects of Smart City 

services such as health, education, transportation, professional services, etc. Thoma, Fedon 

et al. (2015), provide use case scenario of human centric system of integration for different 

services similar to the SmartSantander initiative in Spain considered relevant in this area. 

 

Emerging technologies are now assisting in crime management. For instance, New York 

City Police Department (NYPD) sucks in feeds from all the city cameras and uses this 

information to fight crime. (Washburn, Sindhu et al. (2009)), cited an example of 911 real-

time dashboard providing information on emergency needs that have helped New York 

City to reduce crime rate by 27% with the aid of closed circuit television (CCTV) and video 

analytics. Similarly, enabling the citizens to know how their utility consumption compares 

with their neighbours through feed-back usage patterns for utilities in communities is still a 

critical challenge. The role of emerging technologies in this regard will be to use systems 

that monitor social behaviours and correlate them to consumption patterns in real-time 

(smart grid) to predict power consumption patterns for early warning. 

 

In terms of proposed architectures for Smart City deployment, we recognised various 

contributions from different perspectives in this area. It is important to acknowledge that a 

good number of authors recognised Internet technologies especially IoT as the critical 

component in the various designs with consideration for sensor networks and cloud 

computing. Although some of the authors approached the issue of architecture for Smart 

City in a particular pattern based on technologies for SOA, EDA, IoT, and IoE but a few 

architectures referenced in literature adopted the techniques of combining more 

technologies for managing advanced applications. For instance, Wenge, Zhang et al. (2014) 

designed a simple layered architecture that integrated the functionalities of IoT, SOA, and 

EDA for better management of data intensive technologies in Smart Cities. 

 

In view of some weaknesses noted with respect to many of the discussed technologies, a 

comprehensive integration of technologies and architectures for SOA, EDA, IoT, and the 

emerging IoE will create cross-domain solutions for handling data processing challenges of 

the future cities especially with respect to sensor systems and cloud of things. 

 

7.0 Conclusion and Future Work 

 

In this paper, we have discussed the sustainability issues and the implications of the 

emerging technologies for building sustainable Smart Cities. In highlighting the research 

interests generated in this area in recent years, we cited specific examples of Cloud 

Computing innovations, social media, and Big Data analytics concepts deployed for 

managing new challenges of cities. Lastly, we analysed selected architectures based on the 
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underpinning technologies as proposed in literature for Smart City deployment. 

 

Our findings from this review and analysis suggests that emerging technologies like 

Wireless Sensor Networks (MSN), vehicular networking and machine to machine 

communications (M2M) will play critical roles in the Smart City agenda moving 

governance and management of city sub-systems gradually towards Big Data Analytics. 

Big Data analytics will no doubt leverage cloud computing to provide "unlimited" 

computing and storage infrastructure for the huge data coming from a Smart City. The 

analysis would run both predictive and prescriptive data mining on the extract data. This 

aspect is already helping in real-time monitoring of high traffic volume routes to facilitate 

traffic flow as well as law enforcement agencies around the globe notably in crime 

management. 

 

In the area of architecture, a plethora of Smart City architectures exist in literature proposed 

from different perspectives like SOA, EDA, IoT, and IoE respectively. Based on the 

number of published works we came across in literature, IoT based architectures dominate 

the recommended Smart City architectures with use case implementations. It is also 

important to note that few of the proposed architectures adopt integration of technologies of 

more architectures in order to cope with service requirements of the future cities. The most 

interesting part of the whole analysis is the new challenges thrown up by the emergence of 

the new Internet of Everything (IoE). We can easily infer that many of the proposed Smart 

City architectures did not envisage the IoE era where virtually everything and every process 

can communicate automatically generating high volumes of Big Data upon which big 

insights can be gained through real-time analytics. 

 

Although this is still an ongoing research work but building a sustainable Smart City needs 

to focus on fundamental issue like improving spatial awareness. Hence, an integration of 

various forms of technologies in SOA, EDA, IoT, and IoE architectures will improve the 

capability for converting the vast amount of raw data (Big Data) continuously generated in 

Smart Cities as a result of smart innovation into useful knowledge needed for effective and 

efficient decision making processes. In the future, efforts will be made to propose a Smart 

City architecture that will be more information centric taking into account the new 

challenges arising from IoE technologies. 
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